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YOU NEED
THIS BOOK
... if you shoof moHon pictures
for:

TV or Theatres
Industry
Education
Government
Research, Etc.
There’s something to help you on
every page of this fact-packed
book!
Never before a helpful book like fhisi Gives
detailed answers to hundreds of problems and
questions related to theatrical, TV, industrial,
military, educational and documentary film pro¬
duction.
Informational text covers data never before
published on panning speeds, optical effects,
ultra high-speed photography, underwater cinema¬
tography, background plates, process shots, trav¬
eling mattes, day-for-night photography, color
temperature, etc.
Charts, tables and diagrams give instant an¬
swers to problems relating to lens angles, filter
factors, shutter openings, camera speeds, ex¬
posure, lighting, aspect ratios, etc., etc. Order
your copy todayl

$7.50
. . . Post Paid
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SHOOTING A river-crossing scene on location in Colorado for the MGMCinerama production, “How The West Was Won.” The three-Iensed Cine¬
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booster light from two Brutes on players seated in covered wagon. Directing
the photography is William Daniels, ASC.
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"CINE-VOICE n" 16 mm Optical Sound-On-Fllm Camera. "AURICON PR0-600"16mm Optical Sound>On-FIIm Camera. "SUPER 1200" 16 mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera.
it 100 ft. film capacity for 2% minutes of M 600 ft. film capacity for ISVz minutes of •♦c 1200 ft. film capacity for 33 minutes of
recording; 6-Volt DC Convertor or 115-Volt AC recording.
$1871.00 (and up) with 30 day recording, -it $5667.00 (and up) complete for
operation. ♦ $967.00 (and up).
money-back guarantee.
"High-Fidelity” Talking Pictures.

‘‘PRO-600 SPECIAL" 16mm Lieht-Weieht Camera.
400 ft. Jilm capacity for 11 minutes of
recording.'*' $1,295.00 (and up).

PORTABLE POWER SUPPLY UNIT —Model PS-21...Silent
in operation, furnishes 115-Volt AC power to drive
"Single System” or "Double System” Auricon
Equipment from 12 Volt Storage Battery, for
remote “location” filming, ■♦c $269.50

FILMAGNETIC —Finger points to Magnetic pre-stripe
on unexposed film for recording lip-synchronized
magnetic sound with your picture. Can be used
with all Auricon Cameras.
$960.00 (and up).

StrM^ for Profit
CHOOSE AURICON
If it's profit you’re after in the production of
16 mm Sound-On Film Talking Pictures, Auricon
Cameras provide ideal working tools for shooting
profitable Television Newsreels, film commercials,
inserts, and local candid-camera programming.
Now you can get Lip-Synchronized Optical or
Magnetic Sound WITH your picture using Auricon
16 mm Sound-On-Film Cameras. Precision designed
and built to "take it.”
Strictly for Profit—Choose Auricon!

TRIPOD-Models FT-10 and FT-10S12...
Pan-Tilt Head Professional Tripod for
velvet-smooth action. Perfectly counter-balanced
to prevent Camera "dumping."'^* $406.25 (and up).

esos R,oma,ine St., Hollywood 3S, Calir.
HO L.L.Y'W'OOD S'OSSl

Auricon Equipment is sold with a 30 day Money-Back Guarantee. You must be satisfied.
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Write for your
free copy of
this 74-page
Auricon Catalog
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INDUSTRY
NEWS
News briefs of industry activities^ products and progress
ECCO
MODEL D
SPEEDROLL
APPLICATOR

Wide-screen Adapter
The Bell & Howell Company has de¬
signed a wide-screen lens attachment
for its new Filmosound 16mm projec¬

Cleans, conditions & lubricates your film in one
easy operation. Non-inflammable, eliminates wax
ing, absolutely safe.
Ecco

Model

D

Applicator.$33.00

Ecco #1500 cleaning fluid,

per gal.$9.00

Ecco #2000 Negative cleaning fluid,
per gal.

CAMART ELECTRIC
FILM TIMERS

Willey,

ductions. The anamorphic lens and
adapter, which sells for around S170,

writer; Paul Holz, production assistant;
and Sally Hill, secretary, model, and

was originally developed for use by
the armed forces. It utilizes cylindrical

script girl.
“A New Way of Life,” a motion

lens elements and has a separate focus¬
ing ring. New attachment will fit the

picture on Borrego Springs, in South¬

ll/2^^ 2" and 3" lenses of all curent
Filmosound projectors.
•

CECO’s Silver Anniversary
Camera Equipment Company, Inc.,
known throughout the motion picture
industry as “CECO,” is currently cele¬
brating its first quarter century in busi¬
ness—its Silver Anniversary. Twentyfive years ago CECO was an idea born
in the mind of New York cinematog¬
rapher Erank Zucker, whose motion
picture experience dates back to the
infancy of the industry^—to Brooklyn
and Et. Lee.

For narration, post-recording, dubbing, timing, or
any operation involving synchronous film timing.
16mm or 35mm footage counter with timer..$85.00
Single

16mm

counter

(without

timer).$45.00

TRAID SPLICER

Although there was a change in
ownership of the company recently,
Erank Zucker continues active in its
management along with Gene Levy.

* Safe,

durableHot

* A professional splicer
* With carbide scraper blode.
Model 135—35mm or 16mm—$329.50
Model 116—16mm or
Send

for

New

8mm—$229.50
Catalog

Ray

Speery,

ern California, produced by the Copley
film unit, was recently honored with
an award at the Coronado International
Film Festival.
Pre-production Sign-up
Eight weeks before shooting was
scheduled to start on the AxelrodErankenheimer production, “The Man¬
churian Candidate,” company signed
Director of Photography Lionel Lindon, ASC, thus benefitting from his
advisory services in the pre-production
planning of sets, selection of locations,
and all the things that are pertinent to
the successful and economical photog¬
raphy of a picture.
Lindon photographed “Around The
World In 80 Days,” for which he re¬
ceived an Academy Award.

of-all-trades assistant to Zucker—serv¬
ing as salesman, shipping clerk, vicepresident in charge of maintenance,
and office boy. Through the years,

cartoon field has resulted in Ryder
Sound Services, Hollywood, adding a
third voice recording studio at its Vine

business, and the countless tools, acces¬

Besides the company’s headquarters
at 315 West 43rd Street in New York
City, there are branch offices in Hileah,
Florida and in Hollywood. California.
•

Publishers Now Producers
Copley Newspapers has recently set
up a film production division for mak¬
ing films for education, promotion, and

6

editor;

Ryder Adds Sound Studio

sories and equipment necessary to that
business.

splice

film

When Erank launched the business a
quarter century ago. Gene was a jack-

Erank and Gene have been inseparable
and few men can match them for their
monumental knowledge of the film
* Assures a perfect weld at all times

is known, is staffed by G. Howard
Matson, production supervisor; John
Schaaf, director-cameraman;
Frank

tors that enables latter to screen 16mm
reduction prints of CinemaScope pro¬

$7.00

AM Prices F.O.B. New York

dissemination of technical information.
Copley Productions, as the new division

Expanding activities in the animated

Street headquarters. Company services
majority of cartoon producers in Holly¬
wood for dialog soundtrack recording.
•
Oxberry In Hollywood
Animation Equipment Company, of
New Rochelle, N.Y., has opened a
sales and service office for Oxberry
film equipment at 7445 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood.
Company
manufactures
animation and film strip stands, optical
printers, aerial image units, process
cameras, and other film production
equipment. Robert Troy, with Oxberry
since 1952, heads the new office.
Continued on Page 10
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out 0
panning & tilting action ever...plus a revolutionary,new Si
positive braking system! it's the exciting rHOMASiB

. ,

TEAR & MAIL NOW!
NO OBLIGATION!
TA MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
Cinema Products Division, Dept. 2
4607 Alger St., Los Angeles 39, California
Gentlemen: Please rush me complete information about this revo
lutionary new THOMAS 16.
My name
Address.
City & State
The name of my camera equipment dealer is:

- !?

i r- Ar^] ? '.'tT

■• >•’^1-,■'(•'•1*,'-/■j’J

incorporates a new concept in fluid technology
Thomas 16 will outmaneuver and outperform
anything on the market today. Exclusive
balanced, free-floating action assures you
smoother, vibrationless 360° pans and
tilts even when cumbersome telephoto
lens and heavy professional cameras are
required. Extreme temperatures —60°
to more than -|-212°F, altitudes and other
extremes pose no problem to the easy,
efficient operation of Thomas 16.

r.''

fits any camera, any tripod!

THOMAS

Simple, easy adjustment makes it possible to compensate and counter¬
balance any weight camera or accessory. In fact, Thomas 16 functions
beautifully with heavy professional cameras that were formerly rele¬
gated to expensive geared heads. Note adapter plates for professional
trix)ods are available for only $14.95 list price. Heavy duty pan arm
available as accessory.

positive braking action!
Features exclusive Viscodyne System, a new concept in a feature of posi¬
tive braking action. This independent tilt brake allows one to adjust tilt
tension to the camera and LOCK it at ANY angle without disturbing

THOMASlO I

the tension control. No more creeping! It allows you to always go back
to the exact position and sequence without wasting film and time.

lifetime guarantee!
Thomas 16 is unconditionally guaranteed to give a lifetime of troublefree service. Sealed fluid head will never require any attention or care,
its rugged light weight all aluminum construction will withstand all
kinds of hard use. It will never jam-up or corrode in any clime or place.
We further guarantee that Thomas 16 must outperform anything on the
market today or you can return it for a full refund within 10 days.

'.T-

DESIGNED
AND MANUFACTURED
IN U.S, TO U.S.
STANDARDS OF
1^

QUALITY!

THOMAS

jm

ffi^per-smooth 360" fluid floating action.
g|‘%;f|3jyanab!e drag counter-balances any camera or accessory weight
Controlled fluid drag pre set at 10 inch lb. on tilt,
on panning

71/2

inch lb„
.

'

O Breakaway feature automatic at 18 RPM.

,
■

Absolutely no back-lash.

^

Adjust tilt tension or lock it at ANY angle without disturbing
tension control.
Q All aluminum construction, weighs only 3

lbs. including pan arm.

Adjustable telescoping pan arm to suit individual needs-

Hillary s expedition to Mt. Makalu

For complete information, send this postage-free card now!

assures top quality professional
results
With Thomas 16 the most difficult cine subjects
can be recorded in smooth, continuous action
without jerking or jumping. Some of Hollywood’s
leading professional cameramen rely on Thomas
16 both at the studio and on location.

Thomas 16 is nationally
distributed in the U. S.
by a select group of leading
camera equipment dealers.

Printed in U.S.A.

Copyright 1961 TA Mfg. Corp.

BULLETIN NO.

222G

are made effl

REEVESOUND11 RECORDER
for outstanding: optical and magnetic
motion picture sound tracks

Throughout the world, wherever motion pictures are
made efficiently you find the Reevesound DL Optical
Recorder producing quality sound track negatives
and direct positives. This workhorse equipment is
the first choice of professionals for 16mm and 35mm
optical tracks. Operation is straight forward, main¬
tenance approaches zero and reliability is high. Now
available are models for 35mm negative and direct
positive, 16mm negative and direct positive and
16mm mag/optical. If motion pictures are your busi¬
ness, it’s good business to look into the famous
Reevesound DL Recorders.

REEVESOUND Company, Inc. • 35-54 36th St., Long Island City 6, N.Y.^/a subsidiary of Reeves Soundcraft Corp.
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INDUSTRY NEWS

Corp.; Noise Suppression System, Par¬

Continued From Page 6

amount Pictures Corp.; Sound Repro¬
ducing System,
Century - Projector
Corp.;

Dan Clark Passes
Daniel B. Clark, ASC, veteran di¬
rector of photography who at one time
headed the camera department of 20th
Century-Fox studios, died December

NEW DESIGN
FILM BIN
WITH RACK

15 at his home in Los Angeles. Before
his retirement in the early 40’s, Clark
had photographed over 150 major film
productions and had received three
awards from The Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences for technical
and scientific achievements.
Possessed with a passion for phototechnical consistency, and a practical
understanding and appreciation for the
value of standardization of such factors
as light and lens from the cameraman’s
viewpoint, Clark as Executive Super¬

• Rectangular
Construction
_

visor of Photography at 20th CenturyFox worked out a method of correctly

• Fits easily into
corners

Vulcanized fiber with reinforced metal frame.
Complete Bin, Rack, linen bag, w/skids $45.25

calibrating lenses according to their
light transmission abilities. For this he
received an Academy Award and world

w/wheels $51.75

CAMART
CORE
DISPENSER

wide recognition for his system.

Seventeen technical achievements of
the past year within the motion picture
industry have been submitted for 34th
Annual Academy Awards considera¬
tion. The Academy Board of Governors
will determine which of the seventeen
will be recommended for Awards
recognition.

Prices

16"

.

24"

. 11.50

36"

.

9.50

14.50

Pursuant to the Academy’s policy
I

the list of seventeen achievements have
been publicly announced at this time
to permit those with claims of prior art
or with devices similar to those under
consideration to call them to the Com¬
mittee’s attention. They are:
An Automatic Shutter For Motion
Picture Printing Machines, Electronic

CAMART DUAL SOUND
EDITOR MODEL SBIll
Edit single and double system 16mm or 35mm op¬
tical sound. Edit single system magnastripe oi
double
system magnetic
sound.
Use with
any
16mm motion picture viewer to obtain perfect
lip-sync matching of picture to track. Works from
left to right or rigipt to left.
Dual Editor (without viewer) .$195.00
Zeiss Moviscop Viewer .
96.00
Special Editor-Viewer Comb. 269.50

Send for Free 1962 Catalog

Systems, Inc.; Multiple Head Reduc¬
tion Printer, Movielab Film Labora¬
tories, Inc.; Perfectone EP6A Transis¬
torized
Ryder;
delski;

Recorder,
Perfectone
and
Nagra Recorder, Stefan KuMinitape Recorder, Stancil-

Hoffman Corp.; Sun Gun, Sylvania
Electr o Products, Inc.; Automatic A
and I Printing, Technicolor Corp.
Sele live Printing, Technicolor Corp.;
Integi ted Transfer Process, Techni¬
color "'orp.; Pre-Determined Distance
Countt , Technicolor Corp.; Rotary
Rain
Tachine, Paramount Pictures
Corp.; Interlocking Roller Base and
Platfom System, Paramount Pictures

IG

Decompressor,

•

Trade Notes:
National Cine Equipment Company,
New York, N.Y., has acquired the
John M. Wall Company, manufacturers
of the Wall motion picture camera.
National, which manufactures profes¬
sional 16mm and 35mm motion picture
equipment, will carry on production of
the Wall line of 35mm sound cameras,
16mm TV recording cameras and ac¬
cessories . . . Precision Laboratories,
a division of Precision Cine Equipment
Corp., has moved to larger quarters at
928-930 East 51st St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
. . . Capital Film Services, Lansing,
Michigan, has acquired the facilities
of the Ansco film processing plant at
247 E. Ontario, Chicago, Ill. . . . Bell
& Howell Company, Chicago, has been

Technical Achievement Reviewed

Keeps film cores handy
at all times. Attaches eas¬
ily to work table or wall.
Easy to remove, easy to
fill. All
aluminum con¬
struction.
Adjustable
fa
16mm and 35mm cores.
Sizes

CinemaScope

20th Century-Fox; Liquid Heat Re¬
ducing Filter, Motion Picture Research
Council and D. and F. Products, Inc.;
and Closed Circuit Review System,
20th Century-Fox.

awarded a $671,700 contract for re¬
search, development and production of
500 specially designed magnetic-optical
sound projectors by the U.S. Air Force
. . . ColorTran Industries is new name
of Natural Lighting Corporation, Bur¬
bank, Calif., manufacturers of Color¬
Tran lighting equipment. Milton For¬
man has been named Executive Direc¬
tor of tbe new company . . . Florman
& Babb, Inc., New York, has appointed
Wallace C. Robbins to head company’s
Industrial Sales division. Robbins was
formerly with Camera Equipment Com¬
pany and De Luxe Laboratories . . .
Photo Animation, Inc., Mt. Vernon,
N.Y., will conduct its annual Portman
Animation Seminar and Workshop at
Grossinger’s Country Club, Sullivan
County, N.Y., April 9, 10, and 11th,
with attendance limited to one hundred
... The Gevaert Company of America,
Inc., has appointed Jack Goetz Motion
Picture Sales Representative for the
west coast. Goetz was formerly with
Consolidated Film Industries, Holly¬
wood, as a consultant to studio lab
heads . . . Tdd Hirsch, Vice-president
In Charge of Operations at Consoli¬
dated Film Industries, Hollywood,
passed away at his home December 4.
He had been with Consolidated since
1929. He was an Associate Member of
the ASC.
■
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MITCHELL R-35
Acclaimed by owner Cinematographers the World over

“the Most Versatile Professional Reflex camera!”

Dual Shutters: Variable
disc focal plane shutter
for exposure control,
fades, dissolves.
Mirror shutter for
parallax-free
reflex viewing.

Super Baltar Lenses: Advanced optical design
by Bausch & Lomb. 25mm — 50mm — 75mm
focal lengths are standard with R-35.

Mitchell Precision Movement: Time proven
registration pins assure optimum image
steadiness. Stop-motion — 120 F.P.S.

Magazines: 400 or
1000 foot capacity
magazines provide
hand holding and
studio camera
capability.

Motor Interchangeability: 115-220V
synchronous, high
speed, stopmotion, 12V-110V
variable speed
motors available.
Viewfinders: Parallax-free brilliant reflex
viewing of more than full aperture field.
Critical focus magnifier, contrast viewing
filters built-in. Studio finder fits R-35.

85% of ail professional
motion pictures
shown throughout the world
are filmed with
Mitchell cameras

Write today for detailed
specifications and request the
Mitchell R-35 Bulletin.

MITCHELL
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, JANUARY, 1962

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION
666 West Harvard Street, Glendale 4, California
521 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York

Cable Address:
"Mitcamco"
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WHAT’S NEW
IN

EQUIPMENT,

ACCESSORIES,

SERVICES

quirements demand. A simple coup¬
ling method permits unitizing the

ARRIFLEX 16
16mm
and
35mm
cameras in stock for
immediate
delivery.
Arriflex
16mm
and
35mm
soundproof
blimps available.
400^ magazines. Syn¬
chronous motors. New
and used.

various components. Precision synchro¬
nizers and related accessories and
equipment are available for both 35mm
and 16mm films.
Weston Exposure Meter
The Weston Master IV, newest of
Weston photoelectric exposure meters,
is claimed 100 per cent more sensitive
than earlier models and features an
on-off pointer lock. Other improve¬
ments are improved acceptance angle;
new simplified exposure dial; rugged,
“spring-suspended”
movement;
and

CAMART
BABY
DOLLY

converter for incident light readings.
ASA exposure index numbers range
from .1 to 16,000; shutter speeds from
1/1000 second to 100 seconds.

Bolex Camera Accessories
The line of Bolex camera accessories
and 400-ft. magazines, previously man¬
ufactured and distributed by Toledo
Cine Engineering, has been acquired

Dolly
Tracks
Available

by SOS Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc., New
York, The TCE 400-ft. magazine em¬
ploys

a

saddle

block

permanently

mounted on the Bolex H-16 camera.
Complete professional conversion for
The only portable four wheel dolly that provides
balance and stability. Adjustable seat for camera¬
man. Platform accommodates assistant.$425.00

COLORTRAN CINEMASTER
CONVERTER MARK 11

the Bolex includes also a 115-V sync
motor for 24 fps sound speed; footage
counter; gear box with safety discon¬
nect feature; on-off reverse switch;
and 12-ft. line cord. Descriptive liter¬
ature on full TCE line may he had by
writing SOS direct.
16mm-8mm Film Processor
Uhler

Cine

Machine

Co.,

15762

Wyoming Ave., Detroit 38, Michigan,
is source of low-cost stainless steel developjing reels and tanks for process¬
ing 8mm and 16mm films. An ex¬
clusive feature is plastic separator

Cinemoster Chief—50,000 waffs..
Cinemaster—40,000 wafts.
Cinemaster Jr.—25,000 waffs.

$309.00
258.00
. 168 00

strip which is threaded along with the
film on the reel and allows free flow
of processing solutions between layers
of film.

Send for New Catalog

Unitized Synchronizers
Precision Laboratories, 928 East 51st
St., Brooklyn 3, N.Y., announces in¬
corporation of new design in its line
of film synchronizers whereby one may
purchase a single synchronizer then
add additional units to it later as re¬

12

Professional Recorder
Vicom,

Inc.

70

Aberthaw

Road,

Rochester 10, N.Y., recently introduced
its model 202-3-M production-type mag¬
netic film recorder for dialog record¬
ing and mixing. Unit is entirely
self-contained with positive interlock.
The ready-to-plug in unit consists of
recording panel, playback panel, and
continuous projector with optical play¬
back. All units feature maker’s exclu¬
sive Eloating Filter Transport designed
to eliminate film
wow and flutter.

stress

and

reduce

Equipment can be used for doubleContinued on Page 14
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urVSURPASSED OPTICS

for the

Arriflex 16 offers the widest selection of
the finest lenses. The selection keeps growing
—because the world’s most successful portable
professional motion picture camera inspires the
greatest efforts of the world’s foremost optical firms.
Every lens in the Arriflex 16 system adds to

ARRIFLEX

CORPORATION

257-AA PARK AVE. SOUTH

this remarkable camera’s rare versatility... from the
5.7mm extreme-wide-angle to the longest telephotos,

•

OF AMERICA

NEW YORK 10, N.Y.

Without obligation, I would like:
□ DEMONSTRATION □ LITERATURE
□ on ARRIFLEX 16
□ on ARRIFLEX 35

the zooms, and the macros.
name
company

ARRIFLEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA

address

257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, N.Y. 10, N.Y.

city

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, JANUARY, 1962
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WHAT’S NEW

NEW F & B MARK III FLUID DRIVE TRIPDD

Continued From Page 12

head projection with magnetic track.
Completely silent, the continuous pro¬
jection cannot scratch film. All opera¬
tions can he performed hy a single
attendant.
The first announcement of this
new F & B product was followed
by an immediate sell-out. We
rushed in a NEW SHIPMENT,
however, so they are now in stock
and available at F & B.

Complete outfit for 16mm cameras,
35mm Eyemos & Arris, at an amazingly
low price.

n39

50

Tripod legs only.$49.50
Baby tripod legs only.47.50
Fluid Head only... 97.50

Includes Tripod, Adapter and Visco-matic
Fluid Head. With F & B's usual iron-clad
guarantee.

Leather & Vinyl case. 12.50
Leather & Vinyl case for Baby. 11.50

New Arri Motor Drive
A new motor drive for the Arriflex35 is announced by the Arriflex Corp.

DIRECTORS’
VIEWFINDERS

F & B NICKEL CADMIUM
BATTERIES
The perfect compan¬
ion for your Arriflex,
mounted in rugged
aluminum case, with
shoulder strap. In¬
destructible, high
capacity Nickel Cad¬
mium cells provide
perfect power, abso¬
lutely guaranteed
for 1 year.

New, imported director's
viewfinder with large,
clear optics in 4 new
models at very reason¬
able prices.

Model I—for 35mm, range
25mm-135mm .$49.50
Model lA—for 16mm, range
11.5mm-75mm . 49.50
Model IB—for 16 mm, range
8mm-75mm . 69.50
Model III—for 35mm Wide-Screen &
TV Camera range 3-4 to 2.55-1, with
sliding, adjustable marks . 89.50

rpPr —Neckchain and Leather I
IIiLL Case with Order
.

of America, 257 Park Ave. South, New
York 10, N.Y. The new unit fits all
models of the Arri-35 and consists of
a positive, all-geared drive base and a
special governor-controlled 24-volt DC
motor. Latter is end-mounted and is
positioned alongside the camera on the
geared

base as pictured above. List

price is S665.00.

50% MORE EFFICIENT!
40% LESS EXPENSIVE!
7v. Battery (6 cells).$85.00
lOv. Battery (8 cells).100.00
15v. Battery (12 cells).135.00
Voltmeter attach, (opt). 20.00
Ammeter attach, (opt) . 10.00
Miniaturized Charger . 29.50
NEW—15v-7V2V Battery—can be switched
for 7V2V or 15v for both 16mm and 35mm
Arris .$155.00
With Built-In Charger . 184.50

Write for new specification sheet

SERVING THE WORLD’S FINEST FILM MAKERS

ohasan’ &
68 West 45th Street, New York 36, New York • MUrray Hill 2-2928

LIN DUNN,asc

REPRINTS

Formerly head of RKO Effects Dept.

CREATIVE
SPECIAL EFFECTS
16mm • 35mm • 65mm
Recently
Titles on

completed

Effects

AVAILABLE

The Bolex Zoom Reflex 8 features

of the 6-pags, illustrated article

SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
EFFECTS

and

^'WEST SIDE STORY”

IN

MOTION PICTURES
Per Copy

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

1153 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Phone: HO 9-5808
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Cable: FILMFX

accurate “exact area” exposure system,
and reflex viewing and focusing
through built-in Pan Cinor f/1.9
Zoom lens. Latter has 5-to-l zoom ratio.
Variable shutter, film rewind and speed
of 12 to 64 fps are other features.

■

25c

Specialized Laboratory Services

INC.

Zoom Reflex 8

1782

No.

Orange

Dr.,

Hollywood

28, Calif.

I
I
I
I
I

FOR MORE INFORMATION
on products or services described in
these columns, use the Postage-Free
coupon on "The Last Page."
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ANOTHER FIRST BY PRECISIONI PRESENTIN6

THE UNITIZED SYNCHRONinR

A totally new concept in film
synchronizers add or subtract
units as you need them, when
you need them

'Building Blocks'

A unitized design concept is incorporated in our entire line.
You can now purchase a synchronizer and be able to add-aunit whenever the need is there. It is not necessary to put
your unit aside, because you have outgrown it, or change
your mode of operation. We have developed this unitized
system to give the film editor a flexible piece of precision
equipment.
•

Footage Counter — reset type

• Precision ball-bearings & oiless bearings throughout
• Large sprockets to S. M. P. T. E. standards
T 6mm—40 frames
35mm—16 frames
• Dural tension rollers — adjusted individually
• Finger tip release
• Perfect control — convenient hand wheel
Look for this
trademark

One gang single 16mm unit

Individual frame movement — shaft slip lock
Table mounting feet with rubber pads
Attractive hammertone finish
Simple coupling method for unitized assemblies
COMBINATION SYNCHRONIZERS are also available

For information and prices write:

One gang single 35mm unit

Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment for the Motion Picture and T V Industries

iill PRECISION LABORATORIES
:

DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
928-930 EAST 51st STREET
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BROOKLYN 3, N. Y.

T5

GOLDWYN STUDIOS

Meredith Nicholson, “The New Breed”*.
INDEPENDENT

ERAS

BEHIND
WHAT

THE

INDUSTRY’S

OTING

B

LAST

Bob Downey, “Candid Camera”*.

MONTH

Ernest Haller, ASC, “Point Blank” (Larcas Prod, for UA release) with Sidney
Poitier and Bobby Darin. Hubert Cornfield,
director.

H I N S

NOTE: Asterisks following titles indicate television film productions.

ALLIED ARTISTS

Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Reprieve” (KaufmanLubin Prod.) with Ben Gazzara and Stuart
Whitman. Millard Kaufman, director.
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

Floyd Crosby, ASC, “Poe’s Tales of Terror”
(P’Vision-Color;
Nicholson-Arkeff Prod.)
with Vincent Price and Basil Rathbone.
Roger Corman, producer-director.
Claudio Racca, “Warriors Three” (AIPAnglo Amalgamated: shooting in Yugo¬
slavia) with Janet Blair and Peter Wyngarde. Sidney Hayers, director.
BILTMORE STUDIOS — N Y.

Jack Priestly,
Gems).

“Naked

City”*

(Screen

BIOGRAPH STUDIOS—New York

George Stoetzel, ASC, “Car 54 Where Are
You?”*.

Wilkie Cooper, “Jason and the Golden
Fleece” (Super Dynamation & Color; Morningside World Wide Prods.; shooting in
Italy) with Todd Armstrong and Nancy
Kovack. Don Chaffey, director.
Bob Huke, “The War Lover” (Arthur Hornblow Prod.; shooting in England) with
Steve McQueen and Robert Wagner. Philip
Leacock, director.

Philip Lathrop, ASC, “Experiment in
Terror” (Geoffrey-Kate prod.; shooting in
San Francisco) with Glenn Ford and Lee
Remick. Blake Edwards, producer-director.

Boris Kaufman, ASC, “Long Day’s Journey
Into Night” (Ely Landau Prod.; shooting in
N.Y.) with Katharine Hepburn and Sir
Ralph Richardson. Sidney Lumet, director.

Philip Tannura, ASC, “Shannon”*.

Floyd Crosby, ASC, “Premature Burial”
(Eastman Color & Wide Screen; Roger Cor¬
man Prod.) with Ray Milland and Hazel
Court. Roger Corman, producer-director.
Joe MacDonald, ASC, “Taras Bulba”
(Harold Hecht Prod, for UA release; shoot¬
ing in Salta, Argentina) with Tony Curtis
and Yul Brynner. J. Lee Thompson, direc¬
tor.

Gert Andersen,
Show”*.

ASC,

“Donna

Reed

DESILU—Cahuenga Studios

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

William Margulies, ASC, Fred Mandl,
ASC, “Cain’s Hundred”*.
Philip Lathrop, ASC, “Combat”* (pilot).

Sid Hickox,
Show”*.

ASC,

“The

Andy

Griffith

Henry Cronjager, “Joey Bishop Show”*.
DESILU—Culver City

Glen MacWilliams, ASC, “The Untouch¬
ables”*.
Lothrop
Coys”*.

Worth,

ASC,

“The

Real

William Skall, ASC, “Window on Main
Street”*.
Charles van Enger, ASC, “Lassie”*.

Henry Sharp, ASC, Commercials*.

Ted Voightlander, “Ben Casey”*.

Oscar Rudolph, “Zotz!”
(Wm. Castle
Prod.) with Tom Poston and Julia Meade.
William Castle, producer-director.

FILMWAYS

STUDIOS—New York

FOX WESTERN AVENUE

James Van Trees, ASC, “Dobbie Gillis”*.

Russell Metty, ASC, “The Interns” (Robi.
Cohn-David Swift Prod.) with Cliff Robert¬
son and Michael Callen. David Swift, direc¬
tor.

Richard Rawlings, “Margie”*
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Continued on Page 20

Morris
Hartzband,
“The
Defenders”*
(CBS) Boris Sagal and Buzz Kulich, direc¬
tors.

Robert Hauser, “Bus Stop”*

Arthur
Ornitz
&
Joseph
Coffey,
“Requiem for a Heavyweight”
(Paman
Prod.; shooting in N.Y.) with Anthony
Quinn and Jackie Gleason. Ralph Nelson,
director.

Lucien Ballard, ASC, “Guns in the After¬
noon” (Color & C’Scope) with Randolph
Scott and Joel McCrea. Sam Pickinpah, di¬
rector.
Arthur Arling, ASC, “Boys’ Night Out”
(C’Scope & Color; Embassy-Kimco-Filmways
Prod.) with Kim Novak and James Garner.
Michael Gordon, director.
Claude Rozier, “Rififi in Tokyo” (Cipra
Prod.) with Karl Boehm and Charles Vanel.
Jacques Deray, director.

Robert Planck, ASC, “My Three Sons”*.

Jack Marta, “Route 66”*.

Robert Wyckoff, “The Hathaways”*

Mc¬

DESILU—Gower Studios

Roy Seawright, Commercials*.

Gordon Avtl, ASC, “Twist Around the
Clock” (Four Leaf Prod.) with Chubby
Checkers and Dion.

KEYWEST STUDIOS

Fred West, ASC, (Family Films) Series of
Religious pictures.

Nick Musuraca, ASC, “The Jack Benny
Show”*
Robert de Grasse, ASC, “Dick VanDyke
Show”*; “Danny Thomas Show”*.

COLUMBIA STUDIOS

Fred Young, “Lawrence of Arabia” (Super
P’Vision; Eastman color; Horizon Pictures
(GB);
Columbia release;
shooting in
Spain) with Alec Guinness and Anthony
Quinn. David Lean, director.

Fred Gately, ASC, “Hazel”*.

Giuseppe Aquari, “Conga Vivo (Dino de
Laurentiis Prods., shooting in the Congo)
with Jean Seberg and Gabriele Ferzetti.
Giuseppe Benatti, director.

CASCADE PICTURES

Ozzie Morris, “Term of Trial” (Remus
Prod, for Warners Release; shooting in
Dublin) with Laurence Olivier and Simone
Signoret. Peter Glenville, director.

Penny Richards, “Joseph Desa” (DmytrykWeiler Prod, for Columbia release; shooting
in Rome) with Maximilian Schell and Ri¬
cardo Montalban. Edw. Dmytryk, director.

Charles Welborn, “Dennis the Menace”*.

Chris Challis, “H.M.S. Defiant” (C’Scope
& Color; G. W. Films, Ltd.; shooting in
Spain) with Alec Guinness and Dirk Bo¬
garde. Lewis Gilbert, director.

WILLIAM SKALL, ASC
Directing the photography of “Window On Main
Street” TV film series at the Desilu Gower
Street Studios in Hollywood.

Gene Polito, “Doin’ The Twist” (Keelou
Prod.) with Louis Prima and June Wilkin¬
son. William Hole, director.

GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS

Thomas Tutwiler, ASC, “International Golf
Show”*.
Robert Moreno, “Adventures of Ozzie &
Harriet”*.
Robert Hager, “Perry Mason”*.
Arch Dalzell, “Mister Ed”*
Harry Wolf, “Hennessey*.

ROBERT deGRASSE, ASC
Starts another year of photographing the
“Danny Thomas Show” for television, also shoot¬
ing the “Dick Van Dyke Show”—both at Desilu's
Cahuenga Studios, Hollywood.
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You won’t believe it — but it’s gospel truth.
Our advertising man thought it would make a spectacular offer

Some of our own people thought we lost our senses when we said
we’d sell the PRO JUNIOR at one-third less than the price of more

if we advertised PRO JUNIOR TRIPOD at the same price we sold

than two decades ago.

But we feel deeply grateful to the thou¬

it when it was first introduced.

sands of wonderful people who helped CECO grow into the giant
of the industry — a gentle giant with a human touch — a giant

The Price then was—$150.
The Price still is —$150.

who is as happy to serve a man who buys a bottle of cement as

So to blast off the greatest celebration in CECO’s history, we are

For a comparison of CECO’s growth in the past quarter century,

ripping the price to shreds. For one month only you can buy a

see the other side of this page.

he is to serve a company requiring a completely-equipped studio.

PRO JUNIOR TRIPOD at the neverFRANK

before and never-again price of
This offer positively expires February 28, 1962—

C.

7UCKCR

(7flni€Rfl €ouipm€nT (o.,inc.

and may never be repeated. So hurry.
Dept. 63,

31S West 43rd Street,

New York 36, N. Y

JUdson 6-1420

First

■vz-’SiL

Qu£irter
Cen-tviry

This was the First Team: In
the beginning CECO was an
idea born in the mind of an ace
cameraman whose experience
went back to the infancy of the
industry—to Brooklyn and Fort
Lee. FRANK ZUCKER knew
the kind of equipment and
service that a camera crew
needed, and he was determined
to give it. CECO’s eminence
was not achieved without a
struggle. Courage, loyalty and
sacrifice were built into the
foundation—but CECO thrived
because they had your good
will and sympathy.
With Frank, then as now, was

Marge Zucker. From a one-girl
clerical staff to a large force
of office personnel was part of
the inevitable development of
CECO. Marge still keeps her
hand in and the company is
better for it.
GENE LEVY: 25 years ago he
was a one-man task force—
salesman, shipping clerk, vice
president in charge of mainte¬
nance, and office boy. Today,
few men enjoy the warm re¬
gard and respect in which the
industry holds him. Few men
can match his monumental
knowledge of the film business.

HELP US CELEBRATE OUR SILVER ANNIVERSARY.
WE'RE LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING YOU.

Here you see some of CECO’s New York personnel. In addition, fully
stocked and fully-staffed branches are maintained in Florida and California.

1
fuann c. zucnkr

1

(TflmeRH €quipm€nT (o.,in
Dept.63,315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

WADDELL 16MM HIGH
SPEED INSTRUMENTA¬
TION CAMERA. Models
ranging in speed from 3
to 10,000 pps.

16MM VIEWING AND
ASSESSING
PROJECTOR
with remote control, au¬
tomatic focusing, SGO** ro¬
tation of projected image.

CECO REDLAKE 35MM
STOP-MOTION PROJECTOR
with VARIABLE SPEED
from 8 to 24 pps, both
forward & reverse.

Florida:
51 East 10th Avenue
Hialeah, Florida
TUxedo 8-4604

I
I

California:
6510 Santa Monica R
Hollywood, California
Hollywood 9-8321

SALES-SERVICE-RENTAL^

What is the secret of matchless film processing? There are
two. It takes talented men deep in experience. It also takes
modern methods and equipment. CFI offers a potent mix of

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES
959 SEWARD STREET, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA

both

and has since before Rudolph Valentino and Agnes
Hollywood 2-0881

Hollywood 9-1441

Ayres starred in The Sheik. We concentrate our minds on
film processing so you can concentrate yours on film making!
For perfection in film processing; specify CFI!
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PATHE STUDIOS — New York

BEHIND THE CAMERAS
Continued From Page 16

George Jacobson, “Hey Lets Twist” (Harry

tors”*.

Romm Prod.; Paramount
Garrison, director.

Dale

release).

Gregg

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

& Wide Screen; shooting in Rome) with
Guy Williams and Don Burnette. Curtis
Bernhardt, director.
Milton Krasner, ASC, “Two Weeks in
Another Town” (C’Scope & Color; shooting
in Rome) with Kirk Douglas and Edw. G.
Robinson. Vincente Minnelli, director.
Lucien Andriot, ASC, “National Velvet”*.

Charles Burke, “Target the Corruptors”*.
Diskant,

Wilfrid

Cline,

ASC,

“Father

ASC, “Robert

Taylor De¬

Schwartz,

“Mrs. G Goes to Col¬

of

the
William
man,

Jack

MacKenzie,

ASC,

“Ichabod

and

Neal Beckner, “Bob Cummings Show”*.

Mack

Strenge,
Stengler,

ASC,
ASC,

“Wagon
“Leave

Train”*

It

to

Beaver”*.

lege”*.

Margulies,

Irving

ASC,

Lippman,

Ray

Slocome, “Freud”
(shooting in
Munich) with Montgomery Clift and Susan¬
nah York. John Huston, producer-director.
Douglas

Ellis
Thackery,
ASC, Neal
“General Electric Theatre”*.

Bride”*

(Shooting in Dutch Guiana) with Rock
Hudson and Genea Rowlands. Robert Mulli¬
gan, director.

Walter

tectives”*.
Howard

ASC,

Warren,

Me”*.

REVUE STUDIOS

William Spencer, “Cain’s Hundred”*.
Pittack,

Powell

“Dick

Show”*.

Harkness Smith, “Dr. Kildare”*.

Robert

ASC,

John

Russell Harlan, ASC, “The Spiral Road”

Carl Guthrie, ASC, “The Third Man”*.

George

Deverman,

“The Investiga¬

“Alfred Hitchcock Presents”*.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Aldo Tonti, “Damon and Phythias” (Color

Margulies, ASC,

Beckner,

Dale

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
Dever-

Flin,

“87th

“The Lion” (Deluxe color &
C’Scope; shooting in Africa; Samuel G.
Engel Prod.) with William Holden and
Capucine. Jack Cardiff, director.

Ted

Scaife,

Paul Vogel, ASC, “Wonderful World of

Precinct”*.

The Brothers Grimm” (MGM Cinerama;
Geo. Pal Prod.) with Laurence Harvey
and Karl Boehm. Henry Levin and George
Pal, director.

“Thriller”*.

Jack Russell, ASC, “The Cabinet of Cali-

Benj. Kline, ASC, Emil Harris, “Bachelor

Jack Swain, “Rawhide”*.

Father”*.

gari” (API Prod.) with Glynis Johns and
Dan
O’Herlihy.
Roger
Kay,
producerdirector.

Henry Freulich, ASC, Benj. Kline, ASC,

John Warren, ASC, Ellis Thackery, ASC,

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

Ellsworth

Fredricks,

ASC,

“Alcoa

The¬

Daniel Fapp, ASC, “The Pigeon That Took

atre”*.

Rome” (Llenroc Prods.; shooting in Rome)
with Charlton Heston and Elsa Martinelli.
Melville Shavelson, producer-director.

John Warren, ASC, “Wells Fargo”*.

Walter

Castle,

ASC,

Haskell

Boggs,

ASC, “Bonanza”*

Ray

Flin,

William

Margulies,

ASC,

“Frontier Circus”*.
Fred Mandl, ASC, Ellis Thackery, ASC,

John Nicholaus, Jr., “Outlaws”*.

“Checkmate”*.

Frank Phillips, “Have Gun Will Travel”*.

John Warren, ASC, Robert Gough, “Tall

Man”*.

PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS

Rennahan,

ASC, “Laramie”*.

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”*

Ray

Lester Shorr, ASC, “Pete and Gladys”*.

Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Wells Fargo”*

William Mellor, ASC, “Mr. Hobbs Takes
a Vacation” (Jerry Wald Prod.) with James
Stewart and Maureen O’Hara. Henry Koster, director.
Ibbetson, “Nine Hours to Rama”
(C’Scope; Deluxe color; Red Lion Prod.;
shooting in India) with Horst Buehholz
and Jose Ferrer. Mark Robson, producerdirector.
Arthur

Garmes, ASC, “Hemingway’s Young
Man” (C’Scope & Color; Jerry Wald Prod.)
with Richard Beymer and Paul Newman.
Martin Ritt, director.
Continued on Page 60
Lee

Acceptance of the MOVIOLA CRAB DOLLY for motion picture
and television cameras is world wide as evidenced by unso¬
licited testimonials.
Users have learned through experience that the Moviola Crab
Dolly provides a mobile platform for their camera that can
be precisely positioned with more facility and speed, and
with greater accuracy than any other type of camera support.
Regardless of the shot — moving or static — all people en¬
gaged in the creative phases of the industry recognize that
production values are enhanced by the use of the Moviola
Crab Dolly.
PRODUCERS see additional set-ups and more fluid camera
work resulting in a quality product even on a tight budget.
DIRECTORS can add the dimension of camera movement to
their sequences and, through continuous composition, give
dramatic force to their story.
CAMERAMEN are able to “roll-in” on tight shots, exploit light¬
ing setups to greater advantage, match “takes” to rehearsals
through faithful dolly tracking and re-position quickly by
smooth precision adjustment.
EDITORS welcome “dailies” that have an infinite variety of
shots and added coverage. These values provided by the
Moviola Crab Dolly eliminate “choppy” continuity caused by
limited set-ups on ordinary camera supports.

for HIGH production value

on a LOW budget

WRITERS see that the Moviola Crab Dolly broadens their
scope in its use for dramatic effects.
You can break the stalemate of production values versus cost
with the help of the Moviola Crab Dolly. Call or write now for
a free brochure —Hollywood 7-3178.

TV/Toviola
MANUFACTURING CO.

20

1451 N. Gordon St., Dept. AC-1, Hollywood 28, Calif. • Cable address: Moviola, Hollywood, Calif.
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ONE
CALL

Ceco
BENTS
EVERY¬
THING
WORLD’S LARGEST STOCK OF CAMERAS, LIGHTS,
RECORDING AND EDITING EQUIPMENT—expertly maintained
by World's finest and largest motion picture and TV repair department—
FOR DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD. WE SERVE

® TM #707529

MORE PRODUCERS THAN ALL OTHER SOURCES

Cameras:

COMBINED. How about You?

Double
System ) —Silent—Hi-Speed—Instru¬
mentation

Lighting: Arcs—Floods—

(£flni€Rfl Couipmeni

Spots — Incondescents —

me.

Dimmers—Reflectors—All Light¬
ing Accessories

Generators:

Frank C. Zucker, President
315 W. 43rd St.,
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

Portable—Truck

Equipment:

Magnetic—

Optical—Mikes—Booms

Grip Equipment:

Cranes, Dollies:

Crab—Western

—Portable Panoram

Lenses:

Wide

angle—Zoom —

Telephoto—Anamorphic

Editing Equipment:

Moviolas—

Viewers—Splicers—Rewinders

Mou nted

Sound

16mm & 35mm—Sound (Single or

Parallels—

Goboes—Other Grip Accessories

Projection Equipment:

16mm &

35mm—Sound & Silent—Slide—
Continuous

Television: Closed Circuit TV
Camera Cars

I

I
Camera Equipment Co., Inc., Dept. A21, 315 w. 43rd St.. N. Y. 36. N. Y.

|

Gentlemen: Please rush me your FREE complete catalogue of Rental
Equipment.
Na me

Florida:
51 East 10th Ave.,
Hialeah, Florida
TUxedo 8-4604

California:
6510 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Hollywood 9-8321
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Washington, D.C.:
Gregory Bell
927 15th St., N.W.
347-1153

Firm_
Street_
I

City_ Zone

_State_j

I-1
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SPECIALS
OF THE MOIMTH

NEWB»USEDB»REBUILTaaaSURPLUS. . . Take Advantage of These Tremendous
Price Reductions!! Write, Wire or Phone Before it is Too Late!!
ic CAMERAS, 35MM

A ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS

CINEFLEX, 3 lenses, 2-200' mags, 1-400' mag, motor
and case .
$595.00
WALL SINGLE SYSTEM, 3 lenses, 2-1000' mags, view¬
finder, RCA galvanometer, 12V motor .
$1995.00
WALL SINGLE SYSTEM, 3 lenses, 2-1000' mags, view¬
finder,
RCA galvanometer, amplifier,
12V motor,
fabric blimp .
$2995.00
ARRIFLEX I, 3 Goerz Apogar Lenses, 200' magazine,
motor ..
_...$495.00
MITCHELL SINGLE SYSTEM, 4 Baltar lenses, 3-1000'
magazines; viewfinder; mattebox; 12V motor; Modulite galvonometer. Originally $9000.„.i3950.00
EYEMO 71P, 2-400' mags, llOV AC/DC motar, 3 Cooke
Speed Panchro lenses. 2 cases .
$595.00
DEVRY Magic Eyes: 0-10® variable shutter: 2"
lens $149.50

GIANT ANIMATION STAND 11' high. 360° rotating art
table, 26" E/W, 16" N/S, 6' Zoom, handwheels,
counters, 3 motors. Custom built for $8000, never
used (plus crating, fob Southwest) .$1995.00
PATHE 35mm FILMSTRIP Camera; Lens; 4-200' mags;
single frame, forward and reverse syncmotor, frame
counter,- switch. Reconditioned .
$695.00
CINE SPECIAL ANIMATION Motor, New..$299.50
ACME 7'
Aninvation
stond,
E/W/N/S movements,
sliding pegs, B&H 35mm camera. Acme stopmotion
motor. $12,500 value .
$3795.00
B&H 35mm Animation Camera, 400' magazine, dis¬
solve, prismatic thru-lens focusser, automatic follow
focus attachment, fits any stand;
$6500 value ..
$2995.00

★ MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS

ir CAMERAS, 16MM
AURICON CINEVOICE, 400' conversion, 400' mag, 1"
fl. 51ens, RA30 amplifier, mike. 50 cycles.
$2000 value ....._...$995.00
EK CINE SPECIAL II w/100' chamber, 25mm fl .4,
PAR Adapter and beam splitter ..$795.00
B & H 70A with handgrip, single lense adapted for
S mount ....$149.50
CINE SPECIAL, 4 lens turret, PAR 400’ adaption, less
mag, filter slots, fade attachment, 3 lenses—Angenieux
10mm fi.8, Ektar 25mm fl.4. Century 6" Athenar, all
accessories, $2800 value .......$1350.00
BOLEX converted 400' mag., rackover, telescopic finder,
110/24v motor. Close out, good as is ..„.$295.00
AAAURER 05; Syncmotor; 400' magazine; viewfinder,- 3
lens turret. Originally $5500 ___...$!995.00
B&H FILMO Turret Automaster Autoload, fl .9 let>s,
case. Originally $350 ........$69.50
CINEPHONIC, Magnetic recording, 400' Mitchell mag,
3 Elgeet lenses, turret, transistor amplifier, power
supply, mike. Pro Jr. tripod and triangle. Originally
$3000, likenu .....$1495.00

A CAMERA ACCESSORIES
MOLE RICHARDSON Microphone Boom & Perambulator,
late model, like new....$1395.00
Pan Cinor 70 lens f2.4 with S mount and series VIII
filter ..
$150.00
CECO Gyro Tripod, Jr. type legs & case .$395.00
CECO
TRICYLE
DOLLY
with
seat
and
steering
post ..
$139.50
RABY BLIMP for Mitchell NC, follow focus gears,
$1500 value .
$995.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS TC-1
Television Camera Crane.
Foctory price $5800, likenu_
$3495.00
PHOTO RESEARCH Spectra Meters with filters,
sphere, cose. 2 Color _____$129.50
RABY heavy studio dolly _$895.00
MOTORIZED DOLLY w/revolving head 7' boom height;
2 seats; hihat; brackets for lites.
$4000 originally ............$695.00
EYEMO 6V Motors, 8/48 fps; New __$74.50
CECO CINE Special Blimp, syncmotor _
$395.00

★ LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
MACBETH QUANTALOG, Photometer, transmission at¬
tachment. $870 list, likenu .
$695.00
EASTMAN 16mm EDGE NUMBERING machine with new
numbering block .„...$!445.00
DUPONT
35mm
EDGE
NUMBERING
Machine,
com¬
plete,- Reconditioned .
$1295.00
EASTMAN 35mm Film Waxing Machine. Rebuilt. Origi¬
nally $1500 .........$495.00

B&H 35mm D Printers, complete ...$2495.00
B&H 35mm D Sound Printers less shutters. New Motor
flywheels installed .
$1795.00
B&H OPTICAL REDUCTION 35/16mm picture printer; old
model 56; w/semi-automatic litechange; as is $495.00
RCA REDUCTION PRINTER, 35/16mm soundtrack, ISCX
per minute. $9000 value, excellent....$3500.00
CUSTOM BUILT 35mm Step Printer, pilot pin registra¬
tion ..
$395.00
DEPUE
PRINTER 35mm DUAL SOUND &
PICTURE.
Prints from two negatives......$1295.00
B&H Printer, 35mm step contact, pilot pin spreaders,
semi-automatic light change.
Original cost $4000.
$995.00
CINECOLOR Double Head 35mm Step Printer with
automatic lite change and timing device. Originally
$12,000. (Bank foreclosure) _$2495.00

ic LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
NEW GARNELLITE GC 12 telescoping stands,
$25 value .........$14.95
PORTABLE 220/11OV POWER UNT; 3000W; voltmeter,Variac; fused circuit breakers,- heavy cables; 6 double
plugboxes; 4 standard outlets ...$195.00
CENTURY 8" LEKOLITE with iris and framing shutters.
Likenu .
$119.50
CAPITOL 2000W Spots, likenu ....$59.50
LARGE SILVER REFLECTORS, hardwood hinged frames
with pronged support.
4 ft. X 4 ft., double surface ....$37.50
4 ft. X 6 ft., single surface
.$42.50
BAROWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Keglite heads..$39.95
BARDWELL-McALISTER 2000W Spats, likenu.$89.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000W Spats, black #412....$79.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 5000W Spots, black #415....$!49.95
MOLARC 150 amp. head, grid and pedestal. List
price $2410 when new......$795.00

A RECORDING EQUIPMENT
KINEVOX MITCHELL BNC Automatic Slater,value $1100 .....„...$395.00
FAIRCHILD CONTROL TRACK Generator 141A.$149.50
VELAZCO 17.5mm Recorder with 2 syncmotors and
torque motor. Close out ...$295.00
ATLAS 18' MIKEBOOM, Collapsible dolly,
list $650 ..
$249.50
HALLEN
16mm
TRANSISTOR
RECORDER,
Amplifier,
separate playback power amplifier; speaker.
Likenu _
$1095.00
MAURER D. 16mm Optical Recorder, negative; 4 pos.
mixer; noise reduction amplifier; 400' mag. Excel¬
lent .
$2995.00
RCA 35mm OPTICAL RECORDERS, 220V 3 ph syncmotors,
bilateral galvo, 1000' mag. used, as is _$1995.00
KINEVOX 4-position mixer, AC operated, VU meter.
Cost $495......$225.00
STANCIL HOFFMAN Model S-6 Sync 17.5mm Mag.
Recorder & Reproducer, P24C Power Supply, play¬
back amolifier, cases. Originally $2800.$895.00
STANCIL HOFFMAN S-5 edge or center 16mm track.
Originolly $2000.
Complete._
$995.00

A PROJECTORS, BACKGROUND, i
PREVIEW
1

KODASCOPE PAGEANT 2 case 16mm Sound Proiector, i
Deluxe speaker .........$295.00
VARIABLE MOTION PROJECTOR, 35mm sound, 3000’
capacity. Footswitch; forward; reverse; bispeed; nor¬
mal; slospeed. Includes amplifier and rolling stand.
New $1195.00
TSC BACKGROUND slide Projector, 4000W,
$1000 orig...
$395.00
FILMCRAFT 35mm Movie Background Process Outfit. Write
for details. $15,000 value (Bank foreclosure)..$l995.00
SIMPLEX Acme 35mm Arc Sound Projector with
pedestal .
_.$235.00
PREVIEW Interlock Projector, DeVry, 1000W lamp, runs
picture and sound simultaneously._4995.00
I

A MOVIOLAS, EDITING MACHINES
MOVIOLA PREVIEW 35mm UDPVS, separate picture and
soundhead,
on
rolling
stand.
4"x6"
screen,
rebuilt. ..
$1095.00
Same with 8"xl0" screen........$1495.00
MOVIOLA 35mm UDS, separate picture and soundheadon rolling stand........$795.00
MOVIOLA 35mm UDCS ,separate sound ond composite
picture/magnetic optical, footage counter. On rolling
stand. Excellent .......$1295.00
MOVIOLA 16mm ULC bullseye composite picture and
sound, rolling stand...
$995.00
AKELEY 35mm Viewer, sound and composite 5"x7"
aerial image. Original cost $3000,- closeout_$195.00
CECO 35mm VIEWERS, $600 orig. Likenu ..$199.50

A FILM PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
HOUSTON CONVERTED IIB Reversal/Neg/Pos with re¬
frigeration, recirculation. Reconditioned .$2995.00
GPL 401 HI-SPEED 16 mm Spray Processor, neg/pos.
Reconditioned. Originally $8000 .
$2995.00
HOUSTON 16mm PROCESSOR A-11 will handle 35mm by
changing rollers. Dalite loading, neg/pos/reversal temp
control incomplete, otherwise appears good ....$2995.00
3 HOUSTON IIB Reversal Processors.
Interconnected
recirculation, refrigeration, heat exchanger, replen¬
ishment,
air
supply.
Includes
spare
spools,
9
extra tanks, 5-55 gal. mixing tanks, motors, etc.
EVERYTHING for ._...$4995.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS 22B neg./pos. processor; tempera¬
ture control; recirculation; 1800' per hr. As is $1495.00
MAMMOTH HOUSTON Color Processor, 16/35mm, Ansco/
Ektachrome, neg./pos., up to 1200' per hr., 16 stain- i
less steel tanks, ane fiberglass lined. Full '/j ® tern- i
perature control. Recirculation, air supply, 7 squee- \
gees. Cost Cuban government $35,000. Rebuilt like :
new ..
$11,995.00 ’

★ CUTTING ROOM SUPPLIES

B&H FOOT SPLICERS, excellent condition. 35mm_$595.00
70mm....$895.00
FOSTER AUTOAAATiC REWIND on table w/inspection ' i
lite, llOV AC 60 cy. hvy. duty motor, foot p^al i
control, speeds zero to 875 RPM __$495.00 • j

ir CAMERA MOTORS and
ELECTRICAL
SPENCER INDUSTRIAL VACUUM cleaner, rollabout with
new hose, recond. $700 originally_4195.00
200 Amp. GENERATOR, I10DC, water cooled engitve,
on 4 wheel trailer. $2500 value_$795.00
INTERLOCK DISTRIBUTOR, primary 220V 3ph, secondary
220V 3ph for recording studios....$495.00
INTERLOCK DISTRIBUTOR, primary 110V Iph, secondary
220V 3ph for recording studios..$495.00
Control
cabinet with
absolute 24 frame gover¬
nor __________$495.00
INTERLOCK MOTORS 220V 3ph for Mitchell,
B&H
Cameras _________$95.00

i

$.01EDIOIAPRO-SSI TEl-katic Keg/Pos EILM CEEAIEE!
Assures Better Results Than
Machines Twice the Price!

Professional
Precision
at a Price!
The ultra
betterl

modern way to clean

You

JET-SPRAY
with

film

the

silent

cannot

cleaning

softest

timing

drive,

16/35mm

film

with

machine,

emulsions

belt

hour and fine

damage

have

3,000'

negative/positive film
this

highly

Extensive
proven

capacity,

advanced

laboratory

excellent
speed

in

tests

results.
excess

precision workmanship. One person can

safely and
TEL-Amatic
using

Also
of

films

features

10,000'

per

handle a battery of

TEL-Amatics.
Just a Few of the Many Features:

V 35mm ACTION VIEWER designed for easy editing.
Precision optics assure bright pictures in sharp focus
"■ vhether film is moving or stopped. Film protected from
'' werheating
or burning.
No
intermittent or oscillating
B jarts. Free turning sprocket guards against film damage.

COMPLETE

• Continuous Air and Solution Filtering

• Take-up Torque Motor, Adjustable,
Reversible
• Electric Solution Level Indicator
• Complete operation VISIBLE at all
times
• Variable Speed DC Drive

$3600 —Write

for brochure

SONOCOLOR SCF2

*' • Large Screen: 4^/0" x 6-1/16"
™ • Brilliant Picture Image
• Velvet Action Nylon Rollers
• Film Travels Left to Right
• Simplified Framing ond Focusing
• 4-sided Prismotic Shutter
• Lightweight, Compact Design
• Available with Optical/Maqnetic or Combination
^
Sound Reader

I S.O.S. Ediola Pro-35. .Only

• Jet-Spray Film Wash for BOTH 16mm
and 35mm Film
• Curved Air-Blast Squeegees (Pat.)
app. for)
• Special Non-Scratch Buffers
• Automatic Operation—Pushbutton
Control
• Requires Only 15 feet of Leader

Magnetically Stripes ALL Sizes of Movie Films
$295

; O.S. Pro-35, Optical Sound Reader & Base .$495
[(

Write for

illustrated brochure

Improve Eilm Titles
with

TEL-Animaprint
Greatest dollar for
dollar value in the
industry!

SONOCOLOR — The

mosf

advanced

pro¬

heavy-duty

duction

machine,

magnetic

striping

standard

sizes

applies
to

of

picture film.

Processes

1800'

3300'

to

Changover
film

to

five

SCF

2

from

hourly.

from

another

than

ALL

motion

one

size

takes

less

minutes.

applies full coating,

single or multi-tracks in one
operation on any film width

The first sensibly
priced HOT PRESS
TITLE MACHINE
—the answer to
economy and
precision
accuracy in
film titling.

from

8mm

formity
ing

to

of

70mm.

magnetic

thickness

through
ment.

is

ensured

micrometric
Machine

Uni¬
coat¬

adjust¬

can

be

stopped at any stage with¬
out loss of magnetic coating
or

sound

Smooth,

continuity.
continuous

control

maintained from 0 to 50 ft.
per
Prints dry from foil for
instant use with perfect
registration on paper or
acetate cells. Prints all
colors. Ideal for main
titles,
sub-titles,
ani¬
mation,
trailers,
flipcards,
crawls,
stills,
montages, shadow and third dimensional effects, etc. May
be applied to any kind of art, scenic or live action
jockground, including photographs.
ELECTRONIC TEL-ANIMAPRINT—Type heated at constant
rate outomaticolly,* despite changes in room temperatures.
Accuracy within i 1 ° F by Thermistor .$595
•Fenwal's Patented Control Unit
Standard

TEL-Animaprint with

manual

control ..$495

Write for illustrated brochure

minute.

type

A

micrometric

new

radar

control

of

stripe thickness available as
an

accessory

for

darkroom

operation when striping raw
stack.

length

6'2"

Width 2'2"
Height 4'8"
Weight 830 lbs.

Striping
complete

Section

Only, with

applicator

assem¬

bly is available to labs for
integration
machine.

into

their

SONOCOLOR Patented Striping Unit...

.$6000

Complete witli clioice of striping applicators..

$8995

own

FOB New York

LEASE TERMS: $350 Down—As Low as $184.50 Monthly
Distributed in the United States and Canada Exclusively by S.O.S.

formerly

S.01 PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, Inc. S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP*
602 WEST 52nd STREET, NEW YORK 19, N.Y. — Phone.- PLaza 7-0440 — Telegram: “FAX, N.Y.”
WESTERN BRANCH: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California — Phone: HOIlywood 7-2124

Technical

at your service!

Questions and
Answers

ireversal printing i
I and processing 1

Q.— I am preparing to shoot a mys¬

Q.— A scene in a script I shall soon

tery story in which the villain of the
piece is revealed in the final scene
when a long-lost negative is found and
a print made which reveals his iden¬
tity. The script calls for this denoue¬
ment to take place in a photographer s
darkroom. Hoiv can I successfully
photograph in a darkroom the action

start shooting specifies that “falling
rain must he. seen through the win¬
dow.” The action takes place around
midnight in the Warden s ofjdce of a
State Prison. How can the rain effect
he achieved without the sound of water
falling in a tub, etc., since dialogue will
be recorded at the time the scene is
photographed.—D. G., Leonard, Mich.

of the paper print gradually becoming
an image in the solution tray?—B. H.
McK. Chicago, Ill.

A.— To

Z. • Work Prints
• Fastax Service
— • Color-to-Color Prints • A&B Roll Prints —
“ • Color-to-B &W Prints* Fades-Dissnlups
Raw Stock
• Timed Prints
—
* ^ Ht* *"gmbe. .ng

Write for complete information ...

LAB-TY

723 Seventh Ave.
N. Y. 19, JU 6-2293

A.—— Tom

Sullivan,

in

his

article

“More Camera Magic” in the Summer
1960 issue of Bolex Reporter, explains
how another film maker solved exactly
the same problem:
“Photographing the actual develop¬
ment (of the print), of course, was
impossible because the necessary lights
would ruin the paper,” he explains.

Custom Built
HANSARD
Rear Screen
Process
35mm Projector
S pecifications:
• 500-ft. capacity
• 200 Amp. Arc Lamphouse
• Bell & Howell—movement with
registration pins
• Rheostat with light intensity
stop switches
• Two camera interlock motors—
for Mitchell NC & BNC
• Complete set various focal length
proiection lenses
• Forward and Reverse controls
• All connecting cables
• All components—completely blimped
for very low noise level
• Proiector mounted on dollied pedestal
with horizontal and vertical adiustments

Approximate
’’
"
”

projector weight:....! 500
sync generator: .... 300
rheostat: . 90
accessories. 150

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

O9OOO””
Complete

*

Guoranteed

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
DEPT. A, 315 WEST 43rd STREET
NEW YORK 36, N.Y. • JUdson 6-1420
-
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“All through his plot,” Sullivan said,
“the identity of the villain was shroud¬
ed in mystery, and the darkroom
sequence was to he the key shot—de¬
liberately contrived to build tension.
He had to have it in the final produc¬
tion. Here is how he worked it out!
“Upside-down photography was the
key. A fully developed and fixed print
of the villain was placed in a strong
bleach bath and the producer filmed
the image as it slowly disappeared.
When this shot was edited into the
final product the footage was turned
upside down to get the effect of the
image coming into view. No light-sen¬
sitive materials were used and the
darkroom scene was lighted with two
photolloods, one directed toward the
developing tray, the other on the face
of the spectators to provide plenty of
heavy shadows.
“No confusion of human movement
from the upside down process occurred
because the scene was shot in tight
closeup, and only the tray with the
print in the process of ‘developing’ ap¬
peared on the screen. The print, of
course, had to be wetted before being
placed in the solution, since the action
of inserting it in the liquid became, in
reverse, the action of removing it.”

eliminate sound of falling
water, reduce volume of water to barest
minimum. Illusion of rain will be more
effective if window pane is wetted to
show rain drops clinging to it. As shot
is filmed, spray pane of glass lightly
with garden hose. Instead of having
water fall into a tub, lay padding on
floor beneath window, after first pro¬
tecting floor with sheet of plastic ma¬
terial. Lighting should come from the
side and slightly above, to highlight
the raindrops effectively.

Q.—— I wish to copy some 35mm color
slides on 16mm color film. Can I photo¬
graph the slide direct, or should a print
be made and photographed in a titler.
Or can satisfactory copies be made by
projecting the slides on a screen and
photographing them?—P. H. Malibu,
Calif.

A.— The

best method is to mount
slide in titler or similar device, illumin¬
ate it from rear and photograph it.
Your problem, of course, is what ex¬
posure to use. Here you can follow one
of two methods: use reflected light
meter close to slide, or make a series
of tests shots to determine best expo¬
sure. We recommend the latter. MGM
chose the illuminated transparency
method some years ago to bring to
screen reproductions of several paint¬
ings for the story of van Gogh. Here,
meter readings were taken to arrive at
approximate exposure, but test shots
provided final answer.
■
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BIRNS & SAWYER PRODUCTS FOR AARI v
Increase Range and Use of Arriflex Cameras In Sports, Aerials, Underwater, and Sound -

Efficient Bis heater parka keeps camera warm,
film pliable in temperatures to — 68° F. Highest
quality materiols and workmanship. $168, Other
barneys for all cameras. Request brochure.

Super-strong welded marine aluminum housing
available for camera, 400 magazine and voltabloc battery. Top Interchangeable for Arri 35.
Special nose cone available for 5.7mm lens.
$2,495. Catalog 5000.

W-l-D-E, W-l-D-E LENSES

Widest wide angle for Arri 35 from B i S optical
shop. Sharp, crisp 14.5m
F 3.5 Angenleux re¬
places larger, bulkier lenses. Arri mount $375,
Mitchell NC mount $395.

SOUND BARNEY, CAT. 1420

B & 5 Multi-Layer Sound Barney for Arri 16 Cuts
80®/o of Camera Noise on Location Shooting. Light¬
weight, Effective. Sold Only Through Franchised
Arriflex Dealers. $99.50.

T816 BATTERY
CHARGER

End battery woes with B & S
guaranteed, self-fused
charger for all 8-V and/or
16-V Voltablocs. $49.50.

L-O-N-G, L-

New Underwater Housing Designed For Arri 16 &
35mm Cameras. Tops Change, as Base is Common.
Welded Marine Aluminum Plate Va
thick. With¬
stands 60-minute Test at 300' Depth. Request Bro¬
chure. S2,495.

-N-G LENSES

B & S Omnilar Lenses fit 16 and 35mm Arris in focal lengths from 125mm through 1000mm, shown
above with Mark III Omnipod cradle. Lens shown is F6.3, Catalog No. 1364, $895. See your dealer
or write for brochure. Omnitars consistently best for Resolution, Color, and Brilliance

BALL-SOCKET HI-HAT, CAT. 1123

TRACKING FINDER , CAT. 2600

B & S Presents the First Hi-Hat Made Expressly for
16mm Arri Ball-Socket Tripod Head. Camera Levels
Quickly, Easily. Eliminates Wedging. $34,00.

Great for Sports, Aerials, Moving Targets, etc. Fits
Arri 16 for 25 & 50mm Lenses. Easily Attached ond
Removed. Folds Flat. $49.50.

LONGER LASTING VOLTABLOC BATTERIES

Hi-Hat for Arri 35

Birns & Sawyer-designed voltabloc batteries guaranteed for
longer, trouble-free life. All units encased in first grade cow¬
hide, have belt loop and shoulder strap. Compare!
8.4-Volt $1 15. 15-Volt $180.

Sturdy Hi-hat for mounting
Arri 3S to standard tripod.
Engineered
struts.
Base
tapped tor Vs" and 'A" Tri¬
pods- $34.00.

CIN-AR ADAPTER

Adapt your Arri lenses to
"C mount cameras. On-Ott
in seconds. See your camera
dealer. $16.50.

Birns S Sawyer Specializes in Arri Equipment: Rentals, Sales,
Repairs, Trades, Purchases, Maintenance, and Special Design

BIRNS & SAWYER Cine Equi|i
6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
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HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA

e

TELEPHONE: HO. 4-5166

•
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Ansco sets America's standard
of low contrast 16mm color with...

Anscochrome^ Professional Camera Film Type 242
Designed especially for camera use when high quality release prints are important.
The excellent color fidelity and low contrast of this camera film—plus its unique
ability to record detail in shadows—make Anscochrome Type 242 first choice of
many quality-conscious professionals. Film speed is 25 with 3200K tungsten lamps.
For full details, ask your Ansco Man.

Ansco
Binghomfon. N. Y.

When the NEED is SPEED Choose SUPER ANSCOCHROME 16mm Film

Both Daylight and Tungsten Super Anscochrome have film speeds of 100. Produce
accurate, pleasing color at lower light levels—often eliminating the need for special
lighting equipment.

Anscochrome
Type 21^2

ANSCO —America’s first manufacturer of photographic materials . . . since 1842.

6
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when You Rent from F&B
EQUAL IMPORTANCE...EQUAL PERFECTION

This inexpensive splicer is
item in our Rental Department.
negatives will be spliced in it.
don't hold, your pictures may

an important
Your precious
If the splices
be ruined.

When you rent a Griswold Splicer from
F & B, it is perfect and your pictures will be too.

This is the most expensive and important
camera in our Rental Department. Your entire
production depends on the film which has run
through this camera. The BNC Mitchell has
thousands of precisely machined mechanical
end optical parts. If any one of them does not
function perfectly your picture may be ruined.
When you rent a BNC from F & B, it is
perfect and your pictures will be too.

Perfection is a quality of all of F & B’s Rental
equipment...cameras, lenses, sound recorders,
Moviolas, lighting equipment—or whatever.
We’ve told you F & B’s rental equipment is
MORE RELIABLE. It didn’t just happen...we
planned it that way. It takes a corps of top
technicians, fine tools and precision machinery
to properly maintain all this equipment; plus
our determination to insure that F&B Rental
Equipment is more reliable!

Here we show you Dorn Notto, our Chief Engineer, and a portion of our Camera
MahK
s
Rental Departments include Sound Equipment,
Lighting & Grip Equipment, Editing & Projection Equipment, as well as a fully
Service and Repair Shops for all departments staffed by 31 experts, technicians, and other personnel - all at your service

Write for complete
catalog of
rental equipment

Florman & Babb

Rental & Service Dept.: 304 W. 54th St., New York 19

SERVING THE
WORLD’S FINEST
FILM MAKERS

MU 2-2928

Showroom & Offices: 68 W. 45th St., New York 36
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FIG. 1—Shooting a scene on location for “How The West Was Won."
Note the plastic “bubble'Vhich encloses the Cinerama camera's three
lenses in the blimp'^ also the lightweight, portable incandescent lamp
clusters used at side and atop the camera to provide fill light.

FIG. 2—Here the Cinerama camera is set low for a scene enacted by
Debbie Reynolds, Karl Malden and Carroll Baker. Dierctor Henry Hath¬
away watches scene rehearsal from behind the camera. Portable inky
lights are again used here to augment studio lights.

Cinerama Goes Dramatic
Photographing “How The West Was Won” in Cinerama posed some inter¬
esting problems never before encountered with the camera that introduced
the first commercial super-wide-screen motion pictures.
By

WILLIAM

DANIELS,

ASC

THE WEST WAS WON,” a

Metro Goldwyn MayerCinerama production, is the first
dramatic picture to be photo¬
graphed in the Cinerama process.
Along with Charles Lang, Jr.,
ASC, and Joseph LaShelle, ASC,
who photographed other segments
of this production, I had the re¬
warding experience of directing
the photography of segment No. 2,
which stars Debbie Reynolds and
Gregory Peck, and which was di¬
rected by Henry Hathaway and
produced by Bernard Smith.
Applied to the production of a
dramatic picture. Cinerama poses

FIG. 3—The author, William Daniels, ASC,
and Director Henry Hathaway (seated) take
a coffee break while watching actors
Gregory Peck and Debbie Reynolds (out
of picture) rehearse upcoming scene for
“How The West Was Won," an MGMCinerama production.

many new and interesting prob¬
lems, both for the director and the
director of photography. It pre¬
sents certain limitations, too, in
contrast with conventional single¬
camera photography. The major
one, perhaps, is that posed by
the camera’s three 27mm lenses
which, together, take in a field of
view 143 degrees wide and 55 de¬
grees high and record it on three
separate strips of 35mm film.
The Cinerama cameras we used
to photograph “How The West
Was Won” are basically the same
as those which have been used to
photograph Cinerama travelogues
since 1952. A Cinerama camera is
actually three cameras in one—
that is, three separate negatives
run through the camera past three
lenses, which cover the system’s
143° X 55° aspect ratio, and re¬
cord one-third of the scene on a
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER. JANUARY, 1962

frame of each negative. A single
rotating shutter moving in front of
the lenses at a point where their
lines-of-view cross, effects the si¬
multaneous exposure on the three
strips of film. (See Fig. 5.)
Prints of the resultant negatives
are shown with three projectors
which screen the three film strips
at precisely the same angle of view
which they were photographed,
so that the images become one—of
super-wide-angle dimension—on a
large horizontal curved screen.
The camera, exclusive of the
film magazines, consists of the
shutter, lenses, motor, and driving
mechanism. There are three film
movements, which are separate
units—chambers about the size of
a cigarette box—which are at¬
tached to the magazines prior to
mounting on the camera. All three
movements are interlocked, thus
insuring absolute sync of the three
films moving through the camera.
The exposure is variable but not
separately for each lens. The dia¬
phragm controls of the lenses are
interlocked so that it is impossible
for one lens to be set at one stop
and the other two at different stops.
Each lens is precisely calibrated
to insure highest accuracy, for
there can be no difference in focus
between the three frames of film
which are recorded simultaneously
and comprise a single “exposure.”
The lenses are not immediately re¬
movable from the camera, as is
the case with other production-type

FIG. 5—Front view of Cinerama camera, as if
appears with blimp removed, and showing how
closely-mounted

are

the

three

27mm
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lenses.

FIG.

4—Principal

William

Daniels,

players
ASC.

in

segment

From

left

No.

are:

2

of

Gregory

“How

The

West

Peck, Thelma

Was

Ritter,

Won,”

Robert

photographed

Preston

and

by

Debbie

Reynolds. Production is first story-telling motion picture filmed in the giant-screen Cinerama process.

cameras, such as the Mitchell, and
there is no lens turret. Actually,^
there isn’t room for a turret in that
area of the camera where the
lenses are mounted, as may be
seen in Fig. 5.
This necessarily brief descrip¬
tion of the Cinerama camera is
given here to familiarize the read¬
er with its design, components,
and use in production so that he
may better understand references
that will be made to it in para¬
graphs that follow.
In the course of using the Cine¬
rama camera, two descriptive

^—Three-quarter

front

view

of

camera

shows angular mounting of the film magazines
and also of the two side lenses, A and C.

terms developed which have since
become standard with us. They are
“panel” and “blend line.” “Pan¬
el” describes any one of the three
segments of the 143-degree scene
or picture area being photo¬
graphed or projected. “Blend
line” describes the line of demar¬
cation between the three panels.
Ideally, the blend line is imagi¬
nary, although it is often visible
on the screen and it becomes one
of the chief problems in Cinerama
photography to minimize if not en¬
tirely eliminate any evidence of
Continued on Page 50

FIG. 7—Rear view of camera.

Here the posi-

tions of the three magazines
relation to the camera.
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HERB

A.

LIGHTMAN

by Manuel
is

notable

for its daring and imaginative photographic concept.

Jn most of the currently

The Photography

production

popular motion pic¬

ture “epics” — the three-hour-plus, multi-million
dollar, super-wide-screen spectacles — the potential

.!

of truly creative camerawork is usually sacrificed
in favor of mass m.ob action and tediously stylized
performances by film stars self-consciously aware
that they are enacting period drama. The result, all
too often, is a curiously static camera, seemingly
overwhelmed by what is going on before it.
It is true, of course, that there are moments in
most of these films when the camera manages to
escape from its shackles long enough to explore the
full scope of a particularly striking piece of action.
“Ben Hur” had its chariot race, “Spartacus” its
revolt of the slaves, “The Alamo” its climactic battle
of the same name, and “King of Kings” had its
Sermon on the Mount. But in every case such se¬
quences have stood out as separate units of the
picture, visually exciting in themselves, but not
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“of-a-piece” with the rest of the film in style or
technique.
“El Cid,” it may be happily observed, is the
exception. It is an unabashed spectacle from the
first frame to the last—filled with shattering action
sequences so smoothly integrated with the quieter
dramatic passages of romance, intrigue and idealism
that they become areas of brilliant cinematic color
in a tightly woven tapestry.
The extraordinary photography of British cinema¬
tographer Robert Krasker is so daringly conceived
and executed that it creates an excitement all its
own, while at the same time perfectly complementing
and enhancing the many facets of the action.
The total result is a convincing demonstration of
the alchemy that can transpire when a cinema¬
tographer of the highest technical skill is given
free rein to express his artistry consistently and in
complete rapport with the other key technicians on
the film. The photography of “El Cid” emerges, in
consequence, not as a veneer of mechanical crafts¬
manship spotily superimposed over the body of the
film, but as an inseparable element of the total
artistic whole. The smoothly amalgamated creative
entity which is “El Cid” reflects in its photography
the sensitive and virile direction of Anthony Mann,
the succinct screenplay of Frederic M. Frank and
Philip Yordan, the authentically spectacular pro¬
duction design and costuming of Veniero Colasanti
and John Moore, and the tautly forceful editing of
Robert Lawrence.

ROBERT KRASKER, one of England's ace cinematographers, directed
the

photography of Samuel Bronsten's "El Cid,” using the 70mm

Technirama
color
instead

camera

camera,

shown

having

in

picture.

lateral,

of vertical, and film

Latter

is

modified

VistaVision-type

magazines

film

mounted

Techni¬

movement

side-by-side on

top of the camera.

But it is the bold and daring photography of “El
Cid” which gives special luster to these creative conContinued on Page 44

CINEMATOGRAPHER
crew
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which
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THE 70mm TECHNIRAMA camera is mount¬
ed high on a boom to photograph battle
scenes staged on picturesque beach skirt¬
ing

the

Spanish

Mediterranean.

here that Krasker photographed
the most dramatically
for the picture.
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Progress Report
Proposal of ASC’s Research and Educational Committee to include DC
restoration in home TV receivers being considered by set manufacturers.
Committee holds that addition of low-cost component to set will result in
greatly improved reception quality of filmed TV programs.
By

WALTER

BEYER

and

HAL

MOHR,

ASC

Chairman and Co-chairman respectively, ASC Research and Educational Committee

the closing paragraph of our last
report [American Cinematographer, October,
1961) this committee has been active in exploring
ways and means for improving the quality of the
reception of black-and-white TV film programs on
home receivers. This project is a follow-up of a
proposal which had been submitted earlier by Cochairman Hal Mohr, ASC, who had previously con¬
tributed substantially as an advisor on the original
tests and demonstrations conducted by the Motion
Picture Research Council in Hollywood before it
was disbanded in November, 1959. (The Council
was finally terminated in March, 1960).
STATED IN

The main problem involved in this project is
based on the fact that the picture tube of a home
receiver does not behave like an ordinary motion
picture projection screen, insofar as gray scale re¬
production is concerned. To a very specific degree
it is more or less a screen “that thinks for itself” in
its interpretation of overall scene content.
As a result, substantial picture deterioration takes
place mostly on scenes of critical overall density
distribution, such as in the well known “cowboy
against the sky” scenes, most night shots, and es¬
pecially “mood” photography. As one technical
author has well put it: “A mood shot, such as a
romantic moonlight walk, looks like an overexposed
picture taken by an amateur with a box camera on
a cloudy day.”
How DC Restoration Works

Consider yourself a director of photography who
has applied all his professional capability and skill
in the original photography of such a scene, and
you will understand that the above subject matter
of home receiver picture quality is of great concern.
This situation does not need to be as bad as it is.
TV set manufacturers have it in their hands to
restrict this undesirable freedom of the home re¬
ceiver tube by providing what is called a circuit
with DC restoration.
The existing situation is, as follows:
Most black-and-white TV receivers in homes have
32

no DC restoration.
Consider the signal transmitted from the station
as having black and white information encoded as
high and low voltages. The receiver has to decode
this signal and present it as proper black and white
on the home receiver tube.
Without DC restoration the receiver will im¬
properly decode the signal depending on scene con¬
tent, and display “black” information as light,
washed-out gray or, conversely, under other condi¬
tions of scene content, may improperly decode so as
to display “gray” information as black.
Was Included In Early TV Receivers

Relatively simple circuits can be designed and
built into TV receivers to insure proper decoding of
signals under all conditions of scene content, so that
black information is always correctly displayed as
black on the picture tube. The various conditions
of scene content refer to relative areas of black to
white (integrated full frame density).
DC restoration, which this committee proposes
should again be made a component in the circuits
of modern home television receivers, is nothing new
or untried. It was part of the standard equipment of
almost all the receivers marketed at the beginning
of the TV era.
If all the black-and-white films photographed for
TV, or considered to be released for TV, were re¬
viewed on nominal closed-circuit systems or any of
the present-day TV receivers instead of on a mo¬
tion picture projection screen or the precision moni¬
tors found in the television stations, the need for
DC restoration would be undeniably demonstrated
and it is likely that restoration of this facility in
future home TV sets would follow.
The Motion Picture Research Council had recog¬
nized the gravity of the situation introduced by the
absence of DC restoration in home receivers and
had been active in developing means to correct it.
With its closed circuit TV system, the Council
conducted numerous tests which culminated in a
Conlinued on Page 58
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Everywhere in the world...
became its onfilm !
Today—people everywhere “go to the movies”—
to laugh and cry together... to “get out of the
house,” away from it all, into a world of illusion
and make-believe, a world in which they’re loved
and beloved—conquerors, swashbucklers—anything,
everything their hearts desire.
No wonder so much time, money, and materials is
spent in making motion pictures more effective.
Nor is it any wonder that this investment is so
rewarding, or that the Eastman Technical Service is
constantly engaged in helping the industry solve its
questions of production, processing and projection.
Branches at strategic centers. Inquiries invited.
Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N.Y.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 1 7, N.Y.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.

For the purchase of film,

W. J. German, Inc.
Agents for the sale and distribution
of Eastman Professional Motion
Picture Films, Fort Lee, N.J.,
Chicago, III., Hollywood, Calif.

I

Midwest Division
130 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1, III.

I
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Streamlining Production Methods
How Calvin Productions, Inc., utilizes film and electronic
cameras in combination to save time and production costs.

By

MARK

SANDERS

on short, non-theatrical motion picture productions
can be reduced by as much as 60 per cent by streamlining direction
and production techniques, according to experience at Calvin Produc¬
tions, Inc., Kansas City, Missouri.
Calvin’s streamlined production techniques involve use of two cameras
on every shot, with cam.era operations directed by the director sitting
before two TV monitors fed by closed-circuit TV cameras mounted on
the film cameras.
No one at Calvin claims this method is “new”—only that Calvin has
successfully applied the method of utilizing film and electronic cameras
in combination to save time and cut costs in producing low-budget films.
Working on a series of educational films on high school biology re¬
cently, a Calvin crew under the direction of Larry Kauffman completed
photography for a 30-minute color/sound film in two-and-one-half
^HOOTING
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instructions

from the director as he observes the camera pick-up
on closed-circuit monitors.
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hours. Of this total production time, about an hourand-a half was spent lighting the three sets used for
the production. Actual camera work was completed
in about an hour.
Kauffman readily admits this was an unusual
case. To start with, the people involved knew their
job. The film was one in a series prepared under
the sponsorship of the American Institute of Biolog¬
ical Sciences and part of an integrated curriculum
designed to upgrade the teaching of biology at the
high school level.
“Talent” for these films was recruited from
among the top science professors from all over the
country. The specific show during which Kauffman
set his production record featured Dr. Curt Stern of
the Department of Zoology, University of Califor¬
nia. Dr. Stern had prepared his lectures so well
that the entire 30-minute film was shot in four takes.
Admittedly, this won’t happen every time. Some¬
times it takes five or six hours—occasionally seven
—to shoot a 30-minute film. By conventional meth¬
ods, two or three days would be required.
Other Applications Seen

The people at Calvin feel that the same multi¬
camera techniques which made the speedup possi¬
ble on the biology series also has great potential
in other areas of professional motion picture pro¬
duction, such as industrial, religious, and television
films. To develop a comparison, Kauffman was
asked how long it might take—using the> same tech¬
niques—to shoot a half-hour television drama,
which conventionally requires two-and-one-half
days.

He qualified his answer by explaining the fore¬
cast as based on the availability of competent talent
who would require a minimum of retakes. The
estimate also covered a situation where a production
would be limited to five sets, with shooting done
from 10 camera angles. Under these conditions,
Kauffman feels, a half hour television show could
be filmed comfortably in one day, using the multi¬
camera, TV-guided method of photography.
Three 16mm Cameras Used

This Calvin production method is actually sort
of a hybrid. It borrows much of its methodology
from live-action television production. But, it also
relies heavily on the flexibility of standard motion
picture production practices—particularly in the
method of rehearsing takes and editing the finished
product.
In shooting the high school biology series, Cal¬
vin used three 16mm motion picture cameras. Two
Mitchells were on the set. A third unit, an Arriflex,
was used for closeups of models, on-set visuals and
other utility shooting which could be done while
the cast was rehearsing elsewhere.
One of the two Mitchell cameras which filmed
the action was on a dolly which was mounted on
tracks so that it could be moved freely in and out
as the action required. The other was used mostly
for closeups. It was usually set up in a single posi¬
tion at the beginning of a scene; the only movement
was in panning.
On the right-hand side of each Mitchell camera,
Calvin mounted a General Precision Laboratories
closed-circuit television camera. The TV units were
precisely mounted so they would cover the same
Continued on Page 57
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NEW MODEL P-400 Newman-Sinclair electric motor-driven 35mm camera

CAMERA WITH

fitted with 400-ft. magazine and a SOM Berthiot Pan-Cinor zoom lens.

piece is clearly shown. Arrow points to follow-focus attachment, which

magazine

detached.

Here

the

reflex

finder

and

eye¬

Camera features a mirror reflex shutter.

is optional equipment.

The Newman-Sinclair Motor-driven 35mm Camera
Portable,

lightweight Model

P-400 suc¬

ceeds the famous Newman-Sinclair “clock¬
work'’ camera, long popular with British
cinematographers.
By

BRIAN
Seven

R.

EVERETT

Seas Films, Ltd., London.

j^EWM.AN-siNCLAiR, one of the pioneers in British
camera manufacture, recently introduced its new
Model P-400 portable 35mm motion picture cam¬
era, which boasts a number of interesting features
and accessories. As with all Newman-Sinclair
cameras, each one is virtually hand-made to high
standards long established by the company.

the back of the gate hinges back slightly, thus clear¬
ing the register pins. Incidentally, this same type
gate was for many years incorporated in the com¬
pany’s spring-motor cameras. Although the clamp¬
ing action of the gate tends automatically to keep
the aperture clean, the gate can be instantly removed
for inspection and cleaning.
The ruggedly-designed three-lens rotary turret
featues divergent lens orfices, so that wide-angle and
telephoto lenses may be mounted thereon without
interference with other lenses. Lenses are mounted
*

Continued on Page 58

f

Among the features of this new camera are
register-pin film gate, rotary divergent lens turret,
reflex mirror shutter, quick demountable film
magazines, electric motor drive, and a rugged
camera body 1" x 7" x 9". The basic camera com¬
ponent consists of the intermittent mechanism and
gate assembly, the mirror-shutter and its reflex
viewing system, the rotary turret and a 12/18-volt
variable speed motor.
The intermittent is based on the “clamping gate”
design that has been incorporated in Newman-Sin¬
clair cameras and printers since 1900. The gate
has fixed register pins at the bottom — one on either
side. When the film is moved down by' the claw,
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A FIBREGLASS blimp available for the Model P-400 weighs 65 pounds,
and provides external focusing controls with the dials on either side.
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You’re on sctiedule ...
WITH THE LEADER IN LIGHTING, GRIP EQUIPMENT,
PROPS, GENERATOR TRUCKS AND TRAILERS

Send for a schedule of rental rates.

i

ylHl

1800. 1600. 1000. 750.

GRIP EQUIPMENT

GENERATOR TRUCKS
AND TRAILERS

LARGEST SUPPLIERS OF

300. 200 Amp. D.C..
100. 50. 30. 20 Amp A C.

MOTION PICTURE, TV AND

INDUSTRIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT IN THE EAST

LIGHTING THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY SINCE 1921
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HOIMG KONG FILMING VENTURE
Photographing “Out of the Tiger’s Mouth” in Hong Kong streets was touchand-go. The cameras necessarily were concealed most of the time and some
night shots were made with light from a single Coleman lantern.

By

CHARLES

“Out of the Tiger’s Mouth” en¬
tirely on location, among the teeming masses on
the streets of Hong Kong, Wesley Ruggles, Jr., and
his jtartner in production, Tim Whalen, Jr., de¬
veloped a unique production technology. This was
necessary in order to conceal from the public the
fact movies were being shot there. Otherwise, it
would have been necessary to spend a considerable
sum on police assistance to control the swarms of
curious onlookers who invariably congregate and
hinder filming. And Ruggles and Whelan wanted
especially an aspect of complete naturalness in their
street scenes, unmarred by gaping onlookers in the
background.
Understandably, a low-budget feature such as
PHOTOGRAPH
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waits

word from director Whalen to roll the blimped Arriflex

LORING

theirs had no appropriation for the protective serv¬
ices of police. Thus, ways and means were devel¬
oped to shoot the picture with extremely portable
camera and sound equipment that could readily be
concealed from public view when necessary, but
without hindering the picture’s pictorial quality.
The choice of a reflex-type camera was logical
because much of the filming would be done with
long focal length lenses under catch-as-can circum¬
stances; and also, running a tape on distances would
be impossible. Through-the-lens viewing would solve
these problems and insure scenes in focus.
The Arriflex-35 was chosen for the job. It could
easily be concealed, along with the operator, within
a truck interior, beneath large crates, and wicker
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any such obstacles, a tiny wireless throat micro¬
phone, easily concealed in an actor’s clothing, was
used along with a miniaturized transmitter which
he carried in his pocket. The microphones, made in
Tokyo, effectively picked up dialogue with the actors
as far away from the recorder as a hundred feet.
The power supply for operating camera and re¬
corder consisted of a transistorized inverter weigh¬
ing 8 pounds, which effectively converted the power
from a 12-volt automobile storage battery to 50cycle, 110-V A.C.—corresponding to the dom.estic
power supplied Hong Kong. This permitted, when¬
ever necessary, an instant and convenient switch
from one type power source to the other. The power
pack was contained in a case no larger than a stand¬
ard lens case, and the 250 watts of electrical cur¬
rent it produced was more than ample to efficiently
drive the camera and the sound recorder simul¬
taneously.

MUCH OF the picture was shot with camera concealed within a panel
truck.

Doors

filmed.

were

Tensely

opened

watching

only
action

moments
and

before

ready

scene

to

roll

was

to

camera

be
are

Whalen (left) and camera operator Vicente Sempio.

baskets—vital because more than 80 per cent of
the pictures’ exteriors were to be filmed in the
crowded thoroughfares of Hong Kong.
The next problem to receive attention was that
of sound recording. “A few years ago,” Ruggles
recalled, “I had read an article in American Cin¬
ematographer about a method of using quarter-inch
magnetic tape to record synchronous sound, in which
svnc was insured by a signal generated by the cam¬
era and recorded simultaneously with the picturesound on the tape. As a result of this article, I
investigated the m.ethod when we started to plan
our picture, and found it ideallv suited to our needs.
The Arriflex cameras we used were fitted with a
svnc-signal generator, and a quarter-inch magnetic
tape recorder was used in conjunction with them
to record sound for all dialogue sequences.”
The recorder was a late model Stancil-Hoffman
with a Ryder-Concertone sync-pulse head. For ob¬
vious reasons, conventional sound booms and micro¬
phones could not be used when shooting exteriors.
Considered as an alternative was a lavalliere micro¬
phone, but this presented certain hazards because of
the wires which would necessarily trail from the
actors. So there could be complete freedom from
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When Ruggles and Whalen learned that it would
cost as much to rent an Arriflex camera in Holly¬
wood and ship it by air as it would to buy a new
one in Hong Kong, they purchased two of them
and rented a third, complete with blimp, from a
Hong Kong film company. Standard lenses were
available locally, but telephoto, wide-angle and
zoom lenses, as well as the required Wratten and
Harrison filters, had to be secured in Hollywood.
To direct the photography of their picture, Rug¬
gles and Whalen wanted an experienced cinematog¬
rapher fully familiar with the ways of the Orient,
as well as one having the physical stamina and the
willingness to work under such trying conditions as
crouching with camera in a wooden crate or wicker
basket for interminable periods in order to get the
kind of candid, documentary-like photography
which the producers expected.
Earlier, they had seen a preview of a film which
actor George Montgom.ery had made in the Philip¬
pines for Warner Brothers, and which had been pho¬
tographed by Manila cameraman Emmanuel I.
Rojas. They were impressed by the beauty and art¬
istry of Rojas’ photography. En route to Hong Kong,
they stopped off in Manila and visited Rojas who,
after reading the script for “Out of the Tiger’s
Mouth,” enthusiastically agreed to photograph it.
“Discovering and engaging Rojas,” said Ruggles,
“was a genuine stroke of good luck for us. He was
so faithful to the script, so knowledgeable in his
art, and so pleasant to get along with that we got on
film even more than we had written into the script.
Without Rojas, we never would have gotten the re¬
sults we did.”
The plot of “Out of the Tiger’s Mouth” concerns
two small Chinese children, refugees from Red
China, who make their way to Hong Kong. The
“leading lady,” a five-year-old charmer named HanContinued on Page 54
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motion pic¬
ture ever to be produced in
the Far East is Daiei Studios’
new epic, “Shyaka,” the life of
Buddha. The picture reportedly is
the most costly ever made by an
Asian studio and it is the first
70mm production to be filmed in
the Far East.
^HE MOST AMBITIOUS

Masaichi Nagata, Daiei presi¬
dent, whose studio is remembered
for “Rashomon,” “Ugetsu” and
“Gate to Hell,” has been eager
for several years to produce a
religious epic for the Orient com¬
parable to Hollywood’s “Ben
Hur” and “The Ten Command¬
ments.” With the expenditure of
the equivalent of $1,500,000 —
five times the sum spent for
Japan’s previous top-budget pic¬
ture—Nagata’s hopes have finally
reached the screen.
Modified VistaVision Camera

The task of photographing this
enormous undertaking was handed
to Hiroshi Imai, veteran Daiei
cinematographer. He employed
two VistaVision cameras which
had been modified for 70mm
photography. The process is called
Daiei Super-70 Technirama. Imai
also used two Mitchell NC’s
equipped with DaieiScope lenses
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Japan's First Epic Production In 70mni
Produced in the DeMille tradition, it was photographed with modified
VistaVision cameras by veteran cinematographer Hiroshi Imai.

By

for added covereage on all largescale and “one-take” sequences.
The picture “Shyaka” tells the
story of the young Indian prince,
Siddhartha, who turned from a
life of wealth and pleasure to
become Buddha, the enlightened
one. Starring in the film are Kojiro
Kongo and Charito Solis, the latter
a well-known actress from the
LVN Studio in the Philippines.
The rest of the cast includes vir¬
tually every available actor on
Daiei’s Kyoto and Tokyo lots.
Machiko Kyo, the studio’s inter¬
national star, played a minor part
in the film.
To supplement the studio’s
player personnel, the Kyoto re¬
gion was scoured for available
school boys, farmers and house¬
wives who were put into costume
as extras. The studio reported that
the total number of such players
used reached 20,000 before the
film was completed.
Imai had two months to plan
for the photography of the film,
an unheard of luxury in Japan
where one week is the norm. In
addition. Director Kenji Misumi,
Imai and other top production
personnel spent two weeks in
India, Buddha’s birthplace, doing
production research and studying
locales. Everything possible was
done in the pre-planning to give
the picture utmost authenticity.

screen projection shots could be
made on the sound stages; thus,
all exteriors were shot in real
outdoor locations.
When we visited cinematog¬
rapher Imai in Kyoto, he tended
to minimize the success of his
achievement and said that he
found 70mm photography little
more demanding than the conven¬
tional format.
Without any previous experi¬
ence in 70mm, Im.ai had to start
from scratch. He read all avail¬

DIRECTOR
(a

modified

OF

PHOTOGRAPHY

VistaVision) while

Hiroshi

Imai

stands

CLIFFORD

HARRINGTON

able literature on 70mm photog¬
raphy. Then he started to work.
His knowledge of color already
had been established. He already
had aided the studio win numer¬
ous international prizes, including
an Academy Award for his color
consultation on the film, “Gate of
Hell.”
Imai’s major technical problem
was lighting. The studio’s equip¬
ment resources were strained from
the moment the production started.
Continued on Next Page

behind

Director Kenji Misumi

Vast panoramas caught by Imai’s camera
ever filmed in 70mm in Japan.

V.

one

of

Daiei

(left) directs an

provide the film with

Studios’ 70mm

action

scene

cameras

for “Shyaka.”

moments of great spectacle—first

The entire film was shot at
Daiei’s Kyoto studio and on loca¬
tion in the surrounding plains and
hills. Because of the dimensions
of the 70mm format, no rear
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“SHYAKA” IN 70MM
Continued From Preceding Page

It required nearly half a day for
technicians to light the first vast
interior set. Most of the lighting
units on the lot were crammed into
the large sound stage. Three other
films in production at the time were
halted, while the shooting of interiors
for “Shyaka” was in progress. The
full eleetrical eapacity of the studio
was utilized on this one set alone.
Once shooting started on this pic¬
ture it continued for 153 days without
a break. Fortunately, sunshine pre¬
vailed whenever the company shot
outdoors. Seasonal rains occurred when
the crew moved indoors.
Unique Pictorial Effect
Outdoor night shots actually were
made on location after dark. Imai
used every electric generator on the
lot to power his lights for several im¬
portant night sequences. On one oc¬
casion nearly one hundred were in
operation at one time.
One particularly breathtaking se¬
quence in the production depicts
Buddha talking to his followers in a
vast tiered hall. The worshipers, hold¬
ing small lighted lamps, literally
covered the tiers, and the entire set ap¬
peared to be illuminated with hun¬
dreds of tiny slivers of yellow flame.
Here Imai’s skillful lighting subtley
enhanced the pictorial effect.
The eery forest where the Indian
prince performs his meditations had
just the visual quality needed for the
important sequences shot there; and
Imai’s lighting and imaginative ca¬
mera work gave a mystical aura to
the scene in which the prince finds
enlightenment.
On one occasion two obstinate
elephants held up the photography of
a sequence in which Buddhist monks
were being persecuted. The great
beasts had been rented from a circus,
because there is no pool of trained
movie animals in Japan. They had
been trained to walk carefully around
human beings. When the time came
for them to put their feet near the
actors faces, the animals refused.
Finally, false elephant feet had to be
substituted and the action shot in closeups.
The most impressive moments of
spectacle in the film come when a
four-armed pagan idol, more than 80
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feet high, topples to the ground dur¬
ing an earthquake. To photograph
this important sequence, Imai em¬
ployed additionally the two DaieiScope
cameras
to
provide
photographic
coverage from all angles. Later, the
footage from these cameras was blown
up to the Super-Technirama format.
Closeups of the cracking and crashing
statue were filmed in miniature, and
these shots blend exceptionally well
with the life-size action in the cor¬
responding long shots.
Impressionable extras and techni¬
cians on the film became convinced
that Buddha was watching over the
production. While tons of masonry
fell to the ground, during filming of
the earthquake sequences, no one was
injured although often several cues
were missed and actors barely escaped
the hurtling plaster and beams. The
cameras caught several grim moments
of real terror.
Imai worked for two months before
he saw any rushes of the 70mm foot¬
age. Processing of film shot with the
converted VistaVision cameras was
done at Technicolor’s London labora¬
tories; the DaieiScope footage was
processed in Japan. When a print of
the first processed footage arrived by
plane from England, studio personnel
boarded buses late one night for the
hour-long trip to an Osaka theater
that had been equipped to screen
70mm film.
“I was a bit nervous,” Imai said.
“We all trooped into the theater and
sat down to see two minutes of film.
There were only two hundred feet in
that first shipment. And there wasn’t
any accompanying sound.”
Upon completion of the photography
in
Japan,
a
Daiei
representative
traveled to London to supervise the
laboratory work.
The Sound
The sound had been recorded in
Japan on three tracks, one each for
music, effects and voice. These were
then re-recorded in the laboratory on
one or more of the six magnetic tracks
required for 70mm film. Several
process shots which had been filmed
on separate negatives in Japan were
processed and then combined in the
printing rooms of the London labora¬
tory.
Imai did not see the full results
of his handiwork until the completed
picture was shown in Japan several
months later. In Japan’s fast moving

motion picture industry, he had al¬
ready completed another film and had
started photography on a third.
The quality of the color and the
clarity of the image are remarkable
in the first print shown in Japan. An
important contributing factor, Imai
points out, is that the film was printed
entirely from original negatives.
Already the picture has started a
storm of controversy in the Far East.
Several countries have complained of¬
ficially that the film is not a true
representation of the life of Buddha.
But accurate or not, the picture is a
photographic achievement that is a
credit to the skill of cinematographer
Hiroshi Imai.
■

PHOTOGRAPHY OF “EL CID”
Continued From Page 31

tributions.

Virtually

breaking

every

precept in and out of the photographic
rule books, cinematographer Krasker
purposely filmed certain exterior scenes
under incredibly difficult light condi¬
tion to achieve calculated effects of
stunning visual mood and dramatic
force. Eor example, he shot directly
into the sun, deliberately courting the
starburst effect that results from the
reflection of stray light within the
lens elements. He filmed an enemy
fleet approaching against the type of
red-streamered sky which commonly
occurs only during a few moments of
twilight. A particularly blood-chilling
sequence showed invading troops, clad
in the black of death, massing in sil¬
houette against a glowering dawn sky.
The dread and suspenseful horror gen¬
erated photographically within this se¬
quence aptly illustrates the line in
which the character, El Cid, says:
“This is the worst time—that moment
when the enemy has no face.”
There are other instances, too, of
daring photography in this picture,
such as the scene of Charlton Heston
astride a horse moving through a foot¬
hill vista just as dawn is breaking. The
scene was actually photographed at
dawn and the camera captured the awe¬
inspiring sight of the rising sun grad¬
ually coloring the bleak hills with its
golden light.
Earther along in the picture there
is another breath-taking vista of a
beach at dusk, that surely required
careful calculation of exposure and
later, special care by Technicolor in
the printing to retain all the values in
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Heavy volume of sales
has resulted in steppedup production and in¬
creased production fa¬
cilities by the Acmade
plant in England.

FLORNAN
&BABB

Recent Purchasers of Acmade Editing Tables
• National Broadcasting
Company
• J. Walter Thompson
• U. S, Army Ordnance
• N. Y. Board of
Education
• Stamford University,
Cal.

• Safety Enterprises,
Ohio
• Sound & Scene
Productions, Texas
• Porta Films, Mich.
• Bay State Films, Mass
• Canadian Ministry of
Defense

" -i

NEW FROM ACMADE

exclusive western
hemisphere distributor,
is now stocking all
models for immediate
delivery.

ACMADE MARK

ACMADE TUNGSTEN
PRECISION SPLICER

EDITING TABLE
Makes Editing Easy

This moderately priced splicer incorporates
new precision features which insure absolute
accuracy and safety in splicing. Three models
are available; Model 16-16mm., Model 3535mm., Model 35-16 combination 35mm. and
16mm.

1. The combination 35mm.16mm. Model features retracttable 35mm. and 16mm. pins.
This permits center placement
of the 16mm. pins for A and B
roll splicing.

4. Specially designed righthand pressure block permits
easy and accurate back-scrap¬
ing on all models.

2. Stainless steel blocks are precision fitted with
Tungsten-Carbide inserts for cutting. Cutting edges
will remain sharp and last forever.
3. Attached scraper adjustable for depth — fitting
jig incorporated on splicer base.

TYPE M MARK II EDITING TABLE
(Silent Model)
The type M Tables are a smaller version of the Standard Table
but with simiiar operational features.
Push button controls for forward, instant stop and reversing at
any speed according to the setting to the variable speed control.
Variable speeds in either direction also by foot pedal.
The thread up, continuous movement of the film, the projected
picture size, motorised take-ups, fast rewind, etc., are as de¬
scribed for the full size models.
The Table measurements are 36" high x 25" wide x 23" long.
Interchangeable decks can be supplied so that a Table can be
changed from 16 mm to 35 mm or vice versa in the matter of
a few minutes.
TYPE M16

16 mm Picture

$1445

TYPE M35

35 mm Picture

$1445

Interchangeable Deck.

$ 745

5. Tempered steel springs pro¬
vide perfect pressure, posi¬
tioning film firmly during
scrap ingand splicing processes.
6. Thermostatically controlled
heater maintains constant
100° temperature.
Model 16 - $299

f.o.b. New York
Operation of this simple, efficient editing
machine can be mastered in minutes. Con¬
tinuous (non-intermittent) movement pro¬
vides absolute protection for your film. In¬
stant controls and declutching allows up to
50% greater speed for pic & sound editing.
All combinations of 16mm and or 35mm
channels, plus magnetic and optical sound
available.

Model 35 - $299
Model 35-16 - $399

WRITE FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

Acmade Foot-Operated Splicer with Tungsten Tipped Blades
This splicer is constructed, as is usual
with ACMADE products, of the finest mate
rials and workmanship. All castings are of
the best quality and the top body and
cutter arms are seasoned to prevent dis¬
tortion after machining. The machining is
carried out to limits of± .0005" in order
that the cutter blades shall close in a dead
parallel manner. The cutter blades are
made from stainless steel with Tungsten
Carbide inserts, and afterwards ground
lapped and polished to a limit of ± .0002"
thickness and the cutting edges relieved by
1°. The Tungsten Carbide inserts will have

Serving the
World’s Finest
Film Makers

indefinite life and will not require sharp¬
ening as with other types. A heater unit
is installed in the top body of the machine.
The top light in a well glass fitting is at¬
tached to the body of the machine and also
an inspection light in the waste bin to¬
gether with cement bottle and brush. A
scraper block is supplied and also a
scraper block setting jib and support shelf
rubber-covered. The whole machine is fin¬
ished in first quality grey hammer and all
metal parts other than cutter blades are
hard flash chromed.
m

$1495

FLORNAN & BABB,

68 W. 45th St., New York 36, N. Y. MUrray Hill 2*2928
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the scene which Krasker’s imaginative
artistry had so carefully conceived in
the photography of it. And there are
scores of other exteriors photographed
with the same bold approach, bringing
motion picture audiences moments of
undeniably great cinematography such

The finest in
MOTION PICTURE
EQUIPMENT
and
ACCESSORIES ...
calls for the finest in

as never before witnessed.

RENTAL SERVICE

Our shelves are loaded with a variety of hard-to-get
items . .. available for "spot” delivery. ..

ZOOM
LENS CORRELATOR
WITH FOLLOW FOCUS ATTACHMENT
The ZOOM LENS CORRELATOR
is an instrument of flawless
quality. It accurately aligns the
cross-line of the lens reticle with
the cross-line of the camera to
assure precise zoom shots. Dis¬
placement of the center frame
is impossible when zooming
from wide-angle to telephoto
position. A large selector knob
with calibrated built-in focal
length distances controls zoom
smoothness, and permits the
operator to predetermine zoom
by selecting and locking-off
focal length distances.

Renting from Camera Service costs less. No waste calls ... no
promises of delivery but performance. All this adds up to a saving
in time and money. Our motion picture and TV equipment meet
the highest standards of quality and precision . . . our wide
assortment is second to none . . . and meeting tight schedules
is our specialty. You get what you want when you want it.

Photography such as this, as every
color photographer knows, demands the
utmost in exposure control, a feat vastly
complicated by the fact that sunrise
and sunset conditions are never con¬
stant, causing the available light and
color temperature thereof to vary vir¬
tually from second to second. Nor is
it ever possible to capture the exact
effect again by continuing the filming
of the sequence on another day. In a
production such as this, with literally
thousands of advancing troops crowd¬
ing the screen, the most careful pre¬
planning was required, along with the
ability to move rapidly and surely to
complete filming during that brief
moment when the light was right.
Sculpture With Light
Whereas photography is often called
"Painting with Light”-—Krasker, in his
filming of the picture’s more intimate
sequences on the sound stages of the
Chamartin, Sevilla and Cea Studios in
Madrid, demonstrated his mastery of
this basic photographic element with
a technique that more accurately might
be called “Sculpture with Light.” What
is remarkable is the economy of light
that was used to achieve scenes of great
pictorial beauty. With an amazingly
few light units placed exactly right and
the use of dextrously beamed backlight
and cross-light, effects of striking sim¬
plicity and impact were created, reveal¬

The next time you want that hard-to-find item—or any item—call PLaza 7-0906
. . . you'll find our delivery tailored to your most urgent requirements.

CAMERA SERVICE CENTER
333 West 52nd Street • New York 19, N. Y. • PLaza 7-0906

Aulomalic DaylighI Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
• Processes up to 200 Ft.
• 8mm-l 6mm-35mm-70mm
• Movie—X-Roy—Microfilm
* Motor driven portable
* Uniform Density Assured
* 400 Ft. Tank Available
FILM DRYER
* Motor driven—Heated
* Speedy drying
* Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
* Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
* Easily assembled without
tools
* Compact, Portable
Guaranteed. Write for Free Literature

Micro Record (orp.
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DUAL POWER VIEWER for BOLEX REFLEX
From an original 6X to an 8X full field and
16X critical focus LARGER IMAGES—BETTER
SHARPNESS
CONTROL
WITH
ANY
LENS
Easy to Operate—Guaranteed for Life—More
Information Available—When Viewer only is
sent $54.00—When sent with Camera $60.00.

PELLEGRINI-PIEK
MOVIE CAMERA ACCESSORIES
7 COLEMAN PLACE, MENLO PARK, CALIF.
Makers of Variable Shutter Units for all
Bolex H Cameras.

ing set elements and players in a threedimensional aspect. Violating all laws,
written or unwritten, of so-called
“commercial” photography (“The aud¬
ience pays to see the faces of the
stars”), Krasker allowed these famous
physiognomies to go into black when
the mood or another element of the
scene demanded photographic em¬
phasis.
Filming of the picture began with
eight weeks of shooting on the sound
stages in Madrid, after which the com¬
pany moved northward into Spain’s
Guadarrama mountains, then west into
the “castle country” of Valladolid,
south to the ancient walled city of
Peniscola, and finally to Belmonte in
the historic province of La Mancha,
stamping ground of Don Quixote.
Thirty-six hours after the cameras
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Keep in Synch...
Just as it was important for a gunfighter to keep perfect
control of his gun, the film editor must have perfect control
of his film. Film editors throughout the world have long
relied on HFC Professional Synchronizers to give them the
control they need. Any combination of 16, 35, 65 or 70MM
can be made to your requirements and they all have these
professional features.,.

ALL CAST ALUMINUM BODY • "NICE" SHIELDED BALL BEAR¬
INGS • INDIVIDUALLY CUT ALUMINUM SPROCKETS • VEEDER
ROOT COUNTERS • SIDE LATCH ARM RELEASE • POSITIVE
BRAKE • RUBBER BUMPERS TO KEEP THE MACHINE IN PLACE
• BAKED ENAMEL FINISH • FRAME POINTERS ABOVE EACH
WHEEL • ECCENTRICS ON EACH ROLLER.

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG:

designers & manufacturers of film & video tape editing equipment
956 SEWARD ST, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF. HO 2-3284
524 W. 43rd ST, N.Y., N.Y., LO 3-1546
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; LENSES from B & J
Master All picture assignments! Select the
lens from famous B & J "LensBank" — service and inventoryl Wide
Angle, Telephoto, Special Infinity corrected
Lenses for Microphotography . , , for
Copying. Lenses Properly mounted to fit
your camera!
flight

Write for "Lens-Bank"® List of

Services

Burke & James, Inc.
321 So. Wabash, Chicago 4, Illinois
AC 1/62

Specialized

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
for

MOTION PICTURE, STILL
and

TELEVISION STUDIOS

Write for A Copy of Our
Catalog J on Your Letterhead

937 NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.

Action is the keynote of “El Cid,”
and the camera is involved in it as
intimately as are the screen partici¬
pants. Not only are the battles between
individuals and massed armies staged
with shocking realism, but photog¬
raphy thrusts the spectator into the
very midst of the fray, creating a per¬
sonal impact rarely before achieved
on the screen. The enormous technical
difficulty of photographing such violent
action at close range, while controlling
such diverse elements as composition,
depth-of field, focus, lighting and pic¬
torial continuity, can scarcely be
imagined by the non-technician,
Krasker and Second Unit cinematog¬
rapher Manuel Berenguer have man¬
aged it with superlative skill. Each
shot, a creation in itself, blends smooth¬
ly into the overall impression.
One such sequence that causes the
screen to rock with the clash of steel
and flesh for eleven bloody minutes,
depicts the mortal combat btween El
Cid and the Champion of the King of
Aragon. The action begins on horse¬
back, with the camera hurtling forward
as the knights charge each other with
lances in a jousting duel. Violently un¬
horsed, the warriors pound and hack
at each other with mace and broad¬
sword.
The camera receives and counters
every blow, as the carnage proceeds
against a background of the actual
castle of Belmonte, one of Spain’s most
striking symbols of medieval grandeur.
Before this proudly turreted structure
the full panoply of 11th Century
heraldry — with its bright banners,

Used World-Wide By Discriminating Cameramen

(INEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16mm Projectors
Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Jan, Ampro,
Kodak, RCA, and Victor 16mm
projectors at synchronous speed.

One-year Guaranteel

Immediate Delivery!

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,
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Projector can be instantly attached to
Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬
tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An outstanding feature is the flexible
shaft which connects motor with projector
and permits smooth, quiet and steady
operation. No special technical knowl¬
edge required for installation and mount¬
ing. Write for more details and prices.
763 10th Ave., N.Y., N.Y., PLaza 7-3511

colorful tents and armored knights —
comes vividly alive. The sweep of battle
moves on to encompass ambush raids
filmed on the extravagantly beautiful,
snow-laced Spanish countryside, as well
as more formal battles between massed
armies.
Adding greatly to the film’s aura of
realism is the fact that the picture was
produced “at the scene of the crime”—
that is, in the actual locales where the
legendary Cid pursued his colorful
career 900 years before. The castles
seen are real castles in Spain, not
something whipped up out of lath and
plaster on a studio back lot for the
occasion.
The magnificently pictorial and an¬
cient walled fortress-city of Peniscola,
its ramparts extending into the sea,
“doubles” most effectively for medieval
Valencia in the final spectacular se¬
quence depicting the siege of that
stronghold and the driving back of the
invading Moors into the sea. A crew
of 384 technicians labored to recon¬
struct the walls of the castle and town
to appear as they did in El Cid’s time.
The result is a monolithic dramatic
stage of awe-inspiring scope that no
studio set could ever begin to duplicate
for effect.
Eilming of the spectacular final se¬
quence required a full month of shoot¬
ing, and utilized 1700 troops of the
Spanish Army, 500 mounted riders of
Madrid’s Municipal Honor Guard, and
some 3500 men of the province as
warriors. Eifteen giant war machines
and mobile battle towers based on
authentic drawings were constructed,
and 35 boats were converted to form a
Moorish battle fleet. The logistics of
bringing cameras, booms, lights and
other equipment from Madrid, plus a
small army of stars and supporting
players, and horses by the hundreds,
were worthy of an actual invasion
force.
Krasker’s camera utilizes the authen¬
tic backgrounds for fullest effect and
integrates the constructed sets with
them so well that there is no aspect of
studio “back lot” about the production.
Eor example, even though latter-day
modifications prevented the actual
Cathedral of Burgos from being uaed,
the company constructed an exact
replica of the building as it looked in
El Cid’s time—and it ties in perfectly
with the actual structures still standing
since that era.
“El Cid” was filmed in 70mm Super
Technirama-Technicolor, an anamor-
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DEVELOPING TANKS AND REELS
Stainless steel tanks and reels for process¬
ing either color or B&W films.
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phic process in which 35mm Eastman
Color negative travels through the cam¬

the printer, and since the anamorphic
factor is prismatic rather than cylindri¬

era horizontally (as in the VistaVision
process), recording an oversize hori¬
zontal “squeezed” image covering eight
sprocket holes of film length per frame.

cal, the system is free of the distortion
characteristic often found in other
anamorphic systems. Technicolor liq¬
uid-gate printing in combination with

Release prints are made on 70mm film,
the image being “unsqueezed” in the
printing process to exactly fill the full

an alteration of the bleach phase of
processing produces release prints of
unusually fine grain.

70-mm frame width. As in the ToddAO process, the release prints are non-

In “El Cid”, Krasker’s camera is
versatile and fluid throughout, adopting
diversified treatments for a wide vari¬
ety of moods and action. It backs off
or soars high into the air to capture
panoramic vistas of the sweeping

anamorphic and therefore require no
special lenses for projection. Since, in
this process, 50% of the squeeze is ac¬
complished in the camera and 50% in

pageantry. It thunders along with surg¬
ing hordes of galloping warriors. By
contrast, it approaches intimately to
dominate the huge screen with a lovers’
kiss in extreme closeup. In striking
split-focus wide-angle compositions it
relates a face in huge closeup on one
side of the frame to a full figure 15 or
20 feet away on the other side—both
registering sharp and clear. It glides
in fluid motion, not simply following
action, but treating the eye to a kaleido¬
scope pattern of constantly changing
composition.
It is an honest camera, free of tricks
and special effect gimmicks, with never
a process or matte shot to be seen.
Colored light is used subtly and with
motivated logic to validate a light
source such as a flaming torch. It
sweeps the spectator subjectively into
the “eye” of the action without calling
attention to itself. In short, it does
everything a camera is ideally designed
to do in relation to the filmic whole—
and does it superlatively well.
As for the man behind that camera
—Australian-born cinematographer
Robert Krasker, winner of the Acad¬
emy Award for black-and-white photog¬
raphy of “The Third Man,” has long
been regarded one of the industry’s
most imaginative camera craftsmen.
Combining an artist’s eye for visual
aesthetics with a comprehensive knowl¬
edge of cinematographic technology,
he has won acclaim for his photog¬
raphy of “Odd Man
Out”,
Sir
Laurence Oliver’s production of
“Henry V”, “Romeo and Juliet” and
“Trapeze”. In “El Cid” he surpasses
even his own brilliant record.

CINERAMA
says Academy Award Winner Sam Leavitt^ ASC.
"These versatile lights have been a god¬
send to me,” continues Mr. Leavitt.
"With a roll of Gaffer-Tape they stick
or clamp to any surface or object. I’ve
used them to light small sets and loca¬
tion interiors to augment studio lights.”
"Lowel-Light’s notch-and-chain inven¬
tion is great—lets you lock lights on
stands, pipes, furniture, shelves and
doors—instantly. The Gaffer-Tape holds
the light on walls for days without
marring. The Lowel-Light Barndoors
are equally ingenious—attach instantly
without tools, provide essential lighting

control, even fold up flat.”

You travel light with Lowel-Light.
The Kit is a 9" x 12" x 4" fibre case
with 5 lighting units, a large roll of
Gaffer-Tape and space for 5 Barndoors.
Show us a real Pro—either in motion
pictures or stills—and we’ll show you a
man who has fallen in love with LowelLights. Get your Kit today. Write,
stop in or call JUdson 6-1420.
Florida:

51 East 10th Ave.

Hialeah, Fla. TUxedo 8-4604
California:

Dept. A24
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the blend lines.

"I used Lowel-Lights extensively In
the filming of 'Advise and Consent’.
They were a great asset and simplified
my lighting problems.”

(Jflni€Rfl Couipmcni (o..inc.
315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y., JUdson 6-1420

6510 Santa Monica Bivd,

Hollywood, Calif.

Continued From Page 29

Hollywood 9-8321

How we have dealt

with this will be described later in
this article.
The Limitations Encountered
In using the Cinerama camera to
photograph a dramatic picture, the
first limitation we encounter is that
which the three 27mm lenses impose.
With three lenses pointing in three
different directions to photograph an
outdoor scene, it is obvious that the
chief problem is one of lighting. In
bright sunlight in the afternoon, with
the center lens pointing due west, the
sun for the left side of the picture,
or “A” panel, would be in a direct
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back-light position. The center panel
“B” would have a direct cross light;
and in the right or “C” panel, there
would be strong but flat light. The
entire three-panel scene, therefore,
would consist of a back light, a cross
light and a flat light—all in the same
composition, but each in a separate
segment of it.
It w'as pointed out earlier that the
diaphragm controls of all three lenses
are interlocked, so that it is impos¬
sible to set one lens at one f/ stop
and the other two at different stops
in an effort to compensate for the dif¬
ferent kinds and intensities of light
that may fall on the three panels or
segments of a scene. This is neces¬
sary to insure that sky exposures will
be uniform in all three panels and
thus conceal—or at least not readily
reveal—the lines of demarcation be¬
tween the respective panels on the
screen. Exposure is variable, but not
separately for each lens.
As the diaphragm controls are in¬
terlocked, it is necessary to arrive at
a compromise in exposure for exte¬
riors, such as described above, in
order
to
accommodate
backlight,
cross light and flat light in one pic¬
torial composition. Exposure calcula¬
tion in every instance must be precise.
When shooting interiors on the
sound stage, the first question posed
by the 143-degree camera field of
view is, “Where do we put the lights?”
Because the camera’s 27mm lenses
produce an unnatural aspect of depth,
it is necessary to build all sets for
Cinerama smaller than sets for con¬
ventional cinematography. They must
be small and they must be high, be¬
cause of the Cinerama picture format
—143 degrees in width by 55 degrees
in height. Set design, therefore, re¬
quires special consideration. Take, for
instance, little things like trim, mould¬
ings, etc. Because the camera is so
close to the walls of a set when a scene
is being photographed, such small
details loom up—are more pronounced
—than in 35mm photography.
Eor all Cinerama interiors, sets
must have four walls, and sometimes
a ceiling. This is because where the
action involves a large group of
people, over - the - shoulder
(reverse
angle) shots are inevitable. And if
this is done properly, the camera will
be moved or dollied. Without the
fourth wall, the 143-degree wide-scope
lenses would take in the open space
where no wall was provided.
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Our objective, in adapting the Cine¬
rama camera to photograph a dra¬
matic motion picture, is to use it with
virtually the same freedom that we
have when shooting with a Mitchell.
Thus we are able to make the variety
of shots so essential to smooth cut¬
ting of the film. A major problem
has been making the wide scope of
the scenic travelogue fit the smaller
confines of the dramatic picture set.
Now the camera is photographing
principally people in dramatic action,
and scenery becomes secondary. In
other words, we now use the Cinerama
camera the same as we would a camera
of conventional picture dimension or
aspect ratio.
One of the problems we have en¬
countered in this so-called close-range
photography with Cinerama, is shoot¬
ing closeups. In order to shoot a
waist-size closeup of a person, that per¬
son must be between two and three
feet from the camera lens, because of
the 27mm lens used. This close prox¬
imity of subject to camera makes
lighting extremely difficult. With the
blimp on the camera, the subject’s
distance is further narrowed to some¬
thing like eighteen inches from the
blimp’s transparent plastic “bubble.”
How do you light a person standing
only eighteen inches from the camera?
^In this case we used some tricky light¬
ing devices—small lamps that were
mounted on the camera blimp. Where,
normally, we would use a key light
well back and properly placed, we
substituted the smaller blimp-mounted
lamps having the proper output and
set at the correct angle.

When your every
shot is vital...

Because good motion pictures are
partly the result of good editing, the
cutter must have the proper shots to
work with. Closeups make up a major
portion of these shots, and for this
reason we set out early to perfect a
means of making acceptable closeups
with the Cinerama camera.
Because people—the actors in the
cast—are our primary objective, they
must at all times dominate the scene
instead of the scenery in exteriors, or
dominate the set, when scenes are
filmed on the stage. We have success¬
fully applied most of the basic photo¬
graphic techniques of 35mm photog¬
raphy to that of Cinerama in order to
concentrate attention on the players—
by proper lighting, the right camera
set-up, and giving special attention to
how and where a player looks while
the scene is being photographed.
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The 3-Panel Bugaboo
Whereas Cinerama’s three-panel for¬
mat with its accompanying blend-lines
constantly posed problems for the
photographers of Cinerama spectacles,
such problems are intensified when
shooting a dramatic picture in this
format.
You cannot, for example,
shoot a tight head closeup, CinemaScope fashion, with the Cinerama
camera and have the image bisected
by a blend line. Instead, the single
actor must be so positioned that his
head will be entirely witbin the boun¬
daries of one of the three panels—
preferably the center one.
Another problem is where we have,
say, three actors in a scene—one in
each panel. An actor in a side panel
cannot look directly at one in the
center panel when speaking to him,
but must “cheat” a little—direct his
eyes slightly behind the actor in the
center. On the screen, his gaze will
appear completely proper.
This is
because of the differences in the angle
in which the side panel actor is pho¬
tographed compared to the one in the
center. Obviously, this proves a little
rough for the actors who, in such
situations, have to play to the wall
or some inanimate object in the back¬
ground.
Still another limitation the Cine¬
rama system places on an actor is

.. .you

can count on us.

where he can come to rest in a scene.
If he does so at the point of either
blend line, there likely will be a notice¬
able vertical streak bisecting him on
the screen.
Therefore, a dominant
rule is that an actor moving in a scene
can only stop in the areas designated
by cue marks placed on the floor or
ground. He can proceed through the
blend line, but never stop there. Or
move a hand or arm through it. All
this makes it imperative that actors
“hit” their marks accurately every
time.

• Sound

• Editorial

• Laboratory Services

CapBtal
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N. E.
WASHINGTON 2, 0. C.
PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634

It also gives the camera operator
one more thing to watch. Not only
must he keep the actors in the pic¬
ture. but he must be sure they are
always in the right positions with re¬
spect to the panels and blend lines—
and more important, that they are
looking in the right direction in re¬
lation to other actors in the scene, as
already pointed out above.
It is obvious to the reader by this
time that the blend lines in the Cine¬
rama process widely affect the photo¬
graphic procedure as well as the
conduct of actors in a dramatic pro-
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ductioH. Because the presence of the
blend lines can be minimized by taking
certain precautions, such as those al¬
ready described, this is a major con¬
sideration both in planning the sets
and in choosing Cinerama camera
setups.
Minimizing the effect of the blend
lines is therefore a major considera¬
tion whenever we prepare a camera
setup. We look for verticals that can
be placed at the point of the blend
lines in a scene; and should we be
working outdoors in a wooded area,
we endeavor to place the camera so
that trees come in this area in a com¬
position. On the sound stage, we often
use shadows to minimize the blend
lines, arranging the lighting in such
a way that the shadows appear natural
to the scene,
\^hen photographing exteriors with
the Cinerama camera, the 55-degree
vertical angle of view adds further
to the problems imposed by the threepanel format. For example, very early
in the afternoon, we may get the sun
in the picture and not be able to re¬
position the camera to avoid it. Here
it becomes necessary to improvise
means of obscuring the sun itself by
introducing subtley into the scene a
tree branch, cluster of foliage or other
suitable object so it will come between
the sun and the camera lenses.
The worst condition that can be
encountered when shooting exteriors is
a bald sky. When there is nothing
that can be logically introduced into
the scene to absorb or conceal the
blend lines, then the camera setup
should be changed. The bald sky is
something we endeavor to avoid in
Cinerama exteriors.
We invariably
consider the blend lines first, then plot
and stage the action to suit the camera
setup.

and out of the picture. The answer to
this problem, of course, is simply to
avoid such camera setups.

QUALITY AND SERVICE

The three-panel curvature problem
works adversely in still another way;
it prevents shooting with the Cine¬
rama camera in other than a perfectly
level position. In other words, the
camera cannot be tilted up or down
more than “half-a-bubble” on the level,
nor can it be tilted or panned during
shooting. Providing it is kept level,
it can be moved on a crane back and
forth laterally or moved in and out
or in any other direction. Thus the
camera can never be elevated then
tilted down in order to circumvent the
high-walled sets which the system
presently requires.

BUCK&WHnB
REVERSAL HE
POSITIVE PRINTING
COLOR ProcessingSuper Anscochrome

COLOR nmm

There are other problems that walls
present in Cinerama photography, and
these are matters which the produc¬
tion designers are now recognizing so
that, for the director of photography,
they present no unsurmountable situa¬
tions. As in all motion picture pro¬
duction, sets must be specifically de¬
signed to accommodate the conditions
which are an inherent part of Cine¬

Work prints—Timed Prints
Color to Color prints—A & B roll prints
Color to B & W prints—Fodes-Dissolves
Dupe Negative—Multiple prints
Raw stock—Fastex service
Loop printing
Write for complete information
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LABORATORIES

rama’s three-panel photographic process.

350 W. 50th ST, • NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
JUdson 6-7196

On the set, the director of photog¬
raphy and his operator have plenty to
do. Both must be equally alert, for
there is so much to watch: the blend
line positions; how the light is fall¬
ing on the players; making sure none
of them move into the wrong light,
or stop at the point of a blend line.
You are three times as busy as you
ever were shooting a conventional pic¬
ture.

PORTABLE MOVIE LIGHT
Fits any camera. No tools
needed, no holes to drill.
Long life nickel-cadmium
battery with built-in charg¬
er weighs only 7 lbs.
Guaranteed one year.

^/99.50
COMPLETE WITH BATTERY

With all the problems that Cine¬
rama presents the director of photography in the production of a dramatic

Write for Full Information

PHOTOMART
228 So. Franklin St.-Tampa 2, Florida
■
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The Curvature Problem

CINEKAD Microphone Booms

The fact two of the camera lenses
are set at an angle and that the com¬
posite Cinerama scene is projected
on a curved screen causes any strong
horizontal lines in the scene to zoom
sharply upward in the side panels
when the picture is projected. A typi¬
cal example of such a scene would be
a train moving across the screen

CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly coristructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.
1

2

ALL MODELS FIT
IN YOUR CAR!

3

in the middle foreground. If the train
were to enter the picture from the
right, it would appear to move diag¬
onally downward until it reached the
first blend line, then move straight
across to the next blend line, and from
there zoom diagonally upward again
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CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.

Model BR-12 extends from 7 to 14 feet.
Model C-12 extends from 7 to 14 feet; has
external directional mike control,
Model “Miracle" extends from 7 to 16
feet; has internal fitted noiseless directional
mike control.
Model C-18 extends from 7 to 20 feet;
has external directional mike control.

Each CINEKAD Mike Boom has a sturdy
5-foot stand, which can be elevated to a
height of 10 feet.
763 lOTH AVE., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
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vertised in this issue, use the
postage-free coupon on “The
Last Page."

picture, an understanding and sympa¬
thetic director can do much to ease
the task and make the photography
completely successful. Such a director
is Henry Hathaway, who was just
wonderful in his planning of this pic¬
ture—a leader in it, actually. Because
of this, we were able to utilize the full
potentials of the Cinerama camera to
give scope and life to scenes such as
never before witnessed in a dramatic
picture.
When you see the film projected in
an approved Cinerama theatre, and
the results on the screen are right;
when you have accomplished all that
you set out to do photographically, the
actors have held their positions, and
the blend lines are adequately camou¬
flaged, then you realize that as a me¬
dium of screen entertainment. Cine¬
rama provides the greatest audience
participation in the world.
■

HONG KONG VENTURE
Coifinued From Page 41

yi Hwong, is the daughter of a Chinese
actress living in Hollywood. The other
star, an eight-year-old Hong Kong lad,
was found after an extensive search
among the schools and institutes in
the area. All actors in the picture, with
the exception of those who played
Caucasian bits, were Chinese and it
was necessary that they speak both
that language and English, since the
film was to be shot in two language
versions simultaneously.
Producer Buggies and Director Whe¬
lan who speaks fluent Chinese, began
shooting scenes for the picture on the
teeming sidewalks of Hong Kong. Both
had been assistant directors in Holly¬
wood for a number of years and were
accustomed to the hassles that invari¬
ably are encountered during a produc¬
tion. Their own production, however,
really tested their abilities.
The script called for a sequence to
be shot in Aberdeen, the reknowned
junk-choked harbor of Hong Kong
where between 80,000 and 150,000 in¬
habitants live aboard water craft. Most
of these people came from an area near
Canton called Hakka where there is a
fearful taboo against photographers
and photography. Natives believe that
if you photograph them, you steal part
of their soul. Quaint, but hardly con¬
ducive to successful shooting of a fea¬
ture motion picture.
The first master shot in the produc¬

tion was filmed unobtrusively from the
loft of a lumber yard shed over¬
looking a marketplace. The camera had
to be “broken down” into pieces and
smuggled up a ladder to conceal both
its identity and purpose. At the end of
the establishing shot filmed here, the
zoom lens was zoomed down to con¬
centrate on that part of the area where
dialogue scenes would begin—right in
the center of the marketplace. A second
master shot was filmed from inside one
of three Volkswagen trucks the com¬
pany had rented. For this, the two
child stars were walked into position,
following directions given them unob¬
trusively by means of tiny two-way
radios carried in their pockets. This
expedient was necessary because none
of the company personnel dared be
seen with the youngsters and thus re¬
veal that movies were being made.
Next, the camera and cameraman
were placed in a large wicker basket,
which was carried into the heart of
the marketplace by four coolies and
set down at a pre-arranged spot in the
middle of an aisle. Immediately mer¬
chants belabored them to remove the
basket. The situation was normalized
by creating a secondary activity which
diverted the objecting merchant’s at¬
tention for a moment or two, until the
required scene was safely gotten on
film.
Making conventional moving camera
shots was entirely out of the question
and it seemed that the only way a
trucking shot could be made was for
the camera operator to walk ahead of
the actors, shooting with the Arriflex
hand-held. To do this right out in the
open, of course, would have attracted
undesirable attention. So, the operator
held the camera under his arm—a
black bag over it for concealment—
and shot backwards as he walked. Be¬
fore the maneuver was begun, the cam¬
era lens had been properly set for focus
and exposure.
The assistant cameraman, mean¬
while, trotted alongside the operator,
carrying the battery pack in one hand
and helped keep the camera trained
on the actors with the other. Several
men, acting as “guards,” ran interfer¬
ence so that the cameraman would not
be jostled while shooting.
Weird and unconventional as this
procedure may seem, it nevertheless re¬
sulted in some fine “trucking” shots—
especially those made at night in areas
like Temple Street with its crowds of
sidewalk vendors.
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One particularly interesting syncsound sequence was shot here with the
camera and cameraman concealed in
the bin of a tricycle used to haul laun¬
dry. To shoot it took four nights be¬
cause the cameraman was invariably
spotted by the ever-curious crowds of
natives. Even more interesting is the
fact that illumination for shooting these
scenes was furnished by a single Cole¬
man gas lantern!

RAY MERCER & CO.
In One Location for 37 Years
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ment buildings. After all the prepara¬
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The method of available-light pho¬
tography prevailed in shooting all of
the night sequences except one, which
involved an outdoor “opera” perform¬
ance of tumblers, musicians, etc. To
effectively photograph this, a small
stage was erected and a nucleus of 150
extras hired. Three thousand addi¬
tional onlookers worked “for free” as
extras, milling around the area about
a square block in extent. The lighting
equipment available to illuminate this
huge area, consisted of a single 2,000watt Junior, four Colortrans, and
twelve photofloods—the latter pre¬
rigged and hung from nearby apart¬

’
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tion, shooting of this sequence was
halted temporarily by a cholera epi-
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demic.
Another interesting sequence for the
picture was shot in a banana market.
The company arrived at this location
one morning at three o’clock in an at¬
tempt to avoid the crowds—something
that is difficult to do in Hong Kong,
where everyone seemingly stays up all
night. After some difficulty with the
lights (the only available power source
was in a nearby latrine) the camera
crew
started
shooting,
completing
twelve set-ups in sixty minutes, then
quietly stole away to avoid discovery
by the daytime shift of “sidewalk
superintendents.”
The script called for a sequence to
be shot in the hold of a venerable junk
afloat in the harbor, but inspection of
the craft revealed it was bereft of bold
—instead, just a three-foot square car¬
go area. The problem was solved by
knocking out one wall and enlarging
the area to suit the script require¬

20 RUE DE LA CHINE
PARIS 20, FRANCE
Tels: MEN 9472, PYR 5104
Cable: Cameraloc Paris

ments.
One sync-sound sequence was filmed
in a sampan, with the actors crowded
at one end of the craft and the camera
and operator at the other. The sound
technician and his equipment worked
nearby in a second sampan tethered
alongside.
Scenes shot in Macao—uncomfort¬

FAR EAST ASSIGNMENTS
Established American organization experienced
throughout Asia, offers complete film production
services, 16mm or 35mm. Whether your needs
are a single shot or a complete production,
cable “Farfilms," Hong Kong, or write

FARKAS FILM COMPANY
424

Li

Po

Chun

Bldg.,

Hong

Kong.

ably close to Red China—were subject
to another native taboo. It is forbidden
to point a camera of any kind in the
direction of Communist territory. It
was necessary therefore, before any
shooting was started, to submit to local
officials a detailed list of the scenes to
be photographed. During photography,
a Portuguese official stood by to make

CINEKAD JUNIOR DOLLY
Discriminating Cameramen
This 3-Wheel Collapsible Dolly Is
especially designed to meet the demand for con¬
venient mobility of cameras on location or in
the studio.

The new model instead of the
4" wheels is constructed with 5"
rubber-tired

swivel

wheels.
Write for more details and prices.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
763 10th Ave., N.Y., N.Y., PLaza 7-3511
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At no time during filming in this
area could reflectors or booster lights
be used outdoors, due to official decree,
so outdoor action was usually staged
close to a light colored wall or other
structure which would act as a reflec¬
tor to kick light into the shaded side of
player’s faces. Not infrequently in such
situations, Rojas used his white straw
hat as a reflector.
Very early in the Macao location, it
was discovered that a blimp was of lit¬
tle use in shooting exteriors because of
the high level of the street noise. The
master dialogue shots were done only
in English, whereas closer shots were
filmed and recorded both in English
and the Mandarin dialect. Eor protec¬
tion, after shooting each scene, the dia¬
logue was recorded wild a second time
on the Minitape recorder, but without
photography. Because acceptable sync
sound was vital to this production,
Ruggles and Whalen, along with all
production personnel and members of
the cast, assembled on the roof of their
hotel each night and recorded again
the dialogue for the entire day’s shoot¬
ing. The hotel roof was selected for
this because of tbe complete absence of
reverberation, and the minimum of
street noise.
The more than 80,000 feet of raw
stock used consisted of Eastman PlusX and two closely-matched emulsions
of Double-X, all of it obtained in Hong

layed the viewing of “dailies.” The
Young-Wah Laboratory in Hong Kong

Used ISationally by

duty

camera angles and some unobstrusive
compositional “cheating.”

Kong. It had been planned to process
the negative in Tokyo, but this, it was
learned later, would have seriously de¬

This is the tatest tMPROVED

heavy

sure the camera never deviated. All
this created something of a problem
where reverse-angle shots were re¬
quired, but cinematographer Rojas
skillfully met the challenge with unique

was recommended as a dependable al¬
ternative by Eastman Kodak’s Hong
Kong representative, Philip Sweeney,
who also offered to place his technical
engineer at Ruggles’ and Whalen’s serv¬
ice to supervise the processing.
The original shooting schedule for
“Out of the Tiger’s Mouth” was thirty
days. But three typhoons, a cholera
epidemic, and an eleven-day bout with
tonsillitis by the diminuitive leading
lady stretched it out an additional five
weeks. The picture, now in the final
stages of scoring and dubbing, is
scheduled for release sometime after
January first.
■
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STREAMLINING PRODUCTION
Continued From Page 37

field of view as the motion picture
cameras, and were cable-connected to
monitors in the sound booth.
Pre-shooting

rehearsal

under

the

Calvin technique is much the same as
on a conventional motion picture set.
The difference lies mostly in an ability
to shoot the whole scene in one take.
That is, the actors play an entire scene
through without stopping. In the con¬
ventional methods, there would be a
break between the long and medium

A Successful Rental Item...
Now
Available h
For
Sale!
Convertor calibra¬
tions supersede
calibrations on lens

shots and some of the closeups or lowangle shots. As Calivn does it, the two
cameras are pre-positioned and re¬
hearsed to cover an entire scene with¬
out a break.
During the scene rehearsals, the di¬
rector works right on the floor. He
positions the actors and cameras and
checks the lines, getting the entire se¬
quence ready to roll.
Then, just before shooting starts,
the director moves to a control station
in the sound booth. While the cameras
are rolling, he views the corresponding
action on the television monitors.
Masking tape is placed over the face

when mounted.

LENS WIDE-ANGLE
CONVERTER
Only at Camera Service Center are you assured of finding the most
complete and dependable line of cameras and accessories . . . including
this ZOOM LENS CONVERTER for 35 MM to 140 MM Angenieux LA/2
Zoom Lens. An outstanding technical achievement, this converter en¬
ables your one zoom lens to do the work of many. In one instant, your
lens zooms from 22 MM to 90 MM; in an other, from 35 MM to 140
MM. The conversion is simple, fast and smooth. In a matter of seconds,
conversion is accomplished by a few simple turns mounting the converter.

SPECIAL

Focal Range 35 MM to 140 MM
Mounted tor Mitchell R-35 or other
Reflex and Non-Reflex Cameras

of the monitors to indicate the field of
coverage for the lenses being used on
the motion picture cameras.
As he watches the action, the direc¬
tor instructs the cameramen and other
members of the crew (all of whom
wear head sets) by inter-com. Cuts
from one camera to another are done
by the director with simple, push¬
button controls. Both Mitchell cameras
are equipped with bloop lights which
mark the stop and start positions on
the edges of the film. In this way, the
director, in effect, pre-edits his film.
The bloop light markers serve as
guides for the rough cutting of the
film for later review.
The resulting film is processed in a
fairly conventional cycle. For the high
school

biology

series,

Calvin

used

Ektachrome Commerical, Type 7255,
in the cameras. Dailies were made up
on black-and-white reversal film. These
were reviewed on an editor along with
the sound on 16mm magnetic tape.
The black-and-white prints were then
edited and reviewed by all interested
parties. When this editing was com¬
pleted, the camera original film was
cut into A and B rolls for printing. An
Eastman Color internegative was then
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PACKAGE

OFFER
LJr

• ANGENIEUX LA/2 ZOOM LENS ‘WIDE-ANGLE CONVERTER

$1495 22
COMPLETE

ACCESSORIES

Here are three units designed to meet the highest standards
for motion picture production. Each' item is a superb
achievement in optical craftsmanship . . . scientifically de^
signed to give unmatched performance . . . and guaranteea
to give long-lasting trouble-free operation.
1

ZOOM LENS — ANGENIEUX LA/2
35 MM to 140 MM

2. WIDE-ANGLE CONVERTER

3. ACCESSORIES
Sunshade filter holder
3 Close-Up Proxars -|- 1 -|

2 -f- 3

3 Filters G15, 21, 8N5
1 Polaroid Filter

Of course these items will continue to be available on a rental basis for those
who prefer it.

CAMERA SERVICE CENTER
333 West 52nd Street • New York 19, N. Y. • PLaza 7-0906
made for producing the release prints.
These techniques make it possible
to create a top quality, 30-minute
color/sound film for approximately
S20,000, according to Calvin Produc¬
tions. In cases where budgets for props,
displays and so on are less extensive
than for the comparatively-costly bi¬
ology series, production costs could
run substantially under this figure.
The main contribution of this tech¬
nique, according to Calvin officials,
lies in the increased range which has
been achieved in fitting the filmed
product to the budget at hand.
■

BOLEX ACCESSORIES
BY STEVENS
Synchronous
Time

Lapse

Rackover
Turret

and
Timer

Batfery
•

Lens

Camera

Drives

Extension

Tubes

• Turret Lever • Third

Filter

Slides

Control Handle
Frame Mask

*

Camera

* 400-Ff.

Turret Stop
Base

•

Lens

Magazine * Split-

Write for our Bolex Accessory Catalog.

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.
Dept. “A”, 340 N. Newport Blvd.
Newport Beach, Calif.
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QUALITY GUARANTEED
USED EQUIPMENT
CAMERAS
Auricon Cine Voice Model 2 Single lens
mount, variable density Galvanometer,
RA30 Amplifier ..._...$ 750.00
Arrifiex 16, new style 16-25-50mm Xenon
lenses. Matte Box, Camera Case for
comera and 400 ft. Mags. _____ 1,900.00
Arrifiex 35mm, 120° shutter, 28-50-75mm
Xenon lenses ______ 1,200.00
Arriflex 35mm w/variable speed motor,
120*
shutter, 30-50-75mm Primoplan
lenses, 3—200 ft. magazines.. 1,000.00
Arrifiex 35mm w/180® shutter, 28-5075mm Xenon lenses, motor cable, sun¬
shade, matte box, case, 1—400 ft.
magazine ....... 1,700.00
Cineflex 35mm camera w/200 ft. mag.,
12 volt DC motor, and power cord_
300.00
Eyemo 35 Single lens ‘‘A” mount w/2"
Eyemax lens ....
225.00
Eyemo 35 w/47mm Cooke F 2.7, case_
175.00
Filmo 16mm 70 S High-Speed Comera....
200.00
Bell 8i Howell 35mm standard model D.D.
High Speed camera w/cable and extra
belts, case ........ 2,600.00
Bell 8i Howell 35mm Standard camera
#616 w/170° shutter, unit 1 shuttle,
overhauled and refinished... 2,500.00
Cine Special II w/100 ft. and 200 ft.
mags., 15mm Ektar 2.5, 152mm Kodak,
Telephoto F 4.5 lenses, Case__
925.00
Cine Special I w/100 ft. magazine, 25mm
K.A. F 1.9 Lens....
350.00
Cine Special II w/100 ft. magazine..
450.00
Mourer-05 Camera head only w/built-in
features and 1—400 ft. mag.. 2,000.00
DeVry 35mm camera w/50mm lens..
175.00
Arriflex 35mm Blimp .... 1,350.00
Arriflex 35mm 110 Volt Synch motor and
case
.
400.00
One Special sync, motors _
75.00
Mitchell 12 volt 35mm variable speed
motor .
250.00
Filmo motor—115 volts, 24 frame sync, w/
cable
..
110.00
Eyemo motor, variable speed, 24 volt_
65.00
Wall Sync, motors, 220 volt, 50 cycle, 3
phase .
250.00
Arriflex 35mm 200 ft. magazines_
70.00
Arriflex 35mm 400 ft. magazines
.
100.00
Cine Special 100 ft. Film Chambers.
150.00
One Special 200 ft. Film Chambers..
350.00
Bell & Howell 400 ft. 35mm magazines....
75.00
Bell & Howell 1000 ft. 35mm mogozines..
125.00
Mitchell 400x35 magazines .
100.00
Bell & Howell 400x35 Bi-Pack magazine....
350.00
EDITING
Moviola 35/35 w/buMs eye, no mag., com¬
posite sound .
900.00
Moviola 35/35 Preview large screen w/
mag., footage counters .-.. 1,800.00
Moviola editing machine (UCS) 35/53 old
model cutters machine only, no take up
arms, optical composite sound ____
375.00
Neumode Splicer R-2 (35mm)_
22.00
Moviola Model "D” Picture Head w/take
up arms, voriable speed, foot pedal....
200.00
Bell & Howell 16-35mm Splicers_
225.00
Bell & Howell Splicer, foot models, com¬
bination 16-35mm, overhauled...
900.00
Bell & Howell Splicer, foot model 35mm,
overhauled .
850.00
Neumade Heavy Duty Power rewinds w/
foot pedal—16 or 35mm ..
76.00
Moviola 16/16 w/BuHs Eye, no mag.,
composite sound .
900.00
Trickle Charger for Arri. wet cell battery..
10.00
Pan Cinor, 20 to 60mm in “C" mount....
100.00
Cinegon 20mm in Arri. mount_
375.00
Mikro Kilor 40mm lens..
150.00
Mitchell Viewfinder .
350.00
Spectra 2-Color meter...„..„_
200.00
Spectra 3-color Meter .
260.00
Bell & Howell geared head tripod, com¬
plete w/bose .
350.00
Akeley Tripods, gyro head...J$550.00 & UP
SOUND-PROJECTION-LIGHTING-PRINTERS
G-924 Mixer (3-position)...-_
250.00
Reeves 16mm PV100 Recorder... 1,200.00
Topok Recorder __
300.00
Mogenemite Recorder _
200.00
GPL—Jan
Projector
w/speakers—Genova
Movement .
1,000.00
Colortron Jr. Kit ........
137.00
1000 Watt T 12 P (Code DFD) Projection
lamps.$3.00 each.per dozen
30.00
16mm
UHLER
combination
continuous
printer, A-1 condition .
500.00
35mm Bell & Howell Model D printer,
completely overhauled, A-1 condition. 3,000.00
Model K FILMLINE Processor for 16mm
negative or positive work. Complete with
rotary oir compressor. Excellent shape _
900.00

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
Dept. A
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

5S

NEWMAN-SINCLAIR CAMERA
Continued From Page 38

in bayonet-type fittings having an in¬
terrupted single thread. The mounts
are sufficiently rugged to allow even a
SOM-Berthiot Pan Cinor zoom lens to
be used on the camera without any
additional support.
The mirror reflex shutter has an
opening of 160 degrees. The finder
eyepiece is conveniently located to
allow the whole camera to be rested
on the operator’s shoulder for hand¬
held shooting, as in news reel work,
etc. The eyepiece of the finder tube can
be focused
need.

to

suit

the

individual’s

Magazines accommodate 400 feet of
black-and-white or color negative. And
as the camera mechanism will function
efficiently in either direction, revers¬
ing magazines are available for use in
double-exposure work.
The camera has two footage count¬
ers — the second one mounted with
the tachometer and so well placed that
the operator may observe them readily
by momentarily lifting his eye from
the viewfinder eyepiece.
The variable-speed motor is an in¬
tegral part of the camera. Its current
consumption is rated at 1 ampere on
starting and .75 amp. when running.
Technically, the motor is rated as
9-inch ozs., providing 100% power
reserve.
Although the P-400 is a mirror

type work when coupled with an elec¬
trically-operated single-frame exposure
actuator. The manufacturer can supply
a special baseplate for the camera in¬
corporating a complete single-frame
drive mechanism. The latter is of the
continuous type, with solenoid control
for individual exposures. It may be
operated either forward or backward,
and a manual single-frame release
lever is provided that may be used in
event the solenoids fail to operate for
any reason. An optional accessory to the
single-frame unit is a gear box, which
provides a range of exposure speeds
for single-frame photography, also for
precisely-controlled continuous speeds
of 4- and 8-fps.
The blimp, an optional accessory, is
built of fibreglass, and has a special
lining developed expressly for the
P-400 camera. It weighs 65 pounds.
The camera may be quickly mounted
within the
production.

blimp for sound film
This requires only an

extra baseplate having a dovetail fit¬
ting to be attached to the camera base.
The sync motor is attached to the side
of the camera by means of a single
thumbscrew — then the whole as¬
sembly is slipped into the blimp and
locked in place — an operation that
takes about two minutes.
James A. Sinclair & Company, Ltd.,
London, manufacturers of the NewmanSinclair P-400, have recently arranged
with Florman & Babb, Inc., New York,
to

represent

their

products

U.S.

genieux and the 9.8mm Kinoptic, may

PROGRESS REPORT

A follow-focus attachment — an op¬
tional accessory — is operated from
the side of the camera, and its mech¬

the
■

shutter camera, extreme wide-angle
lenses, including the 14.5mm Anbe used with confidence. Anamorphic
lenses can readily be adapted to the
camera, and appropriate masks for
such lenses can be supplied for both
the ground glass of the finder and the
gate assembly. In this respect, the
camera body is substantial enough to
allow the supporting bars for the ana¬
morphic lenses to be fitted directly,
eliminating the necessity for a cradletype support.

in

Continued From Page 32

most educational demonstration before
members of the American Society of
Cinematographers. The latter organiza¬
tion assisted the Council in the prepara¬
tion of filmed demonstration material,
which had been prepared by Ed An¬
cona and Walter Beyer, then associ¬
ated with the MPRC, and which was
photographed under the supervision of
Walter Strenge, ASC, and Arthur
Miller, ASC.

anism engages the focus rings which
are supplied for the camera lenses. A
Selsyn control for remote operation of
this mechanism is also available.
There are some who consider mirror
shutter cameras unsuited for single¬
frame photography. However, accord¬
ing to the manufacturer, the P-400

The Research and Educational Com¬
mittee of the ASC recently revived the
entire matter, and William Daniels, the
Society’s President, recently addressed
a letter to the top executives of aU
TV set manufacturers in the U.S. and
to officers of the Electronics Industry
Association, the text of which follows:
Gentlemen:

has been successfully employed in this

Continued on Page 60
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I)Y, SELL, SWA
Largest, Most Productive Classified Ad Section Of Any Publication Serving Makers Of Motion Pictures
STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

LABORATORY & SOUND

See S.O.S. on Pages 22 and 23
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
•
Cable SOSOUND
S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Phone: HO 7-2124

THREE surplus Houston processors, one Model
S-IO-C
16/35mm
negative-positive.
Needs
cleaning and overhauling. Huge 32-C color
machine, parts missing and damaged. Both
for $1,600 as is, where is. Clean 22-B 16mm
neg.-pos. processor, $1,395 or all three,
$2,650. GEORGE PETROS, 1238 S. James¬
town, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS

MAURER 05 CAMERA COMPLETE WITH: finder,
2-400 ft magazines,
1200 ft. magazine,
hysterisis sync motor, sun shade 7 matte box,
Baltar 17.5mm & 25mm lenses geared for
follow focus, Maurer selsyn follow-focus de¬
vice, “dead-Silent" custom blimp, CECO TV
balanced head to accomodate blimp and cam¬
era, Maurer film shrinkage gauge, and carrycases for everything. All guaranted to be in
excellent condition. Make offer for complete
package. HARTMANN, 40 Maple Dr., Orchard
Park, N.Y.

CINE Special Series
I.
Perfect.
1"
lens.
$400.00. Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.

COMPLETE
STANCIL-HOFFMAN
RECORDING
and dubbing channel in A-1 condition. Con¬
sists of S-5 recorder, 3 S-5 dubbers with selsyn
interlock, 4 channel mixer, main recording
amplifier. Bell
Howell Projector with selsyn
interlock to dubbers. Over $10,000 original
cost. Best offer takes it. W. JONES, 71 Cam¬
pus Dr., Snyder 26, N.Y.
35mm ARRIFLEX, Model 1, wild and sync
motors, stage dolly, sound blimp, 2 - 400 foot
magazines, 200 feet cable, case. Holmes pro¬
jector; with S-6 Stancil-HofFman magnetic re¬
cording system, 17.5mm tape, American mike,
270 feet mike cable, degauser, boom. Pack¬
age $3500.00. WAH CHANG HO 9-3523. ^
HOUSTON combination 35mm 70mm all stain¬
less steel negative positive spray processor,
complete
with
refrigeration,
recirculation
pumps, speed controls, storage tanks, electrical
equipment, etc.; new condition. VACUMET
ELECTRONICS CO., 425 Schiller St., Elizabeth,
New Jersey.
16mm BRIDGEMATIC Neg/Pos processing ma¬
chine. Excellent running condition. With fac¬
tory stand, air compressor, and pump unit,
$395.00 F.O.B. Spokane, Washington. CROWN
COLOR FILM LAB, P.O. Box 890, Spokane,
Washington. Phone KEystone 4-3456.
WALL SOUND camera S.S. complete with
Baltar lenses, 2-1000 foot magazines, Mitchell
tripod, R.C.A. recording equipment and gal¬
vanometer case, etc. $2500.00. VACUMET
electronics CO., 425 Schiller St., Elizabeth,
New Jersey.
ARRIFLEX 35mm blimp and 110-volt sync
motor with geared footage counter. Same as
new. Used less than one hour. Original cost
$2305.00. Will take $1795.00. VICTOR DUN¬
CAN,
20110
Jackson,
Grosse,
Michigan.
Tel: OR 6-2437.
AURICON Cine-Voice camera latest model
complete, $850.00; Bolex titler, $150.00;
Nikor 16mm processing equipment, $140.00;
Micro
Record
rewind
equipment,
$30.00.
ROMAN AVERBECK, 1238 North 12 Street,
Quincy, Illinois.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
CAMERAMAN seeks assignments and repre¬
sentation in India. Bolex, Auricon, B&H 35mm
equipped. Leaving January. BATRA, 2215
Barclay, Montreal, Canada. REgent 9-4675.
16mm FILM assignments—Chicago, Zoographic,
Scenic, Industrial. ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRO¬
DUCTIONS, 1657 Grace St., Chicago 13, Illi¬
nois. B1 8-8612.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS, New York, Boston area,
scenic, stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS,
168 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.
TITLES & OPTICALS for low budget produc¬
tions. 8/16/35mm service. Samples and price
list from ASSOCIATED CINETITLE SERVICES,
P.O. Box 1206, Bell, California.
CAMERAMAN available for assignments in¬
cluding UNDERWATER. ROY CHEVERTON, 2625
N. Ocean Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
PAKISTANI / INDIAN:
Director - Cameraman
wants assignment anywhere in Asia. Like to
co-produce documentary films in India/Pakis¬
tan. Write: AMIN CHAUDHRI, 123 E. 38, New
York 16, N.Y. PLaza 9-4558.
WE SHOOT footage to order (16-35mm); also
maintain LIBRARY (color/b&w); our eighth
year. STOCK SHOTS TO ORDER INC, 550 Fifth
Ave., NYC 36. Circle 6-6090.

LABORATORY & SOUND
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed.
Complete studio and laboratory services. Color
printing and lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION
PICTURE SERVICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Ave¬
nue,
Cleveland
3,
Ohio.
Phone ENdicott
1 -2707.
HOME MOVIE SOUND EFFECTS—Records, tape.
Write Clarence Wrightman, Box 601, Haw¬
thorne, Calif.
ON THIS PAGE . .
You’ll

find

bargains;

35mm Arriflex Camera .

.$1795.00

Houston-Fearless Processor

. 1395.00

I'Shtface type. I5e per word. Minimum ad, $2.00. Text set in
Iiohtface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser’s name) 20c per word.
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case)
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Cine Special, Series

Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC,
312 S. Pearl St., Denver 9, Colo.
Sherman 4-1017.

WANTED
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for your used 16mm and 35mm
professional equipment of any kind.
Urgently need
clean Arris, Auricons, Mitchells, Zoom lenses,
etc., for our Rental Program.
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA COMPANY
6838 SUNSET BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS
AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD
AND EYEMO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER
ALSO
LABORATORY, EDITING AND
LIGHTHING EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE—CINEQUIP
EXPERT FREELANCE
35MM
CAMERAMEN—
Register for money-making local assignments
in U.S., Central and So. America, Caribbean,
Orient, and other foreign locales. Good cam¬
era equipment, creativity, and ability to pro¬
duce professional results essential. Payment by
assignment and footage basis. Give particulars
and phone number in first letter. WORLD WIDE
FILMS, 108 So. LaJolla Ave., Hollywood 48,
Calif. Phones: WE 0-8308 and OL 3-5072.
TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45fh ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
16 & 35MM CAMERAS—ANY CONDITION.
MITCHELL — ARRIFLEX — BELL & HOWELL —
AURICON.
ALSO ACCESSORIES & LENSES
FOR THESE CAMERAS.
H. C. ROSS
161 Roosevelt Avenue
Cresskill, New Jersey
WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or
new equipment? Let us know what you have
and what you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway PL 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.

these equipment

Cine-Voice camera

16mm Black & White and Anscochrome
Processing—Printing—Recording—Editing
Rental • Sales * All types of film in stock

1

.
. .

850.00
400.00

MAURER recorder and amplifier. State type of
track, condition and price in letter. FILM-ART,
INC., 3407 Clifton Ave., Cincinnati 20, Ohio.
WANTED AURICON Pro 600 or Cine Voice II.
JOEL LEONARD, WXTV, 803 E. Indianola,
Ohio.

$1.50 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial
American Cinematographer. 1782 No. Orange Drive. Hollywood 28. Calif
close 1st of month preceding date of issue.

Office.
Forms
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PROGRESS REPORT
Continued From Poge 58

During the month of November
1959, the former Motion Picture
Research Council invited the di¬
rectors of photography, as united
in the American Society of Cine¬
matographers, to witness a dem¬
onstration on the DC restoration
problem in black-and-white TV

A.S.C. membership is responsible
for the photography of in excess
of eighty percent of all entertain¬
ment films shown over TV today.
We also authorize you to dis¬
tribute our serious complaint to
all your related membership com¬
panies and industries which you
may consider to be involved in a
solution to the above problem.
Very truly yours,
(Sgd.) William H. Daniels,

home receivers.
It was conducted over their
closed circuit system which oper¬
ated at highest performance qual¬
ity in accordance with FCC stand¬
ards.
The lecture material consisted
of both slides and films carefully
prepared for this showing under
the supervision of some of our
directors of photography.
The quality deterioration of our
efforts and work as directors of
photography on black-and-white
home receivers without DC restor¬
ation was a shocking surprise to
all of us. This was further empha¬
sized by the demonstrated fact
that an unbelievably negligible
amount for components could pro¬
vide every home receiver with DC
restoration—including a switch to
turn it on and off by choice.
The disbanding of the MPRC,
in the spring of 1960, unfortu¬
nately prevented a concerted effort
by our industry to spur the TV
set manufacturers into action in
providing DC restoration in future
models.
Not only do we feel that the TV
watching public has a right to see
our pictures at their very best, but
we are also convinced that an im¬
proved pictorial quality of blackand-white home receivers will un¬
doubtedly boost sales to the benefit
of the manufacturers, resulting
from the follow-through of our
proposal.
Since the professional skill and
workmanship of the directors of
photography are undoubtedly de¬
graded due to the application of a
false economy, and since we will
photograph the product for TV re¬
lease for some time to come, we
would like to bring to the atten¬
tion of your Board of Directors
our request for a statement as to
what position they take on the
subject of DC restoration.
Please bear in mind that the

60

President
American Society of
Cinematographers
The response to this letter was al¬
most unbelievably spontaneous; not
one of the fifteen manufacturers dis¬
agreed with our action. While some
manufacturers are alreadv providing
DC restoration, or semi-DC restoration
in their latest receiver models, others
are giving it most serious consideration
as a result of our approach.
There is also urgent need of agree¬
ments between stations and set de¬
signers on the establishment of blacklevel transmission, and we have, with
our letter to the Electronic Industry
Association, undoubtedly impressed tbe
importance of action to do anything
possible for improving the picture qual¬
ity on black and white TV home re¬
ceivers.
While, no doubt, outstanding engi¬
neering activities by other individuals
and organizations concerned with this
problem have taken place, the room for
improvement has not diminished. In
fact, the situation is such that serious
proposals have been made within the
motion picture industry to photograph
films for television differently than for
the theatre, in order to offset home
receiver deficiency. That this Commit¬
tee does not agree with these proposals
is evident by its action set forth above.
We hold that the faulty picture quality
of many television films as seen on

fying that both industries have reacted
so favorably to this Committee’s con¬
sidered proposal, which should result
not only in better rendition of TV film
programs on home receivers, but also
in a more just and proper presentation
of our professional photographic skills.
Next month, we hope to report here
on the Committee’s research which has
culminated in recommendations for
double-frame camera aperture dimen¬
sions, and also its recommendation for
apertures and areas for the 35mm films
for television.
■
Ed. Note: Detailed description of the socalled DC Restoration and its effect on the
home TV receiver image is extremely com¬
plex and therefore beyond the scope of this
report. Readers interested in further details
are referred to two descriptive, illustrated
articles on the subject by Robert J. Nissen,
Chief Engineer, KQED: “The Case For DC
Restoration,” which appeared in Electronics
Industries for January, 1960; also “The
Problems of the Unrestored TV Receiver,”
published in the Journal of the SMPTE for
August, 1960.

BEHIND THE CAMERAS
Continued From Page 20

Kenneth Peach, ASC, “Follow the Sun”*
Li.oyd Ahern, ASC, “Adventures in Para¬
dise”*

Leon Shamroy, ASC, “Cleopatra” (J. Mankiewicz Prod.; Todd-AO; shooting in Rome)
with Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton.
Joseph Mankiewicz. director.
WALT DISNEY STUDIOS

Charles Lang Jr., ASC, “A Girl Named
Tamiko”
(P’Vision;
color;
Hal
Prod.) with Laurence Harvey and
Nuyen. John Sturges, director.

Wallis
France

Paul Beeson, “The Castaways” (shooting
in London) with Maurice Chevalier and
Hayley Mills. Robert Stevenson, director.
WARNER BROS.

Robert Krasker, “Act of Mercy”
cade-Concorde Prod.; shooting in
with
Leslie
Caron
and
David
Anthony Asquith, director.

(CavalSpain)
Niven.

Ralph Woolsey, ASC, “77 Sunset Strip”*;
“World Wide Pictures”*.
Ray

Fernstrom,

ASC,

Frank

Carson,

“Surfside 6”*.

home receivers is attributable to the
electronic systems of the receivers, not
in the photography of the TV films—

Harold Lipstein, ASC, “The Chapman Re¬

for which even old movies shown on
TV are sufficient evidence.

port” (Darryl F. Zanuck Prods) with Shelley
Winters and Ray Danton. George Cukor,
director.

The American Society of Cinema¬
tographers, through its Research and
Educational Committee, undoubtedly
has accomplished more with its general
letter to TV set manufacturers, than
all engineering arguments that have
ensued on the subject during the past
few years. Set manufacturers and
broadcasters rarely are approached by
the TV viewing public, and it is grati¬

Robert Hoffman, “Bronco”*.

Frank Carson, Jack Marquette,
Fernstrom, ASC, “Hawaiian Eye”*.

Harold

Ray

Stine, ASC,

Diane McBain and
Martinson, director.

“Black Gold” with
Claude Akins. Leslie

Burt Glennon, “Lawman”*; “Lone Serra”*
(pilot).
ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS

Clifford

Poland,

(shooting

in

Florida)

“Everglades”*

Monroe Askins, “Rip Cord”*
Curt Fetters, “King of Diamonds”*.
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BOOKLETS, CATALOGUES AND BROCHURES
AVAILABLE FROM EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS

Editing Equipment Catalog
Just about every item, large and
small, used in the film editing pro¬
fession is illustrated and described in
the handsome 64-page catalog avail¬
able from Hollywood Film Company,
956 Seward Street, Hollywood 38,
Calif.

and title area digrams; chart of vari¬
ous standard 35mm camera apertures;
35mm footage conversion chart; chart
for converting seconds to frames to
35mm and 16mm footage; a list of
New York advertising agencies, and
list of local film editors and editing
services in the New York area.

technical data sheet on the company’s
ColorTran Senior and Junior Mark II
voltage converters.

•

Pathe Camera Brochure
Available from Burke & James, Inc.,
321 So. Wabash Avenue, Chicago 4,

ColorTran Data Sheet

Ill., is 4-page illustrated brochure on
the new model Pathe 16mm “Webo-M”
reflex camera. Pictured are various

ColorTran Industries, 630 So. Flower
St., Burbank, Calif., announces a new

salient features, diagram of the cam¬
era’s variable shutter.
■

•

•

Lab Service Price List

Reader’s Service

Available from LAB-TV, 723 Sev¬
enth Ave., New York 19, N.Y., is 8page brochure setting forth prices of
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all services offered the film maker by
LAB-TV. These include work prints,

Please send me more information about the products, services
and/or literature checked on the reverse side of this coupon.

color-to-color prints, fades, dissolves,
timed prints, edge-numbering, etc.

•
Film Data Booklet

Name ..

A new, comprehensive 54-page tech¬
nical data booklet on DuPont Motion

Street Address.

Picture Films has just been published
by the company and is available to

City. Zone. State.

qualified film makers from any of the
company’s eight branch offices, also
from its Canadian office and the home
office in Wilmington, Delaware.

Business Affiliation.

•
Color Film Services

^Fold along this line with AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER address out. Seal with staple or scotch tape, then mall.

The fine color film facilities of Gen¬
eral Film Laboratories in Hollywood
and in Kansas City, Missouri, are il¬
lustrated and described in a colorful
16-page booklet. Described are the
various units of modern lab equipment
used by the company, followed by ex¬
planations of the various services of¬
fered producers of motion pictures in
color. Closing the book are paragraphs
helpful in the editing and preparation
of color films for the laboratory.

•
Chart of Techniques and Services
A comprehensive illustrated chart
now being issued by Videart, Inc.,
480 Lexington Avenue, New York 17,
N.Y., provides film makers with valu¬
able data pertinent to film production.
It includes chart showing 103 different
optical wipe effects; 35mm safe art
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CARD
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USE THIS COUPON ...
instead of writing letters, to re¬
quest any or all of the literature
described above. On reverse side,
check literature you desire, then
mail coupon. No postage required.

5c Postage Will Be Paid By

American Cinematographer
1782 NO. ORANGE DRIVE
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
• THIS SIDE OUT

Page

Summarized on this page are products and services advertised in this issue,
as well as the offerings of literature announced elsewhere. Use this quick refer¬
ence guide to indicate your requests. Simply place check mark after advertisers’
names in index, clip coupon, seal, and mail. No postage required. American
Cinematographer’s Readers’ Service relays your requests promptly, and the in¬
formation comes to you direct.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
About Products, Services and Literature mentioned in this issue,

(lip and Mail This Poslage-Free Coupon Now
This is the quick, easy way to get information you want without
having to write a single letter! We forward your requests promptly
and you receive the requested information directly from the adver¬
tisers. Check the advertisements or the items on which you want more
information. Then fill in your name, address, etc., in the space pro¬
vided on reverse side, fold coupon as indicated, seal with stapler
or bit of scotch tape, and mail. No postage needed.
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American Magnetic Film Stripping Corp.,
permanently bonds stripes on 8mm, 16mm,
35mm films.54
Ansco offers its Anscochrome professional
camera film Type 242 featuring low con¬
trast .26
Arriflex Corporation of America offers
wide selection of fine lenses for Arriflex
cameras .13
Byron offers complete studio and labora¬
tory services for film producers..Back Cover
Burke & James, Inc., offers wide lens
selection from its “lens bank,” 48; produc¬
tion still camera.54
Birns & Sawyer Cine Equip. Co. an¬
nounces its heater barney for Arriflex
cameras .25
Bach-Auricon, Inc., describes its full line
of professional 16mm cameras.5
Camera Equipment Co., Inc., announces
new low price for Pro Jr. Tripod, p. 17,
instrumentation equipment, p. 18, rental
equipment, p. 21, rear screen process pro¬
jector, p. 24, Lowel Lights, p. 50, 4 and
5 wheel panoram dollies, p. 55, list of
equipment bargains.58
Camera Service Center announces its ex¬
tensive equipment rental service, also new
zoom lens correlator, p. 46; Zoom wide
angle converter.57
Cinekad Engineering Co. offers sync motor
drive for 16mm projectors, p. 48; mike
boom, p. 53; junior dolly.56
S. A. Chevereau, Paris, rents cameras,
cranes, dollies lor overseas production....56
Farkas Film Company accepts far east
filming assignments.56
Capital Film Laboratories, Inc., offers
sound, editorial, film laboratory serv-:
ces .51-52
Camera Mart, Inc., describes its film
cleaner, timer, and Traid splicer, p. 6;
film bin, core dispensers and dual sound
editor, p. 10; other miscellaneous equip¬
ment .12
Consolidated Film Industries offer quality
laboratory services based on over 4U years
experience serving the professionals. 19
Eastman Kodak Company offers assist¬
ance of company’s Technical Services to
professional film makers.34-35
Florman & Babb, Inc., announce tripod
prices, directors’ finders, and nickel cad¬
mium batteries, p. 14; special splicer and
camera buys on p. 27; Acmade editing
equipment, p. 45; Filmo camera repair
gauges .54
Filmline Corporation announces 16mm re¬
versal film processor.55
Jack A. Frost rents production equip¬
ment .33
Film Effects of Hollywood offers profes¬
sional services to all makers of motion
pictures .14
W. J. German, Inc., distributes all profes¬
sional motion picture films of Eastman
Kodak Co.2
Hollywood Film Co. offers film synchro¬
nizers for 16mm, 35mm, 65mm and 70mm
films .47
LAB-TV is source of special film labora¬
tory services.24
Magnasync
Corp.
offers
wide
range
of
professional
magnetic
tape
re¬
corders .3rd Cover
Ray Mercer & Co, is source of specialized
titling and
effects
services
for film
makers .55
Mole-Richardson
Co. has
set lighting
equipment for all production needs.48
Micro Record Corp. offers portable 16mm
film processing equipment.46
Moviola Manufacturing Co. describes its
crab dolly.20
Mitchell Camera Corp, describes versa¬
tility of the new Mitchell reflex camera 11
Movielab Film Laboratories offers coast
to coast services to film producers.3
Photomart announces its new portable
movie light for newsreel filmers, others 53
Pellegrinl-Piek supplies variable shutter,
Yolo dissolves for Bolex cameras.46
Precision Laboratories offers latest type
film editing equipment.15
Reevesound Company, Inc., announces new
optical sound recorder for 16mm and
35mm tracks.9
Charles Ross, Inc., rents production equip¬
ment .39
Stevens Engineering Co. is source of Bo¬
lex camera accessories and equipment....57
SOS Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc., describes the
Ediola Pro-35 filmviewer, title printer,
magnetic film stripe applicator, host of
misc. equipment.22-23
TA-Manufacturing Corp. announces the
Thomas 16 fluid pan head for tripods....7-8
Uhler Cine Machine Co. offers wide range
of film printing machines.49
Video Film Laboratories Is source of all
film services for 16mm film makers.5?
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Slash that “excess baggage” cost!
This new member of the Magnasync family,.. we’ve
named it the “Nomad Mark 11” ... weighs in at only 12
pounds! It not only travels for less than half fare, it doesn’t
even complain about rough treatment — or whether
it’s too hot, or too cold, or too wet. No feeding problems,
either; 20 watts of juice is all it ever needs.
We have quite a litter of these Nomads ... adoption
can be arranged immediately, for as little as $985.
Interested? Write, wire or simply give us a call
—there is no obligation.

MAGNASYNC
CORPORATION
5546 Satsuma Avenue, North Hollywood, California
TRiangle 7-0965 • Cable “MAGNASYNC”

[[JjCjjp.Lt'
1

SOUND SYSTEM

International leaders
in the design and manufacture of
quality magnetic recording systems

CameTa'^qu^ome^T
'"r-"'
Camera Ca. DENVER: Western Cine Service, Inc. HIALEAH:
^amera tquipment Lo., Inc, HOLLYWOOD: Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment; Camera Equipment Co., Inc.- S.O.S
Photo-Cine-Ooticc
Inc KANSAS CITY
Moarnard s 4724 Broadway; Crick s Comera Shops, Inc. MINNEAPOLIS: Century Century Camera Shops, Inc
NEW YORK CITY-^ Camera Equipment Co' IncSAT«ANri.ro^R'"V'
Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc. PHOENIX: Wilson Camera Sales Co
ST
LOUIS, MO. ° StanCT
c- *
* Cameras, Inc. SAN MATEO: Foreman s, SOUTH AFRICA: Johannesburg, Photo Agencies Pty Ltd AUSTRALIA- Sydney New South Wales
CANADA
Ltd. BOLIVIA: La Paz, Casa Kavlin. BRAZIL: Rio de Janeiro, Mesbla^.A BURMA Rangoon G K
& Supp^^^^^^
,F.
Ltd- DENMARK: Copenhagen CHL, Kinevox Electric Corp. ENGLAND: London^ Delane Lea Processes Ltd ■ Gordon
Cameras, Ltd
FRANCE:
^tockliss-Simplex S.A. GERMANY: Hilden, Dusseldorf, Gerhard Johansen
GREECE- Athens
Christos Axarlis
HONG KONGiTcLlnnd
Engineers: ITALY: Rome, Reportfilm, di'j. M. Schuller, JAPAN? Tokyo, J
Osawa TL
Bangkok^'G^ sTmo?Ra?o° Co
PAKISTAN: Karachi-3, Film Factors, Ltd. SOUTH RHODESIA: Salisbury, Willia^m Over & Co. Pvt. Ltd, THAILAND: Suriwong,

editorial services
art & animation
music
sound recording
screening
color developing
Uack-and-white
developing
color printing
black-and-white
;
printing
edge-numbering
i
print cleaning
I magnetic striping

... surprised ?
to find everything you need
to complete your film
in one convenient location,
under one roof?
That includes Byron’s famed
WESTREX SOUND FACILITIES
... there is no better sound!

see for
yourself...
or write, phone or wire
for information and
quotations on any and

L-.■<««*

^

V.

...

^
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all producer services.

byron /motion pictures
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C., FEderal 3-4000
Affiliated with MECCA FILM LABORATORIES CORP.. 630 Ninth Avenue, New York 36, N.Y.
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AnSCO sets America's standard
of low contrast 16mm color with...

Anscochrome^ Professional Camera Film Type 242
Designed especially for camera use when high quality release prints are important.
The excellent color fidelity and low contrast of this camera film—plus its unique
ability to record detail in shadows—make Anscochrome Type 242 first choice of
many quality-conscious professionals. Film speed is 25 with 3200K tungsten lamps.
For full details, ask your Ansco Man.

Ansco
Binghomton, N. Y.

When the NEED is SPEED Choose SUPER ANSCOCHROME 16mm Film
Both Daylight and Tungsten Super Anscochrome have film speeds of 100. Produce
accurate, pleasing color at lower light levels—often eliminating the need for special
lighting equipment.
ANSCO —America’s first manufacturer of photographic materials . . . since 1842.

Anscochrome
Type 2Jf2

When You Rent from F&B

^

'i'V' V-'"

EQUAL IMPORTANCE. .EQUAL PERFEGfibN

This inexpensive splicer is
item in our Rental Department.
negatives will be spliced in it.
don’t hold, your pictures may

an important
Your precious
If the splices
be ruined.

When you rent a Griswold Splicer from
F & B, it is perfect and your pictures will be too.

I mb lb me mosi expensive and important
camera in our Rental Department. Your entire
production depends on the film which has run
through this camera. The BNC Mitchell has
thousands of precisely machined mechanical
and optical parts. If any one of them does not
function perfectly your picture may be ruined.
When you rent a BNC from F & B, it is
perfect and your pictures will be too.

Perfection is a quality of all of F & B's Rental
equipment...cameras, lenses, sound recorders.
Moviolas, lighting equipment—or whatever.
We’ve told you F & B's rental equipment is
MORE RELIABLE. It didn't just happen...we
planned it that way. It takes a corps of top
technicians, fine tools and precision machinery
to properly maintain all this equipment; plus
our determination to insure that F&B Rental
Equipment is more reliable!

Here we show you Dorn Notto, our Chief Engineer, and a portion of our Camera
Room and staff. Our other Rental Departments include Sound Equipment,
Lighting & Grip Equipment, Editing & Projection Equipment, as well as a fully
equipped Machine Shop and Service and Repair Shops for all departments —
staffed by 31 experts, technicians, and other personnel — all at your service

Write for complete
catalog of
rental equipment

Florman & Babb

Rental & Service Dept.: 304 W. 54th St., New York 19

SERVING THE
WORLD’S FINEST
FILM MAKERS

MU 2-2928

Showroom & Offices; 68 W. 45th St,, New York 36
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Yes! We have the most
modern equipment to print
your film. But all the equip¬
ment in the world won’t
guarantee you highest qual¬
ity prints. This requires the
personal attention of skilled
craftsmen.
The master craftsmen at
Motion Picture Laboratories
have the keen minds, the
imagination, the know-how
gained from years of experi¬
ence, and the personal in¬
tegrity to give you prints of
matchless excellence.
We don’t “mass-produce”
prints here. We print your
film on a strictly personal
basis, giving it “everything
we have” to give you the
finest prints money can buy.
That’s one more reason why
our clients have remained
steadfastly with us through
the years.
As for speed, MPL gives
you 24 hour delivery service
anywhere in the United
States.
Send your film by AIR

Henry, Frederick Foster, Libero Grondi (Rome), Jeon Belanger (Paris), Derek Hill (London).
Technical Advisor: Dr. Norwood L. Simmons.
Editorial and Business Offices: 1782 North Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif.
Telephone: Hollywood 7-2135
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Gordon Enterprises, world-wide suppliers of
equipment for theatrical and technical photography,
Is proud to announce completion of our illustrated
128 page catalog. Listing thousands of Items used in
motion picture, TV, instrurnentatlon, aerial and underwater
photography, this handsomely bound and fully indexed catalog
Is a “first” in the industry.
Most items in the catalog can be shipped "off-the-shelf” from
our 100,000 square foot facility . . . housing the world’s largest
inventory . . . the same day we receive your order. Our technical staff
will be happy to aid you In selecting equipment groupings for specific
applications. Now It is possible to order everything you need from one source.
A request on your letterhead will bring a personal reference copy of this new
Gordon catalog directly to your desk. Send for It right now, It’s FREE.

gordon enterprises
n^
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GIVES 5,000 WATTS
OF EXPOSURE
WEIGHS 3 POUNDS

...AT A FRACTION OF THE WEIGHT,
A FRACTION OF THE COST!
This is the compact new photo light that has started a revo¬
lution in studio lighting. It’s the PROFESSIONAL version
of the amazing SUN GUN home movie light, invented by
Sylvania, that has been proved in use for over a year at top
Hollywood and TV studios.
The new Sylvania SUN GUN PROFESSIONAL is remark¬
ably light in weight...and small enough to fit in the palm
of your hand. Yet it actually produces 5,000 watts of ex¬
posure at only 1,000 watts electrical cost. It’s amazingly

70

versatile, too. SUN GUN PROFESSIONAL does the job of
most studio lighting equipment...and does it better!
Unlike regular studio equipment, SUN GUN PROFES¬
SIONAL is inexpensive to buy, maintain, and ship on
location. It also keeps its original brightness and color tem¬
perature for the entire life of the lamp . . . without reducing
lamp life.
The fantastic brilliance of SUN GUN PROFESSIONAL
comes from a powerful little 1000-watt High Silica Halogen
lamp with 65,000 center beam candlepower . . . plus a spe¬
cially designed reflector with more than 750 light-intensifying
surfaces. The result is an intensely bright light that floods the

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, FEBRUARY, 1962
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DOES ALL THE WORK OF A GIANT STUDIO LAMP
scene like the sun. Light is smooth and even... balanced to
3400°K for indoor color film use.
SUN GUN PROFESSIONAL comes complete with portrait
lens, flood lens, metal barn doors and 12-foot cord. It’s com¬
pletely adjustable, too. Head can be aimed
in any direction. Instantly replaceable bulb
has 12 hours average life. For more de¬
tails and free literature, write Sylvania
at the address below.
Sylvania Lighting Products, Division of
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., 1740
Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
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SUN GUN PROFESSIONAL has a full range of optional
accessories for every studio lighting need! Optional equipment
includes Accessory Holder, Large Barn Doors, Daylight Filter,
Special 3200° K Filter, Diffusing Filter, Snoots, Super-Spread’
Lens and Carrying Case.

tUL

SYLVANIA
SUBSlDtAf:ty' Of=

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
71

INDUSTRY
NEWS

NEW!

News briefs of industry activities^ products and progress

“Oscar” Nominations To Be
Announced February 26

Nominations for the 34th An¬
nual “Oscar” i\wards, including
those for Best Cinematography,
will be announced by the Acad¬
emy of Motion Picture Arts & Sci¬
ences in Hollywood on February
26th.
As in the past, except for one
year, five black-and-white and five
color feature productions will be
nominated for photography. Sub¬
sequently, all members of the
Academy will vote in the final bal¬
loting to determine the winner in
each category. Presentation of the
Awards will take place in Santa
Monica, Calif., the evening of
April 9th.
Film Production Seminar

A traveling seminar on film
production, of interest to both
amateurs and professionals, is to
be conducted by technical repre¬
sentatives of Paillard, Inc., dis¬
tributors of Bolex cameras. A
m.ajor part of the programs will
be devoted to demonstrating ver¬
satile applications of newly devel¬
oped equipment for shooting and
projecting 8mm films. The Semi¬
nars are scheduled for 55 cities
throughout the U. S., beginning
January 29 and continuing to
February 28. Further informat¬
ion, including cities and dates of
the scheduled seminars, may be
had by writing Paillard, Inc., 100
Sixth Ave., New York 13, N.Y.

This exciting new fluid head assures you
professional excellence wherever you go,
whatever your subject. Super-smooth floating
action performs beautifully with 8 &-IBrnm
cameras & accessories.
New independent positive brake allows you
to adjust tilt tension & LOCK it at ANY angle.
NO MORE CREEPING! Never needs servicing.
Performs beautifully in —60° to 212°F. Fits
any camera, any tripod.* Only $149.50.
Guaranteed superior — return head within 10
days for a full refund, if not highly pleased.
See your dealer and mail coupon for
FREE literature. Dealers inquire!
*ADAPTOR PLATE AVAILABLE

•

MAIL COUPON NOW!
TA Mfg. Co., Cinema Products Div., Dept.
4607 Alger Street, Los Angeles 39, Calif.
Gentlemen: Please rush me complete details about
the Thomas 16.
Name_
Address_
City & State___
Name of my photo dealer is;

72
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“Cameraman” Ken Murray
Screens His Work

i

Ken Murray, of stage, radio
and TV fame, started shooting
I6mm movies shortly after he
landed in Hollywood some 35
years ago, and concentrated his

shooting mainly on personalities
and friends in the film industry.
Recently he edited some of this
old movie footage into an enter¬
taining half-hour film which he
titled, “Hollywood, My Home
town,” then sold it to a major TV
network.
Murray later had opportunity
to display his photographic artis¬
try before the “Hollywood Pros”
when, on January 22, at the invi
tation of ASC President Bill Dan¬
iels, he screened his memorable
film for members of the American
Society of Cinematographers at
the Society’s clubhouse in Holly¬
wood.
Industry Film Awards

Industry Film Producers Assn.,
Los Angeles, will holds its 1962
national conference, film festival,
and awards presentations in June.
The conference will take place
June 14 to 16 on the campus of
UCLA, and the annual awards
will be presented at the BeverlyHilton Hotel. Awards will be made
for best industry-produced films
of 1961.
New Reflector Design

Ralph 0. Hoge, veteran assist¬
ant director and grip who holds
numerous patents on motion pic¬
ture equipment, has developed a
new inflatable sunlight reflector
weighing only six pounds, com¬
pared to 30-pound weight of reg¬
ular studio reflectors. According
to Hoge, the reflector can be in¬
flated with only a half-pound of
air pressure to achieve natural
density of light when shooting,
and claims it gives a wider range
of light on the area being photo¬
graphed.
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...more than the sum of its parts!
The arithmetic of leadership was there on the drawing board, long
before the first precision parts were ever machined for the remark¬
able Arriflex 16. Leadership was in the making as Arriflex engineers con¬
ceived the many unique features that make it today’s top-performing
motion picture camera! □ For example, the mirror-reflex shutter viewing system
eliminates finder problems. The fantastically precise registration-pin movement in a
precision film gate achieves such framing accuracy that even 35mm blow-up release prints sustain rock-steady screening quality. The divergent turret keeps a telephoto
lens barrel out of the field of a wide-angle mounted alongside. □ There’s much more to this
amazingly compact 6V2 lb. professional camera than the sum of its parts. Ask any Arriflex user!
For literaiure, write

M [D^rD^riRn RW

corporation of AMERICA

ZAau\1u\1ULrLbL^Z^

257 park avenue south, new york 10, n. y.

You’re on sctiedule ...
WITH THE LEADER IN LIGHTING. GRIP EQUIPMENT.
PROPS. GENERATOR TRUCKS AND TRAILERS

RENTALS
Send for a schedule of rental rates.

^iHi

V
GRIP EQUIPMENT

LIGHTS

1800. 1600, 1000. 750.

GENERATOR TRUCKS
AND TRAILERS

LARGEST SUPPLIERS OF

3oo ^ooAmp d c
100. 50, 30. 20 Amp A C

MOTION PICTURE, TV AND

INDUSTRIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT IN THE EAST

LIGHTING THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY SINCE 1921

7A
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MITCHELL R-35
Acclaimed by owner Cinematographers the World over

“the Most Versatile Professional Reflex camera!”

Dual Shutters: Variable
disc focal plane shutter
for exposure control,
fades, dissolves.
Mirror shutter for
parallax-free
reflex viewing.

Super Baltar Lenses: Advanced optical design
by Bausch & Lomb. 25mm — 50mm — 75mm
focal lengths are standard with R-35.

Mitchell Precision Movement: Time proven
registration pins assure optimum image
steadiness. Stop-motion — 120 F.P.S.

Motor Interchangeability: 115-220V
synchronous, high
speed, stopmotion, 12V-110V
variable speed
motors available.

Magazines: 400 or
1000 foot capacity
magazines provide
hand holding and
studio camera
capability.

Viewfinders: Parallax-free brilliant reflex
viewing of more than full aperture field.
Critical focus magnifier, contrast viewing
filters built-in. Studio finder fits R-35.

85% of ail professional
motion pictures

t

shown throughout the world
are filmed with
Mitchell cameras

Write today for detailed
specifications and request the
Mitchell R-35 Bulletin.

MITCH
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, FEBRUARY, 1962

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATlOf:
666 West Harvard Street, Glendale 4. California
521 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York

Cable Address.
"Mitcamcc ’
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Bolex; adventure’s historian
Nothing is impossible with the new Bolex H-16
Rex, the most adventurous of cameras. That’s
why it was chosen by Burton McNeely as soon as
it became available. A free lance photographer
for 10 years, McNeely focuses on excitement in
his films for Tele-Sports Digest, CBS, NBC and
ABC-Paramount.Working at his specialties—sports,
travel and underwater photography-he finds his
Bolex “versatile and portable...a trouble-free
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precision instrument.’’ McNeely has taken his
Bolex to the ocean floor, into the stratosphere and
through sand and heat. Yet, it has required servic¬
ing only once in five years. That’s dependability.
Bolex features such as reflex viewing, variable
shutter, film rewind, frame counter and single¬
frame device bring out every professional effect
in the script. Reflex viewing, for instance, permits
McNeely to see exactlywhat he’s shooting, enlarged

six times just as it will appear on the screen. A
choice of the finest optics available for 16mm cam¬
eras assures McNeely of salable results whether ■
he’s shooting from a 150 mph road racing car or
filming an underwater ballet in a Florida spring.
These are just a few of the many reasons why
McNeely and hundreds of thousands of other users
are sold on Bolex 16mm cameras. Another exam- ^
pie of Bolex getting the job done fora professional. •'
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Bolex cameras and
accessories for every
professional effect

WHAT’S NEW
IN

EQUIPMENT,

ACCESSORIES,

N.Y. Designated the HS-10600, the
new generator will fire up to four #51
or 51H or equivalent lamps at rates of
100 or 1,000 pips per second. Pulse
duration is 30 microsec with accuracy
of 0.1% at 1,000 cps. Output is 200V
minimum. Unit can be operated on
100-V A.C., using its attached trans¬
former, or direct from any 12-V D.C.
source. Size is 33%" x 4%" by 63%";
weight, 2 lbs. 6-oz.; price, $630.

The Bolex H-16 Rex comes with reflex viewing,
variable shutter and 3-lens turret. With Lytar 25mm
f/1.8 lens, only $450.00.

/
Vario Switar 86: Zooms from 18mm to 86mm—al¬
most 5:1. Designed and constructed exclusively
for Bolex H-16 cameras with reflex viewing. Dia¬
phragm f/2.5 to f/22 ($420.00).

Underwater Housing: Extremely resistant, remains
watertight down to a depth of 300 feet. Camera
is easily installed without tools. Three outside con¬
trols for diaphragm, motor winding and camera
release ($430.00).

Scene Slate
New and eminently more practical
than old type slates is the CECO Quick
Slate recently announced by Camera
Equipment Co., 315 West 43rd St.,
New York 36, N. Y. New slate utilizes
white Lucite as writing surface. A
black grease pencil, used for marking,
is attached to slate with a pull-out
chain with automatic return. Clips on
back of slate hold pencil when not in
use, also eraser. A novelty is use of
imbedded magnets to hold clap-stick
in closed position. Slate measures 914"
X 11", lists for $24.95.

Professional 16mm Service

Precision-Ground Lenses: Switar 10mm f/1.6 wideangle, $149.50; Switar 25mm f/1.4 normal lens,
$168.00; Switar 75mm f/1.9 fast telephoto, $145.00.

General Film Laboratories, Holly¬
wood, and Kansas City, Mo., now
offers 16mm black-and-white reversal
professional service, which includes:
B&W reversal film processing; B&W
reversal work prints from either B&W
or color reversal originals; and B&W
reversal release printing. A brochure
is available giving full schedule and
prices.

Bolex S221 Projector: For 16mm optical and mag¬
netic sound, full range of audio-visual controls for
all professional screening possibilities. Choice of
three lenses. With Standard f/1.3 50mm lens,
$1250.00. Model S211, optical sound only $985.00.
Workmanship for all Bolex equipment is to the
most precise tolerances on the 16mm market.
Bolex lenses are matched for uniform sharpness,
exposure and color rendition. Bolex cameras and
accessories offer the professional utility many
studios have paid thousands of dollars for. Write
for literature and name of your nearest Bolex dealer.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE F. E. T. WHERE APPLICABLE.
PAILLARO INCORPORATED, 100 SIXTH AVE., NEW YORK 13
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Variable Speed Projector
The L-W Photo Optical Data Ana¬
lyzer is a 16mm projector which per¬
mits variable-speed viewing of 16mm
films from still projection to 24 fps
without flicker. Designed especially for
data reduction of instrumentation film,
projector provides unlimited single¬
frame hold time, effective cooling that
prevents film damage, and complete
remote control of speed and direction
of film travel. A daylight viewer is
built-in for desktop analysis of films.
•Additional
features
include
frame
counter that adds and subtracts and
can be re-set to zero; fast rewind;
film framer and elevating control;
straightforward threading; 2-in. f/1.6
coated projection lens; 750-W or
1000-W base-down bulb; and 400-ft.
film capacity. L-W Photo Products Co.,
P.O. Box 147. Northridge, Calif.

New Idea In Exposure Meters
The Heiland Pentax “’Three/TwentyOne Exposure Meter is a new concept
in exposure meters, designed to give

Timing-Light Generator
A new miniaturized timing-light
generator for high-speed photography,
which reduces by half the size and
weight of previous units, is announced
by Fairchild Camera and Instrument
Corp., 580 Midland Ave., Yonkers,

photographers full control over everv
light condition, from soft candlelight
to dazzling sun. Because the meter’s
light-sensitive element covers an angle
of only 3° (within a 21° field of
view), it evaluates the light intensitv
only of the precise area to he photoContinued On Next Page
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WHAT’S NEW

specialized

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
for

MOITON PICTUKE, STILL

Continued From Preceding Page

graphed. Peripheral
affect the reading.

light

does

not

On the order of a spot brightness
meter, it is ideally suited for use in
sound stage cinematography. List price
is S79.50. Manufacturer is Heiland
Photo Products, and distribution of
meter is through leading photo and
camera stores.

and

TELEVISION STUDIOS

full coat, single or multitrack patterns.
One man operating the equipment can
process from 2000 to 3300 feet of film
per hour. Interchanging from one film
size to another requires but a few
minutes. Completely self-contained, the
machine requires less than 14 square
feet of floor space. A cylindrical onegallon tank with motor-driven agitator
feeds magnetic Sonocolor emulsion by
natural gravity flow to the applicator
mechanism. The solution is maintained
permanently at proper viscosity. An
important feature is the exhaust system
which removes heavier-than-air vapors
from within the applicator chamber.
Manufacturer-distributor is
Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc., 602 West
St., New York 19, N. Y., and
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28,

SOS
52nd
6331
Calif.

F&B Hot Splicer

Wrife for A Copy of Our
Catalog J on Your Letterhead

937 NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.

Studio In A Suitcase

SPECTRA^

The new ColorTran Industrial Mo¬
tion Picture Kit comprises 5 sturdy
carrying cases of basic lighting equip¬
ment, stands and converters to supply
the cinematographer’s needs for most
on-location filming. Included are 2
Cinemaster Mark II Converters, and
8 lights which supply the equivalent
of 80,000 watts of photographic illu¬
mination on only 73 amps of current.
Accessory and power cable kits are
available as added refinements. Safety
grounded
3-wire
system
is
used
throughout. ColorTran Industries, 630
So. Flower St., Burbank, Calif.

Florman & Babb, Inc., 68 West 45th
St., New York 36, N. Y., announces a
new Acmade precision table model hot
film splicer. Features include retracta¬
ble film pins on the 16/35mm model
which permit center placement of
16mm pins when splicer is used for
A&B roll editing; stainless steel blocks
with tungsten carbide scraper and
cutting blades; and thermostatically
controlled heater that maintains con¬
stant temperature of 100° F. Models
are available for 16mm, 35mm, and a
combination model for both 16mm and
35mm films. Prices are S299.00 and
$399.00 respectively.

3-COLOR METER
The ONLY meter that measures all
light sources, including DAYLIGHT,
accurately!
SPECTRA 3-color meter measures the
proportionate amounts of all three
primary colors present in the light
source and indicates the filters neces¬
sary for positive color correction in
Spectra Index Units. (°Kelvin con¬
version table supplied)
Write for descriptive
literature and
complete specifications.

PHOTO RESEARCH CORP.
■ Karl Freund, A.S.C., President
;j837NO. CAHUENGA BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD 3 8, CALIFORNIA
_I_
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Equipment Catalog

Location Lighting Kit

Gordon Enterprises’ long awaited
illustrated 128-page catalogue of mo¬
tion picture and photographic equip¬
ment for theatrical and technical fields
is now available to qualified buyers in
the industry. A request on your busi¬
ness letterhead to Gordon Enterprises,
5362 No. Cahuenga Blvd., North Hol¬
lywood, Calif., will bring you a copy,
free.

The Lowel-Light UNI-6 is a com¬
plete incandescent lighting kit that in¬
cludes ample equipment to meet most
on-location lighting situations. The kit
includes of steel-reinforced vulcanized
fibre case with four compartments
containing 6 Lowel-Light tape-up/
clamp-on lighting fixtures; 6 barn¬
doors; 2 nine-foot stands; 3 twentyfive-foot neoprene insulated extension
cords with molded 3-way outlets; 1
twelve-yard roll of Gaffer Tape; spe¬
cial apertures and foam padding for
holding six R40 reflector bulbs; and
two 25-amp fuses. Outfit less bulbs
lists for $124.50.
■

Magnetic Film Striper
The S.O.S. Sonocolor SCE2 magnetic
film striping machine applies stripes
to 8mm, 16mm, and 35mm films in
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1d37’ o’u.t-of-fooias i^iot'u.res?
^JL"i»oxi.l3led Toy em-Tj-lsion
p>ile-'u.p> in yoni* oamera, ga,t3?
^x^oxi-lsled Toy distmoting oamera,
noise -wtien sliooting snTojects -wtiLO
slionld not Toe distra-oted from "wliat
tToey are doing?
T?a?oxm.T3l©d. Toy oameras tToat are
always in need of rejDair and
adj nstment ?
SO,

switch to Auricon, the only 16mm Camera that

guarantees you protection against all these troubles,
because it is so well designed! The Auricon is a superb
picture-taking Camera, yet silent in operation, so that
at small extra cost for the Sound Equipment, it can
even record Optical or Filmagnetic sound in addition
to shooting your professional pictures.
AURICON SUPER-1200, takes 1200 ft. Runs 33
AURICON “PRO-600 SPECIAL,” takes 400 ft. Runs 11 min. $1295.00 & up
AURICON PRO-600, takes 600 ft. Runs I6V2 min. $1871.00 & up

CINE-VOICE II, takes 100 ft. Runs 23/, min. $998.50 & up

Write for your free copy of the 74-page Auricon Catalog

y XXXC.
S90S

R.omeLirxe

St., riollywood 3S, Calif.

HO l-i-iY-wood S-OS31

l^AlSrUF’A.CT'U'R.ER.S OF PHOF'ElSSIOISrA.I-.
ISIS/ITVE CAlIs/IEHAlS SHSTCB 1S31
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One BIG PICTURE
CAMERA

Technical
Questions and
Answers
Q.-/ plan to use the A&B

ALL YOUR STILLS!
Salon Quality Results!
“On-the-Spot”
adaptability and economy! Combined in
the New Orbit and Grover Field Cameras
—world’s most versatile! Plus the price¬
less “Extra” of Ex¬
perience!
Wide
choice
of
camera
backs for every as¬
signment!

Burke & James, Inc.
321 S. WABASH. CHICAGO 4, ILL.

26 YEARS OF
QUALITY

REVERSAL
PROCESSING

• Specialists in high speed or
standard reversal processing
• Security clearance
• Free Vacuumating
• Films returned same day
• Customer extra service: Special
prices on Eastman & du Pont
Reversal Film

roll meth¬

od in editing an accumulation of foot¬
age into a commercial film. One point
in this method puzzles me: If an A-roll
scene is 4 feet long, do I need to use
4 feet of opaque leader on the B roll?
Is the match-up foot for foot? In other
ivords, if I have 1200 feet of film,
would I require 1200 feet of opaque
leader to edit it in A&B rolls?—C. N.
T., Cincinnati, Ohio.

A. -An

article explaining the A&B
roll editing technique appeared in our
October, 1961, issue.
A&B roll editing is the standard
method of preparing film for printing
by means of a checker-board pattern of
alternating scenes on two separate rolls
of film, which are designated A and
B. By this method it is possible to ob¬
tain invisible, jump-free splices and to
produce lap-dissolves and fades where
they have not been made in the cam¬
era.
Beginning with the first scene in
your film, the scenes are alternated
back and forth from A roll to B roll,
each scene on a given roll being sepa¬
rated from the next by opaque black
leader. At the laboratory, each roll is
then run through the printer separate,
ly. The B roll prints in the areas left
unexposed by the black leader of the
A roll. Sometimes, frequently with
titles, a third or C roll is necessary.
Q.—r/ie camera film and duplicat¬
ing film that I use (both color)
scratches readily. I have used Permafilm and Tuff Coat which have pro¬
vided some scratch-resistance to these
films, hut they do not give me the same
protection as lacquer coating on Kodachrome Regular films processed by
Eastman Kodak. Is there some better
scratch-resistant overcoat or lacquer
coating that I can apply to the films I
use, the backing of which is removed
during processing? G. A., Tacoma,
Wash.

A.—For

the answer to this problem

we went to Nicholson Products Com¬
pany, manufacturers of Tuff Coat,
which you state you have used, and
they replied as follows:
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“As manufacturers of Tuff Coat, we
are constantly in touch with the prob¬
lems of scratching and abrading of
film and we do not believe that at
present there is better protection avail¬
able for motion picture films, provid¬
ing Tuff Coat is applied to the film
surfaces as soon after processing as
possible, before damage occurs. We
think it significant that all of the ma¬
jor Hollywood studios and all but one
of the independent laboratories also
use our product.
“Regarding lacquering, we cannot
recommend this process except as a
remedial measure. It is sometimes pos¬
sible to salvage with lacquering origi¬
nal footage that has been severely
scratched, as lacquering has the effect
of filling in the scratches and creating
new optical planes. But it also brings
with it a new set of problems because
it tends to chip, peel and sometimes
turns white under certain circum¬
stances of storage We would suggest
lacquering only when it is desirable to
make a duplicate of the damaged film,
but we would prefer to recommend the
liquid-gate printing process.”

Q.— In the article “Aerial Image and
Animation” in your July, 1959, issue,
reference is made to the camera being
“ . . . positioned for a 10^2 field.”
Will you please explain what is meant
by a “10y2 field” and why the aerial
image can only he photographed when
the camera is so positioned?—E. H.
L., Ottawa, Ont., Canada.
A.^— The reason the setting must be
for a
field, advises Ed Willette of
Animation Equipment Corporation, is
that there is a large lens mounted di¬
rectly in the table top; and for proper
focus

through

this

lens the

camera

lens setting must be held at the proper
distance. The only variations in size of
image that can be obtained must be
accomplished

by movement

of the

aerial projector head or by changing
the size of the art.
A 101/2 fipld means an area of pro¬
portions known in the film industry.
Actually, the width of this field size is
101/2 inches.

■
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CECO lighting makes sense to top motion picture and
TV (tape and live) producers, directors and directors of
photography and lighting—to Hollywood crews on loca¬
tion—to free lancers and beginners who just hung out
their shingles.
CECO is the largest single source of lighting equipment in
the world. Our storehouses bulge with all makes—Mole
Richardson, ColorTran, J. G. McAlister, BardwellMcAlister, Century, Kliegl, Lowell and Strong.

Equipment includes brutes, broads, spots, floods, dimmers,
transformers, generators on trailers and truck-mounted,
reflectors, scrims, boosters, cranes, dollies, grips, portable
dressing rooms and miles and miles of cable.

CECO is in a class by itself when it comes to quality, to
rigid service and promptness—and low, low rental prices.
On your next job—call CECO and be safe.
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(£flni€Rfl Couipmeni (o.,inc.
Dept.

A-17,315

W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y., JUdson 6-1420

In Hialeah, Florida:
TUxedo 8-4604
51 E. 10th Ave.

In Hollywood, California:
Hollywood 9-8321
6510 Santa Monica Blvd.
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a complete
^ lighting

CINE-TECHNICAL TRENDS
ASC’s Research Committee
Issues Recommendation
The Research and Educational Com¬

Vulcanized fibre case 15"x23"x6V2" has
four compartments containing: 6- Lowel-Light
tape-up, clamp-on units; 6- Lowel-Light R40
Barndoors; 2- aluminum, 9' stands, space for
two more; 3- 25' neoprene extension cords,
each with 3 outlets; 1- roll Gaffer-Tape for
wall mounting lights; 6- foam padded R40
bulb holders — bulbs cannot break! 2- fuses.

mittee of the American Society of Cine¬
matographers, following through on its
program of establishing recommenda¬
tions for standardization in film in¬
dustry procedures, has circulated its
Recommendation No. 6 on DoubleFrame Camera Aperture Dimensions.
These cover double-frame cameras used
for wide-screen motion picture photog¬
raphy, as described in detail in the
ASC’s American Cinematographer
Maniml, and are set forth in the Com¬
mittee’s Recommendation Report as
follows:
DOUBLE-FRAME CAMERA APERTURE
DIMENSIONS
A.S.C. RECOMMENDATION NO. 6

QU E

only compact
lighting kit with enough gear for most locations

-F I E D

a completely
integrated system for fast, professional lighting

-O

less bulbs

$124.50

LOWEL-LIGHT PHOTO ENGNR., 429 W. 54th ST., N. Y.

SAVE MONEY
When Filming In Europe
By Renting Your
Camera Equipment From

CHEVEREAU
PARIS, FRANCE

We Service The Entire Continent

CAMERAS
CRANES
DOLLIES

1. Scope
1.1 This recommendation specifies the
aperture dimensions for a motion
picture camera using 35MM nega¬
tive raw stock with a perforation
pitch of 0.187" and having a
movement stroke of 8 perforations
per frame.
1.2 It should be noted that the film
travels horizontally through the
aperture from right to left as view¬
ed from behind the camera.
1.3 The registration pins are located
one perforation below the aperture
to the left, as seen from behind the
camera, with the full-size pin en¬
tering the lower and the horizontal
fitting pin the upper perforation.
2. Dimensions
2.1 The dimensions shall be 1.486"x
0.992".
2.2 Ground glass and finder markings
for these cameras, as well as de¬
tailed information with flow
charts, are in accord with the
A.S.C. Manual, pages 48, 49, and
50 under Wide Screen Systems
No. 3 and No. 4.
2.3 The dimensions of the negative
raw stock to be used in these cam¬
eras shall be in accord with ASA
PH 22.93—1956.
3. Usage

20 RUE DE LA CHINE
PARIS 20, FRANCE

Tels: MEN 9472. PYR 5104
Cable: Cameraloc Paris
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3.1 This camera aperture is identical
for all motion picture cameras for
theatrical production methods in

both non-anamorphic
morphic photography.

and

ana-

3.2 The anamorphic ratio presently
used in conjunction with this aper¬
ture is 1.5:1.
3.3 Negatives obtained in shooting
with the recommended camera
aperture are original negatives and
can be used for release prints in
35MM after an optical turnover of
90° plus reduction printing.
3.4 35MM prints can be non-anamorphic or anamorphic depending on
the desired release print method
which may also introduce an ad¬
ditional anamorphic printer step
of 1.33:1 for a compatible 2:1
squeezed print.
3.5 Anamorphic negatives described
in paragraph 3.1 above can also
be used to obtain compatible nonanamorphic 70MM release prints.
3.6 These negatives are also used with¬
in the scope of a complete trans¬
parency process, whereby however,
double-frame positive prints are
made to use large area positive
prints for single, double, or triple
head transparency projection.
The Society’s Research and Educa¬
tional Committee is headed by Walter
Beyer and Hal Mohr, ASC, Chairman
and Co-chairman respectively. Soon to
be announced, according to William
Daniels, President of the ASC, is the
Committee’s recommendations on Cine¬
rama camera aperture Standards, flat
and squeezed release methods for films
for TV, and all presently-used 35mm
camera apertures.
Eye-Within-An-Eye
The Bell & Howell Company has de¬
veloped an electric eye-within-an-eye
that lifts back-lighted scenes from the
shadows. Called the Dual Electric Eye,
the highly sensitive device computes
the correct exposure for the subject of
a back-lighted scene, compensating for
the reflection of the sun’s rays into the
electric eye. Ordinary electric eye cam¬
eras powered by a single photocell
read these extraneous rays of light, and
produce an underexposed picture. The
Dual Electric Eye has a second photo¬
cell that compensates for this.
■
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PUZZLED ABOUT EDITING
MULTIPLE SOUND TRACKS?
IF SO THEN TRY THE NEW

MM

From this

CAMART ADD-A-UNIT
EXTENSIDN PLAH
For Series 20 Moviola

HERE’S HOW IT WORKS!
Attaches easily in a few min
utes, without drilling or tapping
holes. No tools required to in
stall.
NOT A PERMANENT
INSTALLATION
It can be removed simply and
quickly and mounted on another
Moviola. With the Add-A-Unit
you can edit and cut three or
more sound tracks simultane¬
ously—no need to re-run thru
the entire picture.

HERE’S WHAT YOU GET:
1. The Add-A-Unit
extension
plate ribbed construction of
durable aluminum alloy, pre¬
cision machined to fit any
series 20 Moviola film editing
machine in perfect alignment.
2. Extra belt guards and screws.
3. Complete flexible coupling
assembly to interlock sound
heads.

Camart Add-A-Unit
Extension Plate

$

4.

Extra flange.

5. Amplifier connections with all
ready made fittings for easy
insallation.
6. Separate volume controls per¬
mit individual control over
each sound head, including
the composite.

259

COMPLETE

camaa

muT

Additional Separate Sound heads with take-ups—Prices on Request.

eaMERa muhtu.

1845 BROADWAY (of 60th St.)

NEW YORK 23 . Plaza 7-6977 . Coble, Comerooiott

at Columbus Circle next to
New York’s new Coliseum
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Famous
Professional Equipent Away Below Market Prices. Limited quantities-some only one
of a kind. Many items new, others expertly reconditioned and modernized, or as listed.
We must reduce our enormous inventory. We can't possibly show every item in stock, so
if you want something not listed here, most likely we have or can obtain it on short
notice-and AT PRICE SAYINGS SELDOM FOUND ELSEWHERE. It pays to check with S.O.S.
NEW... USED ... REBUILT ... TRADE-INS... GOVT. SURPLUS-World

^

WRITE FOR COMPLETE BULLETIN OF THIS MONTH'S BARGAIN SPECIALS

★CAMERAS, 16MM

★CAMERA ACCESSORIES

★MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS

j

EK CINE SPECIAL 11 w/100' magazine,
Par Adapter and beam splitter; excel¬
lent
condition.
$795

MITCHELL NC RABY BLIMP with follow
focus. Excellent condition.... .$995
EK CINE SPECIAL CECO BLIMP with sync
motor. Excellent condition.$395
MAURER custom 1200' blimp for vertical
motor mount; closeout.$69.50
BARNEYS Sound proof insulated for Wall
35mm camera. Size 31" x 35" x 4"
accommodates most cameras. Value
$125. Unused govt, surplus.$49.50

CUSTOM BUILT 35mm Step Printer, pilot pin registration. Fair cond.$395
B&H PRINTER, 35mm step contact, pilot
pin
spreaders,
semi-automatic light
change. Very good condition.$995

j
[
|
j

CINECOLOR Double Head 35mm Step
Printer with automatic lite change and
timing device. Orig. $12,000. (Barvk
foreclosure). Good condition.$2495

|

1

★RECORDING EQUIPMENT

j

CINEPHONIC MAGNETIC recording, 400'
Mitchell mag, 3 Elgeet lenses, turret,
transistor
amplifier,
power
supply,
mike. Pro-Jr. tripod & triangle. Orig.
$3000; like new.$1495
FAMOUS BOLEX HI6, 3 fast lenses, tri¬
focal finder, speeds 8/64 fps, frame &
footage counter,- like new.$295
BOLEX with 400' magazine, rackover,
telescopic
finder;
110/24V
motor.
Closeout. Serviceable cond.$247.50
MAURER 05, t6mm prod camera; syncmotor; 400' mag; finder,- 3-lens tur¬
ret. Orig. $5500; excellent.$1995

★LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
MACBETH
QUANTALCK3,
Photometer,
transmission
attachment.
$870
list.
Like new; never used.$695
DUPONT 35MM EDGE NUMBERING ma¬
chine,- completely reconditioned....$1295
NEUMADE 16MM FILM CLEANING ma¬
chine,
reconditioned.$169.50

FAIRCHILD SYNCSOUND head,
like
new.

$149.50

KINEVOX 4-position mixer, Ac oper, VU
meter. Cost $495. Like new.$225
STANCIL - HOFFMAN
SYNCHRONOUS
MAGNETIC RECORDERS. Favored by
major studios in Hollywood. Watch-

1

1

j
]

Your idle or surplus equipment may fill the bill for another
producer, laboratory, TV station, etc. Tell us what you
have, whether for rent or sale, and we will offer it to a
receptive customer. THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR THIS
SERVICE.
The S.O.S. Trading Post also accepts certain selected
items on consignment, and displays them in our New
York or Hollywood showrooms where many sales are
made. S.O.S. is always ready to buy or trade.

HOUSTON-FEARLESS
TC-1 CAMERA CRANE

BELL & HOWELL
35MM ANIMATION CAMERA

Allows all camera effects from
very high to very low, vertical
and
horizontal
panning,
long
and
continuous dolly shots
or
any
combination.
Smooth,
steady,
quiet.
Counter-balance
baom;
rotating
mount.
Lead
weights
support
cameraman.
Boom raised, lowered or rotat¬
ed
full
360°.
Platform carries
cameraman
seated,
rotates
in¬
dependently for horizontal pan¬
ning.
$5800 factory price.
Ex¬
cellent
condition.$3495

Includes 400' magazine,- dissolve,- primatic thru
the lens focusser,- NEW AUTOMATIC FOLLOW
FOCUS ATTACHMENT, fits almost any stand.
$7000 value. Very good condition.$2995
PATHE 35mm FILMSTRIP CAMERA; Lens; 4-200'
magazines; single frame, forward and reverse
syncmotor,
frame
counter,switch.
Recondi¬
tioned
.$695
ACME 7' Animation Stand sliding pegs, B & H
35mm camera. Acme stop motion motor. Value
$12,500. Excellent condition. .$3795

M-R MIKE BOOM
HOUSTON-FEARLESS
FILM PROCESSORS

PERAMBULATOR

With refrigeration,
recirculation,
air pump, variable speed, etc.

Mole-Richardson
late
model,
list
$2206; like new..$1395

like precision, fine performers:—
Stancil-Hoffman
edge

and

mixer,

S-5,

center

playback

2

reverse

amplifier

&

16mm,

amplifier,
2

S-6,

speaker.

17'/5mm,
cases.

condition

with
P24C

Orig,

Orig.

playback

power

sup¬

$2800.

Good

.$895

t^PROJECTORS, BACKGROUND, PREVIEW
VARIABLE

MOTION

PROJECTORS,

sound,

3000' capacity.

wa.d;

reverse;

me

35mm

Footswitch,-

hispeed,-

MODEL 22B, 16mm neg/pos; 45
SPM;
se.viceable.$1995

RABY
STUDIO
PERAMBULATOR
range 22" to 90", 2 seats, 360°
turntable;
$3000
originally.
Ex¬
cellent
condition.$895

LABMASTER, 16mm neg/pos; late
model;
serviceable.$2250
MODEL 1 1 B, 16mm rev/pos/neg:
reconditioned
.$2495

speed.

Includes

stand.

New

amplifier

and

rolling

condition.$1195

position
switches,-

reconditioned.$1295

Stancil-Hoffman
ply,

case

tracks;

forward,

$2400;

2

MODEL K-3, 16mm neg/pos/rev;
serviceable
.$1295

MOTORIZED DOLLY, revolving head,
7' boom height, 2 seats, Hi-Hat,
light
brackets;
$4000
originally.
Excellent
condition.$6W

normal;

forslo-

FILMCRAFT 35MM
Process

Outfit.

Foreclosure).
PREVIEW
Vry,

value.

(Bank

condition.$1995

INTERLOCK
Good

BACKGROUND

$15,000

Fair

lOOOw

sound.

MOVIE

lamp,

PROJECTOR,

De-

runs

and

picture

condition.$995

★EDITING EQUIPMENT
AKELEY

35MM

posite

5"

inally

$3000;

CECO

35MM

X

sound

aerial

closeout.

VIEWERS,

&

image.

com¬
Orig¬

Good.$195

$600

originally,-

like

new.$199.50

35 mm. .$595
PRESTO
Orig.

70mm. .$895

HOT SPLICER, 16mm film/tape.
$747.80; reconditioned.$495

FOSTER AUTOMATIC REWIND on table
with inspection lite. 11OV AC 60cy.,
heavy duty motor, ft. pedal control,
speeds zero to 875 RPM. New....$495

★ LIGHTING

VIEWER,
7"

condition

B&H FT. SPLICERS, excellent cond.

FOR FURTHER
INFORMATIOll OHi
ANT PROdUi^l f

EQUIPMENT

PORTABLE
220/1 lOV
SWITCHBOARD;
SOOOw; voltmeter; Variac, fused circuit
breakers,- heavy cables; 6 double plugboxes; 4 standard outlets. Originally
cost $850. Hardly used.$195

Visit Our 'ShpWroonffi^
or Writelor Brochure- '

formerly S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.

602 WEST 52nd STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. Y. • Phone; PLaza 7-0440
Western Branch; 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Caliiomia •

• Telegram: FAX, N. Y.
Phone; HOllywood 7-2124

The Sensational
TEL - Amatic^
TRMSIST-O-SOUi l6/3Sinin leg/Pos

FILM IiriES

ligMwelghl AMPLIFIER

with TEL-Animaprint^
Greatest dollar
for dollar value
in the industry!

The
UltraModern
TWO-CHANNEL self-contained
VU meter for night work, Wt.

unit.
3V2

Illuminated
lbs.$335

Way to
Clean
Films
Safely!

COMPLETE

Only

$3600
Tile

first

MACHINE
—tile

sensibly

priced

for

quality,

tiigh

answer

curacy

in

tricky

titles

achieved

in

registration

on

Ttie

color

paper

in

trailer

any

super-imposed

precision

ac¬

intricate

and

black-&-white
assure

acetate

cells.

sub-titles,

are

Prints

titles,

commercials,
shadow

slide

and

to

sub¬

permits sound-on-film

films,

third

kind

ground,

of

art,

including

TEL-Animaprint
to

produce

at

less cost.

TV

di¬

Ideal

Effects

Film

Labs.,

Commercial

or

live

action

back¬

photographs.

Hot

more

Stations,

scenic

Press

is

attractive
Titling

titles

Animators,

&

coast

in

daily

newsfilm

work.

newsfilm

Its

portability

where

previously

only silent coverage was possible.
Frequency
20

to

response

15,000

galvanometer.

cps,

is

flat

within

equalized

1

for

db

the

Speech-music switch

from

Auricon

permits

more

or less bass response as desired. Mike input re¬

specially

for Motion

This unit is now in some 25 ATV stations coast

pro¬

mensional effects, etc. These may be applied to
any

ONE-CHANNEL
in-camera unit.
Illuminated VU
meter. External power supply provides all power,
including IIO-V A.C. Added weight to camera,
6 ozs. Power supply weight, 6 lbs.$550

perfect

instant use. Will

language—main

titles, TV

TITLE

lettering

and

pegs

or

dry

most

or

Acme

colored foil for

titles

titles,

any
ease.

PRESS

fast,

economy

titling.

with

dry from
duce

to

film

HOT

in

Picture

designed
less

Artwork,

Advertising

time

Producers,
Special

Agencies,

Photographers, Art Studios, Etc.

ceptacles

are

Cannon

XLR

type,

present day audio equipment.
than

AC

supply

and

in

mikes.

one

mounted

on

No cables, other

Everything

case,

standard

including

on

your

track

camera.

VU meter right in front as you look through the
viewfinder either zoom or standard finder. Quieter
than tube amplifiers. Broadcast type construction.

ELECTRONIC TEL-Animaprint
Type

heated

changes
-f-

or

—

in

at

room
1 °

constant

rate

temperatures.

automatically
Accuracy

Standard

TEL-Anamaprint

(g)Reg. Trademorlc

with

manual

switches

on

permitting

within

F by ‘Thermistor. .

*Fenwa/'s Patented Control

One tiny battery for amplifier. One mike control
despite

$595

Seven

both

amplifier

“blooping”

transistors

are

of
used

AND

the
in

track

track
an

as

RCA

current
you

go.

licensed

circuit. A separate meter is used for track lamp

Unit

current

control.$495

is

AND

always

Write for brochure

amplifier

connected
Wide

r nnTipO

Range

to

battery check.
output

Audio

RCA

of

VU

meter

amplifier.

Licensed

I

TEL-Amatic 16/35mm Film Cleaning Machine does
more work and
price!

It

has

better than

been

most

exacting

even

the

laboratory

softest

machines twice the

thoroughly tested
conditions.

emulsions

emerge

under the
Films

with

scratch-free,

crystal clean and clear—safely removes all dirt,
grime
protect

and

smudges.

precious

TEL-Amatic

Foolproof

safety

factors

negatives.

requires

no

previous

experience

or

skills. The operator simply throws the switch and
TEL-Amatic does the rest. Over 1000 ft. of film is
cleaned every six
erate a
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

minutes. One person can

battery of these

op¬

machines.

Jet-Spray Film Wash tor 16mm and 35mm
Curved Air-Blast
Squeegees
(pat.
applied
Special Non-Scratch Buffers
Requires Only 15 Ft. of Leader
Automatic Operation—Pushbutton Control
Designed for Originals and Release Prints
Continuous Air and Solution Filtering
Electric Solution Level Indicator
Complete operation VISIBLE at all times
Variable Speed DC Drive
Take-Up Torque Motor, Adjustable, Reversible
3000 Ft. Film Capacity, Reels or Cores
Speed over 10,000 Feet per Hour
Transmission, Silent Timing Belt

Film
for)

formerly

$.0.$. PHOTO-CIN L- Ur I \h\ Inc. S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP<
602 WEST 52nd STREET, NEW YORK 19, N.Y.

—

Phone:

PLaza 7-0440

WESTERN BRANCH: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California

—

—

Telegram: “FAX, N.Y."

Phone: HOIlywood

bargain

specials

7-21 24 Itwo preceding pages.

BEHIND
WHAT

THE

ERAS

INDUSTRY’S

OTING

LAST

MONTH

Charles

Straumer,

“Fare

Exchange”*

Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Reprieve” (Kaufman-

(pilot).

Lubin Prod.) with Ben Gazzara and Stuart
Whitman. Millard Kaufman, director.

Frank Carson, “Window on Main Street*”.

Jack

Priestly,

“Naked

City”*

(Screen

Gems).

Ted Voightlander, “Ben Casey”*.
Robert Planck, ASC, “My Three Sons”*.

BIOGRAPH

STUDIOS—New York

FILMWAYS

George Stoetzel, ASC, “Car 54 Where Are

You?”*.
CASCADE PICTURES

Morris

FOX WESTERN AVENUE

Robert Hauser, “Bus Stop”*

Gordon Avil, ASC, “Mr. Smith Goes to
(pilot).

Richard Rawlings, “Margie”*
GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS

Joe Biroc, ASC, “Empire Series”* (pilot).
Irving

Lippman,

“The

Science

County”*

(pilot).

Jack Marta, “Route 66”*.
Robert Wycoff, “The Hathaways”* “Medi¬
cine Man”*

Arthur

(Pilot)

Ornitz

&

Joseph

Coffey,

“Requiem for a
Heavyweight”
(Paman
Prod.; shooting in N.^.) with Anthony
Quinn and Jackie Gleason. Ralph Nelson,
director.

Wilkie

Cooper,

“Jason and the Golden
Fleece” (Super Dynamation & Color; Morningside World Wide Prods.; shooting in
Italy) with Todd Armstrong and Nancy
Kovack. Don Chaffey, director.

Bob Huke, “The War Lover” (Arthur Hornblow Prod.; shooting in England)
with
Steve McQueen and Robert Wagner. Philip
Leacock, director.

Charles Welborn, “Dennis the Menace”*;
“APO 923”*

(Pilot).

Fred Gately, ASC, “Hazel”*.
Philip Lathrop, ASC, “Experiment in
Terror” (Geoffrey-Kate prod.; shooting in
San Francisco) with Glenn Ford and Lee
Remick. Blake Edwards, producer-director.
Philip Tannura, ASC, “Shannon”*.
Gert

Andersen,

ASC,

York

“The
Defenders”*
(CBS) Boris Sagal and Buzz Kulich, direc¬
tors.

James Van Trees, ASC, “Dobbie Cillis”*.

COLUMBIA STUDIOS

Washington”*

STUDIOS—New

Hartzband,

Roy Seavvright, Commercials*.
Henry Sharp, ASC, Commercials*.

“Donna

Reed

Show”*.

Robert Moreno, “Adventures of Ozzie &
Harriet”*.

Robert Hager, “Perry Mason”*.
Arch Dalzell, “Mister Ed”*
Harry Wolf, “Hennessey*.

Alex

Phillips, “The Forsaken Garden”
(Color; shooting in Mexico City)
with
Merle Oheron and Steve Cochran. Richard
Rush, director.

OzziE

Morris,

“Term

of

Trial”

(Remus

Prod, for Warners Release; shooting in
Dublin) with Laurence Olivier and Simone
Signoret. Peter Glenville, director.

Fred Young, “Lawrence of Arabia” (Super
P Vision; Eastman color; Horizon Pictures
(GB);
Columbia
release;
shooting
in
Spain) with Alec Guinness and Anthony
Quinn. David Lean, director.
Joe

MacDonald, ASC, “Taras Bulba”
(Harold Hecht Prod, for UA release; shoot¬
ing in Salta, Argentina) with Tony Curtis
and Yul Brynner. J. Lee Thompson, direc¬
tor.
KEYWEST STUDIOS

Fred West, ASC, (Family Films) Series of
METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER

Benny

Arthur Arling, ASC, “Boys’ Night Out”
Griffith

Show”*.

Henry Cronjager, “Joey Bishop Show”*.
DESILU—Culver City

Glen M.acWilliams, ASC, “The Untouch¬
ables”*.

Lothrop

Worth,

ASC,

“The

Real

Mc¬

Coys”*.
DESILU—Gower Studios

Edward

Fitzgerald,

ASC,

“Victor

Borge

Show”* (pilot).
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OIULIIV AND SERVIEE

Bob Downey, “Candid Camera”*.

Show’*;

Andy

Guaranteed

INDEPENDENT

Street”*

“The

•

Meredith Nicholson, “The New Breed”*.

Philip

ASC,

0,000"”

NEW YORK 36, N.Y.

RoBEp de Grasse, ASC, “Dick VanDyke
Hickox,

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

DEPT. A, 315 WEST 43rd STREET

GOLDWYN STUDIOS

Show”*

Sid

Approx, weight, projector.1500
”
sync generator. 300
”
rheostat. 90
”
accessories . 150

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.

Reli gious pictures.

“Danny Thomas Show”*.

• 500-ft. capacity
• 200 Amp. Arc Lamphouse
• Bell & Howell movement with
registration pins
• Rheostat with light intensify
stop switches
• Two camera interlock motors—
for Mitchell tsIC & BNC
• Complete set various focal length
proiection lenses
• Forward and Reverse controls
• All connecting cables
• All components—completely blimped
for very low noise level
• Proiector mounted on dollied pedestal
with horizontal and vertical adjustments

Complete

DESILU—Cahuenga Studios

Nick Musuraca, ASC, “The Jack

35mm Projector
S pecifications:

Charles van Enger, ASC, “Lassie”*.

BILTMORE STUDIOS — N.Y.

HANSARD
Rear Screen
Process

NOTE: Asterisks following titles indicate television film productions.

ALLIED ARTISTS

Custom Built

Lathrop, ASC,

“333

Montgomery

(pilot).

(C’Scope & Color; Emhassy-Kimco-Filmways
Prod.) with Kim Novak and James Garner.
Michael Gordon, director.

Claude

Rozier, “Rififi in Tokyo” (Cipra
Prod.) with Karl Boehm and Charles Vanel.
Jacques Deray, director.
Milton Krasner, ASC, “Two Weeks in
Another Town” (C’Scope & Color; shooting
in Rome) with Kirk Douglas and Edw. G.
Robinson. Vincente Minnelli, director.
Lucien Andriot, ASC, “National Velvet”*.
Continued On Next Page

MM

HACK&WHne
REVERSM UE
POSITIVE priidim;
COLOR ProcessingSuper Anscochrome

COLOR PRIKTIIC
Work prints—Timed Prints
Color to Color prints—A & B roll prints
Color to B & W prints—Fodes-Dissolves
Dupe Negative—Multiple prints
Raw stock—Fastex service
Loop printing
Write for complete information

FILM
LABORATORIES
350 W. 50th ST. • NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
JUdson 6-7196
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BEHIND THE CAMERAS

Robert Gough, “Bachelor Father”*.

Continued From Preceding Page

cus”*.

Ray

Flin,

Neal

“Frontier

Beckner,

Cir¬

Neal Beckner, “Bob Cummings Show”*
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

John Warren, ASC, Walter Strenge, ASC,

Harkness Smith, “Dr. Kildare”*.

“Wells Fargo”*.

William Spencer, “Cain’s Hundred”*,
Robert

ASC,

Pittack,

“Father

Ray

of

the

Ruttenberg, ASC, “Who’s Got the
Action?” (P’Vision; color; Amro Prod. 1
with Dean Martin and Lana Turner. Daniel
Mann, director.

enclosed.

&

Gilbert Warrenton, ASC, “Target the Cor-

ruptors”*
Howard Schwartz, “The Rifleman”*

“Apartment

the

Ship

AMERICAN

Rome”*

C.O.D..

Zone..

State.
•for orders mailed within California, please
add 4% sales tax.

“Leave

It

to

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

“The Lion” (Deluxe color &
C’Scope; shooting in Africa; Samuel C.
Engel Prod.) with William Holden and
Capucine. Jack Cardiff, director.

Ted

Scaife,

William Mellor, ASC, “Mr. Hobbs Takes

a Vacation” (Jerry Wald Prod.) with James
Stewart and Maureen O’Hara. Henry Koster, director.
Ibbetson, “Nine Hours to Rama”
(C’Scope; Deluxe color; Red Lion Prod.;
shooting in India) with Horst Buchholz
and Jose Ferrer. Mark Robson, producerdirector.
Arthur

Garmes, ASC, “Hemingway’s Young
Man” (C’Scope & Color; Jerry Wald Prod.)
with Richard Beymer and Paul Newman.
Martin Ritt, director.

Lee

Kenneth Peach, ASC, “Follow the Sun”*
Ahlrn, ASC,

Lloyd

“Adventures in Para¬

dise”*
Leon Shamroy, ASC, “Cleopatra” (J. Man-

kiewicz Prod.; Todd-AO; shooting in Rome)
with Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton.
Joseph Mankiewicz, director.

RENNAHAN,
A.S.C.

Photographs most of the
“Laramie” TV films,
which are produced at
Revue Studios in Holly¬
wood. Rennahan is vet¬
eran Technicolor camera¬
man.

WARNER BROS.

Carl Guthrie, ASC, “The Third Man”*.
George

ASC,

Diskant,

“Dick

Powell

Show”*.
Wilfrid

Cline,

ASC,

“Robert

Taylor De¬

tectives”*.
Howard

Schwartz,

“Mrs.

G Goes to Col¬

lege”*.

Jack

Marquette,

Robert

Hoffman,

“Ha¬

Jack Marquette, “Maverick”*.
Wili.ard Vanderveer, “Cheyenne”*.
Harold Stine, ASC, “Battle Zone”* (pilot).
Ralph

REVUE STUDIOS

ASC, John
Warren, ASC, “Alcoa Theatre”*.
Neal

Ray Fernstrom, ASC, Robert Tobey, ASC,

waiian Eye”*.

Beckner,

Benj.

Kline,

ASC,

Woolsey,

Bob

Hoffman,

Lewis Jennings, “Surfside Six”*.
Lewis

Jennings,

Pf.verell

“77 Sunset Strip”*.
Ray

Fernstrom,

ASC,

Frank

John Russell, ASC, Dale Deverman, “Gen¬

Clifford

eral Electric Theatre”*.

“Everglades”*

Warren, ASC, William Margulies,
ASC, “87th Precinct”*.

William

Margulies,

ASC, “Checkmate”*

ASC,

Fred

Mandl,

Carson,

“Bronco”*.

John

“Thriller”*.

ASC,

Marley,

Ralph Woolsey, ASC, Harold Stine, ASC,

Robert Krasker, “Act of Mercy”
cade-Concorde Prod.; shooting in
with
Leslie
Caron
and
David
Anthony Asquith, director.

Ellis Thackery, ASC, Benj. Kline, ASC,

No.

.

ee

in

Grant, “Phantom of the Opera”
(Color; UI-Hammer PrO'd.; shooting in Lon¬
don) with Herbert Lorn and Heather Sears.
Terence Fisher, director.
MANUAL
Colif.

Train”*

(pilot).

Arthur

Nome.
Street

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

Burke,

“Wagon

ASC,

Stengler,

RAY

Lester Shorr, ASC, “Pete and Gladys”*.

Charles

ASC,

Beaver”*.

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”*

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER
P.O. Box 2230
Hollywood 28,

.Paymt.

Mack

PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS

Post Paid

Please send me.copies of
CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL.

Boggs,

Frank Phillips, “Have Gun Will Travel”*.

$7.50
.

Haskell

John Nicholaus, Jr., “Outlaws”*.

Charts, tables and diagrams give instant an¬
swers to problems relating to lens angles, filter
factors,
shutter openings,
camera
speeds,
ex¬
posure, lighting, aspect rotios, etc., etc. Order
your copy todayl

.

ASC,

ASC, “Bonanza”*

Informational text covers data never before
published
on
panning
speeds,
optical
effects,
ultra high-speed photography, underwater cinema¬
tography, background plates, process shots, trav¬
eling
mattes,
day-for-night
photography,
color
temperature, etc.

.

Charles Lang. Jr., ASC, “A Girl Named
Tamiko” (P’Vision-color; Hall Wallis Prod.)
with Laurence Harvey and France Nuyen.
John Sturges, director.
Castt.e.

Strenge,

Slocome, “Freud”
(shooting in
Munich) with Montgomery Clift and Susan¬
nah York. John Huston, producer-director.

Jo-SEPH

w.itfp

Walter

Douglas

Swain, “Rawhide”*.

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

Never before a helpful book like this! Gives
detailed answers to hundreds of problems and
questions related
to theatrical,
TV,
industrial,
military, educational and documentary film pro¬
duction.

and

Neal Beckner, “Bob Cummings Show”*.

Photographing “Who’s
Got The Action” at
Paramount Studios,
marking first time
this
veteran
MGM
cinematographer has
worked on another
studio lot in 26
years.

There’s something to help you on
every page of this fact-packed
book!

“Ichabod

Vogel, ASC, “Wonderful World of
the BrotliPis Grimm” (MGM Cinerama;
Geo. Pal Prod.)
with Laurence Harvey
and Karl Boehm. Henry Levin and George
Pal, director.

JOS. RUTTENBERG,
A.S.C.

TV or Theatres
Industry
Education
Government
Research, Etc.

ASC,

MacKenzie,

Me”*.

Jack

... if you shoof motion pictures
for:

Jack

ASC, “Laramie”*.

Bride”*
Paul

MOST RELIABLE
GUIDE!

Rennahan,

(CavalSpain)
Niven.

ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS
Poland,

(shooting

in

Florida)

Monroe Askins, “Rip Cord”*
Curt Fetters, “King of Diamonds”*.
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IMMEDIATE DELIVERY on ACMADE
Heavy volume of sales
has resulted in steppedup production and in¬
creased production fa¬
cilities by the Acmade
plant in England.

FLORMAN
&BABB

Recent Purchasers of Acmade Editing Tables
National Broadcasting
Company
J. Walter Thompson
U. S. Army Ordnance
N. Y. Board of
Education
Stamford University,
Cal.

• Safety Enterprises,
Ohio
• Sound & Scene
Productions, Texas
• Porta Films, Mich.
• Bay State Films, Mas:
• Canadian Ministry of
Defense

exclusive western
hemisphere distributor,
is now stocking all
models for immediate
delivery.

NEW FROM ACMADE

ACMADE MARK

ACMADE TUNGSTEN
PRECISION SPLICER

EDITING TABLE
Makes Editing Easy!

This moderately priced splicer incorporates
new precision features which insure absolute
accuracy and safety in splicing. Three models
are available: Model 16-16mm., Model 3535mm., Model 35-16 combination 35mm. and
16mm.

2975
1. The combination 35mm.16mm. Model features retracttable 35mm. and 16mm. pins.
This permits center placement
of the 16mm. pins for A and B
roll splicing.

4. Specially designed righthand pressure block permits
easy and accurate back-scrap¬
ing on all models.

2. Stainless steel blocks are precision fitted with
Tungsten-Carbide inserts for cutting. Cutting edges
will remain sharp and last forever.
3. Attached scraper adjustable for depth
jig incorporated on splicer base.

fitting

5. Tempered steel springs pro¬
vide perfect pressure, posi¬
tioning film firmly during
scrap ingandsplicingprocesses.
6. Thermostatically controlled
heater maintains constant
100° temperature.

Model 16 - $299

f.o.b. New York
Operation of this simple, efficient editing
machine can be mastered in minutes Con¬
tinuous (non-intermittent) movement pro¬
vides absolute protection for your film. Incontrols and declutching allows up to
50/o greater speed for pic & sound editing.
All combinations of 16mm and/or 35mm
channe s, plus magnetic and optical sound
available.

Model 35 — $299
Model 35-16 — $399

WRITE FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

Acmade Foot-Operated Splicer with Tungsten Tipped Blades

Combination
16mm-35mm
Model

$1495
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This splicer is constructed, as is usual
with ACMADE products, of the finest mate
rials and workmanship. All castings are of
the best quality and the top body and
cutter arms are seasoned to prevent dis¬
tortion after machining. The machining is
carried out to limits of± .0005" in order
that the cutter blades shall close in a dead
parallel manner. The cutter blades are
made from stainless steel with Tungsten
Carbide inserts, and afterwards ground
lapped and polished to a limit of ± .0002"
thickness and the cutting edges relieved by
1°. The Tungsten Carbide inserts will have

indefinite life and will not require sharp¬
ening as with other types. A heater unit
is installed In the top body of the machine.
The top light in a well glass fitting is at¬
tached to the body of the machine and also
an Inspection light in the waste bin to¬
gether with cement bottle and brush. A
scraper block is supplied and also a
scraper block setting jib and support shelf
rubber-covered. The whole machine is fin¬
ished in first quality grey hammer and all
metal parts other than cutter blades are
hard flash chromed.
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Not so long ago men imagined that strange crea¬
tures lay in wait amid the unknown reaches of
the stratosphere and space beyond.
Today, what with radio probes and unmanned in¬
vestigative satellites slamming around at great dis¬
tances, much more has been learned about tbe dan¬
gers of manned space flight.
But no strange creatures. Not even a single fly¬
ing saucer remains of all those once reported in
our planetary vicinity.
In Walt Disney’s ‘‘Moon Pilot,” feature-length
farce based on some of the most topical thinking
of the day, we have a different story in which a
redoubtable astronaut does encounter a creature—
in his moon-bound capsule. It has almond-shaped,
honey-colored eyes, honey-colored hair, a pert nose,
red lips, two arms, two legs and speaks English
with a foreign accent.
A strange creature—but only in her origin. She
is beautiful Lyrae from a distant galaxy who has
come aboard to see the pilot through to his desti¬
nation and to romance far, far away.
It isn’t often that a feature comedy is cited for
its photography; but William Snyder’s color photog¬
raphy and lighting for “Moon Pilot” easily demon¬
strates how imaginative camera work is as important
as any other factor in giving this type story the
strongest possible impact on the screen.
Since the basic premise of “Moon Pilot” is en¬
tirely scientific and actually in step with the latest
headlines (and also because the Air Force is rep¬
resented as the authoritative body involved), the
atmosphere of realism had to be preserved through¬
out. Within this authentic framework, however,
broad farce and fantasy are played to the hilt—
relying largely on effective camera treatment to
make the whole zany affair seem believable.
The Story Line

In the opening sequence, a massive rocket roars
heavenward from Vandenberg Air Force Base while
the top brass of the Air Force sweats out progress of
the moon shot in the Satellite Control Center. Highly
coordinated activity hums in the blockhouse during
the countdown and blast-olf. Then the action switches
to the roomier, dimly-lighted, hushed precincts of
satellite control. Great screens and panels chart the
earth and a large segment of our solar system, pro¬
viding a visual mosaic of weather trends around the
world, the moon’s ever-changing position in relation
to the earth, and the orbital trajectory of the space
ship itself. The outward course of the moon ship is
marked by the progressive flashing of red lights, and
its return by green—each light indicating progress
in time, by the seven hours, and in miles by the
thousand.
When, on the orbital trajectory screen, the space
capsule is seen to have rounded the moon and sets
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SCHEDULED FOR A flight to the moon. Captain
Tryon)

center,

helps

load

a

space

capsule

this scene from Walt Disney's "Moon

Richmond Talbot (Tom

aboard

flight

transport

in

Pilot.”

Some highlight's on the filming of

"MOON
By
All

HERB
photos

©

A.

MCMLXl

by

LIGHTMAN
Walt

Disney

productions.

course for home, the project is turned over to a re¬
covery group aboard a giant “Flying Boxcar,” which
soon snatches the parachuting space ship from the
air, hauls it aboard, and pulls out the astronaut—a
slightly space-drunk chimpanzee. When a young
Air Force officer is selected to become the some¬
what reluctant “volunteer” to make the first human
moon-orbit flight, the plot shifts out-of-this-world in
more ways than one.
On a last three-day leave to visit home and
mother, the officer keeps encountering a mysteri¬
ously beautiful girl who seems to pop up out of
nowhere. He suspects she is a foreign spy until she
confesses that she is from another planet and has
come to warn him that the chemical coating on the
rocket is unsafe and must be changed if the astro¬
naut’s sanity is to survive the flight.
Practically with the speed of light, an interplan¬
etary romance develops between the officer and his
outer-space cutie. Evading a cordon of Federal Se¬
curity agents sent to keep him incommunicado until
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flight-time, the officer sneaks out of the harricaded
hotel room for a rendezvous in the park with the
girl. The authorities, certain that he has been lured
away by a foreign spy, set up a dragnet and engage
in a chase through Chinatown, Fisherman’s Wharf
and other picturesque sections of San Francisco.
He is finally corraled and stuffed into the space
capsule which is launched moonward with no fur¬
ther ado. However, he is no sooner space-borne when
the girl materializes in the cabin of the space ship
and invites him to her home planet for their honey¬
moon. When last seen he is happily going AWOL
on an interplanetary scale, while the general in
charge of the ground operation shouts himself hoarse
on the space radio.
The Photographic Approach
EN

ROUTE TO THE MOON, astronaut Talbot

checks

in

with

control center to report some strange goings-on in “Moon
tographed

for Walt Disney by William

satellite

Cinematographer Snyder is so successful in lend¬

Pilot,” pho¬

Snyder, ASC.

ing an air of visual reality to these improbable
goings-on that the film, up until the tim.e the gags
begin to fly, has the authentic feel of a serious tech¬
nological report such as the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration might sponsor. The il¬
lusion is heightened by the use of striking Air Force

PILOT"
...wacky, topical Walt Disney comedy.

footage of actual rocket launchings ])rinted in to
the television scopes in the control room.
In commenting on his photographic approach to
a

feature

like

“Moon

Pilot,”

Snyder

explains:

“Every cameraman likes to go dramatic with an¬
gles and lighting for visual mood. I’m just like
the rest in that respect. But in shooting a comedy
you can only go so far—and it’s important to know
where to stop. I don’t mean that comedy has to
Continued On Page 118

THE MITCHELL CAMERA, mounted on a crab dolly, is lined up for an

TWO "BRUTES” SUPPLY booster light for shooting this scene on a San

important shot of Tom Tryon and French actress Dany Saval for “Moon

Francisco

Pilot.” Location is Coit Tower promenade, San Francisco.

negative by William Snyder, ASC (left center, in white coat).
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street
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photographed
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Eastman

Color
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by
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skier

fellow

in

skiers

action, cameraman
and

photographed

reclined
with

on

toboggan

Arriflex

camera

hand-hold.

MOVING-CAMERA
SHOTS ON SKIS
How the thrilling action shots were filmed
for “Fantasy On Skis” for Walt Disney’s

men on skis themselves. Other shots were made by
cameram.en on toboggans—occasionally, I shudder
to add, runaway toboggans.
Also, we filmed a complete “dream” sequence—
a ballet performance on skis—also a night sequence
involving a search by torchlight over the slopes of
the rugged Rocky Mountains.
The entire production was filmed on location in
Aspen, Colorado, where writer-director Fred Iselin
maintains a lodge and ski school.
Frequently, production was slowed by blizzards,
sub-zero temperatures and generally poor winter
lighting conditions. Freezing and frozen cameras
were a problem, as were freezing and frozen cameramen.
All told, it took five months of almost daily shooting to get the footage needed to complete “Fantasy
on Skis.” Eighty thousand feet of 16mm color film
was exposed to obtain the approximately 2,000 feet
used in the final production. However, we were prepared for this when we arrived in Aspen in Decernher of 1960.
The cast required was drawn completely from
local talent. The star of “Fantasy on Skis” is nineyear-old Suzy Wirth, an Aspen resident and the
daughter of a Swiss skiing family. Rugged Suzy,
who has been on skiis almost since the day she
started to walk, was probably the most durable mem¬
ber of the company, maintaining a winning grin
in temperatures which would have frozen the claws
off a polar bear. In addition to Suzy, several famous Olympic skiers had supporting roles.
We used four 16mm cameras in filming “Fan¬
tasy on Skis”—two Arriflex, a Bolex H-16 and an
Eastman Kodak K-100. The film used in produc¬
tion was Eastman Ektachrome Commercial Film,
Type 7255, balanced for interior shooting at
Continued On Page 110

Wonderful World of Color television show.
By

MIKE

MURPHY

assigned to film an
avalanche of snow would be content to set up
his camera at an aesthetic, and safe, distance from
the slide. Recently, however, we added a new
dimension of realism to avalanche photography by
filming a snow slide from the middle, sliding down
hill along with it.
This was only one of the challenging situations
we encountered while filming Walt Disney’s “Fan¬
tasy on Skis,” an hour-long presentation which will
be premiered on “The Wonderful World of Color”
television show on NBC during the 1962 season.
In addition, we shot thousands of feet of 16mm
color film of some of the world’s finest skiers in
action, with much of the footage shot by camera¬
j^ORMALLY,
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A

CAMERAMAN

SHOOTING ONE of the several interiors on
rado’s famed

skiing

center. The Arriflex-16

location
camera

in Aspen, Colo¬
is

hand

held

for

closeup of St. Bernard dog which figures prominently in "Fantasy On
Skis.” Picture was shot entirely on
then blown

Ektachrome Commercial

16mm film,

up to 35mm color.
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MOVIELAB

MOVIELAB

FILM

LABORATORIES^

MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 W. 54th ST.||:
NEW YORK 19, N. Y. JUDSON 6^036^8

^ developing color negatives* additive color printing reduction printing including A & B • color
slide film processing* blowups* internegatives* Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing* Ektachrome developing and printing* registration printing* plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.

Cinematography
In The
Atomic Age
ATOMICS

How the in-plant motion picture unit of

INTERNATIONAL cameraman, Jerry Bettgn, focuses the Arriflex-16

on scope of electronic measuring instrument for closeups showing

molecular

action of graphite particles highly magnified.

Atomics International meets the hazards
of filming in areas of radiation.

By

DARRIN

SCOT

^INEMATOGRAPHY—in its many theatrical, com¬
mercial, industrial and scientific applications—
often involves certain occupational hazards which
frequently threaten the life, limb and general wel¬
fare of the cameraman. Perhaps the most dread¬
ful of these hazards, an inevitable result of the
Atomic Age, is the possibility of injury or death
resulting from overexposure to deadly radiation.
Although they tend to underplay the seriousness of
this constant threat (perhaps because “positive
thinking” is necessary to their peace of mind in the
pursuit of their chosen profession), the cameramen
of the in-plant film production unit of Atomics
International daily expose themselves to such dan¬
ger in order to further man’s knowledge of nuclear
energy and the conquest of space.
Scope of Activities

Atomics International, the nuclear research divi¬
sion of North American Aviation, Inc., near Los
Angeles, serves the Atomic Energy Commission in
two main areas of activity: (A) The development
of nuclear reactors for peaceful civilian uses, and
(B) the design and construction of special nuclear
reactors for developing electrical power for satel¬
lites and payload vehicles in space. The latter pro¬
gram is familiarly referred to as SNAP (Systems
for Nuclear Auxiliary Power).
In filming such research projects, the A-I Motion
Picture Unit wages a constant campaign against con¬
tamination of equipment and the exposure of its
personnel to unsafe amounts of radioactivity. An
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account of a recent assignment will graphically
illustrate the enormous precautions that are taken
to control the risks involved.
An unprecedented problem developed on a re¬
search project known as the Sodium Reactor Experi¬
ment. Damage to fuel elements and moderator cans
had occurred deep inside the core or “hot cell” of
the reactor. A crew had been assigned to attempt
the removal of the damaged parts and the repair
of the mechanism entirely by means of remotely
controlled manipulators. Such a repair had never
before been accomplished and, for this reason, it
was decided that color motion pictures be made to
record the attempt.
The reactor was located in a building 190 feet
long and 90 feet wide. Since the entire area was
contaminated, it was deemed inadvisable to bring
into this area any permanent or elaborate portable
lights. In view of the problem, the A-I film unit
elected to use high-speed Ektachrome 16mm film
and to light the huge area with sixteen clamp-on
light units with 750-watt lamps. By carefully plac¬
ing these lamps it was possible to get more or less
uniform illumination for shooting at f/2.8 at 24
frames per second.
Complicating things further, the two photograph¬
ers had to do their shooting without interrupting
any work that was in progress. They alternated in
12-hour shifts to provide constant coverage for the
round-the-clock operation—and continued in this
way for the six weeks required to make the neces¬
sary repairs on the reactor.
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TYPICAL LIGHTING setup used to illuminate scenes for instructional

film

THREE-CAMERA setup (all Arriflex-16's) to record action

of fuel

changing

in a

on fabrication procedures in an aircraft plant. Note sandbags on tripod

large atomic power reactor—a typical filming project undertaken by the in-plant

triangle to prevetnt slippage; also the simple lighting setup.

motion

Whenever either camerman entered the work area
he had to strip completely and don special cover¬
alls marked with red bands which are regularly
worn in radioactive situations. Additional protec¬
tive gear included cloth shoe covers, then plastic
shoe covers, cotton gloves, rubber gloves, face mask
and hat.
Everytime a cameraman picked up a piece of
equipment in the area, he had to change gloves. The
technicians working on the reactor repair usually
wore one pair of gloves continually for an eighthour shift, but the cameramen used at least a dozen
pairs of white mortician’s gloves during each twelve
hour shift. All photographic equipment, including
the camera, was inclosed in plastic bags, to prevent
contamination. Film reloading under such condi¬
tions was especially difficult.

picture unit of Atomics

International,

Los Angeles.

thick, was made of leaded glass. It was so thick
and so yellow in color that shooting through it with
an exposure of f/2, at eight frames jier second,
produced results far from satisfactory. The camera¬
men requested a clear plastic window through which
to shoot. The Health Physics Department, assigned
Continued On Page 121

The Problems Encountered

The m.ost critical phase of filming the reactor re¬
pair project involved shooting directly into the hot
cell of the reactor. The shield surrounding the core
was six feet thick and weighed 75 tons. Inside the
shield were tiny mercury vapor lamps, the sole
source of illumination. The inside area of the re¬
actor is approximately eleven feet wide, and an
extreme wide-angle lens permitted coverage of about
half that area, showing the top of the reactor, as
well. The repair technicians had been provided with
a small observation window so they could look into
the core and manipulate instruments for the removal
of debris, moderator cans and fuel elements. The
window, six inches in diameter and twelve inches
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WHEN

Atomics

International

developed

a

small

reactor

unit

having

promising non-military uses, the news was televised nationally through
films mode by A-I's film unit. Cameraman Milt Clemens shoots a closeup
of

illustration

of

reactor

in

hands

of

two

A-l

engineers

for

the

TV

news film.
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No. 2 in CECO’s 25th Anniversary

BONANZftOF
BARGAINS
For February and March only...

^50 CECO PRO SENIOR DOLLY
to unheard-of price of

We are determined to make CECO's Silver
Anniversary an event your memory will always
cherish. For February and March only, we are
chopping
off the price of CECO PRO SENIOR
Portable 3-wheel Dolly. There are many dollies
on the market, but nothing can come within
a country mile of CECO PRO SENIOR in its
regular price range—much less at this
Anniversary reduction. It moves effortlessly on
its 5" heavy duty wheels. Two positive locks at
each roller enable the operator to dolly in a
straight line or to free wheel. Many
other exclusive features.
1/3

Of course, we couldn’t stay in business by
giving away our merchandise. That's why the
price goes back to $150 on April 1st. Don’t miss
a bargain that very likely will never be offered
again. Order today. Also available at your
Dealer. Six month unconditional guarantee
on parts, labor and service.

(Jflni€Rfl €(^uipm€nT (o.jnc
Frank C. Zucker, President
Dept.

, 315 W. 43rd St., N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

Florida:

California:

51 East 10th Ave.
Hialeah, Florida

6510 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood, California

TUxedo 8-4604

Hollywood 9-8321

Washington, D
Gregory Bell
927 15th St., N
347-1153

CECCPis on top
of the revolution
in film-making techniques

CECO HI-SPEED EDITING TABLES
0 to 250 feet per minute in forward and
reverse. Stops instantaneously without
film damage. Rugged construction. In
16 and 35mm models.

There’s a revolution going on! Yesterday’s equipment becomes
as out-of-date as a Box Brownie.

To achieve the best film

quality, the truest recording, the finest film editing, the lowest

CECO is also setting new frontiers with a 6-month’s FREE
SERVICE Guarantee on Arriflex, Auricon, Moviola, ColorTran,
Magnasync and many other products.

production costs—consult with CECO—the first with the most
in the industry’s newest professional equipment.

COLORTRAN “CINENIASTER
CHIEP'-MARK II CONVERTER
Modern, push-button design
speeds up operation. Other ^
ColorTran converters with ^
push button operation avail¬
able.

in Hialeah, Florida

In Hollywood, California

1335 E. 10th Ave.
TUxedo 84604

6510 Santa Monica Blvd
Hollywood 9-5119

Come in, telephone or write today!

TYPICAL

USE

OF

process

screen

on

sound

stage.

Projected

from

rear

is

background

“plate” or scenic background photographed earlier from a moving camera car. Dialogue
action

is

played

in

front of

screen

by actors

seated

in

“breakaway” automobile, and

photographed by the camera, far right.
THE SET-UP AS

seen

by the cinematographer from

behind the camera, which is so positioned that only
the actors, part of the car and a corresponding por¬
tion of the process screen is taken in by the lens—
as shown in picture below, right.

The Photography Of Background Plates
How scenes are shot that are combined with live action in front of the process screen.
By

FREDERICK

BACKGROUND PLATE, in the parlance of the mo¬
tion picture industry, is a scene photographed
either as a transparency or as a motion picture
specifically for process photography, wherein the
plate is projected onto a translucent screen from
the rear, and in front of which screen action is per¬
formed and photographed.
Through the use of such background plates and
process photography, it is possible to photograph
scenes that would be impossible to shoot otherwise
because of the danger involved; the great distance
that would have to be traveled, where the scene is
one in a foreign land or distant state; or where it
would be difficult to record sound satisfactorily as
the scene was being photographed, as in the case
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FOSTER

of persons traveling in an open car on the highway,
etc.
Where no action or movement is required in the
background, the plate is often shot as a transpar¬
ency, and then screened by a suitable projector on
a process screen as the actors are photographed in
action in front of it. The majority of plates used in
Hollywood studios, however, are action scenes and
therefore are photographed with a motion picture
camera. Background plate photography is an exact¬
ing science that requires, in addition to high photo¬
graphic skill, use of a precision motion picture
camera having register pins in the film movement
to insure maximum steadiness in the photographed
image. Since the plates will subsequently be repho
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tographed in combination with a live foreground
scene in which there will be solid set pieces, in addi¬
tion to the actors, any abnormal movement in the
projected image of the plate will show up noticeably
against the steady, unwavering objects and set pieces
in the live action set photographed in combination
with it. The result of this, of course, will be to call
attention to the process photography and perhaps
disillusion the audience.
The motion picture camera used for background
plate photography should afford use of the full or
maximum aj)erture, although cameras having the
Academy aperture are often employed for this work.
The full aperture, of course, provides a greater
image area, and requires slightly less magnification
in the subsequent projection with consequent reduc¬
tion in grain.
For obvious reasons, the matter of grain is ex¬
tremely important in black-and-white process pho¬
tography of the plates required for the process. For
this reason, negatives of medium emulsion speed
are most generally used in shooting BG plates;
besides the minimum of grain, such negative stocks
also provide good contrast and overall tonal qual¬
ity. Color films used for BG plates, of course, pre¬
sent no grain problem.
When shooting a plate, exposure should be on
the full side, and when there is any doubt about it,
it is advisable to slightly over-expose rather than
risk an inadequately exposed negative. For satisfac¬
tory plates, crisp, full-scale prints having rich blacks
and clean highlights are most desirable. A “muddy”
print, made from a thin, under-exposed negative is
unsatisfactory for process work and would be very
difficult to match when the composite process scene
is photographed.

THE COMPOSITE scene as phofographed. Scenes such as this are in¬
variably shot by process to permit simultaneous recording of important
dialogue, which

would

be

difficult

to

record

if

the

scene were

with the car and its occupants actually traveling on a highway.
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shot

PROCESS “PLATES" or backgrounds are often photographed
while

a

action

controlled
shot

company

with

is

important

conditions

here are

filming

on

dialogue
on

the

location, to
to

sound

be

permit exterior

photographed

stage.

Planning

operator George Nogel (behind

under
such

a

camera) and

Warner Brothers’ director Delmer Daves.

Scenes having substantial backlight should not be
photographed for BG plates, because of the difficul¬
ties they would present in matching the lighting of
the set and action staged before it on the sound
stage.
There are two general types of background plates
for motion pictures: stationary and traveling. A
stationary plate is photographed with a rigidly fixed
camera. Knowing exactly how and for what pur¬
pose the plate will be used is a great aid in setting
up the camera to record it. An important factor
in shooting stationary plates is achieving the proper
jTerspective with the correct vanishing point that will
provide an apparent match with the foreground scene
in the final composite picture. Unless the vanish¬
ing point is properly positioned the linear conver¬
gence in the foreground scene will not match that
recorded on the plate. Camera elevation and tilt
and horizon placement must therefore be given seri¬
ous consideration in order to meet these require¬
ments.
When plates are shot to script, the cameraman is
usually provided with sufficient data to do the job
properly. Stock plates, filmed for library use, are
a little more difficult since they must be photo¬
graphed in a manner that will allow using them in
a more general way to suit various situations.
An excellent method for insuring accurate match
Continued On Page 114
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TIME-LAPSE
PHOTOGRAPHY

a standard “textbook” in universities throughout the
world.
As the cameraman on this project, I naturally
approached this assignment with a certain amount
of trepidation. Technically speaking, the Sky Proj¬
ect is the story of motion picture equipment. In fact,
early in the job we wondered which was winning,
the gear or ourselves. We had 2 cameras, 5 motors,
16 lenses, a 110-V generator, about 50 glass filters,
and stacks of gelatins, a friction-head tripod, a
geared-head tripod with motor drive and control
panel, an electronic timer, a battery and many other
gadgets, bits and pieces. Moreover most of this gear
was in constant use.
Used Wide Range of Exposures

the atmospheric changes in both sky and land¬
scape from dawn to dusk, and you have “The Sky
Project,” a new film produced by the National Film
Board of Canada and created and directed by John
Feeney. Almost the entire film was shot in timelapse, or at a very low camera speed, with locations
in Southern Alberta. The project was filmed in
35mm Superscope for theatrical release early in

Cameras were Bell & Howell with a Mitchell rackover. For time-lapse and low-speed work, there were
two Acme motors: one a continuous motor with a
range from 24 fps to 1% fps, the other a stopmotion motor giving shutter speeds from 1^4 sec. to
4 secs, and which can also run continuously. To op¬
erate the latter, we used an electronic timer built at
the NFB by Stan Cole according to a design by Ches
Beachell.
Range of intervals available was from one sec.
up to 30 minutes. With the high speed motor reach¬
ing 125 fps, we could obtain a total range of camera
speeds from 125 fps to one frame every 30 minutes,
and exposures from l/250th sec. up to 4 seconds.
Most of the work ranged from 6 fps to one frame
per 20 seconds including everything in between.
Our longest exposure was 2 seconds.
We had a range of lenses affording eleven dif¬
ferent focal lengths from 18.5mm to 6©0mm, using
8 of these regularly. With so many different lenses
and ranges of exposure we required numerous neu¬
tral density filters in various shapes and sizes, with
factors up to 3,000. The heaviest was actually the
3.0 N.D. with a factor of 1,000. To avoid the neces¬
sity for making quick calculations, filters were used
to cancel out the increased length of the exposure
over that for 24 fps.

1%2.

N.D, Filters Widely Used

OF THE SKY*
How specialized equipment played an im¬
portant part in photographing a motion
picture that traces the natural phenomenon
of atmospheric change.
By

PADDY

CAREY,

CSC

Jmagine a motion picture that can actually trace

Many are familiar with the time-lapse studies of
opening flowers, but to transfer that technique to the
study of clouds is perhaps not too well known. In
this intricate field, the NFB has two experts in
Wally Gentleman, CSC, and Joe Durden. Without
Gentleman’s amazing knowledge and help, there just
would have been no “Sky Project.” Same goes for
Durden who has pioneered in time-lapse. His recent
fdm, “Fish Embryology” is one of the finest con¬
trolled work of time-lapse and photo-micrography
we have ever seen. This work will certainly become
* Reprinted with permission of Canadian Cinematography magazine.
The author is a member of the Canadian Society of Cinematogra¬
phers; thus the initials, CSC, following his name above.—Ed.
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If we were shooting at 3 fps (8 times more ex¬
posure than 24 fps), we would use a filter with a
factor of 8 and read the meter as though we were
shooting at 24. On the time-lapse motor, which was
scaled in even seconds and fractions of seconds,
1/64 reading was used instead of 1/50. For in¬
stance if we wanted to shoot at % second (1/64
X 32) we used a 1.5 N.D. filter (factor 32). Much
of the time-lapse footage was filmed with this com¬
bination.
In shooting the sun, N.D. gelatins were never used
as the image could easily buckle the gelatin, and in
cases of long-focus lenses, might burn a hole through
Continued On Page 108
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TAKING THE REWIND BREAK
(or the Pause that Refurbishes)
Once a month there’s silence on the set, when General Film’s
newsy rewind arrives in the mail...
REWIND is rich in expert, up-to-date articles about equip¬
ment, new techniques, processing methods, jobs, confer¬
ences, conventions and other information vital to film
production.
To subscribe to rewind simply send in your request and

state your type of work. It’s distributed free of charge by
General Film Laboratories, where unique service to the
industry has made General the undisputed leader in the
film processing field.

oo

GENERAL
FILM LABORATORIES
1546 Argyle, Hollywood 28, Calif. / HOIlywood 2-6171 • central division / 106 W. 14th St., Kansas City 5, Mo. / GRand 10044
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AUTHOR’S CAMERA SET-UP for making camera and lens check. Camera is positioned at 45-degree
angle to chart, which is homemade and has alphabet characters in graduated series plus central
focus point. Card bearing lens identification data is taped on chart prior to shooting each test.

RESULTS OF two filmed tests. Chart on lens
No. 313 (top) indicates sharp negative and
accurate focusing calibrations.
Compare this
with results of lens No. 217 (bottom) which
shows marked lack of sharpness.

A "Do-It- Yourself" Lens
And Camera Accuracy Test

to make extensive tests of his
equipment.
Still, whenever a
rented camera or lens is received,
virtually on the eve of starting a
new production, as so often hap¬
pens, the quick lens-camera test
described here can eliminate many
of the variables and uncertainties
that worry a cameraman until he
beholds the dailies or the workprint on the screen.

When a new or rented lens or camera is to be used
for the first time, here is a quick method of testing
both for accuracy that will eliminate post-produc¬
tion headaches.
By

ROY

in-plant cine¬
matographers who occasionally
use rented cameras and lenses can
reassure themselves of the accu¬
racy of such equipment by sub¬
jecting them to photographic tests
they can make easily within their
own working quarters.
Short
lengths of film exposed with each
lens and camera, is processed
quickly by simple, if unorthodox
Jndustrial
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and

ZEPER

methods, then formed into a loop
and examined by continuous pro¬
jection.
Even the lenses and cameras
regularly used in production
should be checked occasionally for
accuracy to insure they perform
with maximum efficiency. Faced
with the customary pre-production
avalanche of details, the in-plant
cinematographer seldom has time

To make comprehensive tests of
a camera, lens or both, it is only
necessary to photograph a test
chart, develop the film, then screen
it. Most of this routine can be
performed in a corner of one’s
studio. Because many lens test
charts available commercially are
too small for this do-it-yourself
method of testing, the larger chart
can be made by the photographer
himself. The one shown in the
accompanying photos was handlettered on a sheet of white card¬
board 20 by 30 inches in size. On
its surface alphabet characters
were lettered in rows, with each
row diminishing in size, as shown.
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In the center, a clearly-defined
focusing point was drawn—all
this in India ink with a lettering
pen.
The chart was then tacked on a
wall and illuminated by a single
light source. The camera was po¬
sitioned on a level with the chart
and at a 45-degree angle to it, at
the required distance to take in
the complete chart.
In shooting tests such as de¬
scribed here, the camera lenses
to be tested should first be thor¬
oughly cleaned, using a recom¬
mended lens cleaning solution and
cleaning tissues. To identify the
lens used in each test photo¬
graphed, a 3''x5" card bearing
data relating to the lens (large
and bold enough to be read from

The finest in
MOTION PICTURE
EQUIPMENT
and
ACCESSORIES . . .
calls for the finest in

RENTAL SERVICE

Our shelves are loaded with a variety of hard-to-get
items. . . available for “spot" delivery . ..

ZOOM
LENS GONNELATOH
WITH FOLLOW FOCUS ATTACHMENT
The ZOOM LENS CORRELATOR
is an instrument of flawless
quality. It accurately aligns the
cross-line of the lens reticle with
the cross-line of the camera to
assure precise zoom shots. Dis¬
placement of the center frame
is impossible when zooming
from wide-angle to telephoto
position. A large selector knob
with calibrated built-in focal
length distances controls zoom
smoothness, and permits the
operator to predetermine zoom
by selecting and locking-off
focal length distances.

Continued On Page 124

A LAB PROCEDURE not condoned in standard film
processing circles; nevertheless it gives fast, direct
answer to camera and lens efficiency. Exceptionally
short strips of film exposed makes this hand process¬
ing method feasible.

Renting from Camera Service costs less. No waste calls ... no
promises of delivery but performance. All this adds up to a saving
in time and money. Our motion picture and TV equipment meet
the highest standards of quality and precision . . . our wide
assortment is second to none . . . and meeting tight schedules
is our specialty. You get what you want when you want it.

The next time you want that hard-to-find item—or any item—call PLaza 7-0906
. . . you’ll find our delivery tailored to your most urgent requirements.

CAMERA

SERVICE

CENTER

333 West 52nd Street • New York 19, N. Y. • PLaza 7-0906

"THE CINEMATOGRAPHER"
Informational and instructive motion picture produced
by the Hollywood Motion Picture Industry. Depicts role
of the Director of Photography in lighting and photo¬
graphing motion pictures in Hollywood studios. Shows
various camera and lighting equipment used on Holly¬
wood sound stages and the results achieved from
their use.
One-reel 16mm black-and-white prints available on
Free Loan to cine clubs, college cinema groups,
schools, and accredited clubs and civic groups within
the continental U.S. Reservations necessary and pay¬
ment ot return shipment required.

TO PROJECT test film, it's formed in a loop and pro¬
jected continuously. Free-spinning film reel (left) is
mounted on lamp stand at rear of projector, facili¬
tates free flow of film loop.
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French cin^ ematographic engineer, whose
notable inventions and develop¬
ments include the Eclair Camerette, Cameflex, Aquaflex, and
the Came-300 reflex cameras, re¬
cently patented a practical and
relatively simple automatic elec¬
tronic exposure control for pro¬
fessional motion picture cameras.
It was demonstrated and received
wide acclaim at the recent 3rd
Biennale International Photo Cin¬
ema Optique in Paris.
^NDRE

THE LIGHT PILOT, inferposed between lens and camera, automatically modifies intensity of light
during photography, to maintain consistent exposures. Andre Coutant, the inventor, is shown
with the equipment.

LIGHT PILOT
French invention provides automatic electronic
control of exposure for motion picture cameras.

Coutant,

Trade-named the Light Pilot,
the device, which is interposed be¬
tween the cam.era and lens, automaticallv adiusts the incoming
light en route to the film by means
of a rotary graduated ND filter
disc, which reduces the light in¬
tensity according to impulses re¬
ceived from a photoelec«^ric cell.
In the U.S., the application of
automatic exposure control to mo¬
tion picture cameras has been
mainly in the field of amateur
8mm and 16mm cameras and for
flight data recording?: and instru¬
mentation cameras. (See American
CAnematographer for April, 1959,
Pg. 234.—Ed.).
Unlike automatic exposure conContinued On Page 118

By

FIG. 2
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HANS

KOEBNER

FIG. 3

LIGHT PILOT, with 210mm lens attached, is
shown in Fig. 2, below left. Various compo¬
nents of the unit are shown in the diagram.
Fig. 3: 1, lens; 2, film; 3, front-surface mirror;
,4, photocell; 5, collecting lens; 6, electronic
jcell; 7, motor; 8, gears; and 9, graduated ND
disc.
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JACKA.FROST

PRODUaiON
RENTAL NEED

P/oneerin Complete
Production Rental

• LIGHTING —

Service /

ARCS,
INCANDESCENT

• MOBILE
GENERATORS
• TRANSFORMERS
•CAMERAS
CRANES
DOLLIES
• CAMERA CARS
• TECHNICAL
CONSULTANTS
•COLORTRAN
EQUIPMENT

Choose from one of-fhe naf ons larqesf Inventories.. .
Denefit from Faster deI iVerq
via Frosts company Fleet or
trucks... and count on the de¬
pendability of Fronts top tech¬
nicians who give you complete
coordinated Service from siart
to finish.

MAIN OFFICE; 234 Piquette
TR 3-8030, Detroit 2,Michigan
1 COBO HALL OFFICE: 401 Woshington Blvd.

CANADIAN OFFICE: 6 Showbridge,.

THREE WELL-EQUIPPED offices

[ Rm. 3143, WO 2-1255, Detroit 26, Michigan

BEImont 2-1145, Toronto, Canada

insure fast, dependable service!
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SALE ^JI/IAJOR STUDIO TQUIPMENT
Birifs & Sawyer Buys TECHNICOLtflt
Dollies...Gear-lleads & Mitchell Products
THE FIRM THAT BROUGHT YOU MAJOR STUDIO EQUIPMENT FROM
MGM, COLUMBIA, UNIVERSAL, REPUBLIC STUDIOS ... DOES IT AGAIN'

TECHNICOLOR 3-WHEEL DOLLY
Two-seater, on pneumatic
tires. Geared center post
to adjust camera height;
three-position riser leg
posts. A bargain:

$395

TECHNICOLOR
4-WHEEL DOLLY

MITCHELL
“SHORir TRIPOD

TECHNICOLOR GEAR-HEAO

Center-pole type legs, height adjustable
from 22” to 37”. Heavy-duty type, as
illustrated. Solid condition.

Smoothest panning action and
vertical movement. This unit
in exceptional condition and
adaptable to all Mitchells,
Blimps, Arriflex and others.
Tremendous buy at only . . .

$35

$595
MOVIOLA EOITOR

MITCHELL
HI-HAT

Electric motor drive with variable
speed; up-and-down control; silent
rack and pinion movement. Top con¬
dition at 1/5 original price:

35mm model has picture
head; sound head (either
optical or combination op¬
tical-magnetic). In perfect
working condition. You have
selection from:

$895

$150 to $295

Mounted to 24-inch
square platform and
ready to use: $35.
(New Hi-Hat, without
platform, also in stock
for.

$22.50
MITCHELL HEAVY-DUTY
GEAR-HEAD

MITCHELL FINDER
Adjustable focusing, including
set of mattes. Perfect for the
director; yours for only.

$89.50
Standard for years. Exceptionally
good condition. Two crank handles
for smooth pan & tilt operation,

$295

i BIRNS & SAWYER Cine Equipmeiif
^

6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
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•

HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA

•

TELEPHONE; HO. 4-5166

•

CABLE; BIRN^AW
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TIME LAPSE OF SKY
Coitinued From Page 100

at your service!

it. To overcome this, the NFB devised
a filter holder for series VI filters to fit
over the back of the l.f lenses. This
posed another problem, though, in that
the glass filters materially altered the
plane of focus so that it was imperative
to focus with the filters in the holder.
It was much like focusing through
film with heavy filters on.

I reversal printing i
I and processing I

COLOR PRINTING
'
'
’
'

Work Prints
•
Color-to-Color Prints •
Color-to-B & W Prints •
Raw Stock
•

Fastax Service
A&B Roll Prints
Fades-Dissolves:
Timed Prints
—

• Ed30 Numberincj

Write for complete information .

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•

DRYER

Guaranteed. Write for Free Literature

»

Beocon,

NY

FAR EAST ASSIGNMENTS
Established American organization experienced
throughout Asia, offers complete film production
services, 16mm or 35mm. Whether your needs
ore o single shot or o complete production,
coble "Forfilms," Hong Kong, or write

FARKAS FILM COMPANY
424

Li

Po

Chun

Bldg.,

Hong

Kong.

VARIABLE SHUTTERS AND YOLO
AUTOMATIC DISSOLVE ATTACH¬
MENTS
FOR
ALL
BOLEX
H
CAMERAS. ALSO DUAL POWER
MAGNIFIERS FOR THE
BOLEX
REFLEX.

PELLEGRINI-PIEK
7 COLEMAN

PLACE

MENLO PARK, CAL.
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tricky. It was necessary to expose dif¬
ferently for different focal lengths.
With a 3(X.)mm on the horizon and a
50mm covering the sky and the
horizon, an exposure which might be
just right for the bright horizon would
If there was a brilliant sunset, the
difference would not he as large as
a small brilliant spot near the sun.

• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
* Automatic shrinkage allow
ance
* Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
* Compact, Portable

Micro Record (orp.

It took a little experience to judge
the brightness of the light and to
ascertain the best exposure to hold
the extremes during the time the sun
rose and fell. It was indeed very

underexpose the sky in the wider angle.

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-16mm-35mm-70mr^
Movie—X-Rny—Microfilrr«
Motor-driven, portable
Uniform Density Assured
400 Ft Tank Available

FILM

Our filters included N.D. grads and
fog grads, the former being used on
sunrise and sunset shots (to get some
tone into the landscape) while holding
the exposure on the sun and sky. Oc¬
casionally a fog grad was used at the
same time to spread the light on a
rather weak sunset or sunrise. On the
sunset shots the exposure varied con¬
tinually and even varied within them,
too.

To forecast a good sunset was also
very tricky, because in time-lapse,
shooting l>egan before the sky started
to develop so that we wasted much
time, patience and film. At times,
while the exposure varied, for a good
sunset it would run around f/16 on a
150mm lens. After the sun went down,
light would rapidly drop with the
richest color at about f/3.5 on a wider
angle.
A sitting compass is imperative to
gauge with accuracy just where the
sun will rise or where it will set. With
a 300mm or 600mm lens, a fractional
error can spell failure. It was also easy
to err on the sun’s movement. Occa¬
sionally I caught it sliding across the
bottom half of the frame when it should
have been moving across the middle.
During the day, we speeded up the
sun much more than at dawn or dusk.
The high sun moving above the trees
was shot at one frame every 10 sec¬

onds with a 75mm and at one every
5 seconds with a 105mm. The same
speed applied to movement of sha¬
dows up and down the mountains and
through the forests. Clouds developing,
both moving and dispersing, were shot
at one frame every 2 seconds.
One piece of equipment that is an
innovation was the “motorized geared
head” that enabled us to introduce
camera movement in time-lapse. The
NFB designed and built this machine
especially for the assignment. It con¬
sisted of a Bodine motor and reduction
gear, one each to fit on the pan and
tilt drive shafts of a Worral geared
head. It was panel-controlled with a
Va riac for each motor and switches
for up and down and left and right
movements.
The available speeds were from .6
degrees per minute to 6 d.p.m. on the
pan and from .13 d.p.m. to 1.2 d.p.m.
on the tilt. However, weather condi¬
tions precluded the use of this equip¬
ment, which was a pity, as tests showed
that camera movement gave the cloud
material a new dimension and a dy¬
namic life. The big thunderheads and
magnificent skies on the prairies just
didn’t materialize and B.C. forest fires
made the sky very hazy after rain.
The best cloud formation we en¬
countered had to he chased some 60
miles to shoot, and here we encoun¬
tered the first opportunity to use our
motorized gear head.
On an earlier rainy day, we had
timed the movement in degrees per
minute at various settings on the
Variac scales. With the help of the
ASC handbook and notes from pre¬
vious tests we worked out a rough
table of settings for a medium camera
movement at any given camera speed
(and a rough of focal lengths). Ob¬
viously a pan that is just right for 1
f-p-s is going to be fast at l-f-p-2s, etc.
Next year, we plan getting hack
west to shoot more material for the
prairie sequences and we are con¬
fident that given clear skies and good
cloud formations, the motorized tripod
head should come into its own.
■

One of the first methods that comes
to mind when sky darkening is men¬
tioned is the use of a polarizing filter.
This filter polarizes skylight, and when
placed over the camera lens it cuts out
half the light coming from all objects
and darkens relatively more those areas
in which light is normally polarized.
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around the world ivith Magnasync —

England:
The recently added Studio
“B” at De Lane Lea
Processes, Ltd. now
provides their clientele
with sound recording and
mixing facilities second
to none! Their studios not
only reflect the latest
achievements in
instrumentation, acoustics
and design, but are also
staffed with the finest
talent available to fulfill
the most critical
requirements of both
domestic and overseas
producers.
For the development of a
complete MagnasyncMagnaphonic sound
system, De Lane Lea
engineers have installed
Magnasync components
to interlock with their
famous Post-Sync System
to assure maximum
quality, reliability and
economy.
Among the users of Magnasync equipment in the British Isles are Drayton
Film Production, London, United Motion Pictures, London, Anvil Films
Limited, Beaconfield Bucks, and many others.
Magnasync’s engineering department will gladly assist you in
planning a Magnasync-Magnaphonic sound system to suit your
individual requirements. There is no obligation for this service.
Write, wire or phone

M A
I

SOUND SYSTEM

e

N A S Y N C

CORPORAT

o

N

5546 Satsuma Avenue, North Hollywood, California • TRiangle 7-0965
Cable "MAGNASYNC
International leaders in the design and mamifacture of quality magnetic recording systems
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Authorized Dealers
CHICAGO. ILL.
Behrend Cine Corp,
161 E. Grand, Ml 2-2281
Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.
3252 Foster, IR 8-2104
DAYTON, OHIO
Salem Camera Co.
335 Salem, BA 3-7206
DENVER, COL.
Western Cine Service, Inc.
312 S. Pearl, SH 4-1017
HIALEAH, FLA.
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
1335 E. 10th, TU 8-4064
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment
6424 Santa Monica, HO 4-5166
Camera Equipment Co,, Inc.
6510 Santa Monica, HO 9-5119
S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.
3331 Hollywood, HO 7-9-202
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Barnard's, 4724 Broadway,
Country Club Plaza, LO 1-7761
Crick’s Camera Shop
6320 Brookside Plaza, HI 4-3390
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Century Camera Shops, Inc.
26 S. 7th, FE 8-5857
NEW YORK CITY
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 W. 43rd, JU 6-1420
Florman & Babb, Inc.
68 W. 45th, MU 2-2928
Pictronics Corporation
236 E. 46th, YU 6-3713
S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.
602 W. 52nd, PL 7-0440
PHOENIX, ARIZ.
Wilson Camera Sales Co.
130 W. Adams, AL 4-0662
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Stanley Photo Service
106 N. Broadway, CE 1-784G
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Brooks Cameras, Inc.
45 Kearny, EX 2-1902
SAN MATEO, CALIF.
Foreman’s
121 Fourth Ave., Dl 3-1869
SOUTH AFRICA
Photo Agencies Pty. Ltd.
9 Kerk St., Johannesburg
AUSTRALIA, Sydney
Sixteen Millimetre
Australia Pty. Ltd.
49 Market, New South Wales
BOLIVIA, La Paz
Casa Kavlm
Casilla 500, Calle Potusi 261-263
BRAZIL, Rio de Janeiro
Mesbia, S.A.
Rua do Passeio 42/56
BURMA, Rangoon
G.K. Theatre Supply Co., Ltd.
123 Sule Pagoda Road
CANADA, Islington, Ontario
Alex L, Clark, Ltd.
3751 Bloor St., W,
DENMARK, Copenhagen CHL
Kinovox Electric Corp.
Jenslousvej 2
ENGLAND, London
Delane Lea Processes, Ltd,
12 Moor St., (W-1)
Gordon Cameras, Ltd.
45 Kensington High, {W-8)
FRANCE, Paris
Brockliss-Simplex S.A.
6, Rue Guillaume Tell
GERMANY, Hilden Dusseldorf
Gerhard Johansen
3 Lessingstrasse
GREECE, Athens
Christos Axarlis
50 Stadium St.
HONG KONG
Supreme Trading Co.
60 Hennesy Road
INDIA, Bombay
Kine Engineers
26, New Queen’s Road
ITALY, Rome
Reportfilm, di J.M. Schuller
Via Antonio Bertolini 31
JAPAN, Tokyo
J. Osawa & Co., Ltd.
5, Ginza, Nishi 2-Chrome, Chuo-ku
NEW ZEALAND, Auckland
Kerridge Odeon Industries
St. James Building, Queen St.
PAKISTAN, Karachi-3
Film Factors, Ltd.
27 Victoria Rd., Rex Annexe
SOUTH RODESIA, Salisbury
William Over & Co. Pvt. Ltd.
Kingsway & Manica Road
THAILAND, Suriwong, Bangkok
G. Simon Radio Co. Ltd.
30 Patpong Avenue
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PRECISION* FILM EDITIN6 EQUIPMENT
Precision Unitized Film Synchronizer
Pat. Appd.

on all daylight exterior shots.
The 16mm color film gave us the
ease-in-handling that was essential to
photograph these scenes.
However,
we felt it necessary to make blow-up

Single Sprocket 16mm
Synchronizer $95.00
(not shown)

Model S616-3
Three sprocket
16mm Synchroniz e r with
Spacer and Mag¬
netic head.

Sprocket Assemblies
$32.50 ea.

$215.75

opticalmagnetic
readers

Model 800

Model 800 RL

$259.50

$269.50

optical

magnetic film

sound

and tape

readers

sound

tions had to be perfect. We could not
shoot on overcast or cloudy days be¬
cause the backgrounds washed out and
lost definition. Snow became a dull,
chalky expanse.

reader

$195.00

Model 700

$198.00
F.O.B.

Send For Free liferofure

^T^T»TryTr»TTTT
DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
928-930 EAST 51st ST.
BROOKLYN 3, N. Y.

FOR THE ANSWER to your photographic problems, refer with confidence to the new
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL
More than 400 pages of concise, practical and informative data and charts invaluable to
every motion picture cameraman.$7.50
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL, P.O. Box 2230, Hollywood 28 .California.
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RAY MERCER & CO.

In One Location for 37 Years
SPECIALIZED TITLES . . . OPTICAL EFFECTS . . . MATTES
MONTAGES . . . ANIMATION . , . TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY .
BACKGROUND SHOTS . . . MINIATURES . . . CINEMASCOPE . .

. . SUPERIMPOSURES . . .
. INSERTS . . . WATER AND
BLACK & WHITE . . . COLOR

FREE SPECIAL EFFECTS CHART, FREE TITLE CHART
•

NO JOB TOO DIFFICULT
THE ORIGINATORS OF OPTICAL SPECIAL EFFECTS

4241 NORMAL AVE., HOLLYWOOD 29, CALIF.

no

prints for 35mm color television re¬
lease in major markets. To do this,
the laboratory at Disney Studios made
a 35mm blow-up color corrective mask
by running the original 16mm color
film through an optical printer, using
a red filter to print on Eastman Plus-X
Panchromatic Negative Film, Type
4231.
A series of relay lenses were used
to register the color corrective mask
and the original camera film in the
optical printer in order to obtain the
desired negative, using Eastman Color
Negative Film, Type 5250.
Color
prints were made directly from this
for 35mm television release.
Once we began shooting, we discov¬
ered there were certain strict photo¬
graphic rules which have to be fol¬
lowed in snow country. For one thing,
we had none of the advantages which
flexibility in lighting offered—condi¬

sound

Model 600 RL

Continued From Page 92

3200°K. A Wratten 85 filter was used

For

Model S635-1
Single Sprocket 35mm
Synchronizer $95.00

16 or 35mm

MOVING CAMERA SHOTS

Phone; NO. 3-9331

Even on bright days, however, when
lighting conditions were good, shoot¬
ing time was limited. This was be¬
cause we were forced to shoot either
early in the morning or late in the
afternoon to take advantage of the
slanting light and longer shadows
which heightened contrast and gave
depth to scenes.
Exposures are almost always a mat¬
ter of individual judgment. Shooting
a fast moving skier against a back¬
ground of snow calls for a careful
balance between figure and back¬
ground. If the shot is exposed for the
texture of the snow, the figure in the
foreground is far too dark. If we ex¬
pose for the figure, the snow “burns
out.”
To offset this, we used two light
meters, a Gossen incident light meter
and a
eston reflected light meter.
For each shot we took readings on both
meters then balanced between the two.
In our camp we had a waggish rule
of thumb: “Take ten careful readings.
Then guess.”
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Experts in World's largest Repair department main¬
tain world's largest stock of cameras, lights, genera¬
tors, Recorders, Moviolas, etc. better than new. We
ship worldwide. More film producers rent from CECO
than from all other sources put together. Try us.
; Cameras:

„

16nrai & 35mm—Sound (Sin¬
gle or Double System)—Silent ^ —HI-Speed-7-tnstrumentation ;
Lighting:
-Arcs—Incandescents—Spots
. —Floods—Dimmers—Reflec¬
tors—^Atl Lighting Accessories
Generators:
Portable—Truck Mounted
^
■ Sound Equipment:
»
Magnetic—Optical—Mikes
Booms4‘v;i,'ff>4'> , „
Grip Equipment:
f
Parallels—Goboes—Other
Grip Accessories

Crab — Western '— Portable
mm
Panoram ' ,

‘

n

IF-

Cranes, Doiltes;
Lenses:--4:

iil

Wide angle—Zoom—Tele-’
photo—Anamorphic
Editing Equipment:
Moviolas—Viewers—Splicers
—Rewinders
Projection Equipment:
16mm & 35mm—Sound &
Silent—Slide—Continuous ^
Television:
Closed Circuit TV
Camera Cars
® TM #707529
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Frank C. Zucker, President
Dept. A, , 315 W. 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
Florida:

Gentlemen:

Washington, D.C.:

Please rush me your FREE complete
catalogue of Rental Equipment.
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However, experience showed that
our exposures were falling within a
constant range.
At normal speeds,
our daylight exposures ranged from
f/8 to f/ 16, wth f/9.5 being used most
frequently.
The lens aperture was
wider for closeup shots, more closed
for long shots. We did not bracket
exposures.
Each day’s shots were
processed then screened for glaring
errors.
It took three weeks to film the ava¬
lanche sequence, although the scene
itself lasts for a scant two minutes on
the screen. During this time, a dozen
different snow slides were sent roaring
down the slopes of Mt. Ajax.
In this sequence, the story called
for Suzy Wirth to be trapped, knocked
flat by the avalanche, sent sprawling
down the mountain, and finally buried
in the snow. In a succeeding scene,
Suzy is dug out and rescued by a St.
Bernard dog.
The slides were photographed from
four angles—top, bottom and two in
the middle of the action. Other camera
action included closeups of Suzy, sup¬
posedly trapped in the avalanche and
sliding downhill, as well as angle shots
of the sliding snow from Suzy’s view¬
point as she tumbles down the moun¬
tain.
To set up these slide shots, we first
trekked around the mountain looking
for snow piles at the tops of rises
which were ready to rip; (all our
avalanche sequences were photo¬
graphed after the regular ski season
had ended and slide conditions were
prevalent everywhere on Mount Ajax).
The snow had to be fresh and light
enough to flow downhill smoothly
while throwing up spectacular clouds
of spray. In some instances, snow
cornices at the brinks of precipes were
chopped down to start a slide.
When we found a likely spot, we
placed our cast and set up the cameras
at the lip of the snowpile. Then the
slide was triggered by pushing the
snow off with shovels. Suzy would go
first, with a cemeraman following
about 10 to 15 feet behind—filming
her reactions, while sliding down hill
in the snow on his stomach.
Next, the cameraman would slide
alone down the hill, taking shots of
the snow as seen from Suzy’s view¬
point.
Needless to say, the avalanches in
which people appeared were somewhat
smaller than those we photographed
for background purposes.
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The big avalanches were sent thun¬
dering down predetermined slopes.
Cam.eras were mounted on ridge crests
along the path of the snow at an aver¬
age range of 50 yards. Telephoto
lenses brought the action up close.
On
Ajax,

the upper reaches of Mount
along the remote back trails

where we filmed some of our avalanche
and scenery sequences, the K-lOO
camera paid dividends. It was lighter
than the other cameras, and on ski
trips the spring-driven K-lOO proved
useful in really cold weather when
battery driven cameras sometimes
slowed or failed.
In general, only one of the four
16mm cameras was in action at any
one time. We never used more than
two in any single take. It is my feel¬
ing that when two cameras are operat¬
ing simultaneously, the position of one
almost necessarily has to be sacrificed;
one camera invariably gets in the
other’s field of vision. Often, you can’t
pan to follow a piece of action com¬
pletely because of the position of the
second camera.
The Arriflex reflex cameras were
generally used to film skiers in action
by our cameramen on skis. The cam¬
eras were hand held, with no special
attempt made to support or brace
them. We weren’t worried about mini¬
mum camera movement, just avoided
sharp, hard knocks.
Originally, we planned to film the
ski action sequences with the reflex
cameras hand-held at eye level. The
action was all downhill and in and
out of trees. We reasoned that we
would be able to follow the skiers
most accurately by viewing their
action directly through the lens. This
did not, however, prove successful.
Through-the-lens viewing enabled tbe

-
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GOT A PROBLEM?

I

Need professional advice on a
picture-making problem, about
equipment, film or cinematography? Reader's questions are invited and will be answered by
mail when accompanied by a
stamped, addressed envelope for
reply. Questions and answers considered of general interest to other
readers will be published here
each month.
Address your questions to the
“Question & Answer Editor," Americon Cinematographer, P.O. Box
2230, Hollywood 28, Calif.
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skiing cameraman to see the skiers,
but not such hazards as low-hanging
branches which felled a cameraman
on his first attempt at shooting this
way. On the second pass, an unseen
bump concealed by snow sent the
cameraman pinwheeling. After these
experiences the cameras were held
chest high.
On another occasion, we tried
mounting a camera on a toboggan
which paralleled the path of the skiers
going down hill. The camera and
operators were on the toboggan, which
was controlled by two men holding
the rear and one holding the front.
During the run downhill, the two men
in the rear fell, the one in the front
dove for cover, and the toboggan,
camera and crew took off while the
cast watched in awe. There was noth¬
ing the camerman could do but ride
it out to the bottom of the mountain.
After this experience, we scratched
toboggans off the list.
To shoot the ballet sequence, we
took a tape recorder with an amplifier
system out to the slopes and had our
skiers follow through in time to the
music. The characters in this sequence
were played by skilled skiers. Several
shots were made in slow motion, shoot¬
ing at 32 to 48 frames per second,
with the lens opened to f/5.6.
One of the most time-consuming
sequences in “Fantasy on Skis,” at
least from the production standpoint,
was the night search scene in which
skiers carried torches as they moved
over the slopes of Mount Ajax, search¬
ing for Suzy lost in the avalanche.
It was our opinion that shooting
night shots actually at night simply
would not achieve the best photo¬
graphic results. The lighting would
be too poor. So we filmed the entire
search sequence during the “blue
dusk” period of the day. This per¬
mitted us a mere twenty minutes
shooting time daily.
Generally we began filming when
our light meter indicated shooting at
f/2.8 at normal speeds, and we con¬
tinued filming until complete darkness
set in. For these shots the Wratten
85 filters were removed from the
camera lenses, resulting in a desirable
Ijluish tint in the film.
At sunset each day, we assembled
cast and crew on the slopes, ready to
go, and we began shooting as soon as
dusk set in. It took weeks to com¬
plete the sequence this way, hut when
we viewed the results at Walt Disney
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Ready when you need it...
The HFC Professional Power Rewind is ready to go to work

standing features include...

ALL CAST ALUMINUM BODY • SHIELDED "NICE" BALL BEAR¬
INGS • USES 1/lOHP VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR • FOOT CON¬
TROL PEDAL • INTERCHANGEABLE SHAFTS • WILL WIND UP
TO AND INCLUDING 3,000 FEET OF 35MM FILM WITH EASE •
AVAILABLE WITH EITHER SQUARE 16MM SHAFT OR STANDARD
35MM AND WITH SHAFT FACING THE OPERATOR OR AWAY
FROM THE OPERATOR.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG:

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
designers & manufacturers of film & video tape editing equipment
956 SEWARD ST, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF. HO 2-3284
524 W. 43rd ST, N.Y., N.Y., LO 3-1546

for you the moment the pressure is applied to the foot pedal
control. This power unit is extremely quiet in operation with
a V belt drive and has a handle to disengage the motor when
the operator uses the hand rewind to film back. Other out¬
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Studios, all of the time we put into the
job seemed well worth the effort.
All interior shots, as well as the
exteriors, were filmed on location at
Aspen. We used two dressed sets: an
interior of a ski patrol shack and
Suzy’s bedroom. Other interiors were
shot inside stores and shops in the
Aspen area and were photographed
just as we found them. Illumination
for these interiors was provided by
what the trade calls “Quads,” portable
lighting units consisting of two RFL
and two RSP photolamps in a square¬
shaped mount.
Filming these interiors, of course,
was more or less routine work, com¬
pared to our earlier shooting of the
snow avalanche and skiing sequences.
It was this shooting that really added
considerably to our experience as a
cinematographer—a new adventure in
making “moving camera” shots.

■

BACKGROUND PLATES
Continued From Page 99

says Academy Award Winner Sam Leavitt^ ASC.
"These versatile lights have been a god¬
send

to

me,”

continues

Mr.

"With a roll of Gaffer-Tape they stick
or clamp to any surface or object.

I’ve

used them to light small sets and loca¬
tion interiors to augment studio lights.”
"Lowel-Light’s notch-and-chain inven¬
tion

is great—lets you lock lights on

stands,

pipes,

furniture,

shelves

and

doors—instantly. The Gaffer-Tape holds
the

light

marring.

on
The

walls

for

days

Lowel-Light

control, even fold up flat.”

Leavitt.

without

Barndoors

are equally ingenious—attach instantly
without tools, provide essential lighting

"1 used Locvel-Lights extensively in
the filming of 'Advise and Consent’.
They were a great asset and simplified
my lighting problems.”
You travel light with Lowel-Light,
The Kit is a 9” x 12" x 4" fibre case
with 5 lighting units, a large roll of
Gaffer-Tape and space for 5 Barndoors.
Show us a real Pro—either in motion
pictures or stills—and we’ll show you a
man who has fallen in love with LowelLights.
Get your Kit today.
Write,
stop in or call JUdson 6-1420.
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Florida:

51 East 10th Ave.

Hialeah, Fla. TUxedo 8-4604
California:

Dept. A24

315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y., JUdson 6-1420

6510 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.

Hollywood 9-8321

BELL & HOWELL GAUGES
FOR FILMO REPAIR
PORTABLE MOVIE LIGHT
Fits any camera. No tools
needed, no holes to drill.
Long life nickel-cadmium
battery with built-in charg¬
er weighs only 7 lbs.
Guaranteed one year.

^

fPP. 50

COMPLETE WITH BATTERY
Write for Full Informalior^

PHOTOMART
I

226 So. Franklin St.-Tampo 2, Florida
Telephone 229-U68 wmm
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S-4163-N2
Aperture Adjusting Gauge

S-3972-Nf
Shuttle Teeth Gauge

This pair of precision tools cuts hours off Filmo
repair time. Regular price for this set is $341.62.
We offer these—in brand new condi4™
tion—while they last—both gauges
^ |

FLORMAN & BABB,Inc. ? /s='S V:

of a plate shot to script is to use standins positioned exactly the same as the
players will later be positioned
in
front of the projection screen. A few
feet of film should be shot with the
stand-ins in position as a key, then the
stand-ins should be removed and the
plate photographed. This will give the
process cameraman an idea how the
final shot should look, and the key foot¬
age will be particularly valuable should
the plate cameraman be on an extend¬
ed location trip and not around the
studio to answer questions that may
arise when the process photography is
to be done.
While the plate is being shot be
certain that no one walks closer to the
camera than the positions occupied by
the stand-ins.
If someone were to
walk between the stand-in position and
the camera they would appear too
large. Since they will appear behind
the players in the rear projected com¬
posite scene the required diminishing
perspective will be upset. To be safe,
keep everyone in the scene ten feet or
more behind the positions occupied by
the stand-ins.
A special background slate should
be used to record all pertinent data
when shooting process plates: produc¬
tion number, scene number, camera
height, camera angle, sun angle, focal
length of lens used, etc. This data will
be helpful later in duplicating the setup
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when the composite process scene is
filmed.
The combined rear-projected image
and the live foreground scene must
provide the proper perspective to
appear correct. Their individual per¬
spectives, particularly if an elaborate
foreground set is used, must appear
as one. This single perspective effect
will be destroyed if people shown on
the screen are larger than the players
in the live foreground. Therefore, it
is advisable, when in doubt, to move
the camera back or to use a shorter
focal length lens and record smaller
images on the plate. The slightly
smaller picture images that result will
allow some leeway since, if necessary,
the projected picture may be en¬
larged to provide the proper size screen
image. Too large a film image, how¬
ever, limits use of the plate to small
size screens.
It is ideal, of course, to have all
background images the proper size so
that the fullest possible area of the
plate’s film frames can be utilized.
This will provide the best photographic
quality, least grain and sharpest pic¬
ture with resulting top quality com¬
bination of plate and foreground
players.
It is inadvisable to employ a lens
on the camera shorter than 35mm
unless only a part of the image is to
be utilized.
Certain type of back¬
grounds, if shot with an extreme wideangle lens, may present very difficult
matching problems when rear pro¬
jected. Slightly longer lenses on the
order of 35mm, 40mm and 50mm are
best.

We know our way
around in the dark—►

Background views such as seen
through a door or window are less
critical to shoot for process plates
since the view is a distant one and
does not require an integrated relation¬
ship with the foreground. The camera
angle must be correct, however, and
present the proper vanishing point. A
scene supposedly occurring in an office
on the twentieth floor would require
a plate comprising a view filmed from
that apparent elevation, and present¬
ing the proper viewpoint. While a
considerable amount of “cheating” can
be tolerated (such as shooting from
the tenth floor of a building instead
of the twentieth), the view presented
should be one that would appear nor¬
mal to a person on the live set look¬
ing out the window. The plate camera,
must not, for example, be angled up
or down; it must be shot dead level
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so that a ‘‘square-on” view with true
vertical lines is recorded.
The background plate cameraman
should hear in mind that he is not
expected to record beautiful composi¬
tions in themselves, but simply furnish
the background to back up the com¬
bined rear projection-live set scene.
Traveling Background Plates
Traveling background plates for rear
process projection are used in com¬
bination with sound stage sets of sup¬
posedly moving vehicles, airplanes,
trains or boats. They may be filmed
with either a single camera or with
several cameras. In order to provide
the various plates necessary for shoot¬
ing various combinations of group
shots, closeups, over-the-shoulder shots,
etc., several angles should be filmed
from the moving camera platform.

... where we do

some of our best work.

• Sound

• Editorial

• Laboratory Services

Capital
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N. E.
WASHINGTON 2, D. C.
PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634
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It is advisable to use a single cam¬
era whenever possible to allow “cheat¬
ing” the sunlight so that a time inter¬
val between runs may be chosen which
will record each j^late with the best
light condition. Camera car speed may
also be varied, if desired, for the
various angles, if plates are shot in¬
dividually.
More than one camera, each shoot¬
ing at a different angle, should be em¬
ployed when night shots are filmed
at twilight, at the “magic moment”
when the street and auto lights are
turned on but there is still a bit of
daylight and considerable tone in the
sky. This condition exists for only a
few minutes and can be captured in
a matching set of plates only if all
camera angles are filmed simultane¬
ously. The use of multiple cameras,
of course, provides perfect matching
since a car passing from behind will
be picked up by the side camera.
Single camera plates will usually
suffice, however, since the change in
camera angle, when the process scene
is photographed, is usually sufficient
to cover any mismatch that may occur.
The audience is usually intent on
watching the foreground action and
the background plate will not distract
unless something very jarring or
glaringly different occurs. Normally,
a considerable amount of “cheating”
is permissible, indeed it is often re¬
quired in order to record the best
possible plate, one that will supply
background action in the best light
and at the correct rate of speed. Some¬
times just one side of a street is filmed
to serve for both side angles—by shoot¬
ing left rear going one way and right

rear going in the opposite direction.
Or, a single plate may be turned over
in projection (if no tell-tale signs ap¬
pear) to serve as views of both sides
of a street.
Of

great

importance

in

filming

plates with a mobile camera is that
the camera be at the correct height.
For autos the height should be at the
shoulders (not the eye-level) of a per¬
son seated in the car that will later
be used in the rear projected com¬
posite shot. This will vary, for ex¬
ample, with low-slung sports cars and
buses. It would not do to look out
a

sports

car

window

and

see

the

roofs of cars following (which would
result if the plate camera were set too
high). On the other hand, a low angle
shot shooting up into trees and build¬
ings would be equally bad because it
is not feasible to angle a camera in
a car to photograph seated people and
see this perspective through the win¬
dow.
The plate camera should be tilted
slightly downward—just a trifle below
horizontal. The vanishing point of a
straight-on shot would be just above
dead center of the screen. It is al¬
ways better to have a little more pave¬
ment in the picture than sky. A rear
projected process set-up may require
tilting down on a mock-up car. In
such event, additional image in the
lower corners of the frame would be
desirable.
Traveling plates should be shot
with 35mm or 40mm lenses on side
and three-quarter angle shots.
A
35mm or sometimes a 50 mm (if only
a small area of the plate will be util¬
ized) is used on straight-back shots.
Modern cars, with their wrap-around
windshields, may require more image,
however, and consequently the 35mm
lens will prove the most useful for
almost all angles.
Speed vs. Angle
The camera angle employed to make
a moving camera background shot
affects the apparent speed of the pro¬
jected image. Plates shot from straight
side angles appear to move much
faster than those filmed from either
straight - forward
or
straight - back
angles—although the speed of the
vehicle from which the shots are made
may be the same. It is often neces¬
sary, therefore, to cheat the camera
vehicle speed (not the camera speed)
so that all angles will appear at the
same relative speed when rear pro¬
jected. This effect is less apparent in
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ANOTHER FILMLINE FIRST!

TAe REVOLUTIOHARy R-36
DEVELOPS 16MM FILM AT 2160 FT. PER HR.
NEGATIVE FILM AT 720 FT. PER HR.
POSITIVE FILM AT 1440 FT. PER HR.
Super Speed — Super Quality. The R-36 is
the answer to the film industry’s exacting
requirements for increased speed and
quality in reversal processing. It is ideal
for military, industrial and commercial
use. The Filmline R-36 gives you perform¬
ance that never existed before. You must
see it in action . . . see its results to believe
it. Write or phone today.

• EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE TRANSPORT SYSTEM elim¬
inates film breakage, automatically compensates
for elongation—tank footage stays constant.
OPERATES at 83°F at better than 60 ft. per min.

•
• EASY TO OPERATE...needs no attention.
• COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION on all emulsions
— no darkroom necessary.
•

FEED IN AND DRY BOX ELEVATOR, plus 1200'
magazine permits continuous processing.

• TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM controls heating
Additional Features:
• Forced Warm Air Dry Box • Filtered Air Supply
• 316 Stainless Steel Construction • Film Speed
tachometer • Two developer pumps • Built in air
compressor • Bottom drain valves and drain trough
• Rotary Oiiiess air compressor • Dry box and solu¬
tion thermometers • Plumbed for continuous replen¬
ishment • Weight: Approx. 1150 lbs. • Size: 9'4", x
33", 55V2" • Only $7950.00 F.O.B. Milford. Conn.

and cooling of all chemical solutions.

• VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE, development times from
1V2 to 15 minutes.

Recent Filmline

Installations:

• N. A. S. A. Huntsville, Ala.
• Reeves Sound, N. Y. C.
• Thiokol Chemical Co.
• WHYN-TV, KNDO-TV, WFMY-TV
• Moral Rearmament

WHEN YOU BUY QUALITY -FILMLINE COSTS LESS
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open country than in a city street with
its closely packed traffic and nearby
buildings.

]yibviola

feature separate components, economy and flexibility

It is advisable to use normal 24
frames per second camera speed when¬
ever possible so that pedestrians will
appear to be moving normally. It is
sometimes necessary in filming BG
plates for wild chase shots to under¬
crank the camera since this is the only
way to record ultra-fast vehicle speeds
with safety.
The diagram below is useful for

SOUND readers
Moviola’s unique Sound Reader

SOUND READERS

system

is designed

for versatility

in fitting the budget as well

as

the job.
Unlike single unit

systems.

Movi¬

ola’s separable components permit
the purchase of only the
OPTICAL READERS

MAGNETIC READERS

SRO — 35mm

SRM — 35mm

SRO — 16mm

SRM — 16mm

SRB —35mm,16mm,

SRM — 35mm, 16mm.

35-32mm

1 7 '/2 m m,

pick up

unit required to suit specific sound
tracks.
be

Additional

equipment

can

added — to accommodate new

requirements.

y, "

Any

Moviola

pick-up

unit can

be

plugged into either of two AmplifierSpeakers which can be conveniently
placed to give desired sound recep¬
tion and to allow maximum space
in the working area.

AMPLIFIER-SPEAKERS
( OPTICAL
SRC

Diagram for estimating camera speeds when
filming action at different angles.

— 35mm. 16mm, 35-32mm

^ MAGNETIC — 35mm, 16mm, 17 Vs mm,
MOVIOLA SYNCHRONIZER

£

’
URS for normal
use.

Sound Reader Adaptations

estimating camera car speeds for vari¬
ous camera angles. This is for city traf¬
fic. Various angle plates may he filmed
in open country at the same camera
car speed for all angles if nothing
close to the camera appears in the
plate.
For

example,

if

the

camera
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UROM for superior
sound quality.
MS - 16
for 16mm track
MS - 35
for 35mm track

TV/Toviola
JLvJL

MANUFACTURING CO

1451 GORDON STREET • HOLLYWOOD • CALIFORNIA • HO. 7-3178

car
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travels at 50 miles per hour for the
straight shots, it should travel at 40
m.p.h. for the three-quarter angles and
at 30 m.p.h. for the side shots. The
camera should he set up at the same
height and with the same slight down¬
ward lilt for all angles.
Horizon Placement
An important compositional decision
that arises in background plate pho¬
tography is placement of the horizon
in the frame.

When in doubt, or if

the plate is for library use, the horizon
should he placed in dead center since
it may he moved up or down when
projected.

is

interposed on the axis of the light

placed about two-fifths of the distance
from the top of the frame, so it com¬
prises two-fifths sky and three-fifths
foreground. It is advisable to have
slightly more foreground in the plate
scene, whether it he water, pavement
or scenery.
The best procedure, of course, is to
photograph each plate three ways: one
with the sky two-fifths from the top,
one with the horizon centered and one
with the sky occupying three-fifths of
the frame. This will allow for any
eventuality and give the Director

beam.
One of the strong features of the

Lisually,

however,

the

horizon

added scope if he decides to shoot up
or down on the process stage later.
■

This will afford the neces¬

sary leeway

in

fitting various com¬

posite filming situations.

THE ABOVE article is abridged from Amer¬
ican Cinematographer Manual, published by
the A.S.C. Agency, Inc., Hollywood, Calif.

Light Pilot is that it pennits shooting
in a wide range of light conditions
without having to resort to the use of
light-reduction filters or changing the
shutter opening of the camera.
The manufacturer, Kinotechnique
(Neuilly-Sur-Sein, France) sees po¬
tentially wide application of this auto¬
matic light monitoring device in news¬
reel photography, in the filming of
sports events, in scientific cinematog¬
raphy, and in photo-instrumentation
where shooting under constantly vary¬
ing light conditions is more general
than is encountered in the more con¬
ventional fields of theatrical and TV
film photography.
Coutant, a native of Paris, is Presi¬
dent of the Association Francaise dcs

LIGHT PILOT

Ingenieurs et Technicians du Cinema;

Continued From Page 104

is a member of the Commission Su-

trol devices which correct the lens dia¬
phragm continuously for change in
scene brightness, the Light Pilot does
not control the diaphragm of the lens
in any way whatever, but operates in¬
dependently of it to correct the light
intensity after it passes through the
lens enroute to the film.
An advantage of the Light Pilot is
that it operates independently of dia¬
phragm settings on the lens, thereby
permitting its use with more than one
lens and without modifying the lens
itself. At present, the Light Pilot is
designed for use with long focus lenses,
such as the 210mm shown in the ac¬
companying illustrations, and it is in¬
tended for use on most any professional
motion picture camera.
The illustrations herewith show:
Light Pilot with lens attached, (Fig.
2) ; mounted on a Cineflex camera,
(F’ig. 1); and a schematic of the de¬
vice, (Fig. 3). Not shown is the elec¬
tronic control box which incorporates
galvanometer, transistors, contactors,
adjustment potentiometers, micro-re¬
lays, batteries which supply power to
the tiny motor, etc., and by means of
which the sensitivity of the Light Pilot
is adjusted to suit the exposxire norm
and the speed of the film used in the
camera.
With a camera equipped with the
Light Pilot, the operator may shoot
directly into the sun without having
to take any of the usual precautions,
Coutant explains. The device makes it
possible to photograph such extremes
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in subject matter as an

aircraft

in

flight passing in front of the sun in a
clear sky, with the exposure of the
principal subject matter—the plane—
held constant throughout, thanks to
the Light Pilot’s light sensoring capa¬
bility. The sun itself may be photo¬
graphed directly, then the camera
panned earthward to record nearby
objects properly exposed—all without
any manual adjustment of the lens.
The schematic drawing. Fig. 3,
graphically illustrates this function.
(1) is the camera lens through which
the image light beam is directed to
the film (2). Prior to this moment,
however, the beam of light passes
through a front-surface mirror (3)
set at an angle of 45 degrees, and its
20 per cent aluminized coating reflects
the incoming image upon the sensitive
cell (4). Thereafter, a collecting lens
(5) directs the image light beam to
the electronic cell (6), which generates
electrical power to turn the tiny motor
(7). This motor, through a reduction
gear (8) rotates the light-controlling

perieure Technique du Cinema Fran¬
caise; and is President of Kinotech¬
nique. Along with Mr. A. Arnold of
Arri in Germany, he recently received
the Eurotecnia Prize of 1960 and the
Gold Medal of the Societe d’Encouragement a I’lndustrie Nationale for his
outstanding achievements.

■

“MOON PILOT”
Continued From Page 90

necessarily be lighted in high-key —
but where a good deal of the humor
depends upon facial expressions and
reaction closeups, it is essential that
faces be clearly seen, no matter what
the indicated mood. If you go too
heavy on the shadows a terrific laugh
might be lost.”
The opening sequence which un¬
folds inside the satellite control room
illustrates how Snyder solved this
seeming paradox. The situation defi¬
nitely called for mood-lighting to ac¬
centuate the atmosphere of suspense
that would normally accompany an

disc (9) until the strength of the light
falling upon the photocell is completely
diminished and terminates the oper¬
ation of the motor. The proper seg¬
ment of the graduated disc is now at
rest on the axis of the light beam of
the incoming picture image.

them up with shadow patterns, so that
just the light from the instruments are
prominent. The faces are lighted by a

The stronger the light that enters
the lens, the greater the reaction of
the electronic sensor, which causes the
motor to turn the graduated disc until
the proper light-reducing sector its

key just to the right of center, so that,
while there is a shadow down the side,
all of the features are clearly visible
for expression and reactions.
A similar problem arose during

important first launching. This mood
was achieved by lighting the back¬
ground walls in low-key and breaking
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filming of a hilarious sequence in
which a group of extra-weird female
beatniks are brought in to a police
line-up for identification. In an actual
line-up situation, the spectators would

NEW F&B MARK III FLUID DRIVE TRIPOD
lV

sit in absolute darkness so that the
suspects could not see their faces. But
here, again, it was necessary that the
facial reactions of the spectators be
seen. In order to solve the problem,
Snyder let the background go black

The first announcement of this
new F&B product was followed
by an immediate sell-out. We
rushed in a NEW SHIPMENT,
however, so they are now in stock
and available at F & B.

and lighted the spectators with sharp
cross-light relieved with just enough
fill light to allow their expression to
register.
Filming on

the picture

Vandenberg Air

Force

began

Base,

at

where

scenes were made showing the reluc¬
tant hero being raised on an elevator
to board the capsule of a gigantic mis¬
sile standing ready on the launching
pad. Shooting of the sequence was
made precarious by the proximity to
huge amounts of liquid hydrogen and
other explosive fuels near the gantry
where the missile was actually being
readied for takeoff. Because of the high
danger of explosion, the camera crew
could not use arc lights as boosters,
but bad to confine its operation to the
use of incandescent units.
After this sequence was completed,
the company moved on to San Fran¬
cisco for six days of location shooting
in various sections of the city. The
background scenes needed for process
were shot first, before the actors ar¬
rived—thus allowing plenty of time to
ship the film to the studio for critical
viewing and checking of quality.
Shooting these background scenes on
the hills and bumpy streets of San
Francisco was a technical challenge.
The tires on the camera car had to be
almost completely deflated to insure
the smoothest of travel—and special
care had to be taken with the straight¬
forward running shots, which were
made from a somewhat shaky platform
extending from front of the car.
The night chase through Chinatown
and Fisherman’s Wharf demanded in¬
tricate set-ups involving many lights
and generators brought from Holly¬
wood.
The San Francisco location includ¬
ed dialogue sequences shot at Fisher¬
man’s Wharf, Coit Tower, in a park,
on a bus, and several running se¬
quences in moving cars. Master scenes
were shot in the actual locales, the
medium and close shots for intercut¬
ting were filmed later in the studio.
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Complete outfit for 16mm cameras,
35mm Eyemos & Arris, at an amazingly
low price.
$12^50

Tripod legs only.. ..$49.50
Baby tripod legs only ..47.50
Fluid Head only. . 97.50

Includes Tripod, Adapter and Visco-matic
Fluid Head. With F & B’s usual iron-clad
guarantee.

Leather & Vinyl case.. . 12.50
Leather & Vinyl case for Baby. 11.50

F & B NICKEL CADMIUM
BATTERIES

DIRECTORS’
VIEWFINDERS

The perfect compan¬
ion for your Arriflex,
mounted in rugged
aluminum case, with
shoulder strap. In¬
destructible, high
capacity Nickel Cad¬
mium cells provide
perfect power, abso¬
lutely guaranteed
for 1 year.

New, imported director’s
viewfinder with large,
clear optics in 4 new
models at very reason¬
able prices.

50% MORE EFFICIENT!

Model I—for 35mm, range
25mm-135mm .$49.50
Model lA—for 16mm, range
11.5mm-75mm . 49.50
Model IB—for 16 mm, range
8mm-75mm . 69.50
Model III—for 35mm Wide-Screen &
TV Camera range 3-4 to 2.55-1, with
sliding, adjustable marks . 89.50

40% LESS EXPENSIVE!
7v. Battery (6 cells).$85.00
lOv. Battery (8 cells).100.00
15v. Battery (12 cells).135.00
Voltmeter attach, (opt) . 20.00
Ammeter attach, (opt) . 10.00
Miniaturized Charger . 29.50
NEW—15v-7V2V Battery—can be switched
for 7V2V or 15v for both 16mm and 35mm
ffrris .$155.00
With Built-In Charger . 184.50

rprr —Neckchaln and Leather I
riiLL Case with Order

■

Write for new specification sheet

SERVING THE WORLD'S FINEST FILM MAKERS

68 West 45th Street, New York 36, New York • MUrray Hill 2-2928

BOLEX ACCESSORIES
BY STEVENS

U. C. HI.

Synchronous and Battery Camera Drives
Time Lapse Timer • Lens Extension Tubes
Rackover • Turret Lever • Third Turret Stop
Turret Filter Slides • Camera Base • Lens
Control Handle * 400-Ft. Magazine * SplitFrame Mask

for

MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS

Write for our Bolex Accessory Catalog

at

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.

UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.

Dept. “A", 340 N. Newport Blvd.
Newport Beach, Calif.

15762 Wyoming Avenue, Detroit 38, Mich.

I

Phone: UNiversify 1-4663 • Coble: UHLCIMA
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Utilizing a special sodium vapor trav¬
the

The sodium vapor method, Snyder

Disney Studios a few years ago to re¬

explains, affords the lab complete tech¬

place conventional rear-projection proc¬

nical control of the final result. The

Nylon Squeegee with¬
out mounting bracket
$48.00

ess filming.

background scenes can be precisely
balanced in relation to the foreground

With mounting bracket
and rollers .$58.00

orange-colored

eling

SQUEEGEE
TROUBLES?
Want a sure cure?

with motor
$63.00

PROFESSIONAL FILM PROCESSORS
with the famous Micro-Tension Drive

METAL MASTERS
University

Ave.,

San

Diego

5,

Colif.

^---

400- and 1200-foot Conversions
FINEST
on
day.

I

Auricon

S

or

'

market

Convert

to

camera

your

a

fine

that

will

hondle full 400 feet
I

of film

with

/

jam-free,

ii

operation.

'

Includes

Veeder-Root
counter,

S

and

holders,

jack

in

I

perfect

wow-free

I

footage

filter

slot
phone

camera

complete

and

refinishing.

Write for Pictures and Complete Details
GORDON YOOER

!

;

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS

;

I

2222 N. Prairie Ave., Dallas 4, Texas
Phone LAkeside 1-2672

<

I

action and this balance can be varied

nated with light from special sodium

for particular effects. Detail in back¬

vapor lamps is set up on the sound
stage as a background. The action

grounds made this way is much sharp¬

screen

evenly

in the background appears too sharp

strips of film are run simultaneously
—one color and the other black-and-

closeups of women, for example, dif¬
fusion which would normally be pro¬

white, threaded in the camera back-to-

duced at the time of shooting by plac¬

back.
After

ing a diffusion disc in front of the
lens, is actually added by Special Ef¬

development,
strip

the

becomes

black-and-

the

traveling

t

YOU WON'T MISS AN ISSUE .
of
American
Cinematographer
if you
renew
your subscription promptly when notice is re¬
ceived. The yearly subscription rate remains the
same—$4.00 lU.S. and Canada! Foreign, $5.00

in relation to the foreground action,
as sometimes happens, it can be dif¬
fused in printing. Also, in the case of

fects later during optical printing.
The cinematographer merely indicates
in

advance

how

much

diffusion

he

wishes in each scene.

takes over after photography is com¬

The sodium vapor method is also

pleted and makes a composite dupe
negative of the two scenes printed to¬
gether by means of an optical printer.
The sodium vapor process has several

free of the fringe effect sometimes evi¬
dent when rear-projection process or
other traveling matte systems are used.
It does, however, have a few disadvan¬

important technical advantages and a

tages. It is necessary to go to a dupe¬

few relatively minor disadvantages.

negative stage in making the optical
Composite. Secondly, since the light
must pass through a filter-prism in the

projection process set-ups. There is no
process projector involved nor any
need for rewinding a background proc¬

camera, plus two strips of film sand¬
wiched

together,

a

great deal more

made. Also, if an actor fluffs a line,

light is needed than in straight film¬
ing. Whereas Snyder works at a level
of 400 foot-candles on the sound stage

he can repeat it correctly and go right
on. In the case of running shots in a

to get an exposure of f/4 for Techni¬
color in normal shooting, he has to go

car, a small projector and screen is
set up off-camera merely to cue the

to

sodium vapor scene. The intensified

actor so that his action on turns will
coincide with what happens in the

heat and glare that results is sometimes
hard on the cast.

ess scene every time a new take is

--—---

er and colors are more natural than in
rear-projection process. If the detail

with great care being taken not to
mi.x the two types of light. Filming is
done with a converted three-strip Tech¬
nicolor camera through which two

On the credit side—it completely
eliminates costly, time-consuming rear-

' Quick Service . . . Finest Workmanship . • ■
/
Mitchell or Bell & Howell Magazines.
i
'

by

matte that facilitates printing-in of
whatever background is required.
The Special Effects Department

to¬

Cine-Voice

Pro

adopted

illumi¬

white

i

conversion

the

process

played in front of it is lighted by arcs,

All sizes
'A h.p. pump

I

matte

In applying this technique, a huge,

CHEMICAL
PUMPS

5599

background scene.

1200

foot-candles

in

shooting

a

Despite the few drawbacks, the sod¬
ium process, developed in England
and adopted by Disney Studios, pro¬

(INEKAD Microphone Booms
CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.

ALL

MOOEL5

1

Model

2

Model C-12 extends from 7 to 14 feet; has
external directional mike control.
Model "Miracle” extends from 7 to 18
feet; has internal fitted noiseless directional
mike control.
Model C-18 extends from 7 to 20 feet;
has external directional mike control.

HT

IN YOUR CARI

3

4

Wrife for Free

Catalogue

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
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BR-12

extends from

7

to

14

feet.

Each CINEKAD Mike Boom has a sturdy
5-foot stand, which can be elevated to a
height of 10 feet.
763 10TH AVE., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.

duces a technically sharp, fully colorsaturated result on the screen, with
none of the bothersome fringe effects
sometimes obvious in rear-projection
shots or those made using other trav¬
eling matte processes.
After

the

location

shooting

on

“Moon Pilot” was completed in San
Erancisco, the company moved back
into the studio to continue filming on
some interesting interior sets. An ex¬
act replica of the Vandenberg block¬
house was built on the stage, including
consoles packed with the sort of push
buttons and flashing lights used to
handle and record the progress of a
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great carrier rocket.
Another unusual set was the “flying
itoxcar” used in the capsule recovery

SUPER-EIGHTY FLOOD OR FILL

CINE QUEEN KEY LIGHT

sequence. This was an actual Air Force
plane which had become irreparably
damaged when the landing gear col¬
lapsed. The ship had been retired to

The equivalent of 10,000 watts (lOK) of
studio Flood light. Weighs
lbs. using
a R-80 —1500 watt lamp. The SuperEighty consumes only 13.7 amps from
220V when used with a ColorTran Con¬
verter. Produces 940 ft. candles of even
light — 7 ft. in diameter, 10 ft. from sub¬
ject Color temperature is 3400 K...
most powerful flood light available. Ideal
when used with ColorTran CINE KING

The ColorTran CINE QUEEN houses the
new medium flood PAR 64— 1500 watt
G.E. lamp... to be used direct from
120V ONLY AC or DC. It produces the
equivalent of 5000 watts (5K) of studio
light at 3350“K and consumes 12V^
amperes —(no ColorTran converter is
necessary). The CINE QUEEN also
accommodates the regular 500 watt
PAR 64 lamp, producing the same
amount of light using a ColorTran Con¬
verter. Consumes 9.1 amperes from
120V. Sturdy, vent-cooled steel construc¬
tion. Weighs only
lbs.
Order
Code:
LCQ
$59.30
w/o lamp

an Air Force “boneyard” where Dis¬
ney technicians found it and received
permission to cut it into segments for
use as a set. One side of the fuselage
was cut out to permit full camera
angles, and the cockpit compartment
was disassembled for use as a separate
“set.” Snyder lighted these units for
a documentary quality so that they
tied in perfectly with the spectacular

Order
Code:
LSE
$56.00
w/o lamp

Air Force footage of an actual mid¬
air capsule recovery.
Perhaps the most interesting chal¬
lenge was photographing the inside
of the capsule itself. Nobody outside
official circles knew' very much about
how the interior actually looked, but

P.O. Box 188
Burbank, Calif.

G^IOXlrail

P.O. Box 188
Burbank, Calif.

the Art Department got as close as pos¬
sible to the real thing based on in¬
formation and photographs provided
by the Air Force. Some of the authen¬
tic instruments were also used as set
dressing. Figuring out a logical light
source for the tiny compartment was
somewhat
without
precedent,
but
Snyder developed his own conception
based on how he personally felt it
should look—even includino; a light
change from normal to cold blue light
on the astronaut’s face as the capsule
left its earth orbit. So far. no one has
complained about the authenticity—
not even the Air Force.
■

HANDY-GAFFER GRIPS

CINEKING-EQUALS 5KW
STUDIO KEY LIGHT - 1/4 THE COST-

At last a gripper that really grips!...
constructed of cast aluminum ... spring
loaded to assure never slip clamping . ..
designed to support lighting equipment
in close places with ease. The strong
spring-loaded jaws open to 3" and are
lined with teeth-like rubber grips fas¬
tened with screws that cannot come off
...will not mar or scratch surfaces.
GBGE Without socket and cord — $8.90
GAG with %" stud only — $6.90

A high performance spot, flood or me¬
dium flood light for motion picture and
television lighting. Excellent for indus¬
trial instrumentation and high speed
photography. The CineKing offers the
highest possible light output per ampere
of consumption. Housing rotates 360°
for beam control. The yoke is tilted for
vertical down lighting. Accommodates
the PAR-64 and PAR-56 lamps — 9" dia.,
10" deep. Weighs 5V4 lbs.

GBGS with medium
porcelain
socket and
15' of 16/3
cord with
parallel blade

CINEMATOGRAPHY IN
THE ATOMIC AGE

Order Code:
LCK $42.95
w/o lamp.

Continued From Page 95

U-ground plug
cap and
2 blade flat
male adapter

- $15.95

to guard their safety, didn’t particu¬
larly care for the idea—but when the
photographers continued to insist, it
was decided to provide a window
twelve inches in diameter, made of
clear plastic one-inch thick.
At all times when the photographer
leaned over the window during shoot¬
ing, a health physicist stood directly
over him with a Geiger counter, meas¬
uring the radiation as it came through
his head. Radiation fairly streamed
from the reactor, reaching at one time
a level of 300 milli-Roentgens. The
cameramen, with their eyes directly
over the window, were allowed only
20 seconds of the exposure at a time.
The rest of the time they held the
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Aor^an

Special Low^ Low Price!
HOUSTON FEARLESS

Panorain Dollies

Thoroughly Overhauled & Refinished • Fully Guaranteed • Immediate Delivery

4 Wheel —n,000°°

•

5 Wheel — M,400°°

(JflmcRfl €cDuipm€nT (o..inc.
Dept. A

_
19, 315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y., JUdson 6-1420

In Hialeah, Florida:
51 E. 10th Ave.,
TUxedo 8-4604
In Hollywood, California:
6510 Santa Monica Blvd.,
HOIIlywood 9-8321
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camera directly over the port and shot

phically that repairs to reactor com¬

hlind.

ponents are entirely feasible, and shows
exactly how some are accomplished.
In this field of motion picture pro¬
ductions, should any of the photo¬

Although they were frequently ex¬
posed to the deadly rays, they were
never allowed to receive more radia¬
tion than could be safely tolerated.
The total was well under the maxi¬
mum that could be taken over a cer¬
tain period of time. A health exami¬
nation made after shooting was com¬
pleted revealed that both cameramen
were in fine condition. The camera,
which had remained in its plastic bag
for the entire six weeks, was also ex¬
amined and found to be completely
free of contamination.
During the six-weeks shooting pe¬
riod, fifty-eight 100-foot rolls of film
were exposed. The photography de¬
tailed every phase of the step-by-step
repair operation. Of the total footage
exposed, only about 300 feet, however,
was considered technically acceptable,
inasmuch as the film was designed to
inform and guide prospective users of
nuclear energy for the production of
electricity. It demonstrates most gra¬

LIN DUNN,asc
Formerly head of RKO Effects Dept.

CREATIVE
SPECIAL EFFECTS
16mm • 35mm • 65mm
Recently
Titles on

completed

Effects

and

^^WEST SIDE STORY”

Specialized Laboratory Services

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood
INC.
1153 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Phone: HO 9-5808

Cable: FILMFX

graphic equipment become contami¬
nated, the contamination is usually
light and easily washed away with
acetone or plain water. It was found
that the casters on lamp stands tended
to pick up contamination from the
floor. To cope with this, the surfaces
of the casters were wound with tape,
which was readily removable and de¬
stroyed after use.
henever equipment receives more
radiation than can be washed off in
the normal manner, it is usually dis¬
posed off.
At one time a Bolex camera was
almost lost this way. The camera had
been left in a contaminated area over
a weekend because shooting was to
be resumed the following Monday.
Meanwhile, the camera was acciden¬
tally dumped into a contamination
barrel where it came into contact with
some very “hot” refuse. The frantic
photographer came running to retrieve
the now highly radioactive camera.
Two hours of very diligent scrubbing
finally removed the last traces of radi¬
ation from the Bolex, and while con¬
siderably faded, it was saved to film
another day.
The company’s film

unit

has lost

only a few pieces of relatively un¬
important equipment
(light cords,
tripod triangles, etc.) this way, be¬
cause the radiation could not be
washed off. The Health Physics De¬
partment is very meticulous about
checking each piece of equipment to
make sure it is free of radiation when

Used World-Wide By Discriminating Cameramen

CINEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
For 16mm Projectors
Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Jan, Ampro,
Kodak, RCA, and Victor 16mm
projectors at synchronous speed.

One-year Guaranteel

Immediate Delivery!

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,
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Projector can be instantly attached to
Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬
tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An outstanding feature is the flexible
shaft which connects motor with projector
and permits smooth, quiet and steady
operation. No special technical knowl¬
edge required for installation and mount
ing. Write for more details and prices.
763 lOth Ave., N.Y., N.Y., PLoza 7-3511

it comes out of the area.
The question of what effect, if any,
the prevalent radiation had on motion
picture film came up at this point in
our discussion. A-I’s film unit earlier
had conducted a number of tests and
experiments on this subject and found
that sensitized photographic film will
tolerate rather high exposure to radia¬
tion, providing, of course, it is given
reasonable protection.
Surprisingly,
the cans in which film is normally
packed, provide excellent protection.
And unless the cans accidentally come
in contact with a strong radioactive
source, they will shield their contents
from radiation. When the film is in
the camera, the body of the camera
and the elements of the lenses them¬
selves adequately protect the film
within. During the five years that
A-I’s film unit has been functioning
not a single frame of film has been
fogged through radiation.
Hoping to reduce the risks involved
in photographing directly into a re¬
actor core, a new type of motion pic¬
ture camera has been designed that
will eliminate the necessity of shoot¬
ing through reactor windows, assure
more satisfactory photography, and
afford greater protection against radia¬
tion for the operator. Three-and-aneighth inches in diameter and twelve
inches in length, it will fit snugly into
a 3)/2-inch porthole in the shield of
the reactor. It will carry its OAvn builtin light source—a strobe unit that will
produce separate synchronized light
flashes for each frame of film—and
afford a range of shooting speeds from
8 to 32 fps. Also to be included are
built-in optical relays, a lens-shielding
device, and a cooling system. Although
the camera is designed to accommo¬
date 80-foot rolls of 16mm film. Teflon
tubes are to be provided through
which the film will run directly out
of the camera after exposure and to
a 400-foot magazine six feet away.
So far, the camera is still on the
drawing board. It can be custom-built
for around $6,000. With it, projects
such as the one described above, can
be photographed in one-third the time
and with greater safety for the pho¬
tographer.
Although much of A-I’s film unit’s
work is directed toward shooting prog¬
ress reports for the Atomic Energy
Commission, it also does certain in¬
strumentation photography.
In this
work, a Fastax ultra high-speed camera
capable of exposing film up to 8,000
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frames per second is used. Occasion¬
ally time-lapse photography is needed,
for one such project recently, a
Maurer camera was rented, which had
heen specially pre-set to expose one
frame every IVo seconds.
One of the most interesting and
challenging assignments given the unit
involved the photography of an image
directly from the face of an electron
microscope. The material under ex¬
amination was a sample of graphite
and was magnified 15.000 to 25.000
times so that the molecular motion
within the particles could he clearly
observed.
hen this project was first sug¬
gested, the first thought was that it
would be impossible to photograph,
since the electron microscope screen
gives off only 3/10 of a foot-Lambert
of light. Mostly out of curiosity, the
unit made a test shooting at 16 fps,
using a Bolex-mounted f/1.4 lens and
Tri-X Pan film. After normal process¬
ing an image could just barely he de¬
tected, but this was enough to fire the
imagination of the photographers.
In filming the actual microscope
examination later, a 1-inch, f/0.95
lens was used, and arrangements were
made with the Telefilm, Inc. labora¬
tories in Hollywood to provide special
processing. The film was developed
as a negative to preserve maximum
speed, with the processing machine
operating at slightly reduced speed.
Each roll was regarded as a separate
problem and the last 10 feet was de¬
veloped as a test. A Cinex strip was
then made to determine the best
processing speed for that particular
roll.
In all, 20,000 feet of film was ex¬
posed on this project, which was sub¬
sequently edited to 800 feet of sub¬
ject matter, considered so technical in
content that it is estimated there are
only 15,000 scientific personnel in the
United States sufficiently knowledge¬
able to understand it. During shoot¬
ing, the cameraman set up the shot
and stood by to reload; but the cam¬
era was actually controlled by the
scientist making the experiment, be¬
cause only he knew exactly what part
of the “action” should be filmed.
During the editing process, he worked
closely with editor and explained what
was happening in each frame.
At present. Atomics International’s
in-plant film unit is in the process of
completing a film made in conjunc¬
tion with the Martin Company, which
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lONAL
PORTABLE
HOT SPL CER
WITH A
BUILT- N
CARBIDE SCRAPER
BLADE

Scraper Pat. No. 2544082

BLADE GUARANTEED FOR LIFE!*

PORTABLE HOT SPLICER

Model 135 (for 35 or 16 mm film).$339.00
Model 116 (for 16 or 8 mm film).$239.00
See your photographic dealer or write to Traid Corporation for Specifica¬
tion Sheet No. 7.
•pnaivk
a

TRAID CORPORATION

17136 Ventura Blvd., Encino, Calif., Telephone TRiangle 3-3373 or STate 8-2210
‘Guarantee: Should blade ever need sharpening, Traid
charge of $I .00.

PRODUCTS
^ou<Ae

will

sharpen for nominal

handling

OPTICAL FX UNIT
AND PRISMS

t(x -^cc it

t<x ^eiccoLC ttf
FOR 1 6mm — 35mm—TV CAMERAS.
LIVE TV, ANIMATION,
MOTION PICTURES

From two to
’

seven imagesor
combinations,

more

than 27 variations in op"

tical effects, montages, and
distortions without expensive

opticals.
Images may be photographed in still motion or for¬
ward and reverse rotation.

Complete unit consists of a four surface prism, mount, revolving housing,
and camera base assembly.

Literature on request.
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QUALITY GUARANTEED
USED EQUIPMENT

Energy Commission and slanted to an
audience of educated laymen, the film

CAMERAS
Auricon Cine Voice Model
mount, variable density

2 Single lens
Galvanometer,

Arriflex 16, new style 16-25-50mm Xenon
lenses.
Matte Box,
Camera
Case for
camera and 400 ft. Mags. _
Arriflex 35mm, 120° shutter, 28-50-75mm
Xenon lenses .
Arriflex
35mm
w/variable speed
motor,
120*
shutter,
30-50-75mm
Primoplan
lenses, 3—200 ft. magazines..
Arriflex
35mm
w/180*
shutter,
28-5075mm Xenon lenses, motor coble, sun¬
shade,
matte
box,
case,
1—400
ft.
mogozine
.
Cineflex 35mm camera w/200 ft. mag.,
12 volt DC motor, and power cord_
Eyemo 35 Single lens "A" mount w/2"
Eyemax lens .
Eyemo 35 w/47mm Cooke F 2.7, case.
Filmo 16mm 70 S High-Speed Camera. ..
Bell & Howell 35mm stondord model D.D.
High Speed camera w/cable end extra
belts, case .
Bell
8i
Howell
35mm
Standard
camera
Jl(616 w/170* shutter, unit 1
shuttle,
overhauled and refInished.
Cine Special II w/100 ft. and 200 ft.
mags., 1'mm Ektar 2.5, 152mm Kodak,
Telephoto F 4.5 Lenses, Case...
Cine Special 1 w/100 ft. magazine, 25mm
K.A. F 1.9 lens.
Cine Special II w/100 ft. magazine.
Mourer-05 Camera head only w/built-in
features and 1—400 ft. mag.
DeVry 35mm camera w/50mm lens..
Arriflex 35mm Blimp .
Arriflex 35mm 110 Volt Synch motor and
case
.
Cine Special sync, motors .
Mitchell
12
volt
35mm
variable speed
motor
.
Filmo motor—115 volts, 24 frame sync, w/
cable
.
Eyemo motor, variable speed, 24 volt_
Wall Sync, motors, 220 volt, 50 cycle, 3
phase
.
Arriflex 35mm 200 ft. magazines
.
Arriflex 35mm 400 ft. magazines.
Cine Special 100 ft. Film Chambers.
Cine Special 200 ft. Film Chambers.
Bell & Howell 400 ft. 35mm magazines....
Bell & Howell 1000 ft. 35mm magazines..
Mitchell 400x35 magazines .
Bell & Howell 400x35 Bi-Pack mogozine....

1,900.00
1,200.00

1,000.00

1,700.00
300.00
225.00
175.00
200.00

2,600.00

2,500.00

925.00
350.00
450.00
2,000.00
175.00
1,350.00
400.00
75.00
250.00
110.00
65.00
250.00
70.00
100.00
150.00
350.00
75.00
125.00
100.00
350.00

EDITING
Moviola 35/35 w/bulls eye, no mog., com¬
posite sound .
900.00
Moviola 35/35 Preview large screen w/
mag., footage counters .
1,800.00
Moviola editing machine (UCS) 35/53 old
model cutters machine only, no take up
arms, optical composite sound _
375.00
Neumode Splicer R-2 (35mm).
22.00
Moviola Model "D” Picture Head w/take
up arms, variable speed, foot pedal....
200.00
Bell & Howell 16-35mm Splicers...
225.00
Bell & Howell Splicer, foot models, com¬
bination 16-35mm, overhauled.
900.00
Bell & Howell Splicer, foot model 35mm,
overhouled
.
850.00
Neumode Heavy Duty Power rewinds w/
foot pedal—16 or 35mm ..
76.00
Moviola
16/16
w/Bulls
Eye,
no
mag.,
composite sound .
900.00
Trickle Charger for Arri. wet cell battery..
10.00
Pan Cinor, 20 to 60mm in “C” mount....
100.00
Cinegon 20mm in Arri. mount...
375.00
Mikro Kilar 40mm lens...
150.00
Mitchell Viewfinder .
350.00
Spectra 2-Color meter.....
200.00
Spectra 3-color Meter .
260.00
Bell & Howell geared head tripod, com¬
plete w/base .
350.00
Akeley Tripod:, gyro head.$550.00 & UP
SOUND-PROJECTION-LIGHTING-PRINTERS
G-924 Mixer (3-position). .
250.00
Reeves 16mm PV100 Recorder.. 1,200.00
Tapak Recorder .
300.00
Mogenemite Recorder ..—— .
200.00
GPL—Jon
Projector
w/speakers—Genovo
Movement .
1,000.00
Colortran Jr. Kit .
137.00
1000 Watt T 12 P (Code DFD) Projection
lamps.$3.00 each.per dozen
30.00
16mm
UHIER
combination
continuous
printer, A-1 condition .
500.00
35mm Bell & Howell Model D printer,
completely overhauled, A-1 condition. 3,000.00
Model K FILMIINE Processor for 16mm
negative or positive work. Complete with
rotary oir compretsor. Excellent shape _
900.00

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
Dept. A
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420
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explains in detail the activities of
SNAP (Systems for Nuclear Auxili¬
ary Power ). Ordered by the Atomic

begins with an analysis of the uses of
electricity to man and the necessity
for man to explore outer space.
In space, only two sources for the
production of electrictiy are thus far
feasible: the solar battery and nuclear
energy. The film analyzes the vari¬
ous models of reactors under experi¬
ment—some of which will be geared
to provide electrical power for space
vehicles, once they have been launched
by rockets, answering the need for
light weight power sources that will
last a long time. Other models will be
put to earthbound enivronmental uses
in remote areas such as the Arctic,
where no other source of electrical
power is practical.
The finished film will run 28^/0
minutes, making it convenient for tele¬
vision release, and it will rely largely
on animation. Because of the theoreti¬
cal nature of much of the subject
matter, as well as the impossibility
of illustrating technical points clearly
in any other way, a great deal of
animation is used in Atomics Inter¬
national films. This phase of produc¬
tion is produced outside of the organi¬
zation, as is also all sync-sound shoot¬
ing and finished sound recording.
All this prodigious
comprises an average
of film per month, is
a crew of six highly

activity, which
of 10,000 feet
carried on by
skilled motion

picture technicians. There are two
writer-directors, one of whom heads
the unit as coordinator. There are
two cameramen, a film editor and a
film librarian. ^ ith a minimum of
equipment and a maximum of skill
and ingenuity, this tightly-knit film
making group undertakes some of the
most interesting and dangerous assign*
ments ever given to an industrial
motion picture unit.
■

LENS AND CAMERA TEST
Continued From Page 103

a distance) should he affixed to the
chart with hits of masking tape, as
shown in the illustrations. I generally
include in such data the focal length of
the lens, last three serial numbers, and
the extreme right and left numbers that
are visible in the viewfinder—which
will be the same for each series of simi¬
lar focal length lenses.

Next, a piece of black masking tape
is affixed at the top and bottom of the
chart to indicate the maximum area
taken in vertically by the camera view¬
finder.
The single source of illumination is
then adjusted to permit working at a
fixed f/ stop with each lens to be tested
and for the type of film used. I have
found that f/2.8 produces exposures of
good resolution and at the same time
permits the depth of field to fall off
at both extremities of the chart, when
photographed at an angle, making the
plane of maximum sharpness readily
apparent. Best definition will he ob¬
tained with films of moderate speed,
such as DuPont 901A-Superior 2, or
Eastman Plus X. Negative film hav¬
ing a black backing should not be
used for these tests, as the backing will
come off in the processing—a messy
proposition when processing the test
film by hand.
To avoid the incidence of any
"‘slack” in the lens diaphragm, it is
advisable always to stop the lens down
from the largest iris opening to the
desired f/ stop—a good procedure to
follow, also, where distance is set by
tape measurement instead of throughthe-lens focusing.
About three feet of film is enough
to expose for each test—a length that
is adequate for making a loop for pro¬
jection, and which screens for a period
of five seconds at 24 fps. Test lengths
that are too short may cause projec¬
tion difficulties, while those too long
prove unwieldly when processing by
hand, as recommended here. In all
cases, the strips should be the same
length for all lenses so tested. And it
is timely to remind the reader at this
point that a new data card should be
mounted on the chart prior to shoot¬
ing each lens test.
Where tests on a number of lenses
are shot at one time, one following
the other, do not blank out any frames
between each test; the quick cut from
one test to the other affords a good
comparison of the lens’ performance.
About a foot of film can be blanked
off (by momentarily covering the lens
as the camera is started) between each
series of different focal length lenses,
where the test operation involves a
great number of lenses. The blanked
area will provide a reference point for
splicing the loops as well as an orien¬
tation projection start-mark.
Where a photographic darkroom is
Continued On Page 126
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Largest Most Productive Classified Ad Section Of Any Publication Serving Makers Of Motion Pictures
STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

WANTED

♦ * * * OUR 32ND YEAR * ♦ ♦ *
EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC
GUARANTEED USED EQUIPMENT
CINE VOICE, 400' Conv. 3-lens turret RA
30-amp, cables, mike, tripod, extra door,
case .$1045.00
WALL CAMERA, 4 ilenses, 2 1000' mags,
tripod, motor, finder, matte box,
cases ...$2000.00
B&H STD. 170° unit I shuttle, 2 1000' mags,
3 lenses, motor, tripod, finder, matte box,
coses .$2300.00
35MM DUPLEX printer, dbl. head, Academy
aperture .$575.00
16MM HOLLYWOOD Senior printer, 35' per
min.$595.00
35MM REEVES Sensitester .$495.00
35MM REEVES optical recorder .$485.00
BERNDT-MAURER blimp for Cine Special,
with follow focus gears, sync, motor,
finder .$550.00
GRAPHIC photo record magazines, $145.00
value .$93.00
35MM DE BRIE camera, 3 lenses, tripod,
finder, cases. List $2500. Spec.$495.00
PANCAKE AKELEY, lens, mags, tripod,
motor ...$450.00
B&M spotlights, priced low as ..$75.00
35MM DE BRIE model L-E camera, 3 lenses,
4 400' mags., finder, motor, M-box, gearhead tripod, stop motion motor ..$1250.00
35MM MOVIOLA, Model D, silient ....$285.00
FILMO 70-S with 2 lenses, 24-V hi-speed
motor. List $695. Special .$312.00
MOVIOLA SYNCHRONIZERS, 3-way 16mm or
35mm .$120.00
16/35MM COMBINATION Moviola 4-way
synchronizer .$145.00
35MM BLIMP for NC or Std. Mitch. ..$550.00
16MM CINE SPECIAL I with 2 lenses, 100-ft.
magazine .$295.00
1 6MM VICTOR Mod. L, turret, 3 lenses, $150
16MM FILMO DH, turret, 1 lens, 400' mag,
tripod, case .$750.00
16MM SOUND projectors, low as ....$150.00
35MM B&H 400-ft. mags., low as _$35.00
AURICON portable power supply unit $175.00
35MM B&H or Mitch 1000' mags .$95.00
AURICON heavy duty tripod, L/N ....$285.00
5-WAY comb, opaque strip, slides, copy pro¬
jector .$175.00
B&H Mod. 302 Mag/Opt 16mm proj. $575.00
DOLLIES, 3-wheel, collapsible, with seat,
priced low as .
$125.00
E-K 5X7 Autofocus enlarger, lens, easel, $225.
ELWOOD
5X7
autofocus
enlarger,
lens,
easel .$235.00
DUKANE 35mm stripfilm and record pro¬
jector .$99.50
EYEMO Q, 3 lenses, 2 400' mags, motor,
tripod, cases .$1100.00
JEROME 35mm D-frame microfile copying ma¬
chine w/2 lenses, 100' cap. daylite load.
$3000 value. Special .$325.00
16MM BLIMP for Maurer or Mitch. ..$500.00
35MM B&H Mod. 170, A6 camera, 1000'
mag., motor, focuser, finder, complete with
cases. $8900 value. Special .$395.00
Cash For Used Equipment. Trades Taken, Also
Consigrtments. Contact Us For Your Production
Needs.

See S.O.S. on Pages 84 and 85
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440 • Cable SOSOUND
S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Phone: HO 7-2124

WHO SELLS, SWAPS AND BUYS
Whatever in your backroom lies?
Frozen assets can give you a chill
Say the word and defrost them we will.

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE, Ltd.
1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Phone: Hollywood 9-3651

BOWLDS ANIMATION STAND complete with
B&H 2709 camera, stop motion motor, lens,
magazine, etc. This stand is set up and operat¬
ing and may be tested by prospective pur¬
chaser. Will sell stand and camera separately.
Call or write VIC SHANK, c/o Cartoon Camera,
733 N. La Brea, Hollywood. Phone: WE
8-2523.
CAMERA motors, Eyemo or Filmo, 6 volt DC
(Bodine) 8-48 FPS, with cable and switch.
Factory cost $125.00. Our price, used, $26.50.
New, $38.50 postpaid. Set (4) magazines,
Mitchell, 35x400', in carrying case, $200.00.
Akeley Std. Gyro Tripod, needs servicing,
$275.00 "as is". JACK WALTON, P.O. Box
1457, Tampa, Fla.
CINE SPECIAL 1 with 15, 25, and 76mm
lenses, very clean, $400.00 cash or best offer
in lenses, gyro head, titling equipment, or
what have you, for Bolex Rex. EUGENE R.
McLaughlin, 218 W. Washington, Brainerd,
Minn.
ARRIFLEX 35mm blimp and 110-volt sync
motor with geared footage counter. Same as
new. Used less than one hour. Original cost
$2305.00. Will take $1795.00. VICTOR DUN¬
CAN, 20110 Jackson, Grosse, Michigan.
Tel: OR 6-2437.
BRAND NEW, BELL & HOWELL FILMOSOUND
MODEL 535. WILL TRADE FOR LATE MODEL
B&H OR KODAK OPTICAL-MAGNETIC PRO¬
JECTOR. WM. MORTENSON, 4122 BRYANT
AVE., NO. MINNEAPOLIS 12, MINN.
CINE Special Series I. Perfect. 1" lens.
$400.00. Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.

►

If you have something
new or used to sell producers or photographers of motion pictures, here is your best
market place. Get your
message before readers that are potential
buyers, In the U.S. and
over 80 foreign countries!

RATES: Ads set in lightface type, 15c per word. Minimum ad, $2.00. Text set in
lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser’s name) 20c per word.
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case)
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HIGHEST PRICES PAID

for your used 16mm and 35mm
professional equipment of any kind.
Urgently need

clean Arris, Auricons, Mitchells, Zoom lenses,
etc., for our Rental Program.
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA COMPANY
6838 SUNSET BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH

16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS
AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD
AND EYEMO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER
ALSO
LABORATORY, EDITING AND
LIGHTHING EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE—CINEQUIP

EXPERT FREELANCE 35MM CAMERAMEN—
Register for money-making local assignments
in U.S., Central and So. America, Caribbean,
Orient, and other foreign locales. Good cam¬
era equipment, creativity, and ability to pro¬
duce professional results essential. Payment by
assignment and footage basis. Give particulars
and phone number in first letter. WORLD WIDE
FILMS, 108 So. LaJolla Ave., Hollywood 48,
Calif. Phones: WE 0-8308 and OL 3-5072.
TRY F&B UST

FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45fh ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

►

^
^
'
^
►
'
►
[
'
!
^

CONSIGNMENTS TAKEN—
SET OUR PRICE^—SHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US — PHONE: PL 7-0440
S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC.
Formerly S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp.
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N.Y.
Western Branch——6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., HO 7-2124

16 & 35MM CAMERAS—ANY CONDITION.
MITCHELL — ARRIFLEX — BELL & HOWELL —
AURICON.
ALSO ACCESSORIES & LENSES
FOR THESE CAMERAS.
H. C. ROSS
161 Roosevelt Avenue
Cresskill, New Jersey
LIGHTS WANTED
DO YOU HAVE?

SENIORS—JUNIORS—BABYS?
We Would Like To Buy Them.
Write or Call
GORDON ENTERPRISES

Phone: PO 6-3725
5362 N. Cahuenga Blvd.,
North Hollywood, Calif.
Continued On Next Page

$1.50 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial Office,
American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif, Forms
close 1st of month oreceding date of issue.
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Classified Ads

LENS AND CAMERA ACCURACY TEST
ConHnued From Page 124

Continued From Preceding Page

EQUIPMENT WANTED
WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or
new equipment? Let us know what you have
and what you need.

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway PL 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.
MAGNASYNC X-400 16mm recorder. State
price, condition. B. PENZiEN, 15240 Crescentwood, East Detroit, Mich.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
16mm FILM assignments—Chicago, Zoographic,
Scenic, Industrial. ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRODUaiONS, 1657 Grace St., Chicago 13, Illi¬
nois. Bl 8-8612.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS, New York, Boston area,
scenic, stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS,
168 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.
CAMERAMAN available for assignments in¬
cluding UNDERWATER. ROY CHEVERTON, 2625
N. Ocean Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
PAKISTANI / INDIAN:
Director - Cameraman
wants assignment anywhere in Asia. Like to
co-produce documentary films in India/Pakis¬
tan. Write: AMIN CHAUDHRI, 123 E. 38, New
York 16, N.Y. PLaza 9-4558.

LABORATORY & SOUND
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed.
Complete studio and laboratory services. Color
printing and lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION
PICTURE SERVICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Ave¬
nue,
Cleveland
3, Ohio. Phone ENdicott
1-2707.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS

unavailable for processing the test
strips, it may be possible to utilize the
room normally used for loading film
in the camera, or some other light-tight
closet, room, or cubicle. Three tanks,
trays or polyestrene buckets will be
required for the solutions, plus a
source of fresh water. Unwind the
exposed negative and place it in a
small carton, and “dunk” it in the
developer solution for the required
period, properly agitating it mean¬
while. The short film lengths should
not be unwound directly into the de¬
veloper as the first portion submerged
will receive greater development than
the last, and the resultant density
will be uneven.
Most any of the standard film de¬
veloping solutions can be used, provid¬
ing the processing time is reduced be¬
low normal to produce a low gamma
negative. If a heavy negative is pro¬
duced, it will tend to block up and be
difficult to read during projection, I
generally use Dektol developer diluted
1 part to 3 parts of water, and process
the film for 1 minute at 68° F, using
constant agitation. This is followed by
a few seconds of rinse in running wa¬
ter, then the film is immersed in hypo
for a period of 3 minutes. The film
should remain in the hypo until com¬
pletely cleared of the white opacity.
This may require a hypo bath of up
to 5 minutes, but a longer period of
time will not harm the film. After¬
ward, the film should be washed in

16mm Black & White and Anscochrome
Processing—Printing—Recording—Editing
Rental • Sales • All types of film in stock

running water for 5 minutes, then
hung to dry. At this time, both sides
of the film should be wiped with a soft,
moist chamois, photo sponge, or soft
clean toweling.
All immersions of the film in the
various solutions should be done care¬
fully, and gently and continuously
agitated by slowly raising and simul¬
taneously turning the film mass. This,
of course, is a rather crude processing
method, but one that yields a satisfac¬
tory film for test purposes.
After the processed film is com¬
pletely dry, separate each test section
and make a loop of it by splicing the
ends togther. A method for suspend¬
ing the loop for projection is shown in
an accompanying photo.
Projection of the various strips per¬
mits making comparisons between va¬
rious lenses and detecting differences
in sharpness, plane of focus, view¬
finder alignment, and accuracy of the
footage scale calibrations. Deficiencies
in camera performance may also be
observed, such as “breathing” of
image, image steadiness, shutter flicker,
etc.
It goes without saying, of course,
that the test method prescribed here
cannot reveal all the ills that cameras
and optics are heir to. But it will pro¬
vide a direct and fast determination
of general camera performance and a
graphic comparison of one lens with
another.
■

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

Write for Price List

WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
312 S.

Pearl St., Denver 9, Colo.
Sherman 4-1017.

TITLES & OPTICALS for low budget produc¬
tions. 8/16/35mm service. Samples and price
list from ASSOCIATED CINETITLE SERVICES,
P.O. Box 1206, Bell, California.

WHEN

CHANGING

YOUR

ADDRESS

Please notify us at least four weeks in
advance. BE SURE to give your Former
address as well as your New Address.
Our Circulation Department needs both
addresses in order to properly identify
your address stencil.
Your cooperation will insure that
American Cinematographer will con¬
tinue coming to you regularly without
delay or omission of issues. Thank you.
American
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A NATIONAL INSTITUTION

W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST AGENCY FOR
Sales And Distribution

EASTMAN PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE FILMS
Negatives
Color

Positives

Black - And - White

Prompt Service — Everywhere

Fort Lee,

Chicago/

Hollywood/

New Jersey

Illinois

California

complete ONE STOP services for film producers!

studio services:

laboratory services:

Editorial

Developing Processes

Creative Editing
Dialogue Cutting
Music Cutting
Conforming
Preparation of A&B Rolls
Hot Splicing
Syncing
Cutting Room Rental

Art
Storyboards
Graphic Art
Cartoons
Hand-lettered Titles
Hot Press Titles
Title and Animation
Photography

Music
Optical Film, 35mm
Magnetic Film, 35, 17% &
16mm, %-inch Tape
Disc, 33% & 78
Sound Effects

Sound Recording

UNDER ONE ROOF...

Location Recording
Narration
Music Recording
Post-dubbing
Re-recording
Mixing
Transfer
Interlocks
Facilities Include Optical and
Magnetic 35, 17% & 16mm,
%-inch Sync Tape

in one convenient location. Write,

Screening

phone or wire for information and

16mm Projection
35mm Projection
Interlocks

quotations on any and all producer
services.

COLOR:
Negative EK 16mm
Positive EK 16mm
Ektachrome 16mm*
Kodachrome 16mm*
Ansco 16mm*
* Processed by film manufacturers’
local plant

BLACK AND WHITE:
Spray Picture Negative,
16 «& 35mm
Spray Sound Negative,
16 & 35mm
Newsreel Negative, 16mm
Spray Picture Positive,
16 & 35mm
Immersion Positive, 16mm
Reversal, 16mm

Printing
COLOR:
Kodachrome, 16mm
Ansco, 16mm
EK Internegative, 16mm
EK Positive, 16mm
Reduction, 16mm
Blow-ups, 35mm
Optical, 16mm
Workprint, 16mm
Masters, 16mm
Answer Prints, 16mm
Release Prints, 16mm
BLACK AND WHITE:
Dupe Negative, 16 & 35mm
Master Positive, 16 & 35mm
Reversal, 16mm
Reduction, 16mm
Blow-ups, 35mm
Optical, 16mm
Track Prints, 16 & 35mm
Work Prints, 16 & 35mm
Answer Prints, 16 & 35mm
Release Prints, 16 & 35mm
TV Spots, 16 & 35mm

Miscellaneous
Edgenumbering
Print Cleaning
Peerless Treatment
Magnetic Striping
Reels
Cans
Shipping Cases

w

byron

motion pictures

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C., FEderal 3-4000
Affiliated with MECCA FILM LABORATORIES CORP., 630 Ninth Avenue, New York 36. N.Y.
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REEVESOUND M RECORDER
for outstanding* optical and magnetic
motion picture sound tracks
Throughout the world, wherever motion pictures are
made efficiently you find the Reevesound DL Optical
Recorder producing quality sound track negatives
and direct positives. This workhorse equipment is
the first choice of professionals for 16mm and 35mm
optical tracks. Operation is straight forward, main¬
tenance approaches zero and reliability is high. Now
available are models for 35mm negative and direct
positive, 16mm negative and direct positive and
16mm mag/optical. If motion pictures are your busi¬
ness, it’s good business to look into the famous
Reevesound DL Recorders.

•to

REEVESOUND Company, Inc. • 35-54 36th St., Long Island City 6, N.Y. / A subsidiary of Reeves Soundcraft Corp.

REEVESOUND
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It takes two to make a suc¬
cessful motion picture.
It takes a producer to
make a fine film.
It takes a laboratory to
make finest quality prints.
To make top quality prints
requires the same talents and
professional skills you use to
make top quality films—in¬
telligence, creative imagina¬
tion, know-how, personal
attention to every detail, in¬
tegrity, loving care.
You can’t blame us for
feeling proud that some of
America’s leading producers
of fine films depend on MPL
to give them prints of match¬
less excellence. And most
satisfying of all, that our
clients have remained stead¬
fastly with us through the
years.
We shall be glad to do for
you the same highest quality
work we do for them.
We assure you 24 hour
delivery service anywhere in
the United States.
Send your film by AIR

today.

—

SOUND-EDITORIAL
COMPLETE LABORATORY SERVICES

Editorial and Business Offices: 1782 North Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif.
Telephone: Hollywood 7-2135
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ON THE COVER
SHOOTING A SCENE on location for "The Andy Griffith Show." Directing
the photography is Sid Hickox, ASC, standing in doorway of sound
recording cab in upper right of photo. Camera is focused on Griffith and
two fishing pals in rowboat. Two reflectors and a Brute in background
furnish fill light to balance the sunlight illumination. This popular tele¬
vision show, now in its second year, has been photographed entirely by
Hickox since its debut.
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MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES,Inc.
781 S. Main Street
•
Memphis, Tennessee
Phone—Memphis WH 8-0456

The Master Craftsmanship
Your Film Deserves
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MOTION PICTURE FILM PRINTERS
Finest Precision Equipment For Every Professional Need
WRITE FOR DETAILED SPECIFICATION SHEETS ON THESE PRINTERS

STRIP FILM PRINTER—35MM OR 16MM
Custom built to assure perfect registration.
Accommodates looped negatives or rolls up to
1200 feet. Maximum speed 1600 ft. per hour.

$1,325

OPTICAL REDUCTION-ENLARGING
PRINTER
Reduces 35mm to 16mm; enlarges 16mm to
35mm—color or B&W. 1200-ft. capacity. Speed
1400 to 3500 ft. per hour.
35mm-16mm model. $2,475.00
16mm-8mm model. 1,775.00
Comb. 35mm continuous. 1,945.00
Cineradiograph, 35/l6mm. 2,275.00

COMBINATION 8MM AND 16MM
CONTACT PRINTER

8MM-16MM CINE FILM PRINTER
Makes sharp, brilliant copies of color or B&W
cine films. A.C. operated, no batteries re¬
quired. Two rheostats afford range of 10
printer light densities.

For printing sound and picture, single or
double system, separately or simultaneously.
Capacity, 1200 ft. Speed 3000 ft. per hr.
Perfect prints assured.

$1,777.00

$195.00
DEVELOPING TANKS AND REELS
Stainless steel tanks and reels for process¬
ing either color or B&W films.

Features exclusive Uhler Plastic Separator
strip which permits maximum distribution
of solutions over film surface when used
with wire processing reels.

Complete, $50.00

16MM-35MM MICROFILM PRINTER
Continuous contact printer for unperforated
film. 1200-ft. capacity; prints 1600 ft. per
hour. 115-volts, 60 eye. A.C.

$920.00

Separate Components:
16mm tank .$16.95
8mm tank . 11.95
16mm reel . 18.95
8mm reel . 12.95
16mm separator strip . 14.95
8mm separator strip . 6.95
ALiL

PRICES

F.

O.

B.

DETROIT,

16MM CONTINUOUS PRINTER
Combination printer for B&W or color film
with single- or double-system sound track,
Prints picture and sound in one operation.
1200 ft. capacity, speed up to 1600 ft. p. h.

$1,295.00
MICHIGAN

15762 Wyoming Avenue*Detroit 38, Michigan
Phone: UNIversity 1-4663
TP|\|^P,

I LKI^^i
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Cable Address: UHLCIMA

25% deposit with Domestic Orders. Letter of Credit must accompany Foreign orders c.i.f.
Destination established in National Bank of Detroit.
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REPAIRS cuts, tears and nicks.

REPLACES torn perforations.

SPLICES without cement, or loss of frames.

PERMACEL FILM SPLICING AND REPAIR TAPE
Durable, self-sticking tape made of Mylar* forms a tough, solvent resistant bond
without cement. Repairs and splices film without loss of a single frame. Permacel 96 for
motion picture film and Permacel 962 for magnetic film. Available in 16mm, 17V2mm
and 35mm widths, and in 20 and 66 foot lengths.
* Du Pont trademark

Permacel
NEW BRUNSWICK. NEW JERSEY . TAPES . ELECTRICAL INSULATING MATERIALS • ADHESIVES
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INDUSTRY
NEWS
News briefs of industry activities^ products and progress

Cinematography Awards

SPLICING EQUIPMENT AND
PERMACEL FILM SPLICING
TAPE AVAILABLE FROM THESE
FRANCHISED DEALERS
BEHREND CINE CORP.
161 East Grand Avenue
Chicago, III.
COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE CORP.
829 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood, Calif.
HOLLYWOOD FILM CO.
956 North Seward Street
Hollywood, Calif.
FLORMAN AND BABB, INC.
68 West 45th Street
New York, New York
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CORP., INC.
315 West 43 rd Street
New York, New York
CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway
New York, New York
MOTION PICTURE ENTERPRISES, INC.
708 Ninth Avenue
New York, New York
COMPREHENSIVE FILM SERVICES, INC.
245 West 55th Street
New York, New York
S.O.S. PHOTO CINE OPTICS
602 West 52nd Street
*
New York, New York

I *ReRMAC€L
I

New Brunswick, New Jersey

n
I

I

□

Send me more information on
Permacel Motion Picture and Magnetic Film Splicing Tape.
(For Dealers Only) I would like to be
a Franchised Dealer for Permacel
Film Splicing and Repair Tapes.

I

Name^___

I

Firm._

*

Address_

I

City-Zone_State_

I_
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Daniel Fapp, ASC; Oswald
Morris, John Wilcox, Jack Car¬
diff, and Geoffrey Unsworth; and
Franz Iffaner, ASC, Milton Krasner, ASC, and Manuel Berenguer,
ASC, have been cited by The Film
Daily, New York industry trade
paper, for The Best Photography
of 1961 in its annual “Filmdom’s
Famous Fives Awards.”
Fapp was cited for “West Side
Story,” also nominated for an
Academy Award for photography
this year (see story elsewhere in
this issue). Oswald Morris and
John Wilcox were presented with
the FFF award for photography
of “The Guns of Navarone.” Jack
Cardiff’s citation was for the pho¬
tography
of
“Fanny.”
Franz
Planer, Milton Krasner, and Man¬
uel Berenguer—all m.embers of
the A.S.C.—were cited for “King
of Kings,” which they co-photographed. Geoffrey Unsworth pho¬
tographed “The World of Suzie
Wong.”
“ ‘West Side Story,’ photo¬
graphed by Daniel Fapp, regis¬
tered an easy win as the best
photographed picture of 1961,”
Film Daily reported. “There was
a close finish for second place, but
it finally went to ‘The Guns of Nav¬
arone.’ The third choice was ‘Fan¬
ny’.” “The World of Suzie Wong”
and “King of Kings” took fourth
and fifth place in the FFF awards.
Krasner, Planer, Cardiff and
Morris have previously been win¬
ners of Filmdom’s Famous Fives
awards. Milton Krasner won a
FFF award in 1954 for “Three
Coins in the Fountain.” Franz
Planer received the FFF award in
1957 for “The Pride and the Pas¬
sion,” and again in 1958 for “The
Big Country.” Cardiff is another

three-time winner, having been
honored in 1958 for “The Vik¬
ings,” and in 1956 for “War and
Peace.” Morris previously has won
two FFF awards —• in 1953 for
“Moulin Rouge” and in 1956 for
“Moby Dick.”
All of the finalists in the “Best
Photography” category of The
Film Daily awards this year were
filmed in color.
In addition to Photography, the
FFF awards are annually pre¬
sented for Best Performances by
Male Stars, Best Performances by
Female Stars, Best Performances
by Supporting Actors, Best Perfo rmances by Supporting Ac¬
tresses, Best Juvenile Actors and
Actresses, “Finds” of the Year,
Year’s Outstanding Directors, and
Best Screenplays of The Year.
Selections are the result of The
Film Daily’s annual poll of the
nation’s newspaper and magazine
movie critics and reviewers and
TV commentators on movies.
•
New Cinerama Format

In a joint venture sponsored by
Cinerama, The Boeing Company,
and the U.S. Science Exhibit of
the U.S. Department of Commerce,
a unique 12-minute space-voyage
film being produced by Cinerama
will be shown at the Century 21
Exposition Sjjacearium in Seattle,
Washington, starting April 21,
1962.
To photograph the picture,
which will be projected onto a 75foot diameter, 8,000 square foot
hemispherical screen, a new superwide-angle 70mm motion picture
camera has been designed and
manufactured for Cinerama bv
Benson-Lehner Corporation, Santa
Conlinued On Next Page
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NEW F & B MARK III FLUID DRIVE TRIPOD

Continued From Preceding Page

Monica, California.
The camera and its companion
projector are said to be the first
to use commercially the full for¬
mat 70mm sprocketed movie film.
A bulls-eye” ultra-wide-angle lens

The first announcement of this
new F & B product was followed
by an immediate sell-out. We
rushed in a NEW SHIPMENT,
however, so they are now in stock
and available at F & B.

provides a 160-degree field of vi¬
sion in any plane.

New Eastman Color Negative
Complete outfit for 16mm cameras,
35mm Eyemos & Arris, at an amazingly
lo« price.
$^0050

Tripod legs only....$49.50
Baby tripod legs only...47.50
Fluid Head only..... 97.50

Includes Tripod, Adapter and Visco-matic
Fluid Head. With F & B’s usual iron-clad
guarantee.

DIRECTORS'
VIEWFINDERS
i

1

P
4

Leather & Vinyl case for Baby. 11.50

F & B NICKEL CADMIUM
BATTERIES
The perfect compan¬
ion for your Arriflex,
mounted in rugged
aluminum case, with
shoulder strap. In¬
destructible, high
capacity Nickel Cad¬
mium cells provide
perfect power, abso¬
lutely guaranteed
for 1 year.

New, imported director’s
viewfinder with large,
clear optics in 4 new
models at very reasonable prices.

Model I—for 35mm, range
25mm-135mm .$49.50
Model lA—for 16mm, range
11.5mm-75mm . 49.50
Model IB—for 16 mm, range
8mm-75mm . 69.50
Model III—for 35mm Wide-Screen &
TV Camera range 3-4 to 2.55-1, with
sliding, adjustable marks . 89.50

FREE

Leather & Vinyl case. 12.50

—Neckchain and Leather I
Case with Order
■

50% MORE EFFICIENT!
40% LESS EXPENSIVE!
7v. Battery (6 cells).$85.00
lOv. Battery (8 cells).100.00
15v. Battery (12 cells).135.00
Voltmeter attach, (opt) . 20.00
Ammeter attach, (opt) . 10.00
Miniaturized Charger . 29.50
NEW—15v-7V2V Battery—can be switched
for 7V2V or 15v for both 16mm and 35mm
Arris .$155.00
With Built-In Charger . 184.50

Write for new specification sheet

SERVING THE WORLD’S FINEST FILM MAKERS

& BABB, INC.
68 West 45th Street, New York 36, New York • MUrray Hill 2-2928

AURICON CONVERSION

Donald E. Hyndman, manager
of Eastman Kodak’s motion pic¬
ture film department, visiting Hol¬
lywood last month announced the
company expects to have its im¬
proved Eastman Color Negative
Film for professional motion pic¬
tures generally available the latter
part of 1962. Supplies of the new
negative are currently undergoing
trade tests in Hollywood and New
York, and demonstrations and
complete details of the improved
color stock are to be presented
soon before members of the Amer¬
ican Society of Cinematographers,
and also to the Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers
at its spring meeting in Los An¬
geles in April.
The improved color negative is
said to have less grain and better
color quality. Hyndman also an¬
nounced that trade tests are being
conducted on the company’s im¬
proved professional motion pic¬
ture Color Print Film, which also
is to be made available during the
latter part of this year. A gain in
speed and further improvement in
color quality and definition is
claimed for the film,

BY BIRNS &. SAWYER OF HOLLYWOOD
EXTENDS CINE-VOICE OR PRO-200 CAMERA^

r

TO 400 OR 1200-FT. CAPACITY
WITH NO LOSS OF ORIGINAL DESIGN!
BODINE TORQUE MOTOR,

adjustable for reliable
take-up, relieves load on camera motor and drive
mechanism (a B & S exclusive). Controlled by camera.

PRECISE WORM-GEAR FOOTAGE COUNTER
for any film load. Only $395 for Pro-200 conversion; $450 for
Cine-Voice (Mitchell magazine extra). See your dealer or write:

•

French 16mm SS-sound Camera
The

French camera

manufac¬

turer, Debrie, recently introduced
its new Sinmor 16mm magnetic
sound single-system camera, which
has been designed so that it can
be used without a tripod, with the
magazine resting on the operator’s
shoulder to give extra support—
similar to the Mitchell 35mm Re¬
flex camera.
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FROM

MITCHELL CAMERA

7 ways to make more films at lower cost.

It is remarkable but

true... as proven by the photographs on this page... that a single Mitchell camera can be used for a virtually
unlimited range of film making assignments. No other camera today can meet such a broad range of exacting
film making. The versatile speed of the Mitchell, ranging from stop motion to a high speed of 128 frames per
second, plus its exclusive time-saving operating features are but a feiu of the reasons for its luide use. As seen
on this page, the Mitchell is the only 16mm camera designed for complete range cinematography of fine films.

NORTHI

U.S.AIR FORC^

NAVAL
ORDNANCE TEST
STATION at

films research, tes
pubi

Inyokern, California
uses over 50
Mitchell cameras
including 16mm
Hi-Speeds.

UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
and Bud Wilkinson Productions
film TV Series with Mitchell 16s

GOSPEL FILMS
with Mitchell 16.

Mitchell cameras are noted for their low cost perfect operation and long
trouble-free service life. 85% of all professional motion pictures shown
throughout the world are filmed with Mitchell Cameras. Write today on
your letterhead for the new Mitchell 16mm catalog.

Mitchell Camera Corp
666 West Harvard Street
Glendale 4, California
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No. 2 in CECO’s 25th Anniversary

For February and March only...

^50 CECO PRO SENIOR DOLLY

s/ffsAecf
to unheard-of price of

We are determined to make CECO's Silver
Anniversary an event your memory will always
cherish. For February and March only, we are
chopping Va off the price of CECO PRO SENIOR
Portable 3-wheel Dolly. There are many dollies
on the market, but nothing can come within
a country mile of CECO PRO SENIOR in its
regular price range—much less at this
Anniversary reduction. It moves effortlessly on
its 5" heavy duty wheels. Two positive locks at
each roller enable the operator to dolly in a
straight line or to free wheel. Many
other exclusive features.
Of course, we couldn’t stay in business by
giving away our merchandise. That's why the
price goes back to $150 on April 1st. Don’t miss
a bargain that very likely will never be offered
again. Order today. Also available at your
Dealer. Six month unconditional guarantee
on parts, labor and service.

(£flm€Rn €ouipmenT (o.jnc.
Frank C. Zucker, President
Dept.
, 315 W. 43rd St., N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

Florida:
51 East 10th Ave.
Hialeah, Florida
TUxedo 8-4604

California:
6510 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Hollywood 9-8321

Washington, D.
Gregory Bell
927 15th St., N.
347-1153

HEADS
YOU
WIN!
CECO’s® technically-proficient
Department Heads are
world renowned experts in
cinematography, lighting,
sound recording, photo¬
instrumentation and editing.
A consultation with a CECO
Department Head could he
your best investment. His
know-how and experience
is at your service!

FAMOUS CECO CONVERSION OF
THE AURICON CINE-VOICE CAMERA
Converts Auricon camera for use
with 400' and 1200' Mitchell-type
external magazines. Features
torque take-up motor and Veeder
footage counter.

ALLEN REVERSAL
PROCESSOR
For daylight operation
with speeds up to 1200'
per hr. Overdrive system
prevents film breakage.
Non-corrosive plumbing
system and drains
permit individual tank
draining. Thermostat
controlled for constant
temperature.
Recirculation system.

CECO TRIANGLES—MODEL C

Six month
unconditional
guarantee
on parts, labor
and service.

1 BAUER SELECTION 16MM
PROJECTOR WITH XENON
i LAMPHOUSE INSTALLATION

I

I Permits uninterrupted
I ■ ; projection for more than 1500
p hours. Light output with
2,000 watt Xenon measures
fe 4,100 lumens. Fills a
£ Cinema-Scope screen over
k 40 ft. wide. Many other
unique features.
Wy;

D^^CTOR

WND

X JC^ERAMAN
^

.,
.. im. _ iiNi
REMARKS

.

Keeps tripod from slipping.
Holds legs rigid. Model C
equipped with clamps to
attach tripod firmly to triangle.
Model B, without clamps,
also available.

(g)TM #707529

h

LI
* i
■ 1
j

(£flm€Rfl €9uipm€nT(o.,inc.
Frank C. Zucker, President

CECO QUICK SLATE
A new, compact slate with Lucite
writing surface. Black grease
pencil on automatic-return
pull-out chain attached. Features
eraser clip, clip board, magnets
to hold slap sticks in position.
Measures 91/2" x 11".

315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 6-1420
Gentlemen:
Please send me more information on the products I have listed below.

Name
Title____
Firm__

Florida:

California:

Washington, D.C.:

51 East 10th Ave.
Hialeah, Florida
TUxedo 8-4604

6510 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Hollywood 9-8321

Gregory Bell
927 15th St., N. W.
347-1153

Address_
City---Zone_State

MADE

iN

SWITZERLAND

iMMi

Bolex H-8 Rex: The $niin camera that acts like a 16
Professional quality with 8mm economy. The new
Bolex H-8 Rex brings both to industrial photog¬
raphy. Designed after the famous Bolex H-16, the
H-8 Rex has the same professional features—
offers the photographer the same variety of
etfects-at much lower film costs. □ The H-8 Rex
is the only 8mm camera in the world that takes
100-foot rolls of “double-eight” film. Running
140

time is equal to a 400-foot roll in a 16mm camera.
In fact, the H-8 cuts 16mm film costs in half.
And, specially designed optics enable you to take
fullest advantage of the new high-resolution 8mm
color films. □ In-plant assignments? The H-8
Rex is the ideal tool for training films, time and
motion studies, time-lapse photography, macro¬
cinematography, cinephotomicrography and data

recording. □ This new one from Bolex has flick¬
erless reflex viewing, variable shutter, unlimited
film rewind, filming speeds from 12 to 64 fps
and single frame, and basic lenses with a new
pre-set diaphragm arrangement. Film threading
is automatic. □ Lenses range from 5.5mm to
150mm and a full line of accessories is avail¬
able. With Switar 12.5mm f/1.3 lens, $450.00.
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Technical
Questions and
Answers

. Jnd its running
mate: The fabulous
Bolex 18-5

huve two questions: 1) Can
Kodachrorne Type A, filmed with an
Auricon with single-system sound, be
duplicated without loss of fidelity of
the lip-sync voice track? We will need
a duplicate of this film, as the original
muy be required later on for making
additional prints.
2) The production, for which we
shall need the above-mentioned section
in Kodachrorne, is being shot with
Ektachrome. We need the lip-sync
section, as described above, but hesi¬
tate to shoot it in Ektachrome in view
of recent article by Darrin Scot in
which he describes results obtained
by an aircraft company film unit shoot¬
ing Ektachrome with an Auricon with
variable-area galvanometer. Therefore,
can the lip-sync scene shot on Type A
Kodachrorne be printed via Ektachrome
without loss of fidelity?

Only the Bolex 18-5 shows any 8mm film in slow
motion! Flip the switch and change magically from
18 fps to 5 fps “Living Stills.” The Bolex 18-5 lets
you project your films almost four times slower—
study every detail. This slower projection is also
an aid in editing and focusing and saves you film,
since you can shoot less footage of inanimate
subjects. Film capacity is 400 feet.
Here are just a few of many other features that
make the Bolex 18-5 an efficient, economical,
professional tool:

Ease of operation. Setting up and running the Bolex
18-5 is so fast and simple, the operator has little
to do but enjoy the film. A single switch controls
regular, slow-motion and reverse projection.

New Lamp System. Bolex 18-5 uses a special lowwattage lamp for cooler running without sacrificing
maximum brilliance. The film is protected at all
running speeds.

Compact. The 18-5 is lightweight, easy to carry
and rugged-ideal for sales presentations and other
portable uses. Optional hard case has built-in view¬
ing screen.
Choose from three projection lenses: 15, 20 or
25mm with f/1.3 openings. The Bolex 18-5 is only
$159.50 with 15mm wide-angle lens, 400' reel and
zippered plastic case. (Prices include F.E.T., where
applicable.) For literature on this new 8mm system,
and the name of your nearest Bolex dealer, write to:

PAILLARD INCORPORATED, 100 SIXTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 13, N.Y.
IN CANADA, GARLICK FILMS LTD.,TORONTO
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We intend to narrate, using music
in backgrouiM. We hope to avoid us¬
ing the origirml Auricon lip-sync in
screening and Imndling to safeguard
against scratching the film, etc. —
W. E. E. Portsmouth, Ohio.
A.—In making single-system sound
tracks with either Kodachrorne or Ek¬
tachrome film, a positive track is ob¬
tained—in the case of regular Kodachrome a silver sulfide track, and in
the case of Ektachrome Commercial, a
dye track. Since most quality color
duplicating films require that a blackand-white sound negative track be
printed to give a positive track on the
release print, it is desirable to convert
the positive track obtained from soundon-film original to such a negative
track. This is commonly done by re¬
recording onto a black-and-white neg¬
ative sound recording stock.
To keep the portion filmed in lipsync from sounding significantly dif¬
ferent from the rest of the sound track,
it would almost be imperative that this
technique be followed, since it is as¬
sumed that the greater portion of the
sound track will be made using the
typical black-and-white sound negative
for final printing.
In the final analysis, the stringency
of the requirements for your particular
sound track would determine whether
the sound-on-film system as practiced
by the aircraft company film unit you
mention, is satisfactory; and certainly

tests should be made to establish its
acceptability to your needs.

^•“~~Tm preparing to shoot my first
color commercial in 35mm, futving
worked entirely with 16mm during the
past eight years. My question is re¬
garding the exposure I should use as
the subject of this color film will be
Negroes. When shooting still pictures
of them, it is my practice to vary my
exposure in order to better reproduce
detail in faces.
In shooting Eastman Color Negative
and using a Lumasix meter for inci¬
dent light readings what exposure ad¬
justments would you recommend? The
Negroes used will be mostly of light
complexion and there will be no scenes
in which both Negroes and whites will
appear.
The production is for theatrical re¬
lease. Therefore, in your opinion is an
Eyemo Q camera in good condition
with good lenses adequate for making
silent commercuds for theatrical re¬
lease? Woidd the results be superior
to that obtained with a Bolex and Com¬
mercial Ektachrome film, and blowing
this film up to 35mm color? If / make
tests, using an 18 per cent gray card
in the scene, can you give me a density
reading for the negative print for
proper exposure for a normal scene
and possibly for the type of scene
described in the paragraph above?—
B. M., Birmingham, Alabama.
A.““ There are no special recom¬
mendations for exposure of Eastman
Color Negative when the subjects to be
Continued on Next Page

GOT A PROBLEM?
Need professional advice on a
picture-making problem, about
equipment, film or cinematog¬
raphy? Reader’s questions are in¬
vited and will be answered by
mail when accompanied by a
stamped, addressed envelope for
reply. Questions and answers con¬
sidered of general interest to other
readers will be published here
each month.
Address your questions to the
"Question & Answer Editor," Amer¬
ican Cinematographer, P.O. Box
2230, Hollywood 28, Calif.
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Continued from Preceding Page

ECCO
MODEL D
SPEEDROLL
APPLICATOR

Cleans,
conditions
and
lubricates
your
film in one easy operation.
Non-inflam¬
mable, eliminates waxing. Absolutely safe.
Ecco Model D
Applicator.
Ecco

$33.00

1500 cleaning fluid,

. $ 9.00
Ecco ^2000 Negative cleaning
fluid, per gallon.

$ 7.00

NEW LOWELL-LITE UNI-6
LOCATION KIT

Everything you need in one compact case,
measures only 141/2x22 V2X6V2, complete
with six Lowel-Lites, six towel barndoors,
it PIC 9 ft. 5 section stands, 3-25 ft.
extension cables, 2-25 amp. fuses, 12 yd.
roll gaffer tape.
Complete.

$124.50

Lowel-Lite kit, model K5, five
Lowel-Lites, w/gaffer tape

.$ 34.50
Lowel-Lite
Deluxe
kit,
five
Lowel-Lites, five barndoors,
two rolls gaffer tape and
large case .
Gaffer tape,
12 yard roll
Gaffer tape,
30 yard roll
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54.75

$
$

1.95
3.95

photographed are Negroes. Any small
adjustments in color rendition which
might be desirable can easily be made
in the production of the print from the
original negative.
In answer to your question about
using the Eyemo Q camera, we can see
no reason why satisfactory commer¬
cials cannot be made with this equip¬
ment. As to whether this camera could
produce a result markedly superior to
that rendered by using a Bolex and
Ektachrome Commercial Eilm and hav¬
ing a blowup to 35mm made, this
would depend to some extent on the
abilities of the laboratory handling
this latter job, but even at best the
blowup should probably be less desir¬
able.
Trying to stipulate the density read¬
ings for the color negative and print
when using an 18 per cent reflectance
card in the scene, is very involved be¬
cause of the problem of the manner in
which the measurements of density are
made. It would be necessary that the
density to specific calibrated filters of
red, green, and blue transmission be
used. Stipulation in terms of visual
neutral density filter would be mean¬
ingless and could perhaps confuse more
than help the issue; and without the
required set of filters mentioned ear¬
lier, correlation of the manufacturer’s
readings to your own would be dif¬
ferent if not impossible. The best solu¬
tion to the problem would be to use
the manufacturer’s exposure recom¬
mendations for the film and expose the
card to the light levels required to
meet this exposure index.
A print from the properly-exposed
negative can best be judged by pro¬
jection under specified conditions to
give what appears to be the most ac¬
ceptable rendition of the 18 per cent
card.
After reading the article ^‘Choos¬
ing a 16mm Film” in your December
issue, I am doubtful as to the type of
raw stock I should use on a produc¬
tion I am about to start. The produc¬
tion is to be shot in 16mm black-andwhite. Most of it will be on location
and about 25 per cent of it will have
lip-sync sound. The balance will be
post-recoMed.
Of the total footage, 1 plan to edit
three 15-minute presentations, making
one release print of each, perhaps more
later. Also, from the same original
footage 1 must edit ten individual 1minute TV spots with sound, plus five
without. Approximately eight prints
are to be made of each spot.
What film stock should I use? In¬

asmuch as I must do the editing and
after reading the above-mentioned ar¬
ticle, Fm not too eager to use negative
stack. However, Fd like to get as much
quality as possible.
While preparing the A & B rolls,
the negatives are bound to pick up
defects which, quoting the article,
“. . . will show in the release print.”
I do not like to cut the original unless
the work print is timed and ready to
go. So, should I use reversal stock arid
have the lab. make a dupe and then a
work print from that, or make a re¬
versal dupe work print? — A. H.,
Tucson, Arizona.

|
t

\

A.—

It is suggested that, if this is a
low-budget undertaking, that you shoot
Plus-X reversal, conform the A&B rolls
for zero cuts in order that the original
scenes need not be reduced to scene
length, and have your laboratory make
a 35/32mm dupe negative for making
the release prints. You can then recut
the A&B rolls to make the TV spots
and also conform those A&B rolls from
the original reversal, and end up with
a 35/32mm dupe negative for printing. You will, of course, need an Awind track negative for printing with
the dupe negatives.
Q«”“/ want to do a split-screen shot
of two people holding a telephone conversation. If I record both conversetions on tape, then photograph one
person on the left half of the firm, then
the other person on the right side of
another length of film—with each person lipping the dialog on playback as
he is photographed — then split and
tape-splice the two halves of film to
make a composite strip, will this work?
—R. M., Newark, N. J.

A.—A better method is to first shoot
one subject with half of the frame
masked off, then cap the lens and wind
back film in camera, reverse the mask
(matt) and shoot second player on the
other half of the film (left unexposed
in the first pass, because of the mask.)
The mask must be accurately aligned
each time so there will be no line of
demarcation. Lacking a mask slot or
matte box, a simple titler can be used
to hold mask.
■

YOUR QUESTIONS

Only questions on technical prob¬
lems can be answered in this col¬
umn. Kindly do not write asking for
information such as names and ad¬
dresses of industry personnel, who
photographed certain pictures, etc.
Also—please enclose with your
letter a stamped, addressed en¬
velope if reply by mail is desired.
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IN THE EAST...IT>S MOVIELAB

FOR COLOR AIMO BLACK Sk WHITE
DEVELOPING COLOR NEGATIVES . ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTING • REDUCTION
PRINTING INCLUDING A&B . COLOR SLIDE FILM PROCESSING • BLOWUPS •
INTERNEGATIVES . KODACHROME SCENE-TO-SCENE COLOR BALANCED PRINTING
.EKTACHROME DEVELOPING AND PRINTING .REGISTRATION PRINTING •PLUS
COMPLETE BLACK AND WHITE FACILITIES INCLUDING CUTTING ROOMS, FILM
AND TAPE VAULTS AND THE FINEST SCREENING FACILITIES IN THE EAST

MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 WEST 54TH ST.
NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK . JUdson 6-0360

at your service!

WHAT’S NEW
IN

EQUIPMENT,

ACCESSORIES,

keyway, an alignment attachment for
maintaining optical axis on title board
center, and built-in distance scale.
Camera table is adjustable for N-EW-S positions. A revolving table pro¬
vides for miniatures, etc.

reversal printing i
and processing f

i
i

SERVICES

Other

features

include

dual

lamp

mounts and reflectors, facility for
making climbing and running titles,
and a selection of animation acces¬
sories. Prices range from $199.50 to
$395.00, depending on equipment and
accessories selected.

• Work Prints
•
— • Color-to-Color Prints •
~ • Color-tO-B &W Prints*
Raw Stock
•
—

Fastax Service
A&B Roll Prints ■■
Farips.Disgnlups
Timed Prints
■■ ■

• Edge Numbering

Write for complete information ...

L.AB-TY

723 Seventh Ave.
N. Y. 19, JU 6-2293

Hot Splicer
The Acmade Hot Splicer is available
in a combination 16/35mm pedestal-

-1

SAVE MONEY
When Filming In Europe
By Renting Your
Camera Equipment From

CHEVEREAl)
PARIS, FRANCE

mounted, foot-operated model from
Florman & Babb, Inc., 68 West 45th
St., New York 36, N.Y. Splicer fea¬
tures include stainless steel cutter
blades with tungsten-carbide inserts,
heater unit, top light, inspection light,
cement bottle and brush. Scraper block
is supplied, also a scraper block set¬
ting-jig and rubber-covered support
shelf. Complete unit is gray hammerenamel finish; metal parts are chromed.
Price is $1,495.00.

550-Watt Superflood
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.,
New York, announces a new 550-watt
superflood photolamp.
Designed to
meet needs of amateur movie makers
for more powerful and efficient illu¬
mination source for indoor filming,
lamp also is ideally suited to profes¬
sional lighting needs where small illu¬
mination source is required.

We Service The Entire Continent

CAMERAS
CRANES
DOLLIES

The lamp contour is conventional
R-40 bulb and produces light beam of
18,000 center-beam candlepower with
color temperature of 3400° K and a
coverage of 37 degrees. Rated life of
bulb is 10 hours. Price is $3.00.

Foot-candle Meter

Titler-Effects Kit
S.O.S. Pboto-Cine-Optics, Inc., an¬
nounces a new titler and special effects
kit for 16mm and 35mm cameras, such
20 RUE DE LA CHINE
PARIS 2 0, FRANCE
Tels: MEN 9472, PYR 5104
Cable: Cameraloc Paris

as Bolex,

Cine Special,

E-K K-lOO,

B&H Filmo, and B&H Eyemo.

Titler

features both horizontal and vertical
adjustment

of

camera

carriage

and

A three-ounce,
pocket-size
light
meter which measures light levels up
to 5000 footcandles has been announc¬
ed by General Electric Company. Des¬
ignated “Type 213,” meter is cosineand color-corrected with its selenium
cell responding to white or colored
Continued on Page 147

i
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Choose The

TEL-Aniniaprint
The first sensibly
priced HOT PRESS
TITLE MACHINE
—the answer to
economy and precision
accuracy in film titling

AtRICOIM

PRO-BOO

mmi

Prints
d ri
from foil foi
instant
use
with
perfec:
reg isf ration
on paper oi
acetate cells.
Prints all col¬
ors. Ideal foi
main titles, subtitles,
animation,
trailers,
flip-cards, crawls, stills!
montages, shadow and
third dimensional ef¬
fects,
etc.
May
be
applied to any kind
of art, scenic or live
action background, in-

The ultra-modern foolproof
method
to
clean
films
safelyl
TEL-AmatIc
does
more work and better than
machines twice the price.
Thoroughly
tested
under
the most exacting labora¬
tory conditions. Films with
even the softest emulsions
emerge scratch-free, crys¬
tal
clean
and
clear—
safely
removes
all
dirt,
grime and smudges.
Requires no previous experi¬
ence or skills. The operator simply throws switch and
TEL-Amatic does the rest. One person can operate o
battery of these machines—a tremendous labor saver.
• Jet-Spray

Wosh

for 16mm

• Special

Non-Scratch

ond 35mm

(pat.

applied

Film

for)

Buffers

• Requires Only 15 feet of Leader
• Automatic
• Designed

Operation—Pushbutton
for Originals

and

Control

Release

Prints

• Continuous Air and Solution Filtering

ELECTRONIC TEl-ANIMAPRINT_Typt1,t^ed'a^Tn"s^^

• Electric

rate automatically, despite changes in room temperatures
Accuracy within ±1° F by Thermistor*. $595
♦Fenwal’s Patented Control Unit
Standard TEL-Animaprint with manual control.$495
Write for illustrated brochure

Solution

• Complete

Level

operation

• Variable

Speed

• Take-Up

Torque

Indicator

VISIBLE

DC

Drive

Motor,

16mm Sound-On-Film Camera

over

10,000

• Transmission,

all

times

Reels

AC

Reversible

or Cores

Feet per Hour

Silent

Timing

Complete

If it's profit you're after in the production of 16mm
Sound-On-Film
Pictures,
this all-transistorized
filmagnetic Auricon Camero provides ideal working tools for
shooting
profitable
Television
Newsreels,
film
com¬
mercials, inserts, and local candid-camera programming.
Now you can get Lip-Synchronized Optical or Magnetic
Sound WITH your picture using Auricon 16mm SoundOn-Film
Cameras.
Precision
designed
and
built
to
“take it." Strictly for Profit—Choose Auricon.

at

from 110 v.

Adjustable,

• 3000 feet Film Capacity,
• Speed

Ediola^ Action Viewer
and Sound Reader

Film

• Curved Air-Blost Squeegees

Belt

only

$3600

Write for illustrated brochure

9 Newly
developed
Auricon
Self
Blimped
Super-Silent
Synchronous
Soundrive,
de¬
signed to meet the most exacting sound
recording requirements.
# Weighs only 24 lbs. which is 30% less than
the popular Pro-600, for easy portability,
yet retains all the superb sound-recording
features of heavier Auricon studio cameras.
% Models

available for both Magnetic
Optical single system recording. Can
be used for double system recording.

The most advanced
Professional
16mm
Action Viewer
embodying
many new advantages not found
in com¬
parable Viewers anywhere near these prices.

• BIG, CLEAR IMAGE, 3" x 4" — remains sharp
whether film is moving or stopped. Picture always
in perfect focus.
• No excess heat on film even when still.
• Can be synchronized with Sound Readers.
• Individual Framing and Focusing Controls.
• Open gate threading. Flip-up design allows cueing
right on the film—no frame loss.
S.O.S.

Ediola Sr. Pro-16 Action Viewer Model M
(left to right) . $135.00
S.O.S. Ediola Sr. Pro-16 Action Viewer Model MRL
(right to left) ... $195.00
S.O.S. Ediola Pro-35 for 35mm . $295.00
Model MA Pro-8 Viewer for 8mm . $ 99.50
Write for illustrated brochure

and
also

# New “All Weather” Amplifier, Model MA-11,
performs perfectly under any climatic con¬
ditions—0° to 140°F.—at the freezing South
Pole or broiling Sahara Desert, without af¬
fecting its temperature compensated 14 tran¬
sistor circuitry or frequency response of 50
to 12,000 cycles. Weighs only 5 lbs.
^ Permanent internal rechargeable battery for
complete portability, or A.C. operated when
plugged into a 110 v. outlet.
# Film capacity is 400 feet, will also accom¬
modate 100-ft. and 200-ft. daylight loading
spools of 16mm film.
0 All Auricon Equipment is SOLD WITH A
30-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE and a
1-year
Service
Warranty.
You
must
be
satisfied!
Write for brochure

m. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, Inc.

A 35mm ACTION VIEWER designed for easy editing.
Precision
optics assure bright pictures
in sharp focus
whether film is moving or stopped. Film protected from
overheating or burning.
No intermittent or oscillating
parts. Free turning sprocket guards against film damage.
•

Brilliant Picture

•

Velvet Action

•

Film

•

Simplified

•

4-sided

Travels

Image 4yg " x 6-1/16"

Nylon
Left

Rollers

to

Framing

Right

and

Focusing

Prismatic Shutter

•

Lightweight,

•

Available with Optical/Magnetic or Combination
Sound Reader

Compact

Design

S.O.S.

Ediola Pro-35 .

S.O.S.

Pro-35,

Optical

.Only $295

Sound

Reader &

Base .$495

Write for illustrated brochure

formerly S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd St., N.Y. 19, N.Y.—Plaza: 7-0440—Telegram: "FAX, N.Y.”
Western

Branch:

6331

Hallywood

SEE SENSATIONAL BARGAIN OFFERINGS ON PAGES 150 AND 151

Boulevard,

Hollywood

28,

Calif._HO

7-2124

What leads veteran film producers to “retool” with ARRIFLEX, as
their assignments become more and more challenging?
The answer has been spelled out with persuasive certainty over Arri’s
young, dynamic history —in terms of rugged precision, versatility, and
money-saving advantages.
Hundreds of industrial and theatrical film producers use ARRIFLEX
16mm and 35mm cameras exclusively. In many cases, Arri equipment
was first tried experimentally... then swiftly took over the lion’s share
of production filming.
Have you ever handled an Arriflex? You can get to know its exceptional
features by writing to us for detailed literature... or to arrange a dem¬
onstration through one of our franchised dealers.
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ARRIFLEX

CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

257-M Park Avenue South • New York 10, N.Y.

Without obligation, I would like:
□ LITERATURE
□ DEMONSTRATION
□ on ARRIFLEX 16
□ on ARRIFLEX 35
name
title
company
address

^

city

r

CORPORATION

L

257 PARK AVENUE
SOUTH,
t'.

zone

OF

state

i

AMERICA

NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
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ARRIFLEX-16

WHAT’S NEW
Continued from Page 144

light as does the human eye. Besides
measuring footcandle levels, meter can
be used to evaluate brightness of sur¬
faces in terms of foot lamberts, to de¬
termine the relative transmission and
reflection factors of materials, or as a
simple photographic exposure meter.
Price is S19.50.

Magnetic Industries, Inc., 1167 N.E.
24th St., Eort Lauderdale, Elorida.
Lnits scan the sound track 28 frames
ahead of the picture. Frequency re¬
sponse conforms to SMPTE standards.
No change of film threading is in¬
volved. Playback-only unit lists for
$99.50; the record and playback unit,
$185.00. Units are available also for
other 16mm optical sound projectors.

AutomaHc Camera Operator

DESIGNEDr..™..,.
rnniJ

literaHy de-

rKUM THESar-on!
■ HI ^

-B

ceived mirror-shutter re-

INNlllr
■ 11WI U L

Basically simple in concsptj the finder is indeed revI
olutionary in practical use. Its
advanced function makes sep¬
arate viewfinders, special
parallax-correcting devices, and other en¬
cumbrances seem antiquated by comparison.

II

_

I

^^ I I

ColorTran Fill Light
The ColorTran Super-Eighty is a
new lightweight floodlight employing
an R-80 1500-watt reflector lamp.
When powered by a ColorTran Conver¬
ter, the Super-Eighty will illuminate a
7-ft. circle area with 940 footcandles of
light at a distance of ten feet from sub¬
ject. Unit can be used on conventional
stands, Gaffer-Grips, or hung from
stage flat fittings. List price is $56.00,
less R-80 lamp. ColorTran Industries,
Inc., 630 So. Elower St., Burbank,
Calif.

The mirror-reflex shutter...rotating at a 45°
angle between the lens axis and the film
plane... alternately exposes the frame and
reflects the lens-formed image into the
finder. Result...parallax is eliminated! You
frame your subject with unprecedented ac¬
curacy— follow-focus with critical sharp¬
ness. You see
exactly what’s
going onto film

Sound Conversion Units
Two easily-installed magnetic sound
conversion
back — for

z^\[S[SD[?[L[lXI

units—one

for

playback

only, the other for record and play¬

write for complete literature
CORPORATION
OF

AMERICA

257 Park Avenue South, New York lO.N.Y.
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System operates with 16mm and
some 8mm cameras to provide any
number of photographs from 1-frame
per day up to 3,000 frames per minute,
according to time intervals and pre¬
set. System may also be triggered by
electric eye or mechanical means.
Lafayette Instrument Co., P.O. Box 57,
Lafayette, Indiana.

Helicopter Service

continuously as
you shoot!

You ought to
look into it
soon!

The Lafayette Automatic Camera
System, pictured above, automatically
photographs any desired subject or
area at pre-determined intervals or
when triggered manually. Designed to
monitor warehouse and storage areas
where pilferage is a problem, it is also
adaptable to a wide range of industrial
and scientific filming needs such as
in.strument and traffic monitoring, bio¬
logical or construction progress re¬
ports, and stop-motion, time and mo¬
tion, or memo-motion studies.

converting

B&H

Helicopter service for photographers
and film producers is provided in the
Southern California area by Briles
Helicopter Service. 1415 East Grand
Avenue, El Segundo, Calif. Available
are either Bell 47G 3-place or 47J
4-place helicopters. Rates are $50.00
and $70.00 per hour respectively. Ad¬
ditionally there are standby charges
and charges for alteration of craft for
specific applications.
■

Model

540 16mm optical-sound projectors for
magnetic,

is announced

by Gregory
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ERAS

BEHIND
WHAT

THE

OTING

INDUSTRY’S
B

NEW DESIGN
FILM BIN
WITH RACK

I

H

.Iack

s

N

DESILU—Gower Studios

“Naked

Priestly,

City”*

(Screen

Gems).
BIOGRAPH STUDIOS — New York
George Stoetzel,

■

ASC, Robert Pittack,
“Victor Borge”* pi¬

Frank Phillips,

ASC, “Big Brain”*.
Straumer, “Fair Exchange”*,

Charles

“Window on Main Street*”.
ASC, “Lassie”*.
Ted Voightlander, “Ben Casey”*.
Robert Planck, ASC, “My Three Sons”*.

Frank Carson,

Commercials*.

Roy Seavvright,
Henry Freulich,

Charles van Enger,

ASC, Commercials*.

FILMWAYS

Following windup of
shooting assignment on
the “Shannon” TV film
series at Columbia Stu¬
dios, Phil, wife and
daughter made jet trip
to Hawaii and Japan.

• Vulcanized fiber with reinforced metal frame.
• Complete Bin, Rack, linen bag, w/skids $45.25
w/wheels $51.75

CAMART CORE
DISPENSER

STUDIOS—New York

“The
Defenders”*
(CBS) Boris Sagal and Buzz Kulich, direc¬
tors.

Morris

PHIL TANNURA
A.S.C.

• Fits easily into
corners

Sizes:

ASC,
lot ).

(pilot).
CASCADE PICTURES

• Rectangular
Construction

Keeps film cores handy
at all times. Attaches eas¬
ily to work table or wall.
Easy to remove, easy to
fill.
All
aluminum con¬
struction.

Edward Fitzgerald,

Lucien Andriot,

ASC, “Car 54 Where Are

You?”*.

Hartzband,

FOX STUDIOS—New York
Arthur Qrnitz.

Twist Featurette (Vanguard

Prods.).
FOX WESTERN AVENUE

Stop”*
“Margie”*

Robert Hauser, “Bus
Richard

Rawlings,

GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS
Robert

Moreno,

“Adventures of Qzzie &

Harriet”*.
COLUMBIA STUDIOS

Robert Hager,

“Safe at Home” (Shooting
in Fla.) with Roger Maris and Mickey Man¬
tle. Walter Doniger, director.

Arch Dalzell,

Irving Lippman,

Harry Wolf,

“Perry Mason”*.
“Mister Ed”*
“Hennessey*.

Length

16".$ 9.50

Length

24". 11.50

Henry Freulich,

36". 14.50

lot).

Meredith Nicholson, “The New Breed”*.

Length

Gordon Avil, ASC, “Don’t Knock the Twist”
with Chubhy Checker and Lang Jeffries.
Oscar Rudolph, director.

Ted

Aluminum Reel Dispenser
for
50'
or
100'
Reels
$25.00

Jack

Marta,

Robert

Wyckoff,

“Route

“The War Lover” (Arthur Hornblow Prod.; shooting in England) with
Steve McQueen and Robert Wagner. Philip
Leacock, director.
Bob Huke,

“Dennis tbe Menace”*.

Charles W’elcorn,
Fred Gately,

ASC, “Hazel”*.
ASC, “Shannon”*.
ASC, “Donna Reed

William Whitley,
Gert

Andersen,

Show”*.

CAMART DUAL SOUND
EDITOR MODEL SB111
Edit single and double system 16mm or 35mm op¬
tical sound.
Edit single system magnasiripe oi
double
system magnetic
sound.
Use with
any
16mm motion picture viewer to obtain perfect
lip-sync matching of picture to track. Works from
left to right or right to left.
Dual Editor (without viewer) .$195.00
Zeiss Moviscop Viewer .
96.00
Special Editor-Viewer Comb. 269.50

“Lawrence of Arabia” (Super
P’Vision; Eastman color; Horizon Pictures
(GB) ;
Columbia release;
shooting in
Spain) with Alec Guinness and Anthony
Quinn. David Lean, director.
Fred Young,

DESILU—Cahuenga Studios

SiD Hickox, ASC, “The Andy
Show”*; “Victor Borge”* (pilot).

1845 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 23, N. Y.
(obit: Conwromorl

Griffith

“Joey Bishop Show”*.

DESILU—Culver City
Charles Straumer,
Lucien

Andriot,

“The Untouchables”*.

ASC,

“Kentucky

Kid”*

(pilot).
Lothrop

Coys”*.

Worth,

ASC,

“The

McCord, ASC, “Two for the Seesaw”
(Mirisch-Robert Wise, Seven Arts Prod.;
P"Vision) with Robert Mitchum and Shirley
MacLaine. Robert Wise, director.
Lindon, ASC, “The Manchurian
Candidate” (M. C. Prods, with Frank Sina¬
tra and Laurence Harvey. John Frankenheimer, director.
Lionel

INDEPENDENT
Lloyd Knechtel,

ASC,

commercial*.

Carl Kayser, “No Man is an Island” (Goldcoast Prod, for U-I release; shooting in the
Philippine Is.) with Jeffrey Hunter. Richard
Goldstone and John Monks, Jr., producerdirectors.

“The Slime People” (Hutton-Robertson Prods.) with Robert Hutton
and Less Tremayne. Robert Hutton, director.
William Triono,

Phillips,
“The Forsaken Garden”
(Color; shooting in Mexico City) with
Merle Qberon and Steve Cochran. Richard
Rush, director.

Alex

Sol

Negrin,

Mike Zingale,

Bob

Downey,

“Candid Camera”*.

Robert de Grasse, ASC, “Dick VanDyke
Show”*; “Danny Thomas Show”*.
Henry Cronjager,

CAMERA MART

GOLDWYN STUDIOS

ASC, “Tom Sawyer”* (pi¬

66”*.

148

MONTH

NOTE: Asterisks following titles indicate television film productions.

BILTMORE STUDIOS — N.Y.

1

LAST

Real

Mc¬

Morris, “Term of Trial”
(Remus
Prod, for Warners Release; shooting in
Dublin) with Laurence Qlivier and Simone
Signoret. Peter Glenville, director.
OzziE

MacDonald,
ASC, “Taras Bulba”
(Harold Hecht Prod, for UA release; shoot¬
ing in Salta, Argentina) with Tony Curtis
and Yul Brynner. J. Lee Thompson, direc¬
tor.
Joe

Continued on Page 152
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SALE f

MAJOR STUDIO EQUIPMENT

Birns & Sawyer Buys TECHNICOLOR
Pollie$..«Gear-Hcads & Mitchell Preducts
THE FIRM THAT BROUGHT YOU MAJOR STUDIO EQUIPMENT FROM
MGM, COLUMBIA, UNIVERSAL, REPUBLIC STUDIOS ... DOES IT AGAIN'

TECHNICOLOR 3-WHEEL DOLLY
Two-seater, on pneumatic
tires. Geared center post
to adjust camera height;
three-position riser leg
posts. A bargain;

$395

TECHNICOLOR
4-WHEEL DOLLY

TECHNICOLOR GEAR-HEAD
Smoothest panning action and
vertical movement. This unit
in exceptional condition and
adaptable to all Mitchells,
Blimps, Arriflex and others.
Tremendous buy at only . . .

MITCHELL
“SHORTY” TRIPOD
Center-pole type legs, height adjustable
from 22” to 37”. Heavy-duty type, as
illustrated. Solid condition . .
.

$35

$595
MOVIOLA EDITOR
Electric motor drive with variable
speed; up-and-down control; silent
rack and pinion movement. Top con¬
dition at 1/5 original price:

35mm model has picture
head; sound head (either
optical or combination op¬
tical-magnetic). In perfect
working condition. You have
selection from:

$895

$150 to $295

MITCHELL FINDER

MITCHELL
HI-HAT
Mounted to 24-inch
square platform and
ready to use; $35.
(New Hi-Hat, without
platform, also in stock
for.

$22.50
MITCHELL HEAVY-DUTY
GEAR-HEAD

Adjustable focusing, including
set of mattes. Perfect for the
director; yours for only..
Standard for years. Exceptionally
good condition. Two crank handles
for smooth pan & tilt operation,

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, MARCH, 1962
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NEW... USED ... REBUILT ... TRADE-INS... GOVT. SURPLUS-World

Famous
Professional Equipent Away Below Market Prices. Limited quantities-some only one
of a kind. Many items new, others expertly reconditioned and modernized, or as listed.
We must reduce our enormous inventory. We can’t possibly show every item in stock, so
if you want something not listed here, most likely we have or can obtain it on short
notice-and AT PRICE SAYINGS SELDOM FOUND ELSEWHERE. It pays to check with S.O.S.
WRITE FOR COMPLETE BULLETIN OF THIS MONTH^S BARGAIN SPECIALS

HOUSTON-FEARLESS
FILM PROCESSORS
Some with refrigeration, recircula¬
tion, air pump, variable speed,
etc.
MODEL 1, 16mm neg/pos/rev.
needs overhaul. .$695
MODEL K-3, 16mm neg/pos/rev,•
serviceable .$1295
MODEL 22B, 16mm neg/pos; 45
FPM; serviceable.$1995
LABMASTER, 16mm neg/pos; late
model;
serviceable.$2250
MODEL IIB, 16mm rev/pos/neg;
reconditioned .$2495
L'

■ir\

BELL & HOWELL
35MM ANIMATION CAMERA
Includes 400' magazine; dissolve; primatic thru
the lens focusser,- NEW AUTOMATIC FOLLOW
FOCUS ATTACHMENT, fits almost any stand.
$7000 value. Very good condition.$2995
RATHE 35mm FILMSTRIP CAMERA; Lens; 4-200'
magazines; single frame, forward and reverse
syncmotor, frame counter;
switch.
Recondi¬
tioned
.$695
ACME 7' Animation Stand, sliding pegs, B & H
35mm camera. Acme stop motion motor. Value
$12,500. Excellent condition.$3795

^CAMERAS, 16MM
BELL & HOWELL 70H w/400' magazine,
115V AC/DC Motor, pos. finder, B & L
2" Cinemascope lens and door, sun¬
shade adapter. $1250 value, excellent
condition .
$795
EK CINE SPECIAL 11 w/100' magazine.
Par Adapter and beam splitter; excel¬
lent
condition.$795
FAMOUS BOLEX HI6, o fast lenses, tri¬
focal finder, speeds 8/64 fps, frame &
footage counter; like new.$295
BOLEX with 400' magazine, rackover,
telescopic
finder;
110/24V
motor.
Closeout. Serviceable cond... .$247.50
MAURER 05, 16mm prod camera; syncI motor; 4CiO' mag; finder,- 3-lens tur¬
ret. Orig. $5500; excellent.$1995

★CAMERA ACCESSORIES
CECO 3-WHEEL DOLLY w/bike seat.
$295 value. Excellent condition.. ....$149
MITCHELL NC RABY BLIMP with follow
focus. Excellent condition.$995
EK CINE SPECIAL AURICON BLIMP with
sync motor. Reconditioned.$395
BARNEYS Sound proof insulated for Wall
35mm camera. Size 31" x 35" x 4"
accommodates most cameras. Value
$125. Unused govt, surplus.$49.50
★LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
PHOTO RESEARCH COLOR Densitometer
$3700 originally. Good condition $1995
MACBETH
QUANTALOG,
Photometer,
transmission
attachment.
$870
list.
Like new; never used.$695

DUPONT 35MM EDGE NUMBERING ma¬
chine; completely reconditioned....$1295
★MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS
DEBRIE 16MM MATIPO picture and track.
Separate soundhead, automatic control
hi-intensity lamp, pilot pins, built in
fades. Originally $17,000. Fine condi¬
tion
.
$5490
CUSTOM BUILT 35mm Step Printer, pi¬
lot pin registration. Fair cond.$395
B&H PRINTER, 35mm step contact, pilot
pin
spreaders,
semi-automatic light
change. Very good condition.$995
★RECORDING EQUIPMENT
WESTREX 3160 OPTICAL 16mm RA1284
power unit, RA 1283 mixer, RA 1282
amplifier, RA 1231 #60 recorder, 1214

J

Your idle or surplus equipment may fill the bill for another
producer, laboratory, TV station, etc. Tell us what you
have, whether for rent or sale, and we will offer it to a
receptive customer. THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR THIS
SERVICE.
The S.O.S. Trading Post also accepts certain selected
items on consignment, and displays them in our New
York or Hollywood showrooms where many sales are
made. S.O.S. is always ready to buy or trade.

RCA PHOTOPHONE
OPTICAL RECORDERS

DEPUE PRINTER
DOUBLEHEAD 35MM

35MM
MODEL.
Standard
ot the industry. Sold out¬
right. No royalties to pay.
Govt, surplus, away below
original cost. Include 220V
3 phase syncmotor; 2-1000'
magazines; footage count¬
er.
Serviceable.$1995

Prints picture & sound simultaneously from pic¬
ture negative & sound negative. Alsa prints
composite sound & picture from compositive neg¬
ative. Orig. $6600. Excellent condition.$1295
B & Ff MODEL D, 35mm sound printers—less
shutters.
Separate motor flywheels
installed.
Serviceable and can be reconverted.$1795
B & H OPTICAL REDUCTION, 35/16mm picture
printer; old model but looks good. May require
same repairs. Closeaut as is.
$495

ADD FOR;
Bilateral
New

galvan.$995

DEPUE TWIN 75 SCENE light change board;
$2340 value.$795

amplification.$1250

Reconditioning

.$1000

HOUSTON-FEARLESS
TC-1 CAMERA CRANE

MOVIOLA PREVIEW
35MM UDPVCS

Allows all camera effects from
very high to very low, vertical
and
horizontal
panning,
long
and continuous dolly shots or
any
combination.
Smooth,
steady,
quiet.
Counter-balance
boam;
rotating
mount.
Lead
weights
support
cameraman.
Boom raised, lowered or rotat¬
ed full 360°. Platform carries
cameraman seated, ratates in¬
dependently for horizontal pan¬
ning. $5800 factory price. Ex¬
cellent condition.$3495

Separate
picture
and
soundhead,
mounted on rolling stand, with 4" x
6" screen; rebuilt.$1095
With 8"

X

10" screen; rebuilt.$1495

MOVIOLA 35MM UDS, separate picture
and
soundhead
on
rolling
stand.
Reconditioned .$795
MOVIOLA 35MM DDCS, separate sound
and composite picture magnetic/opti¬
cal, with footage counter. On rolling
stand. Excellent condition.$1295

hghtvalves, 1242 microscope. Original¬
ly $20,000. Fine condition.$9890
FAIRCHILD SYNCSOUND head,
like
new.$149.50
KINEVOX 4-position mixer, Ac oper, VU
meter. Cost $495. Like new.$225

ward; reverse; hispeed; normal; slospeed. Includes amplifier and rolling
stand. New condition.$1195

AKELEY 35MM VIEWER, sound & com¬
posite 5" X 7" aerial image. Orig.
$3000; claseout. Good condition $195

FILMCRAFT 35MM MOVIE BACKGROUND
Process Outfit. $15,000 value. (Bank
Foreclosure). Fair condition.$1995

CECO 35MM VIEWERS, $600 originally;
condition like new.$199.50

STANCIL - HOFFMAN MAGNETIC RE¬
CORDERS S-5, 2 case 16mm, edge and
center tracks,- 2 position mixer, for¬
ward, reverse switches; playback am¬
plifier & speaker. Orig. $2400; recon¬
ditioned .$1295

PREVIEW INTERLOCK PROJECTOR, DeVry, lOOOw lamp, runs picture and
sound. Good condition.$995

tA^PROJECTORS, BACKGROUND, PREVIEW

WESTREX 16MM EDITOR separate pic¬
ture and sound with syncsetter, 5"
rotary prism viewer, $4500 value.' Fine
condition .$1995

VARIABLE MOTION PROJEaORS, 35mm
sound, 3000' capacity. Footswitch; for¬

★ EDITING EQUIPMENT

B&H FOOT SPLICERS, excellent condition.
35mm. .$595
70mm.. .$895
PRESTO HOT SPLICER, 16mm film/tape.
Orig. $747.80; reconditioned.$495
★ LIGHTING

FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION ON
ANY PRODUCT

EQUIPMENT

PORTABLE
220/110V
SWITCHBOARD;
3000w; voltmeter; Variac, fused circuit
breakers,- heavy cables; 6 double plugboxes; 4 standard outlets. Originally
cost $850. Hardly used.$195

Visit Our Showrooms
or Write for Brochure

formerly S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.

602 WEST 52nd STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. Y. • Phone: PLaza 7-0440
Western Branch: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Caliiomia •

• Telegram: FAX, N. Y.
Phone: HOllywood 7-2124

r

Arthur Grant, “Phantom of the Opera”
(Color; UI-Hammer PrcKd.; shooting in Lon¬
don) with Herbert Lorn and Heather Sears.
Terence Fisher, director.

BEHIND THE CAMERAS
Continued from Page 148

Neal Beckner, Benj. Kline, ASC, John
Warren, ASC, “Alcoa Theatre”*.

KEYWEST STUDIOS

Fred West, ASC, (Family Films) Series of
Reli gious pictures.

Dale Deverman,
tre”*.

METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER

James Wilson, “The Password is Courage”
(Andrew & Virginia Stone Prod.; shooting
in England) with Dirk Bogarde and Nigel
Stock. Andrew Stone, producer-director.

ARRIFLEX 16
16mm
and
35mm
cameras in stock for
immediote
delivery.
Arriflex
16mm
and
35mm
soundproof
blimps ovoilabie.
400' magazines. Syn¬
chronous motors. New
and used.

Eugene Shufton, “Captain Sinbad” (Tech¬
nicolor; King Bros. Prod.; shooting in Mu¬
nich) with Guy Williams and Heidi Bruehl.
Byron Haskin, director.
William Daniels, ASC, “Billy Rose’s Jum¬
bo” (Euterpe Prod.; C’Scope & Metrocolor)
with Doris Day and Stephen Boyd. Chuck
Walters, director.
George Clemens, ASC, “Twilight Zone”*.
Rohert Pittack, ASC, “Andy Hardy”* (pi¬
lot ).
Jack Swain, “Grand Slam”* (pilot).

COLORTRAN CINEMASTER
CONVERTER MARK 11

Milton Krasner, ASC, “Two Weeks in
Another Town” (C’Scope & Color; shooting
in Rome) with Kirk Douglas and Edw. G.
Robinson. Vincente Minnelli, director.
Harkness Smith, “Dr. Kildare”*.
William Spencer, Harold Wellman, ASC,
“Cain’s Hundred”*.

Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “Who’s Got the
Action?” (P’Vision; color; Amro Prod.)
with Dean Martin and Lana Turner. Daniel
Mann, director.
ASC,

Haskell

Boggs,

John Nicholaus, Jr., “Outlaws”*.
PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS
Provides up to 50,000 watts of Kelvin-controlled
illumination for photography. Cinemaster 11 with
pushbutton
controls available
in
three
models:
Cinemaster Chief—50,000 watts.$309.00
Cinemaster—40,000 watts. 258.00
Cinemaster Jr.—25,000 watts. 168 00

CAMART
BABY
DOLLY

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”*
Lester Shorr, ASC, “Pete and Gladys”*.
REPUBLIC STUDIOS

Wilfrid Cline, ASC, “Robert Taylor De¬
tectives”*.
Charles Burke, “Mr. G Goes to College”*.

Russell Harlan, ASC, “To Kill A Mock¬
ingbird” (Pakula-Mulligan-Anthony Prods.)
with Gregory Peck and Marh Badham. Ro¬
bert Mulligan, director.
Joseph Lashelle, ASC, “A Child is Wait¬
ing” (Stanley Kramer Prods.) with Burt
Lancaster and Judy Garland. John Cassa¬
vetes, director.
John Russell, ASC, “Tall Man”*.
Kllis Thackery, ASC, “Wells Fargo”*.

The only portable four wheel dolly that provides
balance and stability. Adjustable seat for camera¬
man. Platform accommodates assistant.$425.00
Send

for

New

Catalog

c/iMEM Maar.
1845 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 23, N. Y.
CobIt: (amsromort

Fred Mandl, ASC, Robert Gough, “Check¬
mate”*.
Dale Deverman, John Russell, ASC, John
Warren, ASC, “Alfred Hitchcock Pre¬
sents”*.
Benj. Kline, ASC, “Frontier Circus”*.

Ray Rennahan, ASC, “Laramie”*.
Jack MacKenzie,
Me”*.
Walter

Strence,

Mack Stengler,
Beaver”*.

ASC,
ASC,

“Ichabod
“Wagon

ASC,

“Leave

and

Train”*
It

to

Douglas Slocome, “Freud” (shooting in
Munich) with Montgomery Clift and Susan¬
nah York. John Huston, producer-director.

MILTON KRASNER
A.S.C.
Completed shooting
“Two Weeks In Another
Town” February 1st at
MGJVI, and will begin
shooting 5th segment
of MGM’s Cinerama
production, “How The
West Was Won,” March
10th.

Ted Scaife, “The Lion” (Deluxe color &
C’Scope; shooting in Africa; Samuel G.
Engel Prod.) with William Holden and
Capucine. Jack Cardiff, director.
Arthur Ibbetson, “Nine Hours to Rama”
(C’Scope; Deluxe color; Red Lion Prod.;
shooting in India) with Horst Buchholz
and Jose Ferrer. Mark Robson, producerdirector.
Lee Garmes, ASC, “Hemingway’s Young
Man” (C’Scope & Color; Jerry Wald Prod.)
with Richard Beymer and Paul Newman.
Martin Ritt, director.

Lloyd Ahern, ASC, “Adventures in Para¬
dise”*
Leon Shamroy, ASC, “Cleopatra” (J. Mankiewicz Prod.; Todd-AO; shooting in Rome)
with Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton.
Joseph Mankiewicz, director.
TV GRAPHIC STUDIOS—New York

Ted Pahle, ASC, Name Band
(color). Bernie Rubin, director.

Musicals

WARNER BROS.

Phil Lathrop, ASC, “Days of Wine and
Roses” (Martin Manulis-Jalem Prod.; shoot¬
ing at Bay Meadows) with Jack Lemmon
and Lee Remick. Blake Edwards, director.
Ossie Morris, “Term of Trial” (Remus
Prods.; shooting in Ireland) with Laurence
Olivier and Simone Signoret. Peter Glenville,
director.
Harry Stradling, ASC, “Gypsy” Mervyn
LeRoy Prod.; Technicolor) with Rosalind
Russell and Karl Malden. Mervyn LeRoy,
director.

Hough,

Lewis Jennings, Willard Vanderveer, Burt
Glennon, “Lawman”*.

William Margulies, ASC, “The First Hun¬
dred Years”* (pilot).

J. Peverell Marley, ASC, Irving Lippman,
Harold Stine, ASC, Jack Marquette, “77
Sunset Strip”*.

Jack Mackenzie, ASC,
“Bachelor Father”*.

Robert

Ray Flin, “The Young Men”* (pilot).

152

Electric Thea¬

Kenneth Peach, ASC, “Follow the Sun”*

Howard Schwartz, “The Rifleman”*

REVUE STUDIOS

Dolly
Tracks
Available

“General

Margulies,

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

Walter Castle.
ASC, “Bonanza”*

Benj. Kline, ASC, William
ASC, “87th Precinct”*.

Continued on Page 194
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When You Rent from F&B
EQUAL IMPORTANCE...EQUAL PERFECTION

This inexpensive splicer is an important
item in our Rental Department. Your precious
negatives will be spliced in it. If the splices
don’t hold, your pictures may be ruined.
When you rent a Griswold Splicer from
F & B, It IS perfect and your pictures will be too.

This is the most expensive and important
camera in our Rental Department. Your entire
production depends on the film which has run
through this camera. The BNC Mitchell has
thousands of precisely machined mechanical
and optical parts. If any one of them does not
function perfectly your picture may be ruined.
When you rent a BNC from F & B, it is
perfect and your pictures will be too.

Perfection is a quality of all of F & B's Rental
equipment...cameras, lenses, sound recorders,
Moviolas, lighting equipment—or whatever.

We’ve told you F & B’s rental equipment is
MORE RELIABLE. It didn’t just happen...we
planned it that way. It takes a corps of top
technicians, fine tools and precision machinery
to properly maintain all this equipment; plus
our determination to insure that F&B Rental
Equipment is more reliable!

Here we show you Dorn Notto, our Chief Engineer, and a portion of our Camera
Roorn and staff. Our other Rental Departments include Sound Equipment,
Lighting & Grip Equipment, Editing & Projection Equipment, as well as a fully
equipped Machine Shop and Service and Repair Shops for all departments —
staffed by 31 experts, technicians, and other personnel — all at your service.

Write for complete
catalog of
rental equipment

Florman & Babb

Rental & Service Dept.: 304 W. 54th St., New York 19

SERVING THE
WORLD’S FINEST
FILM MAKERS

MU 2-2928

Showroom & Offices: 68 W. 45th St., New York 36
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HOLLYWOOD BULLETIN BOARD
Candid camera glimpses of ASC members and guests at Society's February dinner-meeting.

“OSCAR” NOMINEES for Cinematogrophy received accolades of fellow ASCmembers at the Society’s February dinner-meeting. Congratulating Daniel Fapp
who has two pictures nominated—“One, Two, Three” in B&W and “West Side
Story”, in color—are (from left) Sol Halprin, ASC Prexy Bill Daniels, and
Charles G. Clarke.

EDWARD COLMAN (center) had two pictures in the Preliminary List, one of
which—“The Absent Minded Professor,” a Walt Disney Production is among
the five nominees in the black-and-white photography category. Congratulating
Colman is Phil Lathrop (left) and Arthur Feindel. Colman's Academy nomination
this year is his first.

CHARLES LANG, JR. (3rd from left, facing) is congratulated by fellow-ASC
member Arthur Arling during course of ASC's dinner meeting February 26th.
Lang’s nomination is “Oye-Eyed Jacks,” in the color photography category.

ERNEST LASZLO (center) receives hearty congratulations from Hal Mohr (right)
and Irmin Roberts on occasion of the nomination of “Judgment at Nuremberg”
for achievement in black-and-white photogrcsphy.

PICTURED WITH Bill Daniels, President of the ASC (3rd from left), are special
guests Jim Henderling, Secy, of Production Unit Managers Guild; Dave Friedman,
President of the Guild; and Grant Smith, of Walt Disney Prodns.

WALTER BEYER, Chairman, ASC Research & Educational Committee, rendered
report on Committee’s first six months’ cKtivities and told of interesting develop¬
ments that will enhance cinematographers’ work on the screen.
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Auric on
‘‘SUPER
with

1200”

Full-Frame

FOCUSING

Reflex

CAMERA
G rou nd -G Iass

OPTICAL

SYSTEM

The unique and versatile features built into the 16mm Auricon “SUPER 1200”
Sound-On-Film Recording Camera have prompted Producers and Cameramen
to name the Super 1200.. .“Finest 16mm Sound Camera ever built!” This
Camera is “Self-Blimped” for whisper-quiet Studio work, has 33 minutes of
continuous film capacity, Variable-Shutter or Kinescope “TV-T” Recording
Shutter, plus the combined “Rifle-Scope” Telephoto Finder and ReflexFocusing Optical Systems illustrated below. Its only equal is another Auricon
“Super 1200”...

IN USE FOR FULL-FRAME GROUND-GLASS FOCUSING

IN USE AS TELEPHOTO-FINDER DURING FILMING

Super 1200” Reflex Ground-Glass Focusing-Frame indicates the field covered
by any focal-length lens at all distances. A lOX enlarged Ground-Glass image
is seen by the Cameraman, for needle-sharp critical focusing.

No Camera-weight shift on tripod legs when moving from focus to film-shooting
position with the ‘‘Super 1200.” Camera-body does not shift to focus, or shoot
film, as Optical-System Dove-Tail Carriage is only moving part!

THE CAMERA OF TOMORROW, HERE TODAY! ITS ONLY EQUAL IS ANOTHER AURICON “SUPER 1200"
FEATURES OF MODEL CM-74 CAMERA INCLUDE...
^ “Rock-steady” picture and High-Fidelity Optical or “Filmagnetic” Sound-Track
recorded on same film at same time, with “whisper-quiet” Camera and Sound
Mechanism synchronously driven by precision-machined Nylon gears.

^

Auricon all-transistorized “Filmagnetic” Sound-On-Film Recording System can be
used with the “Super-1200” Camera (with or without Optical Sound-On-Film also
installed in the Camera).

^ “Super-1200” is Self-Blimped for completely quiet Studio use.

^

Built-in Electric Camera Heater with automatic Thermostat-Control, provides
reliable cold-weather Camera operation.

^ Geared Footage and Frame-Counter with built-in neon-glow indirect light.
^ Two independent Finder systems (in addition to Reflex Ground-Glass Focusing
Camera lens); a brilliant upright-image Studio Finder, plus the
Rifle-Scope precision-matched Telephoto-Finder.

600 and 1200 ft. film Magazines available. Up to 33 minutes of continuous
filming.
During picture exposure, your film runs through the Auricon “Super-1200”
Film-Gate with the light-sensitive film emulsion accurately positioned on
jewel-hard Sapphire Surfaces, an exclusive Bach Auricon feature (U.S. Patent
No. 2,506,765). This polished Sapphire Film-Gate is guaranteed frictionless and
wear-proof for in-focus and scratch-free pictures, regardless of how much film
you run through the Camera!
Priced from $4,149.00 for Double-System Recording; choice of “C’
lenses and Carrying Cases extra.

Mount

■K Sold with a 30 day money-back Guarantee and One Year Service Guarantee; you
must be satisfied! Write today for your free copy of the 74 page Catalog
describing all Auricon Equipment.

-AXTILICOBT, Xzxo.
eooa Romaine St., Hollywooci

3S,

Calir.

•

HO

S-Oe31

G UARANTE E
All Auricon Equipment is
sold with a 30-day money
back Guarantee and a
1 year Service Warranty.
You must be satisfied!

THE

LINE OF 16MM SOUND-ON-FILM CAMERAS

CINE VOICE n
100 ft. Runs 2% min.
$967.00 & up

AURICON...THE PROFESSIONAL CAMERA

•

AURICON "PRO-eoO SPECIAL’
400 ft. Runs 11 min.
$1295.00 & up

AURICON PRO-600
600 ft. Runs I6V2 min.
$1456.25 & up

AURICON SUPER-1200
1200 ft. Runs 33 min.
$4,149.00 & up

STANDARD OF THE 16MM SOUND INDUSTRY SINCE I93f

SincG 1021

You’re on sohedule ...
WITH THE LEADER IN LIGHTING, GRIP EQUIPMENT,
PROPS, GENERATOR TRUCKS AND TRAILERS

RENTALS
Send for a schedule of rental rates.

yin I

V
GRIP EQUIPMENT

LIGHTS

V

LARGEST SUPPLIERS OF

1800. 1600, 1000. 750.

GENERATOR TRUCKS
AND TRAILERS

3°° ^ooAmp d c
100. 50. 30. 20 Amp A C

MOTION PICTURE, TV AND

INDUSTRIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT IN THE EAST

LIGHTING THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY SINCE 1921

r 333 West 52nd Street, New York City, Circle 6-5470
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Ansco sets America's standard
with the finest high-speed film stock...

Ansco Super Hypan^ 16mm Negative Film
The finest high-speed film in America (Film Speed 500/7°). Super Hypan can
be force developed to speeds of 1000, with a tight grain pattern and resolution
approaching that of medium speed films.
You get more available light outdoor shooting time . . . higher slow motion
speeds . . . sensitivity enough to shoot indoors with illumination provided by
table lamp or an overhead lighting fixture. And this quality emulsion prints
cleanly, crisply—with full detail discrimination from highlight to shadow. Try
Super Hypan on your next assignment for high quality in low light.
ANSCO—America’s first manufacturer of photographic materials . . . since 1842.
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Ansco
Binghamton, N. Y.

16mm
Super Hypan Negative
I
L.

THE FOUR SCENES above are from “The Magic Sword," and illustrate one of

THE TWO-HEADED

the

left) is a

many sequences

involving

intricate combinations of miniatures and special

optical effects.

dragon, threatening the

miniature combined with

out at hero with

maiden in

picture (above,

live action. Above, monster lashes

its tail—a full-scale prop.

Movie Magic For "The Magic Sword"
There’s slick color photography and scores
of unusual special effects in this terrorfantasy film that holds much for students
of cinematography and moviegoers alike.
By

DARRIN

SCOT

MAGIC

SWORD,”

an exciting terror-fantasy

photographed in Eastman Color for United
Artists by Paul Vogel, A.S.C., is a tour de force of
spectacular illusions achieved through a highly com¬
plex combination of special effects techniques.
Over and above this technical achievement, how¬
ever, it represents an important milestone in a per¬
sonal success story which, in itself, has many of the
aspects of a Cinderella fantasy. “The Magic Sword”
is the tenth and most ambitious production of Bert
1. Gordon who, several years ago, pulled up stakes
and moved his family from the Middle West to
Hollywood, determined to become an independent
producer-director of feature films.
Today, he has not only achieved that goal but
is also recognized as one of the top special effects
experts in the industry. Having started from scratch
and taught him.self the intricacies of special effects
technology the hard way, he has applied a high
degree of camera magic to a whole string of his
own productions, which include: “King Dinosaur,”
“The Cyclops,” “The Beginning of the End,” “The
Fantastic

Pupjiet

People,”

“The

Spider,”

“The

Colossal Man,” and “The Boy and the Pirates.”
“The Magic Sword” is a colorful tale of derringBERT I. GORDON, producer of “The Magic Sword,” visualizes a camera

do based on the legend of St. George and the Dragon.

setup with aid of director's viewfinder and miniature cutout of player

By combining animation,

on

horse.

Much

of

the

picture

live action skillfully integrated.
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is

a

combination

of

miniatures

traveling mattes,

split¬

and

screen and superimposition techniques, Gordon has
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THE HERO attacks the two-headed dragon and slays it with his magic
sword as the

maiden, still chained, watches.

Scene

is combined

live-

HERO AND PRINCESS embrace in shadow of Castle rampart as the slain dragon
expires on the parapet above them—another example of miniatures combined
with live action for a realistic effect.

action and miniature shots, superimposed.

ingeniously created battles, first with a 25-foot ogre
and later with a giant two-headed fire-breathing
dragon which, on the screen, appears to be forty
feet long. There are also haunted forests, magic
mirrors, demon-possessed caverns, flourescent ghosts
and a variegated collection of off-beat characters
including evil sorcerors, assorted hags, “little peo¬
ple,” giants, pinheads, dwarfs, specters and birdmen.

prepared so that the action of the dragon could
later be cued to the exact frame to match that of
the live players.
Another important consideration in the dragon
battle sequence was that of visual continuity. Great
care had to be taken to insure that the perspective
of scenes showing the dragon would match those of
the live-action scenes, Vogel explains, since the
Continued on Page

191

The “star” of the show, at least from the special
effects standpoint, is of course, the dragon. The
model of this double-featured monster was actually
only eight feet long. Activated by wires and me¬
chanical controls, it was rigged with compressed
air jets to make its twin tongues lash out angrily.
It was also equipped with gas ducts enabling it to
spew sheets of flame from all four nostrils. A
m.oment of anxiety developed when the dragon back¬
fired—that is, he breathed in when he should have
breathed out, thereby setting his costly innards on
fire. Quick thinking by a standby fireman, who
rushed in with a cooling drink, relieved the dragon’s
“heartburn.”
Cueing Involved Intricate Charts

In creating the battle with the dragon, the live
action involving George and the captive ])rincess,
was film.ed first, and the miniature dragon photograj)hed and printed-in to the scene later. One of
the main problems was to cue the live action so
that, at moments when the dragon would be charging
and

spraying flame, the live actors would

back

ONE

away and simultaneously be illuminated by the

actors

glow of the flames.

little

Intricate timing charts were
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OF THE MANY “miniaturized ”
play
people

agianst giant-scale
carry the

scenes

sets and

Magic Sword

with

in

which

props.
which

Here
the

real
the
hero

of the story ultimately slays the dragon.
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Everywhere in the world
... because it’s on film!
The popular cliche that the world grows smaller is no longer news.
Motion-picture people long have realized that films transport
the lives and customs of whole peoples from country to country
—instantaneously. Since motion pictures began, this cultural
exchange has been going on ... as much the stimulant of inter¬
national mass travel and neighborliness as any other influence
you can name.
Yes, films are among our most potent ambassadors of under¬
standing and good will. That’s why the investment in film-making
of time, talent and fine materials is so important; why the
Eastman Technical Service for Motion Picture Film is constantly
on the alert to help solve questions of production, processing and
projection. Branches at strategic centers. For information, write:
Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

Midwest Division
130 East Randolph Dr.
Chicago 1, III.

For the purchase of film,

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.

W. J. German,

InC.

Agents for the sale and distribution of Eastman Professional Films for Motion
Pictures and Television, Fort Lee, N. J., Chicago, III., Hollywood, Calif.

CIRCLING ITAL
By

HERB

A.

LIGHTMAN

trace the past and present glories of the Italian
nation. Slanted to be much more than merely a
glamorous travelogue of the country, the firm’s main
purpose was to show Italy’s people, natural re¬
sources, historical landmarks, modern day inven¬
tions and such scientific developments as nuclear
reactor plants built to generate electrical power.

MODERN
flex

VERSION of the Circarama photographic unit has nine Arri-

l'6mm

cameras

mounted

vertically to shoot straight up

vidual front-surfaced mirrors set at 90
of view.

In foreground

into indi¬

angle and cover a full 360

field

is control box through which cameras may be

operated from remote position.

^HE

HIT

OF

THE

SHOW

In preparation for this assignment, Disney tech¬
nicians re-designed their equipment to include
several important innovations which had been devel¬
oped since the original Circarama system was con¬
ceived. Where formerly the photographic setup
utilized a battery of eleven Cine Special cameras
equipped with 200-foot magazines and 15mm lenses,
Arriflex 16mm cameras were substituted. These had
the advantage of 400-foot magazines, thus doubling
the shooting capacity per film load. Moreover, since
12^mm wide-angle Taylor-Hobson-Cooke lenses
were to be used (each of which covered a horizontal
angle of 40 degrees) only nine cameras would be
needed to cover the full 360-degree circle instead of
eleven, as in the first Circarama camera setup. These
lenses also increased the vertical angle that could be
covered from a given distance—a great advantage
when filming mountains, skyscrapers, towers and
other tall structures.

at the Brussels World

Fair was Walt Disney’s Circarama, the amazing
“movies-in-the-round” system which presented a
complete circle of cinema-spectacle projected on
a continuous 360-degree screen. Originally develojted by engineers of Walt Disney Studios as a per¬
manent exhibit for Disneyland, Circarama delighted
millions of Fair visitors who stood in the center of
the vast circle and thrilled to a colorful ])anorama
of scenic America unfolding on all sides.
Singularly impressed by this ultimate in wide¬
screen cinematography were representatives of
Italy’s giant Fiat Corporation who were then cast¬
ing about for a spectacular exhibit to represent their
organization in the Italia ’61 Exposition, which was
held in Turin, Italy, last summer.
Because the purpose of the exposition was to cele¬
brate the centennial anniversary of Italian unifica¬
tion, Fiat contracted with Walt Disney Productions to
[uoduce a sweeping cinem.atic spectacle that would
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THE

CIRCARAMA

with

the

Fiat

production

crane

in

whole

cameras
unit

described

the position

are

upside
by

somelimes

down, as
author,

pictured, and

operated

shown
the

here.

unit was

elevated

in

reverse

position—i.e.,

To shoot scenes for the
suspended

to a considerable

from

a

giant

height for a

breathtaking panoramic view of shipyards in Genoa, Italy.
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WITH CIRCARAMA
How a new, improved Circarama camera assembly
was used to produce a “movie-in-the-round”
for the Italia ’61 Exposition.

The lenses were set at a permanent fixed-focus
distance of 15 feet—the hyperfocal distance at the
maximum aperture of T.2. This meant that even

CIRCARAMA

camora

unit

mounted

on

shot on the Grand Canal in Venice, Italy.

when shooting wide open the lenses had a depth of
field ranging from 614 feet to infinity. By stopping

are

mounted

both

below and

above

each

a

boot

for scones

Here sunshade flaps
camera

mirror

seg¬

ment to shield against both water and sky reflections.

down to T.22 sharp images were possible of objects
as close as 18 inches from the camera.
Instead of being mounted on a circular pedestal
horizontally, as before, the cameras were installed
vertically—that is shooting straight up into indi¬
vidual front-surfaced mirrors set at a 90-degree
angle. This arrangement resulted in a more compact
unit.
Each camera was driven by its own separate motor
which operated together wjth all of the others by a
mechanical interlock. The entire bank of cameras
was operated from a single control box about the
size of a typewriter. This box included a rheostat
for changing camera speed, an electric techometer
which accurately indicated frames per second, and
a footage counter. In addition, the control box fea¬
tured a row of small lights—one for each camera—
connected to a buckle switch. In case of malfunction
of any of the cameras, this switch would be tripped
causing a light to flash on the panel to indicate in¬
stantly which camera was affected. This overcame
a major disadvantage of the earlier set-up—namely,
that when something went wrong it was often not
discovered until too late to remedy the situation.

CIRCARAMA

CAMERA

cluster

mounted

on

side

of

a

Ferrari

race

car

for scenes that were filmed on the famous Monza race track.

The No. 1 camera of the group, i.e., the one whose
segment of the scene the audience would see when
looking straight ahead, was fitted with a specially
designed right-angle viewing tube that connected
with the Arriflex finder and permitted the operator
to see a jiroperly oriented image. The cameras were
mounted on a circular revolving index plate equip¬
ped with a plunger pin that could fall into any one
of nine holes representing the various camera posiContinued

on

Page

FOR SHOOTING spectacular panorama
vations,

Disney engineers

lift.

this

In

remotely

position,

from

the

downward from the
Walt Disney Prod.)
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designed

camera

box
unit.

scenes from

this

Circarama

control

telescoping

cameras

through
(All
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a

were

cable

photos

©

high
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extending
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1

GAS PIPE DOLLY
A homemade mobile camera mount that
does everything a professional job will do.
By

JAMES

^EFORE STARTING TO

B.

NEFF

film a documentary, I decided

that the need for a camera dolly was imperative.
Not wishing to rent or buy one, I decided to build
my own.
Casting about the premises for suitable m.aterial,
I found a quantity of water pipe and fittings. Armed
with nothing more than hand tools such as hacksaw,
drill, wrenches, et cetera, I began construction. At
length, after some hours of diligent endeavor, I
ended up with the “plumber’s delight” pictured here.
In actual use, I found the dolly all I had hoped
it would be. A wing nut and two bolts strategically
located locks the head in any position, or will allow
complete freedom or braking action in one or all
three directions—that is, up, down, panning, etc.
It proved to be rock steady for both my 16mm and
35mm movie cameras. The head can also be raised
on an extension and held in place. As an added
luxury, I added a seat which can be rem.oved in a

AUTHOR'S

gas

pipe

camera

dolly

is

sturdily

built

of

pipe

and fittings, rolls easily, and has an efficient pan-and-tilf head.
Demonstrating it is model Diana Neff.

jiffyThe basic horizontal frame is made of one-inch
pipe, forming an isosceles triangle, 30"x30"x43".
The corners are formed by using three 90-degree
elbows and two 45-degree straight ells screwed to¬
gether. Two tees are used in the frame to hold the
19'' cross members which brace the assembly and
support the tripod column.
Continued on

Page

181

THERE'S

a

removable

seat,

too, supported

by

assembly shown in photo below.
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IT'

HEADACHES ?

^rn Hiem over fo
JACKA.FROST
PRODUaiON
RENTAL NEED
• LIGHTING —
ARCS,
INCANDESCENT

• MOBILE
GENERATORS
• TRANSFORMERS
• CAMERAS
CRANES
DOLLIES
• CAMERA CARS
• TECHNICAL
CONSULTANTS
•COLORTRAN
EQUIPMENT

Pioneer in Complete
Production Renta!
Service i
Choose from one of■fhe nat ons larqest Inventories...
3enefit from FasterdeliVerL/
via Frosts compant/ Fleet or
tracks... and count on the dependabilitq of Fro top tech¬
nicians who give you complete
coordinated Service from start
to finish.

JACK A. from

•

■

MAIN OFFICE: 234 Piquette
TR 3-8030^ Detroit 2,Michigan

COBO HALL OFFICE: 401 Washington Blvd.
Rm. 3143, WO 2-1255, Detroit 26, Michigan
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CANADIAN OFFICE; 6 Shawbridge,
BEImont 2-1145, Toronto, Conodo

THREE WELL-EQUIPPED offices
insure fast, dependable service!
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NOW-IMMEDIATE DELIVERY on ACMADE
Heavy volume of sales
has resulted in steppedup production and in¬
creased production fa¬
cilities by the Acmade
plant in England.

FLORHAN
&BABB

Recent Purchasers of Acmade Editing Tables
• National Broadcasting
Company
• J. Walter Thompson
• U. S. Army Ordnance
• N. Y. Board of
Education
• Stamford University.
Cal.

• Safety Enterprises,
• Sound & Scene
Productions, Texas
• Porta Films, Mich.
• Bay State Films, Mass.
• Canadian Ministry of
Defense

exclusive western
hemisphere distributor,
is now stocking all
models for immediate
delivery.

f'
L.

NEW FROM ACMADE

ACMADE MARK

ACMADE TUNGSTEN
PRECISION SPLICER

EDITING TABLE
Makes Editing Easy

This moderately priced splicer incorporates
new precision features which insure absolute
accuracy and safety in splicing. Three models
are available; Model 16-16mm., Model 3535mm., Model 35-16 combination 35mm. and
16mm.

‘2975
f.o.b. New York
1. The combination 35mm.16mm. Model features retracttable 35mm. and 16mm. pins.
This permits center placement
of the 16mm. pins for A and B
roll splicing.

4. Specially designed righthand pressure block permits
easy and accurate back-scrap¬
ing on all models.

2. Stainless steel blocks are precision fitted with
Tungsten-Carbide inserts for cutting. Cutting edges
will remain sharp and last forever.
3, Attached scraper adjustable for depth
jig incorporated on splicer base.

fitting

5. Tempered steel springs pro¬
vide perfect pressure, posi¬
tioning film firmly during
sera ping and splicing processes.

6
100

. Thermostatically controlled
heater maintains constant
° temperature.

Model 16 - $299

Operation of this simple, efficient editing
machine can be mastered in minutes. Con¬
tinuous (non-intermittent) movement pro¬
vides absolute protection for your film. In¬
stant controls and declutching allows up to
50% greater speed for pic & sound editing.
All combinations of 16mm and/or 35mm
channels, plus magnetic and optical sound
available.

Model 35 - $299
Model 35-16 - $399

WRITE FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

Acmade Foot-Operated Splicer with Tungsten Tipped Blades

Combination
16mm-35mm
Modei

$1495

This splicer is constructed, as is usual
with ACMADE products, of the finest mate
rials and workmanship. All castings are of
the best quality and the top body and
cutter arms are seasoned to prevent dis¬
tortion after machining. The machining is
carried out to limits of± .0005" in order
that the cutter blades shall close in a dead
parallel manner. The cutter blades are
made from stainless steel with Tungsten
Carbide inserts, and afterwards ground
lapped and polished to a limit of ± .0002"
thickness and the cutting edges relieved by
1°. The Tungsten Carbide inserts will have

indefinite life and will not require sharp¬
ening as with other types. A heater unit
is installed in the top body of the machine.
The top light in a well glass fitting is at¬
tached to the body of the machine and also
an inspection light in the waste bin to¬
gether with cement bottle and brush. A
scraper block is supplied and also a
scraper block setting jib and support shelf
rubber-covered. The whole machine is fin¬
ished in first quality grey hammer and all
metal parts other than cutter blades are
hard flash chromed.

rE- FLOBNAN & BABB, Inc.
68 W. 45th St.. New York 36, N. Y. MUrray Hill 2-2928
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'Oscar' Nominees For Best Cinematography
Hollywood Directors of Photography name five black-and-white and
five color productions of 1961 for Academy

Jt’s less than

six weeks till Academy Awards time

when, out of the list of nominees for Best Photog¬
raphy named by the cinematographer membership
of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
the best photographic achievement in black-and-white
and in color for 1961 will be announced.
From among some 300 feature motion pictures
released in the U.S. during 1961, industry Directors
of Photography who are members of the Academy
have nominated five black-and-white and five color
productions for the Academy’s ultimate considera¬
tion for the two “Oscars” to be awarded April 6th
for Best Photographic Achievement. The nominated
productions and their respective Directors of Photog¬
raphy are listed below.
The Academy’s Award of Merit—the “Oscar”—
is bestowed for achievements in connection with mo¬
tion pictures first publicly exhibited for paid admis¬
sion in a regular commercial motion picture theatre
in the Los Angeles area between January 1, 1961,
and to and including December 31, 1961. In addi¬
tion to the two “Oscars” awarded annually for Cine¬
matography, awards are also made in twelve other

Awards

Consideration.

categories of film production.
Most people understand how the final winners are
determined but the selection of nominees is a source
of mystery to almost everyone outside the motion
picture industry.
The cinematography awards procedure begins
shortly after the first of January each year when a
reminder list of all eligible black-and-white and
color productions is sent with a preliminary ballot
to all members of the Academy Cinematographers
Branch. These cinematographers then vote in the
order of their preference for one or more, but not
more than ten, productions in each classification.
The ten black-and-white and ten color productions
receiving the greatest number of votes from this pre¬
liminary balloting are then screened over a period
of 30 days to give all members of the Academy’s
Cinematographers Branch an opportunity to see
them under the same conditions.
Following the screenings, a nominations ballot list¬
ing the 10 black-and-white and 10 color productions,
is sent to all members of the Cinematographers
Continued on

Page
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Nominees For Best Achievement
In Cinematography For 1961

BLACK-AND-WHITE

COLOR

Edward Colman, A.S.C.

Jack Cardiff

‘The Absent Minded Professor’

“Fanny”

Walt Disney Productions

Mansfield Productions

Daniel L. Fapp, A.S.C.

Daniel L. Fapp, A.S.C.

“One, Two, Three”

“West Side Story”

Mirisch Company, Inc.

Mirisch Pictures, Inc

Ernest Laszio, A.S.C.

Charles Lang, Jr., A.S.C.

“Judgment At Nuremberg”

“One-Eyed Jacks”

Stanley Kramer Productions

Pennebaker Productions

Franz F.

Planer, A.S.C.

Russell

Metty, A.S.C.

“The Children’s Hour”

‘'Flower Drum Song”

Mirisch-World wide Productions

Ross Hunter Production

Gene Shufton

Harry Stradling, Sr., A.S.C.

“The Hustler”

"A Majority of One”

Robert Rossen Productions

Warner Brothers
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The Dubbing
Of Sound
Dubbing a sound track for a
feature film may involve as many as 30
different sound effects in addition
to the dialogue and music.

By

THREE PAIRS OF HANDS—one job. The hands belong to the dubbing
mixers at

Pinewood Studios, London, who mix the many varied sound

tracks that add
films.

It

different

is

a

sound

background
complicated
effects

to

noises to the finished
job,

sometimes

produce

a

Rank Organization

involving

finished

track.

as

many

(Photo

as
by

30
Ian

Jeayes, © by Rank Overseas Film Distrs., Ltd.)

THE

FEW

REMAINING

departments in a film

studio to be shrouded in anonymity, that of sound
editing must be high on the list. Yet it is an im¬
portant facet of all but the most static of photo¬
plays, and in many cases heightens dramatic effect
or realism so far as to contribute seriously to a
hind s success. Do you remember the nerve-stretch¬
ing tension incited by the grinding gears and ])uffing air-brakes of the nitro-glycerine trucks in Clouzot’s “’Wages of Fear?” Or the explicit detail of
horses, men and battle in the sound-track of Ford’s

PETER

MU SGRAVE

Instead of recording every bad attempt at the
lines on a roll of new stock until a satisfactory one
is finally obtained, the modern practice is to run a
third loop (of equal length to the first pair) of mag¬
netic film in the recorder which is automatically
wiped after every unsatisfactory or “N.G.” take.
Immediately a good take is achieved a switch is
operated which both stops erasure and plays back
the desired line in sync with the picture loop. Hence
an enormous saving in film stock and subsequent
editing time.
The recorded dialogue is usually prepared for
dubbing (re-recording or mixing) by splitting onto
3 or more tracks for each reel of action:—1 orig¬
inal sync track (carefully “cleaned up” and
smoothed out), 2 tracks containing any new looped
dialogue (maybe the “hero” on one, and everyone
else on the other, or whatever suits the reel), and
another track containing all lines to be modified
with echo or telephone filtering, etc.

“The Horse-Soldiers?”
The sound editor’s work usually commences with
the preparation of print pairs of short action and
sound loops of any scenes where the dialogue may:
1)

2)

Be of unsatisfactory recorded quality due to
interference from traffic, wind, or microphone
position.
Be capable of an improved performance by
the actor/s.

3) Need to be re-voiced completely by a more
suitable artist.
These scenes are then rehearsed and performed
anew by the actor in the quietness of the recording
theatre.
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Deciding Type of Sound Equipment

Next come the more creative decisions as to the
type of sound treatment to give the whole film. The
director may have strong opinions on this, also it is
useful to know the style of music and scoring en¬
visaged by the composer, even though this is always
recorded too close to dubbing to affect your de¬
cisions very much. A simple example: a close
2-man brawl in a drama needs savage, meaty punch¬
ing noises, agonized grunts, heavy breathing. But in
a comedy the punches might be more like wet fish,
punctuated by the rasp of tearing trousers.
When a detailed summary of all necessary sounds
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is complete, this is split into three lists:
1) Footsteps, movements and other small-scale
noises to be shot in the recording theatre,
usually in sync with relevant picture loops
duped from the workprint of the scenes con¬
cerned.
2)

Other sounds which must be shot on the stu¬
dio lot or on location, i.e., cars, explosions,
wild animals, background or atmosphere
tracks, etc.

3)

Sounds available from stock libraries. There

'

nriMtiNCi <11-; MfiKfrr

1P36. ^.
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,
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are often tracks which might be on list 2 in¬
stead or vice-versa, and the decision must be
influenced by cost and practicality versus
suitability and quality. (In Britain the li¬
braries charge a royalty of 70 cents a foot
on the amount finally used in the dubbed
track).
Sound Gap Important

When all the necessary components for the dub
have been obtained, these are cut around and syn¬
chronized to the action reels as they are received
from the picture editor. The number of dubbing
tracks or units necessary for each reel will be de¬
cided by the maximum number of simultaneous
sounds occurring in it, bearing in mind that a rea¬
sonable gap must be left between dissimilar sounds
following each other on any one track. This gap is
to give the dubbing mixer time to alter his volume
and equalizer settings to suit the upcoming sound.
Sufficient length must also be allowed where there
is a picture dissolve for the first set of tracks to
fade out and the next set to fade in simultaneously.
A great saving of time and film for a steady back-

DUBBING CUE SHEET

used

Innocents,"

Shepperton

are

filmed

provided

marks,

inverted

out

that

at

for

at
six

and

point.

A

for the

different

20th

Century-Fox produtcion, “The

Studios,
sound

Middlesex,

effects

tracks.

England.
The

otherv/ise, indicate that a track is to fade
separate

chart

was

used

for the

Cues

V-shaped

dialogue

in or
and

music tracks.

ground sound (such as a stream, birds, wind, traf¬
fic, etc.) is to run a loop of it, but this, of course,
monopolizes one replay machine for the duration
of the reel.
Cue Sheet Important “Tool”

INTENT ON THE SCREEN before him at Pinewood Studios, the dubbing
mixer

varies

sound

tracks

to

add

background

noises

to

the

finished

film. His guides are the projected image on screen above the console,
and

the

dubbing

cue

sheet

in

front

(C) by Rank Overseas Film Distrs., Ltd.)

of

him.

(Photo

by

Ian

Jeayes,

While the average movie has its quota of new
sounds to be produced or gimmicks to contrive, it
is seldom that such an unusual assignment as my
recent one occurs. This was “The Innocents,” pro¬
duced and directed in Britain for 20th CenturyFox by Jack Clayton, a highly individual film-maker
who is rewarding to work with because he takes a
close interest in every explicit detail of his films
from script to screen, yet has time to appraise any
contributory suggestion which may be made to him.
A typical cue-sheet used by the sound mixers in
dubbing sound for “The Innocents,” is pictured on
this page. Note that every start and end footage is
shown, as measured from the start of the relevant
reel.
When I started on this film as Sound Editor, I
was glad to see that the script already had firmlv
in mind the contribution to weird atmosphere that
Continued on
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WORKING WITH camera mounted on shoulder brace enabled author Landrum and Pro¬
ducer Phil Smith to move quickly in the limited time allowed to shoot the film. Sounds
of the men walking are recorded here by the Transist-O-Sound amplifier built into the
Auricon camera.

LANDRUM, BEHIND CAMERA, shoots scene of prisoners scrubbing
cell floors while Smith, mike in
Available

light

was

sole

hand, gives running

illumination

for

shooting,

commentary.
even

the cell block.

"First Person" Camera Technique
WLW-I’s “walking sound-film camera” attained greater eloquence and a
new dimension when it assumed a first person viewpoint in documenting
a TV film report on contemporary prison life.
By

BILL

LANDRUM

Chief Photographer, WLW-I, Indianapolis, Ind.

PROBING CAMERA

is a mobile camera.

It may

be on wheels—a dolly, crane or camera car.
Recently we put it on feet—on the cameraman who
shoots with it hand-held as he walks to or from his
subject, weaving in and out among crowds of
people, or moving to a new camera viewpoint
quickly, then shooting—faster than it could be done
were the cam.era tripod- or dolly-mounted. We call
this technique the “walking sound-film camera” and
recently we put it to good use in photographing a
unique documentary film for WLW-1, Indianapolis.
Not long ago, we of WLW-I News department
were allotted a half-hour of prime evening air time

170

by the station and carte blanche as to the program
content. Phil Smith, the station’s Assistant News
Director, is also a part-time counsellor for the
Marion County Juvenile Center. He suggested the
time be used to tell the inside story of the Indiana
State Reformatory at Pendleton.
Pendleton, as the Reformatory is popularly
called, is a maximum security prison for men be¬
tween the ages of 15 and 30 years. Average age is
23—an age, say jirison officials, when these men
have the greatest physical strength but immature
judgment, and hence are most likely to get into
trouble. Fifty per cent of the inmates paroled frojn
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inside

Pendleton
return,
because
of
parole violations — the offenses
ranging from burglary to nar¬
cotics. This, then, was to be the
subject of the film we were to
make for the 3()-minute TV time
reserved for us.
To give a new dimension to
the film presentation, we decided
lo shoot the entire story “first
person
camera,” whereby the
audience would see the prison as
a new inmate views it following
his imprisonment.
The camera
would, in effect, become the pris¬
oner and its lens his eyes.
The camera and the manner it
was used is shown in the accom¬
panying photos. It is an Auricon
16mm single-system sound cam¬
era equipped with the author’s
Transist-O-Sound amplifier, and
mounted on a lightweight shoul¬
der brace. With this camera and
its comparatively lightweight—
six pounds—AC power pack, we
can go anywhere there is sound
film to be shot. We have recorded
many events with actual on-thescene sound, using this equip¬
ment, where our competition had
to be satisfied with silent footage.
Continued on
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A.S.C. RECOMMENDATION No. 7
Cinerama camera, printer and projector aperture
dimensions and angular field coverage data.
By

WALTER

BEYER

Chairman, A.S.C. Research and Educational Committee

^iiis RECOMMENDATION

is a follow-up on technical details about

some overall design considerations of the Cinerama system,
which was described extensively by William Daniels, ASC, in his
article, “Cinerama Coes Dramatic,” which appeared in the Janu¬
ary, 1962, issue of American Cinematographer.
A study of the Cinerama system has been undertaken by our
Research and Educational Committee in view of the fact Cinerama
is now being used in the production of feature films, the exhibition
of which will undoubtedly extend far beyond the areas reached by
Continued on
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by

power supply pack for the Auricon camera,

Landrum

and Smith prepare to shoot a

sequence

depicting the Reformatory's "Hillbilly” bond in action.
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THE individual camera aperture dimensions, also dimensions of the integrated images for
Cinerama scenes photographed wth 27mm lenses.
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^AMBRIA STUDIOS,

producers of the “Clutch Cargo”

TV cartoons, refer to the show as “television’s
first comic strip.” This is because, although the car¬
toons possess “full movement,” the action is less
costly to produce than when conventional animation
techniques are used. Cambria employs some unique
mechanized methods to simulate animated cartoon
m.ovement in the “Clutch Cargo” series.
With Cambria’s system, elements of artwork are
given motion mechanically wherever possible, rather
than by the single-frame exposure method usually
employed for animated cartoons. The producers
aim to avoid conventional or “full” animation as
much as possible. Episodes in the series are regu¬
larly turned out which contain as little as 12 per cent
single-frame animation photography. Nevertheless,
the illusion of fairly smooth and continuous move¬
ment is a remarkable feature of these films.
The illusion of full movem.ent in the “Clutch
Cargo” show is created through a series of techni¬
cal tricks that are both ingenious and economical
and for the most part, guarded secrets of Cambria
Studios.
Among them are:

Some ingenious devices that impart the
illusion of motion to artwork are
used ir^ producing the “Clutch Cargo”
cartoons for television.

By

TOM

1) Methods of superimposing live effects over
cartoon scenes while the camera is in continuous
operation.
2) Incorporating working, three dimensional
models with artwork on a live-action basis.
Frequently, cartoon sequences in “Clutch Cargo”
are filmed at speeds of 24 frames per second, using
live action techniques. As few was two or three ani¬
mation cels may be required for a single take. This

PICKENS

makes it possible to produce “animated” cartoons
for a fraction of the cost of full animation.
Such production economies have not hurt the con¬
sumer acceptance or popularity of “Clutch Cargo.”
Continued on
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de¬

photographed

instead of a frame at a time.

CONTROL PANEL, pictured at right, is key to Cambria
Studio's

automated

cameraman

to

shoot

system

of

animation

animation.
cels

in

It

permits

continuous

in¬

stead of single-frame exposures to simulate almost any
type live-action camera shot.
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ONE
CALL

Ceco
RENTS
EVERYTHING
WORLD’S LARGEST STOCK OF CAMERAS, LIGHTS,
RECORDING AND EDITING EQUIPMENT—expertly maintained
by World's finest and largest motion picture and TV repair department
FOR DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD. WE SERVE

TM #707529

MORE PRODUCERS THAN ALL OTHER SOURCES

Cameras:
Double

COMBINED. How about You?

mentation

Lighting; Arcs—Floods—

(^fliii€RR €ouipmenT

16mm & 35mm—Sound (Single or

System ) —Silent—Hi-Speed—Instru¬

S p o t s — I ncondescen Is —

me.

Dimmers—Reflectors—All Light¬
ing Accessories

Generators:

Frank C. Zucker, President
315 W. 43rd St.,
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

Crab—Western

Lenses:

Wide

angle—Zoom —

Telephoto—Anamorphic
Portable—Truck

Editing Equipment:

Moviolas—

Viewers—Splicers—Re winders

Mounted

Sound

Cranes, Dollies;

—Portable Panoram

Equipment:

Projection Equipment:
Magnetic—

Optical—Mikes—Booms

Grip Equipment:

Parallels—

Goboes—Other Grip Accessories

16mm &

35mm—Sound & Silent—Slide—
Continuous

Television; Closed Circuit TV
Camera Cars

I

I
Camera Equipment Co., Inc., Dept. A21, 315 w. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

|

Gentlemen: Please rush me your FREE complete catalogue of Rental
Equipment.

I

Name

_

____

Firm_

Florida:
51 East 10th Ave.,
Hialeah, Florida
TUxedo 8-4604

California:
6510 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Hollywood 9-8321
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Washington, D.C.:
Gregory Bell
927 15th St., N.W.
347-1153

Street.
City.

Zone.

_State.
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ANIMATION
Continued from

TWO RESPONSIBLE REWARDING POSITIONS ARE
OPENING UP FOR TOP-NOTCH SALES EXECUTIVES
OF FILM SERVICES IN THE EAST AND WEST
We are a new company introducing during the coming
months a revolutionary, new and fully tested approach
to color film processing which will have national and
international marketing implications.
Marketing of services soon to be available to producers,
sponsors, government agencies and other film users
will require two key men to head up East and West
sales. This

calls

for

personalities with

real

ability.

PROVEN EXPERIENCE FOR A SALARY AND OTHER
COMPENSATION COMMENSURATE WITH THE CHAL¬
LENGE.
Financial stability well-assured; you will be proud to
represent a company which will bring enormous bene¬
fits to the field of color motion pictures in ALL DIMEN¬
SIONS. Send detailed resume in fullest confidence to:
BOX D362
1782 No. Orange Drive
Hollywood 28, California

This is the latest IMPROVED

CiNEKAD JUNIOR DOLLY
Used Nationally by
Discriminating Cameramen
This 3-Wheel Collapsible Dolly Is
especially designed to meet the demand for con¬
venient mobility of cameras on location or in
the studio.

The new model instead of the
4" wheels is constructed with 5"
duty

rubber-tired

swivel

wheels.
Write tor more details and prices.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
763

loth

Ave., N.Y., N.Y., PLaza 7-3511

HAVE YOU SOMETHING TO SELL TO
PRODUCERS OF MOTION PiaURES?
This issue will be read in virtually every film production center in the
United States and in over 80 foreign countries.
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By the fall of 1961, the series was
appearing on some 80 TV stations
around the country, both in color and
black-and-white.
The show has an
estimated 23 million viewers weekly,
ranging through all ages and heights
of brow.
Although limited animation is em¬
ployed, “Clutch Cargo’s” creators in¬
sist that they are not making animated
cartoons.
“We’re making comic strips for
television and this is a completely dif¬
ferent form of expression,” says Dick
Brown, Cambria’s president and execu¬
tive producer.
Brown’s attitude is seconded by
Clark Haas, former artist on the “Buz
Sawyer” newspaper comic strip, who
is the creator of and art director for
the “Clutch Cargo” series. “The re¬
sults we obtain aren’t comparable to
conventional animation,” says Haas.
“We’re someplace in between live ac¬
tion and drawing.”
Some indication of how “Clutch
Cargo” differs from other popular TV
cartoons is illustrated by the fact that
only about a thousand animation cels
are required to make a full half-hour
show—six 5-minute segments. By con¬
trast, it often requires a thousand cels
just to create one minute of action,
using the full-animation technique. A

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
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further economy is the fact all cels,
which are used in each “Clutch
Cargo” episode, are carefully stored
for possible re-use in future episodes
—similar to the way Hollywood studios
stock key set-pieces for re-use in later
productions.
This conservative use of animation
cels is made possible through a series
of new mechanized techniques de¬
veloped by Cambria Studios. One of
the most important innovations is a
continuous action rig which allows
the cameraman to shoot animation cels
at live action camera speeds, and
simulate almost any type live action
camera shot, including trucking, dolly
and pan shots.
This continuous action device util¬
izes glass panels on which animation
cels are mounted.
The panels are
then moved horizontally in the lens
field by motors turning at pre-set
speeds. A 16mm camera photographs
the resulting motion.
Using this arrangement, the camera-
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film
W'liat is the secret of matchless film processing? There

processing

are two. It takes talented men deep in experience. It
also takes modern methods and equipment. CFI offers
a potent mix of hoth — and has since before Wallace
Beery and Marie Dressier starred in Min and Bill. We
concentrate our minds on film processing so you can

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES

concentrate yours on film making! For perfection in
959 SEWARD STREET, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA

film processing: specify CFI!
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Hollywood 2-0881

Hollywood 9-1441
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New Light from

F&

Presenting Ralph Hoge’s New

Reflector
A revolutionary new approach to
outdoor reflector lighting technique.
FIVE BRAND NEW
PRINCIPLES ARE SET TO WORK

• It’s Lighter!
• It Focuses the
beam!
• It’s Permanent!
• It’s Steadier in the
Wind!
• It’s Brighter!
• It Diffuses!
• It’s Indestructible!
• It Replaces
3 Ordinary
Reflectors!
Available Immediately

$250lOO
Serving the
World’s Finest
Film Makers

Five brand ne\w principles have advanced the art of using
reflectors from an unwieldy, difficult process to an exact
science with all the control and plasticity of using incandes¬
cent lighting equipment.
The FIREBALL is fabricated of two pressed aluminum sheets
bonded to plastic materials and joined together at all four
sides. The texture of the aluminum is formed by pressing
with lenticular dies which form a myriad of tiny prisms. This
magnifies to the ultimate the light-gathering power of the
reflector. The envelope formed by the two joined reflectors
is suspended from the frame and an air valve is tapped into
one side. By pumping air into the envelope, the reflectors
will "belly out”, resulting in diffusion and spreading of the
reflected light beam. As a result, the beam can be "focused”
and controlled by the volume of air, just like a spotlight.
The reflector surface is practically indestructible—it can be
washed, polished, cleaned.
The reflector is the standard 4' x 4' size, which mounts in
all standard yokes and weighs only 6 pounds.

Proudly Announces

The LILLIPUT
TWIN
By
Kliegl Bros.
Lighting

IDEAL
FOR TV REMOTES
ANO ON LOCATION WORK
iri
1. Delivers the same
2.
3.

7.
8.

intensity flood¬
lighting as a 5KW Fresnel without re¬
quiring a booster transformer.
Weighs only 10 lbs.
Draws only 11 Amperes at 120 Volts.
Uses new 16 hour GE Sealed Beam
Quartz-Iodine Uniflood Lamps.
Furnished complete with two lamps,
dim-bright device, and Barn Door.
Sockets swivel to permit use in either
horizontal or vertical posiUons.
One single light beam (due to special
adjustment device).
Available from stock.

Price:
Lilliput Twin (without iamps) $115.00
Quartz-Iodine Uniflood
Lamps.$9.95 each
Exclusively distributed
by Florman & Babb, Inc.

Florman & Babb

QUALITY AND SERVICE

BUCK&mm
REVERSUL NEGATIVE
POSITIVE PRINTING
UNO PROCESSING
COLOR ProcessingSuper Anscochrome

COLOR PRINTING
Work prints—Timed Prints
Color to Color prints—A & B roll prints
Color to B & W prints—Fodes-Dissolves
Dupe Negative—Multiple prints
Row stock—Fastex service
Loop printing

Write for complete information

FILM
LABORATORIES
350 W. 50th ST. • NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
JUdson 6-7196
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WRITE FOR BROCHURE

Florman & Babb

man can, for example, photograph
one cel representing a rocket ship
against a maving background of sky
in continuous action at 24 frames per
second. Artwork requirements are re¬
duced to individual drawings of the
rocket ship and background. Because
the sky (on one glass panel) is moving
past the cel representing the rocket
ship, the camera records it as full
movement. By increasing the number
of cels, the cameraman can utilize
more than one rocket ship and have
them traveling at different speeds.
Further action can be added to the
scene by superimposing live effects
such as smoke and flame. If a rocket
ship appears in the “Clutch Cargo”
series spouting fire out of its tail, the
fire is real. It is superimposed at the
time
the
rocket is
photographed
against the moving art background of
sky.
The superimposing mechanism is an
optical reflection device called a “frajilly” by the company wits because it
came in a box marked FRAGILE. By
setting this mechanism immediately
Itetween the camera and the continu¬
ous rig, a jet of fire, or any natural
effect or live action which can he
created in the studio, is optically super¬

68 West 45th Street
New York 36, N.Y.

INC.

MU 2-2928

imposed on the artwork on the action
rig. The live effect is produced in an
area at right angles to the artwork,
and “frajilly” blends the two together
for the benefit of the camera.
Artist Haas and technical director
Edwin Gillette are constantly on the
lookout for new techniques which will
enable them to produce realistic move¬
ment on the screen without requiring
additional drawings or cels. In many
instances they have been able to inte¬
grate working models and three dimen¬
sional mock-ups into an action. For
instance, in one “Clutch Cargo” epi¬
sode with a Holland locale, the back¬
ground contained a number of wind¬
mills whose arms actually turned
mechanically.
Perhaps the most ingenious of
“Clutch Cargo’s” many technical in¬
novations, however, is a process called
Synchro-Vox. An invention of Edwin
Gillette, this process superimposes over
the drawings of faces in the strip, liveaction photography of an actor’s lips
speaking lines. The illusion obtained
is that of a talking cartoon character
with life-like movement, expression
and perfectly synchronized voice.
To accomplish this, an actor is first
jihtographed speaking the lines. This
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Ready when you need it...
The HFC Professional Power Rewind is ready to go to work
for you the moment the pressure is applied to the foot pedal
control. This power unit is extremely quiet in operation with
a V belt drive and has a handle to disengage the motor when
the operator uses the hand rewind to film back. Other out¬
standing features include...

ALL CAST ALUMINUM BODY • SHIELDED “NICE” BALL BEAR¬
INGS • USES 1/lOHP VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR • FOOT CON¬
TROL PEDAL • INTERCHANGEABLE SHAFTS • WILL WIND UP
TO AND INCLUDING 3,000 FEET OF 35MM FILM WITH EASE •
AVAILABLE WITH EITHER SQUARE 16MM SHAFT OR STANDARD
35MM AND WITH SHAFT FACING THE OPERATOR OR AWAY
FROM THE OPERATOR.

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
designers & manufacturers of film & video tape editing equipment
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG:
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956 SEWARD ST, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF. HO 2-3284

524 W. 43rd ST, N.Y., N.Y., LO 3-1546
1/7

film is shot through a matte which
eliminates all but the actor’s mouth.
The image of the moving mouth is
then superimposed over the pen and
ink artwork on the action rig. The cel
drawings of the character’s faces used

THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF LENSES MADE
for Instrumentation and Documentary

MOTION PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY

in this process are complete except for
the mouth area.
Absolute voice syncronization is ob¬
tained, since the sound is recorded at

PRO 35 and 70 mm LENSES for
"C” Mount, Vidicon TV, 35 mm. Data
Recording and Aerial Cameras
This series of 4 or more element
lenses enables professional photog¬
raphers to achieve the finest results
whether in the studio or on location.

the time the live-action lip movement
is photographed. In conventional ani¬
mation, hundreds and sometimes thou¬

Lenses are matched and balanced
. .. give uniform exposure ... deliver
full coverage without drop-off from
the center to the edge of the picture.

sands of hand drawings must he made
to create the illusion of a person talk¬
ing. Cambria’s method makes it unnecessary to draw mouths to fit the
dialogue.
All photography

MIRROTEL LENSES
Long Focus, Short in
Length and Lightweight
Mirror optics permit the light path
to be folded three times within the
lens system, thereby cutting tbe
length and weight to less than one
third that of a comparable tele¬

Increases the effectiveness of the
camera by permitting various de¬
grees of wide angle and telephoto
coverage with one lens. Crisp, clear
images anywhere in the focal range
from wide field (covering IV2 times
area of normal lens) to telephoto of

man Fine Grain Panchromatic Dupli¬

4

2V^ times magnification. Aperture of
f/1.8 throughout the entire focusing
range of 5 feet to infinity. Calibrated
focal lengths, distance and aperture
markings. Resolution is better than
50 lines per millimeter on Plus X
film and 600 lines on TV.

camera
N. Y.

Formerly head of RKO Effects Dept.

CREATIVE
SPECIAL EFFECTS
16mm • 35mm • 65mm • 70mm
Recently
Titles on

completed
*

Effects

and

‘WEST SIDE STORY”

Specialized Laboratory Services

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood
INC.

178

vision.
“Space Angel,” a science-fiction se¬

DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-16inm-35mm-70min
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor-driven, portable
Uniform Density Assured
400 Ft. Tank Available

FILM DRYER
• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy dryinq
• Automatic shnnkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable
Guaranteed. Write for Free Literature

1153 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, CaliF.
Phone: HO 9-5808

COMPANY

Automatic Daylight Processing

LIN DUNN, Asc

Cable: FILMFX

divided into five 5-minnte episodes.
The show can be presented daily in

minute episodes) the fertile minds at
Cambria Studios are looking for new
cartoon strip ideas to introduce to tele¬

company

A SUBSIDIARY OF 3M

of the quality of color television.
Each “Clutch Cargo” adventure is

a half-hour feature.
With 52 half-hour “Clutch Cargo”
stories completed on film, (260 five

[Uollensak Division
ROCHESTER 21.

cating Negative.
The success of the “Clutch Cargo”
films is underscored by the recent se¬
lection of the series for presentation
in the RCA exhibition hall in New
Yoi^ City as an outstanding example

5-minute chapters or once a week as

Finest American made products
for those who want the best

revere

“Clutch

Color release prints are made on East¬
man Reversal Color Print Film, Type
5269.
Black-and-white releases are
made on Eastman Fine Grain Release
Postive Film, Type 7302, from East¬

Write for descriptive literature and prices.

mm:

the

Cargo” series is done in 16mm color.
The film used is Ektachrome Com¬
mercial Type 7255. Release prints
are processed for Cambria by Filmservice Laboratories in Hollywood.

photo objective. In addition Mirrotel
Lenses are free from chromatic aber¬
ration, coma, astigmatism and dis¬
tortion. Focal lengths from 20" to
200". Special accessories available.

20-60 mm VARI-FOCUS RAPTAR
ZOOM LENS for Vidicon TV and
16 mm Motion Picture Cameras

for

Micro Record (orp.

487-14
South Ave.
Beacon, N.Y.

ries, is next in line. There will be
other new strips after this, and Cam¬
bria Studios hopes to be able to offer

WHEN

CHANGING

YOUR

ADDRESS

Please notify us at least four weeks in
advance. BE SURE to give your Fc'rmer
address os well os your New Address.
Our Circulation Department needs both
addresses in order to properly identify
your address stencil.
Your cooperation will Insure that
American
Cinematographer will
con¬
tinue coming to you regularly without
delay or omission of issues. Thank you.
American

Cinematographer
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Once -In-A- Lifetime Opportunity!

CLEARANCE SALE!
* LIGHTING EQUIPMENT ■ CAMERAS * SOUND EQUIPMENT *
WE’RE UPDATING OUR RENTAL EQUIPMENT STOCKS AND ARE SELLING ALL MER¬
CHANDISE THAT HAS BEEN REPLACED WITH NEWER MODELS! PRICES ARE SLASHED
TO BRING YOU GREATEST SAVINGS EVER — UP TO 60% AND MORE! ALL EQUIP¬
MENT IS UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED TO BE IN PERFECT OPERATING CONDI¬
TION! MANY ITEMS ARE BRAND NEW AND WILL BE SHIPPED IN ORIGINAL FACTORY
CARTONS. PRICES IN EFFECT ONLY WHILE LIMITED STOCKS LAST.

COLORTRAN

COLORTRAN

RECORDERS

5 Cine Master Chief Converters.
Originally $269.50. NOW $160.00

5 300-watt Master Lites
With PAR 56 lamps.
Originally $29.00.Now $14.00

1 Magnasync Mixer G924.
Originally $495.00.NOW $300.00

4 Cine Master Converters

Originally $209.50..*... .NOW $120.00
7 Senior Converters.
Originally $108.50. ...NOW $65.00
2 Sturdi-Stand Converters.
Originally $69.50. ...NOW $25.00
1 Junior Converter.
Originally $69.50. . NOW $40.00
6 Kicker Lights.
Originally $24.50... .Now $18.00
1 Junior Kit (Less Converter)
2 Heads, 2 Stands in Case.
Originally $182.50. NOW $122.50
4 Super Kicker Kits.
2 Super Kicker Heads, 2 Stands,
1 Senior Converter.
Originally $255.00.NOW $160.00
12 Cine King Kits
3 Cine King Lights, 3 Stands,
1 Senior Converter, 3 PAR 64 Bulbs,
Complete Outfit in Case.
Originally $395.00.NOW $275.00
4 Senior Kits.
2 Senior Heads, 2 Senior Stands,
1 Senior Converter, 2 Cases.
Originally $318.50.NOW $199.00

20 Scoops—Less lamps.
(1500 watt).
Originally $44.00.NOW $32.00

CAMERAS
2 Model I Arriflex 16’s
with 16, 25, 50mm Schneider lenses,
wild motor, case.
YOU PAY ONLY $1100.00

1 Maurer 16mm Camera with
sync motor, 3 lenses, 2-400 ft.
magazines. Studio-type finder,
carrying trunk.
In Like-New Condition!
Originally $4000.00.NOW $1800.00
1 Spider Turret Eyemo Model Q.
YOU PAY ONLY $175.00

RECORDERS
3 Magnasync Nomad Recorders.
Originally $675.00.NOW $450.00

1 Ampex PR 10-1 (Full Track)
with Rangertone, Automatic Threading,
in Portable Case.
Originally $1250.00.NOW $875.00
1 Ampex PR 10-1 (Full Track) in
Portable Case.
Originally $895.00.NOW $625.00
1 Ampex PR 10-2 (Stereo) in
Portable Case.
Originally $995.00.NOW $695.00

MICROPHONES
3 American D44 Microphones.
Originally $160.00.NOW $97.50
2 Electro Voice 654 Microphones.
Originally $60.00.NOW $29.95
1 Fairchild 33 rpm Turntable with
Arm and Preamp.
Mounted on walnut base.
Originally $195.00. ..NOW $39.95

ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED F.O.B. CHICAGO
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Silicone Dampened

TV stations a full hour of animated
program material daily within a very
few years. This, they feel, represents
maximum saturation, after which Cam¬

HYDROFLUID >£.<

bria would only be competing with
itself. All of the cartoons now being
planned by Cambria will utilize the

The Answer to Zoom & Telephoto Lens Tripod Problems!

same mechanized movement in the
production techniques that has proven
so successful with “Clutch Cargo.”
The application of these techniques
are not limited to television alone, ac¬

Pan & Tilthead Tripod
AN N-C-E ORIGINAL IN TRIPOD
STYLING

AND

PERFORMANCE

cording to Brown. Cambria Studios
has had marked success with them in
incorporating three-dimensional mov¬
ing models and mock-ups in the pro¬

Larger Silicone Dampening Area than
any Tripod in its class and price range
^ Designed for professional cameramen.
► Velvety smooth, jerk-proof pan and tilt
utilizing the dampening effect of silicone.
► Sturdy aluminum construction; weight 21

action,

lbs.

► Silicone loaded—temperature range 130 + 500F.

“HYDROFLUID” TRIPOD FOR

► Precision ball-bearings. Mounted on pan and tilt
shaft for smooth action and alignment.
► Pan 360°—Tilt 80°. For all cameras 40 lbs. or less.
^ First tripod of its kind with ball-type leveling at
bottom of base with positive lock at NO EXTRA
CHARGE.
► Tripod base of seasoned V-type maple-wood
with self-aligning leg locks.

Positive quick-finger ccmera lock — vari¬
able tension adjustment pan and tilt locks
—spirit level—telescopic pan handle nvith
variable angle adjustment—right or left
hand position.

legs

TV Vidicon—16 Mitchell—Maurer—Camerette—Arriflex 16/35—Auricon (Cine-Voice600-1200) Cine Special—Eyemo—Filmo—
Cineflex

PRICE WITH BASE

duction of films for industry and the
military.
In addition, Cambria holds there
are marked benefits in the use of their
methods in the production of educa¬
tional films, titles, and experimental
movies.
■

DUBBING SOUND

BABY TRIPOD .$89.50
HIGH HAT .$32.50
CASE
.$25.50
BOOT & POINT COVER.$15.00

Continued from Page 169

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, Inc.

the final track could make—mainly in

209 WEST 48TH STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y. — Circle 6-0348

two ghosts and either heightened or

West Coast Sales: GORDON ENTERPRISES, No, Hollywood, Calif.—POpolar 6-3725
Canadian
Representative:
ALEX
CLARK,
LTD.,
Islington,
Ontario

terms of half-heard whispers from the
disappearing

natural

sounds.

Since,

however, I am a firm believer in the
untapped

possibilities

of

electronic

audio effects, I persuaded Clayton to
use them in many sequences, either

Used World-Wide By Discriminat'ing Cameramen

(INEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16mm Projectors
timing
BELT

Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Jan, Ampro,
Kodak, RCA, and Victor 16mm
projectors at synchronous speed.
Projector can be instantly attached to
Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬
tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An outstanding feature is the flexible
shaft which connects motor with projector
and permits smooth, quiet and steady
operation. No special technical knowl¬
edge required for installation and mount¬
ing. Write for more details and prices.

One-year Guarantee! Immediate Delivery!

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,

763

loth Ave.,

n.y.,

n.y.,

PLaza

7-35n

instead of or as well cis natural sounds.
I think it is the first time they have
been used in a “period” film.
Perhaps the most successful of these
was the “ghostly presence” moaning
sound which drifts in whenever the
broken-hearted spectre of the gov¬
erness, Miss Jessel, is near. This was
mainly

several

sine-waves

(with

a

short sweep) of such similar frequency
as to “beat” together slightly. Faint
human moaning was added and then
considerable overall echo applied.
At the end of a reckless pony-ride
around the paddock by young Miles, I
needed the sound of an invisible cloud
of rooks taking off, with a hint of
applause beating in. I made this with
a short film-loop of a single pigeon’s

—
ANIMATION CRANES & SUPPLIES
Sales and Rentals. Vertical and horizontal units.
Peg bars, plattens and accessories. Special units
engineered. Serving producers, advertising agen¬
cies and business.

REGAL PRODUCTS
1459

No. Seward, Hollywood 28, California
Phones: HO 5-8444
•
MU 1-7510

V--/
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RESEARCH COUNCIL CRANE
with MOTION PICTURE TABLE
NEW,

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
WRITE FOR PRICE

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 W. 48th St., New York 36, N.Y.—Circle 6-0348

wings flapping, fed into a 1/4" tape
recorder having a replay head located
2-inches ahead of the main head and
which was used to supply an increas¬
ing amount of tape echo. This soon
built up to an enormous volume of
flapping, and just as the inherent dis¬
tortion got out of hand I increased the
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I(k.

tape speed
taneously.
A
4

and

faded

sinister legacy

out

simul¬

from

the

dead

governess was a music-box treasured
by the possessed children. Composer
Georges Auric wrote an excellent sim¬
ple melody for it, but the problem was

I

a

truly said that when you stop experi¬
menting in the film business, you may
as well retire.
■

I

[
^

The frame is held together with a
two-inch union. Three one-half inch

r

pipes are utilized to provide rigidity
to the upright column. They are 39",
37", and 31" in length, and are held
in place by galvanized fence hangers
and awning fittings, as shown.

^
I
•
:
!
■

is

who performed the new tune at that
speed on the top register of his key¬
board. This was recorded on a syn¬

joined to a li/2-inch piece which is
fourteen inches in length. These are
joined together by a reducing bell.
The bottom of the column is screwed
to a two-inch floor flange, which is
bolted to the cross members of the
frame.

I .

editing

resourcefulness — two factors highly
important to the art, for it has been

!

I

and

the old track was relayed at half-speed
to headphones worn by a celeste-player

The upright column is made of a
two-inch pipe nineteen inches long,

r

dubbing

to produce a single finished track.
Playing a big role are innovation and

Continued from Page 164

y

Sound

ent tune used from a playback disc
during location shooting. To solve it,

1

t

The result of this was a new tune at
the correct speed but exactly an octave
higher than could be achieved on a
celeste.
complicated job which often involves
as many as 30 different sound effects

GAS PIPE DOLLY

I
ji

i.p.s.,

to get a tinkly music-box effect while
preserving the same speed as a differ¬

^

f
P

chronous tape-machine at 71/^

but afterwards played-back at 15 i.p.s.

The universal head consists of a
114-inch reducing tee and a six-inch
piece of strap iron 1%-inch wide by
one-eighth inch thick. The latter is
bent to a right angle and held in place
through the tee by a bolt, which passes
through a plug screwed into one side
of the tee. A wing-nut and lock wash¬
ers complete the assembly. The cam¬
era is mounted on the top of the strap
iron by means of a small bolt, which
threads into the tripod fitting on the
camera. When the wing nut is tight¬
ened, the camera can be braked or
locked securely.
A three-quarter-inch pipe thirty
inches long screws into the underside
of the head tee by way of a one-inch
bushing. This pipe passes down in¬
side the column through a locking
collar, which is equipped with a set
screw. It also fits snugly into a plain
washer at the top and another located
midway up the column in the bell
reducer. It is this pipe that provides
the rotating movement of the head and
also furnishes the extension for rais¬
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ing the head to varying heights. The
locking collar holds the head in the
raised position. A bolt threaded! nto
the upper side of the pipe can be
screwed in tight against the thirtyinch extension pipe to restrict move¬
ment or prevent it entirely.
The dolly rolls on three steel cas¬
ters four-inches in diameter; a sixinch caster supports the seat assem¬
bly. The construction of the seat is
quite simple. It is made of a wooden
frame, padded and covered with leath¬
erette.

A

one-inch

floor

flange

is

screwed to the underside of the seat,
enabling the operator to install or re¬
move it with a few quick turns. It
also rotates freely while in use.
The pan head handle is made of
%-inch pipe, 12 inches in length, and
fitted with a tricycle handle grip. The
other end is attached to the head by
means of an awning frame fitting.
You can easily duplicate this gas
pipe dolly by following the details
in the photos plus the description
above.
■

Importance of Reflectors

We can count our
satisfied clients
with one finger . . .

The function of the sunlight reflec¬
tor may be likened to that of the flash
bulb in still photography—to throw
needed light into shadow areas of a
scene to balance the illumination for
best pictorial results.
Reflectors are essential equipment
for any professional motion picture
cameraman. He can make them, or
purchase them already made. Profes¬
sional dual-surfaced reflectors, com¬
plete with yoke and stand are now
available from most equipment sup¬
pliers.
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ASC RECOMMENDATION
Continued from Page 171

the first travelogue-type Cinerama pro¬
ductions.
A noteworthy change, which the new
application of Cinerama has brought
about, is the reduction in film travel
speed through camera and projectors
from 26 fps, established for the first
Cinerama travelogue-type productions,
to 24 fps. However, the pulldown
stroke of 6 film perforations per frame
remains unchanged.
Due to the limited number of Cine¬
rama cameras presently in use, the
data set forth in this recommenda¬
tion are as yet not considered for
standardization, but merely placed on
record for informational reference.
The following A.S.C. Recommenda¬
tion No. 7 has been compiled by
courtesy of Cinerama, Inc., through
Messrs. Tom Conroy and Peter Gib¬
bons and the liaison activities of our
committee member,
Ray Johnson,
head of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studio Camera Department.
A.S.C. RECOMMENDATION #7
Cinerama Camera-Printer and Projector
Aperture Dimensions and Angular Field
Coverage Data

1.1

This

1. Scope
recommendation

specifies

the aperture dimensions for a
“three-in-one” special camera and
respective projector arrangement
using 35mm motion picture film
with a perforation pitch of 0.187"
and having a pulldown stroke of
6 perforations per frame.
1.2 The total three-frame area, the
required optical printer aperture
dimensions, and the arrangement
to display the angular field cover¬
age of the overall system are also
presented.
• Sound

• Laboratory Services * Editorial

Capital
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N. E.
WASHINGTON 2, D. C.
PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634
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2. Dimensions
2.1 All dimensions and data for
camera, printer and projector
apertures as well as for focal
length of lens and horizontal and

2.2

verical field coverage shall be as
per attached Cinerama data sheet.
(See illustration.)
Dimension “F” (0.062"), as in¬

dicated on the three-frame dia¬
gram, is a protective spacing for
a finder marking to retain proper
head clearance in all three cam¬
eras, which is necessary due to
the deeply-curved screen arrange¬
ment of all three panels.
2.3 The unusual width of the camera
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Acceptance of the MOVIOLA CRAB DOLLY for motion picture
and television cameras is world wide as evidenced by unso¬
licited testimonials.
Users have learned through experience that the Moviola Crab
Dolly provides a mobile platform for their camera that can
be precisely positioned with more facility and speed, and
with greater accuracy than any other type of camera support.
Regardless of the shot — moving or static — all people en¬
gaged in the creative phases of the industry recognize that
production values are enhanced by the use of the Moviola
Crab Dolly.
PRODUCERS see additional set-ups and more fluid camera
work resulting in a quality product even on a tight budget.
DIRECTORS can add the dimension of camera movement to
their sequences and, through continuous composition, give
dramatic force to their story.
CAMERAMEN are able to “roll-in” on tight shots, exploit light¬
ing setups to greater advantage, match “takes” to rehearsals
through faithful dolly tracking and re-position quickly by
smooth precision adjustment.
EDITORS welcome “dailies” that have an infinite variety of
shots and added coverage. These values provided by the
Moviola Crab Dolly eliminate “choppy” continuity caused by
limited set-ups on ordinary camera supports.

for HIGH production value ...

on a LOW budget

WRITERS see that the Moviola Crab Dolly broadens their
scope in its use for dramatic effects.

movio

manufacturing co.

You can break the stalemate of production values versus cost
with the help of the Moviola Crab Dolly. Call or write now for
a free brochure.

5539

apertures of 1.014,” which ex¬
tends into the film perforation
area, permits overshooting in
photography sufficiently to afford
a selection of picture information
in the negative that will insure
release prints absolutely free of
any possible lens fall-off effects
in the extreme corners of the
apertures.
This is, of course, a must, due
to the need for lacing the images
in projection as inherent in the
Cinerama system.
2.4

The taking and projection speed
shall be 24 frames per second,
with a pulldown stroke of 6 per¬
forations (1.122") per frame or
equivalent to 134.64 feet per
minute.

2.5

All necessary sound and control
tracks are on 35mm full-coat mag¬
netic film and are handled from
separate equipment.
2.6 The dimensions of the negative
raw stock to be used in these
cameras shall be in accord with
ASA PH 22.93-1953 pr PH 22.11953.
It is preferred to use DubrayHowell perforated film but Bell &
Howell perforation can also be
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RIVERTON AVENUE

•

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. •

TRIANGLE 7-2173 •

used, except for one camera.
3. Usage
3.1 The negatives obtained from the
above described camera apertures
“A,” “B,” and “C” result in prints
representing a total aspect ratio of
2.59-to-l and are projected in a
specific manner adjacent to each
other on a deeply curved, lou¬
vered screen creating an audience
participation effect that is en¬
hanced by multichannel, stereo¬
phonic sound reproduction as
presently known under the trade
name Cinerama.
One of the important projects of
the ASC’s Research and Educational
Committee is to establish recommenda¬
tions for the standardization of aper¬
tures, also ground glass and camera
finder markings for both theatrical
and television film production, and
also to provide recommendations for
all
wide-screen processes
utilizing
other than standard 35mm cameras.
Preceding the foregoing recommen¬
dations for the Cinerama system,
the Committee’s recommendations for
65mm camera aperture dimensions
was established and subsequently pub¬
lished in the October, 1961, issue of
American Cinematographer.
■

Cable: Moviola, No. Hollywood, Calif.

A A

Custom Built
HANSARD
Rear Screen
Process
35mm Projector
S pecifications:
• 500-ft. capacity
• 200 Amp. Arc Lamphouse
• Bell & Howell movement with
registration pins
• Rheostat with light intensity
stop switches
• Two camera interlock motors—
for Mitchell NC & BNC
• Complete set various focal length
proiection lenses
• Forward and Reverse controls
• All connecting cables
• All components—completely blimped
for very low noise level
• Projector mounted on dollied pedestal
with horizontal and vertical adjustments

Approx, weight, projector.1500
”
sync generator. 300
"
rheostat. 90
”
accessories . 150
SPECIALLY
PRICED!

$

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

10,00000

Complete

*

Guaranteed

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
DEPT. A, 315 WEST 43rd STREET
NEW YORK 36, N.Y. • JUdson 6-1420

I
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“FIRST PERSON” CAMERA TECHNIQUE
Continued from Page 171

MORE SENSITIVE!
The NEW Spectra “Combi-SOO" Professional
Exposure Meter retains every advantage of
the famous Spectra Professional! The "CombiSOO” combines a SELENIUM CELL and NEW
ULTRASENSITIVE PHOTO-CONDUCTIVE CELL.
Sensitivity is 500 times that of the average
selenium cell meter, 100 times more than the
highly sensitive Spectra Professional Meter.
Exposures are indicated for extremely low
light levels. UNDER NORMAL LIGHTING CONDiTIONS, THE STANDARD SELENIUM CELL
OPERATES WITHOUT THE AID OF THE BATTERY.

Before shooting got underway at
Pendleton, Phil Smith spent two days
at the reformatory getting acquainted

’
^
'
|

I

Professional
Exposure
PATENT
PPLIED FOR

|U|ptpr
ITIWLWl

NOTE: Convert your s
Spectra Professional to
^||n||^'Combi-500'' at
nominal cost.

I

PHOTO RESEARCH CORP. •1

837 N. Cahuenga Bl., Hlywd|38, Calif.
? photometry is our business... not a sideline

Specialized

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
for

MOTION PICTURE, STILL
and

TELEVISION STUDIOS

Write for A Copy of Our
Catalog J on Your Letterhead

937 NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD 38,
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with the locales and learning the
highly unique language peculiar to
prisons.
This,
together with the
knowledge he had gained in counsel¬
ing young offenders, permitted him
to come up with a fairly comprehen¬
sive shooting script within three days.
It was decided that we should have
background sound in every scene to
add to the realism of the pictured
action.
Since we had to maintain the illu¬
sion of the audience being a partici¬
pant in the film, we could not use
any cutaways, reverse angles, etc. The
use of “art” shots of slanted smoke
stacks, etc., was taboo, for any de¬
parture from a purely “first person”
technique would ruin the effect for
which we were striving.
The film opens cold with Judge
Thomas J.
Faulconer of Marion
County Criminal Court sentencing “a
prisoner” — the camera — to the In¬
diana State Reformatory for a period
of “not less than 10 nor more than
25 years.” The gavel comes down,
the camera quickly looks to the right,
sees the six-foot, six-inch tall deputy
sheriff approach and snap the hand¬
cuffs in place. The “click” of the cuffs
adds greatly to the presence of the
scene. For this an assistant held his
hands in the proper position under
the lens to further create the illusion
that the camera is the prisoner.
The prisoner then is led from the
courtroom by the deputy, with all of
the natural eourtroom noises present.
In this way, from the very first frame,
we established that the audience is the
prisoner. The judge looked directly
into the lens as he imposed sentence.
As the prisoner is transported to
the Reformatory in the rear of the
Sheriff’s station wagon, we do a con¬
tinuous take from the highway up to
the door of the institution. The deputy
comes around the car and opens the
door, the prisoner gets out, looks down
briefly at its cuffed hands, then fol¬
lows the deputy through the Reforma¬
tory door to the reception desk. It
then moves to the “dressing in” room
where the prisoner surrenders his per¬
sonal clothing for prison garb. This
whole routine required ten f/ stop

to his punishment. We then proceed
changes and about six focus ring
changes as an assistant followed the
camera out of the car, through the
door, up to the desk, and over to the
“dressing in” room. We obtained a
good take the second try, so we con¬
sidered that “in the can.” In most
of the sequences we purposely shot an
extra take, which usually was the one
we used on the air for promotion spots
prior to airing of the program.
Following the opening sequence
described above, the new prisoner is
ushered into the office of Mr. Robert
Heyne, the assistant superintendent.
So that we might show the entire insti¬
tution quickly, it was arranged that
several inmates would conduct the
new arrival on a “tour” and in this
way let him decide for himself whether
he wanted to do “easy” or “hard”
time—easy time being that which
comes by good behavior, keeping out
of debt, no “dealing,” and hard time,
naturally, the opposite. Mr. Heyne
asks the inmate to come in and sit
down. The camera, facing Mr. Heyne,
moves over to a chair. After a briefing by Mr. Heyne as to this experi¬
ment of showing the inmate around,
he is turned over to long-time inmates
for the “tour.” In this sequence, the
aim has been to make the audience
feel it actually has been the inmate
. . . that Mr. Heyne has been talking
to it personally.
One of the sequences in which our
walking sound camera was used to
good advantage was in the mess hall.
Here inmates are permitted an ade¬
quate amount of food at each meal;
but invariably there are one or two
who can’t resist snitching an addi¬
tional weiner from the meat pan. This
is

punishable

action,

which

by
can

disciplinary
mean

court

“time”

or

days in the “hole,” a cell without light,
chairs or bed. To depict this we used
several inmates to simulate a chow
line.

By means of our “first person”

camera technique,

the audience fol¬

lows the inmates through the chow
line.

The man in front is seen to

take an extra weiner off the pan and
deftly tuck it under his tray.

An offi¬

cer sees this and hustles the man off
with the camera into the “hole” to
show the utter loneliness of this cell.
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Tlie cavernous acoustics of this cell as
recorded ou the sound track point up
the punishment which confinement
in this cell holds for prisoners. Our
mike was tied to the barred door
where the sounds of the guard open¬
ing first the steel window flap, the
solid steel door, and finally the barred
door, were recorded faithfully.

PRECISION FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT
Precision Unitized Film Synchronizer
Pat. Appd.

Single Sprocket 16mm
Synchronizer $95.00
(not shown)

Throughout the filming of our show,
Ave were given complete freedom by
the Indiana Department of Correc¬
tion and were cautioned only once
when we requested clearance of a
proposed sequence. We were asked
not to shoot the mess hall when it was
full of prisoners. Traditionally this
has always been the most likely place
for violence or riots to begin. One
man drops or throws a tray and im¬
mediately the whole place can explode
in a riot! For this sequence therefore,
we staged our own chow line as de¬
scribed above.
Keeping in mind that the camera
was the inmate and that we must never
cut unless necessary, presented a chal¬
lenge throughout the filming. We felt
the audience might like to actually
walk down a cell block or “range” as
the men call it, talk to some of the
men, ask them what "their thoughts
are, how they pass the time, and what
they would like changed in the insti¬
tution. Then we thought the audience
might like to experience walking into
a cell, lying down on the cot and in
general place themselves briefly in the
shoes of the inmate.
Because our camera was so port¬
able we actually walked down the
range, stopping to talk with various
inmates as we traveled the full length
of the cell block. To keep the con¬
versation as informal and unrehearsed
as possible, we first went down the

Sprocket Assemblies
16 or 35mm

As we moved along with the camera
rolling, there was no profanity; an¬
swers were informative; the men
spoke freely and gave a completely
natural performance. We then walked
into a cell, shooting two-mike-sound
with the other inmate as we walked
in. We sat down at his invitation,
laid down on the bed as you might,
holding the Auricon at the angle one’s
head would be if laid on a pillow or
mattress. Phil Smith used a small
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$32.50 ea.

Model S616-3
Three sprocket
16mm Synchroniz e r with
Spacer and Mag¬
netic head.
$215.75

opticalmagnetic
sound
readers

Model 800

$259.50
I

optical
sound
renders

magnetic film
and tape
sound
reader

Model 600 RL

$195.00

Model 700

$198.00
Send For Free liferofure

F.O.B. Fac.

DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
928-930 EAST 51st ST.
BROOKLYN 3, N. Y.

block and informed the men we w^re
coming down with a sound camera
and would ask them to answer freely
any questions we might ask. We
didn’t cue them in any way as to what
the questions might be.

For

Model S635-1
Single Sprocket 35mm
Synchronizer $95.00

Special Low^ Low Price!
HOUSTON FEARLESS

Panorani Dollies

Thoroughly Overhauled & Refinished • Fully Guaranteed • Immediate Delivery

4 Wheel —n,000““

•

5 Wheel — M ,400““

(JflniERfl €ouipni6nT(o..inc.
Dept. A

19, 315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y., JUdson 6-1420

In Hialeah, Florida:
51 E. 10th Ave.,
TUxedo 8-4604
In Hollywood, California:
6510 Santa Monica Blvd.,
HOIIlywood 9-8321
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America's #1
PRODUCTION STILLS
CAMERA

..

COMMERCIAL

VIEW

CAMERA

Delivers Salon Quality results
with Field Camera flexibility—
Choice of Backs, Film size, for
every
assignment.
Choice
of
complete outfits listed in FREE
148 pg. Catalog!
Write B & J—Creators of America's i
finest
Photographic
Tools
Since 1897

Burke & James, inc.
321 S. WABASH, CHICAGO C, ILL.
AC 3/62

EXCLUSIVE LAMNATRACK
Laminated Magnetic Film Striping for 8,
16 and 35mm film
• permanently bonded lamination out¬
lives the film itself
• silicone lubricated to minimize wear
on sound head
• improves sound quality of magnetic
sound projector
• will not dissolve in cleaning agents
or splicing cements
Inquire about our high speed sound
transferring to 8mm release prints in any
quantities
Write for literature and FREE sample.
Precision lomnatrack for "Sound" Quality

AMERICAN MAGNETIC
FILM STRIPING CORP.
156

FIFTH

AVENUE,

NEW YORK
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PORTABLE MOVIE LIGHT
Fits any camera. No tools
needed, no holes to drill.
Long life nickel-cadmium
battery with built-in charg¬
er weighs only 7 lbs.
Guaranteed one year.

^

/99.50

COMPLETE WITH BATTERY

I

Write for Full Information
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228 So. Franklin St.'Tampa 2, Florida

PHOTOMART
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To keep reliably informed on the latest
developments in modern cinematography;
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tion picture equipment, read AMERICAN
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neck mike to pick up the voice of in¬
mate No. 84430. We also used a
Sound Spot mike for picking up
sounds and voices in the cells.
One of the natural problems in a
penal institution of this size is “deal¬
ing.” This is the practice of certain
inmates of charging excessive rates
of “interest” for anything borrowed
or for the acquisition of items which
normally are not available inside the
walls. Cigarettes are the standard of
currency. The inmates are paid a
nickel per day and it takes a week’s
work to buy a pack of cigarettes.
If a prisoner is out of cigarettes and
borrows a pack “until commissary
day,” the standard rate of interest is
three for two, if paid within the week.
Should the debtor be unable to repay
the three packs at the end of the week,
the debt automatically increases to five
packs, and in two weeks increases to
eight.
It is a simple matter for an inmate
to get deeply in debt within a very
short time, and men have had their
skulls cracked for failing to pay their
cigarette debts when due.
To

dramatize

this

situation,

we

staged a scene in the dormitory in
which the new inmate is briefed by
a group of others on the problem of
“dealing.” Only the hands of the
inmates were shown as they discuss
the problem, and their words of wis¬
dom were recorded on the sound track.
Because some of the the things the
men revealed in this discussion were
not generally known outside of the
prison walls, they feared they would
be set upon by fellow inmates if they
were identified in the film. For this
reason, we did not include in this
scene the hands or arms of men hav¬
ing identifying marks such as tattoos,
etc.
By shooting with the camera
mounted on the shoulder brace, we
were subject to a normal amount of
jostling, which is natural to walking.
But by using a 12mm wide-angle lens,
the effect was greatly minimized. The
walking camera technique of record¬
ing was also used as we talked with
inmates while walking around the
inner compound area.
We used DuPont 931A reversal
stock processed to ASA 250. This
enabled us to shoot the entire produc¬
tion with available light only. In some
of the darker areas we had to open
to f/1.2, but most exposures were be¬

tween f/2.5 and f/4. An assistant fol¬
lowed the camera and handled most
of the lens changes and follow-focus
problems, which were ever-present,
with f/ stops as low as f/1.2.
The film was edited, viewed by
members of the Department of Cor¬
rection, then with the addition of
appropriate music and narration by
WLW-I News Director, Tom Atkins,
was video-taped. We knew from pre¬
vious experience that the best proce¬
dure would be to video-tape the pro¬
gram and thus be able to do it over
if we goofed. We obtained a satis¬
factory VT take after two tries.
After

the

show

was televised

we

re-recorded the sound only from the
video tape to 16mm sync tape. This
was then combined with the original
print in making a composite print,
which was presented to the Board of
Correction for use in the Reforma¬
tory’s orientation program for new
inmates.
There may be some who will doubt
the feasibility of obtaining acceptable
motion pictures with the camera hand¬
held and while walking. But it can
be done, if the camerman uses care.
In a production such as this, the firstperson viewpoint could hardly be
achieved in any other way. So well
has the picture been received, we hope
to follow it with others, using the same
technique.
■

“OSCAR” NOMINEES
Continued from Page 167

Branch who then vote for not more
than five productions in each category
in the order of their preference. The
ten productions receiving the greatest
number of votes become the nomina¬
tions for final voting for the Cinema¬
tography Awards. Up until now, all
selections are made and voted upon
by the Cinematographers. The final
voting which decides the “Oscai’”
winners is restricted to active Academy
members, among whom are a sub¬
stantial number of cinematographers.
The twenty film productions named
in the Preliminary Ballot for Cinema¬
tography Awards from which the ten
Nominees have been selected follow,
along with the names of their respec¬
tive Directors of Photography:
“The Absent Minded Professor,”
(Walt Disney Prod.), Edward Colman,
ASC.
“Babes In Toyland,” (Walt Disney
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Prod.), Edward Colman, ASC.
“The Children’s Hour,” (Mirisch/
United Artists), Franz Planer, ASC.
“Claiidelle Inglish,” (Warner Bros.),
Ralph Woolsey, ASC.

i

Y

“El Cid,” (Samuel Bronston/Allied
Aritists), Robert Krasker.
“Flower Drum Song,” (Univ.-Interntl./Ross Hunter), Russell Metty, ASC.

t

“Fanny,”
Cardiff.

(Warner

Bros.),

Jack

“The Hustler,” (20th Century-Fox),
Eugene Shufton.
“The
Innocents,”

I

(Achilles/20rh

'%

Centurj^-Fox), Freddie Francis.
“Judgement At Nuremberg,” (Kra¬

I
r

mer/United
ASC.

r

“King of Kings,” (Bronston/MGM),
Milton Krasner, ASC; Franz Planer,
ASC; and Manuel J. Berenguer, ASC.
“A Majority of One,” (Warner
Bros.), Harry Stradling, Sr., ASC.
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Artists),

Ernest

I

A Successful Rental Item...
Now
Available
For
Sale!

Converter calibra¬
tions supersede
calibrations on lens

Laszlo,

“One-Eyed Jacks,”
(Pennebaker/
Paramount). Charles B. Lang, Jr.,
ASC.
“One,
Two,
Three,”
(Mirisch/
United Artists), Daniel L. Fapp, ASC.

when mounted.

LENS WIDE-ANGLE
CONVERTER
Only at Camera Service Center are you assured of finding the most
complete and dependable line of cameras and accessories . . . including
this ZOOM LENS CONVERTER for 35 MM to 140 MM Angenieux LA/2
Zoom Lens. An outstanding technical achievement, this converter en¬
ables your one zoom lens to do the work of many. In one instant, your
lens zooms from 22 MM to 90 MM; in an other, from 35 MM to 140
MM. The conversion is simple, fast and smooth. In a matter of seconds,
conversion is accomplished by a few simple turns mounting the converter.

“The Outsider,” (Univ.-lnt.), Joseph
W. LaShelle, ASC.
“ARaisin In The Sun,” (Columbia),
Charles C. Lawton, ASC.

SPECIAL

PACKAGE

iM'

OFFER

• ANGENIEUX LA/2 ZOOM LENS ‘WIDE-ANGLE CONVERTER

“Splendor In The Grass,” (Warner
Bros.), Boris Kaufman, ASC.

Focal Range 35 MM to 140 MM
Mounted for Mitchell R-35 or other
Reflex and Non-Reflex Cameras

“Summer and Smoke,”
(Wallis/
Paramount), Charles B. Lang, Jr.,
ASC.
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COMPLETE

Here are three units designed to meet the highest standards
for motion picture production. Each item is a superb
achievement in optical craftsmanship . . . scientifically de^
signed to give unmatched performance . . . and guaranteed
to give long-lasting trouble-free operation.

“West Side Story,” (Mirisch/United
Artists), Daniel L. Fapp, ASC.

1

“The Young Doctors,” (United Art¬
ists), Arthur Omitz.

ZOOM LENS — ANGENIEUX LA/2
35 MM to 140 MM

2. WIOE-ANGLE CONVERTER

3. ACCESSORIES
Sunshade filter holder
3 Close Up Proxars -f 1 + 2

3 Filters G15, 21, 8N5
1 Polaroid Filter

3

This year, the names of a number
of non-Hollywood cinematographers
appear in the preliminary list. Cardiff,
Francis and Krasker are British. Ornitz and Shufton are New York cine¬
matographers. And Berenguer,
al¬
though a member of the ASC, is one
of Spain’s leading cameramen.
The Academy’s 34th Annual Awards
Presentation will take place in Santa
Monica, California, the evening of
April 9th. The event will be carried
over the combined radio and tele¬
vision facilities of the ABC network
and the Canadian Broadcasting Com¬
pany, which will afford many of our
readers opportunity to see or hear the
awards presentations as they take
place. The winners will he announced
in our May issue.
■

Of course these items will continue to be available on a rental basis for those
who prefer it.
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MOST RELIABLE
GUIDE!

CIRCARAMA

interesting and challenging sequences
in this production were shot deep

Continued from Page 163

within the Castellana Grotta, a vast
natural cave very much like Carlsbad
Caverns. The most magnificent area

tions. For example, if the operator
wished to check the segment of the
scene covered by the No. 5 camera he
would merely disengage the pin, swivel

... if you shoot motion pictures
for:

TV or Theatres
Industry
Education
Government
Research, Etc.

the No. 1 camera around to the No.
5 position, drop the pin into the ap¬
propriate hole and view the scene
through the hinder — after which he
could quickly switch the No. 1 cam¬

to be broken down into the smallest

was carefully adapted to specihcations
provided by Disney engineers. This
plane has a single large bay located
far forward, which is ordinarily used
for dropping packages by parachute.
Inside a boom was installed which
lowered the cameras down through the
bay to a position far enough below so

for a fifteen-foot dolly shot.

the cameras back up into the plane
during flight in event of malfunction,
the need to inspect them or to reload
them. This, say Disney technicians,
was a great improvement over the
B-25 setup used earlier with the origi¬
nal Circamera camera unit.
With nine cameras shooting simul¬
taneously it was necessary to carefully
slate each roll of film for editing pur¬
poses. This was accomplished by plac¬
ing a translucent plastic slate panel
in a slot mounted in front of each
lens and shooting the data lettered
thereon. After sufficient footage had
been run off to identify the rolls, the
slates were removed and the cameras
made ready for conventional shooting.

Never before o helpful book like this! Gives
detailed answers to hundreds of problems and
questions related to theatrical, TV, industrial,
military, educational and documentary film pro¬
duction.
Informational text covers data never before
published on panning speeds, optical effects,
ultra high-speed photography, underwater cinema¬
tography, background plates, process shots, trav¬
eling mattes, day-for-night photography, color
temperature, etc.

Filming was done by an all-Italian
crew headed by Director of Photog¬
raphy Elio Piccon. Since none of

Charts, tables and diagrams give instant an¬
swers to problems relating to lens angles, filter
factors, shutter openings, camera speeds, ex¬
posure, lighting, aspect ratios, etc., etc. Order
your copy todayl

$7.50
.

. . Post Paid

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER
P.O. Box 2230. Hollywood 28,

MANUAL
Colif.

Please send me.copies of the AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL.
.Paymt.

enclosed.

Ship

C.O.D.

Nome...
Street &

No.....

City.

Zone.

I

State.

1

•For orders mailed within California, please
add 4®/o sales tax.
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tain. The end of the tunnel is so small
that a man can just barely squeeze
through, which meant that all of the
camera and lighting equipment had

era back to its proper position.
To accomplish
the considerable
amount of aerial photography planned,
a Fairchild C-119 “Flying Boxcar”

that no part of the plane would be
picked up by the wide-angle lenses.
By means of a hand crank, the boom
could be quickly retracted to bring

There’s something to help you on
every page of this fact-packed
book!

of this underground wonder is a large
room called the Grotta Bianca, which
opens off an ever-narrowing tunnel a
mile and a quarter back in the moun¬

these technicians were familiar with
the equipment, however, Disney sent
camera engineer Don Iwerks to in¬
struct them in its operation and to
provide proper maintenance during
what turned out to be four months
of intensive shooting.
During this
period a multitude of subjects were
photographed in 28 major locations,
which covered all of Italy (including
the islands of Sicily, Sardinia, Capri
and Ischia) and extended as far as
Rhodesia, South Africa.
One of the most photographically

possible units and carried in piece by
piece. This applied, as well, to a dolly
and enough 2x4 hoards to lay tracks
In shooting with the dolly the cam¬
era was mounted on a column several
feet above the platform so that the
crew operating below would not be
visible in the scene. Such dolly scenes
have unusual depth and realism be¬
cause elements in the foreground move
at a different speed from those in the
background, creating a three-dimen¬
sional effect.
Circarama 360-degree
filming posed the additional problem
of keeping the photo lamps out of
scenes. In most cases the dilemma
was solved by concealing lamps behind
the giant stalactites which studded
the cavern.
Fortunately the grotto
was adequately wired so that standard
studio-type lighting units could be
used.
In Northern Italy an unusually spec¬
tacular sequence was filmed at the
Monza race track, a fast automobile
course featuring banked turns. Ar¬
rangements were made to have a dozen
cars available for the sequence. A
hole was cut in the side of a racing
Ferrari so that a bracket could be
welded on to support the camera
pedestal. A major problem arose from
the fact that the camera operator had
to sit next to the driver in order to
operate the equipment, but at the same
time he could not be shown in the
scene. The head grip proved to be
the smallest man in the crew, so he
gamely tied himself into a knot and
managed to squeeze down far enough
to be just barely out of camera range.
The resultant action on the screen is
breath-taking. First the Ferrari over¬
takes cars and then several come
screaming down to overtake it as it
approaches
the illusion
eras were
speed. The

a banked turn. To create
of going faster the cam¬
operated at half normal
cars were actually travel-
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rfie RmmiOHARy R-36
DEVELOPS 16MM FILM AT 2160 FT. PER HR.
NEGATIVE FILM AT 720 FT. PER HR.
POSITIVE FILM AT 1440 FT. PER HR.
Super Speed —Super Quality. The R-36 is
the answer to the film industry’s exacting
requirements for increased speed and
quality in reversal processing. It is ideal
for military, industrial and commercial
use. The Filmline R-36 gives you perform¬
ance that never existed before. You must
see it in action . . . see its results to believe
it. Write or phone today.

• EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE TRANSPORT SYSTEM elim¬
inates film breakage, automatically compensates
for elongation—tank footage stays constant.
• OPERATES at 83°F at better than 60 ft. per min.
• EASY TO OPERATE...needs no attention.
• COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION on all emulsions
—no darkroom necessary.
• FEED IN AND DRY BOX ELEVATOR, plus 1200'
magazine permits continuous processing.
• TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM controls heating
and cooling of all chemical solutions.
• VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE, development times from
IV2 to 15 minutes.
Recent Filmline Installations:
• N. A. S. A. Huntsville, Ala.
• Reeves Sound, N. Y. C.
• Thiokol Chemical Co.
• WHYN-TV, KNDO-TV, WFMY-TV
• Moral Rearmament

Additional Features:
• Forced Warm Air Dry Box • Filtered Air Supply
• 316 Stainless Steel Construction • Film Speed
tachometer • Two developer pumps * Built in air
compressor * Bottom drain valves and drain trough
• Rotary Oilless air compressor • Dry box and solu¬
tion thermometers • Plumbed for continuous replen¬
ishment • Weight: Approx. 1150 lbs. • Size: 9'4", x
33". SSVz"' • Only $7950.00 F.O.B. Milford, Conn.
WHE^ YOU BUY QUALITY-FILMLINE COSTS LESS
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ing about sixty miles per hour, and
shooting them at 12 frames per second
produced the illusion of very high

SPECIAL SALE • F&B SPECIAL SAL.f

ZOOM LENS SALE

In order to photograph a vast pano¬
ramic view of the shipyards in the
harbor city of Genoa the cameras were
hung from a huge crane hook sus¬
pended on cables far above the

BRAND NEW

ground. The camera operator, hold¬
ing batteries and the control box, was
seated precariously in a “bucket”
some thirty feet above the hook. The
cameras were started rolling at a high
level, then gradually swooped do\^yn
to run along the decks of ships under
construction.
It required a very
skilled crane operator to manuever
the suspended cameras smoothly
enough to avoid sway.
One of the most interesting se¬
quences in this production was that
which depicted an off-shore oil drill¬
ing rig in operation in the Adriatic
Sea. For this the Circarama camera
equipment was transported by small
boat to the location and set up on a
large crane mounted in the bow of
a supply ship, which was anchored
alongside the drilling rig. This crane
could be swung completely around the
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BERTHIOT PAN CINOR
Model TOO — 25mm-100mm
f/3.4—in 16mm “C” Mount. (No Finder)
Regular Price $329.50

F&B
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PRICE

$

199

00

& B SPECIAL SALE • F&B

speed. The effect on audiences was
spellbinding.

Guaranteed

Supplly Limited — One to a Customer Only

Florman & Babb, inc.
CA

68 W. 45th St., N. Y. C. 36, N. Y. • MU 2-2928
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a complete
» lighting

fore part of the ship and enabled the
Circarama cameras to record details
of shipboard and drilling activities
from a most unusual point of view.
Interesting vertical camera move¬
ment was made possible by a specially
constructed hydraulic column.
Its
telescoping segments permitted the
camera to be elevated from six to
more than thirty feet in height. It
was effectively used inside the houses
of Parliament, near the leaning tower
of Pisa and on the grounds of the
Italia ’61 Exposition itself, then under
construction.
The opening sequence in the him

Vulcanized fibre'case 15"x23"x6V2" has
four compartments containing; 6- Lowel-Light
tape-up, clamp-on units; 6- Lowel-Light R40
Barndoors; 2- aluminum, 9' stands, space for
two more; 3- 25' neoprene extension cords,
each with 3 outlets; 1- roll Gaffer-Tape for
wall mounting lights; 6- foam padded R40
bulb holders — bulbs'cannot break! 2- fuses.

U E

only compact
lighting kit with enough gear for most locations

FIE D

a completely
integrated system for fast, professional lighting
uni-O less bulbs

$124.50

LOWEL-LIGHT PHOTO ENGNR,, 429 W. 54th ST., N. Y.

BOLEX ACCESSORIES
BY STEVENS
Synchronous and Battery Camera Drives
Time Lapse Timer • Lens Extension Tubes
tackover • Turret Lever • Third Turret Stop
Turret Filter Slides • Camera Base • Lens
Control Handle • 400-Ft. Magazine * SplitFrame Mask

Write for our Bolex Accessory Catalog

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.
Dept. “A”, 340 N. Newport Blvd.
Newport Beach, Calif.

began with scenes recorded by the
Circarama camera suspended below
the C-119 aircraft flying through
clouds in the Italian Alps. As the
plane emerged from the clouds, the
beautiful snow-covered mountains
were visible on all sides. Even though
the cameras were subjected to a belowfreezing windstream, they functioned
perfectly.
The camera plane then
descended to show the city of Turin,
the birthplace of the Italian unifica¬
tion.
Adverse weather was a constant
problem, especially when covering cer¬
tain events without hxed-time sched¬
ules. Many times, the crew had to
wait days until rainstorms passed. In
Turin, interiors were photographed
during the rainy period so no produc¬
tion time would be lost.
In Venice the cameras were mount¬
ed on a gondola for a trip down the
Grand Canal and under the Rialto
bridge. Permission was obtained to
take the camera station wagon into
famed St. Marks Square, where motor
vehicles are ordinarily prohibited.
With the cameras mounted on the
platform on the station wagon roof a
running shot was made, with the car
traveling from the canal, into the
square and back. The famous pigeons
that inhabit the square scattered in
every direction, adding pictorially to
the scene.
When photographing the huge ca¬
thedral in Milan the camera assembly
was broken down into small units and

DUAL POWER VIEWER for BOLEX REFLEX
From on original 6X to an 8X full field and
16X critical focus LARGER IMAGES—BETTER
SHARPNESS
CONTROL
WITH
ANY
LENS
Easy to Operate—Guaranteed for Life—More
Information Available—When Viewer only is
sent $54.00—When sent with Camera $60.00.

PELLEGRINI-PIEK
MOVIE CAMERA ACCESSORIES
7 COLEMAN PLACE. MENLO PARK, CALIF.
Makers
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of

Variable Shutter Units
Bolex H Cameras.

for

all

carried as far as possible by elevator,
after which they were carried by
hand to the top of the edifice and re¬
assembled. Striking shots were then
made showing the spires of the cathed¬
ral in the foreground and the city in
the background.
Other

pictorial

sequences

showed

Fiat-built Italian jet fighters in aerial
acrobatics around the cameras, an
aerial trip over the rim of Mt. Vesu¬
vius, the Colosseum in Rome, the
Saluggia nuclear reactor plant, several
Greek temples built about 450 B.G. on
the island of Sicily, a plastics factory
in Ferrara, a live telecast inside the
RAI Television Studio in Rome and a
steel mill in Turin.
A four-day air trip was made to
Rhodesia expressly to film the giant
Kariba Dam on the Zambesi River,
which Italian interests were instrumen¬
tal in building. The crew filmed it
from the air, from the water, and on
the ground.
Many of the aerial sequences were
shot at very low levels, with the cam¬
era plane just skimming the treetops.
When extreme low angle shots were
needed on the ground, the Circarama
camera unit was turned upside down
so that the cameras shot down into the
mirrors—just the reverse of normal
shooting procedure.
This put the
cameras about a foot from the ground,
but it also resulted in action that was
recorded backwards on the film. Such
scenes were optically reversed in the
printing so the action matched footage
shot with the cameras mounted nor¬
mally.
The entire production was filmed
in 16mm Ektachrome Commercial,
which film was then shipped to the
Eastman
Kodak laboratories in
Rochester, New York, for processing.
The processed film was then sent to the
Disney

Studios

in

Burbank.

Calif.,

where black-and-white edge-numbered
workprints were made. The latter were
reviewed on a set-up of three projec¬
tors running in interlock so that three
strips of film could be checked at the
same time. The final editing of the
picture was done in Italy and the se¬
lected scenes sent back to the Disney
studio where they were blown up to
35mm color by the same process which
Walt Disney has used so successfully
in the production of his nature films,
most of which are photographed in
16mm color.
To project this Circarama produc¬
tion, the Fiat Corportaion erected a
circular theatre at the Italia ’61 Expo¬
sition in which the audience stood or
walked
watched

around
the

in

the

picture

center

unfold

and
on

a

circular 9-segment screen surrounding
them.
■
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“THE MAGIC SWORD’’
Continued from Page 159

camera constantly cut from high to
low angles. It was also important that
the dragon remain the same size
in relation to its human adversary
throughout the sequence. When the
dragon was shown alone, cinematogra¬
pher Vogel was careful to select camera
angles that would faithfully duplicate
the point-of-view of the man fighting
the beast.
Important, also, was the continuity
of shadows botween the miniature and
live action scenes. In working with
miniatures, Gordon makes it a point
to establish shadows in the live-action
scene, then carry them through into
the miniature scene, thus creating one
more powerful element of visual con¬
tinuity.
An interesting effect involved bring¬
ing to life six stone images of knights
who had presumably been ossified by
an evil sorcerer centuries before. The
shot of the “stone” knights was
achieved by taking a frame of the live
scene showing the knights standing in
a row and, through a series of pho¬
tographic processes, producing an ex¬
tremely high-contraSt black and white
print of the scene having almost the
quality of a line drawing. Shading
was then carefully added to create the
illustion of three-dimensional stone
figures. Then, by means of a dissolve
precisely matched to the original scene,
the knights appeared to take on life,
color and movement.
The effect which presented the big¬
gest challenge to Gordon and cinema¬
tographer Vogel, and which required
the greatest amount of time to create,
had to do with the appearance of dis¬
embodied demon heads floating in
space in a haunted cavern. Gordon had
speculated that the desired weird effect
could be produced by painting plaster
models of shrunken heads and death
masks with flourescent paint and then
illuminating them with ultra-violet or
so-called “black” light. Here the prob¬
lem was to get the paint to glow
brightly enough to register on film.
Since a “floating” effect was required,
it was impossible to undercrank the
scene at less than 20 frames per sec¬
ond—and even with an exposure of
f/2 it was necessary for Vogel to pour
a tremendous amount of the barely
visible “black” light into the scene in
order to get the flourescence to show
up on film.
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After the heads had finally been
successfully photographed in a frosty
green glow, the problem remained of
superimposing them, properly bal¬
anced, over the background scene.
This was done in the optical printer,
and a great deal of experimentation
with printer lights and filters was nec¬
essary to get the heads to burn through
with just the right degree of ghostly
translucence. The resultant sequence
on the screen, especially when accom¬
panied by weird sound effects, creates
a spell of flesh-crawling horror.
The most costly sequence to shoot
took place in a fog-shrouded forest.
Built on the sound stage at the Samuel
Goldwyn Studios, the set was a tangle
of peculiarly stark, tortured-looking
trees unlike any flora on earth. The
“trees” were actually upended cypress
stumps with “branches” formed by the
roots writhing into the air and seeming
to clutch at the characters as they rode
by on horseback.

f---—-UNEXCELLED

BLOW
UPS
16MM TO 35MIVI
BY “WET GATE” PRINTING

Tremendous opportunities are avail¬
able today for profits thru theatrical
exhibition of entertaining 1 6mm films
enlarged to standard 35mm B&W or
color.
OVER ONE MINUTE OF 35MM PRO¬
FESSIONAL COLOR PRINT TO PROJECT
IN YOUR LOCAL THEATER CAN BE
MADE FROM YOUR 16MM ORIGINALS
FOR AS LITTLE AS $45.

Complete

advisory

and

technical

services from story ideas to theater
screen.

FILM EFFECTS
of Hollywood, Inc.
1153 No. Highland Avenue,
Hollywood 38, California
"Over 30 Years of Major Studio Experience”

For another weird scene, a hole was
cut in the floor of the stage and a
subterannean tank was filled with evil¬
looking liquid whipped up by under¬
water agitators to create a flesh-eating
vortex. When a hapless character fell
into this churning acid, he turned
into an eroded, mummy-like blob. The
chemical fog on the set was so dense
that horses taking part in the scene
refused to go through it. The stage
had to be cleared of smoke so that
the horses could be led through the
path of action in order to build up
their confidence prior to actual shoot¬
ing of the sequence.
In approaching a suspense-fantasy
subject such as “The Magic Sword,”
Bert Gordon starts with a story idea
that naturally demands special effects
—although he is careful never to dis¬
tort a plot line purely to include such
effects. In researching backgrounds for
this film he was amazed to find that
the basic legend is almost universal
throughout the world. England, Scandanavia, Russia, Egypt and China
share variations of the story—with the
hero always called George and the
monster always a dragon.
The dragon, then, was a “must” as
far as special effects were concerned.
By extending the plot to require
George to overcome seven curses prior
to combat with the dragon, many other
entirely valid situations were created
to tellingly feature special effects. Also,
throughout the picture, various sorcer¬
ers keep looking into magic mirrors
and pools in order to get what appears

V----->

MICRO
LENSES from B & J
Master Ail picture assignments! Select the
Right lens from famous B & J "LensBank" — service and inventory!
Wide
Angle, Telephoto, Special Infinity corrected
Lenses for Microphotography . . . for.
t Copying. Lenses Properly mounted to fit
your camera!
..
Write for "Lens-Bank"® list of

Services

Burke & James, Inc.
321 So. Wabash, Chicago 4, Illinois
AC 3/62

BELL & HOWELL GAUGES
FOR FILMO REPAIR

This pair of precision tools cuts hours off Filmo
repair time. Regular price for this set is $341.62.
We offer these—in brand new condi*i|
tion—while they last—both gauges
| jlj

FL0RMAN& BABB, Inc.

68 W. 45th St.
N. Y. 36, N. Y.
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QUALITY GUARANTEED
USED EQUIPMENT
CAMERAS
Auricon Cine Voice Model 2 Single lens
mount, variable density Galvanometer,
RA30 Amplifier ..$ 750.00
Arrlfiex 16, new style 16-25-50mm Xenon
lenses. Matte Box, Camera Case for
comera and 400 ft. Mags. _____ 1,900.00
Arrlfiex 35mm, 120® shutter, 28-50-75mm
Xenon lenses .
1,200.00
Arrlfiex 35mm w/variable speed motor,
120*
shutter, 30-50-75mm
Primoplan
lenses, 3—200 ft. magazines.. 1,000.00
Arriflex 35mm w/180®
shutter, 28-5075mm Xenon lenses, motor cable, sun¬
shade, matte box, case, 1—400 ft.
magazine ....... 1,700.00
Cineflex 35mm camera w/200 ft. mag.,
12 volt DC motor, and power cord_
300.00
Eyemo 35 Single lens "A” mount w/2"
Eyemax lens ..-.
225.00
Eyemo 35 w/47mm Cooke F 2.7, case_
175.00
Filmo 16mm 70 S High-Speed Camera....
200.00
Bell & Howell 35mm standard model D.D.
High Speed camera w/cable and extra
belts, case ........ 2,600.00
Bell & Howell 35mm Standard camera
#616 w/170* shutter, unit 1 shuttle,
overhauled and refinished.... 2,500.00
Cine Special II w/100 ft. and 200 ft.
mags., I.'imm Ektar 2.5, 152mm Kodak,
Telephoto F 4.5 Lenses, Case...
925.00
Cine Special I w/100 ft. magazine, 25mm
K.A. F 1.9 lens...
350.00
Cine Special II w/100 ft. magazine_
450.00
Mourer-05 Camera heod only w/built-in
features and 1—400 ft. mag..
2,000.00
DeVry 35mm camera w/50mm lens..
175.00
Arriflex 35mm Blimp .... 1,350.00
Arriflex 35mm 110 Volt Synch motor and
case
.
400.00
Cine Special sync, motors ..
75.00
Mitchell 12 volt 35mm variable speed
motor ...-..
250.00
Filmo motor—115 volts, 24 frame sync, w/
cable
..110.00
Eyemo motor, variable speed, 24 volt_
65.00
Wall Sync, motors, 220 volt, 50 cycle, 3
phase .
250.00
Arriflex 35mm 200 ft. magazines_—..
70.00
Arriflex 35mm 400 ft. magazines..
100.00
One Special 100 ft. Film Chambers.
150.00
Cine Special 200 ft. Film Chambers..
350.00
Bell 8. Howell 400 ft. 35mm magazines....
75.00
Bell 8i Howell 1000 ft. 35mm mogozines..
125.00
Mitchell 400x35 magazines .-.
100.00
Bell & Howell 400x35 Bi-Pack magazine....
350.00

EDITING
Moviola 35/35 w/bulls eye, no mag., com¬
posite sound .._...
900.00
Moviola 35/35 Preview large screen w/
mag., footage counters .
1,800.00
Moviola editing machine (DCS) 35/53 old
model cutters machine only, no take up
arms, optical composite sound __
375.00
Neumode Splicer R-2 (35mm)__
22.00
Moviolo Model ‘‘D” Picture Head w/take
up arms, variable speed, foot pedal....
200.00
Bell & Howell 16-35mm Splicers..
225.00
Bell & Howell Splicer, foot models, com¬
bination 16-35mm, overhauled...
900.00
Bell 8i Howell Splicer, foot model 35mm,
overhouled .
850.00
Neumade Heavy Duty Power rewinds w/
foot pedal—16 or 35mm ...
76.00
Moviola 16/16 w/Bulls Eye, no mag.,
composite sound ......
900.00
Trickle Charger for Arrl. wet cell battery..
10.00
Pon Clnor, 20 to 60mm in *'C" mount.
100.00
Onegon 20mm in Arri. mount..
375.00
Mikro Kilar 40mm lens...
150.00
Mitchell Viewfinder .
—
350.00
Spectra 2-Color meter__
200.00
Spectra 3-color Meter .
260.00
Bell & Howell geared head tripod, com¬
plete w/base .
350.00
Akeley Tripods, gyro head...4550.00 & UP

SOUND-PROJECTION-LIGHTING-PRINTERS
G-924 Mixer (3-position)_
250.00
Reeves 16mm PVlOO Recorder.. 1,200.00
Topak Recorder .
300.00
Mogenemite Recorder _
200.00
GPL—Jan
Projector
w/speakers—Genova
Movement .
1,000.00
Colortron Jr. Kit .....
137.00
1000 Watt T 12 p (Code DFD) Projection
lomps.$3.00 each.per dozen
30.00
16mm
UKIER
combination
continuous
printer, A-1 condition .....
500.00
35mm Bell & Howell Model D printer,
completely overhauled, A-1 condition. 3,000.00
Model K FILMLINE Processor for 16mm
negotive or positive work. Complete with
rotary oir compressor. Excellent shape _
900.00

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
Dept. A
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420
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to be a closed circuit television image
of what is going on elsewhere.
In designing his effects, Gordon
rarely uses only one technique at a
time. He prefers to use many elements
together — perhaps a multiple split
screen, miniatures and a traveling
matte all in the same scene. He uses
standard processes together with those
he has developed himself. If an effect
is called for which has no known tech¬
nology, he will create a new method
for achieving it. Although he started
out on a shoestring years ago, Gordon’s
special effects today are thoroughly
professional and so expertly wrought
that their methods defy detection by
any hut similar experts highly trained
in the field. He feels that several dif¬
ferent types of effects used in the same
scene tend to reinforce each other and
strengthen the overall illusion. He uses
standard rear projection and beforethe-lens mattes very little, preferring
to manipulate his effects in the optical
printer.
He makes very sure that the sets
for his pictures are carefully designed
to accommodate the effects that will
be used in them. When the sequence
calls for over-sized or under-sized
characters he makes sure that there
are elements in the set which will serve
as standards of comparison as to size.
Whereas many film-makers special¬
izing in fantasy limit themselves to
photographing miniatures straight on,
Gordon treats miniatures in the same
way that he would live players—using
a variety of angles, over-shoulder shots
and closeups. He feels that this creates
added realism, ties the effect in more
closely to other visual elements, and
gives the audience less opportunity to
pick the effect apart.
“In a straight type of picture you
can get away with almost anything,”
he points out. “But in an out-and-out
fantasy your audience is looking for
things to jump on, defying you to fool
them. Because they have this chip-onthe-shoulder attitude you have to make
sure that every effect you use is as
good as you can possibly get it. It is
for this reason, also, that I engage the
very best technicians I can get—for
example, A.S.C. cameramen like Paul
Vogel, Ernest Haller and Joseph Biroc.
I learned long ago that there’s no
substitute for talent.”
Bert Gordon’s film career actually
began when he was a student at the
University of Wisconsin where he put
his photographic hobby to use filming
and producing the school’s 16mm

newsreel. When he found that it was
good enough to become a regular
weekly release in local theatres, he
began developing his editing technique
as well. After a hitch in the Air Force,
he talked his way into a contract to
produce a series of TV commercials
for Chevrolet. The fact that he had
never made a sound film slowed him
down only momentarily. He made an
expensive long-distance call to the Chi¬
cago lab which had been processing
his footage and gleaned enough stepby-step know-how over the phone to
take a stab at it. Then with the help
of his wife. Flora, he cut and dubbed
the resultant footage on a card table
in their living room. The sponsor was
delighted with the result.
In the meantime, Gordon had built
his own animation stand and had ac¬
quired a great deal of knowledge about
special effects from articles he had
read in American Cinematographer
and Popular Photography magazines.
He was doing quite well producing TV
commercials, but he yearned to pro¬
duce feature films instead. To accom¬
plish this meant moving to Hollywood
-—so the family, strictly on a gamble,
pulled up stakes and headed west. In
the film capital he rang what seemed
like a million doorbells in search of
a job. His persistence finally paid off
when he was made production super¬
visor of the “Racket Squad” TV series.
In 1954 he got his chance to co¬
produce and direct his first suspensefantasy feature, “King Dinosaur.”
Made on a budget of less than $20,000.
this picture was replete with Gordon’s
own special effects and started him on
a production career that has paid off
handsomely ever since.
In his early 16mm days, Gordon’s
wife worked right alongside him, push¬
ing the dolly while he operated the
camera. She is still at his side sharing
the work and his unabated enthusiasm
for film. Only now, she has the title
of Assistant Supervisor, Technical
Effects. She coordinates all of the
visual effects and keeps important rec¬
ords of all the set-ups, the types of
lenses used, distances from camera to
subject, etc.
It is an exciting way of life for this
industrious husband and wife team.
Their unwavering faith in their own
talents and their successful career in
professional film production should
serve as an inspiration to other 16mm
non-professionals who dream of achiev¬
ing bigger and better things in the
world of motion pictures.
■
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BUY, SELL, SYVAI
Largest^ Most Productive Classified Ad Section Of Any Publication Serving Makers Of Motion Pictures
STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

WALL
35MM
single-system
camera,
RCA
sound; 2 register, 2 pulldown pins; 4 lenses,
2 1000-ft, mags., excellent condition....$3,450
B&H 35MM standard camera. Model 2709,
unit-1
shuttle.$2,350

1 -DEVRY Bantam 16mm sound and picture
motion picture projector. Like new....$300.00
1-16MM custom built Ansco color developing
machine. Thoroughly tested and is being used
for full time production.
Cost $20,000.00 .$9,500.00
Prices FOB our premises.
VIDEO FILM LABORATORIES
350 West 50th Street, New York 19, N.Y.

BOWLDS ANIMATION STAND complete with
Bell & Howell 2709 35 mm camera, stop
motion motor, lens, magazine, etc. This stand
is set up and operating and may be tested
by prospective purchaser. Will sell stand and
camera separately. Call or write VIC SHANK,
c/o Cartoon Camera, 733 N. La Brea, Holly¬
wood. Phone: WE 8-2523.

16MM B&H Specialist camera, 1 400-ft. mag¬
azine .$525
16MM AURICON Pro-600, like new, 2 mags.,
2 lenses, case.$2,000
16MM WESTREX picture & sound editor, like
new .$1,995
17'A MM STANCIL-HOFFMAN model S-6 mag¬
netic recorder. 3-case unit with converter and
cables .$2,200
35MM BACKGROUND projector, blimped and
silenced, with precision B&H unit-1 shuttle,
150/225-amp. hi-intensity lamphouse, dis¬
tributor,
cables,
etc.
Excellent
condi¬
tion .$8,950
35MM B&H Model D printer, like new, hiintensity lamphouse.$3,250
35MM EASTMAN film edge-numbering ma¬
chine, like new.$1,750
65/70MM picture & sound editor.$5,750
35MM RCA optical recorder with bi-lateral
galvanometer, 2 1000-ft. mags., N/R am¬
plifier .$2,950
DALITE Electrical 6' x 8^ screen, new.$270
RABY or FEARLESS panorama- dollies,
each .$950
WILLIAM SALTZMAN MOTION PICTURE
ENTERPRISES
1257'A No. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38,
Calif. HO 5-7196
MITCHELL 35mm standard camera, 25-35-50
and 100mm Baltar lenses, 110-V wild motor,
two 1000 ft. magazines, Mitchell tripod and
friction head, set of cases.$4,195.00
ARRIFLEX 35mm camera model 11-B matte
box, 400 ft. magazine, case.
Excellent .$2,600.00
ARRIFLEX 35mm blimp & sync motor, geared
footage counter, condition same
as new .$ 1,795.00
WORRELL gearhead and case. New $1,695.00
WORRELL gearhead and case. Used,
excellent .$1,495.00
220-volt 3-phase interlock motor for
NC or BNC camera .$195.00
VICTOR DUNCAN
234 Piquette Street
Detroit 2, Michigan
ESTATE Settlement. All items for immediate
sale. Like new, used as camera store demon¬
strators: One Auricon Pro 200 single-double
VA system, de luxe unit. One Auricon Pro
600, complete VD system, de luxe unit. One
Auricon 1200, complete VD system, de luxe
unit. Magnasync recorder with Microphone
console, mikes, cables, deluxe accessories.
Three Senior Color Tran units, new, never
used, in original packing. Write or phone
“TEX" HELM, 1301 Desert Eve Drive, Phone
HE 7-6225, Alamogordo, N.M.
CINE SPECIAL 1 1 reflex finder, 4 Ektar lenses,
25mm, 15mm, 63mm, 102mm, case, filters.
New condition. Original cost $2,000.00. Sell
for $600.00. JOSEPH GROSS, 2424 S. 2nd
St., Philadelphia 48, Pa. Code 215 FU 9-8229.

Will TRADE “Cinematographic Annual 1930
volume one" over 600 pages containing sev¬
eral hundred ads, photos of early companies,
studios, cinematographers. This book very
good, clean condition, would make an excel¬
lent gift, reference, etc. Will trade for any
operating movie camera and tripod. C. BEBELL,
Box 3201, Erie, Pa.
BELL & HOWELL 35mm Trade! Special rackover, Unit 1 shuttle, like new, excellent con¬
dition, sound aperture, lenses in Mitchell
mounts, magazines, for 16mm Unit 1 Bell &
Bowell camera Model 2709 E. NICHOLAS
CAVALIERE, North Branford Road, North Bran¬
ford, Connecticut.
CINE SPECIAL 1, 100 & 200 mags., with
B&H 3-objective viewer, 17-70mm zoom; 1.4
25mm Ektar, 15mm conv., 1.6 50mm, 2.7
63mm lenses, 1 1OV syncmotor, shade, filter
holder,
PRO tripod,
filters,
cases.
Total:
$950.00. Box 1444, AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬
RAPHER.
OPTICAL RECORDER—Auricon
1200, Model
RM 30, latest model, complete with modulite
Model "S" variable area galvo, all AC oper¬
ated, Model NR-40 Four-input amplifier. Power
Pack, Mike, Headset, Cables, 1200' magazine.
List $3643.00. Like new, special, $2500.00.
Box 1443, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
See S.O.S. ads on Pages 145, 150 and 151
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
•
Cable SOSOUND
S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Phone: HO 7-2124
ARRIFLEX 35mm blimp and 110-volt sync
motor with geared footage counter. Same as
new. Used less than one hour. Original cost
$2305.00. Will take $1795.00. VICTOR DUN¬
CAN, 20110 Jackson, Grosse lie, Michigan.
Tel: OR 6-2437.
125MM F/2 Schneider Xenon Lens, T-stop in
Arriflex mount, equal to new for only $295.00.
Two 16mm 400 ft. Arriflex magazines, only
$85.00 each. Box 1442, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.
AURICON Pro 200 turret, parallax viewer,
variable area galvo and amplifier. Pan Cinor
70, cases, dual phono turntable. Like new.
Want $600.00. WALLY EDWARDS, 901 Chillicothe St., Portsmouth, Ohio.
HOUSTON Processor model K-3-A 16mm re¬
versal. Refrigeration, needs rebuilding. Govt
surplus. $795.00 as is. Uhler printer, CCl 6,
$350.00. BILL BLAIR, 1428 S. Urgana, Tulsa
12, Oklahoma.

RATES: Ads set in lightface type. ISo per word. Minimum ad, $2.00. Text set in
lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser's name) 20e per word.
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case)

CINE SPECIAL 4 lens Par turret. Par reflex
finder, electric motor, two 200' magazines,
Auricon finder, etc. Excellent condition. J. W.
CLEVELAND,
2115
Bellflower
Blvd.,
Long
Beach 15, Calif. Phone: Geneva 3-6909.
EASTMAN
Kodak
electronic
densitometer,
Mdel 31 A, including 35mm and a 16mm
spring loaded platen for B&W and Color. Like
New. Box #AC1231, 125 West 41 St., New
York City.
FILMORAMA wide screen lens and brackets.
Original price, $650.00. Will sell for $250.00.
J. W. CLEVELAND, 2115 Bellflower Blvd., Long
Beach, Calif. Phone: Geneva 3-6909.
PRINTING sprockets. Bell & Howell 35mm.
New. Have several. $150.00 each. MICHAEL
GROSSI, 507 Fulton Street, Elizabeth, New
Jersey.
1000—1000 watt MOGULL screw base clear
flood lamps G40. List price, $8.50. Close out,
$2.00 each, lots of 3. Postpaid. SANCENITO,
Box 206, Passaic, New Jersey.
CINE Special Series
I.
Perfect.
1"
lens.
$400.00. Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.

WANTED
LET YE S.O.S. TRADING POST
For your old equipment be the host.
We’ll BUY, SELL OR SWAP
And pay you the VERY TOP.
WE GLADLY TAKE CONSIGNMENTS
SET YOUR OWN PRICE—SHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US FAX NEW YORK—PHONE: PL 7-0440
S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC.
Dept, fc
Cable; SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N.Y.
Western Branch —6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., HO 7-2124
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS
AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD
AND EYEMO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER
ALSO
LABORATORY, EDITING AND
LIGHTHING EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE—CINEQUIP
Pro-600, Arriflex sound blimp, sync motor,
footage counter, 1 6mm sound recorder. WALLY
EDWARDS, 901
Chillicothe St., Portsmouth,
Ohio.
Continued on Next Page

$1.50 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial Oftice, j
American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive. Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms j
close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
j
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Classified Ads
Continued from Preceding Page

WANTED
INSTANT CASH
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for your used 16mm and 35mm professional
equipment of any kind.
URGENTLY NEED
clean Arris, Auricons, Mitchells, Zoom lenses;
lab, editing, lighting & recording equipment
for our Rental Program.

BEHIND THE CAMERAS

SERVICES AVAILABLE

Continued from Page 152
EXPERT 35-16mm cameraman available for
assignments in Texas and Latin America. Mit¬
chell equipment. Sports, scenics, industrial,
documentary, etc. Sound or Silent. Also com¬
plete 16mm producers services. Sound Stage,
lighting,
dubbing, optical
tracks,
reversal
processing and printing, editing, titles, etc.
CHARLES MARTINEZ,
1315 Gaines Street,
Houston 22, Texas Phone OX 4-3581.

WANTED for Television: Amateur 16mm films
of professional quality on science and nature.
Complete or footage. Give all details includ¬
ing length, subject, film type, etc. in letter.
Box 2108, San Diego 12, California.
WANTED AURICON Pro 600 or Cine Voice 1 1.
JOEL LEONARD, WXTV, 803 E. Indianola
Ave., Youngstown 2, Ohio.
EXPERT FREELANCE
35MM
CAMERAMEN—
Register for money-making local assignments
in U.S., Central and So. America, Caribbean,
Orient, and other foreign locales. Good cam¬
era equipment, creativity, and ability to pro¬
duce professional results essential. Payment by
assignment and footage basis. Give particulars
and phone number in first letter. WORLD WIDE
FILMS, 108 So. LaJolla Ave., Hollywood 48,
Calif. Phones: WE 0-8308 and OL 3-5072.
TRY F&B UST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
16 & 35MM CAMERAS—ANY CONDITION.
MITCHELL — ARRIFLEX — BELL & HOWELL —
AURICON.
ALSO ACCESSORIES & LENSES
FOR THESE CAMERAS.
H. C. ROSS
161 Roosevelt Avenue
Cresskill, New Jersey
LIGHTS WANTED
DO YOU HAVE?
SENIORS—JUNIORS—BABYS?
We Would Like To Buy Them.

16mm FILM assignments—Chicago, Zoographic,
Scenic, Industrial. ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRO¬
DUCTIONS, 1657 Grace St., Chicago 13, Illi¬
nois. Bl 8-8612.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS, New York, Boston area,
scenic, stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS,
168 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.
WE SHOOT footage to order (16-35mm); also
maintain LIBRARY (color/B&W); our eighth
year. STOCK SHOTS TO ORDER INC, 550 Fifth
Ave., NYC 36. Circle 6-0690.
16mm film ASSIGNMENTS, Texas. Wildlife,
scenic, other. Bolex. HARRY MARLIN, 1611
7th St., Brownwood, Texas.
Young man EXPERIENCED 16mm production.
Most interesting offer. DUANE PIERCE, 4326
West Coast Highway, Santa Barbara, Calif.

LABORATORY & SOUND
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed.
Complete studio and laboratory services. Color
printing and lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION
PICTURE SERVICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Ave¬
nue,
Cleveland
3,
Ohio.
Phone ENdicott
1-2707.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrome
Processing—Printing—Recording—Editing
Rental • Sales • All types of film in stock
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
312 S. Pearl St., Denver 9, Colo.
Sherman 4-1017.
TITLES & OPTICALS for low budget produc¬
tions. 8/16/35mm service. Samples and price
list from ASSOCIATED CINETITLE SERVICES,
1204 Shaver St., Baldwin Park, Calif.

Write or Call
GORDON ENTERPRISES
Phone: PO 6-3725
5362 N. Cahuenga Blvd.,
North Hollywood, Calif.
WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or
new equipment? Let us know what you have
and what you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway PL 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.

HELP WANTED
MAN to take full charge of equipment rental
department for Eastern Dealer. Experience in
handling cameras, lenses, lights, recorders,
motors, editing, processing and printing ma¬
chines. etc. necessary. Good salary and ad¬
vancement.
Box
1445, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.
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Robert Tobey, ASC, Ray Fernstrom, ASC,
Lewis Jennings, Jack Marquette, Floyd
Crosby,. ASC, Carl Guthrie, ASC, “Ha¬

waiian Eye”*.
Ralph Woolsey, ASC, “Bronco”*.

CONSIGNMENTS WELCOME
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA COMPANY
6838 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Phone: HO 6-1318. Cable: HOLLYCAM

Harold Stine, ASC, J. Peverell Marley,
ASC, Floyd Crosby, ASC, Ralph WoolSEY, ASC, “Surfside Six”*.

^
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If you have something
new or used to sell producers or photographers of motion pictures, here is your best
market place. Get your
message before readers that are potential
buyers, in the U.S. and
over 80 foreign countries!
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Robert Tobey, ASC, “Maverick”*.
Robert Hoffman, “Bomb Aboard”* (pilot).
Willard Vanberveer, “Cheyenne”*.
Robert Krasker, “Act of Mercy” (Cavalcade-Concorde Prod.; shooting in Spain)
with Leslie Caron and David Niven.
Anthony Asquith, director.
ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS

Clifford

Poland,

(shooting

in Florida)

“Everglades”*
Monroe Askins, “Rip Cord”*
Curt Fetters, “King of Diamonds”*.
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Authorized Dealers
CHICAGO, ILL.
Behrend Cine Corp.
161 E. Grand, Ml 2-2281
Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.

The Magnasync-Magnaphonic
MarkH Nomad...
A featherweight, professional double¬
system recorder/reproducer. . .
transistorized, self-contained, rugged,
and highly reliable with maximum
recording qualities and operating
economy.
Model 816-F-2

3252 Foster, IR 8-2104
DAYTON, OHIO
Salem Camera Co.
335 Salem, BA 3-7206
DENVER, COL.
Western Cine Service, Inc.
312 S. Pearl, SH 4-1017
HIALEAH, FLA.
Camera Equipment Co., Inc,
1335 E. 10th, TU 8-4064
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment
6424 Santa Monica, HO 4-5166
Camera Equipment Co,, Inc.
6510 Santa Monica, HO 9-5119
S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.
6331 Hollywood, HO 7-9202
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Barnard's, 4724 Broadway,
Country Club Plaza, LO 1-7761
Crick's Camera Shop
6320 Brookside Plaza, HI 4-3390
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Century Camera Shops, Inc.
26 S. 7th, FE 8-5857

all-transistorized 12-lb. recorder/reproducer
... requires only 20 watts power I

NEW YORK CITY
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 W. 43rd, JU 6-1420
Florman & Babb, Inc.
68 W. 45th, MU 2-2928
Pictronics Corporation
236 E. 46th, YU 6-3713
S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.
602 W. 52nd, PL 7-0440

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Completely transistorized
Two microphone channels
Low power consumption
Dialogue equalization
Extreme lightweight portability
Professional construction

•
•
•
•
•

PHOENIX, ARIZ.
Wilson Camera Sales Co.
130 W. Adams, AL 4-0662

Instantaneous “film-direct” monitoring
Runs forward and reverse
Projector interlocks available
S.M.P.T.E. standard performance
Attractive, rugged carrying case

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Stanley Photo Service
106 N. Broadway, CE 1-7840
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Brooks Cameras, Inc.
45 Kearny, EX 2-1902

$98500

SPECIFICATIONS

Immediate delivery

Frequency response: 50 to 8,000 db., ±2 db.
Signal-to-noise ratio: Greater than 50 db.
Distortion: Less than 2%.
Flutter: 0.25% or less.
Film capacity: 400 feet split 16mm film.
Motor drive: 115 volt, 60 cycle, single phase salient pole synchronous motor.
(50 cycle available at no extra cost.)
Projector interlock: Uses all Nomad projector interlocks.
Dialogue equalizer: Switch for bass roll off — 10 db at 100 cycles.
Inputs: Two 250-ohm microphone inputs with mixing. Either input
automatically becomes a bridging line input when line plug
is connected.
Dimensions: 6V2" x 8V2" x 10"; also available in standard rack mount
at slight additional cost.
■
Total power consumption: 20 watts for synchronous motor; no external
power required when interlocked to projector.
Tracking: 200 mil. (Standard Nomad accessories for editing.)

SOUTH AFRICA
Photo Agencies Pty. Ltd.
9 Kerk St., Johannesburg
AUSTRALIA, Sydney
Sixteen Millimetre
Australia Pty. Ltd.
49 Market, New South Wales
BOLIVIA, La Paz
Casa Kavlin
Casilla 500, Calle Potusi 261-263
BRAZIL, Rio de Janeiro
MesbIa, S.A,
Rua do Passeio 42/56
BURMA, Rangoon
G.K. Theatre Supply Co., Ltd.
123 Sule Pagoda Road

'

«

CANADA, Islington, Ontario
Alex L. Clark, Ltd.
3751 Bloor St., W.
DENMARK, Copenhagen CHL
Kinovox Electric Corp.
Jenslousvej 2
ENGLAND, London
Delane Lea Processes, Ltd.
12 Moor St., (W-1)
Gordon Cameras, Ltd.
45 Kensington High, (W-8)

Notes: 1. Amplifiers powered by built-in nickel cadmium battery with charger.
2. VU meter monitors input signal and battery indicates condition.
3. Monitor output, 10,000 ohms. Feeds headphones, power amplifier
or re-recording amplifier.
4. Monitor “direct” through amplifier (for rehearsal) or switch to “film
monitor” for simultaneous playback from film, approximately
1/5 second after recording is made.

FRANCE, Pans
Brockliss-Simplex S.A.
6, Rue Guillaume Tell
GERMANY, Hilden Dusseldorf
Gerhard Johansen
3 Lessingstrasse
GREEGE, Athens
Christos Axarlis
50 Stadium St.

Magnasync Nomad equipment is available from all bona-fide
photographic dealers; or write Magnasync direct.

TflSVflC'

SAN MATEO, CALIF.
Foreman's
121 Fourth Ave., Dl 3-1869

HONG KONG
Supreme Trading Co,
60 Hennesy Road

Write, wire or phone

INDIA, Bombay
Kine Engineers
26, New Queen's Road

M

ITALY, Rome
Reportfilm, di J.M, Schuller
Via Antonio Bertolini 31

SOUND SYSTEM

N A S Y N C
O

5546 Satsuma Avenue, North Hollywood, California • TRiangle 7-0965

N

Cable “MAGNASYNC

JAPAN, Tokyo
J, Osawa & Co., Ltd.
5, Ginza, Nishi 2-Chrome, Chuo-ku
NEW ZEALAND, Auckland
Kerridge Odeon Industries
St. James Building, Queen St.
PAKISTAN, Karachi-3
Film Factors, Ltd.
27 Victoria Rd., Rex Annexe

@1)
MARK I

MARK IE

X-400

TYPE 1

TYPE

15

TYPE 5

SOUTH RODESIA, Salisbury
William Over & Co. Pvt. Ltd.
Kingsway & Manica Road
MARK

IX.

hiternational leaders in the design and mannfactnre of quality magnetic recording systems

THAILAND, Suriwong, Bangkok
G. Simon Radio Co. Ltd
30 Patpong Avenue

Visit Our Booth No. 120 at the SMPTE Convention In Los Angeles

wondering which way to turn?
Film producers from coast to coast turn
to BYRON Motion Pictures for com¬
plete studio and laboratory services, all
binder one roof. Why do they turn to

Byron? Byron guarantees “better qual¬
ity ... at lower cost ... in less time”
on all producer services. This includes
Byron’s famed WESTREX sound facili¬
ties. THERE IS NO BETTER SOUND.

WRITE, PHONE or WIRE
for information and quotations
on any and all producer services.

flh-&
byrOil /motion pictures
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W. Washington 7, D.C., FEderal 3-4000

Affiliated with MECCA FILM LABORATORIES CORP., 630 Ninth Avenue, New York 36, N.Y.
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DANIEL L. FAPP
A.S.C.
WEST SIDE STORY

EUGENE SHUFTAN
THE HUSTLER

(C) A.M.P.A.S.

!

A NATIONAL INSTITUTION

W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST AGENCY FOR
Sales And Distribution

EASTMAN PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE FILMS
Negatives
Color

Positives

Black - And - White

Prompt Service — Everywhere

Fort Lee,

Chicago,

Hollywood,

New Jersey

Illinois

California
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Ediola* Action Viewer
BEnOI TITEEO and Sound Reader TEL-Amatic
l6/35nini lileg/Pos

The
The most advanced Professional 16mm Action Viewer
embodying many new advantages not found in com¬
parable Viewers anywhere near these prices.
•
•
•
•
•

BIG, CLEAR IMAGE, 3" x 4" — remains sPiarp
wEiether film is moving or stopped.
No excess Eieat on film wEien still.
Con be syncEironized witPi Sound Readers.
Individual Framing and Focusing Controls.
Open gate tPireading. Flip-up design allows cue¬
ing rigPit on tPie film—no frame loss.

S.O.S. Ediola M-16 Sr. Action Viwer
{left to right) .$135.00
S.O.S. Ediola MRL-16 Sr. Action Viewer
(right to left) .$195.00
S.O.S. Ediola M-16 Jr.$ 99.50
Model MA Pro-8 Viewer for 8mm .$ 99.50

UltraModern
Way to
Clean
Films
Safely!

COMPLETE

Only

EDIOirPRO-SS

TEL-Animaprinf Hot Press
TEie first sensibly priced HOT PRESS TITLE
MACHINE for Eiigti quality, fast, dry lettering
—tile answer ta economy and precision ac¬
curacy in film titling. TEie most intricate and
tricky titles in any color or black-&-wtiite are
acEiieved witEi ease. Acme pegs assure perfect
registration on paper or acetate cells. Prints
dry from colored foil for instant use. Will pro¬
duce titles in any language—main titles, sub¬
titles, trailer titles, TV commercials, slide films,
super-imposed sub-titles, sEiadow and tEiird di¬
mensional effects, etc. TEiese may be applied to
any kind of art, scenic or live action back¬
ground, including pEiotograpEis.
TEL-Animaprint Hot Press is specially designed
to produce more attractive titles in less time
at less cost. Ideal for Motion Picture Producers,
TV Stations, Film Titling & Artwork, Special
Effects Labs., Animators, Advertising Agencies,
Commercial Ptiotograptiers, Art Studios, Etc.

ELECTRONIC TEL-Animaprint
Type

Pleated

cEianges in

at

constant

rate

automatically

despite

room temperatures. Accuracy within

-t- or — 1 ° F by ‘Thermistor. .
*Fenwal's Patented Control

$595

Unit

Standard TEL-Animaprint with manual control . ..$495

$3600

TEL-Amatic 16/35mm Film Cleaning Machine does
more work and
price!

It

has

better than

been

most

exacting

even

the

laboratory

softest

machines twice the

thoroughly tested
conditions.

emulsions

emerge

grime
protect

and

smudges.

precious

TEL-Amatic

Foolproof

safety

factors

negatives.

requires

no

previous

experience

or

skills. The operator simply throws the switch and
TEL-Amatic does the rest. Over 1000 ft. of film is
A 35mm ACTION VIEWER designed for easy editing.
Precision optics assure bright pictures in sharp focus
whether film is moving or stopped. Film protected
from overheating or burning. No intermittent or
oscillating parts. Free turning sprocket guards against
film damage.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brilliant Picture Image
x 6-1/16"
Velvet Action Nylon Rollers
Film Travels Left to Right
Simplified Framing and Focusing
4-sided Prismatic Shutter
Available with Optical/Magnetic or Combination
Sound Reader

S.O.S.

Ediola

Pro-35. .Only

$295

S.O.S. Pro-35, Optical Sound Reader & Base.$495

formerly

cleaned every six minutes.
erate a
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

battery of these

One person can op¬

machines.

Jel-Spray Film Wash for 16mm ond 35mm Film
Curved Air-Blast Squeegees (pat. applied for)
Special Non-Scratch Buffers
Requires Only 15 Ft. of Leader
Automatic Operation—Pushbutton Control
Designed for Originals and Release Prints
Continuous Air and Solution Filtering
Electric Solution Level Indicator
Complete operation VISIBLE at all times
Variable Speed DC Drive from 110V AC
Take-Up Torque Motor, Adjustable, Reversible
3000 Ft. Film Capacity, Reels or Cores
Speed over 10,000 Feet per Hour
Transmission, Silent Timing Belt

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.

602 WEST 52nd STREET, NEW YORK 19, N.Y. — Phone: PLaza 7-0440 — Telegram: “FAX, N.Y.”
Hollywood

with

scratch-free,

crystal clean and clear—safely removes all dirt,

U1 PH0T0-CIKE-0PTIC!i, Inc.
WESTERN BRANCH: 6331

under the
Films

Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California — Phone: 467-2124

" ‘"f
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Keeps film cores handy at
all times. Easily attaches
to work table or wall.
Easy to remove^easy to
fill. All aluminum construction. Adjustable to 16mm
and 35mm cores.
Sizes
Length 16" .$ 9-50
Length 24" . 11-50
Length 36" .
14.50
Aluminum Reel Dispenser for 50' or 100'
reels .
25.00
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CAMART DUAL SOUND
EDITOR MODEL SBl 11
Edit single and double system 16mm or 35mm op¬
tical sound. Edit single system magnastripe oi
double system magnetic sound. Use with any
16mm motion picture viewer to obtain perfect
lip-sync matching of picture to track. Works from
left to right or right to left.
Dual Editor (without viewer) .$195.00
Zeiss Moviscop Viewer . 96.00
Special Editor-Viewer Comb. 269.50
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Cleans, conditions and lubricates
your film in one easy operation.
Non-inflammable,

eliminates

wax¬

ing, absolutely safe.
Ecco Model D
Applicator .$33.00
Ecco fflSOO cleaning
fluid per gal.
9.00
Ecco #2000 Negative
cleaning fluid,
per gallon.7.00
Spare Flannel Rolls .
All Prices F.O.B. N.Y.

50c

Send for Free 1962 Catalog
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WHATEVER THE PICTURE-DEPEND ON DU PONT
Distinguished directors of photography and
cinematographers depend on Du Pont
SUPERIOR* 2 and 4 Films and the service
that comes \A/ith them. One may need the
latitude of the SUPERIOR Films for shoot¬
ing a documentary in the chance weather
of an English autumn. Another may want
the consistent quality of the SUPERIOR
Films as he shoots a television series.
Whatever their assignment, you will find
these men at the top of their profession —

with years of award-winning experience.
Their repeated success has proved to them
that Du Pont SUPERIOR Films give firstclass results-they depend on it!
You, too, can get Du Pont Films-and full
technical data on them —from any of the
sales offices shown listed at the right. Or
write to E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
(Inc.), Photo Products Department N-2430A,
Wilmington 98, Delaware.
*Du Pont's registered trademark for its photographic filrr,.

ATLANTA 18, GA., 1737 Ellsworth Ind. Dr., N. W.
CHICAGO 46, ILL., 4560 Touhy Ave.,
Edgebrook Station
CLEVELAND 16, OHIO, 20575 Center Ridge Road
CLIFTON, N.J., 380 Allwood Rd.,
Allwood Station (New York)
DALLAS 7, TEXAS, 1628 Oak Lawn Ave.
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF., 7051 Santa Monica Blvd.
WALTHAM 54, MASS., 45-4th Ave. (Boston)
WYNNEWOOD, PA.. 308 E. Lancaster Ave. (Phila.)
EXPORT, Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98. Del.
IN CANADA, Du Pont of Canada, Ltd., Toronto

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING . . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY
li>.t. *»v O"'
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INOUSTRY
NEWS
News briefs of industry activities^ products and progress

NEW LOWELL-LITE UNI-6
LOCATION KIT
film to be shown visitors at the Seattle
World’s Fair. Printer is said to be first
of its type ever constructed.

Dry Processor For Films
A completely dry process that does
away with chemicals and does not re¬
quire absolute darkness for safe and
uniform processing, was demonstrated
last month at M-G-M studios in Culver
Everything you need in one compact case,
measures only 14 V2x22 V2X6V2, complete
with six Lowel-Lites, six Lowel barndoors,
2 PIC 9 ft. 5 section stands, 3-25 ft.
extension cables, 2-25 amp. fuses, 12 yd.
roll gaffer tape.

$124.50

Complete.
Lowel-Lite kit, model K5, five
Lowel-Lites, w/gaffer tape

.$ 34.50
Lowel-Lite
Deluxe
kit,
five
Lowel-Lites, five barndoors,
two rolls gaffer tape and

$ 54.75

large case . .

Gaffer tape,
12 yard roll. J
Gaffer tape,
30 yard roll.

1^95

J

3.95

COLORTRAN CINEMASTER
CONVERTERS MARK 11

DONALD E. HYNDMAN. manager, Eastman Ko¬
dak's motion picture film department, explains
why company’s new 35mm color negative has
less grain, better color <|uality.

Hyndman Guides Tests of New
E-K Color Negative In Hollywood
Donald E. Hyndman, head of East¬

City. Known as the Kalvar process, it
is said to be a time-saving method for
making release prints for TV. M-G-M
and Kalvar are associated in develop¬
ing and marketing the process and will
continue research and development to
further improve the process.

man Kodak Company’s professional
motion picture film department in Ro¬
chester, N.Y., was in Hollywood last
month overseeing tests being conduct¬
ed by studios and film laboratories
with company’s new color negative
film.
With supplies of negative promised
for mid-summer and of the release
print stock for end of year, studios are
gearing future color productions ac¬
cordingly.
The new color films will require no
change in processing routine over that
used for the present E-K 35mm color
films, Hyndman said, adding that the
new negative had the same ASA speed
as the present stock, but finer grain
and definition; also it is less blue and
has better balance in the red. The new
color film, Hyndman pointed out, will

Cinemaster Chief—
Art
50,000 watts. q)OU7.UU
Cinemaster—40,000

watts...

Cinemaster, Jr.—
25,000 watts.

258.00
, jj
I OO.UU

make possible greatly improved results
in wide-screen color productions.

Novel Arc Light Unit
Winton Hoch, A.S.C., who is direct¬
ing the photography of “Five Weeks In
A

Balloon” at 20th Century-Fox, is

using a radically-different arc lamp on
Effects For 70mm Cinerama

m

Lin Dunn, A.S.C., head of Film Ef¬
fects of Hollywood, has been signed
by Cinerama to design and construct
a 70mm optical and contact registra¬
tion special effects printer for use in
printing and compositing special pho¬
tographic effects for “Journey To The
Stars,” special 70mm ultra-wide screen

202

LIGHTING
THE
WAY-M.
A.
Hankins,
Vice
President of the Mole-Richardson Company, Hol¬
lywood, instructs session in set lighting for cin¬
ema students. More than
$150,000 worth
of
equipment and enough light power to brighten
a good portion of the campus was demonstrated
during the class, which was co-sponsored by the
SMPTE and the Department of Cinema at Uni¬
versity of Southern California.

some of the sets as well as on some
exteriors. Known as the Kansas Super200, it is a modified 200-amp. arc,
with the housing completely enclosed
to permit use of lamp where winds
prevail. Latter feature also makes it
practically sound proof — the feature
which is said to have attracted Hoch
Continued on Page 204
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vmm

BQSrNCVRONmR

A totally new concept in film
synchronizers add or subtract
units as you need them, when
you need them

'Building Blocks"

A unitized design concept is incorporated in our entire line.
You can now purchase a synchronizer and be able to add-aunit whenever the need is there. It is not necessary to put
your unit aside, because you have outgrown it, or change
your mode of operation. We have developed this unitized
system to give the film editor a flexible piece of precision
equipment.
•

Footage Counter — reset type

• Precision ball-bearings & oiless bearings throughout
• Large sprockets to S. M. P. T. E. standards
16mm—40 frames
35mm—1 6 frames
• Dural tension rollers — adjusted individually

Look for this
trademark

•
•
•
•
•
•

One gang single 16mm unit

Finger tip release
Perfect control — convenient hand wheel
Individual frame movement — shaft slip lock
Table mounting feet with rubber pads
Attractive hammertone finish
Simple coupling method for unitized assemblies

COMBINATION SYNCHRONIZERS are also available

For information and prices write:

One gang single 35mm unit

Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment for the Motion Picture and TV Industries

■ill PRECISION LABORATORIES
■

DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
928-930 EAST 51st STREET
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BROOKLYN 3, N. Y.
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SUPER-EIGHTY FLOOD OR FILL
The equivalent of 10,000 watts (lOK) of
studio Flood light. Weighs 7V^ lbs. using
a R-80 —1500 watt lamp. The SuperEighty consumes only 13.7 amps from
220V when used with a ColorTran Con¬
verter. Produces 940 ft. candles of even
light — 7 ft. in diameter, 10 ft. from sub¬
ject Color temperature is 3400 K...
most powerful flood light available. Ideal
when used with ColorTran CINE KING

INDUSTRY NEWS

Newsfilm Workshop Slated

Continued

The second annual “learn by shoot¬
ing” newsfilm workshop, sponsored

from

Page

202

to its use. It was originally designed
for use on insert cars and on sets in¬
volving wind machines.

jointly by the National Press Photog¬
raphers’ Association and the U. S. Air
Force, will be held in Orlando, Florida,
April 10 to 13.
A faculty of outstanding newsfilm
specialists has been lined up by work¬
shop Director Don Heilmann and in¬
cludes Robert Shafer, News Director,
WRCV, Philadelphia; Jack Fern, News

Order
Code:
LSE
$56.00
w/o lamp

Director, KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh; Dick
Hance,

Photo Chief, WGN-TV,

Chi¬

cago; Joe Vadala, TV news camera¬
man with NBC-TV, New York; How¬
ard Bach, Exec. Editor, National Tele¬
vision News, Detroit.
The four-day around-the-clock pro¬

P.O. Box 188
Burbank, Calif.

CINEKING-EQUALS 5KW
STUDIO KEY LIGHT - 1/4 THE COSTA high performance spot, flood or me¬
dium flood light for motion picture and
television lighting. Excellent for indus¬
trial instrumentation and high speed
photography. The CineKing offers the
highest possible light output per ampere
of consumption. Housing rotates 360"
for beam control. The yoke is tilted for
vertical down lighting. Accommodates
the PAR-64 and PAR-56 lamps — 9" dia.,
10" deep. Weighs 5^4 lbs.

gram will include lectures, story as¬
GOING OVER PLANS for SMPTE’s forthcoming
convention in Los Angeles April 30 to May 4th,
are, from left, Prog:ram Chairman £d Ancona,
Local Arrangements Chairman Ralph Lovell, and
Convention Vice-President Harry Teitelbaum. So¬
ciety's 91st convention will be devoted to ad¬
vances in color motion pictures and color tele¬
vision,
and will be held at the Los Angeles
Ambassador Hotel.

editing and critiques by faculty mem¬
bers.
The workshop is open to 10 fullyparticipating civilian students only.
However, there will be provision for
unlimited numbers of “observers,” who

New ASA Motion Picture Standard
Nomenclature

for

motion

picture

film, including areas of negative, posi¬
tive and reversal films in both blackand-white and color, is specified in a
newly revised American Standard ap¬
proved and published by the American
Standards Association. Title is “Amer¬
ican Standard Nomenclature for Mo¬
tion Picture Film Used in Studios and
Processing

Order Code:
LCK $42.95
w/o lamp.

signments in the local community, film

Laboratories,

PH22.56-

1961. It replaces an earlier standard
approved in 1947 and takes into ac¬
count new terminology and definitions
applied to motion picture film. An in¬

will participate in everything except
the actual shooting of film. There is
no fee for military participants and
observers. Registration fee for civilian
participants is $40, and for civilian
observers, $25. Inquiries should be ad¬
dressed to Don Heilmann, 5455 N.
27th St., Milwaukee 9, Wis.

•
Cinematographer Ralph Woolsey
Briefs Cinema Students
Ralph

Woolsey,

who

has

photographed many of the “Surfside
Six” and “Broncho” television films
at

dex provides easy reference to all defi¬

Warner

Bro¬

thers Studio, last
month
addressed

nitions. Copies are available from the
Association, Dept. P 268, 10 East 40tb

students

St., New York 16, N.Y. Copies are 70^

of

the

Motion Picture
Production,
Pro¬

each.

CINE QUEEN KEY LIGHT
The ColorTran CINE QUEEN houses the
new medium flood PAR 64— 1500 watt
G.E. lamp...to be used direct from
120V ONLY AC or DC. It produces the
equivalent of 5000 watts (5K) of studio
light at 3350"K and consumes I2V2
amperes—(no ColorTran converter is
necessary). The CINE QUEEN also
accommodates the regular 500 watt
PAR 64 lamp, producing the same
amount of light using a ColorTran Con¬
verter. Consumes 9.1 amperes from
120V. Sturdy, vent-cooled steel construc¬
tion. Weighs only 6V4 lbs.

A.S.C.,

cedures and Serv¬
ices class at the
New, Thin-Base Kodak Film

University of
Southern Califor¬

A new, thin-base, high-speed color
film, which enabled 590 feet of it to
be loaded onto a normal 400-ft. spool,
was used in a pilot observer camera to
record astronaut Glenn’s reactions on
his recent orbital flight.
Filn^ is Kodak’s 16mm Ektachrome
ER on .0025-inch Estar base. Designed
origin illy for general scientific and
technit al use, with an ASA exposure
index )f 160, the film can be used un¬
der lo ’ light levels or in high-speed
camera .

nia
cussed

the

in

Los

An¬

geles. Woolsey dis¬
subject of coordinating

camera and lighting crews and grips
on major studio sound stages and
pointed out how the same procedures
can be beneficial in other fields of
motion picture production.
The class is co-sponsored by the
SMPTE and the USC Department of
Cinematography as a service to the
motion picture industry.
■
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Murray Naidich

'U-y

!;''.t^>;^

New concepts unfold before inquiring eyes ...

aMwna.'

^

^rt,.science, history... the.many.ways.of.Man himself^

salute you, the educational film-maker
We’re yery proud to be your first choice

GENE^RAL
FILM

LABORATORIES

'>/

‘

A DIVISION OF PACIFIC INDUSTRIES, ItiC.

546 Apgyle, Hollywood 28, Calif. / Hollywood 2-6171
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FaitlOUS
Professional Equipent Away Below Market Prices. Limited quantities-some only one
of a kind. Many items new, others expertly reconditioned and modernized, or as listed.
We must reduce our enormous inventory. We can’t possibly show every item in stock, so
if you want something not listed here, most likely we have or can obtain it on short
notice-and AT PRICE SAYINGS SELDOM FOUND ELSEWHERE. It pays to check with S.O.S.
NEW . . , USED . . . REBUILT . . . TRADE-INS ... GOVT. SURPLUS-World

WRITE FOR COMPLETE BULLETIN OF THIS MONTH^S BARGAIN SPECIALS

f

ART REEVES
SENSITESTERS
r

Combination Densitometer/Sensitometer.
Gives correct printing time scene by scene
automatically; makes sensitrometric strips;
finds gamma. U.S. Government paid $1500.

i: V-

Serviceable

.

Reconditioned

.

35MM ANAMORPHIC LENS

$395
$595

Add $100 for 16/35mm operation.
PHOTO RESEARCH COLOR DENSITOMETER,
single head with filter wheel, cost new
$3686; serviceable condition .$1995

For

screening

rooms,

theatres,

auditoriums.

MOVIOLA PREVIEW
35MM UDPVCS

Allows all camera effects from
very high to very low, vertical
and
horizontal
panning,
long
and continuous dolly shots or
any
combination.
Smooth,
steady,
quiet.
Counter-balance
boom;
rotating
mount.
Lead
weights
support
cameraman.
Boom raised, lowered or rotat¬
ed full 360°. Platform carries
cameraman seated, rotates in¬
dependently for horizontal pan¬
ning. $5800 factory price. Ex¬
cellent
condition.$3495

EK CINE SPECIAL #2 w/100' magazine.
Par Adapter and beam splitter; excel¬
lent
condition.$795
FAMOUS BOLEX HI6, 3 fast lenses, tri¬
focal finder, speeds 8/64 fps, frame &
footage cou- ter; like new.$295

ratio

Excellent condition .$295

HOUSTON-FEARLESS
TC-1 CAMERA CRANE

BELL & HOWELL 70H w/400^ magazine,
115V AC/DC Motor, pos, finder, B & L
2" Cinemascope lens and door, sun¬
shade adapter. $1250 value, excellent
condition .$795

squeeze

B&H FILMORAMA LENS with camera and projector bracket. Originally
priced $650.

★CAMERAS, 16MM

Variable

from zero thru 3 to 1 . SUPERSCOPE adjusts to any anamorphic system.
Fits any 35mm projector. Brand new; $900 original cost Per Pair $195

Separate
picture
and
soundhead,
mounted on rolling stand, with 4" x
6" screen; rebuilt.$1095
With 8" X 10" screen; rebuilt.$1495
MOVIOLA 35MM UDS, separate picture
and
soundhead
on
rolling
stand.
Reconditioned .$795
MOVIOLA 35MM UDCS, separate sound
and composite picture magnetic/opti¬
cal, with footage counter. On rolling
stand. Excellent condition.$1295

ARRIFLEX with variable speed motor 3
lenses, mattebox, sunshade, pistol grip,
shoulder strap, Voltabloc battery powersupply. Good condition.$1495

DUPONT 35MM EDGE NUMBERING ma¬
chine; completely reconditioned....$1295

★CAMERA ACCESSORIES

B&H 35MM Model D, 5 way aperture,
orig. lamphouse. Excel, cond. ..$2090
B&H with 300w hi-intensity blower cool¬
ed lamphouse, DC rectifier. Re¬
built .$4495

Pan Cinor 70 lens f2.4 S mount, series
VIII filter. Excellent condition.$150
CECO Gyro Tripod, Jr. type legs and
case. Excellent condition ......$395
CECO TRICYCLE DOLLY with seat and
steering post. Excellent cond.$139.50

★MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS

CUSTOM BUILT 35mm Step Printer, pi¬
lot pin registration. Fair cond.$395
B&H PRINTER, 35mm step contact, pilot
pin
spreaders,
semi-automatic light
change. Very good condition.$995

BOLEX with
00' magazine, rackover,
telescopic
ider;
110/2W
motor.
Closeout. Ser ceable condition..$247.50

EYEMO 6V Motors, 8/48 fps; New $74.50
★LABORATORY EOUIPMENT

★ RECORDING EQUIPMENT

MAURER 05, 1 mm prod camera; syncmotor; 400' nag; finder,- 3-lens tur¬
ret, Orig. $5500; excellent.$1995

MACBETH
QUANTALOG,
Photometer,
transmission
attachment.
$870
list.
Like new; never used.$695

WESTREX 3160 OPTICAL 16mm RA1284
power unit, RA 1283 mixer, RA 1282
amplifier, RA 1231 #60 recorder, 1214

.0.8. PaOTO-CmB-OFTlCS,

j

Your idle or surplus equipment may fill the bill for another
producer, laboratory, TV station, etc. Tell us what you
have, whether for rent or sale, and we will offer it to a
receptive customer. THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR THIS
SERVICE.
The S.O.S. Trading Post also accepts certain selected
items on consignment, and displays them in our New
York or Hollywood showrooms where many sales are
made. S.O.S. is always ready to buy or trade.

MITCHELL NC
RABY BLIMP

DEPUE OPTICAL
REDUCTION PRINTERS

Counter-balanced spring top opens
at a touch for magazine change or
threading. Outside follow focus,
built-in magnifier and pilot light.
New cost $1500; excellent condi¬
tion .$975

35 to 16mm Picture Reduction from
original negative, step contact with
twin 75 scene light changer. Present
new cost over $9000; serviceable
condition .$2995
LATE CARLSON DEPUE 35/16mm PICTURE RE¬
DUCTION PRINTER with 112 scene automatic
light changer; excellent condition .$5975

E.K.
CINE
SPECIAL
AURICON
BLIMP with syncmotor. Factory re¬
built .$395

35/16mm OPTICAL SOUNDTRACK REDUCTION
PRINTER. Reproduces up to 5,000 cycles from
original 35mm sound negative. Excellent $1995

SOUNDPROOF INSULATED BARNEY
for 35mm camera, $125 value.
New, surplus .$49.50

M

HOUSTON-FEARLESS
FILM PROCESSORS

MIKE BOOM

Some with refrigeration, recircula¬
tion, air pump, variable speed,
etc.

PERAMBULATOR
Mole-Richardson late model, list
$2206; like new.$1395

MODEL 1, 16mm neg/pos/rev.
needs overhaul. .$695

MOTORIZED DOLLY, revolving head,
7' boom height, 2 seats, Hi-Hat,
light brackets; $4000 originally.
Excellent condition. .$695

MODEL K-3, 16mm neg/pos/rev;
reconditioned .
$1995
MODEL 22B, 16mm neg/pos; 45
FPM; serviceable.$1995

RABY
STUDIO
PERAMBULATOR,
range 22" to 90", 2 seats, 360°
turntable;
$3000 originally.
Ex¬
cellent condition.$895

LABMASTER, 16mm neg/pos,■ late
model;
serviceable.$2250

ATLAS 18' MIKE BOOM on dolly.
$635 list. Fine condition.$295

lightvalves. 1242 microscope. Original¬
ly $20,000. Fine condition.$9890
FAIRCHILD SYNCSOUND head,
like new.

$149.50

KINEVOX 4-position mixer, Ac oper, VU
meter. Cost $495. Like new.$225
MAURER NEGATIVE/POSITIVE OPTICAL
RECORDER, 400' mag., 4 pos. mixer
amplifier w/magnetic input, twin track
modified G Prime galvanometer, power
supply, cases. Model D. Value $7500,
excellent condition.$3995
'ArPROJECTORS,

i
*
1

BACKGROUND,

PREVIEW

VARIABLE MOTION PROJECTORS, 35mm
sound, 3000' capacity. Footswitch; forward; reverse; hispeed; normal; slo-

speed. Includes amplifier and rolling
stand. New condition. .$1195
FILMCRAFT 35MM MOVIE BACKGROUND
Process Outfit. $15,000 value. (Bank
Foreclosure). Fair condition.$1995
PREVIEW INTERLOCK PROJECTOR. DeVry, lOOOw lamp, runs picture and
sound. Good condition.$995

MODEL IIB, 16mm rev/pos/neg;
less refr., reconditioned .... $2495

AKELEY 35MM VIEWER, sound & com¬
posite 5" X 7" aerial image. Original¬
ly $3000; closeout. Good cond.$195
CECO 35MM VIEWERS, $600 originallycondition like new.$199.50
B&H FOOT SPLICERS, excellent condition.
35mm... $595
70mm.. .$895
PRESTO HOT SPLICER, 16mm film/tape.
Orig. $747.80; reconditioned.$495

^EDITING EQUIPMENT

-A^LIGHTING

ACME-MADE 35MM EDITING MACHINES
with stands, 6" x 8'A" picture, 35mm
motorized. $1500 original cost, ser¬
viceable .$295
WESTREX 16MM EDITOR separate pic¬
ture and sound with syncsetter. 5"
rotary prism viewer, $4500 value. Fine
condition .$1995

CENTURY 8" LEKOLITE with Iris and
framing shutters. Like new.$119.50
CAPITOL 2000W Spots. Like new....$59.50
PORTABLE
220/1 lOV
SWITCHBOARD;
3000w; voltmeter; Variac, fused circuit
breakers; heavy cables; 6 double plugboxes; 4 standard outlets. Originally
cost $850. Hardly used.$195

I

EQUIPMENT

I

formerly S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 WEST 52nd STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

•

Phone: PLaza 7-0440

WESTERN BRANCH: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California
I

•

Telegram: FAX, N. Y.
•

Phone: 467-2124

Magnetic Film Striper
S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc., 602
West 52nd St., New York 19, N.Y.,

WHAT’S NEW
IN

EQUIPMENT,

ACCESSORIES,

offers a

compact table-top

magnetic

film striper that applies a pressuresensitive adhesive stripe to 8mm and
16mm films. Tradenamed the Dunning

SERVICES

Animatic Striper, it is manually oper¬
ated, has 400-ft. rewind and take-up
tation blood for use in motion picture

arms, and weighs only 5 pounds. It
will lay stripe between the film per¬

scenes. Product is available in two
varieties: one for B&W photography,
the other for color. Both are water-

forations and edge of 16mm films, or
intermittently place strip on any de¬

soluble vegetable cellulose compounds
and are easily washed from any ma¬

sired section of film. List price is
$198.00. Hundred-ft. spools of 30-mil

terials. A further feature is said to he
the realistic “dripping” action of the
material, resembling that of real blood
in the coagulating stage.

stripe are $1.50; 50 mil, $1.60; and
100 mil, $1.75.

New Bolex 8mm Camera
Paillard, Inc., New York, N.Y., an¬
nounces the new Bolex H-8 Rex

Custom Camera Modification

8mm

Custom modification of the Bell &

motion picture camera, which incor¬

Howell 16mm GSAP “gun camera” is

porates all the advanced features of the
finest 16mm cameras. It takes 100-ft.

offered by P. J. Green, 8718 So. Denker, Los Angeles 47, Calif. Modifica¬

rolls of film, has a 3-lens turret, regi¬
stration claw in the film movement,

tions shown in photo above include a
200-ft. magazine, three-lens rotary lens
turret, and a combination gun-stock

camera speeds from 12 to 64 fps, var¬
iable shutter, single-frame device, and
film rewind. Equipped with three

and pistol-grip mount for using camera

Switar lenses, the H-8 Rex sells for
$650.00.

without tripod.

Fireball Reflector

Camera Car Platforms

Florman & Babb, Inc., 68 West 45th
St., New York 36. N.Y., has been

St., Portland, Oregon, is leading manu¬

named a distributor of the “Fireball”

facturer of car-top platforms for pho¬

reflector, which is fabricated of two
pressed aluminum sheets bonded to
plastic materials and joined together

tographers. Company’s popular line of
Car-Pac platforms are constructed of
polished aluminum and spar-varnished

at all four sides to form an envelope.
When inflated slightly, envelope “bel¬

hardwood. Total deck area is over
sq. ft. Prices, S165 to S225.

lies out” resulting in a spreading of
the reflected light beam. The “Fireball”
is considerably lighter in weight than
conventional solid panel reflectors and

Carter Mfg. Co., 1229 S.E. Division

22

Continuous Film Processors
Available for delivery in June, a
new line of low-cost stainless steel con¬
tinuous film processors is announced by
Photographic Instrumentation Develop¬

Arri Intervalometers

Mole Richardson Company, Holly¬

ment Co., 19458 Ventura Blvd., Tarzana, Calif. Available in two models—
one for 35mm and 70 mm films, the

Available for immediate delivery in
four standard models is new Master
Intervalometer for use with either

wood, manufacturers and suppliers of

other for 16mm and 35mm films—units

16mm

lighting equipment and a wide variety
of accessories and production needs
for the film industry, offers two unique

will process black-and-white negative,
positive, and reversal films. Compactly
designed, units occupy 20" x 60" of

This programming and control instru¬

products. The first is M-R Peel Paste

floor space and have a processing ca¬

for applying wall coverings on sets,
and M-R Floor Paste for floor cover¬

pacity of

making time-lapse motion pictures.
Framing rates range from 1 sec. to 25

takes the same type yoke mounts. List
price is S250.

Source of Blood and Paste

ings. Materials attached with either
product may he easily and quickly re¬
moved and the surfaces re-used for
years without refinishing. Both pastes
are colorless, odorless, water-soluble,
and do not discolor the materials ap¬
plied.
Still another unique product is imi¬

208

6 feet per minute. Soon to be

announced
processor.

is

company’s

color

film

Gaffer Tape in Larger Rolls
Lewel-Light Photo Engr., 429 W.
54th St., New York, N.Y., announces
its Gaffner-Tape is now available in
larger rolls, 30 yards in length. List
price is $3.95.

or

35mm

Arriflex

cameras.

ment operates camera’s single-frame
drive, lights, and related equipment in

min. Automatic exposure times of
1/10, 3/10, or 9/10 sec., or I/4 or 1/4
sec. are obtainable when the standard
single-frame dirve is used. Special
drives permit other exposure times.
Equipment will control light volumes
up to 1500 watts. Arriflex Corp. of
America, 257 Park Ave., South, New
York 10, N.Y.
■
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MOVIELAB

MOVIELAB FILM LABORATORICS
MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 W. 54th ST.
NEW YORK 19, N. Y. JUOSON 6-0360

developing color negatives • additive color printing» reduction printing including A & B • color
slide film processing • blowups • Internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing* Ektachrome developing and printing • registration printing • plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.

¥
I ARnPATAPYlb
LAbUKAIUKT^

YOUR COMPLETE^

Literature

*''*'T' P«««»>ng»

printing or finishing job

BOOKLETS, CATALOGUES AND BROCHURES
AVAILABLE FROM EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS

Technical Book Source

‘‘We have the equipment,
the people and the
desire to give you quick,
sure service.”

— Lloyd Abernathy
Producers Service
Director

‘‘Our complete color lab
is your personal processing
and printing department —
At least we’d like it to be.”

S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc., 602
W. 52nd Street, New York 19, N.Y.,
offers a new 16-page booklet, “The
S.O.S. Bookshelf of Technical Books,”
which lists the many volumes available
from the company on motion picture
and television production techniques.
Copies are free.

Titles and Effects
“What We Do On Film” is intriguing
title of booklet issued by Ray Mercer &
Company, which illustrates and de¬
scribes the many services the company
offers independent and major studio
producers of TV and theatrical motion
pictures. These include inserts, water
shots, miniatures, animation, trick
shots, matt paintings, titles, and optical
effects. Copies are free to qualified
potential users of Mercer service. Ad¬
dress request on your business letter¬
head to company at 4241 Normal St..
Hollywood 29, Calif.

Equipment Data Sheets
— Frank Sloan
Lab Manager

Processing and Printing Prices (per ft.)
and Schedule
Com. Ekta. #7255. .

.05

Ekta. ER (forced)....

.09

Ekta. ER #7257,-8^.,.059_Ekta. Dupe #7386. .

.10

A folder of loose leaf data sheets
illustrating and describing all the mo¬
tion picture and audio-visual equip¬
ment presently available from the
company, is offered by Cinekad Engi¬
neering Co., 763 Tenth Ave., New York
19, N.Y. Described items include: tri¬
pod dollies, tripod accessories, tri¬
angles, camera shoulder pods, mike
booms, sync motor drives for 16-35mm
projectors, sync motor drives for cam¬
eras, blimps, hi-hats, etc.

•
Fluorescent Light Data
FILM
COMPANY
3825 Bryan • Dallas, Texas • TA 3-8158

Filming in Europe?
PRODUCTION FACILITIES,
CAMERA EQUIPMENT HIRE,
SOUND RECORDING,

SAMUilSON

TECHNICIANS, TRANSPORT,

F/IM SERVICE

16 OR 35MM, ANYWHERE.

LIMITED

Just Cable “SAMCINE, London”
210

A new filter table for use in shoot¬
ing color pictures under fluorescent and
mercury light is an important feature
of lighting Bulletin 0-241 issued by the
Lighting Products Division of Sy’vania
Electric Products, Inc., 730 - 3rd Ave.,
N.Y. 17, N.Y. Table was compiled as
aid to color photography 'because f-onventional color temneratores are not a
reliable auide under fluorescent or
mercury lights, the company states.

•
A&B Editing Guide
Movielah, 619 W. 54 St., New York,
N.Y., offers an excellent 16-pg. booklet
entitled “The Movielah Guide To
A&B Editing.” Well illustrated and
highly explanatory, it’s a must for
film makers not yet versed in this edit¬
ing technique.
■
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NEWS FROM MITCHELL CAMERA

7 ways to make more films at lower cost,

it h remarkable hut

true... as proven by the photographs on this page ...that a single Mitchell camera can be used for a virtually
unlimited range of film making assignments. No other camera today can meet such a broad range of exacting
film making. The versatile speed of the Mitchell, ranging from stop motion to a high speed of 128 frames per
second, plus its exclusive time-saving operating features are but a few of the reasons for its ivide use. As seen
on this page, the Mitchell is the only 16mm camera designed for complete range cinematography of fine films.

NORTHROP CORPORATION
films research, test, report, training,
public relations films.

U. S. AIR FORC‘D
ORDNANCE TEST
STATION at
Inyokern, California
uses over 50
Mitchell cameras
including 16mm
Hi-Speeds.

Armifii

GENERAL ELECTRIC
COMPANY uses
Mitchell 16s.

KEARNEY & TRECKER uses Mitchell
for sales and technical films

ABBOTT
LABORATORIES
films medical
documentary
films.

I'lo

ft

1

r
^.

UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
and Bud Wilkinson Product
film TV Series with Mitchi

Im

Mitchell cameras are n
ouble-free service life. I

Mitchell Camera Corp
666 West Harvard Street
Glendale 4, California
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ASC’s RESEARCH COMAAITTEE REPORTS

K

Nine important technical recommendations completed

»

during Committee’s first six months activities.

!w

W

o
w
w
w
»

w
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>

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

THREE XENON light sources (Fig. 1) and application in a conventional projector lamphouse
of Xenon lamp in theatre projectors greatly improves quality of cinematography on screen.

(Fig.

2).

Use

M

ir*

BLACK §
REVERSAL
PRINTING

At the regular monthly meeting of
the American Society of Cinematog¬
raphers last month, Walter Beyer,
Chairman of the Society’s Research
and Educational Committee rendered a
report on the Committee’s first six
month’s activities. Beyer amplified and
explained the progress made hy the
Committee as outlined in its first Ac¬
tivity Report presented to the President
and Members of the Board of Directors
of the A.S.C.
Cited were the first nine projects or
A.S.C. Recommendations undertaken
by the Committee, described as follows:
A.S.C. RECOMMENDATION
“Screen brightness and color
levels for review rooms”

PROCESSING

jfl:

temperature

A.S.C. RECOMMENDATION #2:
“65mm camera aperture dimensions”

A.S.C. RECOMMENDATION #3:
“Focusing chart for daily rushes”

A.S.C. RECOMMENDATION #4:

COLOR PRINTING
OTHER SERVICES
• Work Prints
• Color-to-Color Prints
• Color-to B & W Prints
• Raw Stock
• Fastax Service
• A & B Roll Prints
• Fades-Dissolves
• Timed Prints
• Edge Numbering
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION WRITE

“Safe action and safe title areas for 35mm
film for tv”

A.S.C. RECOMMENDATION #5:
“35 camera aperture dimensions”

A.S.C. RECOMMENDATION #6:
“Improvements for black and white film pre¬
sentation on tv” (DC-restoration action)

A.S.C. RECOMMENDATION

fl:

“Double-frame camera aperture dimensions”

A.S.C. RECOMMENDATION #8:
“Aperture considerations and release meth¬
ods for flat and anamorphic theatrical picpictu/es on tv”

A.S.C. RECOMMENDATION #9:
“35mm
sions”

723 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N.Y.. JU 6-2293
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Cinerama

camera

aperture

dimen¬

Following a brief discussion of the
above projects, Beyer then reported on
an interesting subject of the Commit¬

tee’s Educational program. This dealt
with the recent development in Ger¬
many of Xenon high-pressure arc
lamps for motion picture projectors.
Utilization of this new power source is
now being undertaken in this country,
Beyer reported, and explained that this
development is of tremendous interest
to Hollywood’s Directors of Photog¬
raphy, because of the greatly improved
quality it will render their photography
on motion pictures screens wherever
used.
The new Xenon light source, shown
in Fig. 1, is best described as a “cap¬
tivated arc,” having a constant color
temperature of 6,000° K at any setting
within its brightness range. Once the
lamp is installed and optically aligned
in a projector lamphouse, Beyer ex¬
plained, it requires no further atten¬
tion during its lifetime—estimated at
1,600 hours. A typical lamphouse in¬
stallation is shown in Fig. 2.
Even though use of this lamp is
presently limited for projection to thea¬
tre screens up to 32 feet in width, it
represents an ideal, constant light
source ideally suited to projectors used
in review rooms in studios and labora¬
tories, Beyer pointed out, adding that
it already is being put to this use in
European film production centers.
The educational phase of Beyer’s
talk was augmented by projected slide
illustrations. One interesting adjunct to
use of the Xenon lamp, which was il¬
lustrated, was a novel honeycomb light
condenser, which was described as an
optical device permitting a light dis¬
tribution of 92% or better, contrib¬
uting further to improved rendition of
cinematography on the screen,
■
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ARRIFLEX-totin* cowboy
ARRIFLEX 35 on horseback! Larry Lansburgh combines
top-notch horsemanship with cinematic originality, as he shoots
exciting footage for the Academy Award-winning Walt Disney
production, "The Horse with the Flying Tail.”

This camera-toting cowboy is shooting for another big prize. He’s Larry Lansburgh—twice winner of the
Academy Award and one of Walt Disney’s top producer-directors. The camera? Arriflex, of course! Because
only Arriflex packages the most desirable professional features in a compactly designed, lightweight, highly
mobile camera. Its precision film movement, advanced mirror-reflex shutter

system, and

extreme versatility make Arriflex the choice of pros around the world. Larry
Lansburgh shoots with the Arriflex 35. Remarkably portable, yet

ARRIFLEX 35

used to hard knocks, it has seen him through some rugged
assignments . . . providing exciting films, praised by his peers in
the industry and cheered by audiences everywhere. Whether
16

or

35”

on location, in the plant, the laboratory or studio

Arriflex can do the same for you!
For literature and/or demonstration of
Arriflex 16mm and 35mm cameras, with no obligation, write to;

ARRIFLEX 16

CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, APRIL.

257 Park Avenue South, New York 10, N.Y.
826 North Cole Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.

1962
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Q.—/

Technical

camera and have been considering the
Bolex H-16 Rex and the Pathe Webo
M reflex. Can you give me an opinion
of the two? Would you compare the
speeial features of each, as I am won¬
dering which camera would suit me
best.—E. J., Lowell, Mass.

Questions and
Answers
Q.-Before

purchasing a splicer, I

would like to know what is the prin¬
ciple advantage of the hot splice?
What type of cement is used for hot
splices, or is any used at all? / read
someudiere that the glossy side of the
film should also he “roughened up”
for a good splice. Is this true?—
P. R. G., Wisconsin Rapids, Wise.

A.— Hot

splicers have several ad¬

vantages over conventional type splic¬
ers: increased splicing speed, make
initially stronger splices, and produce
splices which last longer when sub¬
jected to repeated flexing in printers
or projectors. Regular splicing cement
for the type of film being spliced, may
be used with a hot splicer. The heat¬
ing feature of the hot splicer merely
speeds up the welding process effected
by the cement and film. As far as we
know, for the film bases currently in
use, there is no particular need for
“roughening up” the glossy side of the
film when preparing it for a splice.

person speaking, then we eut to an
over-the-shoulder shot with the camera
directly on the person he is speaking
to, but with no break in the recorded
dialogue as the camera angle changes?
2) what is your definition of a “twoshot?”—G. R., New York, N. Y.

A.—1)

am planning to buy a 16mm

The procedure is exactly as

you have outlined in your question.
However, when the two shots are edit¬
ed, the sound track of the person speak¬
ing is used to cover both shots; thus
it is unnecessary to try to match up
two separate sound takes of the one
conversation. The over-the-shoulder
shot can be filmed with the speaker
repeating his lines, to insure proper
timing of player’s reaction, which may
or may not be recorded simultaneous¬
ly. If recorded, this part of the track
is discarded and the track of the in¬
itial dialogue used in editing.
2) A two-shot is a closeup of two
people, head-and-shoulders or waist
length.

A.—This

column never makes rec¬

ommendations on cameras or other
equipment for the simple reason that
the needs of different people vary.
Both the cameras mentioned are good
16mm cameras, but you must decide
for yourself which camera best suits
your needs. This you can do by try¬
ing them out with a load of film. If
your local dealer feels you are a gen¬
uine prospect for the purchase of a
camera, we are sure he will gladly
arrange for you to take out each cam¬
era and test it. There is no better way
to learn for yourself the qualities and
features of each camera and to deter¬
mine which is best suited to your
needs.

Q.— I

would like to know how to use

a Norwood incident light meter to de¬
termine exposure where there is back¬
light in the scene.—R. W., Fon du Lac,
Wise.

A.— To

take a reading of a back¬

lighted subject with an incident light

Q. —ITe

produce a weekly TV film

program. Our library of films has
been subjected to the Peerless Treat¬
ment. We would like to know whether
cleaning these films every time they
come hack from a TV studio is ad¬
visable, or if such repeated cleansing
might destroy the benefits of the Peer¬
less Treatment. ■— A. S., Marathon,
Wise.

A.—As

the Peerless Film Process¬

ing Corp. is located here in Holly¬
wood, we went direct to them for the
answers to your problem. We were ad¬
vised that frequent cleaning of treated
films will not affect the Peerless Treat¬
ment as such. However, in their opin¬
ion, too frequent cleaning of a film,
especially when it is cleaned wet, may
tend to dry out the film eventually re¬
gardless of any preservative treatment
applied to it. It is suggested that for
a safe cleaning job, a piece of soft
velvet be used and made just damp
enough to remove dust particles from
the film surfaces.
Q.—/ have two questions:

1)

in

shooting double-system when only one
camera is used, what is the technique
for filming a lip-sync reaction shot, i.e.,
following a medium closeup shot of
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Q,——

is

“Super-Dynamation”

and how was it used in the British film,
“The Mysterious Island?”-—■ G. H.,
Lakemba, N.S.W., Australia.

meter, the meter should be used in the
normal manner—that is, at the position
of the subject, and with the lightcollector aimed at the camera lens.

new

Q.—/ see increasing use made in

screen process for special visual effects
developed by Ray Harryhausen. The
difference between Super-Dynamation,
which has been superseded by an im¬
proved process know as Dynamation
90, is comparable to the difference be¬
tween a manned orbital flight and
merely shooting a satellite into space,
Mr. Harryhausen explains.

photographic literature of the term
“camera angle.” Exactly what does
camera angle mean?—L. K. N., Colo¬
rado Springs, Colo.

A.—Super-Dynamation

is

a

The process, according to its in¬
ventor, involves the use of two 45°
prisms juxtaposed to guarantee true
registration of subjects for any given
perspective. The system also involves
a new multiple-exposure technique
called Dyno-Synchronization, which in¬
sures a realistic and accurate projec¬
tion of images of varying sizes and
proportions with a maximum of defi¬
nition and depth of field of vision.
e have no information on how the
process was used in “The Mysterious
Island;” however, the improved Dyna¬
mation 90 process effects may be seen
in the Charles Schneer production, “Ja¬
son and the Golden Fleece,” currently
in release.

A.—The

term merely refers to the

camera’s view of the subject or its re¬
lation to the principal planes of the
scene.
■

--,
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GOT A PROBLEM?

I

Need professional advice on a
picture-making problem, about
equipment, film or cinematograpby? Reader's questions are invited and will be answered by
mail when accompanied by a
stamped, addressed envelope for
reply. Questions and answers considered of general interest to other
readers will be published here
each month.
Address your questions to the
“Question & Answer Editor,” Americon Cinematographer, P.O. Box
2230, Hollywood 28, Calif.
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SALE I MAJOR STUDIO EQUIPMTNT
Birns & Sawyer Buys TECHNICOLOR
Pollie$...6eqr-Heuds & Mitchell Products

v.

THE FIRM THAT BROUGHT YOU MAJOR STUDIO EQUIPMENT FROM
MGM, COLUMBIA, UNIVERSAL, REPUBLIC STUDIOS ... DOES IT AGAIN'

TECHNICOLOR 3-WHEEL DOLLY
Two-seater, on pneumatic
tires. Geared center post
to adjust camera height;
three-position riser leg
posts. A bargain:

TECHNICOLOR
4 WHEEL DOLLY

TECHNICOLOR GEAR-HEAD

MITCHELL
*
“SHORTY” TRIPOD
Center-pole type legs, height adjustable
from 22 to 37”. Heavy-duty type, as
illustrated. Solid condition.

Smoothest panning action and
vertical movement. This unit
in exceptional condition and
adaptable to all Mitchells,
Blimps, Arriflex and others.
Tremendous buy at only . .

"

% MITCHELL
HI-HAT

MOVIOLA EDITOR
Electric motor drive with variable
speed; up-ard-down control; silent
rack and pinion movement. Top con¬
dition at 1/5 original price:

35mm model has picture
head; sound head (either
optical or combination op¬
tical-magnetic). In perfect
working condition. You have
selection from:

Mounted to 24-inch
square platform and
ready to use: $35.
(New Hi-Hat, without
platform, also in stock
for.

$22.50
MITCHELL HEAVY-DUTY
GEAR-HEAD
.

MITCHELL FINDER ■
Adjustable focusing, including
set of mattes. Perfect for the
director; yours for only.

Standard for years. ExcepfionalTy
good condition. Two crank handles
for smooth pan & tilt operation,

lA
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CABLE:

$295
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'T&a? fhem over fo
JACKA.FROST
PRODUaiON

RENTAL NEED
• LIGHTING —
ARCS ,
INCANDESCENT

• MOBILE
GENERATORS
• TRANSFORMERS
• CAMERAS
CRANES
DOLLIES
• CAMERA CARS
• TECHNICAL
CONSULTANTS
• COLORTRAN
EQUIPMENT

Pioneer in Complete
Production Pentat

Service i
Choose from oneofihe natons largest Inventories...
Denefit from Faster del iverg
via Frosts compang Fleet or
tracks... and count on the de*
pendabilitg of Frorf^ top tech¬
nicians who give you complete
coordinated 5en/ice from siart
to finish.

MAIN OFFICE: 234 Piquette
TR 3-8030, Detroit 2,Michigan

[ COBO HALL OFFICE: 401 Washington Blvd.
Rm. 3143, WO 2-1255, Detroit 26, Michigon

I
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CANADIAN OFFICE; 6 Showbridge,
BEImont 2-1145, Toronto, Canada

;

THREE WELL-EQUIPPED offices

I

insure fast, dependable service!
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Announcing

PRO-600 SPECIAL

the new

9J

...a lightweight companion to the popular ”PRO-600 99
Auricon proudly presents the
new “PRO-600 Special,”
a lightweight companion to the
famous ”Pro-600,” now in use by
Cameramen all over the world!
The ‘‘Pro-600 Special,” like other
precision Cameras in the Auricon
line, is a superb professional
picture-taking instrument,
Self-Blimped and silent in operation.
At a small extra cost for built-in
Sound Equipment, it can even
record Optical or Filmagnetic
Single-Systerh sound. The
‘‘Pro-600 Special” being driven
by a true, synchronous motor
is ideal for exacting Double-System
sound recording as well.
While the ‘‘Pro-600” is popular
for Studio and occasional
Newsreel operation, the new
‘‘Pro-600 Special” with its minimum
weight and easy portability, is the
perfect answer for heavy duty
Newsreel and Documentary filming.
Write for free
’‘Pro-600 Special ’
Literature and
prices.
36 POUNDS

24 POUNDS
■•PRO-600 SPECIAL” FOR NEWSREEL & DOCUMENTARY FILMING
MODEL CM 77

"PRO 600 ’ STUDIO CAMERA
MODEL CM 75

HEART OF THE NEW "PRO-600 SPECIAL”

NEW AURICON ALL-TRANSISTORIZED FILMAGNETIC

The secret behind the light weight of the new “Pro-600 Special" is this newly
developed Auricon Super-Silent Synchronous Soundrive.* This precision motor
has taken 6 years to perfect and is designed to meet the most exacting sound
recording requirements.

New “all-weather" Amplifier, Model MA-11, can operate at the freezing South Pole
or the broiling Sahara Desert, without affecting its temperature compensated
14 transistor circuitry or frequency response of 50 to 12,000 cycles. Permanent
internal rechargeable battery for complete portability, or A. C. operated when
plugged into a 110 V, outlet. Weighs only 5 pounds.

All Auricon Equipment is
sold with a 30-day money
back Guarantee and a
1 year Service Warranty.
You must be satisfied!
►
5'

I

T;

AURICON. FILMAGNETIC AND SOUNDRIVE ARE TRADEMARKS OF BACH AURIC0^

THE AURICON LINE OF 16MM SOUND-ON-FILM CAMERAS

S90S
AURICON PRO-600
600 ft. Runs 16Vi min.

AURICON SUPER-1200
1200 ft. Runs 33 min.

R.om.a,in.e Street, Hollywood 3 S, Ca.lirom.ia.
HO

I-iLY-WOOD

2-OS 31

AURICON ...THE PROFESSIONAL CAMERA • STANDARD OF THE 16MM SOUND INDUSTRY S/NCMiP

ERAS
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NOTE; Asterisks following titles indicate television film productions.
Gert

BILTMORE STUDIOS — N.Y.

Jack

Priestly,

“Naked

City”*

(Screen

Andersen,

ASC,

“Donna

Reed

Show”*.

Fred Young, “Lawrence of Arabia” (Super

Gems).
BIOGRAPH STUDIOS—'New York

George Stoetzel, ASC, “Car 54 Where Are
You?”*.

P'Vision; Eastman color; Horizon Pictures
(GB) ;
Columbia
release;
shooting
in
Spain) with Alec Guinness and Anthony
Quinn. David Lean, director.

CASCADE PICTURES

DESILU—Cahuenga Studios

Roy Seavvright, Commercials*.

SiD

Henry Freulich, ASC, Commercials*.

Show”*.

Hickox,

ASC,

“The

Andy

Griffith

Robert de Grasse, ASC, “Danny Thomas

COLUMBIA STUDIOS

Sam Leavitt, ASC, “Diamond Head”

(P’
Vision; Eastman color; shooting in Hawaii)
with Charlton Heston and Yvette Mimieux.
Guy Green, director.

Show”*.

Morris

Henry Cronjager, “Joey Bishop Show”*.

(CBS)
tors.

Lothrop

Maury Gertsman, ASC, Commercials*.

Hartzband,
“The
Defenders”*
Boris Sagal and Buzz Kulich, direc¬

DESILU—Culver City

FOX STUDIOS—New York

Charles Straumer, “The Untouchables”*.

Irving Lippman, “Route 66”*.

Worth,

ASC,

“The

Real

Mc¬

Arthur Ornitz, Twist Featurette (Vanguard
Prods.).

Coys”*.

Burnett Guffey, ASC, Commercial*.

GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS
DESILU—Gower Studios

Irving Lippman, “Safe at Home” (Shooting

Frank Carson, “Window on Main Street*”.

in Fla.) with Roger Maris and Mickey Man¬
tle. Walter Doniger, director.

Ted Voightlander, “Ben Casey”*.

Ch.vrles Welborn, “Dennis the Menace”*.
Fred Gately, ASC, “Hazel”*.

LEON SHAMROY, ASC
Still in Rome photographing “Cleo¬
patra” in Todd-AO and color, same
system he used in filming “South
Pacific." “Cleopatra” is now in
its sixth month of continuous pro¬
duction.

FILMWAYS — MGM

Robert Moreno, “Adventures of Ozzie &
Harriet”*.

Robert Hager, “Perry Mason”*.
Arch Dalzell, “Mister Ed”*
Harry Wolf, “Hennessey*.

Thomas Tutwiler, ASC, Commercials*.

Continued on Page 221

New Light from F&B
Presenting Ralph Hoge’s New

iffij 1^

Reflector

A revolutionary new approach to
outdoor reflector lighting technique.
FIVE BRAND NEW
PRINCIPLES ARE SET TO WORK

It's Permanent!
» It’s Steadier in the
Wind!
» It’s Brighter!
» It Diffuses!
• It’s Indestructible!
• It Replaces
3 Ordinary
Reflectors!
Available Immediately

»250 00

Five brand new principles have advanced the art of using
reflectors from an unwieldy, difficult process to an exact
science with all the control and plasticity of using incandes¬
cent lighting equipment.
The FIREBALL is fabricated of two pressed aluminum sheets
bonded to plastic materials and joined together at all four
sides. The texture of the aluminum is formed by pressing
with lenticular dies which form a myriad of tiny prisms. This
magnifies to the ultimate the light-gathering power of the
reflector. The envelope formed by the two joined reflectors
is suspended from the frame and an air valve is tapped into
one side. By pumping air into the envelope, the reflectors
will "belly out", resulting in diffusion and spreading of the
reflected light beam. As a result, the beam can be “focused”
and controlled by the volume of air, just like a spotlight.
The reflector surface is practically indestructible—it can be
washed, polished, cleaned.
The reflector is the standard 4' x 4' size, which mounts in
all standard yokes and weighs only 6 pounds.

WRITE FOR BROCHURE

Florman & Babb
Proudly Announces

The LILLIPUT
TWIN
By
Kliegl Bros.
Lighting

IDEAL
FOR TV REMOTES
AND ON LOCATION WORK
1. Delivers the same intensity flood¬
lighting as a 5KW Fresnel without re¬
quiring a booster transformer.
2. Weighs only 10 lbs.
3. Draws only 11 Amperes at 120 Volts.
4. Uses new 16 hour GE Sealed Beam
Quartz-Iodine Uniflood Lamps.
5. Furnished complete with two lamps,
dim-bright device, and Barn Door.
6. Sockets swivel to permit use in either
horizontal or vertical positions.
7. One single light beam (due to special
adjustment device).
8. Available from stock.

Price:
Lilliput Twin (without lamps) $115.00
Quartz-Iodine Uniflood
Lamps.$9.95 each
Exclusively distributed
by Florman & Babb, Inc.

; Serving the
World’s Finest
Film Makers

218

Florman & Babb

68 West 45th Street

INC.

New York 36, N.Y.
MU 2-2928
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And we mean anywhere.

For this new
30-volt battery-powered SUN GUN® Movie
Light carries its own power source. No wor¬
rying about plugging in an electric cord —
just hook up this SUN GUN 30-V Movie
Light to your camera and shoot away.
The SUN GUN 30-V Movie Light: Fits the
palm of your hand—attaches to any camera
—has a head that tilts for bounce lighting.
It’s a battery version of the SUN GUN
Movie Light Hollywood uses. Bulb life is
12 hours with the Sylvania power pack.
The power pack: Measures only 10" square

by 3" wide—has a nickel-cadmium battery
sealed in a leakproof case. It’s quickly re¬
charged on ordinary house current. An
automatic cut-off on the built-in recharger
prevents overcharging.

ance it’ll never happen again. For more
information, see your supplier or write
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., SUN GUN
Customer Service Department, 60 Boston
St., Salem, Massachusetts.

The complete package: Weighs only llVz
pounds including battery. Yet pound for
pound it outperforms any other batterypowered movie light made.
If you’ve ever missed a news break —or had
to pass up a good location —because there
was no power source, this battery-powered
SUN GUN 30-V Movie Light is your insur¬

SYLVANIA
SUBS!DIA/=tY 0/=

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, APRIL, 1962
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3252 Foster, IR 8-2104
DAYTON, OHIO
Salem Camera Co.
335 Salem, BA 3-7206
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DENVER, COL.
Western Cine Service, Inc.
312 S. Pearl, SH 4-1017

*.
■•

\

CHICAGO, ILL.
Behrend Cine Corp,
161 E, Grand, Ml 2-2281
Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.

i

/

“More motion pictures are produced
with Magnasync Type 5 Recorders
than with any other recorder in the world!
Versatility, precision engineering,
nonobsolescence and rugged

HIALEAH, FLA.
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
1335 E. 10th, TU 8-4064
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment
6424 Santa Monica, HO 4-5166
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
6510 Santa Monica, HO 9-5119
S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.
6331 Hollywood, HO 7-9202
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Barnard’s, 4724 Broadway,
Country Club Plaza, LO 1-7761
Crick’s Camera Shop
6320 Brookside Plaza, HI 4-3390
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Century Camera Shops, Inc.
26 S. 7th, FE 8-5857
NEW YORK CITY
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 W. 43rd, JU 6-1420
Florman & Babb, Inc.
68 W. 45th, MU 2-2928
Pictronics Corporation
236 E. 46th, YU 6-3713
S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.
602 W. 52nd, PL 7-0440
PHOENIX, ARIZ.
Wilson Camera Sales Co.
130 W. Adams, AL 4-0662

dependability made the Type 5 the

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Stanley Photo Service
106 N. Broadway, CE 1-7840

most popular recorder in the

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Brooks Cameras, Inc.
45 Kearny, EX 2-1902

world, and the basic ingredient of

SAN MATEO, CALIF.
Foreman’s
121 Fourth Ave., Dl 3-1869

an integrated sound system to

SOUTH AFRICA
Photo Agencies Pty. Ltd.
9 Kerk St., Johannesburg

meet every recording requirement.
1. Choice of motors for 110 volts, 220 volts, 50 cycle, 60 cycle, single phase and three phase.
2. Selsyn motor attachments for Magnasync, RCA or Westrex distributor systems.
3. Selsyn or mechanical projector interlocks available.

AUSTRALIA, Sydney
Sixteen Millimetre
Australia Pty. Ltd.
49 Market, New South Wales
BOLIVIA, La Paz
Casa Kavlin
Casilla 500, Calle Potusi 261-263
BRAZIL, Rio de Janeiro
Mesbia, S.A.
Rua do Passeio 42/56

4. Fast forward and fast rewind.
5. Portable; standard panels also permit rack mounting.

BURMA, Rangoon
G.K. Theatre Supply Co., Ltd.
123 Sule Pagoda Road

6. Complete line of companion equipment available.
7. Five distinct models to suit all film sizes and speed requirements.
from
Wire, write or phone for free Jf2-page catalog describing
Magnasync’s complete line of equipment and accessories

The rugged, precision film transport is the heart
of every Magnasync/Magnaphonic professional
recorder. This famous “Synkinetic Motion” filtering
principle, an original Magnasync concept, has
contributed to the firm’s international leadership
in the field.

MAGNASYNC
CORPORATION

5546 Satsuma Avenue, North Hollywood, California • TRiangle 70965 • Cable “MAGNASYNC”

CANADA, Islington, Ontario
Alex L. Clark, Ltd.
3751 Bloor St., W.
DENMARK, Copenhagen CHL
Kinovox Electric Corp.
Jenslousvej 2
ENGLAND, London
Delane Lea Processes, Ltd.
12 Moor St., (W-1)
Gordon Cameras, Ltd.
45 Kensington High, (W-8)
FRANCE, Paris
Brockliss-Simplex S.A.
6, Rue Guillaume Tell
GERMANY, Hilden Dusseldorf
Gerhard Johansen
3 Lessingstrasse
GREECE, Athens
Christos Axarlis
50 Stadium St.
HONG KONG
Supreme Trading Co.
60 Hennesy Road
INDIA, Bombay
Kine Engineers
26, New Queen’s Road
ITALY, Rome
Reportfilm, di J.M. Schuller
Via Antonio Bertolini 31
JAPAN, Tokyo
J. Osawa & Co., Ltd.
5, Ginza, Nishi 2-Chrome, Chuo-ku
NEW ZEALAND, Auckland
Kerridge Odeon Industries
St. James Building, Queen St.
PAKISTAN, Karachi-3
Film Factors, Ltd.
27 Victoria Rd., Rex Annexe
SOUTH RODESIA, Salisbury
William Over & Co. Pvt. Ltd.
Kingsway & Manica Road
THAILAND, Suriwong, Bangkok
G. Simon Radio Co. Ltd.
30 Patpong Avenue

BEHIND THE CAMERAS

PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS

PHOTO OPTICS "KNOW-HOW"

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”*

Continued from Page 218

Lester Shorr, ASC, “Pete and Gladys”*.

^ CO/VIPiEi-f

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

GOLDWYN STUDIOS

Warrenton.
ASC,
“Survival”
(American-International) with Ray Milland
and Jean Hagen. Arnold Houghland, director..
Gilbert

Meredith Nicholson, “The New Breed”*.

ASC, “Two for the Seesaw”
(Minsch-Robert Wise, Seven Arts Prod.;
^ Vision) with Robert Mitchum and Shirley
IMacTaine. Robert Wise, director.
Ted

McCord,

ASC, “The Manchurian
Candidate
M. C. Prods, with Frank Sina¬
tra and Laurence Harvey. John Frankenheimer, director.
Lionel

Lindon^

Howard

Schwartz,

“The

Law

and

Charles Burke, ‘ Target the Corruptors”*.
Wilfrid

Cline,

ASC,

“Robert

Taylor De¬

tectives’*.
REVUE STUDIOS

ASC, “The Birds” (Alfred
Hitchcock Prods.; shooting in Santa Rosa)
witli Rod Taylor and Jessica Tandy. Alfred
Hitchcock, producer-director.
Robert Burks,

^“^Stensvold, ASC, “Here’s Hollywood”*
(,i>r)L; shooting in Europe).
Carl Kayser, “No Man is an Island” (Gold-

^ U-I release; shooting in the
Philippine Is.) with Jeffrey Hunter. Richard
Coldstone and John Monks, Jr., producerdirectors.
William Triono, “The Slime People” (Hutton-Rober^son Prods.) with Robert Hutton
and Less Tremayne. Robert Hutton, director.

Russell Metty, ASC, “If a Man Answers”

(Ross Hunter Prods.; Eastman Color) with
Sandra Dee and Bobby Darin. Heni'y Levin,
director.

REPAIR - MODIFICATION and

Clifford Stine, ASC, “The Ugly Arne rican”

TESTING of PHOTO OPTICS

(Eastman Color) with Marlon Brando and
Sandra Church. George Englund, producerdirector.
Ray Rennahan, ASC, “Wells Fargo”*.
Dale

Deverman,

John

Russell,

ASC

“Alcoa Theatre”*.
Neal

’
“Alfred

Beckner,

Hitchcock

Pre¬

sents”*.
Benjamin

Kline,

ASC,

John

Russell,

Ray Flin, “It’s A Man's World”*.

Sol Necrin,

John Ru.ssell. ASC, Ellis Thackery, ASC,

Zingale,

Bob

Downey,

Candid Camera *.

your

PHOTO-OPTICAL

prob¬

"OFF-THESHELF" ACTION! ALL WORK UNCON¬
DITIONALLY GUARANTEED. OUR RE¬
SEARCH OPTICAL ASSEMBLY "tens
Bank" offers Collimation, Precision
Grinding,
Rigid
Testing,
Custom
Mounting and Lens Coating (LENSKOTE)
lems

.

.

.

B

&

J

provides

ASC, “General Electric Theatre”*.

to meet the specific requirements of such
companies as

Ford,

RCA, GE, AEC, etc.

John Warren, ASC, “Going My Way”*.

FREE - NEW PHOTO
OPTICS 64th ANNUAL
CATALOG

‘Bachelor Father”*.
Benjamin Kline, ASC, “Thriller”*.

KEYWEST STUDIOS
Fred West, ASC,

Whatever

— All speedily done by expert craftsmen

“The Forsaken Garden”
(LoJor; shooting in Mexico City)
with
Merle Oberon and Steve Cochran. Richard
Kush, director.
Phillips,

Mike

SERVICE!

Mr

Jones”*.

INDEPENDENT

Alex

L£NS BANK"

(Family Films) Series of

Keiigious pictures.

Dale Deverman, “Tall Man”*.
Fred Mandl, ASC, Ellis Thackery, ASC,

“Frontier Circus”*.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Nick Musuraca, ASC, “Jack Benny Show”*.

the West Was
Won (MGM-Cinerama Prod.; Cinerama and
n
Episode 5) with John Wayne
and Debbie Reynolds. Henry Hathaway di¬
rector.
James Wilson, “The Password is Courage”

(Andrew & Virginia Stone Prod.; shooting
in England) with Dirk Bogarde and Nigel
otock. Andrew Stone, producer-director.
Eugene Shufton, “Captain Sinbad”

(Technicolor; King Bros. Prod.; shooting in Mu¬
nich) with Guy Williams and Heidi Bruehl.
Kyron Haskin, director.

Ellis

Thackery,

(pilot).
Russell Harlan, ASC, “To Kill A Mockingbird
(Pakula-Mulligan-Anthony Prods.)
with Gregory Peck and Marh Badham. Ro¬
bert Mulligan, director.

JospH Lashelle, ASC, “A Child is Wait¬
ing” (Stanley Kramer Prods.) with Burt
Lancastei and Judy Garland. John Cassa¬
vetes, director.
Robert Gough, “Checkmate”*.

Continued on Page 253

William Daniels ASC, “Billy Rose’s Jum¬
bo
(Euterpe Prod.; C’Scope & Metrocolor)
with Dons Day and Stephen Boyd. Chuck
Walters, director.

Brid?’*

EtTTACK,

Harkness Smith,
William

Spencer,

ASC,

“Father

of

MAKES GLASS SMOOTHER THAN GLASS!

ASC, “The Plainsman”*

the

“Dr. Kildare”*,
“Cain’s Hundred”*.

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

NEW! GTC-59
Glass
Treatment
Compound
• Water Repellent
• Cleans &
Degreases
• Imparts a lustrous
glaze
• Anti static
• Stays dust & dirt
free for longer
• Leaves a tough super
smooth & protective
hard surface
• Anti-fog
GTC-59

w.

is

a glass

r.

treatment compound

designed and field tested for anti-static,

Wallace
Kelley,
ASC, “It’s Only
Money
(York Picts.; Jerry Lewis Pictures
Corp ) with Jerry Lewis and Joan O’Brien,
rrank ia.shlin, director.

smear

proof

cleaning

and

polishing.

GTC-59 creates a high luster, water re¬
pellent, clear and hard protective coat¬
ing on all types of smooth, non-porous

Frank Phillips, “Have Gun Will Travel”*.
Joseph

Ruttenrerg, ASC,

materials such as plastics, glass, chrome,
etc.

“Who’s Got the

Amro Prod.)
with Dean Martin and Lana Turner. Daniel
Mann, director.

rsc:'"B„„w'.
John Nicholaus, Jr., “Outlaws”*.

Excellent for lenses, optics, reflectors, condensors, records, lights.

BOB BURKS, ASC
He’s back again with Hitchcock,
photographing “The Birds,” star¬
ring Rod Taylor and “Tippi” Hedren.

6 Ozs.

In Spray Applicator...

For further information

$1.65
write:

The Camera Mart Inc.
1845 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
PL 7-6977
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"THE FOUR
By

ONE OF THE MAJOR sets

seen

in

the early part of “The

Four

Horsemen

of the

HERB

A.

LIGHTMAN

Apocalypse,

photographed by Milton Krasner, ASC. Some of the lights used to illuminate the set may be seen,
as well as the mike boom extending overhead into the set at left. Here Director Vincente Minnelli
(center foreground) briefs the

players

before ordering

the camera

to

roll.

ACADEMY-AWARD-WINNER
(“Three Coins
“The
vision

FOUR HORSEMEN

Horsemen"

lenses, using

in

1954)

Krasner,

CinemaScope

Eastman

raphy done in Paris.
Second, there is the pictorial mood established
early in the picture which permeates the entire pro¬
duction—a mellow melange of light and shadow
artistically applied to point up sharp dramatic mo¬
ments in the story—as in the scene where the wife
(Ingrid Thulin) is surprised outside her dimly lit
doorway one night by her husband (Paul Henreid),
until that moment believed lost in the war.
In the entire filming of “The Four Horsemen,”
Director of Photography Milton Krasner, ASC, has
skillfully combined the aesthetic with the functional
to produce visually a consistently credible pictorial
continuity on a vast scale.
In bringing the epic Vincente Blasco Ibanez novel
to the screen for the second time, M-G-M wisely and

ASC

photographed
with

Color negative.

of the Apocalypse” is in-

teresting photographically for a number of
reasons. First there is the Paris locale in which the
story is laid. Scenes that could not be filmed there
for one reason or another were subsequently staged
and photographed at M-G-M studios in Hollywood.
This is something that puts extra demands on the
photographer in that he must carry over to the
sound stage filming phase all the mood, lighting
style and matching of camera angles of the photog¬
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Four

Milton

In The Fountain,”

most successfully up-dated the former World War I
story to the era of World War H, a period consider¬
ably fresher and more poignant to the memory.
While the story is played against the tremendous
canvas of global war, it is essentially a searching
study of human beings with their strengths and
weaknesses caught up in the brutalities of a world¬
shaking cataclysm. The personal conflicts arise
from the dilemma of a heretofore tightly-knit Argen¬
tine family, some of whom espouse the Nazi pur¬
pose while others remain loyal to the allied cause.
Delayed by another assignment, Krasner joined
the “Four Horsemen” company in Paris after vet¬
eran French camerman Georges Perinal had already
started to shoot location exteriors for Director Vin¬
cente Minnelli. From this point on, Krasner and
Perinal worked in closest cooperation in photo¬
graphing scenes for the picture in the student quar¬
ter of St. Germain, the Sorbonne University, Sacre
Coeur cathedral in Montmartre, Palace of Ver¬
sailles, and the beautiful chateau countryside with
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Pana-

HORSEMEN"
Color photography and an up-dated
story line give this remake of the
1920 Metro classic a slick new look.

its ancient stone castles and arched Roman aque¬
ducts.
Filming in Parisian locations was not without
its problems. Cooperation could be obtained only
in part and the taboos the company faced were
many. No Nazi flags could be hung from build¬
ings or trees. Wearing of Nazi uniforms by extras
out of camera range was forbidden. Uniform
jackets had to be removed while lunching or rest¬
ing between scenes. No vehicles with Nazi insignias
were permitted to remain on highways between
shots.
Procuring Nazi vehicles and equipment was, in
itself, an almost insurmountable problem. When
Paris was freed from occupation, the French were
so impassioned that everything with the Nazi taint
was destroyed or burned. Therefore all such equip¬
ment required for the picture had to be obtained
elsewhere and shipped to Paris.
In order to avoid interference by crowds, the
occupation sequences were photographed on Sun¬
day mornings, when the normally bustling boule¬
vards and streets were practically deserted. For the

SOME

OF THE

Apocalypse"
Paris.

As

Vincente

most

were

the

exciting

dolly-mounted

Minnelli

scenes

photographed
demands

in

for “The
the

camera

plenty of
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Four

Varennes

stands
action

ready
in

the

Horsemen

Metro
to

of

(subway)
roll,

the
of

Director

next take.

THE DOLLY-MOUNTED camera
star in

follows

Ingrid Thulin, ^lenn

Ford’s co-

‘The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse," as she walks along

Paris
Left Bank.
vide fill light.

Note

small

lamps

mounted

above

camera

to

pro¬

same reason, August was selected as the ideal time
to photograph scenes of Nazi troops entering Paris.
This is the month when Parisians, themselves, evacu¬
ate their city almost enmasse for holidays at the
seashore and other resorts.
The citizens of Paris, not unaccustomed to a
motion picture company filming on their boulevards,
displayed only normal curiosity until one morning
when a scene was scheduled to be played at a side¬
walk table of the Cafe de la Paix, in the shadow
of the Paris Opera.
Suddenly there was tension
in the air as impeccably uniformed Nazi officers
mingled with pretty girls and clattering tanks with
Swastika insignia rumbled through the streets. To
most Frenchmen this was not make-believe. It
caused them to stop in shocked, indignant surprise,
recalling poignantly the emotional impact of the
occupation. Long dormant, it had been aroused
that day by the official announcement that German
troops were to train on French soil for the first
time since World War II in the interest of Europe’s
common defense. While this antagonism has since
simmered down, at the moment it was a heated
issue, and it directly affected production of the
film.
Permits for further filming of occupation scenes
on the streets of Paris were abruptly cancelled.
Continued on Page 250
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Ileacly when you need it...
The HFC Professional Power Rewind is ready to go to work
for you the moment the pressure is applied to the foot pedal
control. This power unit is extremely quiet in operation with
a V belt drive and has a handle to disengage the motor when
the operator uses the hand rewind to film back. Other out¬
standing features include...

ALL CAST ALUMINUM BODY • SHIELDED "NICE” BALL BEAR¬
INGS • USES 1/lOHP VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR • FOOT CON¬
TROL PEDAL • INTERCHANGEABLE SHAFTS • WILL WIND UP
TO AND INCLUDING 3,000 FEET OF 35MM FILM WITH EASE •
AVAILABLE WITH EITHER SQUARE 16MM SHAFT OR STANDARD
35MM AND WITH SHAFT FACING THE OPERATOR OR AWAY
FROM THE OPERATOR.

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
designers & manufacturers of film & video tape editing equipment
''RITE FOR FREE CATALOG:
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956 SEWARD ST, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF. HO 2-3284

524 W. 43rd ST, N.Y., N.Y., LO 3-1546
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A review of the photographers and the photography of the motion pictures

NOMINATED FOR
ACADEMY AWARDS
IT HAS LONG BERN CONSIDERED that the nomination of a motion picture hy the Acad¬
emy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences for Achievement in Photography logically establishes
that picture one of The Best Photographed Pictures of the year. On this and the following
pages, we present condensed reviews of the photography of the ten motion pictures—five
black-and-white and hve color—so nominated this year, along with photos and brief biograpnical data on the cinematographers who directed the photography of them.
The best of these ten best pictures, of course, is decided by the Academy’s vote that results
in an Oscar award for the best photographed picture in each category.
Because this issue of American Cinematographer will go to press before the Academy
Awards winners are announced April 9, we shall be unable to name the cinematography
award winners here.—EDITOR.

Jack Cardiff
Photographed "FANNY”
Striking location photography in Eastman
Color around colorful Marseilles elevates the
visual treatment of "Fanny” to a class by
itself. Noteworthy is the photography of the
waterfront sequences at dawn and at dusk,
where remarkable consistency of quality was
achieved. Interiors are equally well photo¬
graphed in moods consistent with the locale
and the nostalgic theme of the story.

Ernest Laszio got his start as a cinematog¬
rapher at Paramount Studios. This was in
1926 when he went to work as an assistant
cameraman. Seventeen years later—in May,
1943—he was made a Director of Photography.
Recent pictures photographed by Laszio include
“Inherit The Wind,” “The Last Sunset,” “Bandido,” “Vera Cruz,” “Stalag 17,” and “Judge¬
ment At Nuremberg,” his second nomination
for an Academy Photographic award. His first
was “Inherit The Wind,” (1961). As yet he has
no Academy Awards to his credit.
In photographing “judgment At Nuremberg,”
Laszio used Eastman Plus X and Eastman Plus
XX negative. Photography was in the 185-to-l
aspect ratio. Extensive use was made of the
mobile camera to point up movement when
vital to the story and to give pictorial emphasis
to the otherwise static locale—a small court¬
room. Noteworthy also is the way a zoom lens
was employed to sharply frame stationery fig¬
ures in scenes with a dramatic impact not
otherwise possible.

Cardiff, who won an Academy Award in 1947
for “Black Narcissus,” started in motion pic¬
tures as a child actor in 1918. He switched
from acting to photography in 1928, was made
a Director of Photography in 1946 at the Den¬
ham Studios, London. First assignment, “Stair¬
way To Heaven.” Branched out into screen
direction in 1958, garnered an Academy Award
nomination for "Sons and Lovers.” Has al¬
ternated between cinematography and direction
ever since. His photography of “War and
Peace” was nominated in 1957 but failed to
win. After photographing “Fanny,” he directed
“My Geisha” and “The Lion.”
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Edward Colman, A.S.C.

I

Photographed “The ABSENT-MINDED PROFESSOR”

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Crisp high-key lighting and deft handling of
photographic elements lend credibility to this
hilarious comedy-fantasy. Skill is especially
evident in the creation of authentic context
for the smooth integration of the many special
effects. In many scenes people are suspended
on wires. These scenes were expertly lit so the
supporting wires would not be visible on the
screen.

I

I
I
=
I

Ernest Laszio, A.S.C.

Colman got his start in the film business in
1924 as assistant cameraman on 2-reel silent
comedies. He became a first cameraman in
1927, shot miniature and trick effects for many
Norma Talmadge, John Barrymore and Chester
Morris films for United Artists. He went to
England in 1935 to shoot trick effects for
Alexander Korda. Returning to Hollywood in
1928 he switched to photographing dramatic
features. He became an operator, was elevated
to Director of Photography in 1952 and subse¬
quently shot the “Dragnet” TV film series. He
photographed “The D.l.” and “30” for Jack
Webb, then moved to Disney Studios where he
has photographed “Big Red,” “Babes in Toyland,” “Shaggy Dog,” and “Absent-Minded Pro¬
fessor,” the nominated picture. The latter is
Colman’s first Academy Award nomination.

Photographed “JUDGEMENT AT NUREMBERG”

CONTINUED

I

I
E
=
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AWARDS NOMINEES, continued

Daniel L. Fapp, A.S.C.
“WEST SIDE STDRY”

Photographed

This year, Daniel Fapp has two pictures nom¬
inated for photography—“West Side Story”
(color) and “One, Two, Three” (B&W). A tour
de force of color photography transforms the
original Broadway stage play of “Fanny” into
a flashing, pounding musical drama that is
pure cinema all the way. Inspired use of
mobile camera, colored lighting and arresting
camera angles point up the stylized format
of action and choreography, elevates the pho¬
tography to high realms of cinematic art.

Charles B. Lang, Jr., A.S.C.
Photographed “ONE-EYED JACKS”
A strong factor in “One-Eyed Jacks” is the
exterior color photography, which Lang does
so well. Each scenic composition is imbued
with a pictorial quality that suggests an oil
painting come to life. Yet the photography
never once overwhelms nor intrudes upon the
dramatic action. Compelling camera angles and
emphatic closeups play a strong part in com¬
plementing the violent surge of the story
while at the same time probing deeply into
the hearts of the characters.
Charlie Lang started in the picture business
in 1918 as a laboratory worker at Paramount
Studios in Hollywood. He became a Director
of Photography in 1930 at Paramount, where
he remained for a number of years. He has a
total of 15 Academy Award Nominations to his
credit: “The Right To Love," 1931; “A Farewell
To Arms,” 1933; "Arise My Love,” 1941; “Sun¬
down,” 1942; "So Proudly We Hail,” 1943;
“The Uninvited,” 1944; “The Ghost and Mrs.
Muir,” 1947; “A Foreign Affair,” 1948; “Sud¬
den Fear,” 1952; “Sabrina,” 1954; “Queen
Bee,” 1955; “Separate Tables,” 1958; “Some
Like It Hot,” 1959; “The Facts of Life,” I960;
and “One-Eyed Jacks,” 1961. Despite this un¬
usual consistency of making the Nominations
list—almost every year since 1941—he has
been honored with but a single Academy Award
—for “A Farewell To Arms.”
“One-Eyed Jacks” was photographed on East
man Color film in the Vista-Vision 1.85-to-l
aspect ratio.
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Sparkling camera treatment of “One, Two,
Three” marked by skillful photography of lo¬
cation scenes that blend readily with studio
footage, especially mark the photography of
this hilarious story. No less important is way
photographic emphasis is given to small but
important details in many scenes, giving the
picture much of its terrific visual impact.
Fapp's career began in 1924 as technician
at Paramount Studio’s lab in Hollywood. Grad¬
ually he progressed and was made a Director
of Photography about 1940. Most of his work
has been for Paramount, having shot more
than 27 major features there. Of these “Desire
Under The Elms” (B&W, 1958) and “Five Pen¬
nies (Color, 1959) received nominations but
were out of the running in the finals. Fapp
used Eastman Plus X negative for “One, Two,
Three,” and Eastman Color negative for “West
Side Story.” Both pictures were shot in the
Panavision 70mm process.

Russell Metty, A.S.C.
Photographed “FLOWER DRUM SONG”
I
I

1
I
I
1
I
1
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
1
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

Russell Metty won the' Oscar for best color
photography last year for “Spartacus.” “Flower Drum Song” is his second Academy Award
nomination. Photographed in Eastman Color
and Panavision, “Flower Drum Song’s” photography is purposely slick and glamourous. It
captures the exotic visual aura of San Francisco’s Chinatown in a most effective manner.
The choice of camera angles and the skilful
application of light and shadow to compositions give the locale a larger-than-life aspect
against which the musical drama is played.
Metty is another camera artist who got his
start as a film laboratory technician—at R.K.O.
Studios in 1924. He became a Director of Photography in 1936 and for many years worked
exclusively at Universal-International Studios.
Recent pictures photographed by Metty include
“Touch of Mink,” “The Interns,” “By Love Possessed,” “The Misfits,” and “Flower Drum
Song.” The nominated picture was photographed
in Eastman Color and Panavision. The projection of colored light into scenes to enhance
composition or to create mood is a most effective photographic device to be observed in this
photographic achievement.
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Franz Planer, A.S.C.
Photographed “THE CHILDREN’S HOUR”
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Eugen Shuftan
Photographed “THE HUSTLER”
Eugen Shuftan is the only non-Hollywood
Director of Photography in the Cinematography
Nominations this year. Born in Breslau, Ger¬
many, in 1886, Shuftan emigrated to the United
States and subsequently was employed in vari¬
ous film studios both on the West Coast and
in New York City, where he has worked for the
past several years. (As we were going to press,
Shuftan was in Europe photographing "Captain
Sinbad” for King Brothers, and therefore was
unavailable for a photo or comment upon his
nomination and biography.)
“The Hustler,” which he photographed in
New York for 20th Century-Fox, demonstrates
a smoothly professional technique in the pho¬
tography, with skillful lighting and framing of
the camera studiously contrived to point up
the smoke-filled, sweat-laden atmosphere of
the pool halls, shabby flats and bus stations
in which much of the story action takes place.
The sharply-etched black-and-white photography
emphasizes the tawdry textures of these locales,
and reflects the inexorable hopelessness of the
dspairing human beings moving within them.
Shuftan has no previous nominations nor
Academy Awards to his credit. Other recent
productions which he photographed include
“Something Wild,” U-A; "Le Couple,” a French
film; “Les Yeux Sans Visage” and “La Tete
Centre Les Murs,” also made in France by
French studios.
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Before Franz Planer was made a Director of
Photography at the old UFA Studios in Berlin,
in 1932, he had been a German newsreel cameraman with ten years’ photographic experience. Planer, like many of his countrymen,
fled Germany with the advent of Hitler. He was
brought to Hollywood by Jack Cohen of Columbia Studios, and talent agent Paul Kohner. His
first notable assignment in Hollywood was photographing Stanley Kramer’s “Champion,” for
which he received his first Academy Award
nomination. Subsequently he received nominations for the photography of “Death of A
Salesman,” 1951; “Roman Holiday,” 1953; and
“The Nun’s Story,” 1959.

I
I
I

He has been honored four times with Film
Daily’s Filmdom’s Famous Fives Award, received
a Look magazine award in 1951, three Hollywood Foreign Correspondent’s Golden Globe
Awards, as well as several awards from for
eign countries.

I
I
I
I
I
i
I
I

“The Children’s Hour” was photographed in
black-and-white in the CinemaScope format.
Of his technique. Planer says: “I always aim
to photograph the story, not the picture and
to have complete freedom to create for each
picture my idea of the mood best befitting it
and thus underscore the dramatic moments
to best advantage.”

I
I
I
1
I

In “The Children’s Hour,” precisely controlled low-key lighting, unobtrusive camera
movement and sharply selective camera angles point up the intrinsically tragic mood of
this highly dramatic story. Exterior sequences
are comparably subdued in treatment as an ex¬
tension of the overall somber atmosphere estab¬
lished in the interiors.

I

I

Harry Stradling, Sr., A.S.C.
Photographed “A MAJORITY OF ONE”
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
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I

Harry Stradling, Sr., who won his first and
only Academy Award to' date in 1945 for the
photography of “The Picture of Dorian Grey,”
has been a contender on nine different occasions. He has received the Academy’s Nomination Certificate for “The Human Comedy,” 1943;
“Picture of Dorian Grey,” 1945; “Barclays of
Broadway,” 1949; “A Streetcar Named Desire,”
1951; “Hans Christian Andersen,” 1952; “Guys
and Dolls,” 1955; “The Eddie Duchin Story,"
1956; “Auntie Marne,” 1958; and “The Young
Philadelphians,” 1959.
Stradling entered the motion picture business in 1917 as an assistant cameraman in
New York. He was made a Director of Photography at the old Whitman Bennett Studio in
Yonkers in 1920. His work on Hollywood features began at M-G-M Studios in 1946 with
“Till The Clouds Roll By” which he co-photographed with George Folsey, ASC. After four
years at M-G-M he began free-lancing, and
thereafter worked in various studios in Hollywood. Pictures he recently photographed inelude “Gypsy,” “Five Finger Exercise,” “A Majority of One,” “Parrish,” and “A Summer
Place.”
Imaginative application of camera techniques
and masterful lighting combine to give loca¬
tion authenticity to “A Majority of One,” which
was photographed entirely on the sound stage.
In addition, unobtrusive camera movement adds
much to the graphic flow of the story. Stradling
photographed this production in the 185-to-l
aspect ratio with Eastman Color negative.
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COMPONENTS
posed

in

front

OF THE “Scotchlite
of

small

Scotchlite

process”
screen.

in

operation.

Camera

(R)

Subject, center, is

photographs

SLIDE

subject

through 2-way mirror mounted in front of it at 45 degrees.

THE

PROJECTOR

(center)

projects

background

image

to

45°

mirror ^

which reflects it onto screen behind subject. Black gobo mounted on far
side of mirror prevents pickup of image from other side.

SCOTCHLITE

PROCESS

A background projection system for low-budget film production.
By

RAYMOND

FIELDING

Department of Theatre Arts, University of California, Los Angeles.

thirty years, a more or less con¬
ventional background projection system has
been used in the Hollywood theatrical film industry
to allow for the combination of background action,
photographed on location, and foreground action,
photographed within the sound stage. In practice—
simply stated—the actors are posed and photo¬
graphed in front of a large translucent screen onto
which the background scene is projected from the
rear by a still or motion picture projector. When
properly executed, the process offers a convincing
composite, considerable saving in location produc¬
tion costs, and superior sound recording quality.
jl^URiNG THE LAST

Whatever its advantages, however, traditional
background projection is not feasible for lowbudget film production in industry and education.
The projector employed for moving backgrounds
is s])ecially built and must offer precise registration
of the background “plate”—a requirement which
can be met only by a jfrojection intermittent move¬
ment employing pilot pins. The projector must be
silenced or “blimped” and interlock motors must
be used on both projector and camera to insure
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synchronism.
as $20,000.
Expensive,

Such a projector may cost as much
custom-built

screens

must

be

em-

THE COMPOSITE shot produced by means of the ‘‘Scotchlite process." Notice
absence of

matte line which

so often

destroys the illusion of the

composite

in traveling matte work.
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HERE, SHADOW OF SUBJECT may be seen on screen. When optical sys-

SIDE VIEW OF ‘‘SCOTCHLITE

terns

left, is seen

of

camera

and

projector

are

properly

aligned

with

respect

to

mirror and screen, the shadow will be masked by subject.

reflected

on

Process” components.

surface

of two-way

Subject, out of frame at

mirror. The

camera

(R)

photo-

graphs scene through mirror, producing composite shot.

ployed to insure sharp, bright images. Many of
these screens are designed to minimize the “hot¬
spot” which is nearly always a problem in con¬
ventional rear projection. A large sound stage must
be devoted to the final photography so as to ac¬
commodate both the long throw of the projector
behind the screen, and the work area of the set,
lights, and camera in front of the screen. Finally,
considerable skill is required to illuminate the fore-

ground action so as to avoid splashing light onto
the screen and washing out its image. Within the
Hollywood

industry, background projection cine¬

matography is considered a specialty.
Obviously, such a system is not feasible for lowbudget 16m.m film operations. In the last few years,
however, a new type of high-reflectance screen ma¬
terial has been marketed by Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing
Scotchlite-brand

Corporation,
reflective

under

sheeting,

the

name

which

of

makes

possible a different type of background projection
process—one which is suitable for low-budget film
production. At the same time, this new system offers
characteristics which equal, and in some cases sur¬
pass, those of the older, conventional process.

At

the U.C.L.A. Department of Theater Arts, where
one of this country’s most intensive professional
training programs in cinema is offered, consider¬
able experimentation has been conducted with this
novel, low-cost system. Experimentation at U.C.L.A.
is, in turn, based upon work conducted at Ohio
State University and reported at the October, 1961
Convention of the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers.
Fundamentals of the Process

In

photographing

scenes

with

the

Scotchlite

process, the background image is projected from
the front of the screen rather than from the back.
A
45

is Scotchlite

screen; B, subject; C, two-way

to camera lens axis; D, motion

mirror

picture or side

motion picture camera.
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set at

angle of

projector; and

D,

This is accomplished by means of a “two-way”
Continued on Page 242
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DR. MERRELL GAGE, Dr. John D. Jennings, and Gordon Avil, ASC, sculptor, producer, and photog¬
rapher respectively of ‘‘The Face of Jesus,” one of the short subjects nominated this year for an
Academy Award.

THE ILLUSION OF REALITY
How a mass of clay progressively sculptured and imagina¬
tively lighted and photographed, becomes for 21 minutes
a visual living be ing on the screen.

By

D A R R I N

is a
unique short subject which
depicts Christ from the age of
twelve years until the resurrection
in a series of progressively chang¬
ing sculptured likenesses. With a
plastic bust the main subject on the
^^'T'he

face

of

jesus”

screen for approximately 75 per
cent of the film’s 21-minute screen
time, the photography of such
static material obviously posed a
number of problems.
While the narration carried its
share of responsibility for sus¬
taining interest in the subject, it
was necessary also that visual in¬
terest be sustained. This accom¬
plishment becomes, for students of
cinematography, an exciting study
of how the artful use of light and
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SCOTT

shadow aided by subtle camera
movement can give presence and a
sense of animation to an inanimate
thing.
One of the five short subjects
nominated for an achievement
award by the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences this
year, “The Life of Jesus” is the
product of three diverse talents:
Dr. Merrell Gage, Professor Em¬
eritus of Fine Arts of the Uni¬
versity of Southern California,
who did the sculptures; Dr. John
D. Jennings, the film’s producer;
and Gordon Avil, A.S.C., who di¬
rected the photography.
Dr. Gage has followed the same
sculpture-cinema techniques demContinued on Page 238
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many

faces
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achieves through progressive sculpture in ‘‘The
Face
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You’re on sohedule ...
WITH THE LEADER IN LIGHTING, GRIP EQUIPMENT,
PROPS, GENERATOR TRUCKS AND TRAILERS

RENTALS
Send for a schedule of rental rates.

1800. 1600, 1000. 750,

GRIP EQUIPMENT

GENERATOR TRUCKS 3oo,2ooAmp o c
AND TRAILERS

LARGEST SUPPLIERS OF

MOTION PICTURE, TV AND

INDUSTRIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT IN THE EAST

LIGHTING THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY SINCE 1921

INC.

333 West S2nd Street, New York City, Circle, 6-5470 ^
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THE

FIREBALL

aluminum

reflector

is

fabricated

sheets bonded to plastic

of

two

materials

and joined together at all four sides to form
an

air-tight envelope.

face

contour

to

Inflation

flood

the

changes

light

beam.

right is inventor, Ralph Hoge, veteran
wood

film

sur¬
At

Holly¬

technician.

ability to deliver reflected sunlight
in greater volume and in varying
beam widths in a manner similar
to flooding out a set lamp.
Tests show that one Fireball can
do the job of two or three ordinary
flat-surfaced reflectors. In a dem¬
onstration conducted in the fore¬
court of Hoge’s Hollywood head¬
quarters, a single Fireball re¬
flector was mounted in a conven¬
tional reflector yoke and stand,
and beamed through an open door¬
way into the interior of Hoge’s
workshop. Measuring the reflected
light at a distance of 40 feet from
the reflector, the meter registered
1400 foot candles with the Fire¬
ball completely deflated—its hot¬
test position. When the unit was
inflated the prescribed am.ount to
flood out the reflected illumination
to a width of approximately 20
feet, the meter registered 200
foot candles, admittedly a signifi¬

NEW LOOK' IN REFLECTORS
And new efficiency, too. The new Fireball flexible, inflatble reflector is lighter, brighter, and focusable.

cant volume of light for such a
wide area and at that distance.
Moving in closer with the meter
to within fifteen feet of the re¬
flector, where the width of the
effective reflected illumination was
fifteen feet, the meter registered
Continued on Page 249

By

FREDERICK

value
^ the contribution to location
photography that sunlight reflec¬
tors can make when they are well
constructed and properly handled
by experienced grips, have a sur¬
prise in store in the recentlyintroduced Fireball reflector. De¬
signed and manufactured by Ralph
^INEMATOGRAPHERS

WHO

Hoge, veteran Hollywood studio
technician and head of Thomas
Rentals, which services film pro¬
ducers with grip equipment, the
new Fireball marks the first note¬
worthy improvement in reflector
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FOSTER

design since reflectors were initial¬
ly adopted by film, makers fifty
years ago.
What makes the Fireball differ¬
ent from its predecessors is that
it departs from the conventional
reflector design of a flat-surfaced
plywood or aluminum panel en¬
cased in a wooden frame. The
reflector element of the Fireball
is a flexible plastic-and-fabric en¬
velope surfaced on both sides with
a thin coat of aluminum and is
inflatable. The latter feature is
the crux of the Fireball’s unique

HOGE OPERATES the low-pressure bellows to inflate
the reflector to (desired contour. As with conventional
reflectors, the

Fireball

is dual-surfaced—one

hot, the

other soft.
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Tripod with
grooved
Tripod Legs
Now Standard Equipment for all
Famous CECO Pro Jr. Tripod Head

oroovea tripod leg design. Assures greate
rigidity, no matter how far legs are extended
Hsiyy Dmy Groove design guarantees herculear
gripping power, because there’s almost twice th(
gripping surface. Modern, rounded leg shape add;
strength and durability to the wood. Comes
equipped with indispensible double knob leg locks
which assure equal pressure on each leg. Avail¬
able with new ball joint swivel or standard base
plate.
When you are looking for the best in a tripod,
buy Professional Junior—the tripod designed with
the professional in mind!
CECO Pro Jr. Fluid Head
CECO Pro Jr. Friction Head
with Ball Joint Swivel

Allows really fast, easy leveling without
adjusting tripod legs. Fits any Pro Jr
Tripod with adapter base plate. Has same
exclusive features as standard Pro Jr
Friction head . . . Pan & Tilt tension
controls; accessible camera mounting
knob; adjustable interchangeable
telescoping pan handle. Skilfully designed
and engineered for long dependable
service. Unconditionally
guaranteed—the World’s Standard
of Tripod Quality!

The tripod head with smooth-as-silk maneuverability.
Silicone fluid unaffected by extreme temperature
range. Won’t dive in locked position. Guaranteed
leakproof. The undisputed performance champ!

In Hialeah. Florida:
51 E. 10th Avenue
TUxedo 8-4604

In Hollywood, California:
6510 Santa Monica Boulevard
Hollywood 9-8321
*CECO — trademark of Camera Equipment CO.

FRANK

C.

ZUCKCR

(Jflm€Rfl €ouipm€nT (o.,inc.
CECO Ball Socket Swivel Joint

Dept. A-71 315 W. 43rd. St., New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 6-1420

Adapter For Pro Jr. Tripod Heads

Please send me FREE descriptive literature on CECO

A one piece adapter which fits quickly,
easily on to any Pro Jr Head. For use on
new swivel base tripod or standard Pro Jr
tripod with ball socket adapter base plate.
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Multi-Sc reen Motion Pictures
Story of America’s achievements in science will be shown to Seattle
World’s Fair visitors in a six-image multiple-screen presentation.
By

JOSEPH

HENRY

has audience im¬

another area will house a motion picture theater for
showing special films). All told, the United States

If we show six motion pictures to an audience at
the same time, we increase this impact to the point
of saturation. In doing so, we graduate from the
teaching of things to the imparting of concepts.
This is the theory behind an im.aginative, multi¬
screen color motion picture which is now being pre¬
pared for presentation at the 1962 Seattle World’s
Fair by industrial designer Charles Fames, Venice,
Calif. The show, tentatively entitled “The House of
Science,” will be part of the $9 million United
States Science Exhibit (USSE), certain to be one
of the dominant features of the Fair.
The overall purpose of USSE will be to stimulate
an interest in Science, especially among children
and teen-agers, by enabling an estimated 5,000,000
visitors to the exhibit to witness the most complete
presentation ever put together on what science is,
where it came from and where it is going. USSE
will be divided into five main areas, each devoted
to one segment of the story of science. (In addition.

Continued on Page 245
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GOOD
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THE MULTIPLE projection system has been critically designed to insure
clear, sharp images, relatively free of distortion, no matter from what
angle viewed.
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AnSCO sets America's standard
of low contrast 16mm color with...

Anscochrome^ Type 242
Professional Camera Film
Type 242 meets the standards of quality for the “pros” who know. Its
unique characteristics: low contrast and fine grain . . . ability to record
shadow detail (not just hint of it) . . . and outstanding color response produce
release prints that are superior in sharpness and color fidelity. Film speed is 25
for a 3200K tungsten light balance. For full details, ask your Ansco man.

ANSCO—America’s first manufacturer of photographic materials . . . since 1842.
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Ansco
Binghamton, N. Y.

Anscochrome
Type 21^2

|
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Music is essential to almost all professional 16mm films. Here are some pointers
on music sources, evaluation, and tech¬
niques for adding it to your films.
ANY MUSIC cut

is

a good

cut, says

Hollywood

music editor

Louis Gordon, if it fits the scene and doesn’t offend the ear.

FILM MUSIC
^HERE IS A BASIC

rhythm or pattern in all film

work. The intelligent use of music aids pac¬
ing, carries situations without narration, helps create
mood, and punctuates action.
The script, of course, is a prime factor in select¬
ing film music. The visual material alone may be
misleading, for in a real sense music and narration
help interpret what is pictured. In addition, it is
necessary for the producer and music editor to work
as partners, for just as the producer knows his film,
the music director or editor knows music, and more
specifically the music in his library.
In motion picture production, particularly 16mm
films, there are four basic sources of music for film
music tracks. They are:
1)

A live musician playing a piano, organ,
guitar, etc., who plays an impromptu score
to tell a story with his music. This is usu¬
ally accomplished after the musician has
viewed the work print in projection a few
times to get the feel of the show. He then
records his music during another and con¬
tinuous projection of the work print.

2) Library film music may be “laid in” (also
against the projected work print)

where

In all of the instances described above, the music
track is conformed to an edited work print. Whether
the music is actually laid against the projected work
print or positioned on an editing table, it is best
recorded on 16mm magnetic film so that its posi¬
tion in relation to the picture can be kept constant
as editing progresses. The completed music track
and whatever other sound or effects tracks are re¬
quired are then mixed and re-recorded to an opti¬
cal track to accomplish the final printing. In the
mixing procedure, the levels of all tracks are ad¬
justed or m.odified so the dialogue or narration is
never buried under the music.
The Mixing Process

By way of explanation, the mixing process in¬
volves two runnings (projections) of the work print
and the various sound tracks prepared for it. In
the first run-through, the picture film and sound
tracks are threaded on the projector and sound banks
in sync.

In this instance,

As the film is projected, the music director or
editor notes the intervals, in seconds, between pas¬
sages of the narration on a copy of the script pro¬
vided for the purpose. Then the picture is screened
a second time during which the actual mix is ac¬
complished. The procedure goes something like
this: if for example there occurs a 12-second pause
between two segments of narration, the music direc¬
tor cues the sound engineer to swell the music level
during the interval. Then, just before the next seg¬

the music track is usually positioned on the

ment of narration is to begin, the music volume is

editing table by cutting work print and

lowered to establish background level so not to con¬

music at the same time.

flict with the intelligibility of the narrator’s voice.

transitions in mood or theme are accom¬
plished by overlapping selections as the
visual transitions occur on the screen. This
is known as a blended background music
track.
3) Library

edited

music

may

be

recorded

separately and fitted to the film by means
of sequence straight cutting, specific cue¬
ing, or photo alterations.
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4) When and if the budget allows, live or¬
chestrations are obtained for a specific
film. This results in music especially con¬
ceived for and fitted to the picture by means
of scoring to an edited work print.
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THE COMPLETED music trock along with other sound and effects tracks
are

mixed

and

re-recorded to an optical track for the final

complete

print of picture and sound. (Photo courtesy Space Tech. Labs., Inc.)

Music evaluation is a prime consideration of the
producer, sponsor and/or the music director or
editor. Regardless of the musical mood selected
or a film, be it from light to heavy drama, or to
background a ])roduct production procedure, the
film music should complement what the viewer sees
on the screen and maintain proper compatibility
with the tone of the narration.
The success of all film music, of course, depends
on extensive pre-planning with the director. Such
planning, when carefully done, results in shooting
scenes to lengths pre-determined by the selected
music, or of editing the show to the pre-selected film
music.
Film laboratories are frequently asked by clients
if they can supply specific commercially available
music for use in tracking their films. Most labora¬
tories are happy to comply, but usually the cost of
obtaining the necessary clearances makes it imprac¬
tical. Unless music has been recorded specifically
for film use, the procedure to obtain clearance is
extremely complicated and the cost ranges in the
neighborhood of $1,200 per tune.
Just what is the meaning of clearance? Federal
jaw grants to the owner of a copyright on music,
hterary or graphic materials, the right to control,
for a period of 28 years, the reproduction and per¬
formance of his work. During that time no one may
either reproduce, perform or exhibit such work
without the express permission of the copyright
holder. These rights are separate from each other,
and must be considered as such when determining,
for example, whether a motion picture is available
for television use. Specifically, the rights are known
as “Right of Manufacture” and “Right of Perfor¬
mance.”
Imporfance Of Cleared Music

Pointing up the importance of using only cleared
music in commercial motion pictures of any kind
IS the instance of the judgment awarded last month
to the Sam Fox Publishing Company, New York,
for the unauthorized use of the Sam Fox copyrighted
tune. Bless Em All, ’ in a TV beer commercial.
efendants in the suit, besides the film producer,
were the sponsor and its ad agency.
Although there is plenty of cleared music avail¬
able for films, it often happens that a producer
wishes for a particular reason to use some specific
musical composition in the sound track of his pic-

tuie. But the permission to use such copyrighted
music is usually both costly and time-consuming
to obtain. Producers can avoid these clearance prob¬
lems— and expenses — by purchasing “cleared”
music from dealers and libraries who hold repro¬
duction rights and license to merchandise the music,
and who contractually assume responsibility for
granting rights of reproduction for films.
Some Labs Can Supply Music

Service laboratories such as Calvin, in Kansas
City, maintain music libraries as part of their cus¬
tomer service. Music in the Calvin library is cleared
foi United States, Canadian and World-wide non¬
theatrical and television use. Film makers who
come to Calvin for processing and other laboratory
work can obtain the necessary music for their films
there too. From the vast music library, selections
are made and recorded synchronously to the customei s edited work print under the supervision of
Calvin s Director of Music. Cost includes music use,
non-theatrical rights, selection and editing.
What does all this actually cost? Let’s take some
figures from the Calvin price list; Library orches¬
tral music edited to your work print costs $250
Continued on Next Page
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FILM MUSIC
Continued from Preceding Page

The finest In
MOTION PICTURE
EQUIPMENT

per reel (360 ft. or 10 minutes of
16mm film). The same music blended
to your workprint costs $150 per reel.
Opening and closing music only from
the orchestral library costs $75.00.

and
ACCESSORIES . ..
calls for the finest in

Library sound effects are $15 for each
use with a minimum charge of $45.
Cost of music clearance for television

RENTAL SERVICE

or world-wide use is 50% of the total
music cost. Where the laboratory pro¬
vides a narrator or voices for dia¬

Our shelves are loaded with a variety of hard-to-get
items . .. available for “spot” delivery . ..

logue, cost is figured after an analysis

ZOOM
LENS CORRELATOR
WITH FOLLOW FOCUS ATTACHMENT

The ZOOM LENS CORRELATOR
is an instrument of flawless
quality. It accurately aligns the
cross-line of the lens reticle with
the cross-line of the camera to
assure precise zoom shots. Dis¬
placement of the center frame
is impossible when zooming
from wide-angle to telephoto
position. A large selector knob
with calibrated built-in focal
length distances controls zoom
smoothness, and permits the
operator to predetermine zoom
by selecting and locking-off
focal length distances.

is made of the total job.
Is it possible for the small-budget
film producer to shave these costs?
Perhaps, if he is, or is associated with,
an experienced film music cutter,
knows where to obtain the music he
needs and can provide the laboratory
with a fully-timed and synchronized
music and sound track ready to print
with the picture. Otherwise, let the
laboratory do it; but get your quota¬
tion in advance so that all music costs
can be safely figured in the estimate
you submit to your client.
■
Ed. Note: The foregoing is based on a seseries
which

of articles relating to film music
appeared in recent issues of The
Aperture, monthly journal of Calvin Pro¬
ductions, Inc., Kansas City, Mo.

THE ILLUSION OF REALITY
Renting from Camera Service costs less. No waste calls ... no
promises of delivery but performance. All this adds up to a saving
in time and money. Our motion picture and TV equipment meet
the highest standards of quality and precision . . . our wide
assortment is second to none . . . and meeting tight schedules
is our specialty. You get what you want when you want it.

Continued from Page 230
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The next time you want that hard-to-find item—or any item—call PLaza 7-0906
. . . you’ll find our delivery tailored to your most urgent requirements.

CAMERA

SERVICE

CENTER

onstrated in his earlier film, “The Face
of Lincoln,” which won an Academy
Award in 1955. Briefly, “The Face of
Jesus” begins with Dr. Gage describ¬
ing a clay sculpture bust of Jesus at
the age of twelve years. Speaking di¬
rectly to the audience from the screen,

333 West 52nd Street • New York 19, N. Y. • PLaza 7-0906

he explains that it is a likeness of the
boy Jesus as he appeared when his

UNDERWATER BLIMP

parents found him, after a search of
several days, discoursing with the high
priests of the Temple. Relating further

BY BIRNS &. SAWYER OF HOLLYWOOD

that nothing is known of the life of
Jesus during the ensuing eighteen

FOR 16 &. 35mm ARRIFLEX...

years. Dr. Gage then deftly re-molds
the features of the sculpture to rep¬
resent Jesus at the age of 30—as the
exalted young evangelist looked at the

Operates at 300-ft. depth
without pressurization
Rugged Vz" welded marine aluminum girder plate; stain¬
less steel fittings, 0-ring seals. Complete, ready to go:
base, 16 or 35mm top, interior footage light, balance weight,
battery compartment case, optical extension eye-piece, sports
finder, lens protector, aperture control, scribed indicator plate

time of his baptism.

SEE YOUR DEALER, OR WRITE:

BIRNS & SAWYER Cine Equipment
6424 SANTA MONIQA BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.
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TELEPHONE: Hollywood 4-5166

Dr. Gage continues to narrate highpoints in the life of Jesus as he works,
illustrating each phase by altering the
features of the sculpture to indicate
the emotional tensions and physical
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NEVER BEFOR
A HELPFUL BOOK LIKE THIS!
FOR MOTION PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHERS
Gives you detailed answers to hundreds of
problems and questions relating to Theatrical,
Television, Industrial, Military, Educational
I
*•1,

^

)j(S,

and Documentary motion picture production.

, «

^

V,,

^

t w.

Illumination Data for both
“boosted
voltage”
and
standard
studio
lighting
equipment together with foot
candle, amperage and volt¬
age tables and wiring dia¬
grams.

r W/*'®'
/ 1 >@\/it
/' i
NY »'/*-4

I

^ ‘'I

r

*

>'

^ /if

Data never before printed
on: Panning Speeds, Optical
Effects, Ultra High Speed,
Underwater
Cinematogra¬
phy, Make-Up, Background
Plates,
Process
Scenes,
Shooting Day-for-Night (col¬
or & B&W).

y

i

V •'

^ ■-

sii :•

y .
-

Post Paid

Tables for compensating Fil¬
ter Factors, Shutter Angles,
Camera Speeds.

PIUS DIOPTER lENSES FOCAL LENGTH CONVERSION TABLE
Fof 50mm, 75mm. 100mm and I50mm lenses

~

-,

rcamera

.6m' „ j?'

Many useful Camera, Lens,
and Filming Formulas.

C'NfMATOGRAPHY

,„„.„filter factor compensator
IKCRfASE IN EXPOSURE REQUIRED WITH VARIOUS FILTER FACTORS
MP.r rv,.

EKrOSVIl
MUTMUT
riUER

-...'Pril'i!.®'**.'""

Special Data on Exposure,
Color,
Illumination,
Arctic
and Tropic Cinematography,
Infrared Film, Filters, etc.

*"»«« *'•«>

Complete

Data

for

Ultra

Close-Up
Cinematography
with Extension Tubes, and
Diopter Lenses.
Wide-Screen Processes, com¬
plete aperture and viewfind¬
er dimensions for all aspect
ratios for 65mm, 35mm and
16mm; squeezed and un¬
squeezed photography,
single-and double-frame.
Complete Lens Angle Data
for all lenses for all aspect
ratios.
Film Threading Diagrams for
all cameras.
Detailed Listing of all Mod¬
ern Professional Cameras:
65mm, 35mm, and 16mm.
Black-and-White and Color
Film Data, together with ASA
ratings. Identification, and
Incident Light Readings for
same.
Up-to-Date Data on Lenses,
Filters, Exposure and Color
Temperature Meters.

43

F/2-3_
_J.8
32

1.42
375
571
9,02
■3.21 _

is’ij

5J.79
60.00

There’s something to help you on every
page of this valuable fact-packed hook!

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL
P.O. Box 2230, Hollywood 28, Calif.
Charts, tables diagrams and drawings such as these give
instant answers to problems relating to lens angles, filter
Factors, shutter openings, camera speeds, exposure, lighting,
aspect ratios, etc., etc.

Please send

me.copies of the AMERICAN

Payment enclosed.

CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL.

Please ship C.O.D.

Name..

MAIL COUPON

NOW!

Street & No.

.

Zone.

State....

*For orders mailed within California, please add 4% sales tax.
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SAVE MONEY

j

When Filming In Europe
By Renting Your
Camera Equipment From

|

I

I

CHEVEREAU
PARIS, FRANCE

I

We Service The Entire Continent

changes of the, subject. We see the
stress brought on by Jesus’ fasting and
temptation in the wilderness, his in¬
dignation at the money-changers in
the Temple, his sorrow and betrayal
at Gethsemane, his trial and conviction
by Pilate. Gage skillfully remolds the
suffering face, adds a crown of thorns
and closes the eyes at the crucifixion.
Life is gone—the face is inert in death.
Then, once more, the spark of life
begins to flare within the clay and the

CAMERAS
CRANES
DOLLIES

face is restored to that of the radiant
risen Ghrist of the Resurrection. The
entire miraculous story is conveyed by
means of striking artistry achieved
behind the camera as well as in front
of it.
Birth Of The Idea

in

high

speed

ject were photographed with uncom¬
mon artistry and imagination. Bear¬
ing this in mind, he discussed the
project with another of his patients,
ace cinematographer Gordon Avil,
A.S.C., who immediately caught his
enthusiasm. As a result, the idea be¬
came a joint production effort be¬
tween the three men, and they set to
work on its realization.

standard reversal processing
Security clearance
Free Vacuumating
Films returned same day
Customer extra service; Special
prices on

Eastman

& du

Pont

Reversal Film

NATIONAL CINE LABORATORIES
WASHINGTON 17, D. C.
•
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the earth, a historical figure rather
than merely an etheral spirit.
Next, it had to be decided whether
to shoot the picture in black-and-white
or color. Tests were filmed in 16mm
black-and-white and also 35mm East¬
man color. The latter revealed an
interesting problem. Even though an
attempt was made to play down the

while the camera technique itself was
based on a knowledge of normal pro¬
duction, the situation differed greatly
from normal production in that it did
not have live characters being directed
and moving around a set. And yet,
if the result were to be genuinely a
motion picture it had to have action,
and the lighting must lend the sculp¬
tured head a three-dimensional qual¬

felt that audience interest would wane
if what is basically a single scene were
held on the screen for twenty minutes
without cutting away to other action.

or

Jesus as a delicate ascetic of fragile
countenance.
Gage envisioned him
differently — as a virile, physically
strong man of the outdoors with a
rugged face illumined by tender com¬
passion—a man who actually walked

revealed his ambition to film the face
of Jesus. Since Dr. Jennings has a
touch of honestly-come-by cinema in

Dr. Jennings felt that audience in¬
terest could be maintained if the sub¬

Specialists

been released, so there was no ready
gauge of audience acceptance of such
screen image. Most of the Medieval
and Renaissance artists had delineated

“In approaching this subject pho¬
tographically,” recalls Avil, “I was
confronted with the paradox that,

ning, he merely aided Dr. Gage get
the project started, but his efforts were
discouraged hy some professionals who

REVERSAL
PROCESSING

not yet

One day, while Dr. Jennings was
ministering to the dental needs of his
patient, Dr. Gage, the famous sculptor

his blood, his enthusiasm for the proj¬
ect was instantaneous. In the begin¬

QUALITY

had

decades a Director of Special Effects
for Paramount Studios.

story in itself. It all began, prosaically
enough, in a dentist’s office. The den¬
tist, Dr. John D. Jennings, is the son
of the late Gordon Jennings, for three

26 YEARS OF

“King of Kings”

color of the sculptor’s hands by means
of makeup and masking the light, the
color film tests indicated that the rela¬
tively brilliant flesh tones tended to
“steal the scene” from the monotonegray sculpture clay. This decided the
issue and the picture was shot on
35mm Plus X.

The manner in which the film came
into being constitutes an interesting

20 RUE OE LA CHINE
PARIS 20, FRANCE
Tels: MEN 9472, PYR 5104
Cable: Cameraloc Paris

life.

But first there were several impor¬
tant pre-production problems to be
solved. Dr. Gage had to arrive at a
visual concept of Christ that would
be universally acceptable. This has
always been something of a dilemma
for film producers, which accounts for
the fact that the face of Jesus has rarely
been shown in films dealing with his

ity in order to give it the illusion of
life. In an effort to achieve this re¬
sult we employed lighting effects on
the background and varied the light¬
ing on the face—at the same time
striving to create the illusion of reality
and life in the subject itself. It was
a matter of relying on normal produc¬
tion experience to make an unusual or
non-normal subject cinematic.”
In order to achieve a clean threedimensional
fusion

of

effect

multiple

without
shadows

the

con¬

on

the

sculpture, Avil decided to use a mini¬
mum

number

illuminate

it.

of

lighting

units

to

The key light was a

750-watt Baby Spot with fill light pro¬
vided by a single sealed-beam lamp.
A similar unit was also used to light
the background. This had to be care¬
fully controlled in order to make the
sculpture stand out in relief. With this
lighting set-up an illumination

level
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of 300 foot candles was achieved which
permitted working at an average stop
of f/4.5.
The surface of the lens of the
sealed-heam lamp mentioned above has
numerous tiny prismatic indentations
each of which, in a sense, acts like
a separate lens, producing an over-all
soft effect in the illumination hut with
enough concentrated beam to project
a shadow. In this way, shadow pat¬
terns
(such as the
crucifixion sequence)
jected

onto

the

cross in the
could be pro¬

background

merely

by uncovering or dimming a sealedbeam lamp mounted behind the ap¬
propriate silhouette off-screen.
In the final sequence which por¬
trayed the Resurrection and Ascension,
the camera was tied down securely
for shooting a series of scenes for
precisely matched dissolves. The face
of Jesus was first shown haggard and
burdened with sorrow in death. Then
several progressive static shots were
made with sculptor Gage changing the
feature bit-by-bit between shots, so
that the face of Jesus slowly changed
to a life-like countenance, ecstatic and
healthy. In the last shot of the series
the sculpture was removed from the
scene entirely and a straight shot of
the

background made.

In

the

final

editing a continuous series of short,
smooth dissolves between these scenes
makes the face appear to emerge grad¬
ually from death into radiant re-hirth
until, at the Ascension, it slowly fades
out leaving the background clear.
Throughout the progression of the
various phases of Jesus’ life the light
was changed, often radically, to com¬
plement the changing moods of the
scenes. In Somber moments it was
subdued in brighter moments, inten¬
sified. But the changes were accom¬
plished so smoothly that they seemed
to flow one into another without dis¬
traction, even when the key light was
shifted from one side of the face to
the other.
From time to time the camera un¬
obtrusively dollies in or out, tilting
and panning to shoot the sculptor as
he models the clay and tells the story.
Dr. Gage was at first reluctant to
narrate the film himself, hut his two
colleagues finally persuaded him that
a personal narration would add an
intimate human touch to the presen¬
tation.
The clay medium itself presented
mechanical problems which affected

the photography. The heavy waterbase clay dried out quickly under the
lights and had constantly to be kept
moist. Moreover, it was found that
too much or too little moisture changed
the appearance of the clay so that it
would not match that in scenes previ¬
ously shot. Catering to this problem
accidentally resulted in one of the best
visual effects in the film. The sculp¬
ture had been wetted down just prior
to filming the trial and crucifixion
scenes, so that the clay surface was
quite moist. Someone suggested that
the scene be filmed that way so that
the moisture would suggest perspira¬
tion. This was done and the result was
most realistic.
Perhaps the main restriction and a
formidable problem in filming the pic¬
ture was the fact that scenes could not
be retaken as in normal live-action
film production. After any change
had been made in the sculpture there
was no turning back. The facial sculp¬
ture, in the hands of Dr. Gage, was
constantly maturing, reflecting various
emotions and changing in aspect. No
sculptor, no matter how skillful, can
go back and exactly duplicate fea¬
tures as he formed them at a some
earlier moment. In other words, had
something gone wrong photographically
it would have been impossible to go
back—except all the way back to the
beginning. As it was, although film¬
ing was a slow and painstaking process,
all went smoothly.
When shooitng was completed, the
precise process of editing began.
While much of the narration had been
recorded as lip-sync dialogue during
shooting, additional narration was
later recorded wild and timed to fit
the edited closeups. An excellent li¬
brary of recorded music featuring full
orchestral and choral excerpts from

Res ipse loquitur

Hazidel s Messiah” supplied the neces¬
sary background and adds greatlv to
the emotional impact of the film.

>

Actual photography of the subject,
including the tests, consumed a week
on the sound stage—the overall pro¬
duction from script to screen requir¬
ing just under two months. The re¬
sultant film, reverent and artistic,
fully justifies the faith and efforts of
Dr. Jennings, Dr. Gage and Gordon
Avil, A.S.C. It has received merit
awards at the Venice and Coronado
film festivals, and the Southern Califorina Motion Picture Council has
honored it with a Four Star Certificate
of Merit, its highest award.
■

—

;
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SCOTCHLITE PROCESS
Continued from Page 229

mirror which is placed in front of the
camera lens at a 45°

angle to the

screen. A slide or motion picture pro¬
jector is placed 90° to one side of the
camera and the background slide or
film is projected onto the surface of
the mirror, from which it is reflected
onto the screen. The camera lens pho¬
tographs the screen image and the
actor standing in front of it by shoot¬
ing through the two-way mirror. The
arrangement of the components is
demonstrated in the accompanying
illustrations. If the projector and
camera are arranged in such a manner
that the axes of their two lens systems
are coincident, then an actor standing
in front of the screen will matte out
his own shadow exactly and a high
quality composite will be achieved
without a matte line.
The Scotchlite Screen

The key to the process is the screen
itself, for without a high-reflectance
surface the camera would pick up not
only the background image reflected
from the screen but from the flesh and
costume of the actor, too.
The screen is specially built and
consi.sts of a flat, warp-proof support
onto which 3-foot wide strips of Scotchlite-brand reflective sheets have been
pasted. At U.C.L.A. a large sheet of
plate glass, mounted on
plywood,
is used for the support. The total cost
of such a screen, in dimensions of
5x6 feet, need not run more than
S50.
The Scotchlite strips have an ex¬
tremely high reflectance, estimated by

or let the product speak for itself

the manufacturer to be from 150 to
200 times that of flat white paint, de¬
pending upon the type of sheeting
employed. Inasmuch as the reflectance
of the screen far exceeds that of flesh
and costume, any exposure properly

• Sound

• Editorial

• Laboratory Services

Capital
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N. E.
WASHINGTON 2, D. C.
PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634
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based upon the brightness of the re¬
flected background image will fail to
record the faintly reflected image
which is cast onto the face and clothes
of the actor. Any possibility of this
unwanted image being recorded is
further precluded by the key and fill
lighting on the actor which washes
it out.
Because the angle of reflection of
Scotchlite sheeting is so narrow, any
light which strikes the screen from
key or fill lamps set 45° or more to
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Having completed high-priority Government
orders which required almost our entire
1961 production, we are pleased to announce
that a limited quantity of Arriflex 35 cameras
is available for immediate delivery.

CORPORATION
257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH,

OF

AMERICA

NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

either side of the camera’s optical axis
will not be reflected back into the lens
with sufficient intensity to register on
the film. The risk of washing out the

MOVIOLA SOUND READERS
feature separate components, economy and flexibility

screen image with set and actor lights
is thereby minimized, allowing for a

SOUND READERS

competent, speedy job of lighting by
cameramen who lack prior experience
in
background projection cinema¬
tography.

The Two-Way Mirror
A “two-way” or so-called “detective”
mirror is employed to effect coinci¬

•OPTICAL READERS
SRO — 35mm
SRO — 16mm
SRB —35mm,16mm,
35-32mm

MAGNETIC READERS
SRM — 35mm
SRM — 16mm
SRM — 35mm, 16mm,
17t4mm, V*"

dence of both camera and projector
optical axes. Without such a mirror
system the shadow of the actor upon
the screen would be photographed by
the camera and the illusion of the
composite would be destroyed.
Such mirrors are manufactured so
that one side is suited for the reflection
, of light. This side is turned 45° from
the camera so as to pick up and re¬

be

employed,

preferably
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Any Moviola pick-up unit can be
plugged into either of two AmplifierSpeakers which can be conveniently
placed to give desired sound recep¬
tion and to allow maximum space
in the working area.

f OPTICAL
— 35mm, 16mm, 35-32mm
MAGNETIC - 35mm, 16mm, 17 Vi mm, V4"

\

MOVIOLA SYNCHRONIZER Sound Reader Adaptations

MS - 16
for 16mm track

of the mirror is designed to be looked
through—this side is turned towards
the camera lens.
should

Unlike single unit systems. Movi¬
ola’s separable components permit
the purchase of only the pick-up
unit required to suit specific sound
tracks. Additional equipment can
be added — to accommodate new
requirements.

AMPLIFIER-SPEAKERS

flect the image from the slide or mo¬
tion picture projector. The other side

As large a mirror as seems practical

Moviola's unique Sound Reader
system is designed for versatility
in fitting the budget as well as
the job.

MS - 35
for 35mm track

5539 RIVERTON AVENUE

•

NORTH HOLLYVfOOO, CALIF.

no
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QUALITY AND SERVICE
10 MM

BUCK&WmU
REVERSUL mmi
POSITIVE PRINTING
COLOR ProcessingSuper Anscochrome

COLOR PRIKTIi
Work prints—Timed Prints
Color to Color prints—A & B roll prints
Color to B & W prints—Fodes-Dissolves
Dupe Negative—Multiple prints
Raw stock—Fastex service
Loop printing
Write for complete information

VIDEO

FILM
LABORATORIES

350 W. 50th ST. • NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
JUdson 6-7196

smaller than 1x2 feet. The larger the
mirror used, the farther the projector
can be placed from it—a distinct ad¬
vantage in reducing both the size of
the shadow cast by the actor and the
amount of “hot spot” in the projected
image.
The mirror is mounted in a wooden
or metal frame which is supported in
such a manner as to allow for the
vertical, lateral, and longitudinal posi¬
tioning of the mirror relative to the
screen, and the panning and tilting of
the reflected image. The adjustment
of

screen,

mirror,

and

camera

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
for

MOTION PICTUKE, STILL
and

lELEVISION STUDIOS

Catalog J on Your Letterhead

937 NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.
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from

the

front

of the

screen also reduces the amount of
“hot spot” which is such a problem
in conventional rear projection. Any
slight uneveness of illumination which
may still remain may be eliminated
by introducing a clear sheet of glass
between the projector and the mirror
and spraying the central area of the
sheet with a neutral density spray
until the illumination over the entire
screen has been equalized.
Finally, for reasons which are not

critical; once set, however, any num¬
ber of shots can be made without

quite clear, it is possible to use inex¬
pensive audio-visual 16mm projectors
and
standard
production
cameras
without interlocking motors and still
achieve synchronism of shutter move¬
ments. At U.C.L.A. all standard pro¬
duction cameras — Mitchell, Maurer,
and Arriflex, equipped on different

further adjustment so long as the posi¬
tions of these three components remain
unchanged. Sturdiness is essential in
the construction of the mirror mount
so as to eliminate vibration of the
mirror surface during photography.
Regrettably, the transmission of
such two-way mirrors is quite low—
anywhere from 15% to 25%. That is,
only about 1/5 of the light reflected
from the actor and the screen behind
him ever reaches the film in the cam¬
era; the rest is absorbed by the mirror.
This means that a combination of
relatively high light levels, high speed

variables for use with a small Scotchlite screen is the following:
Size of Screen: 2x3 feet
Screen Material: Scotchlite ^3280 WideAngle, Flat-Top Sheeting
Distance from Camera to Screen: 6 feet
Emulsion:
Eastman
Double-X 16mm
negative
Projector: 16mm, 1000-watt incandes¬
cent lamp, 2 inch f/1.6 lens
Plate: 16mm black-and-white positive
print
Camera Shutter Opening: 235°
Camera Lens Aperture: f/5.6

Projection Technique
In contrast to the expensive, heavy,
and complicated 35mm arc projectors
required for conventional rear projec¬
tion, standard 16mm audio-visual pro¬
jectors may be satisfactorily employed
with the Scotchlite process. Because of
the high reflectance of the screen,

Write for A Copy of Oor

Projection

is

emulsions, and large apertures must
be employed for such photography. A
typical combination of photographic

Specialized

expensive pilot pin movement is not
necessary to insure proper registration.

normal 1000-watt incandescent projec¬
tion lamps will produce brilliant screen
images. Because the distance from the
projector to the screen is so small as
compared with the distances required
in rear projection, the magnification
of the image upon the screen is by no
means as great; accordingly, image
weave and jiggle is reduced and an

occasions with both synchronous and
“wild” motors—have been used in this
process with conventional 16mm pro¬
jectors. In all cases, synchronism was
achieved automatically. Like the engi¬
neer’s example of the bumble-bee,
which is aerodynamically unsuited for
flight, it shouldn’t work—but it does!
Summary
A

number

of

advantages

recom¬

mend the Scotchlite projection process
to low-budget producers. First, it is
relatively inexpensive, the screen and
mirror components costing no more
than Si00 to assemble. Second, the
process may be employed on small
stages inasmuch as both the projec¬
tion and photography are conducted
on the same side of the screen. Third,
extensive experience in background
projection cinematography is not re¬
quired of the camerman inasmuch as
splash light is not likely to wash out
the projected image. Fourth, because
of the relatively short throw, standard
audio-visual 16mm projectors can be
used to provide bright, steady back¬
ground images. In most cases, such
inexpensive projectors synchronize

Change Of Address: To insure receiv¬
ing
American
Cinematographer
promptly each month after you move,
send your new address in advance to:
Circulation
Department,
American
Cinematographer, Box 2230, Hollywood
28, Calif. Send old address with new,
enclosing if possible the address label
from last magazine wrapper. Post of¬
fices will not forward this magazine
unless you provide extra postage.
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satisfactorily

with

camera

shutters

without the use of expensive interlock
motors. Finally, because the image is
reflected from a surface, rather than
being passed through a transluscent
material, the Scotchlite process often¬

NEW F & B MARK III FLUID DRIVE TRIPOD
lT

times produces sharper images with
less “hot-spot” problems than conven¬
tional rear-projection systems.
The reflective sheeting which has
been described here is commercially
available from most hardware dealers.
Certain other components and provi¬
sions of this process, however, may be

The first announcement of this
new F & B product was followed
by an immediate sell-out. We
rushed in a NEW SHIPMENT,
however, so they are now in stock
and available at F & B.

covered by claims of U.S. Patents No.
2,727,429 and No. 2,727,427. Those
individuals or organizations which in¬
tend to use the process for commer¬
cially released films may wish to ex¬
amine these patents.
■

Complete outfit for 16mm cameras,
35mm Eyemos & Arris, at an amazingly

$]395o

Tripod legs only..$49.50
Baby tripod legs only...47.50
Fluid Head only......

Includes Tripod, Adapter and Visco-matic
Fluid Head. With F & B’s usual iron-clad
guarantee.

97.50

Leather & Vinyl case.. 12.50
Leather & Vinyl case for Baby. 11.50

MULTI-SCREEN MOVIES
Continued from Page 234

Science exhibit will occupy 61/^ acres
of the 74-acre Fair site.
The role of the Fames composite
movie will be critical because it will
be exhibited within the first of the
areas covered on visitors’ normal tour
of the Science Pavilion. Its main job
will be to condition visitors about to
make a two-hour tour of the USSE
exhibits. The film has been designed
to set the stage by giving audiences
a capsule history of science and an
insight into the scientific method.
The multi-screen system was se¬
lected as a logical method for review¬
ing a subject of such vast proportions
in the allotted time of less than 13
minutes. With six screens displaying
variations of the same theme, a satu¬
ration impression can be created in
an extremely short time, according to
Fames.
It is worth pointing out that this
technique was pre-proven. In 1959,
the Fames organization prepared a
similar show for presentation at the
American exhibition in Moscow. (See
“Seven Screens For Moscow,” No¬
vember, 1959, American Cinematog¬
rapher.)
This show bore the title
“Glimpses of the U. S. A.” Its theme
was depicting the way Americans live,
work and play. Saturation impressions
were created with the same multi¬
screen technique.
The Seattle presentation will, tech¬
nically, pick up where the Moscow
exhibit left off. Based on earlier ex¬
periences, the presentation format has

DIRECTORS’
VIEWFINDERS

F & B NICKEL CADMIUM
BATTERIES
The perfect compan¬
ion for your Arriflex,
mounted in rugged
aluminum case, with
shoulder strap. In¬
destructible, high
capacity Nickel Cad¬
mium cells provide
perfect power, abso¬
lutely guaranteed
for 1 year.

New, imported director’s
viewfinder with large,
clear optics in 4 new
models at very reason¬
able prices.

Model I—for 35mm, range
25mm-135mm .^49.50
Model lA—for 16mm, range
11.5mm-75mm . 49.50
Model IB—for 16 mm, range
8mm-75mm . 69.50
Model III—for 35mm Wide-Screen &
TV Camera range 3-4 to 2.55-1, with
sliding, adjustable marks. 89.50

rpirr —Neckchaln and Leather I
I I'LL Case with Order
'

50% MORE EFFICIENT!
40% LESS EXPENSIVE!
7v. Battery (6 cells).$85.00
lOv. Battery (8 cells).100.00
15v. Battery (12 cells).135.00
Voltmeter attach, (opt). 20.00
Ammeter attach, (opt) . 10.00
Miniaturized Charger . 29.50
NEW—15v-7V2V Battery—can be switched
for 71/2V or 15v for both 16mm and 35mm
.$155.00
With Built-In Charger . 184.50
Write for new specification sheet

SERVING THE WORLD’S FINEST FILM MAKERS

N
68 West 45th Street, New York 36, New York • MUrray Hill 2-2928

BRIIEUTE
Nickel-Cadmium
batteries. Approx.
30-min. light
7-lbs. Case size is

2"x6"x8y2".
Guide No. 45
with 250 film
speed.

$169.00

Newest BRITELITE
Nickel - Cadmium,

long

life

power pack. Weight 1 1

lbs.

Approx. 30-min. lite supplied
with

Sun

Gun
#90

head.
with

Guide
250

^film speed.

$195.00

BRIGHT ELECTRONICS
1617 Martel, Ft. Worth, Texas
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been varied. In Moscow, seven indi¬
vidual screens were suspended above
the audience’s eye level. In Seattle,
all of the presentations will be in a
single, six-segment screen area which

UNEXCELLED

BLOW
UPS

is part of one of the walls of The
House of Science.

16MM TO 35MM
BY “WET GATE" PRINTING

Audiences will enter the area
through doors in a wall beneath which
projection windows are recessed in
sculptured
fashion.
As
spectators
gather for the showing, a pattern of
synchronized color slides will be pro¬
jected first to attract and hold audi¬
ence attention.

Tremendous opportunities available
today for profits thru theatrical exhi¬
bition of entertaining 1 6mm films en¬
larged to standard 35mm B&W or
color.
FOR AS LITTLE AS $45 YOU CAN HAVE
OVER ONE MINUTE OF TEST FILM
MADE, ENLARGING YOUR 16MM COL¬
OR ORIGINAL TO A 35MM PROFES¬
SIONAL COLOR PRINT THAT CAN BE
SHOWN IN YOUR LOCAL THEATRE.

The plan to present the Science
show in a simultaneous six-screen pro¬
jection made it possible to build a
continuity device into the presenta¬
tion. The continuity is carried on to
a seventh and larger screen which is
centrally located and overlaps all of
the other presentation spots. The six
basic screen areas measure 9'xl6'.
They are arranged in two rows of
three screens each, as pictured. Sixinch strips separate and define the
screen areas. The seventh and central
screen is 17'x21'. Visual area cover¬

Complete advisory and technical
services from story ideas to theater
screen.
Linwood Dunn, ASC

FILM EFFECTS
of Hollywood, Inc.
1153 No. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Cal.
“Over 30 Years of Major Studio Experience”

V__^___
X---

400-and 1200-foot Conversions
I

FINEST
'

on

,

the

day.

ii
'
(

market

Convert

Auricon
or

to-

The show will open with an anima¬
tion sequence running between four
and four-and-one-half minutes. The
show derives its name from this open¬

your

Cine-Voice

Pro

to

camera

'

age for slides will he a 200° field of
view.

conversion

a

fine

that

will

handle full 400 feet
'

of film

with

(

jam-free,

S

operation.

>

counter,

expounds new theories before the
society of his day. He builds a shel¬
ter to house his beliefs and is joined
by others.
Gradually, as new areas of scientific
interest evolve through the ages, rooms
and wings are added. Each new seg¬
ment conforms to the architectural
style of the times during which it was
born.
This building block technique also
provides a device that introduces the
audience to the vastness of the show
itself. The animation sequence starts
with one screen and eventually spreads
to cover the total area. It depicts the
acceleration of scientific development
in modern times. Between 500 B.C.
and 1850 A.D., the House of Science
grows slowly. Then, rapid additions
help make the point that more than
90 per cent of all scientific discovery
has

been

achieved

in

the last

110

years.
From this opening sequence depict¬
ing the evolution, or history of science,
a series of presentations follows that
shows the level achieved by science to¬
day. The aim is to show that science
is not simply the business of progress
through science, but an all-encompass-

perfect

wow-free
Includes

Veeder-Root
I,

ing section, which depicts the growth
of the House of Science from preHellenic times, approximately 500 B.C.
One man, with an inquiring mind,

footage

filter

and

holders,

I

jack

in

l|

camplete

slot
phone

camera

and

refinishing.

i' Quick Service . . . Finest Workmanship . . .
I
Mitchell or Bell & Howell Magazines.
I

Write for Pictures and Complete Details

!

GORDON YODER

!

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS

i>
I

2222 N. Prairie Ave., Dallas 4, Texas
Phone LAkeside 1-2672

Aulomalic Daylight Processini
DEVELOPING TANK

|

*
*
*
*
*
*

j
j

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-16inm-35mm-70mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor-driven, portable
Uniform Density Assured
400 Ft. Tank Available

FILM DRYER
* Motor driven—Heated
* Speedy drying

* Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
* Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
* Easily assembled without
tools
* Compact, Portable
Cuoranteed. Write for Free Literature

Micro Record (orp.
•
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“Look, fellows—the movie I photographed in
that make me the first TV film cameraman?”

1910 starring

John Bunny,
—Ueprinted

Beacon,

Doesn't

by redue.st.

N.Y ;
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ANOTHER FILMLINE FIRST!

The REVOmtOHARy R-36

MODEL R-36:
/ERSAL FILM

DEVELOPS 16MM FILM AT 2160 FT. PER HR.
NEGATIVE FILM AT 720 FT. PER HR.
POSITIVE FILM AT 1440 FT. PER HR.
Super Speed-Super Quality. The R-36 is
the answer to the film industry’s exacting
requirements for increased speed and
quality in reversal processing. It is ideal
for military, industrial and commercial
use. The Filmline R-36 gives you perform¬
ance that never existed before. You must
see it in action ... see its results to believe
it. Write or pbone today.

d MS
^ mIm

• EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE TRANSPORT SYSTEM elim¬
inates film breakage, automatically compensates
for elongation—tank footage stays constant.
• OPERATES at 83°F at better than 60 ft. per min.

• EASY TO OPERATE...needs no attention.
• COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION on all emulsions
— no darkroom necessary.

•FEED IN AND DRY BOX ELEVATOR, plus 1200'
magazine permits continuous processing.

• TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM controls heating
and cooling of all chemical solutions.

_
. ..,
^
Additional Features:
• Forced Warm Air Dry Box • Filtered Air Supply
• 316 Stainless Steel Construction • Film Speed
tachometer • Two developer pumps • Built in air
compressor • Bottom drain valves and drain trough
• Rotary Oilless air compressor • Dry box and solu¬
tion thermometers • Plumbed for continuous replen¬
ishment • Weight; Approx. 1150 lbs. • Size- 9'4" x
33". 551/2" • Only $7950.00 F.O.B. Milford. Conn.

• VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE, development times from
IV2 to 15 minutes.

Recent Filmline Installations:
• N. A. S. A. Huntsville, Ala.
• Reeves Sound, N. Y. C.
• Thiokol Chemical Co.
• WHYN-TV, KNDO-TV, WFMY-TV
• Moral Rearmament

WHEN YOU BUY QUALITY-FILULINE COSTS LESS
ACA-62

ing way of life. Man’s curiosity about
nature and his environment, for ex¬
ample, is presented as a basic scien¬
tific motivation.

Bell & Howell

Different fields of scientific en¬
deavor are dealt with, one at a time,

MITCHELL

1 6mm

16mm

FILMO VIEWERS

and each sequence shows scientific and
technical staffs at work in their re¬
spective pursuits. This method of pre¬
sentation has the effect of imparting
a feel for the work delineated and at
the same time points up the fact visu¬
ally that scientists are not the dodder¬

VIEWFINDER

Good Used Condition with
Splicer

00

$

SALE.

WITH AUTOMATIC FOCUS_
LIKE NEW—LATEST MODEL
Reg. $620 ^
SALE.

With 2-Speed Geared Rewinds,
Arms and Case

lOO

$(

ing, bewhiskered eggheads so often
caricatured, but young and old, male
and female, and of many races and
walks of life.

Automatic Follow Focus
with Cams—Like New.
Reg. $700 ^
SALE.

1 6mm

MAGAZINE CAMERAS
WITH 35mm LENS

$-

parted in as little as 30 seconds each.

ioo

Device

55000

TRIPOD
TIE-DOWN CHAINS

GSAP

With this technique, conceptual pre¬
sentations of complex fields such as
astronomy, physics, chemistry, anthro¬
pology, biology, and so on, are im¬

425 00

Set of 3 Chains—With Long
Chain—Stage Screw &
Turnbuckle
Reg. $10
SALE.

$095

The content of this multi-screen
presentation is made up of a com¬
bination of stock footage, motion pic¬
tures of color slides made by scien¬
tists, and of footage shot especially for
the show. This photography as well
as the selection of stock footage and
other “canned” material has been
bandied by Karnes’ chief motion pic-

CO

Florman & Babb, inc.
68 W. 45th St., N. Y. C. 36, N. Y. • MU 2-2928

ins lYioads a
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CARTER

CARPAC

For The Commercial Photographer
A Necessity when you need an elevated platform.
Over 22 sq. ft. non-slip deck area. The safe, easy,
sure way to get the elevation you need for better
pictures.

CarPac Platforms on three mobile units prove a
big help to Lens-Art Photographers, Detroit, who
say:

"We have used your CarPac carriers a

good

many years and can truthfully state that they are
a

handsome

deck.

workhorse

of; a

fine

cameraman's

Our specialty is architectural and illustrative

photography and we use them almost every day."
Write

for

folder.

Models

tax. Advise year & model

Designed with ample load carrying capacity
accurately fastened but readily removable.

CARTER

from

$165-$225,

plus

of car.

MANUFACTURING

1227 S.E. Division

CO.

Portland, Oregon

Used World-Wide By Discriminating Cameramen

(INEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16mm Projectors
timing
BEIT

Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Jan, Ampro,
Kodak, RCA, and Victor 16mm
projectors at synchronous speed.
Projector can be instantly attached to
Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬
tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An outstanding feature is the flexible
shaft which connects motor with projector
and permits smooth, quiet and steady
operation. No special technical knowl¬
edge required for installation and mount¬
ing. Write for more details and prices.

One-year Guarantee! Immediate Delivery!

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,

763

lOth

Ave.,

N.Y.,

N.Y.,

PLaza

7-3511

ture cameraman. Archer Goodwin.
The animation sequence was designed
by Alan Fleck, of the Fames organi¬
zation.
To photograph material for some
sequences, Goodwin and his crew
traveled throughout the United States.
Prominent scientists were photo¬
graphed in their laboratories, observa¬
tories, field locations and so on. All
of the motion picture footage for this
show was shot on or converted to
35mm Eastman Color, Where dupli¬
cates of exisitng print materials were
made, Goodwin used Eastman Color
Internegative Film, Type 5270. Or¬
iginal footage was shot on Eastman
Color Negative Film, Type 5250.
Because careful blending and inte¬
gration of the wide variety of pic¬
torial material was essential to the
successful presentation of the show,
Goodwin set up a composite editing
system to facilitate editing. The first
step was to cut a frame from the print
of each scene on motion picture film
and mount it on a 3"x5" card hav¬
ing an aperture the size of the film
picture area. The various cards were
then placed on a back-lighted panel
of frosted glass for study. Here they
were shifted around and finallv arranged in a tentative sequence for
cutting the film. Each card carried
«>

information as to gross footage avail¬
able in the cut and its respective
screening time.
The editing job was most precise
from start to finish with each film
strip held to an exact frame count.
This was necessary because of the
synchronized six-projector system used
for the multi-screen presentation of
the show. Registration and synchroni¬
zation of each of the six prints was
extremely vital to achieving the total
effect aimed for.
To insure this precise synchroniza¬
tion and to simplify maintaining it
during each day’s operation of the
show, the prints have control signals
recorded on a magnetic strip on one
edge of the film; these monitor the
timing and control the shutter pitch
on the respective projectors.
The
sound track for the complete presen¬
tation is recorded separately on an¬
other 35 mm film and played back
during projection on a multi-track
magnetic film reproducer.
The chief objective of this multi¬
screen motion picture presentation is
to condition Fair visitors entering the
United States Science Exhibit to ab-
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sorb the scientific knowledge to which
they will subsequently he exposed as
they proceed through the USSE audi¬
torium. These visitors, for the most
part, will be coming into the area fol¬
lowing a v'ariety of experiences rang¬
ing from monorail rides to girlie
shows. The role of the novel multi¬
screen prologue will he to direct their
attention to a different but no less
entertaining attraction of the Seattle
World’s Fair.
■

OPTICAL FX UNIT

PRODUCTS

AND PRISMS

W -oic
try

ctf

FOR 16mm-35mm-TV CAMERAS,
LIVE TV, ANIMATION,
MOTION PICTURES

W

“FIREBALL” REFLECTOR
Continued from

Page

JT)

than 27 variations in op-

232

P

Old style reflectors weigh from 17
to 35 pounds each as compared to 6
pounds for the Fireball—an important
factor, Hoge points out, when a com¬
pany must ship grip equipment to a
distant location by air.
The Fireball is the standard 4' x 4'
size and mounts in all standard yokes.
The inflatable envelope is fabricated of
two bright aluminum sheets bonded to
plastic materials and pressure-sealed
at the edges on all four sides. Through
grommets inserted along the fused
margin, strong rubber bands are in¬
serted which secure the envelope to the
wooden frame. Thus, not only is the
envelope itself flexible but the flexible
mounting insures proper rigidity and
a smooth surface regardless of the
degree of inflation of the envelope.
As with conventional reflectors, the
Fireball bas one hard and one soft
surface. The latter is achieved by spe¬
cial treatment of the aluminum sheet
on one side with lenticularizing dyes
which form a myriad of minute, prism¬
like papules on the surface. The op¬
posite side is untreated. The Fireball

tical effects, montages, and

distortions without expensive
opticals.

600 foot candles. The one Fireball re¬
flector was more than adequate to
illuminate the interior of the workshop
for acceptable photography.
In comparing the Fireball to the
hard-panel reflectors generally in use
in the studios, Hoge points out that
out of a hundred such reflectors in a
studio’s grip department, only a very
small percentage is found in good us¬
able condition when a number of them
are requisitioned for a location call.
Plywood and pressboard reflectors tend
to warp or develop undulations in the
surface which reduce their ability to
reflect a flawless beam of light.

From two to
seven images or
combinations, more

Images may be photographed irr still motion or lor
ward and reverse rotation.

Complete unit consists of a four sur¬
face prism, mount, revolving housing,
and camera base assembly.

CfllDERfl • [DART

THE
Literature on request*

inc.

IS4S BROADWAY at 60»h ST.
Phene: PLozo 7-6977
NIW YORK 23. N. Y.
Cable Address CAMERAMART

The Answer to Zoom & Telephoto Lens Tripod Problems!

Silicone Dampened

HYDROFLUID

BALLLEVELING

Pan & Tilthead Tripod
AN N-C-E ORIGINAL IN TRIPOD
STYLING

AND

PERFORMANCE

Larger Silicone Dampening Area than
any Tripod in its class and price range
^ Designed for professional cameramen.
► Velvety smooth, jerk-proof pan and tilt
utilizing the dampening effect of silicone.
► Sturdy aluminum construction; weight 21

action,

lbs.

► Silicone loaded—temperature range 130 4- 500F.
► Precision ball-bearings. Mounted on pan
shaft for smooth action and alignment.

and tilt

► Pan 360 —Tilt 80°. For all cameras 40 lbs. or less.

Positive quick-finger camera lock — vari¬
able tension adjustment pan and tilt locks
spirit level—telescopic pan handle nvith
variable angle adjustment—right or left
hand position.

"HYDROFLUID” TRIPOD FOR
TV Vidicon—16 Mitchell—Maurer—Camerette—Arriflex 16/35—Aoricon (Cine-Voice600-1200) Cine Special—Eyemo—Filmo—
Cineflex

► First tripod of its kind with ball-type leveling at
bottom of base with positive lock at NO EXTRA
CHARGE.

PRICE WITH

► Tripod base of seasoned V-type maple-wood legs
with self-aligning leg locks.

BABY TRIPOD .$89.50
HIGH HAT .$32.50
CASE
.$25.50
BOOT & POINT COVER.$15.00

BASE

^369^^

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, Inc.
209 WEST 48TH STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y. — Circle 6-0348
Canadian

ENTERPRISES, No. Hollywood, Calif.—POpular 6-3725
Representative:
ALEX
CLARK,
LTD.,
Islington,
Ontario
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can be supplied in gold foil where a
wanner type of reflected light is re¬
quired. but this is a special order item,
according to Hoge, who says that gold
foil reflectors are not as popular today
as they once were.
The unique and exclusive fea¬
ture of the Fireball, of course, is its
ability to flood out the beam of re¬

reflected by the Fireball when used on
a windy day or when hand held as is
often done on a camera car or other
moving vehicle.
So strong and penetrating is the
light of the Fireball reflector, they
have been successfully used underwater
to photograph in the clearwater springs
and

pools

of

Florida.

Sam

Leavitt,

flected light. This is accomplished by
inflating the envelope and watching

A.S.C., who is presently photographing
location scenes in Hawaii for Columbia

the light beam spread out in the scene

Pictures’ “Diamond Head,” has been
able to effectively light dense tropical
scenes for color photography there

until it has reached the desired limits
or until the desired intensity in foot
candles is reached.
In one side of the envelope, near
the bottom is a valve to which is at¬
tached the tube from the inflating
bellows supplied for the purpose. Usu¬
ally three or four movements of the
bellows are all that are
inflate the reflector to the
tour. The tube may then
and the valve capped. It

required to
desired con¬
be removed
is even pos¬

sible, as Hoge demonstrated, to ade¬
quately inflate the envelope by mouth,
as only about i/^-pound of air pressure
is required, in adequate volume.
Because of the rubber-band suspen¬
sion system, there are no hard margins
in the reflected light beam of the Fire¬
ball. The margins are soft, almost in¬
distinguishable,

and

because of this

quality it is almost impossible to de¬
tect vibration or movement in the light

with the aid of Fireball reflectors.
Ralph Hoge, better than any other
industry veteran in Hollywood per¬
haps, knows the value of competent
and effective grip equipment. A vet¬
eran grip himself, he was an assistant
to the late Gregg Toland for 20 years.
Following Toland’s death, he joined
Lee Garmes, A.S.C., and worked as
head grip during many of his picture
assignments. Several years ago he set
up Thomas Rentals in Hollywood
through which he services studios and
independent producers with conven¬
tional grip equipment as well as with
the many specialized items of equip¬
ment of his own design which he manu¬
factures. The Fireball reflector is the
latest in a long line of equipment de¬
velopments by Hoge, and many in the
industry predict it could easily qualify
for an Academy technical award.
■

“THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE”
Continued from Page 223

Fortunately, some of the key scenes
had already been shot, but many still
remained to be filmed. The company
returned to Hollywood, where Krasner undertook the formidable task of
lighting and photographing matching
action that would intercut directly
with the footage shot on location.
Before leaving France, however,
.several
interesitng sequences were
filmed in less conspicuous locales. One
of these, shot in the Paris subway,
involved extensive dolly shots and
required two days of rehearsal before
being photographed.
The sequence
featured crowds of French children
and adults, plus complicated action in
which a Gestapo officer is pushed off
the platform by the protagonist into
the path of an onrushing train.
Shooting in classrooms of the Sorbonne included the usual interior lo-
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cation problem of low ceilings with no
place to hang lights. Lit entirely from
the floor, the resultant scene has the
true feel of having been shot in an
actual interior.
One of the most pictorially strik¬
ing sequences in the film was shot in
the magnificent gardens of Versailles
with its towering trees and the ground
aflame with autumn foliage. Actually,
the scene was filmed in November,
long after the leaves had departed
from the trees. A stickler for realism
and pictorial effect. Director Minnelli
had his Art Director and staff go to
the south of France and obtain every
available autumn leaf. Boxcar loads
of red and yellow leaves were shipped
up to the location and painstakingly
affixed to the trees to provide a stun¬
ning background for the highly-dramatic sequences, the long shots of

which were filmed in a slight overcast
that produced a strangely luminous
quality that was most effective pic¬
torially. Some time later, inside an
M-G-M sound stage, Krasner photo¬
graphed close shots to intercut directly
with these scenes. Here the peculiar
quality of daylight was perfectly re¬
produced in the scene by means of
incandescent lamps.
On the M-G-M sound stages, twen¬
ty-five thousand square feet of stage
space was packed with a total of 90
individual sets, ranging from the
sprawling Argentine mansion living
and dining rooms to the dingy attic
of a French farmhouse.
Several Paris exteriors, which were
unfinished
when
shooting permits
were cancelled in that city, had to be
staged at the studio. These scenes were
filmed after much careful planning
and study to insure that the photo¬
graphic quality would perfectly match
the location photography. The Art
Director had brought back color pho¬
tographs of all the major locales taken
from exact vantage points to match
those of the scenes already shot, and
matching set units were reproduced in
exact detail on the sound stages of
the studio.
An outstanding example of this at¬
tention to studio set detail is a tensely
dramatic sequence played in the rain
on the set of a Seine bridge with Notre
Dame in the background. This se¬
quence was filmed under tarpaulins on
the backlot so that the lighting could
be precisely controlled. A huge cyclarama with the cathedral painted on it
and lights behind it was supplemented
by apartment buildings in foreshorten¬
ed scale running along the sides. Cars
making turns along the street added
to the effect of convincing realism.
The march of a lengthy column of
Nazi occupation troops down the
Champs Elysees was also staged and
photographed on a large exterior set
erected on the studio back lot. An
actual shot of the Arc de Triomphe
was printed in later by means of the
traveling matte process to form an
authentic background. Similar real¬
ism is evident in a student riot se¬
quence staged on a set representing a
Left Bank street and sidewalk cafe.
In shooting the famous tango se¬
quence
(immortalized by Rudolph
Valentino in the first film version of
“Four Horsemen”) Krasner achieved
a tour de force of camera handling
Continued on Page 252
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Largest, Mosf Productive Classified Ad Section Of Any Publication Serving Makers Of Motion Pictures
STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
*

*

*

*
OUR 32ND YEAR
* * * *
EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC
GUARANTEED USED EQUIPMENT
WALL CAMERA, 4 lenses, 2 1000' mags, tri¬
pod, motor, finder, matte box, cases, spec'a' .
$1850.00
B&H STD. 170° unit I shuttle, 2 1000' mags,
3 lenses, motor, tripod, finder, matte box,
cases .$2300.00
16MM HOLLYWOOD Senior printer, 35' per
min. List $1200.00. SPEC.$475.00
BERNDT-MAURER blimp for Cine Special, fol¬
low focus gears, sync motor .$450.00
EDITING TABLE, lite well, film rack, 2 re¬
winds, 1-swivel base. List $147.00, Like
new. Special .$105.00
35MM B&H Pedestal hot splicer, 2 rewinds,
special .$850.00
H.F.C. Power rewind w/tightwind. List $159.50
special .$115.00
CINE SPECIAL 1, 100' mag., 2 lenses SPE¬
CIAL .$350,00
B&M Spotlights, priced low as .$75.00
1 6MM BLIMP for Maurer or Mitchell $400.00
1 6MM SOUND projectors low as .$150.00
35MM B&H 400' mags, low as .$35.00
AURICON portable power supply unit $175.00
35MM B&H or Mitch. 1000' mags .$95.00
5-WAY COMB, opaque strip, slides, copy proi®ctor .$175.00
B&H MOD. 302 Mag/Opt. 16mm projector.
.$575.00
DOLLIES, 3-wheel, collapsible, with seat,
priced low as .$1 25.00
E-K 5X7 autofocus enlarger, lens, easel,
.$175.00
ELWOOD 5X7 autofocus enlarger, lens, easel
.-.$175.00
DUKANE 35mm stripfilm and record projector
.$ 75.00
EYEMO Q, 3 lenses, 2 400' mags., motor,
tripod, cases .$650.00
PANCAKE AKELEY, lens, mags, tripod, motor,
.$375.00
35MM DE BRIE model L-E camera, 3 lenses,
4 400' mags, finder, motor, M-box, gearhead tripod, stop motion motor ..$1100.00
35MM MOVIOLA, Model D, silent ....$285.00
FILMO 70-S with 2 lenses, 24-V hi-speed
motor. Lits $695.00. Special .$300.00
MOVIOLA synchronizers, 3-way 16mm or
35mm .$120.00
16/35MM COMBINATION Moviola 4-way
synchronizer .$145.00
16MM FILMO DH, Turret, 1 lens, 400' mag.,
tripod, case .$750.00
AURICON PRO 200, NR24 amp., mike, head¬
phones, tripod, case. List $2133.00. Spec.
$1200.00.
With
Pan
Cinor
17-70mm
-.$1400.00
DE BRIE 35mm camera, 3 lenses, tripod finder
coses, SPECIAL .$495.00
16/35 MICRO opt. reader .$112.00
35MM DUPLEX printer. Dbl. head Acad
aperture, SPECIAL .$500.00
35MM REEVES opt. recorder. Make good tape
optical transfer .$485.00
GRAPHIC photo record mags. $145.00 value
SPECIAL .$85.00
Cash for used equipment.
Trades taken, also Consignments.
Contact us for your production needs.
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE, LTD.
1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Phone: Hollywood 9-3651

STUDIO S PRODUCTION EQUIP.
MITCHELL 35mm standard camera, 25-35-50
and 100mm Baltar lenses, 1 10-V wild motor,
two 1000 ft. magazines, Mitchell tripod and
friction head, set of cases.$4,195.00
ARRIFLEX 35mm camera model 11-B matte
box, 400 ft. magazine, case.
Excellent .$2,600.00
ARRIFLEX 35mm blimp & sync motor, geared
footage counter, condition same
Clew .$1,795.00
WORRELL gearhead and case. New $1,695.00
WORRELL gearhead and case. Used,
excellent .$1,495.00
220-volt 3-phase interlock motor for
NC or BNC camera .$195 00
VICTOR DUNCAN
234 Piquette Street
Detroit 2, Michigan
BOWLDS JR. ANIMATION STAND & CAMERA

Bowlds Jr. animation stand has motorized
zoom from 2 V, to 12 field.
E-W, N-S movements are calibrated with
position chart and pointer for
establishing curves, etc.
Stand has two floods and
animation board with double sliding
peg bars.
Bell & Howell 2709 animation camera
equipped for Rotoscope.
50mm F2 Cooke lens, stop motion motor
with frame counter, forward and reverse,
single frame or continuous.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
CINE-SPECIAL 1 1, excellent condition, 200 ft.
magazine, three fast Ektars, sync motor, stu¬
dio finder, matte box, and case, $995.00.
ROBERT DEMING, 6228 State Road, Cleve¬
land 34, Ohio.
AURICON Cine-Voice 1, $550.00. WAYNE
BAKER, 1605 N. Martel, #12, Hollywood,
California.
SOUND TRACK OPTICAL PRINTER

16-35mm
enlarge-reduction,
like
new,
$450.00. THOR, 16755 Moorpark, Calif.
PRO Jr. tripod, fluid head. New. Best offer!
Box 1446, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

WANTED
FOR THIRTY-FIVE YEARS WE'VE TRADED
AND SOLD
Equipment new and equipment old.
To serve our customers is our desire.
Let us help you find a buyer.
CONSIGNMENTS TAKEN
SET YOUR OWN PRICE—SHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US FAX NEW YORK—PHONE: PL 7-0440
S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC.
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N.Y.
Western Branch — 6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., HO 7-2124

Stand only $4250.00, including crating.
Camera, motor, lens and magazines,
$2200.00, including crating.

INSTANT CASH
HIGHEST PRICES PAID

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA CO.
6838 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, California

for your used 16mm and 35mm professional
equipment of any kind.

See S.O.S. ads on Pages 199, 206 and 207
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440 • Cable SOSOUND
S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Phone: HO 7-2124
3—1000 watt spotlights, cables and stands.
1 Capitol with color wheel, $30.00. 1 Cen¬
tury with color wheel, $30.00. 1 Kliegel,
$25.00. 4—500 watt pin spotlights with
telescopic lens and gelatine holder, new,
$22.00 each. 10 new 500 watt floodlights!
Fresenel lens, list price $40.00, close out
with pipe clamps, $20.00. Add $6.00 for
projection bulb. SANCENITO, Box 206, Passaic,
REAL BUYS from one of the leading mail
order camera stores for over 15 years! 16mm
Cine Kodak Special camera, fl.9, extra 100'
magazine, optical viewfinder installed, case,
$495.00. Kodak 16mm K-lOO camera, fl 4
Cine Ektar, $230.50. WESTENS, 800 ' State
Street, Santa Barbara, California.
CINE Special 11, W/200' magazine in case.
15mm 2.7 Kodak Anastigmat, 25mm 1.4
Ektar, 102mm 2.7 lenses. Custom made gunstock with filterholder, sync motor, all for
$635.00. Super 16 Pathe W/case, no lens,
$110.00. H. HAUSER, 2918 Hillsboro Road,
West Palm Beach, Fla.

•'Of'ttac® type. 15c per word. Minimu m ad. $2.00. Text set in
liohtface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser■’s name) 20c per word,
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper>and*lower case)

URGENTLY NEED

clean Arris, Auricons, Mitchells, Zoom lenses,lab, editing, lighting & recording equipment
for our Rental Program.
CONSIGNMENTS WELCOME
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA COMPANY
6838 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Phone: HO 6-1318. Cable: HOLLYCAM

EXPpT FREELANCE 35MM CAMERAMEN—
Register for money-making local assignments
in U.S., Central and So. America, Caribbean,
Orient, and other foreign locales. Good cam¬
era equipment, creativity, and ability to pro¬
duce professional results essential. Payment by
assignment and footage basis. Give particulars
and phone number in first letter. WORLD WIDE
FILMS, 108 So. LaJolla Ave., Hollywood 48,
Calif. Phones: WE 0-8308 and OL 3-5072.
Reliable DISTRIBUTOR to handle sale in USA
of 16mm documentaries on Japan WORLD
ALIVE FILMS, Willemsparkweg 207, Amster¬
dam, Netherlands.
I WANT to buy used Auricon Pro or special
600, Arrifiex 16mm. Offer. A. MARTINKUS,
4247 So. Artesian Ave., Chicago 32, Illinois!
CAMERAMAN available for assignments in¬
cluding UNDERWATER. ROY CHEVERTON, 2625
N. Ocean Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Continued on Next Page

$1.50 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial Otfice,
American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28. Calif. Forms
close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
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Classified Ads

“THE FOUR HORSEMEN”
Continued from Page 250

Continued from Preceding Page

EQUIPMENT WANTED
TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
16 & 35MM CAMERAS—ANY CONDITION.
MITCHELL — ARRIFLEX — BELL & HOWELL —
AURICON.
ALSO ACCESSORIES & LENSES
FOR THESE CAMERAS.
H. C. ROSS
161 Roosevelt Avenue
Cresskill, New Jersey
WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or
new equipment? Let us know what you have
and what you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway PL 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.

HELP WANTED
MAN to take full charge of equipment rental
department for Eastern Dealer. Experience in
handling cameras, lenses, lights, recorders,
motors, editing, processing and printing ma¬
chines. etc. necessary. Good salary and ad¬
vancement.
Box
1445, AMERICAN
CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
16mm FILM assignments—Chicago, Zoographic,
Scenic, Industrial. ARLEHE STUDIO FILM PRO¬
DUCTIONS, 1657 Grace St., Chicago 13, Illi¬
nois. Bl 8-8612.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS, New York, Boston area,
scenic, stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS,
168 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.
16mm film ASSIGNMENTS, Texas. Wildlife,
scenic, other. Bolex. HARRY MARLIN, 1611
7th St., Brownwood, Texas.

LABORATORY & SOUND
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed.
Complete studio and laboratory services. Color
printing and lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION
PICTURE SERVICE, INC, 7315 Carnegie Ave¬
nue,
Cleveland
3,
Ohio.
Phone ENdicott
1-2707.

REPRINTS
AVAILABLE

of the 6-page, illustrated article

SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
EFFECTS
IN MOTION PICTURES

25c
Per Copy

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
1782

No.

Orange

Dr.,

Hollywood

28, Calif.

in following the dancing couple all the
way around the room in a continous
360 degree pan shot. The camera was
placed in the center of a set represent¬
ing Maxim’s.
Lighting units were
hung around the perimeter with in¬
tensities carefully balanced to insure
consistent light in all areas. No lights
could be placed on the floor, of course,
but a unit mounted on the camera
provided sufficient fill illumination.
In this sequence, as well as in sev¬
eral other interior sequences of the
film, Krasner employed an unusual
technique to achieve a particular
photographic quality. He used a #1
fog filter which, as he points out, en¬
hances true color, skin tones and tex¬
tures and creates a luminous quality
in the shadows. The technique does
not work well in flat light or in a room
with light walls, Krasner points out.
Moreover, the highlights have to be
built up to a slightly higher contrast
level in order to counteract any ten¬
dency toward flatness.
Krasner, who in 1954 won an
Academy Award for color photography
of “Three Coins in the Fountain,” is
actually partial to low-key color pho¬
tography. “Four Horsemen” gave him
an opportunity to infuse many se¬
quences with this type of mood treat¬
ment—especially one highly dramatic
passage which takes place in an
Argentine mansion near the begin¬
ning of the picture. The main action
is played in a dining room with large
French doors opening onto a patio.
To simulate the warm tones of the
candlelight, which ostensibly illumi¬
nates the room, MT-2 filters were
placed over the set lamps. As the se¬
quence develops, a storm breaks out¬
side and cold flashes of lightning slash
through the warmth of the room, ef¬
fectively complementing the emotional
storm building up in the action.

bits.
The exteriors for this sequence and
some of the interiors were filmed in
and around a 600-year-old French
farmhouse, which had actually been
used during the war as a headquar¬
ters for the underground. A match¬
ing breakaway set was constructed
later at the studio where the farm¬
house demolition scenes were shot.
As the sequence develops, the light in
the room gets darker and darker, end¬
ing up in a very low key to indicate
the approach of evening. This was
accomplished by placing banks of
lights on dimmers carefully timed to
gradually diminish the light down to
a level of 175 foot-candles. The set
had a low-beamed ceiling which pre¬
cluded the use of overhead lighting
and required that small lighting units
be hidden in odd places.
The set itself was a carefully con¬
structed breakaway room mounted on

JOHN

SEITZ,

original

A.S.C.,

"Four

lypse"

at the

wood

over 40

photographed

Horsemen

Of

The

the

Apoca¬

old Metro Studios in

Holly¬

years ago.

It

picture,

black-and-white.

Begun

in
in

1920,

was a silent

mid-summer

picture

was

shot

of
in

seven months, cost $700,000.
New

vers/on

photographed

in color by Milton Krasner,
A.S.C.,

cost

several

million

dollars, was over a year in
making.

John Seitz

Most

A.S.C.

memorable

experi¬

ence for Seitz was shooting

In this sequence, as in several oth¬
ers, the camera is moving a great deal
of the time, in the course of which
as many as twenty-five different cam¬
era positions are established in one
continuous shot; but so smoothly co¬
ordinated are these moves with the
action of the players that camera
movement, as such, is never obvious.
The

final

sequence

in

the

film

builds to an effective photographic as
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well as dramatic climax. The protago¬
nist arrives at a coastal farmhouse,
which has been taken over as a Nazi
stronghold; but the enemy (as per¬
sonified by his own storm trooper
cousin) discovers that he is a member
of the underground and is preparing
to liquidate him.
Tipping off his
position to the Allied command by
means of an electronic signal, which
brings a fleet of Allied bombers to
the scene, the hero watches through
a window as the bombs blow all the
farm buildings (and finally him) to

the

"effects" sequence

of the

Four Horse¬

men astride chargers and galloping through
billowing clouds of smoke.
Initial scenes for sequence were shot on
wooden

runway

between

two

stages

on

Metro lot, with the horses and riders fight¬
ing

their

"set"

by

way
wind

scenes of same
unpaved
original

street
‘‘Four

through

smoke

machines.
action
on

were

city's

Horsemen"

blown

Later,

into

extended

filmed on
outskirts.

an
The

starred Rudolph

Valentino and Alice Terry and was directed
by Rex Ingram.

Illllllllllllllll
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hydraulic rockers so that it could he
made to shake realistically during the
bombing. The camera was set up
outside the room on a boom.
A
painted background showing other
farm buildings was placed outside the
window, hut as the action developed
this was replaced by a miniature
matching process plate showing the
buildings actually exploding as the
bombers make their run. As a bomb
strikes the room, precisely rigged
beams crash down in pre-determined
positions to pin down the actors with¬
out injuring them.
The most spectacular photographic
effect in the film, and one which
audiences will long remember, is the
breathless ride over the earth and
through the blazing clouds of war by
the symbolic four horsemen mentioned
in the Bible:

Conquest, War, Pesti¬

lence and Death. The stunning visuali¬
zation of this abstract concept is a
technical achievement of the highest
order and is the result of ten weeks
of precise planning, staging and film¬
ing.
Thirteen
could

weeks

before

be photographed,

the

scenes

four

horses

were selected for unusual and rigor¬

ous training with their riders. For
sixty-five working days the horses
were drilled in their roles. They were
required to gallop at speeds ranging
from 20 to 30 miles per hour under
hot multi-colored lights, through bar¬
rages of fire and smoke, and all with¬
out shying or once moving out of
camera range.
Krasner planned the photographic
treatment of this sequence in careful
detail with Minnelli and Special Ef¬
fects Director A. Arnold Gillespie.
He laid out the camera angles and
pre-lit the set to effectively highlight
the ghostly figures and the billowfng
smoke which surrounded them. But
just as shooting was about to start
Krasner was called by M-G-M to begin
filming of “Sweet Bird of Youth.”
Leaving his gaffer and camera crew
to assist in the shooting, he turned
over photography of the sequence to
veteran cinematographer Lee Garmes
A.S.C.
Since then, Milton Krasner has
completed photography of M-G-M’s
“Two Weeks in Another Town” (also
with Director Minnelli) and is cur¬
rently engaged in filming the fifth and
final segment of the Cinerama-M-G-M
epic, “How the West Was Won.”
■

$159.50

Now Only

For all standard 16mm cameras; Bolex
RX
K-lOO, Cine Special, B&H, Auricon, Etc. Add
$16.50 for Arri. Ultra-sharp, even wide open!
Fully rolor-corrected, coated. Very lightweightonly 28 oz.l Finest precision construction and
optics. 30-day trial. Full refund if not con¬
vinced they are the sharpest 12" lenses you
have ever used. Buy direct from manufacturer
and save $. Postpaid and insured. Order today
for terrific closeups of any subject.
Made

in

V.S.4.

Literature

Available.

CENTURY

PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT CO.
10659

Burbank

Blvd.,

North

Hollywood,

Calif.

LIN DUNN, ASC
Formerly head of RKO Effects Dept.

CREATIVE
SPECIAL EFFECTS
16mm • 35mm • 65mm • 70mm
Recently
Titles on

completed
*

Effects

and

‘WEST SIDE STORY”

Specialized Lahoratory Services

BEHIND THE CAMERAS

FILAA EFFECTS of Hollywood

Continued from Page 221

1153 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Phone: HO 9-5808

William Marguiles, ASC, “87th Precinct
Mackenzie,

Walter

Strence,

ASC,
ASC.

a

Ray Fernstrom, ASC, Robert Tobey, ASC
Burt Glennon, “Hawaiian Eye”*.

Train

Robert Hoffman, Jack Marquette, “Room
lor One More *.

“Ichabod

“Wagon

Mack Stengler, ASC, Fred Mandl
Leave it to Beaver”*.

A5

twentieth CENTURY-FOX

toon (C Scope; DeLuxe color; Irwin All
Prods.) ; with Red Buttons and Sir Cedi
Hardwicke. Irwin Allen, prodiicer-directoi
Arthur Ibbetson. “Nine Hours to Ram
(C Scope; Deluxe color; Red Lion Proc
shooting in India) with Horst Buchhc
dh-ec/o?^ Ferrer.

Mark Robson, produce

Leon Shamroy, ASC, “Cleopatra” (J. Ma
kiewira Prod.; "^dd-AO; shooting in Rome
with Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burto
Joseph Mankiewicz, director.
TV GRAPHIC STUDIOS—New York

Ted Pahle, ASC, Name Band
(color). Bernie Rubin, director.

Musical

Harry Stradling, ASC, “Gypsy” Mervyn
LeRoy Prod.; Technicolor) with Rosalind
Russell and Karl Malden. Mervyn LeRoy,
director.
Willard Vanberveer, “Cheyenne”*,
Robert Krasker, “Act of Mercy”
cade-Concorde Prod.; shooting in
with Leslie
Caron and
David
Anthony Asquith, director.

(CavalSpain)
Niven.

ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS

‘TverSes^’*^^”^’

(shooting

PELLEGRINI-PIEK
7 COLEMAN PLACE
MENLO PARK, CAL.

ROLL FILM

DRYER
BUILT TO MILITARY SPECIFI¬
CATIONS for use with 70mm or
J5mm roll film—adapable fo

• Stainless Steel
Construction
• Completely Auto¬
matic

in

Florida)

WARNER BROS.

Lewis Jennings, “Bronco”*.

Monroe Askins, “Rip Cord”*

Jack Marquette. Carl Guthrie, ASC,
Harold Stine, ASC, Lewis Jennings, “77
Sunset Strip”*.

Curt Fetters, “King of Diamonds”*.

Harold Stine, ASC, Jack Marquette Burt
Glennon, “Surfside Six”*.

VARIABLE SHUTTERS AND YOLO
AUTOMATIC DISSOLVE ATTACH¬
MENTS
FOR
ALL
BOLEX
H
CAMERAS. ALSO DUAL POWER
MAGNIFIERS FOR THE
BOLEX
REFLEX.

R
Wine and
Roses (Martin Manulis-Jalem Prod.; shooting at Bay Meadows) with Jack Lemmon
and Lee Remick. Blake Edwards, director.
Ossie Morris, “Term of Trial” (Remus
Brods.; shooting in Ireland) with Laurence
Uiivier and Simone Signoret. Peter Glenville
director.
’

Cable: FILMFX

• Capacity 1000 ft.
per hr. (neg.)
• Portable, Compact
• Write for free
Literature

5599 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
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INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

PORTABLE MOVIE LIGHT
Fits any camera. No tools
needed, no holes to drill.
Long life nickel-cadmium
battery with built-in charg¬
er weighs only 7 lbs.
Guaranteed one year.

Pag-e
American Cinematographer Manual 239
Ansco
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COMPLETE WITH BATTERY

Bright Electronics .245
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Pellegrini-Piek

Chevereau .

Photomart

This pair of precision tools cuts hours off Filmo
repair time. Regular price for this set is $341.62.
We offer these—in brand new condi*i| irf\
tion—while they last—both gauges
|

FLORMAN & BABB,Inc.

240

Movielab Film Laboratories .209

.253

.
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Cinekad Engineering Co.248

Precision Laboratories .203

Colortran Industries, Inc..204

Professional Cine Products .246
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Charles Ross, Inc.231
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Film Effects of Hollywood .246, 253

Stevens Engineering Co.248

Filmline Corporation .247
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Uhler Cine Machine Co.248

Jack Frost .216

Video Film Laboratories .244

Dupont
Earkas

.
Film

.219

RESEARCH (OUHCIL CRANE
with MOTION PICTURE TABLE
NEW,

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
WRITE FOR PRICE

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.

SUPER-SIZE 16mm MAGAZINE

209 W. 48th St., New York 36, N.Y.—Circle 6-0348

FAR EAST ASSIGNMENTS
Established American organization experienced
throughout Asia, offers complete film production
services, 16mm or 35mm. Whether
are a single shot or a complete
cable

“Farfllms,"'

Hong

Kong,

or

your needs
production,
write

FARKAS FILM COMPANY
424

Li

Po

Chun

Bldg.,

ads

in

The

small

and

preceding

Hong

the

Kong.

above

columns

have

tremendous

PULLING POWER!
If you have a product or serv¬
ice to sell to film makers, which
needs advertising to stimulate
sales,

take

the

Low

Budget

way to get

FAST ACTION!
Advertise

in

the

Display

columns of

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER
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3400 FEET OF FILM—equivalent to 95 minutes of continuous filming
—is the capacity of the super-size 16mm film magazine pictured above.
Custom-made by Bryhn Camera Service, 6804 Melrose Avenue, Holly¬
wood, Calif., for Auricon Pro 600 and Super 1200 cameras, magazine
has individual compartments, built-in tight-wind device, clasp-type lat¬
ches, and is 37" x 18^^^ in size. Net weight is 27 pounds. Same maga¬
zine may be had for other 16mm cameras, but with added feature of
torque motor to aid film take-up—not required for the Auricons, accord¬
ing to Bryhn.
The super-size magazine facilitates long, continuous filming of such
subjects as medical, instrumentation, oscilloscope, TV programs, and
other continuous filming operations which do not require extreme pan¬
ning or tilting of the camera.
■
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Experts in World's largest Repair department main¬
tain world's largest stock of cameras, lights, genera¬
tors, Recorders, Moviolas, etc. better than new. We
ship worldwide. More film producers rent from CECO
than from all other sources put together. Try us.
Cameras:
16mm & 35mm-—'Sound (Sin¬
gle or Double System)—Silent
—Hi-Speed—Instrumentation
Lighting:
Arcs—Incandescents—Spots
—Floods—Dimmers—Reflec¬
tors—All Lighting Accessories
Generators:
Portable—Truck Mounted
Sound Equipment:
Magnetic—Optical—Mikes—
Booms
Grip Equipment:
Paraliels—Goboes—Other
Grip Accessories

Cranes, Dollies:
Crab — Western — Portable
Pa noram
Lenses:
Wide angle—Zoom—Tele-,
photo—Anamorphic
*
Editing Equipment:
Moviolas —Viewers—Splicersi
—Rewinders
Projection Equipment:
16mm & 35mm—Sound &
Silent—Slide—Continuous
Television:
Closed Circuit TV
Camera Cars
® TM #707529

(JflfiiERfl Cc^uipmenT (o.jnc
Frank C. Zucker, President
Dept. A, , 315 w. 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
Florida:

California:

Washington, D.C.:

51 East 10th Ave. 6510 Santa Monica Blvd. Gregory Bell
Hialeah, Florida
Hollywood, California
927 15th St N W
TUxedo 8-4604
Hollywood 9-8321
347-I153
’
Gentlemen;

Please rush me your FREE complete
catalogue of Rental Equipment.

Name_
Firm_
StreetCity_

-Zone_State.

I

... surprised ?

editorial services
art & animation

to find everything you need

music
sound recording

to complete your film
in one convenient location,
under one roof?

screening
^ color developing
hlmk-and-white
developing
color printing
hlack-and-white
printing
edge-numbering
print cleaning
nmgnetie striping

That includes Byron’s famed
WESTREX SOUND FACILITIES

i

... there is no better sound!

see for
yourself...
or write, phone or wire
for information and
quotations on any and
all producer services.

byrdn /motion pictures
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C., FEderal 3-4000
Affiliated with MECCA FILM LABORATORIES CORP.. 630 Ninth Avenue, New York 36, N.Y.

Magazine Of Motion Picture Photography And Production Techniques

71

.m.

m

.

jtommendation No, 4
-^ SAFE ACTION AND SAFE TITLE AREAS

5AAM FILMS FOR TV RELEASE IN B&W AND COLOR

CO F? FO :F?/VTIO rM

iliaDks me Acadeny ol
Moiioa Picture Arts aed
scieucea lor me lollowieg
Techolcal & scieoiilic awards
award
lor a process oi aolomalic
seleclive prlotlog oreseolod
10 Tecnoicolor corporaiioo
aod Laurie Alklo, James Dale,
li.reasgood.w. E.Poiil,
H. E. Rice, Jolio Rude, S. Wilsoo
award
torao loleyraled souod aod
picture iraosler precess.
oreseolod lo TecOoicolor
Corporaiioo aod w.E.rohl

©1962, TECHNICOLOR CORPORATION

TECHNICOLOR IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK

REEVESOUND11 RECORDER
for outstanding optical and magnetic
motion picture sound tracks
Throughout the world, wherever motion pictures are
made efficienthj you find the Reevesound DL Optical
Recorder producing quality sound track negatives
and direct positives. This workhorse equipment is
the first choice of professionals for 16mm and 35mm
optical tracks. Operation is straight forward, main¬
tenance approaches zero and reliability is high. Now
available are models for 35mm negative and direct
positive, 16mm negative and direct positive and
16mm mag/optical. If motion pictures are your busi¬
ness, it’s good business to look into the famous
Reevesound DL Recorders.

REEVESOUND Company, Inc. • 35-54 36th St, Long Island City 6, N.Y.y^A subsidiary of Reeves Soundcraft Corp.
REEVESOUND
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COLORTRAN LEX 64
LIGHTING SYSTEMS
are designed for surveillance and photo¬
recording illumination in hazardous
atmospheres. This compact, lightweight,
explosion-proof source, constructed to
MIL Specs will produce 5,000 watts of
illumination at only one-fourth the
current consumption of conventional
equipment. When equipped with the new
ColorTran Heat Filter 85% of the infra¬
red is absorbed with negligible loss of
intensity.
Complete control systems can be sup¬
plied to illuminate any required area
size. Such systems are already in use
on many major military projects. For
further data, request Engineering Spec.
* S4-016.

630 SO. FLOWER ST., BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

CINEMASTER
MARK II CONVERTERS
Controls the intensity and color tem¬
perature of standard tungsten filament
lamps. Designed to give the professional
photographer in television, studio and
motion picture controlled color tempera¬
ture to 3450° K. Each converter has an
adjustable range to match input voltage
from lOOV to 120V and from 200V to
240V. Built in interlock to prolong lamp
life. Each circuit may be monitored for
Kelvin meter reading, choose the one
converter that suits your special needs.
CCMC II, 6 output controls $309 —
CCM II, 2 output controls $258 —
CCMJ II, one output control $168.

CONTRIBUTORS:

Herb

A.

Lightman, Joseph

V. Mascelli, Clifford

V.

Harrington, Joseph

Henry, Frederick Foster, Libero Grandi (Rome), Jean Belanger (Paris), Derek Hill (London).
Technical Advisor: Dr. Norwood L. Simmons.
Editorial and Business Offices: 1782 North Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif.
Telephone: HOIlywood 7-2135
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ON THE COVER
REHEARSAL WITH CAMERA—Producer-director Blake Edwards (top right, dark
glasses) rehearses Stefanie Powers for a scene in "Experiment in Terror,"
Geoffrey-Kate production for Columbia release starring Glenn Ford and Lee
Remick. Philip Lathrop, ASC, directed the photography, about which a story
appears in this issue beginning on page 288. (Columbia Pictures photo by
Van Pelt.)
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NEWS FROM MITCHELL CAMERA

7 ways to make more films at lower cost,

it u remarkable but

true... as vroven hy the photographs on this 2)age... that a single Mitchell camera can be used for a virtually
unlimited range of film making assignments. No other camera today can meet such a broad range of exacting
film making. The versatile speed of the Mitchell, ranging from stop motion to a high speed of 128 frames joer
second, plus its exclusive time-saving operating features are but a feiu of the reaso7isfor its wide use. As seen
on this page, the Mitchell is the only IGrnm camera designed for complete range cinematography of fine films.

NORTHROP CORPORATION
films research, test, report, training,
public relations films.

US.AIR FORC*^
ORDNANCE TEST
STATION at
Inyokern, California
uses over 50
Mitchell cameras
including 16mm
Hi-Speeds.

ABBOTT
films medical
documentary

UNIVERSITY OF OKL
and Bud Wilkinson
film TV Series witi

Mitchell cameras
rouble-free service
throughout the
vour letterhead I

Mitchell Camera Corp.
666 West Harvard Street
Glendale 4, California
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INDUSTRY
NEWS
News briefs of industry activities^ products and progress

SMPTE’s 91st Convention
Scientists and engineers whose re¬
search has developed movies and tele¬

Atkin, James Dale and Technicolor
Corporation for a process of Auto¬

visions from “flickers” to their present

matic Selective Printing. This process
employs a unique cueing distance

colorful worldwide art form and whose

counter combined with an automatic

refined techniques are advancing the
space program hy transmitting pic¬

optical printer whereby scenes may be
selectively deleted, shortened or inter¬

tures from satellites hack to earth are
meeting at the Ambassador Hotel in

changed

Los Angeles, as we go to press, for

for

different versions

of

a

motion picture without recutting the
negative. The system is also applicable

the 91st convention of the Society of
Motion Picture and Television Engi¬

to the automatic production of fades
and dissolves.

Everything you need in one compact case,
measures only 14 V2 x22 V2 x6 V2, complete
with six Lowel-Lites, six Lowel barndoors,
2 PIC 9 ft. 5 section stands, 3-25 ft.
extension cables, 2-25 amp. fuses, 12 yd.
roll gaffer tape.

neers. The meeting will conclude on
May 4.

Class Three Award was presented to
Mr. Pohl and Technicolor Corporation

Geared to the theme of “Advances
in Color Motion Pictures and Color

for

$124.50

Television,” the convention features 70

. $ 34.50

reports of researchers and scientists as
well as 14,500 square feet of exhibit
area displaying new motion picture

operations into a single integrated
process. Mr. Pohl, who is Technical

and television equipment.

Director of the Motion Picture Dvision

Keynote speech delivered at a gettogether luncheon April 30th by Cine¬

of Technicolor Corporation, accepted

Complete.
Lowel-Lite kit, model K5, five
Lowel-Lites, w/gaffer tape
Lowel-Lite
Deluxe
kit,
five
Lowel-Lites, five barndoors,
two rolls gaffer tape and

.$ 54.75
Gaffer tape,
12 yard roll. J
1.95
Gaffer tape,
30 yard roll. J

3.95

COLORTRAN CINEMASTER
CONVERTERS MARK 11

Cinemaster Chief—
50,000 watts.

$309.00

Cinemaster—40,000

258.00

watts

rama

Executive

Vice-President

Max

Youngstein was on the subject of “Hol¬
lywood’s Disregard of Research and
the Price It Has Paid For That Dis¬
regard.”

168.00

Sound

and

Picture

Transfer Process. This development
combines sound track printing and de¬
veloping with the three

dye-transfer

the awards at the Academy’s annual
Awards Presentation Ceremonies in
Santa Monica, Calif., last month.
0

Academy Cites 20th’s
Research Department
Century-Fox Studios was also honored

on “Motion Pictures and Television
in Education and Industry” when a

at last month’s Academy Awards pres¬
entations with a Class H Technical

preview of “Friendship Seven,” the
color documentary of John Glenn’s

award. The Research Department, un¬

The

research

department

of

20th

orbital flight of the earth will be
screened. It will he followed with a
panel discussion by Colonel John Pow¬

der the direction of E. 1. Sponable
and Herbert E. Bragg, and DeLuxc
Laboratories, Inc., and assisted by
F. D. Leslie, R. D. Whitmore, A. A.

ers of NASA, spokesman for the astro¬
nauts, and l)y E. C. Keefer and John

Alden, Endel Pool and James B. Cor¬

Hynd of General Dynamics-Astronaut¬
ics Division, who will tell of how
camera crews were stationed around
the world
flight.

to

film

the

documentarv

Two Awards for Technicolor
Technicolor last month received two
Technical Awards voted by the Board
of Governors of the Academy of Mo¬
tion Picture Arts & Sciences. The
Class Two Award w’as presented to
Wadsworth E. Pohl, H. Peasgood, John
Rude. .S. Wilson, H. E. Rice, Laurie
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Integral

Climax of the convention will be
Friday morning. May 4, at the session

0

Cinemaster, Jr.—
25,000 watts.

an

don, was cited for a system of de¬
compressing and recomposing CinemaScope pictures for conventional aspect
ratios.
This

system,

which

decompresses

CinernaScope motion pictures to con¬
ventional aspect ratios, employs a spe¬
cial optical printer and auxiliary pro¬
gramming devices which automatically
follow pre-selected action. Retention of
the essential action may he accom¬
plished hy a static setting or hy pan¬
ning at ajipropriate speeds. The printer
is adaptable to the use of a single
Continued on Page 266
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FOR COLOR ANO BLACK & WHITE
DEVELOPING COLOR NEGATIVES • ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTING • REDUCTION
PRINTING INCLUDING A&B • COLOR SLIDE FILM PROCESSING • BLOWUPS •
INTERNEGATIVES • KODACHROME SCENE-TO-SCENE COLOR BALANCED PRINTING
• EKTACHROME DEVELOPING AND PRINTING • REGISTRATION PRINTING • PLUS
COMPLETE BLACK AND WHITE FACILITIES INCLUDING CUTTING ROOMS, FILM
AND TAPE VAULTS AND THE FINEST SCREENING FACILITIES IN THE EAST

MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 WEST 54TH ST.
NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK . JUdson 6-0360

When you need top speed in
ANSCO SETS AMERICA'S STANDARD!
IN COLOR,
it's NEW Ultra-^peed
Anscochrome Tybe 229

FROM ROCKET RESEARCH
Ultra-Speed Anscochrome is
the film chosen by Project
Mercury scientists for missile
tracking, data recording and
space capsule photography
demanding a color film of un¬
precedented speed.

Norma! speed is 200!...but you can force
this fi!m to 400 and higher!
Ultra-Speed Anscochrome® is an extremely high speed reversal color film
with a daylight balance of approximately 6000 K. Originally used for
specialized data recording, this film is now available for general photographic
applications. For optimum resolution and color contrast, film speed 200
is recommended; however, “forced” development creates effective speeds
in excess of 400 (specialized applications have used speeds of 800!) UltraSpeed Anscochrome opens up a whole new world to the truly creative.
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16mm films

You see the fast-breaking action sooner
on New Super Hypan Reversal film I (

forcible to 40o)

This black-and-white reversal film is the thing news-beats are made of.
You save negative printing time and processing. Cover any action with film
speed to spare (Normal 200 or boost it to 400 with forced development.)
And be sure of this—your fastest action shots will project beautifully with¬
out objectionable grain . . . even when you use this film at higher speed.
With Super Hypan Reversal you cover all assignments and see them faster
with all the sharpness and detail you want.
ANSCO —America’s first manufacturer of photographic materials . . . since 1842.
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! Ultra-Speed Amcochrome

I

and Super Hypan
Reversal

1_

_j
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back facilities was developed for the
Atomic Energy Commission by Reeve-

INDUSTRY NEWS
Continued from Page 262

sound Co., Inc., specialists in multiple

master positive film or, through a
unique optical system, to the simul¬
taneous use of separation masters, and
produces a 35mm or 16mm dupe
negative, or both.

ECCO
MODEL D
SPEEDROLL
APPLICATOR

•

Ecco

Model

D

Amplifier .$33.00

Ecco f(^5Q0 cleaning fluid
per gallon . 9.00
Ecco #2000 Negative cleaning
fluid, per gallon . 7.00
Spare

Flannel

Rolls .50

CAMART ELECTRIC
FILM TIMERS

For narration, post-recording, dubbing, timing or
any operation involving synchronous film timing.
Two synchronous timing motors and two precision
footage counters measure your total footage and
its equivalent time in minutes and tenths.
16mm or 35mm footage counter with timer..$85.00
Single

16mm

counter

are silent, running synchronously with
a Reevesound studio reproducer that

A film produced by a UCLA gradu¬

Cleans, Conditions, and lubricates your film in
one easy operation. Non-inflammable, eliminates
waxing, absolutely safe.

(without

timer).$45.00

ate student in the Motion Picture Di¬

plays back a single 16mm magnetic
sound track in the language of the

vision of the Theater Arts Department
has been chosen as one of the two

host country.
The 10-minute film, shown simul¬

official entries to represent the United
States in the short film competition at

taneously

the Cannes Film Festival next month.

ing 390 persons, serves as an exciting
introduction to the United States

The film. “Image of the Sea,” a tenminute study of the moods of the
ocean, was produced by Richard Alan
Gray of Kansas City, Missouri as a
Masters Thesis film.
The second film designated for offi¬
cial entry is “The Sound of Speed,”
a 19-minute color film produced by
Bruce Kessler and Michael Doyle of

WITH RACK

• Fits easily into

screens in a theatre area accommodat¬

Atomic Energy Commission’s Atoms
At Work Exhibit, a huge, transportable
scientific laboratory featuring operat¬
ing nuclear devices, which has toured
several Eatin American countries since
1960.
While the 3-screen system utilized in

images may be projected across the
52-foot surface of the three screens,
which are mounted side by side, or
separate, repeated and continuous im¬
ages may be projected synchronously

officials to select and evaluate short film
entries from the United States. The
group also selects entries for the Ven¬
ice and Edinburgh Eestivals. Television
films as well as theatrical shorts are
considered.
Two other UCLA films have been
designated to represent the United

onto the individual screens. The medi¬
um allows for unusual camera move¬
ment, the synchronizing of animation,
photography, diagram and live action,
and for extreme close-ups.
In spite of the special problems of
editing and composition involved in
this process and the discipline required

was an
German

of the film maker to see images proper¬
ly related to each other, Mr. Thompson

International Short Film Festival in
February. “August Heat,” directed by
Martin Zweiback, also a graduate

believes that the process, in which so
much information can be transmitted

An

unusual

3-film,

dramatically in such a short period of
time, has great possibilities.

•
Free Equipment OflFer
Terminated by F & B
The overwhelming response that fol-

3-fiIm, 3-screen 16mm System
3-screen

color

motion picture oit the peaceful uses
of atomic energy Avas exhibited in New
York last month, during the annual
convention of the Educational Film
Library Association, there.
The special projection system, with
interlock drive, double film magnetic
sound reproducer and theatre play¬
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foot

and scientific film fields. This group
was organized at the request of festival

•

w/wheels $51.75

16

from industrial, educational, religious,

corners

• Vulcanized fiber with reinforced metal frame.
• Complete Bin, Rack, linen bag, w/skids $45.25

by

greater freedom than has been em¬
ployed heretofore. Dramatic panoramic

Film Festival which is to be held in
June.

Construction

12

mittee on International Non-theatrical
Events (CINE), a group of specialists

student in motion pictures, received
an official invitation to the Melbourne

• Rectangular

three

The films were selected by the Com¬

Hollywood.

ate student Mark McCarty
official entry for the West

FILM BIN

on

the film is similar to both the Cine¬
rama and the Cinemiracle processes.
Producer Thompson has used it with

States at festivals this year. “Cross
Country Runner,” a comedy by gradu¬

NEW DESIGN

fied with remote controlled changeover
doAvsers and Reevesound sync selsyn
interlock drive system. All machines

College-made Films
To Compete At Cannes

M

image motion picture techniques.
Projectors used are Victor arc Model
1600 16mm machines specially modi¬

loAved the company’s recent offer to
supply Government Surplus motion
picture equipment free of charge to
non-profit educational, medical and
religious institutions has caused Florman & Babb, Inc., New York to
terminate the offer as of May 1st. All
requests for equipment received after
that date Avill not be processed, the
company announces.
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a classic
in its
own
time!

This 35mm motion picture camera was literally
born a classic. Not through appearance alone
...but through function and performance! The very
first Arriflex 35s, built in 1938, gave filmmakers un¬
precedented versatility, operating ease, technical ca¬
pabilities, and money-saving advantages...through
a completely original optical system designed around
a mirror-reflex shutter. One of the few genuine inno¬
vations in cine camera engineering since the days
of Lumiere, Friese-Greene, and Edison .. . the mirror-reflex shut¬
ter is today’s most desired and most imitated motion picture

Write today for complete literature

camera feature. It provides continuous throughthe-lens viewing while filming . . . eliminates
parallax! And it all but antiquates an assortment
of finder correcting gear most other cameras still
require. Wherever film releases must meet the
highest standards of theater-quality, Arriflex 35s
are chosen. They’re lightweight, so they make ex¬
cellent newsreel and location cameras; rugged,
so they can take extremes of climate; dependably
precise under all conditions .. . ideally suited for every assign¬
ment from missile tracking to full-scale studio productions!

INCOMPARABLE VERSATILITY! The Arriflex 35 is shown: as a hand camera (left), with 400-foot magazine.
matte box, and 16-volt variable-speed DC motor; and as a studio sound camera, fully blimped with 400-foot
magazine (center); and with 1,000-foot blimp (right).
f

CORPORATION
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William Daniels Re-elected President of
The American Society of Cinematographers
Hal Mohr, Arthur Edeson, and Joseph Ruttenberg, Vice-presidents.

CAMART
CORE
DISPENSER

Philip Tannura, Lionel Lindon, John
Arnold, George Clemens, Linwood
Dunn, and Arthur Arling.
Following the general election of
officers, ten committees were formed
from among the membership as fol¬
lows :
By-Lmvs: Arthur Miller, Chairman.
George Folsey, Lee Garmes, Burnett
Guffey, Ernest Laszlo, Victor Milner,
Hal Mohr, Philip Tannura, and Paul
Vogel.
.
Entertainment: Arthur Edeson and
I
Joseph Biroc, co-chairmen. Ellis Carter,
Daniel Eapp, George Folsey, Alfred
Gilks, Milton Krasner, Ernest Laszlo,
Joe MacDonald, and Charles Salerno.
Finance: Arthur Miller, Lee Garmes,
Co-Chairmen. Charles Clarke, Robert
de Grasse, Alfred Gilks, Burnett Guf¬
fey, Milton Krasner, Hal Mohr, Ray
Rennahan, Harold Rossen, Charles Sa¬
lerno, and Walter Strenge.
Membership: Sol Halprin, Chairman.
Milton Krasner, George Folsey, Harold
Lipstein. Hal Mohr, Ray Rennahan,
John Seitz, James Van Trees, and Paul
Vogel.
Public Relations: Joseph Ruttenberg '
and
George
Folsey,
Co-chairmen.
Charles Clarke, Lee Garmes, Milton
f
Krasner, Pev Marley, and John Seitz.
Publicatwns: Arthur Miller, Chair¬
man. Robert de Grasse, Arthur Gavin,
Alfred Gilks, Burnett Guffey, Milton
Krasner, Hal Mohr, Ray Rennahan,
Harold Rosson, Charles Salerno, and
I
Walter Strenge.
American Cinematographer Manned:
Arthur Miller and Walter Strenge, Cochairmen.
Retirement Income-Insurance: Chas.
Clarke, Chairman. Arthur Arling, Sol
Halprin, Milton Krasner, Arthur Mil- ;
ler.

1
1

Keeps film cores handy at
all times. Easily attaches
to work table or wall.
Easy to remove—easy to
fill. All aluminum construction. Adjustable to 16mm
and 35mm cores.
Sizes
Length 16" .$ 9.50
Length 24" . 11.50
Length 36" . 14.50
Aluminum Reel Dispenser for 50' or 100'
reels . 25.00

TRAID SPLICER

*
*
*

Assures a perfect weld at all times with
durable safe hot splice.
Found on all professional editing tables
With Carbide scraper blade
Model 135—35mm or 16mm—$339.00
Model 116—16mm or
8mm—$239.00

a

CAMART DUAL SOUND
EDITOR MODEL SB! 11
Edit single and double system 16mm or 35mm op¬
tical sound.
Edit single system magnastripe oi
double
system magnetic
sound.
Use with
any
16mm motion picture viewer to obtain perfect
lip-sync matching of picture to track. Works from
left to right or right to left.
Dual Editor (without viewer) .$195.00
Zeiss Moviscop Viewer .
96.00
Special Editor-Viewer Comb. 269.50

Send for Free 1962 Cntains
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WILLIAM DANIELS, ASC

Daniels began his second
term of office as President of the
American Society of Cinematographers
last month, following the Society’s an¬
nual election of officers and members
of the Board of Directors.
Other officers elected for the 19621963 term are: Hal Mohr, 1st Vicepresident; Arthur Edeson, 2nd Vicepresident:
Joseph Ruttenberg, 3rd
Vice-president; Arthur Miller, Treas¬
urer; Sol Halprin, Secretary; and
George Folsey, Sergeant-At-Arms.
illiam Daniels’ initial term in of¬
fice as President of the cinematog¬
raphers’ Society was a progressive one
which resulted in two major accom¬
plishments: a new membership setup
which will greatly benefit all active
members of the Society, and establishlishment of the Society’s Research and
and Educational Committee. The latter,
chairmanned by Walter Beyer assisted
by Hal Mohr, researched and completed
nine Technical Recommendations of
general benefit to the motion picture
industry.
Daniels is presently directing the
photography of M-G-M-’s “Billy Rose’s
Jumbo,” a circus picture starring Doris
Day, Stephen Boyd and Jimmy Du¬
rante. Previously he had directed the
photography of two episodes of “How
The West Was Won,” Cinerama and
color production for M-G-M-.
New Board of Directors members
elected this year are Joseph Biroc, Lee
Garmes, Ernest Laszlo, and Walter
Strenge. Incumbent members of the
Board include Robert de Grasse, Dan¬
iel Eapp, Milton Krasner, and Victor
Milner.
Alternates are Harold Lipstein, Winton Hoch, Gordon Avil, Lucien Andriot,
William

•f

Publicity and Advertising: Stanley
Cortez, Chairman. Charles Clarke, Rohert de Grasse, George Folsey, Arthur
Gavin, Lee Garmes, Burnett Guffey,
Milton Krasner, William Mellor, and
Harold Rosson.
Research and Educational: Walter
Beyer, Chairman; Hal Mohr, Co-chairman. Ed Ancona, Gordon Avil, Mark
Davis, George Folsey, Lee Garmes,
Robert Gottschalk, Sol Halprin, Robert
Hoag, \^dnton Hoch, Ray Johnson,
Wallace Kelley, Harold Lipstein, Don
Norwood, Eugene Polito, Ed Reiehard,
Vaughn Shaner, Douglas Shearer, Clif¬
ford Stine, and William Widmayer. ■
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EXCLUSIVE WITH
CIMEU EQUIPMENT CO.

mm

II

SIR

IG. McAlister j^iqhtim

^

(Bardwell-McAlister)

V

v

Camera Equipment Company is now the sole distributor
of J. G. McAlister lighting equipment, the finest, most
complete line of motion picture, television and professional
photographic lighting equipment and accessories available
anywhere.

Now from this well established company...
•
•
•
•

NEW IMPROVED McALISTER STUDIO LIGHTING
BARDWELL McALISTER COMMERCIAL LIGHTING
HOLLYWOOD SCENE DOCK-REFLECTORS and GRIP EQUIPMENT
McALISTER CRAB DOLLIES • DURO DIFFUSION

FROM A 150 WATT TINY MAC TO A 10,000 WATT

J.Q. McAlister £i^htin^ features
LIGHTWEIGHT, STURDY CONSTRUCTION ■ NEW IMPROVED
LAMP SOCKETS IN JUNIORS, SENIORS AND TENS . . . Best

bulb locking device available . . . Better heat dissipation . ..
Long bulb life ■ REAR DOOR OPENING . . . Bulbs can be
replaced without changing light position or removing barn
doors and/or diffusion ■ ALLOWS SIMPLEST REMOVAL OF
REFLECTOR FOR CLEANING ■ STANDS ARE LIGHTER,
SAFER, AND MORE READILY SERVICEABLE

For full information on these and the thousands of other
quality professional photographic products available from
Camera Equpment Company, mail the coupon at right.

Stu Martin
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 West 43rd Street • New York 36, N. Y.
Please send me immediately:
□ Literature and Price Lists on complete McAlister line
□ Information on dealerships available
■ Information on other Camera Equipment products
as follows:

315 West 43rd Street*New York 36, N.Y.*JUdson 6-1420
Hollywood, CaFifornia • Hialeah, Florida • Washington, D.C.

NAME_
COMPANY

A Subsidiary of
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Famous
Professional Equipment Away Below Market Prices. Limited quantities-some only one
of a kind. Many items new, others expertly reconditioned and modernized, or as listed.
We must reduce our enormous inventory. We can’t possibly show every item in stock, so
if you want something not listed here, most likely we have or can obtain it on short
notice-and AT PRICE SAVINGS SELDOM FOUND ELSEWHERE. It pays to check with S.O.S.
NEW . . . USED . . . REBUILT . . . TRADE-INS ... GOVT. SURPLUS-World

WRITE FOR COMPLETE BULLETIN OF THIS MONTH^S BARGAIN SPECIALS

MAURER 16MM
STUDIO CAMERA
Series 300 with viewfinder, 2
motors, llOV sync and 12V,
4 matched Baltar lenses, 400'
magazine, 2 cases. Perfect
condition, not used since fac¬
tory inspection.
$6000 value .$1995
ARRIFLEX with variable
speed motor, 3 lenses, mattebox, sunshade, pistol grip,
shoulder strap, Voltabloc bat¬
tery power supply. Good con¬
dition .
$1495

BRAND NEW

rooms,

With
Standard
300-watt
hi-intensity
lamphouse, blower cooled, DC rectifier.
Rebuilt like new..$4495

35 to 16mm Picture Reduction from
original negative, step contact with
twin 75 scene light changer. Present
new cost over $9000; serviceable
condition .. .„...$2995

35MM ANAMORPHIC LENS
screening

Industry Standard for quality and per¬
formance. Continuous contact, semi-auto¬
matic 21
scene light changer. Prints
forward, backward, sound only, picture
only, or composite. 5-way-aperture with
original style lamphouse. Excellent con¬
dition .
$2090
Reconditioned .
$2465

DEPUE OPTICAL
REDUCTION PRINTERS

SUPERSCOPE

For

BELL & HOWELL
MODEL D PRINTER

theatres,

auditoriums.

Variable

squeeze

ratio

from zero thru 3 to 1. SUPERSCOPE adjusts to any anamorphic system.
Fits any 35mm projector. Brand new; $900 original cost Per Pair $195
CORNEASCOPE 16mm CAMERA LENS with 16mm projector adapter.
BRAND NEW ........$169

LATE CARLSON DEPUE 35/16mm PICTURE RE¬
DUCTION PRINTER with 112 scene automatic
light changer; (illustrated) excel, cond. $5975
35/16mm OPTICAL SOUNDTRACK REDUCTION
PRINTER. Reproduces up to 5,000 cycles from
original 35mm sound negative. Excellent $1995

CAMERAS, 16MM

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT

BELL & HOWELL 70H with 400' maga¬
zine, 115V AC/DC Motor, pos. finder,
B & L 2" Cinemascope lens and door,
sunshade adapter. $1250 value, excel¬
lent condition .$795

EASTMAN AUTOMATIC 35mm WAXING
Machine. $1500 value .
$695
Reconditioned .
$995

EK CINE SPECIAL #2 with 100' maga¬
zine, Par Adapter and beam splitter;
excellent condition .$795
FAMOUS BOLEX HI 6 3 fast lenses, tri¬
focal finder, speeds 8/64 fps, frame &
footage counter,- like new.$295
BOLEX with 400' magazine, rackover,
telescopic
finder;
110/24V
motor.
Closeout. Serviceable condition..$247.50

MACBETH
QUANTALOG,
Photometer,
transmission
attachment.
$870
list!
Like new; never used.$695
DUPONT 35MM EDGE NUMBERING ma¬
chine; completely reconditioned....$l 295

MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS
HOUSTON FEARLESS 16mm double head,
continuous contact with selective aper¬
tures, individually adjusted. Takes 2
negatives, prints 4 ways—composite
with separate sound and picture nega¬
tives,- 2 positives with 1 negative; 2
positives with 2 negatives; or either

head singly. Speeds 60/120 fpm, 22
scene
light changer.
$7500 value.
Serviceable condition .$3995
B&H REDUCTION 35/16mm Picture,- old
model 56; with light change; as is
condition .
$495
B&H PRINTER, 35mm step contact, pilot
pin
spreaders,
semi-automatic light
change. Very good condition.$995

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
WESTREX 3160 OPTICAL 16mm RA1284
power unit, RA 1283 mixer, RA 1282
amplifier, RA 1231 #60 recorder, 1214
lightvalves. 1242 microscope. Original¬
ly $20,000. Fine condition.$9890
FAIRCHILD SYNCSOUND head, condition
like new .
$149.50

Your idle or surplus equipment may fill the bill for another
producer, laboratory, TV station, etc. Tell us what you
have, whether for rent or sale, and we will offer it to a
receptive customer. THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR THIS
SERVICE.
The S.O.S. Trading Post also accepts certain selected
items on consignment, and displays them in our New
York or Hollywood showrooms where many sales are
made. S.O.S. is always ready to buy or trade.

GAS ENGINE
GENERATORS

MOVIOLA PREVIEW
35MM UDPVCS

KW Westinghouse 120V,
AC, 60 cy., control panel,
voltage regulator + 2.5%.
LeRoi engine, 4 wheel trailer,
air brakes and torque
springs. Good cond.$2995
2b

Separate
picture
and
soundhead,
mounted on rolling stand, with 4" x
6" screen; rebuilt.$1095
Wirh

ART REEVES
SENSITESTERS

Counter-balanced spring top opens
at a touch for magazine change or
threading. Outside follow focus,
built-in magnifier and pilot light.
Original cost $1500; excellent con¬
dition ..$975

Combination Densitometer/Sensitometer.
Gives correct printing time scene by scene
automatically; makes sensitrometric strips;
finds gamma. U.S. Government paid $1500.
Serviceable

E.K.
CINE
SPECIAL
AURICON
BLIMP with syncmotor. Factory re¬
built .-.$395

PHOTO RESEARCH COLOR DENSITOMETER,
single head with filter wheel, cost new
$3686; serviceable condition .$1995

EDITING EQUIPMENT

PROJECTORS, BACKGROUND
AND PREVIEW

WESTREX 16MM EDITOR separate pic¬
ture and sound with syncsetter, 5"
rotary prism viewer, $4500 value. Fine
condition .
$1995

VARIABLE MOTION PROJEOORS, 35mm
sound, 3000' capacity. Footswitch; for¬
ward; reverse; hispeed; normal; slospeed. Includes amplifier and rolling
stand. New condition.$1195

AKELEY 35MM VIEWER, sound & com¬
posite 5" X 7" aerial image. Original¬
ly $3000; closeout. Good cond.$195

PREVIEW INTERLOCK PROJEaOR. DeVry, lOOOw lamp, runs picture and
sound. Good condition.$995

. .$595

Add $100 for 16/35mm operation.

KINEVOX 4-posifion mixer, Ac oper, VU
meter. Cost $495. Like new.$225

FILMCRAFT 35MM MOVIE BACKGROUND
Process Outfrt. $15,000 value. (Bank
Foreclosure). Fair condition.$1995

.•.. .$395

Reconditioned

SOUNDPROOF INSULATED BARNEY
for 35mm camera, $125 value.
New, surplus .$49.50

■ 7.

10" screen; rebuilt.$1495

MOVIOLA 35MM UDCS, separate sound
and composite picture magnetic/optrcal, with footage counter. On rolling
stand. Excellent condition.$1295

MITCHELL NC
RABY BLIMP

a.

X

MOVIOLA 35MM UDS, separate picture
and
soundhead
on
rolling
stand.
Reconditioned .$795

TWO WHEEL TRAILER with
6.5 KW generator, 120 V, 60
cy., 4 cyl engine, steel bed
4'x8' long, air brakes, stake
sides.
Value $2000;
good
condition .$995

nvc.

8"

CECO 35MM VIEWERS, $600 originally;
condition like new.$199.50

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
BARDWELL-McALISTER SR. 5KW Spots on
rolling stands .$199.50
MOLE-RICHARDSON
lOOOW
stands with barndoors .

Spots
on
$79.50

BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Keglite on stands with barndoors ..$59.50
BARDWELL-McALISTER Baby Keg Boomlite on stand .$125

B&H FOOT SPLICERS, excellent condition.
35mm...$595
70mm.$895

COLORTRAN 2000 Jr. Kit .$149.50

PRESTO HOT SPLICER, 16mm film/tape.
Orig. $747.80; reconditioned.$495

MOLE-RICHARDSON SR. 5KW Spots, stand
and barndoors .$219.50

formerly S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 WEST 52nd STREET, NEW YORK

19, N. Y.

•

Telegram: FAX, N. Y.

Phone: PLaza 7-0440

WESTERN BRANCH; 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California

I

Phone: 467-2124

A.S.C. RECOMMENDATION No. 4

4.2

Safe action and safe title areas for 35mm films
for television release in black-and-white or color.
4.3

By
Chairman,

WALTER

A.S.C.

Research

and

BEYER
Educational

Committee

.Tn- X .j»4’ tH
ASC gCOMXNOATtON *«
TV SAFE ACTION A«fA

-

ASC HCOMWtNMTION >4

Alt AKASAKON ACAOtMV CAMU AFtltruK CCNTEI LINE
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Fig.

1

This Recommend.ation by the Re¬
search and Educational Committee of
the American Society of Cinematog¬
raphers aims for agreement on the
ground glass and or finder markings
for all cameras used for photographing
motion pictures specifically for tele¬
vision.
The former Research Council’s
RCIP No. 27 on “Safe Action” and
“Safe Title” areas, prepared and first
issued in 1956 and reissued in 1959, is
no longer kept up-to-date and is now
replaced by A.S.C. Recommendation
No. 4 following a careful survey made
with the full cooperation of all studio
camera department heads and tele¬
vision network representatives.
Our survey revealed that the safe
action and safe title areas established
in 1956 are still in general use and
considered fully valid for both B&W
and color films as reproduced on home
TV receivers.
1.1

1.2

1.3

2.1

2.2

272

J. Scope
This recommendation specifies the
maximum dimensions for the safe
action and safe title areas.
The dimensions of the ASA
Standards for camera aperture,
TV station projector aperture, and
TV transmitted area are also list¬
ed as they are essential within the
scope of this project.
Special considerations and dimen¬
sions for the review room projec¬
tor aperture are given in the ap¬
pendix.
2. Definition
Safe Action Area is that portion
of the image inside the camera
aperture within which all signifi¬
cant action should take place for
“safe” reproduction on B&W and
color home receivers.
Safe Title Area is defined as that

portion of the image inside the
camera aperture which will be
reproduced on all home receivers
without cropping of width or
height.
2.3 TV Station Frofector Aperture is
defined as that aperture used in
35mm projectors at the TV sta¬
tion for telecasting 35mm prints.
2.4 TV Transmitted Area is defined
as that portion of the image in¬
side the camera aperture which is
transmitted by the TV system.
2.5 Review Room Frofector Aperture
is defined as that aperture used
in 35mm projectors for viewing
35mm prints specifically made for
TV release.
3. Dimensions
3.1

3.2

(ASC Recommendations)
All dimensions and centerline in¬
formation are combined and pre¬
sented on drawings marked “Page
A” and “Page B” as part of this
recommendation (and reproduced
here as Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).
Safe Action Area (safe composi¬
tion area) shall be 0.757"x0.565'''
(plus/minus 0.002").
Note: For better protection of cor¬
ner areas in B&W production and
to compose somewhat more fa¬
vorably for color home receiver
presentation, NBC recommends
curved sides for this area: 0.757"
diameter x —.565" height. (See
Fig. 2).

3.3

Safe Title Area shall be 0.621"x
0.466".

4. Dimensions f ASA Standards)
4.1 Camera Aperture for films for
television shall be 0.868"x0.631"
with the center line 0.738" from
the guided edge of the film in ac¬
cord with ASA Standard PH
22.59-1954.

TV Station Frofector Aperture
shall be 0.816"x0.612" with the
center line 0.738" from the guid¬
ed edge of the film in accord
with ASA Standards PH 22.581954 and PH 22.95-1954.
TV Transmitted Image Area —
The portion of a 35mm motion
picture frame reproduced by a
television film chain shall be an
area of 0.792"x0.594" height in
accord with ASA Standard PH
22.95-1954. The center of this re¬
produced image area shall coin¬
cide with the center of the cam¬
era and projector apertures as per
4.1 and 4.2 (above) which serves
to locate the reproduced area rela¬
tive to the film.

A ppendix
Review Room Frofector Aperture
A) For artistic composition and action
reviewing of 35mm prints for TV re¬
lease, the projector aperture shall be
identical with the safe action area and
either rectangular in shape 0.757"x
0.565", corner radii optional 0.125"
maximum; or with curved sides (NBC
Recommendation) 0.757" diameter x
0.565" height.
B) For laboratory print inspection of
35m.m films for TV release, the projec¬
tor aperture to be used shall be rec¬
tangular in size and identical with the
TV station projector aperture (ASA
PH 22.95-1954). 0.816"x0.612", cor¬
ner radii optional 0.125 maximum.
Note: The review room projector aper¬
tures (Figs. 1 and 2) must be cen¬
tered with reference to the height of
the image on the film, since the trans¬
mitted area and/or the TV station pro¬
jector cannot be “framed.”
■
CORRECTION
In the report on the A.S.C.'s Research
and Educational Committee in our April
issue (pp. 212) several lines in the list of
A.S.C. Recommendations were inadvertently
transposed. The corrected list is reproduced
herewith.—EDITOR:
A.S.C. RECOMMENDATION #1:
“Screen Brightness—and Color Temperature
Levels for Review Rooms."

A.S.C.

RECOMMENDATION

“65mm Camera Aperture

A.S.C.

#2:

Dimensions."

RECOMMENDATION

#3:

“Focusing Chart for Daily Rushes."

A.S.C.

RECOMMENDATION

#4:

“Safe Action and Safe Title Areas for 35mm
Films for TV."

A.S.C.

RECOMMENDATION

“Improvements

for

Black

#5:
and

White

Film

Presentation on TV” IDC-Restoration Action.)

A.S.C.

RECOMMENDATION

“Double-Frame
sions."

A.S.C.
“35mm

Camera

RECOMMENDATION
Cinerama

#6:

Aperture

Dimen¬

#7:

Camera Aperture

Dimen¬

sions and Angular Field Coverage."

A.S.C.

RECOMMENDATION

#8:

“Aperture Considerations and Release Meth¬
ods for Flat and
Pictures on TV."

A.S.C.
“35mm

Anamorphic

RECOMMENDATION
Camera

Aperture

Theatrical

#9:
Dimensions."
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WHATEVER THE PICTURE-DEPEND ON DU PONT
Distinguished directors of photography and
cinematographers depend on Du Pont
SUPERIOR* 2 and 4 Films and the service
that comes with them. One may need the
latitude of the SUPERIOR Films for shoot¬
ing a documentary in the chance weather
of an English autumn. Another may want
the consistent quality of the SUPERIOR
Films as he shoots a television series.
Whatever their assignment, you will find
these men at the top of their profession —

with years of award-winning experience.
Their repeated success has proved to them
that DuPont SUPERIOR Films give firstclass results-they depend on it!
You, too, can get Du Pont Films —and full
technical data on them-from any of the
sales offices shown listed at the right. Or
write to E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
(Inc.), Photo Products Department N-2430A,
Wilmington 98, Delaware.
>f^Du Pont’s registered trademark for its photographic filrr,.

ATLANTA 18, GA., 1737 Ellsworth Ind. Dr., N. W.
CHICAGO 46, ILL., 4560 Touhy Ave.,
Edgebrook Station
CLEVELAND 16, OHIO, 20575 Center Ridge Road
CLIFTON, N.J., 380 Allwood Rd.,
Allwood Station (New York)
DALLAS 7, TEXAS, 1628 Oak Lawn Ave.
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF., 7051 Santa Monica BM
WALTHAM 54, MASS., 45-4th Ave. (Boston)
WYNNEWOOD, PA., 308 E. Lancaster Ave. (Phila.)
EXPORT, Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Del.
IN CANADA, Du Pont of Canada, Ltd., Toronto

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING . . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY
•kfc. V. t. »»V O'A
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How good can a movie light get?
Good enough to win an Academy Award.*
Good enough to be used in the making of million-dollar Hollywood movies.
Good enough to revolutionize the movie lighting industry.
That’s how good a movie light can get...when it’s
a SUN GUN® Professional photo light by Sylvania.
274
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♦CITATION: “To Sylvania Electric Products Inc., sub¬
sidiary of General Telephone & Electronics, for the
development of a hand-held high-power photographic
lighting unit known as the SUN GUN Professional. •
This development, utilizing the self-cleaning halogen
lamp in a compact reflector housing, provides an effi¬
cient motion-picture lighting unit especially suitable for
location use. The 1000-watt SUN GUN flood-lighting
unit weighs three pounds and produces photographic
light at reduced operating costs.’* THE ACADEMY OF

SYLVANIA
suBSiDiAFtv OP

IgemeraiI

GENERAL TELEPHONE ^ELECTRONICS

MOTION PICTURE ARTS & SCIENCES-1962
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Joe Vadala, named Newsfilm Cameraman of the Year by NPPA, sets up
his Bolex in a Jerusalem street to get "establishing shots" for the docu¬
mentary, “Way of the Cross." After seven weeks on location, Vadala
said of Bolex, “A beautifully made piece of equipment."

Vadala moves in close as he shoots Franciscan fathers carrying the
cross in the award-winning epic for NBC News. Viewing and focusing
through the Bolex taking lens while shooting, he obtained the most
complicated effects with precision.

How NBC News used Bolex to shoot prize winning film

Mountain climbing is all work. And when the climb is to film cloud
effects and waterfalls, the cameraman wants a camera that is light¬
weight, compact and rugged. He wants a Bolex. "You don’t need five
men,” Vadala said, "and you can set it as you climb.”

Casting nets on the Sea of Galilee was a vital part of the film story and
the scene was shot at various speeds to get the desired result. With a
Bolex, speeds can be adjusted from 12 to 64 fps and can be reset
while the camera is running.

Temperature extremes may mean discomfort for the cameraman but
can't be allowed to interrupt the job at hand. Bolex is unaffected by
heat and cold and for that reason it has become a favorite among
newsmen, explorers and scientists.

Film narratives of this scope call for hundreds of detail shots, dissolves
and zooms that can be cut into the story in the final editing. This is
why Prize Winner Vadala chose the versatile Bolex.
... Another example of Bolex getting the job done for the professional.
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Bolex Cameras and Accessories
For Every Professional Effecl

Technical
Questions and
Answers
Q.—/

bought a Norwood Director

exposure meter in 1955. Since then

Bolex Tripod: Lightweight aluminum construction.
Smooth action pan head with spirit levei tilts 135 degrees
vertically. Nonskid legs. $99.50.

new types of Kodachrome film, have
been put on the market. Do the or¬
iginal instructions for using this meter
with Kodachrome still apply? Does
the Colormatic feature still apply to
Kodachrome regardless of the ASA
speed of the film?
The instruction manual for the meter
states in e§ect as follows: Simply in¬

of emulsion from adhering, but also
absorbed the sticky exudation. We

different emulsion speeds of the Koda¬

have followed this simple but quite
effective method for the past eight
years, and a recent examination of the

apparently have the Color¬

matic model of the Norwood meter,
which has the range-change slide and
the two-range calculator. This involves
adjusting the calculator for the sensi¬
tivity of the film you are using, as
expressed in ASA units, and using
the calculator for every reading.

Bolex 16mm Titler: Basic kit—optical bench, main frame
reflectors, title frame and cradle, $180.50.

The Bolex H-16 Rex with reflex viewing,
variable shutter, 3 lens turret and Lytar f/1.8
lens costs only $450.00. Workmanship for
all Bolex equipment is to the most precise
tolerances on the 16mm market. Bolex
lenses are matched for uniform sharpness,
exposure and color rendition. Bolex cameras
and accessories offer the professional utility
many studios have paid thousands of dollars
for. Write Dept. BAC-11 for literature and the
name of your nearest Bolex dealer.
All prices include F.E.T. where applicable.

PAILLARD Incorporated, 100 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N.Y.
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films from the vaults of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

cated when the needle stops moving.
What, then, is the function of the

A.—T'ou

$168.00; Switar 75mm f/1.9 fast telephoto, $145.00.

“About eight years ago,” said Niver,
“we encountered a similar problem
when we undertook to restore some old

film speed or use the computer dial—
merely read directly the // stop indi¬

chrome films?—C. J., Kowloon, Hong
Kong.

Precision-Ground Bolex Lenses: Switar lOmm f/1.6
wide-angle, $149.50; Switar 25mm f/1.4 normal lens,

Hollywood, whose Renovare Company
specializes in the restoration of old
films and paper negatives.

We discovered that if we interleaved
nitrate film with a special type paper,
which was made available in strips
the same width as the film, that the
paper not only prevented the layers

sert the Colormatic slide. It is un¬
necessary to then set the meter for

Bolex Unimotor: Motor drives camera through full roll
of film at constant speed. Batteries or AC current. $89.50

A.——

For the answer to your question
We inquired of Kemp K. Niver of

films so interleaved showed that rot
and exudation had been completely
arrested.”
It is understood that the Hollywood
Film Museum Associates are utilizing
this method in the restoration of films
and that persons interested in using
the method may purchase the inter¬
leaving paper and use it, or contact

In cases where Kodachrome ASA 10
is used, a shortcut has been provided
for users of this meter. An additional

the Hollywood Museum Associates,
Hollywood, California, for the service.

slide labeled Colormatic can be used
instead of the range-change slide. An
additional notation in the form of an
f/ stop scale is provided on the face of
the meter. Thus, when using Koda¬

Q.——/ would like your advice on the
following tivo questions: 1) W'hat is
usually written first — the shooting

chrome ASA 10 film only, the meter
can be used as a direct-reading meter.
For all other films, however, the range-

—J. C., Honolulu, Hawaii.

script or the narration? 2) Is onehour too long for a color documentary?

A.—1)

change slide and the calculator must
be used.

In theatrical film production,
the script is written first. In documen¬
tary film production the narration is

A new, improved model of the me¬
ter, known as the Norwood Super-

often written first and the cameraman

Director, affords direct-reading for all
films.

d.— The nitrate base negatives of
my first feature film, produced in
1946, have gotten partly sticky and
cannot be unrolled without damaging
the picture area. How can these nega¬

shoots the subject matter to fit it. 2)
One hour is not too long for a docu¬
mentary. However, it is not possible
to accurately estimate how long a
documentary should be, for this de¬
pends entirely on the subject matter
and sometimes, as well, the market for
which the film is intended.
■

tives be made usable so that / may
obtain a master positive then a dupe
negative?—T. N. D., Istanbul, Turkey.
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filIiing a space flight...
Birns and Sawyer equipment shoots ’round-the-world

'

* I'

TRtNIOAD —Silhouetted against the dusk, cameramen film
the tracking ship, Rose Knot, on its lonely vigil
.

CAPE CANAVERAL — Meanwhile
the crew that launched Astronaut John Glenn into

NIGERIA —Cameraman John Hynd and assistant catch ships of
tire desert instead of spacecraft as camel caravan passes tracking
station at Kano

OMNITARS SHOOT BLASTOFF — The unretouched blastoff photo
at left, flashed by Associated Press wire-and-radiophoto to thou¬
sands of newspapers in the free world, was taken with a Birns &
Sawyer 600 Omnitar lens on 35mm film from the “road block”,
a camera site a mile from the Mercury launch pad. At the “press
site”, two miles from the pad, the AP had Big Bertha, a 1000mm
Omnitar, firing away.
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FROM BLASTOFF TO RECOVERY
1

1

1

1

N

A
tiIf

Down under crew films sequence in tracking sta
at Muchea. Loren Steadman, chief sound engineer, at left,
assistant director Bill McClure at right;

HAWAII — Hawaiian eye in the sky was
tracking stations. Eugene Keefer, left. was over-all producer

1
1
■

■
m

»
0

f

IV

p

CONTROL TOWER
Film sequence shows
at Mercury Control Center which directs
Mercury Missions

TEXAS

Larry Newell in the tracking station
Christie

Cameraman Mark Irwin sets up a converted CinC'
Voice No. 73 with 1200’ magazine at Boddard Space Flight Center

CARIBBEAN

Cameraman Hal Reavely prepares to record the

arrival of Astronaut John Glenn aboard aircraft carrier Randolph

GENERAL DYNAMICS / ASTRONAUTICS FILMS
HISTORICAL PROJECT MERCURY ORBIT FOR NASA

BLASTOFF TO RECOVERY DOCUMENTED
WITH BIRNS & SAWYER EQUIPMENT

“Friendship 7”, an hour-long, sound and color 16mm documentary on Astro¬
naut John Glenn’s orbital flight was produced for the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration by the motion picture section of General
Dynamics/Astronautics, San Diego, California. It was a mammoth under¬
taking, comparable on a lesser scale, to the planning for the mission itself.
“The film documents a moment in time," says Eugene C. Keefer, pro¬
ducer of the film and assistant director of communications at Astronautics,
“It covers the Project Mercury activities occurring around the world
immediately preceding and during the flight.”
Heart of the film are the scenes photographed at stations around the
world as seen in the photographs above. More than 100 cameramen, sound¬
men, writers, editors and other production people helped make this exciting
film.

It is not often that small companies can participate so intimately and
totally in such a momentous undertaking as Project Mercury. Birns &
Sawyer Cine Equipment Co. of Hollywood, was chosen prime contractor for
the motion picture equipment because they have the nation’s largest stocks
of rental Auricons and Arriflexes readily available. The Birns & Sawyer staff
is grateful for the part they were permitted to play in assembling the gear
for the hard-working crews of General Dynamics/Astronautics.
The call-out of camera equipment was impressive. Some 31 cameras
with 93 lenses and 13 special lenses, 62 film magazines, 12 light tripods,
19 heavy duty tripods, one blimp, one gyropod, several special heads and
related special equipment. Of the 19 Auricons, 10 were Pro 600s and the
balance were Cine-Voices adapted with Birns & Sawyer conversion blocks
and 1200’ Mitchell magazines. The next time you need to rent a cam¬
era— one, 31, or 100, call Birns & Sawyer.
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X
feature can be used to regulate the
voltage at a location where precise
voltage is required, such as lighting
arrays. Complete data are available
from manufacturer at 345 Kansas St.,
El Segundo, Calif.
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BLACK §
REVERSAL
PRINTING
PROCESSING
COLOR PRINTING
OTHER SERVICES
• Work Prints
• Color-to-Color Prints
• Color-to B & W Prints
• Raw Stock
• Fastax Service
• A & B Roll Prints
• Fades-Dissolves
• Timed Prints
• Edge Numbering
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION WRITE

3-D Title Letters
Three dimensional title letters with
a pressure-sensitive adhesive on the
hack have been placed on the market
by S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc. The
letters are said to be easily applied on
most any surface by simply peeling off
a plastic backing, then pressing di¬
rectly on the background surface to be
photographed. Unusual titles and in¬
teresting shadows are achieved by
placing directly on the roller drum
of a titler, such as the S.O.S. TG IV,
in relation to a 45 degree angle light
source. By using 3-D Title Letters on
transparent surfaces and shooting right
through, the film maker has an inex¬
pensive art tool. When soiled, letters
are readily cleaned by rubbing lightly
with fine sandpaper. If desired, the
letters can be colored with any type
of paint. S.O.S. 3-D Title Letters range
in price from $4.95 to $10.95 per set.
Descriptive literature on request from
S.O.S. at 602 W. 52nd St., New York
19, N.Y.

A transistorized AC voltage regu¬
lator that offers precise voltage for
photographic uses such as studio light¬
ing or darkroom chemical temperature
control has been developed by Perkin
Electronics Corp., El Segundo, Calif.
The fast-response, 1-KVA unit provides
a regulated AC output that is adjust¬
able from 110 to 120 volts, with an
accuracy of ±0.1%. Remote-sensing

Lenses may be purchased with either
the “R” mount or with the Cine Spe¬
cial adapter and “SR” mount. Photo
above shows the 1000mm f/6.3 Omni¬
tar mounted on a Kodak Reflex Cam¬
era.

Gyro Head for Arri 16

unit. Model MTLRIOOO, ideally suited

A new gyro head of advanced de¬
sign for the Arriflex-16 camera and the
Arriflex-16 Tripod is announced by
the Arriflex Corporation of America,
257 Park Ave. South, New York 10,
N.Y. It has a full gyro in both the pan
and tilt movements. The gyro is ex¬
tremely quiet, is characterized by a
fine, even movement, and is skillfully
constructed with a minimal number of
parts for maximum durability and

for remote location. The remote-sense

Continued on Page 282

vices for overload protection make the

280

Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment Co.,
6424 Santa Monica, Hollywood, an¬
nounced at the SMPTE convention and
exhibition their line of Omnitar Lenses
are now available for the new Eastman
Kodak Reflex Camera.

A-C Voltage Regulator

and automatically resetting thermal de¬

723 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N.Y. • JU 6-2293

Omnitar Super-telephotos
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THE

LINE

OF 16 MM PROFESSIONAL
CAMERAS

CINE-VOICE n
100

FT.

RUNS

$967.00

AURICON
400

2-3/4

a

MIN.

UP

••PR0-600 SPECIAL FT.

RUNS

$1295.00

11

a

MIN.

UP

AURICON *-PR0-600-600 FT. RUNS
$1456.25

I6-1/2
a

MIN.

UP

KL

AURICON

-

I

"SUPER-1200-’

1200 FT. RUNS 33
$4149.00 a

MIN.

UP

GUARANTEE
All Auricon Equipment is sold
with a 30-day money back
Guarantee and a

1 year

Service Warranty. You must be
satisfied!

WRITE FOR
YOUR FREE
COPY OF THIS
74 PAGE
AURICON
CATALOG

GET BEHIND AN
AURICON “SUPER-1200’'.
...and

know the

real

satisfaction of filming with
a truly Professional Camera!

FOR JEWEL-LIKE PRECISION IN FILMING ROCK STEADY MOTION PICTURES!

The Auricon “Super-1200”, like all Auricon 16mm Professional Cameras, is a superb picture-taking instrument.
Every precision-engineered part of this finest of all 16mm Cameras is carefully built and assembled with the
rare watch-maker skill of old-world craftsmanship, combined with modern, space-age know-how in optics and
electronics. The Auricon “Super-1200” actually contains jewels in the Camera-Gate! This polished Sapphire
Film-Gate is guaranteed frictionless and wear-proof for in-focus and scratch-free pictures, regardless of how
much film you run through the Camera! Among the many professional features of the “Super-1200” is Reflex
Ground-Glass Focusing through the Camera lens. All this, and high-fidelity, optical or magnetic, single-system or
double-system sound-recording capabilities which are unmatched by any other camera in the world! Write
for free, illustrated Auricon Catalog fully describing this rare jewel of fine craftsmanship.

T* Afl-TT ^XTItlCOBT, Ixxcs.
QSOS K,om.a.ine St., Hollywooci 3S, Oalifornia,
HOl.LiY'W'OOD 2-OS31

AURICON .. .THE PROFESSIONAL CAMERA • STANDARD OF THE 16MM SOUND INDU

' SINCE 1931

>• \

WHAT’S NEW

THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF LENSES MADE
for Instrumentation and Documentary

MOTION PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY
PRO 35 and 70 mm LENSES for
"C” Mount, Vidicon TV, 35 mm. Data
Recording and Aerial Cameras
This series of 4 or more element
lenses enables professional photog¬
raphers to achieve the finest results
whether in the studio or on location.

Lenses are matched and balanced
... give uniform exposure ... deliver
full coverage without drop-off from
the center to the edge of the picture.

MIRROTEL LENSES
Long Focus, Short in
Length and Lightweight
Mirror optics permit the light path
to be folded three times within the
lens system, thereby cutting the
length and weight to less than one
third that of a comparable tele¬

Continued from Page 280

minimum maintenance requirements.
Either friction or gyro movements se¬
lectively, are available in the pan. The
design is such as to protect the move¬
ment against damage due to sudden
starts or sudden stops.
The new head may be interchanged
with the regular Arriflex friction head
on the Arriflex-16 Tripod. It may also
be used on the Arriflex-16 Shorty Tri¬
pod. Weight of head only: 8 lbs.;
weight of Arriflex-16 Tripod with
Gyro Head: 18 lbs.; Will handle the
Arriflex camera handily and larger and
heavier cameras up to 22 Ihs.; net
price is $650.00 from all franchised
Arriflex dealers.

photo objective. In addition Mirrotel
Lenses are free from chromatic aber¬
ration, coma, astigmatism and dis¬
tortion. Focal lengths from 20" to
200". Special accessories available.

20-60 mm VARI-FOCUS RAPTAR
ZOOM LENS for Vidicon TV and
16 mm Motion Picture Cameras
Increases the effectiveness of the
camera by permitting various de¬
grees of wide angle and telephoto
coverage with one lens. Crisp, clear
images anywhere in the focal range
from wide field (covering 1^4 times
area of normal lens) to telephoto of

2V2 times magnification. Aperture of
f/1.8 throughout the entire focusing
range of 5 feet to infinity. Calibrated
focal lengths, distance and aperture
markings. Resolution is better than
50 lines per millimeter on Plus X
film and 600 lines on TV.

Write for descriptive literature and prices.
Finest American made products
for those who want the best

[Uollensak Division
!M:+K

REVERE

CAMERA

ROCHESTER 21, N. Y.

♦

COMPANY

A SUBSIDIARY OF 3M COMPANY

AURICON CONVERSION
BY BIRNS &. SAWYER OF HOLLYWOOD
EXTENDS CINE-VOICE OR PRO-200 CAMERA^

r

TO

400 OR 1200-FT. CAPACITY

WITH NO LOSS OF ORIGINAL DESIGN!

BODINE TORQUE MOTOR,

adjustable for reliable
take-up, relieves load on camera motor and drive
mechanism (a B & S exclusive). Controlled by camera.

PRECISE WORM-GEAR FOOTAGE COUNTER

Tape Recorder Brake
A new hold-back and brake system
for professional tape recorders is an¬
nounced by Magnasync Corporation,
5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood,
Calif. Assemblies are complete with
torque motor, brake and reel hub,
ready for mounting on tape transport
panel. High resistance motor, salientpole torque motor is designed for con¬
tinuous 24-hour operation. Solenoidoperated brake consists of stainless
steel drum and band with life-tested
Dycron band lining. Exceptionally
smooth braking action is adjustable
to 1/4^', 1/4" and 1" tape handling for
10C4" or 14" reels. Included with each
integrated assembly is a unique NAB
reel hub which centers and secures
reels of varying width and bore size.
Systems are currently being used on
Air Traffic Control recorders for the
Air Force. Price, approximately
$100.00, depending on quantity. Initial delivery from 6 to 10 weeks. Literature available on request.
■

for any film load. Only $395 for Pro-200 conversion; $450 for
Cine-Voice (Mitchell magazine extra). See your dealer or write:

ISIRNS & SAWYER Cine Equipment
642A SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF. TELEPHONE: Hollywood 4-5166
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QUALITY Equipment... BETTER Pictures
For the AMPLIFIER with Feet
use
Lightweight TRANSIST-0-SOUND
This high fidelity amplifier is now in use in over 90 TV sta¬
tions and locations. Its portability permits sound-on-film
newsfilm where previously only silent coverage was
possible.

TWO-CHANNEL
self-contained
unit,
llluminatect
VU meter for night work. Wt. 3^2
.$350

Frequency response is flat within 1 db from 20 to
15,000 cps, equalized for the Auricon galvanometer.
Mike input receptacles are Cannon XLR type, stand¬
ard on present day audio equipment. No cables,
other than AC and mikes—everything including track
supply in one case, mounted on your camera. One
mike control switches on both amplifier AND track
current permitting “blooping” of track as you go.
Seven transistors used in an RCA licensed circuit.
Separate meter for track lamp current AND amplifier
battery check.
* WHOSE FEET? Why yours, of course.

ONE-CHANNEL
in-camera unit.
Illuminated VU
meter. External power supply provides all power,
including 110-V A.C. Added weight to camera,
6 ozs. Power supply -weight, 6 lbs.$550

BETTER TITLES with TEL-AnimaPrint^
Greatest dollar for dollar value in the industry!
The versatile Hot Press Title Machine for high quality, fast, dry lettering. The
most intricate and tircky titles in any color or black-&-white are achieved with
ease on paper or acetate cells—main titles, sub-titles, trailer titles, TV commer¬
cials, slide films, super-imposed sub-titles, shadow and third dimensional effects,
etc. These may be applied to any kind of art, scenic or live action background,
including photographs. Prints dry from colored foil for instant use.
ELECTRONIC TEL-AnimaPrint®—Type heated at constant rate automatically despite changes in room
temperatures. Accuracy within + or
1 ° by Thermistor (Fenwal's Patented Control Unit) . $595
STANDARD TEL-AnimaPrint® with manual control . $495

SA VES Film... SA VES Time...
SAVES Eyes... SAVES Money

EDI0U« ACTION VIEWER and SOUND READER
Most advanced Professional Action Viewer embodying many exclusive improve¬
ments such as all nylon rollers and flip top with cue light. Big, clear image
3" X 4", remains sharp whether film is moving or stopped. Can be synchronized
with Sound Readers.
S.O.S. Ediola M-16 Jr. Action Viewer .
S.O.S. Ediola M-16 Sr. Action Viewer with pressure plate and
double pad rollers (left to right) .
S.O.S. Ediola MRL-16 Sr. Action Viewer with pressure plate and
double pad roller (right to left) .
S.O.S. Ediola Pro-35 for 35mm .

S.O.!;. PHOTO-Cli-OPTICi;

$ 99.50
$135.00
$195.00
$295.00

formerly S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd St., N.Y. 19, N.Y.—Plaza 7-0440—Telegram: ' FAX, N.Y.”
Western

Branch:

6331

Hollywood

SEE SENSATIONAL BARGAIN OFFERINGS ON PAGES 270 AND 271

Blvd.,

Hollywood

28,

Calif.—Phone:

467-2124

I H

\

:

-

when film
r

is processed at
\

From original photography to release prints, skilled
CFI technicians accurately interpret the creative
objectives of the cinematographer. Exacting CFI
Laboratory control and advanced processing methods
insure maximum definition and correct tone reproduc¬
tion ... consistently.
i

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES

\

959 SEWARD ST., HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
Hollywood 2-0881

COMPLETE 35MM AND

284

f

Hollywood 9-1441

16MM

FILM

SERVICES
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oose

ONE
PACKAGE
deal from

the

JACK A. FROST /
'A

•

.. saves you TIME and
money on PRODUCTION
RENTAL needs!....
froi”

JACK A. FROST
COBO HALL OFFICE: 401 Washington Blvd.
Rm. 3143, WO 2-1255, Detroit 26, Michigan
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MAIN OFFICE: 234 Piquette
TR 3-8030, Detroit 2,Michigan

CANADIAN OFFICE: 6 Showbridge,
BEImont 2-1145, Toronto, Canada
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waii) with Elvis Presley and Stella Stevens.
Norman Taurog, director.

BEHIND
WHAT

THE

W. Wallace Kelley, ASC, “It’s OnlyMoney” (York Piets.; Jerry Lewis Pictures
Corp.) with Jerry Lewis and Joan O’Brien.
Frank Tashlin, director.

ERAS

INDUSTRY’S

OTING

LAST

MONTH

Frank Phillips, “Have Gun Will Travel”*.
PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS

H I N S

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”*
Lester Shorr, ASC, “Pete and Gladys”*.

NOTE: Asterisks following titles indicate television film productions.

PRODUCERS STUDIOS
BILTMORE STUDIOS — N Y.

Jack Priestly,
Gems).

“Naked

City”*

(Screen

Lionel Lindon. ASC, “The Manchurian
Candidate” (M. C. Prods.) with Frank Sina¬
tra and Laurence Harvey. John Frankenheimer, director.

Archie Dalzell, “The Tower of London”
(Admiral Prods.) with Vincent Price and
Michael Pate. Roger Corman, director.

INDEPENDENT

Charles Burke, “The Law and Mr. Jones”*.

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

BIOGRAPH STUDIOS—New York

George Stoetzel, ASC, “Car 54 Where Are
You?”*.
COLUMBIA STUDIOS

Donald Glouner, ASC, Commercials*.
Charles Lawton, ASC, Commercials*.
James Drought, Commercials*.
Gordon Avil. ASC, “Broken Lariat” (Four
Leaf Prod.; Eastman color) with James Philbrook and Nancy Kovack. Oscar Rudolph,
director.
William Whitley, ASC, “3 Stooges in Or¬
bit” with 3 Stooges and Edson Stroll. Ed¬
ward Bernds, director.
Sam Leavitt, ASC, “Diamond Head” (P’
Vision; Eastman color; shooting in Hawaii)
with Charlton Heston and Yvette Mimieux.
Guy Green, director.
Jack Marta, Irving Lippman, “Route 66”*.
Maury Gertsman, ASC, Commercials*.
Burnett Guffey, ASC, Commercial*.

Fred Gately, ASC, “Hazel”*.
ASC,

Reed

DESILU—Culver City

Charles Straumer, “The Untouchables”*.
Worth,

ASC,

“The

Real

Mc¬

DESILU—Gower Studios

Ted Voightlander, “Ben Casey”*.
FILMWAYS — MGM

Hal Mohr, ASC, Commercials”*.
Thomas Tutwiler, ASC, Commercials*.
FILMWAYS—New York

Morris
Hartzband,
“The
Defenders”*
(CBS) Boris Sagal and Buzz Kulich, direc¬
tors.
FOX STUDIOS—New York

Arthur Ornitz, Twist Featurette (Vanguard
Prods.).
GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS

Robert Moreno, “Adventures of Ozzie &
Harriet”*.
Robert Hager, “Perry Mason”*.
GOLDWYN STUDIOS

Meredith Nicholson, “The New Breed"*.
Ted McCord, ASC, “Two for the Seesaw”
(Mirisch-Robert Wise, Seven Arts Prod.;
P’Vision) with Robert Mitchum and Shirley
MacLaine. Robert Wise, director.
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Paul W. Puckett, “Lustatia” Roll Mac
Prod.; color) with Paulann Hudson and
Dave Morgan. David McClellan, director.

John Russell, ASC, Ellis Thackery, ASC,
John Warren, ASC, “Alcoa Theatre”*.

Floyd Crosby, ASC, “Wounds of Hunger”
(Task HI Prod.-N.Y.; shooting in Mexico
City; P’Vision) with Tony Anthony. Sol
Swimmer, director.
Robert Burks, ASC, “The Birds” (Alfred
Hitchcock Prods.; shooting in Santa Rosa)
with Rod Taylor and Jessica Tandy. Alfred
Hitchcock, producer-director.
Carl Kayser, “No Man is an Island” (Goldcoast Prod, for U-I release; shooting in the
Philippine Is.) with Jeffrey Hunter. Richard
Goldstone and John Monks, Jr., producerdirectors.

Fred West, ASC, (Family Films) Series of
Religious pictures.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

“Donna

Fred Young, “Lawrence of Arabia” (Super
P’Vision; Eastman color; Horizon Pictures
(GB);
Columbia release;
shooting
in
Spain) with Alec Guinness and Anthony
Quinn. David Lean, director.

Lothrop
Coys”*.

George Diskant, ASC,
rupters”*.

KEYWEST STUDIOS

Charles Welborn, “Dennis the Menace”*,
Commercials*.

Gert Andersen,
Show”*.

Edmond Sechan, “Grand Duke and Mr.
Pimm”
(Oxford Prods.;
P’Vision-Color;
shooting in Nice) with Glenn Ford and Hope
Lange. David Swift, director.

“Target the Cor¬

REVUE STUDIOS

Ellis Thackery, ASC, John Warren, ASC,
“Tall Man”*.
John Warren, ASC, Benjamin Kline, ASC,
“Checkmate”*.
Dale Deverman, Robert Gough, “Bachelor
Father”*.
John Russell, ASC, Neal Beckner, “Alfred
Hitchcock Presents”*.
Dale Deverman, “The Virginian”* (pilot).
Russell Metty, ASC, “If a Man Answers”
(Ross Hunter Prods.; Eastman Color) with
Sandra Dee and Bobby Darin. Henry Levin,
director.
Clifford Stine, ASC, “The Ugly American”
(Eastman Color) with Marlon Brando and
Sandra Church. George Englund, producerdirector.
Ray Rennahan, ASC, “Wells Fargo”*.

Paul Vogel, ASC, “Period of Adjustment”
with Anthony Franciosa and Jane Fonda.
George Roy Hill, direetor.

John Russell, ASC, “General Electric Thea¬
tre”*.
Ray Flin, “It’s A Man’s World”*.

James Drought, Commercials*.
Geoffrey Unsworth, “The Main Attrac¬
tion” (Seven Arts Prods.; C’Scope-Eastman
Color; shooting in London) with Pat Boone
and Nancy Kwan. Daniel Petrie, director.
Milton Krasner, ASC, “How the West Was
Won” (MGM-Cinerama Prod.; Cinerama and
MetroColor; Episode 5) with John Wayne
and Debbie Reynolds. Henry Hathaway, di¬
rector.
James Wilson, “The Password is Courage”
(Andrew & Virginia Stone Prod.; shooting
in England) with Dirk Bogarde and Nigel
Stock. Andrew Stone, producer-director.

Benjamin Kline, ASC, “Thriller”*.
Nick Musuraca, ASC, “Jack Benny Show”*.
Russell Harlan, ASC, “To Kill A Mock¬
ingbird” (Pakula-Mulligan-Anthony Prods.)
with Gregory Peck and Marh Badham. Ro¬
bert Mulligan, director.
Joseph Lashelle, ASC, “A Child is Wait¬
ing” (Stanley Kramer Prods.) with Burt
Lancaster and Judy Garland. John Cassa¬
vetes, director.
William Margulies, ASC, “87 Precinct’’*.
Jack Mackenzie,
Me”*.

ASC,

“Ichabod

and

Eugen Shuftan, “Captain Sinbad” (Tech¬
nicolor; King Bros. Prod.; shooting in Mu¬
nich) with Guy Williams and Heidi Bruehl.
Byron Haskin, director.

Fred Mandl, ASC, “Leave it to Beaver”*.

William Daniels, ASC, “Billy Rose’s Jum¬
bo” (Euterpe Prod.; C’Scope & Metrocolor)
with Doris Day and Stephen Boyd. Chuck
Walters, director.

Frank Planer, ASC, “Something’s Got to
Give” (C’Scope & DeLuxe color) with Mari¬
lyn Monroe and Dean Martin. George Cukor,
director.

Robert Pittack,
Bride”*.

Winton Hoch, ASC, “Five Weeks in a Bal¬
loon” (C’Scope; DeLuxe color; Irwin Allen
Prods.); with Red Buttons and Sir Cedric
Hardwicke. Irwin Allen, producer-director.

ASC,

“Father

of

the

Harkness Smith, “Dr. Kildare”*.

Walter

Strenck,

ASC,

“Wagon

Train”*

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

Arthur Arling, ASC, “My Six Loves” with
Debbie Reynolds and Cliff Robertson. Gower
Champion, director.
Loyal Griggs, ASC, “Girls! Girls! Girls!”
(Hal Wallis Prod.; color; shooting in Ha¬

Arthur Ibbetson, “Nine Hours to Rama”
(C’Scope; Deluxe color; Red Lion Prod.;
shooting in India) with Horst Buchholz
and Jose Ferrer. Mark Robson, producerdirector.
Continued on Page 322
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IMMEDIATE DELIVERY on ACMADE
Heavy volume of sales
has resulted in steppedup production and in¬
creased production fa¬
cilities by the Acmade
plant in England.

•m *.

!*

J

FLORMAN
&BABB

0i

Recent Purchasers of Acmade Editing Tables
• National Broadcasting
Company
• J. Walter Thompson
• U. S. Army Ordnance
• N. Y. Board of
Education

• Safety Enterprises,
Ohio
• Sound & Scene
Productions, Texas
• Porta Films, Mich.
• Bav State Films. Mass.

exclusive western
hemisphere distributor,
is now stocking all
models for immediate
delivery.

ACMADE MARK I

NEW FROM ACMADE

ACMADE TUNGSTEN
PRECISION SPLICER

EDITING TABLE
Makes Editing Easy!

This moderately priced splicer incorporates
new precision features which insure absolute
accuracy and safety in splicing. Three models
are available; Model 16-16mm., Model 3535mm., Model 35-16 combination 35mm. and
16mm.

r
' •.

1. The combination 35mm.16mm. Model features retracttable 35mm. and 16mm. pins.
This permits center placement
of the 16rHm. pins for A and B
roll splicing.

4. Specially designed righthand pressure block permits
easy and accurate back-scrap¬
ing on all models.

^

^

."V

5. Tempered steel springs pro¬
vide perfect pressure, posi¬
tioning film firmly during
scrapingand splicing processes.
6. Thermostatically controlled
heater maintains constant
100° temperature.

2. Stainless steel blocks are precision fitted with
Tungsten-Carbide inserts for cutting. Cutting edges
will remain sharp and last forever.

Model 16 - $299

'2975
f.o.b. New York
Operation of this simple, efficient editing
machine can be mastered in minutes. Con¬
tinuous (non-intermittent) movement pro¬
vides absolute protection for your fil-m. In¬
stant controls and declutching allows up to
50% greater speed for pic & sound editing.
All combinations of 16mm and/or 35mm
channels, plus magnetic and optical sound
available.

Model 35 - $299
3. Attached scraper adjustable for depth — fitting
jig incorporated on splicer base.

WRITE FOR DETAILED BROCHURE
Model 35.16 - $399

Acmade Foot-Operated Splicer with Tungsten Tipped Blades

W3t

Combination
16mm-35mm
Model

$1495

This splicer is constructed, as is usual
with ACMADE products, of the finest mate
rials and workmanship. All castings are of
the best quality and the top body and
cutter arms are seasoned to prevent dis¬
tortion after machining. The machining is
carried out to limits of± .0005" in order
that the cutter blades shall close in a dead
parallel manner. The cutter blades are
made from stainless steel with Tungsten
Carbide inserts, and afterwards ground
lapped and polished to a limit of ± .0002"
thickness and the cutting edges relieved by
1°. The Tungsten Carbide inserts will have

indefinite life and will not require sharp¬
ening as with other types. A heater unit
is installed in the top body of the machine.
The top light in a well glass fitting is at¬
tached to the body of the machine and also
an inspection light in the waste bin to¬
gether with cement bottle and brush. A
scraper block is supplied and also a
scraper block setting jib and support shelf
rubber-covered. The whole machine is fin¬
ished in first quality grey hammer and all
metal parts other than cutter blades are
hard flash chromed.

Halifr' FLORMAN & BABB, Inc.
68 W. 45th St., New York 36, N. Y. MUrray Hill 2-2928
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PRODUCTION

CREW worked

a

half

day

placing

lights and

generators

and

VAST INTERIOR of Crocker Bank presented lighting problems because of

lining up the camera for a series of night shots that were to be made here.

huge

That night, fog

light level was higher than in outdoor areas seen through windows.

suddenly rolled

in

after the

second take.

windows,

light walls.

Contrary

to

conditions

usually

encountered,

EXPERIMENT IN TERROR' ... a classic in low-key cinemal'ography.

is the
kind of crime melodrama
that depends substantially on the
photography to give it special
visual impact. It is a classic in
low-key, suspenseful cinematogra¬
phy—a prime example of what
imaginative lighting and carefully
designed camera angles can do
to wring the last ounce of suspense
from a story that achieves stark
terror in the opening shot and
maintains it throughout the pic¬
ture.
Produced and directed by Blake
Edwards for Columbia Pictures,
the photography, in black-andwhite and 185-to-l format, was
directed by Philip Lathrop, ASC.
“Experiment In Terror” is pure
chase. Kelly Sherwood, a bank
teller, played by Miss Lee Remick,
is chosen by an unseen psycho¬
pathic killer as his accomplice in
a $100,000 bank robbery. Driving
home from work after dark, Kelly
^^j^XPERIMENT IN TERROR”
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parks her car in the garage of her
home, the overhead door of the
garage closing after her. Inside
in the darkness, she is seized by
the criminal. Stifling her outcries
with one hand clasped over her
mouth, he details his plans care¬
fully and threatens her and her
younger sister with death if she
refuses or betrays him. After he
leaves, Kelly immediately contacts
the EBI, and the film becomes an
exciting hunt for a faceless man
whose powerful weapon is anonym¬
ity. Glenn Ford plays John Ripley,
the FBI agent who works closely
with Kelly to thwart the criminal’s
plans.
A substantial am.ount of the ac¬
tion was photographed on location
in and near San Francisco. Loca¬
tions here included streets, a hill
residential area, a public swim¬
ming pool, the Crocker Bank, the
Roaring Twenties night club, and
Candlestick ballpark.

SHOTS

MADE

from

helicopter

of

exciting

chase

through streets, and of criminal’s capture in ballpark
are among highlights of “Experiment In Terror." Here
'copter is set up on special platform on

sound stage

for making a process shot.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, MAY, 1962

places to throw effect lighting on
one or two homes, a garage, shrub¬
bery, etc., to give the overall
scene a most realistic nighttime
appearance. According to Lathrop,
the effective photographic illumi¬
nation ranged upward from 50
foot candles, depending on loca¬
tion of the camera.
Ironically, shortly after shoot¬
ing began on this location, heavy
fog suddenly rolled in from the
bay and enveloped the area, clos¬
ing down operations after only a
few takes.

TENSE,

EXCITING

chase

scenes

for

“Experiment

in

Terror”

were

in San Francisco's Roaring Twenties night club. Camera is being
for

shot

of

bank

teller

Kelly

seeking

a

killer

among

One of the most striking ex¬
terior night shots ever seen in a
motion picture was imaginatively
illuminated and photographed by
Lathrop on a hilly location over¬
looking San Francisco.
“The effect we aimed for,” said
Lathrop, “was to make the scene

VIEW

FROM

cameraman's

position

behind

helicopter

pilot, showing background plate projected on process
'screen as photographed in the camera setup pictured
at

left

gay

The choice of the Crocker Bank
in San Francisco as the setting for
many scenes in the picture posed
a great many problems, mainly
because of its vast size, its huge
windows and the light color of the
interior walls.

staged

lined up

revelers.

look completely natural rather
than one that was purposely lit
for photography.”
Although preparation for photo¬
graphing the scene began early
one afternoon, the ultimate shot
was night-for-night—as were all
night shots in the picture—and
photographed around 9 p.m. It
was a long-shot view of the hilly
residential area in whieh Kelly
resides with her teen-age sister.
Unlike so many motion picture
scenes of this type that are simply
flooded with flat lighting, Lathrop
spotted the lighting at carefully
chosen points in the scene and
blended it into the shadows. What
resulted is a genuine aspect of
naturalness and at the same time
great depth is achieved in the over¬
all scene—a scene that is highly
important in establishing locale of
the home and its surroundings
early in the picture.

“This was probably the first
time I ever worked in an interior
where I had less light coming
through the windows than I had
inside the building,” Lathrop comContinued on Page 318

PHILIP LATHROP, ASC (right), who directed the
photography of ^‘Experiment In Terror,” watches
action staged in Roaring Twenties night club as
camera

operator

shot with

Richard

Kline

makes

effect

hond-held Arriflex camera

Early in the afternoon preced¬
ing the shooting, three generators
were moved into the area and
strategically placed to supply
power

for

the

three

planes

of

lighting which were planned for
the location. Big Brute arcs were
mainly used, augmented by smaller
lighting units concealed in various
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SPARKLING!
A CRISP, SPARKLING NEGATIVE deserves a top-quality print. Not dull, flat! In other words: Don’t waste
good negatives on poor prints... Go

Eastman

all the way—negative and print-stock. And in case of

questions—production, processing, projection—always get in touch with Eastman Technical Service.

For more information, write or phone: Motion Picture Film Department, EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
Rochester 4, N. Y. Or-for the purchase of film: W. J. German, Inc. Agents for the sale and distribution of

Eastman Professional Film for Motion Pictures and Television, Fort Lee, N.J., Chicago, III., Hollywood, Calif.

sut
MERITS OF NEW Sylvania Sun Gun are dis¬
cussed
of

by

William

camero

and

Widmayer

department,

cinematographer

(right),

Columbia

Joseph

Biroc,

head

Studio,
ASC,

following series of tests given lamp at studio.
Lamp
Lite,

pictured
less

is

original

powerful

and

Sun

sans

Gun

Movie

accessories

of

the newer Professional model.

^HE METEORIC RISE

of the Sylvania Sun Gun photo

light from merely a revolutionary new light
source for amateur movie makers to the hottest item
of lighting equipment on Hollywood sound stages
today was appropriately climaxed last month when
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
honored the new lamp with its Class II Technical
Achievement Award.
The Sun Gun’s emergence from its original ama¬
teur status to that of professional began rather in¬
cidentally when William Widmayer, head of the

SUN
4-leaf

GUN

PROFESIONAL and

barndoor

with

which

B—daylight filter; C—3200°

accessories.
it

K

comes
filter;

Lamp

is

equipped.

D—portrait

shown
Other

lens;

camera department at Columbia Studio, chanced to
see one of the early Sun Guns in a Hollywood cam¬
era store. He obtained three Sun Gun Movie Lights,
as the initial model was named, for the purpose of
testing the units’s potentials as a compact, portable
light source for filming location interiors and for
use in certain situations on the sound stage. Un¬
beknown to Widmayer or Sylvania, these tests were
to mark a turning point in the Sun Gun’s future and
alter drastically some phases of set lighting proce¬
dure.

at A with
items

E—large

are:
barn¬

doors; F—snoot; G—optical ' sniper” snoot; H—accessory holder.

The initial tests at Columbia were photographed
by Arthur Aiding, ASC. News of the excitement
generated by Columbia’s tests attracted the attention
of other studios which also tested the lamp under
a wide range of photographic conditions. William
Daniels, ASC, lit an entire interior set with Sun
Gun Movie Lights on an MGM sound stage and
achieved impressive photographic results.
Meanwhile, Sylvania engineers had heard of Hoilywood’s interest in the Sun Gun and flew repre-

30-VOLT
l/Vi

BATTERY-POWERED

pound

unit

designed

Sun

Gun

for

newsreel,

and

power

source—a

documentary

and

travelogue cinematographers.
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1]
i
*

[iUN PHOTO LIGHT
This tiny package of lighting dynamite
found immediate acceptance in Hollywood
studios and has been honored with an
Academy award.
i

By

f

I

FRED

FOSTER

i
I

sentatives to the West Coast to see what all the
excitement was about. There, on Hollywood sound
stages, they discovered a totally unexpected use for
their latest lighting product. Meeting with Widmayer at Columbia Studio, they viewed the tests the
studio had made, listened to suggestions for improv¬
ing the Sun Gun for professional use, then returned

i

DIRECTOR

OF

on

of

merits

(right) and

PHOTOGRAPHY
the

John

Sun

Gun

Lionel

Lindon, ASC

Professional

Zwald, Sylvania

(center), is

by Sylvania's

engineer.

Lindon

Russell

briefed
Barden

subsequently used

lamps to shoot location scenes for “The Manchurian Candidate.

to the factory to revise it.
Months later, rather quietly the Sylvania engi¬
neers returned to Hollywood with a new version of
the Sun Gun—a slightly larger and more powerful
unit which was now called the Sun Gun Professional.
This was a three-pound, 1,000-watt lighting unit
capable of delivering the same volume of photo¬
graphic illumination as a 5,000-watt flood light with

i'

\

the same beam angle.
Key component of the Sun Gun is its tiny, power¬
ful Halogen lamp—also known as a quartz-iodine
lamp. The principle of the quartz-iodine lamp is
fairly simple; it consists of a tubular quartz enve¬
lope about 3 inches in length and about % inch in
diameter, pinch-sealed at both ends. This contains
a tungsten filament giving a very high light output
—thus the need for the quartz tube or envelope to
withstand the high working temperature which

t

I
f

DIFFUSING
by

(right)

with

scorch

would melt ordinary glass.
At the extreme working temperature, the tung¬
sten filament would soon evaporate, to be deposited
as a dark coating on the inside surface of the tube
similar to that seen in photoflood lamps after ex¬
tensive use. The presence of iodine salts, presum¬
ably ionized when current is switched on, exerts a
scavenging action which retards evaporation of the
filament and consequently postpones fracture and
darkening of the tube. Argon gas is said also to be
a component, which presumably influences color

i

tested

FILTER

for

Hollywood
assist

resistant

Sun

still

from
filter

Gun

Russell
is

Professional

photographer
useful

Barden.
in

Ted
Heat

closeup

is

Allan
and
pho¬

tography.

temperature.^
Continued on Page 314
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FUNCTION OF the Daylight and 3200° K filters are explained

1

to

Director

of

Photography

Philip

Tannura,

ASC,

(left)

who

earlier had used Sun Gun Movie Lights in novel photographic
set-up
t'

for scenes for “Shannon," TV film series produced by

Screen Gems at Columbia Studio.

^
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under no duty to separate the good
from the bad, and in its discretion
may exclude the entire film.
A motion picture is not admis¬
sible in evidence unless a witness
identifies the persons, objects or
places pictured and testifies that
the film fairly and accurately de¬
picts a scene or events that he
personally observed. This extrinsic
evidence is the indispensable au¬
thenticating element necessary for
the admission of motion picture
films. In addition, it is customary
to show the circumstances of the
taking, developing and projection
of the films as part of the authenti¬
cation. In this connection, there
may be evidence of the skill and
experience of the photographer;
the position of the camera; the
THE

FILM

MAY

BE

first

exhibited

to

the

judge

and

opposing

counsel

to

eliminate

all

objec¬

tions that might interrupt the showing of the film to the jury.

type, adjustment (i.e., lens set¬
tings, etc.) and functioning of the
equipment used; the lighting and
weather conditions in which the
pictures were taken; the custody
of the film; the manner of de¬

CINEMATOGRAPHY IN

velopment and printing; and the
equipment used and conditions of
its exhibition to the jury.

LEGAL EVIDENCE

The extent of the authentication
required in any given case varies
with the form and subject matter
of the films to be shown, the

Increasing use is being

made of motion pictures to

purpose behind their introduction,
and the willingness of the trial

provide or support evidence in both civil and criminal

judge to exercise his discretion to
admit such evidence. Detailed tes¬

cases. Here are legal facts to guide both the litigant and

timony of the matters outlined
above is not always necessary, but

the cinematographer he employs to produce such films.

is often presented nevertheless in
order to avoid quibbling and to
j\/foTiON

relevant

they will confuse, rather than aid,

-‘-"-■-and properly authenticated,
are admissible in evidence to help
establish the scenes or events they
depict. They are competent evi¬

the jury, or that they are prejudi¬

Pictures,

when

dence, not subject to the objection
that they are heresay or that their
admission violates the best evi¬
dence rule. Their admission is a
matter

within

the

discretion

of

the trial court. He may decide that

cial to an extent which outweighs
their

usefulness

in

proving

an

issue. On the other hand, an im¬
proper exercise of this discretion
to exclude such evidence may be
ground for reversal.
Motion pictures, like any other
evidence, must be relevant to be
admissible in evidence; they must
tend to prove or disprove some

*Reprinte(i from American Jurisprudence of
Facts, Annotated, Volume 8, published by the
Bancroft-Whitney Company and the Lawyers
Co-operative Publishing Company. All rights
reserved.
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issue in the case. Where a film
contains irrelevant and prejudicial
matter, the trial court is generally

impress the jury with the impor¬
tance and accuracy of the motion
picture evidence.
It has been said that the pre¬
liminary proof required for the
authentication of motion pictures
is similar to that required for still
photographs. On the other hand,
it has been contended that the
possibilities of distortion, misrep¬
resentation and prejudice are
greater in the case of motion pic¬
tures, through control of camera
speeds and editing, and that there¬
fore more detailed authentication
Continued on Page 312
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You’re on schedule .. •
WITH THE LEADER IN LIGHTING, GRIP EQUIPMENT,
PROPS. GENERATOR TRUCKS AND TRAILERS

RENTALS
Send for a schedule of rental rates.

GRIP EQUIPMENT

LIGHTS

LARGEST SUPPLIERS OF

GENERATOR TRUCKS ^ Z\o

20

MOTION PICTURE, TV AND

INDUSTRIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT IN THE EAST

LIGHTING THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY SINCE 1921
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WIDE SCREEN PRODUCTION
T

Tntil recently,

the publication of technical literature

^ on professional cinematography was devoted largely to
information relating to one type of camera and one group
of lenses.
ith the expansion of the screen in the theatre,
this situation has changed drastically. In order to provide
maximum image quality for large screen motion picture
presentation, it has been necessary to develop and employ
so called wide-screen processes in theatrical film production.
Space does not permit setting down here in detail in¬
formation relating to all the different systems devised dur¬
ing the several years of technical evolution which has
brought us the present wide screen systems. This report,
therefore, will be concerned with the six systems of wide¬

screen film production which can be regarded as established
and worthwhile describing.
Without going into detail at this point, and before out¬
lining the present wide screen systems, it should be pointed
out that the “actual” camera aperture dimensions are no
longer important in wide screen production. The “composi¬
tion aspect ratio” and the intended release form as decided
by management are the dominant factors. They are ex¬
pressed in ground glass and finder markings and have more
importance to the cinematographer today than just the skill¬
ful maintaining of head space when we were dealing only
with the Academy aperture of 1.33:1 aspect ratio and a
release print of equal proportions.

35MM —8 PERFORATION HORIZONTAL CAMERA

35MM —4 PERFORATION PULLDOWN CAMERA
NO. 1
UNSQUEEZED
NEGATIVE

NO. 2
SQUEEZED
NEGATIVE

NO. 4
SQUEEZED
NEGATIVE
1.5:1 SQUEEZE RATIO

NO. 3
UNSQUEEZED
NEGATIVE
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SYSTEMS

I

,

ByWALTERBEYER
Head of Engineering, Universal-Infernational Pictures

The six systems for wide screen feature film production
as presently used throughout Hollywood are:
1. 35mm camera, 4-perforation pulldown, non-squeezed
wide screen photography.
2. 35mm camera, 4-perforation

pulldown,

squeezed

photography (CinemaScope and Panavision).
3. 35mm camera, horizontal, 8-perforation

pulldown,

non-squeezed photography (VistaVision).
4. 35mm camera, horizontal, 8-perforation

pulldown,

squeezed photography (Technirama).
5. 65mm camera, 5-perforation pulldown, non-squeezed
photography (Todd-AO and Panavision 70).

65MM —5 PERFORATION PULLOOWN CAMERA
Fig. 3
NO. 6
SQUEEZED
NEGATIVE
1.25:1 SQUEEZE RATIO

NO. 5
UNSQUEEZED
NEGATIVE

PIG^ 4—Comparative picture areas and dimensions of the various
camera

apertures used with

6. 65mm

camera,

35mm

negative.

5-perforation

pulldown,

squeezed

photography (Idtra-Panavision and MGM Camera 65).
The above six methods are presently used by various
major studios and independent producers. Special multi¬
negative systems, such as Cinerama and Cinemiracle, will

o
:o
o
o
o
PROJECTOR

APERTURE

0.839 * 0.7IS
2:1

o
o
o
o
o
o

PROJECTOR APERTURE
0 83 9 I 0.715

SQUEEZED

be described separately.
The diagrams or “flow charts” at left illustrate the
camera and projector apertures employed for the various
wide screen systems. Diagrams of the film sections at the
top of each chart represent the type of negative and the
camera aperture dimensions of the respective systems.
Relow the words “release prints” the picture areas and
aperture dimensions of the possible formats for theatrical
release prints are shown. Data for release prints in 16mm
are not included.

Wide Screen System No. 1:
Fig. 1 describes the 35mm camera, 4-perforation pull¬
down, used for non-squeezed wide screen photography
listed under No. 1, and for squeezed photography listed
under No. 2.
Cameras for non-anamorphic wide screen photography
are generally equipped with the Academy aperture of
Continued on Page 304
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Logistics
By

START OF AN ACHIEVEMENT—Astronaut John Glenn enters space cap¬
sule to begin successful world-girdling flight. This historic scene appears
in the motion picture, ‘‘Friendship 7", hour-long 'documentary of the
flight and its preparation produced by General Dynamics/Astronautics
of San Diego, California.

John Glenn was lifted into his
history-making orbital space flight by a thunder¬
ing Atlas rocket in the bright sunny morning of
February 19, motion picture cameras recorded on
16mm color film the successful and historic event
from the exciting moment of the blastoff to Glenn’s
emergence from the space capsule on the deck of a
carrier in the Atlantic.
ASTRONAUT

Within the capsule itself, two Milliken cameras
photographed the instrument panel and Glenn’s fa¬
cial reactions during course of the flight. On the
ground at the press sites—one a mile from the
Mercury launch pad and the other two miles away
—Associated Press photographers had trained their
cameras with 600mm and 1000mm Birns & Sawyer
Omnitar super-telephoto lenses on the mdghty white
rocket to catch the moment of blastoff.
.A^nd at every Mercury tracking station around the
world other motion picture cameras had been set up
weeks earlier to record incidents related to the
flight. The results of this unprecedented filming
project are to be seen in a recently-released motion
picture titled “Friendship 7,” a dramatic documen¬
tation of Col. Glenn’s successful accomplishment.
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PAUL

METZLER

FILMING OF pre-launch activities in blockhouse at Cape Canaveral
are discussed by cinematographer-editor Bruce Herschensohn (left)
and producer of film, Eugene Keefer.

The hour-long sound-and-color film was produced
for the National Aeronautics and Space Administra¬
tion by the Motion Picture Section of General Dy¬
namics/Astronautics (GD/A), San Diego, and cov¬
ers Project Mercury activities occuring around the
world immediately preceding and during the flight.
Supplying the cameras and lenses for GD/A’s
mammoth photographic undertaking was the rental
department of Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipm.ent,
Hollywood.
The planning on this documentary film began
early in 1961 when it became apparent that the
United States would have the ability to put a man
in space sometime during the year and thus match
Russia’s space effort. Three years earlier. Gen¬
eral Dynamics/Astronautics had come to Birns &
Sawyer for equipment and guidance for its first big
filming project—the thirty-minute color film “On
Target” which documented the success of the Atlas
ICBM and included footage shot in various parts
of Central and South America. The motion picture
has since won a number of awards in industrial film
competitions, and it was Birns Si Sawyer that fur¬
nished the fledgling film department of GD/A with
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I

Of A Global Filming Project
I

I

I

For the motion

picture “Friendship 7”, cameras, lenses and tape

recorders were dispersed around the world to record in pictures and sound the
activities incidental to John Glenn’s historic space flight.
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a tripod-mounted
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Arriflex camera.
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at tracking sites
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shots

Sultan Mosque, Johore Bahru, Malaya.

four Magnasync tape recorders and four Auricon
cameras for the project. The success of this film pro¬
duction was a terrific stimulus for the makers who
went on to become one of the dominant industrial
film production units in America.

working in the com.pany’s Cahuenga Tower Studio
to assemble and pack the gear, which also included
150 Sylvania Sun Guns and 23 Roberts recorders.
Almost a ton of foam rubber packing material and
108 Halliburton carrying cases were used in this
Continued on Page 310

Thus, when in 1961, it became apparent that
something really big was in the wind for GD/A, the
company alerted Birns & Sawyer to the fact it
might require a large number of Arriflex and Auri¬
con cameras sometime later in the year. It was then
that B&S increased its stock of cameras to the point
where it could boast the largest number of Auricon
and Arriflex cameras on hand in the country.
When the scientists at Cape Canaveral were ready,
when the smiling freckle-faced Marine flier was
ready, and when the cameramen of GD/A were
ready, their extra photo equipment needs were
ready, too. Birns & Sawyer had fitted some 19
Auricon and 12 Arriflex 16mm cameras with 106
lenses, tested and conditioned them, and had pre¬
pared them ready for delivery to the various Mer¬
cury tracking stations around the world.
To assist in this operation, Hal Reaveley and
Charles DeMunn of GD/A joined the B&S staff
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PROS AND CONS
OF 16MM
COLOR NEGATIVE
Aside from its lower initial cost,
there are other fatcors that must be
considered by those contemplating
use of 16mm color negative.

By

DARRIN

^^HEN

SCOT

35mm Eastman color negative was intro¬

duced several years ago it revolutionized the
j)roduction of professional theatrical films in color
by eliminating costly, cumbersome 2-strip and 3strip filming processes with their correspondingly
intricate and expensive laboratory requirements. It
simplified the overall technology of color cinema¬
tography down to the point where it was only slight¬
ly more complex and costly than black-and-white
filming. The result was a tremendous boom in the
production of theatrical pictures in color, the feas¬
ibility (for the first time) of ‘Tow budget” color
features, and the paving of the technical way to¬
ward extensive use of anamorphic and 70mm meth¬
ods of feature production in color.
The next logical question was: “Why not a 16mm
version of the Eastman color negative?” In cautious
response Eastman released (on special order only)
a 16mm color negative material slit from the same
sheet stock as their old type 35mm (Type 5250)
color negative. Because the grain inherent in the
film was magnified in 16mm projection, it was never
widely used, except in Japan where for a long time
there was a dearth of facilities needed to process
16mm color positive emulsions such as Ektachrome.
With the announcement last fall of the new (Type
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5251) 35mm Eastman color negative characterized
by faster speed (ASA 50) and finer grain, interest
in a 16mm version of the color negative again soared.
Early in March, Eastman provided laboratories with
sample rolls of the new 16mm negative for making
exposure and processing tests. The most comprehen¬
sive series of tests of the film has just been com¬
pleted by General Film Laboratories in Hollywood,
and this writer was privileged to review the results
under carefully controlled projection conditions. As
might be expected, the results were extremely re¬
vealing and should answer many important ques¬
tions posed by producers and technicians in 16mm
film production.
Cost A Major Consideration

Before evaluating them in detail, however, let us
analyze some of the diverse factors involved in the
possible wide-scale utilization of 16mm color nega¬
tive. The first major consideration is that of cost.
Theoretically, the most economical method of pro¬
duction utilizes a negative material exposed in the
camera, from which release prints are made di¬
rectly. The initial economy prevails because negative
stock is considerably less expensive than reversal
positive original stock. The same economy follows
through in release printing.
From the quality standpoint it would also seem
that the best definition and color rendition would be
achieved by making prints directly from a color
negative. Any question of “ultimate quality,” how¬
ever, must take into consideration the matter of
quantity release—and it also inevitably involves
certain comparisons between 16mm and 35mm.
Even when exposed under the same conditions,
16mm negative cannot provide the same quality as
35mm negative—assuming that both will be blown
up to the same screen size in projection. Both 16mm
and 35mm Eastman Color negatives are cut from
the same basic color sensitized material. Therefore
the grain size is the same in each, but the ratio of
grain-to-picture is highly in favor of 35mm simply
because the picture area is six times larger than in
16mm. Given the same professional exposure and
processing, the 35mm color contact print will be
notably better than the 16mm color contact print
made from a corresponding negative of the same
material. Similarly, a 16mm color print reduced
from a 35mm color negative will be better than a
16mm color print made directly from a 16mm color
negative.
Grain-to-picture Area Ratio

Because of the difference in grain-to-picture area
ratio, 16mm negative cannot go through interme¬
diate printing stages as satisfactorily as 35mm. In
each case there is some unavoidable loss in quality
at each printing stage. But in 35mm the quality will
Continued on Page 302
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NOW you can get the NOVA TWIN!
B

the brightest, lightest, most revolutionary
professional lighting unit available!

The first and only 3200K
quartz iodide lamp (3400K
optional).

Specially designed high
efficiency reflectors pro¬
vide smooth, broad beam
of light.

Barn doors with dif¬
fuser frame (available
as an accessory) snaps
on or off instantly.

For the past year the NOVA TWIN has been in limited production.
During this time it has been tested and acclaimed by the Armed Forces
and all segments of the Photographic and TV Industries. Now, produc¬
tion has been stepped up to meet the accelerated demand by the indus¬
try for this revolutionary Nova Twin.

HERE ARE SOME STARTLING FACTS ABOUT THE NOVA TWIN:
• Light intensity at 10 feet; 650 foot candles for 3400K Lamp
500 foot candies for 3200K Lamp
• Average Lamp Life: 35 hours w^ith 3400K Lamp
200 hours with 3200K Lamp
• Power consumption only 1250 watts (11.4 amps)
• A 2-position switch provides low and high illumination levels
for setting up and shooting
• The NOVA TWIN weighs only SYz lbs, and is a compact 7"x9"x6" in size
• The Nova Light Stand weighs ZYz
extends SYz feet and collapses
to 31 inches
JTrite for Technical Bulletin

NOVATECH CORPORATION
282 SEVENTH AVENUE
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•

NEW YORK 1, N.Y.

A PORTABLE STUDIO

LIGHTING SYSTEM

The NOVA TWIN KIT consists of 2 Nova Twins,
complete with quartz iodide lamps. 2 Nova Stands
and a Sturdy Carrying Case. Total wt., only 22 lbs.

Exclusive U.S. Distributor

PICTRONICS CORP., 236 E. 46 ST., NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
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16MM COLOR NEGATIVE

specialized

Continued from Page 300

hold up through more printing genera¬

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
for

MOTION PICTURE, STIIJ
and

TELEVISION STUDIOS

Write for A Copy of Our
Catalog J on Your Letterhead

937 NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE
HOllYVYOOD 38. CALIF.

MORE SENSITIVE!
The NEW Spectra “Combi-SOO" Professional ■ ■
Exposure Meter retains every advantage of
the famous Spectra Professional! The "CombiSOO” combines a SELENIUM CELL andrNEW <
ULTRA SENSITIVE PHOTO-CONDUCTIVE CELL. ,
Sensitivity is 500 times that of the average' .
selenium cell meter, 100 times more than the
highly sensitive Spectra Professional Meter. Exposures are indicated for extremely-^fow '
light levels. UNDER^NORMALlLIGHTING CON-.t
DITIONS, THE STANDARD SELENIUM CELL ^
DPERATES WITHOUT THE AID OF THE BATTERY. I

tions than in 16mm. Thus, a 35mm
color print which resulted from a
camera-negative master-positive dupe¬
negative process will hold screen qual¬
ity much more successfully than a
16mm print starting with 16mm nega¬
tive and made through the same series
of stages.
Also
to be considered
is the
extra care needed in working with
a negative material to avoid dam¬
age in handling. Any negative ma¬
terial should, of course, he handled
as little as possible. In 35mm work,
the camera negative is normally pro¬
cessed by the lab and stays in the lab
vault—with daily prints being de¬
livered to the editor for cutting and
recording use. The negative is never
taken out of the vaults except for the
printing of opticals and the eventual
conforming to the edited workprint.
The same procedure should be fol¬
lowed with 16mm originals—negative
or positive. But there is a general ten¬
dency to excessively handle 16mm orig¬
inals in positive form—running them
through a Moviola or viewer to pi^''
print takes, check color tone, etc. If
this same casual treatment were ap¬
plied to a negative original the result¬
ant scratches and handling abrasions
would be much more noticeable. Dirt
on the negative, for example, shows up
on prints as distracting white “snow”.
Another highly important considera¬
tion is that of safety in the duplication
of quantity print orders. In printing
directly from 16mm Ektachrome orig¬
inal to Kodachrome duplicating stocks
—under professional lab conditions—
the original film can produce hundreds
of prints without apparent deteriora¬
tion in the physical condition of the
edited originals. However, since the
advent of 16mm color inter-negative,

Professional
Exposure
Meter
patent

APPLIED

FOR

NOTE: Convert your
Spectra Professional to
'Combi-SOO” at
nominal cost.

PHOTO RESEARCH CORP.
837 N. CaHuenga Bl., Hlywd. 38, Calif.

photometry is our business... not a sideline
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most 16mm color print orders of 10 or
more are made through internegative¬
positive, rather than reversal printing.
This provides an important margin of
safety since, should anything happen
to the internegative, the original can
simply be taken out of the vault and
a new internegative made. In using
16mm negative, even in black-andwhite, runs have been made of fifty or
more prints from the edited camera
negative. But. to insure safe dupOcation
in quantity runs, producers and labora¬
tories prefer to go through the extra

intermediate stages involving master
positive and dupe negative. The same
safety factor should be applied to print¬
ing from a 16mm color negative.
This being the case, the economy
arising out of the difference in cost of
original materials would be cancelled
out by the additional generation that
would be needed. Also, 16mm color
negative involves color correction in
printing, which is rarely required in
16mm Ektachrome work. Color cor¬
rection calls for added skills and added
hours—which means added costs.
The proof of any pudding, of course,
is in the tasting—and it was with this
in mind that General Film Laborator¬
ies enlisted the aid of three independent
production companies in the Holly¬
wood area to film matched tests of
similar subject matter using the new
Eastman color negative and alternative
materials.
were:

The

camera

stocks

used

1) 16mm Ektachrome (Type 5255)
2) 16mm Eastman color negative
(Type 7251)
3) 35mm Eastman

color

negative

(Type 5251)
After processing, the three films
were printed by the several possible
methods. First, a series of prints was
made by direct contact printing from
the processed originals:
1) 16mm Kodachrome print (5269)
from 16mm Ektachrome (7255)
2) 16mm
color
positive
print
(7385) from 16mm color negative
(7251).
3) 35mm color positive print (5385)
from 35mm color negative (5251).
The 35mm color positive print was
most pleasing in terms of color rendi¬
tion, sharpness, highlights and shadow
detail. The 16mm color positive print
from the 16mm Eastman color negative
had excellent overall quality—-good
color rendition, clean highlights, crisp
sharpness and good rendition of sha¬
dow detail. By comparison with the
35mm print it did, of course, show
some increased graininess and loss of
definition, but not to any objectionable
degree. The color reversal print also
showed good color rendition—although
more pastel than in the print from the
16mm negative—and acceptable defini¬
tion. In comparing prints made from
the 16mm Ektachrome original and
from the 16mm Eastman color nega¬
tive, this observer much preferred the
latter because of its crisp, sparkling
quality—finding the slight increase in
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REU-16
Rewind with Universal Joint & End
Support

DEG-4
Differential Rewind to handle 4 reels

NRU-31
Negative Rewind unit

Power Rewind

ASR or SRA
Aluminum Split Reels

NRU-2
Negative Rewind unit

MTR-1
Magnetic Tape Attachment

Synchronizers

EDIT STRIPE
35mm, 300 mil Magnetic Recording
Film

TS-1
35mm Non Magnetic Tape Splicer

AFS-35
Automatic Film Splicer

FS-816
8-16mm Hot Splicer

FSC-1
16-35mm Hot Splicer

ENM-16
16mm Edge Numbering Machine

REELS

956 N. Seward, Hollywood 38, Calif., HO 2-3284 •
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graiiiiness not objectionable.

the print made by the 16mm negative

Interesting as the above series of

--16mm positive—16mm dupe nega¬

tests proved to be. of much greater
significance to the commercial pro¬

tive method—although color rendition,
clean highlights and shadow detail held
up surprisingly well. The print made

ducer was the series that immediately
followed. Since, as has been pointed
out above, there is a definite limitation
to the number of release prints that can
or should be made from the edited
original film — particularly negative
material—the important question in¬
volved finding out what the print qual¬
ity would be in following the accepted,
practical stages of quantity duplication.
So the next set of tests included the
following 16mm color prints:
1.

2.

16mm reduction print direct
from
35mm
color
negative
(5251).
16mm contact print from 16mm

color dupe negative intermediate
on 35/32mm stock (5253) which
had been reduced from a 35mm
color master-positive intermediate
(5253), made from the 35mm
camera negative (5251).
3. 16mm contact print from a
16mm color dupe negative inter¬

4.

mediate (5253) which had been
made from a 16mm color master
positive intermediate
(5253),
made from the 16mm color nega¬
tive (7251).
16mm contact print from a
16mm color internegative (7270)
which had been printed from
16mm Ektachrome (7255).

The first two methods described
above are already the accepted pro¬
cedures for producing 16mm color
prints from 35mm negative. The fourth
is also the presently-accepted method
for making 16mm color positive re¬
lease prints, starting from an Ekta¬
chrome original. The third method
would be the normal way to provide
intermediates, in order to make it un¬
necessary to use the valuable 16mm
color negative in quantity release print¬
ing.
In a direct comparison of all four
methods, the best screen quality clearly
resulted from reducing the 16mm print
directly from the 35mm camera nega¬
tive (j^l above). Eollowing closely was
the 16mm contact print from reduction
35/32mm dupe negative (#2 above).
Contrast was picked up by both the
dupe negative-positive print method
(#3 above) and the internegative¬
positive print method (|4 above), per¬
haps somewhat more in the former.
There was also an appreciable and
objectionable increase in graininess in
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through the internegative method was
comparatively free of grain and had
better definition.
On the basis of the tests observed,
this writer would hazard the following
conclusions:
1. The best 16mm color print will
continue to be the one reduced
from the 35mm color negative.
2. The practical choice for 16mm
multiple release printing in color
from 16mm originals will be the
positive print from 16mm color
inter negative, made from an Ek¬
tachrome original.
3. The 16mm color positive print
made direct from 16mm color
negative
(7251)
is a high
quality, commercially acceptable
product—but with the usual
practical limitation on the num¬
ber of prints which can be made
before negative deterioration.
4.

The 16mm color positive print
from the 16mm color negative—■
master positive—dupe negative
method is not commercially ac¬
ceptable, due to excessive build¬
up of contrast and grain.

On the basis of the technical factors
which prevail today, the 16mm color
negative exposed in the camera has
essentially the same advantages and
disadvantages as does the 16mm blackand-white camera negative used to
make 16mm black-and-white release
prints; and it is significant that usage
in the field has indicated that 16mm
reversal films are preferred as originals
over existing 16mm black-and-white
camera-negative films.
As a general conclusion it is safe to
predict, then, that the producer of
16mm color films who demands the
ultimate in quality, and has the neces¬
sary budget, will shoot 35mm color
negative for reduction. The producer
who has a smaller budget for produc¬
tion, and a sizeable print order, will
shoot 16mm Ektachrome. The pro¬
ducer with a low budget who requires
but a few prints, will utilize 16mm
color negative.
The latest information from East¬
man Kodak Company indicates that the
new 16mm Eastman color negative will
be initially available to producers, not
as regular stock, but only on special
order.
■

WIDE SCREEN SYSTEMS
Continued from

Page 297

0.868''x0.631", However, it is generally
the practice to shoot background ma¬
terial with the full-screen aperture of
0.98()"x0.723". This aperture is also
used occasionally in wide screen color
production taking the full screen aper¬
ture, after which a reduction is made
for the release print. It is claimed that
a noticeable gain in definition can be
obtained by this reduction step for
wide screen presentation. Therefore,
some studios employ this method in
color production in conjunction with
imbibition prints.
Erom a negative obtained under
method No. 1, contact release prints are
made and the following possible pro¬
jector aperture dimensions are used in
conjunction with a standard 0.825"
width, having a height of 0.600" for
1.33/1, 0.497" for 1.66/1, 0.472" for
1.75/1 and 0.447" for 1.85/1 release
print aspect ratio. These figures repre¬
sent very closely the actual ground
glass markings in accordance with the
respective studio policy which deter¬
mines the aspect ratio to be chosen for
a given picture. The above dimensions
are in agreement with ASA Standards.
Deviations from such are, of course,
possible both at individual studios and
in theatres.
It has, for instance, been followed
through to reduce the height of a cam¬
era aperture to about 0.530" when
shooting for 1.85/1 aspect ratio which
requires only 0.447" picture informa¬
tion on the release print. Such tech¬
nique results in wide frame line prints,
not too welcome for the theatre and
absolutely undersirable in regard to
future TV release.
Wide Screen System No. 2:
35mm photography using a 2-to-l
anamorphic lens attachment will result
in a squeezed negative indicated as No.
2, now mostly known under the name
of “CinemaScope” photography.
The camera aperture used for this
process can be 0.937"x0.735", which
was used for the old 2.55/1 aspect
ratio. This composition aspect ratio is
no longer in use and is now reduced
to 2.35/1 for which the camera re¬
quires an aperture of 0.87()"x0.735".
The ground glass markings are 0.839"x0.715", which is identical with the
projector aperture as listed on the flow
chart, representing a squeezed contact
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EVERY¬
THING
WORLD’S LARGEST STOCK OF CAMERAS, LIGHTS,
RECORDING AND EDITING EQUIPMENT—expertly maintained
by World’s finest and largest motion picture and TV repair department—
® TM #707529

FOR DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD. WE SERVE
Cameras:

MORE PRODUCERS THAN ALL OTHER SOURCES
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16mm & 35mm—Sound (Single or

System) —Silent—Hi-Speed—Instru¬
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Dimmers—Reflectors—All Light¬

Frank C. Zucker, President
315 W. 43rd St.,
New York 36, N. Y.
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Wide

angle—Zoom —

Telephoto—Anamorphic

ing Accessories

Generators;

Cranes, Dollies:

—Portable Panoram

Editing Equipment:

Moviolas—

Viewers—Splicers—Re winders

Projection Equipment:

Equipment:

Magnetic—

16mm &

35mm—Sound & Silent—-Slide—

Optical—Mikes—Booms

Continuous

Grip Equipment:

Television; Closed Circuit TV
Camera Cars

Parallels—

Goboes—Other Grip Accessories

Camera Equipment Co., Inc., Dept. A21, 315 W. 43rd St,, N. Y. 36, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Please rush me your FREE complete catalogue of Rental
Equipment.
Name_
Firm_

Florida:
51 East 10th Ave.,
Hialeah, Florida
TUxedo 8-4604

California:
6510 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Hollywood 9-8321
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Washington, D.C,:
Gregory Bell
927 15th St., N.W.
347-1153

Street,
City_

Zone-

State-
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print from the negative above.
Such prints, having a 2:1 squeeze
ratio, naturally require unsqueezing
in projection. It should be noted that an
aperture of 0.839"x0.715" is an aspect
ratio of 1.175/1, which multiplied by
the squeeze ratio represents a 2.35/1
image on the screen.
Unsqueezed prints for foreign re¬
lease and prints for TV can also be
made from the same negative as listed
under No. 2. For such flat prints the
same projector apertures prevail as
listed under No. 1 (Fig. 1) for con¬
tact prints of the same aspect ratios.
Wide Screen System No. 3:
The second set of flow charts (Fig.
2) represent the 35mm camera, hori¬
zontal, 8-perforation pulldown, used for
non-squeezed wide screen photography
listed under No. 3 and for squeezed
photography listed under No. 4.

When you’re ready to print your
film, you want the finest prints
money can buy. But have you
paused long enough to consider
exactly what is needed to get
prints of matchless excellence?
Some producers are still under
the impression that any labora¬
tory with the proper equipment
can produce the best prints it is
possible to make. This is an er¬
roneous assumption. Granted
that almost every laboratory has
the necessary equipment, there
are other factors of far greater
importance.
The secret of obtaining top
quality prints lies entirely in the
character of the people who make
them. They must be master
craftsmen — men with keen
minds, imagination, skilled hands
trained by years of experience,
and hearts filled with loving care
for all the work they do.
It is because MPL has such
craftsmen—craftsmen who take
a personal pride in making prints
of the finest quality—that our
clients have remained steadfastly
with us through the years.
We give you 24 hour delivery
service anywhere in the United
States.

substantially increased due to the re¬
duction step between the large area
negative and the 35mm release print.
Both systems, however, achieve this
with no special size film since the cam¬
era uses commercial 35mm negative
raw stock and related process equip¬
ment is utilized to its greatest advan¬
tage.
The unsqueezed negative for this
process (VistaVision) is obtained in a
camera having an effective aperture of
1.485"x0.99B'. For the present aspect
ratio of 1.85/1 finder and ground glass

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES,Inc.

markings are provided at 1.338"x0.722". This double-frame negative
image is linear reduced by a ratio of
about 1.6 times to a dupe negative
from which 35mm, 4-perforation stan¬
dard release prints are made that re¬
quire no special equipment in the
theatre. These prints, as indicated h^low No. 3 neo^ative in the chart, are
usually provided with a framing index
for showing in either 1.66, 1.75 or
1.85/1 aspect ratio, for which the same
projector apertures are used as listed
under System No. 1 on the flow chart.
Fig. 1.

781 S. Main Street
•
Memphis, Tennessee
Phone—Memphis WH 8-0456

Wide Screen System No. 4:

Send your film by AIR

today.

—

SOUND-EDITORIAL
COMPLETE LABORATORY SERVICES

The Master Craftsmanship
Your Film Deserves
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Both systems utilize cameras in
which the film travels horizontally at
24 frames per second with a pulldown
step of 8-perforations. They are now
mostly termed “double-frame” cameras.
Also identical for both systems is the
fact that it was recognized that picture
quality in wide screen presentation is

This system utilizes the same prin¬
ciple of large area negative as men¬
tioned under No. 3 with the addition

of a 1.5-to-l squeeze ratio in the taking
lenses. This system, now known as
“Technirama,” increases the versatility
of the double-frame principle by pro¬
viding compatible prints for both
35mm and 70mm (Super Technirama
70) release.
The effective camera aperture is
1.486"x0.992" and finder and ground
glass markings are provided with lines
at 1.302"x0.837" which represent the
field for the 2.35/1 squeezed release in
35mm. Additional horizontal markings
are provided at 1.096" to keep im¬
portant action between these lines for
35mm unsqueezed prints to be released
in 1.85/1 aspect ratio.
Shown on the flow chart under No.
4 is the anamorphic type release print
from a Technirama negative, which is
obtained by reduction printing, plus an
additional 1.33/1 squeezing in the
printer. With a squeeze ratio of 1.5 in
the camera times a squeeze ratio of
1.33 in the printer, a squeezed print
with a total squeeze ratio of 2:1 is
obtained which is compatible with the
anamorphic type print as listed under
No. 2, with however increased defini¬
tion due to the optical reduction and
the step-by-step squeeze method. Un¬
squeezed prints also can be made from
negative No. 4 by producing an un¬
squeezed aerial image from the original
negative, out of which information is
taken to satisfy a flat 35mm print that
will play within the 0.825"x0.447" pro¬
jector aperture.
The flexibility of the Technirama
process reaches further into the mak¬
ing of unsqueezed 70mm prints, as is
also shown at the bottom of this flow
ehart. The prints obtained from the
Technirama negative are compatible
with material otherwise obtained with
a 65mm camera and printed on 70mm,
using the 70mm projector aperture of
1.913'x0.868".
The third set of flow charts (Fig. 3)
represent the 65mm camera, 5-perfora¬
tion pulldown, nonsqueezed wide screen
photography listed under No. 5, and
for squeezed photography listed under
No. 6. It should be noted that these sys¬
tems represent an important step in
large area negative photography since
they deviate from the use of commereial 35mm film and utilize special
65mm film requiring not only different
cameras but special processing equip¬
ment and projectors as well. In both
systems the 65mm negative and 70mm
release print have 5-perforations per
frame and operate at 24 frames per
second. (Only the first two pictures
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Authorized Dealers

building blocks”
for
sound engineers

AGNASYNC DUBBERS
Producers have found that the use of a single recording
channel is only a small part of the tremendous savings
possible with magnetic film recording. The next step
for the organization seeking quality, economy and
independence is to equip to handle their own transfer
work, assembly and magnetic mixing of dialogue,
music and sound effects.
Magnasync dubbers are of “modular” design and
are available individually or in combination
of two or three units mounted in an enclosed rack
cabinet that requires only 22" of floor space.

$1190

Single Dubbers, from
Triple Interlocked Dubbers, from

$3910

Rear interior view of Selsyn
motor electrical interlock

FEATURES:

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS:

• Plug-in preamplifiers with balanced 600
ohm output at zero vu.

Frequency resp>onse: 50 cps to 8,000 cps,
±2 db (16mm, 36 fpm), 50 cps to 12,000
cps, zt2 db (17V2mrn or 35mm, 90 fpm).

• Individual synchronous drive motors.
• Torque motor take-up guarantees smooth
film handling and hi-speed rewind.

Signal-to-noise ratio: > 50 db.

• Electrical interlock assures absolute “sync”
with projector from dead start.

Flutter and wow: 0.12% maximum RMS in
any single band.

• Wired for remote control, start and stop.
Distortion: < 0.18% maximum RMS overall
total harmonic.

• Fast rewind, fast forward.
• Position for second playback head for
transfer of both edge and center track re¬
cordings.

Send for free 41-page catalog describing
recorders, dubbers, consoles and acces¬

• Available with 16mm, 17y2rr\m or 35mm
transports.

Write, wire or phone

[pflCpflSVflCl

r

sories.

MAGNASYNC
SOUND SYSTEM

N

5546 Satsuma Avenue, North Hollywood, California • TRiangle 7-0965 • Cable ‘‘MAGNASYNC’

MARK I

MARK IT

X-400

TYPE 1

TYPE 15

TYPE 5

MARK ir

International leaders in the design and manufacture of quality magnetic recording systems
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CHICAGO, ILL.
Behrend Cine Corp.
161 E. Grand, Ml 2-2281
Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.
3252 Foster, IR 8-2104
DAYTON, OHIO
Salem Camera Co.
335 Salem, BA 3-7206
DENVER, COL.
Western Cine Service, Inc.
312 S. Pearl, SH 4-1017
HIALEAH, FLA.
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
1335 E. 10th, TU 8-4064
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment
6424 Santa Monica, HO 4-5166
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
6510 Santa Monica, HO 9-5119
S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.
6331 Hollywood, HO 7-9202
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Barnard’s, 4724 Broadway,
Country Club Plaza, LO 1-7761
Crick’s Camera Shop
6320 Brookside Plaza, HI 4-3390
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Century Camera Shops, Inc.
26 S. 7th, FE 8-5857
NEW YORK CITY
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 W. 43rd, JU 6-1420
Florman & Babb, Inc.
68 W. 45th, MU 2-2928
Pictronics Corporation
236 E. 46th, YU 6-3713
S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.
602 W. 52nd, PL 7-0440
PHOENIX, ARIZ.
Wilson Camera Sales Co.
130 W. Adams, AL 4-0662
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Stanley Photo Service
106 N. Broadway, CE 1-7840
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Brooks Cameras, Inc.
45 Kearny, EX 2-1902
SAN MATEO, CALIF.
Foreman’s
121 Fourth Ave., Dl 3-1869
SOUTH AFRICA
Photo Agencies Pty. Ltd.
9 Kerk St., Johannesburg
ARGENTINA, Buenos Aires
Estudies Ion S.R.L.
Diaz Velez, 3891
AUSTRALIA, Sydney
Sixteen Millimetre
Australia Pty. Ltd.
49 Market, New South Wales
BOLIVIA, La Paz
Casa Kavlin
Casilla 500, Calle Potusi 261-263
BRAZIL, Rio de Janeiro
Mesbia, S.A.
Rua do Passeio 42/56
BURMA, Rangoon
G.K. Theatre Supply Co., Ltd.
57 Lewis Street
CANADA, Islington, Ontario
Alex L. Clark, Ltd.
3751 Bloor St., W.
DENMARK, Copenhagen CHL
Kinovox Electric Corp.
Jenslousvej 2
ENGLAND, London
Delane Lea Processes, Ltd.
12 Moor St., (W-1)
Gordon Cameras, Ltd.
45 Kensington High, (W-8)
FRANCE, Paris
Brockliss-Simplex S.A.
6, Rue Guillaume Tell
GERMANY, Hilden Dusseldorf
Gerhard Johansen
3 Lessingstrasse
GREECE, Athens
Christos Axarlis
50 Stadium St.
INDIA, Bombay
Kine Engineers
26, New Queen’s Road
ITALY, Rome
Reportfilm, di J.M. Schuller
Via Antonio Bertolini 31
JAPAN, Tokyo
J. Osawa & Co., Ltd.
5, Ginza, Nishi 2-Chrome, Chuo-ku
NEW ZEALAND, Auckland
Kerridge Odeon Industries
St. James Building, Queen St.
PAKISTAN, Karachi-3
Film Factors, Ltd.
27 Victoria Rd., Rex Annexe
SOUTH RODESIA, Salisbury
William Over & Co. Pvt. Ltd.
Kingsway & Manica Road
THAILAND, Suriwong, Bangkok
G. Simon Radio Co. Ltd.
30 Patpong Avenue
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F&B

New Light from

Presenting Ralph Hoge’s New

Reflector

4^

A revolutionary new approach to
outdoor reflector lighting technique.
FIVE BRAND NEW
PRINCIPLES ARE SET TO WORK

• It’s Lighter!
• It Focuses the
beam!
• It’s Permanent!
• It’s Steadier in the
Wind!
• It’s Brighter!
• It Diffuses!
• It’s Indestructible!
• It Replaces
3 Ordinary
Reflectors!
Available Immediately

Five brand new principles have advanced the art of using
reflectors from an unwieldy, difficult process to an exact
science with all the control and plasticity of using incandes¬
cent lighting equipment.
The FIREBALL is fabricated of two pressed aluminum sheets
bonded to plastic materials and joined together at all four
sides. The texture of the aluminum is formed by pressing
with lenticular dies which form a myriad of tiny prisms. This
magnifies to the ultimate the light-gathering power of the
reflector. The envelope formed by the two joined reflectors
is suspended from the frame and an air valve is tapped into
one side. By pumping air into the envelope, the reflectors
will "belly out”, resulting in diffusion and spreading of the
reflected light beam. As a result, the beam can be "focused”
and controlled by the volume of air, just like a spotlight.
The reflector surface is practically indestructible—it can be
washed, polished, cleaned.
The reflector is the standard 4' x 4' size, which mounts in
all standard yokes and weighs only 6 pounds.

WRITE FOR BROCHURE
Serving the
World’s Finest
Film Makers

Florman & Babb
Proudly Announces

The LILLIPUT
TWIN
By
Kliegl Bros.
Lighting

IDEAL
FOR TV REMOTES
AND ON LOCATION WORK
Works on both AC and DC.
1. Delivers the same intensity flood¬
lighting as a 5KW Fresnel without re¬
quiring a booster transformer.
2. Weighs only 10 lbs.
3. Draws only 11 Amperes at 120 Volts.
4. Uses new 16 hour GE Sealed Beam
Quartz-Iodine Uniflood Lamps.
5. Furnished complete with two lamps,
dim-bright device, and Barn Door.
6. Sockets swivel to permit use in either
horizontal or vertical positions.
7. One single light beam (due to special
adjustment device).
8. Available from stock.

Price:
Lilliput Twiji (without lamps) $115.00
Quartz-Iodine Uniflood
Lamps.$9.95 each
Exclusively distributed
by Florman & Babb, Inc.

Florman & Babb

68 West 45th Street
New York 36, N.Y.

INC.

MU 2-2928

UNDERWATER BLIMP

made in wide screen system No. 5—‘“Oklahoma” and “80 Days” —• were
shot at the rate of 30 frames per sec¬
ond, which is no longer done.)

FOR 16 & 35mm ARRIFLEX...
Operates at 300-ft. depth
without pressurization

Wide Screen System No. 5:

BY BIRNS & SAWYER OF HOLLYWOOD

Rugged 1/2" welded marine aluminum girder plate; stain¬
less steel fittings, 0-ring seals. Complete, ready to go;
base, 16 or 35mm top, interior footage light, balance weight,
battery compartment case, optical extension eye-piece, sports
finder, lens protector, aperture control, scribed indicator plate.

The camera aperture for present
65mm unsqueezed photography under
No. 5 is 2.072"x0.906" as originated
during the introduction of the Todd-AO
process. The ground glass and finder

SEE YOUR DEALER, OR WRITE:

BIRNS & SAWYER Cine Equipment
6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF. TELEPHONE: Hollywood 4-5166

U. C. IVI.
for

BOLEX ACCESSORIES
BY STEVENS
Synchronous
Time

Timer

Battery
*

Lens

Camera

Drives

Extension

Tubes

tackover • Turret Lever • Third Turret Stop
Turret

MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS

and

Lapse
Filter

Slides

Control Handle
Frame Mask

*

Camera

* 400-Ft.

Base

•

Lens

AAagazine • Split-

fFrite for our Bolex Accessory Catalog

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.
Dept. “A”, 340 N. Newport Blvd.
Newport Beach, Calif.
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markings for this camera are placed
at 1.913"x0.827" which represents the
field to satisfy the conditions required
for the two type prints described helow.
The 70mm print is a contact print
having an aperture of 1.913"x0.868",
which has to be smaller in width than
the camera aperture since two of the
six magnetic sound tracks are placed
inside the perforation. Actually the
only difference between 65mm and
70mm film lies in the added width to
the 65mm film outside the perforation.
Perforation center lines and pitch are
identical between 65mm and 70mm
raw stock.
For height composition, the 0.827"
finder markings represent a compro¬
mise for the 70mm and 35mm pro¬
jector apertures. While the 70mm print
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as described is a contact print, the
35mm print is made with a horizontal
squeezing of 2-to-l in the printer to
obtain a print compatible with CinemaScope.

Special Processes—Cinerama

This process utilizes a camera that
is identical in every respect to the
one under No. 5, having an aperture
of 2.072"x0.906". However, the taking
lenses are designed for a squeeze ratio
of 1.25/1. This process, under the trade
names of “MGM Camera-65” or “Ultra-

Cinerama employs 35mm film in a
special triple-camera set-up whose com¬
bined images cover 146 degrees. The
three prints are projected interlocked,
from three separate projection booths,
onto a deeply curved screen composed
of 1200 vertical overlapping strips that

Panavision,” leads to 70mm contact
prints having a squeeze ratio of 1.25/1,
requiring an optical unsqueezing in

recreate a picture very close to the
scope of human vision when viewed
near the center of the auditorium.

projection.
35mm prints can also be made, re¬
ceiving an additional 1.6/1 squeeze in

Sound is reproduced from a separate
35mm film which carries seven mag¬
netic sound tracks. Five of them feed
the loudspeakers behind the screen,
the other two individually feed loud¬
speakers on the left and right of the
auditorium. Loudspeakers at the rear
of the auditorium are “cued” in or out
as required by the action on the screen.
Sound is controlled by the Cinerama
theater engineer who also starts the
show and monitors picture brightness

squeeze equals 2-to-l total release print
squeeze.)
The followin.of height and width
dimensions are utilized within the full
camera aperture: A total height of
0.870" is used for all types of prints
from the squeezed negative under No.
6. Therefore, the 70mm contact print
can have a projector aperture of
1.913"x0.870" which is a 2.2-to-l as¬
pect ratio. If such print is shown in
a theatre having only a 2-to-l screen,
the width of such aperture is made
smaller to satisfy an existing condi¬
tion.
^
The field for a 2.35-to-l

Cinema-

Scope version is indicated on the find¬
er at 1.530"x0.870".
\

MGM Camera-65 or Ultra-Panavi-

/

sion are further prepared by the
squeeze in the taking to obtain a total
image aspect ratio of approximately
3-to-l which utilizes a width of 2.050"
and a height of 0.870" inside the full

"V

i

second.

Wide Screen System No. 6:

the printer to be compatible with 2-to-l
squeezed CinemaScope type prints
(1.25 camera squeeze x 1.6 printer

K

rama requires 26 frames, 6-perforation
pulldown. The Cinerama feature films
now in production and to be released
shortly operate at 24 frames per

aperture. This amount of picture in¬
formation can be used to display the
entire horizontal field over three prints
on 35mm film for multiple print wide
screen systems such as Cinerama or
Cinemiracle, described below.

[

It is this type of application that
allows more flexibility in projection
since width can be varied without af¬
fecting the screen height. Multiple re¬
lease print extraction is also possible;
however this has been done only in
the form of tests. When making such
'
prints the question of film travel speed
fhas to be settled since 65mm cameras
are operating at 24 frames, 5-perforapulldown, while the release in Cine¬
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and focus.
Cinerama Specifications:
Camera Aperture—^ Three, 1.116 in.
(28.35mm) high x 0.997 in. (25.32
mm) wide.
Effective Projector Aperture — Three,
1.088 in. (27.64mm) high x 0.985
in. (25.02mm) wide.
Image Height — Equivalent to six per¬
forations.
Aspect Ratio of Projected Picture —
Varies with viewing position. Is 2.06to-1 as viewed from center projector.
Direction of Film Travel — Vertical
Rate of Film Travel — 26 frames/sec,
or 146.25 ft./min.
Sound Film — 35mm full-coated mag¬
netic, synchronized with, and travel¬
ing at the same rate as, the picture
film.
Cinemiracle

We can count our
satisfied clients
with one finger , . .

Cinemiracle is similar to Cinerama
in principle but differs in camera and
projection equipment. Dimensions dif¬
fer slightly and projection is from a
single booth with three closely spaced
projectors,
utilizing
mirrors.
The
screen is a seamless, perforated plastic
one, as compared to Cinerama’s 1200
vertical overlapping strip screen.
Both the camera negatives and the
projection prints employ Dubray- Ho¬
well perforations for precise registra¬
tion. The triple camera employs mir-
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rors for the left and right images, while
the center picture is shot straight-on.
The mirrors are used to control paral¬
lax so that each panel’s seams blend
more precisely regardless of the dis¬
tance the lenses are focused. Lenses
may be focused and diaphragms set by
remote control.
Sound recording and reproduction
are basically the same as for Cinerama.
Cinemiracle Specifications:
Camera Aperture—1.110 in. (28.20
mm) X 0.980 in. (24.8mm).
Effective Projector Aperture—1.090 in.
(27.70mm) x 0.960 in. (24.4mm).
Aspect Ratio of Projected Picture —
2.33-to-l.
Direction of Film Travel—Vertical.
Rate of Film Travel — 26 frames/sec,
or 146.25 ft./min.
Sound Film — Separate 35mm 7-chan¬
nel magnetic, traveling synchron¬
ously at the same rate of speed as
the picture.
Walter Beyer’s original paper on the fore¬
going subject was made a feature article
in the American Cinematographer Manual,
Published October, 1960, by the American
Society of Cinematographers. The increas
ing use of wide-screen systems in feature
film production has resulted in increased
interest of our readers in the methods,
aspect ratios, etc., of the leading wide¬
screen motion picture systems. We believe
it timely therefore to reprint the article in
American Cinematographer.—EDITOR.

GLOBAL FILMING PROJECT
Continued from Page 299

• Sound

• Laboratory Services • Editorial

Capital
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N. E,
WASHINGTON 2, D. C.
PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634
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unusual logistics pile-up.
When each batch of gear had been
annotated, assembled and packed, it
was shipped to its respective destina¬
tion. These included Bermuda, Ni¬
geria,
Australia,
Hawaii,
Mexico,
Texas, Maryland and Florida.
The magnetic tape recorders shipped
to the various tracking stations played
a role almost important as the motion
picture camera equipment, for it was
this sound medium that contributed
so much to the audio track of the mo¬
tion picture, “Friendship 7.” The stra¬
tegically-placed tape machines recorded
the conversations between Astronaut
Glenn and the Mercury Project engi¬
neers and technicians stationed around
the world during the entire three-orhit
flight.
In all, some 179,000 feet of 16mm
color film—enough to stretch 36 miles
—was exposed by all the cameras em¬
ployed in this global documentation of
John Glenn’s historic achievement.
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Acceptance of the MOVIOLA CRAB DOLLY for motion picture
and television cameras is world wide as evidenced by unso¬
licited testimonials.
Users have learned through experience that the Moviola Crab
Dolly provides a mobile platform for their camera that can
be precisely positioned with more facility and speed, and
with greater accuracy than any other type of camera support.
Regardless of the shot — moving or static — all people en¬
gaged in the creative phases of the industry recognize that
production values are enhanced by the use of the Moviola
Crab Dolly.
PRODUCERS see additional set-ups and more fluid camera
work resulting in a quality product even on a tight budget.
DIRECTORS can add the dimension of camera movement to
their sequences and, through continuous composition, give
dramatic force to their story.
CAMERAMEN are able to “roll-in” on tight shots, exploit light¬
ing setups to greater advantage, match “takes” to rehearsals
through faithful dolly tracking and re-position quickly by
smooth precision adjustment.
EDITORS welcome “dailies” that have an infinite variety of
shots and added coverage. These values provided by the
Moviola Crab Dolly eliminate “choppy” continuity caused by
limited set-ups on ordinary camera supports.

for HIGH production value ■ ■ ■

on a LOW budget

WRITERS see that the Moviola Crab Dolly broadens their
scope in its use for dramatic effects.
You can break the stalemate of production values versus cost
with the help of the Moviola Crab Dolly. Call or write now for
a free brochure.

manufacturing co.

5539

From this vast footage, GD/A’s Bruce
Herschensohn and John Hynd edited
the 2,000-foot, honr-long “Friendship
7.” Herschensohn also wrote the spe¬
cial music for the film and recorded it.
The completed film was delivered to
NASA just 36 days after Glenn’s
touchdown and rescue in the Atlantic.
Meantime, the narration is being trans¬
lated to every major language and
when completed, prints of “Friendship
7” will be made and distributed
throughout the world.
Not all the discoveries made in this
globe-girdling project were scientific.
The five-man advance team of Gene
Keefer, soundman Loren Steadman,
cameraman John Hynd, writer Frank
Kerr and director Bill McClure, dur¬
ing their two-months’ swing around
the world to make background shots
and get the various tracking station
recording and filming set-ups in readi¬
ness for the unified operation, dis¬
covered that the elevators in Home
were incapable of lifting five American
heavyweights at one time. This hap¬
pened late one night when an elevator
in which the quintet was riding got
stuck between floors for several hours
while the city slept.
Cameraman Bob Montague, return¬
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RIVERTON AVENUE

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. •

TRIANGLE 7-2173 •

ing to Hong Kong from Australia, dis¬
covered Hong Kong is a choosy city;
some pickpocket there chose his pocket
to lift wallet, passport and other valu¬
able papers.
Cameraman John Hynd discovered
that the wrong color money can be
confusing, although it may lead to good
service. He left the wrong banknote
for a tip—discovered later he gave a
S13 tip for a two-bit hamburger.
In Nigeria, cameraman Bob Gobrecht learned something about Near
East politics. He had a 28-day visa
permitting him to work in Kano but
couldn’t afford to use up his precious
visa time standing around waiting for
the oft-postponed blastoff of the Glenn
space capsule. So he traveled around
Africa and Europe shooting back¬
ground and other related footage. In
Beirut, Lebanon, while ])hotographing
in the market place there, he was ar¬
rested for photographing without a
license, and his taxi driver was arrested
with him. While Bob fumed and the
police fussed, the taxi meter clicked
merrily on. Toward the end of the day,
the Lebanese decided there was no
point in furnishing dinner and lodging
for their captives and so released them
—one poor American cameraman and

Cable: Moviola, No. Hollywood, Calif.

QUALITY AND SERVICE

IOmm

8i«CK&wHne
REVERSl nVI
POSITIVE PRKITK
COLOR ProcessingSuper Anscochrome

COLOR nmm
Work prints—Timed Prints

Color to Color prints—A & B roll prints
Color to B & W prints—Fades-Dissolves
Dupe Negative—AAultiple prints
Raw stock—Fastex service
Loop printing
Write for complete information

FILM

VIDEO
350 W. 50tli ST.

LABORATORIES
•

NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

JUdson 6-7196
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The Answer to Zoom & Telephoto Lens Tripod Problems!

Silicone Dampened

HYDROFLUID

picture. Just as Hollywood’s major stu¬
dios depend on such suppliers to pro¬
vide extra equipment for extensive lo¬
cation or unusual sound stage filming
operations, so also do the burgeoning
industrial and in-plant film production
units of the nation. It’s a sort of hank¬
ing operation; when you need it in
a hurry, and you don’t have it yourself,
you know where you can get it.
■

Pan & Tilthead Tripod
AN N-C-E ORIGINAL IN TRIPOD
STYLING

AND

one richer Lebanese cab driver.
Until now, few people realized what
an important role Hollywood—or more
specifically a Hollywood-based supplier
of motion picture equipment—played
in the production of one of the year’s
most important non-theatrical motion

PERFORMANCE

Larger Silicone Dampening Area than
any Tripod in its class and price range
► Designed for professional cameramen.
► Velvety smooth, jerk-proof pan and tilt
utilizing the dampening efFect of silicone.
► Sturdy aluminum construction; weight 21

Positive quick-finger camera lock — vari¬
able tension adjustment pan and tilt locks
—spirit level—telescopic pan handle with
variable angle adjustment—right or left
hand position.

action,

lbs.

► Silicone loaded—temperature range 130 -f- 500F.
► Precision ball-bearings. Mounted on pan
shaft for smooth action and alignment.

and

TV Vidicon—16 Mitchell—Maurer—Camerette—Arriflex 16/35—Auricon (Cine-Voice600-1200)
Cine
Special—Eyemo—Filmo—
Cineflex

► First tripod of its kind with ball-type leveling at
bottom of base with positive lock at NO EXTRA
CHARGE.

PRICE

WITH

BABY TRIPOD ..$89.50
HIGH HAT .$32.50
CASE
.$25.50
BOOT & POINT COVER.$15.00

legs

209 WEST 48TH STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y. — Circle 6-0348
West Coast Sales; GORDON ENTERPRISES, No. Hollywood, Calif.—POpular 6-3725
Representative:

ALEX

CLARK,

LT D.,

Islington,

Ontario

CINEKAD

Universal Camera (lamp
This Clamp is a nev/ idea of fastening securely
a

movie

such

or T.V.

camera

to

restricted

locations,

as: trees, roofs, windov/s, walls, doorways,

ceiling beams, bridges, boats, wild-life shooting,
hide-outs, wind

tunnels,

airplanes,

rockets, etc.

MODEL UC-16-—will take a load up to 65 lbs.
MODEL UC-35—will

accommodate

all

35mm

movie and T.V. cameras and will take a load
up to

150 lbs.

Write

for

in any position.

our free

28-page catalogue.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
763

Tenth Ave.,

New York

PORTABLE MOVIE LIGHT

mm FILM mmv

Fits any camera. No tools
needed, no holes to drill.
Long life nickel-cadmium
battery with built-in charg¬
er weighs only 7 lbs.
Guaranteed one year.

424 LI PO CHUN BUILDING
HONG KONG

COMPLETE WITH BATTERY

COMPLETE 16/HM & 35/MM
PRODUCTION FACILITIES

^

/9P. 50

PHOTOMART
I

226 So. Franklin St.-Tampa 2, Florida
Telephone 229-1168 MHI
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should be required for the admission
of motion pictures than for still photo¬
graphs.
Motion picture evidence may be put

BASE

NATIONAL CINE EQtIPIVIENT, Inc.
Canadian

Continued from

“HYDROFLUID” TRIPOD FOR

tilt

► Pan 360°—Tilt 80°. For all cameras 40 lbs. or less.

► Tripod base of seasoned V-type maple-wood
with self-aligning leg locks.

MOVIES IN LEGAL EVIDENCE

19,

N.Y.

to a variety of uses in both civil and
criminal cases. Except in litigation
where the motion picture itself is the
subject matter of the action (suits for
infringement of copyright, libel and
invasion of privacy, and prosecutions
for obscenity, none of which are within
the scope of this article), it must be
remembered that the motion picture
speaks as a witness. The picture de¬
scribes, or redescribes, more fully and
accurately, something that a witness
could describe, or has already de¬
scribed, from the witness stand.
The primary use of the motion pic¬
ture is to describe an event as it
actually occurred, or to show a scene
as it existed at the time of the events
in controversy. No matter how well a
witness recalls and describes a place
or action that he has viewed, he may
overlook some of the details. No mat¬
ter what words he uses, they will not
conjure up in the mind of the listener
the precise picture that the witness
wishes to paint. It is true that the
camera does not record on film the
same picture that the eye transmits
to the brain, but it is also true that
less distortion is likely to inhere in a
photographic representation of a scene
than in a verbal one. In this respect
the motion picture has advantages over
the still photograph, for it may travel,
like the eye, over the scene. It is not
limited to the representation of a single
instant in time. A motion picture cam¬
era may pan over the scene of an
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PRECISION SOUND READERS

,

your gu(iTcint€€ of the finest in sound^ditinff_eQuiptn£j^
optical-

magnetic

mognetic

film
and tape

sound

sound

readers

$198.00

Complete

optical

Sound

sound

Reader
Guide
trademark

Model 700

$269.50

$259.50

Look for this

reader

Model 800 RL

Model 800

readers

Free
on
Request

Model 600 RL

Model 600

$195.00

$185.00

Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment for the Motion Picture and TV Industrie!

iiil PRECISION LABORATORIES
:

DIVISION OF»PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
BROOKLYN 3, N. Y.

928-930 EAST 51st STREET
accident showing the positions and
relationships of various objects and
the nature of the terrain; it may show
the activities of persons, such as pickets
involved in a labor dispute; or it may
picture the plaintiff participating in
activities which negate his claims of
serious personal injury. In the crimi¬
nal field, a sound motion picture of
an accused confessing a crime not
only is a record of that confession as
reliable as a signed writing, but also
indicates the conditions under which
it was made and the physical and
mental state of the maker in a way
more convincing than would be the
testimony of persons present during

CARTER CARPAC
For The Motion Picture Photographer
A Necessity when you need
For a better vantage point,

an elevated platform.
for transporting bulky

equipment and Luggage, for stability and flexibility
in
filming
and
for
professional
“eye
appeal”.
CarPac provides an easily-accessible mobile platform
for any station wagon or Van. Models from $165$225

in

sizes to

meet your

needs.

Users include many nationally known names: Calvin
Productions, Inc., Kansas City, Mo.; Empire Photo¬
sound,
Inc.,
Minneapolis,
Minn.;
Florida
Cypress
Gardens, Cypress Gardens, Florida; Mac's Foto Serv¬
ice,
Anchorage,
Alaska;
Mode-Art
Pictures,
Inc.
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Portafilms, Orchard Lake, Michigan;
Soundmogic Productions, Coral Gables,
Fla.;
TeleCorporation, Hollywood, California.

..y.
The Calvin Company, Kansas City, Mo. reports,
the
CarPacs are used here primarily for motion picture
work
and
afford
(most satisfactory)
stability
and
flexibility in action”.
“Picture yourself doing business with

__
a

Carter

Car-Pac

Write for literature and name of nearest dealer, stating year & model of your car.

CARTER

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,

1229

S.E.

Division,

Portland,

Oregon,

BE

2-7388

the confession.
Motion pictures may also be used to
show a scene or action as it exists or
occurs at a time different from the
time at issue in the litigation. Thus,
the appearance of an intersection to
an approaching vehicle; the manner
in which machines operate and are
customarily operated; the field of vi¬
sion available to a person in a moving
locomotive cab; and a voluntary re¬
enactment of a crime by the accused
may all he shown by motion ])icture
evidence. Re-enactments, posed pic-
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MAKES GLASS SMOOTHER THAN GLASS!

NEW! GTC-59
Glass
Treatment

or events actually observed by a wit¬
ness, but there must also be proof that
those ])laces and events are the same
or similar to the places and events in
issue at the trial. If there are any
differences, they must be fully ex¬
plained. However, such later views and

Compound
• Water Repellent
• Cleans &
Degreases
• Imparts a lustrous
glaze
• Anti static
• Stays dust & dirt
free for longer
• Leaves a tough super
smooth & protective
hard surface
• Anti-fog
GTC-59

is a

glass

fc

reconstructions are valuable in giving
the jury a clearer idea of the places
and occurrences in question and in
testing the accuracy of eye witnesses
to the crucial events.

freatmenf compound

designed and field tested for anti-static,
smear

proof

cleaning

and

polishing.

GTC-59 creates a high luster, water re¬
pellent, clear and

hard

protective coat¬

ing on all types of smooth, non-porous
materials such as plastics, glass, chrome,
etc.

Excellent for lenses, optics, reflectors, condensors, records, lights.
6 Ozs.

tures and depictions made at a differ¬
ent time from, the time in issue when
used as direct proof of conditions and
occurrences, are viewed with suspicion
and received with caution. Not only
must there be testimony that the film
is an accurate representation of places

$1.65

In Spray Applicator....

For further information

write:

The Camera Mart Inc.
1845 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
PL 7-6977

SAVE MONEY
When Filming In Europe
By Renting Your
Camera Equipment From

CHEVEREAl)
PARIS, FRANCE

We Service The Enfire Continent

CAMERAS
CRANES
DOLLIES

On a different footing are motion
pictures taken of experiments con¬
ducted by an expert and explained by
him. Experiments illustrate and prove,
to a level of scientific certainty, a
number of valuable facts, and make
intelligible the testimony of expert wit¬
nesses. It is, therefore, often desirable
lor an expert witness to conduct an
experiment for the benefit of the jury.
However, the lawyer will recognize
the impracticality and danger of con¬
ducting such experiments in the court¬
room. It is difficult to move and
assemble the equipment often required,
and disruptive to orderly procedure.
Vi orse, mechanical or human failure,
in the tension of a trial, held in a
courtroom designed for other purposes,
may cause an experiment to backfire
—with disastrous results. It is more
practical, and equally impressive, to
show a motion picture of an experi¬
ment conducted elsewhere. The foun¬
dational requirements for motion pic¬
tures of experiments are the same as
for films generally. The experiment
must be relevant to the issues, helpful
to the jury and not unduly prejudicial.
The film must be a fair and accurate
record of the experiment as it was
actually conducted by the expert.

20 RUE DE LA CHINE
PARIS 20, FRANCE

Tels: MEN 9472. PYR 5104
Cahle: Cameraloc Paris
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It has been said that motion picture
evidence will have its greatest effect
if shown to the jury at the end of the
trial day. Testimony, no matter how
important, given after the showing of
a film will not receive the full atten¬
tion of the jury. Further, the jury will
look forward to the variation in trial
routine and their close attention will
be assured. If cross-examination per¬
taining to the film is begun the next
day, this will serve to re-enforce the
impression made on the jury.

The attorney should strive for a
smooth presentation of the motion pic¬
ture. To this end, the film may be
first exhibited to the judge and oppos¬
ing counsel to eliminate all objections
that might interrupt the showing of
the film to the jury. The opponent’s
experts may also view the film at this
time, giving them a basis for com¬
menting on it. Even though it is de¬
cided, in the in-chambers showing,
that the moving picture is admissible,
the attorney should still go through the
steps of authentication before the jury
in order to provide an introduction to
the film, to increase their attention,
and to impress them with its scientific
accuracy as a reproduction of the
matters shown. An effective presenta¬
tion will be enhanced by close coopera¬
tion, based perhaps on a rehearsal,
between the witness explaining the
film, the projectionist and the attorney
proposing its admission.
When the film has been received in
evidence, depending on local practice,
the trial court may allow the jury to
take it with them for further viewing
during their deliberations. Counsel
should see that the projector and
screen also go into the jury room. This
may create a problem—one trial judge
is known to have required the screen
and projector to be qualified and ad¬
mitted as evidence—but the court
should recognize that the projector
and screen are merely mechanical aids
for viewing the evidence just as are a
juror’s eyeglasses. A projectionist will
not be allowed to accompany the jury,
but counsel can set the film on the
projector and should be allowed to
show a juror how to focus it and how
to run and rewind the film.
■

SUN GUN PHOTO LIGHT
Continued from

Page 293

The Sun Gun Professional retains
essentially the same overall design as
its smaller predecessor. The reflector
housing or head measures 6-in. wide,
4% -in. deep and 4-in. high. The hous¬
ing is mounted in a U-shape yoke
attached to a hand grip of generous
size. The head may be tilted upwards
90 degrees or downward 80 degrees,
and there is a locking device for posi¬
tioning the head at any point within
this arc. A dimming switch mounted
in the handle permits burning the
lamp at 1/^ normal brightne.ss both for
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ANOTHER FILMLINE FIRST!

The RBVOLUTIOmRy R-36
DEVELOPS 16MM FILM AT 2160 FT. PER HR.
NEGATIVE FILM AT 720 FT. PER HR.
POSITIVE FILM AT 1440 FT. PER HR.
Super Speed — Super Qu(dity. The R-36 is
the answer to the film industry’s exacting
requirements for increased speed and
quality in reversal processing. It is ideal
for military, industrial and commercial
use. The Filmline R-36 gives you perform¬
ance that never existed before. You must
see it in action . . . see its results to believe
it. ^ rite or phone today.

• EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE TRANSPORT SYSTEM elim¬
inates film breakage, automatically compensates
for elongation—tank footage stays constant.
• OPERATES at 83°F at better than 60 ft. per min.
• EASY TO OPERATE...needs no attention.
• COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION on all emulsions
— no darkroom necessary.
• FEED IN AND DRY BOX ELEVATOR, plus 1200'
magazine permits continuous processing.
• TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM controls heating
and cooling of all chemical solutions.
• VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE, development times from
IV2 to 15 minutes.
Recent Filmline Installations;
• N. A. S. A. Huntsville. Ala.
• Reeves Sound, N. Y. C.
• Thiokol Chemical Co.
• WHYN-TV, KNDO-TV, WFMY-TV
• Moral Rearmament

Additional Features:
• Forced Warm Air Dry Box • Filtered Air Supply
• 316 Stainless Steel Construction • Film Speed
tachometer * Two developer pumps * Built in air
compressor • Bottom drain valves and drain trough
• Rotary Oilless air compressor • Dry box and solu¬
tion thermometers • Plumbed for continuous replen¬
ishment * Weight: Approx. 1150 lbs. * Size: 9'4". x
33". 55y2 " * Only $7950.00 F.O.B. Milford, Conn.
WHEN YOU BUY QUALITY -FILMLINE COSTS LESS

ACAA-62

lower light level or for use in focusing
before actual picture taking.
At
lamp

the dimmed half-voltage, the
produces 23,000 center-laeam

candlepower and could last for ap¬
proximately 300 hours. At full 120volts, the lamp is rated at 12 hours of
continuous hurning. The light beam

B SPECIAL SALE • F & B SPECIAL Shlf ^

^ mm LENS SALE^

is 36° wide and 30° high. Through
the use of the diffusion lens supplied
as an accessory, the same light Iteam

BRAND NEW

BERTHIOT PAN CINOR

may he spread out to a maximum of
110° in width and 18° in height.
When the Sun Gun Professional
burns at full brightness, it produces,
65,000 center-beam candlepower of

Model 100 — 25mm-100mm
f/3.4—in 16mm “C” Mount. (No Finder)
Regular

illumination having color temperature
of 3400° Kelvin.

F & B
SALE
PRICE

In the base of the handle of the
Sun Gun a threaded recess is pro¬
vided to take a conventional tripod
screw so that it may be readily
mounted on a lightweight tripod, mu¬
sic stand or Century stand. C-clamps
and alligator clamps also have been
used to mount the lamps on furniture,
mouldings, the top of set flats, etc.
When Sylvania’s engineers returned
to the company plant in Salem, Massa¬
chusetts, to revise the Sun Gun for
professional use, they also designed a
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Price

$329.50

199

Guaranteed

Supply Limited — One to a Customer Only

Florman & Babb, inc.
(A

68 W. 45th St., N. Y. C. 36, N. Y. • MU 2-2928

aiYS ivioads a « j • nvs ivioads a ^
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MOST RELIABLE
GUIDE!

number of accessories for the lamp.
These include an accessory holder,

A 35mm
Arriflex camera was
mounted on the shiftable plate, and
two Sun Guns then mounted at either

dual-purpose flood lens, portrait lens,
daylight filter, 3200° K filter, a diffus¬

side

ing filter and mount, a 3l/^-in. snoot,
an optical “sniper” snoot, large barn
doors, and a beam-spreading lens. The

seat of the car. Power for the lamps
was supplied by a series of automobile
storage batteries in the car’s trunk.

TV or Theatres
Industry

portrait lens, beam-spreading lens, and
barn doors are standard accessories
that accompany every Sun Gun Profes¬

The camera, portable sound recorder,
and lights were switched on and off

Education
Government
Research, Etc.

sional sold. The other accessories may
be purchased separately.

. if you shoot motion pictures

Cinematographers Laud Unit
Hollywood studio cinematographers

the

front

by remote control. When only closeups were to be made, the Director sat
far over in the seat next to Nader, out
of camera range, and did the switching
as required. When two-shots were
made, the controls were handled by
actor Nader.

studio has a stock of from 24 to 100

son handling the switching controls to

Sun Guns, some of which are used
almost daily in various set lighting

know when the camera was turning
and up to speed and also when the
film ran out—for there was never an

set-up which saved the producer ex¬
tensive costs for process shots that
otherwise would have been necessary.
The script called for a series of closeups and two-shots of actor George
Nader driving a car, to be shot from
the front of the car. For this, a de¬
mountable aluminum framework was
constructed and mounted over the hood

Informational text covers data never before
published
on
panning
speeds,
optical
effects,
ultra high-speed photography, underwater cinema¬
tography, background plates, process shots, trav¬
eling
mattes,
day-for-night
photography,
color
temperature, etc.

toward

In this remote control operation, it
was necessary for Nader and the per¬

Philip Tannura, ASG, directing the
photography of the “Shannon” TV
film series at Screen Gems, used a
number of the lighting units in a novel

Never before a helpful book like this! Gives
detailed answers to hundreds of problems and
questions related
to theatrical,
TV,
industrial,
military, educational and documentary film pro¬
duction.

directed

who have had opportunity to work
with the Sun Guns are enthusiastic
about them. Today almost every major

situations, both in the studio and on
location.

There’s something to help you on
every page of this fact-packed
book!

and

of the car, toward the front. It was
held secure by means of large suction
cups plus sturdy leather straps extend¬
ing down and secured to edge of the
car’s fenders. On this framework was
mounted a flat metal plate with pro¬
vision for shifting it laterally back and
forth to accommodate both closeups
and two-shots.

operator behind the camera, as in
conventional cinematography. To pro¬
vide this information, two signals were
installed on the Arriflex camera—one
to indicate that the camera was run¬
ning, and one to indicate when the
film load was exhausted. Although
these details are incidental to the Sun
Gun’s contribution to this photographic
undertaking, they are set down here
for the ingenuity they reflect and also
because they made possible the use
of the Sun Guns in this uncommon
filming situation.
When Lionel Lindon, ASG, had a
series of difficult shots to make high
up on the catwalks in Madison Square
Garden in New York for “The Man¬
churian Candidate,” he used a number
of Sun Gun Professionals to light the
unusual location.
Hal Mohr,

ASG,

is

probably

the

only Hollywood Director of Photogra-

Charts, tables and diagrams give instant an¬
swers to problems relating to lens angles, filter
factors,
shutter
openings,
camera
speeds,
ex¬
posure, lighting, aspect ratios, etc., etc. Order
your copy todayl

$7.50
. . . Post Paid

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER
P.O. Box 2230 Hollywood 28,
Please send me.copies of
CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL.
—.Paymt.

enclosed.

Ship

MANUAL
Calif.

the

AMERICAN

C.O.D.

Name.
Street

&

No.....

City..

Zone.

State.

*for orders mailed within California, please
add 4% sales tax.

SUN GUNS NOW REPLACE battery of newsreel cameramen's lights in offices of Los Angeles Mayor
Yorty,

resulting

newsreel
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in

greater

photography.

comfort

Arrows

to

Mayor

during

news

point to two of the three

conferences

Sun

Gun

and

improved

results

in

installations.
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phy who owns his own Sun Guns. He
has four—three of the early models
and one Sun Gun Professional. Pres¬
ently shooting various TV film com¬
mercials, Mohr finds ready use for the
lamps in many filming situations, and
because of their versatility they en¬
able him to do things in lighting he

{

was never able to do before.
“The Sun Gun,” Mohr says, “is the
most important improvement in mo¬

J

tion picture lighting equipment to
come to my attention in more than
30 years.”

tions supersede

with generating the initial Hollywood

calibrations on lens

the realm of the studio sound stage.
Mayor Yorty of Los Angeles, who con¬

. i '

t'

Converter calibra¬

William Widmayer, who is credited
studio interest in the Sun Guns, was
recently called upon to solve a lighting
situation with the new lamps outside

f

A Successful Rental Item...
Now
Available
For
Sale!

ducts extensive press conferences in
his offices, was finding it difficult to
face the battery of still and newsreel
cameras which were assembled before
him for these weekly discussions—
especially as each photographer in¬

when mounted.

LENS WIDE-ANGLE
CONVERTER
Only at Camera Service Center are you assured of finding the most
complete and dependable line of cameras and accessories . . . including
this ZOOM LENS CONVERTER for 35 MM to 140 MM Angenieux LA/2
Zoom Lens. An outstanding technical achievement, this converter en¬
ables your one zoom lens to do the work of many. In one instant, your
lens zooms from 22 MM to 90 MM; in an other, from 35 MM to 140
MM. The conversion is simple, fast and smooth. In a matter of seconds,
,conversion is accomplished by a few simple turns mounting the converter.

variably brought along and set up his
own set of lights.
Use Found Outside Industry

ocacciAL

PACKAGE

OFF ^ R

.^AI^G^IEUX LA/2 ZOOM LENS .WIDE-ANGLE CONVERTER

A friend of the Mayor who knew

Focal Range 35 MM to 140 MM
Mounted for Mitchell R-35 or other
Reflex and Non-Reflex Cameras

Widmayer and who had learned of
his enthusiasm for the Sun Guns, pre¬

.

for

ter lighting set up that would please
the photographers, make the confer¬

?0

1

motion

picture

production.

Eac

standards

crientificallv de-

give long-lasting trouble-free operation.

ZOOM LENS - ANGENIEUX LA/2

2. WIDE-ANGLE CONVERTER

35 MM to 140 MM

ences easier on his honor, and at the
»>

COMPLETE

accessories
Her. are thraa un„s dea.ga.d to meet the

vailed upon him to survey the Mayor’s
quarters and prescribe a new and bet¬

same time contribute something to¬
ward improving pictorial results of the

$1495 22

3. ACCESSORIES
;

Sunshade filter holder
,
3 Close-Up Proxars
1 -P 2 -t- 3

\

po aroid Filter'
1 Polaroid i-iner

TV newsreel footage shot there.
Widmayer readily solved the prob¬
lem with three Sun Gun Professionals,
which were mounted as in a studio
set to provide a pleasing quality of
photographic illumination.
Golumbia Studio, of course, is now
perhaps the most enthusiastic user of
the Sun Guns. According to Widmayer,

(

the first feature film for which the
lamps were used was Columbia’s “No¬
I ►

A

Of course these items will continue to be available on a rental basis for those
who prefer it.

CAMERA SERVICE CENTER
333 West 52nd Street • New York 19, N. Y. • PLaza 7-0906

Filming in Europe?

torious Landlady.” It is not uncommon
for Columbia crews to take along as
many as 18 Sun Guns when shooting
on location. Recently, the studio sent

CAMERA EQUIPMENT HIRE,

a crew to Hawaii to shoot a one-hour
TV pilot film. Heavy rains and over¬

TECHNICIANS, TRANSPORT,

FILM SERVICE

16 OR 35MM, ANYWHERE.

LIMITED

cast skies were encountered almost
daily. It was impossible to get cables,
generators and heavy lighting equip¬
ment to the jungle-like location. So
cinematographer Scotty Welborn put
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PRODUCTION FACILITIES,
SOUND RECORDING,

SAMUilSON

Just Cable “SAMCINE, London
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ill cl call for a supply of Sun Guns
and batteries to power them, and pho¬
tography proceeded with no further
delay.

continued, and said it might very well
lead to radical changes in set design

On the sound stage. Sun Guns are
regularly used whenever it is not prac¬

of such small lighting units, he ex¬
plained, would no longer require highceilinged stages to accommodate heavy

tical or feasible to conceal other light¬
ing units behind props, doorways, etc.,
for effect lighting. “The Sun Guns are
ideal for this,” Widmayer declares.
The advent of the newer Profession¬
al model Sun Gun promises to greatly
alter set lighting procedures, Widmayer

if not also in the design and construc¬
tion of sound stages of the future. Use

lamp equipment nor the extra stage
space presently required where a great
many heavy lighting units must be
used on the floor.
a
’The British Journal of Photography, Feb.
16, 1962, pp. 128.

“EXPERIMENT IN TERROR”
Continued from Page 289

mented. “This was because tall build¬
ings adjacent to the bank cut off the
sunlight,
keeping the
areas
seen
through the windows in shade during
most of the day. With the windows so
large, it was necessary that areas be¬
yond them look like day whenever it
was necessary to shoot scenes in which
these windows appear in the back¬
ground.”
This problem was solved mainly by
arranging camera setups so the win¬
dows were eliminated in the composi¬
tion. When it was necessary to shoot
toward a window or the main doors,
this was done at a time of day when
daylight illumination of the exterior
was at its brightest.

film for these bank scenes,” Lathrop
commented, “mainly because of the
bright wall areas which have a ten¬
dency to exaggerate grain.” Lathrop
used chiefly Eastman Double-X nega¬
tive throughout the picture.
One of the more suspenseful se¬
quences in the picture has to do with
Kelly’s attempt to contact the criminal,
following instructions given her by
telephone. But the rendezvous fails,
ironically, when Kelly not knowing
whom she is to meet, mistakes a masher
for him. Originally, this action was to
be staged and photographed on a San
Erancisco cable car. But the company’s
preparation of cameras and lights for

Earlier, an attempt was made to
balance the dull exterior with the
bright interior of the bank by flooding

shooting the scenes attracted such
crowds, that shooting became impos¬
sible. Lathrop estimates that by the
time they were ready to shoot, more
than 5,000 persons had converged on
the scene to watch the company shoot
movies!
The company lost no time in finding
an alternative, however. Director Blake
Edwards had visited the Roaring
Twenties night club the night before,
and quickly arranged with the man¬
agement to stage the sequence of action
there. The script was quickly revised
so Kelly—instead of seeking her un¬
known tormentor in course of a cable
car ride—now looks desperately for
him in the crowded and dimly-lit night
club. Actually, switching this part of
the story to the Roaring Twenties lo¬
cale was a stroke of good luck. Not
only were the harassing crowds of cur¬
ious entirely avoided, but the nightclub
interior had many attributes not to
be found in the prosaic cable car setup.
The company worked in the club dur¬
ing the day, when it is normally closed
to the public, using a group of extras,
a band, and the necessary principals.
“This was a tough location to light,
though,” said Lathrop, “mainly because
we had not planned to work here and
therefore were not prepared with the
necessary equipment. But we made do
Continued on Page 320

REAL COOL, MAN!

the adjacent buildings with light from
a number of Brutes, but the effect was
not satisfactory. And besides, the sight
of all the lamps quickly attracted a
vast throng of people to the scene,
which greatly hindered shooting.
The huge windows of the bank posed
another problem, also. Because they
admitted so much general light into
the bank interior, and there was no
effective means at hand to readily con¬
trol it, it became necessary to gradually
build up the interior lighting in the
l)ank as the day waned and daylight
diminished in order to maintain
proper l)alance in the illumination of
the great many scenes shot there
throughout the day. The company
worked in the bank location all of one
Saturday and the following Sunday.
iih exception of the day exteriors,
the scenes in the bank are virtually
the only high-key scenes in this other¬
wise predominantly low-key picture.
“1 would like to have used Plus-X
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COOL SET—Actor Robert Mitchum (L) on “Two For The Seesaw" set tests cool qualities of set lamp
fitted with ColorTran

heat absorption filter. The filter will absorb

any light source, according to Milton

Forman of ColorTran

85%

of the

heat generated

by

Industries (R).
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UY, SELL, SWA
Largest Most Productive Classified Ad Section Of Any Publication Serving Makers Of Motion Pictures
STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

EQUIPMENT WANTED

WALL
35MM
single-system
camera,
RCA
sound; 2 register, 2 pulldown pins; 4 lenses,
2 1 000-ft. mags., excellent condition....$3,250

LENSES—BARGAIN, 16mm C Mounts

WHO SELLS, SWAPS AND BUYS
Whatever in your backroom lies?
Frozen assets can give you a chill
Say the word and defrost them we will.

B&H 35MM standard camera. Model 2709,
unit-1 shuttle.$2,350
1 6MM B&H Specialist camera, 1 400-ft. mag¬
azine .$525
16MM AURICON Pro-600, like new, 2 mags.,
2 lenses, case.$1,975
16MM WESTREX picture & sound editor, like
new .$1,995
I7V2MM STANCIL-HOFFMAN model S-6 mag¬
netic recorder. 3-case unit with converter and
cables .$1,975
35MM BACKGROUND projector, blimped and
silenced, with precision B&H unit-1 shuttle,
150/225-amp. hi-intensity lamphouse, dis¬
tributor,
cables,
etc.
Excellent
condi¬
tion .$8,950
35MM B&H continuous printer. Model D &
Model DC.$3,250 up
1 6MM as above.$3,250 up
35MM EASTMAN film edge-numbering ma¬
chine, like new.$1,750
65/70MM picture & sound editor.$5,750
35MM RCA optical recorder with bi-lateral
galvanometer, 2 1000-ft. mags., N/R am¬
plifier .$2,950
DALITE Electrical 6' x 8' screen, new.$270
RABY or FEARLESS panorama dollies,
each .$950
RABY BLIMP for 35mm NC Mitchell.$750
WILLIAM SALTZMAN MOTION PICTURE
ENTERPRISES
1257/2

N- Highland Av., Hollywood 38, Cal.
Phone HO 5-7196

FOR SALE—Brand new 100 ft. Cine Kodak
Special film chambers in original^ factory pack¬
aging. Last Kodak list price, $425.00—our
price $175.00 each. BOB FRIEDMAN AS¬
SOCIATES, INC., P.O. Box 44, Clarksdale,
Mississippi. Telephone 627-7370, Area Code
601.
CAMERA motors, 4-6volt, DC (Bodine) 8-48
FPS, for B&H Eyemo (Will also fit Filmo).
With cable and switch, factory cost $135.00,
our price used $26.50, new, $37.50 postpaid.
JACK WALTON, P.O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.
CINE SPECIAL 11, fl.9 lens, 1OO' chamber,
new condition, one year old. Best offer over
$450.00.
Photo
on
request.
Box
1448,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
NEW-—never loaded Bolex Rex 16mm with
25mm f 1.4 and 16mm fl.8 Switars, Fader,
grip, and deluxe case, $550.00. BRADFORD
McFADDEN, 316 Peachtree St., Atlanta 8, Ga.
HOUSTON 16mm Daylight Loading magazines,
new
surplus,
$95.00.
Herrinfeld
16mm
printer, $985.00. GEORGE PETROS, 1238 S.
Jamestown, Tulsa, Okla.
CUSTOM 16mm camera, 1 OOO' capacity, rackover, 4-turret, tach and motor, heavy duty
tripod,
$190.00.
2022
Condor,
Colorado
Springs, Colo.

25mm Ektar Fl.9 .$ 49.00
63mm Ektar F2.0 .
89.00
152mm Ektanon F4.5 .
69.00
75mm Elitar Fl.9 .
39.00
25mm T.H. Cooke Comat FI .9 .
49.00
50mm T.H. Cooke Ivotal FI.4 .
95.00
10mm T.H. Cooke Fl.8 .
79.00
25mm Schneider FI.5 .
49.00
150mm Tela Athenar F2.8 .
69.00
230 Tela Athenar F3.8 .
79.00
12" Tele Athenar F4.5 . 110.00
385mm Tela Athenar F4.5 (with reflex
B/Howell
support w/case, costs
over $400.00)
179.00
Most Lenses Are New or Like New
M. A. JOSEPH
15200 Kercheval, Grosse Pointe Park 30, Mich.
See S.O.S. ads on Pages 270, 271 and 283
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
•
Cable SOSOUND
S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Phone: HO 7-2124
MAIER-HANCOCK 16/35 hot splicer, $100.00.
Cine Special Series 1, 100' magazine, MaierHancock
viewfinder.
Par
telescopic
reflex
finder, 15mm, 25mm, 50mm, 102mm lenses,
matte box and lens shade with camera at¬
tachments, carrying case, $550.00.
Bolex
Leader, 16mm, 25mm, 50mm lenses, filter
holders, rack over, carrying case. Make offer.
Box 1447, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
SOUND TRACK OPTICAL PRINTER
16-35mm elarge-reduction,
like new, $450.00.
THOR, 16755 Moorpark St., Encino, Calif.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
16 & 35MM CAMERAS—ANY CONDITION.
MITCHELL — ARRIFLEX — BELL & HOWELL —
AURICON.
ALSO ACCESSORIES & LENSES
FOR THESE CAMERAS.
H. C. ROSS
161 Roosevelt Avenue
Cresskill, New Jersey
WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or
new equipment? Let us know what you have
and what you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway PL 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.
WANTED USED MAGNASYNC
Mark 1 1 or X 400 or Type 1 or Type 15.
Must be in A-1 condition. Quote price.
SPEED-O-RAMA PRODUCTIONS
15200 Kercheval, Grosse Pointe Park 30, Mich.

RATES: Ads set in lightface type, ISt per word. Minimum ad, $2.00. Text set in
lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser’s name) 20c per word.
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case)
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CONSIGNMENTS TAKEN
SET YOUR OWN PRICE—SHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US FAX NEW YORK—PHONE: PL 7-0440
S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC.
uept. fc
Cable: SOSOUN&
o02 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N.1,
Western Branch —6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., HO 7-2124
INSTANT CASH
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for your used 16mm and 35mm professional
equipment of any kind.
URGENTLY NEED
clean Arris, Auricons, Mitchells, Zoom lenses,lab, editing, lighting & recording equipment
for our Rental Program.
CONSIGNMENTS WELCOME
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA COMPANY
6838 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Phone: HO 6-1318. Cable: HOLLYCAM
WANTED ARRI-16 EQUIPMENT
17 to 85 Pan Cinor Zoom
2—400' magazines
1—Torque motor, latest model
T.H. Cooke Kinetal lens
Kinoptik Lens
16mm Arri w/out lens Model 11
SPEED-O-RAMA PRODUCTIONS
15200 Kercheval, Grosse Pointe Park 30, Mich.
WANT to buy Arri 16 and Arri 35. Also need
all Arri accessories. LEE SILVER, 3345 Canton
Way, Studio City, Calif.

WANTED MISCELLANEOUS
EXPERT FREELANCE
35MM
CAMERAMEN—
Register for money-making local assignments
in U.S., Central and So. America, Caribbean,
Orient, and other foreign locales. Good cam¬
era equipment, creativity, and ability to pro¬
duce professional results essential. Payment by
assignment and footage basis. Give particulars
and phone number in first letter. WORLD WIDE
FILMS, 108 So. LaJolla Ave., Hollywood 48,
Calif. Phones: WE 0-8308 and OL 3-5072.
WANTED a company to manufacture and sell
the most practical
and modern
EDITING
TABLE ever designed. Box 1449, AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.

LABORATORY & SOUND
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed.
Complete studio and laboratory services. Color
printing and lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION
PICTURE SERVICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Ave¬
nue,
Cleveland
3,
Ohio.
Phone ENdicott
1-2707.
Continued on Next Page

$1.50 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial Office,
American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms
close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
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Classified Ads
Continued from Preceding Page

SERVICES AVAILABLE
CAMERAMAN available for assignments in¬
cluding UNDERWATER. ROY CHEVERTON, 2625
N. Ocean Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
16mm FILM assignments—Chicago, Zoographic,
Scenic, Industrial. ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRO¬
DUCTIONS, 1657 Grace St., Chicago 13, Illi¬
nois. Bl 8-8612.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS, New York, Boston area,
scenic, stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS,
168 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.
YOUR NAME
or any words, in handsome raised white
letters, custom made for you, on rugged self
adhering vinyl tape, choice of ten colors.
Will permanently stick on your camera, cases,
grip equipment or any smooth surface. Send
25^ each with stamped self-addressed en¬
velope. Nametape, Dept. 4, 300 East Tioga
Street, Philadelphia 32, Pennsylvania.
TITLES & OPTICALS for low budget produc¬
tions. 8/16/35mm service. Samples and price
list from ASSOCIATED CINETITLE SERVICES,
1 3204 Shaver, Bell, California.

SPECIAL EFFECTS
CAN GREATLY ENHANCE ANY PRODUCTION
Fades, dissolves,
wipes,
hold frame,
reverse
action or direction, enlarge or reduce image,
lengthen or shorten scene, speed up or slow
down action, zoom forward or back, push-offs,
distortion or ripple effect, out-of-focus dissolve,
flip-overs, page-turn effect, split screens, superimposures, matting, dodging, filtering, tinting,
bas relief effect, liquid gate printing, and many
other
scene
modifications
and
manipulations
avoilable in color, B&W, 16mm, 35mm. For
further details see “Cinemagic of the Optical
Printer"
in the A.S.C. Manual, Page 361.
OVER 30 YEARS OF MAJOR STUDIO
EXPERIENCE AND THE FINEST
SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT ARE NOW
AVAILABLE TO THE INDEPENDENT PRODUCER.

Inquiries

invited.

New

price

list

available.

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.
1153 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, President
Phone:
Hollywood
9-5808.
Coble:
FILMEFX

INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS—
SPONSORS—
ADVERTISING AGENCIES—
Investigate Tax-Free Film Production facili¬
ties, 15% to 20% savings on camera and
sound equipment rental, sound services,
processing, prints, and location costs.
TAX-FREE distribution profits from your pres
ent theatrical or television pictures.
Write—

BAHAMA FILMS LIMITED
Miami, Florida office:
4770 North West 7th Avenue

RESEARCH COUNCIL CRANE
with MOTION PICTURE TABLE
NEW,

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
WRITE FOR PRICE

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 W. 48th St., New York 36, N.Y.—Circle 6-0348
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with what lighting equipment we had,
which was mostly big units—Brutes,
ete. Working in a confined area such
as the Roaring Twenties called for
much smaller lighting units—lamps
that could easily be concealed yet pro¬
vide effective illumination. We rounded
up all the Baby Juniors we could get,
then made one unit do the work of two
by effectively placing cutters or gobos
before them to narrow the light beam
or to break it up into two or more
individual beams to illuminate more
than one area of the scene at the same
time. All in all, it took a lot of plan¬
ning and we had to proceed slowly.
When lighting for effects in low key,
as we did in the club, the procedure
was necessarily more meticulous, more
time-consuming than were we to light
the scene in a higher key, using the
larger lamps.”
Toward the close of the picture, the
criminal comes into the open and is
now identified—at least to the audi¬
ence. Assuming the guise of a woman,
he intercepts Kelly in a ladies’ lounge
where he gives her final instructions on
lifting the S100,000 at the bank and
delivering the money to him in a ren¬
dezvous that night at the ballpark dur¬
ing the course of a game.

Shooting The Climax
The ballpark scenes were shot in
San Francisco’s famed Candlestick
Park. All were night scenes. Staged as
they were in a wide range of locales
within the park, extreme demands
were made in the lighting. The action
consisted mainly of Kelly walking
through the corridors to her seat,
watching the game, then joining the
crowds in exiting the park following
the conclusion of the game—all the
while expecting to be contacted by the
criminal. This finally takes place in a
heavily-crowded corridor of the stadi¬
um as throngs of spectators swarm
toward the exits. As he snatches the
bag containing the money from Kelly,
FBI agents who have converged on the
park, spot the criminal and give pur¬
suit—failing, as seems customary in
today’s movie chase scenes, to nick him
in the initial fusillade of pistol shots.
The criminal dashes out on the playing
field, now completely emptied of play¬
ers, and finding himself surrounded
by FBI agents—some overhead in a
helicopter, which now descends toward
him—he attempts to shoot it out with
them and is killed.

of the stadium, in the latter part of
this sequence, was done with the cam¬
era mounted on a skillfully manuevered
dolly. Because of the low ceilings and
the lack of places to conceal lighting
units, Lathrop had to work with a
minimum of light in the corridor
scenes—something like 50 foot candles.
Out on the ball field action staged
there of the criminal dashing out and
attempting
to escape was amply
lighted by the park’s illumination sys¬
tem, which provided light volume close
to 200 foot candles in the area of the
pitcher’s box. From here it diminished
gradually to around 50 foot candles
in the extreme far reaches of the field.

Aerial Shots
The helicopter previously mentioned
was used both as a participant in the
action and as a mobile camera mount
for impressive aerial shots of such pro¬
ceedings as the tailing by an FBI car
of a car driven by Kelly and again of
a taxi in which she is riding. (Through¬
out the picture, the FBI closely guards
Kelly day and night, both to protect
her from harm and to track down the
criminal). Also for shots of the crimi¬
nal as he dashes out on the ballpark
playing field, and as he attempts to
shoot down the helicopter (in its other
role) as the FBI closes in on him. A
hand-held 35mm Arrillex camera,
fitted with two gyro stabilizers, was
used in making these latter shots.
One of the more interesting photo¬
graphic innovations was that used in
photographing a scene in which the
criminal attempts to intercept Kelly’s
sister walking home from school. The
object was to capture, virtually in one
continuous shot, the whole action as
observed from the position of the
criminal seated in a car parked at the
curb. The girl is approaching from
behind, and he watches her progress
intently in the car’s rear-view mirror.
Two key items were used in making
this shot—a zoom lens and a partially
curved mirror, similar in design to a
conventional rear-view mirror, but

Change Of Address: To insure receiv¬
ing
American
Cinematographer
promptly each month after you move,
send your new address in advance to:
Circulation
Department.
American
Cinematographer, Box 2230, Hollywood
28, Calif. Send old address with new,
enclosing if possible the address label
from last magazine wrapper. Post of¬
fices will not forward this magazine
unless you provide extra postage.

All photography in the passageways
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slightly larger.
With
the camera
mounted behind the killer, looking
over his shoulder, the lens was zoomed
down sharply to take in the scene in
the mirror showing the girl approach¬
ing from behind; then as her image
exits from the mirror area, the lens
was zoomed back to take in the whole
car and the sidewalk beyond as the
girl comes into the picture. The effect
is similar to a moving camera shot
made from an automobile traveling
on the street slightly ahead of the girl.
The whole thing is so expertly devised
and executed that few persons are
aware that it is anything but straight¬
forward photography. Nor was the
shot planned and included in the script.
Like so many of the photographic
innovations that mark this picture, it
was a spur-of-the-moment thing, La-

Used World-Wide By Discriminaf'ing Cameramen

CINEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16mm Projectors
IIMING
BEIT

Projector

An

Wherever possible,
Lathrop
ex¬
plained, the photography of “Experi¬
ment In Terror” was kept in low key
to sustain suspense. “Our aim was to
make the audience feel that every time
Kelly walked into a dark area her
pursuer would suddenly appear and
pounce upon her.”
Continuing, Lathrop said: “At the

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,

feature

is

the

permits

smooth,

quiet

763

lOth

Ave.,

N.Y.,

N.Y.,

flexible

and

Plaza

'S FINDER
fi^om Birns & Sawyer

steady

7-3511

A MUST
FOR
CAMERA¬
MAN

Hollywood

—

Optical Zoom Finder shows exact lens field instantly!

AND
DIRECTOR
ALIKEl

No guesswork

for proper focal length, camera position or dolly shot!
2606: Model K, 16mm format range 8mm
to 75mm . $ 79.50
2610: 35mm Model II, Range 25mm to
150mm .
79.50
2611: 35mm—TV/Image Orthicon TV
scribed. Range 35 to
150mm .
84.50
2615: 35mm Cinemascope Model III
adiustable
mattes,
format
1:1.85, 2.33, 2.55 .
129.50
Prices include case and chain. Insist
on Original TEWE for quality.
SEE YOUR DEALER, or write:

BIRNS & SAWYER cine equipment compXNy
6424 Santa Monied Boulevard • Los Angeles, Calif. • HOIlywood 4j-5l66

FOR THE ANSWER to your photographic problems, refer with confidence ■
to the new

;

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL

j
■

More than 400 pages of concise, practical and informative data and ;
charts invaluable to every motion picture cameraman---$7.50 \
AMERICAN

CINEMATOGRAPHER

MANUAL,

P.O.

Box

2230,

Hollywood

28,

California

\

PRACTICALLY NEW

BAUSCH & LOMB 16mm lenses:
17.5mm f/2.3 Baltar.
25mm f/2.3 Baltar .
50 mm f/2.3 Baltar.
DOLLY, Collapsible 3-Wheel.

150.00
150.00
150.00
80.00

TRIPOD HEAD, Camera Equip.,
Model 35 .

150.00
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to

ing. Wrife for more defails and prices.

ing on the situation. No Tri-X was
used at any time; 1 consider it too
grainy for general use. I feel that
Double-X has replaced it for most

Philip Lathrop is ASC’s mostrecently admitted member, having been
on the Society’s Roster only about a

attachecJ

operation. No special technical
knowledge required for installation and mount¬

One-year Guarantee! Immediate Delivery!

HOUSTON-FEARLESS Cinemobile
crab dolly.$1,000.00
MAURER Follow-focus for
16nim Maurer . 500.00

Lathrop, ASC Freshman

outstanding

and

studio we worked at an average of 100
foot candles of illumination, at f/5.6,
using Double-X film. We alternated
between Plus-X and Douhle-X, depend¬

critical photographic situations.”

instantly

shaft which connects motor with projector

Space does not permit detailing the
photographic and lighting procedures
for numerous other outstanding scenes

raphy is a delight.

be

tached at any time in a matter of seconds.

Lathrop said.

in this picture. It is just as well, per¬
haps, for it leaves the reader with
ample areas to explore himself in see¬
ing the picture on the screen—a “must”
for students of cinematography and
others for whom a genuinely imagi¬
native job of black-and-white photog¬

con

Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬

throp explains.
As for other technical details of the
picture’s photography, 90 per cent of
“Experiment in Terror” was shot with
a 30mm lens. “I don’t think I ever used
a three-inch lens on the picture, ex¬
cept perhaps once: for the ‘big nose’
closeup of the criminal, hut that’s all,”

Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Jan, Ampro,
Kodak, RCA, and Victor 16mm
projectors at synchronous speed.

DUAL POWER VIEWER for BOLEX REFLEX
From an original 6X to on 8X full field and
16X critical focus LARGER IMAGES—BETTER
SHARPNESS
CONTROL
WITH
ANY
LENS
Easy to Operate—Guaranteed for Life—More
Information Available—When Viewer only is
sent $54.00—When sent with Camera $60.00.

PELLEGRINI-PIEK
FILM ASSOCIATES
4815 Cabot Ave.

e

Detroit 10, Michigan

MOVIE CAMERA ACCESSORIES
7 COLEMAN PLACE, MENLO PARK, CALIF.
Makers of Variable Shutter Units for all
Bolex H Cameras.
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UNEXCELLED

BLOW
UPS
16MM TO 35MM
“WET GATE” PRINTING

BY

Tremendous opportunities available
today for profits thru theatrical exhi¬
bition of entertaining 1 6mm films en¬
larged to standard 35mm B&W or
color.

vear. He started his cinematographic
career as a film loader at Universal
Studios in 1935, which joh he pursued
for five years. He was sulisequently
elevated to assistant cameraman and
worked mainly with the late Joe
Valentine. After ten years as an assist¬
ant. he worked the next ten as an
operator for Russell Metty, ASC, then
Itecame a director of photography.
He was placed under contract by
Universal, parted with that studio
when it was sold to Revue, then fol¬
lowed the general trend of cinematog¬
raphers to TV filming. He directed the
photography of most of the “Peter
Gunn” shows, all of the “Hong Kong”
and “Mr. Lucky” shows, then re¬
turned to working with Blake Ed¬

FOR AS LITTLE AS $45 YOU CAN HAVE
OVER ONE MINUTE OF TEST FILM
MADE, ENLARGING YOUR 16MM COL¬
OR ORIGINAL TO A 35MM PROFES¬
SIONAL COLOR PRINT THAT CAN BE
SHOWN IN YOUR LOCAL THEATRE.

Complete advisory and technical
services from story ideas to theater
screen.

wards whom he had first met at
Universal. He considers his years of
TV film photography valuable training

Linv/ood Dunn, ASC

FILM EFFECTS

for his present pursuit—photographing
feature films. In shooting TV films

of Hollywood, Inc.
1153 No. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Cal.
“Over 30 Years of Major Studio Experience”

V___>

America's #1
^
PRODUCTION STILLS
CAMERA

he found unlimited opportunity to
experiment with lighting effects and
camera techniques.
Today, he is doing things in the
photography of ‘Days of Wine and
Roses’ at Warner Brothers that he
first developed and used when shoot¬
ing films for television.
■
—Arthur E. Gavin

BEHIND THE CAMERAS
Continued from Page 286

TWENTIETH CENTURY - FOX

Leon Shamroy, ASC, “Cleopatra” (J. Mankiewicz Prod.; Todd-AO; shooting in Rome)
with Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton.
Joseph Mankiewicz, director.
TV GRAPHIC STUDIOS—New York

Ted Pahle, ASC, Name Band
(color). Bernie Rubin, director.

Musicals

WARNER BROS.

Charles Lang, ASC, “Critic’s Choice”
(P’Vision-Technicolor) with Bob Hope and
Lucille Ball. Don Weis, director.
Jack Marquette. Carl Guthrie, ASC,
Harold Stine, ASC, Lewis Jennings, Burt
Glennon “77 Sunset Strip”*.
Robert Hoffman, Jack Marquette, “Room
for One More”*.
Phil Lathrop, ASC, “Days of Wine and
Roses” (Martin Manulis-Jalem Prod.; shoot¬
ing at Bay Meadows) with Jack Lemmon
and Lee Remick. Blake Edwards, director.
Harry Stradling, ASC, “Gypsy” Mervyn
LeRoy Prod.; Technicolor) with Rosalind
Russell and Karl Malden. Mervyn LeRoy,
director.
Jack Marquette, “Cheyenne”*.
ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS

Clifford Poland,
“Everglades”*

(shooting

in

Florida)

Monroe Askins, “Rip Cord”*
Curt Fetters, “King of Diamonds”*.
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W. J. German, Inc.3rd Cover

If

VIEW CAMERA

Delivers Salon Quality results
with Field Camera Ilexibilily—
Choice of Backs, Film size, for
every
assignment.
Choice
of
complete outfits listed in FREE
148 pg. Catalog!
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321 S. WABASH, CHICAGO 4, ILL.
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Automatic Daytight Processim
DEVELOPING TANK
Processes up fo 200 Ft.
8mm-l 6mm-35mm-70mm
Movie—X-Ray—MicroRIm
Motor-driven, portable
* Uniform Density Assured
• 400 Ft. Tank Available

•
•
•
•
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W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST AGENCY FOR
Sales And Distribution

EASTMAN PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE FILMS
Negatives
Color

Positives

Black - And - White

Prompt Service — Everywhere

Fort Lee,

Chicago,

Hollywood,

New Jersey

Illinois

California

complete ONE STOP services for film producers!

studio services:

laboratory services:

Editorial

Developing Processes

Creative Editing
Dialogue Cutting
Music Cutting
Conforming
Preparation of A&B Rolls
Hot Splicing
Syncing
Cutting Room Rental

Art
Storyboards
Graphic Art
Cartoons
Hand-lettered Titles
Hot Press Titles
Title and Animation
Photography

Music
Optical Film, 35mm
Magnetic Film, 35, IIV2 &
16mm, 14-inch Tape
Disc,
& 78
Sound Effects
331/3

Sound Recording

UNDER ONE ROOF...
in one convenient location. Write,
phone or wire for information and
quotations on any and all producer
services.

Location Recording
Narration
Music Recording
Post-dubbing
Re-recording
Mixing
Transfer
Interlocks
Facilities Include Optical and
Magnetic 35, I
& 16mm,
14-inch Sync Tape
71/2

Screening
16mm Projection
35mm Projection
Interlocks

COLOR:
Negative EK 16mm
Positive EK 16mm
Ektachrome 16mm*
Kodachrome 16mm*
Ansco 16mm*
'Processed by film manufacturers’
local plant

BLACK AND WHITE:
Spray Picture Negative,
16 & 35mm
Spray Sound Negative,
16 & 35mm
Newsreel Negative, 16mm
Spray Picture Positive,
16 & 35mm
Immersion Positive, 16mm
Reversal, 16mm

Printing
COLOR:
Kodachrome, 16mm
Ansco, 16mm
EK Internegative, 16mm
EK Positive, 16mm
Reduction, 16mm
Blow-ups, 35mm
Optical, 16mm
Workprint, 16mm
Masters, 16mm
Answer Prints, 16mm
Release Prints, 16mm
BLACK AND WHITE:
Dupe Negative, 16 & 35mm
Master Positive, 16 & 35mm
Reversal, 16mm
Reduction, 16mm
Blow-ups, 35mm
Optical, 16mm
Track Prints, 16 & 35mm
W'ork Prints, 16 & 35mm
Answer Prints, 16 & 35mm
Release Prints, 16 & 35mm
TV Spots, 16 & 35mm

Miscellaneous
Edgenumbering
Print Cleaning
Peerless Treatment
Magnetic Striping
Reels
Cans
Shipping Cases

V

byron /motion pictures
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C., FEderal 3-4000
Affiliated with MECCA FILM LABORATORIES CORP., 630 Ninth Avenue, New York 36, N.Y.
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TV FILMS
PHOTOGRAPHING
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OF ALCATRAZ”
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SCREEN FILMS
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WHAT’S NEW IN EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES, SERVICES
BULLETIN BOARD
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You should know that
General Film services include
35mm and 16mm A and B color printing,
color processing, early dailies,
Interpositives and Internegatives,

#

first trials and release.

.
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GENERAL
FILM LABORATORIES
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A DIVISION OF PACIFIC INDUSTRIES INC.

1546 ARGYLE, HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA, Hollywood 2-6171 / central division 1828 WALNUT ST., KANSAS CITY 8, MO., GRand 1-0044

CECO’S NEWEST 25th ANNIVERSARY
VALUE! AKELEY $1095. UNIVERSAL
GYRO TRIPOD

For television, newsreel work, and
demanding assignments of all
types, the AKELEY GYRO has long
been the ultimate tripod through¬
out the motion-picture and TV
industries.
Its gyroscopic stabilization is
“steady as Gibraltar” under even
the most extreme conditions of
shock and vibration. Three different
pan speeds, pan and tilt locks,
quick-release mechanisms, friction¬
less ball-bearing construction and
instant-leveling features make it
easy to “lock onto” rapidly moving
subjects regardless of their speed
and direction of movement. On
location or in the studio, the Akeley
Gyro is a “must” at its regular
price of $1095. At $950, it’s simply
unprecedented! Built and backed
by CECO — and sold with an un¬
conditional six-month guarantee on
parts, labor and service!

New York, N. Y.
Hollywood, California
Hialeah, Florida
Washington, D.C.

Now...Two Great, Historic Names Join Hands!

HKELEV/CECD

MADE by CECO
SERVICED by CECO
DISTRIBUTED by CECO
FOR MORE than a generation, the name “Akeley” has symbolized the ultimate in advanced
design and superb craftsmanship to the motion-picture industry ....
And,for more than a
generation, the name CECO - trademark of
Camera Equipment Co.,Inc.-has symbolized
reliability, know-how, and - above all—value.
Today, CECO has inherited and owns the
proud reputation of the Akeley name —
exclusively. CECO is the exclusive manufac¬
turer. CECO is the exclusive distributor. And
CECO is the exclusive official repair agency
for anything that bears the Akeley name —
past or present, new or old!

DEALERSHIP INQUIRIES INVITED
AMERICAM CINEMATOGRAPHER, JUNE, 1962

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
A Subsidiary of CECO Industries, Inc.
Industrial Dept. 315 West 43rd St, New York 36, N.Y.
Please send me immediately:
□ Literature on The Akeley Universal Gyro Tripod
□ Information on dealerships available
□ Information on other Camera Equipment products
as follows:
NAME_
COMPANY
ADDRESS
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It takes something even more
complex than a mechanical
monster to give you the finest
quality prints. It takes the
subtle thought and creative
imagination of the human
brain!
The master craftsmen at
Motion Picture Laboratories
have the keen minds, the im¬
agination, the know-how, and
the personal integrity to give
you prints of matchless excel¬
lence.
That’s why fastidious pro¬
ducers —who respect their work
—send their films to MPL.
They know from experience
that, like themselves, we re¬
spect their work by giving it
our closest personal attention.
The final proof of the quality
of our work is the fact that
our clients have remained
steadfastly with us tlirough the
years.
In addition to these advan¬
tages, MPL gives you 24 hour
delivery service anywhere in
the United States.
Try us. You’ll be glad you
did.
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ON THE COVER
THE DOLLY-MOUNTED camera in a pull-back shot captures poignant
moment when Burt Lancaster experiences the fright of long walk to his
penitentiary cell in scene for "Birdman of Alcatraz,” photographed by
Burnett Guffey, ASC. (See story on page 354, this issue).
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MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES,Inc.
781 S. Main Street

•

Memphis, Tennessee

Phone—Memphis WH 8-0456

The Master Craftsmanship
Your Film Deserves
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400 FT., RUNS 11 MIN.

BVE3N THE ON-OFF BUTTON IS MUTED

UP

--one of many reasons an Auricon 16mm Pro-600 Special gives you
perfect sound without a heavy, expensive blimp

Silent operation is built into the Pro-600 Special. As a result, you can
get high-quality sound even under difficult acoustic conditions without
a blimp. You save as much as 75 pounds and $1800!
A superb photographic instrument, the Pro-600 Special gives you a
rock-steady picture with perfect frame-line registration. Takes a
400- or 600-foot magazine; records either optical or “Filmagnetic
single system sound, as well as double-system sound.
You can carry twice the weight and pay three times the price, but you
can’t get better 16mm sound-on-film pictures than you get with
an Auricon. Investigate the Auricon Pro-600 Special now.

GET THE FULL STORY

WRITE
FOR YOUR
FREE
COPY OF
THIS
74-PAGE
AURICON
CATALOG.

GUARANTEE
_

•

■■

All Auricon Equipment is sold
with a 30-day money-back
Guarantee and a one-year Service
Warranty. You must be satisfied!

■gg A fSTpr A.TJIC/I003M',
SSOS K,om.eLine Street
Hollywood 3S, California.
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INDUSTRY
NEWS
News briefs of industry activities^ products and progress
CORE
DISPENSER
Producers Service Company, is that
the special effects technician may now
accomplish in a single pass of the him
several effects steps. Llntil now', each
re-run of an effects him through
{irocessing increased contrast. The new
method makes only one processing run
necessary.

Keeps film cores handy at
all times. Easily attaches
to work table or wall.
Easy to remove—easy to
All aluminum construction. Adjustable to 16mm
I 35mm cores.
Sizes
Length
16" .$ 9.50
Length 24" . ... 11.50
Length 36" .. 14.50
Aluminum Dispenser for Plastic Reels
50'
$16.50; 100' .$18.50

Hollywood plant.

The equipment will produce a con¬
tinuous zoom, or follow focus, and
automatically maintain constant focus
through a range covering a 4-to-l en¬
largement to a 5-to-l reduction. At
the same time, the machine mav lie
stopped at any pre-determined footage
mark or frame, using the special foot
or frame counter. Separatelv or simul¬
taneously. the operator can “Boat” a
portion of a separate him, or several
hlms, upon the hnished him through
the use of an aerial image projector.

Included in new' wing are 13 nega¬
tive cutting rooms and a new reception

Byron Spray Processing

BRIGHT, NEW facade for General Film Laboratory in
Hollywood, part of recently completed addition to
its growing west coast plant.

General Film Labs Expands
(/eneral Film Laboratories last
month opened and put into operation
a quarter-million-dollar addition to its

CAMART DUAL SOUND
EDITOR MODEL SBlll
Edit single and double system 16mm or 35mm op¬
tical sound.
Edit single system magnastripe oi
double
system
magnetic sound.
Use with
any
16mm motion picture viewer to obtain perfect
lip-sync matching of picture to track. Works from
left to right or right to left.
Dual Editor (without viewer) .$195.00
Zeiss Moviscop Viewer .
96.00
Special Editor-Viewer Comb. 269.50

ECCO MODEL D SPEEDROLL

area. Plant expansion, said William
E. Gephart, GFL’s President, is based
on the need for greater total produc¬
tion in both hlack-and-white and color
film. Also, the new type equipment
installed will enalde company to main¬
tain uniform high quality at higher
processing speeds. General, a division
of Pacific Industries, provides com¬
plete processing and printing service
for professional producers of 35mm
and 16mm films.

New Deal For
Leon Shamroy

Tutwiler on Second
Round of Golf

Three-time Oscar winner Leon
Shamroy. who presently is directing
the photography of “Cleopatra” in
Rome, has often

APPLICATOR
Cleans,
conditions and lubricates
your film in one easy operation.
Non-inflammable, eliminates wax¬
ing, absolutely safe.
Ecco Model D
Applicator .$33.00
Ecco jftSOO cleaning
fluid per gal. $ 9.00
Ecco it^OOO Negative
cleaning fluid,
per gallon.$ 7.00
Spare

Flannel

Rolls
All

Prices

F.O B.

N.Y.

Send jor Free 1962 Catalog

Tom Tutwiler, ASC, last month
started shooting the second of the Shell
Oil-sponsored “Wonderful World of
Golf” TV film series in 35mm East¬
man Color. Assignment takes him rov¬
ing the world over wherever golf is
played, to shoot the top pros playing
on foreign courses and tournaments.

•
Precision equipment
Hollywood last month
sible to create several
on a single film. The
pointed out by the

expressed

Leon Shamroy, ASC

New Special Effects Printer

330

Byron Motion Pictures, Washington,
D.C., is now spray-processing all blackand-white 16mm and 35mm him. The
process, company says, results in
sharper images, improved sound qual¬
ity in optical tracks and enables com¬
pany to give faster day and night
laboratory service.

introduced in
makes it pos¬
special effects
advantage, as
manufacturer.

private¬

ly a desire to di¬
rect instead of
photograph pic¬
tures. Considering
his many years be¬
hind Hollywood
studio cameras, he
is well qualihed.

Now, Twentieth
Century-Fox studio, which has just re¬
newed his contract, is going to make
possible his dream come true. New
pact calls for Shamroy’s services to
Continued on Page 332
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STEREOPHONIC

PLUG-IN HEADS

1

SYNKINETIC MOTION

|
FILM MONITOR

SLIDE-WIRE POTS

REMOTE CONTROL

PUSH BUTTON CONTROL

|
TORQUE MOTORS
PLUG-IN AUDIO

ID

POWER AMPLIFIER

Sound Equipment Checklist

s

MONITOR SPEAKER

J

REWIND

SOUND SYSTEM

FOOTAGE COUNTER

1

l

35 MM FILM

1

17V2 MM FILM

pncfiflsvfici
I » » ■» c - » O
_
f

SPLIT 16 MM FILM

|

*HOW TO SELECT A RECORDER
to start your
Magnasync-Magnaphonic Sound System

MARK I

A versatile 7-lb. professional quality recorder/re¬
producer all transistorized and positively sprockethole interlocked with your 16mm camera or pro¬
jector . . . CANNOT GET OUT OF SYNC! Can be hand

X X

X

held or tripod mounted. Wide selection of acces¬
sories available.
Basic System $675.

^(ernad MARK H
The 12-lb. featherweight Mark n, a professional

7^A

double-system recorder/reproducer is completely

KvarimanBg;

transistorized, self-contained, and highly reliable

X

<
Z
o
1Q.
o

X X

X

with maximum recording qualities and operating
economy. Power consumption is only 20 watts.
From $985.

X X

X X X

X

X X X X X

motion picture studios.

X

X X

OPTIONAL

remote location production by leading professional

X X

OPTIONAL

has made this 39-lb. unit a popular selection for

X X

OPTIONAL

Low power consumption and extreme portability

--T 1

The Type 1 is a miniaturized version of the Type 5.

: ai

iL\

TYPE 1

OPTIONAL

X

nomical!
From $985.

X X

X

genuinely professional, and yet, surprisingly eco¬
-..•W

■ x7

OPTIONAL

many producers choose this machine is that it is

y

OPTIONAL

X-400 Type 1 is the answer! Another reason so

OPTIONAL

When lightweight portability is a must the 27 lb.

OPTIONAL

7:

From $1430.

The X-400 Type 15 is designed for the man who
wants everything in one case . . . playback am¬
plifier, monitor speaker, footage counter and tor¬
que motors. You can be proud to have this machine
represent you on any sound stage!
From $1385.

The most popular magnetic film recorder in the

i§-

world is the Type 5! With this unit and all its
operational conveniences, you are definitely in the
"major league." The Type 5 owner always starts

X X X X X X X X X

his pictures with a special feeling of confidence
in the realization that he has allowed no compro¬
mise in the selection of equipment.

TYPE 5

From $1650.

by itself . . . with push-button remote controlled
relay functions, plug-in audio elements and all the
"extras” that make for flawless recording under

X X X X X X

X X X X

OPTIONAL

the remarkable Mark K. This unit is in a class

OPTIONAL

There is nothing on the market that compares with

X: X X

the most adverse conditions.
From $2145.

MARK rx;

"Regardless of the model you select, you can always depend upon equipment with the
"Magnasync-Magnaphonic” label . . . equipment made by the international leaders
in the design and manufacture of quality magnetic film recording systems.

Mm

Write, wire or phone
|k I
as

y

/

T
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5546 Satsuma, Ave., North Hollywood, Calif.
TRiangle 7-0965 • Cable "MAGNASYNC"

OPTIONAL

TYPE 15

CHICAGO, ILL.
Behrend Cine Corp.
161 E. Grand, Ml 2-2281
Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.
3252 Foster, IR 8-2104
DAYTON, OHIO
Salem Camera Co.
335 Salem, BA 3-7206
DENVER, COL.
V^estern Cine Service, Inc.
312 S. Pearl, SH 4-1017
HIALEAH, FLA.
Camera tquipment Co., Inc.
1335 E. 10th, TU 8-4064
H0LLY\W00D, CALIF.
Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment
6424 Santa Monica, HO 4-5166
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
6510 Santa Monica, HO 9-5119
S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.
6331 Hollywood, HO 7-9202
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Barnard's, 4724 Broadway,
Country Club Plaza, LO 1-7761
Crick’s Camera Shop
6320 Brookside Plaza, HI 4-3390
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Century Camera Shops. Inc.
26 S. 7th, FE 8-5857
NEW YORK CITY
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 W. 43rd, JU 6-1420
Florman & Babb, Inc.
68 W. 45th. MU 2-2928
Pictronics Corporation
236 E. 46th, YU 6-3713
S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.
602 W. 52nd, PL 7-0440
PHOENIX, ARIZ.
Wilson Camera Sales Co.
130 W. Adams, AL 4-0662
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Stanley Photo Service
106 N. Broadway, CE 1-7840
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Brooks Cameras, Inc.
45 Kearny, EX 2-1902
SAN MATEO, CALIF.
Foreman’s
121 Fourth Ave., Dl 3-1869
SOUTH AFRICA
Photo Agencies Pty. Ltd.
9 Kerk St., Johannesburg
ARGENTINA, Buenos Aires
Estudies Ion S.R.L.
Diaz Velez, 3891
AUSTRALIA, Sydney
Sixteen Millimetre
Australia Pty. Ltd.
49 Market, New South Wales
BOLIVIA, La Paz
Casa Kavlin
Casilla 500, Calle Potusi 261-263
BRAZIL, Rio de Janeiro
Mesbia, S.A.
Rua do Passeio 42/56
BURMA, Rangoon
G.K. Theatre Supply Co., Ltd.
57 Lewis Street
CANADA, Islington, Ontario
Alex L. Clark, Ltd.
3751 Bloor St., W.
DENMARK, Copenhagen CHL
Kinovox Electric Corp.
Jenslousvej 2
ENGLAND, London
Delane Lea Processes, Ltd.
12 Moor St., (W-1)
Gordon Cameras, Ltd.
45 Kensington High, (W-8)
FRANCE, Paris
Brockliss-Simplex S.A.
6, Rue Guillaume Tell
GERMANY, Hilden Dusseldorf
Gerhard Johansen
3 Lessingstrasse
GREECE, Athens
Christos Axarlis
50 Stadium St.
INDIA, Bombay
Kine Engineers
26, New Queen’s Road
ITALY, Rome
Reportfilm, di J.M. Schuller
Via Antonio Bertolini 31
JAPAN, Tokyo
J. Osawa & Co., Ltd.
5, Ginza, Nishi 2-Chrome, Chuo-ku
NEW ZEALAND, Auckland
Kerridge Odeon Industries
St. James Building, Queen St.
PAKISTAN, Karachi-3
Film Factors, Ltd.
27 Victoria Rd., Rex Annexe
SOUTH RODESIA, Salisbury
William Over & Co. Pvt. Ltd.
Kingsway & Manica Road
THAILAND, Suriwong, Bangkok
G. Simon Radio Co. Ltd.
30 Patpong Avenue

33^
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OPTICAL FX UNIT
AND PRISMS

studio as a “camerman and/or direc¬
tor and/or producer.”

Birns & Sawyer In Seattle
Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment Co.,
of Hollywood has established its first
branch office in Seattle, Washington, at
117 Warren Ave., North. Branch will

FOR 1 6mm — 35mm—TV CAMERAS
LIVE TV, ANIMATION,
MOTION PICTURES

jk

A-

From two to
seven images or
combinations, more
l^r
than 27 variations in op'
tical effects, montages, and
distortions without expensive
opticals.
Images may be photographed
ward arrd reverse rotation.

Complete unit consists of a four sur
face prism, mount, revolving housing
and camera bose assembly.

be known as Birns & Sawyer—North¬
west and will be managed by Elliott
Vineberg, formerly manager of Glazer’s Camera Shop in Seattle. The B&S
branch will stock all equipment items
now available from its Hollywood office.

•
Bill Daniels On Academy Board
ASC president Bill Daniels, last
month, was elected to the Board of
Directors of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts & Sciences. Along with
incumbent Hal Mohr, he will represent
cinematographers in the Academy.

•

THE
Literature or3 request.

CRIHERR • IRRRT

inc.

IMS IROADWAY at *0th ST.
Phene: PLazo7-6977
NEW YORK 23. N. Y.
Coble Address CAMERAMART

Mitchell Camera Rep Moves
Charles (Chuck) Austin, former
New York representative for Mitchell
Camera Corporation, has been trans¬
ferred to the company’s home office in
Glendale, Calif., where he will head the
company’s Sales and Product Develop¬

This is the latest IMPROVED

ment departments.

CIKEKAD JUNIOR DOLLY
Used Nationally by
Discriminating Cameramen
This 3-Wheel Collapsible Dolly Is
especially designed to meet the demand for con¬
venient mobility of ccnneras on location or in
the studio.

The new model instead of the

4" wheels is constructed with 5"
heavy

duty

rubber-tired

swivel

wheels.
Write for more details and prices.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
763 10th Ave., N.Y., N.Y., PLaza 7-3511

Calendar of International
Film and TV Events
If you are a film maker who has on
occasion wanted information on up¬
coming motion picture film festivals
throughout the world, a Calendar
of International Elm and Television
Events is regularly published with sup¬
plements

by

the

International

Film

and Television Council whose head¬
quarters is 26, Avenue de Segur, Paris,
F ranee.
A supplement of the 1961 Calendar
has just been published by the Council
which gives information on all film
and television events scheduled in
various countries from September 27,
1961 to and including June 9, 1962.
In addition there is a comprehensive
Index of Organizers which lists the
person or persons (and their addresses)
to whom you may inquire for specific
details about events in their respective
countries. Price of the supplement is
3 shillings, or 40 cents U.S., or 2.00
N.F., or 300 Lire—depending on
where you live.
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^'To convert
intangibles
into
images —
Du Pont
Film ..

“TWILIGHT ZONE’ is a thrill
and a challenge,” says George
Clemens, A.S.C. In 1960 he won
the National Academy of TV
Arts & Sciences “Emmy” for his
work on it.
This show succeeds because
Producer Buck Houghton ful¬
fills the creative sweep and
subtle power of Rod Serling's
imaginative writing. “We're
translating subtleties of
thought and mood into light

and shadow,” says Clemens.
“For this exacting job I’ve come
to rely, without question, on
Du Pont ‘Superior’* 2 film- and
on the expert data and service
that come with it.”
These films-and technical
data on them-are available
from any of the Du Pont Photo
Products sales offices that are
shown on the right.

ATLANTA 18, GA., 1737 Ellsworth Ind. Dr., N. W. SYcamore 4-9581
CHICAGO 46, ILL., 4560 Touhy Ave., Edgebrook Station, ORchard 5-5500
CLEVELAND 16, OHIO, 20575 Center Ridge Road. EDison 1-0375
CLIFTON, N. J., 380 Allwood Rd., Allwood Station (New York). PLaza 7-0573
DALLAS 7, TEXAS, 1628 Oak Lawn Ave. Riverside 1-1404
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF., 7051 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood 9-5147
WALTHAM 54, MASS., 45-4th Ave. (Boston). TWinbrook 9-8300
WYNNEWOOD, PA., 308 E. Lancaster Ave. (Phila.). TRinity 8-2700
EXPORT, Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Del.
IN CANADA, Du Pont of Canada, Ltd., Toronto

(MPONI)
• It. U. V

Du Font’s registered trademark
for its photographic film

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING . . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY

Sounding Off On

SOUND
iiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiMiiJiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiMiJiiiiJiiiiiiJiiiiMiiiiMiiniiiJiiiJiiiiiiiiiJiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

TRAID SPLICER

thickness for 50 per cent playing time
from the same-size reels.

• Assures a perfect- weld all the time . . . Safe,
Durable. Found on all professional editing tables.
• With

carbide

scraper

blade.

Model

135—35 or 16mm .$339.00

Model

116—16 or

Lubrication of both the base and
the oxide recording layers is combined
with precise slitting to provide smooth
transport and precise tracking in tape
recorders.

8mm ...$239.00

NOVEL THREAD-EASY reel features Eastmon Kodak’s
new magnetic sound recording tape. Reel has built-in
splicing aid (arrow). Inset diagram shows how rozor
blade is usecJ to cut tope for splicing.

CAMART BABY DOLLY
The only portable four wheel dolly to provide
balance and stability. Adjustable seat for camera¬
man, platform accommodates assistant .$425.00
Dolly Tracks Available

A HIGH QUALITY, exceptionally uni¬
form magnetic sound recording tape
has been announced by Eastman Ko¬
dak Company. Introduction of Kodak
Sound Recording Tape marks the com¬
pany’s entrance into the audio tape
field. Recordings may be either mono¬
phonic in 1, 2, or 4 tracks or stereo¬
phonic in 2 or 4 tracks, depending on
the recorder with which it is used.
An unique Thread-Easy reel is al¬
most self-threading. All the user has to
do is drop the tape in the slot and
rotate the reel without holding the
tape. The tape, in 1200 and 1800-foot
lengths, is on 7-inch reels. Tape on
3 and 5-inch reels is also available.
Packaged in a convenient one-piece
box with instructions printed on the
inside of the box, Kodak Sound Re¬
cording Tape is protected by a dustproof polyethylene bag. A form for
recording date is printed on the back
of the box. This form is duplicated on
a full-size gummed label to permit
revision of recording data.

NEW! GTC-59
Makes

Glass Smoother Than Glass!

• Anti-static
• Cleans & Degreases
• Water

Repellent

• Anti-fog
GTC-59 creates a high
luster, water repellent,
clear and hard protective
coating on all types of
smooth non-porous mate¬
rials
such
as
plastics,
glass, chrome, etc. Excel¬
lent for lenses, optics, re¬
flectors, condensers, rec¬
ords, lights.
6 oz.

with

Spray Applicator

$1 .65

The Thread-Easy reel is precisionmolded in one piece for maximum
accuracy and stability. Both flanges
have a radial slot for easy threading
and a recessed splicer for on-therecorder splicing. Each reel flange has
an index scale for locating recordings
and matte write-on panels.
The 1/4'h^ch wide tape is coated on
the same tri-acetate base as Kodak
films having sufficient stability to
achieve archival permanence. This
means it must have the stability to
last 1,000 years in storage. The tape
comes in a ll/o-mil thickness for stan¬
dard playing time, and in a 1-mil
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The uniformity of the base and
coating from roll to roll is especially
high. Commenting on tape uniformity
and some of the ways it is achieved.
Dr. Ered Kolb, of Kodak’s Division
of Manufacturing Experiments, said:
“Tape uniformity is the dependable
consistency from one unit of product
to another. This, of course, must be
built upon the control of individual
units, with each roll of tape inspected
and checked to be sure it meets specifi¬
cations in every one of the essential
properties. The base, a little thinner
than cigarette paper, must be made of
constant thickness and of uniform pro¬
perties. On this base the recording
layer, only one-quarter the thickness of
a blonde human hair, must itself be
constant in thickness with a tolerance
of less than 14-millionths of an inch.”
A magnetic recording film manufac¬
tured to the same rigid specifications
employed in the production of Eastman
motion picture film has also been
announced by the Eastman KodakCompany.
Currently under trade trial in the
industry, the new magnetic film is be¬
ing released in 35mm and 16mm sizes.
Eastman Magnetic Recording Film is
expected to find wide application
throughout the motion picture, broad¬
cast, and recording industries.
Close contact was maintained with
sound recordists in Hollywood and
throughout the country during the re¬
search and development stages leading
up to the current introduction of East¬
man Magnetic Recording Film.
Sales of Eastman Magnetic Record¬
ing Film will be handled by the W. J.
German Company. The product is now'
available in 35mm x 1,000-foot rolls.
It is also available in 16mm x 1,000foot rolls and 16mm x 1,200-foot rolls.
Eastman Magnetic Recording Film
will also be offered in 17.5mm widths,
at a future date.
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There’s not an excess ounce anywhere on the Arriflex 16... because this professional

Scaled

motion picture camera was designed to handy proportions. When you film with it, your hand
can be as quick as your eye. It's a classic achievement in portability!
Yet it embodies today’s most desired and widely imitated motion picture camera feature—

the Arriflex mirror-reflex shutter. What’s more, it is the only professional camera under

$2,000 with a registration-pin film movement. It is part of a precision-engineered system-which includes
interchangeable magazines, sound blimps, motors, time-lapse and other special-purpose equipment.
Here’s how the Arriflex 16 earns its lightweight title. The basic camera, 5 lbs. 14 oz. Add a variable-speed
electric motor, and you’ve added only 20 ounces. Complete with three

portability!

typical lenses, the ready-to-film Arriflex outfit scales just over 8 lbs.
It travels light and compact in the Arriflex 16 “A” case, designed to fit
under your airplane seat... to save you waiting time and freight charges.
It’s a true money-saving portable!

Pick up an ARRIFLEX®16 today
...it's no effort with one hand!

Write
for complete
literature

CORPORATION
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HOLLYWOOD BULLETIN BOARD
Candid camera glimpses of ASC members and guests at Society's recent dinner-meetings.

APRIL MEETING

NEWLY ELECTED officers were installed of the April dinner of
the American Society of Cinematographers. Officiating at installa¬
tion ceremonies was Jimmy Durante, pictured in photo, above left,
with President-elect Bill Daniels (R) and John Seitz. In center
photo. Durante installs Hal Mohr, recently elected 1st Vice-presi¬

dent of the ASC. Durante and his longtime partner Eddie Jackson
later entertained ASC members (photo above, right) with some of
the dance, song, and comedy routines that have made them
famous.

APRIL MEETING

DURANTE, in photo above, left, demonstrates to waitress how
Eskimos kiss by rubbing noses. Charlie Bonn, executive with W. J.
German,
Inc.,
New York (center photo) was visitor, renewed
acquaintance with Sam Leavitt (C) and Lester Shorr. In behalf of

members of the Society, Bill Daniels presented veteran ASC member
John Seitz with engraved gold money clip (photo above, right)
commemorating "... services rendered the Society during
his 41 years membership.” Seitz is a past-president of the ASC.

MAY MEETING

THE ASC’s May dinner-meeting featured technical demonstrations
of Eastman Kodak's new color negative and print films, also
Sylvania’s new Sun Guns. Seated at speokers’ table (photo above,
left) are, from left, Arthur Edeson, Sylvania's Russ Barden, E-K’s
Vaughn Shaner, E-K's John Waner, Hal Mohr and Sol Halprin.
A distinguished visitor was British screen director Guy Green (2nd

from left, center photo) who directed "Diamondhead” photo¬
graphed by Sam Leavitt (L). Interested listener is Harry Stradling.
Hal Mohr (center, far right photo) displays interest in diffusing
screen mounted on Sylvania Sun Gun. Others, from left, are Don
Norwood, Russ Barden, and Fred Mandl.

ASC FOOTNOTES:—The Society, last
month mourned the passing of its vet¬
eran member Mack Sterigler, 67, who
died May 27 of a coronary at Valley
Hospital. During the past three years
Stengler had directed the photography
of the “Leave It To Beaver” TV se¬
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ries. He was for years a top cinematog¬

tury-Fox to take over the photography

rapher at Monogram Studios and was

of “Something’s Got To Give,” Marilyn

one of the first to photograph films

Monroe starrer, following bow-out due

for

two

to illness of Franz Planer. Latter is

brothers survive . . . Charles Lang,

presently in Queen of Angels Hospital,

last month, was signed by 20th Cen¬

Los Angeles.

television.

His

widow

and

■
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You’re on schedule ...
WITH THE LEADER IN LIGHTINa GRIP EQUIPMENT,
PROPS, GENERATOR TRUCKS AND TRAILERS

Send for a schedule of rental rates.

in I

1800. 1600, 1000. 750.

GRIP EQUIPMENT

LIGHTS

LARGEST SUPPLIERS OF

GENERATOR TRUCKS
AND TRAILERS

'fen.

300. 200 Amp. D.C..
100. 50. 30. 20 Amp A.C.

MOTION PICTURE, TV AND

INDUSTRIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT IN THE EAST

LIGHTING THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY SINCE 1921
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NEW!

WHAT’S NEW
IN

EQUIPMENT,

ACCESSORIES,

SERVICES

72 variations as compared to 31 of old
model printers. Controlled by pre¬
punched program tape, machine prints
from a color negative or color inter¬
negative onto a color positive at speeds
up to 180 feet per minute. Light from
a single 1000-watt lamp is split into
red, green and blue components by
relective reflective mirrors.

ColorTran Converter
Natural Lighting Corp., 630 So.
Flower St., Burbank, Calif., announces
its ColorTran Mark II power con¬
verter for use with ColorTran lighting
equipment. It features split-load input
to accommodate a single 30-amp. AC
power source or two individually fused
15-amp. sources to boost ordinary 120volt lamps to produce photographic
illumination of either 3200° K or
3400° K, as desired. Recessed push¬
button control panel provides integral
safety lock, permitting “warm-up” of
lamps prior to “boost” operation. A
compact 5^" x 8%" x 11" in size, the
unit weighs 331/4 lbs., lists for S120.00.

New Arri-16 Lenses
Arriflex Corp. of America, 257 Park
Avenue South, New York 10, N. Y.,
announce a new series of three Zeiss
Planar lenses for the Arriflex 16
camera, in focal lengths of 16mm,
25mm, and 50mm. Said to produce
ultrasharp, exceptionally crisp pictures,
the 50mm is rated at f/2, the 16mm
and 25mm at f/2, T2.2. Lenses are
calibrated in both feet and meters.
List price is $225.00 each.
Varied Voltage Control
Industrial Timer Corp., Newark,
N. J., announces a portable, adjustable
AC power supply that provides a
range of output voltage from 1 to 140
volts. Model VVS consists of a variable
transformer capable of controlling
loads up to 5 amps, voltmeter, input
line and output receptacles, large,
easy-to-read voltmeter and front panel
control knob. List price is $55.00.

This exciting new fluid head assures you
professional excellence wherever you go,
whatever your subject. Super-smooth floating
action performs beautifully with 8 & 16 mm
cameras & accessories. Only $149.50.
Guaranteed superior—return head within 10
days for a full refund, if not highly pleased.

READ THIS
P.M.I. REPORT!
Tells why P.M.I.
thinks the Thomas 16
superior!

Quartz Lamp Unit
Automated Film Printers
Bell & Howell Company, Chicago,
Ill., announces a new series of auto¬
mated additive color film printers de¬
signed to provide improved color ba¬
lance and quality to motion picture
prints. Available for any width film,
from 16mm to 70mm, printers are
capable of making extremely short
scene-to-scene color corrections at high
speed, and afford color correction with
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Novatech Corp., 282 Seventh Ave.,
New York 1, N. Y., announced last
month its Nova Twin set-lighting
lamp which incorporates two quartziodide lamp units as light source.
Latter may be had for 3200° K or
3400° K illumination. Light intensity
at 10 feet is rated at 500 foot candles,
and power consumption at 1250 watts.
A two-position switch provides low and
high illumination light levels. The
Continued on Page 345

See your dealer and mail coupon for
FREE literature. Dealers inquire!
*ADAPTOR PLATE AVAILABLE

MAIL COUPON NOW!
TA Mfg. Co., Cinema Products Div., Dept. tC-6
4607 Alger Street, Los Angeles 39, Calif.
Gentlemen: Please rush me complete details about
the Thomas 16.
Name_.
Address_
City & StateName of my photo dealer is:.
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out of this world! a new concept for
the smoothest panning and tilting action
ever . . . plus a revolutionary new posi¬
tive braking system! it’s the exciting
THOMAS 16

look at these features:
• Super-Smooth Floating Action

• Positive Brakes
• Variable Tension Control
e Absolutely No Back-Lash

incorporofes a new concept

• Adjustable Telescoping
Pan Arm

• Controlled Fluid Dra Preset at 10 Inch/lb
on Tilt, Z'/i Inch/Lbtl
Panning.

in fluid technology
THOMAS 16 will oul-perform anything on
the market today. Exclusive balanced, freefloating action assures you of smoother,
steadier 360° pans and tilts even when
cumbersome telephoto lens and heavy pro¬
fessional cameras are required. Extreme
temperatures —60° to more than -|-212°F,
altitudes and other extremes pose no
problem to the easy, efficient operation
of the THOMAS 16.

* Ail Aluminum Construction,
Weighs Only 3 V2 Lbs.

FLORMAN & BABB, Inc.
Proudly Announce
The Appointment of

GORDON
ENTERPRISES
! N. Cahuenga, North Hollywood, Cal
as Exclusive Western Distributor.

BEHREND CINE
CORP.

5

161 E. Grand Ave., Chicago 11, 111.
as Exclusive Mid-Western Distributor

HEAVY VOLUME OF SALES HAS RESULTED
IN STEPPED-UP PRODUCTION AND IN¬
CREASED PRODUCTION FACILITIES BY THE
ACMADE PLANT IN ENGLAND. ALL ACMADE
MODELS ARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR IM¬
MEDIATE DELIVERY.

ise outstanding dealers will carry the
nplete Acmade line for demonstration
I are fully equipped to supply complete

ACMADE MARK II

NEW FROM ACMADE

EDITING TABLE
Makes Editing Easy!
This moderately priced splicer incorporates
new precision features which insure absolute
accuracy and safety in splicing. Three models
are available: Model 16-16mm., Model 3535mm., Model 35-16 combination 35mm. and
16mm.

1. The combination 35mm.16mm. Model features retracttable 35mm. and 16mm. pins.
This permits center placement
of the 16rHm. pins for A and B
roll splibing.

4. Specially designed righthand pressure block permits
easy and accurate back-scrap¬
ing on all models.

5. Tempered steel springs pro¬
vide perfect pressure, posi¬
tioning film firmly during
scrapingand splicing processes.
6. Thermostatically controlled
heater maintains constant
100° temperature.

2. Stainless steel blocks are precision fitted with
Tungsten-Carbide inserts for cutting. Cutting edges
will remain sharp and last forever.

Model 16 - $299
Model 35 - $299

3. Attached scraper adjustable for depth — fitting
jig incorporated on splicer base.

Operation of this simple, efficient editing
machine can be mastered in minutes. Con¬
tinuous (non-intermittent) movement pro¬
vides absolute protection for your fil-m. In¬
stant controls and declutching allows up to
50% greater speed for pic & sound editing.
All combinations of 16mm and/or 35mm
channels, plus magnetic and optical sound
available.
WRITE FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

Model 35.16 - $399

Acmade Foof-Operated Splicer with Tungsten Tipped Blades

Combination
16mm-35mm
Model

indefinite life and will not require sharp¬
ening as with other types. A heater unit
is installed in the top body of the machine.
The top light in a well glass fitting is at¬
tached to the body of the machine and also
an inspection light in the waste bin to¬
gether with cement_l3ottle and brush. A
scraper block is supplied and also a
scraper block setting jib and support shelf
rubber-covered. The whole machine is fin¬
ished in first quality grey hammer and all
metal parts other than cutter blades are
hard flash chromed.

~ FLORMAN & BABB, ini
68 W. 45th St., New York 36, N. Y. MUrray Hill 2-2928
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REPAIRS cuts, tears and nicks.

REPLACES torn perforations.

SPLICES without cement, or loss of frames.

PERMACEL FILM SPLICING AND REPAIR TAPE
Durable, self-sticking tape made of Mylar* forms a tough, solvent resistant bond
\A/ithout cement. Repairs and splices film v/ithout loss of a single frame. Permacel 96 for
motion picture film and Permacel 962 for magnetic film. Available in 16mm, lyVamm
and 35mm widths, and in 20 and 66 foot lengths.
' Du Pont trademark

Peraaaccl
NEW BRUNSWICK. N EW J E RSEY . TAPES • ELECTRIC AL INSU L ATI N G MATERIALS • ADHESIVES
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WHAT’S NEW

tor is S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.,
602
. 52n(l St., New York 19, N. Y.

Continued from Page 338

Oxberry Optical Printer
unit

is

7" x 9" x 6" in size, weighs
31/2
the collapsible stand extends
to 914 feet and collapses to 31 inches.
l>arn doors are availaltle, also kits con¬
taining 2 Nova Twins, stands and
carrying case.

The 1500 unit will handle frameto-frame and continuous step projec¬
tion printing, freeze-frame work, in
color and black-and-white. Zoom range
is from 5 diameters reduction to 4 dia¬
meters enlargement. Both camera and
projector will receive 35mm and 16mm
components without loss of optical
centers
when changing film size.
Electro-mechnaical drive has push¬
button controls.

SPLICING EQUIPMENT AND
PERMACEL FILM SPLICING
TAPE AVAILABLE FROM THESE
FRANCHISED DEALERS
BEHREND CINE CORP.
161 East Grand Avenue
Chicago, III.
BIRNS AND SAWYER
6424 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, California
COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE CORP.
829 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood, Calif.
HOLLYWOOD FILM CO.
956 North Seward Street
Hollywood, Calif.
FLORMAN AND BABB, INC.
68 West 45th Street
New York, New York
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CORP., INC.
315 West 43rd Street
New York, New York
CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway
New York, New York
MOTION PICTURE ENTERPRISES, INC.
708 Ninth Avenue
New York, New York
COMPREHENSIVE FILM SERVICES, INC.
245 West 55th Street
New York, New York
S.O.S. PHOTO CINE OPTICS
602 West 52nd Street
New York, New York

Permacel
□

New Brunswick, New Jersey

□

Send me more information on
Permacel Motion Picture and Mag¬
netic Film Splicing Tape.
(For Dealers Only) I would like to be
a Franchised Dealer for Permacel
Film Splicing and Repair Tapes.

Name_
Firm_
Address_
City_Zone_Stale-
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A new Oxl)erry optical printer
(1500 Series), designed for high-pre¬
cision optical step j^rinting and spe¬
cial effects work and priced at S12,900, is announced by Animation
Equipment Corporation, 38 Hudson
Street, New Rochelle, N. Y.

5a5 d(jC(C
30isSBsee

Sound Effects Maker
Mole-Richardson Co., Hollywood 38,
Calif., has added the Windhowler to
its Moleffect line. This machine will
produce sound effect of such wind
noises as moaning, hurricane, desert,
mountain, whistling, winter, forest,
weird, ships rigging, and shrill as
well as other similar types of sounds,
including that of a jet engine. These
effects are produced through various
combinations of resonators, shown in
the picture, inserted in discs with the
proper number of holes.

Standard model printer for 35mm
includes camera with manual dissolve
and fade, 35mm shuttle and sprocket
assemblies, automatic take-up, 400-ft.
magazine, counters, viewing device,
precision lens mount, 100mm f/4.5
lens, two-speed stopmotion motor that
operates continuously forward and
reverse.
Eilm transport mechanisms are in¬
terchangeable to accomodate 35mm
and 16mm in one housing which re¬
mains in place to maintain precision
alignment. A new tilting device aligns
a scene precisely without distortion.

The Windhowler may be used “live”
on stage, or as a means for recording
the special effects of desired sounds on
tape for later use. One of the advan¬
tages of “live” use is the ease with
which a desired sound may be cued
directly to the action on stage. A rheo¬
stat provides means of adjusting sound
to the desired level.
Splicing Tape
S.O.S. Movi-Mylar is a transparent
sprocketed adhesive tape for splicing
and repairing motion picture film and
magnetic tapes, regardless of the l)ase
material. It can he applied by hand
or tape splicer, and does not diminish
the
light
transmission
of
spliced
frames. Available in 16mm, 17^mm
and 35mm clear or white in 66-foot
rolls. The 35mm is priced at Sll.OO
per roll, the others at S6.00. Distrihu-

Gyro Head & Tripod
Elorman & Babb, Inc., 68 Vi , 45th
St., New York, announces distribution
of Sachtler & Wolf double gyro heads
and tripods. Models are available for
16mm and 35mm cameras. Maximum
tilt is 180°, panning, 360°. Tilt and
Pan action released by separate levers.
Tripod is sturdy, lightweight. List
price is S795, including case.
*
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80,000 WATTS
OF PHOTOGRAPHIC
LIGHT IN THE
NEW INDUSTRIAL
MOTION PICTURE KIT

BILTMORE STUDIOS — N.Y.

Jack Priestly,
Gems).

“Naked

City”*

(Screen

BIOGRAPH STUDIOS—New York

George Stoetzel, ASC, “Car 54 Where Are
You?”*.

Douglas Slocombe, “The L-Shaped Room”
(Romulus Films, Ltd.; shooting in Kngland >
with Leslie Caron and Tom Bell. James
Woolf, director.
Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Bye Bye Birdie”
(P'Vision; Eastman color) with Janet Leigh
and Dick Van Dyke. George Sidney, di¬
rector.
William Whitley, ASC, “3 Stooges in Or¬
bit” with 3 Stooges and Edson Stroll. Ed¬
ward Bernds, director.
Sam Leavitt, ASC, “Diamond Head” (P’
Vision; Eastman color; shooting in Hawaii)
with Charlton Heston and Yvette Mimieux.
Guy Green, director.
Jack Marta, Irving Lippman, “Route 66”*.

Components of the kit have been selected
to provide the utmost in wide flood illumi¬
nation plus key lighting requirements. Full
duty cycle ColorTran converters dependably
power the entire system via 3-wire safetygrounded cables, while drawing a total of
only 73 amps from any 220 volt A.C.
source. Yet, the unique ''split-load" input
features instant full load operation from
110 volt sources without modifications, in
cases where 220 volt power is not readily
available.
Total weight including cases is less than
250 pounds and this includes all 8 lights,
8 stands, 2 converters. Gaffer Grips, etc.
Get the full story now. Send for illustrated
literature which also details available
accessories and extra long run cable kits.
ALSO AVAILABLE:
Professional Motion Picture Kits (Mainline
and Starline series) for the larger producer,
as well as Junior and Senior Kits for the
miniscule lighting budget.
Write for complete details and name
of nearest ColorTran Franchised Dealer

ibloTlTaii
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P.O. Box 188
Burbank. Calif.

N

MONTH

s

NOTE: Asterisks following titles indicate television film productions.

COLUMBIA STUDIOS

The cinematographer can now pack the
equivalent of 80,000 watts of controlled
light into 5 lightweight carrying cases and
be certain that everything he needs to illu¬
minate an area of M linear feet (up to 40
feet high) will arrive undamaged at the
location site.

I

LAST

Charles Welborn, “Dennis the Menace”*
Fred Gately, ASC, “Hazel”*.
Gert Andersen,
Show”*.

ASC,

“Donna

Reed

Fred Young, “Lawrence of Arabia” (Super
P’Vision; Eastman color; Horizon Pictures
(GB) ;
Columbia release;
shooting in
Spain) with Alec Guinness and Anthony
Quinn. David Lean, director.

Edmond Sechan, “Grand Duke and Mr.
Pimm”
(Oxford Prods.;
P’Vision-Color;
shooting in Nice) with Glenn Ford and Hope
Lange. David Swift, director.
Paul W. Puckett, “Lustatia” Roll Mac
Prod.; color) with Paulann Hudson and
Dave Morgan. David McClellan, director.
KEYWEST STUDIOS

Fred West, ASC, (Family Films) Series of
Religious pictures.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “The Hook” with
Kirk Douglas and Nick Adams. George
Seaton, director.
Paul Vogel, ASC, “Period of Adjustment”
with Anthony Franciosa and Jane Fonda.
George Roy Hill, director.
Geoffrey Unsworth, “The Main Attrac¬
tion” (Seven Arts Prods.; C’Scope-Eastman
Color; shooting in London) with Pat Boone
and Nancy Kwan. Daniel Petrie, director.
Milton Krasner, ASC, “How the West Was
Won” (MGM-Cinerama Prod.; Cinerama and
MetroColor; Episode 5) with John Wayne
and Debbie Reynolds. Henry Hathaway, di¬
rector.
Gunther Senftleben, “Captain Sindbad”
(Technicolor; King Bros. Prod.; shooting
in Munich) with Guy Williams and Heidi
Bruehl. Byron Haskin, director.

DESILU—Culver City

William Daniels, ASC, “Billy Rose’s Jum¬
bo” (Euterpe Prod.; C’Scope & Metrocolor)
with Doris Day and Stephen Boyd. Chuck
Walters, director.

Charles Straumer, “The Untouchables”*.

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

DESILU—Gower Studios

Robert Hauser. “Kraft Mystery Theatre”*.
WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS

Edward Colman, ASC, “Son of Flubber”
with Fred MacMurray and Nancy Olson.
Robert Stevenson, director.
FILMWAYS — MGM

Hal Mohr, ASC, Commercials*.
Tom Tutwiler, ASC,
World of Golf”*.

“Shell’s

Wonderful

FILMWAYS—New York

Morris
Hartzband,
“The
Defenders”*
(CBS) Boris Sagal and Buzz Kulich, direc¬
tors.
GOLDWYN STUDIOS

Ted McCord, ASC, “Two for the Seesaw”
(Mirisch-Robert Wise, Seven Arts Prod.;
P'Vision) with Robert Mitchum and Shirley
MacLaine. Robert Wise, director.
INDEPENDENT

Felipe Sakdalan, “To Be a Man” (C'Scope;
shooting in Philippines) with Van Heflin
and Rita Moreno. Irving Lerner, director.
Carson D.avidson, “The Flesh Eaters” (Vul¬
can Prods.; shooting in New York) with
Martin Kosleek and Barbara Wilkin. Jack
Curtis, director.

Haskell Boggs,
“Bonanza’’*.

Walter

Castle,

ASC,

Arthur Arling, ASC, “My Six Loves” with
Debbie Reynolds and Cliff Robertson. Gower
Champion, director.
Loyal Griggs, ASC, “Girls! Girls! Girls!”
(Hal Wallis Prod.; color; shooting in Ha¬
waii) with Elvis Presley and Stella Stevens.
Norman Taurog, director.
W. Wallace Kelley, ASC, “It’s Only
Money” (York Piets.; Jerry Lewis Pictures
Corp.) with Jerry Lewis and Joan O’Brien.
Frank Tashlin, director.
Frank Phillips, “Have Gun Will Travel”*,
PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”*
PRODUCERS STUDIOS
Ray Foster, Commercials*.
REPUBLIC STUDIOS

George Diskant, ASC, “The Law and Mr.
Jones”*.
REVUE STUDIOS

Robert Burks, ASC, “The Birds” (Alfred
Hitchcock Prods.; shooting in Santa Rosa)
with Rod Taylor and Jessica Tandy. Alfred
Hitchcock, producer-director.
Continued on Page 386
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MOVIELAB

MOVIELAB

FILM

LABORATORIES

MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 W. 54th ST.
NEW YORK 19, N.Y. JUDSON 6-0360

^developing color negatives • additive color printing • reduction printing including A & B • color
slide film processing • blowups • internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing • Ektachrome developing and printing • registration printing • plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.

Technical
Questions and

Er

Answers
Q.— Can any tape recorder having
a synchronous motor (7.5 ips) be used
iti conjunction with a camera that is
synchronous at 24 fps to obtain a re¬
recorded optical track from the tape
for Up-sync printing?—1\. B., Kings})ort, Tenn.
A.-^— Genuine lip-sync cannot be ob¬
tained by the method you descril)e,
chiefly because of the tendency of
quarter-inch tape to stretch both in
use and in storage when it is wound
too tight.
True lip-sync is best achieved with
a tape recorder and camera through
use of a synchronizing device, such as
the Ryder Echelon sync head, mounted
on the camera, plus the use of a top
quality recorder. The Ryder device
generates a sync signal which is re¬
corded on the tape simultaneously
with the picture sound. The signal

serves to maintain sync between tape
and picture in the re-recording step.

Q.——5ooh after I purchased an in¬
cident light meter, I ran across a data
sheet on films issued by Eastman Ko¬
dak Co., which states as follows:
‘‘‘Caution: The settings indicated by
incident light measurements may
lead to excessive exposure when the
subject is flatly lighted. In such
cases, the indicated exposure may be
cut in half—or even more—if the
settings lead consistently to dense
negatives?^
The data sheet referred to pertains
to black-and-white panchromatic films.
Can you explain the reason for this
precaution, inasmuch as nothing like
this is stated in the meter instruction
book.—B. J. C., Shreveport, La.

A.—You

point. At the time the Norwood 3-D
incident light meter was introduced,
other manufacturers promptly an¬
nounced so-called incident light me¬
ters. Not all these manufacturers fully
understood the design requirements for
a meter that would take into account
the very important 3-D factor of illu¬
mination. As a result a number of socalled incident light meters placed on
the market gave results which may
have prompted the precautionary note
stated in your letter.
A true 3-D incident light meter, one
that has a hemispherical light collec¬
tor, will render correct readings for
front light, side light or back light.

Q.^— / have just acquired a GSAP
16mm magazine “gun’ camera. What
voltage is required to drive it? Where
can I purchase power plug for same?
Also I plan to use this camera in an
underwater housing and therefore wish
to know if it will operate on batteries.
—R. M. P., Tampa, Fla.

A.-The

GSAP cameras operate on

either 12 or 24 volts DC, depending on
the model and the manufacturer. The
power plug you require may be pur¬
chased from Gordon Enterprises, 5362

have raiased an interesting

Continued on Page 350

PRECISIONTILM EDITING & LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
MOVISCOP 16mm
Viewer with Model
600 RL Optical
sound reader and
base. Model 800
RL optical-mag¬
netic sound read¬
er can also be
used with this
system.

16mm
OPTICAL
SOUND
READER
MODEL
650RL
Net Price

$169.50

Net Price
Model 600 RL

$195.00

$39.50

Both viewers are inter¬
locked for pertect lipsync matching of picture
to track.

Net Price of Base

$21.50

Power film slitter
16mm to double 8mm

film slitter
i

Look for this
trademark

For information and prices write:

id Monufocturers of EouiDment for

Mnlion PirfurA and T \/

Indi sines

■ill IPRECISION LABORATORIES
^

■ «
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DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
928-930 EAST 51st STREET

BROOKLYN 3. N. Y.
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Who in the world hoys from Birns & Sawyer?
erybody, every where..including Australia!

Making a 60-second TV commercial for B.A.L.M. Delux Paint at Australia’s Cambridge Film and TV studio
in Carlton, are, left to right: Actress Beverley Jewell, director Dennis Trewin, cameraman John Atkinson,
assistant Kevin Franzi with Barbara Miller and Lois Read in foreground.

"DOWN UNDER" HOLLYWOOD

NOW! In Seattle
Birns & Sawyer — Northwest
117 Warren Ave. North
Seattle, Washington
AT 2-7332

The dateline is Carlton, Australia, but the scene looks like Hollywood... and has a bit of Holywood in it.
When Cambridge Film and TV Productions Pty. Ltd. shoot a scene they use the very same equipment that
shot multi-million-dollar full length color features on the MGM sound stages not too long ago —a Mitchell
camera with a sound blimp on a Raby dolly with a geared head made by MGM.
The equipment made the trip from MGM via Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment Co., Hollywood. Cambridge
made the purchase, sight unseen, on the basis of Birns & Sawyer's reputation. Is Cambridge satisfied?
Here is what E. G. Morcom, General Manager of Cambridge says.
‘‘We are extremely happy — indeed, a better word would be, proud of the Mitchell and associate gear we
secured from you; and were very gratified at the relatively short time it took us to orientate ourselves
with the equipment, and to produce first rate results.”
The same quality of production that made Leo the Lion famous throughout the world can be yours with
Birns & Sawyer first rate reconditioned professional motion picture equipment. Birns & Sawyer is the
chief purveyor of major studio used equipment in Hollywood. Such studios as MGM, Columbia, UniversalInternational, Republic and Technicolor, have selected Birns & Sawyer to dispose of their excess dollies,
geared heads, cameras, moviola editors and other equipment. Producers in England, Germany, Italy,
Mexico, Australia, Singapore, Finland and other countries have taken advantage of this stock. Why don’t you?

With the Mitchell on a location set-up are, left
to right: Ronald Thompson (TV executive.
Walker Robertson Maguire), Dennis Trewin and
John Atkinson.

Mitchell camera set up on car platform for
photographing early morning scenes at the
Volkswagen (A’Asia) plant at Clayton, Victoria.
Shown are Atkinson, Trewin and Thompson.

Chief cameraman John Atkinson with Mitchell
lined up on actress Rhonda Christensen.

BIRNS & SAWYER Cine Equipment
6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFDRNIA • TELEPHONE: HO 4-5166 • CABLE: BIRNSAW
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Continued from Page 348

THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF LENSES MADE
for Instrumentation and Documentary

No. Cahuenga Blvd., No. Hollywood.
Calif. If the camera you have is a
24-volt model, it can he operated on
18 standard flashlight batteries.

MOTION PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY

ilil

PRO 35 and 70 mm LENSES for
"C” Mount, Vidicon TV, 35 mm, Data
Recording and Aerial Cameras

This series of 4 or more element
lenses enables professional photog¬
raphers to achieve the finest results
whether in the studio or on location.

Q.— Aly problem is how make com¬
bination or superimposed titles on
Kodachrome that will look professional.
What is the correct method for doing
this so the lettering will be clear and
sharp and not show any of the moving
background through the letters "‘ghostfashion?—C. G. H., Seattle.

Lenses are matched and balanced
. .. give uniform exposure . . . deliver
full coverage without drop-off from
the center to the edge of the picture.

A.-The

the most satisfactory way of producing
titles on Kodachrome is to photograph
art for the background with an overlay
title done on thin transparent material,
using reflected light for exposure.

MIRROTEL LENSES
Long Focus, Short in
Length and Lightweight
Mirror optics permit the light path
to be folded three times within the
lens system, thereby cutting the
length and weight to less than one
third that of a comparable tele¬

Still another method is to place the
title text on glass, which is set up be¬
fore the camera in the foreground, with
either a transparency or photographed
scene in the background. Here excel¬
lent balance of exposure is required
between both mediums.

photo objective. In addition Mirrotel
Lenses are free from chromatic aber¬
ration, coma, astigmatism and dis¬
tortion. Focal lengths from 20" to
200". Special accessories available.

20-60 mm VARI-FOCUS RAPTAR^
ZOOM LENS for Vidicon TV and
16 mm Motion Picture Cameras
Increases the effectiveness of the
camera by permitting various de¬
grees of wide angle and telephoto
coverage with one lens. Crisp, clear
images anywhere in the focal range
from wide field (covering 1^/4 times
area of normal lens) to telephoto of

2V^ times magnification. Aperture of
f/1.8 throughout the entire focusing
range of 5 feet to infinity. Calibrated
focal lengths, distance and aperture
markings. Resolution is better than
50 lines per millimeter on Plus X
film and 600 lines on TV.

Pi

Finest American made products
for those who want the best

ROCHESTER 21, N. Y.

•

COMPANY

-->

INDEPENDENT PRDDUCERS, AGENCIES
TAX FREE PROFITS
Investigate Tax-Free Film Production facilities,
15% to 20% savings on camera and sound
equipment rental, sound services, processing,
prints, and location costs.
TAX-FREE distribution profits from your
present theatrical or television pictures.
Write—

BAHAMA FILMS LIMITED
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MITCHELL CAMERAS
FOR SALE
Have 1 Mitchell 35mm Standard,
completely rebuilt, refinished
by
Mitchell Camera Co.$2985.00
Hove 1 Mitchell 35mm Standard,
used but in excellent condition.$2385.00
Accessories

also

method is to utilize a sim¬

ple rear-projection set-up. For this you
will require, besides a slide projector,
a panel of matte-surface acetate about
11" X 14" for your rear-projection
screen. Set this up in a solid upright
frame.

COMPANY

A SUBSIDIARY OF 3M

method for utilizing stereo color trans¬
parencies or 35mm color slides as pic¬
torial backgrounds for titles, doubleexposing the title text over same?—
W. A. C., Duluth, Minn.

A.—— Best

[Uollensak Division
CAMERA

Where prints are to l)e made from
the original Kodachrome, the common
practice is to combine the titles, sepa¬
rately photographed, with the print or
the title background by means of A & B
printing.

Q.— What is the most satisfactory

Write for descriptive literature and prices.

REVERE

most common and perhaps

available.

Will

sell

U. S. A. OfFice:

or trade for Arris or Auricons or other.

4770 North West 7th Avenue

GAIL-STACEY RESEARCH LABORATORY

M'ami 37, Florida

3345 Canton Way, Studio City, Calif.
V___/

First photograph the title text, com¬
posed of white letters on black back¬
grounds. Cap camera lens and wind
hack film in camera to the starting
point. Set up camera before the rearprojection screen so that the lens field
of view takes in the entire screen area.
Set up the slide projector on opposite
side and adjust projection distance and
focus until one frame of the stereo pair
is sharply focused and entirely fills
screen.
Now photograph the transparencies
using the same film that was exposed
for the titles.
■
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An SCO sets America's standard
of low contrast 16mm color with...

Professional Camera Film
Type 242 meets the standards of quality for the “pros” who know. Its
unique characteristics: low contrast and fine grain . . . ability to record
shadow detail (not just hint of it) .. . and outstanding color response produce
release prints that are superior in sharpness and color fidelity. Film speed is 25
for a 3200K tungsten light balance. For full details, ask your Ansco man.

Ansco
Binghamton, N. Y.

Anscochrome
Type 21^2

ANSCO—America’s first manufacturer of photographic materials . . . since 1842.
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UHLER Film Printers
For Professional Results

CINE-TECHNICAL TRENDS
New ASA Standards
For Exposure Meters
Thanks to a new Kelvin “fix” on
sunlight, more of the impossible is now
within the grasp of the professional
cinematographer

16MM CINE PRINTER—$195.00
Makes copies of 8mm and 16mm, sound and silen
pictures in color or black-and-white. All A.C. oper¬
ated, no batteries required. Capacity: -400 ft. feec
and take-up arms.Sturdy cast aluminum construe
fion.

UHLER COMBINATION
Continuous

printer

for

sound

16MM
and

picture

$1,295.00

Such is the wide range of critical
exposure measurement, under all con¬
ditions of light, made possible by new
American Standard specifications for
exposure meters. Prescribing a new
calibration at a Kelvin temperature
more in keeping with sunlight, the
standard obviates the need for reflected-and-incident type meters as well
as tungsten speed indexes for most
black-and-white panchromatic films.
Industry-sponsored research by the
24-member PH2 sectional committee,
using procedures of the American
Standards Association, produced the
new specifications of American Stan¬
dard General-Purpose Photographic
Exposure Meters (Photoelectric Type),
PH2.12-1961. Manufacturers of film
and exposure meters as well as users
assisted in the cooperative effort at
improving the accuracy, reliability and
simplicity of the meters. Chairman of
the subcommittee developing the re¬
vised standard for photoelectric meters
is Allen G. Stimson of Eastman Kodak
Company while M. G. Anderson of
Ansco is chairman of the responsible
PH2 sectional committee.
According to the committee, “im¬
possible” light conditions may be over¬
come by the cinematographer as a re¬
sult of increased meter sensitivity and
recalibration. In this regard, meters
manufactured in conformance with the
standard will be calibrated at 4.700
degrees Kelvin instead of the 2.700
degrees heretofore used.

ENLARGING

PRINTER—$2,475.00

Reduction & Enlarging 16-8MM.$1,775.1
Combination 35MM Continuous.$1,945.(
Cinerodiogrophic Printer for 35-1 6MM...$2,275.1
All

Prices

F.O.B.

Detroit

Write for further information

UHLER CINE MACHINE CO
15762 Wyoming Ave., Detroit 38, Mich.
Ph.; 313.UN 1-4663
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Coble: “UHLCIMA”

point where the required accuracy of
exposure readings in sunlight and
tungsten is achieved.
A revision of a standard approved
in 1957, the new American Standard
now includes both the arithmetic and
logarithmic (additive or APEX) sys¬
tems of exposure parameters, and pro¬
vides the first complete array of the
APEX (Additive system of Photo¬
graphic EXposure) nomenclature.
Eaced with ever increasing film
speeds, meter and camera manufac¬
turers have found in the APEX system
a happy solution to their legibility
problems since, at most, two digit
numbers designate the logarithmic
speed values while arithmetic speeds
may use three or four digits.
Numbers in the arithmetic series
are designated ASA speeds while the
log series is labeled ASA speed values.
In addition, the logarithmic series
carries a degree symbol (°) to further
distinguish it from the arithmetic
series; for example, ASA 9° corres¬
ponds to ASA 1600 in the arithmetic
series.
Copies of American Standard PH2.12-61 are available for S2.00 each
from the American Standard Associa¬
tion, Dept. P305, 10 East 40th Street,
New York 16, N. Y.

Color Film Storage
Ways to minimize dye changes in
stored color films were described by
Robert 0. Gale and Allan L Williams
of Eastman Kodak Company at the
Los Angeles convention of the Society
of Motion Picture and Television En¬
gineers last month.

Research indicated the photographic
value of increasing the basic color tem¬
perature to a new high of 4,700 de¬
grees Kelvin, this being a measurable
step towards insuring foolproof accu¬
racy under all conditions of light—
sunlight, tungsten and existing light.

Improper processing or storage con¬
ditions produce different color balance
and timing requirements when prints
are to be made and even such adjust¬
ments in printing may not be able to
compensate for dye instability, since
film contrasts may also be changed, il
was pointed out.

Although meters calibrated at 2,700
degrees Kelvin function quite satis¬
factorily under artificial light (since
2,700 degrees favors tungsten rather
than daylight color temperatures),
there is a considerable chance of error
when critical readings are taken in
sunlight, particularly at higher color
temperature levels. The new specifica¬
tions provided in the revised standard
answer this problem by raising the
color temperature calibration to a

Good dye stability can be obtained
by making sure the final wash is free
of hypo contamination, wa,shing for
the recommended time and at the
recommended temperature, maintain¬
ing the stabilizing bath at the correct
chemical level to assure stabilization of
the dyes, and storage of originals and
duplicate negatives at 40 to 50 percent
relative humidity and 55 degrees E. or
lower temperature, concluded Gale and
Williams.
■
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EDIOLA® PRO-35 ACTION VIEWER
PROFESSIONAL Precision of a Price!
A 35mm Action Viewer designed for easy editing. Precision
optical system assures bright pictures in sharp focus whether
film is moving or stopped. Film protected from overheating or
burning. No intermittent or oscillating parts. Free turning sprocket
guards against film damage.
•
•
•
•

Brilliant Picture Image AVs" x 6-1/16"
Velvet Action Nylon Rollers
Film Travels Left to Right
Simplified Framing and Focusing
S.O.S.

Ediolo Pro-35 .

S.O.S.

Pro-35, Optical

•
•
•

4-sided Prismatic Shutter
Available with Optical/Magnetic or
Combination Sound Reader
75-watt lamp; fan cooled

.Only $295

Sound Reader & Base .$495

GRIME DOES NOT PAY!
Have You a ^^GriminaV^ Problem?
Jet Spray Your Film Grime Anay
Be secure with this highly advanced TEL-Amatic® Negative-Positive
16/35mm Film Cleaning Machine — the ultimate in cleaning film
safely. TEL-Amatic® assures better results than machines twice the
price. Extensive and most exacting laboratory tests using films with
the softest emulsions have proven excellent results; absolutely scratchfree, crystal clean and clear — removes all dirt, grime, smudges, etc.
•

Patented

9

Special Non-Scratch Buffers

Curved

Air-Blast

Squeegees

•

Complete operation VISIBLE at all times

•

Variable Speed DC Drive from 110 v. AC

•

Automatic Operation—Pushbutton Control

•

Take-Up Torque Motor, Adjustable, Reversible

•

Designed for Originals and Release Prints

•

3000 feet Film Capacity, Reels or Cores

•

Continuous Air and Solution Filtering

•

Speed Over 10,000 Feet per Hour

•

Electric Solution Level Indicator

•

Transmission, Silent Timing Belt

Complete only $3600

SA VES Film. . . SA VES Time...
SAVES Eyes... SAVES Money

EDIOU® ACTION VIEWER and SOUND READER
Most advanced Professional Action Viewer embodying many exclusive improve¬
ments such as all Nylon rollers and flip top with cue light. Big, clear image
3" X 4", remains sharp whether film is moving or stopped. Can be synchronized
with Sound Readers.
S.O.S. Ediola M-16 Jr. Action Viewer....$ 99.50
S.O.S. Ediola M-16 Sr. Action Viewer with pressure
plate and double pad rollers (left to right)....$135.00
S.O.S. Ediola MRL-16 Sr. Action Viewer with pressure
plate and double pad rollers (right to left).$195.00
Model MA Pro-8 Viewer for 8mm...$ 89.50

$.0.!;. PHOTO-CIIE-OPTICS, INC.

formerly S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602

W. 52nd

Western

Branch:

St., N.Y.
6331

19,

N.Y.—Plaza

Hollywood

SEE SENSATIONAL BARGAIN OFFERINGS ON PAGES 358 AND 359

Blvd.,

7-0440—Telegram: “FAX,

Hollywood

28,

Calif.—Phone:

N.Y."

467-2124

Cinematographer Burnett GufiFey, ASC,
is a strong advocate of “Keep the
lighting simple.” His techniques are
most effectively displayed in his
photography of

U

BIRDMAyF AlCATR^Z

BY

HERB

A.

LIGHTMAN
A STUDY in lighting given tiny prison cell set by Burnett Guffey. Note hov«
subtle

illumination

is

given

bird

cages

in

background,

creating

visual

re^

minder of Stroud's dedication to bird research despite his dingy surroundings

LMOST

THREE-FOURTHS

of

“Birdman of Alcatraz” was
enacted within the confines of a
single set barely 6 by 9 feet in
size. Needless to say, this posed
something of a photographic chal¬
lenge for the man who directed
the photography of the picture—
Burnett Guffey, ASC. Not only was

the basic area of the set unusually
small, but it was crowded with
such props as bird cages of nu¬
merous shapes and sizes and hun¬
dreds of birds, both caged and
free. The initial problems, of
course, were how to light such a
set to attain the pictorial mood
the story required,

and how to

shoot action within it in the variety
of camera angles good cinematic
continuity demands.
The Birdman of Alcatraz, as
many readers will remember, is
convict Robert Stroud who has
earned world renown for his
studies of birds, conducted en¬
tirely within his prison cell. Stroud
reportedly earned his initial peni¬
tentiary stripes for gunning down
a man in Juneau, Alaska, years
ago for mistreating his girl friend.
To date, he has spent 51 years of
his life in solitary confinement.
During the course of his incarcera¬
tion he developed an uncommon
interest in birds. During the transi¬
tion from killer to scholar, he has
become perhaps the world’s fore¬
most scientific authority on birds
and their diseases. Not infre¬
quently the Birdman became in¬
volved in prison strife that re¬
sulted in extending the term of
his sentence and ultimately made
him a lifer. It is all this which is
dramatically portrayed in this
gripping United Artists’ produc¬
tion filmed in black-and-white.
On the sound stages of Colum¬

PRODUCTION HUDDLE—Discussing upcoming scene for "Birdman of Alcatraz" on Columbia Studio
sound

stage

are

(from

left),

Harry

Frankenheimer, director; Richard

Sundby,

gaffer;

cinematographer

Kline camera operator; and

Burt

Robert Stroud in factual story based on book by Thomas E. Gaddis.
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Burnett

Guffey,

ASC;

John

Lancaster who plays "birdman"

bia Studio in Hollywood a series
of prison sets were erected, authen¬
tic down to the last detail. “No
concessions were made for the
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:N0TE how the lighting in this scene has Deen siuaiousiy conceiniu.eu
on

various areas

and

props

to

point

up

both

the

crowded

Stroud’s cell and his tender and devoted attention to his birds.

aspect

of

RIOTING

CONVICTS

make

shambles of cell

block

of Alcatraz." There are two main sources of
dows

and

from

lights

in

cell

block

in

this

scene

light here: from

ceiling.

Note

how

for “Birdman

the barred win¬

both

are

effectively

accented.

camera or the lighting require¬
ments,” says cinematographer Guf¬
fey. “The tiny cell set was con¬
structed according to dimensions
of the original. In m.ost shots, three
of the walls were visible, leaving
but one wall ‘wild’ for removal
to accommodate the camera or
placement of lights.”
“Since many of the shots here
were low angles,” Guffey contin¬
ued, “the ceiling piece had to re¬
main in place most of the time,
further complicating our lighting
problems. The desired illumina¬
tion for this set was finally achieved
by concealing Juniors, Baby Jun¬
iors, and tiny spotlights behind
props, etc.”
Guffey also achieved a measure
of effective camera movement for
many of the shots on this set with
the camera dolly-m.ounted and the
scope of the camera movement
held within strict limits.
Even the multitude of birds
used on this set presented prob¬
lems in the photography—particu¬
larly in the sequence where the
Birdman, in a drunken rage of
frustration, turns hundreds of the
birds loose in his cell. It was nec¬
essary first to entirely surround the
set, including the top, with a wire
mesh enclosure to keep the birds

confined.
Important to the picture are a
number of screen-filling closeups
of various birds. Very often such
photography — too
often
con¬
sidered secondary in importance
—is turned over to a second-unit
or insert camera crew. But in this

filling closeup of a tiny canary
eggMoving to other and larger sets
provided the camera crew with
much needed respite from the re¬
strictions the tiny Birdman’s cell
Continued on Page 384

case, all such shots were photo¬
graphed by Guffey and his crew.
These closeups required extreme
patience to achieve as well as gen¬
uine technical know-how.
“Using four-and six-inch lenses
on the camera,” said Guffey, “our
chief problem was obtaining suffi¬
cient depth-of-field to keep the
birds in focus as they moved about
within the limited camera range.
We managed it rather easily, how¬
ever, by using Eastman Double-X
film, and increasing the set lighting
level to 600 foot-candles, which
enabled us to shoot at f/11.”
Because Director John Erankenheimer favors split-focus composi¬
tions, Guffey usually worked at a
stop of f/5.6 within the body of
the action, often using an 18mm
wide-angle lens to gain greater
depth and coverage within the
small set. A zoom lens was fre¬
quently used with great effective¬
ness in making the bird shots, and
in one instance achieved a screen¬

LONGSHOT
sound
right
The
ta

view

stage.
and

at

Mitchell
provide

of

the

Batteries of
rear,

cell

mounted

camera
maximum

is

block

set lamps
on

erected

suspended

mounted

mobility

set

may be

on

for

parallels.

Chapman

shooting

crane

the

action in long, continuous takes.
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NEW LOOK
Artfully designed titles command attention, put the
audience in a more receptive mood for the picture,
says Saul Bass who is credited with introducing ci

"Y^hen “walk on the wild side”

was previewed

for the press in Hollywood recently, an aston¬
ishing thing happened. Following screening of the
picture’s main and credit titles, the critical audience
of reviewers responded with enthusiastic applause
that was little short of an ovation. It was the first
time in memory of veteran film critics that a pic¬
ture’s titles had elicited such response.
When the picture went into general release, its
titles captivated audiences, too. Responsible for all
this is one of the most imaginative title presentations
ever conceived for a motion picture—a sort of pro¬
logue, cleverly designed and executed, that grips and
holds audience attention and conditions it for the
story to come.
As is customary with film presentations today,
the title text is given a pictorial or live-action back¬
ground to play against. In this case it was a drab
alley scene through which a black cat wanders. The
sequence begins with the camera focused on the
open ends of a stack of sewer pipes through which
a slinking black cat presently emerges. As he does
so, the camera’s zoom lens moves in for a tight closeup of its face, eyes sparkling, which serves as back¬
ground for the main title. Thereafter, the cat moves
along the alley, meanders through or around ob¬
stacles encountered there, then proceeds through a
length of sewer pipe lying parallel to the camera
and emerges at the other end to come face-to-face
with another cat—a scrawny alley feline, once white,
now a dingy grey. A brief but hectic fight ensues
that ends almost as quickly as it began, and the
black cat continues on, the camera following him to
dissolve the scene to the opening scene of the jiicture.
At appropriate moments, credit titles dissolve in and
out over the live action which moves progressively
across screen from left to right.
Ordinarily, it is a picture’s photography which
we exj)lore and describe in these pages; but here is
a title presentation so provocative and imaginative
in concept as to be equally worthy of such treatment.
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FRAME

REPRODUCTIONS

from

for Columbia

Pictures' “Walk

of

wandering

black

main

and

cat

credit titles

the

through

and

2-minute

45-secon'd

On The Wild Side."

led

alley

provided

audience attention

title

prologue

Live action
novel

scenes

backdrop

directly into

for

initial

scene of picture.

It deserves to be studied for the way it gives special
impact to “Walk On The Wild Side.” On the screen
a brief two minutes and forty-five seconds, it was
months in the planning, required three days to shoot
and two weeks to edit. It reportedly cost producer
Charles K. Feldman $25,000—a sum Hollywood
made many feature films for in the good old days
of movie making.
Actually this title {iroject was a capsule movie
production. It involved planning, staging, lighting
and photography comparable to that given a feature
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IN FILM TITLES
completely new concept in film title presentation. His
entertaining title prologue for “Walk On The Wild
Side” was a full-scale film production in itself.

audience attention.
“In spite of all the efforts to control the situation,
the list of credits on films grows larger each year,”
Bass points out. “Yet it is generally recognized that
the film-going public is not particularly interested in
any of these, with the exce{)tion of the leading actors
and actresses, and a few well-known directors.
“Since trade requirements demand these exten¬
sive credits, it seems that this usually neutral inter¬
lude should be converted into a positive introduction
to the film. Normally the running of the title is a
period during which the patrons leave their seats for
popcorn, or simply explore their seats for longrange comfort, and when the film itself begins, there
is usually an initial ‘cold’ period. I have approached
the titles with the objective of making them suffi¬
ciently provocative and entertaining to induce the
theatre inhabitants to sit down and watch, because
something is really happening on the screen. It then
may become possible to project a symbolic foretaste
of what is to come, and to create a receptive at¬
mosphere that will enable the film to begin on a
higher level of audience rapport.”
After the initial discussion about the titles with
Feldman, at which time the black cat was chosen
as the key symbol and star of the title prologue,
Bass roughed out his initial concept on paper and
then interpreted it visually, shooting it with a 16mm
camera. Mrs. Bass worked with her husband on this
phase of the project which involved the family cat—
Continued on Page 373

THE STAR—“Napoleon," professional animal actor and star of the title
prologue, became symbol for all advertising and promotion for

Walk

On The Wild Side.”

film. All this, of course, following the initial con¬
cept. In the beginning there had to be an idea. This
was supplied by Saul Bass—a name that has become
synonomous with unique and provocative film titles.
A successful industrial designer of international
reknown, Bass pursues the production of titles for a
picture with an artist’s concej)t of design as it in¬
fluences eye appeal. He feels strongly that the ten¬
dency to longer credit title sequences is wearying
to audiences and that picture titles today need new
concepts in presentation if they are to command
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FamouS
Professional Equipent Away Below Market Prices. Limited quantities-some only one
of a kind. Many items new, others expertly reconditioned and modernized, or as listed.
We must reduce our enormous inventory. We can’t possibly show every item in stock, so
if you want something not listed here, most likely we have or can obtain it on short
notice-and AT PRICE SAYINGS SELDOM FOUND ELSEWHERE. It pays to check with S.O.S.
NEW . . . USED . . . REBUILT . . . TRADE-INS ... GOVT. SURPLUS-World

WRITE FOR COMPLETE BULLETIN OF THIS MONTH^S BARGAIN SPECIALS

MAURER 16MM
STUDIO CAMERA

HOUSTON-FEARLESS
FILM PROCESSORS

Series 300 with viewfinder, 2
mo-tors, llOV sync and 12V,
4 matched Baltar lenses, 400'
magazine, 2 cases. Pertect
condition, not used since fac¬
tory inspection.
$6000 value.$1995

Some with refrigeration, recircula¬
tion, air pump, variable speed,
etc.
MODEL 1, 16mm negative and
positive, overhauled .$895
MODEL K-3, 16mm neg/pos/rev;
reconditioned .
$1995

ARRIFLEX with variable
speed motor, 3 lenses, mattebox, sunshade, pistol grip,
shoulder strap, Voltabloc bat¬
tery power supply. Good con¬
dition .$1495

LABMASTER, 16mm neg/pos; late
model;
serviceable. .$2250
MODEL 11 B, 16mm rev/pos/neg,less refrig.; reconditioned ..$2495

RCA
PHOTOPHONE
OPTICAL
RECORDERS

GAS ENGINE
GENERATORS
,
i
[
!

35MM
MODEL.
Standard
of the industry. Sold out¬
right. No royalties to pay.
Govt, surplus, away below
original cost. Include 220V
3 phase syncmotor,- 2-1000'
magazines; footage count¬
er.
Serviceable.$1995

'
’
,

ADD FOR;
Bilateral
galvan.$995
New amplification.$1250
Reconditioning .$1000

25 KW Westinghouse 120V,
AC, 60 cy., control panel,
voltage regulator + 2.5%.
LeRoi engine, 4 wheel trailer,
air brakes and torque springs.
$5000 value and in good
condition .$2995
TVJO WHEEL TRAILER with
6.5 KW generator, 120 V, 60
cy., 4 cyl engine, steel bed
4'x8' long, air brakes, stake
sides.
Value $2000;
good
condition .$995

CAMERAS, 16MM

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT

BELL & HOWELL 70H with 400' maga¬
zine, 115V AC/DC Motor, pos. finder,
B & L 2" Cinemascope lens and door,
sunshade adapter, $1250 value, excel¬
lent condition ..
$795

EASTMAN AUTOMATIC 35mm WAXING
Machine. $1500 value .
$695
Reconditioned .
$995
MACBETH
QUANTALOG,
Photometer,
transmission
attachment.
$870
list.
Like new; never used.$695

EK CINE SPECIAL #2 with 100' maga¬
zine, Par Adapter and beam splitter;
excellent condition .$795

MACBETH QUANTALOG,
Photometer,
transmission
attachment.
$870
List.
Like new, never used .$695.00

FAMOUS BOLEX HI 6 3 fast lenses, tri¬
focal finder, speeds 8/64 fps, frame &
footage counter,- like new.$295

MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS

AURICON adapted for. 400' or Mitchell
1200' magazines. NR5-24 amplifier.
Less mag. Excellent .$1195.00

HOUSTON FEARLESS 16mm double head,
continuous contact with selective aper¬
tures, individually adjusted. Takes 2
negatives, prints 4 ways—composite
with separate sound and picture nega¬
tives; 2 positives with 1 negative; 2

positives with 2 negatives,- or either
head singly. Speeds 60/120 fpm, 22
scene light changer.
$7500 value,Serviceable condition .$3995
B&H REDUCTION 35/16mm Picture,- old
model 56; with light change,- as is
condition .
$495
CINECOLOR Double Head 35mm Step
with
automatic
litechanger.
Orig.
$12,000 (Bank Foreclosure). ..$2495.00

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
WESTREX 3160 OPTICAL 16mm RA1284
power unit, RA 1283 mixer, RA 1282
amplifier, RA 1231 #60 recorder, 1214
lightvalves. 1242 microscope. Original¬
ly $20,000. Fine condition..$9890
FAIRCHILD SYNCSOUND head, condition
like new .. ...$149.50

■
'
I
I
i
I’

Your idle or surplus equipment may fill the bill for another
producer, laboratory, TV station, etc. Tell us what you
have, whether for rent or sale, and we will offer it to a
receptive customer. THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR THIS
SERVICE.
The S.O.S. Trading Post also accepts certain selected
items on consignment, and displays them in our New
York or Hollywood showrooms where many sales are
made. S.O.S. is always ready to buy or trade.

HQUSTQN-FEARLESS
TC-1 CAMERA CRANE

ART REEVES
SENSITESTERS

Allows all camera effec^ts from
very high to very low, vertical
and
horizontal
panning,
long
and continuous dolly shots or
any
combination.
Smooth,
steady,
quiet.
Counter-balance
boom;
rotating
mount.
Lead
weights
support
cameraman.
Boom raised, lowered or rotat¬
ed full 360®. Platform carries
cameraman seated, rotates in¬
dependently for horizontal pan¬
ning. $5800 factory price. Ex¬
cellent condition.$3495

Combination Densitometer/Sensitometer.
Gives correct printing time scene by scene
automatically; makes sensitrometric strips;
finds gamma. U.S. Government paid $1500.
Serviceable

. .$395

Reconditioned .$595
Add $100 for 16/35mm operation.
PHOTO RESEARCH COLOR DENSITOMETER,
single head with filter wheel, cost new
$3686; serviceable condition .$1995

DEPUE OPTICAL
REDUCTION PRINTERS

BELL & HOWELL
MODEL D PRINTER

35 to 16mm Picture Reduction step
contact with twin 75 scene light
changer.
Present
new
cost
over
$9000; serviceable condition ....$2995

Industry Standard for quality and per¬
formance. Continuous contact, semi-auto¬
matic 21
scene light changer. Prints
forward, backward, sound only, picture
only, or composite. 5-way-aperture with
original style lamphouse. Excellent con¬
dition .
$2090

LATE CARLSON DEPUE 35/16mm PICTURE RE¬
DUCTION PRINTER with 112 scene automatic
light changer; excel, cond. (illustrated) $5975

Reconditioned

.

With
Standard
300-watt
lamphouse, blower cooled,
Rebuilt like new .

35/16mm OPTICAL SOUNDTRACK REDUCTION
PRINTER. Reproduces up to 5,000 cycles from
original 35mm sound negative. Excellent $1995

$2465
hi-intensity
DC rectifier.
$4495

'ft-

A- ^

£

-i

KINEVOX 4-position mixer, Ac oper, VU
meter. Cost $495. Like new.$225

EDITING EQUIPMENT

PROJECTORS, BACKGROUND
AND PREVIEW

WESTREX 16MM EDITOR separate pic¬
ture and sound with syncsetter, 5"
rotary prism viewer, $4500 value. Fine
condition .$1995

VARIABLE MOTION PROJEOORS, 35mm
sound, 3000' capacity. Footswitch; for¬
ward; reverse; hispeed; normal; slospeed. Includes amplifier and rolling
stand. New condition.$1195

AKELEY 35MM VIEWER, sound & com¬
posite 5" x 7" aerial image. Original¬
ly $3000; closeout. Good cond.$195

FILMCRAFT 35MM MOVIE BACKGROUND
Process Outfit. $15,000 value. (Bank
Foreclosure). Fair condition.$1995
PREVIEW INTERLOCK PROJEaOR. DeVry, lOOOw lamp, runs picture and
sound. Good condition.$995

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

CECO 35MM VIEWERS, $600 originally;
condition like new.$199.50

BARDWELL-McALISTER SR. 5KW Spots
on rolling stands .$199.50
MOLE-RICHARDSON lOOOW Spots on
stands with barndoors .$79.50
BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Keglite on stands with barndoors $59.50

FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION ON
ANY PRODUCT
Visit Our Stiowrooms
or Write for Brochure

BARDWELL-McALISTER Baby Keg Boomlite on stand .$125.00

B&H FOOT SPLICERS, excellent condition.
35mm.$595
70mm.$895

COLORTRAN 2000 Jr.

PRESTO HOT SPLICER, 16mm film/tape.
Orig. $747.80; reconditioned.$495

MOLE-RICHARDSON SR. 5KW Spots,
stand and barndoors .$219.50

Kit .„.$149.50

formerly S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 WEST 52nd STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
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DUBBING SESSION—As scene loop is projected on screen, voice actors (center)

GROUP

OF

standing before microphone speak dialog in Spanish, matching near as possible

dubbed

to

lip

before actual dubbing begins.

movements of actors on screen.

Spanish Voices For
Hollywood's TV Films
How actors in Hollywood TV films are given Spanish voices
thus widening the market for such films in Latin America.
By

^HANKS

TO

THE

DARRIN

highly-per-

fected techniques of foreign
language dubbing, much of Holly¬
wood’s vast output of television
films is being seen in foreign
countries. One of the principle
markets for these films is the
growing Latin-American TV au¬
dience. To convert these films so
they are understandable to the
Latins, the entire soundtrack must
be revamped with the dialogue in
Spanish then re-recorded with mu¬
sic and the effects track.
There are none better quali¬
fied to do this, perhaps, than the
Latins themselves, and no better
proof than the excellent dubbing
currently being done by Servicio

360

SCOT

Internacional de Sonido, S.A., of
Mexico City. So expert, in fact,
is Servicio’s dubbing that TV
films so transformed have all the
appearance of having been ori¬
ginally produced in Spanish.
A partial list of English-lan¬
guage TV film series regularly
dubbed by the company includes:
“Wagon Train,” “Thriller,” Al¬
coa’s “Fred Astaire Premiere
Theatre,” “Dr. Kildare,” “Mave¬
rick,” “Sugarfoot,” “87th Pre¬
cinct,” “Naked City,” “The Lone
Ranger,” “My Sister Eileen,”
“Beachcomber,” “Steve Canyon,”
“Hazel,”
“The
June
Allyson
Show,” “Dick Tracy,” “Mister
Magoo,” “The Danny Thomas

MEXICAN
acquaint

actors
them

study

with

run-through

action,

timing,

of

a

voice

film

loop

be

I

etc., ‘

!

Show,” “Gunsmoke” and “Twi¬
light Zone” plus several top
British TV film series.
Servicio Internacional de Soni¬
do is headed by Sr. Gustavo Candiani, veteran film producer and
former studio chief of Mexico’s
Clasa Studios. Assisting him is
his son, Enrique Candiani, for¬
merly of the Mexico City branch
of the J. Walter Thompson adver¬
tising agency. A full-time staff
of 60 technicians and translators
dubs an average of 20 half-hour
and full-hour TV episodes a week
in the Spanish language. The
company’s three dialogue dub¬
bing studios are in constant use
as also is a huge sound stage
which is used mainly for music
recording and the final dubbing
of composite sound tracks.
For the dubbing of a Holly¬
wood TV film in Spanish, a copy
of the original script in English
is provided along with two com¬
posite 16mm prints of the ori¬
ginal English-language film, plus
a recorded track of the music
and

most

One

of the composite

of the

sound

effects.

prints is

carefully broken down into short
segments of dialogue and action.
These

to

inflections,

range

from

three to

not
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over twenty feet in length, and
are spliced to form continuous
loops. The studio holds that the
precise quality of its final result
is largely due to the fact that
dubbing is done piecemeal, in
small segments permitting re-re¬
cording and “polishing” until
each segment is considered per¬
fect.
Whereas some dubbing studios
have translators work exclusively
from the written original script,
Servicio Internacional is perhaps

A HELPFUL BOOK
FOR MOTION PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHERS
Gives detailed answers to hundreds of prob¬
lems and questions relating to Theatrical,
Television, Industrial, Military, Educational
and Documentary motion picture production.

the only one where its translators
Continued on

Page
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• Illumination Data for both
“boosted
voltage”
and
standard
studio
lighting
equipment together with foot
candle, amperage and volt¬
age tables and wiring dia¬
grams.
• Data never before printed
on: Panning Speeds, Optical
Effects, Ultra High Speed,
Underwater Cinematogra¬
phy, Make-Up, Background
Plates,
Process
Scenes,
Shooting Day-for-Night (col¬
or B&W).
• Special Data on Exposure,
Color,
Illumination,
Arctic
and Tropic Cinematography,
Infrared Film, Filters, etc.
• Tables for compensating Fil¬
ter Factors, Shutter Angles,
Camera Speeds.

FILMS

TO

BE

individual
into
the

dubbed

scenes

loops.

or

This

continuous

are

broken

sequences

enables

them

projection

that

down

and
to

formed

be

the

into
given

dubbing

operation requires.

• Many useful Camera, Lens,
and Filming Formulas,
• Complete Data for Ultra
Close-Up Cinematography
with Extension Tubes, and
Diopter Lenses.
• Wide-Screen Processes, com¬
plete aperture and viewfind¬
er dimensions for all aspect
ratios for 65mm, 35mm and
16mm; squeezed and un¬
squeezed photography,
single-and double-frame.
• Complete Lens Angle Data
for all lenses for all aspect
ratios.

There’s something to
help you on every
page of this valuable
fact-packed book!
Charts, tables and diagrams give instant an¬
swers

to

filter

factors,

problems

• Black-and-White and Color
Film Data, together with ASA
ratings. Identification, and
Incident Light Readings for
same.
THE

MAGNETIC

dubbed

dialog

ally

same

of

dubbed.
shown

It

is

FILM
is also
length

used

in

formed
as

threaded

film
in

recording
in

loops—usu¬

section

the

the

to

be

recorder

as

here.
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• Up-to-Date Data on Lenses,
Filters, Exposure and Color
Temperature Meters.

to

lens

openings,

angles,
camera

speeds, exposure, lighting, aspect ratios, etc.,
etc. Order your copy today!

$7.50

• Film Threading Diagrams for
all cameras.
• Detailed Listing of all Mod¬
ern Professional Cameras:
65mm, 35mm, and 16mm.
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THE NEW EASTMAN
COLOR NEGATIVE AND
COLOR PRINT FILMS
Better color reproduction, less graininess due to
significant improvements in emulsion characteristics.
By

DR.

NORWOOD

L.

SIMMONS

Manager, West Coast Div., Motion Picture Film Department,
Eastman Kodak Company.

Jt is the nature

of the film

industry that the next improve¬
ment in picture materials is always
just over the horizon. Researchers
at Kodak Park in Rochester no
sooner firm up the specifications
on one film when research is begun
on its replacement.
Last month, following an earlier
brief announcement, Eastman Ko¬
dak presented two new, improved
color films at the 91st Semiannual

Convention of the Society of Mo¬
tion Picture and Television Engi¬
neers and later at the May meeting
of the American Society of Cine¬
matographers. The new films are
Eastman Color Negative Film,
Type 5251, and its companion
print film, Eastman Color Print
Film, Types 5385 (35mm) and
7385 (16mm). Type 5251 Color
Negative will replace the current
Type 5250, and the print films
will ultimately supplant the cur¬
rently used E-K Color Print Film,
LOYAL GRIGGS, ASC, photographed the tests
made at Paramount Studio with the new E-K
Color Negative Film. Comparative shots were
made with two cameras—one with Type 5250
Color Negative and the other with the
Type 5251.

EXTENSIVE TESTS of new Eastman Color Neg¬
ative

Film were

made

by MGM Studio. Test

shots ranged from closeups to long-shots un¬
der

various

photographed

362

lighting

conditions

by William

and

Daniels, ASC.

were

new

Type 5382 (35mm) and 7383
(16mm).
Actually, it was the motion pic¬
ture professionals who set the
standards to which the new films
were developed. Back in 1959 and
1960, when the industry was still
phasing into use of the improved
type Eastman Color Negative
Film, Type 5250, the goals of
those with the greatest interests in
motion picture quality set the pat¬
tern for the research which has
led to the introduction of these
important new color films.
Back in 1949, some serious
consideration was given to the
state of color cinematography. At
that time, the negative-positive
method of producing color motion
pictures was then less than ten
years old. Yet the laboratories had
already delivered three major
breakthroughs.
In 1950, the industry had
acquired its first workable sub¬
tractive color process with the
introduction of Eastman Color
Negative Film, Type 5247. This
film had been balanced to daylight
or high-intensity arc illumination.
It had an exposure index of 16
for daylight and for arc light.
The trend of the industry led to
the rapid development and intro¬
duction, in 1953, of a tungstenbalanced color film system. For
the next six years, Eastman Color
Negative Film, Type 5248, with
a tungsten index of 25 and an
index of 16 for daylight with a
Kodak Wratten No. 85 filter, was
the standard of the industry.
The next effort was aimed at
whipping the problem which was
giving production people the great¬
est concern: The speed of Type
5248 film required high tungsten
light concentration on motion pic¬
ture sets. The accompanying heat
limited both the performance and
the technical people. Lighting re¬
quirements also made for higher
production costs.
Considerable time and effort
went into the research which gave
the industry Eastman Color Nega¬
tive Film, Type 5250, in 1959.
This material doubled the emul-
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CHARTS ABOVE show structure of the new Eastman Color Negative, Type 5251, and compare characteristics with

sion speed, resulting in an ex¬
posure index of 50, without
sacrificing the quality to which the
industry had become accustomed
with Type 5248 film. The director
of photography now had a choice
of reducing the light requirements
on his set by 50% or of closing
down lens apertures a full stop,
increasing depth of field sub¬
stantially.
At this point, further technolo¬
gical development had to be
pointed in either of two clear-cut
directions. The next color negative
material, researchers reported,
could either be faster or less
grainy. The state of the art had
reached a point where a choice
could be made between one of
these two improvements. Since
film speed had just recently been
doubled, the obvious choice was to
move in the direction of better
picture quality.
In the case of color print films,
the emulsion researchers found
themselves in a more enviable
position. The state of this art was
such that they could work toward
several improvements simultane¬
ously. As a result, Eastman Color
Print Film, Type 5385, possesses:

predecessor. Type 5250.

each important in its own area—
will affect the end products of the
motion picture industry in several

directors and special effects men
greater flexibility in using footage
prepared on optical printers.

important respects:

The improved quality of prints
made from color duplicate nega¬
tives will also be noticeable in
imported or exported motion pic¬
tures. It is industry custom, of
course, to run release prints for
domestic distribution from the
original production color nega¬
tives. However, overseas release
prints are almost always made
from color duplicate negatives
which, in turn, are generated from
color master positives. In other
words, the release print put into
foreign distribution is often three
generations removed from the
comparable domestic product.
With these new materials, the
foreign distribution print is ex¬
pected to acquire a viewing quali¬
ty more nearly comparable with
present domestic prints. At the
same time, the showings seen in
this country will be substantially
improved.

The quality of pictures shown
on wide screens or at drive-ins
will benefit most noticeably. The
improvement in both grain struc¬
ture and color rendition made pos¬
sible by these films is readily
visible. Some theatrical and out¬
door presentations which may now
be considered borderline in image
quality will provide highly pleas¬
ing results when these new mate¬
rials are used. Furthermore, the
industry has also gained the ca¬
pacity to make its “big shows”
still bigger.
Special effects footage can be
intercut with original 5251 nega¬
tive far more effectively than with
today’s materials. This is because
the inevitable image losses in re¬
producing two generations of film
copies will be less apparent when
the job is started from an im¬
proved original. Second genera¬
tion prints under the 5251/5385
system will be of a quality close to
first generation prints which the
industry now sees. This will give

These benefits will be achieved
largely on a “business as usual”
basis. For the cameraman, for exContinued on Page 385

Increased speed. The effective
printing speed is about four times
greater than its predecessors.
Better sharpness characteristics.
Acutance is substantially im¬
proved.
Improved color rendition. Bet¬
ter couplers in the film have
made for a more pleasing color
rendition.
The achievements represented
by the advent of these two films—
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STRUCTURE of Type 5385 and 7385 Color Print

COMPARISON

Film

5385 Color Print Film with Type 5382.

in

unprocessed and

processed

state.

of

spectral

densities

of

Type
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WILDLIFE
PHOTOGRAPHY
Knowledge of animal habits essential
to successful wildlife photography.

By

JOSEPH

HENRY

CHARLES

W.

Commission
wildlife

and

SCHWARTZ,
and

his

telephoto

shoulder

ADEQUATE

CAMERA

head, and

telephoto

closeups

EQUIPMENT

such

as

lenses are essential

sturdy tripod,
to getting

rigid

Labrador

gome, locating

filming assignments.
with

cinematographer

Black

duck

and

driven

Missouri
who

nests, etc., in

Latter’s camera

lenses

for

“Brant,”
here

is a

Conservation

assists

in

course of

flushing

Schwartz's

16mm Arriflex

by

power

pack

SCHWARTZ’S

WIFE,

Elizabeth,

mounted

suspended

from

a

strap.

tripod

sparkling wildlife

like this.

\ DEQUATE

of animal and bird habits to enable anticipating their actions is one of the major prerequisites for filming
wildlife, according to Charles W. Schwartz, biologist with the Missouri
Conservation Commission. An award-winning photographer and writer,
KNOWLEDGE

he specializes in 16mm color films that docum.ent the life-cycles of vari¬
ous birds and animals. The visual facts presented by his films aid the
Conservation Commission establish regulations for the control of wild¬
life in the state.
In the course of his 20 years with the Commission, Schwartz and his
wife, Elizabeth, a Ph.D. and an esteemed biologist in her own right,
have produced over fifteen 16mm color films. The Schwartzes, accom¬
panied by their three children, frequently set out to track animals and
birds from their Missouri habitats to migratory stations along the
borders of Canada or in the opposite direction to the Gulf of Mexico.
“One of the first things a photographer must learn in filming wildlife
in the field is that you get no second chance,” Schwartz declared. “If
you miss your opportunity, it is unlikely you’ll be able to reset the
stage in exactly the same way.
“This is why anticipation is so imjiortant. For example, knowing that
Continued on
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that
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authentic
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wildlife
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recorder
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TV Safe Action Limits For Wide Screen Films
Recommendation No. 8 of the Research and Educational Committee of the
American Society of Cinematographers defines the safe action area to be
followed in producing motion pictures for theatrical wide screen presenta¬
tion so they may also be shown on television without impairment of the
picture image.

By

WALTER

BEYER

Chairman, ASC Research & Educational Committee

fear on

K> ! CcHnposfiion Areo

•Sa^« Act«dr> A»«o
(Home i^«ceivaf)

L

FIG.

1—Recommended

safe action

area

for film

prints intended for TV

FIG.

2—How the extra wide lines between frames of wide screen (fiat)

transmission and made from wide screen (flat) prints of theatrical feature

prints

films.

receiver screen

TECHNICAL

recommendation-—number 8 in a

series prepared to date by the ASC’s Research
and Educational Committee—sets forth the safe
action areas that should prevail in wide screen re¬
lease prints of theatrical films so they may also be
shown on television. The information contained in
this recommendation has been compiled for the
benefit of producers, directors, production man¬
agers, art directors, directors of photography and
camera department heads in the industry as a guide
for composition and aspect ratio considerations for
motion pictures produced essentially for theatres
but considered also for subsequent release for tele¬
vision. The Committee feels that consideration of
this recommendation can result in savings of thou¬
sands of dollars when prints of wide screen theatri¬
cal films are made for TV.
Recommendation No. 8 embraces two types of
wide screen motion pictures: A—conventional (flat)
wide screen films, and B—anamorphic (squeezed)
films such as those in CinemaScope. (The require¬
ments for films produced especially for television

366

result

in

black

bars at top

and

bottom

of the TV

picture when

dimensions are disregarded.

were covered earlier in the ASC’s Recommendation
No. 4).
A:—fFide Screen (Flat) Prints
Of Feature Films Composed In 1.85-to-l And
Other Aspect Ratios
The television picture and film reproducing sys¬
tem is strictly a 1.33-to-l aspect ratio presentation
device. All dimensions for camera aperture, TV sta¬
tion projector aperture, and transmitted area, as per
ASC Recommendation No. 4, bear this out and need
no repeating here except for the “safe action” area
since it is the only one that concerns what the viewer
ultimately sees on his home receiver.
En. note: For the non-technical reader the terms “flat” and
“squeezed” above may require explanation. A “flat” wide-screen
motion picture is one photographed (usually on 35mm film) with¬
out an anamorphic lens and where the wide screen format is pro¬
vided hy reducing the height of the film frame to produce a greater
rectangular picture format. A “squeezed” wide screen picture is
one photographed with an anamorphic lens, which squeezes or
laterally compresses the wide screen composition as seen in the
finder so it Avill be accommodated within the frame limits of 35mm
film. In projection, the “squeeze” is reversed or un-squeezed, so
tlie picture appears on the screen in an aspect ratio on the order
of 2-to-l or greater.
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The “safe action” area is that portion of the pic¬
ture area inside the camera aperture borders within
which all significant action should take place for
“safe” or full reproduction on the majority of blackand-white and color home receivers. This has been
established since 1956. The overall dimensions of
this area are 0.757"x0.565", with either straight or
curved sides, as shown in the diagram Fig. 1.
Excluding those films made especially for TV re¬
lease, we are dealing here with two different types
of wide-screen (flat) release prints as they are made
for theatres.
1. Wide-Screen Prints composed for any aspect
ratio other than 1.33-to-l but protecting the
full picture height of the standard academy
camera aperture.
Figure 1 illustrates the recommended safe action
area for prints of wide screen (flat) theatrical films
for television. Superimposed are the top and bottom
frame line limits for films in the l:66-to-l, 1.75-to-l
and 1.85-to-l aspect ratios. The shaded area indi¬
cates the amount of picture loss on home TV re¬
ceivers, and the curved lines the recommended safe
action area for satisfactory picture reception on
home receivers. As may be seen, picture action com¬
posed for any of the three wide screen formats will
not extend to the top and bottom limits of the TV

ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Camera Aperture .870" x ,735"
Projector Outline .837'x .715"
Squeeze Ratio 2:1.

FIG.

4—Panavision’s

sion

2.35-to-l

method

of extracting

prints for TV from

Panavi-

films involves printer lens that provides linear reduction,

has non-linear squeeze ratio across horizontal field.

screen area. Where the full TV screen height is not
considered in making prints for TV, there is a loss
of intimacy, with the action appearing to play
farther away from the camera.
Theatrical prints of this type pose no technical
problem for release on TV except for main titles and
credits. Where these are composed utilizing the wide¬
screen aspect ratio area for best screen presentation,
the cropping in width on the TV receiver can be
serious; therefore, the establishment of “safe title”
area recommendations is presently under considera¬
tion by the ASC’s Research and Educational Com¬
mittee.
2, Wide Screen Prints not protecting the Acad¬
emy camera aperture height representing

TOTAL IMAGE OF ORIGINAL
PHOTOGRAPHY - UNSQUEEZED
Screen Aspect Ratio 2.35:1
Areas 1.74ltf'x.735''
1.6780"x.715"

LINEAR REDUCTION OF ABOVE
TOTAL UNSQUEEZED IMAGE AREA
Area for selective scan¬
ning: 1.459"

X

.616"

MASKING to follow Important
action equals TV SAFE ACTION
AREA: ,757" x .565"

FINAL PRINTED IM4GE
Aspect Ratio: 1,33:1
Area: .868" x .616"
Suitable for TV projector
aperture: .816" x612" and
Theatre projector aperture:
.825"

FIG.

3—How

anomorphic

prints

ore

to produce flat prints suitable for TV.

X

.600"

decompressed

and

re-composed

In the process of making such

prints, a traveling scanner having a standard TV aperture of 1.33-to-1
causes printer to dupe pre-selected areas in each frame of the original
anamorphic print.
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prints with wide frame lines.
Economic reasons in wide-screen film production
have led the studios to omit the protection of the full
frame height and reduced the camera aperture to
suit their needs. Prints from such productions, made
for theatres, have wide frame lines with picture in¬
formation of only approximately 0.520" height, the
width, of course, being the same as for prints de¬
scribed in earlier paragraphs.
Eigure 2 illustrates the “safe action” area re¬
presenting the home receiver screen and, as an
example, a wide frame line print of a 1.85-to-l
aspect ratio is indicated. Here it is obvious that the
missing picture and protection area will result in
the appearance of a black bar on top and bottom
across the home receiver screen of approximately
one-half to one inch.
This understandably is an undesirable form of
picture presentation, as pointed out in my article
on Wide screen Systems in the American Cinemato¬
grapher Manual, which was reprinted here last
month. This Committee referred the matter to the
Federal Communications Commission and subseContinued on Page 381
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Y^u CAN BEST learn by doing.
This statement is true only
if what is attempted is possible.
During the pre-production plan¬
ning and the actual production of
“Pathways Through Nursery
School,” a twenty-three-minute
color film describing the Stephens
College nursery school, the ques¬
tion “Is it possible?” kept creep¬
ing into the author’s mind as each
new problem was encountered.
The production ])resented nu¬
merous technical })roblems. Some
were solved intuitively, others by
way of imaginative production
procedures, still others through
the testing and use of new color
film emulsions.
Briefly our project was to pro¬
duce an on-location film, thirty
minutes or less in length, that
would adequately describe the
Stephens College Nursery School
to child-study students and to par¬
ents of pre-school age children.
The production limitations were
as follows: 1) The film had to be
shot in color. 2) Actual filming,
both interior and exterior, was to
be done during regular class hours

IN

SHOOTING

SCENES

for

"Pathways

Through

Nursery

School,"

two

Auricon

cameras

record

simultaneously action of children which could neither be planned nor rehearsed. While one camera
recorded medium and closeup shots, second camera made cover shots of activities. Cinemaographers
were girl students of Stephens College cinema class. (Photo by Marvin Kreisman).

Multicam Technique In
College Film Production
Stephens College film makers find method ideal
for shooting action that cannot be pre-scripted or
rehearsed.
By

JOHN

R.

BOUSEK,

JR.

Stephens College, Columbia, Missouri

while the school program was in
progress. For this reason the pro¬
duction could not be pre-scripted
and consequently no scenes of tbe
children’s
activities
could
be
planned and rehearsed. In other
words, we had to shoot it
happened. This was insisted
in hopes of capturing the
taniety of the pre-schoolers
ity and the flexibility of the
ery school’s daily program.

as it
upon
sponactiv¬
nurs¬
Only

a rough treatment outline was fol¬

lowed in filming such sequences,
3) Equipment, cameras, lighting,
crew, etc., were to be held to a
minim.um. Personnel and econom¬
ic restrictions were part of the
limiting factors in this aspect of
the production. This was also in¬
sisted upon for the sake of spontaniety. Too much equipment and
numerous crew members on the
scene would only distract the })reschooler. 4) The camera operators
Continued

on

Next

Page
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m. MOVrMylar

atmosphere. This, we felt, was ade¬
quately accomplished by removing the
tinted curtains from the windows per¬
mitting only daylight to illuminate the
room. In this instance the exterior
Ektachrome ER emulsion type 7257
was used. Using only the available

MULTICAM TECHNIQUE
Continued from Preceding Page

would be young women of first, second,
and third-year college age. This was a
necessity for two reasons: Stephens
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College is a school for girls, and the
production was to he an “in plant”
project with members of the Motion
Picture Production Class serving as
filming personnel. The crew consisted
of students who worked under the
author’s direction and supervision.
The first limitation, that of shooting
in color with minimum lighting, was
overcome by using Eastman’s Ektachrome ER types 7257 and 7258 film

daylight, we were obliged to expose
the scenes at f/1.9 and f/2.8. While
the desired subdued lighting effect was
achieved, an increase in graininess was
noted in the result. This was one in¬
stance in which graininess proved an
asset, however. The combined effect
of low illumination and increased grain
added to tbe relaxed, quiet atmosphere
that we wanted in the nap time scenes.
The problem of filming the pre¬
schooler actively engaged in a project
without stultifying the spontapeity by

for interiors. Test footage shot revealed
that we could get a good picture with
adequate depth of field and acceptable
resolution, or minimum graininess, if
we exposed at f/5.6. This required 225
to 250 foot candles of overall illumina¬
tion. The largest interior area that we
had to light measured 18 feet by 16
feet. By mixing sunlight with tungsten

pre-scripting and rehearsals (and yet
maintain continuity) was solved by
using the multiple camera technique
in shooting. At least two cameras were
used in filming the interior scenes.
Cameras used were 16mm Auricons
powered by Auricon portable battery
power supply and kept in synchroniza¬
tion with an Auricon sixty-cycle con¬
verter and frequency regulator.
One camera was equipped with a
Kern-Paillard
f/1.9,
l6mm
focal
length lens which held a cover shot
throughout the scene. The other had a
Pan-Cinor f/2.8, 20mm-to-60mm zoom

illumination we were able to get the
required light level. This obviously re¬
quired filtering the daylight. The fol¬
lowing number and types of lighting
units were used: two 2000-watt Bardwell-McAlister fresnel spotlights, three
500-watt Century fresnel spotlights and
two 1000-watt Cine Lites. All lamps
were balanced for color temperature
of 3200° Kelvin. The accompanying
diagram indicates the relative position
of all set lamps during filming of the
largest interior set-up.

lens for recording a variety of shots
ranging from a medium long shot of
the activity to individual closeups. For
some of the large-area scenes a third
camera, a Bell and Howell 70 DR with
13mm, 25mm, and 50mm lenses was
used to make interesting cut-in shots.

The rooms in which we filmed were
not adequately wired for the additional
voltage load our lights required. We
did not have a Color-Tran unit avail¬
able so we rigged a special range line
with adequate outlets to bring the re¬
quired electrical power into the inter¬
ior shooting area.
When shooting the interiors, we
endeavored to keep the window drapes
open for two reasons. First, to elimi¬
nate a “closed-in” feeling that would
have resulted had all drapes and shades
in the room been closed. Second, we
wanted to integrate the available day¬
light with the set lighting and thus
reduce the number of lighting units
required. We were able to do both by
placing sheer, tinted rayon curtains
between the open drapes.
A unique lighting problem presented
itself when we were preparing to shoot
the children’s nap time. In this se¬
quence we wanted to achieve a
subdued lighting effect and a quiet

The relative positions of the cameras
during the filming of one such scene
are shown in the diagram.
The

use

of

multiple

cameras

in-
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Need professional advice on a
picture-making problem, about
equipment, film or cinematograpby? Reader’s questions are invited and will be answered by
mail when accompanied by a
stamped, addressed envelope for
reply. Questions and answers considered of general interest to other
readers will be published here
each month.
Address your questions to the
“Question & Answer Editor," Americon Cinematographer, P.O. Box
2230, Hollywood 28, Calif.
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creased the total amount of footage
shot, of course. But we succeeded in
holding the production shooting to a
3-to-l ratio. The author is convinced
that it was the best solution to the
problem of maintaining spontaneity,
continuity, and interest in scenes which
could not be pre-scripted nor rehearsed.
This, of necessity, increased the editing
time, too. Here, also, the author felt
that the results justified the increased
effort and expense.
The exterior filming was much
easier to do. Working from a very gen¬
eral treatment outline it was compara¬
tively simple to select typical exterior
play situations. The continuity in
these sequences was maintained by se¬
lective editing and explanatory narra¬
tion. Commercial Ektachrome type 7255
was used in filming the exteriors. We
noted a difference in the rendition of
colors between these scenes and the
interior scenes which were shot on the

ER emulsions. The differences, how¬
ever, were not visually disturbing. The
release printing was done directly on
Eastman Reversal Color Print film,
type 5269.
Because of our small crew and equip¬
ment limitations, no synchronous sound
was recorded during the filming ses¬
sions. Other than terminal music, nar¬
ration is the only sound used in the
production. It is likely, of course, that
added background sounds and music
would have improved the production
aspects of the film. But without them
the film is still a good instructional
and information production.
Working with an all-girl crew is
certainly a different and pleasurable
way to shoot a film. Given instruction,
time and patience they proved capable
and efficient in operating the cameras.
The actual directing, lighting, and
editing of the picture was done by
the author.
■

NEW LOOK IN FILM TITLES
Continued from Page 357
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a sleek, black Tom possessed with an
uncanny perception of what was
wanted of him and who turned in a
remarkable performance.

the individual credit titles were to be
superimposed—the time interval for
each being fixed by the number of
seconds required to read each card.

Using his 16mm version as a
guide, Bass prepared a storyboard
using single frame blowups from the
film, and submitted it to Feldman for
approval. From this and subsequent
discussions, the ultimate pattern for
the titles for “Walk On The Wild
Side” emerged. A final script was
prepared and production started at
Columbia Studios under the direction
of Don Starling, head of the studio’s
insert department. Don Glouner, A SC,
head of Columbia’s Special Photo¬
graphic Effects Department, directed
the photography.
During filming of the initial test
footage in 16mm, Saul Bass explored
the results obtainable by overcranking
the camera. From this it was deter¬
mined that the entire title background
action would have to be shot at above
normal speed in order to impart the
desired slow, slinking gait desired in
the cat as it ambled along in its ex¬
ploration of the alley. Bass’ test film
enabled him also to determine some¬
thing about the camera angles required
and of the lighting, and to arrive at
the timing neeessary for various points
in the film’s progressive action where

All the background action for the
title sequence was photographed on a
Columbia Studio sound stage. Here the
alley set was built on an elevated plat¬
form about three feet in height. This
permitted the desired low-angle photo¬
graphy with the camera mounted on a
crab dolly. Although the completed
title background appears on the screen
as one continuous take, except for an
occasional dissolve, the complete ac¬
tion of the cat moving across screen
was actually shot in several camera
setups. Often as many as a dozen
takes were made in a single set-up,
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according to Glouner,

Res ipse loquitur

in order that

flawless continuity of action he main¬
tained between the various key takes.
The company shot three full days on
this title production and later returned
another day for some additional foot¬
age

that

necessary

the
to

editing
smooth

showed
the

action

was
or

provide the full interval required for
superimposition of a title card.
Most shots were made at 72 frames
per second, while a few were made at
48 frames. For this a Mitchell 35mm
high-speed camera was used. Low-key
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lighting was general throughout the
hackground sequence, and it was a
tricky matter to keep the cat well lit
when it entered a shadow portion of
the set. During most of the takes, the
cat maintained a steady pace, which
made it possible to time the movement
of the camera dolly to keep the cat
fully centered in the finder.
Perhaps the real highlight of this
action is where the cat, having entered
a section of pipe, emerges at the other
end in perfect time with the camera so
that as it appears, it is precisely cen¬
tered on the screen. Luck played a big
part in the accomplishment of this, ad¬
mits Gloimer, who says it would other¬
wise have been impossil)le to know
precisely when the cat would emerge
from the pipe. Be that as it may, this
.shot is considered a singular photo¬
graphic achievement, one invariably
mentioned by those who have wit¬
nessed the picture.
Following this, of course, the real
climax of the action takes place—the
sudden encounter of the black cat
with the white, and the ensuing fight.
The screen result is a tribute to the
imaginative cutting given the film at
this point.
It was impossible to get the two cats
to fight in a normal way as they came
face to face with each other, no
matter how many times they were put
through the action. Finally it was
necessary to provoke the fight, or
rather produce takes which would cut
together to give the illusion of a gen¬
uine cat fight.
With the camera
moved in close and focused on the
white cat, the black cat was thrown
bodily into the face of the other,
which produced the fury of spitting

or let the product speak for itself

•

Sound

• Editorial

• Laboratory Services

Capital
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N. E.
WASHINGTON 2, D. C.
PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634

and clawing hoped for. This action
was repeated and shot several times,
with position of the camera altered
slightly each time to produce variety
in the takes for cutting purposes.
In addition to the Mitchell high¬
speed camera, a hand-held variable
speed Arriflex camera also covered
the action at close range. Additional
cuts for the brief fight scene were
provided by still other improvisations.
For one shot the camera was moved
in close on the black cat, then the
trainer who supplied the animals
passed the white cat over the black,
but out of camera range, causing the
latter to spit and claw at the white cat
as it passed overhead. The action was
then repeated, with positions of the
cats reversed. Following this, a num-
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her of tight closeups were made of
each cat as it spat and clawed at its
adversary out of camera range. For
this, the cat was held close to a black
velvet backdrop. Fast, staccatto cutting
of these shots gave the desired fight
result. In the final editing, some cuts
are as short as three and four frames

ADD A SOUND HEAD to your
MOVIOLA for multiple sound track editing
Model CE-20
Cabinet extension
bracket with
mixing controls
and coupling
attachments
complete.

in length.
Glouner and his Special Photo¬
graphic Effects Department contrib¬
uted more than the initial photography

$7750

for this title layout. Where some shots
would better cut together enlarged, or
the action improved by altering the
printing speed, this was done through
the “miracle” methods that belong
essentially to all studio photographic
effects departments. In the cat fight
segment, for instance, some takes were
reversed

or

“flopped-over”

in

Model SD:20 (35mm)
shown
Model SL-20 (16mm)
similar
Each equipped
to play optical
and magnetic
sound track.

$49500

the

printing, producing a more desirable

1. Provisions for separate magnetic volume
control over each sound head.
2. Plug-in attachments to amplifier.
3. Strong, easy to install from furnished
instructions.

result for cutting.
After

the

live

action

background

had been completed and approved, the
several title cards, designed and pro¬
duced by Saul Bass were turned over
to

Glouner’s

imposing

at

department

for

specified points

Model UD-20-S shown
with cabinet extension and
extra sound head.

super¬
in

manufacturing co.

the

background. Each card was made to

movTola
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fade.
Saul Bass keeps close vigil on every
title project until it is fully cut, in
order to maintain the original con¬
cept. He believes also that a good
musical score is important to every
title presentation. Elmer Bernstein
supplied this for his title production
for “Walk On The Wild Side,” and
also the score for the picture.
Bass created his first movie titles
eight years ago for Otto Preminger’s
“Carmen Jones,” and has titled every
picture that Preminger has produced
since. In all, he has designed and pro¬
duced some thirty titles for major pro¬
ductions, including “Bonjour Tristesse, ” “The Seven Year Itch,” “Saint
Joan,” “The Man With The Golden
Arm,” “The Big Country,” “Storm
Center,” “Anatomy of a Murder,”
“Exodus,” “The West Side Story,”
and the recently released “Advise and

Consent.” Besides the unique enter¬
taining concept he gives to titles, in¬
corporated in the design or pattern of
each is some provocative symbolic ele¬
ment which is also adapted for all
forms of a film’s promotion, from
letterheads to 24-sheet posters. Notable
were

the

partial

figure

holding

a

broken sword for “Saint Joan,” the
grotesque

arm

for “Man With The

Golden Arm,” the segmented figure for
“Anatomy of a Murder,” the burning
flame for “Exodus,” and the flag flow¬
ing in a breeze for “Advise and Con¬
sent.”
Certain to be among the best re¬
membered of these is the roving black
cat which generates sharp audience in¬
terest as it moves relentlessly across
the screen and leads viewers directly
into the initial action of “Walk On The
Wild Side.”

a

ft
ft

WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHY
Continued from Page 365
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prairie

chickens

gather

every

spring in certain areas and go through
elaborate courting ceremonies, offers
the wildlife photographer tremendous
opportunities for excellent footage.”
Once you know where your wild¬
life subject will be, the next problem
is getting close enough to shoot it.
The hunter, of course, only need re¬
main concealed until he can loose
one blast. The photographer must
maintain
his
concealment,
ideally
20 to 30 yards away from the subject,
long enough to get the necessary foot¬
age. Schwartz shoots about 12 frames
of film for every frame that appears
in the finally edited picture. And, to
capture authentic sound effects, he
often uses a portable tape recorder
with a sensitive, directional micro¬
phone.
The telephoto lens is the wildlife
photographer’s most important tool.
It not only pulls in the subject matter
for closeups, but, by its shallow depth
of field, makes birds and animals
“stand out.” Otherwise, they would
tend to blend in with the background
foliage due to their protective colora¬
tion, Schwartz explains.
Schwartz’s camera lenses range from
l/o-inch to 300mm for his two 16mm
cameras. He uses lightweight but very
sturdy tripods equipped with hydraulic
heads which insure the steadiness and
smooth panning particularly necessary

for telephoto work.
Schwartz has standardized on Kodachrome film because of its fine grain,
brilliant color, wide availability (even
in remote areas), ease in intercutting,
and the better mass production of
finished prints it affords.
Eortunately, the wildlife cameraman
is not entirely at the mercy of the
annual habits of his shy subjects.
“Anticipation,” as described above,
is just one of five basic techniques
Schwartz advocates. The others are:
Baiting with food, water, love or
hate symbols. Eor instance, in filming
one sequence, Schwartz needed a scene
showing angry bluejays. Bluejays and
owls are natural enemies, so Schwartz
placed a stuffed owl in a tree in his
backyard.
In no time at all, the bluejays
in the neighborhood had gathered in
an angry squawking, whirling, blue
melee. Schwartz photographed them
at many angles, omitting, of course, the

Change Of Address; To insure receiv¬
ing
American
Cinematographer
promptly each month after you move,
send your new address in advance to:
Circulation
Department,
American
Cinematographer, Box 2230, Hollywood
28, Calif. Send old address with new,
enclosing if possible the address label
from last magazine wrapper. Post of¬
fices will not forward this magazine
unless you provide extra postage.
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stuffed owl from the picture.
0pportunism is also valuable.
Schwartz keeps his cameras ready for
action, both on trips and at home,
and shoots anything that catches his
eye. He may have no immediate use
for the footage, but it often proves
valuable at some future date.
Shoot ’em at home, under studio
conditions. This tenet may not prove
practical
for photographers whose
w'ives are not biologists. However,
Schwartz has made good use of it.
For example, he wanted to show the
tunneling and nesting habits of a

RENTAL INVOICE
o eonit*!'. ir»<
333 West 52nd Street

SMiPPt D

Ruth-\nno Piociuvt ions .

Inf

Same

pocket gopher. He brought one home
and placed it in a glass-sided, dirtfilled box. He covered the sides with
black cloth so light would not dis¬
courage the animal from burrowing
down alongside the glass. Later, the
cloth was removed and the animal
and its tunnels photographed through
the glass.
By cutting from outdoor scenes of
the gopher pushing dirt from the
mouth of its burrow, to the closeup
shots of its tunnels, Schwartz achieved
some highly effective footage.
Tame the animal and train it. This,
too, offers potential distaff difficulty.
But, Schwartz did this profitably with
a gray fox. Brought home as a fourounce kit, it was allowed to grow up
as a family pet. Later, some striking
scenes of the fox photographed in
hot pursuit of a rabbit were used in
a film describing predation among
wildlife. Although Schwartz believes
that wild animals should not be raised
in capitivity, he recognizes that it
is sometimes the only way in which
certain footage can be obtained.
Whether one or all of these basic
techniques are used, Schwartz em¬
phasizes that the essence of effective
wildlife filming is to determine the
entire pattern of life of the subject
animal, so the photographer can pre¬
sent it accurately and logically in re¬
lation to its environment.
A typical filming undertaking be¬
gins for Schwartz when the Missouri
Conservation Commission assigns a
specific project to him. He and his
wife first prepare a shooting script,
along with hand-drawn sketches of
some of the scenes they hope to cap¬
ture. This material goes to the com¬
mission for its approval. Then the
actual shooting begins—possibly in
Schwartz’ backyard, or perhaps the
whole family will head out for Canada

THE SIMILARITY ENDS HERE...
Rental fees are pretty much the same everywhere. But there is a differ¬
ence in rental service. There is the personality behind the rental service . . .
engendered by the friendliness, the interest in making your project a success,
and the guidance in providing you with the right equipment. There is also the
integrity behind the rental service you use . . . that promise is equated with
performance . . . that substitution does not entitle one to absolution . . .
that when the term “finest quality” is used, it should not be used loosely . . .
but should adhere to the standard the words imply. The next time you rent
motion picture equipment, ask yourself this question: “Am I getting these
things from the company I do business with?”
You are sure of getting all these things when you call

camera service center, inc.
333 West 52nd Street • New York 19, N. Y. • PLaza 7-0906
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On his return, Schwartz screens the
footage he shot. He selects the best
takes and sends them to the Calvin
Company, Kansas City, Mo., which
produces an
edge-numbered
work
print, in color.
The original, also edge-numbered,
stays at Calvin. The work print is
delivered to Schwartz who edits it
and carefully matches the wildlife
sounds which were recorded on tape
when the footage was shot. In this
phase of putting the film together, he
works closely with the Commissions’
technical editor, Werner Nagel, who
writes the narrative script.
When the various components are
completed, Schwartz takes them to the
Calvin Company. There, he selects a
narrator for the film, often interview¬
ing several until he finds one with
just the right voice. Calvin, working
from his edited print, uses the travel¬
ing matte method to produce a print

QUALITY AND SERVICE

16

MM

BUCK&wmn
REVERSM HE
POSITIVE PRINTING
UNO PROCESSING
COLOR ProcessingSuper Anscochrome

COLOR PRINTING
Work prints—Timed Prints
Color to Color prints—A & B roll prints
Color to B & W prints—Fades-Dissolves
Dupe Negative—Multiple prints
Raw stock—Fastex service
Loop printing

with the desired optical effects, etc.
Narration, wildlife sounds, music and
picture film are combined to produce
a pilot print which Schwartz carefully
checks before it is approved for release
print production.
Calvin then produces a finished
print plus an internegative from which
the required number of release prints
are made. An average print order
comprises 25 copies, although some
films have now sold more than 150
copies.
While these films are produced di¬
rectly under the Missouri Conservation
Commissions’ supervision, sometimes
industrial firms help subsidize filming
costs where a film is considered a
much-needed aid to wildlife conserva¬
tion. The prairie chicken, for example,
probably owes its existence today to
the education wrought by films made
by Schwartz and his wife.
A near relation of this wild chicken.
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PICTURED ABOVE is one of several
motion picture camera tracking mounts
recently delivered to the Navy at
Pt. Magu, California. Developed from
M-45 tracking mounts which formerly
supported 50 calibre machine guns, the
conversion, by Gordon Enterprises,
North Hollywood, resulted in improved
tracking accuracy, and reduction of
vibration to the cameras which mount
lenses of extreme focal length.
Electrically operated from a “joy

stick” which controls both the horizon¬
tal and vertical movements, the mount
will track a full 360° horizontally and
from below horizon to vertical. The
cameras shown are 35mm High-Speed
Mitchells which are operated by re¬
mote control from the “joy stick.” The
large tubes on which cameras are
mounted serve as counterweights, also
house electronic gear and pulse genera¬
tors. Unit is painted white to reduce
heat absorption.
■
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the heath hen, became totally extinct
in 1930. To save prairie chickens from
the same fate, Schwartz produced a
film showing the life-cycle of the bird.
Thanks to laws generated by exhibi¬
tion of this film and a book published
on the subject, the chicken has sur¬
vived, although in a limited area.
Films produced by Schwartz for
the Missouri Conservation Commission
have been honored with a host of
awards, both national and interna¬
tional. For example:
For “Bobwhite Through the Year.”
CONI Grand Medal 1953, Interna¬
tional Sports Film Festival at Cortina
d’Ampezzo, Italy; Special Mention
1953, North American Wildlife So¬
ciety; Conservation Education award
1954, North American Wildlife So¬
ciety; “Best Conservation Motion Pic¬
ture of the Year 1953,” National
Association of Conservation Education
and Publicity; Quail Award 1953,
Missouri Quail Hunters, Inc.
For “Cottontail.” “Superior 1955
film production,” American Associa¬
tion for Conservation Information;
1956 “Honorable Mention,” North
American Wildlife Society; “Diploma
d’honor” at International Sports Film
Festival, Cortina d’Ampezzo, Italy,
1956.
For “Better Pond Fishing.” “Diplo¬
ma d’honor,” at International Sports
Festival, Cortina d’Ampezzo, Italy,
1956.
For “A Way of Life.” Blue Ribbon,
American Eilm Eestival, 1959.
Eor “The Story of the Mourning
Dove.” “Best North American Wild¬
life Movie, 1959,” American Associa¬
tion for Conservation Information.
In addition, Schwartz and the state
commission have recently produced a
series of one-minute television clips
on “Outdoor Manners,” which demon¬
strate proper conduct in the field while
hunting, fishing, camping, picnicking,
or boating.
Like the wildlife films, these are
offered free to Missouri institutions
and organizations, and prints are sold
at a minimum charge to others.
■

The Answer to Zoom & Telephoto Lens Tripod Problems!

Silicone Dampened

HYDROFLUID lAH;.

Pan & lilthead Iripod
AN N-C-E ORIGINAL IN TRIPOD
STYLING

AND

PERFORMANCE

Larger Silicone Dampening Area than
any Tripod in its class and price range
► Designed for professional cameramen.
► Velvety smooth, jerk-proof pan and tilt
utilizing the dampening effect of silicone.
► Sturdy aluminum construction; weight 21

action,

lbs.

► Silicone loaded—temperature range 130 -ff 500F.
► Precision ball-bearings. Mounted on pan
shaft for smooth action and alignment.

and tilt

► Pan 360°—Tilt 80°. For all cameras 40 lbs. or less.
► First tripod of its kind with ball-type leveling at
bottom of base with positive lock at NO EXTRA
CHARGE.
► Tripod base of seasoned V-type maple-wood
with self-aligning leg locks.

legs

Positive quick-finger camera lock — vari¬
able tension adjustment pan and tilt locks
—spirit level—telescopic pan handle zvith
variable angle adjustment—right or left
hand position.

“HYDROFLUID” TRIPOD FOR
TV Vidicon—16 Mitchell—Maurer—Camerette—Arriflex 16/35—Auricon (Cine-Voice600-1200) Cine Special—Eyemo—Filmo—
Cineflex

PRICE WITH BASE
BABY TRIPOD .$89.50
HIGH HAT .$32.50
CASE
.$25.50
BOOT & POINT COVER.$15.00

IMATIONAL CINE EQLIPMENT, Inc.
209 WEST 48TH STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y. — Circle 6-0348
West Coast Sales: GORDON ENTERPRISES, No. Hollywood, Calif.—POpular 6-3 72 5
Canadian Representative: ALEX CLARK, LTD., Islington,
Ontario

Used World-Wide By Discriminating Cameramen

CINEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16mm Projectors
timing
BELT

One-year Guarantee! Immediate Delivery!

Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Jan, Ampro,
Kodak, RCA, and Victor 16mm
projectors at synchronous speed.
Projector can be instantly attached to
Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬
tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An outstanding feature is the flexible
shaft which connects motor with projector
and permits smooth, quiet and steady
operation. No special technical knowl¬
edge required for installation and mount¬
ing. Write for more details and prices.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY, 763 lOth Ave., N.Y., N.Y., PLaza 7-3511

ASC RECOMMENDATIONS
Copies of ASC Recommendations com¬
pleted to dote and which hove been
published or described in American Cine¬
matographer are available in the estab¬
lished technical format complete with fullscale drawings to readers in the motion
picture or television industry.
Address
requests to ASC Research & Educational
Committee,
1782
No.
Orange
Drive,
Hollywood 28, Calif.

RESEARCH COUNCIL CRANE
with MOTION PICTURE TABLE
NEW, IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

VARIABLE SHUTTERS AND YOLO
AUTOMATIC DISSOLVE ATTACH¬
MENTS
FOR
ALL
BOLEX
H
CAMERAS. ALSO DUAL POWER
MAGNIFIERS FOR THE
BOLEX
REFLEX.

WRITE FOR PRICE

PELLEGRINI-PIEK

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.

MENLO PARK, CAL.

7 COLEMAN PLACE

209 W. 48th St., New York 36, N.Y.—Circle 6-0348
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work

Tremendous opportunities available
today for profits thru theatrical exhi¬
bition of entertaining I 6mm films en¬
larged to standard 35mm B&W or
color.
FOR AS LITTLE AS $45 YOU CAN HAVE
OVER ONE MINUTE OF TEST FILM
MADE, ENLARGING YOUR 16MM COL¬
OR ORIGINAL TO A 35MM PROFES¬
SIONAL COLOR PRINT THAT CAN BE
SHOWN IN YOUR LOCAL THEATRE.

FILM EFFECTS
of Hollywood, Inc.
1153 No. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Cal.
“Over 30 Years of Major Studio Experience”

^^___/

Automatic Daylight Processinc
j

FILM DRYER
* Motor driven—Heated
* Speedy drying
* Automatic thnnkage allow¬
ance
* Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
* Easily assembled without
tools
* Compact, Portable
Guaranteed. Write for Free Literature

Micro Record (orp.

Fits any camera. No fools
needed, no holes to drill.
Long life nickel-cadmium
battery with built-in charg¬
er weighs only 7 lbs.
Guaranteed one year.

^ /iTP. 50
COMPLETE WITH BATTERY
Write for Full Information

PHOTOMART
226 So. Franklin St.-Tampa 2. Florida
Teiephone 229-1 168 ■■■i

NEW IMPROVED PROCESS
LAMINATED

THE

SOUND

STRIPING

8MM—16MM
2V2i

per ft.

380 Ft. Minimutn Order — Quality Guaranteed
Send for Free Brochure
736V2 SO. ATLANTIC 8LVD., LOS ANGELES 22, CAL.
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loops,

the special
show. He
series per¬
that each

Translators are highly trained bi¬
linguists, most of whom have lived in
the United States and absorbed the
typically American idioms and collo¬
quialisms which abound in our tele¬
vision films. They work constantly to
keep abreast of the latest American¬
isms, many of which often defy
translation to foreign languages. These
Common American expressions, espe¬
cially “hep-talk” and our colorful slang,
if translated literally, would mean
nothing to foreign audiences. The trick
—and it is a difficult one—is to find
colloquial expressions in Spanish which
will convey precisely the same mean¬
ings as those expressed in English on
the original sound track. In the case of
series as uniquely American as “Wag¬
on Train” or “Gunsmoke,” for ex¬
ample, such translation becomes a
real challenge.
Another major problem arises out
of the fact that the Spanish language
varies considerably in its spoken char¬
acter from country to country through¬
out Latin-America. Each area has its
own accent, dialects, idioms, rhythm,
slang and local expressions. Dialogue
translations, therefore, must be made
and recorded in what is termed “neu¬
tral” Spanish — an idiom free of
localisms or colloquial expressions
which might not be understood in all
of the Latin countries. As a double
check on this important factor, Servi-

PORTABLE MOVIE LIGHT

imHHi

film

episode reflects a style consistent with
all the others in a given series.

Linv/ood Dunn, ASC

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-16nim-35mm-70mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor-driven, portable
Uniform Density Assured
400 Ft. Tank Available

from

to understand and interpret
essence of that particular
remains with his assigned
manently with the result

Complete advisory and technical
services from story ideas to theater
screen.

DEVELOPING TANK

directly

listening to the original dialogue
and studying lip movements carefully
in order to catch subtle speech
rhythms and patterns that might
otherwise be overlooked. Each TV
film series undergoing translation has
its own exclusive translator who has
been selected on the basis of back¬
ground and knowledge of the subject
matter. Thus he is uniquely qualified

16MM TO 35MM
BY “WET GATE” PRINTING

•
•
•
•
•
•

SPANISH VOICES FOR FILMS

cio studio’s translation supervisor care¬
fully scrutinizes every line of each
translation before it is recorded to
insure that nothing obscure or typically
Mexican slips by.
The film dialogue translator is further
burdened by the necessity of construct¬

ing his Spanish dialogue so that the
sounds will visually fit as closely as
possible the lip movements of the actor
speaking the original English. To
achieve this result while preserving an
accurate sense and natural flow of the
dialogue is no small task—and yet, it
is one of the most important require¬
ments for a successful dubbing job.
While the translation is being com¬
pleted, Servicio’s director is busily
casting voices to match the various
characters appearing in the film. In
Mexico City more than 200 experi¬
enced actors are available for this
work, and represent every age, type
and voice characteristic. All are highly
skilled in the exacting process of dub¬
bing and usually achieve a perfect
synchronization in two or three
“takes”.
During an actual dubbing session, a
loop of the film’s action is projected
continuously in the recording studio
onto a screen placed directly in front
of the actors engaged to supply the
new voices. They watch it and study
the original dialogue a few times to get
the feel of the scene and the proper
perspective for the voices (i.e., whether
the character is whispering or shout¬
ing, for example.) Then the director
calls for a take. As the scene is again
flashed on the screen, the actors en¬
deavor to exactly synchronize Spanish
dialogue with the lip movements of
the characters in the scene. When a
take appears good it is played hack
immediately with the film loop so that
the director can check expression and
synchronization. If he is satisfied, he
says: “El que sigue!” (roughly trans¬
lated: “Let’s have the next one!”) and
the projectionist threads the next loop
of film in the projector. A dubbing
session for a complicated show may
run at breakneck speed from eight
o’clock in the morning until 2 a.m. the
next with only an hour off for food,
and—it may be presumed—a pint of
plasma! The actors and technicians
tend strictly to business and keep right
on recording no matter what cataclys¬
mic forces may erupt around them.
During dubbing a style of pronun¬
ciation which, again, might be de¬
scribed as “neutral Spanish” is used.
That is, the actor’s are careful to
pronounce the language in a manner
that is free of any Mexican accent or
characteristic lilting rhythm. While
this pronunciation in itself may be
somewhat lacking in “flavor,” the
voice actors make up for this through
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an intensity of emotion dramatically
expressed.
Each of the five directors on Servicio’s permanent staff handles episodes
of several TV film series each week.
Typical is Director Fernando Alvarez,
a graduate of the University of South¬
ern California Cinema Department and
son of famed Mexican film star, Sofia
Alvarez. Sr. Alvarez maintains he re¬
ceived a crash course in Hollywood
techniques of motion picture direction
and editing while functioning as studio
liaison representative and production
right-hand-man to American ProducerDirector Herb Lightman when the
latter filmed several pictures in Mexico
a few years ago.
“I learned it the hard way,” he
observes, with a rather harassed air,
“but I learned it fast.”
Alvarez began his career in dubbing
as a translator, rapidly moving up to
the top directorial ranks. His knowl¬
edge of American slang, gleaned dur¬
ing his four years at USC, stands him
in good stead.
In preparing the material for dub¬
bing, the picture is set up in loops cut
from a 16mm composite print. Match¬
ing lengths of 35mm Magnastripe sound
recording tape are also prepared in
loop form for each segment. The two
are synchronized by means of a punch
mark on the leader of the picture loop
and a corresponding beep signal pre¬
recorded on the magnetic tape loop.
Triple punch marks on the leader of
the picture loop cue the actors to begin
the dialogue. Threaded up in the pro¬
jector and recorder respectively, the
two loops remain interlocked during
recording. The fact that the sound re¬
cording tape is set up in a loop results
in an economy of stock (since only the
best sound take remains on the tape),
and also permits instantaneous play¬
back of the last take for checking pur¬
poses. When all loops have been re¬
corded and approved, they are cut
apart and assembled in correct order
to synchronize with the sound 16mm
composite print of the film, which has
been preserved intact as a guide.
Since a music and sound effects
track is usually provided separately
with each film to be dubbed, it is only
necessary to record such additional
sound effects as footfalls, door open¬
ings, etc., which would normally have
been recorded along with the original
dialogue. When, as occasionally hap¬
pens, no music and sound effects track
is provided, the studio must create and
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provide such a track from its own
music and sound effects library. This
track, then, along with and newly re¬
corded Spanish dialogue track is mixed
in a dubbing session to produce a
master composite optical track. The
studio laboratory then turns out the
required number of release prints.

SPECIAL EFFECTS
BOXES

Working under constant pressure
with no compromise in quality or pre¬
cision, the staff of Servicio Internacional de Sonida, S.A., works literally
day and night to bring television en¬
tertainment filmed in Hollywood into
homes all over Latin-America.

TV SAFE ACTION LIMITS
Continued from Page 367

quently received its letter in reply
containing the following explanation:
“Although our television transmis¬
sion standards are based upon an
aspect ratio of 4-to-3, the broadcaster
is not required to completely fill the
screen (home receiver) at all times.
“We do not consider it desirable at
this time (1961) to promulgate a rule
which would restrict licensees’ discre¬
tion in this matter.
“If future experience should show

FOR PROFESSIONAL
EFFECTS
• Circle for opening and closing (a totally
closing Iris Diaphragm)
o Diamond shape mask for opening and
closing Wipes left and right
• Cut out masks for: Keyhole, binocular,
heart, archway, split screen or multiple
split screen technique (play a double
role)
BOX with motor.$190.00
iris Diaphragm.$ 95.00

ANIMATION
STANDS

that this is a proper area for further
regulation, we will then consider
amending rules.
“Your letter has been most helpful
in calling onr attention to this prob¬
lem.”
The major TV networks also had
some pertinent views on the matter,
and these also were made known to the
Committee which was informed that:
Major networks have a right and
do refuse to show prints with in¬
sufficient picture height.
In practice only non-network sta¬
tions broadcast prints of the type
described above without concern
for the showing of frame lines.
Technically it is possible, of course,
to make the aforementioned wide
frame lines disappear by an electronic
vertical “stretch”. This would, how¬
ever, require the cueing of entire films
since valuable commercials or other
material photographed to fit the TV
screen, when intercut with a wide
frame line print, would be cropped
severely in height.
From a standpoint of retaining the
highest presentation quality on free TV
and more so, on eventual pay-as-yousee TV, the answer to the problems
graphically shown in Fig. 3 should be
taken seriously and wide frame line

WITH SLIDING CELL BARS
AND HANDWHEELS
• Peg bars with ACME or office registra¬
tion pin
• 9x12 hole through table top for rear
lighting
• Over all height 46 Inches
• Smooth stop motion zoom (nylon bearing)
o Camera mount in north or south direction
Complete as shown.$485.00
Shipped FOB Detroit

10641 MEUSE, DETROIT 24, MICH
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You Name It-S.O.S. Has It!
CAMERAS • RECORDERS

prints be avoided.

and re-composing 1.33-to-l flat prints

B:

from 2.35-to-l originals permits utiliz¬
ing the entire width and height of the
original photography of the theatrical
screen presentation. This system also
works perfectly for pictures made ear¬
lier in anamorphic process having an
an aspect ratio of 2.55-to-l.

Anamorphic (Squeezed) Release
Prints Composed for 2.35-to-l
Aspect Ratio

A method of decompressing and re¬
composing anamorphic prints of 2.35to-l aspect ratio to obtain flat prints
in a 1.33-to-l aspect ratio has been de¬
veloped by the research department of

LIGHTS* DOLLIES* TRIPODS

S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, Inc.
602

West

52nd

Street,

Western Branch: 6331

N.Y.

19

—

PLazo

7-0440

Hollywood Blvd., Holly'd, Calif.

400- and 1200-foot Conversions
FINEST
on
day.

market

Convert

Auricon
or

for storytelling on the TV home re¬
ceiver.

conversion

the

to¬

It would exceed the scope of this
ASC Recommendation to go into all
details of the equipment involved in

your

Cine-Voice

Pro

to

camera

a

fine

that

will

this process; the following, there¬
fore, is mainly a basic outline of image
or picture information as it follows
from the original squeezed photo¬
graphy to the flat print for TV.

handle full 400 feet
of film with perfect
jam-free,

wow-free

operation.

Includes

Veeder-Root footage
counter,
and

filter

holders,

20th Century-Fox and De Luxe La¬
boratories. A special flat 1.33-to-l
print for TV release can be made hav¬
ing no loss in height nor width for
100% of the important action essential

slot
phone

As may be seen in the flow chart.

lack in camera and
complete refinishing.

Quick Service . . . Finest Workmanship ...
Mitchell or Bell & Howell Magazines.
('
Write for Pictures and Complete Details
GORDON YODER

'
!

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS

J

2222 N. Prairie Ave., Dallas 4, Texas
Phone LAkeside 1-2672

i
i

Fig. 3 (from top to bottom), the ori¬
ginal photography results in a release
print for a theatrical projector aperture
of 0.839"x0.715% having a 2-to-l
squeeze ratio (top block). This is the
equivalent of an unsqueezed flat image
of 1.678"x0.715" representing the full
aspect ratio of 2.35-to-l
(second
block). Since the height of this image
is still 0.715'" but the flat release print
reuires only 0.612" plus, for the TV
station projector aperture, a linear re¬
duction step of about 1.2 times is pro¬
vided. This leads to the third step in
the flow chart that produces an image
having an overall area of 0.616"x
1.459" and containing 100% of the
picture from the original photography.
In this area, an additional frame or
finder outline is indicated with the
dimension of the TV home receiver
(safe action) area of 0.757"x0.565"
which can travel or scan along the
horizontal center line of this image
area.
The fourth and last step in the flow
chart represents the final printed image
of either the dupe negative and/or flat
1.33-to-l TV release print which con¬
forms to the TV station projector aper¬
ture of 0.816"x0.612".
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Appendix

The Basic Practical Operation For The
Flat Print Extraction From Squeezed
Photography Is As Follows:
Regular squeezed release prints are
projected un-squeezed on a screen,
with the safe action area lines super¬
imposed as a guide for the print in¬
spector.
(See 3rd block from top.
Fig. 3). For this operation, a projec¬
tor of special design having a scan¬
ning finder is employed.
The finder frame can be shifted hori¬
zontally enabling the inspector to
follow the important action. A control
tape is made of this manual operation
which is later used to shift the optical
system in the special printer to ac¬
curately repeat the selective scanning
during the making of the flat dupe
negative.
The traveling or scanning can be
done in plus-minus five steps to the
left and right of the center position.
The shifting of the optical system in
the printer occurs behind the closed
shutter and is capable of a full step
from the extreme left to the extreme
right position—thus permitting making
cuts automatically.
The printer is further capable of
traveling with the optical system con¬
tinuously during the printing opera¬
tion, again activated through the
predetermined control tape.
This method of continuous selective
scanning was made possible through
a very interesting research study for
determining the speed for such scan¬
ning operation. By way of a statistical
survey, it was found that only two
panning speeds are required to satisfy
any possible cross-screen action which
might be encountered in a feature film
production.
The new dupe negative for the
1.33-to-l flat print can be extracted
from three master positives simul¬
taneously in one operation.

The dotted lines between the last two
blocks on the flow chart indicate, as an
example, that action from the extreme
left inside the 2.35-to-l field is per¬
fectly recomposed for the flat 1.33-to-l
version. Operational details are given
in the Appendix, which follows.

Still another practical method for
producing flat extraction prints for TV
from a squeezed print has been de¬
veloped by Panavision, Inc. It involves

The above method of decompressing

Continued on Page 384

Panavision’s Process
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UV, SELL, SWA
Largest^ Alosf Productive Classified Ad Section Of Any Publication Serving Makers Of Motion Pictures
STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

SEE HOLLYWOOD CAMERA COMPANY

REAL BUYS from one of the leading mail
order camera stores for over 1 5 years! Bell
& Howell 16mm film defect indicator, $19.00.
35mm Universal Model A Cine Camera, No.
2403, B & L lens, $89.00. Professional Jr.
tripod with head and case, $105.00. Linhof
Professional H heavy duty cine tripod, $90.00.
Miller fluid tripod head, $115.00. 35mm
Eyemo with Cooke 47mm F/'’2.5 and Ilex
100mm F/2.9, $250.00. WESTFN S, 800 State
Street, Santa Barbara, California.

MAGNASYNC NOMAD 1 recorder with micro¬
phone, earphone, battery charger, Bolex and
B&H projector adapter kits. Unit unused—
sell or trade. Also CINE SPECIAL 1, 4 lenses,
case, filters, mask kit, excellent condition,
$350,00. R. E. MAY, 14714 Wick, Allen
Park, Mich.

FOR FINE USED EQUIPMENT
WALL 35MM camera, four lenses, two 1000’
mags,
motor, finder,
mattebox,
cables,
cases, tripod .$1795.00
ACME 35MM Animation Camera, stop motion
motor. Unit 1 shuttle .$1900.00
AURICON CINE VOICE with turret, cables,
case,
amplifier,
head-set,
mike,
galvo
.$ 785.00
AURICON CINE VOICE, single lens, converted
for 400' mag. Same access, as above plus
mag.$ 1 150.00
ZEISS 16MM MOVIKON, three Sonnar lenses,
case .$ 225.00
BOLEX H-16 with Octameter, thru-lens-focus,
25mm Lytar, like new .$ 225.00
BRAND NEW Kodak K-lOO with fl.9 Ektar
and compartment case. $455.00 list
.$ 315.00
B&H 70-S 16mm High-Speed Camera with
hi-speed motor ..$ 395.00
CINEPHON 35 with four lenses, three 400'
mags, mattebox and case. Pilot pin move¬
ment, thru-lens-focus..$ 375.00
35MM EYEMOS, modified for single frame,
with 2" lens and case .$ 249.50
HERRNFELD 35MM printer with fader and filter
changer .$1475.00
ARRI 35MM Step Printer with punch tape light
changer .$1350.00
BURCHELL 35mm Printer .$ 235.00
MODEL D MOVIOLA with take-up & supply
spindles, footswitch case .$ 189.50
DEPUE
Light
Change
Board,
Model
1 1 2
....$ 550.00
NEW A.C.E.
35mm
Viewer with
counter
...$ 210.00
B&H 16/35 Hot Splicer .$ 245.00
MOVIOLA four gang 35mm synchronizer with
counter .$ 1 35.00
NEUMADE AF-1
Micarta stripping flanges.
$15.00 list .
$
9.00
HOUSTON 16mm Model 22-B
processor .$3495.00
1 6MM X 400' Mag, for Mitchell. Brand new
.$ 104.00
16MMx400' Mag. for B&H.
Brand new
.
$ 129.00
16MMx 200' Mag. for Cine Special $ 375.00
16MMxl00' Mag. for Cine Special. Brand
new .
$ 295.00
35MM X 2000' Mitchell Mag.$ 225.00
35MMx400' Mitchell Bi-pack Mag. $ 220.00
16MMx400' Maurer Mag.$
95.00
AKELEY GYRO Tripod with boot. Brand new
..$795.00
CINE SPECIAL Tripod .$
24.50
B&H TRIPOD with gear-head .$ 225.00
B&H 220-V 3 sync motor .$ 325.00
CINE SPECIAL 110-V sync motor .$
90.00
B&H 2709 High-Speed motor .$ 195.00
AURICON BLIMP for Cine Special.
Like new .$ 295.00
NEW MITCHELL 35mm Mattebox ....$ 195.00
MEYER HANCOCK Finder ..$
95.00
CAMART TV Mike Boom .$ 199.50
CUNNINGHAM 35mm Pilot Pin
Movements .$ 395.00
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA COMPANY
6838 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Phone: HO 6-1318

16mm
REVERSAL film
processor—Aiglonne,
Model .American — automatic daylight film
processing up to 1400 feet per hour, threads
itself automatically, high speed solution re¬
circulation, replenishing system, temperature
controls, impingement, drying, etc.—new con¬
dition, $2500.00 plus freight. WHO-TV, Des
Moines, Iowa.
FOR SALE—Brand new 100 ft. Cine Kodak
Special film chambers in original factory pack¬
aging. Last Kodak list price, $425.00—our
price $175.00 each. BOB FRIEDMAN AS¬
SOCIATES, INC., P.O. Box 44, Clarksdale,
Mississippi. Telephone 627-7370, Area Code
601.
FOR SALE: Complete professional Sound Studio,
brand new, never used. Includes Magna Synch
Recorder, Arriflex camera, Sound Reader, etc.
42 items in all. $13,000 original cost. Will
sell for $8,000.00. Terms can be arranged to
responsible porty. 1017 N. 3rd Street, Phoe¬
nix, Arizona.
See S.O.S. ads on Pages 350, 358 and 359
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
•
Cable SOSOUND
S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Phone: HO 7-2124

35mm ARRIFLEX 2B wild motor, matte box,
case, 28mm F2 Zenon. Excellent condition,
$1800.00. 400' Arri magazines, $110.00.
Box 1451, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
TITLES & OPTICALS for low budget produc¬
tions. 8/16/35mm service. Samples and price
list from ASSOCIATED CINETITLE SERVICES,
1 3204 Shaver, Bell, California.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
INSTANT CASH
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for your used 16mm and 35mm
professional equipment of any kind
URGENTLY NEED
ARRIS, AURICONS, MITCHELLS,
Zoom lenses; lab, editing
lighting & recording equipment
for our Rental Program
CONSIGNMENTS WELCOME
NEW—USED
RENT, BUY TRADE, REPAIR
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA COMPANY
6838 SUNSET BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 28 CALIF.
TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

MAIER-HANCOCK 16/35 hot splicer, $100.00.
Cine Special Series 1, 100' magazine, MaierHancock
viewfinder.
Par
telescopic
reflex
finder, 15mm, 25mm, 50mm, 102mm lenses,
matte box and lens shade with camera at¬
tachments, carrying case, $550.00.
Bolex
Leader, 16mm, 25mm, 50mm lenses, filter
holders, rack over, carrying case. Make offer.
Box 1447, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or
new equipment? Let us know what you have
and what you need.

SYNCHRONIZERS 16MM

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway PL 7-6977 New York 23, N Y

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE
2 Gang
3 Gang
4 Gang

$ 89.00
109.00
1 33.50

ARRIFLEX 35, late model wanted. Must be in
good condition, reasonably priced. ELMER
DYER, 108 So. LaJolla Ave., Hollywood 48,
Calif.

Money Order or Certified check only.
LAWRENCE SHERMAN
1939 West 115 Street, Los Angeles 17, Calif.
TIME LAPSE PHOTOGRAPHY — Arri 16mm
DOM animation, time lapse motor and intervalometer. Cost over $900.00. Like new, sacri¬
fice, $400.00. SYNC SOUND RECORDING—
Ampex 600 'A” tape recorder and 620 am¬
plifier with Rangertone head for sync-sound
recording, $450.00. JAY H. SCHIFF, 225 West
Ohio Street, Chicago 10, Illinois. Phone 4676457.

RATES: Ads set in lightface type. 15c per word. Minimum ad, $2.00. Text set in
li.ghtface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser's name) 20c per word.
Modified -display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case)
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CAMERA MOTORS, 4-6 VOLT DC, (BODINE)
8-48 FPS, FOR B&H EYEMO, WILL ALSO FIT
FILMO. WITH CABLE AND SWITCH, FACTORY
COST, $135.00. OUR PRICE, USED, $26.50.
NEW, $38.50. POSTPAID. JACK WALTON,
P.O. BOX 1457, TAMPA 1, FLA.

WANT to buy good Auricon with or without
accessories. BETTY SINGH, 13153-A Victory
Blvd., Van Nuys, Calif.
WANT to buy Arri 16 and Arri 35. Also need
all Arri accessories. LEE SILVER, 3345 Canton
Way, Studio City, Calif.
WANT to buy 16mm or 35mm Mitchell.
HENRY T. LANE, 826 South Mansfield, Apt.
A, Los Angeles, Calif.
Continued on Next Page

$1.50 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial Office,
American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive. Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms
close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
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Classified Ads

TV SAFE ACTION LIMITS

the prison walls. Key scenes for this
sequence were shot—not at the actual

Continued from Page 382

Continued from Preceding Page

confining the important action and also
the composition during the 2.35-to-l

WANTED MISCELLANEOUS
FILM ASSIGNMENTS wanted, Pacific Coast and
Midwest Area, for stock shots, process plates,
etc. Top Hollywood cinematographers and
equipment available. WORLD WIDE FILMS,
INC., 108 So. LaJolla Ave., Hollywood 48,
Calif. Phones: WE 9-8308 and OL 3-5072.

LABORATORY & SOUND
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed.
Complete studio and laboratory services. Color
printing and lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION
PICTURE SERVICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Ave¬
nue,
Cleveland
3,
Ohio.
Phone ENdicott
1 -2707.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
YOUNG PRODUCER-DIRECTOR, experienced in
Documentary Production — World Travelled,
looking for unusual assignment for Summer.
Available with or without personal new ARRI
16, etc., June 20 thru September 15. Stereo
Sound Recording Equipment also available.
Please write Box 1450, AMERICAN CINEMA¬
TOGRAPHER.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS—SEATTLE WORLD'S FAIR.
Documentation in Washington, Oregon and
British Columbia; Television News coverage,
stock shots, scenic, sports, festivals and human
interest subjects creatively filmed to your
specifications. 16mm films and 35mm slides.
GUNARS ABOLINS, 1254 South Grant Street,
Tacoma, Washington.

shooting to the established aspect ratio
limits of 1.85-to-l, as shown in Fig_ 4.
A special printer lens is used in this
process which provides a measure of
linear reduction to compensate for the
picture height requirements. Further¬
more, it has a non-linear squeeze
ratio across the horizontal field to com¬
pensate for some of the distortions in¬
duced by the curved surface of TV re¬
ceiver tubes.
Because all motion pictures, whether
designed and produced for theatres or
for television, are photographed with
every consideration for sound pictorial
composition, it is of vital importance to
every director of photography in the
film industry that all necessary steps be
taken to preserve the essence of such
composition in the transmission of film
prints made for TV by television sta¬
tions. The ASC’s Research and Edu¬
cational Committee will continue to
work to bring this about.
■

locale of countless movie exteriors.
A dramatic scene in which Stroud
appears at a shattered window talking
to prison officials below was shot on
what was probably the simplest and
least-costly set built for the entire pic¬
ture. This consisted of a window sec¬
tion mounted on a high parallel in the
canyon
on the
Stroud
on the

locale. The camera was mounted
parallel to shoot past convict
and include the prison officials
ground in the distance—some

forty feet below.
on

To shoot a sequence of scenes filmed
location in San Francisco Bay,

which depicted the transfer of the
Birdman from Alcatraz, Guffey em¬
ployed the popular new Sun Gun Pro¬
fessional photo lamps, described in the
May issue of American Cinematog¬
rapher.

No Glamour Problems
In photographing “Birdman of Al¬
catraz” Guffey, who won an Academy
Award in 1953 for black-and-white
photography of “From Here To Eter¬
nity,” never was concerned with the
usual problems of photographically

“BIRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ”
Continued from Page 355

glamorizing the women in the cast;
imposed

JAPANESE English speaking director-cinema¬
tographer for features, TV, etc. HARRY MlMURA,
2-1303
Setagaya,
Tokyo,
Japan.
Credits: "Around the World in 80 Days"
(Ear East locations), American TV films (See
American Cinematographer March, 1961).

prison site — but in rocky Bronson
Canyon in tbe hills back of Hollywood,

upon them.

In

sharp

con¬

trast was the huge prison mess hall
set, which offered much greater pho¬
tographic scope. The very walls of
this set were erected flush against the
sound stage walls and for one dra¬
matic scene provided a stark back¬
ground for the murder of a guard.
Here, strong crosslights, as coming

there were but two, both middle-aged.
In this aspect of the production, Guf¬
fey’s problem was to effectively en¬
hance pictorially the aging of star
Burt Lancaster, who plays the Birdman, as he progresses from 20 years of
age to more than 70 during the course

CANADA — Available for film assignments,
1 6mm double or single system, color and
black & white. Fully mobile for location work,
editing, dubbing, etc. RODESFILM PRODUC¬
TIONS,
1260
MacKay
St.,
Montreal
25,
Quebec, Canada. Area code.- 514 phone937-5671.

from the windows, pointed up the re¬
alism of the scene.

CAMERAMAN available for assignments in¬
cluding UNDERWATER. ROY CHEVERTON, 2625
N. Ocean Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

But it was in the prison riot scene
that Guffey found opportunity to create
a vivid pictorial representation of the

that ranged from soft, flat lighting for
the Birdman in his early twenties to
sharp, contrasty lighting of the man
in his seventies.

hell that ensues when crazed prisoners
revolt and take over a cell block. For
this, Guffey employed harsh, low-key

When asked about his concepts of
effective set lighting, Guffey said: “I
believe in keeping it simple. I have

lighting and had the camera mounted
on a Chapman boom. The camera was
moved subjectively into the vortex of
the riot and followed the key action as

learned over a period of time and
from some highly skilled cinematog¬
raphers that the most striking results
are attained by using as few lighting
units as possible. I am not a strict ad¬
vocate of source lighting. Very often
when our problem is to glamorize a
woman player, particularly if she is the
star of the picture, it is necessary to

16mm FILM assignments—Chicago, Zoographic,
Scenic, Industrial. ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRO¬
DUCTIONS, 1657 Grace St., Chicago 13, Illi¬
nois. Bl 8-8612.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS, New York, Boston area,
scenic, stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS,
168 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.

THAT WHATCHAMACALLIT
GATHERING DUST ON THE SHELF . . .
Why not sell it—convert it to cash
—trade it for something you need?
A modest ad in these classified col¬
umns will get you prompt results.
The cost? See low rates at bottom
of preceding page.
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it erupted in different parts of the
double-tiered cell block. Strong cross¬
lighting was employed to accentuate
explosions of tear gas bombs. For con¬
trast, the camera was moved in to
capture tight closeups of frenzied faces
of prisoners as they reacted to the riot.
Closely tied with this action was
that of U.S. Marines landing on “the
rock” and taking up positions outside

of the story. Working closely with the
make-up artist, Guffey pointed up
the characterization with illumination

place the lighting units where they
will make her look her best—even
though the established source light may
be from another direction. But in gen¬
eral, I always aim to keep it simple.” ■
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NEW EASTMAN COLOR NEGATIVE AND PRINT FILMS
Continued from Page 363

ample, there will be virtually no op¬
erating differences. Type 5251 film
is balanced for 3200°K tungsten. Its
speed is identical with the present.
Type 5250 material.
The new negative material will pro¬
vide slightly more exposure latitude
since its sensitometric curve shows
better linearity. Some slight differ¬
ences in spectral sensitivity are shown
between the new and old films (See
illustrations). These are of minor sig¬
nificance but studios will want to
make wardrobe and makeup tests be¬
fore using the film for production.
For the print film, the spectral sen¬
sitivity is similar to 5382 except for
amplitude (it is about four times
faster). The big differences in the
print stock will be in improved dye
couplers which will tend to render
the truer yellow and brighter greens
and reds. Blues will be a shade darker.
The over-all quality of this new film
system is sufficiently improved so that
a 16mm color negative material will
he made available on a “special order”
basis for the first time in history.
While the image quality realized with
this product will not be up to the
standards which can he achieved with
the new 35mm negative, there may
he places where the 16mm product
will serve a useful purpose. Persons
considering the use of 16mm color
negative film should be warned that
quality falls off sharply with use of
master positive and duplicate negative
stages.
The emulsion of the 16mm color
negative is identical with the 35mm
product. Though the quality which
can be achieved from the 16mm film

THE FACTS AT A GLANCE
35mm & 16mm Eastman Color Negative Film,
Type 5251
Subtractive color negative.
Type of film:
50 tung.; 32 dayl. (with
Speed:
Wratten No. 85).
Significantly improved oyer
Grain:
previous color negative
films.
Better flesh tone reproducReproduction
tion.
Slightly
different
characteristics
rendition of certain col¬
ors.
Slightly
improved
latitude.
Fully compatible with exProcessing
isting materials.
requirements:

CAMERA LENSES
Now! If you are working on a
tight budget, but want to make
a tremendous showing at a small
outlay . . . your T.V. station can
RENT the World's finest Lenses
from B & J. Extensive selection!
—

-

*•'

**

Type 5251 film.
In the laboratories, the new
will find an easy transition.
materials can be processed in the
chemicals used for present color
tive and print films. Processing

films
Both
same
nega¬
times

and procedures remain the same.
Printer balance will have to be
modified somewhat in using the new
materials. More yellow will have to
be added to filter packs. This transi¬
tion, however, will be made quickly.
By the time the new negative is in
general distribution, filter packs will
have been completely adjusted for the
delivery of balanced Cinex strips to
cameramen and timers.
General trade distribution of East¬
man Color Negative Film, Type 5251,
will begin in July. Following estab¬
lished custom, the material will be
phased into use gradually. Transition
should be completed around the be¬

I

kioriuil

_

t JAMES IMC

BURKE

331 S. Wabash

Chicago A, Illinois

A. C. 6-62

26 YEARS OF
QUALITY

REVERSAL
PROCESSING

ginning of 1963.
With the new print films, distribu¬
tion will begin in September. The
materials are expected to be in general
use by March or April of 1963.
■

CARTER

CARPAC

For The News and TV Photographer
A Necessity when you need an ele¬
vated platform.
For "on the spot
broadcasts,” parades,
ballgames
and
other sports events. CarPac provides an
ideal mobile platform.
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w!

&

• Specialists

KPRC-TV, Houston, Texas, reports "Our Carter
CarPac came through Hurricane Carla without
any damage and has proven to be a very
valuable piece of equipment for our newsreel
operation." C. P. Pharris, News Director

-i—I

is largely marginal, the very fact that
it is feasible to use color negative film
in this size indicates the great reduc¬
tion in the granularity of the new

Users Include:
Las Vegas News Bureau, Las Vegas, Nev.
KPRC
Houston, Texas
KOIN
Portland, Ore.
KOA
Denver, Colo.
KHOZ
Harrison, Ark.
WJAR Providence, R.l.
WPRO Providence, R.l.
WKBN Youngstown, O.
WGAL
Lancaster, Pa.
Carter CarPac is designed for ample load carry¬
ing capacity. . . . securely fastened but readily
removable for transfer or storage. Substantial
tail gate ladder fits any wagon. Models from
$165-$225, plus excise tax. Write for literature
and name of dealer. Advise year & model car.

CARTER MFC. CO.
Portland, Oregon

high

speed

or

standard reversal processing
• Security clearance
• Free Vacuumating
• Films returned same day
• Customer extra service: Special
prices on

Eastman & du

Pont

Reversal Film

NATIONAL CINE LABORATORIES

^
Phone BEImont 2-7388

in

WASHINGTON 17, D.-C: j

'■/'

III

'■/'iT
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BEHIND THE CAMERAS

Water and Solution

FILTERS
New low prices
Stainless Steel
or
Plastic
5 to 50 g.p.m.
Single or Multiple
Processing Machines
New and Used
If'rile for information

METAL MASTERS
5599

University Ave., San Diego 5, Calif.

Continued from Page 346

Clifford Stine, ASC, “The Ugly American”
(Eastman Color) with Marlon Brando and
Sandra Church. George Englund, producerdirector.
Ray Flin, “It’s A Man’s World”*.
Russell Harlan, ASC, “To Kill A Mock¬
ingbird” (Pakula-Mulligan-Anthony Prods.)
with Gregory Peck and Marh Badham. Ro¬
bert Mulligan, director.
Ernest Laszlo, .\SC, “It’s A Mad, Mad,
Mad, Mad World” (P’Vision-Technicolor;
Stanley Kramer Prods.) with Spencer Tracy
and Milton Berle. Stanley Kramer, producerdirector.
MacDonald, ASC, “40 Pounds of
Trouble" (Curtis Enterprises Prods.; P’Vision-Eastman Color) with Tony Curtis and
Phil .Silvers. Norman Newi.son, director.

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

William Daniels. ASC, “Something’s Got to
Give” (C’Scope & DeLuxe color) with Mari¬
lyn Monroe and Dean Martin. George Cukor,
director.
Arthur Ibbetson, “Nine Hours to Rama"
(C’Scope; Deluxe color; Red Lion Prod.;
shooting in India) with Horst Buchholz
and Jose Ferrer. Mark Robson, producerdirector.
Leon Shamroy. ASC, “Cleopatra” (J. Mankiewicz Prod.; Todd-AO; shooting in Rome)
with Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton.
Joseph Mankiewicz, director.

.losEPH

Lee Garmes, ASC, “Ten Girls Ago” (AmCan Prod.: shooting in Canada) with Bert
Lahr and Dion. Harold Daniels, director.
Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Checkmate”*.
John Warren, ASC, Ei.i.is Thackery, ASC,
“Wells Fargo”*.

Robert Hoffman, “Room for One More”*.

ASC,

Rodert

Gough,

Ray Rennahan, ASC, “Laramie”*.
John Rus.sell. ASC, Benjamin Kline, ASC,
Jack Mackenzie, ASC, “Bachelor Father”*.
Nick Musi raca, ASC. “Jack Benny Show”*.
Jack Mackenzie, ASC, “Leave it to Bea¬
ver”*.

refer

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL
Most comprehensive compilation of cinema¬
tographic data
ever
assembled
between
the
covers of a single book. Contains more than 400
pages of concise, practical and informative data
and charts invaluable to every cinematogropher.
There's something to help you on every page
of this valuable fact-packed book!
Order your
copy today!

$7.50
. . . Post Paid

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL
P.O. Box 2230, Hollywood 28, Calif.
Please send me.copies of the AMERICAN
.

Harry Stradling, ASC, “Gypsy” Mervyn
LeRoy Prod.; Technicolor) with Rosalind
Russell and Karl Malden. Mervyn LeRoy,
director.
Cari, Guthrie, ASC, Burt Glennon, Jack
Marouette, “77 Sunset Strip”*.
Robert Hoffman,
“Hawaiian Eye”*.

Robert Gough, Benjamin
“The Virginian”*.

Burt Glennon, Robert Hoffman, “Chey19 A
enne '.

Kline,

ASC,

Carl

Guthrie,

ASC,

Carl Guthrie, ASC, “Gallant Men”*.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

FOR THE ANSWERS . . .

CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL.

Phil Lathrop, -4SC, “Days of Wine and
Roses” (Martin Manulis-Jalem Prod.; shoot¬
ing at Bay Meadows) with Jack Lemmon
and Lee Remick. Blake Edwards, director.

Benjamin Kline, ASC, John Russell,
ASC, Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Alcoa Thea¬
tre”*.

John Warren, ASC, “Going my Way”*.

problems,

Charles Lang, ASC, “Critic’s Choice”
(P’Vision-Technicolor) with Bob Hope and
Lucille Ball. Don Weis, director.
Carl Guthrie, ASC, Harold Stine, ASC,
Lewis Jennings, Burt Glennon, “77 Sun¬
set Strip”*.

Walter Strenge,
“Wagon Train”*.

.
to your photographic
with confidence to the new

WARNER BROS.

Payment enclosed

Please ship C.O.D.

Name.
Street & No.
City. Zone.
State.-

ragie
American C'iiiematogTapher Manual 361
Ansco .
351
Arrifle.x Corp. of America. 335
Bach-Auricon, Inc. 339
Bahama Films Limited.. 350
Birns & .Sawyer Cine Equip.. 319
Burke & James, Inc. 385
Byron .4th Cover
Camera Mart, Inc. 330, 333, 334
Camera Service Center. 377
Capital Film Laboratories. 373, 374
Camera Equiptment Co., Inc... 337, 368
Carter Manufacturing Co. 385
Chevereau .
378
Cinekad Engineering Co. 333, 379
Coiortran Industries, Inc. 346
Dupont . 333
Farkas Fiim Co. 386
Film Effects of Hollywood. 380, 383
Filmline Corporation . 375
Florman & Babb, Inc. 343
Jack Frost .
364
General Film Laboratories.3nd Cover
IV. .1. German. Inc.3rd Cover
Hollywood Film Company. 371
LAB-TV . 376

Magnasyne Mfg. Co.
Ray Mercer & Co.
Metal Masters .
Micro-Record Corp.
Mole-Richardson Company.
Motion Picture Laboratories, Inc_
Movielab Film Laboratories.
Moviola Mfg. Co.
National Cine Equipment, Inc..
National Cine Laboratories.
Pellegrini-Pick .
Permacel . 344,
Photomart .
Precision Laboratories .
Professional Cine Products.
Rauer Cine Equip. Co..
Charles Ross, Inc.
.Samuelson Film Service, Ltd.
S.O.S. Photo-Optics,
Inc. 353, 358, 359, 370,
Gail Stacey Research Lab.
Stevens Engineering Co.
TA Mfg. Co. 338, 339, 340, 341,
3M IVollensak Division.
Fhler Cine Machine Co.
Video Film Laboratories.
Vitatone Co.

331
333
386
380
370
338
347
375
379
385
379
345
380
348
383
381
337
37 7
383
350
383
343
350
353
398
380

•for orders mailed within California, please
add 4% sales tax.
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A NATIONAL INSTITUTION

W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST AGENCY FOR
Sales And Distribution

EASTMAN PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE FILMS
Negatives
Color

Positives

Black - And - White

Prompt Service — Everywhere

Fort LeC/

Chicago,

Hollywood,

New Jersey

Illinois

California

wondering which way to turn?
Film producers from coast to coast turn

developing

|

to BYRON Motion Pictures for com¬
plete studio and laboratory services, all
under one roof. Why do they turn to

Byron? Byron guarantees “better qual¬
ity .. . at lower cost ... in less time”
on all producer services. This includes
Byron’s famed WESTREX sound facili¬
ties. THERE IS NO BETTER SOUND.

WRITE, PHONE or WIRE
for information and quotations
on any and all producer services.

byron /notion pictures
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W. Washington 7, D.C., FEderal 3-4000
Affiliated with MECCA FILM LABORATORIES CORP., 630 Ninth Avenue, New York 36, N.Y.

LEON/IRD CL/IIRnONT
•Ite NICHOLS CANYON ROAD
teawwo#4«k (VUJ6

JULY, 1962

•

Magazine Of Motion Picture Photography And Production Techniques
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4
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•
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•
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W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST AGENCY FOR
Sales And Distribution

EASTMAN PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE FILMS
Negatives
Color

Positives

Black - And - White

Prompt Service — Everywhere

Fort Lee,
New Jersey

'

Chicago,

Hollywood,

Illinois

California

a classic
in its
own
time!

This 35mm motion picture camera was literally
born a classic. Not through appearance alone
... but through function and performance! The very
first Arriflex 35s, built in 1938, gave filmmakers un¬
precedented versatility, operating ease, technical ca¬
pabilities, and money-saving advantages...through
acompletelyoriginal optical system designed around
a mirror-reflex shutter. One of the few genuine inno¬
vations in cine camera engineering since the days
of Lumiere, Friese-Greene, and Edison . . . the mirror-reflex shut¬
ter is today's most desired and most imitated motion picture

Write today for complete literature

INCOMPARABLE VERSATILITY! The Arriflex 35 is shown: as a hand camera (left), with 400 foot magazine.
matte box, and 16-volt variable-speed DC motor; and as a studio sound camera, fully blimped with 400-foot
magazine (center): and with 1,000-foot blimp (right).

CORPORATION

AMERICAN

CINEMATOGRAPHER, JULY,

camera feature. It provides continuous throughthe-lens viewing while filming . . . eliminates
parallax! And it all but antiquates an assortment
of finder correcting gear most other cameras still
require. Wherever film releases must meet the
highest standards of theater-quality, Arriflex 35s
are chosen. They’re lightweight, so they make ex¬
cellent newsreel and location cameras; rugged,
so they can take extremes of climate; dependably
precise under all conditions . . . ideally suited for every assign¬
ment from missile tracking to full-scale studio productions!

1962

OF

AMERICA

257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
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CAMART DUAL SOUND
EDITOR MODEL SBl 11

Telephone: HOIlywood 7-2135
llllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllflllilllllllllli

Edit single and double system 16mm or 35mm op¬
tical sound.
Edit single system magnastripe oi
double
system
magnetic
sound.
Use with
any
16mm motion picture viewer to obtain perfect
lip-sync matching of picture to track. Works from
left to right or right to left.
Dual

Editor

Zeiss

Moviscop

Special

(without

viewer)

Viewer

July, 1962

.$195.00

.

96.00

Editor-Viewer Comb.

269.50
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FEATURE ARTICLES

ECCO MODEL D SPEEDROLL
APPLICATOR

PHOTOGRAPHING “RIDE THE HIGH COUNTRY”. ...Darrin Scot

410

PIXILLATION—NEW TECHNIQUE WITH COMMERCIAL POSSIBILITIES
Cleans,
conditions and
your film in one easy
Non-inflammable, elimir
ing, absolutely safe.
Ecco Model

D

Applicator

R. Witherell, Jr.

412

PRODUCTION PROCEDURES FOR ANIMATED COMMERCIALS.Adrian Woolery
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William

...$33.00

Ecco #1500 cleaning
fluid per gal.

9.00

Ecco #2000 Negative
cleaning fluid,
per gallon.
Spare

Flannel

7.00

Rolls . ...
All

Prices

F.O.B.

50^^

N.Y.
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TRAID SPLICER

•

The Hot-Splice is durable,
fect splice at all times.

safe,

assures

•

Found on all professional editing tables.

®

With carbide scraper blade.

a
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ON THE COVER

per¬

THE MITCHELL camera is set low to photograph a scene on location for
"Ride The High Country,” M-G-M color production co-starring Joel McCrea
and

Model

135—35 or 16mm .$339.00

Model

116—16 or

8mm .$239.00

from

Randolph Scott. At far left, soundman holds microphone suspended
"fishpole"

over heads of Ron Starr and Mariette Hartley who play

the romantic leads. Lucien Ballard, ASC, directed the photography.

Send for Free 1962 Catalog
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What is the secret of matchless him processing? There are
two. It takes talented men deep in experience. It also takes

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES
modern methods and equipment. CFI offers a potent mix of
959 SEWARD STREET, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA

both — and has since before Rudolph Valentino and Agnes

Hollywood 2-0881

Hollywood 9-1441

Ayres starred in The Sheik. We concentrate our minds on
him processing so you can concentrate yours on him making!
For perfection in him processing; specify CFI!
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INDUSTRY
NEWS
News briefs of industry activities^ products and progress
Makes Glass Smoother Than Glass!

NEW GTC-59

Color Lab Acquired
A

GLASS
TREATMENT
COMPOUND
Water repellant
‘

Cleans & degreases
Leaves a tough super
smooth

&

protective

hard surface
Imparts

a

lustrous

glaze
Anti-fog

Anti-static

Stays dust & dirt free longer
GTC-59
signed
&

is a glass treatment compound de¬
for anti-static

polishing.

It

smear

creates

a

repellant protective coating
smooth,

proof

high

cleaning

luster water

on all

types of

non-porous materials such as plas¬

tics, glass, chrome, etc.
Excellent

for

lenses,

optics,

reflectors,

con¬

densers, records, lights.
6 oz.

with Spray Applicator

... .$1.65

NEW LOWEL-LIGHT UNI-6
LOCATION KIT

new

corporation.

Houston-Hale,

Inc., has acquired Houston Color Film
Laboratories, Burbank. Calif, motion
picture film processor. Houston-Fear¬
less Corp., former owners, will retain
a controlling interest in the new com¬
pany. Effective date of the transfer
was May 22, 1962.
Albert White, formerly with Gen¬
eral Film Laboratory and Technicolor,
has been named operations vice-presi¬
dent. Hale previously managed Hous¬
ton Color Film Laboratories which
processes all type of 16mm and 35mm
motion picture film, both color and
black-and-white.
Houston-Hale derives from its pred¬
ecessor companies a number of firsts
in processing technique and equip¬
ment used by the motion picture in¬
dustry. They were the first to make
color film processing equipment avail¬
able to the entire industry; origi¬
nators of wide-film processing tech¬
niques; first in the development of
high-acuity techniques for satellite and
aerial reconnaissance; and the world’s
largest producer of film processing
equipment.

S.O.S. In Expansion

Everything
measures

you

need

only

in

one

compact

14’/a x22 V2 x6 Vj

case,

complete

with six Lowel-Lights, six Lowel Barndoors, 2
Pic 9 ft. 5 sections stands, 3-35 ft. exten¬
sion cables, 2-25 amp, fuses,

$124.50

gaffer tape.
Lowel-Lite kit model K5

12 yd. roll

5 Lowel lights, w/

$ 34.50

gaffer tape and case. .
Gaffer tape,

$

1.95

.$

3.95

12 yard roll...
Gaffer tape,

30

$5.75

Lowel-Light Barndoors. .
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tometers, background projectors, time
lapse units, animation stands, and hot
press title printers.

•
Dates Announced for
S. F. Film Festival
Sixty-eight countries have been in¬
vited to participate in the Sixth An¬
nual San Francisco International Film
Festival to be held October 31 through
November 13, 1962.
The San Francisco Festival is the
only LI. S. film event recognized by
the International Federation of Film
Producers Associations in Geneva.
Last year’s Festival attracted entries
from more than 50 nations; the re¬
sult was this country’s outstanding ex¬
hibition of film art.
A panel of three judges is planned
for the 1962 Festival—one from the
LInited States, one from Europe, and
one from the Orient.

New 16mm Eclair
Benjamin Berg, head of Albion Op¬
tical Co., Hollywood, who recently re¬
turned from European business trip,
reports a completely new Eclair 16mm
camera is on the way which will be
adaptable to single-system magnetic

Bringing the company’s total floor
space to over 25,000 square feet is ad¬
ditional space acquired by S.O.S.

sound.

Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc., amounting to
5,000 square feet. New addition is lo¬
cated at 605 West 51st St., New \ork
City. The three-story building extends
a fnll block in depth, from 51st Street
to 52nd Street, and will house the com¬
pany’s main offices, showrooms and
stockrooms, and permit more of com¬
pany’s old quarters to he given over
to its expanding rental and equipment
maintenance departments.
According to Joseph Tanney, S.O.S.
President, company will soon make
considerable additional equipment
available through its Rental-Purchase
plan, including edge numbering ma¬
chines. film processors, film striping
machines, superspray cleaners, sensi-

New ASC Associate
Kemp R. Niver, head of Renovare,
Hollywood, a company specializing in
salvaging, re-conditioning, and preserv¬
ation of vintage motion picture films,
was elected to Associate membership in
the American Society of Cinematogra¬
phers last month.

Lin Dunn To Spain
Head of Film Effects of Hollywood,
Lin Dunn, left for Spain early last
month to supervise preliminary work
on special effects for Samuel Bronsten’s “55 Days At Peking.” scheduled
to start shooting in Spanish locations
June 25.
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“FOR PRIZE-WINNING
QUALITY WE DEPEND
ON DU PONT FILMS”
says Dick Dubelman, Lux-Brill Productions, Inc., creator
and producer of Remco TV commercials. Dick is shown
directing (top, left) with Don Malkames, ASC, who shot
the “Johnny Reb” spot that won them a Special Award
Trophy for Quality and Excellence at the International
Film Festival. This prize-winning team puts top quality
into every phase of its work: script, direction, shooting,
editing, music, effects. “The fact that we use Du Pont
film,” Dick says, “means we find it the very highest quality
-particularly in separating tones.” DuPont films-and
technical data on them-are available from any of the
Du Pont Photo Products sales offices shown here.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING . . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY
V. s. Ml.

Off-

ATLANTA 18, GA., 1737 Ellsworth Ind. Dr., N. W.
ILL.,

4560 Touhy

Ave.,

Edgebrook

OHIO, 20575 Center Ridge Road.
Allwood Station (New York).
Ave.

Riverside

1-1404

•

Station.

SYcamore 4-9581 • CHICAGO 46,

ORchard

5-5500

PLaza 7-0573 • DALLAS 7, TEXAS,

HOLLYWOOD

38,

CALIF.,

7051

PA., 308 E.

CLEVELAND

16,

Lancaster Ave.

(Phila.).

1628 Oak Lawn

Santa

Hollywood 9-5147 • WALTHAM 54, MASS., 45-4th Ave. (Boston).
• WYNNEWOOD,

•

EDison 1-0375 • CLIFTON, N. J., 380 Allwood Rd.,

Monica

Blvd.

TWinbrook 9-8300

TRinity 8-2700 •

EXPORT,

Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Del. • IN CANADA, Du Pont of Canada, Ltd., Toronto

WHAT’S NEW
IN

EQUIPMENT,

ACCESSORIES,

SERVICES

CAMART
CORE
DISPENSER

tion.

Keeps plastic film cores
handy at all times. Easy
to remove, easy to fill.
All
aluminum
construc¬
Adjustable to 16 & 35mm cores.
Lengths;
16" .$10.00
24" . 12.00
36" .
16.00
Aluminum Dispenser for Plastic Reels
50'—$16.50
100'—$18.50

CAMART TIGHTWIND
ADAPTER
•The only Tightwind
adapter
with Ballbear¬
ing roller.

•Completely
scratchproof.
•Chrome-plated
—prevents cin¬
ching or abra¬
sions.
•Winds film
evenly &
quickly.
•Single unit
16mm and
35mm

for

Gyro Head & Tripod
Florman & Babb, Inc., 68 W. 45th
St., New York, announces they have
been appointed exclusive U. S. distrib¬
utors of the Sachter & U olf line of
double gyro heads and tripods. Models
are available for 16mm and 35mm
cameras. Maximum tilt is 180°, pan¬
ning, 360°. Tilt and Pan action re¬
leased by separate levers. Tripod is
sturdy, lightweight. List price is S795,
including case. Illustrated above is
Model KA Double Gyro Head designed
especially for Arriflex 35mm cameras.

frames at the press of a button, or it
may be set automatically to project
either one frame per second or ten
frames per second. Special screen per¬
mits viewing during daylight in a nor¬
mally lighted room. By means of a
continuous heat filter, individual
frames may be viewed for as long as
half an hour without damage to the
film. A frame counter keeps a run¬
ning count on the number of frames
shown. The screen may be used with
any make 16mm projector.

$34.95
FOB N. Y.

Dealer Franchises Available
On McAlister Lighting Equipment

CAMART
FILM BIN
WITH RACK
•Rectangular construction
•Fits easily into corners
•Vulcanized fibers with
reinforced metal frame
•Complete
linen bag

Bin.
rack,
w/skids

$45.25

Analysis Projector

w/wheels

$51.75
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A projection system for analysis of
16mm memomotion film for psycholog¬
ical, efficiency, safety, advertising and
sales studies is offered by Lafayette
Instrument Co., Lafayette, Ind. Known
as the Lafayette automatic analysis
projection system, it consists of geardriven projector with control panel,
and front-view screen. The control mav
be operated manually to show single

Profitable dealerships for J. G. Mc¬
Alister and Bardwell-McAlister light¬
ing units and accessories are currently
open in various parts of the country,
according to CECO Industries and
Camera Equipment Co., Inc., sole dis¬
tributor for this long-established and
well-known line.
Covering virtually all motion pic¬
ture, television and professional light¬
ing requirements, the complete range
of products includes new, improved
McAlister studio lighting units; Bard¬
well-McAlister
commercial
lighting
units; Hollywood Scene Dock reflectors
and grip equipment; Duro diffusion
devices, and McAlister crah dollies.
Light unit sizes range from 150 watts
to 10,000 watts.
Dealership inquiries—as well as re¬
quests for descriptive literature and
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16m Swfid-O/ffih
ALL AURICON EQUIPMENT IS SOLD WITH
A 30 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.

"CINE-VOICE n” 16 mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera, "AURICON PR0-600”16mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera. '■SUPER 1200’’ 16 mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera,
'•c 100 ft. film capacity for 2% minutes of M 600 ft. film capacity for IWz minutes of ■♦f 1200 ft. film capacity for 33 minutes of
recording; 6-Volt DC Convertor or 115-Volt AG recording. -K $1871.00 (and up) with 30 day recording. •¥ $5667.00 (and up) complete for
"High-Fidelity” Talking Pictures.
money-back guarantee.
operation.
$967.00 (and up).

“PRO-600 SPECIAL” I6mm Light-Weight Camera. PORTABLE POWER SUPPLY UNIT—Model PS-21..Silent
400 ft. ^Im capacity for 11 minutes of in operation, furnishes 115-Volt AC power to drive
"Single System” or “Double System” Auricon
recording. ^$1,295.00 (and up).
Equipment from 12 Volt Storage Battery, for
remote "location” filming. ->4269.50

FILMAGNETIC—Finger points to Magnetic pre-stripe
on unexposed film for recording lip-synchronized
magnetic sound with your picture. Can be used
with all Auricon Cameras, -♦c $960.00 (and up).

Strictly for Profit
CHOOSE AURICON
[f it's profit you're after irt the production of
16 mm Sound-On Film Talking Pictures, Auricon
Cameras provide ideal working tools for shooting
profitable Television Newsreels, film commercials,
inserts, and local candid-camera programming.
Now you can get Lip-Synchronized Optical or
Magnetic Sound WITH your picture using Auricon
16 mm Sound-On-Film Cameras. Precision designed
and built to “take it.”
Strictly for Profit—Choose Auricon!

TRIPOD —Models FT-10 and FT-10S12...
Pan-Tilt Head Professional Tripod for
velvet-smooth action. Perfectly counter-balanced
to prevent Camera “dumping.”->c $406.25 (and up).

esos

K,oma,ine St., MollywdocJ 3S, Calif.

nOt.r.'vwooD

S-OS31

-K Auricon Equipment is sold with a 30 day Money-Back Guarantee. You must be satisfied.

C.TtJK.E3R-S OF FROFESSIONAI-.
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Write for your f
free copy of
this 74-page
Auricon Catalog

CA.1VIBR.AS SINCE 1S31
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»

prices on the complete McAlister line
—should be addressed to Mr. Burton
Grodin, Camera Equipment Co., Inc.,
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36,
N.Y.

to lOASA; Kodachrome II Indoor
Type A speed from 40ASA to 16ASA.
The new filter now is available
through EdnaLite distributors in the
United States and Canada.

W

Film Production Service

>
o

w
w

H
»

w
>
M

3

BLACK &
REVERSAL
PRINTING
PROCESSING
COLOR PRINTING
OTHER SERVICES
• Work Prints
• Color-to-Color Prints
• Color-to B & W Prints
• Raw Stock
• Fastax Service
• A & B Roll Prints
• Fades-Dissolves
• Timed Prints
• Edge Numbering
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION WRITE

723 Sevi.-nth Ave., New York 19, N.Y.. JU 6-2293
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Filmline Spray Processor
A new combination 16/35mm nega¬
tive positive spray processor has been
announced by Filmline Corp., Milford,
Conn. Designated Model S-60, this new
combination processor develops nega¬
tive film at 35 feet per minute and
positive film at 60 feet per minute.
Featuring a friction drive and Film¬
line’s exclusive film transport system,
it is guaranteed not to break or scratch
film. Absolute control is maintained in
each film chamber to insure sensitometric quality control and consistent
development. The lower film assem¬
blies are adjustable and remain cap¬
tive in the position placed. The position
of the lower assemblies can be easily
monitored and adjusted by indicator
rods at the top of each chamber.
Additional features of the S-60 are:
film chamber doors are completely
removable for easy access to entire
chamber; processing section is stain¬
less steel; impingement dry box; pre¬
cision temperature controls with in¬
dicating pilot lights for cooling and
heating, 316 stainless steel pumps for
developing and hypo solution, water
temperature regulator, dual air squegee, feed-in take-up elevator for con¬
tinuous operation, replenishment flow
meters, manual and automatic brake
for film supply, variable speed drive,
automatic electric torque motor takeup,
precision thermometer and footage
counter.

EdnaLite Speed Reduction Filter
EdnaLite Optical Co., Peekskill,
N.Y., announces the availability of a
new filter which reduces the speed of
Kodachrome II so that the new film
film can be used in cameras lacking
ASA speeds of 22 or 16.
The EdnaLite 2.5X Neutral Density
Speed Reduction Filter reduces rated
film by 21/2 times. It reduces Koda¬
chrome II Daylight speed from 25ASA

Samuelson Film Service, Ltd., 25-29
The Burroughs, London, N.W.4, offers
complete film facility service in Eur¬
ope, and are on call 24 hours a day,
7 days a week.
The company’s rental department
has over 40 camera outfits available
both 35mm & 16mm, including Arriflex, Auricon, B&H, Eclair and Mit¬
chell. Other rental items include an
extensive range of individual lenses
(wide angle, telephoto, pack-shot and
zoom) in most mountings; blimps,
crab dollies, geared heads, location
sound recorders, camera cars and edit¬
ing equipment.
The company will supply technicians
if necessary, and carry out assign¬
ments on behalf of overseas produc¬
ers on all types of productions ranging
from features to television insert or
news items.

New Burke & James Catalog
Containing 148 pages, 8^2^'xlU' in
size, Burke & James’ 65th Annual Cat¬
alog illustrates and describes thousands
of photographic items and equipment
used in still and motion picture pho¬
tography. Copies are free on request.

Film Splicer
Florman & Babb, Inc., 68 West 45th
St., New York 36, N.Y., is U.S. dis¬
tributor for the British-made Acmade
automatic film splicer which employs
Mylar perforated tape to make buttsplices in 16mm and 35mm film.
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FOR COLOR ANO BLACK & WHITE
DEVELOPING COLOR NEGATIVES • ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTING • REDUCTION
PRINTING INCLUDING A&B • COLOR SLIDE FILM PROCESSING • BLOWUPS •
INTERNEGATIVES • KODACHROME SCENE-TO-SCENE COLOR BALANCED PRINTING
• EKTACHROME DEVELOPING AND PRINTING -REGISTRATION PRINTING •PLUS
COMPLETE BLACK AND WHITE FACILITIES INCLUDING CUTTING ROOMS, FILM
AND TAPE VAULTS AND THE FINEST SCREENING FACILITIES IN THE EAST

MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 WEST 54TH ST.
NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK • JUdson 6-0360

dissolves in 35mm films are normally
done by the 35mm fine grain master
positive and optical dupe method by
any laboratory offering optical print¬
ing. Such optical dupes are then cut in
with the original negative and, of

Technical
Questions and
Answers
Q.—. If e are doing, a small commer¬
cial production in 35mm for ivhich the
print requirements will be small. We
therefore feel that instead of re-recoMing the sound from original magnetic to
optical tracks we would like to use the
method that we understand is often
used in the production of small quan¬
tity 16mm prints.
If this can he done with 35mm,
would we have to furnish a magnetic
tape that runs at 90 feet per minute
(fpm) or would one recorded at 36
fpm do?
Also, to produte dissolves in 35mm,
is it necessary to A&B roll the nega¬
tive, as with 16mm, or can the lab
make the dissolves with straight-edi¬
ted negative?
To produce 35mm prints that show
no snlice lines on the screen, should

course, then only a single roll of 35nim
film is required for printing. There
are a few labs that can print 35mm
A&B rolls to incorporate dissolves.
Answering your splicing problem:
35mm original negative, with its wide

the 35mm original negative be spliced
on or off the frame line—C.M.M.,
Houston, Texas.

frame lines and Academy aperture in¬
corporates the entire overlap of the
splice within the frame line and, as a
a result, no splice line will appear from
straight frame line splices on 35mm

A.—Regarding your sound transfer
problem, you are probably referring to
35mm electro-printing. This is not a
normal means of transferring sound to
35mm positive film. However, it could
be done by any of the 35mm sound
recording companies, for which the
cost would probably run between
and 21/^^ per 35mm foot.
It would be possible to use 16mm
magnetic film recorded at 36 fpm in
effecting transfer to 35mm positive at
90 fpm. If your print requirements are
fairly large, it would be just as eco¬
nomical to transfer direct to a 35mm
optical track.
As to your questions about dissolves:

film. To eliminate the splice line in
16mm prints, follow the A&B method
of cutting the film. For explicit instruc¬
tions on A&B cutting, consult your film
processing laboratory.

Q.—/ am planning to make a docu¬
mentary-travel

for

a

European

television station. It is my first attempt
at such a project. The plan calls for
furnishing the station with film as fol¬
lows:

new!

MAJOR

film

Continued on Page 402

FILMLINE

s

16/35MM NEG/P

IN SPRAY DEVELOPING
• DEVELOPS NEGATIVE FILM AT 35 FPM
• DEVELOPS POSITIVE FILM AT 60 FPM
The S-60 is Filmline’s newest Spray Processor.
It is a friction drive processor, guaranteed not
to break or scratch film. Filmline’s exclusive
overdrive film transport system is so accurate
it makes this guarantee possible. What’s more
film can be stalled 100% in spray chambers
without altering footage. Absolute control of
footage in each chamber insures sensitometric
quality control and consistent development.
And Filmline processors (unlike competitive
makes) have lower film assemblies that are
adjustable and remain captive in the position
placed. Position of lower assemblies can be
easily monitored and adjusted by indicator
rods at the top of each chamber.
The S-60 is the specific answer to every labo¬
ratories need for a Spray Processor — because
it outperforms machines costing twice as
much. Look into the Filmline S-60 — It Will
Pay You.
For the full story on the S-60 write today to:

CORPORATION
MiLFORD, CONNECTICUT

Recent Filmline Installations:
• N. A. S. A, Huntsville, Ala.
• Reeves Sound, N. Y. C.
• Thiokol Chemical Co.
• WHYN-TV, KNDO-TV, WFMY-TV
• Moral Rearmament

Dept. AJ-62

400

More Filmline Features:
• Film chamber doors are completely removable for easy access to
entire chamber (Not found in competitive models of similar class)
• Processing section is stainless steel • Impingement dry box .
Precision temperature controls with indicating pilot lights for cool¬
ing & heating . 316 Stainless steel pumps for developing & hypo
solution • Water temperature regulator • Dual air squegee • Feed in
take up eievators for continuous operation . Replenishment fiow
meters • Manuai & automatic brake for fiim supply • Automatic
electrical torque motor take-up • Variable drive with film speed
tachometer . Precision Thermometer & footage counter.
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BIRNS & SAWYER PRODUCTS FOR ARRI
Increase Range and Use of Arriflex Cameras In Sports, Aerials, Underwater, and Sound
HEATER BARNEY FOR ARRI

Efficient B & S heater parka keeps camera warm,
film pliable in temperatures ta — 68“ F. Highest
quality materials and workmanship. $168. Other
barneys for all cameras. Request brochure.

L-O-N-G, L-O-N-G LENSES

B & S Omnitar Lenses fit 16 and 35mm Arris in focal lengths from 125mm through 1000mm, shown
above with Mark III Omnipod cradle. Lens shown is F6.3, Catalog No. 1364, $895, See your dealer
or write for brochure. Omnltars consistently best for Resolution, Color, and Brilliance.

B & S Multi-Layer Sound Barney for Arri 16 Cuts
80% of Camera Noise on Location Shooting. Light¬
weight, Effective. Sold Only Through Franchised
Arriflex Dealers. $99.50.

Great for Sports, Aerials, Moving Targets, etc. Fits
Arri 16 for 25 & 50mm Lenses. Easily Attached and
Removed. Folds Flof. $49,50.

B & S Presents the First Hi-Hot Mode Expressly for
16mm Arri Boll-Socket Tripod Head. Camera Levels
Quickly, Easily. Eliminotes Wedging. $34,00.

LONGER LASTING VOLTABLOC BATTERIES

Birns & Sawyer-designed voltobloc batteries guaranteed for
longer, trouble-free life. All units encased in first grade cowhide have belt loop and shoulder strop. Compare!
8.4-Volt $1 IS. 15-Volt $180.

End battery woes with B & S
guaranteed, self-fused
charger for all 8-V and/or
16-V Voltoblocs. $49.50.

TRACKING FINDER, CAT. 2600

BALL-SOCKET

SOUND BARNEY, CAT.

T816 BATTERY
CHARGER

New Underwater Housing Designed For Arri 16 &
35mm Cameras. Tops Change, as Bose is Common.
Welded Marine Aluminum Plate Ve
thick. With¬
stands 60-mInute Test at 300' Depth. Request Bro¬
chure. $2,495.

Super-strong welded marine aluminum housing
available for camera, 400 magazine and voltabloc battery. Top interchangeable for Arri 35.
Special nose cone available for 5.7mm lens.
$2,495. Catalog 5000.

W-l-D-E, W-l-D-E LENSES

Widest wide ongle for Arri 35 from B & S optical
shop. Sharp, crisp 14.5m
F 3.5 Angenleux re¬
places larger, bulkier lenses. Arri mount $375,
Mitchell NC mount $3?S-

Underwater Blimp for Arri 35

Underwater Blimp for Arri 16

Hi-Hat for Arri 35

sturdy Hl-hat for mounting
Arri 35 to standard tripod.
Engineered
struts.
tapped for Ys" and 'A"
pods- $34.00.

CIN-AR ADAPTER

Adapt your Arri lenses to
"C" mount cameras. On-Off
in seconds. See your camera
dealer. $16.50.

Birns & Sawyer Specializes in Arri Equipment: Rentals, Sales,
Repairs, Trades, Purchases, Maintenance, and Special Design

BIRNS & SAWYER Cine Equipment
6424 SANTA MONICA BOUIEVARD

•

HOllYWOOD M. CALIFORNIA

•

TELEPHONE: HO. 4-5166

•

CABLE: BIRNSAW
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

!

Continued from Page 400

1— 30 minutes or 1100 feet of color

A Successful Rental Item...
Now
Available
For[
Sale!

film with magnetic stripe sound.
2— Same as 1 but with optical sound
track.
Can you give me some idea as to
what I should charge for these films?
—R. R. R., Artesia, Calif.

^—Making motion pictures for pro¬
fit is no different than any other busi¬
ness. It is labor, material, overhead
plus profit. You should put down on
paper your actual production cost and
figure whatever profit you want to
make. It is as simple as that. Actually,
there is no yardstick by which you can
determine what to charge a sponsor or
client for a motion picture. The motion
picture business was never that simple.

Converter calibra¬
tions supersede

calibrations on lens
when mounted.

LENS WIDE-ANGLE
CONVERTER
Only at Camera Service Center are you assured of finding the most
complete and dependable line of cameras and accessories , . . including
this ZOOM LENS CONVERTER for 35 MM to 140 MM Angenieux LA/2
Zoom Lens. An outstanding technical achievement, this converter en¬
ables your one zoom lens to do the w/ork of many. In one instant, your
lens zooms from 22 MM to 90 MM; in an other, from 35 MM to 140
MM. The conversion is simple, fast and smooth. In a matter of seconds,
conversion is accomplished by a few simple turns mounting the converter.

oppciAL.

PACKAGE

Q.—Can the new Eastman KOda-

OPFE R

. ANGENIEUX LA/2 ZOOM LENS • WIDE-ANGLE CONVERTER
Focal Range 35 MM to 140 MM
Mounted for Mitchell R-35 or other
Reflex and Non-Reflex Cameras

$1495 22

. ACCESSORIES

COMPLETE

Here are three units designed to meet the h^hest sta^J^rds
for motion picture production. Each item is a supero
achievement m optical craftsmanship . . .
signed to give unmatched performance . . . and guaranteed
to give long-lasting trouble-free operation.
1

ZOOM LENS — ANGENIEUX LA/2
35 MM to 140 MM

j
I

A.—Kodachrome

2. WIDE-ANGLE CONVERTER

3 Filters G15, 21. 8N5
1 Polaroid Filter

j

Of course these items will continue to be available on a rental basis for those
who prefer it.

CAMERA SERVICE CENTER
333 West 52nd Street • New York 19, N. Y. • PLaza 7-0906

Filming in Europe?
i
PRODUCTION FACILITIES,
CAMERA EQUIPMENT HIRE,

I

SOUND RECORDING,

SAMUilSON

TECHNICIANS, TRANSPORT,

F/IM SERVICE

16 OR 35MM, ANYWHERE.

LIMITED

chrome II film be used for single 575tem sound film production? If not, is
the limitation in the film or the proces¬
sing? I have an Auricon Cine-Voice
camera and a dealer s catalogue of
Eastman films which has a notation to
the effect that Kodachrome II is not
suitable for sound recording. Why is
this?—J. J. K., Pittsburgh, Pa.

II is not recom¬

mended for optical sound recording
because it is strictly an amateur film
and was not designed for sound recording. In other words, there are not the
necessary properties in the emulsion to
render a satisfactory optical sound
track.
An alternative is to record the sound
separately on the appropriate medium
(sound film or magnetic tape) to pro¬
duce a sound track negative that can
be printed together with the release
prints of your film. In this method,
through a multi-step process, your orig¬
inal Kodachrome II film would be
printed on a color release stock which
would take the sound recording and
render it as an optical track in the
usual professional manner.

Need

professional

advice

making problem? Readers'

on

a

picture

questions will

be answered by mail when accompanied
by stamped envelope for reply. Questions

Just Cable “SAMCINE, London”
402

and

answers

considered

of

interest

to

readers will be published here.
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oose

ONE
PACKAGE
deal from

the

JACK A.FROST/
'A

*

.. saves you TIME and
money on PRODUCTION
RENTAL needs!....
froi^

JACK A.FROST
COBO HALL OFFICE: 401 Washington Blvd.
Rm. 3143, WO 2-1255, Detroit 26, Michigon
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MAIN OFFICE: 234 Piquette
TR 3-8030, Detroit 2,Michigan

CANADIAN OFFICE; 6 Showbridge,
BEImont 2-1145, Toronto, Canada
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ASC RECOMMENDATION NO. 9
35mm Camera Aperture Dimensions
By

WALTER

BEYER

Chairman, ASC Research and Educational Committee

specifies the
camera aperture dimensions and
ground glass markings for: A) Wide
Screen (flat) Photography (Fig. 2);
B) Anamorphic (squeezed) Photog¬
raphy (Fig. 3) ; both recognizing
specific clearance for a sound track
area inside the perforation. Further
dimensions are given for: C) Full
Screen Photography (Fig. 4) utilizing
the full width inside the perforation

This

80,000 WATTS
OF PHOTOGRAPHIC
LIGHT IN THE
NEW INDUSTRIAL
MOTION PICTURE KIT

recommendation

for picture information without any
clearance for a sound track area.
The aperture dimensions and ground
glass markings as outlined in this
Recommendation are strictly specifica¬
tions related to the production of
35mm films for theatrical use.
Detailed specifications on aperture
and ground glass markings for 35mm
films photographed for TV are given
in ASC Recommendation 4^4.

DIMENSIONS; 35MM ACADEMY CAMERA APER¬
TURE FOR WIDE SCREEN (FLAT) PHOTOG¬
RAPHY.
The camera aperture for wide screen
(flat) photography shall be 0.868"x0.631"
plus/minus 0.002" with the center line
0.738" from the guided edge. The dotted
ground glass marking as per drawing
shall enclose an area of 0.825" in width.
The height of this area for the different
aspect ratios shall be as follows:
0.600" for 1.33/1 AR, 0.497" for 1.66/
lAR, 0.472" for 1.75/lAR and 0.446" for
1.85/lAR.

The cinematographer can now pack the
equivalent of 80,000 watts of controlled
light into 5 lightweight carrying cases and
be certain that everything he needs to illu¬
minate an area of M linear feet (up to 40
feet high) will arrive undamaged at the
location site.

Note: Tbe above aperture dimensions
(but not the ground glass markings) also
prevail on cameras used for films for TV

—see ASC Recom. §4.

£ FILM

Components of the kit have been selected
to provide the utmost in wide flood illumi¬
nation plus key lighting requirements. Full
duty cycle ColorTran converters dependably
power the entire system via 3-wire safetygrounded cables, while drawing a total of
only 73 amps from any 220 volt A.C.
source. Yet, the unique "split-load” input
features instant full load operation from
110 volt sources without modifications, in
cases where 220 volt power is not readily
available.
Total weight including cases is less than
250 pounds and this includes all 8 lights,
8 stands, 2 converters. Gaffer Grips, etc.
Get the full story now. Send for illustrated
literature which also details available
accessories and extra long run cable kits.
ALSO AVAILABLE:
Professional Motion Picture Kits (Mainline
and Starline series) for the larger producer,
as well as Junior and Senior Kits for the
miniscule lighting budget.
Write for complete details and name
of nearest ColorTran Franchised Dealer

ColfiTfiaii
•404

P.O. Box 188
Burbank. Calif.

DIMENSIONS; 35MM CAMERA APERTURE FOR
2;1 RATIO ANAMORPHIC PHOTOGRAPHY.
The camera aperture for anamorphic
(squeezed) photography shall be 0.870"
xO.735" plus/niinus 0.002" with the cen¬
terline 0.738" from the guided edge. The
dotted ground glass markings as per
drawing shall enclose an area of 0.839"
in width and 0.690" in height.

FILM AND APERTURE

OIMENSIONS; 35MM CAMERA APERTURE FOR
"FULL SCREEN” PHOTOGRAPHY.
The camera aperture for “Full Screen”
photography shall be 0.980"x0.735" plus/
minus 0.002" with the centerline of the
aperture coinciding with the centerline
of the Him 0.6885" from the guided edge.

Note: Whenever “Full Screen” photog¬
raphy is reduced for use within the field
of the Academy aperture (see Fig. 2) it
is necessary to offset the full screen cen¬
terline 0.0495" away from the guided
edge to coincide with the centerline of
the Academy aperture.
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QUALITY Equipment...BETTER Pictures
For the AMPLIFIER with Feet*
use
Lightweight TRAN SI ST-O-SOUND
This high fidelity amplifier is now in use in over 90
TV stations and locations. Its portability permits soundon-film newsfilm where previously only silent coverage
was possible.

TV/O-CHANNBL
self-contained
unit.
Illuminated
VU meter for night work. Wt, Sy? /bs.$350

Frequency response is flat within 1 db from 20 to 15,000 cps, equalized for
the Auricon galvanometer. Mike input receptacles are Cannon XLR type, standard
on present day audio equipment. No cables, other than for AC and mikes. Every¬
thing including track supply in one case, mounted on your camera. One mike
control switches on both amplifier AND track current permitting “blooping” of
track as you go. Seven transistors used in an RCA licensed circuit. Separate meter
for track lamp current AND amplifier battery check.
ONB-CHANNEL
in-camera unit.
Illuminated VU
meter. External power supply provides all power,
including J10-V A.C. Added weight to camera,
6 ozs. Power supply weight, 6 lbs.$550

* WHOSE FEET? Why yours, of course.

STRICTLY FOR PROFIT

AllRICON
PRO-600 SPECIAL
] 6mm Sound-On-Film Camera
If it's profit you're after in the production of 16mm SoundOn-Film Pictures, this all-transistorized Filmagnetic Auricon
Camera provides ideal working tool for shooting profitable
Television Newsreels, film commercials, inserts and local
candid-camera programming. Now you can get Lip-Syn¬
chronized Optical or Magnetic Sound WITFI your picture
using Auricon 16mm Sound-On-Film Camera. Precision de¬
signed and built to "take it." Strictly for Profit—Choose
Auricon. Write for brochure.

For TOP Professional Results its the

S.O.S. TITLER & SPECIAL EFFECTS KIT
Achieves unusual
striking
effects
with ease.
Produces the widest
range of titles, trick films, threedimensional titles, cartoons, animation, etc., etc. Takes most any type
camera, 16mm, 35mm, 8mm. Write
for brochure.

MODEL TG II, 16mm___$199.50
MODEL TG III, 16mm.
$249.50
AA/^r-Mri

-rr'

i\/

nz /oc

.

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT:
Multi-Purpose Frame for Special Effects.$24.95
Roller Drum for Horizontal or Vertical Revolving
Effects .$21.95
Flip Attachment for Horizontal or Flip-flap Effects.$19.95

PHOTO-CINEOPTICS,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, JULY. 1962
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MODEL TG IV, 1 6/35mm (lllustra

formerly S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd St., N.Y.
Western

Branch:

6331

19, N.Y.—Plaza 7-0440—Telegram; ‘‘FAX, N.Y."

Hollywood

Blvd.,

Hollywood

28,

Calif.—Phore:

467-2124
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BEHIND
WHAT

THE

ERAS
OTING

INDUSTRY’S ^W^ERAMEN
I O N

LAST

MONTH

H I N S

NOTE: Asterisks following titles indicate television film productions.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS

Floyd Crosby, ASC, “The Young Racers”
(Pathe color; shooting in Monte Carlo)
with Mark Damon and Luana Anders. Roger
Corman, producer-director.

Anders, “The Miracle of the
White Stallions” (shooting in Vienna) with
Robert Taylor and Eddie Albert. Arthur
Hiller, director.

BILTMORE STUDIOS — N.Y.

Edward Colman, ASC, “Son of Flubber”

Jack

Priestly,

“Naked

City”*

(Screen

Gems).

Gunther

with Fred MacMurray and
Robert Stevenson, director.

Nancy

Olson.

BIOGRAPH STUDIOS—New York

Hal Mohr, ASC, Commercials*.

You?”*.
CASCADE STUDIOS

Tom

Henry Freulich, ASC, Commercials*.
Roy Seawright, Commercials*.

Tutwiler, ASC,

Grant,

“The Old Dark House”
(Wm. Castle Prod.; Hammer Films; color;
shooting in England) with Tom Poston and
Robert Morley. William Castle, director.

“Shell’s

Wonderful

World of Golf”*.
FILMWAYS—New York

Morris

COLUMBIA STUDIOS

Arthur

Stanley Kramer Prods.) with Spencer Tracy
and Milton Berle. Stanley Kramer, producerdirector.

FILMWAYS — MGM

George Stoetzel, ASC, “Car 54 Where Are

(CBS)
tors.

LOYAL GRIGGS, ASC
Shooting "Papa’s Delicate Condi¬
tion” at Paramount with Jackie
Gleason.

Hartzband,

“The
Defenders”*
Boris Sagal and Buzz Kulich, direc¬

Edmond Sechan, “Grand Duke and Mr.
Pimm”
(Oxford
Prods.;
P’Vision-Color;
shooting in Nice) with Glenn Ford and Hope
Lange. David Swift, director.
KEYWEST STUDIOS

Fred West, ASC, (Family Films) Series of
FOX WESTERN AVENUE

Religious pictures.
METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER

James Van Trees, ASC, “Dobbie Gilles”*.

Wilkie Cooper, “Maniac” (Hammer Films;

Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “The Hook” with

shooting in England) with Kerwin Mathews
and Nadia Gray. Michael Carreras, director.

Kirk Douglas and
Seaton, director.

Douglas Slocombe, “The L-Shaped Room”

Paul Vogel, ASC, “Period of Adjustment”
with Anthony Franciosa and Jane Fonda.
George Roy Hill, director.

(Romulus Films, Ltd.; shooting in England)
with Leslie Caron and Tom Bell. James
Woolf, director.

Joseph

Nick

Adams.

George

Harkness Smith, “Dr. Kildare”*.

Biroc,

ASC, “Bye Bye Birdie”
(P’Vision; Eastman color) with Janet Leigh
and Dick Van Dyke. George Sidney, di¬
rector.

Dale Deverman, “The Eleventh Hour”*.
William Spencer, “Sam Benedict”*.
Robert Hauser, “Combat”*.

Sam Leavitt, ASC, “Diamond Head”

(P’
Vision; Eastman color; shooting in Hawaii)
with Charlton Heston and Yvette Mimieux.
Guy Green, director.

George

Krause, “Tunnel” (Walter Wood
Prod.; shooting in Munich) with Don Mur¬
ray and Christine Kaufmann. Robert Siodmak, director.

Irving Lippman, “Route 66”*.
PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

Charles Welborn, “Empire”*.
Gert

Andersen,

ASC,

“Donna

James Wong Howe, ASC, “Hud Bannon”

Reed

JAMES WONG HOWE, ASC
Photographing “Hud Bannon” at
Paramount Studios, starring Paul
Newman.

Show”*.

Fred Young, “Lawrence of Arabia” (Super
P’Vision; Eastman color; Horizon Pictures
(GB) ;
Columbia
release;
shooting
in
Spain) with Alec Guinness and Anthony
Quinn. David Lean, director.

INDEPENDENT

Monroe Askins, “The Sweet and the Bitter”
(James Clavell-Hollyburn Film Prod.; shoot¬
ing in Canada) with Yoko Tani and Paul
Richards. James Clavell, producer-director.

Lucien

Ballard, ASC, “The Caretakers”
(Hall Bartlett Prod.; UA release) with
Robert Stack and Polly Bergen. Hall Bart¬
lett, producer-director.
Daniel L. Fapp, ASC, “The Great Escape”
(Mirisch-Alpha Prod.; UA release; P’Vision
& Color; shooting in Munich) with Steve
McQueen and James Garner. John Sturges,
directoi'.

Joe Manceri,

“Guns of Fort McDowell”
(shooting in Grand Junction, Colo.) with
Kelo Handerson and Smokey Wade. Joe
Kane, director.

Stanley Cortez, ASC, “The Return of Mr.

ELLSWORTH FREDRICKS, ASC
Photographing “A Woman of July,”
in Cinemascope and color at 20th
Century-Fox Studios.
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H” (SAN-S Prod.; C’Scope & Color) with
Audrey Caire and Walter Stocker. David
Bradley, director.

Ernest Laszlo, ASC, “It’s A Mad, Mad,
Mad,

Mad

World”

(P’Vision-Technicolor;

(P’Vision) with Paul Newman and Melvyn
Douglas. Martin Ritt, director.

Loyal Griggs, ASC, “Papa’s Delicate Con¬
dition” (Emro Prod.; color) with Jackie
Gleason and Glynis Johns. George Marshall,
director.
Claude

Renoir, “Paris When it Sizzles”
(Color; shooting in Paris) with William
Holden
and
Audrey
Hepburn.
Richard
Quine, director.
Haskell Boggs, ASC, Walter Castle, ASC,
“Bonanza”*.

Arthur Arling, ASC, “My Six Loves” with
Debbie Reynolds and Cliff Robertson. Gower
Champion, director.

Loyal Griggs, ASC, “Girls! Girls! Girls!”
(Hal Wallis Prod.; color; shooting in Ha¬
waii) with Elvis Presley and Stella Stevens.
Norman Taurog, director.

Frank Phillips, “Have Gun Will Travel”*.
Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”*
PRODUCTION

CENTER—N. Y.

William

Steiner, ASC, Musical Feature
(Harry
Romm
Productions)
with
Gary
Crosby and Joey Dee. Greg Garrison, di¬
rector.
Continued on Page 446
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NOW you can get the NOVA TWIN!
...the brightest, lightest, most revolutionary
professional lighting unit available!

The first and only 3200K
quartz iodide lamp (3400K
optional).

Specially designed high
efficiency reflectors pro¬
vide smooth, broad beam
of light.

Bam doors with dif¬
fuser frame (available
as an accessory) snaps
on or off instantly.

For the past year the NOVA TWIN has been in limited production.
During this time it has been tested and acclaimed by the Armed Forces
and all segments of the Photographic and TV Industries. Now, produc¬
tion has been stepped up to meet the accelerated demand by the indus¬
try for this revolutionary Nova Twin.

HERE ARE SOME STARTLING FACTS ABOUT THE NOVA TWIN:
• Light Intensity at 10 feet: 650 foot candles for 3400K Lamp
500 foot candles for 3200K Lamp
• Average Lamp Life: 35 hours with 3400K Lamp
200 hours with 3200K Lamp
• Power consumption only 1250 watts (11.4 amps)
• A 2-position switch provides low and high illumination levels
for setting up and shooting
• The NOVA TWIN weighs only 3^/2 lbs. and Is a compact 7"x9"x6" in size
• The Nova Light Stand weighs 3Vz lbs., extends 9V^ feet and collapses
to 31 inches
fTrite for Technical Bulletin

NOVATECH CORPORATION
282 SEVENTH AVENUE

AMERICAN CIN/EMATOGRAPHER, JULY, 1962

•

NEW YORK 1, N.Y.

A PORTABLE STUDIO LIGHTING SYSTEM
The NOVA TWIN KIT consists of 2 Nova Twins,
complete with quartz iodide lamps, 2 Nova Stands
and a Sturdy Carrying Case. Total wt., only 22 lbs.
Exclusive U.S. Distributor

PICTRONICS CORP., 236 E. 46 ST., NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
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NOW ENJOY ALL THE ADVANTAGES OF REFLEX SHOOTING WITH AN
EYEMO, MITCHELL OR BELL& HOWELL STANDARD CAMERA
REFLEX SHOOTING of any subject is sure and certain, as every cameraman knows. Because you see the actual
image formed by the taking lens itself, there’s no doubt about focus, depth of field or freedom from parallax
error; and no need to rack-over the camera.
Today, after years of intensive research, development and testing, CECO has perfected a unique Optical
System* worthy of these fine cameras. Many CECO-converted units have already been tried and proven in major
film productions.
EYEMO. If you own this excellent instrument, in its standard 100-ft. capacity,
spring-wound form, we can convert it to full reflex operation at reasonable cost.
Or we can supply the entire camera, complete with CECO conversion. We can
also supply it equipped for external magazines and motor, as well as the
reflex conversion.

MITCHELL 35mm. Standard, Standard Hi Speed, or NC, with either single lens
without turret, or with 4-lens turret, are all equally adaptable to CECO conver¬
sion— the ultimate refinement of superb professional equipment!

BELL & HOWELL 35mm. MODEL 2709 can be equipped with the CECO Reflex
Modification.
^
j *
xu
Reflex conversions can also be made to many other cameras.
ALL CECO MODIFICATIONS include a full (silent) film gate aperture and ground
glass, and a removable academy (sound) matte in the finder system. A TV
frame with center cross is etched on the ground glass. The image viewed is
magnified about ten times in the Eyemo — ten and twenty times in the
Mitchells and Bell & Howell Model 2709. Under most shooting conditions, no
exposure compensation is necessary — yet the image you view is clear and bright even when the lens is stopped
down substantially.
For full details on this great new advancement, stop in and see us, if possible — we’ll be delighted to discuss it
personally. Otherwise, please write us for data, literature, and prices.
In Rentals, Repairs, Manufacturing, Sales & Service
*PATENT PENDING

CECO

The Industry’s Largest "ASSISTANT-To-The-Producer”

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
SUBSIDIARY OF CECO INDUSTRIES, INC.

NEW YORK, N.Y.
315 West 43rd St. JUdson 6-1420
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HIALEAH, FLORIDA
51 East lOth Ave. TUxedo 8-4604

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
6510 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood 9-5119

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Gregory Bell, 927 15th St., N.W. 347-1153
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SHOOTING ON LOCATION for “Ride The High Country," M-G-M production co-starring Joel McCrea
and Randolph Scott. Watching a rehearsal is director of photography Lucien Ballard, ASC, in western
hat, center of picture. Above him is actor Scott. Director Sam Peckinpah is seated in foreground

How resourcefulness solved the many
photographic problems encountered by Lucien
Ballard, ASC, in photographing

RIDE THE HIGH COUHTRY'
By

DARRIN

and at¬
titudes in budget-conscious
Hollywood today are quite differ¬
ent from those that prevailed a
few years ago when, if the weath¬
er suddenly changed, a company
shooting on location would shut
down operations and patiently
wait until the weather was once
more ideal for photography. To¬
day, however, production costs are
so high that the current dictum is
to keep on shooting no matter
what the conditions.
This, of course, throws enor¬
jpRODUCTiON PROCEDURES

410

SCOT

mous responsibility on the direc¬
tor of photography, especially
when shooting in color, for he
must often match visual mood,
color quality and photographic
style in scenes shot under a vari¬
ety of conditions and in widely
separated locales while at the
same time aim to preserve consis¬
tent visual continuity so that such
scenes can easily be intercut with
each other.
Such was the challenge of
“Ride the High Country,” an
M-G-M color production photo¬

graphed by Lucien Ballard, ASC.
The story is primarily one of ex¬
terior action. It was originally
planned to shoot all the exteriors
on location at Mammoth Lake, an
area of spectacular mountains and
waterways 300 miles north of Hol¬
lywood. Mammoth is California’s
foremost ski resort where snow
usually does not begin to fall un¬
til late in November. The com¬
pany moved into the area in Oc¬
tober and had confidently spent
four days shooting sequences of
action against magnificent scenic
backgrounds when a sudden snow
storm, “unusual” for that early in
the season, swirled in and brought
production to a halt.
Even though only a small por¬
tion of the scheduled exterior
scenes had been shot, the produc¬
tion budget and short shooting
schedule ruled out waiting for a
possible change in the weather.
The alternative was to keep on
shooting, and to substitute other
snow-free locales and attempt to
match backgrounds and other vis¬
ual elements of scenes that would
intercut directly with footage al¬
ready shot at Mammoth.
The problem now became one
of what to avoid rather than what
to include in compositions. For
example, skies in the Mammoth
area at an elevation of 10,000
feet were clear and deep-blue,
while the smog-shrouded skies in
the alternate locations near Hol¬
lywood were a dull, leaden-gray.
To make matters worse, a disas¬
trous brush fire was at the same
time sweeping through near-by
Bel Air and Topango Canyon,
casting a pall of smoke over a
wide area of Southern California.
With the sky thus changed so dras¬
tically from the beautiful blue
that was encountered in the North¬
ern location area before snow be¬
gan to fall, Ballard was now com¬
pelled to draw upon his resource¬
fulness and plan his camera
set-ups to avoid any large sky
areas appearing in scenes shot in
nearby
Hollywood
locations.
Wlierever possible, scenes were
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played against trees, rocks and
shadow areas.
Such pictorial deception is not
always easy to achieve when the
scenes are intended to be intercut
with scenes made earlier under
bright skies. Where a measure of
sky could not be entirely avoided
in such scenes, and providing the
area was small, Ballard used a
Pola screen filter to intensify what
little blue came through the over¬
cast.
When faced with the problem
of matching terrain features in
scenes that were to be directly in¬
tercut with those filmed at Mam¬
moth Lake, Ballard reasserted the
fallacy of the ancient axiom: “A
tree is a tree ■— a rock is a
rock . . .” In shooting bits and
pieces of tie-in scenes at nearby
Bronson Canyon, Frenchman’s
Flat, the Cone jo Valley, Malibu
Canyon, 20th-Century Fox Ranch,
and the M-G-M backlot — he
sought to isolate fragments of to¬
pography which, through careful
camera angling, could be made to
approximate visually the scenes
already shot at Mammoth. The
differences in terrain were often
as divergent as one might expect
to find on separate planets. In one
triumph of photographic magic he
actually succeeded in making a
plowed field look like a rockstrewn mountain slope.

CINEAAATOGRAPHER

Lucien

Ballard

(left)

ground being completely screened
by aspen trees in colorful autumn
foliage. As the men mount horses,
the boom-mounted camera follows
them, soaring above the aspens to
reveal the full majesty of the tow¬
ering mountain range toward
which they rode. In another dra¬
matically pictorial shot, the cam¬
era starts at a high angle, focused
down on the men beside a section
of lake bordered with jagged tree
stumps. The boom, positioned part
way up a hill, rises with them as
they climb to the summit and sur¬
vey the sweeping vista spread out
below. The boom was again used
to advantage to achieve smooth
follow shots of the men on horse¬
back as they rode toward their
objective. The relatively high posi¬
tion of the boom arm permitted
the crane to roll smoothly along
the highway while staying on a
tight trucking shot of the riders
themselves.
The story of “Ride the High
Country” recounts the adventures
of two tired ex-gunfighters (Ran¬
dolph Scott and Joel McCrea)
who, accompanied by the usual
young
whippersnapper
(Ron
Starr) are hired to pick up and
transport a shipment of gold from
a wild and woolly mining camp
known as Coarse Gold. Along
the way, fore and aft, they en-

and

actor Joel McCrea swap stories of their earlyday experiences on the various Hollywood stu¬
dio lots, during
High

a

lull

in

shooting

“Ride

The

Country."

One might logically expect the
sum total of all this legerdemain
to be a patched-up, visually dis¬
jointed photographic hodge-podge.
The miracle lies in the fact that,
quite to the contrary, the finished
picture emerges as a smoothly
flowing outdoor action spectacle
that appears to have been photo¬
graphed completely within a sin¬
gle mountain locale.
In the scenes that Ballard shot
at Mammoth prior to encountering
snow, he used the fluid sweep of
the Chapman boom to capture the
full panoramic scope of natural
vistas. In one sequence the pro¬
tagonists are shown camped be¬
side a rushing creek, the back¬

Continued on Page 438

TWO SCENES from “Ride The High Country" which illustrate set light-

lems were encountered on exteriors, which had to be photographed in

ing

different

techniques of

production

for

Lucien

Ballard, ASC, who

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
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lighting
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pictorial

continuity.
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PIXILLATION-NEV
By

WILLIAM

R.

WITHERELL,

JR.

Creative Director, Video Films Incorporated

on clear film base and creating non-electronic sound
tracks with pen and brush. It would be short-sighted
to state flatly that these approaches have no com¬
mercial application, but it seems safe to say that of
his three best-known contributions to the film art,
j)ixillation holds the most interest for those who
labor in the creative and technical vineyards of
theatrical and non-theatrical films.

ENTIRE ACTION of garage mechanic, played by Gus Howard, was pho¬
tographed in single frame exposures to achieve fast, stacatto aciion—
a technique film

makers call

pixiLLATiON CAN BE

"pixillation.”

quickly defined as: animation

of the human figure. Like animation, it involves
single-frame motion picture photography of succes¬
sive fragments of an action to create, on the screen,
the appearance of motion. Also, as in animation, the
subjects can be made to accomplish superhuman or
non-human feats, the speed of action can be pre¬
cisely controlled and the physical laws of momen¬
tum, gravity and other related phenomena can be
repealed at will.
Although pixillation was practiced to a limited
extent by several of the early film pioneers, it really
came into its own as an experimental art form in
1952 when Norman McLaren of the National Film
Board of Canada used it to great advantage in a
powerful human relations allegory entitled “Neigh¬
bours,” which received an Oscar in 1953 from the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences in
the Documentary Short category. In “Neighbours,”
two m.en, intoxicated by the perfume of a small
flower that springs up on a mutual boundary line,
float gleefully over the ground and accomplish other
normally impossible feats. A savage climax pits the
two protagonists in a bloody bit of mayhem that is
far more effective than if it had been photographed
by standard procedures.
McLaren’s history as an innovator includes such
unorthodox procedures as drawing pictures directly
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It holds all the more interest because both the
method and the capability have yet to be fully ex¬
ploited. The fantasy and savagery of “Neighbours”
was accomplished under conditions that would tax
the credulity of a commercial film producer. The
entire action is staged outdoors, with the accompany¬
ing problems of twitching tree leaves, changing
color temperatures and moving shadows. The cam¬
era used was a Cine Kodak-Special, and the 1,440
single-fram.e exposures that were required for every
minute of pure pixillation were triggered manually.
It should be noted that the pure pixillation se¬
quences are augmented by running camera shots,
undercranked shots or other variations to change
the tempo or stretch the effect. Even so, “Neigh¬
bours” represents a considerable effort on the part
of a minimum crew.
At Video Films, we recently had opportunity to
produce a pixillation sequence as part of a 24m.inute sound and color film for the Walker Manu¬
facturing Corporation to help muffler replacement
salesmen at the retail level answer and overcome
customer objections. Unlike Norman McLaren, we
were able to produce the pixillation sequence under
more advantageous conditions. We had the use of a
large studio and excellent equipment. In the course
of making tests and during the final shooting, we
uncovered several helpful procedures.
The first of these were the pre-production tests.
Just as a pencil test is used to check action in
animation, so a simple rehearsal on film is good
insurance for pixillation. We made black-and-white
tests of people performing various maneuvers to
determine increments of action and the screen effect
of their moving in

various poses.

Whatever the

expense of such rehearsals, it is far less costly than
a badly executed sequence filmed with full crew,
talent, sets and props.
We proved that fragmentation of normal action.
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(TECHNIQUE WITH COMMERCIAL POSSIBILITIE
How an art form of experimental film makers was used to advantage in a sales training film.

THIS

SERIES OF photos depicts steps in

sequence for training
men.

Utilizing

pixillation,

fashion. In photo

under

with

aid

car with

muffler.

designed
vital

photographing

to aid

action

is

the pixillotion

muffler replacement sales¬
time-compressed,

animation

1, garage mechanic shuffles toward rear of car from

and rest flat on back.
way

film

In

Photo 5; now flat on floor, mechonic inches his
no
6,

visible
actor

means
Gus

of

locomotion,

Howard

assumes

then
one

of

reappears
the

200

position

near driver.

to get

him

from

of the

fragmentation

In

2, he assumes one of several

upright

position to flat on

action

continues. Man

remove car's defective muffler.

floor.

In

poses required
3, photography

carries tools

necessary to

In 4, mechanic is about to lower feet

poses that were necessary for the beginning of the pixillation sequence
of

an

imagined

replacement

encounter

with

a

beautiful

customer-prospect

for

a

muffler.

such as walking or bending, was, in most cases, a
waste of effort. The figure sliding on one foot or
moving around the room with both feet off the

lighting levels can be used, which is an advantage
because pixillation sequences are physically de¬
manding of the actor and emotionally trying on the

ground is a far more successful use of the technique.
Nor is constant motion as interesting as motion in¬
terspersed with abrupt starts and stops. Creatively,
your are dealing in unreality. The less likely the
action, the more fascinating the effect.

director and crew.

Technically, exposure is the least problem of all.
Generally, single-frame exjfosures admit more light
to the film than standard speed exposures. Very low
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Perhaps our most important discovery concerns
the method of making the exposures. Our tests
showed that individual single-frame exposures,
made each time our subject reached a new position
in an action sequence, resulted in the same kind of
strobe effect that is evident in most cel animation.
Continued on Page 445
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ANOTHER FIRST BY PRECISIONI PRESENTIN6

niDQD

BQSrNCNRONUER
I

A totally new concept in film
synchronizers add or subtract
units as you need them, when
you need them
A unitized design concept is incorporated in our entire line.
You can now purchase a synchronizer and be able to add-aunit whenever the need is there. It is not necessary to put
your unit aside, because you have outgrown it, or change
your mode of operation. We have developed this unitized
system to give the film editor a flexible piece of precision
equipment.
•

Look for this
trademark

Footage Counter — reset type
Precision ball-bearings & oiless bearings throughout
Large sprockets to S. M. P. T. E. standards
1 6mm—40 frames
35mm—1 6 frames
Dural tension rollers — adjusted individually
Finger tip release
Perfect control — convenient hand wheel
Individual frame movement — shaft slip lock
Table mounting feet with rubber pads
Attractive hammertone finish
Simple coupling method for unitized assemblies

COMBINATION SYNCHRONIZERS are

also

For information and prices write:

available

One gang single 16mm unit

One gang single 35mm unit

Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment for the Motion Picture and T V Industries

■ill PRECISION LABORATORIES
DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
928-930 EAST 51st STREET
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BROOKLYN 3. N. Y.
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^^NYONE WHO

watches TV regu¬

larly knows the impact of the
animated TV commercial. Produc¬
ing 60-second spot commercials
for television is big business. A
60-second spot may cost a sponsor
anywhere between $3,000 and
$12,000 and take from eight to
twelve weeks to produce—the same
production
time
required
for
many half-hour TV film series.
Because animation and humor
are synonomous in film presenta¬
tions, the humorous approach in a
short, 60-second TV commercial
invariably produces the best re¬
sults. Having been raised on comic
strips for generations, Americans
readily accept the humor they find
in this type advertising. Thus,
Charley Brown, Peanuts and the
rest of their comic gang have
proved to be good salesmen for
Ford Falcon cars. And the boister¬
ous Old Pro does all right for his
sponsor, singing the praises of
Falstaff Beer.
How the humorous approach
was effectively applied in a typical
TV commercial is exemplified in
the one Playhouse Pictures pro¬
duced recently for the United
States Navy. The Navy had asked

BECAUSE ANIMATED CHARACTERS
terizing an animated
production planning.

commercial

must entertain as well as motivate the sales message, charac¬
to

suit the

sponsor’s

product

is

an

important step

in

he

pre-

Production Procedures
For Animated Commercials
The animated commercial is the film industry’s answer to
the “hard sell.” Born on the theory that you cannot sell to
someone who is walking away, it has become a major
medium for television sales communication. The humor in¬
herent in animation assures the sponsor that his product
will be displayed before an attentive, non-antagonistic
audience.
By

ADRIAN

President,

to develop a humorous ani¬
mated commercial that would pro¬
mote enlistments. There were sev¬
eral special considerations. A
limited budget made it necessary
to cut corners without sacrificing
quality. Also, the commercial
would be offered to stations for
public service presentation since
there was no budget for commer¬
cial time. Therefore, the commer¬
cial had to be better—more enter¬
US

PRESENTATION
as the

BOARD

producer would

an

animated

commercial

present

for

it to the

sponsor or

I, advertising agency for approval.
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Playhouse

WOOLERY
Pictures,

Hollywood

taining—than other public service
commercials in order to capture
its fair share of air time.
One of the first decisions was to
produce the commercial in color,
since it would offer extra incentive
to stations featuring color pro¬
grams. Second, we decided to take
advantage of the economy of
16mm production—so film, labo¬
ratory and print costs would be
lower.

Continued on Page 436
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Tricky Filming For
A Tricky Picture
Imagination and resourcefulness played big part in the pro¬
duction of this novel film being sho>vn daily in the Philco
Corporation exhibit at the Seattle World’s Fair.
By

ROY

ZEPER

Chief Photographer, Philco Corporation

A

NOTABLE

THING

about

ing manned s])ace craft in orbit.
The latter set the theme for the
Philco presentation, which is de¬
signed to show the futuristic
kitchen appliances — Philco’s of
course! — likely to be found in
homes fifty or a hundred years
hence.
The product demonstration
footage was shot in 35mm blackand-white, then reduction-printed
to 16mm; voice-over narration ties
the theme together and a 15-second
musical interlude backs up the
segment of black leader that sepa¬

the

Seattle World’s Fair is the
number of instances where motion
jiictures are used as important ad¬
juncts to exhibits. One of these is
the continuous film presentation
at the Philco Corporation exhibit
—a film loop 252 feet in length
which is exhibited intermittently
for periods of seven minutes each
throughout the day.
The presentation comprises two
product demonstrations, each
minutes in length, and two foot¬
age segments of equal length show¬

SET-UP
Fair.

FOR

Endless

PRESENTING

novel

loop of film, 272

moHon
feet

in

picture

to

visitors

at

Philco’s

exhibit

at

Seattle World's

length, is mounted on panel immediately above projector.

Latter beams picture to closed-circuit TV camera which feeds picture to several TV receivers set up
within exhibit.
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rates the begining and the end of
the film loop.
The futuristic appliances seen
in this film originated in the fer¬
tile mind of our scriptwriter, Hugh
Harper, following talks with engi¬
neers of Philco’s Advanced De¬
sign Labs. The tough filming shots
imposed were solved by utilizing
just about every film trick in the
book.
The housewife of the future is
depicted depressing a button at a
small control panel, which acti¬
vates a radio-controlled food cart,
making it subservient to her will.
This a})parently receptive food
cart was made to function as if
radio controlled by offstage ‘grips’
pulling thin clear nylon fishing
lines — stopping, starting, or
swerving when it approached an
obstruction—all on cue. Similarly,
the flick of a switch on the control
panel activates the weekly food
storage compartment in the space
age kitchen, releasing and dis¬
tributing to an electronic micro¬
cooker all the pre-packaged foods
necessary for a family meal. The
food, cooked almost instantane¬
ously, is then dispensed to a travel¬
ing cart which obediently rolls up
to the dinner table—after stopping
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PHOTOS ABOVE AND AT LEFT depict action in special film presentation

merely push buttons instead of peel potatoes, check action in

for Philco’s Fair exhibit, which suggests how the spaceage housewife's

by closed-circuit TV, and

life will be made simpler by the wonders of electronics which, among

“magic" action in film required use of many conventional movie tricks,

other things will select and cook the food for a family. Housewife will

precise photography.

enroute to obtain coffee from an
automated coffee maker.
Radio-controlled windows,
flashlight-size TV receivers, an un¬
attended automobile miraculously
emerging from the family garage
under electronic control are other
innovations of the future depicted
in this Philco film.
Such movie legerdemain nat¬
urally involved numerous cam^era
tricks and no little inventiveness to
achieve. One sequence alone in¬
volved the use of aerial image
techniques, rear projection proc¬
ess, and animation cel overlays.
Still others, superimpositions,
split-screen and matte shots.
At one point, the script called
for the space-age housewife to
check on the progress of an auto¬
matic, radar-equipped vacuum
cleaner working in another room
by watching its progress on a
closed-circuit television receiver.
The picture on the receiver was
done by matte shot process. To
photograph this insert, it was nec¬
essary to shoot the vacuum cleaner
action in stop-motion in a series of
single-frame exposures as it
moved about the floor, circled
chairs, and exited from the room,
unattended.
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Most in-plant industrial film
production crews, like ours, must
create most of their sets and obtain
the props for their films. Pro¬
ducing the settings for this parti¬
cular film taxed the imagination
and ingenuity of our crew. From
the start, we had the problem of
an extremely limited shooting
period for each subject. Our pri¬
mary aim was to condense time
and make each shot depict the
necessary action with the least
amount of footage. We did not
have time to build up to conven¬
tional filmic situations, but had to
include the script-action and estab¬
lish the futuristic setting usually
in a single take.
One way we beat the footage¬
time limitations, was by condens¬
ing several shots into one con¬
tinuous take. This also lent added
interest, made for more fluid shots,
and tied the related bits of action
together more satisfactorily. Simi¬
larly, it showed the spatial rela¬
tionship between objects as the
camera moved from one to the
other. For instance, several scenes
called for the housewife to press
buttons on the control panel, which
then activated the various auto¬
matic household appliances. The

lead

a

happy, simple

life. To

nursery

produce

the

script called for three separate
shots: an establishing long shot,
a closeup of the housewife’s hand
depressing the button, and a cut
to the inanimate appliance coming
to life and performing its task.
We talked this over with our
writer-director, and he agreed to
the suggestion of telescoping all
this action into one continuous
take. We aligned the control panel
with the area where the appli¬
ance’s action would transpire, and
set the camera quite high, looking
down on the control panel. We
started with a closeup of the
panel; the hand came in and
pressed the button. The camera
was then tilted slowly upward,
looking over the control panel and
showing the appliance. The assist¬
ant cameraman gradually changed
focus as the camera was tilted;
simultaneously, several assistants,
stationed off-camera, set the apjiliance in motion, according to its
function. All this may sound quite
easy, but it called for split-second
timing, which was achieved
through careful preparation in
pre-production rehearsals.
One portion of the kitchen se¬
quence was to show the probable
Continued on Page 434
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SHARP—the way prints should look. And that’s the way they will look if you match the right
Eastman

negative with the right print-stock! In other words ... Go

Eastman

all the way! And if

■you have questions—film selection, processing — get in touch with Eastman Technical Service.
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For more information, write or phone: Motion Picture Film Department,

Rochester 4, N. Y. Or-for

the purchase of film:

W. J. German, Inc.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,

Agents for the sale and distribution of

Eastman Professional Film for Motion Pictures and Television, Fort Lee, NJ., Chicago, III., Hollywood, Calif.
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TYPICAL SCENE from the original “The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari,” filmed

SCENES

in

exaggerated

1919, displays the distorted, stylized

sets that marked

the

produc-

tion, with light and shadow effects painted in.

IN THE

1962 version are completely contemporary except for

lighting

effects that

point

up the

macabre theme of the

story and maintain the proper pictorial mood.

From ^Caligarr To ^CaligarP
A comparison of the modern version with the 1919 original.
By

Jn

1919 THERE WAS produced in

Germany a film so original in
theme and treatment that several
critics of the time predicted it
would revolu¬
tionize all pre¬
vailing con¬
cepts of motion
picture techni¬
que. While it
failed to do so,
“The Cabinet
of Dr. Cali¬
gari” did be¬
JOHN RUSSELL, ASC
Photographed
come some"The Cabinet of Caligari.”
thing of a clas¬
sic and it is still regarded by
serious students of the screen as
an important milestone in the de¬
velopment of the cinema as an art
form. Its historical importance
stems from the fact that it was the
first picture to use psychiatry as a
theme, the first to use a subjective
approach in its story-telling me-
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HERB

A.

LIGHT MAN

thod, and the first to employ a com¬
pletely expressionistic design in
settings and costumes.
Today—forty three years later
—a new and provocative remake of
this classic has been produced by
Robert L. Lippert. Called simply
“The Cabinet of Caligari”—the
title of “Dr.” having been dropped
for sake of brevity—it is a care¬
fully-made psychological drama
distinguished by skillful direction,
convincing performances, striking
set design and highly imaginative
photography by John Russell,
ASC.
Comparisons between the two
“Caligaris” will inevitably be
made, and it is interesting to note
the changes in story line that have
been effected to pique the interest
of modern audiences, as well as
the advances in visual presenta¬
tion that have been made reflect¬
ing more than four decades of

progress in motion picture tech¬
nique.
The genesis of the previous
“Caligari” becomes of interest in
tracing the evolution of the ve¬
hicle up to its present version. The
original script was authored by
two young and relatively inexpe¬
rienced writers—Hans Janowitz
(a Czech) and Carl Mayer (an
Austrian). Janowitz was obsessed
with memories of a brutal sex
murder that had occurred on an
evening when he was visiting a
fair in Hamburg. Mayer, too, had
his obsession—in this case, a
smoldering resentment of the psy¬
chiatrist who
had
relentlessly
probed into his psyche during his
late army career. Meeting in
Berlin at the end of World War 1,
the two young men compared ob¬
sessions and vaguely speculated on
merging their respective traumas
to form the basis of an unusual
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screenplay. They both felt, how¬
ever, that there was an element
still missing. One night, while
visiting a gaudy carnival in Kantstrasse together, they were attract¬
ed to a sideshow featuring a
strong-man who accomplished pro¬
digious feats of strength under an
apparent hypnotic spell while, at
the same time, himself spellbind¬
ing the spectators with eery pro])hecies of the future.
Both men recognized this as the
story element they had been search¬
ing for. In a froth of creative fer¬
vor the two would-be scenarists
spent the next six weeks whipping
up a fantasy in which their three
diverse experiences became blend¬
ed into a unified plot structure.
They christened their main charac¬
ter “Caligari,” borrowing the
name from a personality mention¬
ed in “Unknown Letters of Stendahl”. The script was readily
accepted for production by Erich
Pommer, then chief executive of
Decla-Bioscop Productions.
The story concerned a mysteri¬
ous character (Dr. Caligari) who
exhibits at a small town fair in
North Germany a somnambulist
(Cesare) whom he keeps in an up¬
right coffin and who is capable of
prophesying the future while in
a hypnotic trance. In reality, Cali¬
gari is using Cesare as an instru¬
ment of murder, eventually arous¬
ing the suspicions of a student
(Francis) whose friend (Alan)
becomes the victim of such a pro¬
phesied murder and whose fiancee
(Jane) is kidnapped by Cesare.
Francis pursues Caligari (who
seeks refuge in an insane asylum),
and is horrified to discover that
the director of the asylum and
Caligari are one and the same.
With the aid of members of the
institution’s medical staff, Francis
finds in the director’s office a vo¬
lume telling of a demented 18th
Century showman, Caligari, who
used his hypnosis-dominated as¬
sistant, Cesare, to commit murder.
Confronted with evidence that he
has been re-enacting this gory
charade through control of a som¬
nambulist placed in his care, the
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gari, throws Francis into a frenzy
of accusation. He is subdued by
attendants and examined by the
solicitous doctor who opnies that
he now knows the nature of the
patient’s dementia and can success¬
fully treat it.
The modern version of the
film, “The Cabinet of Caligari,”
not only has no identifiable “ca¬
binet” to justify the title, but has
little else in common with the
original as far as plot line is con¬
cerned. There are no murders, no
fair, no Francis, no Cesare. The
story elements shared commonly
by the two versions are: (1) The
fact that the main body of the
narrative is actually the hallucina¬
tion of a mental patient, and (2)
the duality of characterization in
which the evil Caligari and the
kindly psyciatrist are ultimately
revealed as one and the same man.
The modern version, much more
subtle in approach than its pre¬
decessor, avoids the obvious flash¬
back technique in order not to tip
its hand and ruin the suspense. In
it, Jane, an attractive woman in
her middle twenties, is driving
along a country road on a spur-of-

director goes raving mad and is
carted off to his own madhouse in
a straight-jacket.
Such was the complete story as
originally conceived by its authors
—a straightforward narrative re¬
presented as realistic, if some¬
what macabre, drama. However,
the director assigned to the early
“Caligari” film. Dr. Robert Wiene
—no doubt influenced by the fact
that his own father had gone in¬
sane—preferred to represent the
body of the original story as an
hallucination raging in the mind
of an insane asylum patient. Over
the violent but ignored protests of
the two authors, this story was
placed within a “frame” which in¬
troduced Francis, sitting on a
bench on the grounds of the asy¬
lum, recounting the foregoing
story to another patient. Irising
out crudely into a flashback, the
film depicts his narrative in visual
action. On its completion, the
flashback returns to the present
and we discover that Alan, Jane
and Cesare (a harmless, flower¬
sniffing type) are also inmates of
the asylum. The appearance of the
asylum’s director, a kindly gentle¬
man only faintly resembling Cali¬

DIRECTOR
shot

for

OF

PHOTOGRAPHY John

dramatic

sequence

in

“The

Russell
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THREE SCENES ABOVE from the 20th Cenfury-Fox release, “The Cabinet

John Russell employed to add dramatic impact to scenes in this modern

of

version of a 1919 movie classic.

Caligari,"

exemplify

the

mood

lighting

the-moment vacation, when she has
a flat tire. Unable to find a jack or
get help, she proceeds on foot un¬
til she arrives at an imposing man¬
sion set in the midst of a walled,
park-like estate. The day has turn¬
ed dark and forbidding. Her
knock on the door is answered by
a bearded, faintly sinister middleaged man who introduces himself

which

cinematographer

simply as Caligari. He takes her
into his library, gives her a drink
and sends his chauffer to check on
her car. Since the car needs re¬
pairs, Jane—who is strongly at¬
tracted to Caligari—is invited to
stay the night. She does so and
goes to bed, not knowing that her
host has locked her bedroom door
from the outside.
The next day she goes to Caligari’s study and he invites her to
stay on. But she is shocked when
he shows her some obscene cards
and she flees from the room, only
to faint from drugged coffee and
be taken to her own room by Caligari’s servants.

Other house guests of assorted ages
and types, including a romantic
young man named Mark who, she
concludes, may also be a prisoner
in the house. She is much attracted
to him but, at the point of em¬
brace, suddenly denounces him as
callow and rejects him.
She goes up to her room to take
a bath. While lying in the tub she
spies Caligari peering down at her
through a glass port in the ceiling.
Pulling on a robe she goes to con¬
front Caligari; instead, she finds
herself stalked in the dark hall¬
way. Grabbing a piece of broken
glass, she almost stabs the stalker

Realizing that she is trapped by

who turns out to be Mark ori his

some sort of madman, she has no

way down from Caligari’s office.

choice but to play along until she

Encouraged by the kindly Paul,

can find some means of escape. At

she faces Caligari and begs him

dinner that night she meets Paul,

to free her, even offering to do

a gently sympathetic gray-haired

“anything” for him if he will ob¬

man whom she takes to be Cala-

lige. Coldly ignoring her none-too*

gari’s doctor. She meets several

subtle offer, he overwhelms her
with prying questions and she once
again flees from his study. All her
efforts to escape are frustrated. A
guest who tries to help her is bru¬

MINIATURE
scale,

is

SET,

only

design which
gari.''

This

consfructed

one

utilizing

marked

set

was

the

one-third
stylized

the original ‘‘Cali¬
photographed

as

a

process plate against which action in the
picture's

422

climactic

sequence

was

played.

tally beaten for her pains. She
finds a lock on the telephone when
she attempts to call for aid. In a
Continued on Page 441
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ULTRA-WIDE
By

LOWELL

A.

BODGER

the various wide
screen systems in use today must be a source
of confusion to the professional, if not a bewilder¬
ment to the film.-going public. The array of dy¬
namically new horizontal formats which have
graced a chosen few of the world’s screens in re¬
cent years is as varied as the technical processes
involved. Herein is a brief background and defini¬
tion of the current roster of processes which are
designed to fill what has come to be called the
“ultra-wide screen.”
^HE

PANAVISION'S new 65mm camera is streamlined self-blimped, and
just slightly larger than a Mitchell BNC. Two of its salient features are
a new type mavement and 200° shutter.

MITCHELL 65MM camera, as used in Todd-AO and early Panavision
photography. Camera is made to order and is similar to the popular
Mitchell BNC.

DIFFERENCES

BETWEEN

Behind cinematic advance in size is the produc¬
er’s increased concern with audience participation.
Cinerama travelogues and the 3-D horror films of
the early fifties led a trend of techniques aimed
toward closer involvement between the viewer and
the film’s action and sound. When a member of
the audience can have a majority of his field of
vision filled with a moving screen image, he is
drawn more effectively into the subject matter, and
firstly toward the box office.
It is apparent that }>roducer and audience inter¬
est must be coincident with technical innovation,
for the author’s study of wide screen photography
revealed numerous early attempts which are the
basis of present practices, but which were never
exploited fully at the time of their invention. D. W.
Griffith occasionally matted scenes along the top and
bottom to yield a narrow “wide” image in the re¬
maining center. Experiments were also carried on
in the early days with multiple projected images,
side by side, as in Cinerama. The first VistaVision

REPRODUCTION of a CinemaScope film clip from an
Color 35mm negative, showing "squeezed" image.
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SCREEN SYSTEMS
The cameras, film widths and screen for¬
mats that are employed in present-day
ultra-wide screen feature film production.

feature was filmed using a camera which had been
built in the late 1920’s as a conversion of the Natu¬
ral Color system camera, and several of the 65mm
Mitchells used in photographing Ben Hur had been
constructed as 70mm cameras in the 1930’s, and
required only slight conversion. Taking a long view,
the reader may see adaptability and financial prac¬
ticality as factors which lacked in these systems
three decades ago, but which have been realized

TECHNICOLOR

TECHNIRAMA

camera,

with

horizontal

film

movement

and 2000-ft. film magazines, photographs on 35mm negative in manner
similar

to

VistaVision.

Anamorphic

attachment

at

front

of

camera

is

obscured in this photo.

more recently.
CinemaScope, introduced in 1953 and held as
the pioneer of modern wide screen photography,
has as its basis anamorphic distortion. Anamor¬
phosis is not an invention of 20th Century-Fox, but
rather an adaptation of a principle decades old.
Horizontal compression during photography, com¬
bined with de-compression at the time of projection,
brought to reality the fact that a potential 2.55:1
screen image can be carried in a near-conventionalsize frame area. Twentieth Century-Fox chose a
compression factor of 2, and this has remained
constant among all other 35mm standard camera
wide screen systems.
Lenses of high quality have been developed both
in Am.erica and Europe, which eliminate the closeup
distortion and astigmatism encountered in many
early CinemaScope productions. While the origi¬
nal Bausch & Lomb anamorphosers were accessory

MITCHELL VISTAVISION camera uses 35mm film which
left at
minute,

24

double-frames per second, consuming

necessitating

2000-ft.

magazines.

moves right to

180 feet of film

Takeup

magazine

is

per
seen

with cover removed; viewfinder is at top of camera.
20TH CENTURY-FOX CINEMASCOPE cameras, mounting Bausch & Lomb
anamorphic

lenses,

pioneered

single-camera

ultra-wide

screen

photo¬

graphy. Before development of the new single-unit B&L anamorphic lens,
TCF

employed

supplementary

anamaphoser

lens

in

front

of

regular

camera lens.
Continued on

FILM

CLIP

of

Todd-AO

65mm

positive

printed

from

Next Page

a

65mm

negative. Regular release prints with sound tracks ore on 70mm
film os shown in diagram on following page.
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CINEMATOGRAPHER
CinemaScope

camero

Charles
on

G.

Clarke,

location.

Note

ASC,
the

with

20th

ultra-wide

Century-Fox

sunshade and

matte box, which accommodates the wide-screen picture format, also the
single-unit Bausch & Lomb anamorphic lens.

optics, mounted in front of and focused indepen¬
dently of conventional spherical lenses, more mod¬
ern “block” lenses, such as the Panatar series,
incorporate anamorphic and basic elements in a
single unit.
CinemaScope renders highly satisfactory results
when exhibited on an average theater screen in pro¬
portion to the size of normal format films, but ex¬
aggerated enlargements of the CinemaScope image
—a practice exhibitors caught onto quickly—results
in light loss, excessive graininess, and decreased
definition. Consequently, 35mm Cinemascope re¬
lease prints are limited as a source of entertain¬
ment on immense screens. The ultra-wide screen
requires larger prints.
Gain in image clarity is obtainable through one
or a combination of methods, most significant of
which is the use of a large-area negative in original
photography. Research carried out by the Eastman

release prints, which carry an image in the origi¬
nal negative position and are projected by hori¬
zontal-travel projectors. The aspect ratio in double¬
frame release print projection is 1.96:1—not a
radically wide image, but VistaVision must be de¬
fined as a large screen system, rather than a strictly
ivide screen system.
Fox worked along the same lines to improve
35mm CinemaScope prints, and arrived at a 55mm
anamorphosed negative system, which was em¬
ployed in photographing two high-budget produc¬
tions. From the four-times-normal negative frame
secured, either a very good 35mm or better 55mm
release print is obtainable. This system has been
used only in the two instances mentioned, and then
only to derive 35mm prints, and is no longer used.
Other systems further increase definition through
use of large-area negatives, which are more fre¬
quently printed onto large-area positive stock for
exhibition.
The three techniques which utilize
65mm and/or 70mm film are Todd-AO, Panavision 70, and Technirama 70. In each case the result
is a 70mm print, carrying a positive image of re¬
cently-standardized size, and six magnetic sound
tracks. The 70mm image is of such high quality
that a 100-foot-wide projection is possible without
any loss in picture sharpness.
In Todd-AO, a 65mm negative is photographed
Continued on Page 440

THE NEGATIVE
rently-used

FORMATS (left) and

ultra-wide

screen

film

release print formats of five cur¬

production

systems.

Picture area

of

CinemaScope and Panavision prints is slightly reduced to accommodate
the multiple tracks for stereophonic sound. In the Technirama, Todd-AO
and

Panavision-70

systems,

the

65mm

negative

is

printed

on

70mm

film, which provides the necessary additional width to accommodate the
multiple sound tracks.

Kodak Company revealed that the most noticeable
improvement in definition in the 35mm print is
obtained at the 2:1 reduction ratio between nega¬
tive and positive. Paramount and Technicolor first
developed VistaVision, in which standard 35mm
negative travels horizontally through a specially
designed camera to expose an eight-perforation
frame. In release printing, this twice-normal area
is commonly reduced to the standard 35mm frame
and is projected in the conventional manner. A
1.85:1 format projector aperture is recommended
and the print definition is good enough to permit
60-foot-wide screenings. For extremely large screen
projection. Technicolor has provided double-frame
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AnSCO sets America's standard
in films that meet the need for speed
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You see the fast-breaking action sooner
on New Super Hypan Reversal film I ([rbrto Z;)
This black-and-white reversal film is the thing news-beats are made of.
You save negative printing time and processing. Cover any action with film
speed to spare (Normal 200 or boost it to 400 with forced development.)
And be sure of this—your fastest action shots will project beautifully with¬
out objectionable grain . . . even when you use this film at higher speed.
With Super Hypan Reversal you cover all assignments and see them faster
with all the sharpness and detail you want.

Ansco
Binghamton, N. Y.

I
!

Super Hypan
Reversal

\
!

ANSCO—America’s first manufacturer of photographic materials . . . since 1842.
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THE ALEKAN-GERARD PROCESS OF
COMPOSITE PHOTOGRAPHY
An inexpensive and compact front-projection process for
shooting composite scenes for motion pictures.
Fig. ?.
By

L .

F .

RIDER

In ouk April issue, Raymond Fielding described The Scotchlight Process of
composite photography, which has proven successful in film work conducted hy
the Department of Theatre Arts of the University of California at Los Angeles.
The following article hy L. F. Rider, associated with Rank Kalee, a division of the
J. Arthur Rank Organization, London, appeared in the March, 1962. issue of
British Kinematography and describes a similar process.
Because this article goes into more technical detail and also answers many
technical questions about the process which the editor has received since publica¬
tion of the Fielding article, we are reprinting, with permission of the British
Kinematograph Society, a slightly condensed version of Mr. Rider’s article.
Omitted here are author’s references to use of the process in fashion, commer¬
cial, and television photography.—editor.

Tn

this modern age of pictures and

television, the photographer has a
number of technical tricks at his dis¬
posal by which he is able to achieve a
high degree of realism in the compos¬
ite picture. They range from simple
expedients, such as life-size photo-hack¬
ings, to rear projection, traveling matte
and Schufften shots, to mention but a
few. These processes all have their par¬
ticular applications and, equally, their
particular drawbacks. In the larger
studios, rear projection is probably the
most used, hut to apply it successfully

entails a large capital investment in
high-precision equipment and consid¬
erable studio space. Any attempt to
cut down on equipment or space at
once results in a drastic deteriora¬
tion of picture quality and the com¬
posite illusion is lost. For these reasons,
rear projection is usually ruled out in
the smaller studio.
A new system known as the AlekanGerard Axial Projection Processf, de¬
veloped hy two French cinematograph¬
ers, promises to open up a new field
for motion picture, television, fashion
and industrial photographers.
Essentially a front projection proc¬

\

Reflex Screen

/

\/

D
c

Fig. 1
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ess, it is a happy combination of some¬
thing old and something new. The old
part is the semi-transparent mirror, a
logical descendant of the plate glass
used in the popular “Pepper’s Ghost”
illusion of Victorian days. In its pres¬
ent form, using an untarnishable coat¬
ing of titanium applied hy vacuum
deposition methods, its efficiency has
been improved out of all recognition.
The new part of the process is the selfcollimating or reflex screen whose sur¬
face consists of millions of tiny glass
heads of high refractive index.
The beaded front-projection screen
has been known in the cinema and to
the home movie user for many years
and it is recognized that it has one
particular failing which severely ret British Patent No. 768.394

stricts its usefulness. While it is a
brilliant reflector, it has the unusual
property of returning a high percent¬
age of the projected light along its
own axis, straight back to the source.
From the cinema point of view, it
means that the projectionist sees the
brightest picture and, for this reason,
the use of this type of screen is con¬
fined to long narrow theatres where
the audience is contained in a small
angle relative to the screen. This odd
pattern of reflection seems, on the
face of it, to be a complete contraven¬
tion of the normal laws of reflection.
By careful design, it is possible to de¬
velop this “fault” to the point where
the screen becomes utterly useless in
the cinema. It may seem rather an odd
aim to pursue, but this “tailoring” of
the polar diagram has made possible
the Alekan-Gerard Process.
If the projected picture is viewed
from its apparent point of origin,
which is the front nodal point of the
projection lens, then an image of phe¬
nomenal brilliance will be seen. Al¬
ternatively, a picture of normal bril¬
liance can similarly be presented by
the use of a very low power light
source. The vital factor here, of course,
is the enormous apparent gain of the
screen as seen from the point of origin
of the light. The schematic diagram
(Fig. 1) shows the method used for the
Alekan-Gerard Process.
Continued on Page 430
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REU-16
Rewind with Universal Joint & End
Support

DFG-4
Differential Rewind to handle 4 reels

NRU-2
Negative Rewind unit

PR-IA
Power Rewind

NRU-31
Negative Rewind unit

•

ASR or SRA
Aluminum Split Reels

MTR-1
Magnetic Tape Attachment

Synchronizers

/
EDIT STRIPE
35mrn, 300 mil Magnetic Recording
Film

TS-1
35mm Non Magnetic Tape Splicer

AFS-35
Automatic Film Splicer

FS-816
8-16mm Hot Splicer

FSC-1
16-35mm Hot Splicer

ENM-16
16mm Edge Numbering Machine

956 N. Seward, Hollywood 38, Calif., HO 2-3284 •
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THE ALEKAN-GERARD COMPOSITE PROCESS

IS
COyCRCD
BY

Continued from Page 428

The camera C looks at the reflex
screen through the semi-transparent

FflRKfll f)LW COMP^NV

mirror M, which is disposed at 45°
to the optical axis. From one side, the
projector P throws a background im¬

424 LI PO CHUN BUILDING
HONG KONG

age OIL the screen, using the firstsurface reflection from the mirror. In

COMPLETE 16/MH & 35/MM
PRODUCTION FACILITIES

this set-up the projected beam emerges,
to all intents and purposes, from the
camera lens or, to put it another way,
the camera lens is axially coincident
with the virtual image of the projector

^\8Hr

lens, as seen in the mirror. It is es¬
sential that the coincidence relates to
the front nodal points of the respec¬
tive lenses rather than to their front
elements.

?

RENT

I

CAMERA LENSES

Securing Extreme Accuracy

Now! If you are working on a
tight budget, but want to make
a tremendous showing at a small
outlay . . . your T.V. station can
RENT the World's finest Lenses
from B & J. Extensive selection!
Off-the-shelf Delivery! Pioneers
in T.V. Optics—since 1936!

these front nodal points, both co-axially and along-axis, is of paramount im¬
portance. There is, happily, a simple
method of detecting and correcting
errors. A piece of the beaded screen
material about nine inches square
should be mounted on a thin, stiff
board of the same size which, in turn,

TV and CINE OPTICS
UNLIMITED ! !

is fixed to the end of a rod of con¬
venient length. This device is used as
a probe, to be inserted into the cam¬
era field approximately where the
foreground subject is to be located.
If the optical alignment is correct,
then the probe target, as seen through
the camera, will merge almost indis-.
tinguishably into the background and
will be free from shadow fringing.
Should an all-round shadow fringe be
seen, then either the camera is too
far back along the common axis, or
the projector is too near the mirror.
(See Fig. 2). Should the camera be too

The accuracy of alignment between

For Color — Black and White
. . . Choice of Focal-lenglhs, Apertures, and
Speeds direct FROM B & J STOCK, or Special
Custom Fittings from B & J's Modern Lens Lab.
B & J is prepared to meet the most exacting
needs of your TV Stations NOW
Widest selection of Cine Lenses — i6mm
(Pathe’, Filmo, Bolex, etc.)
and 35mm (Eyemo - Mitchell)
—Normal, Wide-Angle, Tele¬
photo, ZoomI
IF'rite /or Special 8 page
Optics & /tcessories Listing.

FREE— 132 pg. catalog of
Photo Equipment, Lenses and
Accessories, for the Profes¬
sional!
_

BURKE

”

•nwBl

& JAIMES.

321 S. Wabash

Chicago 4, Illinois

A. C. 7-62

CINEKAD

Universal Camera Clamp
This Clamp is a new idea of fastening securely
a

movie

such

or T.V.

camera

to

restricted

locations,

as: trees, roofs, windows, walls, doorways,

ceiling beams, bridges, boats, wild-life shooting,
hide-outt, wind

tunnels,

airplanes, rockets, etc.

MODEL UC-16—will take a load up to 65 lbs.
MODEL UC-35—will

accommodate

all

35mm

movie and T.V. cameras and will take a load
up to

150 lbs. in any position.

Write for our free 28-page catalogue.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
763 Tenth Ave., New York 19, N.Y.
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far forward, then a fringe will be seen
on that edge of the target which is
nearest the optical axis, but this effect
is only observed when the target is
wholly off-axis. The appearance of the
target under these conditions is shown
in Fig. 3.
Essential Requirements
In order to retain a correct perspec¬
tive relationship between the subject
and background, certain fundamental
principles must he observed, exactly
as in rear projection. Theoretically,
lenses of tbe same focal length should
be used in the studio camera and
projector and also in the field cam¬
era used for shooting the background
plate. Some license is permitted in
respect of the last item when a distant
background is being used, apparently
far behind the subject.
In the case of motion picture or
television application, the picture has
to fill a definite frame size and any
failure to fill the frame completely
will be wholly unacceptable. This con¬
dition may arise from manufacturing
between lenses of nominally the same
focal length or from small errors in
optical alignment of the set-up. As a
safeguard against this circumstance,
the focal length of the projector lens
should be a little shorter than that
of the camera lens in order to produce
a slightly oversize background. The
difference in focal length should not
he greater than about 10 per cent or
the perspective continuity between
subject and background will be spoiled.
Special Effects
By careful attention to perspective
matching some interesting effects can
be achieved. For instance, it is quite
possible for a person who is actually
part of the projected background to
be apparently nearer the camera than
is the studio subject.
Other trick effects may be realized
without great difficulty. If a street
scene contains some static object,
such as a pillar box or parked car,
then that object may be picked up on
an appropriately shaped cut-out screen
mounted on hardboard and located
just in front of the main screen. The
subject may then walk behind the se¬
lected object and thus appear to be
participating in the projected scene.
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problems and questions relating to Theatrical,
Television, Industrial, Military, Educational
and Documentary motion picture production.
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voltage”
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standard
studio
lighting
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age tables and wiring dia¬
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Data never before printed
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Process
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Shooting Day-for-NIght (col¬
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instead

of

merely

being

located

in

front of it.
For optimum efficiency of the sys¬
tem as a whole, the mirror should
theoretically give 50 per cent trans¬
mission and 50 per cent reflection, pre¬
supposing that there are no losses in
the glass itself. In practice, some 45
per cent transmission and 43 per cent
reflection are attainable.
The camera and projector lenses
being effectively coincident under the
stated condition, the camera can now
see a good liright background image
on the screen, free from “hot spot”.
At this stage we introduce the sub¬
ject S, (Fig. 1) somewhere in front

erty is inherent in the reflex screen.
Provided the lamps are situated reas¬
onably well away from the common
optical axis, a surprising quantity of
spill light can fall on the screen with¬
out visibly degrading the finished
picture. The intensity of subject light¬
ing required in the normal ranges of
photographic exposure is such that any
background image projected on the
subject is completely washed out.
Nature of the New Screen Surface
The precise nature of the screen has,
so far, been only sketchily indicated
and it would be well to discuss it in
fuller detail.

of the screen. By reason of the axial
coincidence, the shadow cast by the
subject on the screen will, from the
camera’s point of view, he exactly
masked by the subject himself. Any
tendency for a dark shadow fringe
It takes something even more
complex than a mechanical
monster to give you the finest
quality prints. It takes the
subtle thought and creative
imagination of the human
brain!
The master craftsmen at
Motion Picture Laboratories
have the keen minds, the im¬
agination, the know-how, and
the personal integrity to give
you prints of matchless excel¬
lence.
That’s why fastidious pro¬
ducers—who respect their work
—send their films to MPL.
They know from experience
that, like themselves, we re¬
spect their work by giving it
our closest personal attention.
The final proof of the quality
of our work is the fact that
our clients have remained
steadfastly with us through the
years.
In addition to these advan¬
tages, MPL gives you 24 hour
delivery service anywhere in
the United States.
Try us. You’ll be glad you
did.

to appear around the subject indicates
some degree of misalignment which
may he readily corrected by adjust¬
ment of the mutual relationship be¬
tween camera and projector.
Subject Lighting
It is obvious that, since the sub¬
ject must unavoidably cast a shadow
on the screen, some of the background
light will be intercepted by the sub¬
ject.
hat, then, if he is wearing
white clothing? Will not part of the
background be seen to be projected
thereon? The answer is yes . . . until
we light the subject. It should be re¬
membered that the screen, by reason
of its phenomenally high luminance
gain, provides a good, bright picture
from only a low powered projection
light source. So brilliant is the reflec¬
tivity that a piece of clean, white pa¬
per held against the screen and viewed
through the camera appears to be rel¬
atively quite black.
3

Send us your new film
by AIR today.

—

—

SOUND-EDITORIAL
COMPLETE LABORATORY SERVICES

To complete our composite picture,

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES,Inc.
781 S. Main Street
•
Memphis, Tennessee
Phone—Memphis WH 8 0456

The Master Craftsmanship
Your Film Deserves
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it now remains only to apply the sub¬
ject illumination from lamps L. (Fig.
I). Some of this light must inevit¬
ably fall on the screen as spill light,
but it will, in general, be reflected
back to the lamps themselves rather
than to the camera lens. The prop¬

Reference was made earlier to
beaded screens as used in the cinema
and for home movies. These screens
are usually made of cotton fabric,
one surface of which is treated with
an opaque white filler. The filled sur¬
face is coated with a substantially
colorless adhesive into which are im¬
bedded millions of small spherical
beads of crown glass having a refrac¬
tive index of about 1.5. The tendency
for the projected light to be returned
to the source has already been re¬
marked.
If, instead of using crown glass
beads, we now use beads of flint glass
with rare earth additives, having a
refractive index of the order of 1.9,
then the reflective properties of the
screen are drastically altered and a
very much higher percentage of the
total light is returned to the source.
In Fig. 4 is illustrated an enlarged
section of a type of material which
may
be
used
for
Alekan-Gerard
Process photography.
Layer 1 is the base or support which
may be of fabric or plastic. Layer 2
is a transparent, synthetic resin con¬
taining aluminum platelets or a simi¬
lar reflective medium, and into this
layer are imbedded the glass beads
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3 of high refractive index. Layer 4
is a further resin containing a black
pigment and it fulfils the dual func¬
tions of (a) providing further sup¬
port to the beads and (b) obscuring
the reflective layer 2, so that it can¬
not be seen between the beads. The
only effective parts of the reflective
layer are those parts which are actu¬
ally in contact with the backs of the
individual heads.
Fig. 5 illustrates a single hypotheti¬
cal light ray entering and leaving a
single bead. It shows that the ray is
bent into the bead on entry, is re¬
flected from the far inner surface and
is bent again to emerge finally parallel
to the incident ray. The diameter of
the beads being only of the order of
0.005 inches the incident and emer¬
gent rays may be considered to oc¬
cupy effectively the same position in
space. The reflective aluminum layer
assists the return of such light as may
tend to break through the far inner
surface of the bead.
The above description is essentially
fundamental and lends itself to many
variations concerned with the possible
refractive index and size of the head,
the use of a clear spacing layer inter¬
posed between bead and reflector, etc.
In its simple form, the screen mate¬
rial is akin to that used for reflective
road signs, although in that particular
application the characteristic of the
material is usually degraded in order
to widen the effective angle of the
material to compensate for the axial
displacement between car headlamp
beams and the driver’s line of sight.
Further development work is in hand
and there is promise of an excellent
material of extremely high efficiency

We know our way
around in the dark—►

which will shortly he marketed.
Size of Screens
It is unlikely that it will ever be
practicable to coat large seamless
screens in this manner and the mate¬
rial may, therefore, he expected to

WHEN

CHANGING

YOUR

ADDRESS

Please notify us at least four weeks in
advance. BE SURE to give your Former
address as well as your New Address.
Our Circulation Department needs both
addresses in order to properly identify
your address stencil.
Your cooperation will insure that
American
Cinematographer will con¬
tinue coming to you regularly without
delay or omission of issues. Thank you.
American

Cinematographer
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be made available in rolls of restricted
width.
Fortunately, assembly of a

Gerard Process appears to be
suited to a static camera set-up.

large screen is not difficult. All that
is needed is a plywood or hardboard
“flat” of suitable size on which the
widths of material may be secured
with latex adhesive, A butt join has
been found to be quite satisfactory,
provided that a half-inch strip of the
material is cemented over it. Such
joins are virtually invisible in the
finished picture. Irregularities in the
flatness of the mounting surface are
of little consequence and it has been
known for the material to be cemented
directly on the walls of a large studio

Motion picture tests made with a
single-head 160-ampere process pro¬
jector have confirmed the feasibility
of using a 50-ft. background screen.
On the other hand, small scale work
has been successfully carried out with
a 500-watt incandescent projection

with success.
Materials from different sources have
been tested in order to assess their
suitability for use in reflex screens
and these tests have served to show
that it is quite possible to make screens
with a neutral reflective characteristic
which are suitable for color photog¬
raphy.
It now remains to discuss some of
the pros and cons of the process in
its various fields of application.
Motion Picture Applications

... where we do
some of our best work.

• Sound

• Editorial

• Laboratory Services

Capital
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N. E.
WASHINGTON 2, D. C.
PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634
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It is not anticipated that the AlekanGerard Process will replace rear pro¬
jection among the facilities of the
larger motion picture studios. Rear
projection is already well established
and large sums of money have been
invested in the provision of elaborate
apparatus.
For the smaller studio,
lacking either the finance or physical
space for rear projection, the AlekanGerard Process offers a most useful
facility at a low price and occupies
practically no extra space. It offers
also the fundamental advantage of an
evenly-lit background free from “hot
spot” and very insensitive to spill
light. On the other hand, where the
background is, itself, a motion picture
film, the noise of a projector close to
the camera will prevent the shooting
of lip sync sound so that post-syn¬
chronizing techniques must be used.
An experimental blimped projector
under development shows good prom¬
ise. Fitted with a Mitchell-type pull¬
down unit and mounted in a standard
camera blimp, it is powered by a
pulsed light source.
Tracking
of
the
camera
(and
background! ) appears to be out of the
question unless elaborate and continu¬
ous compensation be made for focal
length and aperture of the projector
lens.
On the whole, the Alekan-

best

lamp.
Conclusion
To sum up, this process offers a
system of front projection photography
in a manner which is relatively cheap
to install, costs next to nothing to
operate and makes virtually no de¬
mands on studio space. The resulting
background image is evenly lit from
a small source and presents no “hot¬
spot” problems.
It provides a useful additional facil¬
ity to add to the resources of even
the largest film studio while, at the
same time, it is particularly attrac¬
tive to the small establishment making
television commercials. Its application
to television or photo-studio practice
will materially extend the amenities
thereof at low cost.

■

TRICKY FILMING
Continued from Page 417

method for storage of food 100 years
from now, and the preparation and
serving of food. These actions had to
be performed automatically, and shown
clearly within the limited amount of
footage alloted to this sequence.
The method of food storage was de¬
picted with a large wall-like compart¬
ment, partioned into drawers—one for
each meal of each day. A checkerboard
black-taped design created the effect
of 21 separate small compartments,
with individual knobs to open each of
the meal compartments for food stor¬
age. Actually, only one of the com¬
partments was a working model,
hinged to open. When filmed, a con¬
cealed photoflood lamp at the rear was
turned on simultaneously as the door
was opened by the housewife. Two
sections of clear plastic tubing 8 inches
in diameter permitted us to film food
rolling from the storage compartment
into a device which we lettered MicroCooker. At the proper moment, cooked
food was substituted and shown emerg¬
ing from the micro-cooker onto the
automatic traveling cart.
When the entire kitchen was to be
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Acceptance of the MOVIOLA CRAB DOLLY for motion picture
and television cameras is world wide as evidenced by unso¬
licited testimonials.
Users have learned through experience that the Moviola Crab
Dolly provides a mobile platform for their camera that can
be precisely positioned with more facility and speed, and
with greater accuracy than any other type of camera support.
Regardless of the shot — moving or static — all people en¬
gaged in the creative phases of the industry recognize that
production values are enhanced by the use of the Moviola
Crab Dolly.
PRODUCERS see additional set-ups and more fluid camera
work resulting in a quality product even on a tight budget.
DIRECTORS can add the dimension of camera movement to
their sequences and, through continuous composition, give
dramatic force to their story.
CAMERAMEN are able to “roll-in” on tight shots, exploit light¬
ing setups to greater advantage, match “takes” to rehearsals
through faithful dolly tracking and re-position quickly by
smooth precision adjustment.
EDITORS welcome “dailies” that have an infinite variety of
shots and added coverage. These values provided by the
Moviola Crab Dolly eliminate “choppy” continuity caused by
limited set-ups on ordinary camera supports.

for HIGH production value ...

on a LOW budget

WRITERS see that the Moviola Crab Dolly broadens their
scope in its use for dramatic effects.

mov?ola

manufacturing go.

You can break the stalemate of production values versus cost
with the help of the Moviola Crab Dolly. Call or write now for
a free brochure.

5539

included within one camera set-up we
decided to tie the theme of our picture
with the Fair with a Futuristic scene
back of a picture window. The hackdrop view was painted hy in-plant
illustrators. Published photographs of
the Seattle’s World’s Fair Space Needle
provided the motif for a central build¬
ing, with monorail trains speeding to
modernistic structures in the city back¬
ground. Frosted acetate in 48" width
rolls was stretched across the ‘solid’
portions on each side of the picture
window and aluminum paint provided
a metallic framing around it.
All these settings and props had to
be conceived and constructed before
shooting began. Many of the compli¬
cated appliance movements and opera¬
tions were rehearsed half a dozen
times before the action was acceptable
for photography.
For the presentation of this motion
picture, Philco — a manufacturer of
television receivers, among other things
■—elected to exhibit the film through
closed-circuit TV on modern receivers
located within the Philco exhibit. Two
specially-designed continuous loop pro¬
jectors are set up behind the exhibit,
concealed from view of Fair visitors.
The projected image of the film is
carefully focused upon the image orthicon tube of a small Philco closed-cir-
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3-COLOR METER
The ONLY meter that measures all
light sources, including DAYLIGHT,
accurately!
SPECTRA 3-color meter measures the
proportionate amounts of all three
primary colors present in the light
source and indicates the filters neces¬
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Spectra Index Units. (^Kelvin con¬
version table supplied)
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literature and
complete specifications.
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cuit TV camera (as shown in accom¬
panying photo) which, through its
electronic system, feeds the picture to
the several TV receivers.
So the })icture presentation will have
an identifiable beginning and end, there
is a 15-second interval when the screens
go momentarily dark — result of the
length of black leader separating the
beginning and end of the continuous
loop of film, as described earlier.
An innovation is the flashing on the
TV receivers during this 15-second
interval of a live-action view' of the
exhibit audience actually watching the
show, achieved by a hidden TV camera
which is automatically triggered to

pickup status whenever the film’s black
leader passes the projector gate. At
the end of the 15-second interval, the
hidden TV camera is shut off and the
film show' resumed.
While the intent of this capsule film
production is to depict probable modes
of living decades hence, thanks to the
wonders of electronics and the space
age, no little amount of imagination
and ingenuity was involved in its con¬
ception and production. The result is
not only a credit to our production
crew and facilities, but is just another
example of the “impossible” films
which imaginative in-plant film makers
make possible almost every day.

PRODUCTION PROCEDURES FOR ANIMATED COMMERCIALS
Continued from Page 415

As we do in approaching every com¬
mercial, we first examined the main
sales points. Our story department was
then turned loose on those points.
Their instructions were to keep the
message simple and entertaining.
A rough story board was then devel¬
oped, which called for a character air
pilot, an off-beat airplane and several
optical effects created by using still
pictures of actual Navy planes and
aircraft equipment. The layout was
timed to fill the 60 second format.
This “rough” story lioard was then
presented to our director in a story
conference where final modifications
were suggested, before creating a pres¬
entation board to show the sponsor.
The presentation board was, in essence,
a polished “rough” story board—with
the story line in caption form—to dem¬
onstrate the commercial, what it would
look like, and say.
Where the nature of a commercial
and the product lend themselves to a
characterization, like the Navy pilot
and off-beat airplane, our animation
department develops model character
sheets, which give the agency or spon¬
sor opportunity to study the proposed
characterization. In this way they can
be sure that they have a distinctive
character that will make their point
and still not be offensive to anyone in
the audience.
Format for the presentation of story
boards varies from sponsor to sponsor
and from agency to agency. Generally
story boards are a series of drawings
made on drawing paper and arranged
in sequence on a large panel. In the

case of the Navy commercial, where
optical effects were being considered,
the photographs which were to be
used were scaled down to proportion
with the rest of the presentation board.
Since the commercial was to be pro¬
duced in color, the presentation board
was also in color.
Once the presentation board was
accepted by the Navy, we went to
work. Production of the commercial
was turned over to our director who
initiated action in several departments
of the studio.
The design and layout department
began preparing backgrounds, scene
cuts, camera angle instructions and
character models. At the same time,
the music director prepared a score.
This was recorded on a magnetic track.
Meanwhile, the director cast voices
and arranged to record a narrative
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magnetic sound track. When com¬
pleted, the two sound tracks were
turned over to the editing department
which transferred the music and nar¬
ration to timing directions on expo¬
sure sheets. At this
duction, each sound

(INEKAD Microphone Booms
CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.

stage of pro¬
was carefully

evaluated to determine how many
frames it would require on film.
With the layouts, character models
and exposure sheets completed, the di¬
rector then analyzed the timing and
prepared timing sheets that would
show the animators step-by-step what
had to be done. Instructions for scene
cuts and pose drawings supplemented
these instructions.
The
animators’
rough drawings
were turned over to the camera depart¬
ment where they were photographed
as scenes were completed. Eastman
Plus-X Reversal Film, Type 7276 was
used, and photography done with an
Acme animation camera. Since 7276
is a reversal film, the camera original
was used as a work print.
The work print and sound track
were then synchronized and reviewed
on a Moviola. During this review, de¬
cisions for final changes and modifica¬
tions were made and special considera¬
tion given to such minute details as
how long each note in the score and
each pose should be held.
From this point, the job was turned
over to the art department, where fin¬
ished backgrounds were drawn for
each scene and separate cels painted
for each character and movement.
When color is called for, as in this
Naval Air Reserve commercial, there
are two technical pitfalls we avoid:
1. Color Hash — which occurs when
color density for the same image
varies from one cel to the next. This
shows up as a flash on the screen.
2. Melding of colors on black-andwhite sets because grays mesh where
colors contrasted.
The availability today of quality
color films and the excellent support of
film laboratories in Hollywood make
it possible for us to fully control color
as long as we do our job in the art
department.
One of the first lessons we learned
in the production of color commercials
was that when a number of overlap¬
ping cels are used in one scene, the
color on the top cel, and the same
shade on each succeeding cel down

1

Model

2

Model C-12 extends from 7 to 14 feet; has
external directional mike control.
Model “Miracle” extends from 7 to 18
feet; has internal fitted noiseless directional
mike control.
Model C-18 extends from 7 to 20 feet;
has external directional mike control.

ALL MODELS FIT
IN YOUR CAR!

3

4

BR-12

extends from

7 to

14

feet.

Each CIISEKAD Mike Boom has a sturdy
5-foot stand, which can be elevated to a
height of 10 feet.
Write for Free

Catalogue

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.

763 10TH AVE., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
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DUAL CAMERA MOUNT
FOR SPORTS, NEWS COVERAGE, NATURE
PHOTOGRAPHY AND SPECIAL EFFECTS
Two cameras always ready to film individually; or,
wide angle and telephoto at the same time. Also,
upright and inverted camera positionings to film
forward and reverse actions simultaneously.
A required accessory for every cinematographer for
better coverage of many assignments and trick
shots.
1 cameraman—1 tripod—2 cameras.
Saves another tripod and another cameraman.
Heavy
duty
special
aluminum
plate.
Hardened
collared wing bolts, wing nuts and spares.
Fits all tripods . . . Pre-aligned mounting holes.
Complete, only

$12
ZEPER INDUSTRIES, Engineering Division
“Quality, Precision by Craftsmen"

7 Cameraman ... 7 Tripod ... 2 Cameras

8448 Forrest Avenue — Philadelphia 50, Pa.

will not show up the same.
Trial and error tests have taught
us how we must change the shade of
each color according to its cel posi-
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iiolex cameras and
accessories for every
professional effect.

The Bolex H-16 Rex comes with reflex viewing,
variable shutter and 3-lens turret. With Lytar 25mm
f/1.8 lens, only $450.00.

Vario Switar 86: Zooms from 18mm to 86mm—al¬
most 5:1. Designed and constructed exclusively
for Bolex H-16 cameras with reflex viewing. Dia¬
phragm f/2.5 to f/22 ($420.00).

tion on the
shades used
ened as we
The acetate

animation stand. Darker
on the top cel are light¬
go down in cel position.
diffusion compensates for

the color difference.
In order to assure uniformity, our
paint bottles are labeled according to
cel level as well as color. In a scene
where a full compliment of cels isn’t
necessary, we use blank cels to main¬
tain uniformity. In this manner, the
art department may provide as many
as 16 scenes using between 1,200 and
1.100 cels for a 60-second commercial.
From the art department, the Navy
commercial was routed to the camera
department, where production was
completed.
We used Ektachrome Commercial
Film, Type 7255. our standard for
16mm color production because of its
ability to capture true color and main¬
tain contrast.
The camera original was delivered
to Hollywood Film Enterprises, where
the initial answer print was made
from an Eastman Color Internegative.
Ty])e 7270, printed directly from the
original.

Underwater Housing: Extremely resistant, remains
watertight down to a depth of 300 feet. Camera
is easily installed without tools. Three outside con¬
trols for diaphragm, motor winding and camera
release f$430.00).

Precision-Ground Lenses: Switar 10mm f/1.6 wideangle, $149.50; Switar 25mm f/1.4 normal lens,
$168.00; Switar 75mm f/1.9 fast telephoto, $145.00.

Bolex S221 Projector: For 16mm optical and mag¬
netic sound, full range of audio-visual controls for
all professional screening possibilities. Choice of
three lenses. With Standard f/1.3 50mm lens,
$1250.00. Model S211, optical sound only $985.00.
Workmanship for all Bolex equipment is to the
most precise tolerances on the 16mm market.
Bolex lenses are matched for uniform sharpness,
exposure and color rendition. Bolex cameras and
accessories offer the professional utility many
studios have paid thousands of dollars for. Write
for literature and name of your nearest Bolex dealer.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE F. E. T. WHERE APPLICABLE.
PAILLARO INCORPORATED. 100 SIXTHAVE.,NEWYORK 13
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Actually, most of our production of
animated commercials is with 35mm
film. Standard procedure for 35mm
color production is to shoot with East¬
man Color Negative Film, Type 5250.
Processing of this material is done for
us by General Film Laboratories.
There is plenty of room for flexibil¬
ity in the production of any commer¬
cial. The original film used and the
print stock chosen usually depend upon
the sponsor’s ultimate release plans.
A 6(J-second commercial in color
will probably cost about 20 to 25 per
cent more than in black-and-white.
The determining factor is usually the
increased impact obtained from the
use of color. Our feeling is that as
the number of color television shows
increase, the number of color ani¬
mated commercials will similarly in¬
crease.
Few sponsors wbo go to tbe expense
of paying for the special impact of a
color show will scrimp on the cost of
producing a color commercial.
On the other hand, we don’t expect
to see much color animation work
done in commercials unless they are
to supplement color show's. The single
exception would seem to be public
service commercials, like the Navy job
described here.
The cost theme can be carried even
further to compare “live-action” and
animation, without coming up with

any significant conclusion. Cost com¬
parisons are elusive because there is
a wide range in animated commercial
costs.
Similarly, “live-action” costs
also vary widely. The determining
factor is: “Does animation fit the
character of the product?”
In this article, we have considered
“full”
animation,
where
at least
one character is continually moving
throughout the action to attain com¬
plete change of attitude and lip syn¬
chronization. This is the most likely
form of animation for commercial pro¬
duction. However, cost corners can be
cut through the use of either limited
animation or the filmograph.
The former is characterized by cam¬
era moves, cycle animation and popon’s, created by the same methods but
utilizing sliding cels and still draw¬
ings. These techniques may be seen
in many of the animated features pro¬
duced for juvenile audiences on tele¬
vision. While the objectives differ, the
theories are the same.
In other words, there is a lot of
latitude in the selection of the specific
techniques for any given animation
presentation—a wide range of possibil¬
ities to adapt the animated product to
the sales job at band and the budget
available.
■

“RIDE THE HIGH COUNTRY”
Continued from Page 411

counter various hardships and men¬
aces; the youth finds love personified
in a freckle-faced tomboy-type girl;
and the whole thing ends in the most
highly stylized gunfight since “High
Noon.”
For
the
roaring
location,
the
focal

mining camp
point
of the

film’s action, the Bronson Canyon area
of Griffith Park in Hollywood was
chosen. This stretch of terrain runs
about a city block in length and has
steep rock walls rising on either side
resembling a rock quarry. Along the
walls of this rocky corridor prospec¬
tors’ tents were set up, and in the
diminishng extremity of the canyon
the studio constructed the exterior of
the combination saloon and “pleasure
palace,” inside which some highly
dramatic action was staged.
In order to create an authentic vis¬
ual link with the previously-shot Mam¬
moth footage, it was decided that
patches of snow should cling to the
crevices of the canyon and the folds
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of the tents. Ordinarily, fallen snow
is simulated hy drifting coarsely gran¬
ulated gypsum where needed. In this
case, it was felt that the effect could
be created more quickly, more easily
and with a minimum of mess if liquid
soap under pressure were used in¬
stead. The foam produced in this
way clung realistically to the areas
where applied, remained fresh for
approximately twenty minutes, and
left no messy residue to mar the land¬
scape.
The main photographic problem in
the canyon arose during filming of
day-for-night sequences.
“It is a fairly common misconcep¬
tion that day-for-night scenes are shot
most successfully in dull flat light,”
Ballard comments. “Actually, a cer¬
tain contrast is necessary in order to
give definition to the elements in the
scene. On the other hand, if such
scenes are shot in brilliant front sun¬
light, any artificial light effects, such
as street lamps or lighted windows,
included in the scene to enhance the
feeling of night will be “washed out.”
The ideal condition is a strong natural
cross-light, with the camera shooting
toward the shadow side of the sub¬
ject. Front light must be kept off the
background so that artificial light ef¬
fects can burn through strongly. All
cameramen prefer to shoot night
scenes actually at night—but some¬
times the shooting schedule does not
permit this. Also, there is a conten-

TREND: “LIGHTER” LIGHTS

lion that real night scenes invariably
are too dark to show up well on drivein theater screens.”
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One of the most challenging day-

CREATIVE
SPECIAL EFFECTS

for-night problems in the picture was
that involved in a sequence where the
men are first shown playing a scene

Complete Advisory and Technical Services
From Story Ideas to Theater Screen.
LIQUID GATE PRINTING
FOR 16-35-65 BLOW-UPS
Specialized Laboratory Services

outside a ranch house and then pro¬
ceed inside a barn to bed down for
the night. The interior, in this case,
was not a studio set, but an actual
barn. The photography was planned
so that sunlight streaming in through
the barn door would appear on the
screen as moonlight. Ballard threw

“Over 30 Years of
Major Studio Experience”

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood
1153 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Phone: HO 9-5808

Cable: FILMFX

shadows across the figures as they got
inside and enhanced the night effect
through the use of a few well-placed
incandescent units. In shooting dayfor-night exteriors, scenes are usually
underexposed approximately two stops.
However, no Idue filters are used over
the lens as this would limit flexibility
in editing the sequence. Cold light,
characteristic of night, is added later
by the laboratory through the use of
apj)ropriate filters in the printer, thus
permitting a much more precise con¬

DUAL
POWER
VIEWER
for
BOLEX
REFLEX
From an original 6X to on 8X full field and
16X
critical
focus
LARGER
IMAGES—BETTER
SHARPNESS
CONTROL
WITH
ANY
LENS
Easy to Operate—Guaranteed for Life—More
Information
Available—When Viewer only is
sent $54.00—When sent with Camera $60.00.

trol.
The photographic excellence of
“Ride the High Country” is not con¬
fined entirely to the striking outdoor
sequences which make up the bulk of
the footage. In his lighting of the
interior sequences Ballard displays
daring and originality. One outstand¬
ing scene, for example, takes place
inside a ranchhouse and involves a
clash of temperament between a girl
and her straight-laced, Bible-beating
father. The girl enters the living room
where the father, full of righteous
wrath, denounces her as sinful. He
follows her as she walks around the
table and then strikes her, knocking
her to the floor. As she rises, the
father, overcome with remorse, falls
to his knees and begs her forgiveness.

Typical

LINWOOD DUNN,

This lengthy dramatic scene was
photographed entirely by the light of
a single set lamp beamed tbrough the
door of an adjacent bedroom. The
figures are completely backlighted,
with no fill-light used. Such lighting,
especially in color photography, is
rarely employed in Hollywood Studios
where the cliche' still persists that
the actors faces must be visible at all
times. In this case, however, the se¬
quence gains great dramatic impact
from the fact that all one sees on the
screen is the clash of forms in oppo¬
sition while the biting dialogue ex¬
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In another scene that takes place
within the saloon and its adjacent
sleeping rooms, Ballard employed an
emphatic
transition
of
contrasting
lighting styles to shift rapidly from
comedy to dramatic violence.
The
opening action in the scene is in the
nature of a celebration marking the
wedding of the girl and the longahsent suitor whom she has journeyed

SPLICING EQUIPMENT AND
PERMACEL FILM SPLICING
TAPE AVAILABLE FROM THESE

to Coarse Gold to join. In the midst
of the roistering the groom picks up
his bride, carries her to a recently
vacated nuptial chamber in the rear
of the establishment, and dumps her
purposefully on the bed. He leaves
the room for a moment and then his
three lecherously drooling, half-witted
brothers lurch into the bedroom and
move toward the girl. The groom re¬
appears in time to forcibly dissuade
the intruders.
In approaching this sequence pho¬
tographically, Ballard lit the barroom
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in a relatively high-key to enhance
the comic values, while still preserv¬
ing a mellow “gaslight” quality that
is not only faithful to source hut com¬
plements the garish luxury of the set,
with its red “velvet” walls, and the
flamboyantly colorful costumes of the
ladies-of-the-evening and their 300-lh.
madam.
In the corridor leading from the
barroom to the bedroom the lighting
pattern gradually changes to low-key,
with well-placed shadows suggesting
impending danger.
Then, as the
groom dumps his bride and turns the
lights down low, black shadows seem
to leap into the corners and crouch
there like beasts of prey. This sym-

holism is forcefully personified by the
three evil brothers who barge into
the room, “chopped” by low-placed
cross-lights that heighten their sinis¬
ter aspects. The total effect is most
forceful and adds up to a perfect ex¬
ample of creative lighting precisely
controlled to enhance a violent change
in dramatic mood.
Despite the many weather and lo¬
cation problems that plagued the pro¬
duction, shooting of the picture was
completed within its 27-day schedule.
Ballard credits much of this accomp¬
lishment to two elements that directly
affected his work as cinematographer.
First, he was assigned to the picture
almost a month prior to the start of
shooting and thus was able to work
closely with the director, art director,
and wardrobe designer to pre-plan a
creative visual approach to the story.
And secondly, he was working with
Sam
Peckinpah,
a director who,
though relatively new to the motion
picture medium, had a fine feeling
for visual values and was very much
open to suggestion in terms of the
photographic treatment.
“You can’t get a good picture pho¬
tographically without a director who
wants and appreciates good photog¬
raphy,” Ballard comments.
“Sam
Peckinpah was willing to try anything
that would sharpen the dramatic
values of the story. Also, when a
cinematographer has opportunity to
sit in on the planning of a picture
and is consulted on sets and wardrobe,
he just naturally takes more than ordi¬
nary interest in the production. He
feels that the picture is really his.”

■
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with spherical optics. Whereas the
first Todd-AO cameras were built to
specifications in Europe, 65mm Mit¬
chells have since been used to pho¬
tograph the majority of seven major
productions in this format. Todd-AO
specifications as to camera and pro¬
jector aperture and sound track place¬
ment served as a model for the two
similar systems to follow.
Lenses were designed by the Ameri¬
can Optical Company and cover fields
of up to 128°. The considerable con¬
tent of the Todd-AO image, when pro¬
jected onto a deeply curved screen,
renders a 2.2:1 result on the order
of Cinerama. Somewhat severe barrel-

ing and distortion, which were evi¬
dent in early productions, have been
alleviated by a subsequent series of
lens improvements and equipment re¬
design under the title of “The Todd
Process.”
Panavision 70 employs 65mm nega¬
tive film and exposes a frame of about
the same area as Todd-AO, as men¬
tioned above. There is a choice be¬
tween sj)herical optics, to yield a for¬
mat of 2.2:1, and the addition of a
slight anamorphic factor to yield a
one-third wider, 2.7:1 format. The
latter is officially called Ultra-Panavision, and since M-G-M co-developed
the system with Panavision, Incor-
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porated, it is also frequently
noted as M-G-M Camera 65.

de¬
In

either case, the negative is contact
printed onto 70mm for release. The
first films shot in Panavision 70 were
photographed
with
specially
built
65mm Mitchells similar to the Mitchell
Standard, which were housed in mas¬
sive 300-lh. blimps; however, Pana¬
vision has since designed and hu ilt
several highly versatile cameras and
a series of exceptionally sharp lenses
for use with the system.
Technirama utilizes a 35mm nega¬
tive identical to VistaVision in size
and format. However, somewhat more
information is squeezed into the nega¬
tive through a 1.5 anamorphic com¬
pression.
In most cases, CinemaScope-type 35mm extractions are made
from the negative through optical re¬
duction and an additional 1.33 ana¬
morphic compression. Release prints
made in this manner are far superior
to those made from 35mm CinemaScope negative. Several films photo¬
graphed in Technirama have been
given 70mm release, and this is done
by optical printing involving deanamorphosing the double-frame nega¬
tive and printing directly onto the
70mm frame area. The Technirama
camera is a conversion of Techni¬
color’s old three-strip color camera.
VistaVision cameras can also be modi¬
fied for Technirama photography.
Amid all this technical name-calling
is the fact that these systems are re¬
markably versatile and interchange¬
able. According to W. E. Pohl, tech¬
nical director of Technicolor, “It is
possible to make prints from any of
these negatives in any of the com¬
monly used positive formats. In mov¬
ing from one format to another, it is
possible to employ either spherical
enlargement or reduction, coupled
with either anamor])hosing or deanamorphosing of the image.
An
example is the printing onto 70mm
of a 55mm CinemaScope negative for
a recent exhibition of Fox’s “The King
and I.” The coupling here of vertical
reduction and horizontal expansion
was called for since the theater in¬
volved was equipped for 70mm pro¬
jection. The resulting presentation sys¬
tem was called “Grandeur 70”—Gran¬
deur being the title of Fox Studios’
eariler adventure into wide-screen film
production.
This provision accounts for the
comparatively fast acceptance of wide
film, and wide screen in general, as
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a practical medium of film exhibition.
Though less than 1% of the nation’s
theaters are presently equipped to
handle a 70mm release, 35mm Cine¬
maScope prints as well as flat con¬
ventional format prints are obtainable
and guarantee any production exhibi¬
tion anywhere.
The equipment involved in all these
systems is obtainable by rental from the
appropriate organizations.
Purchase
has been limited to a few large studios,
such as M-G-M and Paramount, who
have either co-developed the systems
or have sufficient interest to consider
ownership profitable. A 65mm Mit¬
chell camera takes five-to-six months
to build and can only be had on
special order, for around thirty-fivethousand dollars, with accessories, less
lenses. Raw film stock required is
supplied by Eastman Kodak Com¬
pany on special order through W. J.
German, Incorporated. Eastman will
cut and perforate minimum quantities
of 20,000 feet of any available nega¬
tive or positive material for use with
any system. Costs on wide area film
vary according to quantity and emul¬
sion involved, but run about double
the cost of 35mm. At present Techni¬
color is the sole organization fully
equipped to perform lab work on the
large negative processes mentioned
here. M-G-M also has considerable
lab facilities, and DeLuxe is presently
outfitting a lab in New York to handle
65mm and 70mm film.
The ultra-wide-screen is
a field for the well-endowed
ducer only. The techniques
have been perfected and

presently
film pro¬
involved
complete

facilities now exist, whereas a decade
ago they did not. And available to
the industry is the highest technical
achievement in cinematography.
■
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frantic dash toward the rear gate of
the estate she is overtaken by a veri¬
table Hound of the Baskervilles and
only narrowly escapes the beast.
She now realizes that she will have
to win her freedom from Caligari by
calling his bluff. She goes to his study
and offers herself to him, taking off
most of her clothes and flaunts her
sexuality in his face. ^ hen he fails
to respond, she screams at him the
accusation that he is impotent. In a
mocking gesture he tears off his beard
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and wig. She is horrified to see the
features of Paul, the benevolent doctor
she has trusted, emerge from the dis¬
guise. Terrified, she runs from his
office and finds lierself rushing down
an interminal.ile nightmarish corridor,
finally plunging through a door into a
pit of chaos.
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As she finally comes whirling up
out of this confused vortex, at first we
see everything from her viewpoint. The
mansion has lost its exotic quality. A
young woman whom she had taken to
he Caligari's mistress is revealed as his
nurse, and other “house guests ”, pa¬
tients in his private mental sanitarium.
There is no Caligari—only Paul, the
patient, kindly psychiatrist. He ex¬
plains that she has had a nervous
breakdown (symbolized by the break¬
down of her car) and is now well
enough to go home. We see that Jane
is not young, as in her hallucination,
but an elderly woman. As her grown
son comes to pick her up in his car
we recognize him as Mark, the young
man to whom she was romantically
attracted. They drive out of the
grounds of the sanitarium as the
camera pans up to show Paul on his
balcony watching them leave.
Purists may carp at this wide de¬
parture from the original story line.
In justification—if such is needed—it
should be pointed out that Producerdirector Roger Kay never intended the
new version to he a literal remake of
the old—l)ut rather a predominantly
original work geared freshly to modern
audiences hut springhoarded by basic
structural references to the German
“Caligari”. His aim was not to produce
a horror film reeking with homicidal
violence—hut a suspense drama in
which a patient in the throes of mental
breakdown leads a suspense-stimulated
audience through the labyrinths of her
confused mind. Just how' successful the
suspense element is will depend, of
course, on the sophistication of the
individual viewer. Those grounded in
psychology will immediately spot a
veritable shower of Freudian symbols,
while the less worldly should remain
pleasantly puzzled up until the very
end.
Be that as it may, the most valid
basis of comparison between the two
versions of the film is not one of dis¬
crepancies in story line, hut rather of
the respective cinematic techniques
used to translate the story elements re¬
tained in common by both versions
into visual terms (hallucination of the

protagonist, duality of the antagonist.)
The events which resulted in the
original “Caligari’s” emergence as a
triumph
of
expressionistic
design
were, if legend holds true, quite acci¬
dental and motivated strictly by the
demands of practical necessity. Erich
Pommer himself relates in his memoirs
that in Germany during that period,
electrical current was limited by strict
quota. At the moment that “Caligari”
was scheduled to go before the camera
the studio had already used up its
quota for that month. Realizing there
would not be sufficient current to
achieve any sort of artistic lighting in
the large sets that were planned, co¬
author Janowitz desparately suggested:
“Why not paint light and shadows on
the sets for this film?”
Pommer immediately rejected this
inspiration with the pronouncement:
“It is impossible to put fantastic, un¬
real, flat sets behind real, solid people.”
Nevertheless, he reluctantly agreed to
permit a test to he shot against bizarre
flats designed liy three expressionist
painters:
Hermann Warm, Walter
Roehrig and Walter Rieman. After
viewing the test, Pommer, still skep¬
tical hut lacking an alternative, grudg¬
ingly agreed to film the production
against expressionistic settings.
W hile the sheer novelty of the film’s
decor prompted certain critics of the
time to hail it as “the first truly crea
tive use of the cinema,” its startling
effects were, in actuality, transplanted
almost directly from the stage. The
film’s designers had envisioned a new
screen dimension that would convey
“meaning beyond reality” through
the use of studied distortion. The total
effect, however, could scarcely have
lieen more blatantly theatrical and
stage-bound. Towns, buildings, walls
and landscapes were expressed in
stylized complexities of jagged angles,
unnatural
shadows,
sharply-pointed
forms, diagonal chimneys, rumpled
rooftops and vaguely abstract symbols
—all roughly daubed onto backdrops
and set pieces arranged in forced per¬
spectives. Nor were the effects con¬
sistent. At times they verged so close
to realism as to become almost literal
—while, at other times, they were so
far out as to offer scant relationship,
even in halluncinatory terms, with
anything recognizable in life itself. In
an effort to harmonize tlie players with
the grotesque backgrounds, the actors’
movements, wardrobes and makeup
Continued on Page 444
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BOLEX H-16 Supreme, like new with 25mm
Ektar F/1.9 and 15mm Ektar F/2.5, $242.50.
Bolex h-16 Supreme, like new, without lens,
$187.50; or with 25mm Ektar F/1.4, $322.50.
Other 16mm lenses, C-thread; 63mm Ektar
F/2, $47.50; 102mm Ektanon F/2.7, $47.50;
16mm Switar F/1 .8, $62.50; Pan Cinor 1770mm F/2.4, $150.00. Pair 3-bulb Ertlerlites,
stands and case, $82.50. CECO Pro Jr. tripod,
$90.00. Leica 50mm Elmar lens F/3.5, $39.00.
Bell & Howell Mag.-Optical 16mm projector.
Model 202, excellent condition, $295.00. AM
items were bought new and personally owned
by myself. DON LASH, 565 Crescent Rd.,
Mansfield, Ohio.

AURICON CAMERA CV, 16mm. 400' B&H
mag., 3 lens turret, built-in synch motor for
single or double system optical recording.
Complete with Auricon amplifier, variable area,
mike, connecting cords in single case. All like
new, $1345.00. REISINGER, 1417 Kalmia Rd.,
Washington 1 2, D. C.

WANT to buy good Auricon with or without
accessories. BETTY SINGH, 13153-A Victory
Blvd., Van Nuys, Calif.

ROBERTS Recordex tape recorder model ^90,
$75.00. Mohawk Midget tape recorder Model
RL. All accessories including converter, speak¬
er, 9 tape magazines (less batteries), $150.00.
Cine Special Series 1, 100' magazine, MaierHancock viewfinder. Par telescopic reflex find¬
er, 15mm, 25mm, 50mm, 102mm lenses,
matte box and lens shade with camera attach¬
ments, carrying case, $550.00. Bolex Leader,
16mm, 25mm, 50mm lenses, filter holders,
rackover, carrying case. Make offer. Box 1447,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
ART REEVES sensitester 35-16c, good clean
unit. Photo on request. $750.00. 16mm Herrnfeld continuous printer, three-way aperture
and 40 tooth B&H sprocket drive. Good con¬
dition, $985.00. B&H 400'x35mm magazines,
(black) two in case, like new. $50.00. Process¬
ors, Oscillo-Record cameras, 16mm N-9 movie
cameras w,/50' or 1OO' magazines, 17mm or
35mm lenses. K-24 cameras. Good used 16mm
X 1 200' cans and reels, etc. GEORGE PETROS,
1238 S. Jamestown, Tulsa 12, Oklahoma.
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S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
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•
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Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
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WANT to buy 16mm or 35mm Mitchell.
HENRY T. LANE, 826 South Mansfield, Apt.
A, Los Angeles, Calif.

COMPLETE 1 6mm sound movie equipment. Au¬
ricon super 1200, all accessories, zoom lens,
tripod, dolly, boom, colortran lights, 6 chan¬
nel mixer, mikes, editing equipment, tape re¬
corders, etc. Write ARTHUR T. LOWERY, 730
Bel Air Ave., Lakeland, Fla. MU 3-4610.

FILM ASSIGNMENTS wanted. Pacific Coast and
Midwest Area, for stock shots, process plates,
etc. Top Hollywood cinematographers and
equipment available. WORLD WIDE FILMS,
INC., 108 So. LaJolla Ave., Hollywood 48,
Calif. Phones: WE 9-8308 and OL 3-5072.

AURICON Cinevoice with 400'—1 200' con¬
version, heavy duty sync motor, amplifier
w/new batteries, cable, earphones, WE mike,
case complete. Very good condition, $599.00.
AURICON portable power supply, $45.00.
REBEL, 887 Palm, Hialeah, Florida.

LABORATORY & SOUND

HOUSTON-FEARLESS

Model 312 duplex processor. Complete lab.
Extra set of racks, mixer, cutter and mounter,50,000 mounts, boxes and reels, etc. Cost over
$32,000.00. Used nine months. Priced at only
$14,500.
GEORGE PETROS
1238 S. Jamestown
Tulsa 12, Oklahoma
WALL CAMERA :^44-185, 930. Excellent con¬
dition. 3 lenses: 1", 2", 3" F2; 1—1000'
mags, 110 V single phase sync motor, 12 V
wild motor, carrying case for camera. One
Mitchell viewfinder
with
adjustable
mats
lines, $1,495.00. Call or write G. O. RUSSELL,
P.O. Box 6794, EVERGREEN 9-0331, Jack¬
sonville, Florida.

B&H 1 6mm magnetic-optical projector 202.
Separate 12" speaker. Like new, $465.00.
1417 Kalmia Rd., Washington 12, D. C.

EQUIPMENT WANTED

SERVICES AVAILABLE

INSTANT CASH

JAPANESE English speaking director-cinema¬
tographer for features, TV, etc. HARRY MlMURA,
2-1303
Setagaya,
Tokyo,
Japan.
Credits: "Around the World in 80 Days"
(Far East locations), American TV films (See
American Cinematographer March, 1961).
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TITLES & OPTICALS for low budget produc¬
tions. 8/16/35mm service. Samples and price
list from ASSOCIATED CINETITLE SERVICES,
13204 Shaver, Baldwin Park, California.

ARRIFLEX 35, late model wanted. Must be in
good condition, reasonably priced.
ELMER
DYER, 108 So. LaJolla Ave., Hollywood 48,
Calif.
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CANADA — Available for film assignments,
16mm double or single system, color and
black & white. Fully mobile for location work,
editing, dubbing, etc. RODESFILM PRODUC¬
TIONS,
1260
MacKay St.,
Montreal
25,
Quebec, Canada. Area code: 514 phone:
937-5671.

6838 SUNSET BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 28 CALIF.

AURICON PRO auto parallax finder N-R24 am¬
plifier, custom made case. Cost $100.00, in¬
cluding 2 microphones. Had less than 25 rolls
of film since new (less lens) approximate cost
$1700.00. Asking $850.00. Firm price. JO¬
SEPH GROSS, 2424 S. 2nd Street, Philadelphia,
Penna. FU 9-8229.

35mm ARRIFLEX, Model 1, wild and sync mo¬
tors, sound blimp, 2 400 ft. magazines, etc.,
complete production unit. WAH CHANG, HO
9-3523.

WANTED MISCELLANEOUS

SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed.
Complete studio and laboratory services. Color
printing and lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION
PICTURE SERVICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Ave¬
nue,
Cleveland
3,
Ohio.
Phone ENdicott
1 -2707.

URGENTLY NEED
KODACHROME

WANT to buy Arri 16 and Arri 35. Also need
all Arri accessories. LEE SILVER, 3345 Canton
Way, Studio City, Calif.

EUROPEAN assignments. Worldwide experi¬
ence in documentary, advertising and tele¬
vision film productions. WORLD ALIVE FILMS,
Willemsparkweg 207, Amsterdam, The Neth¬
erlands.
CINEMATOGRAPHER for
MID-WEST assign¬
ments. Excellence guaranteed. CARL BAKER,
1416 East 50 Street, Tulsa, Oklahoma. Rl
3-3832.
16mm FILM assignments—Chicago, Zoographic,
Scenic, Industrial. ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRO¬
DUCTIONS, 1657 Grace St., Chicago 13, Illi¬
nois. Bl 8-8612.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS, New York, Boston area,
scenic, stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS,
168 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.
CAMERAMAN available for assignments in¬
cluding UNDERWATER. ROY CHEVERTON, 2625
N. Ocean Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

SI.50 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial Office.
American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms
close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
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“CALIGARI” TO “CALIGARI”
Continued from Page 442

were stylized to an almost ludicrous
degree.
The result, while clinically interest.ing. did not achieve the hoped-for
amalgam of expressionist painting and
cinema calculated to result in a totally
new and indu\ idual art form. A fun¬
damental reason for this failure is the
fact that the camera, far from being
used creatively, did not itself partici¬
pate in furthering the e\))ressionislic
illusion. Despite the use of occasional
closeups and a few trucking shots, the
camera remained essentiallv remote—
an objective machine methodically re¬
cording a stage jday. Because the ar¬
tisans creating the film relied solely on
stylized settings and props to gain
their effects, ignoring the potential of
the camera to exaggerate and distort
imaginatively in its own special way,
‘‘Caligari*’ emerged merely as a selfconscious novelty rather than a catalv'^t
destined to revolutionize the art of the
cinema. Though immediately imitated
by several other German films riding
the crest of the abortive new wave,
the expressionistic approach never be¬
came a fixture of film technique.
In sharp contrast, Robert L. Lippert’s
modern version of “’The Cabinet of
(ialigari” em[)loys the camera as a
psychologically
creative
instrument
lending visual credence to the warped
viewpoint of a schizophrenic moving
within the framework of her own dis¬
torted reality. Disdaining the previous
version’s profilic use of obviously ex¬
pressionistic devices, and avoiding
also the overtly Dali-esque syliolism of
the surrealistic dream sequence in
Hitchcock’s “SpellI)Ound,” the film
ci'eates a subtle aura of fantasy—real
enough to he convincing as a factual
framework of the action, hut off-beat
enough to sustain suspense up to the
final scene. This delicate l)alance of
visual effect is mainly a result of the
combined artistry of
Director of
Photography John Russell, and Art
Director Serge Krizman.
Russell is no stranger to mood photo¬
graphy. His brooding camerawork in
Orson Welles’ “Maclreth” is still regar ( led a classic in low-key cinema¬
tography. More recently, his incisive
use of light and camera greatly en¬
hanced the illusion of almost tangil)le
horror that suffused Alfred Hitch¬
cock’s "Psycho. ’ In approaching “(ialigari” he was confronted with a much
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more subtle challenge—that ol main¬
taining an illusion of realitv while at
the same time implying that something
very strange was taking ])Iace just be¬
neath the visible surface of the action.
‘"From the very first scene in the
film, Caligari himself had to he re))resented as an enigma—though not. at
first, necessarily a sinister figure,”
Russell points out. "As the action pro¬
gresses. howevt'r. he and the elements
surrounding him become progressive!}
more weird and threatening. The ob¬
ject was to kee|i the audience wonder
ing without going garishly unreal.
Particularly, in the sequences taking
place in (ialigari’s study, I tried to
make the lighting and camera angles
grow more startling as the dramatic
implications became more stark. Since
this was a gradual process. I attempted
to make the visual treatment increas¬
ingly dramatic while always leaving
mvself someplace to go.”
Russell's photographic delineation of
the actor playing the dual role of Cali¬
gari and Paul required a sharp co!itrast in lighting styles, not only for
dramatic effect, hut also to keep the
audience from realizing that the same
actor was playing both roles. As Paul,
the actor was illuminated with moreor-less conventional front light that
softened his face and emphasized the

ground objects. Russell managed to
give “exteriors ” of the mansion and
grounds a realistic outdoor scope. At
the o|)posite extreme, compositionally.
are the startling extreme closeups (a
telephone dial, a tiny music box, the
mouth of a character filling the entire
screen )
which
were achieved
by
mounting auxiliary lens elements in
front of the Cinemascope lenses, and
working the camera only a foot from
the snbject.
An interesting photographic tech¬
nique was used in the sequence where
Jane imagines that she sees another
patient being brutally beaten for try¬
ing to help her escape. A motion pic¬
ture scene w'as first filmed showing an
attendant striking the woman with a
cane. Then the entire sequence was
rephotographed in a series of progres¬
sive still photographs taken with a
Rollieflex at slow speeds to accentuate
the blur of movement. Selected stej)S
in the action were then enlarged to 18
inches square and tilted at appropriate
angles for cropping by the motion pic¬
ture camera. The resultant cuts, edited
in order to the proper ]>ace, produced
a shockingly disjointed impression of
the violent scene as it might have
a|)])eared to the disturbed patient.
Russell em])loyed subjective camera
techniques effectively at several key
points in the action. In one such se¬
quence, Jane, having been drugged,
|)itches headlong down the stairs into
the arms of attendants wdio carry her
to her room and place her on the bed.
Here a hand-held camera simulates her
point of view^ flips up to show the

kindliness of his expressions. The Cali¬
gari character, in direct opposition,
w^as almost always lighted by a highly
placed key source that accentuated the
angular planes of his face. Caligari is
often shown with his features in deep
shadow, a sharp back-light rimming
his head. In the film’s climactic se¬
quences he is illuminated solely by a
single key light placed directly over¬
head, with the eye sockets allowed to
go solidly black to produce a death’s
head effect.

chandelier as she falls, then peers up
into the faces of the attendants as they
carry her in and place her on the Ited
—a sequence uniquely photographed
by the camera operator as he is carried
by attendants in a similar manner.

The entire action of the film takes
place within a huge studio set encom¬
passing the grounds of the estate, the
exterior of the mansion and its tri¬
level interior. This striking back¬
ground was a masterpiece of contempo¬
rary design which offered rich possibili¬
ties for dramatic camera angles. On the
other hand, the fact that the set filled
almost one entire sound stage, wall to
wall, presented difficulties in position¬
ing the camera for establishing long
shots. Through the use of a 25mm

In the final sequence, after Jane has
regained her sanity, the camera again
adopts the subjective viewpoint—mov¬
ing into the doctor’s office, sitting down
while Jane exchanges dialogue with
him, getting up, moving out of the
office, dowm the stairs and along the
corridor to her room. This sequence,
actually consisting of several cuts, ^vas
jdiotographed with the camera on a
boom, the separate scenes later being
artfully edited to give the effect of
continuous movement.

wide-angle CinemaScope lens, develop¬
ed at 20th Century-Fox for experimen¬
tal purposes, and by framing his shots
with tree branches and other fore¬

The climactic hallucination sequence,
in which Jane llees down an endless
angular corridor, presented lighting
])roblems that challenged cinemato-
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grapher Hussell and his gaffer, George
Merhoff. The effect on the screen is
that of the girl alternately runitnig. as
the corridor remains stationary around
her—and standing still as the walls
of the corridor go streaking past her
on both sides. To get a kaleidoscopic
effect of lights Hashing on the girl in
flight, Russell rigged what he calls his
“Rube Goldberg contraption,” utilizing
more than 3'0 photoHood lamps mount¬
ed in ordinary coffee cans that func¬
tioned as combination reflectors and
snoots to concentrate the light. Photo¬
flood hnlhs were used in preference
to standard studio lamps because they
have no after-glow and can he made
to Hash on and off instantaneously.
Background process plates were shot
of a one-third scale miniature model
of the corridor, which measured aj)j)roximately four feet square and forty
feet long, and had a false perspective
painting at the end to indicate infinite
distance. A stationery shot was made
of the corridor for rear projection so
that the actress illuminated l)y the

flashing lights could run on a tread¬
mill before it. Another scene was then
shot with the camera moving swiftly
through the corridor on a dolly, and
the camera nndercranked at 6 frames
])er second to greatly exaggerate the
speed. In the resultant |jrocess shot,
the girl remains stationary as the corri¬
dor appears to streak past her. The
coffee can lights, moving on an end¬
less track above her. whirled i)ast to
further the illusion.
The hallucination sequence is frank¬
ly stylized—hut it is not this element
that gives the modern “Caligari” its
visual force. Rather, it is the overall
concept of snbtle hut ever-mounting
suspense achieved through a precise
balance of action, art direction and
photography. Forty-three years ago.
the original “Caligari” attemj)ted to
introduce fresh new elements into the
art of the cinema. The new' version,
exciting in its concept and dramatic
interpretation, will not suffer by comparison—for it is a work of art in its
own right.
■

SAVE MONEY
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When Filming In Europe
By Renting Your
Camera Equipment From

CHEVEREAI)
PARIS, FRANCE

We Service The Entire Continent

CAMERAS
CRANES
DOLLIES
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20 RUE DE LA CHINE

PIXILLATION—A NEW TECHNIQUE
Continued from Page 413

Far smoother results were obtained Ity
letting the animation motor run and
establishing a rhythm for position
change. When running continuously,
the animation motor on our Maurer
camera made a 1/1 Oth of a second ex¬
posure about once every second. By
anticipating the opening of the shut¬
ter and allowing for the actor’s reac¬
tion time, we were aide to call a ca¬
dence. The great advantage of this
method is the slight blur registered on
the film as the subject moves. Stand¬
ard speed exposures of similar action
would he blurred slightly; in fact it
is this blur that helps create the il¬
lusion of smooth motion.
hen more
time is needed between action incre¬
ments, an intervalometer is introduced
into the electrical system to fire the
camera at greater intervals.
W e also learned that what takes so
long to photograph in the studio speeds
by all too quickly on the screen. For
that reason, it is wise, in planning a
pixillation sequence, to sandwich in
running camera scenes whenever ])OSsihle. Thus, while our long shot showed
onr protagonist from head to toe ])erforming some remarkable acrobatics,
this scene was followed by a waist-uj)
running camera shot made as our hero
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was towed toward the camera on a j
small dolly. Such shots, however, re¬
quire a reserve of additional lighting
capacity to apjiroximate the same f,
stop.
The most important lessoji is an old
one. Simplv stated, the technique must j
he appropriate to the story . . . and
the story must he appropriate to the
technique. In our film, pixillation w'as
used for a reverie sequence in which
a garage mechanic imagined a beauti¬
ful girl in a car had pulled into his
service station. His spectacular actions
are related directly to his desire to
capture her attention and make a sale.
The accompanying sequence of j^hotos
depict some of this action. The sub¬
ject’s initial position is beside the car.
Successive single-frame exposures were
made as the man shuffles toward rear
of the car. On the screen, he appears
to slide hack to rear of car without
moving his feet. At rear of car, as de¬
picted in photo No. 2. the man assumes
one of several positions needed to get
him from iqnight position to Hat on i
his hack. In his hands are tools necessarv for removing the car’s defective
muffler. Now on the floor, the man
slides under the car with no visible !
means of locomotion. Actuallv he

PARIS 20, FRANCE
Tels: MEN 9472, PYR 5104
Cable: Cameraloc Paris

Specialized

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
for

MOTION PICTURE, STILL
and

lELEVISION STUDIOS

Write for A Copy of Our
Catalog J on Your Letterhead

937

NORTH

SYCAMORE AVENUE

HOLLYWOOD 38,

CALIF.
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SPECIAL EFFECTS
BOXES

inched his way along as the camera
recorded the action in single-frame ex¬
posures. In the same manner, and in
a matter of seconds, the man reappears
with the car’s old muffler.
Pixillation out of context, as merely
a photographic stunt or a gimmick, is
a waste and a crime. Pixillation, when
used in harmony with the character,
the situation and the story, is sheer
■

magic.

FOR PROFESSIONAL
EFFECTS
• Circle for opening and closing (a totally
closing Iris Diaphragm)
© Diamond shape mask for opening and
closing Wipes left and right
• Cut out masks for: Keyhole, binocular,
heart, archway, split screen or multiple
split screen technique (play a double
role)
BOX with motor
.$190.00
iris Diaphragm.
$ 95.00

ANIMATION
STANDS

Bildiography: Quarterly Bulletin #3 (1952)
National Film Board of Canada Some
Antes on Stop-Motion Live-Actor Tech¬
nique — McLaren
Acknowledgement: The author is indebted
to Mr. MeLaren for information and
comments on the films, and to the Na¬
tional Film Board of Canada for stills
of the shooting of “Neighhours."’

Continued from Page 406
REPUBLIC STUDIOS

Wilfrid Cline, ASC, “The Lloyd Bridges
Show"*.
Howard Schwartz, “The Rifleman”*.
George Diskant. ASC, “Dick Powell Show"*.
REVUE STUDIOS

Benjamin
World’’*.

Kline,

ASC,

Ray

Clifford Stine, ASC, “The Ugly American”
(Eastman Color) with Marlon Brando and
Sandra Church. George Englund, producerdirector.
Joseph MacDonald, ASC, “40 Pounds of
Trouble” (Curtis Enterprises Prods.; P’Vision-Eastman Color) with Tony Curtis and
Phil Silvers. Norman Newison, director.
Walter Strenge, ASC, Ellis
ASC, “Wagon Train”*.

Thackery,

Ray Rennahan, ASC, “Laramie"*.
Jack MacKenzie, ASC, “Leave it to Bea¬
ver’’*.
John Warren, ASC, “Going my Way”*.
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

Sante Achilli, “The Condemned of Altona” (Titanus-Carlo Ponti Prod.; shooting
in Germany) with Sophia Loren and Maxi¬
milian Schell. Vittorio de Sica, director.
Enrico Gignitti, “The Leopard” (Titanus
Prod.; Technicolor; Technirama; shooting
in Sicily) with Burt Lancaster and Claudia
Cardinale. Luchino Visconti, director.

BEHIND THE CAMERAS

Lionel Lindon,
Virginian"*.

Robert Burks, ASC, “The Birds” (Alfred
Hitchcock Prods.; shooting in Santa Rosa)
with Rod Taylor and Jessica Tandy. Alfred
Hitchcock, producer-director.

Flin,

“The

Ellsworth Fredricks, ASC, “A Woman
of July” (Jerry Wald Prod.; C-Scope &
DeLuxe Color) with Joanne Woodward and
Richard Beymer. Franklin SchafJner, di¬
rector.
Leon Shamroy, ASC, “Cleopatra” (J. Mankiewicz Prod.; Todd-AO; shooting in Rome)
with Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton.
Joseph Mankiewicz, director.
WARNER BROS.

ASC,

“It’s

a

Man’s

Nick Musuraca, ASC, “.lack Benny Show”*.

Carl Guthrie, ASC, “Gallant Men”*.
Jack Marquette, “Hawaiian Eye”*.

,loHN Russell, ASC, “Alcoa Theatre’’*.

Harold Stine, ASC, Robert Hoffman, “77
Sunset Strip”*.

Walter Strenge, i\SC, “United Fund Pre¬
sentation”*.

Arthur Feindel, ASC. Commercials*.

Harry Waxman, "Lancelot and Guinevere"
(Emblem Films Prod.: P’Vision & Color;
shooting in Yugoslavia) with Cornel Wilde
and .Jean Wallace. Cornel Wilde, director.

Charles Lang, ASC, “Critic’s Choice”
(P’Vision-Technicolor) with Bob Hope and
Lucille Ball. Don Weis, director.
Burt Glennon, “Cheyenne"*.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
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American
Ansco

WITH SLIDING CELL BARS
AND HANDWHEELS
• Peg bars with ACME or office registra¬
tion pin
• 9x12 hole through table top for rear
lighting
• Over all height 46 Inches
• Smooth stop motion zoom (nylon bearing)
© Camera mount in north or south direction
Complete as shown ..

.$485.00

Shipped FOB Detroit
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‘'More motion pictures are produced
with Magnasync Type 5 Recorders
than with any other recorder in the world!”
Versatility, precision engineering,
nonobsolescence and rugged
dependability made the Type 5 the
most popular recorder in the
world, and the basic ingredient of
an integrated sound system to
meet every recording requirement.
1. Choice of motors for 110 volts, 220 volts, 50 cycle, 60 cycle, single phase and three phase.
2. Selsyn motor attachments for Magnasync, RCA or Westrex distributor systems.
3. Selsyn or mechanical projector interlocks available.

4. Fast forward and fast rewind.
5. Portable; standard panels also permit rack mounting.
6. Complete line of companion equipment available.
7. Five distinct models to suit all film sizes and speed requirements.
from

$1^5 ^5

U'nT, 7V7-ite or phone for free 42-page catalog describmg
Magnasync's complete line of eqnipyyient and accessories

The rugged, precision film transport is the heart
of every Magnasync/Magnaphonic professional
recorder. This famous “Synkinetic Motion” filtering
principle, an original Magnasync concept, has
contributed to the firm’s international leadership
in the field.

MAGNASYNC
CORPORATION

5546 Satsuma Avenue, North Hollywood, California • TRiangle 70965 • Cable “MAGNASYNC”

CHICAGO, ILL.
Behrend Cine Corp.
161 E. Grand, Ml 2-2281
Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.
3252 Foster, IR 8-2104
DAYTON, OHIO
Salem Camera Co.
335 Salem, BA 3-7206
DENVER, COL.
Western Cine Service, Inc.
312 S. Pearl, SH 4-1017
HIALEAH, FLA.
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
1335 E. 10th, TU 8-4064
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment
6424 Santa Monica, HO 4-5166
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
6510 Santa Monica, HO 9-5119
S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.
6331 Hollywood, HO 7-9202
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Barnard’s, 4724 Broadway,
Country Club Plaza, LO 1-7761
Crick’s Camera Shop
6320 Brookside Plaza, HI 4-3390
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Century Camera Shops, Inc.
26 S. 7th, FE 8-5857
NEW YORK CITY
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 W. 43rd, JU 6-1420
Florman & Babb, Inc.
68 W. 45th, MU 2-2928
Pictronics Corporation
236 E. 46th, YU 6-3713
S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.
602 W. 52nd, PL 7-0440
PHOENIX, ARIZ.
Wilson Camera Sales Co.
130 W. Adams, AL 4-0662
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Stanley Photo Service
106 N. Broadway, CE 1-7840
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Brooks Cameras, Inc.
45 Kearny, EX 2-1902
SAN MATEO, CALIF.
Foreman’s
121 Fourth Ave., Dl 3-1869
SOUTH AFRICA
Photo Agencies Pty. Ltd.
9 Kerk St., Johannesburg
ARGENTINA, Buenos Aires
Estudies Ion S.R.L.
Diaz Velez, 3891
AUSTRALIA, Sydney
Sixteen Millimetre
Australia Pty. Ltd.
49 Market, New South Wales
BOLIVIA, La Paz
Casa Kavlin
Casilla 500, Calle Potusi 261-263
BRAZIL, Rio de Janeiro
Mesbia, S.A.
Rua do Passeio 42/56
BURMA, Rangoon
G.K. Theatre Supply Co., Ltd.
57 Lewis Street
CANADA, Islington, Ontario
Alex L. Clark, Ltd.
3751 Bloor St., W.
DENMARK, Copenhagen CHL
Kinovox Electric Corp.
Jenslousvej 2
ENGLAND, London
Oelane Lea Processes, Ltd.
12 Moor St., (W-1)
Gordon Cameras, Ltd.
45 Kensington High, (W-8)
FRANCE, Paris
Brockliss-Simplex S.A.
6, Rue Guillaume Tell
GERMANY, Hilden Dusseldorf
Gerhard Johansen
3 Lessingstrasse
GREECE, Athens
Christos Axarlis
50 Stadium St.
INDIA, Bombay
Kine Engineers
26, New Queen’s Road
ITALY, Rome
Reportfilm, di J.M. Schuller
Via Antonio Bertolini 31
JAPAN, Tokyo
J. Osawa & Co., Ltd.
5, Ginza, Nishi 2-Chrome, Chuo-ku
NEW ZEALAND, Auckland
Kerridge Odeon Industries
St. James Building, Queen St.
PAKISTAN, Karachi-3
Film Factors, Ltd.
27 Victoria Rd., Rex Annexe
SOUTH ROOESIA, Salisbury
William Over & Co. Pvt. Ltd.
Kingsway & Manica Road
THAILAND, Suriwong, Bangkok
G. Simon Radio Co. Ltd.
30 Patpong Avenue

now it's

s-p-r-o-y

all the way...

t PICTURE
i sharper image —better
■ quality—cleaner filmno directional develop¬
ment caused by stagnant
developer.

for processing 16mm and 35mm
• black-and-white negative
• black-and-white positive
• black-and-white reversal
• optical sound track

n SOUND
cleaner, better high fre¬
quency response, higher
density makes possible
improved signal-to-noise
ratio.

EQUIPMENT
complete conversion to
spray process—high speed,
modern facilities—day and
night capacity for fast
handling.

byron

WRITE
PHONE
WIRE...
for complete information
and prices.

motion pictures
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1226 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Washington 7, D. C., FEderal 3-4000
Affiliated with MECCA FILM LABORATORIES CORP.
630 Ninth Avenue, New York 36, N.Y.
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we think this is another
byron “first”.
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Filming a scene for

Advise & Consent"
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Rotunda

“FOR PRIZE-WINNING
QUALITY WE DEPEND
ON DU PONT FILMS”
says Dick Dubelman, Lux-Brill Productions, Inc., creator
and producer of Remco TV commercials. Dick is shown
directing (top, left) with Don Malkames, ASC, who shot
the ‘‘Johnny Reb” spot that won them a Special Award
Trophy for Quality and Excellence at the International
Film Festival. This prize-winning team puts top quality
into every phase of its work; script, direction, shooting,
editing, music, effects. ‘‘The fact that we use Du Pont
film,” Dick says, ‘‘means we find it the very highest quality
-particularly in separating tones.” DuPont films-and
technical data on them —are available from any of the
Du Pont Photo Products sales offices shown here.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING . . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY
*(6- u. s.

orr-

ATLANTA 18, GA., 1737 Ellsworth Ind. Or., N. W. SYcamore 4-9581 • CHICAGO 46,
ILL., 4560 Touhy Ave., Edgebrook Station.

ORchard 5-5500 • CLEVELAND 16,

OHIO, 20575 Center Ridge Road. EDison 1-0375 • CLIFTON, N. J., 380 Allwood Rd.,
Allwood Station (New York).
Ave.

Riverside

1-1404 •

PLaza 7-0573 • DALLAS 7, TEXAS, 1628 Oak Lawn

HOLLYWOOD

38,

CALIF.,

7051

Santa

Monica

Blvd.

Hollywood 9-5147 • WALTHAM 54, MASS., 45-4th Ave. (Boston). TWinbrook 9-8300
• WYNNEWOOD, PA., 308 E. Lancaster Ave. (Phila.).

TRinity 8-2700 • EXPORT,

Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Del. • IN CANADA, Du Pont of Canada, Ltd., Toronto

WHEN FILMING.IN EUROPE

Iwft

FROMMHE‘Services of
THE LARGEST EQUIPMENT ORGANISATION
LIGHTING
MOLE - RICHARDSON
COLORTRAN INDUSTRIES
(exclusive European manufacturing
and sales representatives)

CAMERAS
GRIP EQUIPMENT
DOLLIES and cranes
GENERATORS
SOUND EQUIPMENT
TECHNICAL CONSULTANCY
AND SPECIALISED SERVICES

WRITE DIRECT:
FRANCE - 28-28 bis Rue Marcelin-Berthelot,
Montrouge-Seine
Cables: Molereng-Paris
General Manager: Reni Schell

ITALY - Via del Yelodromo 68-74, Roma
Cables: Molereng-Roma
General Manager: George Gardner

GERMANY - Hofangerstrasse 78, Miinchen, 8
Cables: Molereng-Miinchen
General Manageress: GIsell Schneeberger

SPAIN - Alcali 32, Madrid, 14
Cables: Molereng-Madrid
General Manager: Gregorio Sacristan

ENGLAND - Chase Road, London, N.W. 10
Cables: Molereng-London
Managing Director: A. H. Page

OVERSEAS MANAGER I John Page
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Camera Marl Starts
Inventory Sale!

Cinematographer

CAMERAS, 16mm
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AUHICON SUPER-1200 sound cam¬
era, variable shutter with TV kine
attachment, auto parallax finder,
variable den. galvo, amplifier, mike,
headset, cables, 2-1200' mags, Auricon tripod, camera case, mag case,
value over $6500. Exceptionally fine
condition, specially reduced to.
.!.$4,595.00

ARTHUR E. GAVIN, Editor
MARION HUTCHINS, Editorial Assistant
CONTRIBUTORS: Herb A. Lightman, Joseph V. Masceili, Clifford V. Harrington, Joseph
Henry, Frederick Foster, Libero Grandi (Rome), Jean Belanger (Paris), Derek Hill (London).
Technical Advisor: Dr. Norv^ood L. Simmons.

AURICON PRO-600 sound camera,
variable density galvo, amplifier,
mike, headset, cables, zoom door,
case, 1-600' mag, value over $2600.
Excellent, special.$1,995.00

Editorial and Business Offices: 1782 North Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif.
Telephone: Hollywood 7-2135

AURICON CINE VOICE 100 ft.
sound camera, variable area, ampli¬
fier w/accessoi'ies, case. Value over
$1100. Special.$695.00
BERNDT 3IAURER professional
camera, 2-400' mags, finder, sun¬
shade, sync motor, prismatic rackover, registration pin movement,
value over $300. Special.$995.00

CONTENTS
FEATURE ARTICLES

JA MAURER type 05, 1-400' mag,
finder, sunshade, sync motor, 24fps
DC motor, body rackover system,
value over $6000. In excellent con¬
dition, special.$1,995.00
Custom built blimp w/follow focus
for either of above Maurer cam¬
eras .$195.00
CINE SPECIAL model II w/specially
converted chamber and 600 ft.
Mitchell type mag, large Mitchell
type erect image finder, value over
$1800. Special.$895.00
CINE SPECIAL model II, 100 ft.
chamber, 25mm Ektar fl.4, excel¬
lent .$595.00
CINE SPECIAL 200' chamber,
exc.$295.00
200' chamber, less finder .. 250.00
100' chamber, early. 95.00
100' chamber converted to
use with Mitchell 400'
mag. 149.50
KODAK side optical zoom type
finder .$59.50
AURICON blimp and sync motor for
Cine Special, w/follow focus
exceptional .$299.50
good condition.$249.50
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BEHIND THE CAMERAS.Marion Hutchins
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TECHNICAL QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.

468

BOOKS, CATALOGS AND BROCHURES.
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ALTRICON sync motor for Cine
Special .$99.50

ON THE COVER

H&H Filmo model 70DA, good.,$89.50
Filmo model DAF for use
with 400' mags
.$149.50
Filmo hi-speed, 128 fps.$99.50

A RARE VIEW of the Capitol rotunda, Washington, D.C. Bustling belov/ is
cinematographer Sam Leavitt and camera crew filming a scene for Otto
Preminger’s "Advise & Consent.” Complete story about photography of the
picture appears in this issue.

Listings Continued on
Pages 454, 458, 460, 462 and 464.
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The Producers and Cameramert are the Men who know that Auria^f Cameras
stand forjpependability and Quality in the production of Profess|o|aJfl6i|hm’ ^
^!^ound«bn-Film Talking PicturesfJ^V,
''
.t' i
-' in addition to Studio filming, Auricqn with Filmaj^etic Sound is also being ti^d fof %
X^leyision" Newsreel programming of events'happening ail over the World|v.
Noiseiess operation is the best proof of precision pesign, and Auricon Cameras rufi
so quietly that no"%imbersome^xtemal sound-pr^f ‘"blimp?"Enclosure is required!
Pr^m&s^and^^merainen j^oS'HolIyl^oq^^'Hong Kong have named Auricon
G^eraS: “Finest and Fastest-woiridng J6mm Sound-Cameras I”

warn

mmami

ft

All Auricon Comeras are sold with a 30-day money-back Guarantee and a one-year Service Guarantee. You must be satisfied!

MANUFACTURERS OF SOUN0-ON-F!LM
RECORDING EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931

CINE-VOiaa

AUKKON PRO-MO

SUPER 1200

t793.ee * itp

$187M>0 J. up

33667.00 A up

PORTABIE POWER UNIT
S;^:- iiW«#69.50

■■■'

■'

SOUND RECORDER
$3630.00 A up

■'%■-

Hi' l

■{ '

-■

-yC

FiUMAG IM ETtC

AR?e TRADE-MARKT

or QACH AURICON. i''

liOll; wooc’-

SOME ITEMS
50%—80%
OFF LIST PRICE!

INDUSTRY
NEWS

Don’t Take Our Word! Check
this list & See for Yourself!

News briefs of industry activities, products and progress

CAMERAS, 35mm
MITCHELL 35mm Standard, com¬
pletely reconditioned, 2-1000' mags,
matte box, llOv sync motor, 12v
wild motor, 40, 50, 75, 100mm Baltar coated lenses, viewfinder, cases,
value over $10,000. Exceptionally
fine condition, special
....$4,995.00
HELL & HOWELL Standard, unit I
and hi-speed shuttles, 3-400' mags,
llOv AC-DC motor, 4 lenses, cases,
value over $4500. Excellent, re¬
duced to.$1,895.00
DEBKIE SUPER PARVO blimped
studio camera, 220v 3 phase sync
motor, 6 lenses, finder, magazines,
tripod, cases, excellent, with new
220/llOv reverter & power supply,
value over $7,000, special..$3,495.00
ARRIFLEX mod. IIB, 16v motor, sun¬
shade, 2-200' mags., 28, 50, 75mm
Schneider
lenses,
battery,
case,
value over $3,000.
Exceptionally
fine condition, special.$1,995.00
ARRIFLEX model 1, 12v motor, sun¬
shade, 2-200' mags., 3 lenses, bat¬
tery, case, value over $1000,
special .$750.00
CINEKAD blimp and sync motor for
Arriflex model I camera above,
originally over $1500. Good condi¬
tion, special .$450.00
SPECIAL PACKAGE Arriflex model
I and Cinekad blimp and motor as
above .$1,100.00
CINEFLEX reflex camera, 12v motor,
3 lenses, 2-200' mags., case..$395.00
CINEFLEX reflex camera, 24v motor,
35mm Apogar, 50 & 75mm Baltar
lenses, 2-200' mags., case, value
over $1,200.
Excellent condition,
special offer .$595.00
TOBIS SCHLECTA studio camera,
220v motor, 3-400' mags., prismatic
rackover, 28, 50, 100mm lenses,
value over $1,500. Excellent condi¬
tion, specially reduced to.$395.00
DEBRIE INTERVIEW model, 400'
mags., 2"
lens, continuous and
single frame hand crank, adjustable
shutter, stop motion motor, case,
value over $1,000. Special....$195.00
DEBRIE Interview model, 400' mag.,
2" lens, continuous and single frame
hand
crank,
adjustable
shutter,
motor shaft .$95.00
ERNEMAN similar to Debrie, no
lens, continuous and single frame
hand crank, adjustable shutter, ex¬
cellent .$95.00
Listings Continued on
Pages 452, 458, 460, 462 and 464
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New Location For
Pioneer Camera Exchange
An old familiar Hollywood landmark
disappeared last month when the Holly¬
wood Camera Exchange vacated its
32-year-old location at 1600 North Cahuenga, a block off Hollywood Boule¬
vard. However, the venerable camera
and equipment center did not disap¬
pear from Hollywood. Its owner, Cliff
Thomas, who established the business
in 1929, moved the business to his own
property on 1607 Cosmo Street, just
around the corner on Selma and a half
block north on Cosmo.
Thomas was one of the original char¬
ter members of the Hollywood camera¬
men’s union — Local 659, I.A.T.S.E.
He established the Hollywood Camera
Exchange mainly to service the needs
of the industry’s cameramen who, in
those days usually owned their own
cameras and associated equipment—an
essential to acquiring a job.
In Hollywood’s pioneer era of silent
movie making, there were no equip¬
ment rental facilities.
Cameramen
mostly rented their cameras to one
another, depending on the requirements
of the assignment. Thomas recalls hav¬
ing a hectic time rounding up ten Bell
& Howell standard 35mm cameras for
a big production filmed in the raidtwenties.
To fill the burgeoning industry’s
growing need for equipment, Thomas
opened shop at 1600 North Cahuenga,
just across the street from the Union’s
Hollywood headquarters. Here Cliff
Thomas acted as agent for cameramen
who owned their own cameras, and
arranged camera rentals between them
and studios and independent pro¬
ducers.
Later, responding to the camera¬
mens’ need for a rugged but light¬
weight tripod with pan-and-tilt head,
Thomas designed and manufactured
the forerunner of the famous “Pro
Junior,” now made and marketed by
Camera Equipment Company.
The
manufacturing business expanded rap¬
idly and one of its most popular items
was the famous “H.C.E.” combination
filter holder and lens shade, which the
company made for almost every make
and size of still and motion picture
camera lens.
The ne\v location of Hollywood Cam¬

era Exchange is more spacious, afford¬
ing orderly and attractive display of
equipment, both new and used, plus
rental facilities that include cutting
rooms, film vaults, projection for film
reviewing, in addition to the wide
range of production equipment that
may be rented by the day, week, or
month.
Hollywood Production Up
Despite television’s steady swing
away from 30-minute TV film shows
and toward the 60- and 90-minute film,
which many feared would substantially
curtail the number of programs, July
1st saw'^ 72 TV film series before the
cameras compared with 63 a year ago.
In the production of feature films,
the level remains the same as a year
ago, with 34 productions shooting in
Hollywood studios and 21 shooting by
U.S. producers outside the country.

•
Camera Behind The Scenes
Behind-the-scenes footage shot on
location at Catalina Island by M-G-M
newsreel crew while company was film¬
ing “The Hook” there, is being pre¬
pared for overseas exploitation of the
picture via television. Edited footage
will give viewers an idea of the logis¬
tics involved in shooting the produc¬
tion on location, and will also be made
up as a theatre trailer for domestic
exploitation of the picture.

•
Dramatic Documentaries Big
The dramatic documentary film,
which exhibitors have often ignored,
is finding an important place in televi¬
sion, and a much larger audience.
David L. Wolper, who is considered
the world’s leading independent pro¬
ducer of documentaries for TV, will
concentrate on the production of dra¬
matic documentaries, employing an
original new technique.
By injecting dramatization into the
documentary technique, incorporating
a story line in depicting careers of
noted persons, places and events, Wol¬
per expects to give his documentaries
more entertainment value.
Most of his big TV documentaries
like “Hollywood—The Golden Years,”
Continued on Page 456
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MOST COMPLETE LINE OF LENSES MADE
instrumentation and Documentary

Continued from Page 454

dealing witli the silent film era, have
been built up from stock footage
gleaned from various Hollywood ar¬
chives. Many of his future films will
have stock footage as a nucleus, edited
together with specially-filmed tie-in
shots.
To house his fast expanding opera¬
tions, Wolper has annexed five offices
adjacent to the company’s main build¬
ing at 8720 Sunset Blvd., and another
nearby building is presently being con¬
verted to his use.

MOTION PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY
PRO 35 and 70 mm LENSES for
"C” Mount, Vidicon TV, 35 mm. Data
Recording and Aerial Cameras
This series of 4 or more element
lenses enables professional photog¬
raphers to achieve the finest results
whether in the studio or on location.

Lenses are matched and balanced
... give uniform exposure . . . deliver
full coverage without drop-off from
the center to the edge of the picture.

MIRROTEL LENSES
Long Focus, Short in
Length and Lightweight
Mirror optics permit the light path
to be folded three times within the
lens system, thereby cutting the
length and weight to less than one
third that of a comparable tele¬

photo objective. In addition Mirrotel
Lenses are free from chromatic aber¬
ration, coma, astigmatism and dis¬
tortion. Focal lengths from 20" to
200". Special accessories available.
EARLY-DAY MOY motion picture camera donated to
the American Society of Cinematographers’ Movie
Museum, is shown to members of the Society at¬
tending its June monthly meeting by Arthur Miller,
the Museum’s Curator.

20-60 mm VARI-FOCUS RAPTAR
ZOOM LENS for Vidicon TV and
16 mm Motion Picture Cameras
Increases the effectiveness of the
camera by permitting various de¬
grees of wide angle and telephoto
coverage with one lens. Crisp, clear
images anywhere in the focal range
from wide field (covering IV2 times
area of normal lens) to telephoto of

Write

3-D Not Dead
m

2V2 times magnification. Aperture of
f/1.8 throughout the entire focusing
range of 5 feet to infinity. Calibrated
focal lengths, distance and aperture
markings. Resolution is better than
50 lines per millimeter on Plus X
film and 600 lines on TV.

for descriptive literature and prices

Finest American made products
for those who want the best

[Uollensak Division
revere
ROCHESTER 21,

camera
N. Y.

•

company

A SUBSIDIARY OF 3M

/

COMPANY

AURICON CONVERSION
BY BIRNS &. SAWYER OF HOLLYWOOD
’"extends cine-voice or pro-200 camera^

TO 400 OR 1200-FT. CAPACITY
WITH NO LOSS OF ORIGINAL DESIGN!
BODINE TORQUE MOTOR,

adjustable for reliable
take-up, relieves load on camera motor and drive
mechanism (a B & S exclusive). Controlled by camera.

PRECISE WORM-GEAR FOOTAGE COUNTER
for any film load. Only $395 for Pro-200 conversion; $450 for
Cine-Voice (Mitchell magazine extra). See your dealer or write:

BIRNS & SAWYER Cine Equipment
ji$424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF. TELEPHONE: Hollywood 4-5166
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The man who sparked the revival of
3-D movies in 1952 with “Bwana Devil,”
is back in the swim. Arch Oboler, who
gave Hollywood film production a new
lease on life by reviving and improv¬
ing the filming and screening of mo¬
tion pictures in three-dimension, last
month announced development of a
new dimensional process utilizing two
cameras and a single projector. Colum¬
bia and Paramount are said to be dick¬
ering for rights to the first production
using his process.
Oboler’s new, improved 3-D sys¬
tem is said to be relatively fool-proof
against bad projection or lack of sync
between the dual picture images which
killed 3-D’s chances in 1952. Oboler’s
single release-print is projected with
aid of a new lens that is super-imposed
before the projector’s regular lens.
Theatre-goers will use an improved
type of viewing spectacle in plastic
frame. Package deal for exhibitors in
eludes loan of viewing glasses and the
necessary auxiliary projection lens.

•
New Set Lighting Unit
Mole-Richardson Company, Holly¬
wood, will soon announce a new highintensity arc lighting unit, which the
company recently demonstrated to
studio electrical department heads and
cinematographers.
■
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NOW A PROFESSIONAL PHOTO LIGHT THAT FITS
THE PALM OF YOUR HAND.;?
A
SO SIMPLE ANYONE
CAN USE IT
i . X

Optional accessories quickly
adapt SUN GUN Professional
Photo Light for every indoor
lighting need.

Accessory holder. Adapts
SUN GUN Professional Photo
Light to accept the wide va¬
riety of specialized optional
accessories.

COOLING VENTS
for instant
escape of heat.
Daylight filter. Corrects

ADJUSTABLE HEAD
tilts for bounce
lighting, is calibrated
30” below and 90”
above horizontal.
Control ann makes
it easy to tilt and
lock head at any angle.

color temperature of basic
3400°K lamp to permit use
with daylight type color film.
Eliminates need for conver¬
sion filters on camera, re¬
taining full efficiency of
expensive camera lenses.

^
£

1

Snoots. Provide a finely con¬

SILICON RECTIFIER
LIGHT SWITCH
has dimmer control for
modeling and setup
lighting levels, is
conveniently located
on handle for
instant light control.

trolled beam for spot high¬
lighting of small areas. Two
sizes—large, and special op¬
tical "Sniper Snoot.”

Super-Spread Lens. Spreads

^

ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT
ALSO INCLUDES:
FLOOD LENS
Duai'purpose lens af¬
fords choice of no*
X 48“ or 60” X 54”
beath for broader
light coverage of sub¬
ject area.
^
PORTRAIT LENS
Made of specially
tempered glass for
I close-up work. Soft¬
ens light and reduces
contrast, v

BARNDOORS'
of ruggedized aluminum
construction for
easy adjustment and
placement of light.

,

12-FOOT CORD

UNIVERSAL BRACKET
^'fits all cameras.
Special bi-position
mounting hole allows
unit to be located at
the side or 30” to the
B^rear of camera.

SUN
GUN

Special 3200°K filter. Con¬
verts color temperature of
light for use with Type B
color film.

scrim provides soft, even,
diffused light for close-up
work. Includes removable
spread lens.

x"-"

PHOTO LIGHT

This SUN GUN® Professional Photo Light takes
the place of studio lights 10 times bigger, 10
times heavier, 10 times more expensive. It pro¬

Large Barn Doors. Permit
horizontal control of light
beam to conform to specific
area lighting requirements
or to keep light out of cam¬
era lens.

Diffusing Filter. Spun-glass

PROFESSIONAL

Here’s the finest in professional photo lighting.
Professional photographers across the country
are using it to shoot their commercial produc¬
tions—both movies and stills.

beam to match field of extrawide-angle camera lenses.

duces 5000 watts of exposure at only 1000 watts’
electrical cost —does the work of much studio
lighting equipment easier and better.
Good? So good it won a 1962 Academy Award.
Want to know more about this new SUN GUN
Professional Photo Light? Ask your photo dealer
— or mail the coupon below.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION

Carrying case. For conven¬
ient carrying of SUN GUN
and accessory lenses.

Sylvania Lighting Products
'Division of Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
60 Boston Street, Salem, Mass.
Please send me free technical information on the new
SUN GUN Professional Photo Light.

SV^LVANIA
suBStotAnv OP

G£/\/£ffAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
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CAMERA MART
SAVES YOU
MORE MONEY

WHAT’S NEW
IN

EQUIPMENT,

ACCESSORIES,

SERVICES

EDITING EQUIPMENT
MOVIOLA model UCS, 35mm picture
on 3" bullseye, separate 35mm optmag sound, light well, no take-ups,
rebuilt, value over $1,200. Specially
reduced to .$495.00

Sun Gun Data
Sylvania Lighting Products, Division
of Sylvania, 60 Boston St., Salem.
Ma.ss., offers free technical information
on the company’s new Sun Gun Pro¬
fessional photo light. Especially in¬
formative is extensive data on the wide
range of accessories now available for
this lamj), such as diffusion filters,
barn doors, snouts, etc., and how the
cinematographer may use them to en¬
hance his set lighting.

MOVIOLA model UDS three heads,
35mm picture on 3" bullseye, two
separate
35mm
opt-mag
sound
heads, light well, no takeups, value
over $1,500. Excellent.
Special .$645.00
MOVIOLA model UDS 35mm picture
on 3" bullseye, separate 35mm opti¬
cal sound, with take-up arms, ex¬
cellent .$695.00

SYNCHRONIZERS
MOVIOLA 2/35mm black.$ 49.50
NEUMADE 2/35mm .
3/35mm .
4/35mm .
1/16-1/35 combo..
l/35mm
w/counter .
l/35mm
no counter .

45.00
49.50
69.50
49.50

HFC 2/35mm like new.

79.50

29.50
15.00

PRECISION 4/35mm like new 125.00
Heavy duty rewinds, geared end
35mm, some with brakes, Neumade,
Wenzel, or Goldberg, list over
$45.00 per pair, specially offered at
per pair .$19.95
BELL & HOWELL Filmotion 16mm
viewer, list $95.00, used, excel¬
lent .$69.50
NEUMADE
Universal
tightwind
adapter fits any rewind, 16/35mm,
list $45.00, new, reduced to....$24.95

SPLICERS
BELL & HOWELL 16/35mm hot
splicer, list $339, used.$125.00
SCHOEN Hollywood automatic 35mm
mylar tape splicer, list $195 like
new .$99.50
ACE CLEARVISION Deluxe 16/35
mm mylar tape splicer, straight and
diagonal. List $125. Special offer
of brand new splicer with Ace ser¬
rated cutter bar, only.$69.50
GRISWOLD Senior model 16mm or
35mm cement splicers, list $36.00.
Used .$15.00
ACE Standard 16/35mm mylar tape
splicer, straight and diagonal, origi¬
nal list $69.50. Like new.$49.50
Listings Continued on Pages 452, 454, 460,
462 and 464.
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Bolex Conversion
A new Tel-Amatic Bolex magazine
conversion is announced by S.O.S.
Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc., 602 West 52nd
St., New York 19. Any Bolex Camera
can now he used with Mitchell type
400' and 1200' loads where a continu¬
ous run of film is necessary, or where
reloading of the camera on location
is inconvenient. With a changing hag,
unloading and loading of the film
magazine is said to he simple. If de¬
sired, 100' or 200' daylight-loading
spools can he used in the external
magazines. When a short run is re¬
quired, or where light weight is needed
for hard-to-reach locations, the mag¬
azine can he dismounted in a hurry.
115-volt sync motor operates at 24 fps
for accurate recording when used with
a tape recorder, projector or phono¬
graph. Motor is mounted on separate
base with on-ofl switch, reverse switch
and 12' heavy duty cable. The com¬
plete conversion consists of one 400'
Mitchell type magazine, cover plate
(used when magazine is not on cam¬
era), torque takeup motor and belt,
recessed rollers on mounting plate,
saddle block permanently mounted to
Bolex Camera, bellows coupler to
guarantee alignment, and heavy duty
fibre case that holds all components.
Price complete is S495.00 plus SIOO.OO
for footage counter. The Tel-Amatic
synchronous motor drive separately
with bellows coupling device and base
is S195.00.

Arriflex Battery Pack
The Arriflex Corporation of Ameri¬
ca, New York, N. Y., announces a
new Voltabloc nickel-cadmium battery
as a power source for Arriflex cam¬
eras. The new Voltabloc battery comes
in an impact-resistant, moulded, con¬
tour case. It has a built-in switch to
provide selectivity, 8.4 volts at 8
ampere-hours for the Arriflex-16, or
16.8 volts at 4 ampere-hours for the
Arriflex-35. New battery is composed
of 14 Voltabloc nickel-cadmium cells,
each in a steel case and hermetically
sealed. They require no service and
maintenance other than charging. Each
Iiattery has its own built-in miniatur¬
ized charger for maximum convenience
and utility. List price is S256.00.
16mm Inspection Projector
A new Oxberry high-speed 16mm
inspection projector, designed without
a film gate to prevent scratches and
other physical damage to new prints,
has been announced by Animation
Equipment Corporation, 38 Hudson
Street, New Rochelle, New York.
Mounted on a 16" x 32" table with
Formica top, lens of the projector is
42 inches above the floor permitting
operator to work in sitting position.
Continued on Page 460
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What leads veteran film producers to “retool” with ARRIFLEX, as
their assignments become more and more challenging?
The answer has been spelled out with persuasive certainty over Arri’s
young, dynamic history —in terms of rugged precision, versatility, and
money-saving advantages.

I
j

"

ARRIFLEX

I: .
title

Have you ever handled an Arriflex? You can get to know its exceptional
features by writing to us for detailed literature ... or to arrange a dem-

; company
address ’

r\nctr*Qti/^n

tV!
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•

of AMERICA

New York 10, N.Y.

Without obligation, I would like:
□ LITERATURE
□ demonstration
□ on ARRIFLEX 16
□ on ARRIFLEX 35

Hundreds of industrial and theatrical film producers use ARRIFLEX
16mm and 35mm cameras exclusively. In many cases, Arri equipment
was first tried experimentally... then swiftly took over the lion’s share
of production filming.

fVirr^iirrVi

CORPORATION

257-M Park Avenue South

•

*'

’j
^
P
|
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WHAT’S NEW

CAMERA MART
SAVES YOU
MONEY
RECORDING & PROJECTION
EQUIPMENT
MAGNASYNC 602E two case mag¬
netic 16mm recorder and amplifier,
completely reconditioned, value
$1,500, special ...,.$1,195.00
CAMART custom built magnetic 17.5
mm recorder operates at 90 ft. per
minute, 3 channel mixer, playback
amp & speaker, footage counter,
erase, cost over $2,000. Specially
priced at .$795.00

Continued from Page 458

W hen projection distance is 14 ft.,
illumination is 15 foot-candles on the
screen, and the image is approximately
28 in. wide. Objective lens can he
changed to give a larger image if
desired.
Instead of a film claw, a rotating
prism is used to provide intermittent
optical action which stops each frame
momentarily in the film aperture.
Operator may inspect not only the pic¬
ture but also ])erforation and sound
track areas as well. An improved
torque motor operates a tight-wind
take-up that takes both reels and cores.

BRUSH BK 443 tape recorder, value
over $300. Excellent, special..$69.50
MAGNEMITE model 610C portable
battery operated 14" recorder, dual
3%" track, mike, headset, list $255,
special .$79.50
HOLMES
35mm
sound
projector,
2000' cap. 1000 watt lamp, 4" lens,
less amplifier and speaker, excel¬
lent .$295.00
HOLMES 35mm sound projector as
above, in good condition,
special .$145.00
ACME, Beacon or Devz’y 35mm silent
portable projectors, 500 watt lamp,
excellent for screening work prints,
your choice at remarkably low
price, each .$69.50
CAPITOL 16mm continuous projec¬
tor, built in 9"xl2" screen, 300 watt
lamp, good condition, special..$59.50
BODDE Background 4x5 slide projec¬
tor, 2000 watt lamp, step-up trans¬
former, stand, 9 ft. by 12 ft. trans¬
lucent background screen w/frame.
Value over $1,6"0. Excellent condi¬
tion, specially reduced to....$1,195.00
BELL & HOWELL model 185 sound
projector built-in detachable speak¬
er, excellent, value over $500.
Special .
$269.50
BELL & HOWELL model 185 sound
projector, built-in detachable speak¬
er, B&H custom fitted sync motor,
value over $750.00, specially re¬
duced to .$345.00
BELL & HOWELL model 399K Spe¬
cialist projector w/special analyst
single frame crank, hours counter,
like new .$425.00
B&H power amplifier and speaker, list
$167.00, like new condition....$69.59
BELL & HOWEIjL model 179 sound
projector, w/12" speaker and cardomatic reel. Value over $600, excel¬
lent .$225.00
Listings Continued on
Pages 452, 458, 462 and 464

“Super-Lab” Processor
A new line of film processors by
Houston Fearless called “Super-Lab”
incorporates 8 major improvements
that increase operating speed up to
150 fpm.
Finger-tip adjustment provides sensi¬
tive film tension control without tools;
new roller assembly permits removal
as a single unit for speedy cleaning;
heat exchanger units attached to rear
of chemical tanks maintain solution
temperatures to within ± l/j. degree F;
all tanks, chassis and exterior are of
stainless steel. Filtered-air, impinge¬
ment drying, film-end alarm, plus easyaccess grouping of operator controls
are additional features of the new
Snper-Lah line.
Processing speed is variable from 5
to 150 fpm. Four basic models include:
B&W negative-positive, reversal, color,
and microfilm. Film sizes accommo¬
dated are 16mm, 35mm, and 70mm.
Manufactured by Westwood Division,
Houston Fearless Corp., 11805 W.
Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64.
16mm Film Computer

.he CAMERA • MART, me
1845 BROADWAY AT 60TH ST.
NEW YORK 23, NEW YORK
PLAZA 7-6977
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Rolab Laboratories, Sandy Hook,
Conn., now offers a 16mm version of
its famous Ready-Eddy film computer.
The new computer is same size as
the popular Ready-Eddy 16/35. How¬
ever, the 35mm space of the latter has

been replaced by additional 16mm in¬
formation, resulting in an increase in
accuracy. For example, the 100 feet
column is now divided into 200 divi¬
sions of one-half feet.
There are three scales market “F”
for feet, “S” for seconds and “M” for
minutes. An indicator may be rotated
and lined up with any number on
these three scales. On the “F” scale
minutes and seconds of screen time as
well as numl)er of frames for the foot¬
age will appear in the window. On the
“S” scale footage and number of
frames may be read, on the “M” scale
footage and screen time may be ob¬
tained up to 1638 feet, or 451/2 min¬
utes.
Made of durable laminated plastic
it is .small enough (5" in diameter)
to be carried in one’s pocket. List
price is S2.95 at camera equipment
dealers.

Underwater Blimp For “8’s”
Bell & Howell Co., Chicago, an¬
nounces an underwater housing for its
line of 8mm cine cameras in the Di¬
rector series. Non-pressurized housing
has parallex - correcting sports - stype
finder and external controls for film
advance, zooming and winding. It will
function at depths down to 60 feet and
is just buoyant enough to float to the
surface if released. Said to be the first
underwater housing to be offered as
standard equipment by an American
camera manufacturer, it is priced at
under SlOO.
■
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QUALITY Equipment...BETTER Pictures
I

For the AMPLIFIER with Feet
use
Lightweight TR AN SI ST-O-SOU N D
This high fidelity amplifier now used in over 90 TV stations
and locations. Its portability permits sound-on-film newsfilm
where previously only silent coverage was possible.

TWO’CHANNBL
self-contained
unit.
VU meter for night work. Wt. 3V2

Frequency response is flat within 1 db from 20 to
15,000 cps, equalized for the Auricon galvanometer.
Mike input receptacles are Cannon XLR type, stand¬
ard on present day audio equipment. No cables,
other than AC and mikes—everything including track
supply in one case, mounted on your camera. One
mike control switches on both amplifier AND track
current permitting “blooping ' of track as you go.
Seven transistors used in an RCA licensed circuit.
Separate meter for track lamp current AND amplifier
battery check.

* WHOSE FEET? Why yours, of course.

Illuminated

.$350

ONE-CHANNEL
in-camera unit.
I lluminated VU
meter. External power supply provides all power,
including JJO-V A.C. Added weight to camera,
6 ozs. Power supply weight, 6 lbs.$550

BEnER TITLES with TEL-AnimaPrint^
Greatest dollar for dollar value in the industry!
The versatile Hot Press Title Machine for high quality, fast, dry lettering. The
most intricate and tricky titles in any color or black-&-white are achieved with
ease on paper or acetate cells—main titles, sub-titles, trailer titles, TV commer¬
cials, slide films, super-imposed sub-titles, shadow and third dimensional effects,
etc. These may be applied to any kind of art, scenic or live action background,
including photographs. Prints dry from colored foil for instant use.
ELECTRONIC TEL-AnimaPrint®—Type heated at constant rate automatically despite changes in room
1 ° by Thermistor (Fenwal's Patented Control Unit).$595

temperatures. Accuracy within + or —

STANDARD

TEL-AnimaPrint®

with

manual

control. .$495

SA VES Film ...SA VES Time...
SA VES Eyes ...SA VES Money...

EDIOLA® ACTION VIEWER and SOUND READER
Most advanced Professional Action Viewer—has many exclusive improvements
—all nylon rollers and flip-top with cue light. Big, clear image 3" x 4", remains
sharp whether film is moving or stopped. Can be synchronized with Sound Readers.
S.O.S. Ediola M-16 Jr. Action Viewer.
S.O.S. Ediola M-16 Sr. Action Viewer with pressure plate and
double pad rollers (left to right).-.
S.O.S. Ediola MRL-16 Sr. Action Viewer with pressure plate and
double pad roller (right to left).
S.O.S. Ediola Pro-35 for 35mm.
Model MA Pro-8 Viewer for 8mm...

$.0.$. PHOTO-CIKfOPTICS, m.
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$ 99.50
$135.00
$195.00
$295.00
$ 89.50

formerly S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd St., N.Y. 19, N.Y.—Plaza 7-0440—Telegram; ‘‘FAX, N.Y."
Western

Branch:

6331

Hollywood

Blvd.,

Hollywood

28,

Calif.—Phone:

467-2124
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CAMERA MART

SALE ON
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
COLORTRAN
Spot kit w/3 spot
heads, one broad light, four stands,
snoots, sci’ims, case, new Junior
mark
II
converter, value
over
$325.00, special .$225.00
COLORTRAN Junior kit with two
Jr. heads and stands, case, new
Junior mark II converter, value
$275.00, special .$175.00
REGAL converter, heavy duty model
to boost 2KW lamps, new list
$65.00, net .$49.50
GARNELITE converter will handle
4 Par 56/300 watt lamps, individ¬
ual rheostat control for each light,
list $145.00, special .$89.50
FREZZOLITE model 210 portable
newsreel light w/reflector, power
supply, batteries and charger. List
$250.00, new .$179.50
BARDWELL 5KW spot w/barndooz’S,
list $275.00,
excellent, special .$95.00

i

I

ERAS

BEHIND
WHAT

THE

INDUSTRY’S

OTING

B

I
NOTE: Asterisks following titles indicate television film productions.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

DESILU—Cahuenga Studio

Floyd Crosby, ASC, “The Young Racers”
(Patlie color; shooting in Monte Carlo)
vfith Mark Damon and Luana Anders. Roger
Corman, producer-director.
“Naked

City”*

George Stoetzel, ASC, “Car 54 Where Are
You?”*.
Henry Freulich, ASC, Commercials*.
Roy Seawricht, Commercials*.

HAL MOHR, ASC

The

"The

Diners’

Danny

Man

Club,”

Kaye,

at

Coiumbia Studios.

Gordon Avil, ASC, “Mr. Smith
Washington”*.

Goes to

Fred Gately, ASC, “Higgins”*.
Gert Andersen, ASC, “Dennis the Menace.”

Arthur Grant, “The Old Dark House”
(Wm. Castle Prod.; Hammer Films; color;
shooting in England) with Tom Poston and
Robert Morley. William Castle, director.

LAFAYETTE amplifier and speaker,
use with projector or PA system,
special .$19.95

Wilkie Cooper, “Maniac” (Hammer Films;
shooting in England) with Kerwin Mathews
and Nadia Gray. Michael Carreras, director.

POWER
watts,
sound
Special

Douglas Slocombe, “The L-Shaped Room”
(Romulus Films, Ltd.; shooting in England)
with Leslie Caron and Tom Bell. James
Woolf, director.

462

Worth,

ASC,

“The

Real

Mc-

Charles Straumer, “The Untouchables”*.
DESILU—Gower

Gunther Anders, “The Miracle of the
White Stallions” (shooting in Vienna) with
Robert Taylor and Eddie Albert. Arthur
Hiller, director.
Edward Colman, ASC, “Son of Flubber”
with Fred MacMurray and Naney Olson.
Robert Stevenson, director.

Tom Tutwiler, ASC,
World of Golf”*.

COLUMBIA STUDIOS

Jack Marta, “Route 66.”

PLAZA 7-6977

Lothrop
Coy’.s”*.

FILMWAYS — MGM

Hal Mohr, ASC, “The Man from the
Diners’ Clul)’’
(Dena-Ampersand Prod.)
with Danny Kaye and Cara Williams.
Frank Tashlin, director.

NEW YORK 23, NEW YORK

Griffith

WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS

FLUORESCENT light unit, 6 bulb
type, ideal for flat or fill. Mount
on stand or hang from overhead.
New cost to govt. $350.00.
Special .$14.95

1845 BROADWAY AT 60TH ST.

Andy

Nick Musi raca, ASC, “The Lucy Show”*.

Alan Hume, “I’he Iron Maiden” (GHW
Prod.; shooting in England I vvitli Michael
Craig and Anne Helm. Gerald Thomas,
director.

CAMERA • MART,

“The

ASC,

Lucien Andriot, ASC, “Fair Exchange”*.

MOLE or BARDWELL double broad
light w/stand, value $155.00,
excellent .$65.00

Listing Continued on

Sid Hickox,
Show”*.

Robert Planck, ASC, “My Three Sons”*.

Elwood Bredell, ASC, Commercials*.

starring

Pages 452, 454, 458, 460 and 464.

Bishop

Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “Lassie”*.

George Folsey, ASC, Commercials*.

CON FLIGHT 2KW head, only $75.00

amplifier and speaker, 30
ideal hook up with studio
system. Value over $350.
.$49.50

Joey

Ted Voightlander, “Ben Casey”*.

CASCADE STUDIOS

From

CARTER generator convert 12v DC
to llOv AC 60 cycle, 150-watt
capacity, list $145.00, new spe¬
cial .$89.50

“The

DESILU—Culver City

(Screen

BIOGRAPH STUDIOS—New York

Photographing

DIMMER Vitrohm type non-interlock¬
ing, may be used singly or mounted
in banks, type 71-110, 2KW dims
down to 1650 watts list $95.00, new,
special .$49.50

Henry
Cronjager,
Show”*.

BILTMORE STUDIOS — N Y.

Jack Priestly,
Gems).

CENTURY 2KW spot head,
only .$39.50

MOLE or BARDWELL single broad
light w/stand, value $98.00,
excellent .$35.00

MONTH

H I N S

BARDWELL 2KW spot w/baimdoors,
list $275.00, excellent,
special ...$95.00

QUADLIGHT for 4 bulbs w/stands,
individual control switch for
each .$59.50

LAST

Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Bye Bye Birdie”
(P’Vision; Eastman color) with Janet Leigh
and Dick Van Dyke. George Sidney, di¬
rector.
Charles Welborn, “Empire”*.

Wonderful

FILMWAYS—New York

Morris
Hartzband,
“The
Defenders”*
(CBS) Boris Sagal and Buzz Kulich, direc¬
tors.
FOX WESTERN AVENUE

James Van Trees, ASC, “Dobbie Gilles”*.
INDEPENDENT

Walter Lasselay, “Tom Jones” (UA re¬
lease; Eastman color; shooting in England)
with Albert Finney and Susannah York.
Tony Richardson, producer-director.
,1. Burgi Contner, ASC, “Light Fantastic”
(Seneca Prods.; shooting in New York)
with Dolores McDougal and Barry Bartle.
Robert McCarty, director.
Don Malkames, ASC, “The Terrible Tru¬
ant” (Barbro Prods.; shooting in New
York) with Lee Grant.
Lucien Ballard, ASC, “The Caretakers”
(Hall Bartlett Prod.; UA release) with
Robert Stack and Polly Bergen. Hall Bart¬
lett, producer-director.
Continued on Page 464

JOSEPH

BIROC, ASC

Shooting

"Bye,

Birdie,”

Panavision

and

Fred Young, “Lawrence of Arabia” (Super
P’Vision; Eastman color; Horizon Pictures
(GB) ;
Columbia release;
shooting in
Spain) with Alec Guinness and Anthony
(Juinn. David Lean, director.

“Shell’s

in

Eastman

Color

Bye
at

Columbia Studios. George
Sidney, directing.
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Murray Naidich

ARE
YOU
GETTING
REWIND?
REWIND is our free monthly publication — a di¬
rect communications link between the processor of
film and the producer of film; both of us seek tech¬
nical perfection in the finished prints. Here are a
few sample articles from recent or forthcoming
issues of REWIND:
‘'Evaluating the 16-mm color negative”
“The New Eastman Kodak 35-mm
Color Film”
“Status of 8-mm Release”
“Duplicating Kodachrome 11”
“Making the Print for Television”

Let us know if you’d like to receive REWIND.
There’s no charge. Just send your name, mailing
address, and title to our Hollywood address listed
below.

OD
GENERAL
FILM

LABORATORIES

A DIVISION OF PACIFIC INDUSTRIES, INC.

1546 Argyle, Hollywood 28, California / Hollywood 2-6171 /central division / 1828 Walnut St., Kansas City 8, Mo. / GRand 1-0044
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CAMERA MART

BEHIND THE CAMERAS

Ray Foster, ASC, Commercials*.

Continued from Page 462

George Diskant, ASC, “Dick Powell Show’’*.

REVUE STUDIOS

ADDITIONAL
SAVINGS
BELL & HOWELL 35mm model D
printer, semi-automatic, 21 light
scene change, 5 aperture gate. Ex¬
cellent. Value over $4000. Spe¬
cial .$1,795.1)0

INDEPENDENT

(Mirisch-Alplia Prod.; UA release; P’Vision
& Color; shooting in Munich) with Steve
IMcQueen and James Garner. John Sturges,
director.
Stanley Cortez, ASC, “The Return of Mr.

H” (SAN-S Prod.; C’Scope & Color) with
Audrey Caire and Walter Stocker. David
Bradley, director.
ASC. “It’s A Mad, Mad,
Mad. Mad World” (P'Vision-Technicolor;
Stanley Kramer Prods.) with Spencer Tracy
and Milton Rerle. Stanley Kramer, producerdirector.
Ernest

NELIMADE film storage cabinet w/
doors, holds 200-400'xl6mm reels,
20-1000'x35mm reels, list $325.00.
Special .$149.50

Metty, ASC, “Tammy and the
Doctor” (Ross Hunter Prod.; color) with
Sandra Dee and Peter Fonda. Harry Keller,
ilirector.
Russell

Daniel L. Fapp, ASC, “The Great Escape”

Laszlo,

Harlan, ASC, “A Gathering of
Eagles” with Rock Hudson and Mary Peach.
Delbert Mann, director.
Russell

John

ASC,

Russell,

“Alfred

Hitchcock

Presents’’*.
Sid Hickox, ASC, “Jack Benny Show’’*.
Walter Strenge, ASC, “Wide
Lionel

Lindon,

Country”*.

ASC, “The Virginian”*.

Ray Flin, “It’s a Man’s World”*.
Harry Waxman, “Lancelot and Guinevere”

NEUMAUE FW-1 film waxers 16/35mm, clamp to work table. List
$45.00, net.$7.95

(Emblem Films Prod.; P’Vision & Color;
shooting in Yugoslavia) with Cornel Wilde
and Jean Wallace. Cornel Wilde, director.
NICK MUSURACA, ASC

YOLO automatic dissolves for Cine
Special camera, 40 frames, simple
installation. List $45.00. Special,
new .$32.50

Now

photographing

“The

Lucy Show,” starring Lu¬
cille Ball at Desilu Gower

NCE collapsible aluminum slates, in¬
sert numbers. List $40.00. New,
special .$29.95

studios.

It’s

TV

series.

film

Ball's

new

Robert Burks, ASC, “The Birds” (Alfred
Hitchcock Prods.; shooting in Santa Rosa)
with Rod Taylor and Jessica Tandy. Alfred
Hitchcock, producer-director.
Clifford Stine, ASC, “The Ugly American”

(Eastman Color) with Marlon Brando and
Sandra Church. George Englund, producerdirector.
Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Wagon Train”*.

AURICON
auto - parallax
finders,
matte type. Excellent. Special $49.50
REMINGTON Portograph print box
with automatic timer and electric
dryer. Photocopy use. List $300.
New .$95.00
FILM SLITTER, motor drive, 8/16mm, value $450.00. Special..$79.50
ART TABLES tilt top, rotating ani¬
mation disk, light box, back shelf,
drawer. Value over $250.00. Spe¬
cial .$75.00

Benjamin

KEYWEST STUDIOS

Fred West, ASC, (Family Films) Series of

with Kent Taylor and
Marie
Maury Dexter, producer-director.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “The Hook” with

Kirk Douglas and
Seaton, director.

Nick

Adams.

George

Harkness Smith, “Dr. Kildare”*.

Robert Hauser, “Combat”*.

B&H Standard 1000'x35mm,
L.N.$110.00
1000'x35mm, used . 89.50

Haskell

200'x35nini, list $148, used.$39.50
400'x35mm, list $210, used. 99.50
Cinefiex 2C0'x35mm . 14.95
400'x35mm . 29.50

CAMERA • MART, in
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Krause.

Ellsworth
Fredricks, ASC, “A Woman
In July” (Jerry Wald Prod.; C-Scope &
DeLuxe Color) with Joanne Woodward and
Richard Beymer. Franklin Schaffner, di¬
rector.

James

Leon Shamroy, ASC, “Cleopatra” (J. Mankiewicz Prod.; Todd-AO; shooting in Rome)
with Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton.
Joseph Mankiewicz, director.

Loyal Griggs, ASC, “Papa’s Delicate Con¬
dition” (Emro Prod.; color) with Jackie
Gleason and Glynis Johns. George Marshall,
director.

At Warner

Boggs,

ASC,

Walter

Castle,

ASC, “Bonanza”*.
Wong Howe, ASC, “Hud Bannon”
(P’Vision I with Paul Newman and Melvyn
Douglas. Martin Ritt, director.

“Paris When it Sizzles”
(Color; shooting in Paris) with William
Holden
and
Audrey
Hepburn.
Richard
Quine, director.
Claude

Renoir,

HAL STINE, ASC

die
pet,”

Brothers

shooting
feature

Stu-

“Mr.

Lim¬

film

star¬

ring Don Knott and Carole
Cook.

Frank Phillips, “Have Gun Will Travel”*.
PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS
WARNER BROS.

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”*

Carl Guthrie, ASC, “Gallant Men”*.

REPUBLIC STUDIOS
Wilfrid

Cline,

ASC,

“Saints

and

Sin¬

ners”*.
Charles

Burke,

“McKeever and the Colo¬

nel”*.
Howard

Show”*.
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Achilli, “The Condemned of Altona” (Titanus-Carlo Ponti Prod.; shooting
in Germany) with Sophia Loren and Maxi¬
milian Schell. Vittorio de Sica, director.

Sante

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

Listings Continued on
Pages 452, 454, 458, 460 and 462.

(API)
Windsor.

Enrico Gignitti, “The Leopard” (Titanus
Prod.; Technicolor; Technirama; shooting
in Sicily) with Burt Lancaster and Claudia
Cardinale. Luchino Visconti, director.

Dale Deverman, “The Eleventh Hour”*.

“Tunnel:
28”
(Walter
Wood Prod.; shooting in Munich) with
Don Murray and Christine Kaufman. Rob¬
ert Siodmak, director.

ARRIFLEX magazines

Rennahan,

John Nickolaus Jr., “Spaceraid 63”

Robert Hacer, “Perry Mason”*.

B&H EYEMO 400' x 35mm, like
new .$69.50
400'x35mm, used . 39.50
plastic type . 29.50
FILMO 400'xl6mm like new .125.00

MITCHELL 1000'x35mm list....$205.00
new, special .$110.00
used, special . 89.50
1000'x35mm NC mag. . 110.00
400'x35mm excellent . 49.50

Ray

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

La BREA STUDIOS

George

ASC,

John Warren, ASC, “Going my Way”*.

Religious pictures.

WiLLiAxM Spencer, “Sam Benedict”*.

CAMERA MAGAZINES:

Kline,

ASC, “Laramie”*.

Schwartz,

“The

Lloyd

Bridges

Robert Surtees, ASC, “PT 109” (P-Vision;
color;
shooting
in
Florida)
with
Cliff
Robertson and Ty Hardin. Lewis Milestone,
director.
Mark Davis, ASC, “PT 109” Second Unit.

Continued on Page 506
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CECO: THE INDUSTRY’S LARGEST “ASSISTANT-TO-THE-PRODUCER”
Many companies sell professional motion picture
equipment.
Rent it. Repair it.
But none quite so much nor so varied as CECO.
This, in itself, is something we might well be
proud of. And we are.
Yet our real pride has come when the young “pro"
with little more than an idea ... or the old “pro",
who knew better than to think he knew all the
answers ... called us for technical assistance . . .
and we were able to help.

The problems often have been staggering.
Sometimes relatively simple.
We didn’t solve all of them.
But many.
A great many over the years.
Now, most “pros" ask us as a matter of habit.
We’re more than happy to fill that “assistant’s
chair".
On problems large or small.
Ask us.
There are 25 years of good reasons why.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
A SUBSIDIARY OF CECO INDUSTRIES. INC.
NEW YORK, N.Y.

HIALEAH, FLORIDA

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

WASHINGTON, 0. C.

315 West 43rd St. JUdson 6-1420

51 East 10th Ave. TUxedo 8-4604

6510 Santa Monica Blvd. HOIlywood 9-5119

Gregory Bell, 927 15th St., N.W.
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347-1153
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for MOTION PICTURE FILM PRINTERS
Finest Precision Equipment For Every Professional Need
WRITE FOR DETAILED SPECIFICATION SHEETS ON THESE PRINTERS

STRIP FILM PRINTER—35MM OR 16MM
Custom built to assure perfect registration.
Accommodates looped negatives or rolls up to
1200 feet. Maximum speed 1600 ft. per hour.

$1,325

OPTICAL REDUCTION-ENLARGING
PRINTER
Reduces 35mm to 16mm; enlarges 16mm to
35mm—color or B&W. 1200-ft. capacity. Speed
1400 to 3500 ft. per hour.
35mm-16mm model. $2,475.00
I6mm-8mm model. 1,775.00
Comb. 35mm continuous. 1,945.00
Cineradiograph, 35/l6mm. 2,275.00

COMBINATION 8MM AND 16MM
CONTACT PRINTER

8MM-16MM CINE FILM PRINTER
Improved model. Makes sharp, brilliant copies
of color or B&W cine films. A.C. operated, no
batteries required. Two rheostats afford range
of 10 printer light densities.

For printing sound and picture, single or
double system, separately or simultaneously.
Capacity, 1200 ft. Speed 3000 ft. per hr.
Perfect prints assured.

$1,777.00

$195.00
DEVELOPING TANKS AND REELS
Stainless steel tanks and reels for process¬
ing either color or B&W films.

Features exclusive Uhler Plastic Separator
strip which permits maximum distribution
of solutions over film surface when used
with wire processing reels.

Complete, $50.00

16MM-35MM MICROFILM PRINTER
Continuous contact printer for unperforated
film. 1200-ft. capacity; prints 1600 ft. per
hour. ll5-volts, 60 eye. A.C.

$920.00

Separate Components:
16mm tank .$16.95
8mm tank . 11.95
16mm reel . 18.95
8mm reel . 12.95
16mm separator strip . 14.95
8mm separator strip . 6.95

16MM CONTINUOUS PRINTER
Improved comb, printer for B&W, color, with
single- or dbl.-system sound tracks. Prints pic¬
ture & sound simultaneously. Capacity 1200ft.; speed to 1600 feet per hour.

$1,295.00
MICHIGAN

15762 Wyoming Avenue•Detroit 38, Michigan
Phone: UNiversity 1-4663

TERMS;
466

Cable Address: UHLCIMA

25% deposit with Domestic Orders. Letter of Credit must accompany Foreign orders c.i.f.
Destination established in National Bank of Detroit.
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MOVIELAB

MOVIELAB FILM LABORATORIES
MOVIELAB BUILDING,'619 W. 54th ST.
NEW YORK 19, N.Y. JUDSON 6-P360

^ developing color negatives • additive color printing » reduction printing including A & B • colo^
slide film processing • blowups • internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing* Ektachrome developing and printing • registration printing • plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.

Technical
Questions and
Answers

Q.—ls there any great objection to
shooting film in 16mm Kodachrome
and blowing it up to 35mm Technicolor
for theatrical release?—A. V. Dhahran,
Saudi Arabia.
I

A.—None

ELGEET

ZOOM

NAVITAR

i

I

that we know of, ])rovid-

ing that the ])hotographic result is ade¬
quate to render an acceptal)le 35nnn
release print. Technicolor Corporation
long has been noted for blowing up
16min Kodachrome for 35nim release.
Some of Walt Disney’s most notable
films on wildlife are excellent exam¬
ples of Technicolor’s work in this re¬
spect.
We should caution, however, that
the success of such 16mm color film
production depends considerably upon
the quality of your photographic equip¬
ment and the skill and experience of
the photographer.

Q.-Is

there any motor-driven 16mm

cameras currently available, such as
the Arriflex 16, Bolex with elect/ie
motor drive, and the new Kodak Ke¬
flex Special, that will give instant start
to film instead of having to build up
to speed? I plan to film football games
where the length of film runs will ex¬
ceed that afforded by spring-motor
driven cameras; also, I do not want
light flashes to occur between scenes
where the camera must build up to
speed.
A.^—For the answer to your prol)-

Elgeet offers Vidicon television cameras
and 16mm cameras the first Zoom Navitar, a manually-controlled 4:1 zoom with
a 20mm to 80mm range—f:1.8! This new
lens achievement is optically compen¬
sated to hold focus through the entire
zoom action. Fourteen elements—covers
Vidicon format—resolves 600 lines—linear
zoom action by ring—list price: $400. For
information, write for Catalog 2080-CZ18.

OPTICAL COMPANY. INC.
303 Child St., Rochester 11, N. Y.
EL-96
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lem, we went to Joseph Mascelli, who
has worked professionally with just
about every 16mm camera on the mar¬
ket. According to him, there is no elec¬
tric motor driven camera (nor for that
matter any electric motor that can be
used with a spring-motor camera) that
will come up to speed instantly as wdll
a spring-motor drive. The exceptions,
of course, are animation and time-lapse
motor drives where the motor runs
continuously and moves the camera
mechanism by means of a clutch when
same is engaged for the period desired.
With a spring-motor drive camera
the spring is wound and ready to go,
but is held in check by a release on
the shutter. When the start button is
depressed, the spring motor goes into
instant action at the set speed.

Where an electric motor is used to
drive a camera in place of its spring
motor, the spring motor must first be
disengaged so that the camera mecha¬
nism is free to operate with the electric
motor. One result in such a hook-up is
that the shutter can (and usually does)
stop at any position, instead of fully
closed, as in the case where the spring
motor is used.
We have not investigated this, but it
might be possible for you to adapt a
time-lapse motor drive, such as the
one manufactured l)y National Cine
Equipment, Inc., 209
. 48th St., New
York 36, N. Y. Would suggest you
write them and state your problem.

Having shot 8mm movies as an
amateur for a number of years, I am
now planning to produce a series of
scientific films in an umber of fields of
research and industry, particularly in
the medical and surgical electronics
fields, which is my area of special¬
ization.
It is my belief that 8mm sound
equipment and techniques are adequate
for this sort of work, and I have con¬
sidered purchasing a neiv Fairchild
8mm sound camera and accessories.
W ould this be adequate for produc¬
ing the type films I am planning?—
R. A. J., Montreal, Canada.

A.-—If

your 8mm sound films are to
be sold commercially—that is, you will
be selling a number of prints of each
film—this calls for photography and
sound recording of the highest quality.
This is not always possible to attain
when shooting 8mm for 8mm. We
know of no instance where there has
been any successful commercial 8mm
sound production with the photog¬
raphy done with an 8mm camera. Most
films intended for quantity release in
8mm, sound or silent, are photographed
in either 35mm or 16mm, then reduced
to 8mm in the printing. Result is that
pictorial and definition results are far
superior to that of duplicated 8mm
film.
The Fairchild 8mm Sound Camera
is an excellent piece of equipment, but
it is intended primarily for advanced
amateurs and for industrial use where
only one print—the original—will be
required.
■
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REU-16
Rewind with Universal Joint & End
Support

DFG-4
Differential Rewind to handle 4 reels

NRU-31
Negative Rewind unit

NRU-2
Negative Rewind unit

PR-IA
Power Rewind

ASR or SRA
Aluminum Split Reels

MTR-1
Magnetic Tape Attachment

Synchronizers

EDIT STRIPE
35mm, 300 mil Magnetic Recording
Film

TS-l
35mm Non Magnetic Tape Splicer

AFS-35
Automatic Film Splicer

FS-816
8-16mm Hot Splicer

FSC-1
16-35mm Hot Splicer

HOLLYWOOD FILM

COMPANY

REELS

/

956 N. Seward, Hollywood 38, Calif., HO 2-3284 •
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/

CANS

ENM-16
16mm Edge Numbering Machine

CASES

122 W. Kinzie, Chicago 10, 111., 644-1940

524 W. 43rd St., N.Y. 36, N.Y., LO 3-15461
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FILM PRODUCTION FOR TV

Why Prints

THE FINAL

PRINT quality of a

composition, area,

lens

used,

television film

lighting

and

is

determined

exposure,

“The Danny Thomas Show," by Bob de Grasse, ASC.

as

in

primarily
this

scene

by

the

being

normal

factors of

photographed

It is one of the many TV film

for

shows which

General Film Laboratories processes and prints

of motion
pictures for television, whether
in 35mm or 16mm, prints for T\
transmission differ from those
made for screen projection. This
is because prints for TV must be
tailored to fit the transmission and
reproduction characteristics of the
television system.
This requires special consider¬
ation and {trocedures, both in the
j)hotography of such films and in
the processing and printing of
same, as pointed out in recent
issues of Rewind, monthly publi¬
cation of General Film Labora¬
tories.
Although the laboratory carries
the responsibility for producing
an acceptable television print,
says General, the basic quality
decisions are made on the set be¬
fore any of the film reaches the
laboratory.
Jn

470

the

production

In some film production circles,
this is not yet fully understood.
The ensuing paragraphs, con¬
densed from. Rewind, reflect Gen¬
eral’s extensive research and ex¬
perience in this field:
The print intended for trans¬
mission over the television system
starts with the same camera nega¬
tive as the film intended for the¬
atrical and other screen projection
—but the lighting of the set and
processing in the laboratory result
in a different end-product that is
better adapted to television re¬
quirements.
A special technique for photo¬
graphing material to be broadcast
involves a lower contrast ratio,
and a need for a sufficient black
reference and white reference in
each scene—essential to good gray
scale transmission. (The lightest
area in the print becomes the white

of the transmitted picture, and the
darkest area becomes the black.
The lack of such references—both
black and white—can result in
})oor contrast on the home receiv¬
ing set.)
As in any type of film produc¬
tion, the laboratory should be in¬
volved prior to actual production
in the processing and evaluation
of tests, so that the cameraman and
the lab people are each familiar
with their mutual requirements.
The factors that affect print
quality in television films fall into
three major areas:
1. Production: The eventual
print quality is determined
primarily by the normal fac¬
tors of composition, area,
lens, lighting, exposure, etc.
2. Laboratory processing and
printing: All film handling
and cleaning, development
of the negative or other
original film, printing and
processing of the interme¬
diate materials and the
print.
3. Projection: Efficiency or
condition of the projecting
device, the screen, the lens,
the light source—and the
adapting of projection to
the audience.
In the area of black-and-white
production, the common-sense sug¬
gestions laid down in 1957 in
“Laboratory Practices on Films
for Television”*!* still apply and
are worth quoting.
Under the heading “Black-andWhite—Photography and Lighting
for Optimum Quality from Film”
'\Ten page pamphlet published by the Asso¬
ciation of Cinema Laboratories. Inc., 1905
Fairview Avenue, N.E.. Washington, D.C.—
prepared by a special committee chaired by
William E. Gephart, Jr.
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TV Are Different
Although films for television start w^ith the
same camera negative as do films for the¬
atrical release, different set lighting and
processing of the TV film is necessary to
produce prints suitable to television’s trans¬
mission requirements.

FOR VOLUME production of 16mm TV prints. General's 35/32mm system

is the following:
Any recommendations for lab¬
oratory practices on films for
TV should include certain rec¬
ommendations for photography,
lighting and production. The
laboratory can achieve the best
results with the aid and co-op¬
eration of the people in these

is

2.

fields.
1. Negative (or reversal orig¬
inal) should neither be un¬
derexposed nor overexposed,
as set forth in film manu¬
facturers’ recommendations.
This is particularly import¬
ant when the faces or essen-

used. Machine above slits two 16mm

prints from a

single width of

35mm film.

3.

2^2 to 1. The maximum

tial shadow detail are un¬
avoidably at extremes of the
brightness range.
The use of closeups and
medium camera shots with
only infrequent use of long
shots is recommended. Wide
angle shots and long shots
should be used only to es¬
tablish the perspective,
The ratio of key to fill light¬
ing should be kept within
the range of 1^ to 1 and

brightness contrast in the
scene, as read by reflectance
meters should preferably
not be greater than 20 to 1,
but in any case should 'not
be greater than 30 to 1.
Uniformity of fill lighting
throughout the scene is ad¬
visable.
4.

Night effects should be
achieved by proper use of
lighting and set inferences,
instead of requiring the
printing down of day scenes
for night effect, which is
sometimes done for theat¬
rical use.

5.

6.
HERE NEGATIVES of TV
films

are

assembled for

printing by General Film
Laboratories.
quality

is

held

TV standards
of

Printing
to fixed

by

means

punched tape

timing

control

of

the

printer.

7.

Large areas of either white
or black in the picture
should be avoided wherever
possible. Large areas of any
uniform density are not ad¬
visable.
Backgrounds for titles,
trademarks and inserts
should not utilize large ex¬
panses of uniform, unbro¬
ken density, especially if
the background is very light
or very dark,
Cutting back and forth be¬
tween scenes where the backContinued on Poge 492
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FILM PRODUCTION FOR TV

SLOW
By

JOSEPH

HENRY

evision Projector Model 350. Half¬
time ])laybacks at the Cotton Bowl
were telecast at four frames per
second.
As a result, viewers clearly saw
every detail of the plays unfold
at reduced speeds never before

EXPOSED

FILM

moves

directly

from

recording

camera

through

light-tight

tube

into

high-speed

Viscomat 16mm film processor, v/here it is processed in 60 seconds.

possible on television. Previous re¬
cordings had been made at the
regular television rate of 30
frames per second and by special
modification could be slowed to 15
frames.
The Bowl games were handled
in the following manner:
A Viscomat Model 10 processor

Jt was the next to the last play

of the first half in the Gator
Bowl football game. Georgia Tech
tried a crucial maneuver against
Penn State. In a few seconds, the
gun sounded to end the half.
Just

280

seconds

later,

this

same play, plus selected action re¬
corded earlier, was shown in slow
motion over the CBS Television
Network during the halftime inter¬
mission.

CBS Television Network was sub¬
sequently nominated by the Na¬
tional Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences for its Emmy award.
The CBS system utilizes 16mm
motion picture film which is pro¬
cessed by recently-developed, high
speed techniques. The introduction
of this method during the 1962
Bowl games was made possible
largely through the availability of
a prototype model of the Eastman

Several months later CBS tele¬
vised in slow motion the blastoff
into orbital flight of Lt. Colonel
John Glenn minutes after the
Atlas missile and Mercury cap¬
sule soared out of sight.

Viscomat Processor. This machine
processes film to laboratory qual¬

In both instances the subject
matter was photographed by a mo¬

CBS’s most dramatic results
from slow motion playback of
television film
recordings un¬

tion picture camera directly from
a five-inch television picture tube
carrying the actual telecast, and
the film processed immediately
and played back in slow motion
at various speeds over the net¬
work. It was the first time this had
been done on television.
For this concept of achieving
slow motion rebroadcasting, the

472

was set up in CBS’ TV recording
department in New York. It was
connected by light-tight tube to a
Kodak Model il Television Re¬
cording Camera loaded with East¬
man Television Recording Film,
Type 7374. The camera was
trained on a conventional fiveinch television picture tube carry¬
ing the TV signal from the games
in Jacksonville, Florida (Gator
Bowl and Dallas, Texas (Cotton
Bowl.)
Without a magazine tapeup, the

ity in approximately 60 seconds.
At this writing, CBS has installed
a production model Viscomat ma¬
chine.

doubtedly were achieved with the
two football bowl games. Pro¬
cessed in one minute in a contin¬
uous operation from camera to
Viscomat, the film was projected
at 12 frames per second for pass
plays and eight frames per second
for runs at the Gator Bowl, using
an Eastman 16mm Continuous Tel-

TO FACILITATE editing, scenes are slated by in¬
serting a numbered lucite plate momentarily be¬
tween camera lens and TV tube.
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MOTION IN TELEVISION
Utilizing motion picture film and fast processing, CBS-TV becomes the first in telecasting to
achieve slow motion in TV broadcasts of live action events.

film ran directly from the record¬
ing camera through the light-tight
tube into the processor where a
viscous developer was uniformly
spread over its emulsion side. The
developer remained in contact
with the emulsion until develop¬
ment reaction was com,pleted.
Then, jets of 130° F water
automatically flushed away the de¬
veloper. A connecting electric
heater constantly maintained the
water temperature at precisely
130° F. A squeegee removed the
water from the film, which was
then subjected to a viscous fixing
solution.
A
hot water
spray
washed away the solution and the
film was completely dried as it
passed through an air plenum sys¬
tem. Elapsed time: one minute.
During the operation, a sports
department director, maintaining
continual contact with TV record¬
ing, said “Take it” whenever he
wanted a particular play. Immedi¬
ately, a lucite plate with a scene
number written on it was passed
briefly in front of the picture tube
to identify the desired sequence.

WHERE PROCESSING of film is lengthy,
filled takeup reel is readily removed and
emerging film quickly clipped to another.
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Meanwhile, a reporter was tak¬
ing notes of the recorded action.
The film, as it passed through the
processor, was cut after the clear¬
ly visible scene num.ber appeared.
This did not interrupt the proces¬
sing in any way. The processor is
equipped with two independent
takeup reels. Whenever one is
filled and removed the other is
threaded to take up the remaining
film. A new reel replaces the one
which was removed.
The films were brought to an
editor, who cut them in timed
sequences down to the desired
frame, and spliced the sections
together. Using motion picture
film, the editor could see exactly
what he was doing. As a result,
editing took only about two min¬
utes and was done precisely.
A messenger standing by was
handed the spliced film. He rushed
it up one flight of stairs to the
CBS Telecine Department, where
it was threaded onto an Eastman
16mm Continuous Television Pro¬
jector, Model 350. Because the
processed film was negative, the

THE PROCESSED film is quickly edited and made
ready for broadcast. Film is easier to read and
edit than video tape.

polarity of the electronic signal
had to be reversed to project a
positive ])icture.
While this was going on, the
notes taken by the re{)orter were
written into a comm.entary which
was phoned to the press box at the
scene of the games. Prompting
boards were made up and the an¬
nouncer recapped each play as it
was shown over the network.
To add interest to the play¬
backs,
the
director
ordered
cameramen on the scene to scan
the crowd for reaction shots and
this live action was interspersed
with the slow motion films. A simi¬
lar procedure was followed for the
two rocket blast-ofis.
The continuous projector, which
has no shutter, was equipped with
a variable soeed DC drive motor,
enabling pictures to be telecast at
any desired speed, even in stop
motion. Quality of the playbacks
were excellent. With film, there
was no light flicker and splices
could not be detected.
This achievement ])roves again
Continued on Page 506

EDITED FOOTAGE is threaded into Eastman 16mm
continuous variable-speed television projector for
showing in slow-motion over TV network.
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How one newsreel cameraman insures

Semi-Automatic Zoom

evenly-exposed zoom lens shots when
filming under mixed light conditions rang¬
ing from bright sun to shade.

TJ^ith zoom lenses virtually standard equipment
today for newsreel and sports events cinema¬
tographers, one of the big problems is effecting
quick focus change when panning from a bright
By

SNUFFY

open area to one in shade or vice versa. Some ex¬
amples of the action and subject matter which in¬

McGILL

variably ranges between these two extremes in the
course of a filming assignment are as follows:
1. Photographing horse races from a fixed posi¬
tion over the stands. The majority of running races
start in full light and finish in the shadow of the
stands. In addition, the longest focal length zoom
lens for 16mm cameras captures only a barely dis¬
cernible image on the back stretch, which is invari¬
ably several thousand yards from the grandstand
camera position.
2. Most football games, when photographed from
the grandstand press box, can be covered fairly
well with a regular zoom lens. However, when the
})lay is on the goal line or where a series of line
j)lays are photographed there, it is almost impossible
for the cameraman to see the ball carrier in the
pile-up of players. As with horse racing, the im¬

FIG.

1—The

Zoom

control

of

the

Auto

variable viewfinder by the lever (1).
tor slides

the

knurled

Nikkor

is

linked

with

portant moments of action in the game often take
place in the shaded areas of the field, especially
during the waning hours of the afternoon. Also,
professional football is quite often played in large

the

In operation the camera opera¬

knob (2) back and

forth to change the focal

municipal stadiums having second decks that add
further to the shadow areas on the field.

length of the finder and zoom lens.

.3. Baseball action, for the fixed cameraman in
the stands, presents every kind of lighting problem
during day games. Using a normal zoom lens, it is
impossible to pull in the action far out in the out¬
field.
4. Powerboat racing also poses serious exposure
problems for the fixed position cameraman. In¬
variably the greater part of a race will be run
against the light, and this problem combined with

FIG.

2—Disconnecting

support
ing film.

bracket (3)

zoom

lever

(1)

and

lowering

the

finder

interior for load¬

The Eyemo lens retaining ring (4) is shown mounted in the

camera turret.

A micrometer adjustment (5) permits raising or lower¬

ing the finder in lining
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the

permits easy access to camera

it up with the field of the lens.

that created by the white spray of the “rooster tail,”
puts the cam.eraman at a disadvantage-—especially
when a spectacular spill takes place in bad light.
Where the budget for photography of such events
is ample and several cameras with crews can be
provided to overlap the action, cameras can be dis¬
persed at the scene of the event to obtain the best
possible footage, and of course good exposures.
Here, assistant cameramen can “ride” the dia¬
phragm over any lighting range with ease, following
pre-arranged cues.
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Lens Diaphragm Control
For

the

newsreel

cameraman

and

freelance

])hotographer, assistants and large camera ciews aie
something you read about but never acquire. So it
was that this writer, a freelance motion picture
cameraman, set about to solve these problems with a
semi-automatic f/ stop control and a maximum
zoom telephoto lens.
Actually, it all started at a bull session at the
Detroit Press Club. One of the photographers with
a local newspaper had recently acquired a new
Nikon Reflex still camera equipped with an Auto
Nikkor 85-250mm telephoto zoom lens. He tossed
a handful of beautiful sports stills he had taken with
this camera on a table before a number of camera¬
men, including myself. All agreed the results were
exceptional, that the Auto Nikkor was a remarkable
lens. The thought occurred to me: would it be pos¬
sible to adapt this lens to a motion picture camera
for covering sports events? A thing like this will bug
a cameraman until he just has to get a shot at it, no
matter what the cost.
Not long afterward an assignment on the West
Coast made possible a visit to Bud Bryhn of Bryhn
Camera Service in Hollywood. Bryhn is an old timer
in the mechanics of movie cameras, with plenty of
Hollywood studio and lens savvy. I presented my

FIG. 4_Looking down on the camera we see how the flexible cable
that affords diaphragm

control

from

the

pan

handle,

is

secured

to

a bracket mounted on the camera’s blimping hood retaining rods (6),
and

manner

of

securing

if

to

the

zoom
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control

knob

of

the

lens.

fig. 3—Author’s Auricon Pro-600 camera with 85-250mm Auto Nikkor
zoom

lens addect, along

finder.
detail

The
in

trailing

Fig.

5.

A

with

cable

is

the
the

sturdy base

linkage that interlocks zoom
diaphragm
plate

control

link,

affords adequate

with

shown

in

support for

the long-focus zoom lens.

problem. Bryhn was sure the lens adaptation could
be done, but said his tight working schedule would
allow him to work only irregularly on the project—
which meant that no completion date could be prom¬
ised at that time. His main problem, it seemed, was
locating a zoom finder that would match the field ol
the Auto Nikkor zoom lens. However, he ultimately
reached a solution, and the finder he designed is so
carefully matted, there is barely two feet of overlav
Continued on Page 504

FIG. 5—The flexible cable shown
pan

handle

operation

where

it

is

of both the pan

mounted

in adjoining
conveniently

photo extends to the
to

afford

one-hand

head and the lens diaphragm control (7,

—(All photos by author).
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An SCO sets America's standard
of low contrast 16mm color with...

Professional Camera Film
Type 242 meets the standards of quality for the “pros” who know. Its
unique characteristics: low contrast and fine grain . . . ability to record
shadow detail (not just hint of it) . . . and outstanding color response produce
release prints that are superior in sharpness and color fidelity. Film speed is 25
for a 3200K tungsten light balance. For full details, ask your Ansco man.

Ansco
Binghamton, N. Y.

Anscochrome
Type 2J^2

ANSCO—America's first manufacturer of photographic materials . . . since 1842.
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chances for
^ an independent photogra{)her-

"W/^HAT

ARE

THE

director to make a theatrical film
on a limited budget and get it
shown in today’s competitive mar¬
ket? Very good, according to 27year-old New York movie maker
Barry K. Brown, who has such ac¬
complishment to his credit.
Brown’s first short subject, “A
Sky Full of People,” opened in
New York, along with the con¬
troversial British film, ‘‘The Vic¬
tim,” and is now scheduled for
distribution to the nation’s “Art”
houses.
Brown’s career rolled into high
gear three years ago after he
served a stint in the U.S. Army at
the Army Pictorial Center in Long
Island, New York. Previously he
had been engaged in making in¬
dustrial films, and after his dis¬
charge he decided that he needed
even more on-the-job experience in

BARRY K

BROWN, seated behind camera, photographs a scene for one of the many documentary

films he made prior to producing and photographing "A Sky Full of People," his first theatrical film.

the hard facts of movie making
before he went into theatrical film
production—something he could
never learn in a school.
Clients soon found that the
young man they were dealing with
had definite ideas of his own. Their
concept of the industrial film was
a bit hazy. They imagined that
such a movie was just a variety of
shots strung together with a cover¬
ing narration.
Brown convinced them that such
films should include actors in dra¬
matic situations with live sound
recorded on location. The clients
were inclined to go along with
him, because he guaranteed to
bring the pictures in on budget or
absorb the losses himself.
To make his ideas work. Brown
employed a blimped 35mm Arriflex and a Thomas hydraulic dolly
—a combination that provided
utmost flexibility in the photog¬
raphy. The dolly was used to speed
operations between cam.era set-ups.
He recorded sync sound on Ampex
and Nagra tape recorders. He
used an Electro-Voice microphone,
which is highly directional, thus,
cutting down background noises,
to provide quality sound. With
this basic equipment. Brown dem-

MAKING A MARKETABLE MOVIE
How one ambitious young film maker with his sights on
Hollywood found opportunity in the short subject field.
By

CLIFFORD

V.

onstrated he could shoot good sync
sound footage on location.
From the beginning, an impor¬
tant objective, said Brown, was to
obtain acting and dialogue of the¬
atrical quality; to capture com¬
plete naturalness in the perform¬
ances of his actors. To attain his
ends. Brown’s scripts were written
“loose” to provide for improvisa¬
tion of dialogue and action. He
and his actors spent many hours
and sometimes several days dis¬
cussing a script before going be¬
fore the camera. Only when the
actors were thoroughly prepared
would Brown begin his shooting
schedule.
“We were friends, before we
started,” Brown said. “One of the

major failings in motion picture
making today is the fact that the
director and his actors are often
thrown together not long before
production begins. This never hap¬
pens on the stage; by the time re¬
hearsals are finished and the play
goes on everyone knows each
other.”
After three years in industrial
film production. Brown felt that
he was ready to venture forth into
theatrical film production. He
wisely concluded that his initial
effort should be a dramatic short
subject. He could do this more
easily and much more cheaply, be¬
cause it could be filmed on loca¬
tion.
Continued on Page 498
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CAMERAS AT

^HE PHOTOGRAPHY OF

“Advise & Consent,” as in

other Otto Preminger productions, is one of the
film’s outstanding assets. This is because Preminger,
who understands the capabilities of the camera as
do few directors in the industry, thoroughly pre¬
plans every production with the camera in mind.
Because he has found in Sam Leavitt, ASC, a cine¬
matographer who is both appreciative of his ideas
and imaginative in the execution of them, Leavitt
was again behind the cameras for Preminger in
V/ITH THE CAPITOL

building

in

the background, the “Advise

&

Con¬

sent" company runs through opening shot of the film: Senator Stanley
Danta
dolly

(Paul
tracks

balloon-tired

Ford)
were

buying
used,

camera

paper

which

dolly.

from

lent

newsboy.

increased

New

type

maneuverability

concave
to

the

filming “Advise & Consent.” Leavitt has previously
photographed five other pictures for the volatile
producer-director: “The Billy Mitchell Story,
Car¬
men Jones,” “The Man With The Golden Arm,
“Anatomy of a Murder,” and “Exodus. ’
Preminger is happiest when he can shoot a pic¬
ture mostly, if not entirely, in actual locales
as
he did with “Anatomy of a Murder” and “Exodus”
■—both of which received Academy award nomina¬
tions for cinematography. Most of “Advise & Con¬
sent” was photographed in and around Washington,
D.C., locale of the story, using a semi-documentary,
fluid style of cinematography which Preminger and
Leavitt together have developed to something of a
science. Not only is this unique photographic ap¬
proach dramatically effective but it makes it possi¬
ble to film a “big” picture on a much shorter sched¬
ule and with correspondingly lower budget than if
conventional methods were used.
Briefly described, the basic technique consists of
filming large segments of action in one continuous
take, with as many as twenty-five or thirty separate
compositions linked together, either by dollying the
camera into various positions or moving the actors
up to or away from the camera. In this way Pre¬
minger gets on film in one stroke and with unmatched
speed a portion of the scrijTt that another director

SAM LEAVITT'S camera crew in action making a running shot of Ectdie
Hodges on

bike.

Capitol

dome

looms

in

backdrop to scene, at same time giving
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background

for an

identity to the

effective

locale.
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THE CAPITOL
Sam Leavitt, ASC, encountered some unusual
location problems in photographing Otto
i Preminger’s “Advise & Consent” in actual
locales in the Nation’s capital.

I

I

might shoot in as many as twenty separate timeconsuming set-ups. So sure is he of what he wants
in terms of ultimate editing structure and pace that
he finds it unnecessary to shoot cover shots for pro¬
tection. Only when the rhythm of a particular
sequence demands the impact of a quick cutaway
or reaction shot will he film an extra closeup to

j
j

■
I

HISTORIC

RECEPTION

location

for "Advise

lighting

set

up

ROOM just off the Senate Chamber was a
&

by

Consent.”

Here

cinematographer

quality photography

in

this

location

may

Sam

be

seen

Leavitt

to

the

pattern

achieve

key
of

studio-

interior.

intercut with the master scene.
Preminger’s method of shooting many cuts in one
continuous take may, at first, sound deceptively sim¬
ple. Actually it requires meticulous pre-planning
and the ability to visualize accurately in advance
the final effect of multiple images flowing one into
another. It also demands top professional actors
capable of sustaining consistently excellent per¬
formances throughout a large block of action while
moving smoothly from one precisely marked position to another. But most of all, it requires a cinematographer so highly skilled that he can instantly
find a photographic solution to whatever seemingly
insurmountable location problem may arise.
Sam Leavitt, who thrives on such demanding asContinued on Page 502

THE

DOLLY-MOUNTED

plays Senator Seab
templatively on
Famed

the

Washington

camera

follows

Capital

grounds,

Monument

looms

DIRECTOR OTTO

PREMINGER watches

and

take

lights

for a

in

actor

Charles

Laughton,

Cooley in "Advise & Consent," as

the

location
in

camera

gallery of

site

who

he walks con¬

for the

production.

background.

crew

ready the

the Senate Chamber

camera
one of

the few sets erected on sound stage for the picture. Note the arrange¬
ment of lighting units necessary for illuminating the huge set.
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REEL & CAN STORAGE RACK
Want safe, orderly storage for your films? Here’s
a simple plan for building a rack that will hold
up to 88 reels and cans in various sizes.
By

PROBLEM ALL

RICHARD

film makers en¬

counter sooner or later is that
of film storage.
For the non¬
professional who shoots movies in¬
frequently this is not serious.
However, after one accumulates
twenty to thirty or more reels, then
the customary stacking of reels
and cans on a shelf becomes in¬
adequate. Moreover, the combined
weight of reels and cans also may
be a hazard for the shelf. And so
often when a film is wanted it is
invariably in the can at the bot¬
tom of the stack, which means tak¬
ing them down from the shelf one

P.

HERZFELD

or two at a time.
Professional film storage equip¬
ment consists of steel shelving with
metal upright dividers so that the
reels can be held separately and
easily stored or removed. Of
course, a cabinet of this nature is
quite expensive. The rack herein
described can be made in various
sizes to suit the needs of the user
at comparatively small cost. The
construction is quite simple and
can be done by anyone who is rea¬
sonably handy with woodworking
tools. A power saw would be de¬
sirable but is not essential.

CONSTRUCTED
angle

iron,

to

16mm

88

of

this

plywood

and

easy-to-buil'd

reels and

braced

rack

holds

with
up

cans.

The main factor of importance
in this design is that the weight of
the reels is supported entirely on
angle irons. The dividers for each
shelf are made of
plywood
and merely serve to support the
reels and cans so they will remain
upright. Each space can be num¬
bered and a card file or number¬
ing system set up which will sim¬
plify the location of every reel.
It is important that the vertical
space between the angle irons be
sufficient so that when a reel is
removed over the shelf edge, it
will not strike either the shelf edge
or the angle iron above. These
distances naturally vary with the
size of the reels to be stored.
The storage rack detailed in
the accompanying drawings will
accom.modate 44 four-hundred
foot reels of 16mm film on the
two upper shelves and 44 eighthundred to two-thousand foot reels
on the lower shelves. This rack
can, of course, be improved in
appearance by enlarging the side
pieces so doors may be added.

DETAILS for construction

480

of side

panels and

racks.

Continued on Page 500
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ONLY FROM CECO
THIS SUPERB FILM MAKING EQUIPMENT

CECO REFLEX MODIFICATION FOR THE
35mni B&H EYEMO CAMERA

SOUND BLIMP FOR KODAK
REFLEX CAMERA
Net $1950.00

Conversion
Net $1200.00
Camera with Conversion Net $1500.00
This modification is also available for
Mitchell and B&H 2709 Cameras at...
Net $2500.00

KODAK REFLEX ACCESSORIES:
Matte Box
Net $225.00
Single Speed
Stop Motion Motor
Net $650.00
Additional Single Speed Drives
(1/4, V2, 1 Sec.)
Net $150.00
110 V. AC-DC Variable Speed motor
with Tachometer
Net $500.00
Balanced Tripod for Blimp Net $460.00
Pro Jr. Spring Head Tripod for Camera
with Ball Joint CECO Model TR6VB ...
Net $240.00

CECO 35nim RED LAKE STOP-MOTION
ANALYST PROJECTOR

CECO PRO JR. FRICTION HEAD TRIPOD

with footage counter and remote control
feature.Net $2495.00
3 YEAR LEASE available

with Revolutionary Ball Joint.. .TR8VB
Net $190.00
Assistant’s Ditty Bag
Net $7.50

CECO HI-SPEED EDITING TABLE
VYith Torque Rewinds, Single -System
Sound and Counter. Acceleration to 240
feet per minute. Available in 16mm and
35mm Models
Net From $1750.00
3 YEAR LEASE available

m

1000' MAGAZINE FOR ARRIFLEX
35mm CAMERA

CECO PROGRAMMER for Time-Lapse
Applications.Net $495.00

Complete with Veeder-Root Counter...
Net $369.00

CECO 400' CONVERSION
for CINE VOICE CAMERA Net $450.00

NICKEL CADMIUM PORTABLE
POWER SUPPLY

400'
Mitchell-type
tional ...

for Kodak Reflex, Auricon, Arriflex and
other Cameras with 110 V. Synchronous
motors. Complete with built-in charger...
Net $325.00
CECO Model PS 40 DD

Magazine,
addi¬
Net $135.00

VADDELL NOVA III
I6mm HIGH-SPEED CAMERA

16mm CECO PROFESSIONAL
FILM VIEWER
Net $375.00

^ew features include simplified Timing
)lock and Film Chip Reducer...
Net From $2335.00

INDUSTRIAL PHOTOGRAPHERS,
Please Note!
— Ask us about our NEW
“IN-PLANT STUDIO” PROGRAM.

(Also available with Single System and or
Double System magnetic installation).

3 YEAR LEASE available

For full information and literature on these as well as the thousands of other professional cameras and accessories available from
CECO, write or phone today.
—
1^1#%

HEW YORK, N.Y.
315 West 43rd St. JUdson 6-1420

HIALEAH. FLORIDA
51 East lOth Ave. TUxedo 8-4604

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFDRNIA
6510 Santa Monica Blvd. HOIlywood 9-8321

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Gregory Bell,-927 15th St., N.W. 347-1153
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ONE
Leo

OF

VENEZUELA’S

Ozols

sponsor.

for

series

Shooting

of

many

beauty

spots

photographed

documentary

films

for

Eastman

Color

negative,

a

Ozols

by

LEO OZOLS checks still camera as he prepares his equipment for a day

commercial

of

used

often

three

cameras: an Arriflex 35, Cineflex, and a B&H Eyemo “Q".

shooting
slept

in

rugged

in

tent

region

which

also

of

Venezuela.
served

as

He

and

quarters

crew
for

members

script-writer.

Shooting of series of documentaries was virtually “off-the-cuff."

Challenging Assignment:

Shooting 100 Documentaries In 50 Weeks
By

LEO

OZOLS

Organization Leo Ozols, Merida, Venezuela

A

lthough
•

Venezuelan
•

•

•

indusp

increasing its use oi
motion pictures for advertising
and promotion, the native pro¬
ducer of such films is beset with
many problems in the course of
their production. This is especially
true where a sponsor undertakes
an extended program of films and
requires them to be delivered ac¬
cording to schedules that would
he considered extremely rigid by
U.S. film producers.
TRY

IS

Recently the manufacturers of
Cerveza Polar, a popular Venezue¬
lan beer, decided to promote its
product through a series of short
documentary films. In essence,
they were to be the equivalent of
TV commercials, except that they
would be longer and shown in
theatres, and would have less of
an advertising format.

received this sponsor’s contract
calling for 100 four-minute color
documentaries to be delivered at
the rate of two a week, it was

As we sized up the situation, it
was obvious that we would have
to work with light and extremely
versatile equipment and with a
sm.all basic crew. The latter con¬
sisted of a driver for the car we
were to use, who also served as a
combination electrician, prop man
and all around handy man; a cam¬
eraman who also acted as guide,
film editor and cutter; and a di¬
LEO

OZOLS, a

dustrial
relates

When our production company

482

vital that we plunge into produc¬
tion almost instantly. Some of the
major problems we faced were:
1) insufficient time to prepare
scripts; 2) the inadequacy of local
color film laboratories; 3)
a
budget of 800 feet of Eastman
Color negative for each documen¬
tary; and 4) filming delays caused
by bad weather.

hundred

film
here
short

leading
producer

his

documentary
of

experiences

documentaries

and

Venezuela,
in

in¬
who

producing

in 50 weeks.

a

rector who had to write scripts
on the spot, as we went along.
The sponsor permitted us two
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weeks in which to turn out two
pilot films in the series. Geared
to produce two films jDer week, ac¬
cording to our contract, we com¬
pleted shooting the two pilot films
on this time basis, which left us
a week in which to get a start on
scripting other films that were to
follow. We even planned to start
shooting another film at this time,
but bad weather set in and put an
end to this operation. When we
returned to Caracas, we learned
to our dismay that the film labora¬
tory there was not equipped to do
color film processing on a 24-hour
basis. Until now there had never
been a demand for such service
(the bulk of their work was in
black-and-white) and the labora¬
tory set aside only one day a week
for processing color film. So we
had to ship our negative to a New
York laboratory and wait 72 hours
for work prints. Despite the fact
we were four days late delivering
the two pilot films, the sponsor
was pleased and we proceeded
with production of the remaining

JAMIESON

EKTACHROME COMMERCIAL •

EKTACHROME DUPLICATING

•

EKTACHROME

E.R.-JAM

color processir g,
ir safegjard is the ex Deriencc of the laborat:ary

J jmieson is the laboratory with years of 16mn color experience.

HROME

E.R.-EKTACHROME M ASTERS-J A M I ESON

films.
For

this

challenging

job,

we

used an Arriflex 35 camera for
which we had a 1000-foot maga¬
zine with auxiliary motor-driven
KTACHROME COMMERCIAL •

takeup. We also brought along a
Cineflex camera and a Bell & How¬

3825 3rya

ell Eyemo “Q.” The latter was
used

whenever

we

Phon

encountered

Da

TAyl Dr

EKTACHROME

DU

1 exas

81

lack of electric power to drive the
Arriflex and Cineflex. For illumi¬
nating location interiors, we car¬
ried

six Mole-Richardson

2000-

watt lamps and light bars fitted
with 3200° K lamps.
Thus equipped, we set out opti¬

THE CINEMATOGRAPHER

mistically on our first trip, hoping
that we might shoot footage for

Informational and instructive motion picture produced
by the Hollywood Motion Picture Industry. Depicts role
of the Director of Photography in lighting and photo¬
graphing motion pictures in Hollywood studios. Shows
various camera and lighting equipment used on Holly¬
wood sound stages and the results achieved from

as many as 10 documentaries in
two weeks’ time. To do this, we
traveled by night, slept little, rose
early to look over each new loca¬
tion, and wrote scripts until noon.
Immediately after lunch each day
we started shooting. Meanwhile,
our driver would make short ex¬
cursions in search of interesting
scenery or subjects to shoot. The

their use.
One-reel 16mni black-and-white prints available on
Free Loan to cine clubs, college cinema groups,
schools, and accredited clubs and civic groups within
the continental U.S. Reservations necessary and pay¬
ment of return shipment required.

AMERICAN
1782

SOCIETY

North Orange Drive

OF

CINEMATOGRAPHERS
•

Hollywood 28,

Calif.

Continued on Page 496
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DUAL CAMERA
PHOTOGRAPHY
With simple dual camera mount, one camera¬
man handling two cameras mounted on one
tripod can double his shot output, film corre¬
sponding scenes upside down for trick effects, or
record the same scene in two different formats
using lenses of different focal lengths.

TO MAKE TRICK
shown

here,

to

shots, one
provide

a

camera
record

can

of

be

the

mountecJ

action

that

upside-down, as
will

appear

By

FRED

FOSTER

on

the screen in reverse. Here the dual camera mounting plate is mounted
off-center on
tripod leg.

the

tripod

to

enable

the

upside-down

DUAL CAMERA MOUNTING plate

camera

ROW OR

to

clear

the Riar-

ket Riakes it possible for a loRe caRieramaR to
operate two cameras simultaReously without restrictiog his ability to pan or tilt. WheR shootiRg actioR
that is URrehearsed and Rot repeatable, as for ex¬
ample most sports eveRts, or wheR shootiRg a sched¬
uled Rews eveRt, better coverage caR be had by
employiRg two cameras.
The cameramaR caR simultaReously make wideaugle aud telephoto shots, or oue camera cau be
operated uRtil its supply of film is exhausted, theu
the secoud cam.era used to coutiuue coveriug the
eveut without iuterruptiou. Usiug a twiu-camera set¬
up iu shootiRg football games, the double-film capa¬
city makes it possible for the cemeramau to record
every dowR aud have time to re-load the empty cam¬
era duriug “time outs” or betweeu quarters.

iog. Orc series of holes permits positiooiog the plate
off-ceRter or the tripod—useful wheu mouRtiug two
cameras of dissimilar weight, or to permit a camera
to clear the tripod legs wheu it is mouuted upside
down for reverse-actioR filmiRg.
WheR shootiRg with two cameras at the same
time, where lenses of dissimilar focal length are
used, the operator should line up his shot through
the finder of the camera with the longer lens, Zeper
points out. This is because the narrower field of
view is more critical.
Methods of starting and stopping two cameras
simultaneously, when the Zeper device is used, is
left to the discretion of the cameraman. This can
be done with the aid of cable releases, electric pushContinued on Page 498

Desigued by veterau ciuematographer Roy Zeper
aud marketed by Zeper ludustries, Philadelphia, the
dual mouRt showR Ir use iu the accompaRyiug photos
readily fits auy staudard tripod haviug the coRveutioual quarter-iRch camera lockiRg bolt. The Zeper
dual camera plate is secured to the tripod by meaus
of this bolt aud the cam.eras are mouRted or the
plate at either side. SufficieRt space has beeu pro¬
vided betweeR the cameras to permit wiodiog motor
spriRgs or for mouRtiog electric motors.
The plate, which is made of heavy-duty, tempered
alumiuum has several threaded aud URthreaded
holes appropriately spaced for securiog cameras of
differeRt makes aRd to preveRt the plate from pivot-

484

A DUAL CAMERA set-up, employing the Zeper camera mounting

plate,

for shooting wildlife in simultaneous long and closeup shots. A single
electric switch controls the motorized cameras.
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Authorized Dealers

“building blocks
for
sound engineers

MAGNASYNC DUBBERS

S-iLfA'

Producers have found that the use of a single recording
channel is only a small part of the tremendous savings
possible with magnetic film recording. The next step
for the organization seeking quality, economy and
independence is to equip to handle their own transfer
work, assembly and magnetic mixing of dialogue,
music and sound effects.

«

Magnasync dubbers are of “modular” design and
are available individually or in combination
of two or three units mounted in an enclosed rack
cabinet that requires only 22" of floor space.

Single Dubbers, from ^1190
Triple Interlocked Dubbers, from

^3910

Rear interior view of Selsyn
motor electrical interlock

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS:

FEATURES:
• Plug-in preamplifiers with
ohm output at zero vu.

balanced

600

Frequency response: 50 cps to 8,000 cps,
±2 db (16mm, 36 fpm), 50 cps to 12,000
cps, ±2 db (17i/2mm or 35mm, 90 fpm).

• Individual synchronous drive motors.
• Torque motor take-up guarantees smooth
film handling and hi-speed rewind.

Signal-to-noise ratio: > 50 db.

• Electrical interlock assures absolute “sync”
with projector from dead start.

Flutter and wow: 0.12%

• Wired for remote control, start and stop.

Distortion: < 0.18%

• Fast rewind, fast forward.

maximum RMS overall

total harmonic.

• Position for second playback head for
transfer of both edge and center track re¬

Send for free 41-page catalog describing

cordings.
• Available with
transports.

maximum RMS in

any single band.

recorders, dubbers, consoles and acces¬
16mm,

17V2f^rn or 35mm

sories.

Write, wire or phone

MAGNASYNC
f—1

0l>*t4d

MARK H

X-400

TYPE 1

TYPE 15

TYPE 5

MARK IE

CHICAGO, ILL.
Behrend Cine Corp.
161 E. Grand, Ml 2-2281
Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.
3252 Foster, IR 8-2104
DAYTON, OHIO
Salem Camera Co.
335 Salem, BA 3-7206
DENVER, COL.
Western Cine Service, Inc.
312 S. Pearl, SH 4-1017
HIALEAH, FLA.
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
1335 E. 10th, TU 8-4064
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment
6424 Santa Monica, riO 4-5166
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
6510 Santa Monica, HO 9-5119
S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.
6331 Hollywood, HO 7-9202
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Barnard's, 4724 Broadway,
Country Club Plaza, LO 1-7761
Crick’s Camera Shop
6320 Brookside Plaza, HI 4-3390
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Century Camera Shops, Inc.
26 S. 7th, FE 8-5857
NEW YORK CITY
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 W. 43rd, JU 6-1420
Florman & Babb, Inc.
68 W. 45th, MU 2-2928
Pictronics Corporation
236 E. 46th, YU 6-3713
S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.
602 W. 52nd, PL 7-0440
PHOENIX, ARIZ.
Wilson Camera Sales Co.
130 W. Adams, AL 4-0662
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Stanley Photo Service
106 N. Broadway, CE 1-7840
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Brooks Cameras, Inc.
45 Kearny, EX 2-1902
SAN MATEO, CALIF.
Foreman’s
121 Fourth Ave., Dl 3-1869
SOUTH AFRICA
Photo Agencies Pty. Ltd.
9 Kerk St., Johannesburg
ARGENTINA, Buenos Aires
Estudies Ion S.R.L.
Diaz Velez, 3891
AUSTRALIA, Sydney
Sixteen Millimetre
Australia Pty. Ltd.
49 Market, New South Wales
BOLIVIA, La Paz
Casa Kavlin
Casilla 500, Calle Potusi 261-263
BRAZIL, Rio de Janeiro
Mesbla, S.A.
Rua do Passeio 42/56
BURMA, Rangoon
G.K. Theatre Supply Co., Ltd.
57 Lewis Street
CANADA, Islington, Ontario
Alex L. Clark, Ltd.
3751 Bloor St., W.
DENMARK, Copenhagen CHL
Kinovox Electric Corp.
Jenslousvej 2
ENGLAND, London
Delane Lea Processes, Ltd.
12 Moor St., (W-1)
Gordon Cameras, Ltd.
45 Kensington High, (W-8)
FRANCE, Paris
Brockliss-Simplex S.A.
6, Rue Guillaume Tell
GERMANY, Hilden Dusseldorf
Gerhard Johansen
3 Lessingstrasse
GREECE, Athens
Christos Axarlis
50 Stadium St.
INDIA, Bombay
Kine Engineers
26, New Queen’s Road
ITALY, Rome
Reportfilm, di J.M. Schuller
Via Antonio Bertolini 31
JAPAN, Tokyo
J. Osawa & Co., Ltd.
5, Ginza, Nishi 2-Chrome, Chuo-ku
NEW ZEALAND, Auckland
Kerridge Odeon Industries
St. James Building, Queen St.
PAKISTAN, Karachi-3
Film Factors, Ltd.
27 Victoria Rd., Rex Annexe
SOUTH RODESIA, Salisbury
William Over & Co. Pvt. Ltd.
Kingsway & Manica Road
THAILAND, Suriwong, Bangkok
G. Simon Radio Co. Ltd.
30 Patpong Avenue

International leaders in the design and manufacture of quality magnetic recording systems
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0056

ONE
PACKAGE
deal from
the

JACK A. FROST /
'k

•

.. saves you TIME and
money on PRODUCTION
RENTAL needs!....

COBO HALL OFFICE: 401 Washington Blvd.
Rm. 3143, WO 2-1255, Detroit 26, Michigan

486

MAIN OFFICE: 734 Piquette
TR 3-8030,Detroit 7,Michigan

CANADIAN OFFICE: 6 Shawbridge,
BEImont 2-1145, Toranto, Canado
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T>ictorial

composition,

as it

^

applies to motion pictures, is
something which too many of our
new generation cinematographers
avoid in the belief it is well over
their heads and far too compli¬
cated to understand except by vet¬
eran cameramen. However, before
a motion picture photographer can
hope to progress to the full profes¬
sional level of cinematography, he
must know the basic rudiments of
composition and how to apply it
in his work.
This need not be a discouraging
thought. It does not mean long
hours spent in studying the ele¬
ments of composition. Surprising
enough, most serious photog¬
raphers doing advanced work with
their cameras are fairly well
versed in the elements of composi¬
tion by virtue of a natural born
artistic instinct, which is invari¬
ably found in those who love pho¬
tography. So we can skip some of
the elementary stuff and go right
into a discussion of practical com¬
position as applied to motion pic¬

THF MOVING CAMERA

inthrno

ture photography.
Pictorial composition for the
screen differs from that employed
in almost any other art form
mainly because it is essentially
fluid rather than static. By fluid
we mean that it constantly changes
as the camera and the elements of
the scene move and change spacial
relationship.
The moving camera — mounted

mounted on crane, dolly or camera car, is part and

ASC. (Photo by Van

Pelt.)

PICTORIAL COMPOSITION-KEY
ELEMENT IN CINEMATOGRAPHY
To achieve a high level of technical and artistic perfection
in your photography, give more than ordinary thought
to composition in each camera set-up.
By

CHARLES

on crane, dolly or camera car
is part and parcel of the moving
picture. The camera should be
free to move for the purpose of
following action or emphasizing a
situation. Similarly, players
should be free to move within the
frame so that the action will not be
restricted. Static compositions in
which the players dare not move
for fear of disturbing the compo¬
sitional balance are deadly to the
motion picture. One might just as
well film a series of still pictures.
Screen composition, then, is a
FINE EXAMPLE of pictorial composition.

Photographer

mode

formation

good

use

of

picturesque

cloud

os

backdrop for subjects and set camera low to increase

parcel of the tec

constantly changing thing—but it
has its rules and can be controlled

LORING

quite precisely through proper co¬
ordination of camera and action.
The cameraman’s one never-chang¬
ing element in composition is the
frame itself—a rectangle of ap¬
proximately 3 to 4 proportion (ex¬
cept in wide-screen photography)
into which everything in the pic¬
ture must be made to fit harmoni¬
ously. The cinematographer must
learn to look at every new screen
situation in terms of how it will
will appear when set in a horizon¬
tal space of the above projiortions.
The frame itself is a prime com¬
positional element into which the
Continued on Page 489

the dramatic effect.
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NEVER BEFORE
A HELPFUL BOOK LIKE THIS!
FOR MOTION PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHERS
Gives you detailed answers to hundreds of
problems and questions relating to Theatrical,
Television, Industrial, Military, Educational
and Documentary motion picture production.
• Illumination Data for both
“boosted
voltage"
and
standard
studio
lighting
equipment together with foot
candle, amperage and volt¬
age tables and wiring dia¬
grams.
• Data never before printed
on: Panning Speeds, Optical
Effects, Ultra High Speed,
Underwater
Cinematogra¬
phy, Make-Up, Background
Plates,
Process
Scenes,
Shooting Day-for-Night (col¬
or & B&W).
• Special Data on Exposure,
Color,
Illumination,
Arctic
and Tropic Cinematography,
Infrared Film, Filters, etc.
• Tables for compensating Fil¬
ter Factors, Shutter Angles,
Camera Speeds.

PIUS DIOPTER lENSES FOCAL LENGTH CONVERSIOI
For SOmio, 75mm, 100mm and 150mm Unses
~ Tamera

• Many useful Camera, Lens,
and Filming Formulas.

2L,“.'lCS“"'->T4«'a____
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FILTER
FACTOR COMPENSATOR
INCRIASE IN [XPOSURt REQUIRED WITH VARIOUS FIITER FACTORS
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• Complete

Data

for

Ultra

Close-Up
Cinematography
with Extension Tubes, and
Diopter Lenses.
• Wide-Screen Processes, com¬
plete aperture and viewfind¬
er dimensions for all aspect
ratios for 65mm, 35mm and
16mm; squeezed and un¬
squeezed photography,
single-and double-frame.
• Complete Lens Angle Data
for all lenses for all aspect
ratios.
• Film Threading Diagrams for
all cameras.
• Detailed Listing of all Mod¬
ern Professional Cameras:
65mm, 35mm, and 16mm.
• Black-and-White and Color
Film Data, together with ASA
ratings. Identification, and
Incident Light Readings for
same.
• Up-to-Date Data on Lenses,
Filters, Exposure and Color
Temperature Meters.
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Theroes something to help you on every
page of this valuable fact-packed book!
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL
P.O. Box 2230, Hollywood 28, Calif.

Charts, tables diagrams and drawings such as these give
instant answers to problems relating to lens angles, filter
factors, shutter openings, camera speeds, exposure, lighting,
aspect ratios, etc., etc.

Please send me..._._...copies of the AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL.
Payment enclosed...

Please ship C.O.D.

Name.

MAIL COUPON

NOW! ► ► ►

Street & No..
City.... Zone. State.....

*For orders mailed within California, please add 4% sales tax.
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PICTORIAL COMPOSITION—KEY ELEMENT
Continued from Page 487

other elements fit, and l>y moving
the frame lines in relation to the sub¬
ject, any number of different com¬
positions can he achieved. ^ ou can
profitably experiment at times by try¬
ing different patterns of framing be¬
fore actually shooting the scene.
The rule of “thirds” is a basic prin¬
ciple of composition in all of the
graphic arts, but it applies particu¬
larly to motion pictures, especially in
long panoramic shots which embrace
a good deal of area and many sepa¬
rate details. In applying this rule,
imagine that the screen is divided into
thirds—lioth vertically and horizon¬
tally. For the most pleasing composi¬
tion the most important details of the
scene should fall at points where these
lines intersect. Obviously, this is no
hard and fast rule, nor should it he
adhered to so literally that the action
becomes static.
Usually a precisely centered or sym¬
metrical composition lacks drama. In
most cases it is better to shoot the sub¬
ject from one side or the other in order
to create a measure of emphasis. How¬
ever, there are exceptions to this rule
as well, for there are times when a
completely symmetrical composition is
artistically ])leasing on the screen.
This sort of arrangement is usually
most effective as a background to
action which follows a less regulai
pattern.
The horizon line is an element of
composition which some find difficult
to control, because it naturally seems
to find its way to the center of the
composition. This, however, should be
avoided because the result is too pat.
In general it is better to let the hori¬
zon line cross in the lower third of
the screen, favoring the sky with the
hulk of the compositional area. In

diagonals across the screen. Not only
is this lietter composition, hut it is
more dramatic. Such a scene shot
with a wide-angle lens from a low
camera vantage point can be especially
effective.
The S curve is a compositional ele¬
ment that is as old as Art itself. From
the most primitive cave photographs
down to the most modern advertising
art, this element appears repeatedly,
but not monotonously. On the screen
the S curve is no less effective, espe¬
cially when it is made a strong ele¬
ment in long shots or landscape back¬
grounds. A winding river or road
curve in the sha])e of an S can foim
a perfect compositional motif for a
scene. Carrying the principle a bit
further, the S curve can often he in¬
troduced into the design of interior
sets. Generally, the eye tends to be
led along this curve, so it is better to
have the curve lead toward the focal
point of action whenever possible. The
S curve can also be used effectively
in grouping players within a scene
especially in mass ensemble shots.
Here the arrangement should not be
too precise or it will appear artificial
on the screen.
In the more

academic discussions

of screen composition the term juxta¬
position invariably is heard. It refeis
to two consecutive scenes differing in
meaning, but similar in compositional
form. For example, an effective transi¬
tion between two sequences might be
achieved by dissolving from a closeup
of a spinning automobile wheel to a
closeup of a spinning roulette wheel.
In this case the similar compositional
pattern provides an extra link between
these two scenes. Juxtaposition tends

special cases (where there is a great
deal of foreground action) it is some¬

to become arty if it is written into a
script merely for effect. Its use should
be restricted to instances in which it
can definitely add to the value of a

times effective to have the horizon line

transition or montage.

in the upper third of the screen.

Closeups of faces present composi¬
tional problems on the screen, too.
The easiest way to shoot such closeups,
of course, is to set up a straight cam¬
era angle with the face centered on
the screen. Rather than relying on
this undramatic approach, however, it

It is an axiom of design that diago¬
nal lines are more forceful and more
pleasing to the eye than straight verti¬
cal or horizontal lines. This principle
holds true also in motion picture com¬
position. for this reason it is well to
avoid unimaginative straight-on angles
of buldings, signs, and similar straight
line subjects. It is much more effec¬
tive to shoot such subjects from one
side or the other so that lines form

What a difference ...

is often better to frame the face to
one side, letting another element of
the scene balance the composition. If
the face is portrayed as looking in a
definite right or left direction, more

[
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space

should

he

left

on

the

towards which it is looking.

side

Extreme

closeups, in which just a segment of
the face appears, will he more effec¬
tive if either the face or the camera
is slightly tilted.
The matter of balance is as impor¬
tant for screen composition as for any
other type of composition, and it can
he

achieved

by

studiously

placing

players or elements so they will bal¬
ance with others in the scene.
often,

when

these

elements

Very

do

not

lend themselves well to balanced com¬
position,
can

be

masses
used

of

most

light

or

shadow

effectively

to

en¬

hance the balance of the pattern.
We have spoken of juxtaposition as
meaning a similarity in compositional
pattern

between

consecutive

scenes.

Turning this principle around we come
to the theory of opposing compositions
in consecutive scenes, a device which
can be quite dramatic.

The drama is

obvious when one visualizes two arm¬
ies marching toward each other, and
photographed

from

opposite

angles.

By properly intercutting this footage,
the aspects of conflict between the two
patterns

of

action

However,

even

is

static

emphasized.

objects

can

be

made to oppose each other compatibly
through

the

proper choice

of angles

and cutting.
Since composition for the screen is
a

fluid thing, it is quite permissible

(and often

most effectve)

to change

not only the compositional pattern but
the image size within the scene.

This

is done either by moving the camera
toward or away from the subject or

... a few years make

allowing the
way,

(We’re growing, too. Our new plant,
now being completed, will be fully
operational in early fall.)

subject

to

approach

move away from the camera.
variety

and

dramatic

or

In this

emphasis

can be achieved without the necessity
of

cutting—thus

permitting

a

fluid

continuity from one composition to the
other.
The

framing

of

scenes

with

fore¬

ground objects is not a new principle
of screen composition, but it is a most

• Sound

• Editorial

• Laboratory Services

effective
rarely

device

used

to

and

the cinematographer.
ing

an

extra

Capital

ties

closely

to

the
its

which

is

advantage

by

Besides provid¬

compositional

with which to work,
object

one

fullest

element

the foreground

main

subject

surroundings

more

and

also

adds depth to the scene.
The wide-angle lens is the favorite

CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N. E.
WASHINGTON 2, D. C.
PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634

of the cinematographer who wishes to
achieve
naturally

dramatic compositions.
a

dramatic

lens

It is

since

its

main characteristic is a foreshortening
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of the scene.
gerated

as

Distances can lie exag¬

can

the size

and

special

relationships of various objects within
the scene.

Diagonal lines can be made

to converge dramatically, and it is also
possible to produce striking composi¬
tions

in

which

a

foreground

object

looms prominently before a significant
subject in the background.
The choice of camera angle is most
important in achieving forceful
position.
when

The

shot

low

with

angle

a

com¬

(especially

wide-angle

lens)

tends to exaggerate the height of the
subject, making it seem to loom into
the composition.

Thus it is especially

effective in the dramatic or mystery
type

of

film.

In

contrast,

use

of

a

high camera angle tends to minimize
the size and importance of a subject,
giving the audience an emphatic sense
of superiority as it looks down upon
the scene.
Tilted camera

compositions

have

their place in the modern motion pic¬
ture, especially in montage sequences
and

sequences

which

subjectively

duplicate the point of view of one of
the players.
techniques,

However, like all unusual
it

is a device which can

be easily misused, and the cinematog¬
rapher should

guard against the use

of weird angles unless they are prop¬
erly motivated.
Too often the tendency is to think
of pictorial

composition

in terms of

travel films, documentaries, and vaca¬
tion films made by home movie mak¬
ers.

But it is a dominant element of

virtually
ture

every

except

the

type

of

motion

scientific.

pic¬

Whether

you are a photographer of TV news¬
reels,

documentaries,

industrial

films

or travelogues, knowledge of pictorial
composition,

artfully

used,

will

give

your photography the professional pol¬
ish that distinguishes it as a genuine
creative accomplishment.

__
I
I
I
I
I

j
I

I
'

I
I

I
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GOT A PROBLEM?
Need professional advice on a
picture-making problem, about
equipment, film or cinematography? Reader’s questions are invited and will be answered by
mail when accompanied by a
stamped, addressed envelope for
reply. Questions and answers considered of general interest to other
readers will be published here
each month.
Address your questions to the
“Question & Answer Editor,” Americon Cinematographer, P.O. Box
2230, Hollywood 28, Calif.
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THE SIMILARITY ENDS HERE...
Rental fees are pretty much the same everywhere. But there is a differ¬
ence in rental service. There is the personality behind the rental service . . .
engendered by the friendliness, the interest in making your project a success,
and the guidance in providing you with the right equipment. There is also the
integrity behind the rental service you use . . . that promise is equated with
performance . . . that substitution does not entitle one to absolution . . .
that when the term “finest quality” is used, it should not be used loosely . . .
but should adhere to the standard the words imply. The next time you rent
motion picture equipment, ask yourself this question: “Am I getting these
things from the company I do business with?”
You are sure of getting all these things when you call

camera service center, inc.
333PWest 52nd Street • New York 19, N. Y. • PLaza 7-0906

CARTER

1

CARPAC

For the Industrial Photographer
A Necessity when you need an elevated plat¬

form . . . for still or motion picture photog¬
raphy . . . for transporting bulky equipment
or props . . . for photography of large groups
or buildings . . . for a versatile car top lug¬
gage carrier.
CarPac provides an easily-accessible, mobile
platform . . . over 22 sq. ft. area.

i

j
j
I

I
,
i

j
j
I

I

Write for literature and name of dealer, giving
year and model of your automobile.

Users include many nationally known names;
Armco Steel Corp., Middletown, Ohio
Austin-Western, Aurora, III.
Convair Astronautics, San Diego, Calif.
General Petroleum, Los Angeles, Calif.
Kaiser Steel Corp., Fontana, California
Scotts (first in lawns). New Canaan, Conn.
Thiokol Chemical Corp., Brigham City, Utah
American Angus Assn., St. Joseph, Mo.
Austin-Western Division, Aurora, III.

CARTER

1263 S.E. Division

KAISER STEEL USES CARTER CARPAC. Designed
with ample load carrying ability . . . securely
fastened but readily removable . . . Models from
$165 (sedan size) to $225 (shown above) plus
fed. excise tax, including sturdy side ladder.

MANUFACTURING

CO.,

Portland, Oregon
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WHY PRINTS FOR TV ARE DIFFERENT

H

Continued from Page 471

X
H

ground is alternately dark and
light should he avoided. Alter¬
nate camera angles in a given
sequence should have similar
background brightness.

>

W
8.

O

I

fd
td
H

9.

»

5d
CO
>

M

3

Scenes should be composed and
lighted so that there is always
something in the scene lighter
than the face, or ])oint of in¬
terest, and if possible, some¬
thing darker than the face.
Camera apertures should cover
sudicient frame area to he as
large or larger than the tele¬
vision transmitted area. All im¬
portant action should take place
within the “safe action area.”
All titles and other written ma¬
terial should he kept well within
the “safe title area.” These
areas are as follows:
T ransm it ted A rea

35mm 0.792" wide x 0.594" high
16mm 0.368" wide x 0.276" high
Safe Actwn Area

35mm 0.712" wide x 0.178" high
16mm 0.331" wide x 0.218" high
Safe Title Area

35mm 0.621" wide x 0.166" high
16mm 0.288" wide x 0.216" high
The recommended review room pro¬
jector aperture size is 0.746" high,
w'ith rounded corners.*'^'

BLACK & MCaDIT
REVERSAL
PRINTING

The safe action area and safe title
area are those areas which will be seen
on the majority of home TV receivers.
Titles or important action should not
extend into the corner areas as these
areas may l)e lost due to the oval shape
of some receiver masks.

PROCESSING

After these suggestions for original
exposure, the recommendations cover
laboratory practices from the pro¬
ducer’s point of view. The following

COLOR PRINTING

excerpts are key points:
OTHER SERVICES
• Work Prints
• Color-to-Color Prints
• Color-to B & W Prints
• Raw Stock
• Fastax Service
• A & B Roll Prints
• Fades-Dissolves
• Timed Prints
• Edge Numbering

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION WRITE

Original Negatives should be de¬
veloped to a normal lb gamma of
0.65 to 0.70. The lib gammas for a
given lb gamma will vary with film
stocks and developers. Negatives

j

723 .Seviinth Ave., New York 19, N.Y.. JU 6-2293
'
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**These recommendations were 1957. Pres¬
ent practice utilizes a 35mm projector aper¬
ture size of 0.757" wide by 0.565" high.
Present 16mm standards for review room
aperture and Safe Action Area are 0.352"
by 0.263", and 0.289" by 0.217" for Safe
Title Area. Also it should be noted that
some of these recommendations differ from
those of the A.S.C. Research and Educa¬
tional Committee, which stipulate dimensions
of 0.757" X 0.565" for both the 35mm Safe
Action Area and 35mm Review Room projector aperture.-—ED.

should be free of exce.ssive almasion.
dirt, drying streaks and water spots,
within the laboratory control. Nega¬
tives should be developed with suffi¬
cient agitation so that directional
effects are minimized.
Dupe Negatives should lie devel¬
oped to a control gamma which will
reproduce the contrast and gray
scale of the original negative. On
contact dupes, this is approximately
a gamma of 0.65 as read by the
print-through method. On optical
dupes, this is approximately a
gamma of 0.55. Negatives should
he free of excessive abrasion, dirt,
drying streaks and water spots. Neg¬
atives should be developed with suf¬
ficient agitation so that directional
effects are minimized.
Prints should be made on a posi¬
tive stock and developed to a print
contrast as required by the photo¬
graphic contrast of the negative to
he printed.
In timing the prints it is recog¬
nized that the printer lights for the
numerous scenes comprising an aver¬
age film are selected from cinex
tests or by visible action of the neg¬
ative. The resulting positive for tele¬
casting should appear somewhere
close in density in the highlight areas
and somewhat lower in contrast than
prints customarily intended for the¬
atre projection.
Prints should he timed so that
the scene-to-scene lialance of over¬
all quality is as uniform as possible.
Prints should be free of any spots,
streaks or scratches not present in
the negative.
Prints should he surface-treated
with a lubricant or other protective
treatment to insure smooth projec¬
tion and to minimize wear and
scratches.
The conditions listed above apply
with equal validity to prints made in
16mm either by reduction printing
or by contact printing from original
or duplicate negatives.
Color film for Television is also dis¬
cussed in the Association of Cinema
Laboratories pamphlet with this intro¬
duction : “Since there is no provision
for contrast control in color film nega¬
tives or prints available for use, more
of the burden of producing acceptable
color prints for TV falls on the pho¬
tography and lighting. The lighting
contrast should be kept to a level of 1.5
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MAJOR BREAKTHRO

16

IN SPRAY DEVELOPING
• DEVELOPS NEGATIVE FILM AT 35 FPM
• DEVELOPS POSITIVE FILM AT 60 FPM
The S-60 is Filmline’s newest Spray Processor.
It is a friction drive processor, guaranteed not
to break or scratch film. Filmline s exclusive
overdrive film transport system isso accurate
it makes this guarantee possible, what s more
film can be stalled 100% in spray chambers
without altering footage. Absolute control ot
footage in each chamber insures sensitometnc
quality control and consistent development.
And Filmline processors (unlike competitive
makes) have lower film assemblies that are
adjustable and remain captive in the position
placed. Position of lower assemblies can be
easily monitored and adjusted by indicator
rods at the top of each chamber.
The S-60 is the specific answer to every labo¬
ratories need for a Spray Processor — because
it outperforms machines costing twice as
much. Look into the Filmline S-60 — It Will
Pay You.
For the full story on the S-60 write today to;

C O R P O R AT
Ml LFORD

oN

CONNECTICUT

to 2 to 1 and unlit dark areas should
he avoided. The exposure of the nega¬
tive must he very carefully controlled
in

order

to

achieve

maximum

coloi

saturation.
Most of the practices recommended
for

black-and-white

photography

Recent Filmline Installations:
• N. A. S. A. Huntsville, Ala.
• Reeves Sound, N. Y. C.
• Thiokol Chemical Co.
• WHYN-TV, KNDO-TV, WFMY-TV
• Moral Rearmament

More Filmline Features:
. Film chamber doors are completely removable for easy access to
entire chamber (Not found in competitive models of similar class)
. Processing section is stainless steel • Impingement dry box •
Precision temperature controls with indicating pilot lights for cool¬
ing & heating . 316 Stainless steel pumps for developing & hypo
solution . Water temperature regulator . Dual air squepe . Feed in
take up elevators for continuous operation • Replenishment flow
meters • Manual & automatic brake for film supply . Automatic
electrical torque motor take-up . Variable drive with film speed
farhnmpter . Precision Thermometer & footage counter.

lyjbviola SOUND readers
feature separate components, economy and flexibility
Moviola's unique Sound Reader

SOUND READERS

in

the

Unlike single unit

pamphlet

by

soon as possible after exposure. De¬
veloping should be done in accor¬

the

systems.

Movi¬

purchase of only the

pick-up

unit required to suit specific sound
I

OPTICAL READERS
SRO — 16mm
SRB —35mm,16mm,
35-32mm

MAGNETIC READERS

j

SRO — 35mm

SRM — 35mm

t
I

SRM - 16mm
SRM — 35mm, 16mm.
17 ‘/2 m m, Va "

tracks. Additional equipment can
be added —to accommodate new
requirements.
Any

Moviola

pick-up

unit can

be

plugged into either of two AmplifierSpeakers which can be conveniently

dance with the manufacturer’s speci¬

placed to give desired sound recep

fications.
Color

as

ola’s separable components permit

the

following:
Negatives should he processed as

for versatility

the job.

are

Laboratory work on color negatives
covered

is designed

in fitting the budget as well

equally applicable here.
is

system

tion and to allow maximum space

Master

Separation

Positives

Master

and/or

Positives

in the working area.

AMPLIFIER-SPEAKERS

(In

present, standard terminology “inter¬
positive” is used instead of “master
positive.”)

should

he exposed suf¬

( OFn'ICAL

— 35mm, 16mm, 35-32mm

J magnetic — 35mm, 16mm, 17V2mm,

ficiently to insure a linear gray scale.

MOVIOLA SYNCHRONIZER

Separation

Sound Reader Adaptations

positives should

he de¬

veloped to the control gammas that

UROM for superior
sound quality.

will produce a balanced color inter¬
negative.
should
with

Color

master

be processed

the

positives

in accordance

manufacturer’s

specifica¬

tions.
Color Dupe Negatives and Internegatives

should

be

made

on

URS for normal
use.

MS - 16
for 16mm track
MS - 35
for 35mm track

TV/foviola
MANUFACTURING CO.

1451 GORDON STREET • HOLLYWOOD » CALIFORNIA » HO. 7-3178

the
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proper film stock for reproduction

Harold Wright,

from

of

Kodachrome

(Ed:

or

Ekta-

chrome) separation master positives

the

Canadian

and

Rodger J.

Broadcasting

Ross
Com¬

tory subjective result on the television
screen.
“If the particular density distribu¬

pany.
is

tion required to produce these out¬

should he sufficient to insure a good

being judged subjectively by direct

put voltages happens to produce a

gray scale and give optimum color

projection,

distribu¬

good subjective picture when viewed

saturation.

be

tion on the screen is determined only

directly, this is of no consequence

done in accordance with the manu¬

by the density of the film in con¬

whatever, since the only purpose of

facturer's specifications.

junction

the film is to store information which

“When

or color master positives. Exposure

Developing

should

the
the

with

quality

of

brightness

the

film

intensity

of

the

that

projector lamp and the reflectance

will

the prints are dark enough to give

of the screen. The brightness of the

from the telecine equipment.

good color saturation but not dark

television screen, on the other hand,

enough to make shadows too dense.

is determined by the output voltage

using

The equivalent gray density values

from the telecine equipment; hence

there is no reason why film produced

should be about the same as those

the density distribution of the film

for television should not be of such

given for the best results in black-

must be such as to produce the cor¬

a form as to be completely unrecog¬

and-white.

rect voltages from the telecine equip¬

nizable

ment in order to produce a satisfac-

were found to enhance the broad-

Prints

should

be

timed

so

A&B Printing IS recommended for

produce

the

“Apart from

voltages

the convenience of

standard

by

correct

direct

film

equipment,

viewing

if

this

making dissolves and fades, in the
manufacture of prints for TV from
original

negatives,

or

for

FLASHBACK TO YESTERYEAR

making

color master positives. This practice
avoids the use of second generation
material intercut with the original
material, which causes desaturation
and mismatch of colors.
Black-and-White Prints from color
negatives should

be

made by first

making a panchromatic master posi¬
tive from the color negative, in ac¬
cordance

with

the

gamma

and

densities as set forth for a normal
black-and-white master positive. The
black-and-white

prints

are

made

from this dupe to television specifi¬
cations as outlined previously.
All of the other practices as out¬
lined for black-and-white laboratory
procedures

apply

also

in

color,

35mm and 16mm.
Obviously the print made for tele¬
vision

broadcast

will

look

different

than the print made for screening—
when

projected.

problems
usually

of

the

finds

producer

This

is

one

of

laboratory,

the

which

itself working for both

and

network

or

television

station on the same film material. The
producer wants to screen his finished

1912—Photographing a scene for the

print

feature production “Ivanhoe” on the
grounds surrounding Chepstow Castle,
Chepstow,
Monmouthshire, England,

for his personal

approval

and

—since he is a film man—he wants
to see a print with good contrast and
sparkle.

But,

the

TV

official

has

to

judge a print by how well it will tele¬
vise. He can put it through a closedcircuit

run,

but

he

frequently

must

judge the print projected on a screen.
And he likes the flat print.
To answer this question, we quote
“An

Television,”
lished

in

Engineering
an
the

SMPTE
Society's

Approach
paper
Journal

to

pub¬
for

November, 1959 IVol. 68. No. 11, Pg.
739), and authored by L. J. Murch,
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President.
The cameraman (arrow)
is Ernest Palmer, ASC. The director
was Herbert Brennan, who also played
a part

But, why the flat print?
from

for the Independent Motion Picture
Company (IMP), New York City, of
which “Uncle” Carl Laemmle was

in

the production.

In photo,

No grips. No electricians. No income
tax. No money. Nothing much to do
except load film for two movie cam¬
eras and a still camera.

Shoot all day.

Pack up the film and ship it to London
for

processing,

then

prepare

for the

next day’s shooting.”
The IMP studio, home base for the
company,

was

located

at

43rd

and

11th Avenue, and was the springboard

leading man King Baggott is directing

for such early-day film stars as Mary

the

Pickford,

scene.

Cameraman

Palmer

has

pressed a dress extra into service to
crank one of the two Williamson cam¬
eras, which used 200-foot film loads.
“Good old

days?” reminisced now

retired Ernest Palmer.

“No assistants.

George

Owen

Loan

Moore,

Tucker,

Isabel

Ray,

Thomas

Ince,

Bob Daley, Jane Gayle, King Baggott,
and Leah Baird who, incidentally, was
leading lady in this silent production
of “Ivanhoe.”

■
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PRECISION SOUND READERS
ifAKt*

ftiint'nntpfi of tliG fiticst

I/I

souTid cditinff cQuiptnctit

optical*
magnetic
sound
readers
Model 800

$259.50

Complete
Sound
Reader
Guide
Free
on
Request

Look for this
Iradomark

optical
sound
readers
Model 600

$185.00
Designers and Monufocturers of Equipment for the Motion Picture ond T VJndu^

laboratories
ilM rrecision
^VISION OF PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

a.i—

<»28-930 EAST 51st STREET

cast quality via telecine equipment.
Such a system has not been devel¬
oped

however.

The

fact

that

the

images on film have a recognizable
form has delayed by several years
the progress of television film quality
since

it

has

understanding

led

to

complete

of the

mis¬

requirements

of the television system.”

BROOKLYN 3. N. Y.
A MUST

gwb

^ FINDER
from Birns & Satvyer

lenge it. However, we can’t help hut
a

little

bit

skeptical

of

MAN
AND
DIRECTOR
ALIKEI

scribed. Range 35 to
150mm .
84.50
2615: 35mm Cinemascope Model III
adjustable
mattes,
format
1:1.85, 2.33, 2.55 .
129.50

statement. We are not going to chal¬
just

Hollywood

Optical Zoom Finder shows exact lens field instantly! No guesswork
for proper focal length, camera position or dolly shot!
2606: Model K, 16mm format range 8mm
to 75mm . $ 79.50
2610: 35mm Model II, Range 25mm to
150mm .
79.50
2611: 35mm-TV/lmage Orthicon TV

That certainly is a clear and strong

be

—

FOR
CAMERA¬

Prices include case and chain. Insist
on Original TEWE for quality.

the

SEE YOUR DEALER, or write;

statement, because of actual experience.
For one thing, although there may he a
standard of picture transmission, every¬
one

in

the

TV

film

business

knows

IRNS & SAWYER cine equipment company
[OA Cr,n»n AAoniro

Boulevard

•

Los Anqeles, Calif.

•

HOIlywood 4-5166

that the print made according to pres¬
ent

TV

standards will

look

different

on different stations. Then, from time
to time we’ll see a recent print from
a theatrical picture made in the pre¬
television era of the 30 s, and it will
look

beautiful

Also—and
■—there

has

on

this is
been

the
most
a

TV

screen.

encouraging

steady

improve¬

ment in the TV chain system permit¬
ting use of television prints that are
closer to the overall density and appear¬
ance of a screen print, f Contd. Fg. 496)
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At

^s

the

moment,

majority

Later, we became more sophisticated

opinion is that the print made to sat¬

and made traveling mattes and other

isfy

TV

though,

requirements

effects.

most likely will not screen well in con¬

transmission

“dupe”

ventional motion picture projection—
that is, it won’t look sharp and crisp

business!
Meanwhile, prints of the

and have good contrast.

we

So, if the producer wants to screen

The

had

local

labs

negatives

and

shipped

to

processed
we

New

our

were

in

negatives
York

had

been returned, and we used the same

a print with good Macks and whites,

editing-cutting and

and the television film man wants to

as for the first two films. As a matter

televise

Hat

of

the

the remainder of the films in the con¬
tract.
We were now several weeks ahead of

a

comjiressed

grey scale

print, what’s to he done about it ?
This,

then,

is

a

problem

for

■

film laboratory.

fact, we

effects procedures

followed this method for

our schedule, and month by month we
gained additional

Yes! We have the most
modern equipment to print

100 DOCUMENTARIES

your film. But all the equip¬

ConJinued from Page 483

any

delays

through

ment in the world won’t

that

might

unlooked-for

yet

occur

weather

delays

or other situations.
Still another break for us was the

guarantee you highest qual¬

content of the documentaries was not

ity prints. This requires the

too demanding; they were mainly to be

personal attention of skilled

short travelogues in color of points of

craftsmen.

interest in cities and towns and of in¬
teresting out of the way places in the

The master craftsmen at

Venezuelean outlands. much of which

Motion Picture Laboratories

is relatively unknown to the citizens of

have the keen minds, the

the big cities.

imagination, the know-how
gained from years of experi¬

time and extended

our time leeway as protection against

to

shoot

the

sponsor

to

required

service

some

sufficient

300

theatres.

These were supplied through a special
arrangement

we

made

with

Labora¬

tories Caribe whereby we would give
them the printing work if they would
provide 24-hour processing service on
both our negatives and positives. The

Sometimes we were lucky and able

I

fact
prints

enough

film

for

two

docu¬

head

of

the

laboratory,

who was an

ex-cameraman, readily understood our

ence, and the personal in¬

mentaries in a single day. But in order

problem

tegrity to give you prints of

to keep to our schedule, for there was

were to be made on quantity produc¬

always

tion

matchless excellence.
We don’t “mass-produce”

adverse

weather

to

consider,

of

as

well

release

as the

prints,

and

our lab work as required. Lrom then
on we had no more lab problems nor

scripts

and in

our shooting pro¬

cedure.

visited we concentrated on old historic

to

basis, giving it “everything

churches,

processing and printing.

we have” to give you the

ments. In others we concentrated our

our clients have remained
steadfastly with us through
the years.
As for speed, MPL gives
you 24 hour delivery service
anywhere in the United
States.
Send your film by AIR

today.

—

SOUND-EDITORIAL
COMPLETE LABORATORY SERVICES

delivered

our

film on a strictly personal

That’s one more reason why

that

we established a certain standard for

prints here. We print your

finest prints money can buy.

profits

In

the

village

smaller

towns

squares, and

we

monu¬

costly delays involved through having
ship
We

our
now

cameras on artisans, lal)oreis, and in¬

films

quired

production

about

local

folklore.

At the end of the first two weeks,
we returned to
for ten

films.

Caracas with footage
Eight

films

were

sent

films to
had

between

completed,

happy

smoothly.

had

routines

that

New

things

York

60

and

mastered

and
were

for
70
our

were

quite

working

so

But we had never thought

of running out of subject matter. After

to the New York laboratory for pro¬

all, 100 four-minute films make quite

cessing and we managed to have the

a demand on the material at hand.

remaining

was

two

processed

in

Caracas

rather

startling

to

us

It

therefore

editing and

when one day, with 20 to 25 films of

recording. And here we faced a new

our contract still to be produced, we

problem: no local laboratory was pre¬

realized

pared

practically all the cities and towns, all

and thus

to

get a

do

start

color

on

duping

or make

that

had

photographed

masters, so we were unable to incor¬

the

porate

folklore of the relatively nearby regions

any

effects,

fades

or

lap-dis¬

interesting

we

Venezuela.

artisans
We

were

and
now

all

the

solves in our films. Luckily, our pro¬

of

faced

ducer, who had remained in Caracas,

with the prospect of having to venture

located an Oxberry animation camera
and

stand. With

used

corrected

this

color

equipment
work

prints

we
as

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES,Inc.

masters and made our own effects and

781 S. Main Street
•
Memphis, Tennessee
Phone—Memphis WH 8 0456

dissolves.
Color

The Master Craftsmanship
Your Film Deserves

We

used

negative

regular

in the

Eastman

bipack

maga¬

zine, and as a light source, illumina¬
tion reflected

from

a

sheet

of white

Change Of Address: To Insure receiv¬
ing
American
Cinematographer
promptly each month after you move,
send your new address in advance to:
Circulation
Department.
American
Cinematographer, Box 2230, Hollywood
28, Calif. Send old address with new,
enclosing if possible the address label
from last magazine wrapper. Post of¬
fices will not forward this magazine
unless you provide extra postage.

paper.
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deeper into the country and photo¬
graph the native Indians, diamond
diggers, and exotic jungle regions.
This meant not only added expense
l)ut such trips entail more production
time. Now in spite of the fact we were
still 30 days ahead of our schedule,
we were pessimistic about our chances
of making two films a week in the
jungle. Just to reach the region of the
Indians would require at least ten days
of hard travel.
We had no other choice. Already
our sponsor had complained about the
repetition of subject matter in our
hlms, and was demanding something
different. Our filming was restricted
to Venezuela, and we could not cross
the country’s borders to seek subject
matter elsewhere. So into the jungle
we went. We were able to shoot one
film about every 10 days. This threat¬
ened our schedule, but as it turned
out it was worth it. The films we were
now making jiroved to he the best in
the series. Later they received the
best reviews and no little public ac¬
claim, despite the fact that each one
carried the advertiser’s message at the
end. Everyone was happy—we, for
we had made good films; the public
was getting what it liked; and the
sponsor was elated that the public was
clamoring for his documentaries.

The Answer to Zoom & Telephoto Lens Tripod Problems!

Silicone Dampened

HYDROFLUID

Pan & lilthead Iripod
AN N-C-E ORIGINAL IN TRIPOD
STYLING

AND

PERFORMANCE

Larger Silicone Dampening Area than
any Tripod in its class and price range
► Designed for professional cameramen.
► Velvety

smooth,

jerk-proof

pan

and

tilt

utilizing the dampening effect of silicone.
► Sturdy aluminum construction; weight 21

lbs.

► Silicone loaded—temperature range 130
► Precision

ball-bearings.

Mounted

shaft for smooth action

and

on

pan

and

► First

tripod

bottom

of

of

its

base

kind

with

with
positive

ball-type
lock

at

leveling
NO

► Tripod
with

base

of

seasoned

self-aligning

leg
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at

PRICE WITH BASE

EXTRA

V-type

maple-wood

BABY TRIPOD .$89.50
HIGH HAT .$32.50
CASE
.$25.50
BOOT & POINT COVER.$15.00

legs

locks.

IMATIOIMAL CINE EQLIPIVIENT, Inc.
209 WEST 48TH STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y. — Circle 6-0348
West Coast Sales: GORDON ENTERPRISES, No. Hollywood, Calif.—POpular 6-3 72 5
Canadian
Representative:
ALEX
CLARK,
LT D.,
Islington,
Ontario

This is the latest IMPROVED

(INEKAD JUNIOR DOLLY
Used Nationally by
Discriminating Cameramen
This 3-Wheel Collapsible Dolly Is
especially designed to meet the demand for con<
venient mobility of cameras on location or in
the studio.

The new model instead of the
4" wheels is constructed with 5"
heavy duty rubber-tired swivel
wheels.

So popular did this series of films
Ijecome with the public that after our
contract was terminated, the sponsor—
Cerveza Polar—set up its own film
production department, and continues

of applauding them.

tilt

CHARGE.

up our contract.

The hundred films we made already
have played “return engagements” in
most all Venezuelan theatres, and we
are elated that the public never tires

TV Vidicon—16 Mitchell—Maurer—Camerette—Arriflex 16/35—Auricon (Cine-Voice600-1200) Cine Special—Eyemo—Filmo—
Cineflex

alignment.

presentations. Finally, we made one
more trip into the jungle, spent more
time than we had to, hut returned with
enough footage for six films and wind

Polar.

“HYDROFLUID” TRIPOD FOR

500F.

► Pan 360°—Tilt 80°. For all cameras 40 lbs. or less.

But this happy situation did not last.
e were running short on films and
when we had only six more to pro¬
duce, we ran completely out of ideas
and subject matter. In a desperate ef¬
fort to deliver two films weekly accord¬
ing to our schedule, we now resorted
to reviewing and editing the out takes
of our earlier films and shooting scenes
in zoological parks, etc., to tie this
material together into acceptalde film

to turn out documentary films for the
series which, incidentally, was titled
“Viajando con Polar”—traveling with

Positive quick-finger camera lock — vari¬
able tension adjustment pan and tilt locks
—spirit level—telescopic pan handle <with
vai-iable angle adjustment—right or left
hand position.

action,

Write for more details and prices.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
763

NEW IMPROVEO PROCESS
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wilh MOTION PICTURE TABLE
NEW,

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

10th Ave., N.Y., N.Y., PLaza 7-3511

LAMINATED

SOUND

STRIPING

THE

WRITE FOR PRICE

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.

380 Ft. Minimum Order — Quality Guaranteed
Send for Free Brochure

209 W. 48th St., New York 36, N.Y.—Circle 6-0348

7361/2 SO. ATLANTIC BLVD., LOS ANGELES 22, CAL.
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DUAL CAMERA PHOTOGRAPHY
FROM YOUR 12 VOLT
CAR BATTERY

Continued from Page 484

buttons operating camera solenoids, or
mechanical leverage devices easily con¬
structed by the user.
hett shooting with spring-motor
driven cameras, with the springs fully
wound, the shutter release of one
camera can he locked in running posi¬
tion and the second camera operated
manually.
Here, as with all dual¬

CLAMP-ON
DELIVERS 250 WATTS of smooth, even
3400°K light—

S49.30

PORTABLE MOVIE LIGHT
Fits any camera. No tools
needed, no holes to drill.
Long life nickel-cadmium
battery with built-in charg¬
er weighs only 7 lbs.
Guaranteed one year.

^

/9P. 50

focal length are used on the two cam¬
eras, the fields of view will differ but
should coincide as to center of the
field.
To shoot action both forward and
reverse at the same time, such as the
familiar trick shot of a swimmer who
dives off a high hoard into the water,
then reverses the action, emerging
from the water head first and landing
upright on the diving hoard, one cam¬

COMPLETE WITH BATTERY

era is mounted upside-down, as shown

Write for Full Information

in one of the photos.

PHOTOMART
I

camera arrangements, both cameras
should he carefully aligned in advance
so both will take in the identical field
of view.
here lenses of different

228 So. Franklin St.-Tampa 2, Florida
Telephone 229-1168 BH

In this case, it

is important that the lenses on l)Oth
cameras he of the same focal length
so that the fields of view rendered will

26 YEARS OF
QUALITY

REVERSAL
PROCESSING

• Specialists in high speed or
standard reversal processing
• Security clearance
• Free Vacuumating
• Films returned same day
• Customer extra service: Special
prices on Eastman & du Pont
Reversal Film

film in this camera is turned end-forend and spliced with that from the
upright camera, to achieve the effect.)
A variation in this effect is to pho¬
tograph the person diving into the
water in slow motion, and the reverse
action at half camera speed to pro¬
duce accelerated action on the screen.
Here the upright camera is set to
operate at above normal speed, and
the upside-down camera at below nor¬
mal speed.
Still another useful application of
the Zeper dual camera plate is to
mount a still camera and a motion
picture camera together to enable the
cameraman to shoot stills as well as
movies of the same subject or event.
Perhaps one of the most important
applications of this gadget is using it
to provide two cameras to secure long
shots and closeups simultaneously of
wildlife activity.
Admittedly good
shots of wildlife do not come easily
nor frequently, hut with two cameras
recording a rare bit of action at the
same time with different lenses, the

both cameras are started and operated

amount of usable footage is not only
doubled hut interesting variety is pro¬
vided to enhance editing of the sub¬

simultaneously.

ject.

be identical. In making this type shot,
The camera mounted

■

MAKING A MARKETABLE MOVIE
Continued from Page 477

“When a friend of mine, Paul A.
Mayer, came to me with a script, I
was eager to try it,” he said. “Until
now, I had been working in complete
freedom and filming as I liked. I wel¬
comed the opportunity to work under
the discipline of a formal script.”
The story Mayer had written con¬
cerned the experiences of two teen¬
agers who discover first love on the
roof of an apartment building on a
warm summer evening.

changed my mind after interviewing
nearly 200 kids. I finally selected
Nicholas Hyams and Ann Draper, both

Before he started this project. Brown
sought the advice of cinematographer
Boris Kaufman, ASC, who is well

The filming for the 20-minute pic¬
ture took place on seven evenings.

known for his work in such films as
“On The Waterfront.” Kaufmann
looked over his plans and encouraged
Brown to get started.
“I had dreams of discovering two
youngsters from the streets of New
York,” Brown said. “But I soon

498

upside-down records the action that
appears reversed on the screen. (The

professionals
experience.”

with

a

lot

of

acting

Brown held his customary discus¬
sion sessions for a whole week, so that
his stars could become thoroughly
familiar with his intentions. He en¬
couraged them to make suggestions
and thus, a rapport between director
and actors was established.

One was spent in the streets for open¬
ing and establishing shots. The other
six were spent on the roof of a sixstory apartment building near the
Fast River, one of the few such build¬
ings left in the area. Brown had
selected this location because it af¬
forded the background of the river.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, AUGUST, 1962

bridges, boats and a myriad of lights.
Here photography was done in low
key to bring up the lights in the back¬
ground. Brown used between six and
eight foot-candles of illumination to
achieve this end. The film stock was
Dupont Superior 4. Prior to shooting
here, a number of exposure tests were
made and it was discovered that the
fog level became objectionable when
the film was shot for forced develop¬
ment at about 1200 ASA, so he settled
for 1000 ASA. The resultant grain was
not a major consideration, because it
was not so noticeable with the con¬
trasty lighting employed.
Lights were limited to a pair of
150-watt and several 200-watt Mole
Richardson “Babies” plus 150-watt
floodlights added for good measure.
Use of such lightweight equipment

Used World-Wide By Discriminafing Cameramen

CINEKAD SYHCHftONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16mm Projectors
riMiNO

Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Jan, Ampro,
Kodak, RCA, and Victor 16mm
projectors at synchronous speed.

DELI

Projector

An

tbe film:
Brown had edited all his previous
films himself. Time, however, was a
factor. Because he had borrowed money
to make this film, he continued pro¬
ducing industrial films so that he could
eat. In between, he spent what spare
hours he could on his theatrical pic¬
ture, and finally, after six months he

outstanding

and
One-year

Guarantee!

Immediate

permits

operation.

Delivery!

attached

to

feature

is

the

flexible

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,

smooth,

No

quiet

special

and

steady

technical

knowl¬

edge required for installation and mount¬
ing.
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Write

lOth

Ave.,

for

more

N.Y.,

details

N.Y.,

and prices.

Plaza

7-3511

DUAL CAMERA MOUNT
FOR SPORTS, NEWS COVERAGE, NATURE
PHOTOGRAPHY AND SPECIAL EFFECTS
Two cameras always ready to film individually; or,
wide angle and telephoto at the same time. Also,
upright and inverted camera positionings to film
forward and reverse actions simultaneously.
A required accessory for every cinematographer for
better coverage of many assignments and trick
shots.
1 cameraman—1 tripod—2 cameras.
Saves another tripod and another cameraman.
Heavy
duty
special
aluminum
plate.
Hardened
collared wing bolts, wing nuts and spares.
Fits all tripods . . . Pre-aligned mounting holes.
Complete, only

$12
ZEPER INDUSTRIES, Engineering Division
? Cameraman . . . J Tripod ... 2 Cameras

as he watched the action through the
reflex viewing system of the camera.
“In all the footage exposed there
was only one scene in which the focus

planning and the lessons he had
learned in making industrial films.
Brown and his small crew brought the
picture in on schedule. But two of his
biggest jobs were still ahead of him—
editing and finding distribution for

instantly

shaft which connects motor with projector

flights of stairs each day.

was a bit off,” he said.
Brown spent one night of the six
reshooting some scenes, because of
static marks that showed up on the
film. He never was able to trace the
exact source of his trouble.
By employing careful pre-production

be

tached at any time in a matter of seconds.

was especially important, because there
was no elevator in the building and
all gear had to he carried up several
Because of the low light level em¬
ployed, one of Brown’s major prob¬
lems was focus. He worked with each
lens wide open at f/2, which resulted
in a very shallow depth of field. Thus,
whenever an actor moved even an
inch or two, focus had to be changed
to compensate for it. So precise were
these focusing requirements, that
Brown manipulated the focus himself

can

Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬

“Quality, Precision by Craftsmen"
8448 Forrest Avenue — Philadelphia 50, Pa.

Filming in Europe?
PRODUCTION FACILITIES,
CAMERA EQUIPMENT HIRE,
SOUND RECORDING,
TECHNICIANS, TRANSPORT,
16 OR 35MM, ANYWHERE.

SAMUELSON
FILM SERVICE
LIMITED

Just Cable “SAMCINE, London

11

FILM ROLLERS
Special plastic — Proven design ■— Inert to
strong chemicals.
Other sizes available.
Also
rollers with stainless steel bah

bearings.
Write for
catalog.

FAfitifiS f)LW mmv
424

LI PO CHUN

BUILDING

HONG KONG

had it completed.
When Brown went out to sell his
picture to distributors, he found him-
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METAL MASTERS
5599 University Ave.
San Diego 5, Calif.

COMPLETE 16/HM & 35/MH
PRODUCTION FACILITIES
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SAVE MONEY
When Filming In Europe
By Renting Your
Camera Equipment From

CHEVEREAll
PARIS, FRANCE

We Service The Entire Continent

CAMERAS
CRANES
DOLLIES

self in strange new territory. Pre¬
viously, his pictures had all been jtaid
for directly hy his clients and dis¬
tribution was never a problem. Now
in the hard business world he had to
come to grips with distributors who
were highly critical of several aspects
of the picture.
“First of all we had a picture with
erotic overtones,” Frown said. “There
was quite a hit of kissing—from pecks
to passion.”
Some who had viewed the film felt
that the subject matter would detract
from most main features coupled with
it. Obviously this could be detrimental
where the feature was a picture on a
completely diflferent level.
The length of Frown’s picture also
was an obstacle, he discovered. He
was told that his 20-minute short was
too long for the programs of many
theaters.
Despite these drawbacks, Frown
negotiated his first commercial New
York showing at the Murray Hill
theater. Now with the film destined
for national distribution he believes

20 RUE DE LA CHINE
PARIS 20, FRANCE
Tels: MEN 9472. PYR 5104
Cable: Cameraloc Paris

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
*
*
*
*
*
*

Processes up to 200 R.
8mm-l 6nim-35mm-70mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor-driven, portable
Uniform Density Assured
400 R. Tank Available

FILM DRYER
* Motor driven—Heated
* Speedy drying
* Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
* Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
* Easily assembled without
tools
* Compact, Portable
Guaranteed. Write for Free Literature
487-14
South Ave.
Beacon, N.Y.

Micro Record Corp.

THAT WHATCHAMACALLIT
GATHERING DUST ON THE SHELF . . .
Why not sell it—convert it to cash
—trade it for something you need?
A modest ad in the classified col¬
umns v/ill get you prompt results.

VARIABLE SHUTTERS AND YOLO
AUTOMATIC DISSOLVE ATTACH¬
MENTS
FOR
ALL
BOLEX
H
CAMERAS. ALSO DUAL POWER
MAGNIFIERS
FOR THE
BOLEX
REFLEX.

PELLEGRINI-PIEK
7 COLEMAN PLACE
MENLO PARK, CAL.
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that he can at least get back his pro¬
duction costs. Fut more important, he
feels, is the educational experience he
has gotten from the project.
From his first theatrical venture
Frown learned several important les¬
sons. A film must be of the correct
length and it must be compatible with
a wide range of features. His next
short subject will be a comedy between
8 and 15 minutes in length. This, he
believes, will balance well with longer
dramatic pictures. His script for the
second production tells the story of
two grotesque characters who try to
rob the proprietor of a candy store,
who talks them out of their ill-con¬
ceived venture.
Frown says that he has two famed
Froadway actors interested in the
project. Fecause he has successfully
completed one short subject, financial
backing for his next one has not been
a problem.
Thus

Farry K.

Frown

has joined

the growing roster of adventurous and
imaginative film makers who are pro¬
viding film exhibitors with provocative
and sometimes off-beat motion pictures
ranging from short sidijects to fea¬
tures. And lending these enterprising
film makers an encouraging hand are
the new breed of film distributors,
such as Ihiion Film Distributors, Inc.,
New York, which is booking Frown’s
first theatrical film effort. Ambitious

film makers with experience and talent
whose dreams of getting into theatrical
film production have ended in frus¬
tration, may well ponder Frown’s suc¬
cess and the
achieve it.

course

he pursued

to
■

REEL STORAGE RACK
Continued from Page 480

The rack, as designed, can also be
installed in an existing closet or cabi¬
net if so desired.
Construction
The sides are made in two pieces.
The %" lumber is cut full width and
then to get the 151/^" overall width, a
piece 38"x4" is fastened to the side
piece by means of cleats. These are
made out of the same stock and are
fastened to the inside of the side pieces
with 2T/4" screws, one at the bottom,
one at the 38" point and another one
at the top.
Spacers are fastened to front and
back pieces with glue and 1" brads.
The spacer racks should be fastened to
the sides at a 20° angle by means of
two-inch screws.
Slots for the angle irons can easily
be cut by drilling a hole at the apex
and then cutting a l/g" V-shaped 90°
slot so as to make a snug fit for the
angle irons. It is advisable to insert
the angle irons before installing the
racks.
In order to facilitate the handling
of the rack after completion, four
roller type casters can be fastened to
the bottom of the side pieces.
The completed rack can be painted
or varnished as desired; however, if
the spacers are to be painted or var¬
nished it would be simpler to do so
before fastening them in place.
List of Materials
The materials required for the film
rack described above, are as follows:
4 angle irons, l/8"xll^"x36"
Side Pieces:
2 pieces 3/^"xlll/2"x57"
2 pieces 34"x4"x38"
4 cleats, 34"xl"xl5i/2"
2 cleats, ^"xP'xlll^"
8 front and liack pieces for shelves,
3"xl/2"x34y2"

pieces

plywood for spacers,

71/2"x3"x3"

44 ])ieces
plywood for spacers,
14"x8"x3"
1" brads
'2yy' wood screws
4 casters

■
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CAMERA MODIFICATION

RENT
CAMERA LENSES
Now! If you are working on a
tight budget, but want to make
a tremendous showing at a small
outlay . . . your T.V. station can
RENT the World's finest Lenses
from B & J. Extensive selection!
Off-the-shelf Delivery! Pioneers
in T.V. Optics—since 1936!

TV and CINE OPTICS
UNLIMITED ! !
For Color — Black and White

RECOGNIZE IT?—Mitchell 35mm Model NC camera modified with fdll reflex viewing and single
lens front plate. The standard “L” casting with its rackover assembly and the 4-lens turret have
been removed, thus reducing camera’s original weight by approximately ^ 1

pounds.

. . . Choice of Focol-lengfhs, Apertures, ond
Speeds direct FROM B & J STOCK, or Special
Custom Fittings from B & J's Modern lens lab.
B & J is prepared to meet the most exacting
needs of your TV Stations NOW
Widest selection of Cine Lenses — 16mm
{Rathe', Filmo, Bolex, etc.)
and 35mm (Eyemo - Mitchell)
—Normal, Wide-Angle, Tele¬
photo, ZoomI

PT'rile

for Special 8 page
Optic, & .4cessories Listing.

and Bell & Howell profes-

finder system during camera operation.

sional motion picture cameras
are now being modified for reflex
tlirough-the-lens focusing and view¬

Tests have revealed that this Reflex
modfication will allow the altered cam¬

llyTiTCHELL

ing, thus eliminating the parallex prob¬
lems which have plagued motion pic¬
ture photographers for years. Engi¬
neers of Camera Equipment Company,
Inc., New York, have designed modi¬
fications for the Mitchell 35mm HighSpeed, NC, and Bell & Howell Stand¬
ard and the Eyemo cameras to acco¬
modate an optically perfect image di¬
verter system. Said to have taken
more than three years to perfect, the
resultant optical system is free from
aberrations, coma, color shift, image
degradation and other optical defects,
which heretofore have made beam¬
splitters impractical for the motion pic¬
ture camera, according to CECO.
The CECO Reflex modification elim¬
inates the rack-over assembly from the
Mitchell and Bell & Howell standard
cameras. Where the Mitchell 4-lens tur¬
ret is removed and a single-lens recept¬
acle is supplied, the entire “L” Casting
of the camera can be eliminated, thus
reducing the camera weight appre¬
ciably.
The diverted image is magnified ap¬
proximately ten times in the viewer
and

it

appears

on

a

full

aperture

ground glass, which allows the oper¬
ator

to

focus

and

view

continually

while shooting, even at minimal liglit
levels. No flicker is apparent in the
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eras to be used on a medium-weight
tripod, thus further decreasing camera
equipment weight without sacrificing

FREE — 132 pg. catalog of
Photo Equipment, lenses and
Accessories, for the Profes¬
sional!

A. C. 8-62

production quality.
A series of exhaustive exposure tests
have been made with the Reflex-con¬
verted cameras by CECO. The results

Specialized

of the tests revealed no loss of resolu¬
tion or contrast, no increased fall-off
at the edges of the frame and no color
shift or de-gradation when color film
is exposed, according to company en¬
gineers. The results of other tests indi¬
cate that no iris compensation need be
made where the light level is above 125
foot candles. In low light level situa¬
tions, a 1/4 stop increase in exposure is
recommended.
When the modification is applied to
the Bell & Howell Eyemo camera, the
positive view-finder objective assembly
may be eliminated along with the par¬
allex correction control knob. The shiftover alignment gauge for the Model Q
is also rendered obsolete as well as the
need to rotate the lens turret when lin¬
ing up for a shot. The Eyemo thus be¬
comes a much faster operating camera,
one that should be welcomed by newsreelmen as well as cameramen who
must move fast to capture uncontrolled
action in filming current events. The
military should also find the Reflex
modification invaluable for combat and
reporting photography as well as for

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
for

MOTION PICTUHE, STILL
and

TELEVISION STUDIOS

Write for A Copy of Our
Catalog J on Your Letterhead

937 NORTH sycamore AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.
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plioto
instrumentation.
particularly
manual missile tracking with telescopic
lenses.
Because of the simplicity of its de¬
sign, the CECO Reflex modification
(already adapted to the Eyemo, B & H
35mm Model 2709, and Mitchell 35mm
Standard. Standard Hi Speed or the
NC with either single lens without tur¬
ret. or with 4 lens turret) can also he
applied to many other cameras hv
Camera Equipment Company.
■

CAMERAS AT CAPITOL
Continued from Page 479

signments, says of Preminger: “He in¬
variably has fresh and original ideas
that provide a stimulating challenge.
He knows exactly what he’s doing and
what he wants because he has every¬
thing very carefully planned before he
walks on the set. He knows how long
each set-up should take and he leaves
you alone to get it.”
The photography of a Preminger
picture does, indeed, present certain
unique photographic challenges. Pre¬
minger shoots in actual locales that are
real for his story even though practical
elements render them threoretically im¬
possible to photograph. He demands al)sohite realism, even foregoing the use
of diffusion to soften the features of his

also to achieve greater depth-of-field in
split-focus shots of action taking place
in widely separated planes.
Because the wide-angle lens encom¬
passes such a vast expanse of back¬
ground, much wider areas than usual
had to be lighted and a large sunshade
had to he installed over the lens to
shield it from the flare from lamps,
which were often necessarily mounted
just on the periphery of the composi¬
tion. The danger of flare was especially
prevalent when the camera was tilted
at the slightest upward angle. However,
since a camera equipped with a wideangle lens must work closer to the
players than it would with a longer
lens, the sunshade itself created a prob¬
lem by casting shadows on the actors’
faces in closeups. Leavitt and his crew
had to be ever vigilant to prevent such
shadows intruding.
A wide range of impressive locations
in and around Washington, D.C., lent
the film an atmosphere of complete
authenticity while, at the same time
created a photographic obstacle course.
The Sheraton-Park Hotel, where the
cast and crew occupied 200 rooms, pro¬
vided a number of interior and ex¬

terior backgrounds for dramatic scenes.
The huge ballroom served as the lo¬
cale of the banquet scene in which the
President addresses the White House
press corps. Exterior sequences, several
of which were shot at night, took in
the Washington Monument; the Mall—
two miles of lawn which divides the
capital into North and South; the Na¬
tional Airport (for interiors as well) ;
and Chesapeake Bay near Annapolis
for a scene aboard the destroyer USS
Harlan R. Dickson.
Another locale was the Rotunda, the
vast circular hall directly below the
Capitol dome with its impressive array
of paintings, murals and sculpture. The
film company invaded the cafeteria,
corridors and offices of the Old Senate
Office Building—and one of the pic¬
ture’s most exciting and difficult se¬
quences, the Senate subcommittee hear¬
ing, was shot in the famous Caucus
Room, familiar to millions of teleview¬
ers as the scene of the Army-McCarthy
hearing and the Kefauver and Mc¬
Clellan investigations. Other location
sites included the New Senate Office
Building and the Treasury Building.
Continued on Page 504

MOVIE MAKING MERMAID

female stars. Similarly, he will not al¬
low male players to use makeup even
to cover encroaching stubble. He sets
up trucking shots in which the camera
follows players from a dimly lit loca¬
tion interior (f/3.5 light) out into a
blazing exterior (f/16 light). He often
shoots in tiny, low-ceilinged rooms just
barely large enough for the actors and
the camera, with little or no space to
hang lights. He insists that every
lengthy master shot (no matter how
complicated the action nor how many
separate camera moves may be in¬
volved ) be perfect all the way through.
He will not do a pickup on a scene if
there is the slightest fluff, but will in¬
sist on starting over again from the
beginning.
“Advise & Consent” presented even
greater photographic problems than
usual because the entire film, closeups
and all, was shot with a 40mm wideangle Panavision lens. The main rea¬
son for this was to insure more ac¬
curate follow-focus on radical camera
moves from long shots to closeups, and
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MOVIE-MAKING MERMAID shoots some underwater scenery at Week! Wachi Springs, Fla., with
Bell

&

Howell 8mm

B&H Director series.

camera

in new underwater housing, which accommodates cameras

in

the

Fin-footed photographer is a member of the “ballet troupe" that performs

daily in the Weeki Wachi Springs natural underwater theater. Her picture was taken through an
“underwater window” by a Bell & Howell Ca'onet 35mm camera loaded with Tri-X film and set
at 1/250th of a second at f/5.6. The underwater camera housing is made by Bell & Howell Co.
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l)Y, SELL, SWAP HEREI
Largest, Most Productive Classified Ad Section Of Any Publication Serving Makers Of Motion Pictures
STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
*

*

♦

*
OUR 33RD YEAR
* ♦
EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC
GUARANTEED USED EQUIPMENT

*

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
*

B&H STD. camera, 170° shtr., unit I shuttle,
2—1000' mags, 3 lenses, motor, tripod,
finder, matte box, cases. $5000.00 value.
Special .$2300.00
35MM DE BRIE model L-E camera, 3 lenses,
4-400' mags, finder, motor, M-box, gearhead, tripod, stop-motion motor....$ 1 1 00.00
EYEMO Q, 3 lenses, 2-400' mags, motor,
tripod, cases. $1500.00 value.
Special .$650.00
16MM FILMO DH, turret, 1 lens, 400' mag,
tripod, case. Special.$750.00
16MM FILMO 70-S 2 lenses, 24-V hi-speed
motor. Lists $695.00. Special.$300.00
PANCAKE AKELEY, lens, mags, tripod, motor,
case. Special .$375.00
AURICON Pro 200, NR24 amp., mike, head¬
phones,
tripod,
case.
Lists
$2133.00.
Special .$ 1 200.00
With Pan Cinor 17-70mm.$1400.00
16MM HOLLYWOOD Senior printer, 35' per
min. List $1200.00. Special.$575.00
BERNDT-MAURER blimp for Cine Special, fol¬
io focus gears, sync motor.$450.00
16MM BLIMP for Maurer or Mitchell.
Special .$400.00
DOLLIES, 3-wheel, collapsible, with seat, priced
low as .$1 25.00
35MM MOVIOLA, Model D silent.$285.00
MOVIOLA synchronizers, 3-gang, 16mm or
35mm. Special .$120.00
MOVIOLA 16/35mm combination 4-gang syn¬
chronizer. Special .$145.00
EDIT TABLE, lite well, film rack, 2 rewinds,
1 swivel base, like new. List $164.00.
Special .$105.00
35MM B&H Pedestal hot splicer, 2 rewinds.
Excellent value at.$850.00
H.F.C. POWER rewind with tightwind, ft.
switch. List $159.50. L/N Special....$ 1 1 5.00
H.F.C. CUTTING bins w/liners. List $39.00.
Sf>ecial .$25.00
1000' MAGS, 35MM B&H or Mitch.$95.00
400' MAGS, 35MM B&H, low as.$35.00
AURICON FIO SI 2 H.D. tripod. List $340.00.
New. Special .$300.00
16MM ARRIFLEX w/ball levelling tripod. List
$175.00. New. Special.$160.00
CAMART port, microphone boom. List $276.00.
L/N Special .$ 1 85.00
ALUM. REELS, 3000' ft. die cast. List $12.00.
L/N Special .$7.50
16MM PROJECTOR, B&H Mod. 302, mag/opt.
List $895.00. Special.$575.00
16MM SOUND projectors low as.$150.00
AURICON portable power supply unit..$ 1 75.00
5-WAY COMB. Opaque, strip, film, slides, copy
projector .$175.00,
B&M SPOTLIGHTS. Priced low as...$75.00
5x7
EASTMAN
Auto-Focus
enlarger,
lens,
easel. Special .$175.00
B&H MOD. 170-A6, 1OOO' mag, 10" lens,
motor & acc. $8900.00 value.
Special .$395.00
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE LTD.
Note new address now 1607 Cosmo St.
Hollywood 28, Calif. HO. 9-3651
Cash for used equipment.
Contact us for your production needs.

MITCHELL magazines, 100' x 35mm, excellent
condition; $55.00 each. Mitchell magazines,
400' X 35mm, new, per set of 4 in case
(white); $275.00. Mitchell variable diffuser
assys. (cost $190.00), used, excellent; $30.00
each. Magazines, B&H Filmo, 400' x 16mm,
new. Set of 4 in case, $400.00. Viewfinder,
B&H Sports or Tracing finder, fits Eyemo Q
and other models (can also be used on Filmo),
complete with door, new condition; $55.50
each, postpaid. Blimp, CECO Professional Jr.
for
Cine
Special.
Very
good
condition,
$145.00. Camera motors, Eyemo (will also fit
Filmo) Bodine 4-6 Volt DC, with cable and
switch, new condition; $38.50 each, postpaid.
Cash with order, please. JACK WALTON, P.O.
Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.
ROBERTS Recordex tape recorder model #90,
$75.00. Mohawk Midget tape recorder Model
RL. .All accessories including converter, speak¬
er, 9 tape magazines (less batteries), $150.00.
Cine Special Series 1, 100' magazine, MaierHancock viewfinder. Par telescopic reflex find¬
er, 15mm, 25mm, 50mm, 102mm lenses,
matte box and lens shade with camera attach¬
ments, carrying case, $550.00. Make offer.
Box 1447, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

INSTANT CASH
HIGHEST PRICES PAID

for your used 16mm and 35mm
professional equipment of any kind
URGENTLY NEED
ARRIS, AURICONS, MITCHELLS,

Zoom lenses; lab, editing
lighting & recording equipment
for our Rental Program
CONSIGNMENTS WELCOME
NEW—USED
RENT, BUY TRADE, REPAIR
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA COMPANY
6838 SUNSET BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 28 CALIF.
WHY SACRIFICE

your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or
new equipment? Let us know what you have
and what you need.
THE CAMERA MART,

INC.

1845 Broadway PL 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.
TRY F&B LAST

FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

NOMAD Magnasync recorder, Bolex and K-lOO
camera adaptors. Bell & Howell projector inter¬
lock, 400 feet reel extension arms, readereditor playhead, battery charger, remote ex¬
tension, magnetic film. Not used since factory
check, in new condition. Total cost $900.00,
first $450.00 takes it. Shipment prepaid. H. W.
BURBANK, 5710 Wooster Pike, Cincinnati 27,
Ohio.
WALL CAMERA #44-185, 930. Excellent con¬
dition. 3 lenses: 1", 2", 3" F2; 1—1000'
mag, 1 10-V single phase sync motor, 12 V
wild motor, carrying case for camera. One
Mitchell
viewfinder
with
adjustable
matt
lines, $1,495.00. Call or write G. O. RUSSELL,
P.O. Box 6794, EVERGREEN 9-0331, Jack¬
sonville, Florida.
AURICON 16 sound "Pro" amplifier complete.
Zoom lens, 20-60, Berthiot, case; good condi¬
tion, $650.00. 35mm professional printer, two
head continuous selective apertures, takes 2
negatives, 4 way of prints, cost $895.00.
Sacrifice, $750.00. Reduction 35mm to 16mm
optical step printer, $450.00. RUDY PEREZ,
2425 21 Ave., San Francisco, Calif.
TITLES & OPTICALS for low budget produc¬
tions. 8/16/35mm service. Samples and price
list from ASSOCIATED CINETITLE SERVICES,
13204 Shaver, Baldwin Park, California.
35mm ARRIFLEX 2B wild motor, matte box,
case, 28mm F2, Zenon. Excellent condition,
$1800.00. 400' Arri magazines, $110.00. Box
1451, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
MAGNETIC tape 4800' x 'A" on 14" reel.
Used, excellent. $6.00, postpaid. A. C. BUSH,
45 Hartland Rd., Rochester 17, N.Y.
WORRELL
gearhead
and
case,
excellent,
$1295.00. VICTOR DUNCAN, 234 Piquette,
Detroit, Michigan.

RATES: Ads set in lightface type, I5e per word. Minimum ad, $2.00. Text set in
iLBbtfaee capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser’s name) 20c per word.
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case)
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EQUIPMENT WANTED

TRADES TAKEN
S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Phone PL 7-0440
•
Cable SOSOUND
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
WANT to buy good Auricon with or without
accessories. BETTY SINGH, 13153-A Victory
Blvd., Van Nuys, Calif.
WANT to buy 16mm or 35mm Mitchell.
HENRY T. LANE, 826 South Mansfield, Apt.
A, Los Angeles, Calif.
WANTED—USED: Type 5 Magnasync, 3 series
602 dubbers, interlock. Box 1452. AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.

WANTED MISCELLANEOUS
FILM ASSIGNMENTS wanted. Pacific Coast and
Midwest Area, for stock shots, process plates,
etc. Top Hollywood cinematographers and
equipment available. WORLD WIDE FILMS,
INC., 108 So. LaJolla Ave., Hollywood 48,
Calif. Phones: WE 9-8308 and OL 3-5072.
WANTED immediately—16mm color stock foot¬
age of any and all winter sports except skiing.
Will pay for rights to use such film. AMERI¬
CAN FILM INDUSTRIES, 9118'/2 Sunset, Los
Angeles 69, HO 6-6047.

LABORATORY & SOUND
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed.
Complete studio and laboratory services. Color
printing and lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION
PICTURE SERVICE, INC, 7315 Carnegie Ave¬
nue,
Cleveland
3,
Ohio. Phone ENdicott
1-2707.
Continued On Next Page

$1.50 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial Office,
American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms
close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
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Classified Ads

Continued from Page 502

Continued from Preceding Page

SERVICES AVAILABLE
JAPANESE English speaking director-cinema¬
tographer for features, TV, etc. HARRY MlMURA,
2-1303
Setagaya,
Tokyo,
Japan.
Credits: "Around the NAi'orld in 80 Days"
(Far East locations), American TV films (See
American Cinematographer March, 1961).
CANADA — Available for film assignments,
16mm double or single system, color and
black & white. Fully mobile for location work,
editing, dubbing, etc. RODESFILM PRODUC¬
TIONS,
1260
MacKay
St.,
Montreal
25,
Quebec, Canada. Area code; 514 phone:
937-5671.
EUROPEAN assignments. Worldwide experi¬
ence in documentary, advertising and tele¬
vision film productions. WORLD ALIVE FILMS,
Willemsparkweg 207, Amsterdam, The Neth¬
erlands.
16mm FILM assignments—Chicago, Zoographic,
Scenic, Industrial. ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRO¬
DUCTIONS, 1657 Grace St., Chicago 13, Illi¬
nois. Bl 8-8612.
Have MOVED business from Montreal to New
Delhi. Newsreel, documentary, industrial, edu¬
cational work undertaken. BATRA FILMS &
NEWS SERVICE, 32/14 East Patel Nagar, New
Delhi, India. Cable: Batfilnews.
YOUNG man 24, looking for work with mo¬
tion picture company. Interested in writing and
direction. Have no experience, but do have
ambition, ability, drive, desire and a willing¬
ness to learn. Will relocate if opportunity
arises. WALTER SEGALO, 1324 S. 28 St., Ar¬
lington 6, Va. OTis 4-8590.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS,
16mm,
Detroit area,
scenic, stock shots. Editing and titling. HO¬
WARD TRIEST, 10400 Saratoga, Oak Park 37,
Mich. LI 2-7874.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS, newsreel, scenic, indus¬
trial, animation, special effects, editing. SAM¬
UEL FREIMAN FILM PRODUCTIONS, Box 430,
Times Sq. 36, N.Y.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS, New York, Boston area,
scenic, stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS,
168 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.
CAMERAMAN available for assignments in¬
cluding UNDERWATER. ROY CHEVERTON, 2625
N. Ocean Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
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If you have something
new or used to sell producers or photographers of motion pictures, here is your best
market place. Get your
message before readers that are potential
buyers, in the U.S. and
over 80 foreign countries!
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Lighting the cavernous interiors of
these government buildings was no
simple accomplishment. In some cases.
lO-kilowatt lamps could he installed,
but in many of the smaller rooms en¬
tire sequences were photographed by
the light of a single lamp unit. Low
ceilings and other structural limita¬
tions prevented lights from being
placed ideally—and things really be¬
came difficult in several sequences
where the camera ultimately traversed
a radius of 360 degrees in a single
scene, allowing no “off-camera” area
in which to place the lights. Where
cramped quarters would not permit the
use of standard studio lamps, Leavitt
employed portable Lowell-light units—
lightweight brackets that can be taped
to walls or readily clamped to other

Leavitt’s photographic handling of
the film’s climactic sequence in this set
is a masterpiece of continuous photo¬
graphic treatment. In the course of
filming it his camera, mounted on a
Chapman boom, sweeps through an in¬
credible range of split-second moves
geared to staccato action. Like all the
other scenes photographed in 23 actual
^ ashington locales, this sequence cap¬
tures true documentary quality yet re¬
tains the top-notch professional finish
that is the hallmark of the imaginative
cinematographer.

■

surfaces.
To light long trucking shots in halls
and corridors, lamps were placed either
on the dolly itself or on a separate
perambulator that kept pace with the
camera and the action. To illuminate
the background for a lengthy dialogue
scene photographed aboard a tram-car
rolling through the old Senate subway,
lights were concealed aboard the vehi¬
cle and beamed against the walls of
the tunnel.
The

film

includes several exterior

night sequences also shot in actual loca¬
tions. One of these is an important
meeting between two government offi¬
cials that takes place in the parklike
environs of the Mall. Another depicts
a lavish diplomatic party in progress
on the grounds of a vast estate. Both
locations had to be lighted over wide
areas to accommodate intricate moving
camera shots. In the case of the latter
sequence lamps had to be mounted high
on the roof of the mansion so they
would not be visible in the long shots.
Since the lights could be beamed from
only one direction there was the prob¬
lem that the lighting would appear
flat. Leavitt avoided this by placing his
camera at a three-quarter angle to the
light source and achieved the illusion
of a cross-lighted effect. In order to
gain full exposure for these night
scenes as well as to pick up whatever
available light detail naturally existed
in the backgrounds, Leavitt switched
from Eastman Plus-X film, used in the
hulk of the shooting, to the consider¬
ably faster Double-X emulsion.
Because of a long-standing ban on

504

photography in the Senate chamber—
where some of the film’s most dramatic
action takes place—it was necessary to
construct a replica of this century-old
hall on a sound stage at Columbia stu¬
dios in Hollywood. The huge set dupli¬
cated exactly the dimensions of the ac¬
tual chamber, as well as its tiered gal¬
leries and 100 antique desks.

ZOOM LENS CONTROL
Confinued

from Page 475

at d'SO yards, although the semi-opaque
matt outline area shows more of the
action or scene.
Quite properly, Bryhn shortened the
lens barrel to permit installation of an
Eyemo lens lock on the retaining ring,
which necks down to a C mount. As 1
expected to use the adapted lens on an
Auricon 600, a portion of the turret
on this camera had to he milled to
accept the retaining ring. At this point
in the project, Bryhn was taken ill and
had to abandon further work on it:
and as the racing season was fast ap¬
proaching, I had the work shipped to
me in its incomplete state. Cy Plumb,
an excellent Detroit camera techni¬
cian took it over and, with the addition
of several innovations of his own, soon
had the job completed.
One of the things that was a must
was a viewfinder that would swing
away from the camera to permit easy
loading of film. Plumb came up with
an extremely simple and accurate ar¬
rangement that insures precise return
of the finder to its proper position.
Because the zooming operation of
the large lens moved the shockmounted turret of the camera, this was
remedied by the addition of a sturdy
encircling ring at the front of the lens.
Now, with the lens properly positioned
and zeroed-in with the finder, the final
innovation was added—the semi-auto¬
matic diaphragm control shown in the
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accompanying photos. Pig. 3 shows the
entire complex mounted on a large
O'Connor Huid head, operated from a
Mitchell hidiat on a fixed stand. The
85-250mm Auto Xikkor zoom lens
with coupled finder is mounted on the
Auricon 600 with 400-foot magazine.
The trailing cable is the diaphragm
changing link, which will he described
later, and there is a sturdy base plate
incorporating a strong support for the
lens.
P4g. 1 shows the zoom operating
lever (1) connecting the finder and the
lens zoom section. In operation, the
cameraman slides the knurled knob
(2) smoothly forward and back to
change the focal length of the finder
and the lens simultaneously.
In Fig. 2, the zoom lever has been
disconnected and the finder support
bracket (3) has been lowered to per¬

mit threading the camera. The Fyemo
lens retaining ring, previously men¬
tioned. is shown at (I). Micrometer
adjustment for raising and lowering
the finder is shown at (5).
Fig. 4 is a closeup view showing tlu'
lens diaphragm control which is an¬
chored to the camera's blimping hood
retaining rods <61. This permits ready
adjustment of the distances and angles
necessary to allow the cable to operate
at its proper angle and to pivot on tbe
automatic diaphragm knob that is
original equipment with the zoom lens.
The length of the wire of the flexible
cable regulates the number of stops the
cameraman desires either open or
closed when he presses the knob (7)
on the tripod head handle (Fig. 3 at
right). The same arrangement, with
slight modification, can be used for
■

follow focus.

500X

MORE SENSITIVE!

The NEW Spectra "Combi-SOO” Professional
Exposure Meter retains every advantage of
the famous Spectra Professional! The “CombiSOO” combines a SELENIUM CELL and NEW
ULTRASENSITIVE PHOTO-CONDUCTIVE CELL.
Sensitivity is 500 times that of the average
selenium cell meter, 100 times more than the
highly sensitive Spectra Professional Meter.
Exposures are indicated for extremely low
light levels. UNDER NORMAL LIGHTING CON¬
DITIONS, THE STANDARD SELENIUM CELL
OPERATES WITHOUT THE AID OF THE BATTERY.

ProfessionaP
Exposure'
..EO Foe

BOOK!;,

umum & brochore!;

mclci

NOTE: Convert your '.
ipectra Professional tdri|Ma|||^;Combi-500" at nominal cost.«

Available From Equipment Manufacturers
Distrib. by Scopus, Ine., N.Y. 16, N.Y,

PHOTO RESEARCH CORP
837 No. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

New M-R Ligliting Catalog
What is probably the most complete
line of specialized set lighting equip¬
ment offered by one manufacturer is
illustrated and described in MoleRichardson Company’s new Catalog J.
The 60-page,
catalog lists
all M-R lighting equipment, pedestals,
grid equipment, accessories, special
effects devices, microphone booms,
power distribution items, and books
on cinematography and film produc¬
tion. Adding immensely to the book s
value, also, are the Globe Table, Illu¬
mination Tables, and treatise on Mo¬
tion Picture Set Lighting that con¬
cludes the catalog.

•

Ventura Blvd., Encino, Calif. Booklet
illustrates and describes and gives
prices on what is probably the most
complete selection of “off-the-shelf”
instrumentation
hardware
available
anywhere—cameras, lenses, and other

UMK&Wknt

Lowel-Light Literature
Lowel-Light Photo Engineering, 429
West 54th Street, New York 19, N. Y.,
offers two brochures with complete
specifications and prices on LowelLight tape-up and clamp-on lighting
fixtures, pocket-size barndoors, and a

listed in the new 148-page catalog
issued by Burke & James, Inc., in
June. For your free copy write the
company at 321 So. Wabash Ave.,

describing the Arriflex-16 camera and
related equipment. It contains a com¬
plete description of the camera and
illustrates the important improvements
and additions which have been in¬
corporated in it during recent years.
Copies are available free by addressing
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Hill PROCESsnie
COLOR Processing-

COLOR PRIilIC

Arriflex-16

“The Traid Line For ’62” is cover
title of 32-page luochure recently is¬
sued by Traid Corporation, 17136

RUN nvi
posimiE PRim

new Uni-6 Location Kit.

Just about every item, large and
small, used in still and motion picture
photography and film production is

Photo Instrumentation

MM

items that can be put to work on P-I
projects right away.

PhotograpEiic Equipment Catalog

Chicago 4, Ill.

OlUllry AND SERVICE

Arriflex Corporation of America an¬
nounces a new edition of their booklet

request to the company at 257 Park
Avenue South, New York 10, N. Y.

Work prints—Timed Prints
Color to Color prints—A & B roll prints
Color to B & W prints—Fodes-Dissolves
Dupe Negative—Multiple prints
Raw stock—Fastex service
Loop printing
Write for complete information

FILM
LABORATORIES
350 W. 50th ST. • NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
JUdson 6-7196

Continued on

Page 506

505

r-2

I BOOKS, CATALOGS

SLOW MOTION IN TV

j

Continued from Page 473

400- and 1200-foot Conversions

S

FINEST
(

on

'

day.
'

conversion

the

market

Convert

Auricon
or

I,

'

to-

Pro

a

fine

that

to

will

Page

the important part motion picture film

Tape Recording
“How

To

Make Tape

Recordiiig.s

operation.

Includes

At Home” is title of a new 16-page
booklet available from Triton Elec¬
tronics,
Inc., 62-05 30tli Avenue,

Veeder-Root

footage

Woodsicle 77, N. Y.

handle full 400 feet
of film

with

jam-free,
I

Preceding

I

your

Cine-Voice

camera

Continued from

I

perfect

wow-free

counter,

filter

(

and

holders,

'i

jack

in

/

complete

slot

Booklet offers tips on getting the
most out of your tape recorder, sug¬
gests how to improve recording tech¬

phone

camera

and

refinishing.

I Quick Service . . . Finest Workmanship . . .
I

Mitchell or Bell & Howell Magazines.

'i

Write for Pictures and Complete Details

'

how to select the right ones for specific
purposes, and gives instructions on
tape editing. Included is a quick¬
reading chart of playing times for all

GORDON YODER

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS
2222

N.

Prairie Ave., Dallas 4, Texas
Phone LAkeside 1-2672

UNWOOD DUNN,

niques, describes the different types
of magnetic recording tapes and tells

asc

Formerly head of RKO Effects Dept.

available tape thicknesses, reel sizes
and recording speeds. Enclose 10^
with your request to cov&r postage
and handling.

CREATIVE
SPECIAL EFFECTS
Complete Advisory and Technical Services
From Story Ideas to Theater Screen.

plays in the progress of our television
industry. Attempts have been made to
achieve slow motion by electronic means
in live TV broadcasting, hut it has
remained for film, aided by high-speed
processing and modern continuous pro¬
jection equipment to make it an ac¬
complished fact.
■

BEHIND THE CAMERAS
Continued from Page 464

Ch.4rles Lawton, ASC, “Spencer's Moun¬
tain"’ (Technicolor) with Henry Fonda and
Maureen O’Hara. Delnier Daves, pro-ducerdirector.
Stradi.ing,
ASC,
“Not on your
Life!” (Belgrave Ents. Prod.; Technicolor
& P Vision; shooting in Greece) with Rob¬
ert Preston and Tony Randall.
Morton
DaCosta, producer-director.
Harry

Harold Stine, ASC, “Mr. Limpet” (Techni¬

color) with Don Knotts and Carole Cook.
Arthur Lubin and Wm. Tytla, directors.

Kit Data Sheet

“Over 30 Years of
Major Studio Experience”

Available from ColorTran Indus¬
tries, 630 South Flower St., Burbank,
Calif., is a new technical data sheet
on company’s new Industrial Motion

Enzo Serafin, “Panic Button” (Shooting in
Rome: Seven Arts Prods.) with Maurice
Chevalier
and
Eleanor
Parker.
George
Sherman, director.

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood

Picture set lighting kit. Included are
weight, specs and price of the kit,

“Cheyenne”*.

LIQUID GATE PRINTING
FOR 16-35-65 BLOW-UPS
Specialized Laboratory Services

1153 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Phone:

HO 9-5808

Cable: FILMFX

plus descriptions and illustrations of
related accessory and cable kits.
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j
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W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST AGENCY FOR
Sales And Distribution

EASTMAN PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE FILMS
Negatives
Color

Positives

Black - And - White

Prompt Service — Everywhere

Fort Lee,

Chicago,

Hollywood,

New Jersey

Illinois

California

'

.1
editorial services j ... surprised ?
.

.'

'

.

art & animation )
music j
sound recording ,|
, screening
color developing

\

• ••

.

to complete your film
in one convenient location,
under one roof?
That includes Byron’s famed
WESTREX SOUND FACILITIES

hlack-and-white
;
developing
; color printing
■W-.-

to find everything you need

... there is no better sound!

;

• . ..

black-and-white j
printing'),
edge-numbering i
print cleaning !
magnetic striping :
'

- J

see for
yourself...
or write, phone or wire
for information and
quotations on any and
all producer services.

byron /motion pictures
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C., FEderal 3-4000
Affiliated with MECCA FILM LABORATORIES CORP.. 630 Ninth Avenue, New York 36, N.Y.
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and you can take your movies anywhere.
New General Electric Portable CINEMA LIGHT-needs no
wall plug, no extensions. It’s as portable as your camera.
Now, there’s no excuse for taking poorly lighted movies.
The new General Electric Portable CINEMA LIGHT
makes it possible to light the scene anywhere. It’s a
home-movie light powered by a compact nickel-cadmium
battery...a single-light unit that does the job of a bulky
multiple-light bar, giving you a wide, smooth beam of
controlled light anywhere. Indoors or out. (It takes you
about sixty minutes to recharge the transistorized bat¬
tery pack, and it can be recharged thousands of times.)
The lamp itself is amazing: its full 3-hour rated life
will let you shoot more than 40 rolls of home-movie film;
a built-in double reflector (completely sealed against cor¬
rosion) puts all the light where you want it; and the

powerful beam spread gives enough coverage for both
wide angle and telephoto lenses.
You get all this in a compact, smartly-designed unit
that’s as portable as your movie camera—proof that at
General Electric the accent is on value. Ask for a demon¬
stration of the new General Electric Portable CINEMA
LIGHT at your favorite camera counter, and pick up a
free copy of the 8-page guide that tells you all about it.

Tigress /s Our Most Important Ptoduct

GENERAL^ELECTRIC

RffLEX
EXCLUSIVE
BY
CECE
NOW ENJOY ALL THE
ADVANTAGES OF REFLEX
SHOOTING WITH AN EYEMO,
MITCHELL OR
BELL&HOWELL STANDARD CAMERA

REFLEX SHOOTING of any subject is sure and certain, as every
cameraman knows. Because you see the actual image formed by the
taking lens itself, there's no doubt about focus, depth of field or
freedom from parallax error; and no need to rack-over the camera.
Today, after years of intensive research, development and testing,
CECO has perfected a unique Optical System'’' worthy of these
fine cameras. Many CECO-converted units have already been tried
and proven in major film productions.
ALL CECO CONVERSIONS include a full (silent) film gate aperture
and ground glass, and a removable academy (sound) matte in the
finder system. A TV frame with center cross is etched on the
ground glass. The image viewed is magnified about ten times in
the Eyemo — ten and twenty times in the Mitchells and Bell &
Howell Model 2709. Under most shooting conditions, no exposure
compensation is necessary — yet the image you view is clear and
bright even when the lens is stopped down substantially.
For full details on this great new advancement, stop in and see us,
if possible — we’ll be delighted to discuss it personally. Otherwise,
please write us for data, literature, and prices.
In Rentals, Repairs, Manufacturing, Saies 8. Service

CECO

EYEMO.
If you own this excellent
instrument, in its standard
100-ft. capacity, spring-wound form,
we can convert it to full reflex operation at reason¬
able cost. Or we can supply the entire camera,
complete with CECO conversion. We can also supply
it equipped for external magazines and motor, as
well as the reflex conversion.

MITCHELL 35mm.

Standard, Standard Hi Speed,
or NC, with either single lens without turret, or
with 4-lens turret, are all equally adaptable to
CECO conversion — the ultimate refinement of
superb professional equipment!

BELL & HOWELL
35mm.
MODEL 2709 can be
equipped with
the CECO
reflex
conversion.

Reflex conversions can also be made
to many other cameras.

The Industry’s Largest “ASSISTANT-To The Producer”

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.

‘PATENT PENDING

SUBSIDIARY OF CECO INDUSTRIES, INC.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

HIALEAH, FLORIDA

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

WASHINGTON, 0, C.

315 West 43rd St. • JUdson 6-1420

51 East 10th Ave. • TUxedo 8-4604

6510 Santa Monica Blvd. • HOIlywood 9-8321

Gregory Bell, 927 15th St., N.W. • 347-1153
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Elgeet offers Vidicon television cameras
and 16mm cameras the first Zoom Navitar, a manually-controlled 4:1 zoom \with
a 20mm to 80mm range—f:1.8! This new
lens achievement is optically compen¬
sated to hold focus through the entire
zoom action. Fourteen elements—covers
Vidicon format—resolves 600 lines—linear
zoom action by ring—list price: $400. For
information, write for Catalog 2080-CZ18.
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. . .THE WORLD’S FIRST TRULY
PROFESSIONAL 16 MM CAMERA
TO SELL FOR LESS THAN $530.
Can a truly professional 16 mm camera sell for less than $530? Pathe’s
common market engineered Webo-M does exactly that. Here are just
a few of the unusual features of this remarkable inexpensive camera:

PATHE

CONTINUOUS REFLEX VIEWING:

Exact

LIGHT IN WEIGHT: Less than 6 lbs. Eliminates
fatigue in hand shooting.

framing, accurate focusing without parallax.
400' FILM MAGAZINE: Over 11 minutes filming
at 16 fps. Camera without magazine accommodates

THREE LENS “C” MOUNT TURRET: Over 20
SOM Berthiot and Angenieux lenses available.
PRECISION FILM GATE: Film firmly locked in

all 100 ft. rolls.

stop position. No film “breathing.”
VARIABLE SHUTTER:

180° to totally closed.

Makes possible fades, dissolves lap dissolves, opti-

MOTOR DRIVES: Electric motor drive operates
from rechargeable batteries or AC converter. Gov¬

cals.

ernor controlled spring motor drive exposes 22' of

6 SPEEDS: 8-16-32-64-80. Also, single exposure.

film per winding.

The Pathe Webo-M 16 mm lets you produce every movie making idea. Use it as a light weight hand camera
for news and fast action filming. Add the 400' magazine and you have a high mobility studio camera.
A full line of accessories and lenses are available for use with
this camera. Factory approved service organizations, available

PATHE PRODUCTS, INC.
9 Pleasant St., Providence 6, R. I.

nationwide, provide prompt and efficient service.

PATHE PRODUCTS, IXC.
9

Pleasant

Street,

Providence

6,

Rhode

Island

Name

I

I Please send brochure.

I

I Please send dealer’s name.
.

Firm.
Address .

Sole U.S.A. Agents for Pathe Societe Commerciale et Industrielle.

City.State

Model shown sells for less than $1,375.
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INDUSTRY
NEWS
News briefs of industry activities^ products and progress

NEW LOWEL-LIGHT UNI-6
LOCATION KIT
photographic effects techniques.
Being rushed to completion is equip¬
ment for 65mm background projection
and sodium lamp traveling matte
process work for forthcoming Cine¬
rama productions in 65mm.

•
M-R Debuts New HighIntensity Set Lamp

Everything

you

measures
with
2

need

only

in

six Lowel-Lights,

PIC

9

ft.

one

compact case,

1 4’/j x27 V2 x6 Vj,

5

six Lowel

section

complete
barndoors,

stands,

3-25

ft.

IN MADRID last month to complete advance ar¬
rangements
for
creation
of
special
effects
for
Samuel
Bronsten’s
**55
Days
at
Peking/’
Lin
Dunn, ASC, confers with camera crew beside the big
Super Technirama-70 color camera on location.

extension cables, 2-25 amp. fuses, 12 yd.
roll gaffer tape.

$124.50

Complete.
Lowel-Lights,

model

Lowel-Light,
and

K5,

w^gaffer

five

Film Effects Expands

tape

$ 34.50

case .
.

GafFer tape,
1 2

yard

roll.

$

1.95

.

$

3.95

.$

5.75

.
Gaffer tape.
30

Lowel

yard

roll..

Barndoors.

COLORTRAN CINEMASTER
CONVERTERS MARK 11

Cinemaster

50,000

f\r\

Chief—

.:|)ouy.uu

watts

Cinemaster—40,000

watts...

Cinemaster, Jr.—
25,000 watts.

514

258.00
^ x q

I OO.UU

Following his return to Hollywood
from Spain where he completed nego¬
tiations for his company, Film Effects
of Hollywood, to do special photo¬
graphic effects for Samuel Bronsten’s
“55 Days at Peking,” Lin Dunn, ASC,
announced company has acquired
12,500 sq. ft. of additional stage space.
This will be devoted primarily to the
production of 65mm special effects.
Film Effects of Hollywood is hrst
independent organization to equip for
producing 65mm/70mm effects and
has the only printer in Hollywood for
this wide screen size outside of the
studios. This enables company to serv¬
ice independent film makers produc¬
ing 70mm wide screen features, afford¬
ing them services of outstanding spe¬
cialists in the various branches of the
special effects art. Dunn’s staff in¬
cludes such top experts as Cecil Love,
James Gordon, William Reinhold and
Howard Lydecker. Dunn, an expert
with more than thirty years’ major
studio experience, formerly headed
special effects department of RKO
Studios.
His company is presently producing
an intricate comedy effects sequence
for Stanley Kramer’s “It’s A Mad,
Mad, Mad, Mad World!” currently in
production in 65mm Super-Panavision
and Eastman Color for release in
Cinerama. Involved was construction
of miniature buildings, and photog¬
raphy of mad-cap dare-devil comedy
routines that utilized the full range of

Late in July, before a select group
of Hollywood Studio cinematographers
and set lighting experts, Mole-Richardson Company of Hollywood demon¬
strated the Titan, company’s new
super-high intensity carbon arc lamp.
Using ultra-high intensity carbons, the
Titan burns 350 amperes. Develop¬
ment is said to be achievement of
company’s aim to develop a carbon
burning arc lamp operating at 350
amperes without the need for water
cooling.
“There have been plenty of arcs
burning 350 amperes and more,” a
company official said, “but never be¬
fore has it been attempted on an air¬
cooled basis. ^ e consider the Titan to
be the most powerful arc light ever
used in the motion picture industry,
insofar as amperage and light output
is concerned. It doubles the available
light of the ‘Brute’.”
Mole-Richardson introduced the first
Brute back in 1946. This was a 225ampere unit. Preceding the Brute were
the M-R Type 90 120-ampere arc. and
Type 170 150-ampere arc. Each new
lamp, progressing from the Type 90
to the 170 and then to the present
Titan 450, represents a doubling of
light output, it is pointed out.
Hyndman Elected E-K V-P
Donald E. Hyndman, last month,
was elected an assistant vice-president
of Eastman Kodak Company. Hynd¬
man, who is man¬
ager of the com¬
pany’s professional
motion picture
film department,
has been associ¬
ated with Kodak
since 1926 when
he began his em¬
ployment in the
Kodak Research
Laboratories. In
Hyndman
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'To convert
intangibles
into
images —
Du Pont
Film . .

‘“TWILIGHT ZONE’ is a thrill
and a challenge,” says George
Clemens, A.S.C. In 1960 he won
the National Academy of TV
Arts & Sciences “Emmy” for his
work on it.
This show succeeds because
Producer Buck Houghton ful¬
fills the creative sweep and
subtle power of Rod Serling’s
imaginative writing. “We’re
translating subtleties of
thought and mood into light
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and shadow,” says Clemens.
“For this exacting job I’ve come
to rely, without question, on
Du Pont ‘Superior’* 2 film- and
on the expert data and service
that come with it.”
These films —and technical
data on them-are available
from any of the Du Pont Photo
Products sales offices that are
shown on the right.
He Du Font’s registered trademark
for its photographic film

ATLANTA 18, GA,, 1737 Ellsworth Ind. Dr., N. W. SYcamore 4-9581
CHICAGO 46, ILL., 4560 Touhy Ave., Edgebrook Station. ORchard 5-5500
CLEVELAND 16, OHIO, 20575 Center Ridge Road. EDison 1-0375
CLIFTON, N. J., 380 Allwood Rd., Allwood Station (New York), PLaza 7-0573
DALLAS 7, TEXAS, 1628 Oak Lawn Ave. Riverside 1-1404
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF., 7051 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood 9-5147
WALTHAM 54, MASS., 45-4th Ave. (Boston). TWinbrook 9-8300
WYNNEWOOD, PA., 308 E. Lancaster Ave. (Phila.). TRinity 8-2700
EXPORT, Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Del.
IN CANADA, Du Pont of Canada, Ltd., Toronto

(jPOP
•tfc. w. k-

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING . . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY
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CAMART DUAL SOUND
EDITOR MODEL SBl 11
Edit single and double system 16mm or 35mm op¬
tical sound.
Edit single system magnastripe oi
double
system
magnetic
sound.
Use with
any
16mm motion
picture viewer to obtain perfect
lip-sync matching of picture to track. Works from
left to right or right to left.
Dual Ed.tor (without v'ewer) Optical
model .
Zeiss

Moviscop

Special

Viewer

$195.00

.

96 00

Editor-Viewer Comb.

269 .20

ECCO MODEL D SPEEDROLL
APPLICATOR

D

Applicator

...$33.00

9.00

Film Laboratory Adds
New Service

Ecco tflOOO Negative
cleaning fluid,
per gallon. 7.00
Spare

Flannel

Winchester Elected to ASC

•

Ecco fl}500 cleaning
fluid per gal.

•
Ted
inchester, h“'"d of the
—^
Department af Des'bi S’^ndms in Holly¬
wood, last month was elected to Asso¬
ciate Memliership in the American
Society of Cinemato.granlmrs.

Cleans,
conditions and lubricates
your film in one easy operation.
Non-inflammable, eliminates wax¬
ing, absolutely safe.
Ecco Model

January, 1928, he went on a trij)
around the world for the company as
manager of a cine processing depart¬
ment project. Later in 1928 he worked
in the cine processing department at
Kodak Park and then returned to the
research laboratories preparatory to
joining the company’s motion picture
film department.
Born in Denver, Colorado, Hyndman
was graduated from the University of
Denver widi a B.S. degree in chemical
engineering and did graduate study at
the University of Hocheste’'. A felloi*'
of the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers, he has long been
active in the society’s work. He served
as vice-president of the American Tele¬
vision Society in 1959 and is an a«so
ciate member of the Am°rir-a'i So'^ict"
of Cinemato.qp'apher^: and of the Acad
emy of Motion Ptct”’'e Arts and
Sciences. He is th'^ author of severa'
scientific papers and of numerous
publications on motion picture engi¬
neering.

50t

Rolls .

TRAID SPLICER

Ektachrome Commercial and Ektachrome ER color films are now being
processed daily by Southwest Eilm
Laboratory, Dallas, Texas. New 35-ft.
long 16mm color processor, pictured
below, was constructed from Eastman
Kodak Co. plans and enables 16mm
color film to be processed at three
different speeds, with a top speed of
.3000 feet per hour. Precision au’^omatic temperature control, an elabo-

rate system of warning lights, bells
and buzzers, and automatic graphdrawn records assure customers of safe
handling of their films, according to
the company.

CINEMAGNETICS* multiple magnetic sound dubber,
which records sync sound tracks on as many os
eight 8mm films simultaneously.

Magnetic Striping Service
Cine Magnetics, Inc., New \ ork,
N. Y.. has acquired the magnetic strip¬
ing facilities of Erederick E. Watson,
Inc., Company specializes in striping
8mm and 16mm films, sync sound re¬
cording, and magnetic sound track
duping.
A recent development of company
president Everett Hall is multiple sound
dubbing machine pictured above, said
to lie the only one of its kind in exis¬
tence. Machine will record sync sound
on six 8mm prints at one time at a
cost per print lower than individual
print recording, according to company.
•
Anderson To Byron
As Tech Director
James A. Anderson, for 34 years
with Alexander Eilm Company, has
been appointed Technical Director of
Byron Motion Pictures, Inc.. W ashington, D.C., 16mm film laboratory. He
will be in charge of quality control and
of technical operations of Byron’s B&W
and color laboratories.

•
Behrend Cine Moves

* Professional
& Howell).
* Cuts,
* Cuts

splices,
splicing

portable
welds
time

in

hot
in

one

(formerly

Be I

action.

half.

* Assures a perfect weld
*

splicer

Behrend Cine Corporation, Chicago,
which services the motion picture, tele¬
vision and radio industries with equip¬
ment and technical counsel, has moved
to larger quarters in its original loca¬
tion at 161 East Grand. The firm both
distributes and rents equipment, and
the new quarters will give it over
5,000 feet of added floor space.

all the time.

With carbide scraper blade.
Model

135—35 or 16mm .$339.00

Model

116—16 or

8mm .$239.00

•
Contacts Wanted

VIEW OF 35-ft. long 16mm color film processing
installation at Southwest Film Lab.
Inc., Dallas.
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E. D. Wallace. Chief of the Medical
Illustration Service, Veterans Adminis¬
tration Hospital, Lexington, Kentucky,
would like to contact persons who are
or have been engaged in making moContinued on
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NOW you can get the NOVA TWIN!
...the brightest, lightest, most revolutionary
professional lighting unit available!

The first and only 3200K
quartz iodide lamp (3400K
optional).

Specially designed high
efficiency reflectors pro¬
vide smooth, broad beam
of light.

Barn doors with dif¬
fuser frame (available
as an accessory) snaps
on or off instantly.

For the past year the NOVA TWIN has been in limited production.
During this time it has been tested and acclaimed by the Armed Forces
and all segments of the Photographic and TV Industries. Now, produc¬
tion has been stepped up to meet the accelerated demand by the indus¬
try for this revolutionary Nova Twin.

HERE ARE SOME STARTLING FACTS ABOUT THE NOVA TWIN:
• Light intensity at 10 feet: 650 foot candles for 3400K Lamp
500 foot candles for 3200K Lamp
• Average Lamp Life: 35 hours with 3400K Lamp
200 hours with 3200K Lamp
• Power consumption only 1250 watts (11.4 amps)
• A 2-position switch provides low and high illumination levels
fcr setting up and shooting
• The NOVA TWIN weighs only 3V2 lbs. and is a compact 7"x9"x6" in size
• The Nova Light Stand weighs 3V^ lbs., extends 9V^ feet and collapses
to 31 inches
W^rite for Technical Bulletin

NOVATECH CORPORATION
282 SEVENTH AVENUf:
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•

NEW YORK 1. N.Y.

A

PORTABLE

STUDIO

LIGHTING

SYSTEM

The NOVA TWIN KIT consists of 2 Nova Twins,
complete with quartz iodide lamps, 2 Nova Stands
and a Sturdy Carrying Case. Total wt., only 22 Ihs.
Exclusive U.S. Distributor

PICTRONICS CORP., 236 E. 46 ST., NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
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for demanding cinematography...

MITCHELL

tion picture films of neuropsychiatric
patients in colleges, institutions, re¬
search laboratories, etc. He is interested
in exchanging ideas on equipment and
discussing solutions to various prob¬
lems dealing with filming the mentally
ill.

Mitchell accessories are being continuously developed to expand the
versatility and range of the world’s leading professional cameras. To
the professional cinematographer the availability of this complete
line of accessories offers greater flexibility for fine film making.
Shown are but a few of this extensive line of accessories.

Camart President Retires
The Camera Mart, Inc., New \ork
City, recently announced the retire¬
ment of its president, Hester V. Brown¬
ing, widow of Irving Browning who
founded the company 24 years ago.
New officers and members of the l)oard
of directors are Samuel “Chick” Hy¬
man, President; Paul Meistrich, VicePresident; and Anna Browning, Secre¬
tary-Treasurer. Hyman has been gen¬
eral manager of Camera Mart for 16
years. Located at 1845 Broadway, the
company specializes in sales, rental,
and repair of professional motion
picture, television and photographic
equipment, and manufactures motion
])icture accessories and custom-built
equipment under the trade name of
Camart Products.

Giant Screen
Largest indoor theatre screen in the
world has been specially made for the
Cinerama Road Show in Paris by An¬
drew, Smith & Harkness. subsidiary of
Rank Precision Industries, London.
The screen measures 110 ft. x 36 ft.

[S New All-Weather Camera Cover permits filming in weather extremes—heat, rain, sandwith complete protection and without interfering with operation of the camera.White fitted
covers, available for all Mitchell cameras. [^Bi-Pak Magazines for animation and optical
printing mount on cameras between the standard magazine and the camera. Magazines
available for 16mm and 35mm —400 ft. capacity. [^3-Knob Finder provides third matt
control permitting accuracy of composition for two aspect ratios. [0 Vari-Focal Bellows
Attachment permits macro and microphotography, available with mounts for all Mitchell
cameras. [E] Hi-Precision Gear Head with built-in balance plate and interchangeable 2-speed
gear boxes. Handles cameras up to 300 lbs. in weight. Its unusually smooth operation
continually assures accuracy of composition in the studio, or “on target” recording when
tracking on the range. [0 Compact Light-weight Gear Head, ideal for background plate
photography and where need for precise operation and high portability is required.

FACTORY SERVICE DIVISION — Mitchell cameras from Malaya...and
Hollywood arrive daily, leave promptly in like-new-condition after
complete, precision work by Mitchell craftsmen. Experience has
proven that cameras are best serviced or modified by the original
manufacturer. Special sound test room, critical quality control,
original factory parts, speed of service guarantee,your satisfaction.
Mitchell Camera invites your inquiry. Address the Sales Department for
your copy of the Mitchell catalog.

MITCHELL
CAMERA

CORPORATION

666 W. HARVARD ST., GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA
Mitchell Camera of New York, Inc. • 521 Fifth Avenue • New York, New York
Vinten Mitchell Ltd. • 715 North Circular Rd. • London, N.W. 2, England
Nagase & Co., Ltd. • 3, 2-Chome Kobunacho • Nihonbashi, Chuoku • Tokyo, Japan
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and consists of verticle louvres one
meter in width and made of fiberglas
fabric,

perforated

and

fireproofed.

There is a one-inch overlap of panels.

Calendar of International
Film and TV Events
The International Film and Televi¬
sion Council, an interntaional non¬
governmental organization, publishes
an annual Calendar of International
Film and Television Events. Now in
its third year of publication, the calen¬
dar—a booklet some 80 pages in size
—lists all the important film competi¬
tions, exhibitions of films and TV
events scheduled throughout the world,
and also the meetings of prominent
organizations related to motion pic¬
tures and television in every country.
All events are calendared according
to date, and there is a comprehensive
index of all the meml)er organizations
of the IFTC. A French version of the
Calendar is also published. Price per
copy of either the English or French
version is 50^ (2.50 N.F., or 350 lire)
from the CounciFs headquarters. Via
Santa Susanna 17, Rome, Italy.
■
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ONLY FROM CECO
THIS SUPERB FILM MAKING EQUIPMENT

CECO REFLEX MODIFICATION FOR THE
35mm B&H EYEMO CAMERA

SOUND BLIMP FOR KODAK
REFLEX CAMERA
Net $1950.00

Conversion
Net $1200.00
Camera with Conversion Net $1500.00
This modification is also available for
Mitchell and B&H 2709 Cameras at...
Net $2500.00

CECO 35mm RED LAKE STOP-MOTION
ANALYST PROJECTOR

CECO PRO JR. FRICTION HEAD TRIPOD
with Revolutionary Ball Joint... TR8VB
Net $190.00
Assistant's Ditty Bag.Net $7.50

KODAK REFLEX ACCESSORIES:
Matte Box
Net $225.00
Single Speed
Stop Motion Motor
Net $650.00
Additional Single Speed Drives
{Va. 1/2, 1 Sec.)
Net $150.00
110 V. AC-DC Variable Speed motor
with Tachometer
Net $500.00
Balanced Tripod for Blimp Net $460.00
Pro Jr. Spring Head Tripod for Camera
with Ball Joint CECO Model TR6VB ...
Net $240.00

with footage counter and remote control
feature .Net $2495.00

3 YEAR LEASE available
CECO HI-SPEED EDITING TABLE
With Torque Rewinds, Single -System
Sound and Counter. Acceleration to 240
feet per minute. Available in 16mm and
35mm Models.Net From $1750.00

3 YEAR LEASE available

CECO PROGRAMMER for Time-Lapse
Applications.Net $495.00

1000' MAGAZINE FOR ARRIFLEX
35mm CAMERA
Complete with Veeder-Root Counter...
Net $369.00

CECO 400' CONVERSION
for CINE VOICE CAMERA
400'
Mitchell-type
tional...

Net

NICKEL CADMIUM PORTABLE
POWER SUPPLY

$450.00

Magazine,
addi¬
Net $135.00

for Kodak Reflex, Auricon, Arriflex and
other Cameras with 110 V. Synchronous
motors. Complete with built-in charger...
Net $325.00
CECO Model PS 40 DD

INDUSTRIAL PHOTOGRAPHERS,
Please Note!

. WADDELL NDVA III
16mm HIGH-SPEED CAMERA
New features include simplified Timing
block and Film Chip Reducer...
Net From $2335.00

16mm CECO PROFESSIONAL
FILM VIEWER
Net

— Ask US about our NEW

$375.00
(Also available with Single System and or
Double System magnetic installation).

3 YEAR LEASE available

“IN-PLANT STUDIO” PROGRAM.

For full information and literature on these as well as the thousands of other professional cameras and accessories available from
CECO, write or phone today.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
FIRST IN SALES, SERVICE, RENTALS AND REPAIRS

SUBSIDIARY OF CECO INDUSTRIES, INC.

NEW YORK, N.Y.

HIALEAH, FLORIDA

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

WASHINGTON, 0. C.

315 West 43rd St. JUdson 6-1420

51 East 10th Ave. TUxedo 8-4604

6510 Santa Monica Blvd. HOIlywood 9-8321

Gregory Bell,-927 151h St.. N.W.
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Saul

Midwall,
“Eelicia”
(Association
Prod’s; shooting in Puerto Rico).
Gayne

ERAS

BEHIND
WHAT

THE

Rescher, ASC, “Identical
(Noel
Productions;
shooting in
Jerome Hill, director.

OTING

INDUSTRY’S

LAST

MONTH

Sol Negrin, Mike Zingale, Eddie Hughes,
Al Taffet, “Candid Camera”*.
Gayne

H I N S

B

Twins”
Conn.)

Series”*

Rescher,

ASC,
“Oral
(Religious Films).

Roberts

Richard Miller, “One Touch of the Lady”
NOTE: Asterisks following titles indicate television film productions.

ERNEST HALLER, ASC
Shooting “Whatever Hap¬
pened to Baby Jane?”
with Bette Davis and
Joan Crawford at Warner
Brothers Studio.

(GB) ;
Spain)
Quinn.

(Anthe Prods., N.Y.) with Louise Sorel and
Paul Richards. William Herman, director.

Columbia
release;
shooting
in
with Alec Guinness and Anthony
David Lean, director.
DESILU—Cahuenga Studio

Robert dcGRASSE, ASC, “The Danny Thomas
Show”* ; “Dick VanDyke Show”*.

Maury Gertsman, ASC, “I’m Dickens—He’s
Fenster”*.

Henry

Cronjager,

“The

Joey

Bishop

“The

Andy

Griffith

Show”*.

Sid

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

Floyd Crosby, ASC, “The Young Racers”
(Pathe color; shooting in Monte Carlo)
with Mark Damon and Luana Anders. Roger
Corman, producer-director.
BILTMORE STUDIOS—N.Y.

Jack

Priestly,

“Naked

City”*

Hickox,

ASC,

Show”*.
DESILU—Culver City

Lothrop

Worth,

ASC,

“The

Real

Mc¬

Coy’s”*.

Charles Straumer, “The Untouchables”*.
(Screen
DESILU—Gower

Gems).
BIOGRAPH

STUDIOS—New York

Glen MrcWilliams, ASC, “Fair Exchange”*.

George Stoetzel, ASC, “Car 54 Where Are

Maury Gertsman, ASC, “The Lucy Show”*.

) ou

Ted Voightlander, “Ben Casey”*.

.
CASCADE STUDIOS

Henry Freulich, ASC, Commercials*.

Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “Lassie”*.

Jack

Hildyard, “55 Days at Peking”
(Samuel Bronston Prod.; Super Technirama-70 & Technicolor; shooting in Spain)
with Charleston Heston and Ava Gardner.
Nicholas Ray, director.
Ellis Carter, ASC, “The Horla” (Admiral
Pictures; UA release) with Vincent Price
and Nancy Kovack. Reginald LeBorg, di¬
rector.

Walter Lasselay, “Tom Jones”

(UA re¬
lease; Eastman color; shooting in England)
with Albert Finney and Susannah York.
Tony Richardson, producer-director.
J. Burgi Contner, ASC, “Light Fantastic”
(Seneca Prods.; shooting in New York)
with Dolores McDougal and Barry Bartle.
Robert McCarty, director.

Don Malkames, ASC, “The Terrible Tru¬
ant”
(Barbro Prods.;
York) with Lee Grant.

in

New

Daniel L. Fapp, ASC, “The Great Escape”
(Mirisch-Alpha Prod.; UA release; P’Vision
& Color; shooting in Munich) with Steve
McQueen and James Garner. John Sturges,
director.

Robert Planck, ASC, “My Three Sons”*.

CBS—N.Y.

shooting

KEYWEST STUDIOS

Charles Mack, Leo Rossi, John Clements,

Fred West, ASC, (Family Films) Series of

“CBS Reports”*.

Religious pictures.

COLUMBIA STUDIOS

Directing the photography
of “Saints and Sinners’’
TV film series at Repub¬
lic Studios, Hollywood.

Prods. Ltd.; P’Vision & Color; shooting in
Spain)
with Laurence Harvey and Lee
Remick. Carol Reed, producer-director.

Christopher Challis, “The Victors” (High¬
road Prod.; P’Vision; shooting in England)
with Vincent Edwards and Christine Kaufmann. Carl Foreman, producer-director.
William Snyder,

Richard Rawlings, “Higgins”*.

ASC, “Summer Magic”
(Technicolor) with Hayley Mills and Burl
Ives. James Neilson, director.

Fred Gately, ASC, “Hazel”*.

Gunther

Burnett Guffey, ASC, Commercials”*.

Anders, “The Miracle of the
White Stallions” (shooting in Vienna) with
Robert Taylor and Eddie Albert. Arthur
Hiller, director.

Robert Bronner, ASC, Commercials”*.

FILMWAYS — MGM

Gert Andersen, ASC, “Donna Reed Show”*.

Taylor Byar, Commercials”*.
Alan

Hume, “IRe Iron Maiden” (GHW
Prod.; shooting in England) with Michael
Craig and Anne Helm.
Gerald Thomas,
director.
Hal Mohr, ASC, “The Man from the
Diners’
Club”
(Dena-Ampersand
Prod.)
with
Danny
Kaye and
Cara Williams.
Erank Tashlin, director.

Tom

Tutwiler,

Gert Andersen, ASC.;
“Dennis the Menace.”

Joseph

Wonderful

Morris
(CBS)
tors.

Hartzband,

“The
Defenders”*
Boris Sagal and Buzz Kulich, direc¬

Pittack, ASC, “Twilight Zone”*.

Arthur Arling, ASC, Commercials”*.
Charles Van Enger, ASC, Commercials*.
Roger Fellous, “Two are Guilty” (FrancoItalianne Prods.; Dialyscope; shooting in
Paris) with Anthony Perkins and JeanClaude Brialy. Andre Cayatte, director.

Dale Deverman, “The Eleventh Hour”*.
William Spencer, “Sam Benedict”*.

James Van Trees, ASC, “Dobie Gillis”*.
GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS

Shorr,

ASC,

“The

Beverly

Hill¬

billies”*.

Ered Young, “Lawrence of Arabia” (Super

Ted McCord, ASC, Conrad Hall, “Stoney

P’Vision;

Burke”* (Daystar).
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Robert
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Young Show”*.

Horizon Pictures

(Vadnay-Wilhelm Prod.) with Barbara Luna
and El Fostorito. Boris Sagal, director.

Robert Hauser, “Combat”*.

ASC, “Bye Bye Birdie”
(P’Vision; Eastman color) with Janet Leigh
and Dick Van Dyke. George Sidney, di¬
rector.
Eastman color;

Eddie’s Father” (Euterpe Prod.; C’Scope &
Metrocolor) with Glenn Eord, Shirley Jones
and Roberta Sherwood. Vincente Minnelli,
director.

FOX WESTERN AVENUE

GOLDWYN STUDIOS

Biroc,

M-G-M STUDIOS

Milton Krasner, ASC, “The Courtship of

Harkness Smith, “Dr. Kildare”*.
FILMWAYS—New York

Lester
Robert Wyckoff,

“Shell’s

World of Golf”*.

Gordon Avil, ASC, “Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington”*.

ASC,

Robert Hager, “Perry Mason”*.

Philip Lathrop, ASC, “Dame with a Halo”

WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS

Jack Marta, Irving Lippman, “Route 66”*.
Charles Welborn, “Empire”*.

La BREA STUDIOS

WILFRID CLINE, ASC

Robert Krasker, “The Running Man” (Peet

Norbert Brodine, ASC, “The New Loretta
INDEPENDENT

TOM TUTWILER, ASC
Has circled world three
limes during current as¬
signment shooting Shell
Oil Co.’s “Wonderful
World of Golf’’ TV series.
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Ta*oxi.T3lecl. Toy o'u.t-of’-foo'u.s ^Dicti-ires?

TFx^otxTsled Toy erio'o.lsiori
iio yoxir Ga-m.ersL gate?
T?a»oxi.T3le<3L Toy distraoting oamera
noise wlien sToooting snTojeots -wToo
stLonld not Toe distraoted. from -wlrat
tliey are doing?
MTi'OXi.'toled. Toy oameras tliat are
al-ways in need of repair and
adj nst ment ?
If sso, switch to Auricon, the only 16mm Camera that
guarantees you protection against all these troubles,
because it is so well designed! The Auricon is a superb
picture-taking Camera, yet silent in operation, so that
at small extra cost for the Sound Equipment, it can
even record Optical or Filmagnetic sound in addition
to shooting your professional pictures.
AURICON SUPER-1200, takes 1200 ft. Runs 33
AURICON “PRO-GOO SPECIAL,” takes 400 ft. Runs 11 min. $1295.00 & up

Write for your free copy of the 74-page Auricon Catalog

.,^XJRXCON', Xxxc.
6SOS Romaine St., Hollywood 3S, Calif.
HO L-i-.Y'wooo S-OS31

IVEA.lSrUF’A.CTIJR.ER.S OF FHOFESSIOTSTA-lLi
ISIVEI^ CAl^EHA-S SITSTCE 1S31
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WHAT’S NEW
IN

EQUIPMENT,

ACCESSORIES,

SERVICES

>

dd
angles range from 56° to 6°. Weigh¬
ing 1 lb., 14 ounces, lens is supplied
with 2-piece adapter that takes series
9 filters and serves as sunshade. List
price is about S820.00.

o

w
w
H

Pathe 16mm Camera

w
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!w
M

tri

3

BLACK §
REVERSAL
PRINTING
PROCESSING

Portable Photo Light
General Electric Co., Nela Park,
Cleveland 12, Ohio, announces its new
lightweight, battery powered Cinema
Light. Heart of new unit is a power¬
ful nickel-cadmium re-chargeable bat¬
tery pack. Each charge takes about
60 minutes, lasts a minimum of six
minutes. A special lamp eliminates
spill light loss, concentrates illumi¬
nation in a moderate beam, ample for
both wide-angle and telephoto shots.
Lamp has 3-hour rated life, is mounted
in built-in double reflector and is
completely sealed. Entire unit, includ¬
ing lamp holder, cord, battery case
and carrying strap weighs SVo lbs.

Pathe Products, Inc., 9 Pleasant St.,
Providence 6, R. I., has been appointed
sole U. S. distributor of the Pathe
Webo-M 16mm reflex camera. Equip¬
ped with a 25mm f/1.4 Cinor lens, it
features
continuous reflex viewing
through the lens, eliminating parallax
problems and permitting accurate fo¬
cusing. An external 400-ft. magazine
provides more than 11-minutes of film¬
ing at 16 fps. Electric motor drive is
powered by 24-v wet cell, rechargeable
battery. A governor-controlled spring
motor is integral with the camera and
will transport up to 22 feet of film for
each winding.
Variable shutter is adjustable from
180° to fully closed and is provided
with audible signal when fully-closed
position is reached in making a fade
or dissolve.
List price is around
S530.00.

Also available are two accessory
lamps for the unit, one for normal
lenses, the other for telephoto shots
up to 60 feet. List price is about
S125.00.

COLOR PRINTING
Rubylite Clamp-on Unit

OTHER SERVICES
• Work Prints
• Color-to-Color Prints
• Color-to B & W Prints
• Raw Stock
• Fastax Service
• A & B Roll Prints
• Fades-Dissolves
• Timed Prints
• Edge Numbering
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION WRITE

723 SeviiPtli Ave., New York 19, N.Y. • JU 6-2293
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Zoom For Arriflex
Arriflex Corp. of America, 257 Park
Avenue South, New York 10, N. Y.,
announces a new zoom lens for the
Arriflex 16—the Angenieux Model 120
—which zooms from 12mm to 120mm
local length, is rated f/2.2 to f/22, and
focuses from 5 ft. to infinity. Field

Photomart, 228 So. Franklin St.,
Tampa 2, Fla., announces its Rubylite
Clamp-on portable movie light for op¬
eration from any standard 12-volt
automobile battery. The 250-watt bulb
provides illumination of 3400° K. Unit
is ideally suited to photographic assign¬
ments that call for photography of sub¬
jects within an automobile or for shoot¬
ing from car, either stationary or mov¬
ing. List price complete is S49.50.

F&B Sound Library
Florman & Babb, Inc., 68 West 45th
St., New York 36, N.Y., has been apContinued on Page 527
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Thousands of satisfied Arriflex users throughout the nation are our best recommendation.
Here is just a partial list . . .
U.S. Air Force, 1352nd Motion Picture Squadron, ARCS, Los Angeles, Calif.; U.S. Army Ordnance Missile Command, Headquarters, Red¬
stone Arsenal, Alabama; U.S. Army Ballistic Missile Agency, Missile Firing Laboratory, Titusville, Fla.; U.S. Army Chemical Center, Procurement Agency,
Army Chemical Center, Maryland; U.S. Army Pictorial Center, Long Island City, New York; U.S. Army Airborne & Electronics Board, Photo Lab., Ft. Bragg,
No. Carolina; U.S. Navy, Motion Picture Officer, Hollywood 28, California; U.S. Navy Ordnance Test Station, Pasadena, California; U.S. Navy Underwater
Sound Laboratory, Fort Trumbull, New London, Conn.; U.S. Naval Ordnance Lab., White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland; U.S. Coast Guard Headquarters,
Washington 25, D.C.
U.S. Senate Recording Studio, Washington 25, D.C.; National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C.;
Dept, of Defense, Washington, D.C.; U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington 25, D.C.; Office of Civil Defense, Battle Creek, Michigan; U.S. Informa¬
tion Agency, Washington, D.C.; National Aeronautics & Space Administration, Langley Field, Virginia; Federal Aviation Agency, Washington, D.C.
American Foundation for the Study of Man, N. Y., N. Y.; Armour Research Foundation, Chicago, III.; Bartlett Research, Inc., Detroit,
Michigan; Ordnance Research Laboratory, University Park, Pennsylvania; Rockefeller Institute, New York, N. Y.; Bell Telephone Labs., Murray Hill, New
Jersey; Brookhaven Nat’l. Labs., Upton, New York; Oak Ridge National Lab., Oak Ridge, Tenn.; Union Carbide Nuclear Co., Oak Ridge, Tenn.; Argonne
National Labs., Idaho Falls, Idaho
Baptist Foreign Mission Board, Richmond, Virginia; Missions Tele¬
vised, Inc., Burbank, California; Protestant Radio & TV Center, Atlanta, Georgia; Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of L.D.S., Independence, Mo.;
United Presbyterian Board of NatT Missions, New York, N. Y.
University of California, Berkley, Cali¬
fornia; Los Angeles State College Foundations, Los Angeles, Calif.; California Inst, of Technology, Jet Propulsion Lab., Pasadena, California; Yale Univer¬
sity, New Haven, Conn.; University of Miami, Radio, TV & Film Department, Coral Gables. Florida; University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia; University of
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois; Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana; Iowa State University, Iowa; Kansas University, Kansas City, Kansas; Johns Hopkins
University, Baltimore, Md.; University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland; Boston University, Boston, Mass.; Harvard University, Boston, Mass.;
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Lexington, Mass.; University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan; Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New
Jersey; Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey; New York State University, Brooklyn, New York; Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst., Troy, New York; Ohio
State University, Columbus, Ohio; University of Texas, Houston, Texas; University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia
:
American Airlines, Flushing, New York; Bendix Aviation Corp., Eclipse-Pionser Division, Teterboro, New Jersey; Convair, San Diego, California; Douglas
Aircraft Co., Santa Monica, California; Goodyear Aircraft Co., Akron, Ohio; Grumman Aircraft Corp., Bethpage, New York; Kaman Aircraft Co., Bloomfield,
Conn.; Lockheed Aircraft Corp., Marietta, Georgia; North American Aviation, Columbus, Ohio; McDonnell Aircraft, St. Louis, Missouri; Pan American
World Airways, San Francisco, California; Republic Aviation Corp., Farmingdale, L. I.; Trans World Airlines, Kansas City, Missouri; United Air Lines, San
Francisco, California; Aerojet Corp. of America, Sacramento, California; Raytheon Company, Bedford, Mass.
CBS News, Motion
Picture Productions, New York, New York; DuMont Television Network, New York, New York; National Broadcasting Co., New York, New York;
Natural Science TV Project, Drumlin Farm, South Lincoln, Mass.; TV Spot, Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Westinghouse
Electric Corp., Photo & TV Service, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Movietone News, New York, New York; Time, Inc., New York,
New York; National Geographic Society, Washington, D.C.; British Commonwealth Int’l. Newsfilm Agency, New York,
New York; The Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; Life Photo Labs., New York, New York
Chicago Park Dist., Chicago, Illinois; Colorado Dept, of Highways, Denver, Colorado; Northern
Indiana Public Service, Hammond, Indiana; Kenosha Public Museum, Kenosha, Wisconsin; Michigan State High¬
way Dept., Lansing, Michigan; New York Police Dept., New York, N. Y.; New York State Department of Com¬
merce, Albany, New York; Ohio Dept, of Highways, Columbus, Ohio; Texas State Department of Health, Austin,
Texas; Commonwealth of Virginia, State Board of Education, Richmond, Virginia; Massachusetts Audubon
Society, South Lincoln, Mass.; National Wildlife Federation, Washington, D.C.
Allstate Insur¬
ance Company, Skokie, Illinois; American Car & Foundry Industries, Berwick, Pennsylvania; American
Cyanamid Company, Bound Brook, New Jersey; American Machine & Foundry Company, Springdale,
Conn.; American Motors, Detroit, Michigan; Armstrong Cork Company, Lancaster, Pa.; Chrysler Corpora¬
tion, Detroit, Michigan; Corning Glass, Corning, New York; Dow Corning Corporation, Midland, Mich¬
igan; E. I. du Pont de Nemours, Wilmington, Delaware; The Firestone Tire & Rubber Company, Akron,
Ohio; Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Michigan; General Electric Co., Syracuse, New York; General
Motors Corp., Detroit, Michigan; I B M, Oswego, New York; International Harvester Co., Chicago,
Illinois; Kimberly-Clark Corporation, Neenah, Wisconsin; LeTourneau Westinghouse Co., Peoria, Illinois;
Mitre Corporation, Lexington, Mass.; Pillsbury Mills, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.; Radio Corp. of America,
New York, New York; Remington Rand, New York, N. Y.; R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem,
North Carolina; Santa Fe Railroad, Chicago, Illinois; Shell Development Co., Emeryville, California;
Standard Oil Company of Indiana, Whiting, Indiana; U.S. Borax & Chemical Corporation, Los Angeles,
California; Union Pacific Railroad, Omaha, Nebraska; United States Steel Corp., Pittsburgh, Penna.;
Western Electric Company, Princeton, New Jersey; Westinghouse Electric, Sunnydale, California
, American Medical Research Foundation, Dayton, 0.; Mallory Inst, of Pathology,
Boston City Hospital, Boston, Mass.; College of Physicians & Surgeons, New York, N. Y.; Henry Ford
Hospital, Detroit, Michigan; Dartmouth Medical School, Dept, of Cytology, Hanover, N. H.; Inst, of
Ophthalmology, New York, New York; Jefferson Davis Hospital, Houston, Texas; Johns Hopkins Hos¬
pital, Baltimore, Maryland; Montefiore Hospital, Bronx, New York; National Institute of Health, Bethesda, Maryland; N. Y. Bellevue Medical Center, Dept, of Ophthalmology, New York, N. Y.; New York
Eye & Ear Infirmary, New York, N. Y.; St. Joseph Hospital, Orango, California; Stanford Medical Cen¬
ter, Palo Alto, California; U.S. Public Health Service, Communicable Disease Center, Atlanta, Georgia;
Smith, Kline & French, Philadelphia, Pa.; Harvard University Medical School, Boston, Mass.;
N. Y. University Medical Center, New York, New York
Marvin Becker
Films, San Francisco, California; Borden Productions, Concord, Massachusetts; Bray
Studios Inc., New York, N. Y.; Calvin Productions, Kansas City, Missouri; Campus Film
Productions, New York, N. Y.; Candid Camera Co., New York, N. Y.; Capital Film
Service, East Lansing, Michigan; The Carson Co., New York, N. Y.; Cavalcade
Productions, Chicago, Illinois; Chicago Film Studios, Chicago, Illinois;
Coleman Productions, New York, N. Y.; Columbia Picture Corp.,
Hollywood, California; Coronet Instructional Films, Chic
Illinois; Craven Film Corporation, New York, N. Y.; Walt
Disney Productions, Burbank, California; Douglas Produc¬
tions Inc., Chicago, Illinois; Elliot, Unger & Elliot, New
York, N. Y.; Filmways, Inc., New York, New York; Fiore Fifnis,
Jersey City, New Jersey; Rex Fleming Productions, Santa Barbara,
California; Forde Motion Picture Productions, Seattle, Washington;
Hartley Productions, New York, N. Y.; Max Howe Productions, Rapid
City; South Dakota; Iversen-Ford Associates, New York, N. Y.; Dallas
Jones Productions, Inc., Chicago, Illinois; Ray Krantz Films, Seattle,
Washington; Larry Lansburgh, La Canada, California; MPO Produc¬
tions, New York, N. Y.; J. Ray Mcf/ermott & Co., Inc., New Orleans,
La.; Fred A. Niles Productions, Chicago, Illinois; On Film, Princeton,
N. J.; Harry Pritchett Associates, New York, N. Y.; Republic Studios,
No. Hollywood, California; George Ryan Films, Inc., Minneapolis, Minne¬
sota; State Film Productions, Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Sturgis Grant Produc¬
tions, Inc., New York, N. Y.; Van Praag Productions, New York, New York;
Alfred Wagg Pictures, Washington, D.C.; Weston Woods Studio, Weston, Conn.;
Wilding, Inc., New York, N. Y.

CORPORATION

OF

AMERICA

257 Park Avenue South, New York 10, N.Y.
826 North Cole Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
All details and specifications subject to change without notice.
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WHAT’S NEW
Continued from Page 524

pointed exclusive U.S. distributor of
the famous Masque library of sound
effect records. F&B maintains large
library of music and sound effects rec¬
ords for use of film makers, including
Standard Radio, Speedy-Q, Gennett.
Musifex, and E.M.I. Descriptive cata¬
log is available on request.

TV camera, and checks it for opto¬
mechanical alignment and calibration,
and eliminates the variables present
when external test-patterns are used.
In addition, full utilization of the scan¬
ning area of the Vidicon or Image Orthicon tube can be realized, resulting
in increased resolution and sensitivity
for the complete system. Various types
of test patterns, on special slides, are
inserted into the unit, which accurately
aligns and focuses them onto the cam¬
era tube. Internal light level and color
temperature for the test pattern is ad¬
justable and accurately reproducible.
All standard SMPTE and EIA blackand-white and color test patterns are
available, and special patterns can be
provided. Complete technical data is
available from Photo Research Corp.,
837 N. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood 38,
Calif.

Portable Processing Machine
A low-cost portable processing mach¬
ine that will process 200 feet of 16mm
black & white film in less than one
hour has been introduced by Superior
Bulk Film Co., 442 N. Wells Street,
Chicago 10, Illinois. The L&F Portable
Cine Processor is fully automatic, day¬
light operating and requires no special
plumbing installation or attachments.
The all-metal processor can be loaded
and operated in broad daylight elimin¬
ating the need of a darkroom. Weigh¬
ing but 55 pounds, it can be used any¬
where and is especially useful for “on
location” reversal processing jobs. A
carrying handle insures easy porta¬
bility.
The unit contains ten stainless steel
solution tanks that require less than 64
ounces of solution for the complete
processing operation. Tanks can be
removed, drained and refilled in less
than 5 minutes. The film is uniformly
dried by a contiuous flow of warm air.
An automatic micro-switch stops the
machine after the film is processed.
The unit measures 32 inches long,
24 inches high and 9 inches deep, and
operates on any conventional 110 AC
outlet. List price is S675.00.

Photo Research Corp., Hollywood,
Calif., announces development of a new
precision instrument for TV camera
alignment and sensitivity testing. The
unit attaches to the lens mount of any

CINEMATOGRAPHER,

ColorTran Industries, Burbank,
Calif., announces a new 1 ightweight
housing for its R-60 1000-watt lamps.
Designated the “Super-60”, housing is
of all-steel construction with ventilating
perforations for increased lamp life,
and incorporates a specially designed
flare shield. An improvement of the
popular ColorTran “Super-Kicker,” the
“Super-60” maintains the feature of
light weight, but is extremely sturdy
to withstand hard use. When used with
an R-60 lamp, it produces 490 footcandles of illumination in a beam 7-ft.
in diameter at 10 feet from the lamp,
at 3450° Kelvin.

What a dijference ...

>

—

Compatible with all ColorTran sys¬
tems,
the “Super-60”
accepts all
“Super-Kicker” accessories. Additional
features include a 30-foot 3-wire
grounded line cord with in-the-line
switch and an insulated handle.
The housing weighs 7 lbs. without
lamp, and measures 8%" by 14%".
List price is S39.90.
3-Lens Spotlight

TV Camera Tester
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The Molenser is a novel spotlight
by Mole-Richardson Co. that features
a 3-lens system: 2 stationary and 1
focusing. It uses standard 1000-w or
Continued on Next Page
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Continued from Preceding Page

2000-w motion picture globes and util¬
izes an iris and/or matt to control
spot size. Net weight is 43 lbs; length
39 inches. List price of basic unit
is $325.00. Accessories are extra. Data
sheet is available by writing the com¬
pany at 937 No. Sycamore, Hollywood
38, Calif.

Sonocolor Sound Striper
The Sonocolor Model SCF2 mag¬
netic sound striping machines are de¬
signed to apply magnetic striping to
moving picture films of all sizes at
rates of 1800 to 3000 feet per hour.
Changeover time from one width film
to another is simply done and requires
about 5 minutes time. Machine will
apply full coating, single or double
multiple in one operation. Uniform

^

thickness and quality of track is assured through micrometer adjustment
devices. Unit requires less than 11

|
:
’

square feet of floor space and but a
single operator. List price is $8,995,
F.O.B. New York. Distributor is S.O.S.

i

Photo-Cine Optics, Inc., 602 West
52nd St., New York 19, N. Y. and
6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28,
California.

j
j

i

\

Correction

,,. a few years make
(We’re growing, too. Our new plant,
now being completed, will be fully
operational in early fall.)

• Sound

• Editorial

• Laboratory Services

Capital
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
470 E. STREET, S.W.
WASHINGTON 24, D.C.
PHONE DISTRICT 7-1717
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Announcement in this column iii our
June issue about the Oxberry Series
1500 optical printer was a publication
error, which resulted from a misfiling
of the manufacturer’s data sheets. The
intent of Animation Equipment Cor¬
poration, manufacturers of Oxberry
equipment, was for American Cinema¬
tographer to announce an item of
equipment which the company believes
to be the fastest operating optical
printer on the market. This machine
employs both an electro-mechanical

‘
j

;

^
1

drive and the new Oxberry Model 20
camera having interchangeable 35mm/
16mm movements and automatic fade
and dissolve with a range of 8 to 12
frames.
The series 1500 printer described
in June, Animation Equipment informs
us, has been discontinued, but that a
new, improved model to be known as
1500-C is in the works and will be
announced in detail shortly.

i
;
i
|

j
'

j

,i
|
j

AC’s editors regret any inconvenience caused Animation Equipment j
Company or the many readers who re- 1
sponded to our June announcement. |
—ED. ■ i
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16-35mm NEG/POS
FILM CLEANER

CLEAN FILM SAFELY AND INEXPENSIVELY
Priced ONLY $3650

You can rent this High Speed Super Spray Film Cleaner at
$50 per week with complete credit toward purchase price.
Write for illustrated brochure

FOB, N.Y. (cratedl

The SOSolution, non-flammable,
non-toxic
cleaning
solvent,
55 gal. drum . . Per Gal. $3.25

formerly S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 West 52nd St., New York 19, N.Y.—Plaza 7-0440—Telegram: “FAX N.Y.”
•
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Branch;

6331

Hollywood

Boulevard,

Hollywood

28,

California — Phone:

467-2124
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REU-16
Rewind with Universal Joint & End
Support

NRU-31
Negative Rewind unit

NRU-2
Negative Rewind unit

ASR or SRA
Aluminum Split Reels

Power Rewind

Synchronizers

MTR-1
Magnetic Tape Attachment

HOLLYWOOD

NOW
CHICAGO
EDIT STRIPE
35mm, 300 mil Magnetic Recording
Film

TS-1
35mm Non Magnetic Tape Splicer

AFS-35
Automatic Film Splicer

FS-816
8-16mm Hot Splicer

FSC-1
16-35mm Hot Splicer

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
REELS

956 N. Seward, Hollywood 38, Calif., HO 2-3284 •
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/

CANS

/

CASES

122 W. Kinzie, Chicago 10, III., 644-1940 •

ENM-16
16mm Edge Numbering Machine
524 W. 43rd St., N.Y. 36, N.Y., LO 3-1546
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FOR COLOR ANO BLACK GiWHITE
DEVELOPING COLOR NEGATIVES • ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTING • REDUCTION
PRINTING INCLUDING A&B • COLOR SLIDE FILM PROCESSING • BLOWUPS •
INTERNEGATIVES • KODACHROME SCENE-TO-SCENE COLOR BALANCED PRINTING
• EKTACHROME DEVELOPING AND PRINTING • REGISTRATION PRINTING • PLUS
COMPLETE BLACK AND WHITE FACILITIES INCLUDING CUTTING ROOMS, FILM
AND TAPE VAULTS AND THE FINEST SCREENING FACILITIES IN THE EAST

MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 WEST 54TH ST.
NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK . JUdson 6-0360

QeA

From HOLLYCAM

16mm X 100' outa’ated Kodachrome. Moneyback guarantee. V2 price—...

4.95

16mm X 100' Superior 4 Neg. Fastax perf.
1000'

X

Background-X.

RCA 35mm sound projector (others avail.)

....

2.25
30.00
225.00

Victor 16mm sound projector (others avail.) ..

129.50

Simplex

magazines.

395.00

projector.

39.50

DeVry

E-7

head

S.E.

and

35mm

Bell & Howell 70, open back, motor mount,
objective finder turret. Has 1" fl .9 B&H
lens, 400' magazine, 24V motor.

525.00

Bolex Rex with

295.00

Bolex

Rex

1" fl .8 Lytar. Equal to new..

with

17V2-70 Pan

Cinor..

445.00

Auricon
Cine Voice,
converted
for
400'
magazine. With magazine, cables, case,
zoom lens, amplifier, mike, headset, etc... 1150.00
Cine

Special

50mm
15"

f2

blimp

with

Cooke Amotal,

follow focus.

295.00

mount.

125.00

f5.6 Tele for Arrlflex...

215.00

40" f8 Bausch &

Mitchell

Lomb Tele for Arriflex.

375.00

25mm fl .4 Ektar “C” mount or Cine Spec. ..

120.00

Auricon

EIF-20

Mitchell

llOV hi-speed

finder...

Adapter—Use any
Mitchell cameras
16mm

tach.

B&H
2709
motor
on
.

35mm x 400' Bell & Howell BiPack mag.

195.00

35mm

110.00

National
Mitchell
Tiltall

Cine Equipment
Standard

legs

clapboard.

for

35mm.

tripod.

Colortran
New

400' magazines far Arri...

converter.

52x70

16mm

Deluxe.

29.50

Radiant wall screen.

27.50

synchronizer,

R

2-gang.

Bell & Howell Filmo editor .
Uhler

16mm

printer,

Bell & Howell Model
200'

Stineman

Houston

22.00
85.00
32.50

Model

orig.

$1295.00.

D printer,

70mm

99.50
84.00
695.00

like new .... 2995.00

processors.

processor. 5500.00
19.00

Mitchell BNC SelSyn remote follow focus .

275.00

Kinevox

recorder.

695.00

recorder...

595.00

Craig TR-403 tape recorder, AC pak .

99.50

Hallen

mag.

17V2mm mag.

Filters—2" sq - $3.00, 3" sq - $5.00, 4" sq - $6.00
Model

D

Moviolas.

179.50

All-metal

gunsfock.

Neumade

16mm

film

cleaner—like

new.

249.50

Neumade

16mm

film

cleaner—used.

169.50

Bolex Rex, 400' mag, synch motor,
Cine Special

T,

100' mag,

3

1" Switar

lenses,

can / photograph an
aerial image, using a slide projec¬
tor and titling stand, to make good
quality titles? I dont care for
backgrounds projected on a
ground glass because of the ex¬
cessive grain of the glass.—A. G.

Leonard, Michigan.

A.—Instead

of using the coarser
ground glass, insert three pieces
of finely frosted acetate sheet be¬
tween two thin panels of glass—
optical glass, if possible — and
project your subject matter there¬
on. Place titles in front when you
project. Your local artists’ supply
house can probably furnish the
thin acetate sheets.

Q.—I

wish to use my Cine Spe¬
cial camera for stop-motion pho¬
tography of blossoms opening
from bud to full flower. Would
you kindly recommend a suitable
and inexpensive stop-motion cam¬
era motor and intervalometer for
such work? — R.P., New York,

N.Y.

97.50

Neumade 35mm waxing machine.

17'/2mm

Q.— How

69.00
105.00

x

magazines for Mitchell,

165.00
325.00

new....

X

400'

motor with

Questions and
Answers

-

New Unit “I ” movements for Bell & Howell
2709 or Acme 35mm cameras.$ 575.00

35mm

Technical

19.95

675.00

case ....

295.00

DeVry 16mm arc proj.

795.00

A.— You

needn’t look far. We
are pleased to refer you to three
sources of such equipment located
right in your city: Camera Equip¬
ment Company, Inc., S.O.S. PhotoCine-Optics, Inc., and National
Cine Equipment, Inc. The ad¬
dresses and possibly the respective
telephone numbers may be found
in the display advertising of each
company in this issue. To locate
ads quickly refer to Index To Ad¬
vertisers on the last page.

use. Most shooting will be out¬
doors on DuPont 16mm Type
936-A fine grain Superior 2 nega¬
tive. Desired photographic results
are to be best obtainable: overall
pleasing contrast between clear
blue sky and scattered, fleecywhite clouds and perhaps fairly
overcast sky with predominantly
dark storm or rain clouds. What
filters should be used under each
condition to accent the cloud ef¬
fects? I presently have the follow¬
ing filters: Aero 1 and Aero 2, 12,
15, 21, 23-A, 25-A, 29-F, 56, 3N5,
5N5, 25, ND, and 100 ND. —

W.D.McF., Greenville, Ohio.

A.—Since

your aim is to secure
“overall pleasing contrast” be¬
tween a clear blue sky and scat¬
tered, fleecy-white clouds, either
your Aero 1 or Aero 2 filter
should give you the desired re¬
sults. If you want extreme con¬
trast between sky and clouds—
with the sky almost black and the
clouds fleecy white — use a red
filter, such as the Wratten 25 or
29. Keep in mind, however, that
heavy filters such as the reds,
should be used only to over-correct
for dramatic or special effects.
The effect of either orange or
red filters for darkening the sky
depends upon the degree of blue¬
ness of the sky. A misty or slight¬
ly hazy sky will not photograph
(with a filter) as dark as will a
clear, bright sky. An overcast sky
is darkened very little by use of a
filter.

Ci.— For exterior filming of close-

HQLiyNOOO CAMERA CO.
6838 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28 Caljf.

532

Q.—For

some extensive shoot¬
ing planned for the coming
months, / am concerned with the
selection of the proper filters to

ups of people who are back-light¬
ed by the sun and front-lighted by
reflectors or artificial booster
light, which is the correct method
Continued on Page 534
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IMMEDIATE DELIVERY on ACMADE
FLORMAN & BABB, Inc.
i/i

w..

Proudly Announce
The Appointment of

f

GORDON
ENTERPRISES

.
5362

N. Cahuenga, North Hollywood. Cal.
as Exclusive Western Distributor.

BEHREND CINE
CORP.
HEAVY VOLUME OF SALES HAS RESULTED
IN STEPPED-UP PRODUCTION AND IN¬
CREASED PRODUCTION FACILITIES BY THE
ACMADE PLANT IN ENGLAND. ALL ACMADE
MODELS ARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR IM¬
MEDIATE DELIVERY.

161 E. Grand Ave., Chicago 11, III.
as Exclusive Mid-Western Distributor.

■9:'

¥f

^ A

These outstanding dealers will carry the
complete Acmade line for demonstration
and are fully equipped to supply complete
maintenance and service.

.
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NEW FROM ACMADE

ACMADE MARK II

ACMADE TUNGSTEN
PRECISION SPLICER

EDITING TABLE
Makes Editing Easy!

This moderately priced splicer incorporates
new precision features which insure absolute
accuracy and safety in splicing. Three models
are available: Model 16-16mm., Model 3535mm., Model 35-16 combination 35mm. and
16mm.

imi
'anfiK

%

lim

‘2975
f.o.b. New York

1. The combination 35mm.-

4. Specially designed righthand pressure block permits
easy and accurate back-scrap¬
ing on all models.

16mm. Model features retracttable 35mm. and 16mm. pins.
This permits center placement
of the 16mm. pins for A and B
roll splicing.

2. "Stainless steel blocks are precision fitted with
Tungsten-Carbide inserts for cutting. Cutting edges
will remain sharp and last forever.

5. Tempered steel springs pro¬

vide perfect pressure, posi¬
tioning film firmly during
sera ping and splicing processes.
6. Thermostatically controlled
heater maintains constant
100“ temperature.
Model 16 - $299

Operation of this simple, efficient editing
machine can be mastered in minutes. Con¬
tinuous (non-intermittent) movement pro¬
vides absolute protection for your film. In¬
stant controls and declutching allows up to
50% greater speed for pic & sound editing.
All combinations of 16mm and/or 35mm
channels, plus magnetic and optical sound
available.

Model 35 - $299
3. Attached scraper adjustable for depth — fitting
jig incorporated on splicer base.

WRITE FOR DETAILED BROCHURE
Model 35-16 - $399

Acmade Foot-Operated Splicer with Tungsten Tipped Blades

Combination
16mm-35mm
Model

$1495

This splicer is constructed, as is usual
with ACMADE products, of the finest mate
rials and workmanship. AM castings are of
the best quality and the top body and
cutter arms are seasoned to prevent dis¬
tortion after machining. The machining is
carried out to limits of± .0005" in order
that the cutter blades shall close in a dead
parallel manner. The cutter blades are
made from stainless steel with Tungsten
Carbide inserts, and afterwards ground
lapped and polished to a limit of ± .0002"
thickness and the cutting edges relieved by
1°. The Tungsten Carbide inserts will have

indefinite life and will not require sharp¬
ening as with other types. A heater unit
is installed in the top body of the machine.
The top light in a well glass fitting is at¬
tached to the body of the machine and also
an inspection light in the waste bin to¬
gether with cement bottle and brush. A
scraper block is supplied and also a
scraper block setting jib and support shelf
rubber-covered. The whole machine is fin¬
ished in first quality grey hammer and all
metal parts other than cutter blades are
hard flash chromed.

Serving the
World’s Finest
Film Makers
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sports car races which were pho¬
tographed from cockpit of the
various cars is very unstable. What

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Continued

from

Page

532

suggestions can you give for film¬
of exposure calculations: (a) a
reflected light reading of subject’s
face, or (b) an incident light
reading of the reflectors or lights
taken from position of subject’s
face? — E.R.D., Wheeling, West
Va.

A.—Use

your reflected light me¬

ter here, and take reading close

® Selenium
Cell plus ultra-sensitive
Cadmium Sulphide Cell
to give more than 500X
greater sensitivity than
ordinary meters. Actually 100X more sensitive
f than the previous SPECTRA PROFESSIONAL
model! Strictly professional and hand cali¬
brated, produced in limited quantities. ASA
range .1 to 32,000; measures incident or re, fleeted light. If there's any light, SPECTRA meas¬
ures it. . . precisely! Previous Spectra models
can be converted . . . it's the Lifetime Meter!

vl/l/A IflUttL

For tech data: SCOPUS, INC., 404 Park Ave. S.. N. Y. 16
Mfg. by Photo Research Corp., Hollywood 38, Calif.

QUALITY AND SERVICE
10 MM

BUCK&Whm
REVERsm m\m
POSITIVE PRINTING
COLOR Processing-

COLOR PRINTING

to subject’s face, but without caus¬
ing shadows of hand holding meter
or the meter to fall on subject.
You will thus measure the total
eflective photographic light falling
upon subject, including the back¬
light which also will fall propor¬
tionately on the hemisphere light
collector of the meter and thus be
included in the total illumination
evaluated by the meter.

ing racing scenes of this kind with
satisfaction ? — H.W.V., Freeport,
Grand Bahama Island.

A.— For

a Hollywood major pro¬

duction, the effect of an action
picture on a television set would
be produced by “matting-in” the
image by means of one of the
traveling matte processes, which
is probably the only way that you
can satisfactorily accomplish it,
too. However, if you can so revise
your script so that the shot of the
TV set with the live-action color
program only appears in closeup
in the film frame, it is likely that
you can obtain a fair color image
of the program material directly
off the TV tube. You may have to
make several takes, altering your
exposure, and choose the best from
the final print results.

Q.—/

have a scene scheduled for
a color picture which requires in¬
clusion of a television set with a
color TV program in progress.
Production is in 35mm color neg¬
ative. What methods are necessary
to create the described effect?
Also,

scenes

I have shot

of

Answering your

second

ques¬

tion, use of a gyro on your camera
might tend to minimize some of
the bumpy results that usually
accompany shooting from a fastmoving car. Inquire of Camera
Equipment Company, Inc., New
York, about the camera gyro.

"

Notice To Subscribers

IF YOUR SUBSCRIPTION EXPIRES NOW
You’ll save money by renewing same at once! American Cinema¬
tographer’s subscription rates go to $5.00 per year (U.S., Canada,
and Mexico), and the single copy price to 50^, beginning with the
January, 1963 issue.

Work prints—Timed Prints
Color to Color prints—A & B roll prints
Color to B & W prints—Fades-Dissolves
Dupe Negative—Multiple prints
Raw stock—Fastex service
Loop printing

Subscriptions renewed on or before December 30,
1962, will be accepted at the current rate—$4-.00
per year, U.S., Canada and Mexico; $5.00 yearly,
foreign and Pan-American Union. Use enclosed

Write for complete information

postage-paid subscription card for your renewal.
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j^EVER IN THE HISTORY

Filming The First
Cinerama Feature
Once considered a cumbersome freak, the
triple-lensed

ultra-widescreen

Cinerama

camera proved as versatile as a Mitchell
BNC in photographing tricky scenes for
George Pal’s “The Wonderful World of the
Brothers Grimm.”

By

HERB

A.

LIGHTMAN

CINEMATOGRAPHER Paul Vogel, ASC, (right) measures light beside
actress Yvette Mimieux as Producer-director George Pol rehearses scene
before the Cinerama camera at left. In backgound is fabulous castle
of Neuschwanstein in Germany, locale of filming.

of motioii pictures has a

camera experienced such varied adventure as
did the fabulous 3-lensed genius that photographed
■‘The Wonderful World of the Brothers Grimm,”
hrst dramatic, story-telling motion picture in the
Cinerama process.
It was mounted on a sled so that it would glide
smoothly over the bumpy, cobble-stoned streets of
Rothenberg, Germany, following actors Laurence
Harvey and Karl Boehm as they took a morning
constitutional for the film.
It virtually stood on its head beneath a horsedrawn coach to photograph, close up, the running
hooves of a spirited team of horses as seen from
actor Russ Tamblyn’s point of view.
Mounted in a giant drum framework, it took a
careening course down a hillside to give film audi¬
ences some idea of how the same fall down a hill
affects a fallee—again, Russ Tamblyn. And it
embarked upon a precarious crossing over the old¬
est steel bridge in Germany for some unusually
spectacular footage for the picture.
Until Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer joined forces with
Cinerama to produce entertainment films in this
ultra-widescreen process, the Cinerama camera had
been utilized mostly in photographing footage for
some five feature-length travelogues. Today, the
camera has come of age and takes its place along
with other production cameras, although with some

THE CINERAMA camera is being prepared far a precarious dolly shot
over the oldest steel bridge in Germany, for a novel scene for “The
Wonderful World of the Brothers Grimm,” first feature-length Cinerama
production.

slight edge over some of them.
“I enjoy working with the Cinerama camera,”
said Paul Vogel, ASC, who directed the photog¬
raphy for “The Wonderful World of the Brothers
Grimm.” “While Cinerama is a much more diffi¬
cult process than other ultra-widescreen systems,
particularly because of the limitations it introduces
in the placement of lights for shooting interiors, 1
like Cinerama because of the freedom it gives to
improvise. It keeps you right on your toes.”
Before Vogel began filming “The Brothers
Grimm,” he had been assigned, along with several
other directors of photography, to photograph seg¬
ments of M-G-M’s “How The West Was Won”—
actually the studio’s first Cinerama production from
point of starting date. Wlien the studio decided
to produce '“The Brothers Grimm” in the same
process, Vogel was elected to shoot it and he ac¬
companied producer George Pal to Germany to
scout locations.
Earlier, he had investigated the Cinerama process,
studied a number of the Cinerama travelogues from
the screen, and then set out to make a series of
photographic tests with the monstrous three-lensed
camera. (For a more detailed description of the
camera, see “And Now . . . Cinerama,” Amer.
Cinematographer, Nov. 1952, pp. 480; also, “Cine¬
rama Goes Dramatic,” Amer. Cinematographer,
Jan. 1962, pp. 28. Briefly, it is three cameras in

CINERAMA camera being
for

unusual

shot

peers beneath

mounted

simulating

coach

during

Princess back to the castle.

in

inverted position beneath coach

the view of

Russ

Tamblyn

(right), as

its rough-and-tumble journey bearing

he
the

one in that three separate 35mm negatives run
tlirough the camera vertically past three 27mm
lenses which, together, cover the system’s 143°x55°
aspect ratio and, singly, record one-third of the scene
on a frame of each negative.-—ED.)
Perhaps the major problem in Cinerama photog¬
raphy, Vogel explains, is lighting and composing
scenes to eliminate or at least minimize the blend
lines on the screen. This results because of the three
separate strips of film used to record a scene; but
experience has shown that certain expediencies
properly employed can almost eliminate entirely
the objectionable lines in Cinerama scenes. Vogel
tackled the problem in some instances by planning
camera set-ups so the blend lines would be obscured
by carefully placed vertical shadows or by strong
vertical lines in the set construction. Thus door
jambs, wall panels, hanging tapestries, etc., served
to camouflage any lines of demarcation between the
picture segments. When shooting exteriors, trees,
shaded areas, the edges of buildings, etc., served a
similar purpose.
Tbe unusual optics of the Cinerama system pro¬
duced other problems in relation to the blend-lines.
For example, whenever an actor crossed from one
panel to another it was necessary to set all three
lenses for the exact distance of the point of cross¬
ing—otherwise, strange effects resulted. If focus
Continued on Page 560

HERE the Cinerama camera is mounted on a wooden sled so that it can
glide smoothly (?) over the bumpy, cobblestone streets of
Two

sound

technicians

“fishpole” booms.

walking

on

either

side

carry

Rothenburg.

microphones on

^HE

EARLIEST

REFERENCES

to

traveling

matte

processes are patent applications in the U. S. A.
by F, D, Williams in 1918 for a monochrome
process, and by J. A. Ball in 1927 for a Techni¬
color process.^ Since then, much work has been
done in other countries in developing matte proc¬
esses and today, there are five dominant traveling
matte systems used by the various motion picture
studios here and abroad.

A

FAMILIAR

TRICK

effect

achieved

with

the

traveling

matte

process:

enabling one person to play a twin role, with the actors shown pass¬
ing before one another.

(Photo courtesy R.

L. Hoult.)

TRAVELING
MATTE
SYSTEMS
The four principal methods in

The basic purpose of the matte process is to
achieve scenes which combine action filmed in one
location with backgrounds filmed in another. The
foreground action, filmed separately is combined
v/ith a background scene which has been or will be
photographed elsewhere.
Usually the action is photographed on a sound
stage before a plain backing. This is then com¬
bined with the background with the aid of the travel¬
ing matte and the optical printer.
In a simple example, a composite image such
as described is made up of two separate component
images. One is called the “background”; consid¬
ered separately, it encompasses the full picture area.
The other image is called the “foreground,” and
occupies only certain parts of the picture area. The
composite shows the full foreground image and only
those portions of the background image which are
not covered by the superimposed foreground image.
The traveling matte employed in the compositing
process is a series of silhouette images of an object
on a strip of film, and is presented in two tones only
—usally black and white. The silhouette image or
matte is used during printing to mask that portion
of the background image which it is intended to
replace by the foreground image.^

use today briefly described.

538

In many respects the process is as simple as
stated. Excellent results, however, require a cer-

BLUE SCREEN SYSTEM

Utilizes backing painted blue or illuminated with blue light; re¬
quires both male and female mattes; standard lighting and
camera equipment.

COLOR DIFFERENCE SYSTEM

A modification of the Blue Screen system which differs from
the latter chiefly in the technique of manipulating the film
separations in the optical printer. Camera, lights and film required
are all standard.

ULTRAVIOLET SYSTEM

Backing is colorless and translucent and transmits ultraviolet
energy. Requires special lighting, use of filters, and Technicolor
or other beam-splitter camera.

INFRARED SYSTEM

Involves use of a rear-illuminated translucent screen or a black
nylon velvet backing. Technicolor or other beam-splitter camera
and filtered illumination.

SODIUM LAMP SYSTEM

Utilizes a special yellow backing, and Technicolor
beam-splitter camera fitted with special prism.
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INFRARED IS BUT one of the five major traveling
matte
tratecf

processes
here

now

to

show

in general
the

use.

principle of

It is illusthe three

processes which use dual-film cameras. With the
infrared process, subject in foreground is lit with
minus-infrared
illuminated

illumination

with

while

plus-infrared

background
rays.

is

Beam¬

splitter in dual-film camera at left separates and
diverts the +IR and -|R images to their respec¬
tive negatives.

tain degree of co-ordination between the photog¬
raphy of foreground and background, and the cine¬
matographer must be acquainted with the particular
limitations imposed by the matte system employed.
Equally important is properly equipped and skilled
personnel in the optical effects department.
Scope and Restrictions
There is considerable latitude and few restric¬
tions in the use of the newer matte systems. The
background and foreground scenes may both be in
sharp focus since they are photographed separately.
Color balance between background and foreground
can be controlled in the printing. The scope is
nearly unlimited and the backing may be as large
as desired. The foreground subject mattei is rela¬
tively unrestricted too, and may contain smoke,
loose hair, transparent objects, liquids, rapid motion,
and a complete range of colors. There are certain
limitations regarding mirror-like surfaces and in
most cases the camera m.ust remain stationary.
Although each of the matte systems described here
is primarily concerned with color photogiaphy, all

quire a special camera. These are described latei.
The Blue Screen and the Color Difference matte
systems require only a single film and may be used
with any standard camera.
The Blue Screen System
The early matte systems used a blue backing.
This system is generally called the “blue screen”
or “blue backing” matte process. The backing may
be a blue painted canvas or it may be a rear illu¬
minated blue translucent screen. The rear illu¬
minated screen is preferred as it results in better
separations. The camera uses a single coloi nega¬
tive exposed by both the action and the backing.
The Blue Screen system has the usual limitations
inherent in the use of male and female mattes
which must exactly fit each other as well as the
foreground. The female is required to cover that
area occupied by the blue backing. This system is
characterized by the occasional occurrence of a blue
fringe bordering foreground objects. The fringe is
caused by lack of registration and by transparent
Continued on

Page 567

may be used for black-and-white.
The Matte

EXAMPLE

A common consideration in all matte systems is
the forming of the matte. The matte, a black sil¬
houette of the foreground action, is used to pre¬
vent exposure in the action area during the print¬
ing in” of the background scene. The fact that this
opaque silhouette is itself on film and the silhouette
pattern changes its shape from frame to frame has
resulted in the name “traveling matte.” The for¬
mation of the matte was one of the princijial diffi¬

OF

CLOSEUP

made

by

the

traveling

matte

process.

The

"squeeze” effect is due to the anamorphic lens used in the photography
(the print being made directly from the 35mm negative).

Photo courtesy

R. L. Hoult.)

culties of the process in the past, and each of the
various systems that have evolved has been an at¬
tempt to produce a better matte or to produce a
good matte with less work. The matte must be a
good silhouette of adequate density and it must be
of exactly the proper size and in perfect registra¬
tion to prevent “outlining” or “fringing,” which
otherwise would spoil the illusion.
Some of the matte systems use two films and re¬
539
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Doubling In Brass
A veteran cinematographer undertakes the dual as¬
signment of directing and photographing “Elodia,”
feature-length film shot entirely in Puerto Rico.

JOSEPH BRUN, New York cinematographer, pre-lit oil
location interiors for "Elodia," so he could direct the
picture unhampered

by

any

photographic

or light¬

ing problems during shooting.

^^J^OUBLING

brass”—an

IN

old theatrical term

once generally applied to anyone who per¬
formed dual roles or played two or more instru¬
ments alternately in the orchestra—is a fit descrip¬
tion of the assignment 1 recently completed for pro¬
ducer Fred Pressburger. As if photographing a
major production on location was not task enough,
1 also directed it.

It was my first experience as a combination di¬
rector and cinematographer. “Elodia,” the picture’s
title, which is also the name of the heroine, is a
fiction yarn about sugar cane cutters and fishermen
in a Central American locale. Subbing for this locale
was a small village in Puerto Rico, which we selected
following a lengthy search for realistic tropical
backgrounds against which to stage the story action.
I had chosen two talented but relatively unknown
New York actors for the principal roles: Irene
Luisa Gamleil as “Elodia,” and Michael Crawford.
English-speaking Puerto Rican actors from local
television stations and native sugar cane cutters and
hshermen supplied the background cast.
I brought along to the location my operative
cameraman Sol Negrin and sound recordist Addison
Tice, both from New York. Eor the rest of my
crew, I used local Puerto Rican technicians. These I
personnally trained in our modern production meth¬
ods, as I had promised the Puerto Rico government

ACTION!—Dramatic
izes

much

of

photographed

the

action
story

entirely

on

character¬

of

“Elodia,”

location

in

Puerto Rico. These three photos depict
some of the action scenes in the pic¬
ture, the direction of which proved a
rewarding experience for Joseph Brun.
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I would do. Before starting production, we spent
two weeks rehearsing the actors and training the
young men who had been selected to serve as elec¬
tricians, grips, boom men, property men, script
clerk, etc. Most of our actors, incidentally, had never
before worked in a motion picture and none of the
technicians had ever worked on a full-scale feature
production.
The period of training and rehearsals was done
with all the required production equipment lights
and related accessories, grip equipment, and cam¬
eras. In some instances, scenes were actually photo¬
graphed to test results of moving camera shots—
although I knew in advance that not a foot of the
film would be used in the picture. Nevertheless,
results of these tests were screened and analyzed,
and then we started production. It was a thrilling
and encouraging experience to model new talents,
to form and shape the techniques of eager, dedicated
young people who ardently believe in oui art. For
they are the heart and soul of a new generation of

TYPICAL OF location interiors is this native shack, locale of important
dramatic

daring film makers.

action

in

“Elodia."

Limited

floor

space

in

such

locations

made lighting from overhead the general rule.

For the director-cinematographer, the most im¬
portant problem he faces is: Which is most iniportant, the photography or the direction? The di¬
rector must of necessity, once shooting begins, be
relieved of responsibilities inherent in the physical
aspects of photography, i.e., lighting procedures, ex¬
posure, physical composition, details of camera
technique, set dressing, etc. His mind must be free
of all physical preoccupation in order that he may
devote his time to counselling and guiding the actors
and helping them interpret the film story. Thus a
procedure had to be found that would afford me
this absolute freedom. The answer was in totally
pre-lighting the sets and utilizing a completely flex¬
ible m.obile camera.

levant and comprehensive must be the cooperation
between the two in the course of producing a film.
Understandably, there could be a tendency, or
even a compulsion, for the Director of Photography
to give full freedom to his aspirations for photo¬
graphic achievement. The dual responsibility to
which I was entrusted could easily have become a
unique opportunity to display all my photoContinued on Page 572

NARROW
the

ALUMINUM track,

means for making

readily

effective

set

moving

up

on

any terrain,

provided

camera shots. Camera, at far

end, is mounted on base v/hich travels easily over the metal track.

Most of the interiors for this story consisted of
narrow shacks — actual native structures
and a
huge sugar cane refinery. In pre-lighting these lo¬
cation interiors, all lighting components were hung
from the ceiling. Lighting equipment was entirely
eliminated from the floors in order to provide
maximum camera mobility during shooting and fast
changes in set-ups. By thus lighting and checking
all location sets, inevitable last-minute corrections
so often encountered in the studio, were virtually
eliminated. Because every moving camera shot was
carefully rehearsed, the actual production takes
went as smoothly as any made on a studio sound
stage.
When all the pre-shooting preparation had been
completed, I was able to approach the task of direc¬
tion with the indispensable freedom of mind I be¬
lieve is so necessary. As we progressed with the
production, I was Director of Photography morn¬
ings, and Screen Director in the afternoon. If
nothing else, this experience revealed to me how re¬
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SHARP NEGATIVES rate crisp, clear prints. Otherwise, you’re throwing away
good money, no matter how much you’re “saving” on prints. Moral: Go Eastman all
the way—negative and print-stock. And in the case of questions—production,
processing, projection —always get in touch with Eastman Technical Service.

For further information, please write or phone; Motion Picture Film Department,
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y. Or-for the purchase of film:
W. J. German, Inc. Agents for the sale and distribution of Eastman Professional
Film for Motion Pictures and TV, Fort Lee, N.J., Chicago, III., Hollywood, Calif.

MAJOR

IN-PLANT

pictured

above,

motion

picture

ultimately will

departments,

determine

the

like

Aerojet-General's

practical

use

of

16mm

color negative for their productions on the basis of the color definition
required

in

the

release

prints.

Is 16MM Color Negative The Answer?
If you have anticipated that a 16mm color negative would provide a short¬
cut to lower cost production of 16mm color prints, this report of one film
laboratory’s tests and its comparisons of print results from

16mm

color

negative with that of 35mm color may settle some questions for you.

CiNCE

PUBLISHING

“What Shall We Put In The

Camera?” in our December, 1961, issue, there
have been some interesting developments in the use
of 16mm color films. Eastman Kodak Company re¬
luctantly placed on the market a 16mm color nega¬
tive. And experiments by some 16mm professionals
in utilizing the relatively new Kodachrome II color
reversal film led to some interesting conclusions.
All of which should be of interest to photographers
and producers of 16mm industrial, in-plant, and
documentary films. Concluding our December article
was the statement:

.
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^'Sixteen millimeter negative has many excel¬
lent uses: filming sports events, recording ex¬
periments, time-and-motion study, and certain
types of continuity production. It is not recom¬
mended ivliere considerable editing will be re¬
quired, A&B roll effects are wanted or many
release prints must be ordered. For profession¬
al production leading to 16mm B&W release.

16mm Ektachrome or 16mm B&W reversal,
or 35mm B&W negative is recommended.”
The introduction of Eastman Color 16mm nega¬
tive sparked considerable interest among profes¬
sional film makers, who for years had anticipated
that such a film would greatly simplify the making
of multiple prints of 16mm color productions, and
at considerably less cost than when 35mm color
negative is used in the camera.
General Film Laboratories, in Hollywood, was
among the several major film laboratories in the
U.S. which tested the new 16mm color negative.
Early this year, GeneraPs technical staff received
test rolls of the negative and began exposure and
printing tests. Some of the test materials were ex¬
posed and printed under the supervision of Kodak
technical men; others, in cooperation with General’s
local film-producer customers. The results were re¬
ported at length in the March and April issues of
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Rewind, General Film’s free monthly publication.
The major attraction of a 16mm color negative,
the Rewind report points out, is cost. ‘Tt is natural
to assume that if you can shoot a negative material
in the camera and make prints directly from it,
costs should be lower and quality should be better.”
Prints made directly from the color negative
should have good definition and color, says GFL s
technical men, and a positive print stock is priced
by the manufactrer considerably lower than reversal
color stocks. But, they remind us, there is more to
it than this. First there is the “ultimate quality”
question: How will the 16mm results compare with
35mm?
Under the same exposure conditions, General’s
lab men say, 16mrri negative cannot provide the
same results as 35mm negative; the same relation¬
ship holds in color as in black-and-white. In the
new Eastman Color stocks, both the 35mm and
16mm widths are slit from the same material.
Therefore the grain size is the same in each, but
the ratio of grain-to-picture is in favor of 35mm,
simply because the picture taking area in the latter
is approximately six times larger than in 16mm.
Given professional exposure in both sizes, the
35mm contact print. General Lab points out, will
be notably better than the 16mm color contact
print. And, as is true in black-and-white, the 16mm
print which evolved from 35mm negative—given
professional handling — will be better than the
16mm print which evolved from the 16mm original.
Starting with this same difference between the
two film sizes in the grain-to-area relationship,
16mm negative cannot go through intermediate
printing stages as satisfactorily as 35mm., accoid-

BECAUSE MOST BUSINESS FILM production today is in color, with the
release

prints

in

16mm,

many

industrial

film

producers

have

looked

forward to advent of 16mm color negative, hopeful it would materially
reduce print costs. (Photo below, courtesy of American Wallboard Asso¬
ciation, shows scene being filmed for its new institutional film, “Time

IN
are

EDUCATIONAL
substantial,

medium

used

according to a

FILM production, where

35mm

color

the

camera

in

negative
when

will

prints

release

print

continue

to

are

to

be

requirements
be

in

the

major

16mm

color,

major laboratory survey.

ing to the Rewind report. In each case, it points out,
some degradation takes place at each printing stage.
But 35mm will stand more printing generations
than 16mm. Thus, a 35mm color print which re¬
sulted from the camera negative/master-positive/
dupe negative process will hold screen quality more
successfully than a 16mm print that started from a
16mm negative and evolved through the same series
of stages. This is true in 16mm black-and-white, the
report emphasizes, and its bound to be true in
16mm color.
Report of General’s Tests

In the continuation of this report {Rewind for
April, 1962) General’s technical staff revealed the
results of the tests they had conducted earlier with
the 16mm color negative. The very extensive tests,
they said, were conducted to determine the compara¬
tive quality of the eventual picture on the screen,
using the various available materials and methods
and keeping an eye on comparative costs. These
tests were photographed for the laboratory by three
independent film production companies in the Hol¬
lywood area, and included exposures of similar
subject matter on 1) 16mm Ektachrome Type 7255;
2) 16mm color negative Type 7251; and 3) 35mm
color negative Type 5251. After processing, the three
negatives

were

printed

by

the

several

possible

methods.
First, according to the report, comparisons were
made of the prints made direct (contact-printed)
from the processed originals:
1. 16mm Kodachrome prints (5269) from ]6mm
Ektachrome (7255).
2. 16mm color positive

prints

(7358)

from

16mm color negative (7251).
Continued on Page 566
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of the motion picture camera is
in the field of the Schlieren test—
a scientific procedure which enables engineers to determine the
effects of air streams on an object
moving at ultra-high speed. The
test method, discovered long be¬
fore advent of the space age, is
now a highly important adjunct to
the designing and engineering of
anything that is to travel in outer
space.
The test takes its name from
the German scientist who discovered in the late 19th Century
that variations in the density of
air will cause light rays to be refracted or “bent.” Objects travelling through the earth’s atmos¬
phere at high speeds are subjected
to variations in air density and to
the resultant shock waves which
ap])ly fluctuating pressures to all
POSITION
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exposed surfaces of the object. In
the development of supersonic jet
aircraft and missiles it is import¬
ant to predetermine precisely what
would be the effects of these vary¬
ing pressures on different types of
space craft when hurtling through
space at speeds well beyond the
sound barrier. Such pressures long

How Marquardt Corporation utilizes motion picture cam¬
eras to record the results of Schlieren tests performed in the
field with its new portable testing units.
By

D A R R I N

'JpuE GLAMOUR THAT usually sur¬
rounds theatrical and TV film
photography obscures to a great ex¬
tent the useful and often vital
achievements th at are accom])lished with motion picture cam¬
eras in other fields. The fact is,
however, that more motion picture
cameras and more motion picture
film are being used today in non¬
theatrical fields than in the pro¬
duction of entertainment films.
Today, there is hardly an in¬
dustrial organization in the U.S.
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SCOT
doing research for or in actual
production on space-age hardware
that doesn’t use motion picture
photography in some phase of its
pre-production testing and re¬
search. ^ ery often this photogra])hic work is highly classified,
which explains the lack of pub¬
licity it receives and why the valu¬
able scientific and technical con¬
tributions made with m.otion pic¬
ture photography are not so gen¬
erally known.
One of the notable applications

TO OBTAIN slow-mofion movies of ice crystal forma¬
tion, two
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&

magazines were
engineers.
boresighted
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were

j

have been simulated in wind tun¬
nel tests, but now motion picture
photography has been made a part
of the Schlieren test procedure to
provide visual records for de¬

Too often an after-thought, the titles of a picture should

tailed study.
The in-plant motion picture de¬
partment of the Marquardt Cor¬
poration of Van Nuys, California,
producers of supersonic propul¬
sion systems, is credited with de¬
veloping a lightweight, porta,ble
unit for conducting the critical
Schlieren test in the field.
In

"OA, Yes-The Titles"

Schlieren

testing,

receive as much attention and planning as any other phase
of the production.
T'here are

16mm

film

producers who bring their latest film to

^ the laboratory for final services, and spend days meticulously
going over every detail of editing, narration, music, etc., to arrive
L the best possible result in the finished product. This is good,

parallel

rays of light formed by a complex
of lenses and mirrors are projected
through a minute slot located at
one end of a wind tunnel. At the
far end of the tunnel a “block” is
positioned to hold back most of
this light beam, so that an image
picked up on a ground-glass-andlens system mounted in front of
the block appears as a slender sil¬
houette surrounded by a thin line
of light. A model of the aircraft
or missile being tested is mounted
within the tunnel. When it is sub¬
jected to a shock wave or pressure
that changes the density of the air
sur rounding it, the light beam
bends slightly. A more dense com¬
pression of air causes the beam to
bend down so that it appears
fainter. An evacuated area bends
the light up, making it appear
brighter. With the Marquardt port-

and they always turn out a professional job
but they
whole bit on the way out the door when they turn and say.
the way, on the first and second scenes give me a couple oi
print titles. You know, like the show title on the first scene
client’s name on the second, then credit the cameraman on

t e
Oh, by
double¬
and the
the last

scene just before the end title.
,11
j
1
Then, there’s the other type who comes to the lab and spends
about two days on such things as title style, type faces, back¬
grounds, effects, length to the exact frame, and winds up with
about the most elaborate title specs ever seen. When the answei
print is made you see why

there isn t anything to spea

o

e

tween the opening and closing titles.
Extreme? Sure—but both examples have occurred m the past
and will probably occur again in the future.
gm—we aren’t trying to pick the muddle path either. As stated
above, ‘^titles are an integral part of the motion picture^ and should
receive just as much attention and planning as any other phase of
the production.”
In many instances, the choice of titling style and its execution
can actually improve and further the continuity of the entire film
but not without careful pre-planning. For the most part, titling
Continued on Page 558

Continued on Page 552
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TITLER ADAPTATION by engineers at U.S. Civil Engineering

Calif

enabled them to mount Mitchell 16 camera on titler originally

such as the
plate

Bolex, Cine Special, E-K KlOO, B&H

normally stays

mounted on the Mitcl e'.l

Filmo

and

is

and

slipped

Arri
in o

Lab at Port Hueneme,
designed for cameras
I6s and 35s. The top
the adaptor assembly

as required.
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READ ANY GOOD
SO YOU’RE GONNA SHOOT NEW^S-

etc.) ; Wide Angle Witchcraft; Selling

FILM. By Leo W illette. Published by
Television News Direetors Associa¬
tion. Distributed by Leo W illette,
1024 Rampart St., New Orleans,
Louisiana. 6^/_^xl0 in. 56 pages.
$1.25.

Your Story; How Much Eilm To
Shoot; The Running Gag; Watch The

Don’t let the small page content of
this book mislead you. If you are

^^HERE REMAINS A

number of impor-

tant hooks to be written on the
techniques of cinematography and
about motion picture film production
on the professional level. A comprehen¬
sive treatise on set lighting for motion
pictures, and a volume on the pro¬
fessional, step-by-step procedures of
film production as practiced in the
major film centers of the world are
just two we can think of.
To date, a great many hooks have
heen written that deal generally with
cinematography and other phases of
making motion pictures. Almost all of
these contain sufficient information to
justify adding them to your technical
bookshelf. Ten such books were re¬
viewed briefly i)i our December, 1957,
issue (“ Ten Good Books of Cinemato¬
graphic Knowledge,” by Frederick
Foster.) From among the many books
that have since come to the editor’s
desk ten, which are considered of
sufficient value to student as well as
professional cinematographers and film
makers, have been selected for brief
de.scription here.
Films For Television
Because television newscasts today
consist substantially of filmed news
events, more attention is now being
paid to the quality of news film photo¬
graphy; skills in this field are being
refined and standardized. Therefore,
we have selected and recommend for
reading two books that deal specifically
with this comparatively new field of
motion picture photography. The first
is:
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“gonna” (going to) shoot newsfilm, or
are already doing so as an avocation,
there is much down-to-earth advice
and guidance in this book, written by
Leo ^ illette, a working news camera¬
man for \^’WL-TV, New Orleans.
“The object of this book is simple,”
the author states in the opening chap¬
ter—“to acquaint the ‘stringer,’ staf¬
fer, film editor and news director with
a few concepts and techniques which
should produce better newsfilm.”
As the book points out, not all
newsfilm is good newsfilm. A frustrat¬
ing percentage of filmed news stories
that cross an editor’s desk isn’t even
airworthy. Among the faults that mar
TV newsreel footage or complete stories
are: camera shakiness; lack of con¬
tinuity—no story line; lack of editorial
devices such as cutaways, etc.; over¬
panning, and under-thinking.
V illette explains how these faults
can be overcome and describes the
steps in terse sentences, devoid of ex¬
cess verbiage so that the reader can
get the gist without wading through a
lot of prose.
Other chapters deal with such im¬
portant topics as: Shoot The People—•
First! (The story is only as good as
the human equation, the author points
out.) Out Of Frame; Into Frame; The
Match Cut; Over-The-Shoulder Shots;
Composition;
Consistent
Exposure;
Poop Sheet (The information fur¬
nished by the cameraman in writing
along with the film, enabling the editor
to piece together the words and pic¬
tures of the news footage) ; Scene,
Sequence, or Shot?; Courtroom Shoot¬
ing; Cropping In The Camera; Pitfalls and Practices in the Elements
(such as rain, extremely cold weather.

Background; When Not To Shoot at
24 fps.; The Einal Shot.
A typical paragraph: “The burning
down of an empty house rnay be good
footage. But a similar blaze in which
a family is forced to flee with only a
handful of possessions is a human
story. This also applies to an accident.
Should an earth-mover topple down a
steep embankment at a construction
site, it is far less newsworthy than
scenes showing rescue attempts toward
freeing the trapped man.”
And the second book in this cate¬
gory:
TELEVISION NEWS

REPORTING.

By the staff of CBS News. Published
by McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc., 330 West 42nd St., New York
36, N.Y. 61/4 X 81/4 in. 182 pages.
$5.75.
Step by step, the staff of CBS News
takes the reader through every phase
of putting a news show on the air,
giving in complete detail the techniques
they have tried and proved successful
under actual broadcasting conditions.
Although there is something in every
chapter of this book that vitally con¬
cerns the TV newsfilm photographer,
two chapters—8 and 9—are pertinent
to the cameraman’s role in video newsfilm production. A typical paragraph:
“A cameraman’s job is not an easy
one. To get the best out of a story,
he must literally be all over the place
to see everything that is going on,
and to record it on film. When cov¬
ering a flood story, for instance,
there are a hundred possible ways
to tell the story but only a few ‘best’
ways. There must be wide shots to
give an idea of the breadth of the
damage. These must be held long
enough to allow the viewer to take
it all in, but there must be sub¬
sequent closer shots of particular
points of interest in the larger scene.
Eor example, the addition of a closeup shot of water pounding against a
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BOOKS LATELY... ?
There's nothing like authoritative books to supply answers
when problems are encountered in planning or photographing a
motion picture. Here are ten recommended volumes, each worthy of
a place on any film maker's bookshelf.

dike helps to give some idea of the
power behind this natural disaster.
Throughout, the reader is given ex¬
pert guidance in operating the news¬
room, getting the story, filming the
news, scripting and editing, handling
equipment, solving problems of time
and expense. You are shown tested oncamera methods covering all stages of
the actual telecast, the opening and the
close, the news body, weather seg¬
ments, even the commercials. You’ll
find scores of case histories from the
CBS news files, plus a wealth of sample
scripts, sets, and formats that are
known to boost audience and sponsor
appeal.
Still another book dealing with films
and television is:
ELECTRONIC MOTION PICTURES.
By Albert Abramson. Published by
University of California Press, Ber¬
keley 4, Calif. 6x9 in. 212 pages.
$5.00.
This is not a new book. It was first
published in 1955. At that time specu¬
lation was rife that the television
camera would replace the motion pic¬
ture camera. While this has not hap¬
pened in the intervening seven years,
there is much of technical interest in
the closing chapters of this book that
gives the volume importance as a refer¬
ence book for the motion picture
cameraman and technician. This is be¬
cause the science of television film re¬
cording has endured to become a per¬
manent and usefid one in the business
of producing material for television
programming.
Abramson’s study analyzes the past
and future developments of the elec¬
tronic camera and their possible effect
on motion pictures. He purports to
show the limitations of the mechanical
(film) camera’s performance, and ex¬

plains the difference between the me¬
chanical motion picture camera and
the eleetronic television camera. Con¬
cluding the profusely illustrated vol¬
ume is a seven-page glossary of terms.
Scientific Cinematography
The era of high-speed aviation and
space-age vehicles has drawn heavily
on motion picture cameras and photo¬
graphic techniques. Today, more cam¬
eras and more motion picture film are
used in scientific and instrumentation
photography than are used in the pro¬
duction of entertainment films, includ¬
ing those for television. Reports follow
on two books recently published in
these fields:
ENGINEERING AND SCIENTIFIC
IIIGIt-SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY.
By William G. Hyzer. Published by
The Macmillan Company, 60 Fifth
Ave., New York 11, N.Y.
in. 536 pages. $15.00.
This is a practical working hand¬
book that describes, step-by-step, the
procedures and principles of high¬
speed photography. For research en¬
gineers and scientists who need photo¬
graphic records of their findings, and
for photographers who specialize in
quantitative work, this book brings to¬
gether in understandable terms infor¬
mation about the techniques, the po¬
tentialities, and the advantages of high
speed photography for scientific uses.
It is also an excellent guide for photo¬
graphers contemplating establishing an
independent utility to render engineer¬
ing and scientific motion picture ser¬
vices commercially to companies not
so equipped.
This working reference includes in¬
formation on procedures for operating
commercially available high-speed
cameras and on

techniques for record¬

ing and interpreting various phenom¬
ena—machine components, self-lumi¬
nous events, ballistics, explosives and
oscilloscope images.
Profusely illustrated, the book con¬
tains halftones and line drawings show¬
ing instruments, cameras, techniques
and results, plus many tables, curves
and nomographs. It covers all phases of
scientific photography related to high¬
speed recording, the important subject
of data reduction, and step-by-step in¬
structions for the analysis of photo¬
graphic records.
Author Hyzer is a consultant re¬
search engineer in the fields of photoinstrnmentation and general scientific
investigation to nationally known in¬
dustrial organizations. ‘’There is as
yet,” he states, “no profession that
truly can be called ‘photo-instrumenta¬
tion engineering.’ Nevertheless, the
ever-increasing importance of ])hotography as a scientific and technological
tool will eventually result in more
widespread recognition of this field un¬
til it assumes full status as an engineer¬
ing profession.”
PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIFTH IN¬
TERN.4TI0NAL CONGRESS ON
HIGH-SPEED PHOTOGR.4PHY.
Edited by J. S. Courtney-Pratt, B.
E., Sc. D. Cantab, of Bell Telephone
Laboratories. Published by Society
of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers, 55 If est 42nd St., Neiv
5 ork 36, N. I . O^/oxlD/^ m. 584
pages. $30.00.
This impressive volume contains lOd
technical papers, 7 summaries and 5
al)stracts arranged under the following
subject heads: Flash Light Souices,
Photographic ^Materials and Optical
Components; Electronic Shutters;
Flash X-Ray; Unusual Techniques;
Continued on Next Page
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covers, often through mistakes.”

READ ANY GOOD BOOKS LATELY?

EARNING MONEY
8/16 MM MOVIE

Continued from Preceding Page

Stereo: Sjtectra and Micro Studies;
Streak Cameras; Multiple Frame Cam¬
eras; Applications: Ballistics; Appli¬
cations: Industry and Biology; Values
and Problems in High-speed Photo¬
graphy; Survey Papers; Systems for
Control and Analysis and Flow Dy¬
namics. All papers are in English, with
abstracts in French and Cerman.
“There is no doubt about the im¬
portance of high-speed photography,”
the author states in the Foreword. “The
first step in any scientific investigation
is to find out what is happening and
how it is happening, for without this
we cannot go on to find out why it is
happening. Photography is probably
the most valuable means we have for
this purpose.”
Cinematography
The ensuing reports are on books
directly related to narrative motion
picture production:
HOW TO SHOOT A MOVIE STORY.
Hr Arthur L. Gaskill and David A.
Englander. Morgan cV Morgan, Inc.,
Publishers, New York, N. i . 5x7 in.
135 pages. Paperback, $1.95. Hard
cover, $3.50.
“How To Shoot A Alovie Story”
based on the authors’ popular title,
“The Technique of Pictorial Continu¬
ity,” is brought up to date with the
latest material, ineluding work with
zoom lenses, and trucking and dolly
shots. It is set in brand new easy-toread type, in a convenient new page
size and is full illustrated with step-bystep photographs and line drawings.
Picture sequences illustrate such tech¬
niques as The Re-establishing Shot,
Matching Action, and Cut-in and Cut¬
away shots. Although originally writ¬
ten as a guide for serious amateur
movie makers, the techniques set forth
in this book are based on established
professional practices and apply equal¬
ly to the photography and production
of features, TV films, commercials,
documentaries, and industrial films.
THE ABCs OE LIGHTING. By Lou
lacobs, Jr. Published by American
Photographic Book Publishing Co.,
Inc., New York 23, N. Y. 5x8 in.
117 pages. $2.50.
Although written primarily for users
of still cameras, such as the popular
reflex and 35mm, there is much in
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this book that can benefit the student
cinematographer, in-plant cameraman,
and others to whom lighting interiors
for cinematography is still a complex
undertaking.

WITH YOUR
CAMERA. By

Karl Barleben. Published by the
Chilton Company, 56th and Chest¬
nut Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa. 7^/^x5
in. 127 pages. $1.95. (paperback
edition.)

lighting

Today’s professional 16mm camera¬

examples, there are 11 chapters that
deal with lighting elements and tech¬
niques ranging from exposure meter
readings, lighting with Hoods, avail¬

men are, in many cases, former ama¬
teur movie makers who realized an
ambition to shoot movies for money.
This book is devoted to presenting
ideas and some basic suggestions for
those who would become free-lance
motion picture cameramen. Although
the book’s title suggests it is aimed at
the amateur movie maker, it is actual¬

Profusely

illustrated

with

able light and lighting for special ef¬
fects.
“There are lighting tricks,” says the
author, “but ])robably no more light¬
ing secrets. Everything seems to have
been tried before, and probably pub¬
lished, and you may have studied the
results. Vet the fundamentals remain
secrets to you until they are tested and
adapted to your own needs and tech¬
niques. . . . Lighting practice, though
complex, has a built-in simplicity
which comes from experience. The
‘tricks’ are merely shortcuts one dis-

FOUNT OF FACTS
WE'RE PREJUDICED, of course, but
we believe that no list of book
recommendations relating to mo¬
tion picture photography and pro¬
duction techniques is complete
without the inclusion of the Ameri¬
can Cinematographer Manual,
published by the American Society
of Cinematographers, Hollywood.
Now in its second printing, the
Manual contains information vital
to every working motion picture
cameraman. Concise ready-refer¬
ence charts give quick answers to
problems relating to camera pan¬
ning speeds, shutter opening com¬
pensation, camera speed compen¬
sation, lens stop conversion for
shooting at different speeds, ex¬
posure compensation for various
fps, filter factors and data, etc.,
etc.
Eleven sections, conveniently in¬
dexed for quickly locating need¬
ed information, cover such topics
as: cameras, films, lenses, expo¬
sure, filters, color, lighting, back¬
ground processes, television and
sound, special techniques, and
electrical data for lighting interior
sets.
Just 4"x7" in size, there’s a lot
of information packed into its 482
pages for only $7.50.
—EDITOR

ly written with the advanced 16mm
photographer in mind, and is dedicated
to helping him achieve his goal as a
professional. The author has concen¬
trated primarily on the business and
idea aspects of free-lancing; the photo¬
graphic technicalities, he reminds, can
be found in other books. Eight chap¬
ters deal with such topics as free lanc¬
ing, surveying the field, 8mm turns
pro, requirements for free-lancing, fol¬
lowing through, equipment require¬
ments, accessories, camera care, and
film.
THEORY

OE

EILM.

By

Siegfried

Kracauer. Published by Oxford Uni¬
versity Press, 417 Eifth Avenue,
New York 16, N. Y. 6x9 in. 364
pages. $10.00.
If you missed this rather serious
study of the motion picture film, when
it was first published in 1960, you may
still wish to add it to your bookshelf.
Its approach is introspective; it is not
a how-to-do-it treatise on film making.
“My book differs from most writ¬
ings in the field,” the author explains
in the Preface, “in that it is a material
aesthetics, not a formal one. It is con¬
cerned with content. It rests upon the
assumption that film (the motion pic¬
ture.—ED.) is essentially an extension
of photography and therefore shares
with this medium a marked affinity for
the visible world around us. Films
come into their own when they record
and reveal physical reality.”
Sixteen

chapters

deal

with

such

topics as historical survey and syste¬
matic considerations of photography;
basic concepts; history and fantasy; re¬
marks on the actor; dialogue and
sound; functions of music; effects on
the spectator; the experimental film;
the film of fact; the theatrical story;
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matters of content; and film in our

S.O.!i. MOVrMylar

time.
THE TECHNIQUE OE TELEVISION
PRODUCTION. By Gerald Millerson. Published by Hastings House
Publishers, Inc., 151 East 50th St.,
Neiv York 22, N. Y. Sl/o-rSi/s in.
416 pages. $10.00.
Although this book concerns the
techniques of TV production rather
than film production, it is recom¬
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mended for its profuse illustrations,
which relate as much to motion pic¬
ture photography as they do to TV.
Few books devoted to film production
have been so well illustrated. Tech¬
niques which originated with film and
have been adopted by television are
made clear at a glance by accompany¬
ing line drawings. The chapter on
Camera Control will prove highly in¬
formative to the student of cinema,
and the line drawings augmenting this
chapter will he found highly educa¬
tional.

7-0440

Holly’d,

FROM YOUR 12 VOLT
CAR BATTERY

many motion picture techniques after
reading books whieh aimed to explain
them textually, then you will find
Gerald Millerson’s volume informative
and a valuable reference work.
■

Calif.

NEW VENTURES
Continued from Page 547

able testing unit, the fluctuation of the
parallel light beam is accurately re¬
corded, for later study by engineers,
by a motion picture camera set up in
front of the light block at the far end
of the tunnel.

CLAMP-ON
DELIVERS 250 WATTS of smooth, even
3400°K light—

$49.50

_

PORTABLE MOVIE LIGHT
Fits any camera. No tools
needed, no holes to drill.
Long life nickel-cadmium
battery with built-in charg¬
er weighs only 7 lbs.
Guaranteed one year.

^

f99.50

COMPLETE WITH BATTERY
Write for Full Informotion

PHOTOMART
■ 226 So Franklin St.'Tompa 2, Florida
LmBHI Telephone 229-1166
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Heretofore, the conventional set-ups
used in the performance of the Schlieren test have involved permanent, bulky
installations of expensive equipment
weighing several thousand pounds. Re¬
quiring, also, a complex two-mirror
system, such setups were too large and
eumbersome to move about to loca¬
tions distant from the main plant.
Since the Marquardt film unit does
much of its work in the field and at
far-flung company divisions, there was
an urgent need for a compact, inex¬
pensive Schlieren testing “kit” that
could be easily moved about where
needed. Stan Gilman. Supervisor of
Motion Picture Services for Marquardt,
recalled that back in 1951 when he was
affiliated with the Lockheed film unit,
cameraman Boh Drury designed such
a kit and built a model that could be

taken out into the desert for rocket¬
launching tests.
Gilman borrowed the prototype from
Lockheed and his group set about
adapting it to Marquardt’s needs, add¬
ing modifications and improvements of
their own. Later, they built three addi¬
tional models. The newest version of
the system involves two basic com¬
ponents: the first is a lens barrel con¬
taining a pin-point light source, a
prism and a series of color filters. By
means of proper adapters, the lens bar¬
rel can be rigidly fixed to the axis of
any lens, still or motion picture. The
second component is a metal housing
containing a 10-inch Pyrex, front-sur¬
faced spherical mirror. This weighs
about 50 lbs. and has a handle for
easy portability, also adjustments for
steering the refleeted light image di¬
rectly into the lens barrel, zeroing on
the axis of the lens. A tripod supports
the mirror housing.
To line up the components for use,
the recording motion picture camera is
set at the radius of curvature as near
axis as possible. The light source is
turned on and the mirror reflects an
image of the filament of the lamp pro¬
jected in a one-to-one magnification.
This image can be picked up on a card
held at the lens barrel so that a tech¬
nician can adjust the mirror to direct
the beam squarely into the lens barrel.
In actual testing the components are
set up before the test section observa¬
tion ports of the wind tunnel enclosing
the test model. The camera photo¬
graphs in color a visualization of the
flow of shock patterns and other dis¬
turbances across the model. The mirror
has a radius of curvature of 14.5 feet,
and the light emanating from the pin¬
point source is projected into the prism
and dowm the axis of the lens to the
mirror. It is reflected back, striking
the edge of the prism, which acts as a
knife-edge in producing the Schlieren
effect. A bracket holds a band of five
color filters. The light is first directed
toward the green filter which repre¬
sents the center of the spectrum. At
either side are red filters, and adja¬
cent to these are two blue filters. The
further the light is refracted off of the

Change Of Address: To insure receiv¬
ing
American
Cinematographer
promptly each month after you move,
send your new address in advance to:
Circulation
Department,
American
Cinematographer, Box 2230, Hollywood
28, Calif. Send old address with new,
enclosing if possible the address label
from last magazine wrapper. Post of¬
fices will not forward this magazine
unless you provide extra postage.
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For the most
complete line
of Specialized
Lighting
Equipment

Largest Suppliers
of Motion Picture,
TV and Industrial
Photographic Equipment

You’re always
on schedule
with . . .

for
Generator Trucks
and Trailers,
Grip Equipment,
Props
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for

RENTALS
333 West 52nd Street

SALES SERVICE

New York 19, N.Y.
Circle 6-5470

Send for a schedule
of rental rates.
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PRECISION’FILM EDITING & LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
MOVISCOP 16mm
Viewer with Model
600 RL Optical
sound reader and
base. Model 800
RL optical-mag¬
netic sound read¬
er can also be
used with this
system.

16mm
OPTICAL
SOUND
READER
MODEL
650RL
Net Price

$169.50

Net Price
Model 600 RL

$195.00

$39.50

Both viewers are inter¬
locked for perfect lipsync matching of picture
to track.

Net Price of Base
$21.50

Power 61m slitter
16mm to double 8mm

film slitter

Look for this
trademark

For information and prices write;

Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment for the Motion Picture and T V Industries

iiil PRECISION LABORATORIES
:

DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
928-930 EAST 51st STREET

HOT-SELLING HOT SPLICER
(WE’VE JUST DELIVERED THE lO.OOOTH!)
The first* of these portable hot splicers (made in 1946) is
still in daily use at a major Hollywood studio. Since then, 9,999
TV stations, movie studios, schools, and ad agencies
have bought this reliable splicer. One reason is that it’s the
only one with a built-in carbide scraper blade
(patent no. 2544082). Blade guaranteed for life.**
Model 135 (for 35 or 16mm film), $339.00
Model 116 (for 16 or 8mm film), $239.00
See your dealer or write to Traid for Specification Sheet No. 7.
17136 Ventura Blvd., Encino, Calif. • Telephone TR 3-3373 or ST 8-2210
*Traid splicers are manufactured by Maier-Hancock
'""Guarantee: Should blade ever need sharpening, Traid will sharpen it
for nominal handling charge of $1.

4- TRAID CORPORATION

w 17136 Ventura Boulevard, Encino, California

BROOKLYN 3. N. Y.
axis of the camera, the more colors are
involved. The greatest degree of refrac¬
tion would include the blue areas. This
photographic use of color permits an
accurate quantitative analysis of the re¬
fraction and, therefore, the degree of
the disturbance occurring in the tunnel.
The main difference between the
lightweight portable Schlieren system
described above and the full-scale con¬
ventional system is that, with the for¬
mer, the light actually passes through
the test area twice—once on its way
and again returning. The larger per¬
manent installation has a double co¬
incident, or two-mirror, system and an
off-axis projector on one side of the
cell, which send the light just once
through the cell to another mirror that
reflects it back to the camera. While the
passing of the light twice through the
test area might seem to he a disad¬
vantage it is actually an asset, in that
the image of the disturbance is inten¬
sified.
The portable Schlieren system is
comparatively inexpensive to build
(the mirror in its housing costs only
S200.00), it can be quickly set up and
dismantled, and it permits testing in
remote field areas where such tests
would otherwise not be feasible. It is
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Authorized Dealers
CHICAGO, ILL.
Behrend Cine Corp.
161 E. Grand, Ml 2-2281
Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.
3252 Foster, IR 8-2104
DAYTON, OHIO
Salem Camera Co.
335 Salem, BA 3-7206
DENVER, COL.
Western Cine Service, Inc.
312 S. Pearl, SH 4-1017
HIALEAH, FLA.
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
1335 E. 10th, TU 8-4064
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment
6424 Santa Monica, HO 4-5166
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
6510 Santa Monica, HO 9-5119
S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.
6331 Hollywood, HO 7-9202
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Barnard’s, 4724 Broadway,
Country Club Plaza, LO 1-7761
Crick’s Camera Shop
6320 Brookside Plaza, HI 4-3390
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Century Camera Shops, Inc.
26 S. 7th, FE 8-5857
NEW YORK CITY
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 W. 43rd, JU 6-1420
Florman & Babb, Inc.
68 W. 45th, MU 2-2928
Pictronics Corporation
236 E. 46th, YU 6-3713
S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.
602 W. 52nd, PL 7-0440
PHOENIX, ARIZ.
Wilson Camera Sales Co.
130 W. Adams, AL 4-0662
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Stanley Photo Service
106 N. Broadway, CE 1-7840
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Brooks Cameras, Inc.
45 Kearny, EX 2-1902
SAN MATEO, CALIF.
Foreman’s
121 Fourth Ave., Dl 3-1869

“More motion pictures are produced
with Magnasync Type 5 Recorders
than with any other recorder in the world!”
Versatility, precision engineering,
nonobsolescence and rugged
dependability made the Type 5 the
most popular recorder in the
world, and the basic ingredient of
an integrated sound system to
t

I

meet every recording requirement.
1. Choice of motors for 110 volts, 220 volts, 50 cycle, 60 cycle, single phase and three phase.
2. Selsyn motor attachments for Magnasync, RCA or Westrex distributor systems.
3. Selsyn or mechanical projector interlocks available.
4. Fast forward and fast rewind.
5. Portable; standard panels also permit rack mounting.
6. Complete line of companion equipment available.
7. Five distinct models to suit all film sizes and speed requirements.
from
Wire, write or phone for free 42-page catalog describing
Magnasync’s complete line of equipment and accessories
The rugged, precision film transport is the heart
of every Magnasync/Magnaphonic professional
recorder. This famous “Synkinetic Motion” filtering
principle, an original Magnasync concept, has
contributed to the firm’s international leadership
in the field.

MAGNA SYNC
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5546 Satsuma Avenue, North Hollywood, California • TRiangle 70965 • Cable “MAGNASYNC”

SOUTH AFRICA
Photo Agencies Pty. Ltd.
9 Kerk St., Johannesburg
ARGENTINA, Buenos Aires
Estudies Ion S.R.L.
Diaz Velez, 3891
AUSTRALIA, Sydney
Sixteen Millimetre
Australia Pty. Ltd.
49 Market, New South Wales
BOLIVIA, La Paz
Casa Kavlin
Casilla 500, Calle Potusi 261-263
BRAZIL, Rio de Janeiro
Mesbia, S.A.
Rua do Passeio 42/56
BURMA, Rangoon
G.K. Theatre Supply Co., Ltd.
57 Lewis Street
CANADA, Islington, Ontario
Alex L. Clark, Ltd.
3751 Bloor St., W.
DENMARK, Copenhagen CHL
Kinovox Electric Corp.
Jenslousvej 2
ENGLAND, London
Delane Lea Processes, Ltd.
12 Moor St., (W-1)
Gordon Cameras, Ltd.
45 Kensington High, (W-8)
FRANCE, Paris
Brockliss-Simplex S.A.
6, Rue Guillaume Tell
GERMANY, Hilden Dusseldorf
Gerhard Johansen
3 Lessingstrasse
GREECE, Athens
Christos Axarlis
50 Stadium St.
INDIA, Bombay
Kine Engineers
26, New Queen’s Road
ITALY, Rome
Reportfilm, di J.M. Schuller
Via Antonio Bertolini 31
JAPAN, Tokyo
J. Osawa & Co., Ltd.
5, Ginza, Nishi 2-Chrome, Chuo-ku
NEW ZEALAND, Auckland
Kerridge Odeon Industries
St. James Building, Queen St
PAKISTAN, Karachi-3
Film Factors, Ltd.
27 Victoria Rd., Rex Annexe
SOUTH RODESIA, Salisbury
William Over & Co. Pvt. Ltd,
Kingsway & Manica Road
THAILAND, Suriwong, Bangkok
G. Simon Radio Co. Ltd.
30 Patpong Avenue

U1TITIER & SPECIAL EFFECTS KIT
Achieves unusual striking effects with ease. Produces
the widest range of titles^ trick films, animation, threedimensional titles, cartoons, etc., etc. Takes most any
type camera, 16mm, 35mm, 8 mm.
MODEL TG II, 16mm.....$199.50
MODEL TG III, 16mm....$249.50
MODEL TG IV, 16/35mm.$395.00
Write for descriptive brochure

SO
^
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CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.
1

Model

BR-12

2

Model C-12 extends from 7 to 14 feet; has
external

IN YOUR CAR!

3

Model

extends

directional
“Miracle”

from

mike

7

to

14

feet.

control.

extends

from

7

to

18

feet; has internal fitted noiseless directional
mike control.
4

Model
has

C-18

external

extends

from

directional

7

mike

to

20

feet;

control.

Each CIISEKAD Mike Boom has a sturdy
a-foot stand, which can be elevated to a
height of 10 feet.
Write for Free

Catalogue

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.

NEW IMPROVED PROCESS
LAMINATED

THE

SOUND

STRIPING

8MM—16MM
2V2^ per ft.

763

ioth ave., new york i9, n.y.

RESEARCH COUNCIL CRANE
wilh MOTION PICTURE TABLE
NEW,

IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY.

WRITE FOR PRICE

380 Ft. Minimum Order — Quality Guaranteed
Send for Free Brochure

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.

7361/2 SO. ATLANTIC BLVD., LOS ANGELES 22, CAL.

209 W. 48th St., New York 36, N.Y.—Circle 6-0348
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Multi-Purpose Frame for Special Effects
$24.95
Roller Drum for Horizontal or Vertical
Revolving Effects.$21.95
Flip Attachment for Horizontal or
Flip-flap Effects.$19.95

DHOTO-flNF-nDTirSk
Inr
r nv I \/“'vIIiL“Vi 11 vJf III v» Western

CINEKAD Microplione Booms

AIL MODELS FIT

optional equipment
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Branch: 633t Hollyw'ood Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.-467-2124

being widely used in tlie company’s
test labs in Van Nuys and also in test
facilities at Saugus, California. The
fact that it can be used with any still
or motion picture camera affords a
wide range of application, especially
when combined with high-speed cam¬
eras operating up to 8,000 frames per
second. Instead of the involved light
source needed in the conventional sys¬
tem, it utilizes an ordinary inexpen¬
sive sound reproduction lamp of the
kind used in sound projectors.
Adapting conventional motion pic¬
ture cameras to record highly technical
instrumentation tests has become some¬
thing of a science for Marquardt’s mo¬
tion picture unit. An interesting cam¬
era adaptation presently being tested
by company engineers is designed to
provide a dependable means of study¬
ing the rate and quality of ice crystal
formation on air and space craft. The
proposed tests required enlarging the
subject under study by 50 diameters.
This has been accomplished by mount¬
ing a microscope on a Mitchell camera
in accurate alignment with the lens. Ini¬
tial tests indicate the required degree
of magnification has been achieved and
that the system is sufficiently flexible
to permit use of lenses on the camera
of almost any focal length, although
only 63mm and 150mm Ektars have
been used in the tests.
One of the unit’s primary functions,
like that of in-plant units in other in¬
dustrial organizations holding govern¬
ment contracts, is to fulfill the con¬
tractual requirement of providing pe¬
riodic filmed progress reports. Some
of the unclassified footage produced for
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How do you photograph a steel mill in color?
Only with Super Anscochrome should you attempt to shoot the interior of a steel
mill with just the available light. With a speed of 100, Super Anscochrome® records
what the eye sees. And you can stretch speed to 200 with extended development.
So shoot in coIot at low light levels where once hlack-cind-whitc film had to suffice.
Use the color film that holds true from deepest shadow to the high-intensity light
of molten steel, even at high-camera speeds.
Load your camera with Super Anscochrome.

Ansco
Binghamton, N. Y,

I
1^

Super
Anscochrome

I
J

ANSCO ... America’s first manufacturer of photographic materials ... since 1842
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these reports is also utilized in some
of the company's public relations, train¬
ing. and employee-orientation films and
television films. Much of the interest¬
ing footage that has been cleared by
government security for release to the
general public has been shown on tele¬
vision programs such as Dr. Martin
Kline's “Adventure Tomorrow.'"
The Marquardt film unit is not pri¬
marily a production unit of the type
found in some companies, where a
great deal of staging is done. Most film
is shot for testing purposes and much
of it is classified. The unit is often
given the requirements for a test which
virtually defies photography, and it
must then devise a means of shooting
it. When, as often happens, the test
footage is also utilized in a more com¬
prehensive type of film, support scenes
are scripted and photographed to fill
in the subject. It has now become
standard operating procedure, when a
crew is out on a test assignment, to
also shoot some footage in newsreel
style to meet such contingencies.
The Marquardt motion picture unit
owns two Mitchell 16’s, one Arriflex 16
and fifteen Hell & Howell Filmos of
various models, most of which are
geared to 128 frames per second for
instrumentation work. These latter cam¬
eras can be mounted into blockhouse
panels so they can be operated re¬
motely by engineers without camera¬
men having to be present. Special cam-

era equipment—such as Fastax, Wollensak and Traid high-speed cameras—
are rented as needed, since it would be
uneconomical to inventory a long list
of cameras that are used ratber infre¬
quently.
The unit’s motion picture lighting
equipment is limited to Colortrans be¬
cause of the limited industrial circuits
at the plant. These have worked out
very satisfactorily since subject matter
in most in-plant assignments does not
cover a wide area.
All of the company’s sound record¬
ing and animation requirements are
taken care of by outside specialists in
these fields. Stan Gilman, head of the
company’s film unit, believes it im¬
practical for the company to do the
whole operation of a film production.
The need for animation is so infre¬
quent and its sound requirements so
varied, that it’s far simpler to turn this
work over to independents in these re¬
spective fields, he says.
“Our film unit’s unique skills,” says
Gilman, “are cinematography and edit¬
ing, which we feel are the basic ele¬
ments of any film production. W’e
couldn’t afford to maintain, on a yeararound basis, sound technicians of the
calibre that are available to us through
the sound recording companies. We
therefore prefer to leave the sound end
of a production to the professional
specialist. It is the same with narrators
and animators.”
■

Continued from Page 547

to the film story; they may appear in
the body of the film after a situation
has been developed, or they may be a
part of the conclusion.
6. Sub-titles can be used to separate
and/or identify sequences, or they

Here are some of he basics:
1. Titles should be brief, simple and
well composed. They should be com¬
patible with the subject matter of tbe

may be used to augment narration. In

picture and so designed and worded as
to attract audience attention and arouse
further interest in the film.

general, they should be of the same
style as other title material, but deemphasized.

2. Films usually receive better cir¬

7. An end title may be used to iden¬
tify the conclusion of an open end
type film. If a film story is properly

culation when the main title describes
the subject matter in the film. Films
with trick titles or “catch lines” for
titles are often passed over by teachers
and program directors.
3. Motion picture titles primarily
serve to identify the films, establish
the sponsor and credit the producer.
4. Titles may be a part of tbe film
itself, or detached, (even as remotely
as a label on the can or leader).
5. Titles may appear as an opening
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lettering on dark B.G., etc.).
10. Lettering should be bold as pos¬
sible, avoiding small, overly-condensed
type faces. Lettering should be lined
up properly on the screen.
11. Backgrounds should be simple;
“busy” artwork and distracting action
in live backgrounds should be avoid¬
ed. Live backgrounds for double-print¬
ing titles should have complete satura¬
tion with no “hot” or white areas, and
be exposed preferably on the dark side.
Scenes which contain light subject
matter, “hot” or white highlights,
should not be used for double-printing
backgrounds.
12. Plan titles in advance!
Motion picture titles may be classi¬
fied into two broad types: 1) artwork
background and 2) live background.
Artwork titles may be just simple
lettered cards, either hand-lettered or
printed, or they may feature a painted
background and incorporate camera
effects such as pop-on, wipe-on, zoom
or full animation.
Live action titles combine either
hand-painted or printed lettering with
live action backgrounds.
Where titles are to be backed up by
live action backgrounds, the lettering
should be white on a black back¬
ground. This can be printed in the
laboratory on duplicating stock, or
double-exposed in the camera on the

OH, YES—THE TITLES!
theory is just that—theory. As such,
it is subject to as much interpretation
as there are producers making films.

9. Colors should be compatible, but
lettering should contrast with the back¬
ground, so as to “read well.” (Light

developed, a “The End” title is con¬
sidered superfluous for most non-theat¬
rical film productions. Some sponsors
and producers prefer the end of the
film for the listing of their credits or
signature.
8. Titles

should

“fill

the screen.”

Avoid insufficient margins and too
crowded copy. Allow for projector
crop.

original film. When titles are shot sep¬
arately to be double-printed in the
laboratory, it is essential that the black
background be as dense as possible.
It should consist of black velvet, felt,
or black paper having a soft matt
finish for minimum reflection. For
16mm black-and-white double-printed
titles, Eastman Kodak’s 7302 Fine
Grain Positive in the camera exposed
at an index of 2, will produce good
results when processed for maximum
density.
Where colored lettering is desired,
the live action background can be
photographed through glass with the
titles printed on a clear acetate sheet
mounted on the glass. It is also pos¬
sible to rear-project a previously-ex¬
posed and processed background scene,
using a sync projector, and photograph¬
ing the titles in the same manner. This
method is somewhat less desirable as
it results in
a second-generation
background scene, with corresponding
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ONE
CALL

Ceco
BENTS
EVERY¬
THING
WORLD’S LARGEST STOCK OF CAMERAS, LIGHTS,
RECORDING AND EDITING EQUIPMENT—expertly maintained
by World’s finest and largest motion picture and TV repair department
® TM #707529

FOR DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD. WE SERVE
Cameras:

MORE PRODUCERS THAN ALL OTHER SOURCES

Double

16mm & 35mm—Sound (Single or

System) —Silent—Hi-Speed—Instru¬

mentation

COMBINED. How about You?

Lighting: Arcs—Floods—
pots — Incandescenfs —
Dimmers—Reflectors—All Light¬

Generators:

Portable—Truck

Mounted

Sound

315 W. 43rd St,
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

Lenses:

Wide

angle—Zoom —

Editing Equipment:

Moviolas—

Viewers—Splicers—Re winders

Projection Equipment:

Equipment:

Magnetic—

16mm &

35mm—Sound &. Silent—Slide—

Optical—Mikes—Booms

Continuous

Grip Equipment:

Television: Closed Circuit TV
Camera Cars

Parallels—

Goboes—Other Grip Accessories

A Subsidiary of

Crab—Western

Telephoto—Anamorphic

ing Accessories

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.

Cranes, Dollies:

—Portable Panoram

"1

r
I

Camera Equipment Co., Inc., Dept.JS-21, 315 W. 43rd St.. N. Y. 36. N. V
Gentlemen: Please rush me your FREE complete catalogue of Rental
Equipment.
Name^____

Florida:
51 East 10th Ave.,
Hialeah, Florida
TUxedo 8-4604
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Washington, D.C.:
Gregory Bell
927 15th St, N.W.
347-1153
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SAVE MONEY
When Filming In Europe
By Renting Your
Camera Equipment From

CHEVEREAU
PARIS, FRANCE

We Service The Entire Continent

CAMERAS, including the
Mitchell BFC 65mm
CRANES
DOLLIES

quality loss in the final prints.
In recent years, use of hot press title
lettering has become fairly standard in
the industry. It is available from most
laboratories and motion picture serv¬
ice organizations. Hot press type faces
are available in several colors. This
lettering method has the advantage of
being exactly uniform and can be eas¬
ily applied to any card, background
material or acetate cels. Hot press let¬
tering is also opaque and not subject
to “bleed-thru” when superimposed
over background art.
■
The foregoing article has been edited and
condensed by permission from issue No. 2,
Vol. XXI of The Aperture, workshop publica¬
tion for 16mm film producers issued by
Calvin Productions, Kansas City, Mo.—ED.

FIRST CINERAMA FEATURE
Continued from Page 537

20 RUE DE LA CHI NE
PARIS 20, FRANCE
Tels: MEN 9472. PYR 5104
Cable: Cameraloc Paris

To keep reliably informed on the latest
developments in modern cinematography;
to keep posted on “what’s new” in mo¬
tion picture equipment, read AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER every month. Get it
by mail—subscribe today; 12 issues, U.S.
and Canada, $4.00. Foreign, $5.00.
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
1782 N. Orange Drive,
Hollywood 28, Calif.

was set for a point in front of the
actor crossing the blend line, on the
screen he would be seen in double¬
image — that is, part of his image
would be repeated in one panel as he
was entering the next. If, on the other
hand, focus was set well behind the
actor as he crossed the line, he would
disappear partially from one panel as
he entered the other. Critical focus,
therefore, was an absolute necessity. In
addition, action had to be plotted so
that actors would cross through blend¬
lines but never stop in an area where
the lines would bisect them and be¬
come obvious.
Another problem is that the three
camera lenses are not mounted so as

to shoot straight forward, as in single¬
camera photography, but are arranged
so as to encompass a sharp, semi¬
circular sweep of composition. Thus,
when two actors appear in the oppo¬
site end panels of the picture, sup¬
posedly facing each other in profile,
they are actually recorded by their
respective cameras in a three-quarter
perspective, which makes them appear
to he facing the lens. In order to over¬
come this effect, actors are required
to “cheat” a little and look, not directly
toward each other, but slightly behind
or in back of each other. “Cheating”
their gazes in this way, they create the
illusion of looking straight at each
other, although this sometimes proves
rather disconcerting for them, having
to play to a wall or some other inani¬
mate object in the background.
Because of the greatly exaggerated
depth perspective resulting from the
use of 27 mm wide-angle lenses, in¬
terior sets for “The Brothers Grimm”
had to be built much smaller than those
usually constructed for conventional
cinematography. Otherwise, they would
have appeared too large. The height of
the sets also became a problem since
the wide-angle lenses characteristically
take in an entire background wall, plus
generous areas of floor and ceiling.
This meant that the sets either had to
be designed with abnormally high walls
or else have full ceilings. The latter
alternative pertained in most cases,
rendering it impossible to mount lights
along the tops of the sets. The extreme¬
ly wide horizontal angle of composi¬
tions also precluded use of any light
units on the floor ahead of the camera.

THE CINERAMA CAMERA

America's #1
PRODUCTION STILLS
CAMERA

COMMERCIAL

VIEW CAMERA

Delivers Salon Quality results
with Field Camera flexibility—
Choice of Backs, Film size, for
every
assignment.
Choice
of
complete outfits listed in FREE
148 pg. Catalog!
Write B & J—Creators of America's
firtest
Photographic
Tools
Since

1897

Front vievr of Cinerama camera, as if appears
with blimp removed, and showing how closelymounted are the three 27mm

560

lenses.

This is the camera which Paul
Vogel used in photographing the
first feature-length Cinerama pro¬
duction, “The Wonderful World of
the Brothers Grimm." It is essen¬
tially the same as those used in
photographing Cinerama Trav¬
elogues. Three separate 35mm
negatives travel through the cam¬
era past three 27mm lenses which,
together, cover a field 143x55
degrees. A single rotating shutter
moving in front of the lenses at a
point where their lines-of-view
cross, effects simultaneous ex¬
posures on each of the three films.
Exposure is variable but not sep¬
arately for each lens, the dia¬
phragm controls being interlocked
to insure the required uniformity.
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Acceptance of the MOVIOLA CRAB DOLLY for motion picture
and television cameras is world wide as evidenced by unso¬
licited testimonials.
Users have learned through experience that the Moviola Crab
Dolly provides a mobile platform for their camera that can
be precisely positioned with more facility and speed, and
with greater accuracy than any other type of camera support.
Regardless of the shot — moving or static — all people en¬
gaged in the creative phases of the industry recognize that
production values are enhanced by the use of the Moviola
Crab Dolly.
PRODUCERS see additional set-ups and more fluid camera
work resulting in a quality product even on a tight budget.
DIRECTORS can add the dimension of camera movement to
their sequences and, through continuous composition, give
dramatic force to their story.
CAMERAMEN are able to “roll-in” on tight shots, exploit light¬
ing setups to greater advantage, match “takes” to rehearsals
through faithful dolly tracking and re-position quickly by
smooth precision adjustment.
EDITORS welcome “dailies” that have an infinite variety of
shots and added coverage. These values provided by the
Moviola Crab Dolly eliminate “choppy” continuity caused by
limited set-ups on ordinary camera supports.

for HIGH production value ...

on a LOW budget

WRITERS see that the Moviola Crab Dolly broadens their
scope in its use for dramatic effects.
You can break the stalemate of production values versus cost
with the help of the Moviola Crab Dolly. Call or write now for
a free brochure.

manufacturing co.
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For these and other reasons, getting
a sufficient amount of light into proper
position for good photography became
a major and constant problem through¬
out the shooting of this picture. Vogel
concealed lamps behind ceiling beams,
furniture and behind some actors who
remained stationary during the filming
of a scene. However, when the camera
angle was shifted for a reverse or over¬
shoulder shot, the same lights had to
be repositioned. In the execution of
dolly shots, the problem really became
acute because, as the camera moved
back, lights which had been well out
of the camera field now came into
view. It became routine procedure to
solve lighting problems for the dolly
shots first and then adapt the lighting
of the inter-cut stationary shots to
match, Vogel explains.
In most cases, all lights had to be
placed behind the camera, with back¬
lighting ruled out entirely. Vogel
avoided flatly lighted results by plac¬
ing most of the set lamps to one side
and by using small lamps mounted on
the camera blimp to provide additional

RIVERTON AVENUE

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. •

TRIANGLE 7-2173 •

Cable: Moviola, No. Hollywood, Calif.

The Answer to Zoom & Telephoto Lens Tripod Problems!

Silicone Dampened

HYDROFLUID

LEVELING

Pan & lilthead Iripoil
AN N-C-E ORIGINAL IN TRIPOD
STYLING

AND

PERFORMANCE

Larger Silicone Dampening Area than
any Tripod in its class and price range
► Designed for professional cameramen.
y Velvety

smooth, jerk-proof pan and tilt
utilizing the dampening effect of silicone.

y Sturdy aluminum construction; weight 21

action,

lbs.

► Silicone loaded—temperature range 130 + 500F.
y Precision

ball-bearings. AAounted on pan
shaft for smooth action and alignment.

and tilt

► Pan 360°—Tilt 80°. For all cameras 40 lbs. or less.
► First tripod of its kind with ball-type leveling at
bottom of base with positive lock at NO EXTRA
CHARGE.
► Tripod base of seasoned V-type maple-wood
with self-aligning leg locks.

legs

Positive quick-finger camera lock
vari¬
able tension adjustment pan and tilt locks
—spirit level—telescopic pan handle vnth
variable angle adjustment—right or left
hand position.

“HYDROFLUID” TRIPOD FOR
TV Vidicon—16 Mitchell—Maurer—Cameretfe—Arriflex 16/35—Aoricon (Cine-Voice600-1200) Cine Special—Eyemo—Filmo—
Cineflex
PRICE

WITH

BASE

BABY TRIPOD ..$89.50
HIGH HAT .$32.50
CASE
.$25.50
BOOT & POINT COVER.$15.00

fill light.
The acid test, as far as lighting prob¬
lems

were

shooting of

concerned,
an

came

episode

during

called “The

Dancing Princess,” one of the story-
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Representative:
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PHOTO OPTICS "KNOW-HOW"

A COMPLgfg
//

lbns bank
SERVICE!

REPAIR - MODIFICATION and
TESTING of PHOTO OPTICS
Whatever your PHOTO-OPTICAL prob¬
lems . . . B & J provides "OFF-THESHELF" ACTIONI ALL WORK UNCON¬

DITIONALLY GUARANTEED. OUR RE¬
SEARCH OPTICAL ASSEMBLY "Lens
Bank" offers Collimation, Precision
Grinding, Rigid Testing, Custom
Mounting and Lens Coating (LENSKOTE)
— All speedily done by expert craftsmen
to meet the specific requirements of such
companies as Ford, RCA, GE, AEC, etc.
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Specialized

within-a-story fairy tale sequences in
the film. The action concerned a teen¬
age princess who slyly slips away from
the palace each night to dance the
Twist till dawn with a band of gypsies
in a woodland glade. In the course of
the wild terpsichorean orgy that ensues,
the camera follows her and her pant¬
ing partner in a 360° arc all the way
around the set. In lighting the station¬
ary shots leading up to this scene,
Vogel had lights concealed behind
wagons, non-moving players and in¬
animate props. When the camera on
the initial take began its full sweep,
however, all of these carefully hidden
lights came starkly into view. All the
lights were then re-positioned high up
in the catwalks above the huge in¬
terior-exterior set, and Vogel hoped
that the angles of projection would not
be too steep to allow for quality light¬
ing. He succeeded here not only in
illuminating the action to best advan¬
tage, Init in creating a highly atmos¬
pheric mood that changed gradually
from night to dawn. In the night por¬
tion of the sequence he effectively used
red firelight to simulate the glow from
the campfires and torches burning in
the set. As dawn approached, the over¬
all lighting was changed to a diffused
delicate pink which merged with the
artifically-p rod need
mists swirling
about the floor of the set.
Perhaps the trickiest, and in many
ways, most effective piece of sustained

action camerawork in the film, materi¬
alized in the sequence immediately fol¬
lowing the gypsy dance episode. The
Princess, hemmed in by the usual
fairy tale curfews, must get back to
the palace before the cock crows or
face the consequences. She has a coachand-four standing by hut, having
stopped to dally with a handsome
masked woodsman, she fails to notice
the passing of time. The ensuing mad
dash through the forest and back to
the palace is easily tLe wildest ride
imaginable.
To photograph this sequence along
the tortuous dirt roads of the German
countryside, the Cinerama camera, now
battery-operated, (shooting silent and,
therefore, requiring no blimp) was
mounted on a camera truck rigged to
pull a dummy coach. For reverse angle
shots, showing the woodsman stowed
away on the rear jump seat, the actual
coach with horses was used, with the
camera mounted on a truck following
close behind.
The violence of the ride up hill,
down dale and through a forest made
use of reflectors or booster lights im¬
practical. The extremely wide horizon¬
tal angle, however, produced an inter¬
esting lighting phenomenon. For ex¬
ample, within the same shot, the “A”
panel (left) of the scene would be
cross-lighted, the “B” panel (center)
would be front-lighted and the “C”
panel (right) would be back-lighted.

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
for

MonoN picrujJE, still
and

TELEVISION STUDIOS

Write for A Copy of Our
Catalog J on Your Letterhead

937 NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE
HOllYWOOD 38. CAIIF.
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CINERAMA crew examines "squirrel cage" in which bulky, Ihree-lensed Cinerama camera was
mounted to make sequence of shots for "Wonderful World of the Brothers Grimm." In a careening
course down a hillside, it pictured topsy turvey scene as seen by Russ Tamblyn tumbling downhill.
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MAJOR
IN SPRAY DEVELOPING
• DEVELOPS NEGATIVE FILM AT 35 FPM
• DEVELOPS POSITIVE FILM AT 60 FPM
The S-60 is Filmline’s newest Spray Processor.
It is a friction drive processor, guaranteed not
to break or scratch film. Filmline’s exclusive
overdrive film transport system is so accurate
it makes this guarantee possible. What’s more
film can be stalled 100% in spray chambers
without altering footage. Absolute control of
footage in each chamber insures sensitometric
quality control and consistent development.
And Filmline processors (unlike competitive
makes) have lower film assemblies that are
adjustable and remain captive in the position
placed. Position of lower assemblies can be
easily monitored and adjusted by indicator
rods at the top of each chamber.
Tbe S-60 is tbe specific answer to every labo¬
ratories need for a Spray Processor — because
it outperforms machines costing twice as
much. Look into the Filmline S-60 — It Will
Pay You.

For tbe full story on the S-60 write today to:

Recent Filmline Installations:
• N. A. S. A. Huntsville, Ala.
• Reeves Sound, N. Y. C.
• Thiokol Chemical Co.
• WHYN-TV, KNDO-TV, WFMY-TV
• Moral Rearmament
Dept.

There was also a constant struggle to
keep the sun out of the composition on
these rapidly moving shots. In the
morning it would be threatening the
“.A,” panel; by late afternoon it would
be peeking into the “C” panel. When
the coach made a turn, which was
often, it was anybody's guess from
which angle the sun would assail the

S-62
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lens.
At one point the woodsman, over- |
whelmed by boyish curiosity, leans
over head first and looks between the ;
wheels of the plunging coach. At this i
l)oint, the script called for the camera
to cut to an upside-down point-of-view
shot. To achieve this, the camera was
mounted inverted under the coach and
focused on the galloping horses’ hoofs.
At another point in the wild ride,
the acrol»atic woodsman is jounced off
the coach and sent rolling down a steep
hill. To create a subjective, point-ofview shot showing how things looked
to him as he tumbled down hill, the
Iiattery-operated Cinerama camera w as
mounted inside a large steel drum
framew'ork and actually rolled down
the hill with the camera running. The
camera wars allow'ed to roll free all the
way down the hill to a point at the
bottom where it w'ould naturally stop.

More Filmline Features:
. Film chamber doors are completely removable for easy access to
entire chamber (Not found in competitive models of similar class)
• Processing section is stainless steel • Impingement dry box •
Precision temperature controls with indicating pilot lights for cool¬
ing & heating . 316 Stainless steel pumps for developing & hypo
solution • Water temperature regulator . Dual air squegee . Feed in
take up elevators for continuous operation • Replenishment flow
meters . Manual & automatic brake for film supply • Automatic
electrical torque motor take-up . Variable drive with film speed
tachometer . Precision Thermometer & footage counter.

to^ SctcexAC Itf
FOR 16mm — 35mm—TV CAMERA
LIVE TV, ANIMATION,
MOTION PICTURES
From two to
seven images or
combinations,

more

than 27 variations in op¬
tical effects, montages, and
distortions without expensive
opticals.
Images may be photographed in still motion or torward and reverse rofof/on.

Complete unit consists of o four sur¬
face prism, mount, revolving housing,
and camera base assembly.

THE
Literature on request.

CflinERfl • in ART

iHt.

IMS IROADWAY •f *0tk ST.
Pho»e: Plaza7-6977
NEW YORK 23* M* V.
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ratIu.nLu.un’S FINDER
from Birns & Sawyer
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Hollytvood

Optical Zoom Finder shows exact lens field instantly!

No guesswork

for proper focal length, camera position or dolly shot!
2606:
2610:

Model K, 16mm format range 8mm
to 75mm . $
35mm Model II, Range 25mm to
150mm .
2611: 35mm—TV/Image Orthicon TV
scribed, Range 35 to
150mm .
84.50
2615: 35mm Cinemascope Model III
adjustable
mattes,
format
1:1.85, 2.33, 2.55 . 129.50
Prices
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A MUST
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CAMERA¬
MAN
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DIRECTOR
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79.50

include case and chain.
Insist
Original TEWE for quality.
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BIRNS & SAWYER

6424 Santa Monica Boulevard • Los Angeles, Colif. * HOIlywood 4-5166

Filming in Europe?
PRODUCTION FACILITIES,
CAMERA EQUIPMENT HIRE,
SOUND RECORDING,

SAMUELSON

TECHNICIANS, TRANSPORT,

fUM SERVICE

16 OR 35MM, ANYWHERE.

LIMITED

Just Cable ‘'SAMCINE, London”
That’s the word for Miller Fluid Action Tripod
Heads. It’s because Miller Heads are true fluid
Heads— the load rides on the fluid and all ten¬
sion adjustments take
place within the flu¬
id
chambers
giving
o
velvety
smooth¬
ness unmatched by
any
other
tripod
head ^ there is
no
slack,
no
bounce, no back¬
lash, no judder.
Miller Fluid Ac¬
tion
Tripods,
Heads
ore
available
in
two sizes —
The
Profes¬
sional
for
cameras of
25-35 lbs.
The ModMiller
Model
el D for
”D” Fluid Heod
cameras
with Ball Leveling
Top
Miller
14 lbs.
Grooved Leg Tripod.
"D” Head $150.00
B/L Tripod
139.50
Total
$289.50
Miller
Professional
Model
Fluid
Head
with Ball Level¬
ing Top, Miller
Grooved Leg Tri¬
pod.

the finest possible combination, get the new
sr Grooved
Leg Tripod with
BollI
Leveling
These ore the easiest and fastest leveling
s available coupled witfi the finest and most
d tripods in the Junior class.

At your dealer or order directly
MILLER
9 No.
lywood
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PROFESSIONAL

Cherokee
28, Calif.

The effect on the screen is overwhelming.
.'Vs the woodsman attemjits to catch
lip with the coach after his fall, he
crosses a narrow bridge over a deep
gorge (actually, the country's oldest
steel bridge, Iniilt in 1866) which
|)roved so rickety that the film crew
was warned not to permit more than
four jjeople on it at once. However, as
shooting progressed, there were often
ten or twelve technicians on the hridge
at one time, in addition to the heavv
ecpiipment. Here floor hoards were re¬
moved from the bridge so the woods¬
man could enact a fall and provide an
e.xcnse for spectacular point-of-view
shots made by dangling the Cinerama
camera on rojies from the liridge above
the rocky gorge.
“The Wonderful World of the Broth¬
ers Crimm" owes much of its visual

Ball
Leveling
Pro Head $299.50
Tripod
154.50
Total $454.00

from

EQUIPMENT
Phone
HO 7-8189

as a modern city of glass and steel, but
to such extent that it could not be used
as the 1812 locale of the story. W hat
was needed to “double” this location
was a town from the past, seemingly
untouched liy modern development and
progress; a town with cobble stone
streets, slant-roof buildings and a town
square. Bothenburg ob der Tauber, a
tiny Medieval Franconian city straight
from the story books, turned out to be
the ideal locale.

DEALER, or write:

cine equipment company

SMOOOOOOOTH

during World W ar 11 and later relniilt

jjroduction value to the lush scenic
grandeur of location sequences filmed
in sections of Eurojie never before
covered by the globe-trotting Cinerama
cameras—namely Bavaria and the
Bhine Biver Valley.
The once-quaint Medieval town of
Kassel, actual Inrthplace of the famous
story-telling brothers, had been liombed

It was in Bothenburg that much of
the biographical story was filmed. Near
the town, fairy-tale castles such as
W eikersheim and Neuschwanstein were
made available. Permission was ob¬
tained to shoot inside as well as out¬
side the castle walls, the first time such
concession was made to a film com¬
pany.
Part of Bothenburg’s charm is its
coliblestone streets. However, it was
correctly surmised that any attempt to
make moving camera shots on such
rough streets using dollies, cranes or
conventional wheeled vehicles would
be imsuccessfid. So a special camera
“sled” was used which had been de¬
signed and tested earlier on a cobble¬
stone street of the M-G-M backlot. The
actual working model, roughly 6x8
feet in size, was built in Germany. It
consisted of a solid platform, strong
enough to hold 800 lbs. of blimped
Cinerama camera, plus technicians, and
was mounted on steel runners to which
a durable plastic had been fused. It
was impossible to use a motor-driven
power source to drive the sled because
the motor noise would lie picked up
on the sound-track; so manpower was
pressed into service.
The resultant “dolly” shots filmed
iqj and down the winding, plunging
imeven cobblestone streets of Bothenburg are incredibly smooth, relatively
free of vibration and are most effective
in following the action.
The film abounds in authentic props
and vehicles, all of which add great
authenticity to the picture’s mood. For
example, the first train ever to run in
Germany (an elaborately colorful, deli¬
cately wrought, smoke-puffing chain
of ornate coaches on rails) was bor¬
rowed from the Nuremberg Museum
and put into action for a sequence
showing the brothers traveling to Ber¬
lin.
The boat which carries them down
the Bhine was actually the oldest steamjjropelled side-wheeler on the river. It
was pressed into service just three
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SOUND with LIGHTWEIGHT
TRANSIST-O-SOUND
This high fidelity amplifier now used in over 90 TV stations and locations.
Its Portability permits sound-on-film newsfilm where previously ONLY
silent coverage was possible. Write for illustrated brochure.
TWO-CHANNEL
self-contained
unit.
Illuminated
VU meter for night work. V/t. 3V2
.$350

days before it was scheduled to be
retired to a place of honor in the
famous ship museum at Maiuz. Booster
liglits powered by generators were used
aboard the boat to light dialogue se¬
quences. A problem encountered here
was how to exclude from camera view
the railroad trains, automobiles, etc.,
that continually moved along both
hanks of the river. Attractive canopies
carefully mounted on both sides of the
boat served effectively to block out
these anachronisms.
To reproduce an old ])ort on the
Rhine for a landing sequence, M-G-MCinerama crews constructed a special
hoat-dock near the village of Rad-Ems.
Scenes supposedly enacted in Rhineberg, were actually shot in the quaint
port of Oberspay, where a wine fes¬

C DUHTA
riNF ADTIf^ Inr
n W I W”WlllC”\r I I »
r

•

piaza 7-0440

lllvi

Western liranch: enSl

company’s construction crew to camoullage the house with a false front of the
period, and paint it carefully to match
the aged aspect of adjoining houses.
Interiors of the cathedral, supposedly
located in the same town, were actually
filmed in the famous ITegeusburg
Cathedral, where other problems were
encountered. The fact that the walls
were white was a troublesome factor
in the color photography. Additionally,
the interiors to be filmed were vast and
Vogel was limited as to the amount of
light he could use, to jwevent possible
damage to the interior decor. There
was some apprehension, too, that the

square and six “Brute” arcs were used

costumes, added much to the scenic
effect. All of the houses in the town
were of the authentic period except

For I^aul Vogel, the experience of
filming the first released dramatic fea¬

one. a large modern structure located
on a prominent corner. This held up
production only long enough for the
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By STEVENS
SYNCHRONOUS CAMERA DRIVE
115-volt
Speed.
Camera
Controls,

Bodine Motor 24-Frame Lip-Sync
Complete
with
Safety
Clutch,
Mounting Base, Forward-Reverse
Condenser, 10-Ft. Cable.

Special $150
Closed for Vacation Sept. 17 to Oct. 8
Write for our Bolex Accessory Catalog

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.
Dept. “A’’, 340 N. Newport Blvd.
Newport Beach, Calif.

L & F PORTABLE CINE PROCESSOR
• Fully Automatic

® Daylight Operating

$675.00

(f.o.b.
®

ture in Cinerama is one more in the
long list of technical challenges he has
met during more than 30 years as a
director of photography. Winner of
the Academy Oscar for photography of

accomplishmeut when he filmed Robert
Montgomery’s “Lady in the Lake,” the
only completely subjective full-length
feature ever made in which the camera
functioned throughout as the eye of the
protagonist. More recently, he photo¬
graphed George Teal’s extremely intri¬
cate and visually spectacular produc¬
tion of H. G. Wdles’ “The Time
Machine.”

■

Chicago)

16mm or 8/8mm

#

Requires no plumbing

#

Process 200 Ft. B&W
Film in Less Than 1
Hour

#

Reversal

#

Less
Than
of Solution

inside to light the cathedral.

“Battleground” (1949 ), he previously
achieved another singular photographic

DON'T FORGET TO WRITE:

BOLEX ACCESSORIES

ancient flagstone floor might give way
under the weight of the camera and
lighting equipment. So the power gen¬
erators were placed in the village

tival in progress at the time and fea¬
turing the natives in colorful period

—4ti7-2121

llnllywood Klvd., Tlollyd., tal.

#

Processing
1
Gallon
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55
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Investigate Tax-Free Film Production facilities,
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IS 16MM COLOR NEGATIVE THE ANSWER?

MOST RELIABLE
GUIDE!

Continued from Page 545

3. 35mm color positive jtrint ( 5385)
from 35mm color negative (5251).
The 35mm color positive print (No.
3 altove) was most pleasing, possessing

. . . if you shoot motion pictures
for:

TV or Theatres
Industry
Education
Government
Research, Etc.

I

excellent eolor, sharpness, highlights,
and shadow detail. The 16mm color
positive (No. 2 above) as might lie exjiected, had good color, clean high¬
lights, detail in the shadows, lint—as
could also he expected—more evidence
of graininess and a loss of definition
compared to the 35mm. The color re¬
versal print also showed good color—
more pastel than in the prints from
negative, and accejitahle definition.
In this comparison of prints made
direct from the camera original, it was
a toss-up between the 16mm positive
and the 16mm reversal. Among those
who have seen the test prints, some
preferred the reversal, some the posi¬
tive.
However, interesting as this set of
test prints might lie, they were hut a
partial test. Since there is a definite
limitation to making release prints
from the edited original film—partic¬
ularly negative material — the next
question concerned print quality by
what we may call the accepted, practi¬
cal stages of duplication. So, the next
group of tests included the following
16mm color jirints.
1. From
35mm
color
negative
(5251) a d irect reduction 16mm color
positive print.

There’s something to help you on
every

page

of

this

fact-packed

book!

2. From 35mm camera negative
(5251) a 35mm color master positive
intermediate (5253) from which was

Never before a helpful book like this! Gives
detailed onswers to hundreds of problems and
questions
related
to
theatrical,
TV,
industrial,
military, educational and documentary film pro¬
duction.

reduced a 16mm color dupe negative
intermediate
on
35/32mm
stock
(5253) and a 16mm color positive con¬
tact printed from it.

Informational
text
covers data
never before
published
on
panning
speeds,
optical
effects,
ultra I igh-speed photography, underwater cinema¬
tography, background plates, process shots, trav¬
eling
mattes,
day-for-night
photography,
color
temperature, etc.

3. From the 16mm color negative
(7251) a 16mm color master positive
intermediate (7253) and from the mas¬
ter positive a 16mm dnpe negative
intermediate (7251)—from which was

Charts, tables and diograms give instant an¬
swers to problems relating to lens angles, filter
factors, shutter openings, camera speeds, exposure,
lighting, aspect ratios, etc., etc. Order your copy
tod ay!

$7.50
.

r

.

.

printed the 16mm color positive print.

Post Paid

4. From 16mm Ektachrome (7255)
a 16mm color internegative (7270)
from which the 16mm color positive
was printed.
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I'he first two named above are al¬
ready accepted methods for producing
16mm color prints from 35mm color
negative. The fourth is also the pres¬
ently accepted method for making
16mm color positive release prints,

starting from Ektachrome. And the
third method listed would be the nor¬
mal way to provide intermediates, in
order to make it unnecessary to use the
valuable valuable 16mm color negative
in release printing.
The best screen quality resulted from
reducing the 16mm print directly from
the 35mm camera negative (No. 1
above), closely followed by the 16mm
contact print from reduction 35/32mm
dupe negative (No. 2 aliove).
Contrast was picked up by both the
dupe negative-positive print (No. 3
aliove)
and
the
internegative-pos¬
itive

print

(No.

4

above),

perhaps

somewhat more in the former. There
was also an objectionable increase in
graininess in the print by the 16mmnegative - 16mm-positive-16mm-dupenegative route, although color, clean
highlights, and shadow detail held up
quite well. The print through inter¬
negative was comparatively free of
grain, and had better definition.
On the basis of the tests they made
plus others they subsequently examined,
General Film Laboratories believes it
safe to conclude:
1. The best 16mm color print will
continue to be the one reduced from
35mm color negative.
2. The practical choice for 16mm
multiple release in color from 16mm
originals will be the positive print from
16mm color internegative—from Ekta¬
chrome.
3. The 16mm color positive print
made directly from 16mm color nega¬
tive (7251) is a commercially accep¬
table product, but with practical limit¬
ation on the number of prints which
can be made prior to negative deter¬
ioration.
4. The 16mm color positive print
from the 16mm color-negative-master
-positive-dupe-negative method is not
commercially acceptable, because of ex¬
cessive contrast and grain.
On the basis of the factors known
today, the 16mm camera color negative
has essentially the same advantages and
disadvantages as does the 16mni cam¬
era black-and-white negative for 16mm
B/W release printing. Eield experience
has resulted in reversal films being
used rather than the existing 16mm
R/W camera negative films. The latest
report is that the 16mm color negative
will be sold on a special order basis
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only, not as a regular order 16mm
stock. However, it will be available.
For

16mm

color

productions,

the

producer who demands the ultimate
in

quality,

and

has

the

necessary

budget, will shoot 35mm. The man who
has a smaller budget for color, and a
sizealde print order, will shoot 16mm
Ektachrome. The producer with a low
budget, who requires but a few color
prints, and will accept something less
than top quality, will shoot 16mm neg¬
ative, the Rewind report concludes.
Next

month:

“Duplicating

Koda■

chrome. 11.”

Our shelves are loaded with a variety of hard-to-get
items . .. available for “spot" delivery . ..

LENS CORRELATOR

Continued from Page 539

WITH FOLLOW FOCUS ATTACHMENT

objects, out of focus objects, or objects
in rapid motion in the scene. When
possible, such objects should he avoid¬
ed. By persistent and unusal skill
studio optical effects departments have
made this system work over a period
of many years and with generally sat¬
isfactory results.
principal

RENTAL SERVICE
ZOOM

TRAVELING MATTES

The

The finest in
MOTION PICTURE
EQUIPMENT
and
ACCESSORIES ...
calls for the finest in

advantages

of

the

Blue Screen process lie in the use of
standard lighting and camera equip¬
ment. Thus any camera may be used
without modification. Standard studio
lights may he used to illuminate the
foreground action and the backing.
It is possible and convenient to ex¬
tend the hacking onto the floor or
drape it over a platform, thus permit¬
ting the actors’ feet and other objects
to be included in the scene. There

The ZOOM LENS CORRELATOR
is an instrument of flawless
quality. It accurately aligns the
cross-line of the lens reticle with
the cross-line of the camera to
assure precise zoom shots. Dis¬
placement of the center frame
is impossible when zooming
from wide-angle to telephoto
position. A large selector knob
with calibrated built-in focal
length distances controls zoom
smoothness, and permits the
operator to predetermine zoom
by selecting and locking-off
focal length distances.

Renting from Camera Service costs less. No waste calls . . . no
promises of delivery but performance. All this adds up to a saving
in time and money. Our motion picture and TV equipment meet
the highest standards of quality and precision . . . our wide
assortment is second to none . . . and meeting tight schedules
is our specialty. You get what you want when you want it.

are no patent restrictions on the use
of this system.
The Color Difference Matte System
A modification of the blue screen
process, this system retains all the blue
screen system advantages while over¬
coming most of the disadvantages. It
differs from the blue hacking system
in the technique of manipulating the
film separations in the optical effects
department and also by the relative
lack of restrictions on the set.
The Color Difference technique
causes the blue hacking to reproduce
as a black hacking and under these
conditions all limitations concerning
transparent objects, smoke, rapid mo¬
tion, etc., are removed. It is still neces¬
sary to avoid the use of spectrally jnire
objects in the foreground, although
pastel blues and bluish looking colors
are acceptable. To be able to matte
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The next time you want that hard-to-find item—or any item
call PLaza 7-0906
you’ll find our delivery tailored to your most urgent requirements.

CAMERA SERVICE CENTER
333 West 52nd Street • New York 19, N. Y. • PLaza 7-0906

AURICON CONVERSION
BY BIRNS &. SAWYER OF HOLLYWOOD
EXTENDS CINE-VOICE OR PRO-200 CAMERA'^

TO 400 OR 1200-FT. CAPACITY
WITH NO LOSS OF ORIGINAL DESIGN!

BODINE TORQUE MOTOR,

adjustable for reliable
take-up, relieves load on camera motor and drive
mechanism (a B & S exclusive). Controlled by camera.

PRECISE WORM-GEAR FOOTAGE COUNTER
for any film load. Only $395 for Pro-200 conversion; $450 for
Cine-Voice (Mitchell magazine extra). See your dealer or write:

BIRNS & SAWYER Cine Equipment

^

6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF. TELEPHONE: HOIlywood 4-516^
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transparent objects, it is essential to
minimize the green exposure from the
backing. Here the rear illuminated
translucent backing is superior to the
painted backing.
Compared to the Blue Screen sys¬
tem. the Color Difference system has
the minor disadvantage of requiring
additional steps in the optical depart¬
ment. Its major advantages lie in the
relative ease of obtaining good results,
in the freedom from restrictions on
the set. and in the absence of blue
fringing. The blue canvas backing
may be set up quickly anywhere since
this is the only special material re¬
quired. The camera, lights and film
required are all standard.
The Dual Film Systems
The

Idtraviolet,

Infrared

and

So¬

dium Traveling matte systems are
“dual film” systems in which two films
are used in the camera. One film
photographs the action while the sec¬
ond film is used to form the matte.
The camera requires two films, two
movements, and a ])rism or beam split¬
ter to separate or divide the light so
as to expose both films simultaneously.
The only readily availalde camera
that meets these requirements is the
Technicolor 3-strip camera.

The Ultraviolet System
The UV system backing is colorless
and translucent, similar to a process
screen. However, it must be capable
of transmitting ultraviolet energy. The
backing is illuminated from tbe rear
with closely spaced fluorescent tubes,
which provide ultraviolet light. The
standard studio lamps used for fore¬
ground lighting contain some ultra¬
violet which is removed by the use of
filters over the lamps.
Care must he taken to kee[) the
foreground light off the backing. The
Technicolor 3-strip camera employed
is equipped with a specially coated
prism and filters to separate and direct
the visible and ultraviolet light (or
images and areas so illuminated) to
the respective films.
With adequate filters a good matte
is obtained. The matte image formed
bv the ultraviolet is slightly smaller
than the foreground image. Size cor¬
rection is subsequently made in the
optical printer.
In most cases, the
idlraviolet provides a good matte.
However, on occasion a transparent
object may appear opaque because of
low ultraviolet transmission. The ultra¬
violet system is patented and the
patent is held by W arner Bros.
The Infrared System

There is no special significance in
the terms “ultra-violet,” “infrared,”
and “sodium,” other than the fact that
the wave lengths of these lights are
such that they do not result in expos¬
ing the color negative. (Or they can
easily be prevented from so doing.)
The color negative may therefore pho¬
tograph the foreground action nor¬
mally, receiving no exposure from the
specially illuminated backing. To the
color negative the backing, therefore,
appears black.
Tbe second film in the camera is
the matte film, usually black-and-white.
It is sensitive to the s])ecial backing
illumination and thus is exposed by
it. Filters in the camera prevent ex¬
posure of the matte film by other wave
lengths of light. The foreground ac¬
tion, therefore, registers as a dark sil¬
houette against the illuminated back¬
ing.
The

principal

differences

l)etween

these systems lie in the choice of the
backing

illuminant.

which

in

turn

determines the requirements for lamps,
type of backing and filters.

These re¬

quirements are described as follows.
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This system is most generally used
with a rear-illuminated translucent
backing and with filters over the set
lamps. Another alternative, used by
Universal Studios in Hollywood, em¬
ploys a backing of special l)lack nylon
velvet. Although the velvet appears
black, it is highly reflective to infra¬
red. The velvet backing requires front
illumination and for this purpose un¬
filtered standard studio lamps are
used. These lamps emit large amounts
of infrared in addition to visible light.
The velvet presents some problems in
dirt collection and uniformity but these
are not serious. Foreground light may
spill over onto the backing without
harm since the backing is black.
A Technicolor 3-strip camera with
a specially coated prism is used in
exposing the matte and picture films.
The matte film is infrared sensitive.
Since standard studio lamps provide
large amounts of infrared, they are
fitted with filters to j)revent infrared
illumination falling on the foreground.
Infrared forms an oversize image on
the matte negative requiring a size ad¬
justment in the optical printing. An in¬

frared system as described is patented.
(Pickley, U.S. Pat. No. 2,461,127).
The Pickley patent is avoided if the
foreground lamps are used without
filters; however, this incurs certain
problems. The lack of these filters
causes serious foreground exposure on
the matte film, requiring additional
work in the optical department to
produce a good matte. Omitting the
infrared filters on the foreground
lamps thus forfeits one of the major
advantages of the dual film system, as
the matte film will contain unwanted
exposure from the foreground. Care is
required on the set to avoid dark ob¬
jects or dark wardrobe having infrared
reflectivity, as these ol)jects leave a
“hole” in the matte. While this is a
disadvantage it may also be used to
advantage by using the black velvet
to block out portions of the foreground.
The Sodium Lamp System
The light emitted by Sodium vapor
lamps is near the middle of the visible
spectrum where lenses are designed for
sharp focus. The yellow sodium lip;ht
falls between green and red, and at this
point Eastman color negative is relaitvely insensitive. A special prism
mounted in the camera selectively re¬
flects most of the sodium light to the
matte film. The remaining sodium light
is not of sufficient intensity to cause se¬
rious exposure of the picture negative.
The backing used for this system
may be white or yellow fabric, if illum¬
inated from the front, although a rearilluminated translucent backing has
advantages with respect to spill light.
A Technicolor 3-strip camera is em})loyed to expose the two films. The
development of a beam splitter and
filter of unusual sharpness permits the
foreground lamps to be used without
filters. Care must be taken to keep the
foreground illumination off the back¬
ing. The matte image formed by Sodi¬
um light is the same size as the action
Continued on Page 571

ASC RECOMMENDATIONS
Copies of ASC Recommendations com¬
pleted to dote and which have been
published or described in American Cine¬
matographer are available in the estab¬
lished technical format complete with fullscale drawings to readers in the motion
picture or television industry.
Address
requests to ASC

Research &

Committee,
1782
No.
Hollywood 28, Calif.
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UY, SELL, SWA
Largest, Most Productive Classified Ad Section Of Any Publication Serving Makers Of Motion Pictures
STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

EQUIPMENT WANTED

MITCHELL magazines, 1000' x 35mm, excellent
condition; $55.00 each. Mitchell magazines,
400' X 35mm, new, per set of 4 in case
(white); $275.00. Mitchell variable diffuser
assys. (cost $190.00), used, excellent; $30.00
each. Magazines, B&H Filmo, 400' x 16mm,
new. Set of 4 in case, $400.00. Viewfinder,
B&H Sports & Tracking finder, fits Eyemo Q
and other models (can also be used on Filmo),
complete with door, new condition; $55.50
each, postpaid. Blimp, CECO Professional Jr.
for
Cine
Special.
Very
good
condition,
$145.00. Camera motors, Eyemo (will also fit
Filmo) Bodine 4-6 Volt DC, with cable and
switch, new condition; $38.50 each, postpaid.
Cash with order, please. JACK WALTON, P.O.
Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.

HOUSTON K-IA developing machine. Only
one to go at a low price. Contact Mr. Samuel.
AIR PHOTO SUPPLY, 555 E. Tremont, New
York 57, N.Y. Dial 212 CY 9-6403._

TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

REAL BUYS from one of the leading mail order
camera stores for over 15 years! Will swap
16mm Cine Kodak Special 1 for Bolex or Mag¬
netic Bell & Howell projector. Bell & Howell
185 projector with amplifier in base for pro¬
jection booth, $185.00. 100 ft. magazine for
16mm Cine Kodak Special, $195.00. 200 ft.
magazine for 16mm Cine Kodak Special,
$369.00. Like new 16mm Arriflex, 3 lenses
plus Zoom, motor, 400 ft. magazine, shoulder
pad, handgrip, periscope, viewfinder, nickel
cadmium battery, case, $2750.00. 1 6mm Kodak
K 100 turret, $195.00. Motor for Cine Kodak
Special, $49.50. 35mm Bell & Howell Eyemo
with 2 lenses, $195.00. WESTEN'S, 800 State
Street, Santa Barbara, California.
FOR SALE—Stancil-Hoffman S5 Recorder 16mm
with pre-amps & audio oscillator $900.00
Magnasync-602-2 channel interlock
dubbers $1500.00
4 Altec 639 MIKES $100.00 each
1 R.C.A. 77D MIKE $100.00
B&H Sync Projector $325.00
All in Production Use
DEKKO FILMS, INC.
126 Dartmouth St.
Boston 16, Mass.
CINE-SPECIAL Par 4 lens turret. Par reflex
finder, 2 200 ft. film chambers, Auricon view¬
finder, electric motor and tachometer, lens
filter slot and filter holders. Original cost
$3,526.00, exceptional condition for only,
$1,500.00.
JOHN
W.
CLEVELAND,
2115
Bellflower Blvd., Long Beach 15, California.
1—16mm color processing machine, custom
built, in use for full time production. Excel¬
lent condition. Cost $20,000.00 —$6,500.00
1—DeVry Bantam 16mm sound and picture
motion picture projector, like new.$250.00
Prices FOB our premises, VIDEO FILM LAB¬
ORATORIES, 350 West 50th Street, New York
19, N.Y.
MITCHELL-type 400 ft. 16mm magazines,
2 for .$ 1 50.00
MITCHELL-type 600 ft. 16mm magazines,
2 for .-.$250.00
ELGEET 4", f/2.7 lens, new.$55.00
SPEED GRAPHIC, 4x5, Ektar lens, sol. flash
gun, 12 holders.$95.00
CINE-VOICE,
16mm Parrish conversion for
400' or 1200' magazines, with sync motor,
NR-24-A7 noise-reduc. amplifier or reg. CineVoice amplifier. Write for photos and prices.
FEATURETTE FILMS, Route 1, Calabasas, Calif.,
Phone Diamond 7-7474.

WORRELL
gearhead
and
case,
excellent,
$1295.00. VICTOR DUNCAN, 234 Piquette,
Detroit. Michigan.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
INSTANT CASH
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for your used 1 6mm and 35mm
professional equipment of any kind
URGENTLY NEED
ARRIS, AURICONS, MITCHELLS,
Zoom lenses; lab, editing
lighting & recording equipment
for our Rental Program
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WANTED to buy all types of projection bulbs,
spotlight bulbs. ADVANCED SPOTLIGHT SERV¬
ICE, Box 206, Passaic, N. J.
MAURER 05 camera; 16mm magnetic film re¬
recorder; in good condition. Box 1455, AMERI¬
CAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

WANTED MISCELLANEOUS

CONSIGNMENTS WELCOME
NEW—USED
RENT, BUY TRADE, REPAIR
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA COMPANY
6838 SUNSET BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 28 CALIF.
WHO SELLS, SWAPS AND BUYS
Whatever in your backroom lies?
Frozen assets can give you a chill
say the word and defrost them we will.
CONSIGNMENTS TAKEN—SET YOUR PRICE
Ship it in—OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
Wire us—Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, Inc.
Cable: SOSOUND
Dept, fc, 602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—-6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone 467-2124
WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or
new equipment? Let us know what you have
and what you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway PL 7-6977 New York 23. N.Y.
->

/>

Looking For . . .
... a Worrell Gearhead? 16mm
color processor? Used 1000-ft.
Mitchell camera magazines? A
motor for the Cine Special for
$49.50? An Altec microphone for
$100.00? A Kodak K-lOO 16mm
camera? Or perhaps you need
services of a Director Editor locat¬
ed in India; a cinematographer in
Europe, or Japan; or low-cost
titles and opticals?

You’ll find them all in these
Classified Ad Columns!
If you see something you want,
act fast! American Cinematogra¬
pher classified advertising pro¬
duces

FAST ACTION!

HATES: Ads set in lighttace type, 15c per word. Minimum ad, $2.00. Text set in
i.ghtface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser’s name) 20c per word.
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case)

AMERICAN

TRADES TAKEN
S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California

FILM ASSIGNMENTS wanted. Pacific Coast and
Midwest Area, for stock shots, process plates,
etc. Top Hollywood cinematographers and
equipment available. WORLD WIDE FILMS,
INC., 108 So. LaJolla Ave., Hollywood 48,
Calif. Phones: WE 9-8308 and OL 3-5072.
PRODUCER servicing large aero-space com¬
pany
wishes to hear from
16mm color
photographers, directors and sound men ex¬
perienced in working under adverse lighting
and audio conditions with often no re-takes
possible. Assignments world-wide. Box 1454,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
EXPANDING Toronto (Canada) filmaker re¬
quires talented people with experience in
the field of Animation, Opticals and Special
Effects. Replies treated in strictest confidence.
Our employees have been notified of this ad¬
vertisement.
Box
1453, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.

LABORATORY & SOUND
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed.
Complete studio and laboratory services. Color
printing and lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION
PICTURE SERVICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Ave¬
nue,
Cleveland
3,
Ohio.
Phone ENdicott
1 -2707.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
DIRECTOR-EDITOR, CHIEF
DIRECTORIAL AS¬
SISTANT TO SATYAJIT RAY for seven years,
wishes to obtain assignments in any foreign
film productions in India. All phases: Pre¬
planning, location work, stock or difficult
footage, assistant director, editing and re¬
recording. References. Write: Sailen Dutt, 7
Baidyanath Ghosal Road, Belghoria P.O., 24
Paraganas, West Bengal, India.
EUROPEAN assignments. 16mm top American
equipment. THOMAS d HOSTE, 31 Ave. MacMahon,
Paris 17,
France.
In
Hollywood;
7617'A Hollywood Blvd.
Continued On Next Page

$1 50 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial Office,
American CinematoBrapher, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms
close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
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Classified Ads
Continued from Preceding Page

PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS

BEHIND THE CAAAERAS

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”*

Continued from Page 522

PATHE STUDIOS—N.Y.
Eugen Shuftan, “The Nurses”*.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
MR. ELIE C. KATZ, B.Sc., formerly head of
InternaMonal Department of CAMERA EQUIP¬
MENT CO., INC., New York, can now be
reached at his own address: 142-19 Barclay
Avenue, Flushing 55, New York. Tel. ELushing 9-7194.
JAPANESE English speaking director-cinema¬
tographer for teatures, TV, etc. HARRY MlMURA,
2-1303
Setagaya,
Tokyo, Japan.
Credits: "Around the World in 80 Days"
(Far East locations), American TV films (See
American Cinematographer March, 1961).
TITLES & OPTICALS for low budget produc¬
tions. 8/16/35mm service. Samples and price
list from ASSCCIATED CINETITLE SERVICES,
13204 Shaver, Baldwin Park, California.
16mm FILM assignments—Chicago, Zoographic,
Scenic, Industrial. ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRO¬
DUCTIONS, 1657 Grace St., Chicago 13, Illi¬
nois. Bl 8-8612.

PRODUCERS STUDIO, INC.

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

Emmet Bergholz, “Death Valley Days”*.
Wiu.i.4M Clothier, '‘Donovan’s Reef’ (John
Ford Prod.; Technicolor) with John Wayne
and Lee Marvin, .lolin h’ord, producer-di¬
rector.
H.4SKELL
Boggs,
ASC, “Bonanza"'*.

ASC,

Walter

Castle,

Ci. \UDE Renoir, “Paris When it Sizzles”
(Color; shooting in Paris) with William
Holden
and
Audrey
Hepburn.
Richard
Quine, director.
Frank Phillips, “Have Gun Will Travel”*.

PRODUCTION CENTER STUDIOS—N.Y.
William Steiner, ASC, “Two Tickets to
I’aris” (Harry Romm—Columbia Pictures)
with Gaiy Crosby and Joey Dee. Greg Gar¬
rison, director.

REVUE STUDIOS
John Russell, ASC, Benjamin Kline, ASC,
“Alfred Hitchcock Hour”*.
Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Wide Country”*.
Walter Strenge, ASC, “Wagon Train”*.
Benjamin Kline, ASC, “Alcoa Theatre”*.

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS—N.Y.
Jack Horton, “Sport Shorts”*.

William
Men”*.

Margulies,

ASC,

“McHale’s

FLASHBACK TO YESTERYEAR

FILM ASSIGNMENTS, New York, Boston area,
scenic, stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS,
168 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.
CAMERAMAN available for assignments in¬
cluding UNDERWATER. ROY CHEVERTON, 2625
N. Ocean Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

YOU CAN
DO A FRIEND
A FAVOR
by sending him
this issue of
American
Cinematographer

Simply fill in and mail this coupon.
We’ll send him a copy of this Septem¬
ber issue ... no charge of course.

Name__
Address_
City-Company__

■—Clip and mail to—

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
1782 No. Orange Drive
Hollywood 28, California
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1925-If you were a moviegoer in the heyday of the “silents,” you’ll re¬
member the country bumpkin in the straw hat—Charlie Ray. This publicity
still was made during a lull in the shooting of “Some Pumpkins,” which
featured Ray as a timid country boy—a role he made famous. Directing the
picture is Jerome Storm (center) and behind the hand-cranked Bell &
Howell camera is cinematographer Philip Tannura, ASC. Location is the
western street on the back lot of Charles Ray’s Hollywood studio, which
later became Monogram, now is filming headquarters of Allied Artists.
Tannura photographed a number of Ray’s pictures before the star went
into eclipse following his disastrous production of “Courtship of Miles
Standish,” in which he starred.
Tannura went on to better things and with the advent of sound he ad¬
vanced rapidly in this new field of film entertainment. He was for many
years one of Columbia Studio’s ace directors of photography. When tele¬
vision started to use films for programming and a number of TV series got
underway in the various Hollywood studios, Tannura was behind the cam¬
eras on such shows as “Burns and Allen,” “Jack Benny,” “Man From Blackhawk,” “Two Faces West,” and more recently “Shannon.”
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Clifford Stine. ASC, “Three on a Match ’

TRAVELING MATTES

(Color) with Kirk Douglas and Mitzie Gaynor. Michael Gordon, director.

Continued from Page 568

ASC, “Tammy and the
Doctor” (Ross Hunter Prod.; color) with
Sandra Dee and Peter Fonda. Harry Keller,
director.
Russell

Harlan, ASC, “A Gathering of
Eagles” with Rock Hudson and Mary Peach.
Dell)ert Mann, director.

ASC, “The Virginian”*.

Lindon.

Ray Flin, “It's a Man’s World”*.
Waxman, “Lancelot and Guinevere”
(Emblem Films Prod.; P’Vision & Color;
shooting in Yugoslavia) with Cornel Wilde
and Jean Wallace. Cornel Wilde, director.

Harry

John Warren, ASC, “Going my Way”*.

ASC, “It’s A Mad, Mad,
Mad, Mad World” (P'Vision-Technicolor;
Stanley Kramer Prods.) with Spencer Tracy
and Milton Berle. Stanley Kramer, producerdirector.
Ernest

Laszlo.

REPUBLIC STUDIOS
Wilfrid

ners

Cline,

ASC,

“Saints

and

Sin-

.
Burke, “McKeever and

Charles

the Colo¬

Howard

Schwartz, “The Rifleman”*.

George Diskant, ASC, “Dick Powell Show'”*.

HAL ROACH STUDIOS
“Terrified”
(Bern-Field
Prods, for Int’l Pictures Release) with Rod
Lauren and Steve Drexel. Lew' Landers, di¬
rector.
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

Curt

Fetters.

John Nickolaus, Jr., “The Young Guns of

Texas” (API) with James Mitchum and
Alana Ladd. Maury Dexter, producer-director.
Achilli, “The Condemned of Altona” (Titanus-Carlo Ponti Prod.; shooting
in Germany) with Sophia Loren and Maxi¬
milian Schell. Vittorio de Sica, director.

Sante

Enrico Gignitti, “The Leopard” (Titanus
Prod.; Technicolor; Technirama; shooting
in Sicily) with Burt Lancaster and Claudia
(iardinale. Luchino Visconti, director.

WARNER BROS.
Ernest Haller, ASC, “What Ever Happened

to Baby Jane?” (Seven Arts-Associates &
Aldrich Prod.» with Bette Davis and Joan
Crawford. Robert Aldrich, producer-director.
Lewis Jennings. “Hawaiian Eye”*.

ASC, Robert Hoffman,
“77 Sunset Strip”*.

Ralph

CREATIVE
SPECIAL EFFECTS

image and therefore no size correction
is required in the printing. A direct
contact print of the matte negative may
he used for the printing matte. (If all
the matte systems, the sodium system
is the most direct and requires the
least work to obtain the finished com¬
posite. On this basis the Sodium system
should result in the low'est cost per
shot. It is questionable, however, if any
operational cost difference is sufficient
to warrant the replacement of an
existing ultraviolet or fully filtered
infrared system.

Complete Advisory and Technical Services
From Story Ideas to Theater Screen.

LIQUID GATE PRINTING
FOR 16-35-65-70 MM BLOW-UPS
Specialized Laboratory Services
“Over 30 Years of
Major Studio Experience”

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood
1153 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Phone: HO 9-5808

Woolsey.

Jack Marquette, “Gallant Men”*.

Cable: FILMFX

HOLLYWOOD SHORT ENDS

It is believed that the cost of install¬
ing a Sodium system using the inex¬
pensive British sodium lamps is about
equivalent to a fully filtered infrared

Guaranteed — In Date
Black-and-White and Color

E-K 35mm XX B&W, 2y2C ft.
E-K 35mm 5250 Color, 4c ft.

or ultraviolet system.

nel”*.

asc

Formerly head of
RKO Studios Effects Dept.

Metty.

Russell

Lionel

LINWOOD DUNN,

The use in this system of a beam
splitter prism of sufhcient sharpness to
permit unfiltered foreground lighting
shows novelty over an earlier British
patent. The patent is still valid in
Britain and the use of this system re¬
quires ])ayment of a nominal royalty
if the product is to he shown in Britain.

Orders Shipped Within 48 Hours.
30% Deposit Required on
C.O.D. Orders

Please Include Postage
'

i

LLOYD’S CAMERA EXCHANGE
1612 Cahuenga Blvd.,
•ollywood 28, C

Traveling matte is often compared
with hack projection. To a certain
extent, both processes have similarities,
hut they have at least as many differ¬
ences. To compare them in detail
would be a lengthy task, but in general
it may lie said that if the background
of a scene is as important as the fore
ground from the story-telling aspect
then traveling matte is perferable.^
THE FOREGOING article is based on tb
chapter entitled Traveling Matte Systems ii
the American Cinematographer Manual, aug¬
mented by data (1, 2, 3) from the article,
A Black-&-W kite Traveling Matte Process,
by Robert L. Hoult, Amer. Cinematographer
for October, 1959.—ED.

1576i

rryotnmg

,

Phone: UNiversify 1-4663

.Aich.

• Cable: UHLCIMA

Carl Guthrie, ASC, “True”*.
Robert Surtees, ASC, “PT 109” (P-Vision;

color;
shooting
in
Florida)
with
Cliff
Robertson and Ty Hardin. Lewis Milestone,
director.

IHUWAl EFFECIS

Mark Davis, ASC, “PT 109” Second Unit.

ASC, “Spencer’s Moun¬
tain” (Technicolor) with Henry Fonda and
Maureen O’Hara. Delmer Daves, pro^ducerdirector.
Harry
Stradling,
ASC, “Not on your
Life!” (Belgrave Ents. Prod.; Technicolor
& P'Vision; shooting in Greece) with Rob¬
ert Preston and Tony Randall.
Morton
DaCosta, producer-director.
Charles

Lawton,

FOR TV PRODUCERS
Write for FREE listing to give you the freedom and “elbow” room in
which to work. S.O.S. offers music on an outright sales basis with full
musical clearance; mechanical reproduction and dubbing privileges.

Harold Stine, ASC, “Be Careful How \ou

Wish” (Technicolor) with Don Knotts and
Carole Cook. Arthur Lubin and Wm. Tytla,
directors.
ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS
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Monroe Askins, “Ripcord”*.
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York

Hollywood

19,

S.O.S. PHOTO - CINE - OPTICS, IHC.
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PLaia

Hollywood

7-0440 — Wire.

28,
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Automatic Daylight Processing

Continued from Page 541

DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•

mounted on a base which slid smoothly
over the tracks to effect a dolly-in or

DOUBLING IN BRASS

Processes up to 200 R.
8min-l 6mm-3Snim-70mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor-driven, portable
Uniform Density Assured
400 R. Tank Available

graphic talents, my theories; hut the
direction and possibly the whole pro¬
duction might suffer from excessive

FILM DRYER

photographic treatment. The idyllic
subject matter of “Elodia” called for
freshness of ap})roach, and yet a simpli¬

* Motor driven—Heated
* Speedy drying
* Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
* Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
* Easily assembled without
tools
* Compact, Portable

city—almost a candor of interpretation
and acting, which would have been
spoiled by the intrusion of any cinema
acrobatics or “new wave” rough-andraw treatment. These would have been
completely out of place. Throughout
the direction of this picture, my aim
was for mature simplicity.

Guaranteed. Write for Free Literature

Micro Record (orp.

All interiors were shot on Eastman
XX film and the exteriors on Plus-X.
No make-up was used at any time. Be¬
cause our budget would not permit the
luxury of a dolly or camera crane, we
utilized a comjiaratively new' method
DUAL POWER VIEWER for BOLEX REFLEX
From an originol 6X to an 8X full field and
16X critical focus LARGER IMAGES—BETTER
SHARPNESS
CONTROL
WITH
ANY
LENS
Easy to Operate—Guaranteed for Life—More
Information Available—When Viewer only is
sent $54.00—When sent with Camera $60.00.

for making moving camera shots. This
is shown in one of the accompanying
photos. It consisted of a narrow alum¬
inum track about forty feet in length,
supported by stout metal legs, which

PELLEGRINI-PIEK
MOVIE CAMERA ACCESSORIES
7 COLEMAN PLACE, MENLO PARK, CALIF.
Makers

of

Variable Shutter Units
Bolex H Cameras.

could be set up within fifteen minutes
on any terrain. The camera was

foi

pull-back shor.
Eor more extensive moving camera
shots, we utilized the tracks and mobile
equipment of a narrow gauge railway
used to transport sugar cane from the
fields to the refinery. The camera was
mounted on the tiny “locomotive” and
its smooth passage over the rails was
insured by technicians shimming up
in advance the low' points in the track
along the route of a dolly shot.
Thanks to the unquenchable en¬
thusiasm and dedication of these native
him technicians, the valuable know¬
how of my New \ ork assistants, along
with the skillful production planning
of producer Ered Pressburger and as¬
sociate Tom Hollyman, the picture was
completed on schedule in seven weeks.

One of the hrst methods that comes
to mind when sky darkening is men¬
tioned is the use of a polarizing hlter.
This hlter polarizes skylight, and when
placed over the camera lens it cuts out
half the light coming from all objects
and darkens relatively more areas
in whieh light is normally polarized.
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W* J. GERMAN/ Inc.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST AGENCY FOR
Sales And Distribution

EASTMAN PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE FILMS
Negatives
Color

Positives

Black - And - White

Prompt Service — Everywhere

Fort LeC/

Chicago,

Hollywood,

New Jersey

Illinois

California

now it's

s-p-r-o-y

all the way...

PICTURE
sharper image—better
quality—cleaner filmno directional develop¬
ment caused by stagnant
developer.

for processing 16mm and 35mm

• black-and-white negative

SOUND

• black-and-white positive

cleaner, better high fre¬
quency response, higher
density makes possible
improved signal-to-noise
ratio.

• black-and-white reversal
• optical sound track

EQUIPMENT
complete conversion to
spray process—high speed,
modern facilities—day and
night capacity for fast
handling.

byron

WRITE
PHONE
WIRE...
for complete information
and prices.

motion pictures
P S

I • 4# • • • •

1226 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Washington 7, D. C., FEderal 3-4000
Affiliated with MECCA FILM LABORATORIES CORP.
630 Ninth Avenue, New York 36, N.Y.

we think this is another
byron “first”.
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s. 0. s. mirni viwii
PROrESSIONAL 16mm MODEL

m:

■ r

.4

1

H'

»

to
^00^
at
S.O.S. Ediola AA-16 Jr. Action Viewer.—$ 99.50
S.O.S. Ediola AA-16 Sr. Action Viewer with pressure
plate and double pad rollers (left to right) $135.00
S.O.S. Ediola AARL-16 Sr. Action Viewer with pressure
plate and double pad rollers (right to left) $195.00
S.O.S. Ediola Pro-35 for 35mm.-.$395.00
AAodel AAA Pro-8 Viewer for 8mm--$ 89.50
Write for illustrated brochure

S.O.!;. PHOTO-CIIE-OPTICS, INC.
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FULL-COLOR

FEATURE ARTICLES

8mm SOUND FILMS!

This is the new VICAUDIO COMPACT
SOUND 8 CARRY ALL PROJECTOR...
the remarkable lightweight rear-screen
projector in an attache case! With
VICAUDIO, new professional quality
8mm sound movies open a new dimen¬
sion In audio-visual communication.
Magnetic sound with its flexibility...
8mm film with its amazing production
savings...loop-loading with its repeatmessage possibilities...all combine in
the VICAUDIO. May we send you the full
story on 8mm sound and the equipment
which brings it to reality?

VICOM, INC

<S: iJl
u

A SUBSIDIARY OF ELGEET OPTICAL COMPANY
309 CHILD STREET, ROCHESTER 6, NEW YORK
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WHATEVER THE PICTURE-DEPEND ON DU PONT
i

i.
I

I
f
;

Distinguished directors of photography and
cinematographers depend on Du Pont
SUPERIOR* 2 and 4 Films and the service
that comes w/ith them. One may need the
latitude of the SUPERIOR Films for shooting a documentary in the chance weather
of an English autumn. Another may want
the consistent quality of the SUPERIOR
Films as he shoots a television series.
Whatever their assignment, you will find
these men at the top of their profession-

(wnffi)

with years of award-winning experience.
Their repeated success has proved to them
that Du Pont SUPERIOR Films give firstclass results-they depend on it!
You, too, can get Du Pont Films-and full
technical data on them-from any of the
sales offices shown listed at the right. Or
write to E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
(Inc.), Photo Products Department N-2430A,
Wilmington 98, Delaware.
^Du Font’s registered trademark for its photographic filrr,.

ATLANTA 18, GA., 1737 Ellsworth Ind. Dr., N. W.
CHICAGO 46, ILL., 4560 Touhy Ave.,
Edgebrook Station
CLEVELAND 16, OHIO, 20575 Center Ridge Road
CLIFTON, N.J., 380 Allwood Rd.,
Allwood Station (New York)
DALLAS 7, TEXAS, 1628 Oak Lawn Ave.
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF., 7051 Santa Monica Blvd.
WALTHAM 54, MASS., 45-4th Ave. (Boston)
WYNNEWOOD, PA., 308 E. Lancaster Ave. (Phila.)
EXPORT, Nemours Bldg., WHmington 98, Del
IN CANADA, Du Pont of Canada, Ltd., Toronto

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING . . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY

•<4. *.».**••
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NOW- IMMEDIATE DELIVERY on ACMADE
FLORMAN & BABB, Inc.
Proudly Announce
The Appointment of

n

GORDON
ENTERPRISES
5362 N. Cahuenga, North Hollywood. Cal
as Exclusive Western Distributor.

BEHREND CINE
CORP.
HEAVY VOLUME OF SALES HAS RESULTED
IN STEPPED-UP PRODUCTION AND IN¬
CREASED PRODUCTION FACILITIES BY THE
ACMADE PLANT IN ENGLAND. ALL ACMADE
MODELS ARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR IM¬
MEDIATE DELIVERY.

161 E. Grand Ave., Chicago 11, III.
as Exclusive Mid-Western Distributor.
These outstanding dealers will carry the
complete Acmade line for demonstration
and are fully equipped to supply complete
maintenance and service.

NEW FROM ACMADE

ACMADE MARK II

ACMADE TUNGSTEN
PRECISION SPLICER

EDITING TABLE
Makes Editing Easy!

This moderately priced splicer incorporates
new precision features which insure absolute
accuracy and safety in splicing. Three models
are available: Model 16-16mm., Model 3535mm., Model 35-16 combination 35mm. and
16mm.

'2975
f.o.b. New York
1. The combination 35mm.16mm. Model features retracttable 35mm. and 16mm. pins.
This permits center placement
of the 16rBm. pins for A and B
roll splicing.

4. Specially designed righthand pressure block permits
easy and accurate back-scrap¬
ing on all models.

2. Stainless steel blocks are precision fitted with
Tungsten-Carbide inserts for cutting. Cutting edges
will remain sharp and last forever.
3. Attached scraper adjustable for depth
jig incorporated on splicer base.

fitting

5. Tempered steel springs pro¬
vide perfect pressure, posi¬
tioning film firmly during
scrapingand splicing processes.
6. Thermostatically controlled
heater maintains constant
100° temperature.

Model 16 - $299

Operation of this simple, efficient editing
machine can be mastered in minutes. Con¬
tinuous (non-intermittent) movement pro¬
vides absolute protection for your film. In¬
stant controls and declutching allows up to
50% greater speed for pic & sound editing.
All combinations of 16mm and/or 35mm
channels, plus magnetic and optical sound
available.

Model 35 - $299
Model 35.16 - $399

WRITE FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

Acmade Foot-Operated Splicer with Tungsten Tipped Blades

Combination
16mm-35mm
Model

$1495

This splicer is constructed, as is usual
with ACMADE products, of the finest mate
rials and workmanship. All castings are of
the best quality and the top body and
cutter arms are seasoned to prevent dis¬
tortion after machining. The machining is
carried out to limits of± .0005" in order
that the cutter blades shall close in a dead
parallel manner. The cutter blades are
made from stainless steel with Tungsten
Carbide inserts, and afterwards ground
lapped and polished to a limit of ± .0002"
thickness and the cutting edges relieved by
1°. The Tungsten Carbide inserts will have

indefinite life and will not require sharp¬
ening as with other types. A heater unit
is installed in the top body of the machine.
The top light in a well glass fitting is at¬
tached to the body of the machine and also
an inspection light in the waste bin to¬
gether with cement bottle and brush. A
scraper block is supplied and also a
scraper block setting jib and support shelf
rubber-covered. The whole machine is fin¬
ished in first quality grey hammer and all
metal parts other than cutter blades are
hard flash chromed.

rl? FLOBHAN & BABB, Inc.
68 W. 45th St., New York 36. N. Y. MUrray Hill 2-2928
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Optional accessories quickly
adapt SUN GUN Professional
Photo Light for every indoor
lighting need.

Accessory holder. Adapts
SUN GUN Professional Photo
Light to accept the wide va¬
riety of specialized optional
accessories.

m

ADJUSTABLE HEAD
‘ tilts for bounce
lighting. Is calibrated
30* below and 90*
above horizontal.
Control ann makes
it easy to tilt and
ei

Daylight filter. Corrects
color temperature of basic
3400°K lamp to permit use
with daylight type color film.
Eliminates need for conver¬
sion filters on camera, re¬
taining full efficiency of
expensive camera lenses.

■
Snoots. Provide a finely con¬
trolled beam for spot high¬
lighting of small areas. Two
sizes-large, and special op¬
tical “Sniper Snoot."

SILICON BECTIFIER
LIOHT SWITCH
has dimmer control for
modeling and setup
lighting levels, is '
"conveniently located
•>>^ on handle for
instant light control

Super-Spread Lens. Spreads
beam to match field of extrawide-angle camera lenses.

ORIGINAL EQUIPME

Also includes:

flood ubns
Duat-puipnise tens
fords choice of 11
X.4S* or 60* X 5
beam for broade
light coverage of subject area.
f PORIRAITLENS
Made of specie
„ tempered glass for
''.'close-up work. Soft- ens light and reduci
contrast
-

ms

%

Large Barn Doors. Permit
horizontal control of light
beam to conform to specific
area lighting requirements
or to keep light out of cam¬
era lens.

UNIVERSAL BRACKET
' fits all cameras.
. Special bi-po$ition
mounting,hole allows
unit to be' located at
the side or 30“ to the
rear of camera

Special 3200°K filter. Con¬
verts color temperature of
light for use with Type B
color film.

Diffusing Filter. Spun-glass
scrim provides soft, even,
diffused light for close-up
work. Includes removable
spread lens.

Here’s the finest in professional photo lighting.
Professional photographers across the eoiintry
are using it to shoot their commercial produc¬
tions—both movies and stills.
This SUN GUN® Professional Photo Light takes
the place of studio lights 10 times bigger, 10
times heavier, 10 times more expensive. It pro¬

duces 5000 watts of exposure at only 1000 watts'
electrical cost —does the work of much studio
lighting equipment easier and better.
Good? So good it won a 1962 Aeademy Award.
Want to know more about this new SUN GUN
Professional Photo Light? Ask your photo dealer
— or mail the coupon below.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION ^

Carrying case. For conven¬
ient carrying of SUN GUN
and accessory lenses.

Sylvania Lighting Products
'Division of Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
730 Third Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
Please send me free technical information
SUN GUN Professional Photo Light.

SYLVAN lA
SUBSlDIAf=tY

Of=

on

the

new

Name--—Address___
City_Zone_State.

GENERAL TELEPHONE ^ELECTRONICS \?f
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NEW DEblGN

FILM BIN
WITH RACK
Recognition Asked For
Industry Cinematographers

31

• Rectangular
Construction
* Fits easily into
corners

• Vulcanized fiber with reinforced metal frame.
• Complete Bin, Rack, linen bag.

\With

skids.

$45.25

With

wheels.

$51.75

CAMART OILER PEN

In quantities of six, $1.39 each.

CAMART DUAL SOUND
EDITOR MODEL SBl 11
Edit single and double system 16mm or 35mm op
tical sound.
Edit single system magnastripe o
double
system
magnetic
sound.
Use with
any
16mm motion picture viewer to obtain perfect
lip-sync matching of picture to track. Works from
left to right or right to left.
Dual

Zeiss

Editor (without viewer) Optical

Moviscop
C

582

^

If

Viewer

r-\/i AVA/a p

.

11

QQ

96.00
269.50

Unless Hollywood hegiiis doing
more to honor its own, it is going to
waste a great opportunity for continu¬
ing to sell itself as the entertainment
film capitol of the world, according to
John W. Servies, President of the So¬
ciety of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers.
In a letter to Claire H. Grimes. E.\ecutive Secretary of the Hollywood
Chamber of Commerce. Servies point¬
ed out that the artistic and technologi¬
cal contributions of the great motion
picture cameramen are so vital, that
Directors of Photography have l)een
chosen for a particular motion picture
just as carefully as actors or directors
—so great is the importance of the
photography to the artistic success of
the picture.
It seems incongruous, Servies con¬
tinued. that the great motion picture
cameramen have been accorded world¬
wide acclaim by the entertainment in¬
dustry, l)ut have been almost ignored
by Hollywood, the town they helped to
create. Only one Director of Photog¬
raphy, Pev Harley, is recognized on
Hollywood’s “Walk of Fame.”
Speaking for the Society. Servies
said he was pleased that Producer Les¬
lie Stevens recently urged the Holly¬
wood Chamlier of Commerce to add
the names of great cameramen, past
and present, to its “Walk of Fame.”
Hollywood is still the technical and
the artistic capitol of the film world.
Servies continued. The Society of Mo¬
tion Picture and Television Engineers
therefore urges that the Hollywood'
Chamber of Commerce follow' Mr.
Stevens suggestion and honor those Di¬
rectors of Photography who have had.
and continue to have so much to do
with Hollywood’s glittering reputation,
he added.

•
New Arriflex 16mm Camera
Paul Klingenstein, President of Arri¬
flex Corporation of America, was a
Hollywood visitor last month. He
brought important news aliout a com¬
pletely new' Arriflex 16mm camera that
will make its first appearance at the
SMPTE Convention in Chicago this
month, and will be available for de¬
livery in the IbS. shortly thereafter.

new' camera incorporates gear-driven
magazines in 200-. 400- and 1200-foot
capacities.

Calvin Debuts New
16mm Color Processor
Calvin Productions. Inc.. Kansas
City, Mo., has comjdeted installation
ami test runs of its new 16mm color
film processor for Ektachrome Com¬
mercial and ER films. Two factors
make the new processing service it ren¬
ders unique, according to Calvin en¬
gineers. The machine will provide fa¬
cilities for processing original Ekta¬
chrome Commercial and Ektachrome
ER films and, consequently faster serv¬
ice on color workprints and print
orders.
Designed with the basic idea of in¬
suring complete safety for customers’
films, an electrical monitoring network
protects against failures iii such com¬
ponents as the exposure printer, back¬
ing removal wheel motors, takeup mo¬
tor. and main drive motor. Incorp¬
orated are many new materials and
by-products of space technology, such
as gold electrical contact points, punchtype connectors, and modular compo¬
nents. In addition, unique tracing sysContinued on Page 584

WHEN
above
photo
ap¬
peared in our August issue,
omitted from caption was
this vital fact: the earlyday
Moy motion
picture
camera being shown to ASC
members at Society’s June
meeting by Arthur Miller,
was
donated
to ASC’s
Movie Museum by Arthur
Florman (right).
Pres, of
Florman & Babb, Inc. and
one of the industry’s nicest
guys.
Our apology to Mr.
Florman for the editorial
boo-boo.
We publicly thank him for his valuable
ccntribution to the American
Society of Cine¬
matographer’s growing Movie Museum, located in
the Society’s clubhouse.
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RACING THE CLOCK?
Next time you’re in a bind for time, try General. We don’t like
crash jobs any better than you do. But even our normal pace is
swift. We have the equipment, the experience, and the desire to
give you the best service you’ve ever had.
We work for our customers 24 hours a day.
Send for our schedules and price lists on professional film¬
processing services — black and white or color, front-end work
or release prints.
We’re only hours away, by jet, from any U.S. metropolitan
center.

GENERAL
FILM

LABORATORIES

A DIVISION OF PACIFIC INDUSTRIES, INC.

1546 Argyle, Hollywood 28, California / Hollywood 2-6171 / central division / 1828 Walnut St., Kansas City 8, Mo. / GRand 1-0044

INDUSTRY NEWS

“Beany and Cecil.” The newcomer is
“The Jetsons.”

Continued from Page 582

terns have been developed that will
facilitate locating quickly any electrical
trouble. The exposure light is a double
filament bulb; if one filament burns
out. the other cuts in within a tenth
of a second. A signal to the operator
indicates that he is running on the
back-up filament. This and much more,
Calvin engineers claim, will enable the
com|)any to establish highest jiossihle
color quality and to maintain this qual¬
ity consistently during all processing
runs.

Makes Glass Smoother Than Glass!

NEW GTC-59
GLASS
TREATMENT
COMPOUND
'
'
'

'

Water repellent
Cleans & degreases
Leaves a tough super
smooth & protective
hard surface
Imparts
a
lustrous
glaze
Anti-fog
Anti-static
Stays dust & dirt free longer

Color Telecasts
Originating on Film
Motion jiicture film continues as the

6 oz.

with

Spray Applicator ...

TV

reflectors,

con¬

MODEL D
SPEEDROLL
APPLICATOR
Cleans, conditions & lubricates your film in one
easy operation. Non-inflammable, eliminates wax¬
ing, absolutely safe.
Model

D Applicator.$33.00

Ecco #1500 cleaning fluid,
Ecco

#2000 Negative
per gal.

per gal.$9.00

cleaning

fluid,
$7.00

CAMART CORE
DISPENSER
Keeps film cores handy
at all times. Attaches eas¬
ily to work table or wall.
Easy to remove, easy to
fill.
All
aluminum con¬
struction.
Sizes:
Length

networks.

And

playing a

lugger

role this season is color. More than
twice as many prime time, (7:30-11
P.M.) network television shows will he
on color motion picture film during the
1962-63 season than last year, a survey
of ABC, CBS and NBC has disclosed.
NBC, which had only one color film

.$1.65

ECCO

Ecco

16"

Length

24"

Length

36".

Aluminum

10.00
12.00
1 6.00

Dispenser

for

Plastic Reels

50'
100'.

16.50
1 0 50

production (“Bonanza”) on the air in
the Fall of 1961, increased to four in
the Spring of 1962. Starting this fall,
NBC has seven regular filmed color
series scheduled. In addition, “Satur¬
day Night at the Movies” and “David
Brinkley’s Journal” will make liberal
use of color footage. At the same time,
ABC will make its color dehut with
three half-hour animated shows. CBS,
however, has no color shows scheduled
and none planned for the immediate
future.
“Film has become an increasingly
important tool in network television,
offering tremendous scope and flexibil¬
ity to the kind of programming that
can be done,” an NBC spokesman
pointed out. “We at NBC believe the
trend to color film for television is a'
natural and logical step forward. Each

Walter Castle Dies
Walter Castle, veteran director of
photography and a member of the
American Society of Cinematog¬
raphers, died September 26, in Los
Angeles. He had been hospitalized fol¬
lowing a stroke. For the past two years
he had directed the photography for
most of the “Bonanza” TV films at
Paramount studios. Previously he had
worked at the Walt Disney and 20th
Century-Fox studios.

Charles G. Clarke, ASC,
Readying Technical Book
Charles G. Clarke, until recently a
director of photography at 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox studios, is presently polishing
the final draft of his book on profes¬
sional motion picture photography. No
publication date has been set, as yet,
according to Clarke, who has con¬
ducted classes in cinematography at
the University of California at Los
Angeles.

Hollywood Movie Museum
Wants Old Film Photos
Vintage photos of production scenes,
off-stage activities and early-day movie
personalities are wanted by the Holly¬
wood Museum Associates for Holly¬
wood’s Motion Picture and Television
Museum soon to be erected opposite
famed Hollywood Bowl. Persons in or
out of the industry having such photos
for donation to the Museum archives
may contact Harry Gillette of the Mu¬
seum’s Stills Committee, 8833 Sunset
Blvd., Los Angeles 46, Calif.

•

year our total color hours increase to
meet advertiser and viewer demands,”
he added.

NEWS BRIEFS—DnPon? Photo Prod¬

In addition to its regular color series,
NBC has tentatively scheduled “Color
Nights,” when one night’s black-andwhite programs will be broadcast in
color on a one-shot basis. One of these,
“International Showtime,” will be shot

Fenner G. Fleadlej . . . Jim Sachs and
frying Joslowitz, formerly with Cam¬

on

16mm

color

film, instead

of

the

black-and-white tape formerly used.
Most film productions, both black-andwhite and color, are shot originally in
35mm.
Two of ABC’s three color shows
were telecast in black-and-white last
season. They are the “Flintstones” and

584

shows.

major production medium of the three

GTC-59 is a glass treatment compound de¬
signed for anti-static smear proof cleaning
& polishing. It creates a high luster water
repellent protective coating on all types of
smooth, non-porous materials such as plas¬
tics, glass, chro.ne, etc.
Excellent for lenses, optics,
densers, records, lights.

In all, about 75 percent of prime
time shows will be on motion picture
film this season. That’s about the same
number as last year, though all three
networks are introducing several new

ucts has opened new office at 380 All¬
wood

era

Rd.,

Equip.

Clifton, N. J., headed by

Co., have joined staff of

The Camera Mart . . . Inventor-con¬
sultant, David Pollan has joined the
Reevesound Company as Chief Engi¬
neer . . . Wdllicim P. Lear, Jr., has been
appointed European factory rep for
Ma gnasync Corp.

Guffey Shooting In Japan
Cinematographer

Burnett

Guffey,

Continued on Page 634
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WHY BUY HALF A PROCESSOR WHEN
A WHOLE ONE COSTS YOU LESS ?

ALLEN liVERSAL PROCESSORS
ARE COMPLETE. DOWN TO THE LAST ACCESSORY
■ DAYLIGHT LOADING

Features include:
■ ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED
INEINITELY VARIABLE SPEEDS UP

TO 60 FEET PER MINUTE
■ AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE CONTROL

■ CHEMICAL RECIRCULATION
■ COMPLETE PLUMBING

■ COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC
OPERATION

■ RUGGED CONSTRUCTION

■ HEAT AND REERIGERATION

■ LOW MAINTENANCE

When you compare the prices of the completely self-contalnerl ALLEN PROCESSORS against other makes (those with "hidden
extras”), you will be amazed at the money you can save. For full information on the model "700" (pictured) or other models avail¬
able, call or write.

immediate delivery call collect.

,

LEASE

pLANS AVAILABLE

WHERE THE PROS 00...

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
FIRST IN SALES. SERVICE. RENTALS AND REPAIRS
SUBSIDIARY OF CECO INDUSTRIES, INC.

NEW YORK. N.Y.

HIALEAH, FLORIDA

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

315 West 43rd St. • JUdson 6-1420

51 East 10th Ave. • TUxedo 8-4604

6510 Santa Monica Bivd. • Hollywood 9-8321

DEALERSHIP INQUIRIES INVITED
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NOVATECH ANNOUNCES
TYPE NTC NOVA TWIN
.. .with interchangeable reflector assemblies

I n sta ntly i nterchangeable reflector
assemblies.

3 types of reflector assem¬
blies provide lighting quality
control.

Four thumb screws in¬
stantly release reflector
assembly from housing.

NOVA TWIN LIGHTING SYSTEM PERMITS
UNEQUALLED FLEXIBILITY:

A PORTABLE STUDIO LIGHTING SYSTEM
The NOVA TWIN KIT consists of 2 Nova Twins (NT or NTC),
complete with quartz iodide lamps, 2 Nova Stands, two
25 foot extension cords, and a Sturdy Carrying Case. Total
weight, under 30 lbs.

Now for the first time with a single lighting unit you can
control the beam angle and specularity to match subject
requirements.
Reflector assemblies are available with type 1, 2 or 3
reflectors which provide the following performance:*

ACCESSORIES

Type 1 (medium beam):
Intensity at 10 feet:

720 foot candles with 3400K Lamps

• Reflector Assemblies
(For NTC Series)

630 foot candles with 3200K Lamps
Type 2 (medium-broad beam):
Intensity at 10 feet:
525 foot candles with 3400K Lamps

• Barn Doors and Diffuser
Frame Assembly
• Diffusers

425 foot candles with 3200K Lamps
Type 3 (broad beam):
Intensity at 10 feet:

• Nova Stands
460 foot candles with 3400K Lamps
360 foot candles with 3200K Lamps

Nova Twin with Barr
Doors and Diffuser

“^'Measurernents made with 120V at lamp terminals.

Exclusive L). S. Distributor

Snap on terminals provide instant connect or disconnect
of electrical wiring.
Type NT Nova Twins may be con¬
verted to the NTC type for $9.95.

PICTRONICS CORPORATION
236 E. 46 ST., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
•
For Export except United Kingdom

W'rite for Technical Bulletin

ROCKE INTERNATIONAL CORP.

¥MD33 A New Light On The Subject

586

13 E. 40 St., New York 16, N. Y.

NOVATECH CORPORATION

Exclusive United Kingdom Distributor

282

20 PICCADILLY, LONDON, W. I.

SEVENTH

AVENUE

•

NEW

YORK

1,

N.Y.

MOTIVATION LTD.
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Announcing
the new‘^'A»SlfS^"T’RO-600 SPECIAL
... a lightweight companion to the popular "PRO-600”
Auricon proudly presents the
new “PRO-600 Special,”
a lightweight companion to the
famous “Pro-600 ” now in use by
Cameramen all over the world!
The “Pro-600 Special,” like other
precision Cameras in the Auricon
line, is a superb professional
picture-taking instrument,
Self-Blimped and silent in operation.
At a small extra cost for built-in
Sound Equipment, it can even
record Optical or-Filmagnetic
Single-System sound. The
“Pro-600 Special” being driven
by a true, synchronous motor
is ideal for exacting Double-System
sound recording as well.
While the “Pro-600” is popular
for Studio and occasional
Newsreel operation, the new
“Pro-600 Special” with its minimum
weight and easy portability, is the
perfect answer for heavy duty
Newsreel and Documentary filming.
Write for free
“Pro-600 Special”
Literature and
prices.

36 POUNDS

24 POUNDS
PRO B(K) SPECIAL

^R0'600 SPECIAL” FOR NEWSREEL & DOCUMENrARY FILMING
MODEL CM 77

HEART OF THE NEW “PRO-600 SPECIAL”
The secret behind the light weight of the new “Pro-600 Special ’ i? this newly
developed Auricon Super-Silent Synchronous Soundrive. This precision motor
has taken 6 years to perfect and is designed to meet the most exacting sound
recording requirements.

'PRO-600'' STUDIO CAMERA
MODEL CM-75

lEW AURICON ALL-TRANSISTORIZED FILMAGNETIC
ew “all-weather” Amplifier, Model MA-ll, can operate at the freezing South Pole
■ the broiling Sahara Desert, without affecting its temperature compensated
transistor circuitry or frequency response of 50 to 12,000 cycles. Permanent
iternal rechargeable battery for complete portability, or A. C. operated when
lugged into a 110 V. outlet. Weighs only 5 pounds.

AURICON, FILMAGNETIC AND SOUNDRIVE ARE TRADEMARKS OF BACH AURICON, INC.

THE AURICON LINE OF 16MM SOUND-ON-FILM CAMERAS

S90S

n

CINE-VOICE
100 ft. Runs 2% min.

AURICON PRO-600
600 ft. Runs 16W min.

AURICON .. .THE

AURICON SUPER-1200
1200 ft. Runs 33 min.

FLonoia,in.e

Street,

Holly wood

HO i-.i-iYWOoo

3 S,

0£Llif'oi-T:Li£L

2-OS 31

PROFESSIONAL CAMERA • STANDARD OF THE WMM SOUND INDUSTRY SINQE 19

WHAT’ S NEW
IN

EQUIPMENT,

AC CESSORIES,

SERVICES

perature control, replenishment How'
meters, variable speed drives, thermom¬
eter.

dual

air

squegee,

compressor,

torque-motor takeup, and silicon appli¬
cator. Brochure is available.

Equipment Rentals
Mole-Richardson European Service,
with offices in five different countries,
now

rents

cameras,

prop

equipment,

dollies, cranes,

generators and sound

equipment

production

to

companies

shooting overseas. Services are avail¬
able in England at Chase Road, Lon¬
don

ELGEET

10; in France at 28-28 bis Rue

Marcelline-Berthelot, Montrouge-Seine:
in Italy at Vio del Velodromo 68-74,
Rome; in Germany at Hofangerstrasse

ZOOM

Process Screen

78, Munich; and in Spain at Alcala
32, Madrid 11.

S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc., New
York, N.Y., is exclusive L .S. distribu¬

NAVITAR

tor
of
the
Alekan-Gerard
process
screen, described in article in our July
issue. Screen offers simple system of
front-projection composite photography
at low cost. The patented high-reflec¬
tance headed screen material comes in
72" widths, can be cemented to ply¬
wood or similar flat surfaces. Price is
S2.50 per square foot. Special “beam¬
splitter” mirror required for system
is also available in 10" square frame
for S45.00. Typical shot achieved with
system is pictured above.

Conversion Filter
A daylight conversion filter for use
with ColorTran lamps to permit their

Elgeet offers Vidicon television cameras
and 16mm cameras the first Zoom Navitar, a manually-controlled 4:1 zoom with
a 20mm to 80mm range—f:1.8! This new
lens achievement is optically compen¬
sated to hold focus through the entire
zoom action. Fourteen elements—covers
Vidicon format—resolves 600 lines—linear
zoom action by ring—list price: $400. For
information, write for Catalog 2080-CZ18.

^heehOPTICAL COMPANY. INC.
^

CL-96

588

303 rhii
Child St., Rochester 11, N. Y.

use outdoors for fill light is announced
by ColorTran Industries, 630 So. Flow¬
er St., Burbank, Calif. Made of tem¬
pered

16 35 Neg-Pos Spray Processor
A new coml)ination 16/85mm nega¬

1

Pyrex

glass

and

mounted

in

metal frames, filters are available in
two sizes. Filters for the Super-Eighty
ColorTran

lists

for

S39.95;

for

the

tive-positive spray processor, Model
S-150R, announced by Filmline Cor¬

CineKing, Super-Kicker, and Super-60,

poration, Milford. Conn., develops positive at 9,000 f.p.h. and negative at
6,000 f.p.h. Among features are 5-

slide easily into position on the respec¬

minute processing cycle, two-way tern-

Continued on Page 591

$19.50.

The

filters

are

designed

to

tive lamp housings without use of tools.
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MOVIELAB
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MOVIELAB

FILM LABORATORIES

MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 W. 54th ST.
NEW YORK 19, N. Y. JUDSON 6-0360

M4D€ m

smmmimi

It’s no wonder so many industrial and profes¬
sional photographers all over the world have
chosen the H-16 Rex. It’s lightweight, compact,
rugged and dependable, yet has all the features
needed to produce top-quality films and adapt
to almost every cinematographic purpose: reflex

viewing and focusing, variable shutter, 3-lens

even the most severe climatic conditions. Take

turret,full film rewind,and many more.You write

a look at the Rex at your Bolex dealer’s soon, and

the script: training films, documentaries, medi¬

ask him for a catalog of all the fine prime and

cal work, nature studies, research, animation,
time lapse, micro-, macro--the Rex takes them
all in stride. And it performs beautifully under

zoom lenses and the variety of accessories that
make this camera the only one you need for all
assignments. $450 with Lytar 25mm f/1.8 lens.

WHAT’S NEW?
Continued from Page 588

Bolex S-221:
Perfect running mate
for the 11-16 Rex

16mm Underwater Camera

Shoulder-Pod

High-Fidelity sound quality. The narrow-gap mag¬
netic sound head and an adjustable optical sound
light beam which can be focused accurately onto
the sound track assure optimum reproduction of
music, sound effects, and narration from a mag¬
netic or optical track. Two perfectly balanced fly¬
wheels provide absolutely constant film movement.
And a high-fidelity amplifier with a 15-watt output
makes the S-221 ideal for use in large auditoriums
as well as in smaller rooms.

A unique shoulder tripod for light¬
weight 16mm and 35mm cameras, is
new German import being marketed by
Cine 60, 630 Ninth Ave., New York
36, N.Y. Device provides solid support
for camera, leaving both hands of op¬
erator free for handling camera and
related accessories. List price is $89.00.

The versatility of a sound studio. The S-221 has
separate inputs and volume controls for micro¬
phone and phonograph to permit mixing of music,
sound effects, and narration with full control by
means of earphones. You can superimpose narra¬
tion and sound effects over background music,
combine sound tracks with live narration and even
use the projector as a PA system.
Perfect picture quality. Three fast lenses in 35
(f/1.3), 50 (f/1.3) and 75mm (f/1.6) focal lengths
are available for the S-221. Each is fully corrected
to guarantee perfect color, contrast, freedom from
distortion, and corner-to-corner sharpness. 750- or
1,000-watt projection lamps, together with the
S-22rs variable shutter, produce superb brilliance.
Convenient to use. Threading the S-221 is simpli¬
fied by unique sprocket guides and a lens holder
that swings out a full 180°. The reel arms swing
into position easily and you don’t need to reverse
the position of the reels to rewind. All projection
controls are on an illuminated panel at one side
of the machine.
Swiss-precision construction. The finished projec¬
tor, the result of unhurried craftsmanship, will
give many years of prime performance. S-221—with
standard f/1.3 50mm lens and 8" speaker, $1,250.
S-211-(optical sound only) with f/1.3 lens and
8" speaker, $985 (prices include F.E.T.)' For litera¬
ture and the name of your Bolex dealer, write:
PAILIARD INCORPORATED, 100 SIXTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 13, N.Y.
IN CANADA: GARLICK FILMS LTD.,TORONTO

A compact, completely self-contained
16mm motion picture camera designed
specifically for underwater use, is an¬
nounced by D. B. Milliken Co., 131
No. Fifth Avenue, Arcadia, Calif. The
Model DBM-9 camera requires no sep¬
arate underwater housing, since its
own case is capable of maintaining
water-tight integrity to a depth of 400
feet. Camera drive is powered by in¬
tegral 28-volt DC rechargeable nickelcadmium battery pack. There is also
a water-tight connector for 115-volt AC
remote operation, timing-lamp genera¬
tor and other inputs. Filming speeds
range from 4 to 400 fps with proper
4-speed motors. Camera case is fiber¬
glass, with all external parts stainless
steel. High resolution of pictures is as¬
sured by true intermittent film trans¬
port mechanism with register pin. Ac¬
cessories available include internal
heater, timing lamps, and shutter cor¬
relation pulse generator.

Blimp Conversion Kit

Film Cleaning Service
With the installation of LipsnerSmith film cleaning equipment. Cine¬
ma Research Corp., 716 No. LaBrea
Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif., adds to its
many services available to makers of
motion pictures. Machine cleans both
35mm and 16mm films with complete
safety to film and emulsion surfaces.
The new film cleaning service is being
made available to producers of indus¬
trial films, TV commercials, and those
in the professional 16mm field, and is
applicable to color and B&\X films.

A conversion kit for modifying the
Arriflex-16 camera blimp is announced
by Arriflex Corporation of America,
257 Park Ave. South, New 4ork 10,
N.Y. Kit permits mounting the 70mm
Angenieux Varifocal lens on the Arri16 so it may be focused and zoomed
by remote control from outside the
blimp. Follow focus with regular lenses
on the camera requires only inter¬
changing them with the zoom lens.
The conventional through-the-lens
viewing feature of the Arriflex is ex¬
tended and enhaneed, with viewing,
scene composition, focusing and zoom¬
ing all being done during sync-sound
shooting. Installation of kit must he
done by competent technicians, and
this service is offered through all Fran¬
chised Arriflex dealers.
■
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Sid Hicko.x,
Show”*.

.■ysaUsc^.

ERAS

BEHIND
WHAT

THE

OTING

INDUSTRY’S
B

LAST

MONTH

ASC,

“The

Andy

Griffith

DESILU—Gower

Glen MacWiLLiAMS, ASC, “Fair Exchange”*.
lY Gertsman. ASC. “Th<^ Lnov .Show”*.
Ted Voightlander, “Ben Casey”*.
Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “Lassie”*.

H I N S

Robert Planck, ASC, “My Three Sons”*.
Su L L.:

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

Floyd Crosby, ASC, “The Raven” (J. H.
Nicholson-Sanuiel Z. Arkoff Prod.; P'Vision
& Color) witli Vincent Price and Peter
Lorre. Roger Corman, producer-director.
BILTMORE STUDIOS — N.Y.

Jack Priestly,
Gems).

WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS

»-isierisks following titles indicate television film productions.

“Naked

City”*

Christopher Challis, “The Victors” (High¬
road Prod.; P’Vision; shooting in England)
with Vincent Edwards and Christine Kaufmann. Carl Foreman, producer-director.
Irving Lippman, “Route 66”*.
Charles Welborn, “Empire”*.

(Screen

BIOGRAPH STUDIOS — New York

George Stoetzel, ASC, “Car 54 Where Are
You'.''”*.
CASCADE STUDIOS

Henry Freulich, ASC, Commercials*.
Roy Seawright. Commercials*.
CBS—N.Y.

Charles Mack, Leo Rossi, John Clements,
“CBS Reports”*.
COLUMBIA STUDIOS

Michael Kelber, “In the French Style”
(Casanna Prod.; shooting in Paris) with
Jean Seherg. Robert Parrish, director.
Robert Wycoff, “Dennis the Menace”*.
Philip Tannura, ASC, “Naked City”*.
Charles Lauton, ASC, Commercials*.
George Folsey, ASC, Commercials*.
Philip Lathrop, ASC, “Postmark”* (pilot)
Robert Krasker, “The Running Man” (Peet
Prods. Ltd.; P’Vision & Color; shooting in
Spain) with Laurence Harvey and Lee
Remick. Carol Reed, producer-director.

Fred Gately, ASC, “Hazel”*.
Gert Andersen, ASC, “Donna Reed Show”*.
Alan Hume, “Ihe Iron Maiden” (GHW
Prod.; shooting in England) with Michael
Craig and Anne Helm. Gerald Thomas,
director.
Gordon Avil, ASC, “Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington"; Commercials*.
Joseph Bjroc, ASC, “Bye Bye Birdie”
(P’Vision; Eastman color) with Janet Leigh
and Dick Van Dyke. George Sidney, di¬
rector.
DESILU—Culver City

Worth,

ASC,

“The

David Harcoi;rt, “The Three Lives of
Thomasina” (Technicolor; shooting in Eng¬
land 1 with Patrick McGoohan and Susan
Hampshire. Don Chaffey, director.
WilliA.M Snyder, ASC, “Summer Magic”
(Technicolor) with Hayley Mills and Burl
Ives. James Neilson, director.

Richard Rawlings, “Higgins”*.

Lothrop
Coy’s”*.

Edward Colman, ASC, “Savage Sam” with
Brian Keith and Tommy Kirk. Norman
Tokar, director.

Real

Mc¬

Charles Straumer, “The Untouchables”*.
DESILU—Cahuenga Studio

Gunther Anders, “The Miracle of the
White Stallions” (shooting in Vienna) with
Robert Taylor and Eddie Albert. Arthur
Hiller, director.
FILMWAYS — MGM

Tom Tutwiler, ASC,
World of Golf”*.

“Shell’s

Wonderful

FILMWAYS—New York

Morris
Hartzband,
“The
Defenders”*
(CBS) Boris Sagal and Buzz Kulich, direc¬
tors.
FOX WESTERN AVENUE

James Van Trees, ASC, “Dobie Gillis”*.
GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS

Robert dcGRASSE, ASC, “The Danny Thomas
.Show'”*; “Dick VanDyke Show”*.

Lester Shorr,
billies”*.

Maury Gertsman, ASC, “I’m Dickens—He’s
Fenster”*.
Henry
Cronjager,
“The Joey Bishop
Show”*.

Robert Moreno, “Adventures of Ozzie &
Harriet’*.

ASC,

“The

Beverly

Hill¬

Harry Wolf, “Don’t Call Me Charlie”*.
GOLDWYN STUDIOS

Norbert Brodine, ASC, “The New Loretta
Young Show”*.
INDEPENDENT

Conrad Hall, “Stoney Burke”* (Daystar).
Saul
Midwall,
“Felicia”
(Association
Prod’s; shooting in Puerto Rico).
Gayne Rescher, ASC, “Identical Twins”
(Noel Productions; shooting in Conn.)
Jerome Hill, director. “Oral Roberts Series”*
(Religious Films).
Sol Negrin, Mike Zingale, Eddie Hughes,
.\l Taffet, “Candid Camera”*.
Richard Miller, “One Touch of the Lady”
(Anthe Prods., N.Y.) with Louise Sorel and
Paul Richards. William Herman, director.
Jack Hildyard, “55 Days at Peking’’
(Samuel Bronston Prod.; Super Technirama-70 & Technicolor; shooting in Spain)
with Charleston Heston and Ava Gardner.
Nicholas Ray, director.
Walter Lasselay, “Tom Jones” (UA re¬
lease; Eastman color; shooting in England)
with Albert Finney and Susannah York.
Tony Richardson, producer-director.
J. Burgi Contner, ASC, “Light Fantastic”
(Seneca Prods.; shooting in New York)
with Dolores McDougal and Barry Bartle.
Robert McCarty, director.
SHOOTING A SCENE for
around

girl at bor)

"77

Sunset Strip,” popular television series starring

Roger Smith and

Edward Byrnes, and

produced

Efrem Zimbolist (arm

by Warner

Brothers. Various

cinematographers shoot the weekly segments for this series, including Ralph Woolsey, ASC, Robert
Hoffman, Harold Stine, ASC, Carl Guthrie, ASC, Lewis Jennings, and
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Burt Glennon.

Don Malkames, ASC, “The Terrible Tru¬
ant” (Barbro Prods.; shooting in New
York) with Lee Grant.
Continued on Page 594
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ONE
CALL

Cego
BENTS
EVERY¬
THING
WORLD’S LARGEST STOCK OF CAMERAS, LIGHTS,
RECORDING AND EDITING EQUIPMENT—expertly maintained
by World’s finest and largest motion picture and TV repair department—
FOR DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD. WE SERVE

® TM #707529

Cameras:

MORE PRODUCERS THAN ALL OTHER SOURCES

Double

i6mm & 35mm—Sound (Single or

System ) —Silent—Hi-Speed—Instru¬

mentation

COMBINED. How about You?

Lighting: Arcs—Floocis—■

Cranes, Dollies: Crab—Western

Spots— I ncandescents —

—Portable Panoram
Lenses:
Wide angle—Zoom —

Dimmers—Reflectors—All Light¬

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.

Telephoto—An amorphic

ing Accessories

Generators:

Portable—Truck

Mou nted

315 W. 43rd St.,
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

Sound Equipment:

Moviolas—

Projection Equipment:
Magnetic—

16mm &

35mm—Sound & Silent—Slide—

Optical—Mikes—Booms

Continuous

Grip Equipment:

Television: Closed Circuit TV
Camera Cars

Parallels—

Goboes—Other Grip Accessories

A Subsidiary of

Editing Equipment:

Viewers—Splicers—Re winders

r

n
Camera Equipment Co.. Inc., Dept.JS-21, 315 W. 43rd St.. N. Y. 36. N. Y.
Gentlemen: Please rush me your FREE complete catalogue of Rental
Equipment.
Name

Florida:
51 East 10th Ave.,
Hialeah, Florida
TUxedo 8-4604

California:
6510 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Hollywood
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I

BEHIND THE CAMERAS

• a 8 B

Continued from Page 592

[diola Pni-35
Professional Precision
at a Price!

INDEPENDENT
Burnett Guffey, ASC, “Flight From Ashiya” (Hecht Prod. & I)aiei M. P. Co. UA
release; P’Vision; shooting in the Orient)
with Yul Brynner and Richard Widmark.
John Sturges, producer, director.
Suschitzky, “The Small
Sad
W orld of Sammy Lee” (Bryanston-Seven
Arts Prod.; shooting in London) with An¬
thony Newly and Robert Stephens. Ken
Hughes, director.
Wolfgang

Harry Waxman, “Summer Flight” (MirischBarhican Films-Carrollton of Panama; LA
release; color; shooting in London) with
Susan Hayward and Michael Craig. Daniel
Petrie, director.

Available with
Optical Magnetic or
Combination Sound Reader

Manuel Rojas, “Year of the Tiger” (Kingman Prod.; shooting in Viet Nam) with
Marshall Thompson and Alex Nicol. Alex
Nicol, director.
Catiicart, “Dementia” (Filmgroup-Garrick Ltd.; Filmgroup release;
shooting in Ireland) with William Camp¬
bell and Luana Anders. Francis Coppola,
director.
Wilkie Cooper,
“Mouse on the Moon”
(Lee-Camp Prod.; shooting at Carthay Stu¬
dios) with Aubrie Martin and Roy Thinness.
Dave Tomack, director.
William

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large Screen: 4%" x 6 1/16"
Brilliant Picture Image
75 watt lamp; fan cooled
Velvet action Nylon Rollers
Film travels Left to Right
Simplified Framing and Focusing
4-sided Prismatic Shutter
Lightweight, compact design
Write for brochure

A 35mm ACTION VIEWER designed for easy editing. Precision optical system assures bright pictures in sharp focus whether film
is moving or stopped. Film protected from overheating or burn¬
ing. No intermittent or oscillating parts. Free turning sprocket
guards against film damage.
S.O.S. Ediola Pro-35.
$395.00
Optical Sound Reader
.
185.00
Synchronizing Base .
49.50
COMBINATION; Pro-35, Optical Sound Reader and Base.$595.00
Footage and Frame Counter (optional accessory) installed.$100.00

S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC.

Sam Leavitt, ASC, “Johnny Cool” (Crislaw

Prod.; UA release) with Henry Silva and
Elizabeth Montgomery. William Asher, pro¬
ducer-director.
George Folsey, ASC, “The Balcony”

(City
Film Corp.; Continental Distr. Co. release)
with Shelley Winters and Peter Falk.
Joseph Strick, director.

602 WEST 52ND STREET, NEW YORK 15, N. Y. • Phone: PLaza 7-0440 • Telegram: “FAX, N. Y.”
WESTERN BRANCH: 63 3 1 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California
•
Phone: 467-2124

KEYWEST STUDIOS
Fred West, ASC,

(Family Films) Series of

Religious pictures.

Filming in Europe?

La BREA STUDIOS
Robert Hager, “Perry Mason”*.

M-G-M STUDIOS

PRODUCTION FACILITIES,
Robert

CAMERA EQUIPMENT HIRE,
SOUND RECORDING,

SAMUHSON

TECHNICIANS, TRANSPORT,

FILM $BkV/C£

16 OR 35MM, ANYWHERE.

LIMITED

Show*”,

Pittack,

ASC,

“Ann

Sot hern

(pilot)

James Drought, Commercials*.
Geoffrey Unsworth, “Tamahine” (Seven
Arts Prod.;
Eastman color; shooting in
Paris, Tahiti & London) with Nancy Kwan
and Dennis Price. Philip Leacock, director.
Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “Take Me to the

Just Cable “SAMCINE, London”

Pair” (Ted Richmond Prod.; P'Vision &
Metrocolor) with Elvis Presley and Joan
O'Brien. Norman Taurog, director.
Krasner, ASC, “The Courtship of
Eddie’s Father” (Euterpe Prod.; C’Scope &
Metrocolor) with Glenn Ford, Shirley Jones
and Roberta Sherwood. Vincente Minnelli,
director.
Milton

AURICON CONVERSION
BY BIRNS &. SAWYER OF HOLLYWOOD
EXTENDS CINE-VOICE OR PRO-200 CAMERA^

r

TO 400 OR 1200-FT. CAPACITY
WITH NO LOSS OF ORIGINAL DESIGN!
BODINE TORQUE MOTOR,

adjustable for reliable
take-up, relieves load on camera motor and drive
mechanism (a B & S exclusive). Controlled by camera.

PREC/SE WORM-GEAR FOOTAGE COUNTER
for any film load. Only $395 for Pro-200 conversion; $450 for
Cine-Voice (Mitchell magazine extra). See your dealer or write:

lly^RNS & SAWYER Cine Equipment
6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.
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TELEPHONE: Hollywood 4-5166

Philip Lathrop, ASC, “Dime with a Halo”

(Vadnay-Wilhelm Prod.) with Barbara Luna
and El Fostorito. Boris Sagal, director.
Robert Pittack, ASC,
ASC, “Twilight Zone”*.

George

Clemens,

Roger Fellous, “Two are Guilty”

(FrancoItalianne Prods.; Dialyscope; shooting in
Paris) with Anthony Perkins and JeanClaude Brialy. Andre Cayatte, director.
Harkness Smith, “Dr. Kildare”*.
Dale Deverman, “The Eleventh Hour”*.
William Spencer, “Sam Benedict”*.
Robert Hauser, “Combat”*.

Continued on Page 635
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PATHE WEBO-M’S UNUSUAL FEATURES
CONTINUOUS REFLEX
VIEWING.
400' FILM MAGAZINE AND
ALL 100' ROLLS.
VARIABLE SHUTTER: 180°
to totally closed.

PATHE

6 SPEEDS: 8-16-24-32-64-80.
Also, single exposure.
THREE LENS “C” MOUNT
TURRET.
PRECISION FILM GATE:
No film “breathing”.

PATHE PLUS IMAGINATION
SOLVES A PROBLEM

Recently, Delaware Park Race Track in Wilming¬
ton had a problem. They were not satisfied with the
16 mm cameras they had been using in the patrol
stations. They wanted a true reflex camera that could
handle 400' rolls of film. Price and quality both were
important considerations.
Pathe’s common market engineered Webo-M 16
mm Reflex together with the imagination of Cine
Service Laboratories of Watertown, Mass., solved
the problem very nicely. Cine Service mounted the
forward reel of Pathe’s 400' magazine and fed the film
onto a small take up reel inside the camera.
Results for both Delaware Park and Cine Service
Laboratories were “gratifying from the optical and
mechanical standpoint.” The film saved through the
use of the 400' reel on the Pathe was substantial.

Webo-M 16 mm Reflex. Equipped with an SOM
Berthiot 25 mm f:1.4 lens, the Pathe Webo-M costs
you less than $530.
Solving problems is nothing new to Pathe’s
Webo-M. This 16 mm reflex lets you produce every
movie making idea. You can use it as a light weight
hand camera for news and fast action filming. It weighs
less than 6 lbs. When you add the 400' magazine,
you have a high mobility studio camera.
A full line of accessories and over 20 SOM Berthiot
and Angenieux lenses are available for use with the
Pathe Webo-M.
Factory approved service organizations, available
nationwide, provide prompt and efficient service.
iI PATHE PRODUCTS, lAC.

Saving money comes naturally to users of the Pathe

I

PATHE PRODUCTS, IXC.
9

Pleasant

Street,

MOTOR DRIVES: Governor
controlled spring motor.
Electric Motors Available.

Providence

6,

Rhode

Island

9 Pleasant St., Providence 6, R. I.

I

I

Please send brochure.

I

I

Please send dealer’s name.

Name.
Firm.

Sole U.S.A. Agents for Pathe Societe Commerciale et Industrielle.

Address .

COMPLETE OUTFIT AS SHOWN SELLS FOR LESS THAN '1375.00

City
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For the most

Largest Suppliers

complete line

of Motion Picture,

of Specialized

TV and Industrial

Lighting

Photographic Equipment
in the East

Equipment

appointed

Sole Distributor

Products in

You re always
on schedule

for
Generator Trucks
and Trailers,
Grip Equipment,

INC.

333 West 52nd Street

RENTALS
SALES SERVICE

New York 19, N.Y.
Circle 6-5470

Send for a schedule
of rental rotes.

Props
Since 1921..,

595
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ANOTHER FIRST BY PRECISION! PRESENTING

A totally new concept in film
synchronizers add or subtract
units as you need them, when
you need them

"Building Blocks"

A unitized design concept is incorporated in our entire line.
You can now purchase a synchronizer and he able to add-aunit whenever the need is there. It is not necessary to put
your unit aside, because you have outgrown it, or change
your mode of operation. We have developed this unitized
system to give the film editor a flexible piece of precision
equipment.
• Footage Counter — reset type
• Precision ball-bearings & oiless bearings throughout
• Large sprockets to S. M. P. T. E. standards
16mm—40 frames
35mm—1 6 frames
• Dural tension rollers — adjusted individually

Look for this
trademark

One gang single 16mm unit

• Finger tip release
• Perfect control — convenient hand wheel
Individual frame movement — shaft slip lock
Table mounting feet with rubber pads
Attractive hammertone finish
Simple coupling method for unitized assemblies
COMBINATION SYNCHRONIZERS are also available

For information and prices write:

One gang single 35mm unit

Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment for the Motion Picture and T V

Industries

■ill PRECISION LABORATORIES
DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
928-930 EAST 51st STREET
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, OCTOBER,

1962

BROOKLYN 3. N. Y.
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NOTE: This month we are devoting
this column to a number of letters
which have been received from read¬
ers, correcting our statements in re¬
cent issues or giving information
sought by readers in the past through
this column.—Ed.

X

X
<
w

H

Technical
Questions and
Answers

cate whether he wanted to use a “wild”
or sync motor. However, I want to pass
along the foregoing information based
on our experiences in using the Bolex
motor equipment.
—Grant L. Anderson,
GLA Eilm Productions,
Modesto, Calif,

X

Ui

Instant Start Motors

X
M
X

X

BLACK §
REVERSAL
PRINTING
PROCESSING
COLOR PRINTING
OTHER SERVICES
• Work Prints
• Color-to-Color Prints
• Color-to B & W Prints
• Raw Stock
• Fastax Service
• A & B Roll Prints
• Fades-Dissolves
• Timed Prints
• Edge Numbering
FOR COMPLETE iNFORMATiON WRITE

723 Seviinth Ave., New York 19, N.Y.. JU 6-2293

i

Editor:

Filter Slot For Films

Enclosed is a page from the August,
1962, issue of American Cinematog¬
rapher, which includes a question relating to Bolex 16 equipment. I am

Editor:

writing to you in this instance because
the answer to the reader’s question is
not completely correct.
The Bolex H-16 camera, when
equipped with the Bolex Lhiimotor,
permits instant starting and stopping
of the camera exactly as sought hy
your reader whose question you pub¬
lished. As far as I know, this is the
only electric motor which permits such
instant starting and stopping, which is
accomplished by means of a friction
clutch in the motor. This permits start¬
ing and stopping the camera by means
of the regular release button on the
camera, same as for normal spring
motor operation.
—Ernst Wildi
Paillard, Inc.
New York, N. Y.

Editor:
In the August issue of your maga¬
zine, a reader asked about electric mo¬
tor-driven cameras that would start
instantly. We use Bolex cameras and
the Bolex electric motors. The “wild”
motors have a disk clutch, which per¬
mits the motor to be switched on and
then the camera mechanism can be
started by pushing the button on the
camera. The starting and stopping ac¬
tion is the same as that for the spring
motor drive. Where a synchronous
motor is used, the problem of build¬
ing up to speed must, of course, be
contended with.
The reader’s question did not indi-
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Your answer to question of “H. R.,
Seattle, Wash.,” tDeceml)er, 1961, is¬
sue), is erroneous. H. R. asked if in¬
stallation of a filter slot on a Filmo DR
camera was feasible. Tour answer im¬
plied it was inadvisable to put a filter
slot behind the lens.
For your information, Camera
Equipment Company, New York, N.Y.,
has successfully installed filter slots in
the Bell & Howell 70 DR camera.
—Leroy A. Bell,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Editor:
In a recent issue of American Cine¬
matographer, you published a reader’s
question relative to the advisability of
installing a filter slot in the Bell &
Howell 70 DR camera. Wish to advise
that we install a filter slot in this cam¬
era. It is cut directly behind the turret
and no distortion results from filters
used in the slot in this position.
—Frank A. Riker
Camera Equipment Co.,
New York, N. Y.

Correction
And here’s one from the Editor him¬
self . . .
In our answer to reader E.R.D’s.
question in the September issue (page
534) we stated as follows: “Use your
reflected light meter here, etc., etc. We
should have said incident light meter.
The procedure recommended, of
course, was that which is standard for
this type meter.
■
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A ^UBSr/^AS oei>B/^£S

AT yoo/^ SBRy/CE

XO /HRER
y£RFOGUR<^
A VOTRE SERyjCE

AL VOSTRO SERV/Z/O

LIGHTING
MOLE - RICHARDSON
COLORTRAN INDUSTRIES
(exclusive European manufacturing
and sales representatives)

CAMERAS
GRIP EQUIPMENT
DOLLIES AND CRANES
GENERATORS
SOUND EQUIPMENT
TECHNICAL CONSULTANCY
AND SPECIALISED SERVICES
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WRITE DIRECT:
o

FRANCE - 28-28 bis Rue Harcelin-Berthelot,
Hontrouge - Seine
Cables: Molereng-Paris
General Manager: Ren6 Schell

ITAiY - Via del Yelodromo 68-74, Roma
Cables: Molereng-Roma
General Manager: George Gardner

GERMANY - Hofangerstrasse 78, Miinchen, 8
Cables: Molereng-Miinchen
General Manageress: GIsell Schneeberger

SPAIN - Alcal4 32, Madrid, 14
Cables: Molereng-Madrid
General Manager: Gregorio Sacristan

ENGLAND - Chase Road, London, N.VY. 10
Cables: Molereng-London
Managing Director: A. H. Rage

OVERSEAS MANAGER: John Page
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FILM PRODUCTION FOR TV

TYPICAL SHOOTING SET-UP for the “Dobie Gillis" show. Two Mitchell

Because sets must be lit for two cameras and all lamp units

cameras mounted on crab dollies photograph the action from different

off the floor, the basic lighting is more or less permanent for each set.

angles, under the direction of cinematographer James Van Trees, ASC.

Spun glass diffusers are used on all

lighting

must be

units.

Jn Hollywood, television films are photographed
by one of two methods: with a single camera, as
in conventional feature film production, or with a
multiple-camera set-up of two or more cameras op¬
erating simultaneously. In the first method, the cam¬
era must be re-positioned to make the various
shots — medium, closeup, etc. — whereas with the
second, the required variety of shots are made with¬
out stopping by either one or both of the cameras
working at different positions on the set, or as they
are moved from one position to another on crab
dollies.
The popular “Dobie Gillis” television show, pro¬
duced by 20th Century-Fox studios, is a product
of the latter method. Directing the photography since
its inception is James Van Trees, ASC, a veteran of
the Hollywood sound stages and also of the multiplecamera shooting technique. While Van Trees did not
initiate this method of TV film photography (it is
By

600

FREDERICK

FOSTER

credited to Karl Freund, ASC, who utilized three
dolly-mounted cameras in shooting the “1 Love
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1

his

WHILE

GAFFER on

camera moves and possible lighting changes as actors rehearse.

DIRECTOR

OF

Photography James

Van

Trees

(right)

charts

players

continue

catwalk

rehearsing)

above

makes

Van Trees

necessary

checks

a

lamp

light

for

adjustment

(and

position.

Lucy” T\ films) he has over the years improved
upon it.

On the first day, Van Trees, his two camera oper¬
ators, boom man, dimmer operator and grips as¬

The “Dobie Gillis” series is essentially family
situation comedy. Each weekly segment is a story
that has identification with some problem familiar
to everyone. The stories are enacted on a series of
more or less perm.anent sets on a sound stage at the
Fox Western Avenue studio. To photograph each

semble on the sound stage for rehearsals along with
Director Rod Amateau, key members of the cast
and the stand-ins. No camera equipment is present.
Director Amateau has his players go through thenlines, blocks out the action, and has chalk marks
placed on the floor to indicate player positions or
the limits of their respective movements. Rehearsals
begin at 10:00 a.m. and continue until about three
in the afternoon, when the director and the cast
leave the stage.

show takes two days—one for rehearsals and the
planning of lighting and photography, and the other
for putting the show on film.

TWO OF THE permanent sets for the ‘‘Dobie Gillis” show are pictured
below.

The

smooth,

shadowless

evident in both photos. Neither

lighting

achieved

by

Van

Trees

is

flat nor multi-dimensional, such illumi¬

At this point. Van Trees, who until this point has
been on the sidelines as an observer, takes over.
Continued on

Page 616

nation greatly simplifies the photography by two cameras.
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CLOSE

BY

ment's

fireman-cameramen

SITE

of

last

year's

Bel-Air

Charles

fire,

Peterson

Los

Angeles

(center)

and

Fire Depart-

(right)

Clyde Cook

duction, “Design

shoot an

action

scene for the Department's fire-prevention

pro-

For Disaster.”

Fighting Fire With Film
When a big fire breaks out in or near Los Angeles, the city’s
Fire Department Photographic Unit goes into immediate
action to record the event in motion pictures. Resultant foot¬
age provides material for fire prevention films, training films
for firefighters, and not infrequently graphic coverage of the
event for TV newsreels.
By

DARRIN

J^URiNG THE disastrous fire
which ravaged the exclusive
Bel Air and Brentwood residential
areas of Los Angeles last year, a
team of fire-eating cameramen
USING A
Gams

BATTERY-PO'WERED

records

actual fire.
a

training

produced

602

fire-fighting

Arriflex-i6,

action

at

Paul

scene of

Footage was subsequently used
film

and

by the

a

public

department.

information

in
film

darted in and out of the blazing
buildings, covering the raging
holocaust with motion picture cam¬
eras as flaming timbers cam.e

SCOT

crashing down about them. For
five days and nights these firemancameramen remained in the front
lines of action, recording on film
documentary
evidence
of
the
causes and effects of this costly
blaze. These were trained, expert
cameramen of the Los Angeles
Fire
Department
Photographic
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Unit, and their daredevil quest for
spectacular fire footage was, for
them, all in the day’s work.
The result of their courageous
effort, in this case, was a 26-min¬
ute sound and color film titled
“Design for Disaster,” the first
two-thirds of which is a dramati¬
cally-photographed documentary
record of the conflagration itself,
and the remainder a graphic anal¬
ysis of cause and effect which util¬
ized animation and time-lapse
photography to explain what hap¬
pened and why. The picture has
been widely circulated as a public
information and educational film
to awaken home-owners to the dan¬
gers of fire under certain condi¬
tions. It is scheduled for a special
screening at the forthcoming San
Francisco International Film Fest¬
ival.
“Design for Disaster” is only
one of the many motion pictures
of professional quality turned out
by the Los Angeles Fire Depart¬
ment film unit since it was formed
in 1947. Headed by Capt. H. E.
Avery, assisted by Inspector Paul
L. Gams, the unit functions in a
unique way, training firemen from
the ranks to become cinematogra¬
phers specializing in filming Fire
Service subjects. The reasons for
this seeming inside-out paradox
are very practical.

trained as a fireman. That is why
we require a minimum of 3 to 4
years of fire department experi¬
ence before we will consider
breaking a man in, even as a relief
still photographer. By the time
his training is completed, however,
he is a thoroughly professional
specialist in Fire Service photog¬
raphy—as specialized in his own
sphere as the cameramen who film
space subject matter — although
his closest parallel is probably the
armed services’ combat camera¬
man.”
Amply Protected

The demands on these cam.eramen are, indeed, special. When
shooting, they must wear protec¬
tive clothing, be prepared to get
wet when filming a head-on shot of
fire-fighters maneuvering a highpressure nozzle, know how to “catwalk” a parapet to get a vivid shot
of a roof caving in, and be able to
hang from ledges and fire escapes
to cover the action.
All members of the photograph¬
ic staff carry the title of “Inspec¬
tor” in order to be able to function
unhampered at the scene of a fire.
They wear gray shirts and white

hats which, to the lay public, is a
designation of authority, serving
to eliminate interference and un¬
necessary questions.
On Standby Basis

The unit is flexible in that, while
several of the men work full time
as cameramen, others work as ac¬
tive firemen in a company until a
big production or a large-scale fire
requires the full photographic staff
to grab cameras and m.ove into ac¬
tion. Motion picture equipment is
kept ready for action in three sep¬
arate Fire Department vehicles
and trained personnel stand by 24
hours a day, seven days a week.
Since there is never any way of
telling when a small fire will turn
into a major conflagration, the
photographic unit must be pre¬
pared for action at all times. It
responds to all major fires and
unusual emergencies resulting
therefrom in order to build its li¬
brary of actual fire footage for
later use in full-scale productions.
Such footage is also carefully
studied within the department to
determine causes and effects ol
specific fires.
Continued on Page 624

Firemen First, Cameramen Second

“A majority of our cameramen,
both still and motion picture, have
learned photography right here in
the department,” explains Capt.
Avery. “Some come to us with con¬
siderable amateur experience and
we build them from that level to
meet our highly specialized needs.
They must be firemen first, how¬
ever, and photographers second
because, in order to shoot closeups of fire fighting action, they
often have to work in closer to the
fire than the men who are actually
fighting it. They must be able to
estimate what the fire is going to
do and how far they can extend
their own limitations as camera¬
men in filming it. The only way to
learn this is to be thoroughly
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THE NEWEST AND best of equipment enables Los Angeles Fire Deportment's Film Unit to turn out
films of

the

highest

professional

quality.

Here

Inspector

Paul

Corns

(left)

and

Capt.

Hubert

E.

Avery confer at Moviola on a current production. (All photos courtesy L.A.F.D.).
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Filming "Hemingway's Adventures
of o Young Man," a . . .

TWO-CONTINENT
ASSIGNMENT
By

HERB

A.

CAMERA CAR

LIGHTMAN

Soo

Lines

added fore

for

placed

at cinematographer Garmes' disposal by the

making

and

aft

lengthy

that

keep

running
the

shots,

has

pneumatic tired

flanged

running smoothly on the railroad’s steel rails.

*^0 CAPTURE AUTHENTICALLY

the full visual SCOpe

of the late Ernest Hemingway’s adolescent years
in “Hemingway’s Adventures of a Young Man,”
Director of Photography Lee Garmes, ASC, focused
his camera on distant locales ranging from the glo¬
rious lake-country panorama of the upper MichiganWisconsin peninsula to the classic Italian city of
Verona and its surrounding countryside.
All of the exterior scenes and many of the in¬
teriors of the film were photographed in far-flung

locations, so that the picture radiates a kind of pic¬
torial truth it could never otherwise have had. In
addition, the multi-colored autumn foliage of the
mid-west lake-country and the rugged Italian land¬
scape, as artfully captured by the CinemaScope cam¬
era, lend nostalgic beauty to this carefully wrought
filmnization of the great novelist’s early life.
Mellon, Wisconsin, was selected to simulate Sidess, Michigan, circa 1915—hometown of Heming¬
way’s thinly disguised autobiographical hero, Nick
Adams. Actually, Hortons Bay, Michigan, was the
summer playground of the Hemingway family, but
Hortons Bay had undergone many physical changes
between 1915 and the present day. To find a suitably
authentic substitute locale, 20th Century-Fox unit
manager Saul Wurtzel and art director Paul Crosse
scouted the countryside by helicopter until, in Mel¬
lon, a town of some 1,200 inhabitants, they found
the location they were seeking.
Town’s Cooperation Helpful

ON

LOCATION

in

Italy,

Director

of

Photography

Lee

Gortnes, ASC,

There had been comparatively few physical
changes made in Mellon since the period of the film.
The railroad tracks and the station are located at
the bottom of the main street which grades up to
the square where the city hall stands. The studio
requested that, for filming purposes, the original
antique lights be brought back to replace new fix¬
tures only recently installed. It also asked that the
paved streets be temporarily surfaced with dirt and
the cement sidewalks covered with wooden planking
as they had in former days. In both cases the towns¬
people willingly obliged, and also dismantled TV
antennas and a few anachronistic neon signs while
they were about it.

chats with Susan Strassburg, co-star of "Hemingway’s Adventures of a
Young
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Man" which

he

photographed

in CinemaScope

and

color.

wheels

wheels of

Attracted by news that a motion picture company
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car

FOR A SERIES OF important moving camera shots involving Paul New¬

TO GIVE THE

man as a punch-drunk ex-boxer doing daily roadwork for “his next big

the CinemaScope camera along with bank of booster lights was mounted

fight,”

on

the

camera

was

mounted

along

with

booster lights

on a

low

big

“homecoming”

platform extending

out

from

scenes the desired
doorway

of railroad

pictorial
coach.

aspect,
Portable

dolly tethered to the fighter's car.

generator, inside coach, furnished controlled voltage for lights.

was shooting in the area, an estimated crowd of
50,000 tourists visited Mellon while filming was in
progress. Quick to recognize this boon to local com¬
merce, and impressed by the job 20th-Fox did of
turning back the clock to 1915 in their town, the
city fathers decided to keep it that way—making it
a tourist Mecca complete with hay-rides in summer
and sleigh rides to nearby ski-jumps in winter. They
published a souvenir folder and commemorative edi¬
tion of the Mellon Record, as well as post cards
picturing the film being made.

was so weak that Garrnes was compelled to use
booster lights for all shots to augment the sparse
natural light. Under such adverse conditions, he
achieved several striking atmos{)heric sequences
marked by glowering skies. One climactic sequence
required the leading character to be silhouetted
against a sunset. To capture just the right pictorial
effect, Garrnes kept a special vigil each day for
clouds forming in a certain way. When cloud for¬
mations seemed right, the company would break
early from the sequence being shot and set up hope¬
fully to photograph the sunset-silhouette scene. This
procedure was followed at least four different times
before the striking shots used in the picture were
recorded on film.

Weather Uncooperative

Saxon, Wisconsin, underwent the same type of
metamorphosis and emerged as it actually was in its
heyday, a honky-tonk rough-and-ready-for-anything
lumber town. For crowd sequences depicting the
hero’s homecoming, 400 of the actual townspeople
were costumed in the 1915 mode and photographed.
Other location spots serving as photographic back¬
grounds besides Mellon and Saxon were Lake Adel¬
aide, Lake George and the Lake of the Falls, The
beautiful sculptured rock estuary of the Presque Isle
river formed a magnificent background for fishing
scenes, although its almost inaccessible location re¬
quired that cameras and other equipment be labori¬
ously packed up the sides of a steep ravine.
The chief obstacle of the motion picture company
while on location in the mid-west was the weather.
Out of the seven weeks the company remained in
the area, only about five days could be classed as
ideal for color photography. On these days cast
and crew worked furiously to make up time, often
shooting as much as three days of scheduled action
in one day. Most of the time, however, the light
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Dramatic Scene Filmed On Trail

A photographically challenging sequence was
filmed aboard a flatcar of a freight train moving
through a gorge in the spectacular peninsula terri¬
tory, The hero of the story, Nick Adams, is seen
hopping the flatcar and bedding down for what he
hopes will be an express ride to New York. Instead
he is accosted by a sadistic brakeman who bounces
him off the moving train and into the gorge below.
Such a scene might have been easier to stage in the
studio using process photography, but Director Mar¬
tin Ritt and Garrnes, both sticklers for realism,
elected to shoot it on location aboard the moving
train. Mounting camera and reflectors on the flat¬
car with the actors, Garrnes photographed the dra¬
matic sequence as the train lurched and wound its
way through the serpentine curves of the mountain
wilderness.
Continued on Page 631
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Container Corporation of America

IBM Development Laboratory

“THE PACKAGING SYSTEM”

“COMPUTER SIMULATION”

Producer-Ralph Eckerstrom
Director — Rhodes Paterson

Producer/Director-E. R. Riordan

Lockheed-Georgia Co.

Cook Electric Co.

“INVITATION TO GEORGIA”

“THE 3 R’s OF AEROSPACE PHOTOGRAPHY”

Producer-Robert Stricklanct
Director —J. Kermit Echols

Producer/Director —C. 0. Probst

General Dynamics/Astronautics

United Air Lines

“FRIENDSHIP SEVEN”

“KNOW HOW”

Producer-Eugene C. Keefer
Director-John Hynd

Producer/Director — Ira Thatcher

U. S. Air Force

General Electric

“BREAKING THE LANGUAGE BARRIER”

“THE HANDS OF INDUSTRY”

Producer/Director-J, H. Reese

Producer - George Pratt

IBM Data Systems Division

University of Michigan TV Center

“BY THE NUMBERS”

“THE IDEA OF MICHIGAN”

Producer —Stu Munson
Director—Ed Casazza

Producer/Director
Hazen J. Schumacher, Jr.

Features;

through-the-lens

viewing-while-filming;

auto¬

matic buckle switch; diver¬

Rear view, showing Arri¬

Unique

turret design

Arrillex Sound Blimp plus

flex

distinctive

permits any 3 lenses,

400-foot magazine and

arate

components: eyepiece

from extreme-wide-angle

synchronous

access to interior; one on

16's

42V motor

Blimp, doors open — 3 sep¬
doors

provide

easy

gent 3-lens turret; regis¬

of direct-viewing finder,-

to 300 mm telephoto, to

convert Arriflex 16 to an

top

tration pin in precision film

tachometer; footage and

be

efficient

production

magazine,- one in front for

gate; variable-speed elec¬

frame counters; variable

ously without mechanical

camera for industrial,

access to lens turret; and

tric motor.

speed
motor.

or optical

sound stage, and loca¬

one

tion filming.

camera.

control

for

the

mounted

simultane¬

interference

with one another.

to

at

permit

side

for

mounting

inserting

^ANNUAL INDUSTRIAL FILM AWARDS-conducted by the publishers of Industrial Photography magazine.

FOR LITERATURE OR DEMONSTRATION OF ARRIFLEX 16MM AND ARRIFLEX 35MM CAMERAS, WRITE TO:
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■

THIS MAKES FOUR! Four years straight...
Arriflex motion picture cameras were used by
more winners of the Annual Industrial Film
Awards* than all other cameras combined! An
unmistakable pattern of popularity. A pretty
sound testimonial to a camera’s capabilities.

I I

ik.1 V Only the Arriflex offers the unique co■ ordination of optical and mechanical
ml m ■ features combined in a compact, fast¬
handling, precision package. Among these fea¬
tures: the mirror-reflex shutter (invented by
Arriflex) and a precise registration-pin film
movement not found in any other profes¬
sional camera under $2,000; also — 21 °divergence lens turret, contour hand grip,
electric motor drive, frames-per-second
tachometer, and a complete sys¬
tem of special-purpose
accessories. And above
all, performance!
Performance that
saves time and
money, perform¬
ance that de¬
livers its own
reward on the
screen.

257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
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^ NEW, PORTABLE

photographic

light, introduced last month
by General Electric Company, is
ideally suited to the requirements
of TV news cameraman and other
16mm ])hotographers whose as¬
signments often take them into
areas where conventional 110/
11 5-volt lighting equipment is un¬
available or impractical to use.
Originally designed to provide
the amateur movie maker with a
dependable light source for shoot¬
ing indoor movies in color, the G-E
Portable Cinema Light will have
strong appeal for })rofessional
cinematographers because of its
ability to provide effective fill light
for day shots as well as adequate
illumination for night shots of subjeets or action ranging from 4 to
20 feet from the camera.
A TYPICAL amateur operation
for a

home

important

movie scene

news event.

in

in which the camera-mounted G-E photo light provides illumination

color. But it could very well

Power source

is

nickel

cadmium

be a TV

news cameraman

battery carried

on

shooting

an

shoulder strap.

G-E Introduces New
Portable Cinema Light

The two-piece unit consists of
lamp with camera mounting brack¬
et and compact nickel-cadmium
battery pack. Two major innova¬
tions in lamp manufacture make
possible the Cinema Light’s small
size, according to G-E. The first is
that the lamp uses silver for a re¬
flector, said to be the first time that
silver has been successfully used
on a hard glass PAR lamp. Its
use increases the lamp’s efficiency
10%, according to the manufac¬

Here’s a battery-powered photo light for 16mm cameramen
that is rugged, efficient and serviceable in any location.

turer. The other innovation is the
use of a silver light-collecting cup

I

GENERAL ELECTRIC'S new portable cinema light (right) with its high-intensity
lamp

and

powerful

from

wall

plugs

and

nickel-cadmium
extension

shows components of lamp unit and
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battery

cords

for

divorces

location

the

16mm

shooting.

cameraman

Diagram

below

its battery power source.
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ahead of the filament that gathers
normally wasted light and puts it
back into the beam. This, accord¬
ing to G-E, increases light efficien¬
cy another 30%. If it were not for
these improvements in the light
source, the company points out, a
larger and heavier battery would
be necessary to power the lamp.
The

compact

battery

pack

NEW
MITCHELL
MARK n
35MM
REFLEX

is

2^" X 6^" X 634'' in size and
consists of six nickel-cadmium bat¬
tery cells of the “pressure-relieved
cell” type, similar to those used
successfully in the U.S. space pro¬
gram. Advantage of this type bat¬
tery over “sealed cell” batteries is
its ability to take a quick charge
and put out high power at inter¬
vals literally thousands of times.
Incorporated in the battery pack
is an automatic charger capable of
completely charging the battery in
about 60 minutes. It is automati¬
cally disconnected when the bat¬
tery becomes fully charged. The
circuit also is designed to produce
a dim glow in the lamp so that the
user knows when it is charging—
when the glow goes out it indicates
the unit is fully charged and ready
to go. To charge the unit, you sim¬
ply pull out a self-contained cord
in the power pack, plug it into any

A NEW KIND OF MOTION PICTURE CAMERA is now being shipped in these
foam-lined aluminum cases to a long waiting list of customers throughout the
world. The Mark II is the most advanced Studio Reflex in history—creates a
new class of Mitchell cameras of sophisticated design and superior perform¬
ance. Designed specifically as an advanced studio production camera that
readily adapts to hand held filming, this is the most carefully researched
and tested new concept in modern camera engineering. In addition to superb
Mitchell workmanship and the many years-ahead professional features, the
Mark II offers technicians a superb new line of lenses and other major
accessories to complete the Mark II system! Priority of delivery will be
scheduled from date of order. For literature and information about field
demonstrations ... just write on your letterhead today.

convenient wall outlet and allow
the unit to charge. Should there be
some doubt whether the unit is
fully charged or not, it’s a simple
matter to pull out the plug, put it
back in and the lamp will glow
for a few seconds and then go out.
The Cinema Light also has
built-in safety features. For ex¬
ample, if the battery is knocked
over accidentally it automatically
turns the charger off. The lamp
head is so designed that the cam¬
era bracket can be screwed on the
back and locks the switch in an off
position.
The Cinema Light is available
in a choice of three lamps, each
fulfilling a specific need. The
Standard Model comes equipped
with the G-E DWH lamp, which
has a smooth illumination beam of
36° X 25°. It can be used efficientcontinued on Page 623
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IVUTCHELL
CAMERA

CORPORATION

666 W. HARVARD ST., GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA
AGENT?: Mitchell Camera of New York, Inc. • 521 Fifth Avenue • New York, New York
Vinten Mitchell Ltd. • 715 North Circular Rd. • London, N. W. 2, England
Magase & Co., Ltd. • 3, 2-Chome Kobunacho ■ Nihonbashi, Chuoku • Tokyo, Japan
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HEN EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,

a feW months

ago, presented amateur movie makers with the
new, faster Kodachrome II 16mm color film, its
astonishing results naturally attracted the attention
of many 16mm professionals. Some substituted the
film for the earlier Kodachrome or Ektachrome they
had been using, and when they attempted to inter¬
cut it with the other films or to duplicate it, they
ran into trouble.
The major film laboratories were among the first
to discover the film’s limitations in these respects as
a result of tests they had run on it prior to its intro¬
duction on the market. Later, because of misunder¬
standings which seemed to prevail among users re¬
garding the duplication possibilities of Kodachrome
II, General Film Laboratories in Hollywood asked
its Technical Director Fred Scobey to write a report
on the subject for the April, 1962, issue of Rewind,
the company’s monthly publication.
KODACHROME

II

was

rect

of

the

projection

formulated
original.

primarily

Its

fast

for amateur use, and

speed

and

improved

di¬

quality

has created considerable interest among professionals.

Scobey’s report points out that Kodachrome II is
a 16mm color reversal film having improved speed,
definition and color rendering over the former Koda¬
chrome, and it emphasizes that it is intended pri¬
marily for amateur use and direct projection—that
is, projection of the original following reversal
processing.

DUPLICATING
KODACHROME II

The film is available almost everywhere that
16mm film is sold, and comes in daylight and Type
A (tungsten) emulsions in 50- and 100-foot lengths.
Kodachrome II, Daylight Type, has an ASA expo¬
sure index of 25 daylight, and 12 tungsten

A laboratory technical director tells why
duping this new 16mm color stock presents
certain problems.

(3400° K) with a Wratten 80B filter over the lens.
The Type A emulsion has an ASA exposure index of
40 tungsten (3400° K), and 25 daylight with a
Wratten 85 filter before the lens.
Kodachrome II does not have latent image edge
numbers and, being a film intended for amateur use,
the manufacturer does not hold to the close toleran¬
ces it does with its professional films. It has excellent
shelf life, both before and after exposure. The color
formers are a part of the developing process formu¬
lated for the film..
Let us now compare Kodachrome II with Ekta¬
chrome Commercial, Type 7255, which is a color
reversal camera film of low contrast and prints to
good projection quality. Ektachrome is a profes¬
sional film and its availability is a great deal more
limited in some areas of the world than is Koda¬
chrome 11. Ektachrome has an ASA exposure index
of 16 daylight (with Kodak Wratten filter No. 85),
and 25 tungsten for which it is balanced at 3200° K.
The film is latent-image edge-numbered and is avail¬
able with either silent or sound B-wind perforating.

EXPERIENCED in-plant film editors, like E. Schrier of Space Technology
Laboratories,

know

that

it

is

inadvisable

to

intercut

Kodachrome

II

with another 16mm color film. The two films cannot be successfully re¬
produced

610

if they are cut together in the same printing

roll.

It is manufactured to close tolerances and the color
formers are an integral part of the film. The repro¬
duction of Ektachrome via either Kodachrome dupli¬
cating film No. 5269 or Eastman Color Internegative
No. 7270 and then to Eastman Color Positive No.
Continued on Page 622
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e16-35mmNEG/POS
FILM CLEANER

(lUNFIlM SAFELY AND INEXPENSIVELY
Priced ONLY $3995

You can rent this High Speed Super Spray Film Cleaner at
$50 per week (minimum eight weeks rental) with complete
credit toward purchase price.

VVr/te for illustrated brochure

FOB, N.Y. (crated)

The SOSolution, non-flammable,
non - toxic
cleaning
solvent,
55 gal. drum . . Per Gal. $3.25

formerly S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 West 52nd St., New York 19, N.Y.—Plaza 7-0440—Telegram: ‘‘FAX N.Y.“
Western Branch: 6331
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Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California — Phone

467-2124
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ONE
PACKAGE
deal from

the

MCKA.FROST/
'A

*

.. saves you TIME and
money on PRODUCTION
RENTAL needs!....
froi^

JACK A.FROST
COBO HALL OFFICE: 401 Washington Blvd.
Rm. 3143, WO 2-1255, Detroit 26, Michigan

612

MAIN OFFICE: 234 Piquette
TR 3-8030, Detroit 2,Michigan

CANADIAN OFFICE; 6 Shawbridge,
BEImont 2-1145, Taronto, Canada
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EARLY SUMMER

MORNING

this year a group of Swedish
film makers gathered at Hotel Siljansborg, Dalecarlia, Sweden. The
sun glittered on the surface of
lake Siljan as we lingered over
our colTee on the terrace. Present¬
ly we left the terrace and gath¬
ered in the bridge room, which
now became a session room for
our film production conference.
Assem.bled were art director P.
A. Lundgren and production man¬
ager Carlberg. There were make¬
up man Borje Lundh and his wife,
costume designer Marke Vos.
There were prop man K. A. Berg¬
man, and Katinka, the script
supervisor. And finally, directorproducer Ingmar Bergman and
myself, chief cameraman.
Katinka began reading the first
page of Ingmar Bergman’s script
of “The Silence,” which we had
assembled there to discuss. She
had not read far when the first
question was fired at Bergman:
What kind of effect had he imag¬
ined at this point? How should he
reach it?
It was not by chance that we
had gathered in this part of Swe¬
den. Hereabouts were the nature
and the people still keeping his
childhood memories vivid for
Bergman; as a child, he had spent
all his summers here in Dalecarlia.
And the landscape held many
memories for the rest of us, too.
On the first evening of our visit,
we traveled to Styggforsen where
we had filmed “The Virgin
Spring” in May, 1959. The fol¬
lowing evenings, we visited the lit¬
tle village where the very lengthy
scenes in “The Communicants”
were shot during the autumn
months of 1961. (This feature,
now completed, is scheduled for
release in January, 1963—prob¬
ably under a different title.)
But back to Bergman’s script. It
took us four days to fully cover
the script, line-by-Iine. I have only
once before encountered similar
accuracy and diligence in produc¬
tion pre-planning and that was
when I worked with the German
director Kurt Hoffman. Such meti¬
culous care might be construed as
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ON

LOCATION

for

and crew prepare

Ingmar
to

Bergman's “Through

make a tracking

A Mirror Darkly," cinematographer Sven Nykvist

shot of two men in rowboat. The lightweight camera dolly

with pneumatic wheels rolls upon track laid at water s edge and carries, in addition to the camera,
a booster light.

Photographing The
Films Of Ingmar Bergman
In striving for realism in his photographic lighting,
Bergman’s cameraman finds the new, fast black-andwhite emulsions extremely helpful.
By

SVEN

NYKVIST

formalism and lavishness, but it
saves a tremendous lot of time and
money. Ingmar Bergman knows
this by experience. In keeping with
his growing position as a producer,
he demands more planning activi¬
ties preceding his productions.
And this careful and exacting
planning means much for his co¬
workers, too. Instead of going
abruptly from one production to
another, we are given time in
which to acclimatize by emerging
Continued on Page 627

AUTHOR-CINEMATOGRAPHER
vist

sits

discusses
director

behind

Arriflex-35

upcoming
Ingmar

works with

staff

scene

Nyk¬
and

with

Bergman
of

Sven
camera

producer-

(left).

only 7 or 8

Latter
persons

and requires his cinematographer also to
operate

the camera.
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Inspect every foot before it leaves your plant with the HFC High Speed Heavy
Duty Inspection Projectors -- IGmni & 35nini models now available.

NEW

NUOVO

The projector is a converted front shutter
Simplex with a two pin intermittent. 16mm
or 35/32 film runs at a speed of 144 ft.
per minute while 35mm film runs at a
speed of 165 ft. per minute.

Questi proiettori sono Simplex transformati, otturatore al fronte, meccanismo di
scatto di due punte. La velocita di proiezione in 16 o 35/32mm e di 144 piedi
per minuto, e in 35mm, di 165 piedi per
minuto.

1. A variac controls the light intensity.

1. Controllo manuale della luminosita della
lampada.

2. A 500 watt lamp is used for 16mm and
a 1,000 watt for 35mm (a blower is
used to cool the lamphouse).

2. Lampada di 500 watt per 16mm e di
1000 watt per 35mm.
3. Obbiettivo di proiezione di

3. A
inch projection lens is furnished
with each unit.

/ "-

21 2

21/2

4. Maniglia per controllo di motore e lam¬
pada di proiezione.

4. A start-stop lever controls the power to
the lamp and motor.

5. La cassetta porta pellicola puo contenere 3000 piedi.

5. The magazine and take up core takes
up to 3,000 ft. of film.

6. I rulli superiori di guida sono construiti
per operare con film provenente di ambi
lati della bobina svolgitrice.

6. Upper guide rollers are made to handle
the film from either direction of the
feed reel.

7. Disco con montatura sporgente nel
magazzino.

7. A free wheeling take off flange is pro¬
vided in the magazine.
8. A lamp near the takeup reel permits
hand inspection of the film prior to
takeup.

8. Una lampadina illumina la bobina avvolgitrice, permettendo I’ispezione man¬
uale del film prima che si avvolga nel
proiettore.

NOUVEAU

NUEVO

Le projecteur contient un obturateur Sim¬
plex anterieur transforme avec deux clavettes intermittent. Les films de 16mm ou
35/32 tournent avec une vitesse de 144
pieds a la minute, tandis que les films
de 35mm tournent avec une vitesse de 165
pieds a la minute.

Esta maquina es un proyector simplex convertido, obturador al frente y movimiento
intermitente a doble grifa. Para 16mm o
35/32mm, la velocidad fija de proyeccion
es de 144 pies por minuto, para 35mm es
de 165 pies por minuto.

1. Le regulateur de voltage d'intensite
d’eclairage.
1. Un reostato controla la intensidad de la
lampara de proyeccion.

2. La lampe de 500 watt est necessaire
pour les films de 16mm, et de 1000
watt, pour les films de 35mm (un ventilateur est mise pour rafraichir la
chambre de la lampe).
3. L’objectif de

V

2

2

2. Para 16mm se usa una lampara de
500 watt, y una de 1000 watt para
35mm (un chorro de aire ventila las
lamparas en ambos casos).

est instale.

4. La manette de mise en marche et d’arret
controle en meme temps la lampe et le
moteur.

3. Cada unidad esta provista de un lente
de proyeccion de 2 pulgadas y media.
4. Una palanca de control opera el motor
y la lampara simultaneamente.

5. La boite de films avec noyau peut contenir 3000 pieds du films.

5. Capacidad de proyeccion: rollos de
hasta 3000'.

6. La roue superieure est construite de
maniere de recevoir le film dans les
deux directions, nourrie par la bobine
centrale.

6. Los rodillos de guia superiores operan
con la pelicula en ambas direcciones.

7. Une roue est instalee pour liberer
rapidement le film de la boite.

7. La tapa de la
desenroscable.

8. La lampe se trouve pres de la bobine
recepteuse, et donne toute facilite pour
inspecter le film a main dans le
projecteur.

8. Una lampara ubicada junto a la bobina
de toma permite la inspeccion manual
de la pelicula antes que se rebobine en
la bobina superior del proyector.

bobina de carga es

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
REELS
956 N. Seward, Hollywood 38, Calif., HO 2-3284 •
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/

CANS

/

CASES

122 W. Kinzie, Chicago 10, III., 644-1940 •

524 W. 43rd St., N.Y. 36, N.Y., LO 3-1546
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^UR

FILM,

“Masao,

Japanese

^ Farm Boy,” was made with a
particular purpose in mind. We
designed it as a lecture film for
American school children.
Too often photographers pass
up this lucrative lecture field. Be¬
fore leaving the United States for
Japan, 1 had interviewed several
principals in northern California
grammar schools and discovered
that often their audio visual budg¬
ets went partially unused because
of the lack of suitable program
material. Our picture is expected
to help fill this void.
Requirements,

the

principals

said, were a 30- to 40-minute pro¬
gram, half devoted to a lecture
with visual aids and half to a film.
The points covered in the film
should be simple, but both enter¬
taining and educational, they said.
The school principals mentioned
that they were prepared to pay
from $50 to $60 for two such
programs.
The producer of our film, Tulio
Pellegrini of Belmont, California,
was in complete accord with our
aims for the film. We planned to
show the similarities and the dif¬
ferences between American and
Japanese youngsters. To photo¬
graph the production Pellegrini
loaned us a converted Bolex 16mm camera and provided us with

CROUCHING BEHIND Bolex H-16 camera, author Harrington prepares to shoot closeup of Japanese
boy inspecting

his catch of insects.

factors: a boy 11, who had a very
photogenic family. Also, the house
in which he lived had previously
been a hotel and thus had a suffi¬
cient supply of electricity for
photo lights and ample space for
our work.
Included in our script were
many of the phases of our “star s
daily life. I checked constantly
with my assistant, Tsuneo Nozaki,
to determine if the things I wrote
into my script were true to Japa¬
nese life. By incorporating famil¬
iar experiences and surrounding

reflector is the

boys father who took a

Lecture Film In Japan
A 16mm cameraman explores the educator’s needs for lec¬
ture films that show contemporary life in other lands.

B y

Once in Japan we began a
search through the countryside for
a boy to star in our film. Finally
we found a perfect combination of

improvised

Photographing A 16mnn

a supply of Ektachrome Commer¬
cial film.

Holding

serious interest in the procedures of photographing movies.

CLIFFORD

the boy with his playmates, we
managed to get a creditable per¬
formance from him.
During the course of one year,
we photographed the farming ac¬
tivities of the boy’s father and his
neighbors. Whenever we could, we
put the boy in the midst of the ac¬
tion. Primarily, we showed him
helping his father in the rice fields.
Our filming was necessarily
done in sequences, because of the
time needed for my other activities
in Tokyo. But whenever the weath¬
er looked favorable for photog¬
raphy we traveled to our location
and proceeded with shooting.

V.

HARRINGTON

When it rained, which was fre¬
quently, we moved indoors to
shoot. Here we used photofloods
with clip-mounts to illuminate the
location interiors. One important
indoor sequence we filmed shows
the family eating a Japanese meal
consisting mainly of rice, the prod¬
uce of the fields.
For this inside work the Japa¬
nese sliding doors in each room
provided excellent mounts for our
lights. To change the angle of a
photoflood, we simply moved the
panel to which it was mounted and
adjusted the direction of the beam.
Continued on Page 62C
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QUALITY AND SERVICE
MM

BUCK&mm
REVERSAL NEGATIVE
POSITIVE PRINTING
AND PROCESSING
COLOR Processing-

COLOR mwm
Work prints—Timed Prints
Color to Color prints—A & B roll prints
Color to B & W prints—Fodes-Dissolves
Dupe Negative—Multiple prints
Raw stock—Fastex service
Loop printing
Write for complete information

FILM
LABORATORIES
350 W. 50th ST.
NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
JUdson 6-7196

Specialized

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
for

MOTION PICTURE, STILL

check of the lighting. The key lights
are read with a meter, as also are some
of the others, and at this time the dim¬

THE “DOBIE GILLIS” SHOW
Continued from Page 601

Together witli liis gaffer he estimates
the

new

show’s

lighting

needs

and

arranges for any necessary additional
lighting units to he “pinned up” to
augment the permanent, basic lighting
layout. Three stand-ins are used in this
operation. They take the positions
chalked on the floor during the re¬
hearsals, enabling the electricians to
adjust the lighting for the actors. In
this way, all sets are completely pre¬
lit so that when the company assembles
the next day, photography proceeds in
an orderly manner with no unlookedfor delays occasioned by last-minute
lighting changes.
During this period, the lighting and
camera requirements are plotted on
charts by the camera operators, grips,
and dimmer operator aided by the
stand-ins. The cues, stop marks, etc.,
which they indicate on their respective
charts are to guide them in their opera¬
tions the following day when the show
goes before the cameras.
Commenting on this phase of the
production. Van Trees said, “During
this rehearsal period I provide the
camera operators with the necessary
guide marks, which are usually within
six inches of where they must go in
actual shooting. While the director is
rehearsing the cast. I’m on the set
figuring the camera positions and dolly
moves. The rehearsal period is long
enough to enable me to study the ac¬
tion from both camera angles. As I
cue the operators, grips and dimmer
hoard operator, they make the neces¬
sary last-minute cue marks on their
charts. Sometimes a chalk mark is
placed on the floor, out of camera

(Hid

range, to indicate the limits of a dolly
maneuver.”

1ELEVISION STUDIOS

In all, there are six permanent sets
on the sound stage for the “Dobie
Gillis” show and the basic lighting for
each is always in place, subject only to
such changes as may be necessary for
certain action in a given show.

Shooting The Show
Write for A Copy of Our
Catalog J on Your Letterhead

937

north sycamore AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD 38,
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When,

on

the

following

day,

the

company assembles on the set to photo¬
graph the show. Van Trees and his
crew are told the number of the scene
to go before tbe cameras first. The
cameras are quickly rolled into posi¬
tion and the stand-ins again take their
respective places on the set for a final

mer board operator is given final in¬
structions on the illumination levels of
the various lights for each of the
cameras.
“At this

time,”

said

Van Trees,

I make a final check of the lighting
to make sure that it is the same as
when it was set for the standins and
that nothing has happened in the in¬
terim to change it. This camera re¬
hearsal takes perhaps three or four
minutes at the most and is the only
one that takes place prior to shooting
on that set. After we indicate to the didector we are ready with the cameras,
he may or miay not rehearse the cast
once more, and then we shoot the
scene. Afterward, should the director
decide he wants an added closeup or
some other unplanned shot, the- cam¬
eras are quickly prepared and the shot
made.”
Both cameras shoot the action simul¬
taneously. Single-camera shots are sel¬
dom made. Using two cameras makes
for faster production. Van Trees points
out, and there have been many days
when his crew has completed 95 in¬
dividual set-ups, getting—with the two
cameras—almost 200 scenes on film in
a single day’s operations.

The Set Lighting
Lighting for all “Dobie Gillis” sets
is off the floor—that is, the lighting
units are suspended from overhead or
mounted on top of the set flats, leaving
the stage floor in front of the sets com¬
pletely clear for unhampered movement
of the cameras.
“On our standard sets such as the
grocery store and the mall,” Van Trees
explains, “players can go almost any¬
where and always he correctly lit. Not
with flat lighting, either. There is
|llllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllli
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WHEN CHANGING YOUR ADDRESS
Please notify us at least four
weeks in advance. BE SURE to
give your Former address as
well as your New Address. Our
Circulation Department needs
both addresses in order to
properly identify your address
stencil.
Your cooperation will insure
that American Cinematographer will continue coming to
you regularly without delay or
omission of issues. Thank you.
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Ansco sets America's standard
in films that meet the need for speed

Super Hypan Reversal 296

You see the fast-breaking action sooner
on New Super Hypan Reversal film!

(forcbie to 4oo)

This black-and-white reversal film is the thing news-beats are made of.
You save negative printing time and processing. Cover any action with film
speed to spare (Normal 200 or boost it to 400 with forced development.)
And be sure of this—your fastest action shots will project beautifully with¬
out objectionable grain . . . even when you use this film at higher speed.
With Super Hypan Reversal you cover all assignments and see them faster
with all the sharpness and detail you want.

Ansco
Binghamton, N. Y.

Ultra-Speed Anscochrome
and Super Hypan
j
Reversal
j

ANSCO —America’s first manufacturer of photographic materials . . . since 1842.
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modeling and invariably some liighlights. too.”
For illuminating the sets, standard
studio lighting units are used through¬
out. with just about every unit con¬
trolled through the dimmer hoard.
Some of these units are cone lights,
which provide a quality of soft illumi¬
nation that is ideal for the lighting
demands of the two-camera photog¬
raphy technique. Spun glass diffusers
are employed on all lighting units and
contribute further to softening the
quality of the illumination, which Van
Trees has found ideally suited to
photographing the show. Because the
diffusers absorb up to 5'0 per cent of
a lamp’s effective illumination, those
employed are more pow'erful than
would normally he used in order to
provide, wdth the diffusers in place,
illumination of the required level.
hile spun glass diffusers cut down
illumination volume one-half,” said
Van Trees, “they provide light that is
delicately smooth and free of hot spots
or hard edges. Thus, in Idending the
light from two lamp units, the blend¬

lamps is mounted on the platform of
each crab dolly, just below the camera
and facing the players. These throw
hll light upward into the scene and
toward the players to provide more
rounded illumination and a further re¬
duction of shadows.
It is Van Trees’ responsibility to see
that the lighting is proper for the two
cameras at all times. That he achieves
his objective is evident in the fact that
the exposures of each camera are so
consistently uniform, there is rarely
more than one printer-light difference
between the two negatives.
The show is photographed on East¬
man Double-X negative. “I use this
faster him,” said Van Trees, “not to

to about f/6.3.”
Van Trees has been shooting the
“Dobie Gillis” show for the past four
years. Jim got his feet wet on the fast,
two-camera technique of TV him pro¬
duction about ten years ago when he
was assigned to the “Mickey Rooney”
and the “Joan Davis” television shows,
which he photographed weekly. The
Joan Davis segments were one-day
productions with three cameras while
the Rooney show was a three-day
operation using a single camera. Fol¬
lowing this two-shows-weekly stint, he
moved to “The People’s Choice” and
subsequently took over the photog¬
raphy of the “Burns and Allen Show,”
replacing Phil Tannura who withdrew
from the show because of illness. His

save on lights but to enable me to use
smaller lens stops to achieve sharp
focus of players in both the foreground

present assignment followed George
Burns’ decision to terminate the series.

and background. The average working
stop,” he added, “is T-7.2, equivalent

The “Dobie Gillis” show is not the
onlv TV series photographed with two
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FLASHBACK TO YESTERYEAR

ing is soft, almost imperceptible. And
the shadows are very soft. This is
ideal for closeups—say, of two people
kissing—producing shadows in the
background that are so soft as to he
almost unnoticeahle. To attain a simi¬
lar pictorial effect with hard lighting,
it would he necessary to pull back the
camera or resort to some other timeconsuming expedient that would not
enhance the photography nor the play¬
ers’ performances.”
Van Trees makes it a point always
to have two key lights “hitting” the
players in a close two-shot, such as
the one described above, each project¬
ing light from a different angle. Thus,
if a camera—moving during the shot
—“loses” one light, it still has effective
illumination from the other. With the
two key lights, there is always sufficient
illumination to keep any shadows from
becoming objectionable.
Because all the light units are off
the floor and necessarily mounted high
—most of them eight feet above floor
level—this creates a minor problem:
whenever a player bends over or looks
down, his eyes are shaded slightly. To
cancel out this effect, a Baby Junior
spot is permanently mounted on front
of each camera, to one side of and on
a level with the lens. This serves as an
effective fill light that eradicates any
shadows intruding on a player’s face.
Additionallv. a bank of five PAR

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

1914 Using a hand-cranked Eclair camera, set low on a spread-legged
tripod, Arthur Edeson, ASC, photographs scene at the old World Film Studio
in Ft. Lee, New Jersey. The smooth, even illumination is pure daylight filtering through overhead scrims stretched across the open-air stage.
Subject of the dramatic scene is baby Madge Evans (now a TV film player
in Hollywood ) crouching beside Ethel Clayton, one of the movies’ early film
stars. Lying on the floor beside camera and directing the scene is Harley
Knowles. Others are unidentified.
Studying the photo and reminiscing recently, Edeson, now retired, said:
“Those were the good old days of movie making when the cameraman did
ev'erything from loading film and shooting the picture to moving scenery
and sweeping the stage.”
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professional jr.
Tripod with
grooved
Tripod Legs
Standard Equipment for all
Famous CECO Pro Jr. Tripod Heads

Pro Jr Tripod is better than ever with new Heavy
Duty Grooved tripod leg design. Assures greater
rigidity, no matter how far legs are extended.
Heavy Duty Groove design guarantees herculean
gripping power, because there’s almost twice the
gripping surface. Modern, rounded leg shape adds
strength and durability to the wood. Comes
equipped with indispensible double knob leg locks
which assure equal pressure on each leg. Avail¬
able with new ball joint swivel or standard base
plate.
When you are looking for the best in a tripod,
buy Professional Junior—the tripod designed with
the professional in mind!
CECO Pro Jr. Fluid Head
CECO Pro Jr. Friction Head
with Ball Joint Swivel
Allows really fast, easy leveling without

The tripod head with smooth-as-silk maneuverability.
Silicone fluid unaffected by extreme temperature
range. Won’t dive in locked position. Guaranteed
leakproof. The undisputed performance champ!

adjusting tripod legs. Fits any Pro Jr
Tripod with adapter base plate. Has same

*CECO — trademark of Comera Equipment CO.

exclusive features as standard Pro Jr
Friction head . . . Pan & Tilt tension
controls; accessible camera mounting
knob; adjustable interchangeable
telescoping pan handle. Skilfully designed
and engineered for long dependable
service. Unconditionally
guaranteed—the World’s Standard

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.

of Tripod Quality!
A SUBSIDIARY OF CECO INDUSTRIES, INC.

CECO Ball Socket Swivel Joint
Adapter For Pro Jr. Tripod Heads
A one piece adapter which fits quickly,
easily on to any Pro Jr Head. For use on
new swivel base tripod or standard Pro Jr
tripod with ball socket adapter base plate.

NEW YORK, N.Y.
315 West 43rd St. • JUdson 6-1420
HIALEAH, FLORIDA
51 East 10th Ave. • TUxedo 8-4604
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
f'c A f\
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NEW!

BOL[\ 400 ft. COIVERiilOK

cameras. There are others, of course.
The key to shooting a show in this

NEW!

CONVERT YOUR BOLEX TO A 400-FT. CAPACITY
CAMERA FOR SPORTS OR NEWS

• No loss of original Bolex
design.
• Includes choice of wild or
sync nnotor.
• Includes 400-ft. Maga¬
zine (Mitchell-type).
All For

Installation $20 additional
if desired.

Write For Pictures and Data Sheet

•

16MM

Tyibviola

Hollywood 28, California
HEADQUARTERS

sound readers

is

designed

for versatility

in fitting the budget as well

as

the job.
Unlike single unit “systems.

Movi¬

ola’s separable components permit
the
OPTICAL READERS

MAGNETIC READERS

SRO — 35mm

SRM — 35mm

SRO — 16mm

SRM — 16mm

SRB —35mm,16mm,

SRM — 35mm, 16mm,

35-32mm

1 7 ‘/j m m, Vi "

purchase of only

the pick up

unit required to suit specific sound
tracks.
be

Additional

equipment

can

added — to accommodate new

requirements.
Any

Moviola

pick up

unit can

be

plugged into either of two AmplifierSpeakers which can be conveniently
placed to give desired sound recep¬
tion and to allow maximum space
in the working area.

AMPLIFIER-SPEAKERS
^ OPTICAL
SRC

—35mm, 16mm, 35-32mm

I MAGNETIC - 35mm. 16mm, 17'/2 mm, Vi"
MOVIOLA SYNCHRONIZER

URS for normal
use.

Sound Reader Adaptations

UROM for superior
sound quality.
MS - 16
for 16mm track
MS - 35
for 35mm track

TV/foviola
JLwJL

MANUFACTURING CO.

1451 GORDON STREET • HOLLYWOOD • CALIFORNIA • HO. 7-3178
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so the illumination would be favorable
to all the cameras. This entailed revolu¬
tionary techniques. There could be no
lights on the floor, so we put them on

Lighting became the most difficult
part of photographing films 'in those
days. It still poses troublesome prob¬
lems when more than one camera is

Any cinematographer who shot movies
under those early-day sound restric¬
tions, Van Trees observes, can easily
handle a two-camera set-up for tele¬
vision films.
■

Continued from Page 615

Moviola's unique Sound Reader
system

ty of cuts. The trick was to light sets

16MM LECTURE FILM

feature separate components, economy and flexibility

SOUND READERS

placed strategically around the set. The
idea was to capture the action in long,
continuous takes, with the multiple
cameras recording the necessary varie¬

used in shooting scenes on the sound
stage—each from a different angle.

LLOYD’S CAMERA EXCHANGE
HOLLYWOOD’S

the mid-twenties during the advent of
the “talkies.” “I was with Warner
Brothers when that studio began pro¬
duction of sound films,” he relates.
“They gave us seven cameras, each in
a cumhersome sound-proof booth and

top of the camera booths or in front
of the booths below the window through
which the scenes were shot.”

*34950

1612 North Cahuenga Boulevard

manner, Van Trees avers, is following
the techniques that were developed in

The doors also served as “wild”
walls for our movie “sets.” For long
shots we opened the doors of several
adjoining rooms, moved back and shot
with a one-inch lens. No wide-angle
lenses were used at any time.
Another interesting sequence shows
the boy’s mother preparing the tradi¬
tional Japanese bed of pads and com¬
forters on the floor. We thought this
would he of particular interest to
American children. V e also showed
the mother firing up an hibachi, a
metal urn with a charcoal fire.
To cut in with this footage we
filmed our star doing his homework.
This consisted of writing with a Japa¬
nese brush and ink and calculating on
the Japanese version of the abacus.
Here we worked in close with the
camera to give American youngsters
a clear picture of both actions.
We balanced these typically Japa¬
nese scenes with scenes of a baseball
game, which Japanese boys play with
a passion. Of course, we could not field
two teams of nine men, but we did

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, OCTOBER,
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show a shorthanded sandlot contest.
To capture as near as possible a
complete picture of a typical Japanese
schoolboy’s life, we made arrangements
to film sequences in a local school. The
purpose here was to show American
children that the boy’s life was not all
play and no school work.
In the school, extensive lighting on
our slim budget was out of the ques¬
tion. After testing the available light in
the school interiors with a meter it was
evident we would need more lighting
equipment or faster film. We decided
on the latter and obtained a supply of
high-speed Ektachrome. With this film,
we shot interiors with only the light
coming through the windows, and with
good results. After we were introduced
to the class, the teacher went ahead
with her regular lesson. We had prom¬
ised not to interrupt. Because of the
strict discipline in the country school,
we did not have to worry about the
youngsters staring into the camera lens.
Whenever we shot a closeup of our
star, we used a single 350-watt photoHood on a

long extension

cord

for

service as grips for this work and it
was gratifying the interest they dis¬
played. By making the filming a sort
of community project, we got the ulti¬
mate in cooperation wherever we went.
At one time, shooting was stalled
rather suddenly. We had gone to a
country location to finish an uncom¬
pleted sequence to discover
woman who had appeared

earlier shots had had her teeth ex¬
tracted during the intervening week.
And she refused to continue until her
new choppers were delivered.
One of the most difficult Init inter¬
esting sequences we filmed was an in¬
sect hunt. This is common sport for
country hoys in Japan. Eirst we ex¬
plained to the youngsters that they
were to continue catching insects and
not wait for us. Here, shooting was
mainly “off the cuff.”
Later, we showed our star in tight
closeups inspecting his cage of insects.
I felt that something was lacking and
if we were to continue our policy of
showing American youngsters plenty
of closeups, we would have to get in¬

fill light.
Subsequent viewing of our work
print showed that out of all our foot¬
age, very few shots were not usable.
Our previous meter tests and the lati¬
tude of the fast Ektachrome film had

side the cage.

combined to give us acceptable ex¬
posures.
Eor outdoor fill light I used three

Canon

reflector boards covered with alumi¬
num foil. These were handled by per¬
sons participating in or watching our
filming. At different times we pressed
the farmers and the schoolboys into

that a
in the

And this is virtually

what we did.
Through experimentation I discov¬
ered that I could use, with the aid of
an adaptor ring, the 135mm Canon
lens which I normally use on my
still

camera.

By

unscrewing

both the lens and the adaptor ring to
the limit, we had in effect an exten¬
sion tube. Here the reflex viewing
system of the Bolex camera and Pelle¬
grini’s own Pellegrini-Piek magnifying
viewer proved invaluable. To keep a
particular insect fully framed in close-

What a difference ...

AUTOMATED CINEMATOGRAPHY
The Lafayette Automatic Camera
System, pictured at right, automatic¬
ally photographs any desired subject
or area at pre-determined intervals or
when triggered manually. Designed
to monitor warehouse and storage
areas where pilferage is a problem,
it is also adaptable to a wide range
of industrial and scientific filming
needs such as instrument and traffic
monitoring, biological or construction
progress reports, and stop-motion,
time and motion, or memo-motion
studies.
System operates with 16mm and
some 8mm cameras to provide any
number of photographs from 1-frame
per day up to 3,000 frames per min¬
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ute, according to time intervals and
pre-set. System may also he triggered
by electric eye or mechanical means,
according to Lafayette Instrument
Co., P.O. Box 57, Lafayette, Indiana.
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up and in sharp focus we moved the
cage by hand. The resulting shots were
intercut with shots of the hoy’s eyes
as he watched the insects with interest.
Early in our filming undertaking we
arranged for our boy star, his father
and a few friends to visit the Nikkatsu
motion picture studio, one of Japan’s
largest. This gave them some knowl¬
edge of the mechanics of movie mak¬
ing. They also learned the importance
of staying in place after each shot and
not wandering off.
Finally, after the last scene was com¬
pleted, we pieced together a rough cut
of our work print, parts of which were
in black-and-white and color, and
staged a premier showing in the vil¬
lage of Onoji, Japan. It caused as
much excitement as a Hollywood
movie premiere, but there was one im¬
portant exception. Most of the fifty
spectators who crammed into our
crowded theatre had worked in the pic¬
ture and were seeing themselves on a
movie screen for the first time.

■

KODACHROME II
Continued from Page 610

7383 is now' well-established practice.
By comparison, Kodachrome II is a
problem for the laboratory attempting
to make reproductions on either 5269
or 7270 stock, according to Fred
Scohey’s report, which points out that
this is due to two factors: Kodachrome
II has low cyan contrast, and the dupli¬
cating stocks (5269 and 7270) are
strongly sensitive in the red. Therefore,

.. .a few years make

(We’re growing, too. Our new plant,
now' being completed, will be fully
operational soon.)

if Kadochrome II is duplicated under
the same conditions as Ektachrome the
result is a reproduction that is too
reddish in tone or, to put it another
way, does not contain enough cyan. To
overcome this, the laboratory must use
a special filter pack for reproducing
Kodachrome II. The filter pack is
“special” in that it differs from the
Ektachrome filter pack.

• Sound

• Editorial

• Laboratory Services

Capital
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
470 E. STREET, S.W.
WASHINGTON 24, D.C.
PHONE DISTRICT 7-1717
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It is obvious, therefore, that the
laboratory must separate Kodachrome
II footage from Ektachrome footage,
carefully mark them for identity, and
then use the proper filter in the print¬
ing of each. The two films cannot be
successjully reproduced if they are cut
together in the same printing roll. To
properly reproduce them onto the same
5269 or 7270 raw stock, the Koda¬
chrome II and the Ektachrome footage
must be separated and made up into
individual printing rolls to permit the
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proper filtering in the duplicating step.
Careful

1.

observations, says Scobey,

indicate that acceptable reproductions
can be made of Kodachrome II, prop¬
erly filtered.

But, for better results,

2.

use of Ektacbrome in the camera is
advisable. Since Kodachrome II is de¬
signed for direct projection, as stated
its contrast

is too high

3.

Scobey concludes his report with the

If you need a print from exposed
and processed Kodachrome II,
edit the Kodachrome II footage
together in a separate roll or
rolls. In printing, the laboratory
will use the required special cor¬
rective filter pack.

for

satisfactory reproduction.

FACTORY SERVICE DIVISION Mitchell
cameras from Malaya ... and Holly¬
wood arrive daily, leave promptly in
like-new-condition after complete,
precision work by Mitchell crafts¬
men. Special sound test room, critical
quality control, original factory parts,
and speed of service guarantee your
satisfaction.

Don’t intercut Kodachrome II
with another 16mm color film
material.

following recommendations:

for
MITCH ELL
CAMERA
OWNERS

for duplication.

where reproductions are planned, the

earlier,

NEWS

If you plan to duplicate, shoot
with one of the professional
16mm color film stocks intended

■

NEW PORTABLE CINEMA LIGHT
Continued from

Page 609

ly with all zoom and wide-angle lenses,
has a guide number of 20 with ASA
40 film, and a center beam candlepower of over 6500.
The two other lamps that will be
made available are the DWJ and
DWG. The DWJ is a 25° x 17° beam
that matches the scope of the normal
movie camera lens. The reduced beam
allows a higher center beam candlepower and affords a guide number of
25 with an f/1.9 aperture and ASA
40 film. Its center beam candlepower
is 11,000.
The DWG is a narrow spot of about
5° X 7° and produces over 100,000
center beam candlepower. You might
wonder why anyone would want a spot
that narrow, but when you combine
this with a telephoto lens you can
shoot night action as far as 60 feet
away with color and 120 feet with
black-and-white. It is also useful for
high-speed photography at close range.
All three lamps have a color tempera¬
ture rating of approximately 3400° K.
LENS OPENINGS FOR
SHOOTING AT 24 FPS.
Distance,
Light to subject
4'

6'

8'

10'

12'

16'

20'

ASA
Film
Speed
40

f/4

f/3.0 f/2 0 f/1.5 f/1.4 f/1.0

100

f/6.3 f/4.5 f/3.2 f/2.8 f/2.1 f/1.5 f/1.3

160

f/8

f/5.6 f/4.0 f/3.2 f/2.8 f/2.0 f/1.5

250

f/9

f/6.3 f/4.5 f/4

f/3.2 f/2.3 f/2.1

For shooting at 16 fps, reduce lens opening Va stop.

Shooting with the Cinema Light
fastened to the camera is sufficient for
average recording purposes, but the
lamp can easily be removed from the
camera and becomes a much more ver¬
satile light source making possible a
wide variety of effects and giving
much greater control over what one
can light and how it can be lighted.
With one person to hold and aim the
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light under the direction of the person
operating the camera, the versatility of
this light source and the variety of ef¬
fects that may he had is limited only
by the imagination of the photog¬
rapher.
Separating the Cinema Light from
camera is useful in a variety of ways
for screen effect. Lor instance, to film
a person moving through an interior
as if searching for something, the sub¬
ject itself could carry the light. No
matter how far away from the camera
the subject got, the audience could
easily follow the action and the light¬
ing on subject would remain constant.
Both professional and amateur movie
makers can take advantage of one
characteristic of the Cinema Light’s
tungsten filament lamp to produce
smooth transitions from one scene to
the next. When the lamp is turned on
it takes about a half-second to come
up to full brightness, and when it is
turned off it takes about the same time
to begin to die out. This short fading
effect can be utilized in this way: when
ready to begin filming the scene, start
the camera and then turn the light on.
Keep thumb on the switch. When the
scene is ended, turn the switch
and then stop the camera.

off

Additional statistics on the Cinema
Light furnished by the manufacturer
reveal that the complete unit has 64
individual parts and represents major
contributions from nine separate com¬
ponent divisions of General Electric
Company. More than 10,000 engineer¬
ing man hours were devoted to the
lamp’s design and development. The
lamp has a price tag of around S125.00
and is now generally available from
camera stores and other photographic
suppliers throughout the U.S.
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NEW MITCHELL VARI-STROKE CONTROL
All new Mitchell Studio cameras are
factory equipped with the new... VariStroke control. Now... it is available
as a modification to all Mitchell NC
and BNC cameras! Vari-Stroke con¬
trol provides a convenient means for
changing the attitude of the pull¬
down claw on the perforation, and in
this manner reducing “film noise”
due to changes in film dimensions, to
a minimum! Only your old type
movement is required. Shipped
Air Express prepaid, it will be
“up-dated” and returned promptly.

Write concerning your accessory and
service requirements. For brochures
-address the Sales Department.

MITCHELL
CAMERA

CORPORATION

666 W. HARVARD STREET • GLENDALE, CALIF.

AGENTS:Mitchell Camera of New York, Inc.
521 Fifth Avenue- New York, New York
Vinten Mitchell Ltd.-715 No.Circular Rd.
London, N.W. 2, England
Nagase & Co., Ltd.
3, 2-Chome Kobunacho
Nihonbashi, Chuoku -Tokyo, Japan
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The Answer to Zoom & Telephoto Lens Tripod Problems!

FIGHTING FIRE WITH FILM
Continued from Page 603

Silicone Dampened

HYDROFLlilD

Pan & Tilthead Tripod
AN N-C-E ORIGINAL IN TRIPOD
STYLING

AND

PERFORMANCE

Larger Silicone Dampening Area than
any Tripod in its class and price range
► Designed for professional cameramen.
► Velvety smooth, jerk-proof pan and tilt
utilizing the dampening effect of silicone.
► Sturdy aluminum construction; weight 21

Positive quick-finger ccmera lock —• vari¬
able tension adjustment pan and tilt locks
—spirit level—telescopic pan handle voith
variable angle adjustment—right or left
hand position.

action,

lbs.

► Silicone loaded—temperature range 130
► Precision ball-bearings. Mounted on pan
shaft for smooth action and alignment.

500F.
and

“HYDROFLUID” TRIPOD FOR

tilt

TV Vidicon—16 Mitchell—Maurer—Comerette—Arriflex 16/35—Auricon (Cine-Voice600-1200) Cine Special—Eyemo—Filmo—
Cineflex

► Pan 360°—Tilt 80°. For all cameras 40 lbs. or less.
► First tripod of its kind with ball-type leveling at
bottom of base with positive lock at NO EXTRA
CHARGE.
► Tripod base of seasoned V-type maple-wood
with self-aligning leg locks.

PRICE WITH BASE
BABY TRIPOD ..$89.50
HiGH HAT .$32.50
CASE
.$25.50
BOOT & POINT COVER.$15.00

legs

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPlilENT, Inc.
209 WEST 48TH STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y. — Circle 6-0348
West Coast Sales: GORDON ENTERPRISES, No, Hollywood, Calif.—POpuIar 6-3725
Canadian
Representative:
ALEX
CLARK,
LTD.,
Islington,
Ontario

CINEKAD JUNIOR DOLLY
Used Nationally by
Discriminating Cameramen
This 3-Wheel Collapsible Dolly Is
especially designed to meet the demand for con¬
venient mobility of cameras on location or in
Ihe studio.

The new model instead of the
4" wheels is constructed with 5"
duty

rubber-tired

swivel

wheels.
Write for more details and prices.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
763

NEW IMPROVED PROCESS
LAMINATED

THE

SOUND

STRIPING

8MM—16MM
L-U. 2y2<; per ft.

10th Ave., N.Y., N.Y., PLaza 7-3511

RESEARCH COUNCIL CRANE
with MOTION PICTURE TABLE
NEW,

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY,
WRITE FOR PRICE

380 Ft. Minimum Order — Quality Guaranteed
Send for Free Brochure

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.

7361/2 SO. ATLANTIC BLVD., LOS ANGELES 22, CAL.

209 W. 48th St., New York 36, N.Y.—Circle 6-0348
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The internal demands of the Los
Angeles Fire Department itself have
a general priority on film production
within the unit. Later, many of these
films are made available for general
release through an outside distributor
on a non-profit basis. They are widely
used by other fire departments and
city governments throughout the world,
and many of the films are available
with sound tracks re-recorded in for¬
eign languages for use abroad. The
armed services use several of the films
to train their personnel in fire-fighting.
The U.S. Navy has ordered as many
as 225 prints at a time for such pur¬
poses. An informal check made several

This is Ihe latest IMPROVED

heavy

The films turned out by the unit fall
into several distinct categories. About
80% of the total product is of a train¬
ing nature, dealing with such subjects
as: “Fire Apparatus Preparation,”
“Structures Fires,” “Emergency Con¬
trol of Natural Gas,” “Hose Appli¬
ances,” “Breathing Apparatus,” “Brush
Fires,” etc. Then there are public in¬
terest and educational subjects made to
acquaint the public with the work of
the department and as an aid to fire
prevention. Finally, there are on-thespot, fast-breaking news story clips, re¬
leased to the TV networks to document
a fire that is currently raging.

years ago revealed that films made by
the Los Angeles Lire Department mo¬
tion picture unit were being used in
forty states. It is safe to assume that
such use is even more widespread
now.
One of the unit’s outstanding films,
which has won several national awards,
is titled “Our Obligation” and was in¬
spired by a disastrous Chicago school
fire in which more than 100 lives were
lost. With public interest in the avoid¬
ance of future such disasters running
high, the Los Angeles School Board
donated to the Lire Department for
test purposes an abandoned school
which was scheduled to be torn down
because of structural weaknesses. Using
this huge “set” as a background, the
film unit staged a full-scale enactment
of a school fire, showing how it might
start, its effect on a teacher and thirty
small children in her care, methods
used to fight the fire and procedures
for rescuing personnel trapped within
the building.
The completed film is a thoroughly
professional production having a
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strong (Iraniatic impact and a potent
message. It won the “Best in Class”
award in the national competition
sponsored hy Industrial Photography
magazine, a hronze plaque from the
National Safety Council, and a blue
ribhon from the Educational Facilities
Library in New York during the Amer¬
ican Film Festival.

Color Itraii

INTRODUCES

the new
WITH PERFORMANCE
SUPERIOR IN ALL
RESPECTS TO ALL EXISTING
COMPARABLE LIGHTS!

Minimum Production Cost
Perhaps the most remarkable fact
relating to the quality of the films
turned out by the Los Angeles Fire
Department film unit is that they are
produced on an absolutely minimum
budget, since the money is drawn from
municipal funds. Budgets are barely
sufficient to cover the cost of raw
stock, processing and outside sound¬
recording services. The average cost
for a full-scale sound and color 16mm
production runs less than SIOO.OO per
finished screening minute.
Commenting on this striking para¬
dox of low-cost and high-quality, Capt.
Avery explains:
e are very con¬
scious of the fact that we are spending
the tax-payers’ money, and for this
reason we do the most and the best
that we can within the limits of what
we have to work with. Often this means

★ PROFESSIONAL QUARTZ-LIGHT
★ NO HOT SPOTS OR BANDING
★ SMOOTH, EVEN LIGHTING
★ DESIGNED FOR PROFESSIONAL USE
FOR TV, COMMERCIAL & CINE PHOTOGRAPHERS
GREATER INTENSITY / 390 FT. CANDLES AT 10 FT.
Using a 650 watt quartz-iodine
standard

110

volt

''household"

current

in

a

medium

flood

housing, the QUARTZ-KING produces more than 35% greater
intensity than the leading competitive light. Intensity is main¬
tained

because

the

quartz-lamp

wilt

not

discolor

and

■
■
■
■

390 FT. CANDLES

tamp operating directly from

the

reflector wilt never tarnish.

1 290 FT. CANDLES

QUARTZ
-KING

IFADIMO
COMPfiYIItVf
LIGHT

7 FI
—

QUARTZ
-KING

GREATER COVERAGE
An eight foot diameter of light, in excess of 100 foot candles,

tfADINC.
COMPETITIVE
LIGHT

at 10 feet is produced by the medium flood reflector. Lighting
is extremely smooth and even, with no hot spots.

having to use amateur methods to turn
out a professional production—but that
is where experience and background
pay oft.”
The unit’s camera

equipment in-

QUARTZ'KING
BETTER LIGHT PATTERN
LEADING
COMPETITIVE
LIGHT

The round tight pattern of the QUARTZ-KING is the result of superior
reflector design . . . shape, texture and finish. Until now, you never
paid so little for so much light!

WHY OPTICAL EFFECTS?
All tests were made under controlled laboratory conditions, with the same Sylvania

The film maker who uses optical effects
to impress his audience has a good point:
optical effects are professional. If they
do nothing else, opticals take a film out
of the “home movie” class. Still, those
who re.'use to use opticals, claiming they
clutter up a film, have a point, too. Op¬
tical effects can distract an audience,
shatter the illusion of reality.
But it’s a rare film that runs from start
to finish without changing subject. Here
the intrusion of optical effects can be ad¬
vantageous. Opticals can create a feeling
of purposeful change—tell the audience
that one piece of reality is coming to an
end and another is about to begin, and
imply a degree of subject change.
Optical effects may be considered sub¬
tle clues, introduced to prepare the audi¬

10 feet from
voltmeter.

lamp to test board.

Light

measurements

DWY 650-watt (3400 K) lamp,

Line voltage maintained at 120 volts (constant) with variac and 1% precision

were

made with

a

Weston

Model

614

FootCandle

Meter.

The QUARTZ-KING reflector is so carefully martufactured that it is the only high-performance reflector of
its kind that is GUARANTEED FOR LIFE! If the reflector even tarnishes, discolors, or in any way loses
its reflectance it will be immediately replaced by ColorTran free of charge.

THREE MODELS FOR EVERY LIGHTING APPLICATION
QUARTZ-KING 650

QUARTZ-KING 650

With Universal Yoke
Medium Flood

With Integral Mogul
Screw Base
Medium Flood

Specially designed yoke permits mount
ing on light stands, horizontal or ver
tical bars.
% 20 thread for tripod
mounting. 240 vertical tilt. Adjustable
for horizontal or vertical lamp onenta
tion. Supplied with 10 ft. 3 wire heavy
duty safety grounded cable with in the
line switch and 3 to 2 prong adapter.
Weighs 10% ozs.

Allows use of QUARTZ KING
in any lamp or housing de
signed for mogul base lamps.
Supplied with adapter for med
lum screw base sockets.
Weighs

141/2

ozs.

QUARTZ-KING 650
With Integral Medium Screw Base
Wide Flood Only
Wider, more even light pattern than a scoop. Permits use of
QUARTZ-KING in any lamp or housing with medium screw (house
hold) type socket. Almost any lighting fixture can be a source of
high-intensity photographic light. Weighs 14'/2 ozs.

ence for a change. The degree of this
change can be indicated by the kind of
optical effect used, and by its length.
Fades create the most pronounced sep¬
aration. Wipes, a noticeable break; and dis¬
b tNousTa\cs

solves a subtle change.

—“The Aperture.”
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630 SO. FLOWER STREET • BURBANK, CALIFORNIA • VI 9-5991

When Filming In Europe
By Renting Your
Camera Equipment From

eludes three Bell & Howell Model 70DR’s, a Bolex equipped with a PanCinor 25nim-100mm zoom lens, a Cine
Special (four-lens turret model), an
Arriflex 16 and an Auricon Cine-Voice
single-system sound camera.

CHEVEREAU

While the earliest films made by the
unit were shot in Itlack-and-white with
single-system .sound, now almost all of

SAVE MONEY

PARIS, FRANCE

We Service The Entire Continent

CAMERAS, including the
Mitchell BFC 65mm
CRANES
DOLLIES

the work is done in color using doublesystem sound. Lip-sync filming is usu¬
ally done in a commercial studio in
Hollywood. Recording of wild-track
narration and the processing of orig¬
inal, work print and release prints are
contracted out to commercial vendors.
All narration is done professionally—
usually by radio and TV personality
John Milton Kennedy, who has worked
with the unit since its inception and
who looks enough like a real fireman
to appear convincingly on-camera in
the uniform of a Captain.
All editing of picture and track is
done “in-plant.” Until a few years ago

20 RUE DE LA CHINE
PARIS 20, FRANCE
Tels: MEN 9472. PYR 5104
Cable: Cameraloc Paris

SMOOOOOOOTH
That's the word for Mille r Fluid Action Tripod
Heads. It's because Miller Heads are true fluid
Heads— the load rides on the fluid ond all ten¬
sion adjustments take
place within the flu¬
id
chambers
giving
a
velvety
smooth¬
ness unmatched by
any
other
tripod
head — there is
no
slack,
no
bounce, no back¬
lash, no judder.
Miller Fluid Ac¬
tion
Tripods,
Heads
are
available
in
two sizes —
The
Profes¬
sional
for
cameras of
25-35 lbs.
The Mod¬
el D for
Miller
Model
cameras
"D" Fluid Head
of
12with Ball Lewel14 lbs.
ing
Top Miller
Grooved Leg Tripod.
"D" Head $150.00
B/L Tripod
139.50
Total
$289.50
Miller
Professional
Model
Fluid
Head
with Ball Level¬
ing Top, Miller
Srooved Leg Tri¬
pod.
Ball
Leveling
Pro Head $299.50
Tripod
154.50
Total $454.00

For the finest possible combination, get the new
Miller Grooved
leg Tripod with Ball
Levelinc
Top. These are the easiest and fastest leveling
tops available coupled with the finest and mosi
rigid tripods in the Junior class.

At your dealer or order directly from

MILLER PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT
1619 No.
Hollywood

626

Cherokee
28, Calif.

Phone
HO 7-8189

the only piece of equipment available
for this exacting process was a Craig
viewer, but now the unit has a modern
Moviola with picture and sound heads
to facilitate matters in the cutting
room.
Lighting equipment for interior
shooting is limited to Colortran units
which can be plugged in on house cir¬
cuits, although the Los Angeles Dept,
of Water and Power occasionally co¬
operates by tapping power off one of
its main lines when a large area is to
be lighted. Cameramen photographing
an actual fire usually operate their
cameras hand-held or with the aid of
a shoulder-pod for greater mobility.
Two of tbe unit’s vehicles are equipped
with shooting platforms on top and
there is also a portable platform which
can be quickly assembled to provide
a vantage point for shooting seven
feet above the ground. In addition, a
Fire Department helicopter is now
available for use as an aerial camera
dolly when it is not being used for
command purposes.
The writing of scripts for the vari¬
ous productions is initiated in the sev¬
eral bureaus of the Los Angeles Fire
Department having access to the film
unit’s facilities. Priority is determined
by the Administration Office and then
the particular bureau concerned is re¬
quired to submit to the film unit a
basic story outline or resume of the
subject content to be covered in the
film. From that point on, either In¬
spector Gams or Capt. Bob Patterson
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QUESTIONS INVITED

|

Need professional advice on a M
picture-making problem, about M
equipment, film or cinematog- g
rapby? Reader's questions are in-1
vited and will be answered by g
mail when accompanied by oj
stamped, addressed envelope for g
reply. Questions and answers con- M
sidered of general interest to other s
readers will be published.
g

B
Address your questions to theM
m “Question & Answer Editor," Amer-m
B icon Cinematographer, P.O. Box g
I 2230, Hollywood 28, Calif.
|

writes the actual shooting script with
the aid of a technical advisor provided
by the bureau. The technical advisor,
invariably an expert on the particular
subject to be filmed, remains with the
unit in a liaison capacity throughout
the actual shooting.
The Fire Department often has do¬
nated to it for test purposes old build¬
ings which are scheduled to be demol¬
ished for freeway clearance, extension
of landing strips, etc. The film unit
takes advantage of these donations to
stage action for its scheduled produc¬
tions or those which might be con¬
templated in the near future. The
“actors” in such films are always ac¬
tual firemen doing the jobs they would
normally do in a real situation. Cast¬
ing is always done from the ranks—the unit calling upon whichever com¬
pany is best suited to portray the
situation at hand. The life’s blood of
production, however, is not the staged
sequences, but the footage shot during
actual fires.
Of present and future aims of the
Los Angeles Fire Department’s Photo¬
graphic Unit, Capt. Avery says: “V e
are endeavoring, within the limits of
our budget and equipment, to keep
abreast of the times and continue to
turn out a thoroughly professional re¬
sult. We classify ourselves as profes¬
sional cinematographers, even though
we are primarily hired and paid as
firemen.
e are assigned as photo¬
graphic personnel and work the same
as any in-plant film unit in that
respect.”

Day-for-night shots can be made to
appear more realistic by introducing
one or more natural light sources into
the scene, such as lighted windows, a
street lamp, automohile headlights, etc.
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Achieves unusual striking effects with ease and precision
accuracy. Produces the widest range of titles, trick films,
animation, three-dimensional titles, cartoons, etc., etc.
Takes most any type camera, 1 6mm, 35mm, 8mm.
MODEL TG II,
MODEL

TG

III,

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

16mm_$199.50

Multi-Purpose Frame for Special Effects.$24.95
Roller Drum for Horizontal or Vertical
Revolving Effects.$21.95
Flip Attachment for Horizontal or
Flip-flap Effects.$19.95

16mm_$249.50

MODEL TG IV, 16/35mm....

.$395.00

Write for descriptive brochure

S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, Inc.
FILMING FOR BERGMAN
Continued from Page 613

602 West 52nd St., New York City 19—PLaza 7-0440
Western Brandi: 6331 Holly'd Blvd., Holly’d 28. Calif.—467-2124
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S FINDER

from Birns & Sawyer
leisurely into the very special atmos¬
phere which Ingmar Bergman builds
up for each of his productions.
The collective discussions, such as
we had that morning at Dalecarlia,
were quite naturally followed by indi¬
vidual chats bv Bergman with the various members of his team. The art di¬
rector was asked to build a special test
room in the studio; here the costume
designer would test the various textiles
to be used in the picture. The make-up
man was asked to begin a series of
screen tests to determine the suitability
of certain characters and to study the
results of different makeup materials.
And when I returned to the studio, I
commenced a series of tests of film
emulsions we considered necessary for
the photography of “The Silence.”
The Story
In this production, two women and
an eleven-year old boy arrive in a for¬
eign city. They are depressed by a
feeling of impending danger as in a
dream, and are unable to communicate
their fears because they do not speak
nor understand the language.
When

Bergman handed me the

script, he explained the dream effect
he wanted: “There must not he any
of the old, hackneyed dream effects,
such as visions in soft focus or dis¬
solves. The film itself must have the
character of a dream.”
Bergman believes in photography
having high contrast, so my prepara¬
tions for this dream effect began with
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, OCTOBER, 1962
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Optical Zoom Finder shows exact lens field instantly! No guesswork
for proper focal length, camera position or dolly shot!
2606: Model K, 16mm format range 8mm
to 75mm . $ 79.50
2610: 35mm Model II, Range 25mm to
150mm ..
79.50
2611: 35mm—TV/Image Orthicon TV
scribed. Range 35 to
150mm .
84.50
2615: 35mm Cinemascope Model III
adjustable
mattes,
format
1:1.85, 2.33, 2.55 . 129.50
Prices
on

A MUST
FOR
CAMERA¬
MAN
AND
DIRECTOR
ALIKEl

include case and chain.
Insist
Original TEWE for quality.

SEE YOUR DEALER, or write:

BIRNS & SAWYER cine equipment company
6424 Santa Monica Boulevard • Los Angeles, Calif. • HOIlywood 4-5166
a series of experiments with different
kinds of film emulsions. We were sur¬
prised to discover the strong graini¬
ness effect we obtained from our
experiments with 16mm Ektachrome
Commercial Itlown up to 35mm blackand-white. We also made photographic
tests with ordinary sound recording
film and with orthochromatic emul¬
sions, and all these tests included the
films of various manufacturers.
The conclusion reached through the
tests was that each film and each lab¬
oratory method employed offered some
of the advantages we sought. Our final
decision was to shoot with Eastman
I)ouhle-X negative and develop it to
a higher than normal gamma.
A Passion For Light
When I started to work with Ingmar
Bergman on “The Virgin Spring,” I
met a director having a passion for
light—a passion for light and light
effects similar to that of Alf Sjolierg,
who directed “Miss Julie.” Sometimes

FROM YOUR 12 VOLT
CAR BATTERY
CLAMP-ON
DELIVERS 250
WATTS of
smooth, even
3400°K
light—

$4950
PORTABLE MOVIE LIGHT
Fits any camera. No fools
needed, no holes to drill.
Long life nickel-cadmium
battery with built-in charg¬
er weighs only 7 lbs.
Guaranteed one year.

^

199.50

COMPLETE WITH BATTERY
Write for Full Informotion

PHOTOMART
I 228 So. Franklin St.-Tampa 2, Florida
Telephone 229-1 166
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S.O.S. MOVr Mylar

® MOVI* Mylart polyester tape has tear
strength 6x tri-acetate film, yet is thinner.
• MOVr Mylarf needs no messy glues,
cements or solvents.
• Any

film

base

can

be

spliced

with

MOVI* Mylarf tape.
O Adhesives will
edges.

not ooze or bleed at

• Conventional film cleaning agents will
not loosen MOVI* Mylarf splices.
O

MOVI*

Mylarf

hand with

simple

• COMES

IN

can

be

applied

by

splicer.

CLEAR

OR WHITE,

16mm

single or double perf, My-i or 35mm.
66 ft. Rolls 16mm.$ 6
66 ft. Rolls 35mm.$11
•S.O.S.

Trademark

tDoPon/

Trademark

$.0.S.PH0T0-(INE-0PTiainc.
Formerly S.O.S.
602

West

Western

52nd

Branch:

St.,
6331

CINEMA
New

SUPPLY

York

Hollywood

CORP.

19—Plaza
Blvd.,

7-0440

Holly’d,

Calif.

PHOTO OPTICS "KNOW-HOW"

A COyviPLE|-f

BANK"
service*

I have wondered if this passion is not
the result of all the years they have
spent as stage directors. On the stage
they had unlimited freedom to develop
their ideas about lighting, and 1 be¬
lieve this sharpened their instinct for
pictorial lighting effects which both
directors have displayed in their films.
My own record as a cinematograph¬
er includes some forty feature-length
films, 1 having started my work behind
the camera at the age of eighteen. As
I look hack now in retrospect on all
the tricky exjieriences 1 have had in
filming forty features. 1 am sometimes
appalled. 1 am reminded of effectively
lighted spots and a swarm of double
shadows on the set walls. I see need¬
less backlighting on a beautiful wom¬
an’s hair; and big, exaggerated fore¬
grounds—made only to create a great
dramatic perspective in the picture. In
short, what 1 see is overworked pic¬
tures— pictures made only for the
picture’s sake.
Ingmar Bergman and 1 promised
each other, when we started with “The
Virgin Spring,” there would he no
beauty effects. “Here,” we reasoned,
“we have a legend from the eleventh
century. Let us tell it as realistically
as possible.” This we sincerely tried,
with all the means available to us at
the time—which was before the advent
of Double-X film.
After this first co-work with Berg¬
man. 1 have met every new production
as a new and interesting challenge,
a chance to move a step forward. The
goal has always been the same: to
keep it simple.
V hen “Through a Mirror Darkly”

REPAIR - MODIFICATION and
TESTING of PHOTO OPTICS
Whatever your PHOTO-OPTICAL prob¬
lems . . . B & J provides "OFF-THESHELF" ACTION! ALL WORK UNCON¬
DITIONALLY GUARANTEED. OUR RE¬
SEARCH OPTICAL ASSEMBLY "Lens
Bank" offers Collimation, Precision
Grinding,
Rigid
Testing,
Custom
Mounting and Lens Coating (LENSKOTE)
— All speedily done by expert craftsmen
to meet the specific requirements of such
companies as Ford, RCA, GE, AEC, etc.

was shot on the island of Gotland in
the Baltic Sea, we traveled daily be¬
tween the camps and the location in
the early cloudy-gray light and we
noticed how many fine, impressive
graphic values were to be seen, and
that whenever the sun broke through
the overcast momentarily, how it in¬
stantly killed the many delicate shades
of light, arresting the graphic play be¬
tween highlights and subtle shadows.
The tone we were aiming for in that
production was a graphite tone—pho¬
tography without extreme contrasts.
The next time, with “The Communi¬
cants,” we went a step further. V e
made systematic light studies, as we
were curious as to the true sensitivity
of the new Eastman l)ouble-X nega¬
tive, which promised to enable us to
achieve more and finer gradations.
The story was to he enacted between
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noon and 3:00 P.M. on a typical cold
and cloudy Nordic day in November,
with sleet in the air. The picture was
meant to he as shadowless as a cloudy
day really is. Ve traveled around
Dalecarlia, looked over some thirty
churches located around lake .Siljan,
and photographed each one inside and
out. Finally Tve chose Torsang church.
We then gave this church intensive
study during the number of cloudy
days that prevailed at that time—
September, 1961—and we observed
particularly how the light changed
inside the church from hour to hour.
V e recorded with a Leica camera the
interiors at various times of day as
the pattern of the light traveled
through the empty old church. The
resultant prints 1 pasted in my copy
of the script, and they were of in¬
estimable help to me later when light¬
ing the set of the church interior,
constructed on a studio sound stage.
For “Through A Mirror Darkly,”
250 scenes, representing a quarter of
the production, were to be actually
shot in the Nordic summer twilight.
So we organized production work on
the location thus: ordinary shooting
was to be terminated daily at 3 P.M.,
at which time the twilight scenes were
rehearsed for three hours, so that all
who were involved—actors, cameramen
and technicians—were fullv informed

IDENTIFYING
E-K
COLOR
NEGATIVES
With the new Eastman Color Negative
Film, Type 5251, now being exposed and
processed, both the producer and the film
laboratory should safeguard against possible
printing problems, warns General Film Lab¬
oratories in the company’s monthly publi¬
cation, “Rewind.”
Eastman Kodak Company does not recom¬
mend intercutting 5251 color negative with
5250, reminds GFL, unless advance arrange¬
ments have been made with the laboratory.
While the two films are exposed in the cam¬
era and processed exactly the same, there
is a difference in printing them.
It is suggested that the producer avoid
intercutting if he can, and that where inter¬
cutting cannot be avoided, he discuss with
the lab the procedures to be followed in
editing and printing.
The older Type 5250 Eastman Color nega¬
tive is identified by the letter “C”, which
appears at the extreme left of the latent
image footage marks on the film. The new
Type 5251 utilizes the letter “A” in place
of the “C” in the same position on the film.
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MAJOR BRSAKTKHQliSH
IN SPRAY DEVELOPING
• DEVELOPS NEGATIVE FILM AT 35 FPM
• DEVELOPS POSITIVE FILM AT 60 FPM
The S-60 is Filmline’s newest Spray Processor.
It is a friction drive processor, guaranteed not
to break or scratch film. Filmline’s exclusive
overdrive film transport system is so accurate
it makes this guarantee possible. What’s more
film can be stalled 100% in spray chambers
without altering footage. Absolute control of
footage in each chamber insures sensitometric
quality control and consistent development.
And Filmline processors (unlike competitive
makes) have lower film assemblies that are
adjustable and remain captive in the position
placed. Position of lower assemblies can be
easily monitored and adjusted by indicator
rods at the top of each chamber.
The S-60 is the specific answer to every labo¬
ratories need for a Spray Processor — because
it outperforms machines costing twice as
much. Look into the Filmline S-60 — It Will
Pay You.
For the full story on the S-60 write today to;

C O R P O R AT
Ml LFORD

Recent Filmline Installations;
• N. A. S. A. Huntsville, Ala.
• Reeves Sound, N. Y. C.
• Thiokol Chemical Co.
• WHYN-TV, KNDO-TV, WFMY-TV
• Moral Rearmament

O N

CONNECTICUT

More Filmline Features:
. Film chamber doors are completely removable for easy access to
entire chamber (Not found in competitive models of similar class)
• Processing section is stainless steel • Impingement dry box •
Precision temperature controls with indicating pilot lights for cool¬
ing & heating • 316 Stainless steel pumps for developing & hypo
solution . Water temperature regulator . Dual air squegee . Feed in
take up elevators for continuous operation • Replenishment flow
meters . Manual & automatic brake for film supply • Automatic
electrical torque motor take-up • Variable drive with film speed
tachometer . Precision Thermometer & footage counter.

Dept. AO-62

as to what they were to do during the
short, ten-minute shooting period that
would he available to us in the twi¬
light. Thus we worked daily for three
weeks to photograph vital scenes dur¬
ing the brief twdlight of Swedish sum¬
mer nights. Usually, we were able to
make an average of three different
shots during the ten-minute twilight
period. For “The Communicants,” we
were able to shoot for longer periods,
thanks to Douhle-X film which by now
was availal)le to us. If we had had this

OPTICAL FX UNIT

PRODUCTS

FOR 16mm — 35mm—TV CAMERAS
LIVE TV, ANIMATION,
MOTION PICTURES

film when we photographed “Through
A Mirror Darkly,” we could have com¬

.
■

krt-

From two to

^^->4 ^

pletely avoided the troublesome double
shadows that resulted whenever an
actor crossed a set. Now, with the
faster film, we could achieve true,
shadowless lighting with indirect light.
For this, simple frames were con¬
structed over which were stretched
sheets of heavy waxed paper to diffuse
the light. By thus eliminating all direct lighting, w^e created the natural
shadowless aspect of a cold, frozen day

AND PRISMS

sevenimagesor
combinations, more
than 27 variations in op-
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tical effects, montages, and
distortions without expensive

opticals.
/moges may be phofogropbed
ward and reverse rotation.
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housing

and camera base assembly.
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in November.
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As the main part of this story takes
place in a church, the church interior

'

was built at the studio. Even the ceil-

j

ing was included and we had to rely
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Why We SayNEVER BEFORE A HELPFUL BOOK LIKE THIS!

n

Where else can motion picture photographers find the dependable answers
to the hundreds of problems relating to theatricol, television, industrial,
scientific, military, educational and docu¬
mentary motion picture production? No
other book presents in concise charts and
tables the correct professional answers to
photographic problems involved in day-today film production. Such information is
easy to locate, and the Manual—conveni¬
ent pocket-size—easy to carry.
There’s something to help you on every
page of this valuable fact-packed book!
Close-Up
Cinematography
with Extension Tubes, and
Diopter Lenses.

Illumination Data for both
“boosted
voltage”
and
standard
studio
lighting
equipment together with foot
candle, amperage and volt¬
age tables and wiring dia¬
grams.

Post Paid

Plus

DIOPTER LENSES FOCAl LENGTH CONVERSION
For 50mm, 75mm, 100mm and 150mm lenses

Table Sbe.s Ih.
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Data never before printed
on: Panning Speeds, Optical
Effects, Ultra High Speed,
Underwater
Cinematogra¬
phy, Make-Up, Background
Plates,
Process
Scenes,
Shooting Day-for-Night (col¬
or & B&W).
Special Data on Exposure,
Color,
Illumination,
Arctic
and Tropic Cinematography,
Infrared Film, Filters, etc.

TABlt“

FILTER FACTOR COMPENSATOR
INCREASE IN EXPOSURE REQUIRED WITH VARIOUS FILTER FACTORS
(One Slop OiHcrence Between ShtdCP Areasi
ElAMPK F 16 without a tiller eecpmes F 1 when a tiller with a lacloi Pt 4 il used
CIPOSWI

Wide-Screen Processes, com¬
plete aperture and viewfind¬
er dimensions for all aspect
ratios for 65mm, 35mm and
16mm; squeezed and un¬
squeezed photography,
single-and double-frame.
Complete Lens Angle Data
for all lenses for all aspect
ratios.
Film Threading Diagrams for
all cameras.
Detailed Listing of all Mod¬
ern Professional Cameras:
65mm, 35mm, and 16mm.
Black-and-White and Color
Film Data, together with ASA
ratings. Identification, and
Incident Light Readings for
same.
Up-to-Date Data on Lenses,
Filters, Exposure and Color
Temperature Meters.

2
2,3
2.8
3?
4
45
56

Tables for compensating Fil¬
ter Factors, Shutter Angles,
Camera Speeds.
Many useful Camera, Lens,
and Filming Formulas.
Complete

Data

for

Ultra

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL
P.O. Box 2230, Hollywood 28, Calif.

Charts, tables diagrams and drawings such as these give
instant answers to problems relating to lens angles, filter
factors, shutter openings, camera speeds, exposure, lighting,
aspect ratios, etc., etc.

Please

send

me._...copies

Payment enclosed.

of

the AMERICAN

CINEMATOGRAPHER

MANUAL.

Please ship C.O.D..

Name.

MAIL COUPON

NOW!

Street & No.
City.

Zone.

State...

*For orders mailed within California, please add 4% sales tax.
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t'ntirely on indirect lighting for ])hotograj)hic illumination ol the set. \X hen
the final scenes were shot on location
at Dalecarlia. inside the actual church.
1 realized how fully sensitive the new
emulsion really was. The pictorial
mood had to follow faithfully the
gradual darkening of the day outside,
and in one of the shots the only arti¬
ficial light was from a huge, seven¬
armed candelabra. Augmenting this
was fill light from a few 500-watt
lamps. With this illumination, we
achieved lighting in the scene that was
highly realistic—simple and without
effects.
I am grateful to Ingmar Bergman’s
scripts that his photographic goal al¬
ways changes with each one. There is
no possibility for his cameraman to
just alter his ordinary routine lighting
technique or to shoot production after
})roduction in the same manner. All
easv-come effects must be sacrificed
for the simplicity which does not dis-

turb. Although public acclaim iu cinematogra|)by often can be achieved by
instantaneous effects, it is in tbe long

TV Stations
Newsmen!

run onlv the true light which is interestiug and which I strive for more
and more in my work.
Yon might say that the study of
true, natural light as we actually find
it in our daily lives, is a passion with
me. For instance, there is a long narrow" corridor outside our studio ])rojectiou room, both ends of which lead
out into the open. While .‘sometimes
waiting for the “dailies ’ to be pro¬
jected. I sit and study how' the day¬
light is spread out ou the floors and
the w'alls. Such reality is always
around us. affording lessons in lighting
technique if we have the patience and
the time to observe it.
And who doesn’t want to. with new'
and faster films constantly being made
availalde to us. which enable us to
achieve new and interesting gra])hic
results on the screen?

■

IRilllSI-O-iiOUND
Lighlweighl AMPL|f|E|{

TWO-CHANNEL
self-contained
unit.
Illuminated
VU meter for night work. Wt. S'/z Ihs.$350
This

TWO-CONTINENT ASSIGNMENT

HIGH

FIDELITY AMPLIFIER

now

used

100 TV stations and

locations.

Its

mits

newsfilm

where

sound-on-film

in over

Portability per¬
previously

ONLY silent coverage was possible.

Write for brochure

Continued from Page 605

W hen the mid-west location filming
was completed the cast and crew
moved back to the sound stages of 2()th
Century-Fox studios to film matching
interiors and a few special-effects ex¬
teriors. The most spectacular set was
a replica of the exterior of the hero’s
father’s lakeside home as it had been
photographed on location. The cottage
was duplicated on the studio’s Stage 8
beside a huge water tank to permit
controlled filming of a violent storm
sequence. The action shows the father,
a doctor, leaving his home by canoe
during a furious downpour to attend
an Indian woman about to have a
baby, and also his arrival at the
Indian camp. Garmes sharply crosslighted these scenes and adopted
camera angles framed by silhouetted
trees thrashing and bending in the
foreground with the aid of wind ma¬
chines in order to realize the fullest
dramatic values of the action.
Responding to Hemingway s own
dictate; “Use Verona and the country¬
side around Caprino. where Nick
Adams fought his war and was wound¬
ed,” the company moved to these pic¬
turesque Italian locales and proceeded
to film war sequences in the most re¬
alistic detail. Besides the hills of C.aprino. where the battle scenes were pho¬
tographed. several stately villas were
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S.0.S.PH0T0-(INE-0PTI(S,lnc.
used as important location sites. One
of these, the Villa Carlotti at Illasi.
provided settings for the war hospital
scenes; it had actually served in that
capacity duri.ig World V ar 11.
One of the most trying sequences.
])hotographically speaking, w'as filmed
inside the lavish Vdla berenella San
Pietro in C.araino. A large hallway
Hanked by windows was dressed to
appear as a study, and Garmes placed
amber-colorefl gelatin sheets over the
glass in order to equalize exposure and
color temperature of the exterior landsca])e seen through the windows. How¬
ever. ever-changing light and weather
conditions outside made it a constant
battle to maintain a consistent rendi¬
tion of this exterior background from
scene to scene.
Plagued again by murky light, cine¬
matographer Garmes turned the pre¬
vailing bad weather into a distinct
asset for a mood-filled photographic
rendering of the Scaligeri Tombs, an
ancient courtyard of massive sejnilchres
and brooding stone statues. \X orking
to create a dramatically effective at¬
mosphere of im])ending doom, he photogra])hed the monolithic forms in som¬
ber light from angles that made them
seem to threaten the ill-fated soldier
and nurse walking in the courtyard
l)elow. He made similarly striking sym-
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PROCESSING

• Specialists
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speed

or

standard reversal processing
• Security clearance
• Free Vacuumating
• Films returned same day
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Eastman
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l)olic use of the Tonih of Juliet and the
Wishing Well referred to hy Shake¬
speare in his play based on the tragic
romance of Homeo and Juliet, two
“star-crossed” lovers who actually lived
in a much earlier Verona.

BRITELITE
Powerful long-life nickelcadmium
battery
gives
up to 30-minutes of light.
Can be recharged thou¬
sands of times.
MODEL 116

The script called for two of the pic¬
ture's most dramatic sequences to he
hlmed inside a church. f)f the many
places of worship ahoimding in Ver¬
ona. (Jarmes selected the colorful old
church of San Fermo. huilt in the four¬
teenth centnrv — an edifice which he
considers to he possibly the largest ac¬
tual interior location e\er photograph¬
ed for a feature motion jiicture. The
rear wall, 40 feet wide and 70 feet
high, was at least 200 feet from the

Light weight, smali size.
Weighs 8 lbs. and is only
2x6x8-inches. Guide —45
with 200 film.
Price
$169.00
MODEL 130
Nickel-cadmium 30-volt
power pack is supplied
with Sun Gun head. Also
available with reflectorflood head. Weighs 11
lbs. Size 2x6x9 inches.
Guide
4J90
with
film
speed of 200.
Price . $195.00

BRIGHT
ELECTRONICS
1617 Martel
Fort Worth 3, Texas

LINWOOD DUNN,

asc

camera in the establishing shots, the
intervening space being crowded with
wounded war victims and their attend¬
ing priests and medics. It required an
entire week merely to light this vast
set with extra lamp units and genera¬
tors Itronghl from Home. The church
itself was unheated, (winter services
were held in a warm basement room
below ) and filming ])roceeded in bitter
cold only slightly relieved by the heat
from the set lamjis.
The same numbing eold also ham¬
pered o]ierations when the comjiany
improvised a sound stage in a large un¬
heated quonset hut at the fair grounds
of Verona. Inside this dank structure
Continued on Page 634

MOTOR DRIVE FOR 35MM ZOOM LENSES

Formerly head of RKO Studios Effects Dept.

CREATIVE
SPECIAL EFFECTS
Complete Advisory and Technical Services
From Story Ideas to Theater Screen.
LIQUID GATE PRINTING
FOR 16-35-65-70 MM BLOW-UPS

Specialized Laboratory Services
“Over 30 Years of
Major Studio Experience'^

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood
1153 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Phone: HO 9-5808

Cable: FILMFX

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processes up fo 200 Ff.
8mm-16mm-35min-70mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Mofor-driven, portable
Uniform Density Assured
400 Ft. Tank Available

FILM DRYER
* Motor driven—Heated
* Speedy drying
* Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
* Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
* Easily assembled without
tools
* Compact, Portable
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PRODUCTION FACILITIES
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Koons, a camera assistant at
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios, demon¬
strates the electric motor drive with
remote control which he has invented
for zoom lenses. Koons, with 20 years’
photographic experience at M-G-M and
presently assistant to Milton Krasner,
ASC, claims his invention revolutionizes the entire zoom operation.
Where jtreviously zoom lenses required manual operation, Koon’s inven¬
tion—14 months in the developing
stage—takes over complete control of
the lens once it has been pre-set to de¬
termine its forward and reverse speed,
stops and starts.
The unit includes its own battery

])ower source and can be directed by
remote control cable and monitoring
switch at distances up to ten feet from
the camera. It is readily adaptable to
both the Mitchell BNC and NC cam¬
eras and may be attached and made
ready to operate in 30 seconds.
“it is mistake-proof, too,” says
Koons. “After initial pre-setting, it re¬
peats its ‘custom’ operation for as many
takes as desired without re-setting.”
The Koons zoom lens control has
been successfully used in such recent
M-G-M productions as “The Courtship
of Eddie’s Father” and “Take Me To
The Fair.” It is also adaptable to TV
camera zoom lenses.
■

Paul

487-14
South Ave.
Beacon, N.Y.

mm em comm

MONITORING CONTROL, when pre-sef de¬
termines the extent of forward or reverse ac¬
tion of zoom lens, its speed, stops and starts.
Unit requires but 30 seconds to mount.

i

Write for Free Literature

I Micro Record Corp.

PAUL KOONS operating remote monitoring
control of his electric motor drive for zoom
lenses, shown mounted on Mitchell camera,
left of lens.
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UY, SELL, SWA
Largest Most Productive Classified Ad Section Of Any Publication Serving Makers Of Motion Pictures
STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

EQUIPMENT WANTED

EQUIPMENT WANTED

FOR SALE in first class condition: 6 Seniors &
stands, 2 MR Seniors & stands, 3 Sky Pans &
stands, 1 B 90 arc, 2 170 stands, 20 1OO'
4o cable
lugs, 1 cable reel, 6 four hole
boxes 50', 1 four hole box 50', 1 six hole
box 50', 1 four hole box 75', 2 three wire
50', four 2 wire extensions, 11 spiders, 5
Senior barndoors, 1 bull switch, 1 roll spunglass, 12 gator clips, 1 70 clear glass, 2
lOK or 170 glasses, 1 5K & 2 IK dimmers,
2 three light strips, 1 Kohler model 3.5 R.M.
61 electric plant, 12 Cine King lights & stands,
2 super kicker lights, 2 kicker lights, 2 Su¬
perior single lights, 2 Cinemaster chief con¬
verters, 2 polecats, 9 new super globes R60
lOOOW, 22 Par 75 globes (new & used), 10
new lOK G96 globes 10,000W, 15 new 5K
G64 globes 5000W, 26 new 2K G48 globes
2000W, 90 new RFL floods & spots, 24 photo¬
floods 9^4, 60 new photofloods ^1 & 2, 2
used lOK 10,000W, 6 used 2K 2000W, 34
750W globes T24 (new & used), 1 1OOOW
B.P. 4 lOOOW frosted Mogul, 7 1 OOOW clear
Mogul, diffusion all sizes & types, 200 or
300; Gelatins, all colors. Assortment of spare
parts, cable, carbon. $6,500.00 cash price
FOB Hollywood. C & W RENTAL CO., Box 985,
Hollywood, California. POplar 2-5423.

INSTANT CASH
HIGHEST PRICES PAID

WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or
new equipment? Let us know what you have
and what you need.

125MM (5 inch) f/2 Schneider Xenon lens,
coated, T-stopped, in Arriflex mount, equal
to new for only $275.00. 25MM (1 inch)
f/2.3 Bausch & Lomb Baltar lens, coated, in
Mitchell
mount, equal to new for only
$165.00. Sold subject to ten day trial. Box
1456, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
WALL 35mm camera, movements, $250.00;
B&H 35mm 400' magazines, $35.00; B&H
35mm 1000' magazines, $95.00; Mitchell
35mm 400' magazines as NEW, $60.00; Mit¬
chell 1000' Standard magazine, $95.00; Kinevox Automatic Slater, $450.00; Fastex HiSpeed 35mm half frame camera, $750.00;
B&H Super Hi-Speed motor for 200 frames
sec., $375.00; RCA 400 16mm Arc projector,
sound & rectifier, $750.00; 16mm Strong Suprex 30 amp Hi-Intensity arcs with rectifiers
and
interconnecting cables,
BRAND NEW,
$295.00; 35mm Background projector, blimped
on dolly, B&H movement, Selsyn distributor,
interlock camera motor, 225 amp Hi-Intensity
arc, complete, $7,950.00;
Bodde
15'x20'
background screen, $300.00. J. BURGI CONTNER, ASC, Blue Seal Sound Devices. P.O. Box
472, New Canaan, Conn.
CINE SPECIAL 11 with 15mm, 25mm, 152mm
Ektar lenses, elec, mtr., extra 100' & 200'
chambers, reflex finder, filters & holders, carry
case. All like new, $1,875.00. FRAN McGINNIS WORDS & PICTURES, 3802 Crestloke,
Birmingham, Mich.
ARRIFLEX 35mm model 11, $1,500.00, Ca¬
nadian funds. 28-50-85mm Xenon lenses, 4
200' magazines, tripod, case, battery. 14
Tregellis, Downsview, Ontario.
CINE-VOICE,
16mm Parrish conversion for
400' or 1200' magazines, with sync motor,
NR-24-A7 noise-reduc. amplifier or reg. CineVoice amplifier. Write for photos and prices.
FEATURETTE FILMS, Route 1, Calabasas, Calif.,
Phone Diamond 7-7474.

for your used 16mm and 35mm
professional equipment of any kind
URGENTLY NEED
ARRIS, AURICONS, MITCHELLS,
Zoom lenses; lab, editing
lighting & recording equipment
for our Rental Program
CONSIGNMENTS WELCOME
NEW—USED
RENT, BUY TRADE, REPAIR
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA COMPANY
6838 SUNSET BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 28 CALIF.
FOR THIRTY-SIX YEARS WE'VE TRADED
AND SOLD
Equipment new and equipment old.
To serve our customers is our desire.
Let us help you find a buyer.
CONSIGNMENTS TAKEN—SET YOUR PRICE
Ship it in—OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
Wire us—Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, Inc.
Cable: SOSOUND
Dept, fc, 602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone 467-2124

TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST.. N. Y. 36, N. Y.
TRADES TAKEN
S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC.
Phone: PL 7-0440
Cable: SoSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
WANTED TO BUY for Bell & Howell Standard
Camera Unit 1 shuttle-silenced, 110 volt syn¬
chronous motor. Compact Eyemo with lenses.
SAM ORLEANS FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC., 211
West Cumberland Ave., Knoxville 2, Tennessee.
WANTED—USED: Two 400' magazines, one
Torque motor, one sound Barney for Arriflex
16. META, INC, 236 East 14 Street, New
York 3, N.Y.
WANTED to buy all types of projection bulbs,
spotlight bulbs. ADVANCED SPOTLIGHT SERV¬
ICE, Box 206, Passaic, N. J.

To Get Results
THERE IS m SUBSTITUTE
FOR ADVERTISING
If you are an experienced
motion picture cameraman,
film editor, sound re¬

WANTED MISCELLANEOUS
FILM ASSIGNMENTS wanted. Pacific Coast and
Midwest Area, for stock shots, process plates,
etc. Top Hollywood cinematographers and
equipment available. WORLD WIDE FILMS,
INC., 108 So. LaJolla Ave., Hollywood 48,
Calif. Phones: WE 9-8308 and OL 3-5072.

LABORATORY & SOUND

corder, etc., and you
ARE AVAILABLE
.

.

. let potential em¬

ployers know about it
through a Classified
Ad in

CINEMATOGRAPHER
Our classified ad rates
ARE LOVVER
than for any other
publication serving
the makers of motion
pictures.

SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed.
Complete studio and laboratory services. Color
printing and lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION
PiaURE SERVICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Ave¬
nue,
Cleveland
3,
Ohio.
Phone ENdicott
1-2707.

SERVICES AVAILABLE

AMERICAN

RATES: Ads set in lightface type. 15c per word. Minimum ad. $2.00. Text set in
ILshtface capital letters (except Ist word and advertiser’s name) 20e per word.
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case)
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THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway PL 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.

EUROPEAN
equipment.
MacMahon,
Hollywood
In Canada:

assignments. 16mm top American
THOMAS d HOSTE, 31
Avenue
Paris 17, France. In U.S.A.: 7617
Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
3261 Forest-Hill, Montreal, P. Q.

TITLES & OPTICALS for low budget produc¬
tions. 8/16/35mm service. Samples and price
list from ASSOCIATED CINETITLE SERVICES,
13204 Shaver, Baldwin Park, California.
16mm FILM assignments—Chicago, Zoographic,
Scenic, Industrial. ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRO¬
DUCTIONS, 1657 Grace St., Chicago 13, Illi¬
nois. Bl 8-8612.
Continued on Next Page

$1.50 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial Office,
American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive. Hollywood 28. Calif. Forms
close Ist of month preceding date of issue.
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Classified Ads

2-CONTINENT ASSIGNMENT
Continued from Page 632

Continued from Preceding Page

SERVICES AVAILABLE
CAMERAMAN,
age
38,
AVAILABLE
FOR
OVERSEAS ASSIGNMENTS, ten years experi¬
ence, 16mm, 35mm and sound. Is familiar
through personal experience with most Eu¬
ropean, Middle-East and Scandinavian coun¬
tries and can speak several of these lan¬
guages. \A/ill travel anywhere. Has own 16mm
equipment. EZEL SAYLAN, 75-18 197 St.,
Flushing, N.Y. SP 6-4254.

AFRICA
Full 16mm equipment, Arri, Magnasync, etc.
Experienced cameraman. Complete safaris ar¬
ranged for tourists or professional units.
TRANS-AFRICA GUIDES, Box 9538, Nairobi,
Kenya.

EUROPEAN Assignments. Worldwide experi¬
ence in documentary, advertising and tele¬
vision film productions. WORLD ALIVE FILMS,
Willemsparkweg 207, The Netherlands.

FILM ASSIGNMENTS, New York, Boston area,
scenic, stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS,
168 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.
CAMERAMAN available for assignments in¬
cluding UNDERWATER. ROY CHEVERTON, 2625
N. Ocean Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

t-

Notice To Subscribers

IF YOUR SUBSCRIPTION
EXPIRES NOW
You’ll save money by renew¬
ing same at once! American
Cinematographer’s subscrip¬
tion rates go to $5.00 per year
(U.S., Canada, and Mexico),
and the single copy price to
50^, beginning with the Jan¬
uary, 1963 issue.
Subscriptions renewed on or
before December 30, 1962,
will be accepted at the current
rate
$Ip.OO per year; U.S.,
Canada and Mexico; $5.00
yearly, foreign and PanAmerican Union. Use enclosed
postage-paid subscription
card for your renewal.
—

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
1782 No. Orange Drive
Hollywood 28, Calif.
s_J
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three sets were built: a hospital room,
the interior of a barracks, and a roof¬
top terrace on which the lovers some¬
how managed to play a torrid love
scene. So frigid was the air that the
players had to hold ice in their mouths
prior to each take so that their breath
would not vaporize in the cold and
add a discordant note to the scenes.
While the adaptation of this church
structure for settings for the film saved
a costly move of the entire company
to a sound stage in Rome 400 miles
away, it presented numerous problems
when it came to lighting it effectively
for photography.
The battle sequences in this film,
which were photographed in starkly
rugged mountain terrain, have a
graphic visual quality that creates a
jolting impact of realism. In these se¬
quences Garmes used no filters (except
neutral densities) or other photo¬
graphic frills, and the fluidity of his
camera takes the spectator right into
the heat of battle. Here a helicopter
was utilized as an aerial “dolly” to
follow the action in one scene where
the protagonist drives an ambulance
onto the battlefield through a maze of
exploding shells and land mines to
rescue his commanding officer.
Another effective moving camera
shot records a lengthy dialogue be¬
tween two men riding in the cab of
an ambulance on its way to the front.
Ordinarily such a scene would be shot
in the studio using a mock-up of the
ambulance cab positioned in front of
a process screen, on which a running
background shot of the countryside
would be projected. Rejecting this
method in favor of a more realistic
approach to 'he problem, Garmes had
a platform built for the camera and
mounted on the ambulance, extending
over the hood and around on one side.
On front of the platform a battery of
small lights were mounted and oper¬
ated from a portable generator, since
the twisting road precluded the use
of reflectors. The camera was mounted
on the side of the platform to avoid the
jumpy movement that would have re¬
sulted had photography been done
from a separate camera car. The actor
in the scene actually drove the ambu¬
lance surrounded, as it was, by lights
and camera equipment. The result on
the screen is an incredibly smooth

“follow” shot over

extremely

rough

terrain.
Weather again dogged the company
during the filming of the battle se¬
quence. When these scenes were half¬
way completed a furious storm dumped
a blanket of snow onto the previously
hare countryside. The resultant white
landscape could in no way be made to
match the scenes already shot. The
only alternative was to wait out the
thaw which eventually set in and al¬
lowed filming to continue. Throughout
all of this foreign location shooting
Garmes never saw any rushes or work
prints of his work. However, he kept
in constant contact by cable with the
DeLuxe Film Laboratory to check the
consistency of his photography.
Filming of “Adventures of a Young
Man” marked the 46th year that Lee
Garmes has spent photographing mo¬
tion pictures. A pioneer cinematog¬
rapher regarded by his fellow crafts¬
men as an outstanding artist of the
camera, he won an Academy Award
for the photography of “Shanghai
Express” (1932). Among his other im¬
pressive credits are “Gone With the
ind,” “Duel in the Sun,” “Specter
of the Rose,” “My Foolish Heart,”
“Land of the Pharaohs,” “The Desper¬
ate Hours,” and “The Rig Fisherman.”
He is presently preparing to direct the
photography of a multi-million dollar
production of Victor Hugo’s “Toilers
of the Sea,” to he filmed in ultra-Panavision on the Channel Isles of Guernsey
and Jersey.
p

INDUSTRY NEWS
Continued from Page 584

ASC, has taken over assignment from
Joe McDonald, ASC, of photographing
the Harold Hecht production, “Flight
From Ashiya.” MacDonald was previ¬
ously committed for another picture
which required his immediate return to
Hollywood. Following completion of
shooting in Japan, company will move
on to Rome and then Morocco for ad¬
ditional shooting.

Panacolor For WB Release
Panacolor, Inc., Hollywood, will do
the color release prints of Warner
Brothers’ “Valley of the Swords.” New
color print process, introduced in June,
reportedly is first major breakthrough
in motion picture color printing in
more than fifty years, uses low-cost
B&W positive in the print process. ■
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WIDE FILM PROCESSOR
Over-and-under pull-through type, with
special
design rollers which touch edge of film only.
Quick
threading.
Impingement
dryer.
Variable
speed, 0 to 25 ft. per minute.
For Full Specifications Write To

METAL MASTERS
5599 Universiy Ave.,

1). C. M.
for

MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS
at
UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.

George Diskant, ASC, “Dick Powell Show”*.

BEHIND THE CAMERAS

15762 Wyoming Avenue, Detroit 38, Mich.
REVUE STUDIOS

Continued from Page 594

Phone: UNiversity 1-4663 • Cable: UHLCIMA

Joseph MacDonald,

ASC, “The List of
Adrian Messenger” (Joel Prod.; shooting in
England) with George C. Scott and Dana

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

William Daniels, ASC, “Come Blow Your

Wynter. John Huston, director.

Horn” (E-T Prod.; P’Vision & Color) with
Frank Sinatra and Tony Bill. Bud Yorkin,
director.

Ellis Carter, ASC, “The Iron Collar” with
Audie Murphy and Kathleen
G. Springsteen, director.

Haskell Boggs, ASC, William Whitley,

John Russell, ASC,

ASC, “Bonanza”*.

Crowley.

“Challenge
“Alfred Hitchcock Presents”*.

Golf”*;

Ford Prod.; Technicolor) with John Wayne
and Lee Marvin. John Ford, producer-di¬
rector.

“McHale’s Navy”*.

Charles Lang, ASC, “Paris When it Siz¬

William Margulies, ASC, Benjamin
Kline, ASC, Lionel Lindon, ASC, (Alcoa

Frank Phillips, “Have Gun Will Travel”*.

(f.o.b.

Chicago)

®

16mm or 8/8mm

•

Requires no plumbing

•

Process 200 Ft. B&W
Film in Less Than 1
Hour

•

Reversal

®

Less
Than
1
Gallon
of Solution Needed

•

Processing

32"x9"x24"!

55

lbs!

Write For Descriptive
Literature

Theatre”*.

Ray Rennahan, ASC, “Laramie”*.

SUPERIOR BULK FILM CO.

Jack MacKenzie, ASC, “Leave it to Bea¬

Lionel Lindon, ASC, Ellis Thackery,

PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS

446-48

N.

Wells

•

Chicago

10,

Illinois

William Margulies, ASC, “The Best

PATHE STUDIOS—N.Y.

Years”*.

Gayne Rescher, ASC, “Tlie Nurses”*.

John Warren, ASC, “Going My Way”*.

PRODUCERS STUDIO, INC.

Emmet Bergholz, “Death Valley Days”*.
PRODUCTION CENTER STUDIOS—N.Y.

William

Steiner, ASC, “Two Tickets to
Paris” (Harry Romm—Columbia Pictures)
with Gary Crosby and Joey Dee. Greg Gar¬
rison, director.

Clifford Stine, ASC, “Three on a Match”
(Color) with Kirk Douglas and Mitzie Gaynor. Michael Gordon, director.

Russell Harlan, ASC, “A Gathering of
Eagles” with Rock Hudson and Mary Peach.
Delbert Mann, director.
Ray Flin, “It’s a Man’s World”*.

REPUBLIC STUDIOS
and

ners”*.

Howard Schwartz, “The Rifleman”*.
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Sin¬

Harry Waxman, “Lancelot and Guinevere”
(Emblem

Films

Prod.;

f

BOLEX ACCESSORIES

ASC, “The Virginian”*.

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”*

“Saints

® Daylight Operating

Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Wagon Train”*.

Jack Horton, “Sport Shorts”*.

ASC,

Walter Strenge, ASC, “Wide Country”*.

ver”*.

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS—N.Y.

Cline,

® Fully Automatic

$675.00

Ellis Thackery, ASC, John Russell, ASC,

zles” (Color; shooting in Paris) with Wil¬
liam Holden and Audrey Hepburn. Richard
Quine, director.

L & F PORTABLE CINE PROCESSOR

R.

William Clothier, “Donovan’s Reef” (John

Wilfrid

San Diego, Calif.

P’Vision & Color;

By STEVENS
SYNCHRONOUS CAMERA DRIVE
115-volt Bodine Motor 24-Frame Lip-Sync
Speed. Complete with Safety Clutch,
Camera Mounting Base, Forward-Reverse
Controls, Condenser, 10-Ft. Cable.

Special $150
Write for our Bolex Accessory Catalog

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.
Dept. “A’’, 340 N. Newport Blvd.
Newport Beach, Calif.

Continued on Next Page
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,

^

-

400- and 1200-foot Conversions
I

FINEST

I

on

'

day.

market

Convert

Auricon
I

or

'

camera

to-

to

a

fine

that

will

handle full 400 feet

^

of film

with

/

jam-free,

I

operation.

'

Veeder-Root

I

counter,

'
I

Laszlo, ASC, “It’s A Mad, Mad,
Mad, Mad World” (P’Vision-Technicolor;
Stanley Kramer Prods.) with Spencer Tracy
and Milton Berle. Stanley Kramer, producerdirector.

Cine-Voice

Pro

Wexler,
“America, America”
(Athena Ents. Corp. Prod.; shooting in
Athens) with Stathis Giallelis, Elia Kazan,
producer-director,
Haskell

Includes
footage

filter

holders,

jack

in

slot

phone

camera

complete

WARNER BROS.

perfect

wow-free

and

Harold Stine, ASC, Ralph Woolsey, ASC,

and

Robert Hoffman, “Hawaiian Eye”*.

refmishing.

' Quick Service . . . Finest Workmanship . . .
Mitchell or Bell & Howell Magazines.
Wrife for Pictures and Complete Details

'i

Warren, ASC, “Going my Way”*.

Ernest Haller, ASC, “What Ever Happened
to Baby Jane?” (Seven Arts-Associates &
Aldrich Prod.) with Bette Davis and Joan
Crawford. Robert Aldrich, producer-director.

Ernest

your

I,

I

John

conversion

the

shooting in Yugoslavia) with Cornel Wilde
and Jean Wallace. Cornel Wilde, director.

GORDON YODER

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS
2222 N. Prairie Ave., Dallas 4, Texas
Phone LAkeside 1-2672

VARIABLE SHUTTERS AND YOLO
AUTOMATIC DISSOLVE ATTACH¬
MENTS
FOR
ALL
BOLEX
H
CAMERAS. ALSO DUAL POWER
MAGNIFIERS FOR THE
BOLEX
REFLEX.

Burt

Glennon,

Lewis

Jennings,

“Chey¬

enne”*.
Robert Hoffman, Harold Stine, ASC, “77

Sunset Strip”*.
Burt Glennon, “The Dakotas”*.
Carl

Guthrie,

ASC,

“True”*;

Jack Marquette, “Gallant Men”*.
Robert Surtees, ASC, “PT 109” (P-Vision;
color;
shooting
in
Florida)
with
Cliff
Robertson and Ty Hardin. Lewis Milestone,
director.
Mark Davis, ASC, “PT 109” Second Unit.
Charles Lawton, ASC, “Spencer’s Moun¬
tain” (Technicolor) with Henry Fonda and
Maureen O’Hara. Delmer Daves, pro'ducerdirector.
Stradling,
ASC, “Not on your
Life!” (Belgrave Ents. Prod.; Technicolor
& P’Vision; shooting in Greece) with Rob¬
ert Preston and Tony Randall.
Morton
DaCosta, producer-director.
Harry

ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS
Commer¬

cials*.

Monroe Askins, “Ripcord”*.

CAMERA AS TECHNOLOGICAL AID

PELLEGRINI-PIEK
7 COLEMAN PLACE
MENLO PARK, CAL.

REPRINTS
of the 6-page, illustrated article

SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
EFFECTS
IN MOTION PICTURES

25c
Per Copy

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
1782 No. Orange Dr., Hollywood 28, Calif.

AMERICA’S

America itself was an idea and,
through ideas, rose to leadership
in industry, science and world af¬
fairs. But shortages threaten our
fountain of ideas—higher educa¬
tion. Colleges need more facilities
and top-notch teachers. College is
America’s best friend. Give to the
college of your choice.

^IDEAS
If you want to know what the college
crisis means to you, write for a free book¬
let to: HIGHER EDUCATION, Box 36,
Times Square Station, New York 36, N. Y.

Published as a public service in coop¬
eration with The Advertising Council.
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It has remained for the burgeoning
fields of science and technology to un¬
shackle the motion picture camera
from the rather narrow confines of en¬
tertainment film production and enable
it to demonstrate its value and versa¬
tility in countless ways in this dizzy,
progressive era we call the “space age.”
Pictured above is a new and inter¬
esting application of the motion picture
camera, in which it records the scene
and all objects within it as scanned by
the mobile infrared tracker on which
it is mounted (top of photo). The cam¬
era makes a photographic record of all

objects appearing in the common field
of view to later indicate the accuracy
of tracking and assist in data inter¬
pretation.
The tracker, designed and built by
Barnes Engineering Company, Stam¬
ford, Conn., when aimed at low-flying
aircraft, can monitor its target with an
accuracy of better than 1/10 milliradian and provide an accurate record of
its performance during hold patterns,
approach, landing and takeoff. Such
information, say Barnes engineers,
may be used to develop new instrumen¬
tation for improved air traffic control
and safety.
■
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Authorized Dealers

fHOW TO SELECT A RECORDER
to start your
Magnasync-Magnaphonic Sound System
o o|
Q_ I
UJ

0|

iF

SOUND SYSTEM

Sound Equipment Checklist
A versatile 7-lb. professional quality recorder/reproducer all transistorized and positively sprockethole interlocked with your 16mm camera or pro¬

XX

jector . . . CANNOT GET OUT OF SYNC! Can be hand
held or tripod mounted. Wide selection of acces¬
sories available.
Basic System $G75.

MARK n
The 12-lb. featherweight Mark H, a professional
double-system recorder/reproducer is completely

XX

transistorized, self-contained, and highly reliable
with maximum recording qualities and operating
economy. Power consumption is only 20 watts.
From $985.

When lightweight portability is a must the 27 lb.
X-400 Type 1 is the answer! Another reason so
many producers choose this machine is that it is

X

XX

genuinely professional, and yet, surprisingly eco¬
nomical!

X-400

From $985.

TYPE 1

The Type 1 is a miniaturized version of the Type 5.
Low power consumption and extreme portability
XX

has made this 39-lb. unit a popular selection for
remote location production by leading professional
motion picture studios.
From $1430.

The X-400 Type 15 is designed for the man who
wants everything in one case . . . playback am¬
XX

plifier, monitor speaker, footage counter and tor¬
que motors. You can be proud to have this machine
represent you on any sound stage!
From $1385.
TYPE 15
The most popular magnetic film recorder in the
world is the Type 5! With this unit and all

its

operational conveniences, you are definitely in the
“major league." The Type 5 owner always starts

XX

his pictures with a special feeling of confidence
in the realization that he has allowed no compro¬
mise in the selection of equipment.
TYPE 5

From $1650.

There is nothing on the market that compares with
the remarkable Mark H. This unit is in a class
by itself . . . with push-button remote controlled
relay functions, plug-in audio elements and all the

X

XX

“extras” that make for flawless recording under
the most adverse conditions.
MARK IX

From $2145.

■■■Ref’arclless of the model von select, yon can always depend upon eqnipment with the
"Magnasync-Magnaphonic" label . . . ei/nipment made hy the international leaders
in the design and manufacture of quality magnetic film recording systems.
Write, wire or phone

MAGNA SYNC
CORPORATION

5546 Satsuma, Ave., North Hollywood, Calif.
TRiangle 7-0965 • Cable “MAGNASYNC”

CHICAGO, ILL.
Behrend Cine Corp.
161 E. Grand, Ml 2-2281
Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.
3252 Foster. IR 8-2104
DAYTON, OHIO
Salem Camera Co.
335 Salem, BA 3-7206
DENVER, COL.
Western Cine Service, Inc.
312 S. Pearl, SH 4-1017
HIALEAH, FLA.
Camera tquipment Co., Inc.
1335 E. 10th, TU 8-4064
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment
6424 Santa Monica, HO 4-5166
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
6510 Santa Monica, HO 9-5119
S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.
6331 Hollywood, HO 7-9202
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Barnard’s, 4724 Broadway,
Country Club Plaza, LO 1-7761
Crick’s Camera Shop
6320 Brookside Plaza, HI 4-3390
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Century Camera Shops, Inc.
26 S. 7th, FE 8-5857
NEW YORK CITY
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 W. 43rd, JU 6-1420
Florman & Babb, Inc.
68 W. 45th, MU 2-2928
Pictronics Corporation
236 E. 46th, YU 6-3713
S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.
602 W. 52nd, PL 7-0440
PHOENIX, ARI2.
Wilson Camera Sales Co.
130 W. Adams, AL 4-0662
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Stanley Photo Service
106 N. Broadway, CE 1-7840
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Brooks Cameras, Inc.
45 Kearny, EX 2-1902
SAN MATEO, CALIF.
Foreman’s
121 Fourth Ave., Dl 3-1869
SOUTH AFRICA
Photo Agencies Pty. Ltd.
9 Kerk St., Johannesburg
ARGENTINA, Buenos Aires
Estudies Ion S.R.L.
Diaz Velez, 3891
AUSTRALIA, Sydney
Sixteen Millimetre
Australia Pty. Ltd.
49 Market, New South Wales
BOLIVIA, La Paz
Casa Kavlin
Casilla 500, Calle Potusi 261-263
BRAZIL, Rio de Janeiro
Mesbia, S.A.
Rua do Passeio 42/56
BURMA, Rangoon
G.K. Theatre Supply Co., Ltd.
57 Lewis Street
CANADA, Islington, Ontario
Alex L. Clark, Ltd.
3751 Bloor St., W.
DENMARK, Copenhagen CHL
Kinovox Electric Corp.
Jenslousvej 2
ENGLAND, London
Delane Lea Processes, Ltd.
12 Moor St., (W-1)
Gordon Cameras, Ltd.
45 Kensington High, (W-8)
FRANCE, Paris
Brockliss-Simplex S.A.
6, Rue Guillaume Tell
GERMANY, Hilden Dusseldorf
Gerhard Johansen
3 Lessingstrasse
GREECE, Athens
Christos Axarlis
50 Stadium St.
INDIA, Bombay
Kine Engineers
26, New Queen's Road
ITALY, Rome
Reportfilm, di J.M. Schuller
Via Antonio Bertolini 31
JAPAN, Tokyo
J. Osawa & Co., Ltd.
5, Ginza, Nishi 2-Chrome, Chuo ku
NEW ZEALAND, Auckland
Kerridge Odeon Industries
St. James Building, Queen St.
PAKISTAN, Karachi-3
Film Factors, Ltd.
27 Victoria Rd., Rex Annexe
SOUTH RODESIA, Salisbury
William Over & Co. Pvt. Ltd.
Kingsway & Manica Road
THAILAND, Suriwong, Bangkok
G. Simon Radio Co. Ltd.
30 Patpong Avenue

complete ONE STOP services for film producers!
studio services:

laboratory services:

Editorial

Developing Processes

Creative Editing
Dialogue Cutting
Music Cutting
Conforming
Preparation of A&B Rolls
Hot Splicing
Syncing
Cutting Room Rental

Art
Storyboards
Graphic Art
Cartoons
Hand-lettered Titles
Hot Press Titles
Title and Animation
Photography

Music
Optical Film, 35mm
Magnetic Film, 35, 11V2 &
16mm, M:-inch Tape
Disc, 33% & 78
Sound Effects

Sound Recording

UNDER ONE ROOF...

Location Recording
Narration
Music Recording
Post-dubbing
Re-recording
Mixing
Transfer
Interlocks
Facilities Include Optical and
Magnetic 35,17% & 16mm,
%-inch Sync Tape

in one convenient location. Write,

Screening

phone or wire for information and

16mm Projection
35mm Projection
Interlocks

quotations on any and all producer
services.

COLOR:
Negative EK 16mm
Positive EK 16mm
Ektachrome 16mm*
Kodachrome 16mm*
Ansco 16mm*
* Processed by film manufacturers’
local plant

BLACK AND WHITE:
Spray Picture Negative,
16 & 35mm
Spray Sound Negative,
16 & 35mm
Newsreel Negative, 16mm
Spray Picture Positive,
16 & 35mm
Immersion Positive, 16mm
Reversal, 16mm

Printing
COLOR:
Kodachrome, 16mm
Ansco, 16mm
EK Internegative, 16mm
EK Positive, 16mm
Reduction, 16mm
Blow-ups, 35mm
Optical, 16mm
Workprint, 16mm
Masters, 16mm
Answer Prints, 16mm
Release Prints, 16mm
BLACK AND WHITE:
Dupe Negative, 16 & 35mm
Master Positive, 16 & 35mm
Reversal, 16mm
Reduction, 16mm
Blow-ups, 35mm
Optical, 16mm
Track Prints, 16 & 35mm
Work Prints, 16 & 35mm
Answer Prints, 16 & 35mm
Release Prints, 16 & 35mm
TV Spots, 16 & 35mm

Miscellaneous
Edgenumbering
Print Cleaning
Peerless Treatment
Magnetic Striping
Reels
Cans
Shipping Cases

byron /motion pictures
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C,, FEderal 3-4000
Affiliated with MECCA FILM UBORATORIES C0RP„ 630 Ninth Avenue, New York 36, N.Y.
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EKTACHROME PROCESSING
BY CALVIN ■■
Now—Ektachrome processing
workprinting in 24 hour9f

and color

Our 12 years experience in Kodachrome pro¬
cessing is your guarantee of dependable, topquality handling of Ektachrome Commercial
originals as well as ER. One stop service for
original processing, color workprinting and all
in 24 hours —a performance you can’t afford
to pass up.

Write us, call us, or come in and see us. We’ll be happy to supply you
additional information about Ektachrome and all the other Calvin
motion picture services. vvvvvwvsAftjvvvsAftjvwwvvvvw\ftAJWwv%/vwvvwvvvvwwvwjvvvvv

CALVIN PRODUCTIONS, INC., 1105 TRUMAN ROAD,

KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI

Make lip-sync
with the world famous

., . ^
.
NAGRA III
The NAGRA III is the self-contained
professional tape recorder assur¬
ing independence, professional
standard of performance, reliabi¬
lity, convenience and ease of use.
Input No. 2 and ATU m.p.s.
Pilot sync pulse input

NAGRA III B:
list price in the US $

1045.-

NAGRA III NP with pilot sync pulse head:
list price in the US $

1095.-

SLP SYNCHRONIZER

Twelve 1.5 V D type cells

list price in the US $

Input No. 1 for conventional
dynamic microphone

295.-

The NAGRA sound-transfer system

Performance
• 30^16.000 X 1.5 DB
• 58 DB ASA A signal/noise
• 0.1 % peak wow and flutter
• Works from -13° to 122° F
• Micro imp.: 50-200 Ohms

Write for brochure and new dealer list to

KUDELSKI

6, ch. deJ’Etang, Paudex-Lausanne, Switzerland

UHLER MOTION PICTURE
FILM PRINTERS
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OPTICAL REDUCTION ENLARGER
Reduces 35mm to 16mm; enlarges 16mm to 35mm
—color or B&W. 1200-ft. capacity.
35mm 16mm model.$2,475 00
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ARRIFUEX at work — one of a series*

Nine ARRIFLEX- 16’s in a compact cluster
film 360“movles-in-the-round!
The “Circarama” system,
developed by Walt Disney
Studios, films extraordinary
movies-in-the-round views of breath
taking action and beauty, for
projection on the huge screen that
completely encircles spellbound
audiences at Disneyland.
Circarama! Nine Arriflex 16
cameras with standard 400-foot
magazines. Installed around a
pedestal, shooting into individual angled
mirrors, to achieve a combined 360° field

of view. Operated and moni¬
tored from a single control
panel. A highly versatile, transporttable camera cluster. Fitted to racing
cars . .. suspended from high-altitude
aircraft... dollied through subterranean
caverns ... shoehorned into small
boats ... hoisted aloft on towering
masts. Subjected to extreme heat
and sub-freezing cold ... with top per¬
formance reliability under all conditions!
Whether you use one or nine... no other
camera does the job as well as Arriflex!

From the microscope to the missile range...from spot locations
to sound stages... Arriflex professional motion picture cameras
are the dominant choice of filmmakers in science, industry, and
entertainment. They’re lightweight, rugged, tremendously versa¬
tile - uniquely suited to a range of applications virtually without
limits. Here are some of the features that give Arriflex cameras
their remarkable capabilities.• MIRROR-SHUTTER REFLEX VIEWFINDER • REGISTRATIONPIN FILM MOVEMENT • 21°-DIVERGENCE 3-LENS TURRET •
CONTOUR HAND GRIP • FRAMES-PER-SECOND TACHOMETER
• COMPLETE ACCESSORY SYSTEM ... lenses, standard and
special-purpose electric drives, power supplies, time-lapse equip¬
ment, film magazines, sound blimps, tripods.
WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG

*Y0U ARE INVITED to send us a description of your special use of Arriflex equipmen-’

257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK 10, N.
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INDUSTRY
NEWS
News briefs of industry activities^ products and progress

NEW LOWEL-LIGHT UNI-6
LOCATION KIT

ASC Symposium on
Traveling Mattes
New methods that would provide
shortcuts in the production of traveling
matte shots and possibly enable studio
photographic effects departments to
produce composite color prints in two
or three days instead of from eight to
ten, were among several proposals out¬
lined in a special symposium on travel¬
ing matte processes conducted recently
by the American Society of Cinema¬
tographers.

Everything you need in one compact case,
measures only 14 V2x27V2x6y2, complete
with six Lowel-Lights, six Lowel barndoors,
2 PIC 9 ft. 5 section stands, 3-25 ft.
extension cables, 2-25 amp. fuses, 12 yd.
roll gaffer tape.
Complete.

$124.50

Lowel-Lights, model K5, five
Lowel-Light, w^gaffer tape
and case .
.

$ 34.50

Gaffer tape.
12 yard roll.
.
Gaffer tape.
30 yard roll.

Lowel

Barndoors.

$

1.95

.

$

3.95

.$

5.75

COLORTRAN CINEMASTER
CONVERTERS MARK 11

Cinemaster Chief—
50,000 watts.

$309.00
watts.

258.00

Cinemaster, Jr.—
25,000 watts.

168.00

Cinemaster—40,000
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Walter Beyer, of Universal-Interna¬
tional and Chairman of the ASC’s
Research and Educational Committee
proposed that film manufacturers un¬
dertake research to determine the
feasibility of producing a special multi¬
layer color film that conceivably would
provide the technical breakthrough
necessary to achieving both economy
and improved quality in the production
of traveling mattes.
The undertaking of such a project,
it was pointed out, should not be con¬
sidered absLired in the light of the
small amount of film used in shooting
mattes as compared to that consumed
in regular production. Actually, it was
emphasized, the amount of film used
in producing traveling mattes is mucii
greater than generally believed. It was
the opinion of some of those present
that the industry would gladly ])ay a
premium for a special traveling matte
negative that would make possible
completion of an acceptable composite
daily in no more than two days after
shooting.
It would appear highly desirable at
this time, Beyer said, to perfect a
single film traveling matte system, not
only for standard 35mm production,
but particularly applicable to new
wide-screen systems utilizing 65nim
and 70mm film.
Fifteen top-ranking photographic and
traveling matte engineers from Holly¬
wood studios and laboratories and film
manufacturer representatives attended
the symposium, which was conducted
jointly by Beyer and Hal Mohr, Cochairman of the ASC’s Research and
Educational Committee.
The ASC’s Research and Education¬
al Committee, activated by Bill Daniels,
the Society’s president eighteen months
ago, to date has researched and offered

for the industry’s consideration a total
of ten technical recommendations hav¬
ing to do with improvement of the
industry’s film production techniques.

•
General Film Issues
Producer Service Bulletins
Recommended methods of preparing
motion-picture film for processing at
the laboratory are illustrated in a set
of four editing charts just published
as producer service bulletins by Gen¬
eral Film Laboratories, 1546 N. Argyle
Avenue, Hollyw'ood 28, California.
The following subjects are included:
“Methods of Marking Workprints to
Indicate
Effects,”
“Preparation
of
Eastman Color Negatives for 35mm
and 16mm A & B Roll Printing,”
“Preparation of 16mm Original Re¬
versal A & B Rolls,” and “Preparation
of 16mm Printing Leaders.”
A series of seven Film Printing
Charts also available shows graphic¬
ally the methods for printing 16mm
color negative; 35/32mm method for
producing 16mm positive prints from
B&W films; ditto for color films;
printing 35mm B&W negative; print¬
ing color negative; printing 16mm
B&W negative; release print produc¬
tion from 16mm B&W reversal orisinals; and release print production
from 16mm color reversal originals.
A limited number of the bulletins
are available free to qualified pro¬
ducers of motion pictures.

•
Saul JefFe Heads
Assn, of Cinema Labs
Saul Jeffee, president of Movielab,
Inc., of New' York, N. Y., last month
was elected president of the Associa¬
tion of Cinema Laboratories. Active in
the motion picture film industry for
more tlian 30 years, Jeffee was elected
during the fall meeting of the Associ¬
ation at the Drake Hotel in Chicago.
He succeeds Byron Roudabush, Byron
Motion Pictures, W^ashington, D.C.
W. E. Gephart, Jr., president of
General Film Laboratories, Hollywood.
Calif., is the new ACL vice president
succeeding G. Carleton Hunt of the
same firm. Two other officers of the
organization were reelected. They are
Louis Feldman, Du Art Film Labora¬
tories, New York, N. Y., treasurer.
Continued on Page 646
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Whatever You’re Filming.. .Wherever You’re Filming It...

RENT HUM lECO

t/t/6. tHda4t^k A/o, f4ou/iee^

When you rent from CECO you get more than just equipment. Because CECO maintains the world’s largest rental stock,
you get exactly the equipment you want... when you want it.
And more. Dependability. Equipment you can count on wherever in the world you happen to be. Performance-proved
equipment, meticulously serviced between users — every time. That invaluable EXTRA that only the world’s largest
Repair-Service Dept, is equipped to provide.
Next time you’re renting equipment, to be sure, rent from CECO.
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 W. 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.

1
I

CAMERAS:

CRANES, DOLLIES:

16mm & 35mm — Sound (Single
or Double System) — Silent
— Hi-Speed — Instrumentation

Crab —Western —Portable Panoram

r

LENSES:

I

LIGHTING:

Wide angle — Zoom—Telephoto
— Anamorphic

Arcs — Incandescents — Spots
— Floods — Dimmers — Reflectors
All Lighting Accessories

EDITING EQUIPMENT:

GENERATORS:

PROJECTION EQUIPMENT:

Portable —Truck Mounted

Name

Moviolas — Viewers — Splicers
— Rewinders

Firm

SOUND EQUIPMENT:

16mm & 35mm — Sound & Silent —
Slide — Continuous

Magnetic — Optical — Mikes — Booms

TELEVISION:

GRIP EQUIPMENT:

Closed Circuit TV

Parallels — Goboes— Other
Grip Accessories

CAMERA CARS

Street

City

Zone

I_

State

WHERE THE PROS GO...

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
FIRST IN SALES, SERVICE, RENTALS AND REPAIRS
NEW YORK, N.Y.
315 West 43rd SL • JUdson 6-1420
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subsidiary of ceco industries, inc.

HIALEAH, FLORIDA
51 East 10th Ave. • TUxedo 8-4604

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA
6510 Santa Monica Blvd. • Hollywood 9-8321
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INDUSTRY NEWS
Continued from Page 644

New ECCO Improved
Model D For
16mm & 35mm
Cleans — Lubricates
Prevents Dust Static
Speedroll
Applicator Model D

Cleon ond inspect your film in one easy operation.
Operates effectively crt several hundred feet per
minute. Save time, fluid, labor, and money. Life¬
time
bakelite
construction.
Eliminates
waxing.
Absolutely safe and NON-TOXIC.
NONINFLAMMABLE.
Widely
used
by
<tqO Af)
schools, colleges 4 film laboratories.
Ecco No. 1500 cleaning fluid, quart,. .$2.50
Gallon,.$9.00
Ecco No. 2000 cleaning fiuid for
NEGATIVES .quart, $1.95
Gallon, $7.00

ALL FILM HANDLING SUPPLIES
IN STOCK
Acetone.per quart,
Pec gallon,

$1.40
$4.50

Ethyloid Film Cement.P^nt,

$2.00

Film Handling Gloves.per dozen, $1.95
Galco Filmeter Stop Watch, Swiss jeweled move¬
ment. Measures equivolent footage for 16mm and
35mm film .-.$24.50

CAMART CORE DISPENSER
Keeps film cores handy
at all times. Easily at¬
taches to work table or
wall. Easy to remove —
easy to fill.
Aluminum
construction. Adjustable to
16mm and 35mm cores.

Sizes:
Length 16".$10.00
Length 24". 12.00
Length 36". 16.00
Aluminum Dispenser for
Plastic Reel: 50'—$16.50;
100'—$18.50.
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and Dudley Spruill, Byron Motion Pic¬
tures, Washington, D. C., secretary.
Founded in 195.5, the association
represents film laboratories throughout
the United States and Canada engaged
in processing and printing film for
motion pictures and television.

•
SMPTE Convention
The 92nd Semiannual Convention of
the Society of Motion Picture and Tele¬
vision Engineers, held at the Drake
Hotel in Chicago and concluded Octo¬
ber 26th, saw Reid H. Ray elected
President of the Society, Glenn E.
Matthews honored with a commemora¬
tive scroll for his services to the
SMPTE, and Dr. Frank G. Back, deA'eloper of the zoom lens, presented
with the Society’s Progress Award.
Dr. Back is President of Zoomar, Inc.,
and is generally recognized as the
“father” of the widely-used zoom lens.
Glenn E. Matthews is Technical
Editor for the Research Laboratories
of Eastman Kodak Company. Reid H.
Ray is President of Reid H. Ray Film
Industries in St. Paul, Minnesota.

•
Unique Cinema Technique
“Embrace of Fate,” Thailand’s en¬
try in this year’s San Francisco Inter¬
national Film Festival, is an important
film primarily because of its unique
method of presentation. The “stars” of
the presentation method will be on
hand to demonstrate it when the film
is shown on November 8 and 9.
The unique aspect of the Thai cine¬
ma, produced in 16mm, is that it is
silent, but accompanied by live actors
who sit in the theater and, following
the movie visually, provide all the
necessary voices, sound effects and
music. So talented and versatile are
the narrators, that they can easily pro¬
duce all the necessary dialogue and
sounds the first time they see the
movie.
The voices are those of Rujira and
Marasri Israngura, the most famous
team of movie narrators in Thailand.
For the screening, a special booth will
be constructed in the theater where
the narrators will perform in full vievs'
of the audience.
Known as the “Narrator of Seven
Voices,” Rujira Israngura imperson¬
ates both men and women, young and
old. He and his wife have “spoken”
more than 300 American, French,
Italian and English films, as well as
350 Chinese and Japanese pictures in
the 10 years they have been narrating.
The Film Festival presentation will
mark the first time that the Thai
method of showing motion pictures has

been seen outside that country. Film
Festival Director Irving Levin was so
struck by the procedure wheh he
visited Thailand last summer that he
determined it was worthy of inter¬
national recognition.
Deutsche Filmwochenschau, a West
German newsreel company, is sending
a director and cameraman to cover
the San Francisco International Film
Festival, which takes place in San
Francisco, Calif., October 31 through
November 13.

•
McCall Resigns Mitchell
Camera Vice-Presidency
John D. McCall, last month, re¬
signed as executive vice-president of
Mitchell Camera Corporation due to ill
health. B. G. Tubbs, vice-president of
the corporation, has been named gen¬
eral manager. McCall will continue to
actively serve the firm as consultant
and member of the Executive Operat¬
ing Committee.
Charles Austin, who has been asso¬
ciated with the Mitchell corporation
for the past twelve years, has been
appointed Marketing Manager of the
company. Austin, for past two years,
has been President of cinematogra¬
phers’ local 644, lATSE, and is an
active member of the SMPTE, SPIE,
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences, Academv of TV Arts and
Sciences, and the British Kinematograph Society.

News Briefs—Richard “Dick” Halpert, formerly with Arriflex, has joined
the sales department of Eirns &. Saw¬
yer Cine Equipment, Hollywood. . . .
John J. Glavin has been appointed to
sales staff of Consolidated Film Indus¬
tries, Hollywood where he will service
in-plant, industrial, and space film
producers. . . . Behrend Cine Corp.,
Chicago, has opened a new equipment
rental office in Detroit at 9930 Green¬
field Road. William Smith is manager.
. . . Sidney P. Solow, VP and General
Manager of Consolidated Film Indus¬
tries, has commenced his 16th year as
an instructor in the Cinema Depart¬
ment of University of Southern Cali¬
fornia. . . . Lee Davis, formerly Gen¬
eral Manager of Calvin Productions,
Inc., Kansas City, Mo., has been ap¬
pointed Vice-President of the company
and will head its newly-created Mar¬
keting Division. . . . S.O.S. Photo-CineOptics, Inc., New York, has purchased
entire equipment inventory of Para¬
mount News, Paramount Pictures’ de¬
funct newsreel subsidiary. . . . Mitch
Rose, senior writer-director of AerojetGeneral Corporation’s motion picture
unit in Sacramento, Calif., has been
named Executive V-President of In¬
dustry Film Producers Association. ■
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ALL AURICON EQUIPMENT IS SOLD WITH
A 30 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.

"SUPER 1200’’ 16 mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera.
“CINE-VOICE n" 16 mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera. “AURICON PR0-600’'16mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera.
'fc 100 ft. film capacity for 2% minutes of -Vc 600 ft. film capacity for 16^2 minutes of ★ 1200 ft. film capacity for 33 minutes of
$5667.00 (and up) complete for
recording; 6-Volt DC Convertor or 115-VoIt AC recording.-K $1871.00 (and up) with 30 day recording.
“High-Fidelity”
Talking
Pictures.
money-back guarantee.
operation,
$967.00 (and up).

“PRO-600 SPECIAL” 16mm Light-Weight Camera. PORTABLE POWER SUPPLY UNIT—Model PS-21... Silent FILMAGNETIC —Finger points to Magnetic pre-stripe
on unexposed film for recording lip-synchronized
■K 400 ft. film capacity for 11 minutes of in operation, furnishes 115-Volt AC power to drive magnetic sound with your picture. Can be used
“Single
System”
or
“Double
System”
Auricon
recording.'*' $1,295.00 (and up).
Equipment from 12 Volt Storage Battery, for with all Auricon Cameras, if $960.00 (and up).
remote “location” film.ing.* $269.50

Strictly for Profit
CHOOSE AURICON
If it's profit you're after in the production of
16 mm Sound-On Film Talking Pictures, Auricon
Cameras provide ideal working tools for shooting
profitable Television Newsreels, film commercials,
inserts, and local candid-camera programming.
Now you can get Lip-Synchronized Optical or
Magnetic Sound WITH your picture using Auricon
16 mm Sound-On-Film Cameras. Precision designed
and built to “take it.”
Strictly for Profit—Choose Auricon!

TRIPOD —Models FT-10 and FT-10S12...
Pan-Tilt Head Professional Tripod for
velvet-smooth action. Perfectly counter-balanced
to prevent Camera “dumping.”^ $406.25 (and up).

SSOS K,oma,ine St., HollywOoci 3S, Calif*.
HOll.Y'wood

S-OS31

Auricon Equipment is sold with a 30 day Money-Back Guarantee. You must be satisfied
MA.KTUF'A OTXJR-E3R.S OF FR.0FBSSI01SrA.I_<
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Write for your
free copy of
this 74-page
Auricon Catalog

CA.3VtER,AS

:*4:^

ONE
PACKAGE
deal front
the

JACK A. FROST /
-k

•

.. saves you TIME and
money on PRODUCTION
RENTAL needs!....

COBO HALL OFFICE: 401 Washington Blvd.
Rm. 3143, WO 2-1255, Detroit 26, Michigan
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MAIN OFFICE: 234 Piquette
TR 3-8030, Detroit 2,Michigan

CANADIAN OFFICE: 6 Showbridge,
BEImont 2-1145, Toronto, Conodo
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FOR COLOR AND BLACK Sl WHITE
DEVELOPING COLOR NEGATIVES • ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTING • REDUCTION
PRINTING INCLUDING A&B • COLOR SLIDE FILM PROCESSING . BLOWUPS •
INTERNEGATIVES • KODACHROME SCENE-TO-SCENE COLOR BALANCED PRINTING
• EKTACHROME DEVELOPING AND PRINTING • REGISTRATION PRINTING • PLUS
COMPLETE BLACK AND WHITE FACILITIES INCLUDING CUTTING ROOMS, FILM
AND TAPE VAULTS AND THE FINEST SCREENING EACILITIES IN THE EAST

MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 WEST 54TH ST,
NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK ■ JUdson 6 0363

A.S.C. RECOMMENDATION NO. 10
Society’s Research & Educational Committee proposes stand¬
ardization of camera finder and projector apertures for rushprint viewing of full-screen photography.
By

WALTER

BEYER

CAMART DUAL SOUND
EDITOR MODEL SBl 11
Edit single and double system 16mm or 35mm op¬
tical sound. Edit single system magnastripe oi
double system magnetic sound. Use with any
16mm motion picture viewer to obtain perfect
lip-sync matching of picture to track. Works from
left to right or right to left.
Dual Editor (without viewer) Optical
model .
Zeiss Moviscop Viewer .
Special Editor-Viewer Comb.

a'n

51 95 0 '
96 00
269.50

TRAID SPLICER

(

FULL SCREEN APERTURE

* Professional portable hot splicer (formerly
& Howell).
* Cuts, splices, welds in one action.

Bell

* Cuts splicing time in half.
* Assures a perfect weld all the time.
* With carbide scraper blade.

Model 135—35 or 16mm .$339.00
Model 116—16 or 8mm .$239.00

NEW DESIGN
FILM BIN
WITH RACK

H for 1.33

0.700"

H for 1.37

0.677"

The optical

H for 1.66

0.561"

between FULL SCREEN-

H for 1.75

0.532"

ACADEMY APERTURE

0.472"

H for 1.85

0.504"

AREA is 1.129 to 1

0.446"

It is recognized that a noticeable gain
in definition is obtainable by shooting
full screen and reduction-printing down
to Academy aperture for release in
dye transfer printing. Since with Tech¬
nicolor’s dye transfer process the ma¬
trix is made in a step-printer, it is
advantageous to introduce an optical
reduction step at this stage. The fol¬
lowing specifications for this type pho¬
tography is by courtesy of Technicolor
Corp.

• Rectangular Construction

1.1

bag .-.$45.25
easy

to

FULL-SCREENREDUCTION.

A.S.C. RECOMMENDATION No. 10

• Easy to view strips of
film.

roll

wheels . $5 1.75

FOR

TO-ACADEMY-APERTURE

• Measures 30x24x12
• Fits easily into corners

• With

0.620"
reduction ratio

0.600"
0.497"

Full screen width for all aspect ratios is 0.931", equivalent to the 0.825" dimension for the Academy Aperture.

SPECIFICATIONS

• Hard vulcanized fiber
with reinforced metal
frame.
• Complete bin-rack, linen

ACADEMY APERTURE

1. SCOPE
This recommendation specifies data
for marking camera finders and
cutting projector apertures for
rush-print
viewing
for
“full
screen” photography.

2. DIMENSIONS
The full-screen camera aperture
shall be 0.980" by 0.735" in accord
with ASC Recommendation #9,
May 31, 1962.
2.2 The optical reduction ratio for this
image area shall be 1.129 to 1.
2.3 Finder markings of the full-screen
camera to correspond with estab¬
lished composition aspect ratios

shall be as per diagram and table
above.
2.4 The lens of the full-screen camera
shall be on centerline of film and
aperture and the printer shall
compensate the offset position of
0.0495" during the printing stage
onto the matrix for the academy
aperture size.
3. USAGE
3.1

The full-screen-to-Academy-aperture reduction system is used in
conjunction with the Technicolor
dye transfer print process to in¬
crease definition for a higher qual¬
ity wide-screen release from a
matrix.

3.2 If prints from the same negative
have to be made for ordinary pho¬
tographic contact printing it would
be necessary to prepare an inter¬
negative on a step printer with a
1.129:1 reduction ratio.

2.1
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NOTE: Even though the finder mark¬
ings on a full-screen camera show
greater dimensions, no change in set
construction height is required. This is
strictly an aspect ratio consideration
and for the same focal length lens the
full-screen camera merely shoots at
closer distance.
■
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“FOR PRIZE-WINNING
QUALITY WE DEPEND
ON DU PONT FILMS”
says Dick Dubelman, Lux-Brill Productions, Inc., creator
and producer of Remco TV commercials. Dick is shown
directing (top, left) with Don Malkames, ASC, who shot
the “Johnny Reb” spot that won them a Special Award
Trophy for Quality and Excellence at the International
Film Festival. This prize-winning team puts top quality
into every phase of its work: script, direction, shooting,
editing, music, effects. “The fact that we use Du Pont
film,” Dick says, “means we find it the very highest quality
— particularly in separating tones.” DuPont films —and
technical data on them-are available from any of the
Du Pont Photo Products sales offices shown here.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING . . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY
W. S. MT. Off-

ATLANTA 18, GA., 1737 Ellsworth Ind. Dr., N. W. SYcamore 4-9581 • CHICAGO 46,
ILL., 4560 Touhy Ave., Edgebrook Station.

ORchard 5-5500 • CLEVELAND 16,

OHIO, 20575 Center Ridge Road. EDison 1-0375 • CLIFTON, N. J., 380 Allwood Rd.,
Allwood Station (New York). PLaza 7-0573 • DALLAS 7, TEXAS, 1628 Oak Lawn
Ave. Riverside 1-1404 • HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF., 7051 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 9-5147 • WALTHAM 54, MASS., 45-4th Ave. (Boston). TWinbrook 9-8300
• WYNNEWOOD, PA., 308 E. Lancaster Ave. (Phila.).

TRinity 8-2700 • EXPORT,

Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Del. • IN CANADA, Du Pont of Canada, Ltd., Toronto

WHAT’S NEW
IN

EQUIPMENT,

ACCESSORIES,

SERVICES

cranes not equipped to carry a camera
assistant. By means of 25-ft. lengths
of cable, remote focus control can be
achieved at distances up to 100 feet.
Older type 16mm Mitchell blimps can
be modified to accept the control ac¬
cording to Mitchell Camera Corp., 666
W. Harvard St., Glendale, Calif.

Nagra III Tape Recorder

VDCAUDD©
SELLS, TRAINS, TEACHES
WITH THE
EXCITEMENT OF
FULL-COLOR
8mm SOUND FILMS!

This is the new VICAUDIO COMPACT
SOUND 8 CARRY ALL PROJECTOR...
the remarkable lightweight rear-screen
projector in an attache case! With
VICAUDIO, new professional quality
8mm sound movies open a new dimen¬
sion in audio-visual communication.
Magnetic sound with its flexibility...
8mm film with its amazing production
savings...loop-loading with its repeatmessage possibilities...all combine in
the VICAUDIO. May we send you the full
story on 8mm sound and the equipment
which brings it to reality?

The Nagra III is a self-contained
professional quarter-inch tape recorder
ideally suited to any professional film
{U'oduction work. Product of Kudelski,
Paudex-Lausanne,
Switzerland,
the
Nagra III uses a low-speed electro¬
dynamic motor instead of conventional
high-speed motor controlled hy cen¬
trifugal governor. Speed is stalnlized
by a servo amplifier controlled hy a
device that measures capstan speed
directly.
Recorder features three heads: for
erase, record and playback; also three
tape speeds: 15", 7.5" and 3.75" per
second. Operation is said to he so quiet
it can be used with lid shut close to
microphone.
Short sequences can he recorded in
sync with camera without need for
syncing device. For longer takes, a
pilot sync pulse head can be supplied.
Idst price is SI,045, and SI,095 equip¬
ped with sync pulse head. For brochure
write company at 6, ch. de I’Etang,
Paudex-Lausanne, Switzerland.

j
lij

A SUBSIDIARY OF ELGEET OPTICAL COMPANY
309 CHILD STREET, ROCHESTER 6, NEW YORK
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A new line of Samenco Model MC-6
intervalometers for time-lapse cinema¬
tography features low cost, light weight,
dependability, and a wide range of
time intervals. Intervals from 2 sec¬
onds to 4^/2 hours are available in
one unit, and changes are accomplished
readily without tools. Some models
feature floodlight as well as camera
control. Necessary solenoids and mount¬
ings are available for all popular mo¬
tion picture cameras. Sample Engi¬
neering Co.. 17 No. Jefferson, Danville,
Ill.

Dual-beam Photolamp

Mitchell-16 Focus Control

vicoM, INC

Samenco Intervalometers

A remote selsyn follow-focus control,
similar to that for the Mitchell 35mm
BNC, is now available as an accessory
for the 16mm Mitchell camera blim.p.
Device facilitates working in extremely
confining areas or on dollies and

A dual-beam incandescent photo
lamp incorporating both flood and
spot beams is announced by Sylvania
Electric Products, Inc., New York,
N. Y. The 650-watt PAR 36 sealed
beam lamp operates on household cur¬
rent and has an average rated life of
8 hours. It provides 45,000 centerbeam candlepower with a spread of
20° vertical and 29° horizontal. As a
floodlight the lamp provides 27,000
centerbeam candlepower with a spread
Continued on Page 655
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We Idolize Service
(THAT’S WHY WE’VE BUILT A NEW PLANT)
We outgrew our old quarters. The new plant offers the most modern
facilities obtainable anywhere. No color job will be beyond us, no tech¬
nical problem too technical. This is the world s newest, most modern
film processing plant—and we’re delighted to say at your service.

Capital
Film Laboratories, Inc.
470 E St., S.W. • Washington 24, D.C. • District 7-1717
SOUND, EDITORIAL AND ALL MOTION PICTURE LABORATORY SERVICES

6i T
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in Europe when using
MOLE-RICHARDSON S
Services
LIGHTING
ENTIRE M.R RANGE
COLORTRAN and LOWEL-LIGHTS

GENERATORS
CAMERAS • DOLLIES
CRANES
GRIP- and SOUND
Equipment
TRANSPORT-LABOR
TECHNICAL-CONSULTANTS
and SPECIALISED-SERVICES.
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WRITE DIRECT
FRANCE

— 28-28 bis Rue Marcelin-Berthelot,
Montrouge-Seine
Cables: Molereng-Paris
General Manager: Rene Schell

ITALY

— Via del Velodrome 68-74, Roma
Cables: Molereng-Roma
General Manager: George Gardner

GERMANY

(Austria)
HofangerstraBe 78, 8 Miinchen, 8
Cables: Molereng-Miinchen
General Manageress: Gisell Schneeberger

SPAIN

— Alcala 32, Madrid, 14
Cables: Molereng-Madrid
General Manager: Gregorio Sacristan

ENGLAND

— Chase Road, London, N.W. 10
Cables: Molereng-London
Managing Director:
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WHAT’S NEW
Co tinued from Page 652

of 33° veriical and 37° horizontal.
Color temperature is approximately
3400°K.

Foto-Meter
The Model HSZ-5 Foto-Meter, de¬
signed for use with high-speed motion
picture cameras, may also he used for
precision exposure measurements for
all color and B&W hlms. Light read¬
ings may be taken from camera posi¬
tion of small or “spot” areas of a
scene, or of the brightest and darkest
areas. Meter is calibrated from 12 to
100,000 foot lamberts; to camera
speeds up to 20,000 fps; and for lens
stops ranging from f/1 to f/32. Fullarea view is approximately 20°. Two
tiny mercury batteries provide neces¬
sary power. Overall size is 6" x 3^' x
2", construction is of aluminum. List
price is $187.00 with carrying case.
Fotomatic Corporation, 3141 West
10th St., Indianapolis 22, Ind.

Automatic Threading Projector
Addition of automatic threading to
16mm sound projection is achieve¬
ment of Bell & Howell Co., Chicago,
Ill., which recently introduced its new
Specialist Autoload Filmosound. Pro¬
jector is jam-proof and provides for
automatic restoration of lost film loop.
Features include Bell & Howell’s ex¬
clusive Proximity lamp with built-in
reflector and Super Proval 2-inch
f /1.41ens. All controls are incorporated
in illuminated vertical panel.
■
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^OUOWWACTtOH
with a THOMAS
“for movies that live”
Controlled fluid camera movement is
just as important to you as your camera
Only by “Following the Action” are you
able to fully capture your audience into
active visual participation in your films.
Any distraction, particularly unsteady
image control will detract from the
viewers attention.
Consequently, only with ultra smooth
image control are you fully able to en¬
tertain, educate or impart the living,
believable experience you have pains¬
takingly prepared for your audience.
Attempts in the development of fluid
heads dates back to the 1930’s. The
results provided the few studios with ex¬
pensive, cumbersome equipment com¬
pletely unsuited for the private profes¬
sional in price and functional require¬
ments.
Now “TA” provides you with a proven
fluid unit in the Thomas 16 that is
equal or superior to the finest of studio
equipment in controlled action for
16MM cameras.
Professionally the
Thomas 16 is recognized as the finest
viscodyne* fluid head available. It is
being used by movie and TV studios,
laboratory, research, newsreel depart¬
ments and various government agencies
when only the very best will satisfy the
quality results demanded in these fields.
Once a professional has used a Thomas
16 he will never settle for less. He rec¬
ognizes his living is governed by the
quality of the film he is able to pro¬
duce. TA mfg. corp. could easily publish
TA MFG

CORP

CINEMA PRODUCTS DIV
4607 ALGER ST..
LOS ANGELES 39. CALIF.

TWX 9863 Glendale. Calif. • WUX Cat Los Angeles. Calif

a list of famous professional cinernatographers praising the Thomas 16 in¬
cluding an academy award winner. But
we feel the best endorsement of our
product is your own personal trial.

• Designed for equipment weighing up to 35 lbs.
• Can be mounted on Vs'lS or V^■20 thread
tripods.
• Positive brakes for recommended loads.
• Adaptor plate available for Pro-Jr. style tripods
($14.95).
• Can be operated with or without telescoping
control arm.
• Weight only SVa lbs.

You may try the Thomas 16 for 10 days
at absolutely no risk. If at the end of
this period you decide to return it for
any reason “TA” will immediately re¬
fund the full purchase price of $149.50
plus return postage. Take advantage of
this no risk offer now
Use ^upon_J^_imm^jate _repJy___
[r^mfgTMrp. 4607 Alger St. L.A39,Calif, j
‘Gentlemen,
•
Please send the Thomas 16 at no
risk. Enclosed is full payment $149.50
Please send free literature

in

ID
I NAME.
I
I ADDRESS.
I CITY & STATE_
I

icAMERA DEALER.

*Ke?istered
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ERAS

BEHIND
WHAT

THE

INDUSTRY’S

OTING

B

LAST

MONTH

H I N S

NOTE; Asterisks following titles indicate television film productions.

WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

Bell & Howell’s
Latest 35mm CAMERA
Model A-6 Outfit

Floyd Crosby, ASC, “The Raven” (J. H.
Nicholson-Samuel Z. Arkoff Prod.; P’Vision
& Color) with Vincent Price and Peter
Lorre. Roger Corman, producer-director.

BILTMORE STUDIOS — N.Y.
Jack

“Naked

Priestly,

City”*

(Screen

Gems).
3-lens

divergent

Eyemo-mount

turret

lenses.

accepts

Has

filter

BIOGRAPH STUDIOS—New York

built-in

grips for hand holding. Operates v/ith motor
or

You?”*.

crank.

Provision

for

spring

motor.

Camera and magazines have built-in heating
Critical

focuser

allows

through-the-

lens focusing. Magazines have internal move¬
ment for pre-loading.
COMPLETE OUTFIT INCLUDES ALL THIS:
Bell & Howell 35mm 170 Camera (Air Force Model
A-6). Bell & Howell 1", 1" and 6" lenses with Lens
Hoods. 400' or 1000' maeazine with footage
counter. 24 v. motor. Selective 5-position motor
mount. Criticai focjser. Set of gelatin filter hold¬
ers and set of glass filters. Dust cover. Set of
cables. Radio interference filter. Heated magazine
cover. Two fitted carrying cases for camera,
magazines and accessories.
Spring Motor Available $65.00

AN $8900 VALUE

Only $295.00
CINEFLEX

FILMWAYS — MGM
Tom

ASC, Commercials*.
Commercials*.

Roy Seawright,

Charles Mack, Leo Rossi, John Clements,

“CBS Reports”*.
COLUMBIA STUDIOS

CAMERA

A complete American-made 35mm outfit. Almost
identical to the Arriflex in appearance, features
and operation. Added Advantage; motor may be
mounted on bottom OR ON SIDE. Camera comes
complete with 3-lens turret, 50mm f/2.3 and
150mm f/4.5 lenses, motor, through-the-lens finder,
cables,, six 200 it. magazines, and carrying case.
Film speeds from 8 to 56 fps. Built-in tach.
Many other features. Original list for this outfit
is $2775.00. Our price used, in excellent con¬
dition saves you over $2100.00.

Gordon Avil.

$595.00

Lester

Kelber, “In the French Style”
(Casanna Prod.; shooting in Paris) with
Jean Seherg. Robert Parrish, director.

Philip

“Dennis the Menace”*.

Fletcher*.

“The Victors” (High¬
road Prod.; P’Vision; shooting in England)
with Vincent Edwards and Christine Kaufmann. Carl Foreman, producer-director.
“Route 66”*.
“Empire”*.
Richard Rawlings, “Higgins”*.
Fred Gately, ASC, “Hazel”* ; Commercial*.
Irving Lippman,

Charles Welborn,

ASC, “Donna Reed Show”*.

Gert Andersen,

DESILU—Culver City

ASC,

Worth,

“The

Real

Mc¬

Coy’s”*.
Charles Straumer,

“The Untouchables”*.

Robert deGRASSE, ASC, “The Danny Thomas
Show”*; “Dick VanDyke Show”*.
Maury Gertsman,

ASC, “Fm Dickens—He’s

Fenster”*.
Henry

Sid

Cronjager,

“The

Joey

Bishop

ASC,

“The

Andy

Griffith

Hickox,

Show”*.

HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.

“The

Beverly

Hill¬

Moreno,

“Adventures of Ozzie &

Harriet’*.
Harry Wolf,

“Don’t Call Me Charlie”*.

GOLDWYN STUDIOS

ASC, Commercials*.
ASC, “The New Loretta
Young Show”*.
Norbert Brodine,

INDEPENDENT

ASC, “The Great Escape”
(Mirisch-Alpha Prods.; P’Vision & Color;
shooting in Munich) with Steve McQueen
and James Garner. John Sturges, producerdirector.
Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Toys in the Attic”
(Mirisch Co.; P’Vision) with Dean Martin
and Geraldine Page. George Roy Hill, direc¬
tor.
Joseph La Shelle, ASC, “Irma La Douce”
(P’Vision & Color; Mirisch-Edward Alperson Presentation) with Jack Lemmon and
Shirley MacLaine. Billy Wilder, director.
Ted Moore, “Call Me Bwana” (Eon Prods.;
shooting in London) with Bob Hope and
Anita Ekberg. Gordon Douglas, director.
Russell Metty, ASC, “The Thrill of it All”
(Ross Hunter-Martin Melcher Prod.; Tech¬
nicolor) with Doris Day and James Garner.
Norman Jewison, director.
Conrad Hall, “Stoney Burke”* (Daystar).
Daniel

Fapp.

Rescher, ASC, “Identical Twins”
(Noel Productions; shooting in Conn.)
Jerome Hill, director. “Oral Roberts Series”*
(Religious Films).
Gayne

Sol Negrin, Mike Zingale, Eddie Hughes,

DESILU—Gower

ASC, “Fair Exchange”*.
ASC, “The Lucy Show”*.
Ted Voightlander, “Ben Casey”*.
Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “Lassie”*.
Glen MacWiLLiAMS,

6838 SUNSET BLVD.

ASC,

R.ay Foster,

“The Running Man” (Peet
Prods. Ltd.; P’Vision & Color; shooting in
Spain) with Laurence Harvey and Lee
Remick. Carol Reed, producer-director.

Lothrop

Robert

ASC, “Postmark”* “Jim

Lathrop,

Show”*.

NOLIYWOOO CAMERA CO-

Shorr,

billies”*.

Michael

DESILU—Cahuenga Studio

WE BUY —SELL —
rent — TRADE
REPAIR

ASC, “Dobie Cillis”*.

GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS

ASC, Commercials*.

400' Magazines $85.00
NOW ONLY

FOX WESTERN AVENUE
James Van Trees,

ASC, Commercials*.

Christopher Challis,

OUTFIT

Hartzband,
“The
Defenders”*
(CBS) Boris Sagal and Buzz Kulich, direc¬
tors.

ASC, Commercials*.

William Skall,

Wonderful

Morris

“Farmers Daughters”* (Pilot).

Robert Bronner,

“Shell’s

FILMWAYS—New York

CBS—N.Y.

Kit Carson,

ASC,

Tutwiler,

World of Golf”*.

Robert Krasker,

35mm

Snyder, ASC, “Summer Magic”
(Technicolor) with Hayley Mills and Burl
Ives. James Neilson, director.
William

ASC, “Car 54 Where Are

Henry Freulich,

Robert Wycoff,

Maury Gertsman,

Robert Planck,

656

ASC, “Savage Sam” with
Tommy Kirk. Norman

David Harcourt, “The Three Lives of
Thomasina” (Technicolor; shooting in Eng¬
land ) with Patrick McCoohan and Susan
Hampshire. Don Chaffey, director.

CASCADE STUDIOS

system to operate under severe climatic con¬
ditions.

Brian Keith and
Tokar, director.

standard

slot,

George Stoetzel,

hand

Edward Colman,

ASC, “My Three Sons”*.

“Candid Camera”*.
Jack
Hildyard,
“55 Days at Peking”
(Samuel Bronston Prod.; Super Technirama-70 & Technicolor; shooting in Spain)
with Charleston Heston and Ava Gardner.
Nicholas Ray, director.
Al Taffet,

Continued on Page 658
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BLACK & WHITE
PRINT NUMBER

I-EAOER patent
....

PROO.

BLACK & WHITE
PRINT NUMBER

l-EADEIi PATENT

BLACK & WHITE
PRINT NUMBER

IEADER patent

BLACK & WHITE
PRINT NUMBER

BLACK & WHITE
PRINT NUMBER

NUMBER

PROD.
NUMBER

leader patent
2J98,805

number

PROO.

3,898.805

BLACK & WHITE
PRINT NUMBER

tIADIR PATENT
2,898 805

LEADER PATENT

At CFI, hand labeling head leaders
on release prints is obsolete.
Identification data, inscribed in the
negative leader, is reproduced
in the head leader of each
release print. When reinforced
with white opaque cellophane
tape, the result is a more
durable leader, which is easy to
read and 100% accurate.

number

PROO.

number

prod.

number

BLACK & WHITE
PRINT NUMBER

LIAOER PATENT
2,898,805

BLACK & WHITE
PRINT NUMBER

leader patent

BLACK & WHITE
PRINT NUMBER

leader patent

BLACK & WHITE
PRINT NUMBER

leader

2,898,805

2.898,805

BLACK & WHITE
PRINT NUMBER

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDU:
959 Seward Street, Hollywood 38, California
521 W, 57th Street, New York 19, New Yprk.*^
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PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

BEHIND THE CAMERAS

W. Wallace Kelly, ASC, “The Nutty Pro¬

fessor” (Jerry Lewis Prod.; color) with
Jerry Lewis and Stella Stevens. Jerry Lewis,
director.

Continued from Page 656

INDEPENDENT

Boris Kaufman, ASC, “All the Way Home”

“Tom Jones” (UA re¬
lease; liastman color; shooting in England)
with Albert Finney and Susannah York.
Tony Richardson, producer-director.
Waltei:

Burnett

Lassalay,

Guffey, ASC, “Flight From Ash-

iya” (Hecht Prod. & Daiei M. P. Co. UA
release: P’Vision; shooting in Germany)
with Yul Brynner and Richard Widmark.
John Sturges, producer, director.
Harry Waxman, “Summer Flight” (Mirisch-

Barbican Films-Carrollton of Panama; UA
release; color; shooting in London) with
Susan Hayward and Michael Craig. Daniel
Petrie, director.
Manuel Rojas, “Year of the Tiger” (Kingman Prod.; shooting in Viet Nam) with
Marshall Thompson and Alex Nicol. Alex
Nicol, director.

SOUND-EDITORIAL
COMPLETE LABORATORY SERVICES

781 S. Main Street
•
Memphis, Tennessee
Phone—Memphis WH 8-0456

The Master Craftsmanship
Your Film Deserves

Boggs,

ASC, William

Whitley,

Lang, ASC, “Paris When it Siz¬
zles” (Color; shooting in Paris) with Wil¬
liam Holden and Audrey Hepburn. Richard
Quine, director.
Charles

Frank Phillips, “Have Gun Will Travel”*.

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS—N.Y.
Jack Horton, “Sport Shorts”*.

PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS

Cooper,
“Mouse on the Moon”
(Lee-Camp Prod.; shooting at Carthay Stu¬
dios) with Aubrie Martin and Roy Thinness.
Dave Tomack, director.

Sam Leavitt, ASC, “Johnny Cool” (Crislaw

Prod.; UA release) with Henry Silva and
Elizabeth Montgomery. William Asher, pro¬
ducer-director.
George Folsey, ASC, “The Balcony” (CityFilm Corp.; Continental Distr. Co. release)
with Shelley Winters and Peter Falk.
Joseph Strick, director.

PATHE STUDIOS—N.Y.
Gayne Rescher, ASC, “The Nurses”*.

PRODUCERS STUDIO, INC.

REPUBLIC STUDIOS
Charles Burke. “McKeever and

Fred West, ASC,

Wilfrid

Cline,

“Saints

and

Sin¬

Howard Schwartz, “The Rifleman”*.

SENECA STUDIOS
“By Any Other Name”
(Robert Gurney Prods.) Meyer Levin, direc¬
tor.
Eugene

Shuftan,

Benjamin

Kline, ASC, “The Virginian”*.

John Warren, ASC, Walter Strenge, ASC,

“Going My Way”*.

La BREA STUDIOS

Jack Mackenzie. ASC, “Leave It to Beav¬

Robert Hager, “Perry Mason”*.

er”*.

M-G-M STUDIOS

W’lLLiAM Margulies, ASC, Lionel Lindon,

Paul Vogel, ASC, “Drums of Africa”

(P Vision-Metrocolor) with Frankie Avalon and
Mariette Hartley. James B. Clarke, director.
deGrasse,

ASC,

ners”*.

REVUE STUDIOS

(Family Films) Series of

Religious pictures.

Robert

the Colo¬

nel”*.

KEYWEST STUDIOS

ASC,

“My

Fourteen

Blocks”* (pilot).

ASC, Richard
Navy”*.

Rawlings,

“McHale's

Nick Musuraca, ASC, “Jack Benny Show”*.
Russell, ASC, Neal Beckner, “Al¬
fred Hitchcock Presents”*.

John

MacDonald, ASC, “The List of
Adrian Messenger” (Joel Prod.; shooting in
England) with George C, Scott and Dana
Wynter. John Huston, director.

Joseph

Tyler Byars, Commercials*.
Geoffrey Unsworth, “Tamahine” (Seven
Arts Prod.;
Eastman color; shooting in
Paris, Tahiti & London) with Nancy Kwan
and Dennis Price. Philip Leacock, director.

John Russell, ASC, “Challenge Golf”.

Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “Take Me to the

Walter Strenge, ASC, “Wide Country”*.

Fair” (Ted Richmond Prod.; P’Vision &
Metrocolor) with Elvis Presley and Joan
O'Brien. Norman Taurog, director.

Jack

ASC, “The Courtship of
Eddie’s Father” (Euterpe Prod.; C’Scope &
Metrocolor) with Glenn Ford, Shirley Jones
and Roberta Sherwood. Vincente Minnelli,
director.
Milton

MacKenzie,

ASC,

George

Clemens,

Harkness Smith, “Dr. Kildare”*.
Dale Deverman, “The Eleventh Hour”*.

“Leave it to Bea¬

ver”*.
Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Wagon Train”*.

Krasner,

William

Margulies,

ASC,

“The

Best

Years”*.
Clifford Stine, ASC, “Three on a Match”

(Color) with Kirk Douglas and Mitzie Gaynor. Michael Gordon, director.
Harlan, ASC, “A Gathering of
Eagles” with Rock Hudson and Mary Peach.
Delbert Mann, director.
Russell

Ray Flin, “It’s a Man’s World”*.

William Spencer, “Sam Benedict”*.

Harry Waxman, “Lancelot and Guinevere”

Robert Hauser, “Combat”*.

(Emblem Films Prod.; P’Vision & Color;
shooting in Yugoslavia) with Cornel Wilde
and Jean Wallace. Cornel Wilde, director.

NEW YORK STUDIOS
George Jacobson, “Emmett Kelly Show”*.

658

Haskell

ASC, “Bonanza”*.

Emmet Bergholz, “Death Valley Days”*.

Robert Pittack, ASC,
ASC, “Twilight Zone”*.

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES,Inc.

Horn” (E-T Prod.; P’Vision & Color) with
Frank Sinatra and Tony Bill. Bud Yorkin,
director.

Cathcart, “Dementia” (Filmgroup-Garrick Ltd.; Filmgroup release;
shooting in Ireland) with William Camp¬
bell and Luana Anders. Francis Coppola,
director.
Wilkie

Send your film by AIR—today.

William Daniels, ASC, “Come Blow Your

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”*

William

When you’re ready to print your
film, you want the finest prints
money can buy. But have you
paused long enough to consider
exactly what is needed to get
prints of matchless excellence?
Some producers are still under
the impression that any labora¬
tory with the proper equipment
can produce the best prints it is
possible to make. This is an er¬
roneous assumption. Granted
that almost every laboratory has
the necessary equipment, there
are other factors of far greater
importance.
The secret of obtaining top
quality prints lies entirely in the
character of the people who make
them. They must be master
craftsmen — men with keen
minds, imagination, skilled hands
trained by years of experience,
and hearts filled with loving care
for all the work they do.
It is because MPL has such
craftsmen—craftsmen who take
a personal pride in making prints
of the finest quality—that our
clients have remained steadfastly
with us through the years.
We give you 24 hour delivery
service anywhere in the United
States.

(David Susskind Prod.; shooting in Ten¬
nessee) with Jean Simmons and Robert
Preston. Alex Segal, director.

Continued on Page 700
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PROFESSIONAL 16mm MODEL

to
^00^
at
S.O.S. Ediola M-16 Jr. Action Viewer.$ 99.50
S.O.S. Ediola M-16 Sr. Action Viewer with pressure
plate and double pad rollers (left to right) $135.00
S.O.S. Ediola MRL-16 Sr. Action Viewer with pressure
plate and double pad rollers (right to left) $195.00
S.O.S. Ediola Pro-35 for 35mm...--$395.00
Model MA Pro-8 Viewer for 8mm-$ 89.50
Write for illustrated brochure

formerly S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP,
602 W. 52nd St., N.Y. 19, N.Y.—Plaia 7-0440—Telegram: “FAX, N.Y.”
Western
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inspect every foot before it leaves your plant with the HFC High Speed Heavy
Duty Inspection Projectors -- IGmnt & 35nini models now available.

NEW

NUOVO

The projector is a converted front shutter
Simplex with a two pin intermittent. 16mm
or 35/32 film runs at a speed of 144 ft.
per minute while 35mm film runs at a
speed of 165 ft. per minute.

Quest! proiettori sono Simplex transformati, otturatore al fronte, meccanismo di
scatto di due punte. La velocita di proiezione in 16 o 35/32mm e di 144 piedi
per minuto, e in 35mm, di 165 piedi per
minuto.

1. A variac controls the light intensity.

1. Controllo manuale della luminosita della
lampada.

2. A 500 watt lamp is used for 16mm and
a 1,000 watt for 35mm (a blower is
used to cool the lamphouse).

2. Lampada di 500 watt per 16mm e di
1000 watt per 35mm.
3. Obbiettivo di proiezione di

3. A 21/2 inch projection lens is furnished
with each unit.

/ ".

21 2

4. Maniglia per controllo di motore e lam¬
pada di proiezione.

4. A start-stop lever controls the power to
the lamp and motor.

5. La cassetta porta pellicola puo contenere 3000 piedi.

5. The magazine and take up core takes
up to 3,000 ft. of film.

6. I rulli superior! di guida sono construiti
per operare con film provenente di ambi
lati della bobina svolgitrice.

6. Upper guide rollers are made to handle
the film from either direction of the
feed reel.

7. Disco con montatura sporgente nel
magazzino.

7. A free wheeling take off flange is pro¬
vided in the magazine.
8. A lamp near the takeup reel permits
hand inspection of the film prior to
takeup.

8. Una lampadina illumina la bobina avvolgitrice, permettendo I’ispezione man¬
uale del film prima che si avvolga nel
proiettore.

NOUVEAU

NUEVO

Le projecteur contient un obturateur Sim¬
plex anterieur transforme avec deux clavettes intermittent. Les films de 16mm ou
35/32 tournent avec une vitesse de 144
pieds a la minute, tandis que les films
de 35mm tournent avec une vitesse de 165
pieds a la minute.

Esta maquina es un proyector simplex convertido, obturador al frente y movimiento
intermitente a doble grifa. Para 16mm o
35/32mm, la velocidad fija de proyeccion
es de 144 pies por minuto, para 35mm es
de 165 pies por minuto.

1. Le regulateur de voltage d'intensite
d’eclairage.
1. Un reostato controla la intensidad de la
lampara de proyeccion.

2. La lampe de 500 watt est necessaire
pour les films de 16mm, et de 1000
watt, pour les films de 35mm (un ventilateur est mise pour rafraichir la
chambre de la lampe).

2. Para 16mm se usa una lampara de
500 watt, y una de 1000 watt para
35mm (un chorro de aire ventila las
lamparas en ambos casos).

3. L’objectif de 2^/^ est instale.
4. La manette de mise en marche et d’arret
controle en meme temps la lampe et le
moteur.

3. Cada unidad esta provista de un lente
de proyeccion de 2 pulgadas y media.
4. Una palanca de control opera el motor
y la lampara simultaneamente.

5. La boite de films avec noyau peut contenir 3000 pieds du films.

5. Capacidad de proyeccion: rollos de
hasta 3000'.

6. La roue superieure est construite de
maniere de recevoir le film dans les
deux directions, nourrie par la bobine
centrale.

6. Los rodillos de guia superiores operan
con la pelicula en ambas direcciones.

7. Une roue est instalee pour liberer
rapidement le film de la boite.

7. La tapa de la
desenroscable.

8. La lampe se trouve pres de la bobine
recepteuse, et donne toute facilite pour
inspecter le film a main dans le
projecteur.

8. Una lampara ubicada junto a la bobina
de toma permite la inspeccion manual
de la pelicula antes que se rebobine en
la bobina superior del proyector.

bobina

de carga es

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
REELS
956 N. Seward, Hollywood 38, Calif., HO 2-3284 •
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CANS

/

CASES

122 W. Kinzie, Chicago 10, 111., 644-1940 •

524 W. 43rd St., N.Y. 36, N.Y., LO 3-1546
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PATHE WEBO-M’S UNUSUAL FEATURES
CONTINUOUS REFLEX
VIEWING.
400' FILM MAGAZINE AND
ALL 100' ROLLS.
VARIABLE SHUTTER: 180°
to totally closed.

PATHE

6 SPEEDS; 8-16-24-32-64-80.
Also, single exposure.
THREE LENS “C" MOUNT
TURRET.
PRECISION FILM GATE:
No film “breathing”.

PATHE PLUS IMAGINATION
SOLVES A PROBLEM

Recently, Delaware Park Race Track in Wilming¬
ton had a problem. They were not satisfied with the
16 mm cameras they had been using in the patrol
stations. They wanted a true reflex camera that could
handle 400' rolls of film. Price and quality both were
important considerations.
Pathe’s common market engineered Webo-M 16
mm Reflex together with the imagination of Cine
Service Laboratories of Watertown, Mass., solved
the problem very nicely. Cine Service mounted the
forward reel of Pathe’s 400' magazine and fed the film
onto a small take up reel inside the camera.
Results for both Delaware Park and Cine Service
Laboratories were “gratifying from the optical and
mechanical standpoint.” The film saved through the
use of the 400' reel on the Pathe was substantial.

Webo-M 16 mm Reflex. Equipped with an SOM
Berthiot 25 mm f:1.4 lens, the Pathe Webo-M costs
you less than $530.
Solving problems is nothing new to Pathe’s
Webo-M. This 16 mm reflex lets you produce every
movie making idea. You can use it as a light weight
hand camera for news and fast action filming. It weighs
less than 6 lbs. When you add the 400' magazine,
you have a high mobility studio camera.
A full line of accessories and over 20 SOM Berthiot
and Angenieux lenses are available for use with the
Pathe Webo-M.
Factory approved service organizations, available
nationwide, provide prompt and efficient service.

rPATHE PRODUCTS, II\C.

Saving money comes naturally to users of the Pathe

I

PATHE PRODUCTS, IXC.
9

Pleasant

MOTOR DRIVES: Governor
controlled spring motor.
Electric Motors Available.

Street,

Providence

6,

Rhode

Island

9 Pleasant St., Providence 6, R. I.
I

I

I

I Please send dealer’s name.

Please send brochure.

Name.
Firm.

Sole U.S.A. Agents for Pathe Societe Commerciale et Industrielle.

Address .

COMPLETE OUTFIT AS SHOWN SELLS FOR LESS THAN '1375.00

City
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Technical
Questions and
Answers

Duping Kodachrome II

8mm Duplicates

Q.—located

Q.—/

desirable stock

shots filmed on I6inm Kodachrome IL
I am noiv told that duplicates cannot
be made from this film. Is this true?
I). N., Portland, Oregon.
!

A.—While

Kodachrome

II

is

de¬

signed for projection as an original,
Eastman Kodak Company will make
duplicates from original Kodachrome
II. This is not a low-contrast film as
used commercially for producing pro¬
jection prints in large volume. Also,
it cannot be successfully intercut with
commercial color films such as Ektachrome where release prints are to he
made.

ZOOM

NAVITAR

Mixing Inkies with Daylight
I

Q.— Am planning to shoot a number
of interiors where a great deal of day¬
light will be coming through windows.
What kind of bulbs should / use for
fill light to balance the interior with
the exterior light? Also, once I have
lit the set as required, hoiv do I evalu¬
ate exposure—ivith a reflected or in¬
cident light meter?-—M. S. T., Los
Angeles, Calif.

^heeh

OPTICAL COMPANY, INC.

“an-a
r'usi
303 Child

662

St., Rochester 11, N. Y.

8mm films for which I would now
like to have duplicates made. However,
I am told that good 8rnni color dupli¬
cates are hard to produce. Is this true?
If not, can you tell me where or how
I can have good quality duplicates
Made? — D. W., Vancouver, B.C.,
(ianada.

A.—The

quality of 8mm duplicates

depends entirely upon the original film
—that is, whether the original was
photographed on 35mm, 16mm or
8mm stock. Good 8mm duplicates—■
the kind required for commercial sale
—are usually photographed on the
wider 35mm or 16mm film, then re¬
duction-printed on 8mm. There has
been little or no success in duplicating
8mm to 8mm for commercial purposes.

Mixing Color Films

Q.—

Would you advise using both

daylight and tungsten color films in
photographing a 16mm production for
which a number of prints are to be

do not say whether you

made? Can I use filters such as Aero,
K2, and C5 with daylight color film

will be shooting color or black-andwhite film. We’ll assume it’s color. If

to effect an approximate match with
tungsten color film?—A. E. J., Phoe¬

there is a preponderance of daylight
coming through the windows, use

nix, Arizona.

photofloods or similar lights which you
can balance with the daylight either
by appropriate filters placed in front
of the lights or by using blue photo¬
floods. An incident light reading taken
from position of subject or subjects
with the hemisphere light collector
facing toward the camera, will measure
accurately the total light falling upon
the subject of your photography.
Should one or more windows face
the camera directly, then it may be
necessary to cover same with appro¬
priate filtering material to reduce glare
and/or amount of daylight coming
through. Should this situation prevail,
it would be better to reposition your
camera so it does not face the windows.

A.-First,

A.——Ton

Elgeet offers Vidicon television cameras
and 16mm cameras the first Zoom Navitar, a manually-controlled 4:1 zoom with
a 20mm to 80mm range—f; 1.8! This new
lens achievement is optically compen¬
sated to hold focus through the entire
zoom action. Fourteen elements—covers
Vidicon format—resolves 600 lines—linear
zoom action by ring—list price: $400. For
information, write for Catalog 2080-CZ18.

Produce quite a number of

if it is at all possible,

use all one type color film for any
production that is to be duplicated.
The filters named above are for use
with B&W film and should not be
used with color film, except for some
unusual color effect. One of the chief
factors which influences the reproduc¬
tion obtained with a color film is the
spectral quality of the illumination
employed in exposing it. Not only do
daylight and artificial light differ from
one another in spectral color quality,
but individually each is subject to
considerable variation. If, for some
reason, you must use both films, use
the proper Kodak Wratten filter to
balance one with the other.
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FLORMAN & BABB, Inc
Proudly Announce
The Appointment of

GORDON
ENTERPRISES
5362 N. Cahuenga, North Hollywood. Cal
as Exclusive Western Distributor.

BEHREND CINE
CORP.

HEAVY VOLUME OF SALES HAS RESULTED
IN STEPPED-UP PRODUCTION AND IN¬
CREASED PRODUCTION FACILITIES BY THE
ACMADE PLANT IN ENGLAND. ALL ACMADE
MODELS ARE NOW AVAIUBLE FOR IM¬
MEDIATE DELIVERY.

161 E. Grand Ave., Chicago 11, III.
as Exclusive Mid-Western Distributor.
These outstanding dealers will carry the
complete Acmade line for demonstration
and are fully equipped to supply complete
maintenance and service.

ACMADE MARK li

NEW FROM ACMADE

ACMADE TUNGSTEN
PRECISION SPLICER

EDITING TABLE
Makes Editing Easy!

This moderately priced splicer incorporates
new precision features which insure absolute
accuracy and safety in splicing. Three models
are available: Model 16-16mm., Model 3535mm., Model 35-16 combination 35mm. and
16mm.

'2975
f.o.b. New York
1. The combination 35mm.16mm. Model features retracttable 35mm. and 16mm. pins.
This permits center placement
of the 16mm. pins for A and B
roll splicing.

4. Specially designed righthand pressure block permits
easy and accurate back-scrap¬
ing on all models.

5. Tempered steel springs pro¬
vide perfect pressure, posi¬
tioning film firmly during
scrapingand splicing processes.
6. Thermostatically controlled
heater maintains constant
100° temperature.

2. Stainless steel blocks are precision fitted with
Tungsten-Carbide inserts for cutting. Cutting edges
will remain sharp and last forever.

Model 16 - $299

Operation of this simple, efficient editing
machine can be mastered in minutes. Con¬
tinuous (non-intermittent) movement pro¬
vides absolute protection for your film. In¬
stant controls and declutching allows up to
50% greater speed for pic & sound editing.
All combinations of 16mm and or 35mm
channels, plus magnetic and optical sound
available.

Model 35 - $299
3. Attached scraper adjustable for depth — fitting
jig incorporated on splicer base.

WRITE FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

Model 35-16 - $399

Acmade Foot-Operated Splicer with Tungsten Tipped Blades

Combination
16mm-35mm
Model

$1495
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This splicer is constructed, as is usual
with ACMADE products, of the finest mate
rials and workmanship. All castings are of
the best quality and the top body and
cutter arms are seasoned to prevent dis¬
tortion after machining. The machining is
carried out to limits of± .0005" in order
that the cutter blades shall close in a dead
parallel manner. The cutter blades are
made from stainless steel with Tungsten
Carbide inserts, and afterwards ground
lapped and polished to a limit of ± .0002"
thickness and the cutting edges relieved by
1° The Tunesten Carbide Inserts will have

indefinite life and will not require sharp¬
ening as with other types. A heater unit
is installed in the top body of the machine.
The top light in a well glass fitting is at¬
tached to the body of the machine and also
an inspection light in the waste bin to¬
gether with cement bottle and brush. A
scraper block is supplied and also a
scraper block setting jib and support shelf
rubber-covered. The whole machine is fin¬
ished in first quality grey hammer and all
metal parts other than cutter blades are
hard flash chromed.
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AFTER THE FILM editor arranges the workprint
scenes

in

the

desired

order,

cuts

them

to

the desired length, then splices them together,
the

result is an “edited workprint."

EDGE-NUMBERING—Tiny
printed

at intervals

editing

time

and

on

serial
one

simplify

numbers

edge

of

matching

ink-

film
of

cut

work-

print with orig.nal and sound track.

16mm WORKPRINT EDITING
To protect 16mm original film from wear and tear of handling during edit¬
ing most producers utilize a workprint. Here are some tips on ordering
workprints and for using them in the preparation of the camera original
for release prints.

'Y'he chiee purpose of editing with the aid of a

point: Both theatrical and television film producers

workprint is to protect the original film. In both
theatrical and non-theatrical film production, 16mm

tend to use well-established 35mm terms regardless
of whether they produce in 35mm or 16mm, where¬
as the non-theatrical producer’s terminology is
partly borrowed from the theatrical film maker,
partly invented to suit his own needs.
Thus theatrical film production, which is basically
35mm, utilizes a 35m,m negative in the camera from
which is made, on the producer’s order, daily prints
or “dailies” of selected scenes. The dailies are
printed on positive film and the negative key num¬
bers (latent image numbers exposed at intervals
along one edge of the undeveloped raw stock by
the manufacturer) are {uinted through to the daily
print along with the [ficture image. As a rule, the
dailies are timed to even out any exposure varia¬
tions in the negative. Only after the daily scenes
are cut together is the edited film known as a
workprint. In theatrical film production workprint
means “edited dailies.”
The procedure is different in 16mm film produc-

and 35m.m, the purpose is the same. All editing,
re-editing, {)ost-recording of sound and other han¬
dling utilizes the workprint (or dailies) in order to
spare the original film or camera negative from
unnecessary and dangerous (to the film) extra
handling.
While it is true that workprint editing does in¬
volve additional expense, the few cents extra cost
])er foot for the edge-numbered workprint is cheap
insurance for your original. Actually the cost for a
work])rint is relatively small compared to what it
would cost to restage and re-shoot a scene because
it was scratched, wrongly cut or otherwise rendered
unusable through editing the original.
In 16mm film production, the term workprint is
universally understood. But because workprint edit¬
ing sometimes involves some conflict in terminology
within the industry, let us clarify the matter at this
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tion. The non-theatrical producer who shoots with
16mm film, invariably utilizes one of the 16mm
reversal-positive film stocks in the camera. While
it is true that non-theatrical productions are shot
in both 35mm and 16mm, and on 16mm negative
as well as 16mm reversal, most non-theatrical pro¬
duction such as industrial films, in-plant film mak¬
ing, contract film reports, etc., are in 16mm and
the bulk of this is shot on 16mm reversal film, both

color and black-and-white.
When 16mm reversal film is used in the camera,
it is termed the “camera original” or “original”
film.. To call it “camera negative” is inaccurate and
can be confusing when dealing with a laboratory
that caters particularly to the 16mm non-theatrical
film maker.
After the camera original has been processed and
ConH.iued on Page 682
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and symbols are same as used by all major laboratories.

company
The

h

m;thod-;

A-WINDB-WINDWHAT DO
THEY MEAN?
Laboratory language worth knowing that
will expedite your film print order.
toward you or away from you as you look at the
film unwinding toward you from the top of the

EXPERIENCED film
between

A

and

makers learn early the importance of distinguishing
B wind

16mm

film,

and

standard

and

non-standard

emulsion positions. Such knowledge is important to preparing films for
the

laboratory

when

prints

are

to

be

made.

(Photo

courtesy

Space

Technology Laboratories, Inc.).

^4 -WIND, B-wiND,

Standard, Non-standard -— what

kind of gobbledygook is this? Just what does
it mean?
These are terms youTl likely run into at the lab¬
oratory when ordering prints of a 16mm film for
the first time. The terms refer to the manner in
which single-perforated 16mm film is wound on
cores or spools with relation to the emulsion posi¬
tion.
When ordering sound tracks or masters from the
lab, stock footage from a library, or placing orders
for 16mm prints to be used on television, invariably
these questions will be asked:

spool, with the sprocket holes at the left.
The Standard emulsion position is the same as
indicated for B-wind in the illustration—away from
you, with the film base toward you. Non-standard
emulsion position is the same as A-wind, with the
emulsion side of the film toward you.
The origin of the emulsion position problem in
16mm film production goes back to the days when
16mm was basically a film for amateur movie mak¬
ers. When the standards for 16mm were first set up,
it was considered that the camera film would also
serve as the film to be projected, after reversal pro¬
cessing, and therefore the emulsion position in the
projector should be the same as its position in the
camera—toward the lens. Therefore a Standard
print today has the emulsion toward the lens in pro¬
jection. A Non-standard 16mm print will have the
emulsion just the reverse, otherwise known as Awind.
Continued on Page 678

“Z)o you want A- or B-wind?”
“Is it standard or non-standard?^’
The terms A-wind and B-wind indicate which side
of single-perforated 16mm film carries the perfora¬
tion. Remembering the following two points will
simplify the problem:
1. 16mm single-perforated film as it comes from
the camera is usually B-wind. (Some cameras take
up film emulsion-out, which is neither ‘A’ or ‘B’;
but generally the emulsion is “in” and the perfora¬
tions in B-wind position.)
2. Printing the film normally reverses the wind
to A (See illustration).
“Standard” and “Non-standard” refer to the
emulsion position on the film—that is, whether it is

666

HOW to tell A-wind from B-wind 16mm single-perforated film.
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film (LEANER

A/t^

*

/ba

S

looA
At
/t...
ULTRA
MODERN
WAY TO
CLEAN FILM SAFELY AND INEXPENSIVELY
Priced ONLY $3995

You can rent this High Speed Super Spray Film Cleaner at
$50 per week (minimum eight weeks rental) with complete
credit toward purchase price.
vvr/te for illustrated brochure

FOB, N.Y. (crated)

The SOSolution, non-flammabis,

non-toxic
cleaning solvefn
55 gal. drum . . Per Gal, $3.'?5

formerly S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 West 52nd St., New York 19, N.Y.—Plaza 7-0440—Telegram: “FAX N.Y. '
Western
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TRACKING A MISSILE launched from Cape
Canaveral.
operated
v^ork,

are

The
but

cameras

some,

operated

are

used
by

for

manually
the

remote

same

I

control.

Note sandbags at base of the heavy-duty
tripods that add to their rigidity.

Still

and motion picture cameras
operated by cameramen of the
Radio Corporation of America.
For more than seven years now
RCA camera crews, working un¬
der sub-contract to Pan-American
World Airways, have been filming
everything of importance that
hap})ens at the Cajte. This work
was originally assigned as a Civil
Service function. It expanded rap¬
idly and soon a more ambitious
type of operation was needed. At
this point RCA was called in, ab¬
sorbed the bulk of the personnel
and equipment already function¬
ing, and expanded operations to
the point where 130 cameramen
now provide 24-hour a day photo¬
graphic coverage of our space and

Role Of Cinematography
At Cape Canaveral

missiles programs at the Cape.
Just as the activities at Cape
Canaveral are unique so, too, are
the problems encountered in pho¬
tographing them. Perhaps the most
significant of these has to do with
estimating exposure when
the

Our missile development program relies heavily on
cinematography to supply data not otherwise ob¬
tainable through instrumentation and observation.
A routine missile launch, for example, may involve
as many as sixty cameras and related equipment.
By

DARRIN

SCOT

once

Whenever the U.S. launches a

hopefully expected it to be¬
come an important motion picture
center, actually has achieved this
goal. But instead of making mov¬
ies for theatres and TV, its film
industry is devoted to m.ore seri¬
ous things like the develojiment
and launching of missiles. Nerve
center of this far-flung filming ac¬
tivity is Cape Canaveral, Florida.

new type missile or sends an As¬

E^lorida,

668

whose

citizens

tronaut orbiting into space, the
eyes of the world are momentarily
focused on Cape Canaveral, a
bulge of land jutting out into the
Atlantic from the eastern coastline
of central Florida. Trained on the
event and recording it for a num¬
ber of important purposes are as
many as a hundred and twenty

THE RCA CAMERA CREWS have utilized almost every type
of motion picture camera
ever,

is

the

standard

made. The

for

shooting

16mm Mitchell, how¬
assembly,

launch and tracking of missiles.
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erection,

A BANK OF TRACKING MOUNTS with

cameras on

location

may be set up on one tracking mount, and are equipped with telephoto

preparing

lenses ranging from

to record the launch of and to track a missile. As many as five cameras

80mm to 160mm.

launching of a missile, set for a particular moment,
is later postponed. Some of the most important foot¬
age exposed during a launch is filmed by twenty or
thirty remotely-operated cameras set up within the
pad area, a highly restricted zone. Each of these
cameras must be set for exposure manually and
checked out far in advance of launch time, because
once the camera technicians leave the area they are
not permitted to return for any reason whatsoever
until after the launch takes place.
If a launch is scheduled for eight o’clock in the
morning it is possible to predict exactly where the
sun will be at that moment and also, on the basis
of late weather reports, whether or not there will be
clear sunlight. Exposure for each camera can be
estimated accordingly and pre-set with a certain de¬
gree of accuracy. If, however, T-time (the moment
of actual launch) is postponed until noon or late

RCA

afternoon, the sun will be at an entirely different
angle and the amount of exposurable light will differ

CAMERAMAN

Ken

Lee

keeps

his

subject

centered

by

means of viewfinder of Zoomar Mirotel lens mounted on 35mm
Mitchell
minimize

camera.

Most of

the

equipment

heat absorption when working

is
in

painted

white

to

bright sunlight.

greatly from the original estimate. The situation be¬
comes especially critical when such events are to be
photographed on color film, which has an exjiosure
latitude of only about one stop in either direction.
Since this problem has not yet been solved, cam¬
eramen are hard-pressed to apjily some sort of
second-sight to outguess the elements in case of a
postponed launch. It is expected that a method of
electric-eye automatic exposure control will ulti¬
mately be adopted to overcome the problem.
RCA’s photographic coverage extends all the way
down the Atlantic Missile Range to Ascension IsContinued on Page 689

RECORDING

LAUNCH

of

a

Titan

missile

with

a

Mitchell

16

camera tripod-mounted on rear deck of pickup truck. A meas¬
ure

of

ready

mobility

for

some

cameras

is

maintained

constantly. (All photos courtesy U.S. Air Force.)
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FRANKLY, YOU’RE DOING JUST THAT, if you’re buying top-quality negatives—and “economizing” on prints. Fact
is: to do its job, a crisp, clear negative must have top-quality prints. Otherwise, your message falls flat and
you’ve wasted negative and print costs. Moral; Go Eastman all the way —negative and print-stock. And in the
case of questions — production, processing, projection — always get in touch with Eastman Technical Service.
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For further information, please write or phone: Motion Picture Film Department,
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y. Or-for the purchase of film;
W. J. German, Inc. Agents for the sale and distribution of Eastman Professional
Film for Motion Pictures and TV, Fort Lee, N.J., Chicago, 111., Hollywood, Calif.

EASTMAN FILM

ALL LIGHTS FOR BIG
lighting equipment. Small, lightweight units, eco¬
nomical to operate are being used to illuminate both
studio and location interiors, for booster light on
exteriors, and to provide illumination where heavy-

duty equipment cannot be used.
The first major step in this direction occurred in
19.39 when L. V. Grover of Los Angeles developed
the ColorTran system of “boosted-voltage” illumina¬
tion whereby the application of increased voltage
to a tungsten filament lamp caused it to burn with
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COLORTRAN

QUARTZ-KING 650

SUN GUN PRO

ColorTran, originated in 1939, was
the forerunner of the boosted-voltage
method of photographic illumination.
Utilizing standard lamps such as PAR
64 and 56, R-60, R-40, etc., in Color¬
Tran housings, intensities of these
lamps can be increased approximately
400% and their color temperature rat¬
ings boosted to 3450° Kelvin by means
of a ColorTran power converter which
is an integral part of the system.

This is another lightweight, Color¬
Tran lighting unit borne of the develop¬
ment of the quartz-iodide lamp. Actu¬
ally, the Quartz-King 650 combines a
650-watt quartz-iodide lamp with a
reflector housing that is guaranteed
not to tarnish. As with other quartziodide lighting units, it operates direct¬
ly from un-boosted 110-V AC current.
A round, instead of oval, light pat¬
tern is claimed for the unit which is
said to pi'ovide extremely smooth illum.ination of 390 PC at 10 feet, with
an 8-foot diameter of light in excess
of 100 FC.
The Quartz-King 650 is available in
three models: Medium Flood with uni¬
versal yoke that permits mounting on
light stands or horizontal or vertical
bars. It is tapped to receive tripod
studs. Unit is adjustable for horizontal
or vertical lamp orientation and is
supplied with 10-foot 3-wire cable hav¬
ing in-line switch.
The integral mogul base model pro¬
vides medium flood and may be used
in any housing designed for mogul
base lamps.
The integral medium screw l)ase
model provides wide flood pattern only
— a wider, more even light pattern
than a scoop. The unit may he used
in any lamp housing with medium
screw (household type) socket.

The Sylvania Sun Gun Professional
was first of the quartz-iodide lamps to
gain recognition as proven illumination
tool for professional use. (See Amer.
Cinematographer for May, 1962.) It
is a 110-V AC, 1000-watt lamp with
high and low illumination switch hav¬
ing illumination volume of a 5000watt floodlight and with same beam
angle. Housing is similar to earlier
model designed for amateurs, having
plastic grip for hand-held use and a
threaded receptacle in base for mount¬
ing on camera bracket, tripod, century
stand or other holder.
Unit has proved ideal booster light
source for moving vehicle shots and
for lighting location interiors. Because
of its compactness and range of pro¬
fessional lighting control afforded by
accessories (pictured), lamp is finding
increased use among industrial and
small in-plant photographic units.
Basic unit is equipped with 4-leaf
barndoor. Optional accessories include
large barndoor, daylight filter, diffu¬
sion scrim, 3200°K filter, portrait lens,
snoot, optical sniper snoot and acces¬
sory holder.
Approximate color temperature is
3400°K. High position illumination is
65,000 centerheam candlepower (chc) ;
low position, 15,000 chc. Net weight
is 3 lbs.

ColorTran lamps are available in
more than 8 different models, each
serving a specific purpose. These in¬
clude the Cineking, Super Kicker
Light, Kicker Light, Groverlite Junior,
Groverlite Senior, Superior Six, Supe¬
rior Single Scoop, and Striplite. Other
models are in course of development.
A range of six ColorTran converters
are available that supply power needs
and controls for ColorTran lamps used
singly or in groups to seven.
Available also is an Industrial Mo¬
tion Picture Kit (pictured) that in¬
cludes 8 lights, 8 stands, 2 converters,
gaffer grips etc., and provides up to
80,000 watts of controlled illumination,
said to he ample to illuminate an area
of 60 linear feet. Smaller kits ar“ also
available. The Cineking unit, utilizing
a Par lamp, provides illumination
equivalent to a 5K studio light.
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trend in general motion picture pro¬
duction is the increasing use of com{)act, portable

A SIGNIFICANT

JOBS....
increased intensity, linder these conditions, the spec¬
trum of the lamp’s illumination shifts toward the
blue, and its color temperature is increased. A lam.p
that normally burns at 2900°K can be boosted to
3450°K and its intensity can be increased approxi-

Newest

development
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small-lamp,

high-

Continued on Page 681

I NOVA TWIN

I LOWEL-LIGHT

I

I
Unlike other lighting units descril)ed |
I in these pages, the Lowel-Light is es-1
I sentially a mounting bracket for photo- |
I lamps. It is generally considered a |
I lighting unit when it supports a re-1
I flectorspot, reflectorHood, or similar |
I high-intensity photolamp.
I
The Lowel-Light consists of a heavy
I porcelain lamp socket attached to a
I tilting and swiveling support extend1 ing from the mounting plate. There
I is no lamp house—the built-in reflecI lor of the photolamp used serving this
I function.
I
The Lowel-Light began modestly as
I an ingenious bracket for mounting
I ])hotolamps conveniently on walls, winI dow or door frames, pipes, furniture,
I etc. Mounting on flat surfaces is by
I means of Gaffer Tape, and on water
I pipes, etc., by the novel notch-and-chain
I mounting feature. The notched feature
I also permits mounting the unit on plane
I surfaces such as shelves, edge of doors,
I Venetian blinds, etc.
I
A kit of Lowel-Lights and accessories
I (pictured) is available that is designed
I to meet most on-location lighting needs.
I In a sturdy carrying case are 6 Lowel1 Light fixtures. 6 barndoors. 2 nine-foot
I stands, and three 25-foot extension
I cords with 3-way outlets, I roll of Gaf1 fer Tape, and special apertures and
I foam-padding to hold six R40 reflector
i bulbs ( not included ).

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
1
I
I

I
I
I
I
1
I
I
=

The Nova Twin utilizes the new
quartz-iodide lamps —■ two of them —
in a sturdy lamp housing resembling
the conventional “broad” used on studio sound stages. Latest model Nova
Twin (Type NTC, pictured above) features interchangeable reflector assemhlies so that with a single lighting unit
it is possible to control the beam angle
and specularity to match subject requirements. Nova lamp housings are
available with choice of three two-lamp
reflectors:
Type 1, medium beam. Intensity at
10 feet: 720 foot candles (FC) with
3400K lamps; 630 FC with 3200K
lamps.
Type 2, medium broad beam. Intensity at 10 feet: 252 FC with 3400K
lamps; 425 FC with 3200K lamps.
Type 3, broad beam. Intensity at
10 feet: 460 FC with 3400K lamps;
360 FC with 3200K lamps.
Reflector assemblies are quickly interchangeahle by means of four thumb
screws. Snap-on terminals provide instant disconnect of electrical wiring.
Other accessories include barndoors,
diffuser frame assembly, diffusers, and
Nova stands.
The portable Nova Twin Kit consists of two Nova Twins complete with
quartz-iodide lamps, 2 Nova stands,
two 25-foot extension cords and sturdy
carrying case.
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I
Garnelites are similar in design and
I function to ColorTrans in that PAR 56
I and PAR 64 lamps are employed and
I stepped-up in intensity by means of a
I power converter. 300-watt PAR 56
I lamps can be boosted to give illuminaI tion equivalent to that of a “Junior”
I 2-KW lamp at 3300°K. 500-watt PAR
I 64 lamps can be boosted to the eqniva1 lent of a “Senior.” Pp to four PAR
I lamps can be operated at one time
I through the converter.
I
PAR globes are available in three
I types: Narrow Spot, Medium Flood,
I and Wide Flood, permitting wide verI satility in lighting with the same GarI nelite lamp heads. Latter are available
I in two models: the 300W-500W, and
I the All-Purpose—the latter designed to
I use 500-, 750-, 1000- and 1500-watt
globes stepped-up through the Garnel
converter. Both lamp heads have
vokes that will fit any baby stand or
hanger.
Accessories include barndoors, light¬
weight stand, diffusers and scrims, })lus
a series of heat-treated lenses for con¬
trolling light quality and color. The
“workhorse” converter has 4 switches
that control lights individually; the
“Executive” affords individual control
and metering to give voltage and C.T.
Readings for both B&W and color pho¬
tography. It is adaptable to both 110-V
and 220-V operation.

the

intensity illumination field is the quartz-iodide lamp
which made its most significant impact in the U.S.
in the form of the Sylvania Sun Gun. Since then,
the Q-1 lamp has been incorporated into other light-

rriately 400 per cent.

IGARNELITES

in
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THE

TITAN,

Camera

wiJh

platform

boom
will

at

maximum

accommodate

height

and

camera,

2

with

extension

cameramen,

in

and

place.

director.

BOOM AT ground

level.

It can go lower, as when shooting over a cliff

or with camera lowered into pit.

MOBILE CAMERA CRANE

has become such an

indispensable part of cinematography that it is
hard to imagine a studio shooting a production
without one. The advantages of the camera crane

Superior
Maneuverability
in Boom Shot
Photography

are many, not the least of which is the time saved
when changing camera set-ups and also the great
variety of camera angles it affords.
Today, in most film production centers, the words
camera crane are synonymous with Chapman, for
Ralph Chapman of North Hollywood has designed
and built the industry’s most versatile and dependa¬
ble cranes for more than 20 years. Last month.
Chapman’s newest, largest and most versatile crane
—the Titan—impressively demonstrated its superior
maneuverability when Director of Photography Clif¬
ford Stine, ASC, used it in photographing a sequence
of scenes for Universal-International’s “Three On A
Match,” starring Mitzi Gaynor and Gig Young.
The Titan, as the name implies, is the biggest of
all cranes constructed todate. It is a self-propelled,
6-wheel-drive location and sound stage camera

Titan, newest and largest of Chapman

crane, dual-powered by a Ford V-8 engine and a
battery-driven motor which function in unison or

mobile camera cranes, features a number

independently of each other. The new, improved
boom arm may be raised to a maximum height of

of innovations that simplify the

27 feet (floor to camera lens). Maximum horizontal
reach of the boom beyond chassis, with extension

execution of boom shots.

added, is 29 feet. Built to support 2000 pounds or
more, the camera platform is designed to accomo¬
date, in addition to the camera, the operator, di¬
rector, and key or fill lights.
Chassis

From the radiator grill to the rear-wheel fenders,
By

674

JOSEPH

HENRY

the Titan’s mobile chassis reflects class and moderni-
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BOOM WITH EXTENSION, at full horizontal position shown here, permits

TITAN

shooting a football game with camera directly over midfield.

and electric motor driven—the

BOOM

folded

for

traveling

or

storage.

latter for

use

on

Chassis
sound

is

both

gas-motor

stage.

ty in design and performance—real production
value. The specially constructed chassis features a
six-wheel drive with remote-controlled steering for
the four rear wheels that permits sharp turns in a
fifteen-foot radius and “crabbing”.
Heavy ballon tires having special treads provide
smooth travel of the unit on sound stage floors and en¬
able it to operate efficiently in loose sands of beaches
or desert. The rear-wheel fenders are instantly re¬
movable to give the crane operator unobstructed
view of the wheels when driving backwards in
making a shot.
SCHEMATIC

Selective hydraulic levelling of chassis is ac¬
complished in a matter of seconds through push¬
button controls that set the chassis with elevated
boom fully level or at any number of angles to
conform with the uneven terrain often encountered

OF

limits of boom

the

Titan,

showing

position, extent of

maximum

and

minimum

reach, etc.

on location. All of these features are also adaptable
to sound stage operation of the unit.
Powerhouse

A powerful Ford V-8 gasoline engine and an
electric motor operable either by batteries or 110volt D.C. current may be operated together or in¬
dependently to move the Titan. The gas engine
power is for conventional highway use of crane and
for shooting location exteriors. The electric motor
drive is used to propel the crane on the sound stage.
Using the gas engine the Titan can cruise with ease
at 55 miles per hour, enabling it to travel with
studio

equipment

convoys

to

location sites.

The

transmission has five forward gears, which can be
twice reduced in emergency situations, and power

RALPH

can be

the well-known Chapman mobile camera cranes which, today, are used

concentrated whenever necessary

on

any

Continued on Page 680
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CHAPMAN,

throughout

head

the world

in

of

Chapman Studio Equipment, originator of

feature

film

production. The

‘Titan’ is latest,

largest and most versatile of them all.
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APCS Cameramen—
Eyes Of The
U.S. Air Force
Air Photographic Charting Service
cinematographers’ assignments range
from combat filming to shooting
training, briefing and report films.

BY

HERB

A.

LIGHTMAN

EDITOR’S NOTE: Eollowing is tlie first of a series of
articles detailing the activities of the Air Photographic
and Charting Service in its mission to provide motion pic¬
ture, television and still photographic services to the United
States Air Force. The series is the result of invitational
visits made to the various detachments of APCS by the
author, during which he accompanied crack Air Force
camera crews on various filming assignments.

HELICOPTER,

its rotor out of commission, crash-

lands in shallow salt water. Both the pilot and
the camerman survive and the latter quickly re¬
trieves his cam.era and carries it submerged in a
bucket of water to a nearby laboratory where it is
washed of the salt water and the film removed and
immediately put through developing solutions that
save the valuable images tbe cameraman risked his
life to record.
In the Antarctic, an ice floe on which a scientific
recording station had been established, breaks up
prematurely and beads rapidly out to sea. The tem¬
perature is 60 degrees below zero and as rescue
crews strive to save personnel and valuable equip¬
ment stranded on tbe floe, two cameramen record

U.S.

AIR

bombers

FORCE
in

assignments

cinematographer

action—just
handled

one

every

of

phafographing

the

day

by

many
these

flight

of

highly-diversified
sharply-trained

photographers.
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WHETHER

IT'S

regions beyond

in

far-away Viet-Nam or somewhere

the Arctic

circle, ARCS

cameramen

in the snowbound
confidently tackle

the heroic effort on motion picture film—stuffing
their hand-held Eyemo cameras inside their warm
parkas when not actually shooting in order to pro¬
tect camera mechanisms from the extreme cold.
At Vandenberg Air Force Base in California a
huge missile roars into the sky, suddenly veers oil
crazily from its calculated path and is detonated in
the air by safety control officials. A cameram.an,
completely exposed in a training mount only 2,500
feet from the launching pad, films the entire action
while huge chunks of missile debris rain down about
him.
Somewhere in Vietnam, a cameraman parachutes
from a plane on a counter-insurgency mission and,
as he hits the ground, immediately begins filming
activities of the forward air controller.
These are typical examples of photographic ex¬

their

assignments

and

turn

in

creditable

photographic

results, thanks

to their highly-specialized training.

need by the Air Force at the beginning of the
Korean War for a group of military cameram.en
who were combat-trained and prepared to move into
action along with our fighting forces. Their mission
then, as now, was to record Air Force actions for
historical record, for military study and for public
relations purposes. Today, APCS trains and main¬
tains a combat-ready force of military camera crews
strategically positioned throughout the world—in¬
cluding such areas as Alaska, Hawaii, the Philip¬
pines, Japan and Germany. They are geared for
immediate action halfway around the globe or any¬
where in our Zone of Interior. A special force of
military cameramen is assigned to the Strategic Air
Command within the United States
their combat
assignment being to cover all phases of any SAC
s'rike, launch of the force, recycling of bombers and
Continued on

periences encountered by U.S. Air Force motion
picture cameramen of the Air Photographic and
Charting Service, known in military shorthand as

Page

696

APCS.
APCS is the Military Air Transport Services sub¬
command responsible for meeting United States Air
Force requirements for still and motion ])icture
photography, aerial m.apping photography, elec¬
tronic aerial surveys and missile site surveys. It has
gained its broadest reputation in still and motion
picture work—an activity which is divided into four
general categories: documentatiun of significant Air
Force activities for both current information and
historical reporting programs; production of motion
pictures for training, briefing and reporting; distri¬
bution of films worldwide; and the operation of a
depository where im|)ortant film holdings of the Air
Force can be serviced, preserved and stored.
The documentation capability resulted from the
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ATOP APCS camera cars at the far-end of a jet-age

military runway,,

trained cinematographers photograph the performance of an Air Force
bomber

for

study

by

engineers.

(All

photos

courtesy

U.S.

Air

Force.)
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A-WIND, B-WIND

H

Continued from Page 666

X

H

o

5d
W

Why Are Standard Prints Preferred?

because the film industry is geared to
standards designed to maintain quality
and uniformity of equipment. Projec¬
tors are designed for B-wind prints.
While it is possible to focus for picture
when non-standard prints are projected,
there is the problem of focusing the

H

sound track.

<

Where the camera film is B-wind and
printing reverses the wind to A, stan¬

H
W
0)
>

M
X

BLACK §
REVERSAL
PRINTING

dard emulsion or B-wind prints can be
made from a B-wind original in one of
three ways: 1) By contact printing
through the base of the film. In contact
printing, the raw stock is held in direct
contact with the film bearing the image
to be copied. The fault with this meth¬
od, however, is that the resulting print
will be soft in focus or unsharp. 2) By
optically printing through the base of
the original film and refocusing to
sharpen the print image. Cost is the
obstacle with this method, since optical
printing is two to three times more
costly than contact printing. 3) By con¬
tact printing an intermediate negative
and then printing the release from it—
in other words, from ‘B’ original to ‘A’
negative to ‘B’ print. This—the third—
method is the most practical and one
that is used widely in both black-andwhite and color 16mm film production.
Distinguishing A-wind From B

PROCESSING
COLOR PRINTING
OTHER SERVICES
• Work Prints
• Color-to-Color Prints
• Color-to B & W Prints
• Raw Stock
• Fastax Service
• A & B Roll Prints
• Fades-Dissolves
• Timed Prints
• Edge Numbering
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION WRITE

How do you tell A-wind from Bwind? It’s easy with single-perforated
stock. As illustrated here, A-wind film
will have the emulsion toward you
when you examine it with the sprocket
holes at the left. B-wind will be just the
opposite—with the film base toward
you. The same system also applies in
identifying the wind of optical sound
tracks. Where the film is double-per¬
forated, identification is not so simple,
and it is well to remember that B-wind
film reads right through the base. In
such cases, if there is no lettering in
the scene or if you are unfamiliar
with the flow of action, try the following:
1. When viewing the film, look for
position of the buttons on people’s

723 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N.Y.. JU 6-2293
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right arm.
3. Look for handkerchiefs in breast
pockets of men’s suit coats, and for

Standard 16mm prints are preferred
>

that of a person saluting the flag, using

wristwatches,
hand, etc.
i. Look

usually
for

the

worn

on

left

manufacturer’s

number’s on the film. This is not
always foolproof but it might help.
Normally, such numbers read right
through the base if the film is B-wind.
The following is a summary of the
wind problems one may expect to
encounter in 16mm film production:
Film From the Supplier: Actually
there is no problem here since most
suppliers furnish single-perforated cam¬
era film as B-wind only. Printing
stocks, however, are supplied in both
winds. The wind of any film can be
reversed, if necessary, to suit one’s
needs by winding it over from head to
tail. Finally, remembering that the
film you use in the camera is B-wind
(standard emulsion position) will help
you with all your wind problems.
Ordering From Laboratory: If you
want to order a master so that you can
use the same footage more than once,
order B-wind. This will intercut with
your original—also B-wind. For best
quality, the master should be an optical
master.
There are special considerations for
sound tracks, too. If you have shot
negative and plan to print from the
negative, order a B-wind negative
track. If you have shot reversal and
plan to
print directly from the re¬
versal, order a B-wind positive track.
If you have shot reversal and plan to
go through a duplicate negative to
positive prints, order A-wind negative.
If you have shot color reversal and
plan to print directly from it in color,
order

B-wind

negative for

Eastman

duplication. For duplication on Ansco
color film, consult your laboratory
since the kind of track will depend
upon which duplicating stock it will
use. And finally, if you have shot color
reversal and plan to go through a color
internegative to color positive prints,
order A-wind negative.
U here stock footage purchased from
libraries is to be intercut with your
original, such footage should be or¬
dered B-wind. It is important to re¬
member that if intercut stock footage
does not match the wind of the origi¬

clothing, remembering that men’s cloth¬
ing buttons from left to right, women’s
from right to left.

nal, it will be printed through the base
and the results will be soft in focus.

2. Look for obvious actions such as

If you will remember all this, you
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ONLY FROM CECO
THIS SUPERB FILM MAKING EQUIPMENT

CECO REFLEX MODIFICATION FOR THE
35mm B&H EYEMO CAMERA

SOUND BLIMP FOR KODAK
REFLEX CAMERA
Net $1950.00

Conversion
Net $1200.00
Camera with Conversion Net $1500.00
This modification is also available for
Mitchell and B&H 2709 Cameras at...
Net $2500.00

KODAK REFLEX ACCESSORIES:
Matte Box.Net $225.00
Single Speed
Stop Motion Motor
Net $650.00
Additional Single Speed Drives
(1/4, 1/2, 1 Sec.)
Net $150.00
110 V. AC-DC Variable Speed motor
with Tachometer
Net $500.00
Balanced Tripod for Blimp Net $460.00
Pro Jr. Spring Head Tripod for Camera
with Ball Joint CECO Model TR6VB ...
Net $240.00

CECO PRO JR. FRICTION HEAD TRIPOD

CECO 35mm RED LAKE STOP-MOTION
ANALYST PROJECTOR

with Revolutionary Ball Joint...TR8VB
Net $190.00
Assistant’s Ditty Bag
Net $7.50

3 YEAR LEASE available

with footage counter and remote control
feature .Net $2495.00

CECO HI-SPEED EDITING TABLE
With Torque Rewinds, Single -System
Sound and Counter. Acceleration to 240
feet per minute. Available in 16mm and
35mm Models .Net From $1750.00

3 YEAR LEASE available

1000' MAGAZINE FOR ARRIFLEX
35mm CAMERA

CECO PROGRAMMER for Time-Lapse
Applications
Net $495.00

Complete with Veeder-Root Counter...
Net $369.00

CECO 400' CONVERSION
for CINE VOICE CAMERA Net $450.00

lICKEL CADMIUM PORTABLE
'OWER SUPPLY

400'
Mitchell-type
tional...

or Kodak Reflex, Auricon, Arriflex and
ither Cameras with 110 V. Synchronous
notors. Complete with built-in charger...
Net $325.00

Magazine,

addi¬

Net $135.00

r>rrr\

WADDELL NOVA III
16mm HIGH-SPEED CAMERA

16mm CECO PROFESSIONAL
FILM VIEWER
.Net $375.00

New features include simplified Timing
block and Film Chip Reducer...
Net From $2335.00

DC An RH

INDUSTRIAL PHOTOGRAPHERS,
Please Note!
— Ask us about our NEW
“IM.PIANT QTIinm"

PROGRAM.

(Also available with Single System and or
Double System magnetic installation).

3 YEAR LEASE available

For full information and literature on these as well as the thousands of other professional cameras and accessories available from
CECO, write or phone today.
_ _
i

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
FIRST IN SALES, SERVICE, RENTALS AND REPAIRS

NEW YORK, N.Y.
315 West 43rd St. JUdson 6-1420

HIALEAH, FLORIDA
51 East 10th Ave. TUxedo 8-4604

SUBSIDIARY OF CECO INDUSTRIES, INC.

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA
6510 Santa Monica Blvd. HOIlywood 9-8321
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Setting new Standards...

won’t go screaming l)ack to your labo¬
ratory and

demand:

“Who

put

the

holes on the wrong side of my film!”

MARK n REFLEX
Streamlined lightweight
35MM camera with
designed-in reflex
finder and well-known
professionally required
Mitchell features

Remember, that your camera film
will

be

R-wind.

In

ordering,

don’t

specify a duplicate. A duplicate will be
A-wind with non-standard emulsion
position. If you do not specify a Bwind ])rint or authorize the lab to
print through the base, the lab will
normally make a regular contact print
—which will have the sprocket holes
on

the

wrong side of the

film

for

proper projection.
Tlie article above has been edited and con¬
densed from material published in the Vol¬
ume 111, No. 2 issue of The MPL Recorder,
publication of Motion Picture Laboratories,
Inc.. Memphis, Tenn.—F.d.

CHAPMAN BOOM
Continued from

Page 675

single pair of wheels. The wide range
of gear selections enables the crane
operator to pull the Titan out of any
STUDIO OR
LOCATION
PRODUCTION
CAMERA...

critical spot that might he encountered
on location.
The Ford motor adaptation, special

Here is a new kind of 35mm camera —the only professional
Reflex whose advanced and unique features and capabilities
are designed-into the camera. The unusual Mark II reflects
state-of-the-art camera technology breakthroughs, the
result of the most intensive research, development and test¬
ing program in modern camera engineering. Designed as
an advanced studio production camera that easily adapts
to hand-held filming, the Mark II provides long-awaited
freedom in use and operation of the camera for virtually
every conceivable professional filming requirement. Over
45 years of experience plus Mitchell’s internationally
known workmanship make the Mark II 35mm Reflex an
engineering triumph.
MARK II APPLICATIONS:
PLUS HAND-HELD
FLEXIBILITY...

Feature Productions and Theatrical
Short Subjects in all SSmtn
aspect ratios;
Television Features and Commercials;
Special Effects and BackgroundPlate Films;
Documentary and Industrial Films;
Scientific and Research
Cinematography;
Photo-Instrumentation and
High-Speed Cinematography.

The Mark II is now in use by major theatrical and television
producers and distin^ished cinematographers throughout the
world. Priority of delivery will be scheduled from date of order.
For literature and information on field demonstrations write on
your letterhead to the Mitchell Sales Department. ..

MITCHELL
CAMERA

CORPORATION

666 W. HARVARD ST., GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA
521 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, NEW YORK
AGENTS: Vinten Mitchell Ltd. • 715 North Circular Rd, • London, N.W. 2, England
Nagase & Co., Ltd. • 3, 2-Chome Kobunacho ■ Nihonbashi, Chuoku • Tokyo, Japan
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gear hox. chassis and axles were all
designed and engineered by Chapman,
aided

by

his engineer-son,

who is associated
business.

with

him

Leonard
in

the

The Boom
The improved boom of the Titan
may be raised to elevate the camera
platform to provide a maximum height
of lens from floor of 27 feet. The boom
may he rotated freely a full 360 de¬
grees at any level, and when the 12foot extension is added, the boom, at
full horizontal level, extends 29 feet
beyond the chassis. In this position it
would he possible for the Titan to
travel down the sidelines of a football
field, with the camera shooting straight
down the center of the field to record
player action.
The boom arm brakes may l>e con¬
trolled at either end of the boom, as
well as from the various control panels
—of which there are five located at
strategic positions on the Titan, includ¬
ing the driver’s cab, camera platform,
and base of the boom column. If, after
boom is set, it is found to be out of
balance, a light on each control panel
so indicates and remains on until
proper adjustment is made. Indicators
also show if the “out of balance” con-
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(lition is al the front or rear, and
safety locks act to prevent further
manipulation of the boom until balance
and therefore safety is restored. Other
signal lights indicate when the boom,
after a panning action, is locked in
position.
Balancing of boom in elevated posi¬
tion is by means of conventional lead
weights and mercury. Latter enables
the camera operator to make minor
balancing adjustments without the need
to shift the lead weights. Should the
director, or any other person leave
the boom, following its initial balanc¬
ing, the resulting imbalance can be
readily cancelled out by means of the
mercury equalizer. The center post, on
which the boom is mounted, is essen¬
tially the same as on earlier models of
the Chapman crane and hydraulically

and it lay more or less dormant until
years later when another studio tech¬
nician built a crane of his own design,
but ran into construction difficulties
before it was completed. The man en¬
listed the aid of Chapman and together
they proceeded with the crane s con¬
struction. However, so divergent were
the engineering ideas of each man,
they soon parted and Chapman, his
ideas fired anew, designed and built
the first practical crane used on a
Hollywood sound stage. The late Cecil
B. DeMille quickly recognized its ad¬
vantages and was the first to employ it
in a feature production, and he ulti¬
mately became the industry’s foremost
exponent of boom shot techniques.
Ralph Chapman has l)een building
camera cranes ever since—each new
model an improvement over the other,
“With the Titan.”

operated.

MITCHELL
-

^

i

Chapman says,

“the motion picture industry has been

|

given the finest camera crane yet con-

j

ceived by anyone, anywhere. My pride

|

the

in the Titan is matched by the grati-

i

Titan crane, is more than a gearhead;

tude I feel toward the countless hun¬

it also incorporates a movable base
with three seats for the cameramen and
director and rotates with the camera
as it is panned. The panning action is

dreds—from producers to grips—who,

provided at two speeds, the tension is
adjustable, and the full 360-degree
panning movement features both hand

the last of these improvements.”

The Gearhead
The gearhead, which mounts on the
camera platform

at far end

of

Mitchell motion picture equipment is designed for virtually
every film making requirement.
16mm, 35mm, 65mm and 70mm
Standard and High-speed
Mitchell cameras are available
to meet your needs.

by accepting my equipment, have fired
me on to work incessantly for improve¬
ments. The Titan is the latest but not
■

and foot controls. A freehead is also
available.

SMALL LIGHTS FOR BIG JOBS

Other Models

ConMnued from Page 673

Although there have been, over the
years, Chapman cranes in a wide range
of sizes and design, more recently there

ing units, and there are more in the

have been three standard models which
preceded the Titan—the Hercules, a

works.

self-propelled, 6-wheel unit with a
boom arm height of 25 feet; the Atlas,
a self-propelled 4-wheel-drive location

be interested in small lighting units

and stage camera crane with a maxi¬
mum boom extension of 16 feet; and
the Electra, a compact battery-powered

can

camera crane for studio use having a
12-foot boom.

studios resumed the use of mobile
camera mounts. While working at
Paramount studios Ralph Chapman
saw the need for a mobile camera
crane from the cinematographer’s view¬
point and designed and built one.
Although imaginative cinematograph¬
recognized

that can be operated off standard 110-V
AC power lines or house wiring and
provide

highly

efficient

photo¬

graphic illumination suitable for big
sets or small—compact, portable units
ideally suited to illuminating location
interiors or providing booster light

Chapman cranes had their begin¬
ning in the late 30’s when, following
the advent of sound film production,

ers

For edification of readers who may

its

possibilities,

the

basic idea was about ten years early.
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... these and other Mitchell cameras
are proven the finest and most reli¬
able. Mitchell, alone, designs and
manufactures a full line of cameras
to meet the broad range of modern,
advanced cinematography. 85% of
all films shown in theatres through¬
out the world are filmed by Mitchell
cameras. There’s a Mitchell camera
designed for your applicationwrite on your letterhead to the
Mitchell Sales Department...

we present this month illustrations and
brief descriptions of six of the several
such lamps or lighting systems which
have found ready acceptance in film
production circles. More detailed in¬
formation regarding the various units

MITCHELL
CAMERA

CORPORATION

666 W. HARVARD STREET • GLENDALE, CALIF,

may be had by writing the manufac¬
turers direct and requesting descrip¬
tive literature, prices, and possibly a
local demonstration.
dresses follow:

Names and

ad¬

521 Fifth Avenue • New York, New York
Vinten Mitchell Ltd. 715 NaCircular Rd.
London, N.W. 2, England
Nagase & Co., Ltd.
3 2 Chome Kobunacho
Nihonbashi, Chuoku -Tokyo, Japari
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FROM YOUR 12 VOLT
CAR BATTERY
e

CLAMP-ON

ColorT ran

information important to the ultimate
selection of scenes for the relea.se print.

ColorTran Quartz-Lite
ColorTran Industries,
630 So. Flower St.,
Burbank, Calif.

Man)' defects such as flare fail to
show up prominently on B&W prints

Sun Gun Professional

DELIVERS 250

Sylvania Lighting Products,
730 Third Avenue.
New York 17, N.Y.

WATTS of
smooth, even
3400°K
light—

Garnelite

print is made by the laboratory. The

J. G. McAlister. Inc.,

$4950

thing to remember is that a B&W
print cannot provide a comprehensive
record of tonal values of color originals.
So, unless the producer examines his
16mm original color reversal scenes
by projection—and this is questionable

1117 No. McCadden Place,
Holl3^wood 38. Calif.
Nova Twin

PORTABLE MOVIE LIGHT
Fits any camera. No tools
needed, no holes to drill.
Long life nickel-cadmium
battery with built-in charg¬
er weighs only 7 lbs.
Guaranteed one year.

^

/99.50

COMPLETE WITH BATTERY

Novatech Corporation,
282 Seventh Avenue,
New York 1. N.Y.
Loivel-Light
Lowel-Light Photo EngineeriHg,
429 West 54th St.,
New York, N.Y.

PHOTOMART
228 So. Franklin St.-Tampa 2, Florida

tive and positive was accomplished by
visually matching the action. This
method was slow, tedious and often un¬

Continued from Page 665

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-16min-35mm-70mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor-driven, portable
Uniform Density Assured
400 Ft. Tank Available

FILM DRYER
* Motor driven—Heated
* Speedy drying
* Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
* Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
* Easily assembled without
tools
* Compact, Portable
Guaranteed. Write for Free Literature

Micro Record (orp.

FILM COMflilNV

returned to the producer, he orders a
workprint made of selected original
scenes. This may be a black-and-white
reversal print from B&W originals, or
a B&U or color reversal workprint
from color reversal original scenes.
There are additional choices, also. The
producer may order his workprint with
the original key edge-numbers printed
through, or with ink-printed serial edgenumbers. Also, he may order a onelight (untimed) workprint, or a timed
workprint. But regardless how the
workprint footage is ordered, after the
producer or his editor puts his workprint seenes in the desired order, cuts
them to the desired length, then splices
them together, the result is an “edited
workprint.”
At this point, let us review the three
choices which the 16mm producer has

424 LI PO CHUN BUILDING
HONG KONG

when ordering workprints: First, the
type of film; obviously, he must order
a 16mm B&W print from B&W re¬
versal originals — but what is his

COMPLETE 16/HH & 35/MM
PRODUCTION FACILITIES

choice when the originals are color
reversals? Should the workprint be
B&W or color reversal? The chief ad¬
vantage to ordering a B&W reversal

reliable since it depended solely on the
eyesight of the film editor. During the
mid-twenties, a method of applying
footage numbers on film with quick¬
drying ink in a manner similar to the
operation of a printing press was de¬
veloped. With the advent of sound
films, edge-numbering played an im¬
portant

role,

since

it

provided

a

positive and economical method of
matching or synchronizing picture with
sound track. Today, all raw stock man¬
ufactured in the U.S. carries a key
number on one edge which can be
used for identification. However, dur¬
ing the period when the editor is cut¬
ting the workprint, such key numbers
are no longer consecutive, and it is to
the film editor’s advantage to work
with film that has been edge-numbered,
with the numbers in consecutive order,
permitting simple filing and quick
identification of film cuts or sections.
A question often asked by film
makers is: “Should I order the original
key numbers to be printed through the
workprint, or order serial edge-num¬
bers to be printed on my film? Both

VARIABLE SHUTTERS AND YOLO
AUTOMATIC DISSOLVE ATTACH¬
MENTS
FOR
ALL
BOLEX
H
CAMERAS, ALSO DUAL POWER
MAGNIFIERS FOR THE
BOLEX
REFLEX.

is about half that for color reversal.

methods are being used. The printedthrough key number involves less
laboratory expense, as it can be printed

And there are disadvantages, which

simultaneously with the picture in a

PELLEGRINI-PIEK

are due mainly to the fact that a color¬

single operation.

blind

original

7 COLEMAN PLACE
MENLO PARK, CAL.
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Edge-numbers

motion picture film, matching of nega¬

WORKPRINT EDITING

Telephone 229-1166

•
•
•
•
•
•

if not deplorable practice — a color
workprint is the logical choice where
the budget will permit it.

Years ago before the advent of
serial-numbering or edge-numbering of

Write for Full Information

I

but are immediately apparent in a
color print. Also, with B&W workprints
it is almost impossible to avoid cutting
together two color scenes of different
color tone. Such color differences do
not show' up until the first trial color

workprint is in its lower cost—which

B&W

reversal

print

of color

originals will tend to conceal certain

It is accurate—the

key number

and

its print-

through image are bound to be at the
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Largest Suppliers
of Motion Picture,
TV and Industrial
Photographic Equipment
in the East

for
INC.

RENTALS
SALES SERVICE

333 West 52nd Street
New York 19, N.Y.

Send for a schedule

Circle 6-5470

of rentol rates.

sp Since 1921,

•
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Acceptance of the MOVIOLA CRAB DOLLY for motion picture
and television cameras is world wide as evidenced by unso¬
licited testimonials.
Users have learned through experience that the Moviola Crab
Dolly provides a mobile platform for their camera that can
be precisely positioned with more facility and speed, and
with greater accuracy than any other type of camera support.
Regardless of the shot — moving or static — all people en¬
gaged in the creative phases of the industry recognize that
production values are enhanced by the use of the Moviola
Crab Dolly.
PRODUCERS see additional set-ups and more fluid camera
work resulting in a quality product even on a tight budget.
DIRECTORS can add the dimension of camera movement to
their sequences and, through continuous composition, give
dramatic force to their story.
CAMERAMEN are able to “roll-in” on tight shots, exploit light¬
ing setups to greater advantage, match “takes” to rehearsals
through faithful dolly tracking and re-position quickly by
smooth precision adjustment.
EDITORS welcome “dailies” that have an infinite variety of
shots and added coverage. These values provided by the
Moviola Crab Dolly eliminate “choppy” continuity caused by
limited set-ups on ordinary camera supports.

for

HIGH

production value ■ ■ ■

on a LOW budget

WRITERS see that the Moviola Crab Dolly broadens their
scope in its use for dramatic effects.
You can break the stalemate of production values versus cost
with the help of the Moviola Crab Dolly. Call or write now for
a free brochure.

manufacturing co.

5539

RIVERTON AVENUE

•

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. •

TRIANGLE 7-2173 •

Filming in Europe?

Cable: Moviola, No. Hollywood, Calif.

same identical position on both the ori¬
ginal and print.
So why consider the imprinted edgenumbers ?

PRODUCTION FACILITIES,
CAMERA EQUIPMENT HIRE,
SOUND RECORDING,

SAMUiLSON
FILM SERVICE
LIMITED

TECHNICIANS, TRANSPORT,
16 OR 35MM, ANYWHERE.

Just Cable “SAMCINE, London”
AURICON CONVERSION
BY BIRNS

&. SAWYER OF HOLLYWOOD

EXTENDS CINE-VOICE OR PRO-200 CAMERA^

TO 400 OR 1200-FT. CAPACITY
WITH NO LOSS OF ORIGINAL DESIGN!

BODINE TORQUE MOTOR,

adjustable for reliable
take-up, relieves load on camera motor and drive
mechanism (a B & S exclusive). Controlled by camera.

PRECISE WORM-GEAR FOOTAGE COUNTER
for any film load. Only $395 for Pro-200 conversion; $450 for
Cine-Voice (Mitchell magazine extra). See your dealer or write:

ailRNS & SAWYER

Cine Equipment

||^i|^£IANTA MONICA BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.
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TELEPHONE: Hollywood 4-5166

ell, for one thing, printed edgenumbers are serial numbers, which
continue in series, roll by roll. The
serial ink numbers which the labora¬
tory can apply to one edge of the raw
stock are serial within each roll; the
four digit number will increase in value
by one number, foot by foot. If, for
example, the first number on a roll is
5000 it will become 5001 at the next
40-frame point in the print, then 5002,
and so on. This is also true of printthrough numbers, but unless the rolls
of film have been carefully selected for
the purpose, the serial numbering sys¬
tem is useful only for each respective
roll. Also, the print-through numbers
can be read only by holding the film
over a light.
The advantage of machine-printed
edge-numbering is that the numbers
can be maintained in serial order for
the convenience of the producer. For
example:
1. An alphabetical prefix may be
combined with the numbers for one
production.
(See
example
illus-
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Authorized Dealers

^^huilding blocks
for
sound engineers

MAGNASYNC DUBBERS
Producers have found that the use of a single recording
channel is only a small part of the tremendous savings
possible with magnetic film recording. The next step
for the organization seeking quality, economy and
independence is to equip to handle their own transfer
work, assembly and magnetic mixing of dialogue,
music and sound effects.
Magnasync dubbers are of “modular” design and
are available individually or in combination
of two or three units mounted in an enclosed rack
cabinet that requires only 22" of floor space.

Single Dubbers, from S1190
Triple Interlocked Dubbers, from

$3910

Rear interior view of Selsyn
motor electrical interlock

FEATURES:

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS:

• Plug-in preamplifiers with balanced 600
ohm output at zero vu.

Frequency response: 50 cps to 8,000 cps,
±2 db (16mm, 36 fpm), 50 cps to 12,000
cps, ±2 db (17V2mm or 35mm, 90 fpm).

• Individual synchronous drive motors.
• Torque motor take-up guarantees smooth
film handling and hi-speed rewind.

Signal-to-noise ratio: > 50 db.

• Electrical interlock assures absolute “sync”
with projector from dead start.

Flutter and wow: 0.12% maximum RMS in
any single band.

• Wired for remote control, start and stop.
• Fast rewind, fast forward.

Distortion: < 0.18% maximum RMS overall
total harmonic.

• Position for second playback head for
transfer of both edge and center track re¬
cordings.
• Available with 16mm, 171/2^^1 or 35mm
transports.

Send for free U-page catalog describing
recorders, dubbers, consoles and acces¬
sories.

nflcysvoc

Leo

^SOUND SYSTIM

Write, wire or phone

MAGNASYNC
CORPORATION

5546 Satsuma Avenue, North Hollywood, California • TRiangle 7-0965 • Cable “MAGNASYNC”

MARK I

X-400

TYPE 1

TYPE 15

TYPE 5

MARK TT

International leaders in the design and manufacture of quality magnetic recording systems
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CHICAGO, ILL.
Behrend Cine Corp.
161 E. Grand, Ml 2-2281
Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.
3252 Foster, IR 8-2104
DAYTON, OHIO
Salem Camera Co.
335 Salem, BA 3-7206
DENVER, COL.
Western Cine Service, Inc.
312 S. Pearl, SH 4-1017
HIALEAH, FLA.
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
1335 E. 10th, TU 8-4064
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment
6424 Santa Monica, HO 4-5166
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
6510 Santa Monica, HO 9-5119
S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.
6331 Hollywood, HO 7-9202
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Barnard's, 4724 Broadway,
Country Club Plaza, LO 1-7761
Crick’s Camera Shop
6320 Brookside Plaza, HI 4-3390
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Century Camera Shops, Inc.
26 S. 7th, FE 8-5857
NEW YORK CITY
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 W. 43rd, JU 6-1420
Florman & Babb, Inc.
68 W. 45th, MU 2-2928
Pictronics Corporation
236 E. 46th, YU 6-3713
S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.
602 W. 52nd, PL 7-0440
PHOENIX, ARIZ.
Wilson Camera Sales Co.
130 W. Adams, AL 4-0662
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Stanley Photo Service
106 N. Broadway, CE 1-7840
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Brooks Cameras, Inc.
45 Kearny, EX 2-1902
SAN MATEO, CALIF.
Foreman’s
121 Fourth Ave., 01 3-1869
SOUTH AFRICA
Photo Agencies Pty. Ltd.
9 Kerk St., Johannesburg
ARGENTINA, Buenos Aires
Estudies Ion S.R.L.
Diaz Velez, 3891
AUSTRALIA, Sydney
Sixteen Millimetre
Australia Pty. Ltd.
49 Market, New South Wales
BOLIVIA, La Paz
Casa Kavlin
Casilla 500, Calle Potusi 261-263
BRAZIL, Rio de Janeiro
MesbIa, S.A.
Rua do Passeio 42/56
BURMA, Rangoon
G.K. Theatre Supply Co., Ltd.
57 Lewis Street
CANADA, Islington, Ontario
Alex L. Clark, Ltd.
3751 Bloor St., W.
DENMARK, Copenhagen CHL
Kinovox Electric Corp.
Jenslousvej 2
ENGLAND, London
Delane Lea Processes, Ltd.
12 Moor St., (W-1)
Gordon Cameras, Ltd.
45 Kensington High, (W-8)
FRANCE, Paris
Brockliss-Simplex S.A.
6, Rue Guillaume Tell
GERMANY, Hilden Dusseldorf
Gerhard Johansen
3 Lessingstrasse
GREECE, Athens
Christos Axarlis
50 Stadium St.
INDIA, Bombay
Kine Engineers
26, New Queen’s Road
ITALY, Rome
Reportfilm, di J.M. Schuller
Via Antonio Bertolini 31
JAPAN, Tokyo
J. Osawa & Co., Ltd.
5, Ginza, Nishi 2-Chrome, Chuo-ku
NEW ZEALAND, Auckland
Kerridge Odeon Industries
St. James Building, Queen St.
PAKISTAN, Karachi-3
Film Factors, Ltd.
27 Victoria Rd., Rex Annexe
SOUTH RODESIA, Salisbury
William Over & Co. Pvt. Ltd.
Kingsway & Manica Road
THAILAND, Suriwong, Bangkok
G. Simon Radio Co. Ltd.
30 Patpong Avenue
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trated. ) If the production print order

iiiisiaifSB

Service-On-Sound
Is Why Sound Engineers Prefer...

involves ten rolls of 4i00-foot stock,
the first roll might be numbered
AAOOOO to AA0400, the next roll
AA0401 to AAOSOO, and so on.
2. If the original film for one produc¬
tion comes in for workprinting by
batches or a roll at a time, instead
of all at once, the laboratory usually
keeps a written record of tbe film as
it is received and maintains the
same, progressive serial numbering,
roll by roll, until the job is com¬

16mm

pleted.
3.
here the producer has more
than one film production going

X-400 Type 15

through the laboratory at the same
time, he may request different al¬

RECORDER

phabetical prefixes for the edge¬
numbering of footage for each
production. General Film Labora¬
tories, for one, makes available
edge-number prefixes AA through
LL, or any combination of the dou¬

Model X-400 Type 15 is especially designed for servicing “on-fhe-go" producers v/ho prefer everything
in

one

torque
plete

cose—playback
motors—an

in a

povrer

amplifier,

ALL-IN-ONE

single

easy-to-carry

monitor

magnaphonic
case.

Will

loudspeaker,

sound

system

accommodate

recorder,

(S.M.P.T.E.

standard

footage

standard

1200

foot

counter,

rewind,

performance) com¬

film

reels.

Write

for

PRICED ONLY $1385

illustrated brochure.

Model X-400 for extra lightweight portability, from $985
S.O.S. carries the complete line of Magnasync magnetic systems.

S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, Inc.

602

West

52nd

St.,

Western Branch: 6331

New

York

19—PLoza

7-0440

Hollywood Blvd., Holly’d, Calif.

Used World-Wide By Discriminafing Cameramen

CINEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16mm Projectors
tlMINC

Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Jan, Ampro,
Kodak, RCA, and Victor 16mm
projectors at synchronous speed.

BEL1

Projector

can

be

instantly

attached

fo

Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬
tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An

outstanding

feature

is

the

flexible

shaft which connects motor with projector
and

One-year

Guarantee!

Immediate

operation.

Delivery!

ing.

NEW IMPROVED PROCESS

THE

SOUND

STRIPING

8MM—16MM
L-O. 2V24 per ft.

smooth,

No

quiet

special

and

steady

technical

knowl¬

edge required for installation and mount¬

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY, 763

LAMINATED

permits

lOth

Write

Ave.,

for

more

N.Y.,

details

N.Y.,

and prices.

PLaza

7-3511

RESEARCH COUNCIL CRANE
wilh MOTION PICTURE TABLE
NEW,

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
WRITE FOR PRICE

380 Ft. Minimum Order — Quality Guaranteed
Send for Free Brochure

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.

7361/2 SO. ATLANTIC BLVO., LOS ANGELES 22, CAL.

209 W. 48th St., New York 36, N.Y.—Circle 6-0348
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ble letters.
4. Where it
number the
respond with
footage from

is desirable to edge16mm print to cor¬
numbers on the 35mm
which it was reduction-

printed, the ink numbers can be ap¬
plied on the film at every 16th
frame, instead of every 40th.
5. Where 16mm film already edgenumbered for one production is to
be spliced in with other footage for
a new production, a new alphabetical
prefix may be used in the edge¬
numbering to keep the new numbers
separate and distinct from the old.
Timed or One-light Prints
Proponents of the one-light
timed workprint argue that the
of a workprint scene may not
same as the eventual timing

or un¬
timing
be the
of the

release print scene, and therefore it
can be more confusing than helpful;
that the edited workprint is only a
rough approximation of what the re¬
lease print will be like, and, minus
opticals and sound track, timing is of
no real help; and that the producer can
do better viewing a one-light print of
his originals which will reveal exactly
how the original scene appears, thus
enabling bim to judge how the various
cuts will best fit together, exposurewise.
Producers who prefer timed workprints usually care less about how the
original looks than how prints from
it can be made to look through lab¬
oratory skills. So he prefers his scenes

AMERKAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, NOVEMBER, 1962

Photograph by Almon W. Blakesley, AVCO Research and Advanced Development. Photograph shows Avcoat, a
ceramic material being subjected to extremely high temperature blast coming from electric arc plasma generator.

Shoot motion in dim light and
get excellent results!
Don’t be surprised if Ultra-Speed Anscochrome changes your ideas about limited
lighting or close quarters color photography. Here’s a daylight reversal color film
with practical speeds of f.rom 200 to 1^00.
Use Ultra-Speed Anscochrome for high speed motion studies, data recording,
instrumentation work, wherever lighting is poor. This direct projection, reversal
color film has a daylight balance of 6000K, and was developed to photograph
orbiting Astronauts inside dimly lit space capsules.
Enter a new world of analytical cinematography. For industrial and scientific
photography requiring maximum speed film, call your own shots with Ultra-Speed

I

Anscochrome® color film.

I

ANSCO—America's first manufacturer of photographic materials ... since 1842.

I_I
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Ultra-Speed
Anscochrome

I
\
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I

!i.0.$.[iliiilaPn-3S
Professional Precision
at a Price!

timed, arguing that the better his
ited workprint looks to his client
other production critic, the better
chances for an early approval of

ed¬
or
his
the

fdm. But the producer is the boss and
whatever he wants, timed or one- light
workprints, film laboratories will sup¬
ply them—although labs lean strongly
toward the timed print.
Cutting and Editing
With the workprint completed and
approved, the next step, of course, is

Available with

cutting and splicing the footage pre¬

Optical Magnetic or

paratory

to

production

of

release

prints. Now it becomes important to

Combination Sound Reader

provide for any necessary optical ef¬
fects, which calls for A&B roll editing.
hile a fade merely covers up a cer¬
tain number of film frames and does
not affect the length of the workprint
scene, a dissolve is different. In the
printing step, a dissolve consists of two
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large Screen; 4%" x 6 1/16"
Brilliant Picture Image
75 watt lamp; fan cooled
Velvet action Nylon Rollers
Film travels Left to Right
Simplified Framing and Focusing
4-sided Prismatic Shutter
Lightweight, compact design

A 35mm ACTION VIEWER designed for easy editing. Precision op¬
tical system assures bright pictures in sharp focus whether film
is moving or stopped. Film protected from overheating or burn¬
ing. No intermittent or oscillating parts. Free turning sprocket
guards against film damage.
S.O.S. Ediola Pro-35.$395.00
Optical Sound Reader ..
185.00
Synchronizing Base .
49.50
COMBINATION: Pro-35, Optical Sound Reader and Base. 595.00
Footage and Frame Counter (optional accessory) installed.$100.00

Write for brochure

S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC.
602 WEST 52ND STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. V. • Phone: PLaza 7-0440 • Telegram: “FAX, N. Y.”
WESTERN BRANCH: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California
•
Phone: 467-2124

overlapped fades—one fading in on the
incoming scene as the outgoing scene
is faded out. For a specified number of
frames both scenes are printed super¬
imposed.
In the workprint, the splice joining
the two scenes to he lap-dissolved in¬
dicates the center of the dissolve, and
the original scene must retain the ad¬
ditional footage to be overlapped in the
A&B roll printing procedure. (See
chart on page 665.)

Specialized

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT

FOR THE ANSWERS...
. . . to your photographic problems,
refer with confidence to the new

MOTION PICTURE, STILL
and

Never

I’ELEVISION STUDIOS

you

before

detailed

a

helpful

answers

to

book

like

hundreds

fhisi
of

and questions related to theatrical, TV,
military,

educational

and

documentary

comprehensive

tographic

data

compilation

ever

assembled

covers of a single

book.

pages

practical

of

concise,

Contains
ond

of

lengths in the workprint, as explained
above, is A&B roll cutting procedure
that insures that the original scenes will
Gives

problems

There's

Write for A Copy of Oor

this

copy

something

valuable

film

pro¬

cinema¬

between

the

more than 400

informative

data

NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE
HOllYWOOO 38,
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CALIF.

you

on

booki

every

page

Order

your

AMERICAN
P.O,

Box

.

.

Post Paid

CINEMATOGRAPHER
2230,

Hollywood

The scene-end footage can be cut off
the workprint during this final phase
of the editing procedure, as the various
scenes
times
cutoffs
in the

to be dissolved are cut. It some¬
happens that these “dissolve”
are unintentionally overlooked
cutting, due to preoccupation

with the film’s subject matter. For this
reason, some 16mm producers go
through the entire length of a workprint

$7.50
.

937

help

today!

Catalog J on Your Letterhead

^ic/tctT^clso'n

to

fact-pocked

have the additional length required for
the conventional A&B overlap.

industrial,

and charts involuable to every cinematographer.

of

“Half

the length of the dissolve must be cut
off the end of the outgoing workprint

scene. However, do not cut this footage
from the original! Excising the film

duction.
Most

mind the single editing rule:

scene, and the same amount off the
beginning of the incoming workprint

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER
MANUAL

for

Rather than puzzle this out, keep in

28,

MANUAL
Calif.

footage, before the scene-editing step,
and arbitrarily cut off one-foot from
the beginning and the end of every
individual scene. In this way, they
know they have provided for overlap in

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, NOVEMBER, 1962

all cases, and can forget the possibility
of error.
As for cutting the individual scenes,
General Film Laboratory’s Technical
Staff offers clients some useful—hut
not necessarily hard-and-fast—rules of

A NEW DIMENSION IN LIGHTING
from

thumb:
1. For a series of scenes in a montage,
cut each scene about 3 feet in length
—about 5 seconds running time on
the screen.
2. Cut no scene shorter than one-foot.
3. Start and end scenes on complete
action. For example—if the scene
shows a batter hitting a ball, dis¬
solve out as he connects with it, not
in the middle of the swing.
4. To speed up the pace or mood of the
film, cut scenes shorter. Cut them
longer to slow pace.
5. In straight-cutting an action, use
part of the action in each of the
frames to be cut together to provide
a smooth flow of action in the cut.
( About half of the action movement
in each of the two adjoining
frames).
6. In joining scenes in a montage, vary
the angle and the area (closeup,
medium shot, etc.) if the variety is
available.
Originally published in Vol. 1, No. 6 and 7
of the General Film Rewind and edited, con¬
densed and reprinted here by permission.
—Ed.

MORE LIGHT AT YOUR COMMAND FOR
TV, COMMERCIAL AND CINE PHOTOGRAPHY

Newest light in the recently announced Quartz-King

line,

the

1000 produces more than 860 foot-candles of smooth even light
at

10

feet!

Utilizing

the

Sylvania

"DXN"

1000-watt

3400°K

quartz-iodine lamp, in a reflector of a brilliant new design, the
Quartz-King

1000 produces a round pattern of light, perfectly

smooth, without hot spots, without banding, and without filament
pattern. Never before has so much usable light been available
in a housing as compact and as light as the 1000!
The Quartz-King 1000 operates directly from standard

110/120

volt outlets. Intensity is maintained because the quartz-lamp will
not discolor or dim during its entire life, and the reflector will
never tarnish.

ROLE OF CINEMATOGRAPHY
Continued from Page 669

The Quartz-King 1000 is available in two basic models; Universal
Yoke and Integral Mogul Screw Base, with either medium or

land, and beyond Ascension there are
similar operations in Africa and aboard
ships sailing the Indian Ocean 9,000
miles away. It depends entirely upon
the flight of the missile involved as
to how far a particular photographic
operation extends. Some, which deal
with short-range missiles, cover only
a few hundred miles. Others stretch
the full length of the range.
Instrumentation vessels located up
and down the range act as recovery
ships as well as floating photographic
platforms. There is a large amount of
radar equipment aboard each vessel,
as well as cameramen and photographic
gear to record a re-entry.
One of the major problems is tying
together time-wise the many cameras

wide flood reflectors.
WITH UNIVERSAL YOKE
LQK/IOAAY

Medium Flood

LQK/IOWY

Wide Flood

Specially
dia.

designed

light

stands,

yoke

permits

horizontal

or

mounting
vertical

on

bars.

V4-20

thread for tripod mounting. 240° vertical tilt. Adjust¬
able for horizontal or vertical
plied with

10 ft. 3-wire

lamp orientation. Sup¬

heavy duty safety-grounded

cable with in-the-line switch and 3-to-2 prong adapter.

WITH INTEGRAL MOGUL SCREW BASE
LQK/IOMM

Medium Flood

LQK/10WM

Wide Flood

Allows use of QUARTZ-KING in any lamp or housing
designed

for

mogul

base

lamps.

Supplied

with

adapter for medium screw base sockets.

scattered for thousands of miles up
and down the range. Mechanical inter¬
lock is not feasible under such condi¬
tions, but a reliable method of syn¬
chronization has been formulated be-
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new! FILMLINE s
16/3SMM NEG/P

MAJOR BHSAKTHRQliUH

^1*

IN SPRAY DEVELOPING
• DEVELOPS NEGATIVE FILM AT 35 FPM
• DEVELOPS POSITIVE FILM AT 60 FPM
The S-60 is Filmline’s newest Spray Processor.
It is a friction drive processor, guaranteed not
to break or scratch film. Filmline’s exclusive
overdrive film transport system is so accurate
it makes this guarantee possible. What’s more
film can be stalled 100% in spray chambers
without altering footage. Absolute control of
footage in each chamber insures sensitometric
quality control and consistent development.
And Filmline processors (unlike competitive
makes) have lower film assemblies that are
adjustable and remain captive in the position
placed. Position of lower assemblies can be
easily monitored and adjusted by indicator
rods at the top of each chamber.

m

The S-60 is the specific answer to every labo¬
ratories need for a Spray Processor — because
it outperforms machines costing twice as
much. Look into the Filmline S-60 — It Will
Pay You.
For the full story on the S-60 write today to;

Recent Filmline Installations:
• N. A. S. A. Huntsville, Ala.
• Reeves Sound, N. Y. C.
• Thiokol Chemical Co.
• WHYN-TV, KNDO-TV, WFMY-TV
• Moral Rearmament

More Filmline Features:
• Film chamber doors are completely removable for easy access to
entire chamber (Not found in competitive models of similar class)
• Processing section is stainless steel • Impingement dry box •
Precision temperature controls with indicating piiot iights for cool¬
ing & heating . 316 Stainless steel pumps for developing & hypo
solution • Water temperature regulator • Dual air squegee • Feed in
take up elevators for continuous operation • Replenishment flow
meters • Manual & automatic brake for film supply • Automatic
electrical torque motor take-up • Variable drive with film speed
tachometer • Precision Thermometer & footage counter.

Dept. AN-62

cause it is essential for engineering
purposes to be able to relate and ac¬

BoiEx 400 ft. m'imm
CONVERT YOUR BOLEX TO A 400-FT. CAPACITY
CAMERA FOR SPORTS OR NEWS

curately compare down to fractions of
a second the action photographed by
the various far-flung cameras.
The basis of the synchronization
method developed to meet this need
is a sound-pulse signal originating at
the Linited States Naval Observatory

No loss of original Bolex
design.

and distributed directly to the cameras
from the Operations Center at Cape

Includes choice of wild or
sync motor.

Canaveral by means of cable. It is
also transmitted by radio to downrange installations and to ships at sea
many thousands of miles away. The

Includes 400-ft. Maga¬
zine (Mitchell-type).
All For

349™

'

sync signal makes possible direct and
accurate comparison of action photo¬
graphed by any or all cameras, down
to 1 TOGO of a second. Relating all of
the cameras precisely to a single com¬
mon time standard by this means is
extremely important, especially in cases

Installafion $29.50 additional

where there is a deviation in the calcu¬

if desired.

lated flight of a missile. An accurate
method of time reference can pin¬

Write for Data Sheet

point

exactly

at

what

instant

the

trouble began.

LLOYD’S CAMERA EXCHANGE
1612 North Cahuenga Boulevard
HOLLYWOOD’S

16MM

•

Hollywood 28, California

EQUIPMENT

HEADQUARTERS

The mechanism used to record the
sync-pulse marks on the film is mounted
between the camera and the magazine.
It works in a manner similar to a
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standard optical sound recording unit,
flashing an intermittent light signal
through a slit to record a visible pulse
on the edge of the film, outside the
sprocket holes. This unit was developed
locally and is used exclusively on the
Atlantic Missile Range. It does a highly
satisfactory job, although much more
sophisticated timing devices are now
in the process of development.
The most extensive photographic
coverage of a single shot has involved
more than sixty RCA-operated motion
picture cameras at the Cape. Some,
like the man-in-space flights, also in¬
volve several hundred news camera¬
men coming in from the outside. RCA
coverage of a routine launch may in¬
volve the simultaneous operation of
forty to sixty cameras.
Every launch is documented in mo¬
tion pictures for record purposes. The
activities photographed include arrival
of the missile itself, all of the various
assemblies and checkouts, erection on
the pad, and other tests that are made
before the actual launch. Part of this
may be photographed in the hangar
and in special test areas, as well as
on the pad. Most of the missiles cur¬
rently being launched have several
components — including first, second
and possibly third stages, as well as
the nose-cone, which may have several
different parts to it. Each section of
the missile is separately documented
up through the final assembly.
The launch itself is only a short
phase of the operation, considered in

neering. Documentary footage is cut
into reports for the Air Force and
for the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, as well as for reports
for the various companies which co
operate in building components, assem¬
bling and launching the missiles. The
engineering phase generally begins
with pictures of the latest developments
in a missile and the initial assembly
of its various components. As quite
often happens, there will be problems
in fitting together for the first time
elements that have been brought from
all over the United States. Sometimes
some of the missile components are
damaged in transit, and cameras docu¬
ment this to show the actual circum¬
stances involved. Engineering photog¬
raphy continues up through launch
day, at which time it records how the
missile takes off, how it programs, if
it is flying true to form, whether the
flame is exactly the way it should be,
etc. Often a missile in flight will look
fine to the eye, but a subsequent study
of photographs will reveal a flaw. Or
in case where there has been a failure,
it is often possible to detect what ac¬
tually happened by an intensive re¬
viewing of the film. Photography and
telemetry work closely together to pro¬
vide a complete and accurate account
of what actually happens during every
missile flight.
The bulge of land that is Cape
Canaveral extends out into the ocean
for several miles, and for some obscure
climatic reason, while temperatures

terms of the amount of film shot anfl
the number of man-hours that go into
the total photographic coverage. Docu¬
mentation starts the minute the missile
or one of its components arrives at the
range. This is sometimes months in
advance of the launch and every step
leading up to that critical moment is
covered photographically. If a new
project is being photographed for the
first time it will be accorded more
attention and footage than one that is

are not excessive, the humidity is ex¬
tremely high so that rust, corrosion,

routine. Recently the giant new Saturn
missile was brought by barge from
Huntsville down the Mississippi river,
across the Gulf of Mexico and up to
Cape Canaveral. Other photographic

emulsion) to become so tacky that it
will not run through the camera.
So far, no really satisfactory solu¬

services covered the departure of the
missile from Huntsville, but RCA cam¬
eras picked it up in southern Elorida
and covered its transportation up the
inland waterway to the Cape and off

tions on the range have been airconditioned and it is expected that

the barge onto the launch site.

in the field. Placing an envelope of
porous dehydrating material such as

RCA filming embraces two major
categories: documentation and engi¬

dampness and other attributes of high
humidity constitute a continuing prob¬
lem that often reaches a critical point.
For example, sometimes cameras will
be set up in the middle of the night
when it is cool, in preparation for a
morning launch. Moisture condensing
in the camera overnight turns to water
vapor after several hours in the sun,
causing the film (especially a color

tion to the problem has been found.
Some of the large permanent installa¬

more will be—but there seems to be
no feasible way to effectively aircondition small documentary cameras

silica gel within the housing of the

featuring Syivania's new
Zoom Movie Lite!

Use ‘flood’ for
close to medium
lighting.. .‘spot’
for distance,

Three-way
switch: flood/
off/spot; onefinger operation.

Built-in carbon
collector keeps
lamp output and
color constant.

Entirely new! Ideal for zoom movies,
wide-angle or telephoto! Compact, light¬
weight, cool, holds any camera. Replace¬
able long-life lamp; 16 hours
LESS THAN
(8 each filament). Head is
adjustable up to 90° bounce.
With camera mounting bracket.

$1300

At Better Dealers Everywhere!

FLEX ELECTRIC
PRODUCTS, INC.
39-08 24th Street
Long Island City 1, N.Y.
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Achieves unusual striking effects with ease and precision
accuracy. Produces the widest range of titles, trick films,
animation, three-dimensional titles, cartoons, etc., etc.
Takes most any type camera, 1 6mm, 35mm, 8mm.
MODEL TG II, 16mm_$199.50

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

MODEL TG III, 16mm_$249.50

Multi-Purpose Frame for Special Effects.$24.95
Roller Drum for Horizontal or Vertical
Revolving Effects.$21.95
Flip Attachment for Horizontal or
Flip-flap Effects.$19.95

MODEL TG IV, 16/35mm......$395.00
Write for descriptive brochure

.O.J. PHOTO-CIME-OPTICS, lnc.‘”

'Western Branch: 6331 HoUy’d Blvd., HoUy’d 28, CaUf.—467-2124

camera helps some—as does the prac¬
tice of covering the camera with a
waterproof shroud, inside of which a

(INEKAD Microphone Booms
CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.

ALL

MODELS

Model

directional
“Miracle”

mike

7

to

14

control.

extends

from

7

to

18

Model

C-18

external

extends

from

directional

7

mike

to

20

feet;

control.

Each CIISEKAD Mike Boom hat a sturdy
5-foot stand, which can be elevated to a
height of 10 feet.
Catalogue
763

ioth ave., new york i9, n.y.

INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS, AGENCIES

BOLEX ACCESSORIES

TAX FREE PROFITS

By STEVENS
SYNCHRONOUS CAMERA DRIVE
115-volt
Speed.
Camera
Controls,

Bodine Motor 24-Frame Lip-Sync
Complete with Safety Clutch,
Mounting Base, Forward-Reverse
Condenser, 10-Ft. Cable.

Special $150
Write for our Bolex Accessory Catalog

U. S. A. Office:

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.

4770 North West 7th Avenue

Dept. “A’’, 340 N. Newport Blvd.
Newport Beach, Calif.

__/

FOR THE ANSWER to your photographic problems, refer with confidence to the new
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL
More than 400 pages of concise, practical and informative data and charts invaluable to
every motion picture cameraman.$7.50
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL, P.O. Box 2230, Hollywood 28 ,California.
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water vapor still condenses on lenses

overhaul after every launch or field

has

Miami 37, Florida

salt

Model C-12 extends from 7 to 14 feet; has

from

mike control.

BAHAMA FILMS LIMITED

however,

2

4

TAX-FREE distribution
profits from
your
present theatrical or television pictures.

efforts,

and corrodes metal parts so severely
that cameras must be given a major

extends

feet; has internal fitted noiseless directional

Investigate Tax-Free Film Production facilities,
15% to 20% savings on camera and sound
equipment rental, sound services, processing,
prints, and location costs.

all

feet.

BR-12

external

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.

Despite

Model

3

Write for Free

evaporate the moisture.

1
FIT

IN YOUR CAR!

high-wattage bulb is left burning to

operation. Several chemicals have been
tried in attempts to retard this effect
on metal camera parts, but no really
effective agent has yet been discovered.
Originally the range was set up for
16mm photography, simply because of
the easy availability of 16mm equip¬
ment and the fact that the final product
was to be released in 16mm. Some
years ago, RCA revised its methods in
the interest of obtaining better picture
quality. One of the first steps was to
bring in professional photographers.
Another was to switch to 35mm film
and equipment. Today, most of the
filming is done in color because the re¬
quired visual differentiation of subject
matter is not possible with black-andwhite. Eastman Color Negative is the
standard and has been used extensively
for the past four years.
In the meantime, new 16mm film
stocks such as the Ektachrome emul¬
sions have been developed having
greatly improved resolution, speed and
grain characteristics. The resultant
high quality has made it possible for
RCA to start converting hack to 16mm
production almost exclusively. Such a
move, by eliminating the costly 35mm
to 16mm reduction printing process.
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ANOTHER

FB

EXCLUSIVE!

ANNOUNCING...The Swiss-Precision

Sm5
WORLD'S SMALLEST STUDIO QUALITY SYNC TAPE RECORDER
featuring manual and fully automatic volume control circuit
and remote control
• WEIGHT: 5 lb. 10 oz.
• POWER SUPPLY: Rechargeable
Entirely self-contained except
for microphone and sync line
• SIZE:

/ " X 5" X 10"

Dryfit storage cells, changeable in
10

sec.

6

hour

recording

Tape speed: 754; inches per second
Reel capacity: Scotch 200: 12 min.; Scotch 290: 15 mtn.
Flutter and wow: ± 0,2% peak to peak
SPECS Speed regulation: 1% or better
Starting time: 1 second to reach specified motion stability
„ Frequency response: 40-12000 c.p.s. ± 2 db
Total distortion for 200 milli-Max level: less than 2% at 1 kc.
Signal to noise ratio: 55 db or better

TECHNICAL

Equalization: NAB. 60/50 cycle built in stroboscope
Input sensitivity for 100% modulation: 0.18 millivolt
Input impedance: 200 ohms optimum
Output level: 200 mv (max. 600 mv) at 200 ohms.
Rewind time: 1.5 minutes for 460 feet
Magnetic heads:
1 full-track record, adjustable azimuth
1 high-frequency erase. Double gap.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK

Also available from
Western Distributor:

BEHREND CINE CORP,
161 E. Grand Avenue
Chicago 11

per

charge. Charger included.

21 2

Write for Brochure and Rental Information

FIXyiVMAHV fie

INC.

Serving the World's Finest Film Makers

68 West 45th Street, N. Y. 36, N. Y. • MU 2-2928
will result in a tremendous saving of
time and money. There will, however,
always he a certain amount of 35mm
production required for special pur¬
poses, and projects which have been
initiated in 35mm will be carried
through to completion without change.
RCA’s film processing laboratory is
located at Patrick Air Force Base 22
miles south of Cape Canaveral. Since
all of the checkouts, tests and launches
of
is
in
so

missiles are made at the Cape there
a certain unavoidable inconvenience
having the main laboratory located
far from the center of operations.

There is at the Cape a small but very
efficient still laboratory for developing
on a rush basis still photographs for
immediate use by contractors on the
spot, but all motion picture processing
is done at Patrick.
RCA does only a nominal amount
of film editing, but processes practical¬
ly all of its film from 16mm to 9-inch
still pictures in its own modern still
and motion picture laboratories, which
are staffed by expert technicians.
Ordinarily work prints and masters
are made from 16mm footage, but
since there may be 30 or 40 outlets
for each piece of film, each of which
may be handled in a different way,
the lab must he equipped and ready
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, NOVEMBER, 1962

The Answer to Zoom & Telephoto Lens Tripod Problems!

Silicone Dampened

HYDROFLUID JSH.

Pan & Tilthead Iripod
AN N-C-E ORIGINAL IN TRIPOD
STYLING

AND

PERFORMANCE

Larger Silicone Dampening Area than
any Tripod in its class and price range
► Designed for professional cameramen.
► Velvety smooth, jerk-proof pan and tilt
utilizing the dampening effect of silicone.
► Sturdy aluminum construction,- weight 21

action,

lbs.

► Silicone loaded—temperature range 130 4" 500F.
► Precision ball-bearings. Mounted on pan
shaft for smooth action and alignment.

y

and tilt

Pan 360°—Tilt 80°. For all cameras 40 lbs. or less.

► First tripod of its kind with ball-type leveling at
bottom of base with positive lock at NO EXTRA
CHARGE
► Tripod base of seasoned V-type maple-wood
with self-aligning leg locks.

legs

Positive quick-finger cctnera lock -— vari¬
able tension adjustment pan and tilt locks
—spirit level—telescopic pan handle vnth
variable angle adjustment—right or left
hand position.

"HYDROFLUID” TRIPOD FOR
TV Vidicon—16 Mitchell—AAaurer—Camerotte—Arriflex 16/35—Auricon (Cine-Voice600-1200) Cine Special-—Eyemo—Filmo—
Cineflex

PRICE WITH BASE
baby tripod .$89.50
HIGH HAT .$32.50
CASE .$25.50
BOOT & POINT COVER.$15.00

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, Inc.
209 WEST 48TH STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y. — Circle 6-0348
West Coast Sales: GORDON ENTERPRISES, No. Hollywood, Calif.—POpular 6-3725
Representative: ALEX CLARK, LTD.,
Islington,
Ontario

Canadian
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to meet these varying demands. Each
company or agency receiving masters

RCA camera crews have utilized
almost every type of camera made.

of the footage has its own special use
for it. A contractor, for example, may

Cine-Kodak Specials are still widely
used for 16mm field work, as are Bell
& Howell Filmos, but the 16mm

only require footage pertaining to his
own phase of the operation. In other
cases, where viewing is the sole re¬
quirement, only a work print is re¬
quired.
During actual missile launches, downrange assignments are rotated among
• MOVI* Mylart polyester tape has tear
strength 6x tri-acetate film, yet is thinner.
• MOVI* Mylart needs no messy glues,
cements or solvents.
• Any

film

base

can

be

spliced

with

range takes a turn at it. Crews receive
premium pay for such assignments
and the schedule is equitably worked

neering department has developed cus¬

not loosen MOVI* Mylarf splices.

the assignment is completed they re¬

•

MOVI*

hand

with

• COMES

not ooze or bleed at

Mylart
simple
IN

can

be

applied

by

splicer.

CLEAR OR WHITE,

single or double pert,

16mm

or 35mm.

66 ft. Rolls 16mm.$ 6
66 ft. Rolls 35mm.$11
'S.O.S.

Trademark

fDuPonI

Trademark

S.0.S.PH0T0-(INE-0PTI(S,lnc.
Formerly S.O.S.
602

West

Western

52n<t

Branch:

St.,
6331

CINEMA
New

SUPPLY

York

Hollywood

CORP.

19—PLozo

Blvd.,

7-0440

Holly'd,

Calif.

SAVE MONEY
When Filming In Europe
By Renting Your
Camera Equipment From

CHEVEREAU
PARIS, FRANCE

We Service The Entire Continent

CAMERAS, including the
Mitchell BFC 65mm
CRANES
DOLLIES

turn to Cape Canaveral and another
crew is sent on the next job. Some of
the outlying posts, like Ascension
Island, are staffed for several months

constantly in the center of the finder
frame was, in the beginning, next to
impossible, but in recent years the
M-51 gun mounts used with the cam¬
eras have been modified and improved

forth. Crews are also assigned to aerial
photography down-range on capsule or

in fact, that they can track a missile
into clouds and pick it up coming out

nose-cone recovery missions flown by
the Air Force.

again, still centered in the frame. Most
tracking is done manually, although

RCA has provided NASA with
around-the-clock photographic cover¬

there are some cases in which the
mount is guided by radar. Usually one
man handles the entire operation al¬
though occasionally two men work as
a tracking team, with one controlling

age, both still and motion pictures,
of Astronauts Glenn, Carpenter and
Schirra training at the Cape prior to
their orbital leaps into space. This
coverage included photographing each
spaceman getting up in the morning
and eating breakfast, which is quite

azimuth while the other concentrates
on elevation. As many as five cameras
may be mounted on one tracking
mount at the same time. A battery of

a project considering all the various
probes and electronic devices which
are attached to their bodies. After
breakfast the Astronaut gets into an
air-conditioned van and rides to the

super-telephoto lenses may include a
80mm, a 120mm and a 160mm on
the same mount, with the composition
framed for the longest lens and the
other cameras tied in accordingly.

launch pad, goes up in an elevator and
climbs into the capsule. All of this is
extensively covered by means of pre¬
set lights and cameras attended by

This arrangement permits closeup and
cutaway capabilities as well as wide-

cameramen who start and stop the
various units as needed. Following a
man-launch, aerial cameramen at the
recovery site record the pickup. The

flight of the missile.
Lighting for photography at Cape
Canaveral presents special problems,

to a base in the Carrihean—but once
there, RCA camera crews again take
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Tracking a missile and holding it

so that, in the hands of skilled opera¬
tors, such accuracy is now routine.
So skilled are some of the operators,

Astronaut aboard the recovery ships
and while he is being brought back

PARIS 20, FRANCE
Tels: MEN 9472. PYR 5104
Cable: Cameraloc Paris

tom equipment having special housings
and quartz lenses so designed to work
in close enough to shoot right up into
the flame of a missile.

at a time, simply to avoid the timeconsuming transportation hack and

Navy takes over photograjdiy of the

20 RUE DE LA CHINE

also mainly Mitchells. For high-speed
work Milliken and Fastax cameras are
used. RCA’s own photographic engi¬

• Conventional film cleaning agents will

• Adhesives will
edges.

erection, launch and tracking of mis¬
siles. The 35mm and 70mm cameras
used for engineering photography, are

the cameramen and everyone who is
physically capable of going down-

out. On hoard ship, cameramen are
assigned to a particular job which may
last for two weeks or longer, depending
upon the project requirements. When

MOVI* Mylart tape.

Mitchell has been standardized as the
basic camera for filming assembly,

over and record the briefing on sound
film, then follow through back at the
Cape covering his press conference.
This phase, of course, is open to the
outside press and many newsreel cam¬
eramen are also present.

angle coverage in case of a blow-up
or other erratic development in the

especially since the missiles continue
to get larger all the time, and much
of the more important work is being
done at night. In filming the multitude
of night operations that take place, as
many as thirty six Air Force search¬
lights of 800,000 candlepower each
have been trained on a missile at one
time, and experiments are now being
made with a new type searchlight that
will produce illumination of 11/2 billion
candlepower. To solve the lighting

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, NOVEMBER, 1962

PRECISION SOUND READERS

your guarantee of the finest in sound editing equipment
opticalmagnetic
sound
readers
Model 800

Model 800 RL

$259.50

$269.50

Look for this
trademark

Complete
Sound
Reader
Guide
Free
on
Request

magnetic
film
and tape
sound
reader
Model 700

$198.00

optical
sound
readers
Model 600 RL

Model 600

$195.00

$185.00

Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment for the Motion Picture and TV Indusirief

DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
BROOKLYN 3. N. Y.
928-930 EAST 51st STREET

problem here, RCA is now testing an
entirely different approach to lighting
in which missiles will he adequately
illuminated by special lighting units
placed close to the pad and so con¬
structed as to withstand the impact of
the launch explosion. The units are
made by Sylvania Lighting Products
and are similar to the famous Sun Gun
but with a PAR-64 type sealed-heam
envelope surrounding a quartz iodide
filament. It is hoped these units can
be so placed as to provide up to 250
foot-candles of light on the missile,
making possible high-speed color pho¬
tography at night.
Although RCA sound engineers have
for years been recording the sounds
of missiles as wild-track to back up
picture, the application of synchronized
sound in RCA photography is limited
because very little dialogue footage is
shot. When dialogue scenes are filmed
they usually depict an engineer dis¬
cussing a particular problem or new
technique and are filmed single-system
with an Auricon camera equipped with
a 400- or 1200-foot magazine.
Recently a new type of quick film
production known as the Launch Re¬

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, NOVEMBER, 1962

port has come into favor. It is filmed
single-system as an on-the-spot descrip¬
tion of what is happening up to and
including a launch. Though necessarily
catch-as-catch-can in coverage, it can
he developed immediately, rough cut
and speeded on its way to a distant
monitoring agency. In this way, engi¬
neers and company officials on the
West Coast can hold a morning brief¬
ing of a launch made the night before
at Canaveral, without the necessity of
having to actually send personnel to
observe it. This has proved in many
ways to be far superior to a long
written report in actually detailing
what happens, although it does not
necessarily replace the written report.
Despite the excellence of the footage
currently being turned out by RCA
cameramen, lab technicians and photo¬
graphic engineers at Cape Canaveral
are
constantly
experimenting
and
searching for better ways to photo¬
graph their exciting subject matter.
Because of the increased importance
which our Space Program has recently
assumed, theirs may well he the most
important single photographic project
in the nation today.
■

QUALITY AND SERVICE
MM

ducK&mm
REVERSUL HE
POSITIVE PRINTING
m PROCESSING
COLOR Processing

COLOR nmm
Work prints—Timed Prints
Color to Color prints—A & B roll prints
Color to B & W prints—Fodes-Dissolves
Dupe Negative—Multiple prints
Raw stock—Fastex service
Loop printing

Write for complete information

FILM
LABORATORIES
350 W. 50th ST. • NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
JUdson 6-7196
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EYES OF U.S. AIR FORCE

optical instrumentation photography so

Continued from Page 677

that certain effects and experiments
can be reviewed as many times as nec¬

tankers, or offensive and defensive air

essary for measure and analysis. The
APCS photographic unit which docu¬
ments research - and - technical instru¬

actions.
APCS also has back-np camerar^en
located with six pho’^oaranhie inv'ts
based within the continental U.S. v'ho
are resyionsihle for photo s'ir)’'iort
the Atomic Energy Commission and
Defense
Atomic
Support
A"e’-'^”
APCS photo task forces are now cov-

's

^ -C

For tech data: SCOPUS, INC., 404 Park Ave. S., N. Y. 16
Mfg. by Photo Research Corp., Hollywood 38, Calif.

professionals use

SPLICE-O-FILM
. . . the world's finest splicer
• Easy,

strong splices
in just 9 seconds
• Accurate to
1/10,000th inch
• Electric heat and
automatic scraper
• Money-back
^ guarantee

Write for complete information and a copy of our
film room equipment cataiogl

THE HARWALD CO.
.....X

._^

.

___

____

The second mission area, production
filming, is accomplished both in-service
and by commercial contract. In-service

to jump into the forward areas wi^fi
the air controllers.

Station in Hollywood. These produc¬
tion units have approximately the

APCS cameramen also document th/’
humanitarian activities of the Air
Force. Thev have recorded the emeraencies in Lebanon. Taiwan and the
Congo: Air Force disaster rehef dur¬
ing the Agadir and Chilean earth¬
quakes; assistance given to flood vic¬
tims in Pakistan and Spain, as well as
the food drops made in Tanganyika
last June. During the recent Iran
earthquake Air Force camera crews

same capability as any major studio—
including directors, writers, production
cameramen, animation experts, artists

were on hand to record the dropping
of LhS. medical supplies and the set¬
ting up of Army emergency hospitals

Additionally, as of last July, a new
production capability was initiated at
the 1350th Motion Picture Squadron,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, de¬
voted to serving the Systems Command
in producing engineering type report

in almost inaccessible areas within 26
hours after disaster struck. They per¬
form their missions in all climates as,
for example, when they documented
the “Deep Freeze II” operation at the
South Pole in temperatures ranging
from ninety degrees above to sixty de¬
grees below zero.
Another important phase of the
APCS documentary mission is aiding
our scientists and engineers in re¬
search and development by providing

—

A MUST
FOR
CAMERA¬
MAN

Hollywood

Optical Zoom Finder shows exact lens field instantly!

AND
DIRECTOR
ALIKEI

No guesswork

for proper focal length, camera position or dolly shot!

oratories. Of the 1,040 reels
duction subject matter which
States Air Force headquarters
APCS to produce within the
year, these organizations will

of pro¬
United
expects
coming
account

for 580 in-service reels.

films involving a minimum of inservice manpower and the maximum
use of commercial capabilities engaged
through production services contracts.
Such contracts cover hundreds of items
and make possible the procurement
from private industry on a fixed-fee
basis of any special equipment, stage
facilities or technical personnel not
available in-house. They are utilized
as adjuncts to the in-house capability
in order to make possible the produc¬
tion of more pictures than could be
completed with the resources at hand
committed to other films of equal or
Detachment No. 1 of Headquarters
APCS at Wright-Patterson functions to
provide complete motion picture pro¬
ductions by commercial contract. The
current program calls for 460 reels to
be produced by small independent mo¬

Prices include case and chain.
Insist
on Original TEWE for quality.
SEE YOUR DEALER, or write;

CINE EQUIPMENT COMPANY
64t4 Santa Monica Boulevard - Los Angeles, Colif. -

and film editors—as well as complete
sound departments and processing lab¬

higher priority.

2606: Model K, 16mm format range 8mm
to 75mm . $ 79.50
2610: 35mm Model II, Range 25mm to
150mm .
79.50
2611: 35mm—TV/Image Orthicon TV
scribed, Range 35 to
150mm .
84.50
2615: 35mm Cinemascope Model III
adjustable
mattes,
format
1:1.85, 2.33, 2.55 .
129.50
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missile research team.

insnrgencv operations. Thev are can'ihle of working in the air or on the
around, and some are even (Tnalifi"'d

^|.|uinLuiui\’S FINDER
from Birns & Sawyer

at Vandenberg Air Force Base, where
it is an integral part of the ballistic;

production is handled by two APCS de¬
tachments: the 1365th Photographic
Squadron, located at Orlando Air Force
Rase, and the 1352nd Photographic
Croup at Lookout Mountain Air Force

erina Air Force activities in
and Thailand in support of conn'^nr-

l%nnY MHDC
^ Selenium
OUUA IvlUtlL Cell plus ultra-sensitive
Cadmium Sulphide Cell
to give more than 500X
greater sensitivity than
ordinary meters. Actually 100X more sensitive
* than the previous SPECTRA PROFESSIONAL
.r model! Strictly professional and hand calibrated, produced in limited quantities. ASA
range .1 to 32,000; measures incident or refleeted light. If there's any light, SPECTRA meas- r
, ures it. . . precisely! Previous Spectra models ..
1
can be converted . .. it's the Lifetime Meter!
ly

mentation is located on the West Coast

Hollywood

4-5166

tion picture companies, with APCS
control over the presentation, the sub¬
ject content and the cost of each pro¬
duction.
Continued on

Page
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Largest, Mosf Productive Classified Ad Section Of Any Publication Serving Makers Of Motion Pictures
STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
*

*

*

*

OUR 33RD YEAR

*

♦

*

*

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC
GUARANTEED USED EQUIPMENT
EDIT
1

TABLE,

life

well,

swivel base,

Special
35MM

film

like new.

rack,

2

rewinds,

List $164.00.

-.$105.00

DE

BRIE model

4-400'

mags,

L-E camera,

finder,

motor,

3

lenses,

M-box,

gear-

head, tripod, stop-motion motor....$ 1 1 00.00
EYEMO

Q,

3

lenses,

tripod, cases.
Special
35MM

2-400'

mags,

motor,

$1500.00 value.

.$650.00

B&H

Pedestal

hot splicer,

2

rewinds.

Excellent value at.$850.00
16MM

FILMO

DH,

turret,

1

lens, 400'

mag,

tripod, case. Special.$750.00
16MM

FILMO

70-S

2

lenses,

24-V

hi-speed

motor. Lists $695.00. Special.$300.00
PANCAKE AKELEY,

lens,

mags, tripod,

motor,

case. Special .$600.00
AURICON

Pro

phones,

200, NR24

tripod,

Special

amp.,

case.

mike,

Lists

head¬

$2133.00.

.$ 1 1 00.00

With Pan Cinor 17-70mm .$1300.00
16MM

HOLLYWOOD

min.

Senior

List $1200.00.

BERNDT-MAURER

printer,

35'

per

Reduced .$500.00

blimp

for Cine Special,

fol¬

io focus gears, sync motor .$400.00
16MM BLIMP for Maurer or Mitchell.
Special

.$400.00

DOLLIES, 3-wheel, collapsible, with seat, priced
low

as

.-.$125.00

35MM MOVIOLA, Model D silent.$285.00
MOVIOLA

synchronizers,

35mm.
H.F.C.

Special

POWER

3-gang,

16mm

or

.$120.00
rewind

with

tightwind,

ft.

switch. List $159.50. L/N Special....$ 1 1 5.00
H.F.C.

CUTTING

Special

bins

w/liners.

List

$39.00.

.$25.00

1000' MAGS,

35MM B&H or Mitch.$95.00

400' MAGS, 35MM B&H, low as.$35.00
16MM ARRIFLEX w/ball

levelling

tripod.

List

$165.00. New. Special .$155.00
MOVIOLA 1 6/35mm combination 4-gang syn¬
chronizer.

Special

.$145.00

CAMART port, microphone boom. List $276.00.
L/N Special .$185.00
ALUM.

REELS, 3000' ft. die cast. List $12.00.

L/N Special .$7.50
16MM SOUND projectors low as.$150.00
5-WAY COMB. Opaque, strip, film, slides, copy
projector
B&H STD.

.$175.00
camera,

2—1000'
finder,

matte

Special
5x7
B&H

3

box,

shtr.,

unit

lenses,
cases.

I

shuttle,

motor,

tripod,

$5000.00

value.

.$2300.00

EASTMAN

easel.

170°

mags,

Special

MOD.

Auto-Focus

enlarger,

lens,

.$175.00

170-A6,

lOOO'

mag,

10"

lens,

motor & acc. $8900.00 value.
Special
USED

.$395.00

16mm

1200'

film

$1.50,

reels.800'
1600'

$1.65,

2000'

$1.00,
$2.50.

We carry a large variety of Pro and Semi Pro
accessories at discount prices.
HOLLYWOOD

CAMERA EXCHANGE LTD.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

16mm WESTREX film editor, like new,
$1,495.00 16mm Auricon Pro 600 (no sound),
like new, $1,650.00. 16mm Auricon Pro 200,
VA sound, $750.00. 35mm Wall camera,
double claw, double registration pins, RCA
sound, $3,900.00. 35mm 200 Warner camera,
regis.er
pins,
$1,450.00
35mm
Moviola
projection machine, 2000' reels, $1,750,00.
35mm RCA optical recorder and N/R ampli¬
fier, $3,350.00.
17'A mm Stancil Hoffman
S-6 recorder, converter and cables, complete,
$1,950.00. 35mm custom blimped background
projector—Bell & Howell type Unit I, shuttle,
250 amp lamphouse, talk back system, cables,
distributor, etc., excellent condition, $8,400.00.
Stancil Hoffman 35mm rack mounted recorder
playback, recorder amp, playback amp, power
supply and distributor motor, all mounted on
6 ft. rack, $2,300.00. Pair 35mm projectors.
Century,
interlock motors. Western Electric
sound heads, preview magazines, Ashcraft
lamphouses, heavy duty bases, mounted on
steel dollies, $2,950.00. 70mm Westrex editor,
Todd-AO conversion, $3,775.00. 35mm Bell &
Howell continuous printer, excellent condition,
$2,900.00. Box 1459, AMERICAN CINEMA¬
TOGRAPHER.

NEW demonstrators, perfect condition. Kalart
Victor TM-3 continuous projector, list, $595.00.
Sale price, $435.00. Kalart Victor STM-3 stan¬
dard oi continuous projector, list, $649.00. Sale
price, $460.00. W R S, Inc., 210 Semple Street,
Pittsburgh 1 3, Penna.

WALL 35mm camera movements, $250.00;
B&H 35mm 400' magazines, $35.00; B&H
35mm
1000' magazines, $95.00; Mitchell
35mm 400' magazines as NEW, $60.00; Mit¬
chell 1000' Standard magazine, $95.00; Kinevox Automatic Slater, $450.00; Fastex HiSpeed 35mm half frame camera, $750.00;
B&H Super Hi-Speed motor for 200 frames
sec., $375.00; RCA 400 16mm Arc projector,
sound & rectifier, $750.00; 16mm Strong Suprex 30 amp Hi-Intensity arcs with rectifiers
and
interconnecting cables,
BRAND NEW,
$295.00; 35mm Background projector, blimped
on dolly, B&H movement, Selsyn distributor,
interlock camera motor, 225 amp Hi-Intensity
arc, complete, $7,950.00;
Bodde
15'x20'
background screen, $300.00. J. BURGI CONTNER, ASC, Blue Seal Sound Devices. P.O. Box
472, New Canaan, Conn.
TRADES TAKEN
S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC.
Phone: PL 7-0440
Cable: SoSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Camera MOTORS, Eyemo (will also fit Eilmo)
Bodine 4-6 volt DC, with cable and switch.
New condition, $38.50 ea. postpaid. View¬
finder, B&H Sports or Tracking finder, fits
Eyemo Q and other models. (Can also he used
on Filmo). Complete with door, new condition,
$55.50 ea. postpaid. Cash with order please.
JACK WALTON, PO Box 1457, Tampa Fla.
TIME LAPSE PHOTOGRAPHY—Arri 16mm DOM
Animation time lapse motor and intervalvometer, cost over $900.00. Can't tell from new.
Sacrifice, $400.00. JAY H. SCHIFF, 225 W.
Ohio Street, Chicago 10, Illinois. Phone 4676457.

Note new address now 1607 Cosmo St.
Hollywood 28,

Calif.

HO. 9-3651

Cash for used equipment.
Contact us for your T.V. production needs.

MAURER 05 camera outfit, complete, new con¬
dition, $1,150.00. Also Wollensak Analyst
projector, $380.00. 444 E. Ontario, Chicago
11, III. WH 4-5635. MR. MARKESE.

RATES: Ads set in lightface type, lac Per word. Minimum ad. $2.00 Text set in
lightface capital letters (except Ist word and advertiser’s name) 20c oer word
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upoer-and-lower casei
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MAGNASYNC Nomad I tape recorder with
adapters for Bolex camera and B&H projector,
$375.00. R. E. MAY, 14714 Wick, Allen Park,
Michigan.
16mm BOLEX REX, new, original box, F/1.4
Switar 1 , case, surefire grip, accessories,
filters, $400.00. BARRICK, Box 64, Saugatuck,
Conn. Tel. (N.Y.) YU 6-2000.
Have excellent 35mm MITCHELL Standard
camera for sale at very low price of $1 985.00.
Also have complete set of accessories avail¬
able as a set or as individual units. LEE SIL¬
VER, 3345 Canton Way, Studio City, Calif.
CINE KODAK Special, case, two Kodak lenses,
like new, $275.00. E. A. SMITH, 4703 Har¬
ford Rd., Baltimore 14, Maryland.
FILM DRYER, 16mm & 35mm, 200' CAPACITY.
All electric. Completely automatic. Ideal for
rushes. Used, excellent condition, $89.50 FOB
N.Y. Crating, $4.50. AIR PHOTO SUPPLY
CORP., 555 EAST TREMONT AVE., N.Y. 57,
N.Y.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
INSTANT CASH
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for your used 16mm and 35mm
professional equipment of any kind
URGENTLY NEED
ARRIS, AURICONS, MITCHELLS,
Zoom lenses; lab, editing
lighting & recording equipment
for our Rental Program
CONSIGNMENTS WELCOME
NEW—USED
RENT, BUY TRADE, REPAIR
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA COMPANY
6838 SUNSET BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 28 CALIF.
WHO SELLS, SWAPS AND BUYS,
Whatever in your backroom lies?
Frozen assets can give you a chill
Say the word and defrost them we will.
CONSIGNMENTS TAKEN—SET YOUR PRICE
Ship it in—OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
Wire us—Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, Inc.
Cable: SOSOUND
Dept, fc, 602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone 467-2124
WANT TO BUY Mitchell 16 and Arri 16 with
or without accessories. LEE SILVER, 3345 Can¬
ton Wa/, Studio City, Calif.
TRY F&B UST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN i BABB
58 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
Continued on Next Page

SI..0 on
in<' Senii cony witn remittance to cover payment to Editorial Office,
American Cinematographer. 1782 No. Orange Drive. Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms
ciose ist of nonth nrecedino oate of issue.
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Classified Ads
Continued from Preceding Page

EQUIPMENT WANTED
WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or
new equipment? Let us know what you have
and what you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1 845 Broadwov PL 7 6977 New York 23, N Y
35mm contact printer, picture & sound. 16mm
contact printer, picture & sound. 35mm to
16mm reduction printer (continuous; picture &
sound) 35/32mm contact printer, picture &
sound, 35/32mm to 16mm film slitter. Please
give oil pertinent information, i.e., condition,
make, model, type, operating speed, cost, etc.
when replying. W R S, Inc., 210 Semple
Street, Pittsburgh 1 3, Penna.

FOR RENT
FOR RENT editing rooms, all facilities included,
complete $7.50 and up per day. Weekly and
monthly rates. HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EX¬
CHANGE, 1607 N. Cosmo St. HO 9-3651.

LABORATORY & SOUND
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed.
Complete studio and laboratory services. Color
printing and lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION
PICTURE SERVICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Ave¬
nue, Cleveland 3, Ohio. Phone ENdicott
1-2707

SERVICES AVAILABLE
FILM ASSIGNMENTS wanted. Pacific Coast and
Midwest Area, for stock shots, process plates,
etc. Top Hollywood cinematographers and
equipment available. WORLD WIDE FILMS,
INC., 108 So. LaJolla Ave., Hollywood 48,
Calif. Phones: WE 9-8308 and OL 3-5072,
DIRECTOR—CINEMATOGRAPHER, editor with
audio background, foreign location experience,
desires responsible position with Christian
organization or producer. Replies confidential.
Box 1457, AMERICAN CINEAAATOGRAPHER.
ALASKA . . 16mm film assignments specializ¬
ing in Wildlife and big game photography.
Stock of wildlife footage available. RON
HAYES„ Box 1711, Anchorage, Alaska._
JAPANESE English speaking director-cinematog¬
rapher for features, TV, etc. HARRY MIMURA,
2-1303 Setagaya, Tokyo, Japan. Credits:
"Around the World in 80 Days" (Far East
locations), American TV films (See American
Cinematographer, March, 1961).
EUROPEAN assignments. 16mm top American
equipment. THOMAS d'HOSTE, 31 Avenue
MacMahon, Paris 17, France. In U.S.A.: 7617
Hollyw'ood Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
In Canada: 3261 Forest-Hill, Montreal, P. Q.
TITLES & OPTICALS for low budget produc¬
tions. 8/16/35mm service. Samples and price
list from ASSOCIATED CINETITLE SERVICES,
13204 Shaver, Baldwin Park, California.
16mm FILM assignments—Chicago, Zoographic,
Scenic, Industrial. ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRODUaiONS, 1657 Grace St., Chicago 13, lllinois. Bl 8-8612._
EUROPEAN Assignments. Worldwide experi¬
ence in documentary, advertising and tele¬
vision film productions. WORLD ALIVE FILMS,
Willemsparkweg 207, The Netherlands.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS, New York, Boston area,
scenic, stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS,
168 W. 46th St.. N Y. C. Judson 6-2272.
CAMERAMAN available for assignments in¬
cluding UNDERWATER. ROY CHEVERTON, 2625
N. Ocean Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
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EYES OF U.S. AIR FORCE

wide deployment of the Air Force re¬
quires that its training and educational

Continued from Page 696

films lie conveniently available for
showing wherever they are needed,

Some of the films are especially de¬
signed to be produced in-service for
one or more of three excellent reasons:
when an extremely short deadline is
imposed, Avhen the subject matter is
very highly classified, or when the
hazards of actual filming make produc¬
tion too dangerous for any liiit combattrained camera crews.

which accounts for the third mission
area of the Photographic Service—dis¬
tribution. At St. Louis the 1356th Film
Library Squadron operates the Air

Films produced for the Air Force
are classed in three major categories:
Special Film Projects, Training Films,
and Film Reports. These range from
practical subjects dealing with safety
and maintenance to films which are
abstract studies of space travel. The
films are produced with creative imagi¬
nation and the highest degree of pro¬
fessional finish. Their quality is at¬
tested by the fact that hardly a year
goes by without one or more of them
being accorded national or international
recognition. To cite a few examples: A
film on the crack Air Force Thunderbirds precision flying team touring the
Far Last, titled, “Breaking the Lan¬

Force Film Library Center. This li¬
brary system each year services about
360,000 requests for more than four
thousand subjects, and prints are kept
in constant circulation to users around
the world. They are used not only
for Air Corps training, orientation,
indoctrination and command briefing
—hut also for showing to clubs, civic
or church groups, or foreign military
personnel cooperating with the LTnited
States under the military assistance
program. To assist and expedite this
distribution of films, APCS has estab¬
lished library detachments in Japan,
Alaska, France and England.
The Air Force Motion Picture De¬
pository is operated by the 1350th
Motion Picture Squadron at WrightPatterson Air Force Base and is
charged with the responsibility of stor¬
ing historical and other valuable film

guage Barrier,” was recently nominated
for an Academy Award. “Survey of

footage. Over 90 million feet of ir¬
replaceable motion picture film is

Astronautics” has been trajislated into
twenty-two languages and was given
special mention in the Venice Film
Festival. At the recent convention of
the Industrial Film Producers Associa¬
tion. five Air Force films received
awards.

stored in its ninety-nine air conditioned
vaults. These film holdings include
footage that dates hack to the first

The Air Force News Review, pro¬
duced monthly, provides the quickest
and most vivid way of informing air¬
men all over the world what is happen¬
ing in various far-flung units of the
Air Force. The Air Force System
Command’s
Staff
Report,
another
monthly production, is a classified re¬
port on the latest developments in the
Air Force Research Program. It goes
to 390 U.S. government agencies—in¬
cluding Air Force, Army and Navy—
as well as to Air Attaches in American
embassies overseas, and prime con¬
tractors within the Zone of Interior. It
is viewed by some 32,000 key people
each month.
The APCS motion picture produc¬
tion effort turns out more reels per
year than most Hollywood studios. The
various films serve for the quick and
sure training of airmen, as well as to
keep the President, Congress and the
Department of Defense informed on
the scope of Air Force activities. World¬

flight of the Wright Brothers. Going
from vault to vault, one can trace the
evolution of the aerospace age from the
earliest beginnings of aviation to the
launching of our modern orbital space
vehicles.
All film received at the Depository is
reviewed and catalogued by archivists.
Some, because of its historical value, is
preserved indefinitely. Other footage is
held only for a specific length of time
—two, five or ten years—depending
upon how current it may be. The film
in the Depository is never in dead
storage, however. It is used over and
over again. For example, a few years
ago, the Columbia Broadcasting Sys¬
tem sent a staff to the Film Depository,
where they studied and sorted im¬
portant historical films for an entire
year, then wrote and edited the tele¬
vision program, “Air Power.” Such
footage is also constantly used by pro¬
duction units of APCS, both in-service
and commercial. When a certain scene
is required for a particular motion
picture currently in production it can
often be found in the Depository, re¬
sulting in a tremendous saving to the
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apju'eutife caiuerameu. Their atliieve-

Air Force in cost ami lime.
Since there is no longer an official

meiits when they complete the course

Air Force school for training cinema¬

and are sent out to join actual crews

tographers.

has

as second cameramen, are jtroof that

established its own training facility at

such a system of instruction is effective.

A PCS

Headquarters

Orlando Air Force Base. It consists of
a twelve-week course taught

l)y non-

coms drawn directly from the produc¬
tion crews, who are
cameramen
standing

hut

ability

not only expert

who
as

also

have

out¬

instructors.

cameramen

Their film

shoot

all

order

to

secure

hiahlv

trained

officer-technicians. ARCS looks to insti¬
tutions of higher learning, such as the
L niversitv

of

Southern

day.

is processed overnight on

the base, and they edit their own foot¬

California,

training in coniunction with a Cinema
major are eligilile.

upon

graduation,

for assignment as officers in Air Force
photographic units. Others who have
received degrees in

not cut together smoothly, the student

have

knows he has made a mistake, and he

ohiigalions (and wish to do so) may he

finds

himself

with

IRMlilSI-O-SOUi

which offer full curricula in Cinema¬

age in the morning. If the scenes will

it

TV Stations
& Newsmen!

tography. \oung men who take ROTC

In the final weeks of the course the
fledgling

In

I

not

yet

the

instructor

sent

looking over his shoulder.

Requiring

Training School,

to

a

Cinema

fulfilled

90-day

their

Air

hut who
military

Force Officers

u})on comjjletion of

each student to do his own editorial

which they are commissioned as pho¬

work along with the actual exposing

tographic officers. Should they choose

of the film has proven to he a very

to remain in the Air Force beyond the

quick and efficient method of training

basic commitment, they may be sent

STATEMENT REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF AUGUST 24,
1912, AS AMENDED BY THE ACTS OF MARCH 3,
1933, JULY 2, 1946 AND JUNE 11, 1960 (74
STAT. 208) SHOWING THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGE¬
MENT, AND CIRCULATION OF
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER published monthly
at Los Angeles, California, for October 1, 1962.
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and
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are: Publisher, A.S.C. Agency, Inc., 1782 N. Orange
Drive,
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and
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stockholders owning or holding 1 percent or more
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to

universities

to study

for

TWO-CHANNEL self-contained unit. Illuminated
VU meter for night work. Wt. S'/j lbs.$350

Master’s

degrees or Doctorates in Cinema. Such

Tills HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER now used in over
100 TV stations and locations. Its Portability per¬

a program offers a rare opportunity to

mits

men who might not otherwise be able

ONLY silent coverage was possible.

sound-on-film

where

previously

Write for brochure

to pursue advanced degrees, and—at
the same time — it assures the Air

newsfilm
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Force of a continuing supply of officers

602

thoroughly trained in advanced tech¬

Western

West

52nd

Branch:

St.,
6331

New

York

Hollywood

19—PLoza
Blvd.,

7-0440

Holly’d,

Calif.

niques of cinematography.
Observing APCS motion picture per¬
sonnel, both military and civilian, in
action—one is

SMOOOOOOOTH

forcibly impressed by

the verve and spirit with which they
tackle

their

challenging

assignments.

They are not merely enthusiastic about
tbeir work—they

are

downright

ex¬

cited about it. Obviously this tremen¬
dous morale is initially generated in
the

to])

echelons

of

command

and

permeates down through the ranks. For
example. Brig. (ien. Robert W. Hall,
recently

appointed

Commander

of

APCS following tbe retirement of Maj.
Gen.

Clifford

electric

H.

vitality

Rees,
and

is a

man

of

enthusiasm,

a

down-to-earth practical executive who
cuts through red-tape to keej) his com¬
mand functioning at its optimum peak.
No

chair-borne

figurehead.

General

Hall fought in World War 11

in the

China-Burma theater and. ])rior to as¬
suming APCS command, was attached
to Lhiited States European Command

Miller
Model
“D" Fluid Heod
with Ball Leivelirg
Top
Miller
Grooved Leg Tripod.
“D” Heed $150.00
B/L Tripod
139.50
Total
$289.50

the fluid and all ten¬
sion adjustments take
place within the flu¬
id
chambers
givirg
a
velvety
smooth¬
ness unmatched by
any
other
tripod
head *— there is
no
slack,
no
bounce, no back¬
lash, no judder.
Miller Fluid Ac¬
tion
Tripods,
Heads
are
available
in
two sizes *—
The
profes
sional
for
cameras of
25-35 lbs.
The Mod¬
el D for
cameras
of
1214 lbs.

Mil ler
Professional
Model
Fluid
Head
with Ball Level¬
ing Top, Miller
Grooved Leg Tri¬
pod.
Ball
Leveling
Pro Head $299 50
Tripod
154.50
Total $454.00

Headquarters in Paris.
“It is an exciting and important job
our cameramen and photogra[)hers are
doing,”

observes General

Hall.

“One

of my primary objectives is to keep
constantly informed as to their tech-

For the finest possible combination, get the new
Miller Grooved
Leg Tripod with
Ball
Leveling
Top. These are the easiest and fastest leveling
tops available coupled wit+i the finest and most
rigid tripods in the Junior class.

your dealer or order directly

from

MILLER PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT
1619 No. Cherokee
Hollywood 28, Calif.

Phone
HO 7-8189
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nical and administrative prolilems so
tliat 1 may. in every possible way, fa-

BEHIND THE CAMERAS
Continued from Page 658

eilitate their operations. They are an
exceptionallv loyal and efficient groiij)
of technicians
ideas

are

and

artists,

anti

extremely valuable

their

to

our

mission. I’ve got an ‘open door })olicy

WARNER BROS.
Harold Lipstkin. ASC, “Rampage” (Seven
Arts Prod.; Technicolor) with Robert Mitehum and Fisa Martinelli. Phil Karlson, di¬
rector.

so that they can come in and discuss
their thinking with me at almost any
time. And, if a problem arises in the
course of their work. I exjieet to know
about it quickly so that I can help. ’

Lewis .Jenxi.xgs, “77 Sunset Strip”*.
Haskell Wexeer, “America, America”
(Athena Ents, Corp. Prod.; shooting in
Athens) with Stathis Giallelis, Elia Kazan,
producer-director.
Robert Hoffaian, “Hawaiian Eye”*.

Similarly

enthusiastic

and

imbued

with a jiride of organization that fairly
glows is Col. James P. Warndorf, Dep¬
MAMMOTH "ON-HAND" SELECTION Whatever your lens need . . . B & J can
provide you Instant Action! Large "Room
Size" Vaults that hold thousands of Photo
Optics and include famous brands of the
world’s finest domestic and foreign manu¬
facturers are at your immediate disposal!!
Here are lenses of every conceivable speed
and size, from '/j" to 80" Big Berthas.
An inventory second to none! All Lenses

uty Chief of Staff—Photography,

sold on a 15-Day Trial and UNCONDI¬
TIONALLY GUARANTEED!

detachments

In

Mark Davis. ASC, “PT 109” Second Unit.

erally

at

Lookout

Mountain.

“lives”

each

mission

with

ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS
Monroe Askins, “Ripcord”*.

his

camera crews, even though his critical
administrative job keeps him confined

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

behind a busy desk most of the time
these days. He is directly and intimately

also subcontractors for
Ford, R.C.A., G.E., etc.
Write Mr. A. James, for
Lens List and
148 pg.

Tools"

commanded earh of the major APCS
W risht-Patterson and Orlando. He lit-

GOVERNMENT SUPPLIERS:

"Photo

Jack Marquette, “Gallant Men”*.

tion picture activities has. in the jiast.

arndorf. a pioneer in Air Force mo¬

our

Carl Guturie. ASC. “True”*.

Robert Surtees, ASC, ‘ PT 109” (P-Vision;
color;
shooting
in
Florida)
with
Cliff
Robertson and Ty Hardin. Lewis Milestone,
director.

APCS. Orlando Air Force Rase. Col.

RESEARCH OPTICAL ASSEMBLY LAB—for
your special custom lens problem!
modern fully equipped
lab;
precision
grinding,
rigid
testing,
custom
mounting, and lens coat¬
ing are speedily done by
expert craftsmen! PRIME

Hq

Burt Geennon, “The Dakotas”*.

concerned

with

activities

of

APCS

cameramen in the field and exults in

Catalog.

their accomplishments with a deserved¬

Ansco

Cinematographer
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AC 11/62

men

are

work—dedicated

in
to

love
it.”

with their
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Warn¬

asc

the very best group of know-how across

Formerly head of RKO Studios Effects Dept.
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Effects
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LAB-TV
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NOTE: In a follow-up article, the author
will present an eye-witness account of APCS
cameramen in action filming and televising
the spectacular Air Force Tactical Weapons
Meet, “Operation William Tell, 1962,” re¬
cently held near Nellis Air Force Base in
Nevada.—FI).
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W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST AGENCY FOR
Sales And Distribution

EASTMAN PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE FILMS
Negatives
Color
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Black - And - White

Prompt Service — Everywhere
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Chicago,
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wondering which way to turn?
Film producers from coast to coast turn

P developing

to BYRON Motion Pictures for com¬
plete studio and laboratory services, all
under one roof. Why do they turn to

Byron? Byron guarantees “better qual¬
ity .. . at lower cost ... in less time”
on all producer services. This includes
Byron’s famed WESTREX sound facili¬
ties. THERE IS NO BETTER SOUND.

WRITE, PHONE or WIRE
for information and quotations
on any and all producer services.

byron /motion pictures
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W. Washington 7, D.C., FEderal 3-4000
Affiliated with MECCA FILM LABORATORIES CORP., 630 Ninth Avenue, New York 36, N.Y.
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ONE OF A

SERIES*

ARRIFLEX’ “chases" the X-15 at North American Aviation
In the hands of North
American’s photographic
team, Arriflex motion
picture cameras share one of the
most dramatic assignments of
all time ... film coverage of the
X-15’s history-making flights.
Tracking the supersonic aircraft
— from chase-plane or ground
positions — is sure and precise
with an Arriflex. Its reflex

viewing system gives the cameraman
a direct, brilliant, and continuous
through-the-lens image of his subject.
He can follow-focus critically ...
frame his target with positive
accuracy. And on the projection
screen, his footage is consistently
sharp and rock-steady. Arriflex...
a capable match for the fabulous
dynamics of aerospace research!

From the microscope to the missile range...from spot locations
to sound stages... Arriflex professional motion picture cameras
are the dominant choice of filmmakers in science, industry, and
entertainment. They’re lightweight, rugged, tremendously versa¬
tile - uniquely suited to a range of applications virtually without
limits. Here are some of the features that give Arriflex cameras
their remarkable capabilities;
• MIRROR-SHUTTER REFLEX VIEWFINDER • REGISTRATIONPIN FILM MOVEMENT • 21°-DIVERGENCE 3-LENS TURRET •
CONTOUR HAND GRIP • FRAMES-PER-SECOND TACHOMETER
• COMPLETE ACCESSORY SYSTEM . . . lenses, standard and
special-purpose electric drives, power supplies, time-lapse equip¬
ment, film magazines, sound blimps, tripods.
WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG.

*YOU ARE INVITED to send us a description of your special use of Arriflex equipment.

257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
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Complete Sound Recording
and Dubbing Studio
Equipment Package
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MAGNASYNC 602E22 two dubbers
rack-mounted, complete with MAG¬
NASYNC 602E5 recoi'der and am¬
plifier with interlock motor, MAG¬

Vol. 43,

No.

12

FEATURES

panel,

8mm For TV News Reporting.722

MAGNASYNC G924 mixer, cables,

Plotting Camera Angles With Storyboards. 724

NASYNC

M434

control

BELL & HOWELL 385 sound pro¬
jector with interlock motor, custombuilt erase head installed in rec¬
order for continuous loop recording,
Altec 639A mike, speaker with case.

Advantages of Reflex Camera In Cinemicroanalysis. 728
Electronic Film Editing. 730
Shoestring Movie Makers. 732

All like new, value over $8,000.00

Annual Equipment Rental Directory. 734

SPECIAL .$5,895.00

Air Force Filming Project. 736
MAGNASYNC model 602E two-case
magnetic recorder and amplifier,
completely reconditioned, value over
$1500. Special .$1,195.00
MAGNASYNC model G924 three
channel mixing amplifier with bi¬
level input, list $395.00. Exception¬
ally fine. Special .$295.00

What’s New In Tape Recorders. 738
Some Aspects of Educational Film Production. 741

DEPARTMENTS

MAGNEMITE model 610C portable
battery-operated tape recorder, dual
3-3/4" ti’ack, mike, headset, list
$255. Completely reconditioned, spe¬
cially reduced to .$95.00

Industry News. 708
Hollywood Bulletin Board. 710
What’s New In Equipment, Accessories, Services. 712

PROJECTORS
Behind The Cameras. 716

BELL & HOWELL model 179 sound
projector with separate 12" speaker,
excellent condition .
$225.00

Technical Questions & Answers. 720

BELL & HOWELL model 185 sound
projector with built-in detachable
speaker, exceptionally fine condi¬
tion, special .$275.00

Addresses of Equipment Rental Sources. 756
Annual Index. 762

BELL & HOWELL model 399K. Spe¬
cialist sound projector with analyst
single-frame crank and counter,
hours counter, in “like new” condi¬
tion .$425.00

Advertisers’ Index.764

BELL & HOWELL power amplifier
and speaker, like new, .$69.50
HOLMES 35mm sound projector,
2000-ft. capacity, 1000-watt lamp,
4" lens, sound head, less amplifier
and speaker .
$175.00
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Tripod with
grooved
Tripod Legs
Standard Equipment for all
Famous CECO Pro Jr. Tripod Heads

Pro Jr Tripod is better than ever with new Heavy
Duty Grooved tripod leg design. Assures greater
rigidity, no matter how far legs are extended.
Heavy Duty Groove design guarantees herculean
gripping power, because there’s almost twice the
gripping surface. Modern, rounded leg shape adds
strength and durability to the wood. Comes
equipped with indispensible double knob leg locks
which assure equal pressure on each leg. Avail¬
able with new ball joint swivel or standard base
plate.
When you are looking for the best in a tripod,
buy Professional Junior—the tripod designed with
the professional in mind!
CECO Pro Jr. Fluid Head
CECO Pro Jr. Friction Head
with Ball Joint Swivel
Allows really fast, easy leveling without

The tripod head with smooth-as-silk maneuverability.
Silicone fluid unaffected by extreme temperature
range. Won’t dive in locked position. Guaranteed
leakproof. The undisputed performance champ!

adjusting tripod legs. Fits any Pro Jr
Tripod with adapter base plate. Has same

♦ CECO — trademark of Camera Equipment CO.

exclusive features as standard Pro Jr
Friction head . . . Pan & Tilt tension
controls; accessible camera mounting
knob; adjustable interchangeable
telescoping pan handle. Skilfully designed
and engineered for long dependable
service. Unconditionally
guaranteed—the World’s Standard

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.

of Tripod Quality!
A SUBSIDIARY OF CECO INDUSTRIES, INC.

CECO Ball Socket Swivel Joint
Adapter For Pro Jr. Tripod Heads
A one piece adapter which fits quickly,
easily on to any Pro Jr Head. For use on
new swivel base tripod or standard Pro Jr
tripod with ball socket adapter base plate.
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INDUSTRY
NEWS

CAMERA MART
END OF YEAR SALE
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
COLORTRAN SPOT KIT with 3 spot
heads, one broad, four stands,
snoots, scrims, case, Junior Mark II
converter. Value over $325.00. Spe¬
cially offered at .$225.00
COLORTRAN Junior Kit with two Jr.
heads and stands, case. Junior Mark
II converter. Value $275.00. Special¬
ly offered at .$175.00
REGAL converter 2000-watt capacity
ideal for animation stands. List
$65.00. Special .$49.50
GARNELITE convei’ter for 4 PAR-56
300-watt lamps, individual rheostat
control for each light. List $145.00.
Specially priced at .$89.50
FREZZOLITE model 210 portable
newsreel light with reflector, power
pack, chai'ger. List $250.00 new.
Special .$179.50
BARDWELL 2KW spots

$ 95.00

BARDWELL 5KW spots . 145.00
CONE LIGHT 2KW . 75.00
MOLE single broad . 35.00
MOLE double broad .

65.00

MISCELLANEOUS
BELL & HOWELL 35mm model D
printers, semi-automatic, 21 light
scene changes, 5 aperture gate. Ex¬
cellent. Value over $4,000.00. Spe¬
cially offered at .$1,795.00
NEUMADE 16/35mm film cleaning
machines, motor drive, list $350.
Special .$95.00
YOLO Automatic dissolve for Cine
Special, 40 frames, simple installa¬
tion. Brand new, list $45.00. Spe¬
cial .$32.50
NCE collapsible aluminum slate and
clapstick, insert numbers. Brand
new. List $40.00. Specially priced
at .$29.95

CAMERA MAGAZINES
MITCHELL 1000' x 35mm magazines,
list $205.00. Brand new, special .
$110.00
Used, special . 89.50
400' X 35mm, used. 49.50
BELL & HOWELL 1000' x 35mm
Like new .$110.00
Used . 89.50
Eyemo 400'x35mm
Like new .
69.50
Used . 39.50
ARRIFLEX magazines:
200' X 35mm, list $148.00
used, special .$39.50
400' X 35mm, list $210.00
used, special . 99.50
Cineflex, 400' x 35mm.$29.50
200' X 35mm. 14.95
All prices are fob. New York
Listings Continued

on

Pages

706

and

710.
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News briefs of industry activities^ products and progress

New Cinematographer Societies
j

j

j j

Recently organized cinematographer
societies include the Swedish Society of
Cinematographers
(Foreningen Sveriges Filmfotografer), Solna, Sweden
and Asociacion Venezolana de Camarografos—or AVC—the Venezuelan cine¬
matographers’ society.
The Swedish society is direct result
of suggestion made to local cinematog¬
rapher by Lester Shorr, ASC, when he
visited Sweden several months ago, ac¬
cording to FSF’s Rune Lricson, who
reports members now number 53 stu¬
dio-employed or freelance cameramen.
To establish minimum pay scales and
regulate basic structure of camera
crews are two of the fundamental aims
of the Venezuelan society, which also
functions as a cameramen’s union, ac¬
cording to Leo Ozols, AVC spokesman.
•

New ASC Members Elected
f our directors of photography were
elected to Active Membership in the
American Society of Cinematographers
last month. They are Dale Deverman,
William Spencer, and Norman Alley of
Hollywood, and Morris Hartzhand of
New York City.
Hartzhand photographs “The De¬
fenders” TV show for Filmways. Nor¬
man Alley, veteran newsreel camera¬
man, is Western Manager in charge of
photography
for
Hearst
Metrotone
News. William Spencer is a director of
photography at MGM. Dale Deverman
is a veteran director of photography,
also at MGM where he started work as
an office boy 38 years ago.

•
Floyd Jackman Passes
Hollywood’s cinematographic frater¬
nity is mourning the passing of Dr.
Floyd Jackman, ASC, who died sud¬
denly at his North

Hollywood

home

November 30. Floyd Jackman joined
the ASC early in 1922 at which time he
was a freelance cinematographer, work¬
ing mostly for Mack Sennett, Hal
Roach and Fox. Earlier he had studied
dentistry, and in February, 1929, he
decided to make dentistry his career
and subsequently resigned his active
membership in the ASC. He continued,
however, as an Associate Member and
was presented with a gold membership
card by the Society on September 26,
1955 commemorating his 25th year as
a member.

Hal Mohr Addresses SMPTE
Regional Meet in S.F.
Hal Mohr, ASC, was guest speaker
at the SMPTE’s San Francisco Chap¬
ter’s Octolier meeting, held in the
broadcasting studios of KGO. Mohr, a
veteran cinematographer who did much
of his early-day shooting in and around
San Francisco, talked on the “Pioneer
Days of Film Making in San Fran¬
cisco.” Following his talk, a print of
Warner Brother’s first “talkie,” “The
Jazz Singer,” was screened. The film
was also the industry’s first feature pro¬
duction in sound, and was photo¬
graphed by Mohr.

•
Lipow Now G.M. at Camera Mart
Charles Lipow has been named gen¬
eral manager of The Camera Mart.
Inc., east coast distributors of motion
picture equipment. Prior to joining the
recently reorganized “Camart” organi¬
zation, Lipow was an account executive
with Related Arts Counsellors. Earlier
he had been associated with DeLuxe
Laboratories, Du Art/Tri Art Labora¬
tories and Florman & Babb.

Victor Duncan Promotes
Cy Plumb, who has engineered and
built many unique optical and me¬
chanical devices for motion picture use
and rated one of the leading experts on
Mitchell and Arriflex cameras in the
mid-west, was recently appointed head
of the maintenance and repair facili¬
ties of Victor Duncan & Co., Detroit.
Latter company, which is situated in
the Jack A. Frost building, sells, and
rents professional motion picture cam¬
eras and accessories.

•
GFL’s Bill Gephart Named
To Top Trade Positions
William E. Gephart, Jr., President of
General Film Laboratories, Hollywood,
has been elected to the Board of Gov¬
ernors of the Society of Motion Picture
and Television Engineers, and has also
been named Vice-president of tbe Asso¬
ciation of Cinema Laboratories.

•
“Maggie” Awards
Magnasync Corporation, North Hol¬
lywood, has embarked upon novel
awards program of interest to users of
the

company’s

Magnasync

magnetic

Continued on Page 756
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The unique and versatile features built into the 16mm Auricon “SUPER 1200
Sound-On-Film Recording Camera have prompted Producers and Cameramen

;

to name the Super 1200.. .“Finest 16mm Sound Camera ever built!" This
Camera is “Self-Blimped” for whisper-quiet Studio work, has 33 minutes of
continuous film capacity, Variable-Shutter or Kinescope “TV-T” Recording
V '

Shutter, plus the combined “Rifle-Scope” Telephoto Finder and ReflexFocusing Optical Systems illustrated below. Its only equal is another Auricon
“Super 1200”...

'

<'CAMERAMAN’S EYE (

CAMERAMAN's'eyTI

'7A

10 X ENLARGED
GROUND-GLASS
IMAGE SEEN BY I
CAMERAMAN

10 X ENLARGED
TELEPHOTO FINDER
IMAGE SEEN
BY CAMERAMAN

FOCUS
' IMAGE FOCUSED ON FILM (

FILM
,GATE\

SHOOT

PRECISION DOVE-TAIL CARRIAGE
IN “TELEPHOTO FINDER" POSITIQN

' PRECISION DOVE-TAIL CARRIAGE
/
IN "GROUND-GLASS FOCUS" POSITION \
I TELEPHOTO FINDER
I LENS NOT IN USE

FILM RUNNING (

FILM NOT RUNNING (

%

IN USE AS TELEPHOTO-FINDER DURING FILMING

IN USE FOR FULL-FRAME GROUND-GLASS FOCUSING

No Camera-weight shift on tripod legs when moving from focus to film-shooting
position with the “Super 1200.” Camera-body does not shift to focus, or shoot
film, as Optical-System Dove-Tail Carriage is only moving part!

“Super 1200” Reflex Ground-Glass Focusing-Frame indicates the field covered
by any focal-length lens at all distances. A lOX enlarged Ground-Glass Image
is seen by the Cameraman, for needle-sharp critical focusing.

THE CAMERA OF TOMORROW, HERE TOOAY! ITS ONLY EQUAL IS ANOTHER AURICON "SUPER 1200”
FEATURES OF MODEL CM-74 CAMERA INCLUDE...
“Rock-steady” picture and High-Fidelity Optical or “Filmagnetic" Sound-Track
recorded on same film at same time, with “whisper-quiet Camera and Sound
Mechanism synchronously driven by precision-machined Nylon gears.

■K 600 and 1200 ft. film Magazines available. Up to 33 minutes of continuous
filming.
During picture exposure, your film runs through the Auricon Super-1200
Film-Gate with the light-sensitive film emulsion accurately positioned on
jewel-hard Sapphire Surfaces, an exclusive Bach Auricon feature (U.S. Patent
No 2 506,765). This polished Sapphire Film-Gate is guaranteed frictionless and
wear-proof for in-focus and scratch-free pictures, regardless of how much film
you run through the Camera!

Auricon all-transistorized “Filmagnetic” Sound-On-Film Recording System can be
used with the “Super-1200” Camera (with or without Optical Sound-On-Film also
installed in the Camera).
“Super-1200” is Self-Blimped for completely quiet Studio use.
Built-in Electric Camera Heater with automatic Thermostat-Control, provides
reliable cold-weather Camera operation.
Geared Footage and Frame-Counter with built-in neon-glow indirect light.
Two independent Finder systems (in addition to Reflex Ground-Glass Focusing
through the Camera lens); a brilliant upright-image Studio Finder, plus the
“Rifle-Scope” precision-matched Telephoto-Finder.

M

Priced from $4,149.00 for Double-System Recording; choice of "C” Mount
lenses and Carrying Cases extra.
Sold with a 30 day money-back Guarantee and One Year Service Guarantee; you
must be satisfied! Write today for your free copy of the 74 page Catalog
describing all Auricon Equipment.

HO

QQOS R,oma.ine St., Hollywooci 3S, Calir.

3-0'

31

G UARANTE E
All Auricon Equipment is
sold with a 30-day money
back Guarantee and a
1 year Service Warranty.
You must be satisfied!

LINE OF 16MM SOUND-ON-FILM CAMERAS

THE

. CINE VOICE E
100 ft Runs 23/4 min
$967.00 & up

AURICON...THE PROFESSIONAL CAMERA

•

AURICON “PRO-600 SPECIAL"
400 ft. Runs 11 min.
$1295.00 & up

AuRTcfJFTTRO-eoo
600 ft. Runs l6Vz min.
$1456.25 & up

AURICCifTUi’: /

''t '

1200 ft. Run?

r.iH.

$4,149‘0- - . up

STANDARD OF THE 16MM SOUND INDUSTRY SINCE 1931

HOLLYWOOD BULLETIN BOARD

CAMERA MART
END OF YEAR
SALE

Camera and Equipment Demonstrations
Highlight ASC’s November Meeting

35mm CAMERAS
MITCHELL 35mm Standard, com¬
pletely reconditioned, 2-1000' mags,
matte box, llOv sync motor, 12v
wild motor, 40,50,75, 100mm Baltar
coated lenses, viewfinder, cases.
Value over $10,000. Exceptionally
fine, .$4,995.00
BELL & HOWELL Standard, unit I
and hi-speed shuttles, 3-400' mags,
llOv AC-DC motor, 4 lenses, cases,
value over $4500. Excellent, reduced
to .$1,895.00
DEBRIE SUPER PARVO blimped
studio camera, 220v 3-phase sync
motor, 6 Kinoptik lenses, finder,
mags, ti’ipod, cases, with 220-llOv
reverter and power regulator, value
over $7000. Special .$3,495.00
ARRIFLEX Model IIB, 16v motor,
sunshade, 2-200' mags, 28,50,75mm.
Schneider lenses, battery, case,
value over $3000. Special .-$1,995.00
ARRIFLEX Model I, 12v motor,
sunshade, 2-200' mags, 3 lenses,
battery, case, value over $1200.
Specially priced at .$750.00
CINEKAD blimp and sync motor for
Arriflex model I camera, follow
focus, originally over $1500. Good
condition .$450.00
CINEFLEX 35mm reflex camera, 12v
motor, 3 lenses, 2-200' mags, case,
excellent ..$395.00
TOBIS SCHLECTA studio camera,
220v motor, 3-400' mags, prismatic
rackover, 28,50,100mm lenses, value
over $2000. Specially reduced to .
$395.00

WALTER
Fisher

'

Ellis

WILLIAM DANIELS, ASC President, who pre¬
sided

at

the

Society's

lively

displays

which

were

a

highlight

of

(right)
to

Lester

Edeson.

demonstrates

(from
Shorr,

Fisher

is

left)

new

Arthur Arling,

James

Fisher,

designer

and

and

builder

of the dolly which features hydraulic boom.

dinner-meeting, calls attention to equipment

,

dolly

Carter,

Arthur

November

KLINGER

crab

the

program.

;
|
!

i

16mm CAMERAS
AURICON SUPER-1200 Sound cam¬
era, variable shutter with TV kine
attachment, auto-parallax finder,
variable den. galvo, amplifier, mike,
headset, cables, 2-1200' mags,
tripod, case, mag case. Value over
$6500. Exceptionally fine, $4,595.00
BERNDT-MAURER professional
camera, 2-400' mags, finder, sun¬
shade, sync motor, registration pin
movement, prismatic rackover.
Value over $3,000. Special ....$995.00

RICHARD

GLICKMAN

of

ColorTran

Industries

HAL

MOHR,

'

(2nd from right) demonstrates company’s new

discuss

i

Quartz

Reflex

light

to

(from

left)

Don

Norwood,

Arthur Edeson and Lucien Andriot.

Lee

Garmes

merits of the
camera

being

and

Ray

Johnson

new Mitchell

Mark

demonstrated

by

II

Mit¬

chell's Charles Austin (behind Garmes).

J. A. MAURER type 05 camera, 1-400'
mag, finder, sunshade, sync motor,
24fps DC motor, rackover. Value
over $6,000. Special .$1,995.00
CINE SPECIAL model II, 100-ft.
chamber, 25mm Ektar f/1.4 lens,
excellent condition .$595.00
CINE SPECIAL 100' chamber late
type, excellent .$145.00
200' chamber, less finder . 250.00

j

All prices are fob, New York
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There’s action all night at General Film, in Hollywood. Our 24hour operation gets your motionpicture footage started fast and
finished well and soon. We do
front end work on 16mm and

35rnm, color and black and white;
and release prints in 35mm,
16mm, and 8mm, color or black
and white. Send for our new 12page price list, just off the press,
You should have one on file.

0.0
GENERAL
FILM

LABORATORIES

A DIVISION OF PACIFIC INDUSTRIES, INC.

1546 N. Argyle, Hollywood 28, California, Hollywood 2-6171 / central division, 1828 Walnut St., Kansas City 8, Mo., CRand 1-0044
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WHAT’S NEW
IN

EQUIPMENT,

ACCESSORIES,

1

Mitchell Dual-ratio Finder

VICAUDI©
SELLS, TRAINS, TEACHES
WITH THE
EXCITEMENT OF
FULL-COLOR
8mm SOUND FILMS!

Mitchell Studio viewfinders are now
available with two sets of horizontal
matte vanes, instead of standard single
set. This sealed additional built-in ad¬
vantage, controlled by a third knob on
the right side of the finder, eliminates
the necessity for cutting into the finder
housing to accomodate plastic mattes.
The new Mitchell D-R viewfinder
provides the camera operator with an
efficient means for composing for two
aspect ratios (i.e.. Academy and Tele¬
vision, or 1.85-to-l and Academy),
when the possibility of this type of a
picture release occurs, and assists him
to achieve a better balance. Manufac¬
turer is Mitchell Camera Corporation,
666 W. Harvard St., Glendale, Cali¬
fornia.

SERVICES

16mm and television cameras. The
fourteen-element lens features a zoom
range from 20mm to 80mm and a
maximum speed of f/1.8. This 4-to-l
lens gives the photographer a wideangle capability and a telephoto range
up to more than 3X, making the Zoom
Navitar an ideal replacement for 1-, 2and 3-inch lenses.
The new Zoom Navitar is of rugged
construction and has a lightweight cast
aluminum design. The zoom action is
linear, achieved by means of a ring
with a push-pull action permitting
total optical centering without need for
cams.
The lens has a diaphragm range
from f/1.8 to f/16 and focuses from
5-feet to infinity. It is optically compen¬
sated so that it holds sharp focus
through the entire zoom range. Its
coverage has been specifically designed
to allow use in standard 16mm mounts
as well as in the
standard
vidicon television television camera for¬
mat. The unit comes complete with a
screw-in front lens cap and a zoom
ring lock screw. List price is S400.00

Cine Liquid Concentrate

This is the new VICAUDIO COMPACT
SOUND 8 CARRY ALL PROJECTOR...
the remarkable lightweight rear-screen
projector in an attache case! With
VICAUDIO, new professional quality
8mm sound movies open a new dimen¬
sion in audio-visual communication.
Magnetic sound with its flexibility...
8mm film with its amazing production
savings...loop-loading with its repeatmessage possibilities...all combine in
the VICAUDIO. May we send you the full
story on 8mm sound and the equipment
which brings it to reality?

VICOM, INC

5
Ji
bJ

A SUBSIDIARY OF ELGEET OPTICAL COMPANY
309 CHILD STREET, ROCHESTER 6. NEW YORK
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A new all liquid system for preparing
reversal processing solutions in onestep is now available from the Philip A.
Hunt Company of Palisades Park, N.J.
Four cine reversal solutions are sup¬
plied as concentrates in five gallon poly¬
ethylene cubitainers. Diluted Yq, each
cube makes 20 gallons. All mixing of
bulk chemicals from bottles, bags and
drums is eliminated.

Vari-focal Lens
Traid Corporation, Encino, Calif.,
announces the new Traid-Berthiot vari¬
able focal length lens that features a
zooming range from 23mm to 115mm.
The lens, pictured above mounted on
a KB-3A gun camera, takes all “C”
mounts and all elements are coated.

Lilliput Twin Lamp

New Elgeet Zoom Lens
The Elgeet Optical Co., 303 Child
St., Rochester 11, New York, announces
the Elgeet Zoom Navitar lenses for

Elorman & Babb, Inc., 68 West 45th
Street, New York 36, N.Y., is distrib¬
utor of the new Lilliput Twin Lighting
Unit manufactured by Kliegl Bros.
Lamp delivers the same intensity flood¬
lighting as a 5KW Fresnel without re¬
quiring transformer. The Lilliput-Twin
Continued on Page 714
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MOVIELAB

MOVIELAB

FILM

LABORATORIES

MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 W. 54th ST.
NEW YORK 19, N. Y. JUDSON 6-0360

* developing color negatives • additive color printing • reduction printing including A & B • color
slide film processing • blovy/ups • internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to*scene color balanced
printing • Ektachrome developing and printing • registration printing • plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.

WHAT’S NEW

Setting new Standards...

Continued from

MARK n REFLEX
Streamlined lightweight
35MM camera with
designed-in reflex
finder and well-known
professionally required
Mitchell features

Page 712

uses the new 16-hour GE Sealed-Beam
Quartz-Iodine Uniflood Lamp and
comes equipped with a dim-bright de¬
vice and barn doors. The sockets
swivel to permit use of lamp in either
horizontal or vertical positions and a
single light beam can be achieved
through a special adjustment device.
The Lilliput-Twin (without lamps) is
])riced at S115.00. The Quartz-Iodine
lamps are $9.95 each.

STUDIO OR
LOCATION
PRODUCTION
CAMERA...

Here is a new kind of 35mm camera—the only professional
Reflex whose advanced and unique features and capabilities
are designed-into the camera. The unusual Mark II reflects
state-of-the-art camera technology breakthroughs, the
result of the most intensive research, development and test¬
ing program in modern camera engineering. Designed as
an advanced studio production camera that easily adapts
to hand-held filming, the Mark II provides long-awaited
freedom in use and operation of the camera for virtually
every conceivable professional filming requirement. Over
45 years of experience plus Mitchell’s internationally
known workmanship make the Mark II 35mm Reflex an
engineering triumph.

Cine Voice Conversion
A new type conversion of the Auricon Cine Voice camera that provides
400-foot film capacity is announced by
Professional Cine Products, 2222 No.
Prairie Ave., Dallas 4, Texas. Features
include cut-off camera top to accom¬
modate 400-ft. magazine and also re¬
duce camera size and weight; external,
adjustable clutch for positive takeup
control without need for extra motor;
built-in, silenced Veeder-Root footage
counter; phone jack (optical models
only); and filter slot. Price of con¬
version, less magazine, is $445.00.

MARK II APPLICATIONS:
PLUS HAND-HELD
FLEXIBILITY...

Feature Productions and Theatrical
Short Subjects in all 35mtn
aspect ratios;
Television Features and Commercials;
Special Effects and BackgroundPlate Films;
Documentary and Industrial Films;
Scientific and Research
Cinematography;
Photo-Instrumentation and
High-Speed Cinematography.

Wide-aperture Data Gate

The Mark II is now in use by major theatrical and television
producers and distinguished cinematographers throughout the
world. Priority of delivery will be scheduled from date of order.
For literature and information on field demonstrations write on
your letterhead to the Mitchell Sales Department. ..

MITCHELL
CAMERA

CORPORATION

666 W. HARVARD ST., GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA
521 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, NEW YORK
AGENTS:

714

Vinten Mitchell Ltd. • 715 North Circular Rd. ■ London, N.W. 2, England
Nagase & Co., Ltd. • 3, 2-Chome Kobunacho ■ Nihonbashi, Chuoku • Tokyo, Japan

1

L-W Photo, Inc., manufacturer of
cine pulse cameras and stop-motion
projectors, has developed a wide-aper¬
ture plate for projectors to make pos¬
sible the viewing of timing marks or
other data recorded on film outside the
sprocket holes. The plate permits view¬
ing data on either side of the gate to
accommodate data filmed with various
types of wide aperture systems.
Complete technical data is available
from L-W Photo, Inc., 15451 Cabrito
Road, Van Nuys, Calif.
■
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F & B Mark III

Sachtler-Wolf

Sachtler-Wolf

with

Double Gyro

Double Gyro

Viscomatic

Model UK

Model KA

Head

L’

O’Connor

Miller

Model C

Model D
O Connor
Model 100

I

t

Miller

N.C.E.

Professional

Hydro-Fluid

Sputnick

!

movement. Smoothness is now a built-in characteristic of each
of the tripod heads shown here. We at F & B sell and recommend
these most enthusiastically.
If you are still doing great work with outmoded friction or
geared heads, we congratulate you. Still we urge you to modern¬
ize. Why not treat yourself to one of these fine fluid or gyro
head outfits, and see if you don't agree that it makes your
work easier.
With the help of many skilled cameramen, we have made up
a chart so that you could select the outfit most suited to your
needs. If you want more detailed information on any of these,
or if you would like to "try out” or arrange for a demonstration
with no obligation, please write us.

Like some people we know, cameras don’t move by themselves;
they have to be pushed around.
A basic requirement in good camera movement is smoothness
—a smooth beginning—middle and end when panning, tilting
or both.
Years ago, when we had to depend on friction heads for
movement, most cameramen acquired great skill in using these.
Also, many cameramen depended on geared heads cranked with
both hands which required tremendous dexterity.
Today, with our advancing technology; adapting principles of
hydraulics and of gyroscopes we have evolved the fluid and
gyro tripod heads. Great skill and dexterity is no longer an
absolute requirement for fine, professionally smooth camera

r

%

\

/

f

s

1

HOW TO
SELECT
YOUR
TRIPOD

/

/

^

/#v

/ .#/-v/

if

/
/
/
4/iif if /
'/§
/ ^ / PRICE

F & B MARK 11
VISCOMATIC
✓

MILLER -O"

MILLER PRO

v'

O’CONNOR C

O’CONNOR 100

✓

✓

There is nothing
our expert tech¬
nicians like bet¬
ter than talking
equipment with
you.

Complete infor¬
mation and liter¬
ature on all types
of professional
equipment are
yours for the
asking.
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14 lbs.

Head Only
$150.00

7 lbs.

Head Only
$299.50

10 lbs.

Head Only
$295.00

6 lbs.

Head Only
$695.00

20 lbs.

Head Only
$2250.00

O’CONNOR 200 A

ASK F & B

Trrpod & Head
$139.50

SACHTLER WOLF
DOUBLE GYRO K A
SACHTLER-WOLF
DOUBLE GYRO U K
SPUTNIK

NCE HYDRO FLUID

32 lbs.

Tripod & Head
$795.00

Head 18 lbs.
Legs 12 lbs.

Tripod & Head
$795.00

Head 18 lbs.
Legs 12 lbs.

Tripod Only
$1975.00

100 lbs.

Tripod & Head
$369 50

20 lbs.

SERVING THE WORLD’S FINEST FILM MAKERS

FiaORMAN & Babb, IN
68 West 45th Street New York 36, New York Murray Hill 2-2928
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ERAS

BEHIND
WHAT

THE

INDUSTRY’S

BUYS MILLION
DOLLAR INVENTORY!

OTING

B

Write for
Complete Brochure

NOTE: Asterisks following titles indicate television film productions.

Floyd Crosby, ASC, “Black Zoo" (Herman
Cohen Prod., P’Vision & Eastman color)
with Michael (ktugh and Rod Lauren. Rob¬
ert Gordon, director.
BILTMORE STUDIOS — N.Y.

Jack Priestly,
Gems).

“Naked

City”*

(Screen

BIOGRAPH STUDIOS—New York

CAMERAS 35MM
AKELEY AUDIO from Poramount News with full
complement of lenses and matched finders, 12V
motor,
1000'
magazine,
single
system
sound
recording
modulator,
amplifier,
microphone.
$10,000 originally .,....$1995.00
AKEIEY AUDIO from Paromount News with full
complement of lenses and matched finders, 12V
motor,
1000'
magazine,
single
system
less
modulator .$1495.00
AKELEY NEWSREEL PANCAKE TYPE with 3 lenses
ond matched finders, 12V motor, 3 magazines,
tripod. $3500 originally .
$195.00
ARRIFLEX I with 3 zeiss lenses—35/50/85mm,
3—200' mags., 1—400' mag., Arri Tripod, 3
cases. Good condition .
$1095.00
BELL & HOWELL 35MM 2709 RACKOVER CAMERA
with Unit I pilot pin movement, Cooke Speed
Panchro 25MM f2 lens. Astro Pan Tachar 40MM
fl.8 lens, Boltar 50MM f2.3 lens, 75MM Cooke
Speed Panchro f2 lens, 2 each 400'; 1000' mags,
erect image viewfinder,
220V 3ph
synchronous
motor, matte box, sunshade .$4450.00
BELL & HOWELL 35MM 2709 STANDARD CAMERA
with Unit I pilot pin movement, 50MM Boltar f2.3
lens. Astro 75MM f2.3 lens, 2—1000' magazines.
Excellent condition .
$1995.00
BELL & HOWELL 35MM EYEMO Q complete outfit.
8 to 48 fps, spider turret, 3 lenses with filters,
sunshades, motor, power cable, 2—400' mags.,
drum finder. List value over $2000 .$795.00
BELL & HOWELL 35MM EYEMO M complete out¬
fit. 8 to 48 fps, compact turret, 3 lenses with
filters, sunshades, drum finder. List value over
$1500 ...$495.00
B & H
EYEMO 71A with 47MM f2.5
Cooke
lens .$99.50
CINEFLEX, 3 lenses, 2—200' magazines, 1—400'
magazine, motor and case .$595.00
DEBRIE Model K with 3 lenses, 4—400' magazines,
metal case. Direct focusing .$299.50
DEBRIE HIGH SPEED with 3 lenses, 12V motor,
magazines; original cost over $3000 .$395.00
DEVRY NEWSREEL CAMERAS with 3 lenses, 12V
motor .
$149.50
DEVRY NEWSREEL TYPE with 2" f3.5 focusing
mount lens. Good condition .$125.00
Same, less lens .$ 85.00
MITCHELL STANDARD, 4 fast lenses, 2—1000'
mags., viewfinder, mattebox, 2 motors— 115V
wild, 110 or 220V sync; Raby Blimp, Freehead
tripod. Excellent cond.$6750.00
WALL complete sound outfit with RCA Galva¬
nometer,
recording
amplifier,
fabric
blimp.
Reconditioned .$3495.00
WALL single system with 4 lens turret, 2—1000'
magazines, 12V DC motor, viewfinder, tachometer,
counter, case, $6,580 originally.
Serviceable condition .$ 995.00
Reconditioned .$1995.00

MONTH

H I N S

ALLIED ARTISTS

Extra Savings
for You!

LAST

Christopher Challis, “The Victors” (High¬
road Prod.; P’Vision; shooting in England)
with Vincent Edwards and Christine Kaufmann. Carl Foreman, producer-director.
Charles Welborn, “Empire”*.
Jack Marta. Richard Rawlings,
gins”*.
Fred Gately, ASC,
(pilot); “Hazel”*.

“Turning

“Hig¬

Point”*

George Stoetzel, ASC, “Car 54 Where Are
You?”*.

Cert Andersen, ASC, “Donna Reed Show”*.

CASCADE STUDIOS

Robert deCRASSE, ASC, “The Danny Thomas
Show”*; “Dick VanDyke Show”*.
Maury Gertsman, ASC, “Pm Dickens—He’s
Fenster”*.
Henry
Cronjager,
“The Joey
Bishop
Show”*.

Henry Freulich, ASC, Commercials*.
Roy Seawricht, Commercials*.
CBS—N.Y.

Charles Mack, Leo Rossi, John Clements,
“CBS Reports”*.
COLUMBIA STUDIOS

Gordon Avil, ASC, “Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington”*.

DESILU—Cahuenga Studio

Sid Hickox,
Show”*.

ASC,

“The

Andy

Griffith

DESILU—Culver City

Irving Lipppman, “Inventory”* (pilot).

Lothrop
Coy’s”*.

Arthur Arling, ASC, Commercials*.

Charles Straumer, “The Untouchables”*.

George Folsey, ASC, Commercials*.
James Drought, Commercials**
Robert Bronner, ASC, “Human Comedy”*
(pilot).
Robert Wycoff, “Dennis the Menace”*.

Worth,

ASC,

“The

Real

Mc¬

DESILU—Gower

Maury Gertsman, ASC, “The Lucy Show”*.
Ted Voightlander, “Ben Casey”*.
Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “Lassie”*.
Robert Planck, ASC, “My Three Sons”*.
Continued on Page 718

CAMERAS 16MM
AURICON
PRO 200 with
mattebox,
sun-shade
filter holder. Auto Parallax Finder, special iris
attachment, less sound, in case.
Good condition .$395.00
Reconditioned .$575.00
AURICON PRO 200 with Zoom Door, Parrish con¬
version for 400' or 1200' Mitchell magazines. In¬
cludes Modulite Galvanometer, NRS-24 Amplifier.
Less magazines. Excellent condition .$1195.00
BOLEX H16 with PAN CINOR, 60 zoom lens,
26mm fl .9 Pizar, prismatic focusser, pistol grip.
Very good condition .$249.50
Continued on Pages 718 ond 720
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SARTORIAL NOTE: On set for ‘‘Come Blow Your Horn,“ cinematographer Bill Doniel$‘ camera crew shows off
new sport shirts provided by Daniels (2nd from left) while Frank Sinatra, star of picture looks on. Shirts ore
replicas of those worn by girls bowling team sponsored by Bill Daniels and headed by latter‘s daughter. Clever
insignia is that of o motion picture camera worked out with all the letters contained in the nome, “Williom Dan¬
iels, ASC.“ From left ore Al Lone, operator; Daniels, Sinatra, and camero assistants Bill Johnson and Dewey Wrigley.
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We Idolize Service
(THAT’S WHY WE’VE BUILT A NEW PLANT)

We outgrew our old quarters. The new plant offers the most modern
facilities obtainable anywhere. No color job will be beyond us, no tech¬
nical problem too technical. This is the world’s newest, most modern
film processing plant-and we’re delighted to say “at your service.”

Capital
Film Laboratories, Inc.
470 E St., S.W. • Washington 24, D.C. • District 7-1717
SOUND, EDITORIAL AND ALL MOTION PICTURE LABORATORY SERVICES
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^17

Cooper,
“Mouse on the Moon”
(Lee-Camp Prod.; shooting at Carthay Stu¬
dios) with Aubrie Martin and Roy Thinness.
Dave Tomack, director.
Wilkie

BEHIND THE CAMERAS
j

Continued from Page 716
WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS
Edward

Brian Keith and
Tokar, director.

Extra Values
■

.

■

LENSES
CORNEASCOPE
16MM Anamorphic Spread
lens
with 1 6MM projector adapter.
Brand new.$149.50

^

Harcourt, “The Three Lives of
Thomasina” (Technicolor; shooting in Eng¬
land ) with Patrick McGoohan and Susan
Hampshire. Don Chaffey, director.

ASC, “Summer Magic”
(Technicolor) with Hayley Mills and Burl
Ives. James Neilson, director.
William

j

Snyder,

FILMWAYS — MGM
Tom

_
H
^

Hi

DOUBLE
COMPARTMENT
35MM
MAGAZINES,
1000'
capacity
with
transport
mechanism
and
operture gate. Cost government $500. New... $99 50

_

AKELEY GYRO Tripod with bowl and heavy doty
legs. Good condition.$495 00

^

CECO GYRO Tripod, Jr.
type legs ard case.
Excellent
condition.$395.00

«
®

Lester

Shorr,

ASC,

“The

Beverly

Hill-

g

H

^

..$149.50

Moreno,

“Adventures of

Ozzie

..

$79.95

stands .$119.50

“The

Eleventh

George Jacobson, “Emmett Kelly Show”*.

Young Show”*.

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS
INDEPENDENT

Frank

(Batjac
Prod., UA release; P’Vision & Technicolor)
with John Wayne and Maureen O’Hara.
Andrew V. McLaglen, director.

Phillips,

ASC,

“Have

Cun

Will

Travel”*.
Continued on

Page 759

Mellor,
ASC,
“The
Greatest
Story Ever Told” (Ceo. Stevens Prod., UA
release; P'Vision & Cinerama in Technicol¬
or) with Max Van Sydow and Charlton
Heston. George Stevens, producer-director.

Joseph La Shelle, ASC, “Irma La Douce”

(P’Vision & Color; Mirisch-Fdward Alperson Presentation) with Jack Lemmon and
Shirley MacLaine. Billy Wilder, d irector.
Ted Moore, “Call Me Bwana” (Eon Prods.;
shooting in London) with Bob Hope and
Anita Ekherg. Gordon Douglas, director.

MAURER 0 16MM Optical Recorder, twin track
negative, 4 position mixer, noise reduction, ampli¬
fier 400' Magazine. Excellent condition....$3250.00
STANCIL-HOFFMAN complete 16MM SYNCHRON¬
OUS MAGNET OUTFIT. 16MM recorder/playback
unit, two S4 dummy playbacks, all with Selsyn
sync motors. Designed for double sprocketed cen¬
ter track, but one playback has been adapted to
single sprocketed edge track. Two portable cases
for recorder, metal rack for ploybacks. Cost over
$6000 .$1995.00

Russell Metty, ASC, “The Thrill of it All”

(Ross Hunter-Martin Melcher Prod.; Tech¬
nicolor) with Doris Day and James Garner.
Norman Jewison, director.
Conrad Hall, “Stoney Burke”*

(Daystar).

Hildyard,
“55
Days
at Peking”
(Samuel Bronston Prod.; Super Technirama-70 & Technicolor; shooting in Spain)
with Charleston Heston and Ava Gardner.
Nicholas Ray, director.

Jack

B

See Also Pages 716 and 720.
Write for Complete Brochure.

Harry Waxman, “Summer Flight” (Mirisch-

S.0.S.PH0T0-CINE-0PTI(S,lnc.
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ASC,

NEW YORK STUDIOS

Biroc, ASC, “Toys in the Attic”
(Mirisch Co.; P’Vision) with Dean Martin
and Geraldine Page. George Roy Hill, direc¬
tor.

AURICON RT-80 Optical Recorder with noise re¬
duction amplifier, available VD or VA, service¬
able condition .$395.00
Reconditioned .$525.00

New

Deverman,

Hour”*.

GOLDWYN STUDIOS

Joseph

AURICON RT-80 VA Recorder less amplification.
. $295.00

Holly'd

Clemens,

Robert Hauser, " Combat"*.

Harriet’*.

(Argos
Films-Alpha, Paris & Dear Films, Rome,
UA release; Eastman color; shooting in
France) with Delphine Seyrig and Jean
Phierre. Alain Resnais, director.

RECQRDING EQUIPMENT

St.,

George

&

Joseph MacDonald, ASC, “Muriel”

stands .$199.50

AMPEX 600 Magnetic Recorder with synchronous
generator, playback amplifier and speaker in 2
matched cases. $1000 value.$595.00

6331

the World’s Fair” (Ted Richmond Prod.;
P’Vision & Metrocolor) with Elvis Presley
and Joan O’Brien. Norman Taurog, director.

William Spencer, ASC, “Sam Benedict”*.
Robert

Carter, ASC, “The Corpse Makers”
(Admiral Pictures; UA release: Technicol¬
or) with Vincent Price and Mari Blanchard.
Sidney Salkow, director.

RUBYLITE
PORTABLE
NEWSLITE
with
powerpak in case, new demonstrators .$165.00
RUBYLITE
POWERPAK
with
charger.
Demon¬
strators .. . . . ...$119.50

52nd

Geoffrey Unsworth, “Tamahine” (Seven
Arts Prod.; Eastman color; shooting in
Paris, Tahiti & London) with Nancy Kwan
and Dennis Price. Philip Leacock, director.

fh.Lis

M-R or B & M Jr. 2000W Spots .

Branch:

M-G-M STUDIOS

William

■■
™

equipment

M-R or B & M Sr. 5000W Spots .

WesI

Robert Hager, “Perry Mason”*.

hillies”*.

William Clothier, “McClintock!”

MOLE-RICHARDSON 150 amp. Molarc (Type 170)
on pedestal; grid & cables. $2410 value...$795.00

Western

La BREA STUDIOS

Dale

COLORTRAN 5000 Sr. Kit with two 5 light heads.
2 stands & converter. Like new.$195.00

602

of

Harkness Smith, ASC, “Dr. Kildare”*.

_

BELL & HOWELL 35MM Animation Camera with
rackover.
Unit 1
Shuttle,
3
lenses,
sunshade,
matte box, 2-400' or 1-1000' magazine & view¬
finder. $6000 value..$3995.00

West, ASC, (Family Films) Series
Religious pictures.

Fred

GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS

S

BELL & HOWELL 35MM Animation Camera with
lens,
2-400'
or
1-1000'
magazine,
unit
eye
shuttle, prismatic through-the-lens focuser.
Excellent condition .$2250.00

KEYWEST STUDIOS

Robert Pittack, ASC,
ASC, “Twilight Zone”*.

Norbert Brodine, ASC, “The New Loretta

BELL & HOWELL 35MM Animation Camera with
? lenses, 2-400' or 1-1000' magazine. Unit 1
Shuttle.$1495.00

Film Corp.; Continental Distr. Co. release)
with Shelley Winters and Peter Falk.
Joseph Strick, director.

Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “It Happened at

Hartzuand,

FOX WESTERN AVENUE

■

ACME T Animation stand E/W/N/S movements,
sliding pegs, B & H 35MM camera. Acme Stopmotion motor.$3795.00

rolling

Wonderful

James Van Trees, ASC, “Dobie Cillis”*.

ANIMATION AND
SPECIAL EFFECTS EQUIPMENT

2000W Spots on

“Shell’s

ASC, “The Defend¬
ers*”* (CBS) Boris Sagal and Buzz Kulich,
directors.
Morris

CAMERA ACCESSORIES
AURICON BLIMP for Cine Special with sync motor. Excellent condition...$395.00

5000W Spots on rolling

ASC,

Tutwiler,

World of Coif”*.
FILMWAYS—New York

ZOOM LENS FOR AKELEY NEWSREEL 35MM camera,
f4.5
focus,
60MM
to
350MM.
Matched,
coupled
viewfinder.
Originally
$7500.
Good
condition
.
$1395.00

ligmt

“Savage Sam” -vvilh
Tommy Kirk. Norman

David

CORNERS MARKET
-k

George Folsey, ASC, “The Balcony” (City

Colman, ASC,

York
Blvd.,

19—PLaza
Hollywood,

7-0440
Calif.

Barbican Films-Carrollton of Panama; UA
release; color; shooting in London) with
Susan Hayward and Michael Craig. Daniel
Petrie, director.

AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS

Founded January 8, 1919, The American
Society of Cinematographers is comprised
of the leading directors of photography in
Hollywood motion picture and TV him
studios. Its membership also includes
cinematographers in foreign lands. Mem¬
bership is by invitation only.

e
OFFICERS

William Daniels, President
Hal Mohr, 1st Vice-President
Arthur Edeson, 2nd Vice-President
Joseidi Ruttenberg, 3rd Vice-President
Arthur Miller, Treasurer
Sol Halprin, Secretary
George Folsey, Sergeant-At-Arms
BOARD OF GOVERNORS

Joseph Biroc, Robert de Grasse, Daniel
Lapp, Lee
Garmes, Milton
Krasner,
Ernest Laszlo, Victor Milner, Walter
Strenge.
ALTERNATE BOARD MEMBERS

Harold Lipstein, Winton Hoch, Gordon
.4vil, Lucien Andriot, Philip Tannura,
Lionel Lindon, John Arnold, George
Clemens, Linwood Dunn, Arthur Arling.
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SYLVANIA ANNOUNCES A SUN GUN MOVIE LIGHT YOU CAN USE ANYWHERE!
V

plete unit weighs only I6V2 pounds includ¬
ing battery. Yet pound for pound it
outperforms any other battery-powered
iTiovie light made!
1
The battery pack itself is specially designed
or SUN GUN Movie Light by Frezzolini
. . world’s leading power pack designer. It
measures only 10" wide by 3" deep. Re¬
charges automatically in a short time. Has
Ouilt-in recharger with automatic cutoff to
orevent overcharging, give extra-long life.
Battery-powered SUN GUN is easy to han-

& ELECTROms

die, completely adjustable, fits any camera.
For more details, see your supplier or write
SUN GUN Dept., Sylvania Lighting Prod¬
ucts, Division of Sylvania Electric Products
Inc., 730 Third Ave., New York 17. N.Y.

A-

Technical
Questions and
Answers

GIGANTIC SALE
See also pages 71 6 & 71 8

"

EDITING, CUTTING ROOM
SUPPLIES & ACCESSORIES
MOVIOLA 16MM Model ULPVCS Black Preview
sound one side, composite sound and picture on
other, magnetic/optical.
Excellent condition ...$1995.00

FILM HANDLING EQUIPMENT
B & H Hot Pedestal Splicer, 35MM.
Good condition .

$595.00

B & H Hot Pedestal Splicer, 70MM.
Good condition .$895.00
FOSTER AUTOMATIC Rewind on table with in¬
spection lite.
IIOV AC 60 cycle,
heavy duty
motor, foot pedal control, speeds zero to 875 RPM.
New
.
$435.00
PRESTO Hot Splicers, 16MM. Originally $747.00.
Reconditioned .$495.00
With interchangeable 16MM and 35MM heads, re¬
conditioned
.
$595.00

MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS
ACE 35MM Soundtrack Printer on pedestal, oper¬
ates with any picture. Good.$295.00
BELL &
HOWELL
Printer Model
D continuous
contact 5-way aperture with original style lamphouse. Good condition .$1995.00
B & H

Model

D

Printer.

Reconditioned....$2465.00

B & H Model D Printer, with standard 300 watt
hi-intensity lamphouse, blower cooled, DC rec¬
tifier. Rebuilt like new .
$4495.00
B & H 35MM Main Sprockets for D Printers.
$500 value. New .$195.00
CINECOLOR
Double
Head
35MM
Step
Printer
with outomatic lite change and timing device.
Originally
$12,000.
(Bank
Foreclosure).
Good
condition
.
$2495.00
CUSTOM BUILT 35MM Step Printer on pedestal,
pilot pin registration. Fair condition.$395.00
DEPUE Optical Reduction Printer 35/16 picture
with automatic light changer.
Reconditioned .$3995.00
DUPLEX AUTOMATIC 150 Scene
Light Change
Boards. $15,000 value (plus $20 crating)..$195.00
DUPLEX 35MM Step Printer (2 machines
Excellent. Plus $35 crating.

in one).
$295.00

FILM PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
FILMLINE
R15TC reversal/negative/positive
ma¬
chine with refrigeration, bottom drains, air com¬
pressor, cushion-blo squeegee, variable speeds up
to 1200 ft. per hour. Good condition.$2450.00
FILMLINE Model R40TC reversal/negative/positive
machine with
refrigeration,
recirculation
pump,
drain pump, air compressor. Originally $4865.
Good condition .$2995.00
GPL
pos.

401 Hi-Speed 16MM Spray Processor, neg./
Originally $8000. Reconditioned.$2995.00

HOUSTON-FEARLESS 16MM daylight loading mag.
for all HF Processors. $300 vol.$99.50
HOUSTON-FEARLESS Model 1, 16MM neg./pos.,
variable speed.
Reconditioned.$895.00
MAMMOTH HOUSTON Color Processor 16/35MM
Ansco/Ektachrome, neg./pos. up to 1200 ft. per
hour, 16 stainless steel tanks. Full temperature
control.
Recirculation, air supply 7 squeegees.
Cost Cuban Gov’t $35,000.
Rebuilt like new .$11,995.00

Many Other Extra Specials,
Write for brochure.
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Ct.— To shoot scenes in a factory
office for a color production Vni pres¬
ently making, I wish to take advantage
of the available light. Thus far, my
production has been shot on Kodachrome II and I am thinking of using
Ansco Color 100 and an f/0.95 lens I
am planning to buy to get the speed
necessary to shoot under the prevail¬
ing light at this location.
I have been advised that Kodachronie II with an exposure index of
25 for daylight or 40 for tungsten light
will give me good results ivith my
present Cooke f/1.4 lens. My prefer¬
ence is for the f/0.95 lens. What do
you advise? — C. N. T., Cincinnati,
Ohio.
y^_.The f/1.4 lens should give you
better resolution than the f/0.9.5 lens.
The results you Mould get otherwise
with the f/1.4 lens would depend, of
course, on the amount of light that will
be available to yon. If your me<
shows that light volume is insuffic j,,-'
for shooting at f/1.4—or even at f/^’
—then the only alternative is to
the faster color films such as Ai
chrome or Ektachrome ER.
I have been attempting to
and develop 16mm film, u.sing a L
continuous contact printer. 1 have u
both Eastman fine grain release p
tive No. 7302 and Gevaerf s No. 56
both developed in Gevaert No. 203\
veloper. My problem is that I invj
ably end up with prints having une\
densities
throughout
their
len^
Thinking that this might be caused\
fluctuation in the printer light d,
possibly, to fluctuating current, I o'
verted the printer to DC operation,
the trouble continues. Any place wh
there is a solid tone frame to fra\
there seems to be a change in dens
The camera film developed in
same processor but using D76 develo^
does not show any of this effect.—R.
C., Moncton, N.B., Canada.
It woidd appear that the n^
uniformity described comes from
of two sources: lack of agitation in t|
developer or variation in the print
speed. It is quite possible, too, that tl;
condition described could be quite ol
jectionable when viewed by projectioi
as a high-contrast positive and almo&

unnoticeable when viewed as a lowcontrast negative over a light box. If
you are using rack-and-tank or rewind
type processing equipment, it is very
probably that you are obtaining nonuniform develo])ment.
ith respect to the printer you are
using, it appears that every precaution
has been taken by the manufacturer
to provide a constant intensity lamp
and vibration-free film transport. One
additional item which you did not men¬
tion that should be checked is the uni¬
formity of the film drive of the printer,
since this is more likely to cause this
sort of problem than vibration or lamp
dicker.

Q

I have a series of extension tubes

designed to work on a Bolex 16mm
camera. W hat // stop correction would
be required when using these extension
tubes with a 25w', -■
Tfi t

f y

t

“On my U. N. beat
I push SUPERIOR® 2 to 250
and even 400—
and my picture quality holds!”

“We're shooting fast-moving internationalfiguresatthe United Nations

grain. And we shoot single system,
get sound on SUPERIOR 2 negative

on short notice, in all sorts of light,”
says Irving Heitzner, Hearst Metrotone News. “I can boost the rating,

that sounds like positive.”
Mr. Heitzner’s work won a Special
Award this year in the “Sound-onFilm” category during the annual
Journalism Week sponsored at the

tell the lab and get first-class foot¬
age. Perfect clarity. No noticeable

University of Missouri by the National
Press Photographers' Association
and the World Book Encyclopedia.
For your own work Du Pont films—
and technical data on them —are
available from the Du Pont Photo
Products sales offices shown here.

ATLANTA 18, GA.. 1737 Ellsworth Ind. Dr., N. W. 355-1230 • CHICAGO 46, ILL., 4560 Touhy Ave., Edgebrook Station. ORchard 5-5500 • CLEVELAND 16, OHIO,
20575 Center Ridge Road. 333-3674 • CLIFTON, N. J., 380 Allwood Rd., Allwood Station (New York). GRegory 3-4004 • DALLAS 7, TEX., 1628 Oak Lawn Ave.
Riverside 1-1404 • HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF., 7051 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood 9-5147 • WALTHAM 54. MASS., 45-4th Ave. (Boston). TWinbrook 9-8300
WYNNEWOOD, PA., 308 E. Lancaster Ave. (Phila.). TRinity 8-2700 • EXPORT, Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Del. • IN CANADA, Du Pont of Canada Ltd., Toronto

8MM FOR TV NEWS REPORTING
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Because of its size and simplicity of operation, the 8mm

>

sound camera takes its place with the portable tape

X

recorder and typewriter as a vital tool for TV newsmen.
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PROCESSING
COLOR PRINTING
OTHER SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Work Prints
Color-to-Color Prints
Color-to B & W Prints
Raw Stock
Ultrasonic Film Cleaner
A & B Roll Prints
Fades-Dissolves
Timed Prints
Edge Numbering

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION WRITE

Because we feel his report is of
special interest to the many freelance
and TV news cameramen among our
readers, we are reprinting his report
herewith, omitting the customary
quotes for sake of simplicity in our
presentation. According to Vance:
The small format film, or 8mm, has
become the center of conversation in
the many motion picture technical ses¬
sions held here in Chicago. Each month
the speculation increases with the re¬
sult that 8mm is rapidly taking its
rightful place in the commercial pic¬
ture. This holds true not only for in¬
dustrial or educational use, but, after
careful investigation and experimenta¬
tion, I am convinced it has an impor¬
tant potential in television news work.

BLACK %\wm
REVERSAL
PRINTING

&

8MM FILM, and particularly its potential in professional film production, is
a much-debated subject these days in
some areas of the film industry. Until
recently, motion picture cameramen
have been more or less just observers
during the debates, believing that any
professional or commercial use of 8mm
films will probably begin with the picture material and sound recorded on
35mm or 16mm negative and then be
reduction-printed.
In the meantime, several e.xplorations have been made to determine if
8mm could be successfully used for TV
newsfilm. Dick Hance,* columnist-re¬
porter for National Press Photographer
presented a comprehensive report on
progress made in this direction in the
November, 1962, issue of that publication.

‘

In the area of costs, the 8mm tech¬
nique indicates, including personnel, a
saving of something over 50% as
against the use of 16mm film. Keeping
in mind that we have had to use equip¬
ment primarily designed for the ama¬
teur and priced accordingly, the quality
obtained through the film chain system
was as good as the present standards
used with 16mm film. Better equipment
must be designed to withstand the daily
rugged use given cameras and projec¬
tors in our profession. I feel that be¬
fore many more months go by we will
see new 8mm systems available to us.
Advantage In Compact Size
Beside costs, the primary advantages
of the small format is the drastically
reduced weight and size of the equip¬
ment without sacrificing quality. Using
the Fairchild Cinephonic Eight as a
basis, the soft camera becomes an im¬
portant tool for the TV newsman. Be¬
cause of its size and simplicity of op¬
eration, the sound camera takes its
place with the small tape recorders
which radio newsmen use, the small
portable typewriter used by newspaper
reporters and the small unobtrusive

*Dick Hance is also Execut.ve Producer, WGN-

723 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N.Y. • JU 6-2293
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camera of the “still” man. Instead of
the usual large, clumsy and heavy
equipment, the sound camera allows
the TV reporter to be completely mo¬
bile and highly portable with ease of
recording both picture and sound. I
carry the present Fairchild sound cam¬
era complete with all accessories in a
small 35mm gadget bag. This includes
an 171.8 zoom lens. One thing should
be noted. Under the present method
and cost of the magnetic prestripping
for 8mm, the cost per foot is compar¬
able to 16mm, but improved stripping
equipment and increased consumption
will reduce film costs substantially.
In my mind, the ease of operation,
compactness and extreme mobility over¬
shadow film costs at the present time.
Using this equipment, whether it is
sound camera or silent, opens up a new
area for concept of TV news reporting.
It allows the local TV station to write
the news with picture and sound in¬
stead of telling the audience with
words only. It calls for new techniques
and procedures to be developed.
Uses Dupont Film
Presently we are using Dupont 930
and 931 reversal film perforated for
8mm prestripped, the processing is
done in a commercial motion picture
laboi'atory and is processed along with
the regular 16mm film in the same
machine, at the same time, in the same
solutions.
We are presently using a modified
Fairchild Cinephonic sound projector in
connection with the film chain system.
The modification includes a redesigned
5-blade shutter to peiTnit projection
into the film chain system without
causing “shutter bar.” A synchronous
motor replaces the standard motor to
insure exact projector speed. Timing
belts were substituted for the smooth
belt drive to the shutter.
One of the interesting aspects of
using 8mm on an experimental basis
is that the average person in the TV
audience doesn’t realize he is watching
8mm instead of 16mm, unless told. The
difference is so slight that even a pro¬
fessional finds it difficult to differenti¬
ate between the two.
The small format usage of 8mm in
the future will become generally ac¬
cepted because of the substantial sav¬
ing in costs. The small format offers a
field of new concepts in gathering and
“showing” the audience the news. The
simplified technical requirements
needed to use this equipment means
better and faster coverage of the local
scene. This equipment, I believe, will
allow the TV news film cameraman to
become truly a motion picture journal¬
ist instead of a photographer. I re¬
state that the present equipment avail¬
able is not strong enough to withstand
the day-to-day rugged operation of a
TV news operation.
■
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PROFESSIONAL 16mm MODEL

to
too^
at
S.O.S. Ediola AA-16 Jr. Action Viewer-$ 99.50
S.O.S. Ediola M-16 Sr. Action Viewer with pressure
plate and double pad rollers (left to right) $135.00
S.O.S. Ediola MRL-16 Sr. Action Viewer with pressure
plate and double pad rollers (right to left) $195.00
S.O.S. Ediola Pro-35 for 35mm...$395.00
Model MA Pro-8 Viewer for 8mm...__$ 89.50
Write for illustrated brochure

!;.0.S. PHOTO-Cli-OPTIC!;, lie.

formerly S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd St., N.Y. 19, N.Y.—Plaza 7-0440—Telegram; “FAX, N.Y."
Western Branch: 6331

Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif. — Phone: 467-2124

SEE OFFERING OF EXTRA-SPECIAL VALUES ON PAGES 716, 718, 720 AND 757
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STUDYING
“Bye Bye

STORYBOARDS

depicting

Birdie," are (from

left)

sequences

for

Columbia

cinematographer Joseph

Pictures'

choerographer Onna White and director George Sidney who shot the

Biroc, ASC;

stills for the boards.

Plotting Camera Angles With Storyboards
Director George Sidney used storyboards to visualize key scenes for the most desirable camera
angles and compositions in planning the photography for Columbia Pictures’ “Bye Bye Birdie.”

By

w

HEN PLANNING THE

photography of

the complicated musical iiumhers
for C o 1 II m h i a Pictures’ ^‘Bye Bye
Birdie,” Director George Sidney made
extensiye use of storyboards to saye
time, more precisely coordinate the
comiilex mechanics of staging dance
and musical routines, and to infuse
these routines with the utmost in visual
impact.
Two tyjies of storylioards were used.
The Brst involved drawings—continui¬
ty sketches made liy an artist that

DARRIN

SCOT

Sidney utilized is his own development
and one which he believes unique in
its application to film production. It
involves shooting in sequence individ¬

detailed than the sketched storyboard
although, as Sidney points out, each
method has its own special advantages.
He used the artwork storyboard

ual still photographs establishing every
angle and movement to be duplicated
by the motion picture camera during
actual shooting of the picture. It is, in
several ways, much more precise and

BELOW IS STORYBOARD sketch ancf at right, the actual
visualization

of

the

scene

as

performed

by

Melinda

Clasky for the “Telephone Hour" number for “Bye Bye
Birdie.”

detailed precisely each camera angle
and visual effect to he achieved. This
technirpie, though little used in feature
productions, is not new. It was pre¬
viously employed hy William Cameron
Menzies in plotting camera angles and
composition for “Gone With The
Wind.” It is also a standard prelimi¬
nary step in the development of ani¬
mated cartoons.
The second storvhoard type which
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when working from scratch to plan a
sequence that involved a great many
mechanical effects calculated to achieve
a kind of visual impressionism. The
opening sequence of the film, for ex¬
ample — a number called “Going
Steady”—he envisioned as a kind of
musical collage in which a jig-saw
series of staccato cuts and special
effects would fit together to depict the
modern teenager’s almost umbilical de¬
pendence upon the telephone as a co¬
hesive instrument of peer group “to¬
getherness.”
The initial steps entailed breaking
the dance number routine down and
charting it according to how many bars
of music were to be covered by each
shot or camera move. Conferences
were then held with the art director,
cameraman, choreographer and mu¬
sical director on the final visualization
of each separate composition with an
eye to achieving maximum impact. An
artist then prepared sketches accord¬
ingly and arranged them in continuity
to form a precise technical blueprint of
the proposed sequence. The final ren¬

dering was done in color so that the
palette of hues relating to wardrobe
and sets could also be visualized. Ujmn
approval by the director, reproductions
of the storyboard were run off and dis¬
tributed to the set designers, camera¬
man, gaffer, wardrobe department,
choreographer, musical arranger, edit¬
or and every other department and
technician concerned with production
of the sequence. The original story¬
board was set up on the stage for quick
reference during shooting.
The choreography and orchestration
of the “Going Steady” number grew
out of its visualization by means of
the storyboard, so that the entire rou¬
tine—complete with intricate split¬
screen effects, superimposed cartoon
animation and special lighting—was
worked out in detail before a dancer,
singer or actor walked onto the re¬
hearsal stage. The more than forty sep¬
arate camera viewpoints were so pre¬
cisely synchronized to specific bars of
music that the sequence was, in effect,
edited before it was photographed.
Most important of all, everyone

volved. from the actors to the techni¬
cians, knew exactly what he should be
doing and why at any given moment.
Sidney utilized his photographic
storyboard in planning most of the
other musical numbers of the picture.
A “camera-bug” of international re¬
known who has 50,000 of his own neg¬
atives on file and whose still photo¬
graphs have been reproduced in Life,
Time, and similar top-drawer maga¬
zines, he shot the stills himself using
a Nikon 35mm camera equipped with
a 25mm lens masked off to exactly
the field of the 40mm Panavision lens
used in the actual filming. Occasional¬
ly, when pressed for time, he used a
Polaroid Land Camera to produce finised stills right on the spot instead of
having to wait for conventional devel¬
oping and printing.
ll^sing his still camera as he ordi¬
narily would use a Mitchell viewfinder
to plot camera angles, Sidney followed
the roughed-in choreography of a num¬
ber, moving in and out and shooting at
various camera angles as the rehearsal

in¬

Continued on Next Page

SKETCH BELOW is storyboard visualization of another singing

ULTIMATE

and

illustrated here, and shows change of positions of couple tele¬

action

number,

and

below—the

actual

graphed for “Bye Bye Birdie.”
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scene

as

photo¬

INTERPRETATION

of

a

storyboard

sketch

is

clearly

phoning plus an elevated camera angle.
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JOSEPH BIROC'S camera crew with operator Andy McIntyre behind the

Janet Leigh and dancers centered in the finder.

crane-mounted Mitchell has a job on its hands keeping the fast-moving

Bye Birdie" is in Panavision and color.

Photography of “Bye

progressed. Each time he snapped a
picture, the spot on the floor where he
was standing was marked and coded
so that later the motion picture camera

were shot in the actual set where a

could duplicate the camera angle and
the position. The resultant still pic¬
tures were arranged in sequence on a

ers that were to appear in the sequence
would run through the routine, but if

and forth through the room and over

one or two could not be present their
places were taken by stand-ins. Where

Rehearsals were photographed on a
bare stage, using only a bed for a prop.
Earlier, the orchestrator worked from

storyboard for study.
When the storyboard was approved.
Director of Photography Joe Biroc,
ASC, who had been an observer during
preliminary rehearsals, could take this
photographic blueprint and move in a
day in advance of the shooting, light
the set. and establish camera angles
corresponding with those in Sidney’s
still shots. This advance preparation of
photographic facilities resulted in sav¬
ing a great deal of time on the sound
stage when actual hlming was under¬
way.
Whenever possible, storvboard stills
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number was to be filmed. When this
was not practical, a bare stage and
sketchy props were used. The perform¬

hundreds of extras were called for, per¬
haps only 25 to 50 would be used in
rehearsals. The storyboard photographs
indicated where the rest were to he
positioned during actual shooting.
One important number, “How
Lovely to Be a
oman.” lasts two min¬
utes and forty seconds on the screen.
To creat the desired fluidity, it was
shot in one continuous take involving
more than thirty separate camera
moves—all carefully plotted on the
storyboard. Only one player, a girl,
ajjpears in the sequence and the action

is rather complicated. It begins with
the girl lying on a bed, talking on the
phone. She gets up, goes to a dresser
and starts her song, then moves back
the bed while she changes her clothes.

the storyboard stills to plot his musical
effects before the song was recorded.
Similarly, cameraman Biroc was able
to determine in advance the kind of
lighting problems he would encounter
in shooting the scene.
In contrast to this dreamy number
is a wild, crazy number called “Hon¬
estly Sincere,” which was shot in a
vast set—a town square built on the
hacklot of Universal-International stu¬
dios. For seven minutes 500 gyrating
Continued on
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lapse microscopic studies.
Now a
Kodak Reflex Special camera—a re¬
cent addition to the Foundation’s
equipment —- affords full reflex view¬
ing. ft was because of the advantages
inherent in this camera’s reflex finder
system that it was chosen to up-date
and expand the Foundation’s motion
picture facility.
The main advantage of the Reflex
Special for this specific work is that
its entire optical system functions
through the lens being used to photo¬
graph the subject material. When the
camera’s mirrored, rotating, variable
shutter is closed, it reflects an image
to a ground glass in the viewfinder.
When the shutter is open, this image
is transmitted directly to the film
itself.
In the Reflex Special, the ground
glass image corresponds exactly with
the jiicture registered on the film.
Since the focus of the viewfinder sys¬
tem is in the ground glass image, it
is impossible for the operator to focus
the viewfinder sharply if the camera
lens is out of focus.

FIG.

1—Looking

mounted

through the eyepiece of the finder on

vertically

cellular activity as

over
it is

a

microscope,

being

PFMR's

the

16mm Kodak

cinematographer,

C.

Reflex

George

Special

Lefeber,

camera,
observes

photographed.

Some advantages of the reflex camera in

CINEMICROANALYSIS
Many important discoveries have been made in medical
and biological fields as a direct result of time-lapse cinemicroanalysis produced by the Pasadena Foundation for
Medical Research. Here a new Kodak Reflex Special cam¬
era augments a battery of Cine Specials to record subject
matter under the microscope.
By
’\/I'any of the important

JIM

recent dis-

coveries that have been made in
medical and biological fields are the
direct result of time-lapse cinemicroanalysis. Among the important labora¬
tories in the U.S. engaged in this
Morlc is the Pasadena Foundation for
Medical Research in Pasadena, Cali¬
fornia, whose biological cinematog¬
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CARTER
rapher is C. George Lefeber.
Lefeber’s laboratory cinematography
is always done through a microscope
and it is important, he says, to be able
to view the subject and focus the
camera through the taking lens dur¬
ing actual photography.
Until re¬
cently, he had been using several
Kodak Cine Special cameras for time-

With the former method, using the
Cine Special camera, the latter could
not be focused positively while in
actual use. The subject was viewed
tbrough a periscope built into the opti¬
cal system between the camera and the
microscope (Fig. 2). The periscope,
which allowed the photographer to see
the subject after the camera was in
place, could not be used to determine
if the picture was in focus.
The optical system of the periscope
was found to cause a 10 per cent loss
of light between the subject and also
the appearance of “hot spots” in the
sequences of cultures filmed at high
magnification. Since most of the cine¬
matography at the Pasadena Founda¬
tion for Medical Research is done
under high magnification, “hot spots”
were a serious obstacle to the success
of its cinemicroanalysis program.
With the Reflex Special, the view¬
finder eyepiece can readily be ad¬
justed to accommodate tbe focusing
abilities of the eyes of different cam¬
era operators. It can also be adjusted
to vary the magnification of the
ground glass image itself. This mag¬
nification may be varied from 10 X
to 20 X, providing ideal critical focus¬
ing on minute particles witbin cells.
Cell studies at the Foundation are
made through microscopes with mag¬
nification capabilities up to 100 X.
Added capabilities of up to 20 X are

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, DECEMBER, 1962

provided by a range of interchange¬
able camera lenses.
When photo¬
graphed at this magnification on a
16mm frame, a specimen will he mag¬
nified about 100,000 times when pro¬
jected on a screen.
A typical experiment-recording set¬
up is shown in Fig. 3 and shows the
Keflex Special camera mounted in a
downward viewing position above a
microscope enclosed in a radiantly
heated incubator. A Bausch & Lomb
ribbon filament lamp supplies the
necessary photographic illumination
and exposures are determined by
means of a Photovolt light meter.
All the cell sequences filmed at the
Foundation are “time-lapse” studies.
They are photographed most com¬
monly at one, four or eight frames
per minute. When projected at nor¬
mal viewing speeds the “time-lapse”
between frames is compressed.
At
such rates of exposure the capability
of the Reflex Special to use either
100-foot, 400-foot or 1200-foot rolls of
film becomes an advantage in that it
increases the time period during which
a culture can be studied. At the rate
of one frame per minute, a 400-foot
roll of film can monitor a tissue cul¬
ture for 11 days. At the normal rate
of projection of 24 frames per second,
11 days of monitoring would be com¬
pressed into 12 minutes of viewing.
On the screen the cell activity is
speeded up more than 1,000 times.
Due to the difficulty of maintaining
a culture without injury under the
conditions of filming, individual ex¬
periments normally do not run more
than five days at the present time.

Therefore, the hulk of such fdming
is done on 100-foot rolls of film. The
camera’s 100-foot magazine is valu¬
able, however, where a series of cell
cultures is to he filmed as part of a
continuing study and it is also fre¬
quently employed for studies made at
the higher speeds of four or eight
frames per minute.
Another built-in advantage of the
Reflex Sjiecial for this type of work,
it is pointed out, is its crosshair view¬
finder. Some of the most startling discovei'ies made with time-lapse studies
have been movement patterns—never
suspected before—within the cell. With
the reflex camera these elements can
be positively positioned relative to the
crosshair in the finder.
Lefeher has found that standardi¬
zation of all aspects of the cinemicroanalysis process, such as lighting
and exposure, are advantageous. Most
time-lapse sequences are photographed
with exposures ranging from onequarter-second, half-second to onesecond per frame.
Eastman Plus-X or Tri-X Reversal
film is used for most of the Founda¬
tion’s microanalysis projects largely to
protect the initial recording. A scien¬
tist will take the calculated risk of
damage to the original film, if he can
study this rather than a print. The
use of reversal film also helps keep
processing variables and costs at a
minimum.
Processing of films is done by a
Hollywood laboratory with a reputa¬
tion for strict quality control of 16mm
B&W reversal.
Accompanying each
roll of film sent to the laboratory is

FIG. 2—Corner in photographic laboratory of the Pasadena Foundation
for Medical

Research

shows

battery

of

Cine Special

cameras

(right)

a two- or three-foot test length of film
that includes samples of exposures
contained in the roll. Processing and
evaluating of this test strip enaldes
the lab to gauge the processing pro¬
cedure for the roll. An average of
50 rolls of fdm, totaling 5,000 feet,
are processed for the Foundation
monthly.
An important factor in the use of
reversal film, says Lefeher, is the fact
it reduces the hulk of film to he stored.
More than 500,000 feet of 16mm re¬
versal film are now contained in the
Foundation’s library. If negatives and
master positives had to he made of
each filmed sequence produced to date,
the library would be more than twice
its present size.
Another reason reversal film is used
is that abstracts are made from many
of the films. At present, there are
between 40,000 and 50,000 abstracts
on file at the Foundation. By using
reversal film, technicians can go di¬
rectly from the 16mm film to 4"x5"
negatives in making abstract prints.
Scientists using abstracts to illustrate
their work determine which frames
thev want by viewing the films in a
conventional editor-viewer. The se¬
lected frames are then marked with
pieces of thread to indicate which
frames are to be printed. The time
relationship between abstracted illus¬
trations is determined by counting the
frames between pieces of thread.
Many important discoveries have
been made in medical and biological
fields as a direct result of the timelapse rinemicroanalysis techniques used
Continued on

FIG. 3—Typical experiment-recording setup in which the Reflex Special
is

mounted

in

vertical

position

radiantly

heated

to

shoot

downward

mounted above periscopes leading directly to microscopes in protective

microscope

cabinets below. The new Reflex Special is at left.

furnishes illumination for filming is at extreme left.
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AS

THE

FILM AND

sound

tape

are

moved

across

the

Teleduo console, the editor observes the images of each
film on the smaller TV monitor screens. The selected cuts
appear on the third monitor above. The negative can be
cut, as shown

here, for immediate telecasting and

image electronically converted

to

the

positive.

THE TELEDUO electronic film editing console. The three pedals on
floor enable operator to control movement of films and tape either
forward or in reverse and at varying speeds.

ELECTRONIC
FILM EDITING
The Teleduo makes it possible to
edit TV films and sound without actually
cutting the film or tape.

By

HANS

KOEBNER

UNIQUE SYSTEM

of electronically “cutting” 16mni film

was demonstrated for the first time at the Photo-Bien¬
nale in Paris last year. Without scissoring a single frame,
the film being edited was so “cut” that it could he put on
the air for television directly from the editing table. For
other type films, it permits editing an entire sound produc¬
tion without need for actual preliminary cutting and
splicing.
This unique film editing procedure is worked out on a
new item of equipment called the Teleduo, product of W.
Steenbeck of Hamburg, Germany. Designed for speedy

LOOKING

DOWN

ON

console

of

the

Teleduo,

showing

arrangement

editing of films with the sound on a companion reel of

of films and tape and

perforated magnetic tape, it enables an editor to cut a
preview version of a film that must he ready for telecasting
or other showing in the shortest possible time.

A & B, image-scanner and prism that diverts image to Vidicon camera;
C,

sound

scanner,

compensator;

the various transport and

playback

and

erase

head;

control
D,

components:

sound-tape

drift

E, pushbuttons for control of sound and picture drift; F,

switch that directs picture to top monitor and also cues tape; G, quick
run switch; H, manual stop, forward, and reverse pushbuttons; I, illum¬

Continued
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inated ground viewing glass; J, scraper plate; K, signal lamp.
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SHOESTRING
MOVIE
MAKERS
There’s a new breed of film maker abroad in the land turning
out low-budget motion pictures that find ready acceptance
as companion features to Hollywood’s high-budget block¬
busters. An example is the husband-wife team, Ralph and Bri

WRITER-DIRECTOR
Bri

Brooke, whose three-reel color film, “The Magic Tide,” is

shoots scene

Ralph
of

craft

Brooke
setting

looks

on

sail on

as
bay.

presently enjoying boxoffice success.

By

DON

MURRAY

Ori Murphy Brooke

is rated Holly-

wood’s only professional woman
cinematographer. Recently, she and
husband Ralph produced “The Magic
Tide,” a 32-miniite color film which
has found ready acceptance among ex¬
hibitors as a companion for feature
attractions. Bri (pronounced Bree)
photographed and edited the picture
and Ralph wrote the script and di¬
rected it.
“The Magic Tide” is a simple story
which takes place in San Felipe, a
small Mexican fishing village in Baja
California. It tells of a young Mexican
lad who dreams of following his elders

to sea and an equally young lass, an
American visitor, who becomes part
of that dream. Together, using scraps
of wood and borrowed tools, they work
to restore to seaworthiness an old hull
long beached by a vagrant tide. It’s a
typical childish occupation, but in the
surprising climax their boat actually
sails off into the bay.
The Brookes, following a spell of
conventional Hollywood independent
feature productio n—science - fiction,
horror films, things like that—decided
to combine Art and business and prod¬
uce what they call “quality films.” In
the beginning they lacked finances, a

script, a staff, a studio. But they had
the desire and they were resourceful.
After some effort, they raised S600,
rented equipment on a “pay later”
basis, and set out for their Mexican
location in two Jeeps laden with cam¬
eras, film, etc.
The small village of San Felipe,
lazing in the sun of the gulf coast of
Baja California, was chosen as the
story location mainly because the
Brookes had vacationed there and had
become familiar with the town and its
sun-drenched sleepy charm. More im¬
portant was the fact it is located on a
sea inlet which becomes flooded at high
tide. This provides the town with a
unique natural drydock—^just made to
order for launching the nondescript
craft which plays such an important
part in the Brooke’s film.
Bri Brooke is probably the only
professional woman cinematographer
who attained this status with her first
photographic assignment. Originally,

SIGHTING
finder

of

through
the

Arriflex

16 camera, Bri Murphy
Brooke

lines up scene

for her 32-minute color
film, “The Magic Tide."

an old friend and associate on previous
productions was slated to shoot the pic¬
ture. Due to previous commitments, he
was unavailable by the time produc¬
tion was ready to start, but he provided
a solution to the problem with the
casual advice: “Why not shoot it your¬
self?” Bri liked the idea, for—thanks
to her previous film making experi¬
ences with her husband—she was not
entirely unfamiliar with cameras and
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wife

DEBI AND OCTAVIO, stars of “The Magic Tide," soil away in the boat they
THE

BROOKES

towed

it to the

built this
filming

sailboat
locotion

as

major

in Bojo

prop

for

the

story

and

built {according to the script) in closing scene of picture.

California.

their role in motion picture production.
She rented an Arriflex 16 and other
necessary equipment from Lloyd s
Camera Exchange in Hollywod, and
the friend originally slated to shoot the
picture gave her a crash course in
operating it as well as in the general
rudiments of color photography. He
particularly stressed the importance of
following the rules to the letter and
allowing for experimentation only in
composition.
There was a subsequent consultation
with a technical advisor from a film
company who, among other things,
schooled her in the use of a blue filter
to create the desired nocturnal aspect
to a scene when shooting day-for-night.
On location, a number of pre-pro¬
duction tests were shot and one of the
results was to indicate the advisability
of using a Polascreen when shooting
in the semi-tropical locale with its bril¬
liant sunlight and to permit shooting
at an f/ stop less than 16. The ASA
rating of the color film used was re¬
evaluated from 16 to 25, and it was
further decided that, although it would
involve some waste of film in edge-flare
and run-off, 10'0-foot film loads would
be used which would permit more
frequent inspection and cleaning of the
camera film gate, considering the
dusty area in which the picture was to
be shot.
Debi, the eight year old star of “The

Magic Tide” was a personal friend of
the producer-team who had all the
qualities and characteristics to fit her
part. Octavio, the eight year old co-star
was a local boy who reacted to Debi
in a way more natural and believable
than any amount of direction might
have simulated.
One of the more delightful aspects of
the production set-up was the delega¬
tion of authority. Ralph, as writer-di¬
rector, was the unquestioned judge of
his area, and Bri, as “cameraman” and
editor was in sole charge of hers. The
fact that, with the exception of Debi, all
others involved were natives of the
town, primarily children, and that
Ralph could not speak Spanish was not
treated as a serious obstacle. Also the
fact that this was Bri’s first experience
shooting 16mm color under such
unique conditions did not disturb them
either.
The geographical or physical con¬
ditions of San Felipe are not conducsive to making motion pictures with
limited equipment and marginal bud¬
gets. The temperature soars to 120 de¬
grees during most of the day and the
sun reflects blindingly from the sea on
one side and from the desert on the
other. Trees are all but non-existant
atul the light-colored adobe walls of the
houses glare unrelievedly. In addition,
there is no rainfall to speak of; and
with even the slightest breeze the fine

dust of the streets is disturbed, creating
a real hazard for cameras.
The actual shooting time for the ])icture was six weeks, which by normal
standards may seem excessive, but it
must be remembered that the time-tofootage ratio grew far out of propor¬
tion not only because the 100-foot rolls
of film had to be changed constantly,
but because each change meant seeking
an indoor location for it. The excessive
heat made use of a changing bag im¬
practical. There was also the problem
of what might be called “indirect di¬
rection.” Because of the language bar¬
rier it was often necessary for Ralph
Brooke to do things entirely apart from
the story to evoke the desired reaction
from the actors. This included turning
somersaults in the hot dusty streets at
high noon wdth all the townspeople
sitting in the shade looking on with
considerable interest. Bri and Ralph
found it impossible to use reflectors
because of the extreme heat. This made
focusing on the children’s eyes very dif
ficult and their natural inclination to
grimace when in the burning sun often
made it necessary to expose a full 100
feet of film in order to get one satis¬
factory close-up.
Fans were used to keep the film cool,
but the electrical power was spasmodk
at best and ice was usually not a\ ak
able. It was necessary, therefore, U
Continued
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CINEMATOGRAPHY IN SERVICE

SETTING UP battery of Byemo 35mm cameras for recording a
phase

of

weapons

Project
conclave

William

Tell—Air

held

Nevada

in

Force's
desert

tactical

recently.

fighter
Cameras

are wired for remote control from point some five miles distant.

LOOKING NOT UNLIKE a death-dealing artillery piece is this
converted gun
cameras
Force's
cameras

mount with

recording
recent

on

Project

(painted

film

its battery of Mitchell and Hulcher
a

bombing

William

white)

are

Tell

result

during

maneuvers.

coupled

with

Both

super

U.S. Air
Mitchell
telephoto

lenses for high-detail closeup shots.

AIR
^^IVTake it tough

FORCE

and make it realistic!” were the in-

structions passed on by the United States Air Force
and Tactical Air Command headquarters in setting the
keynote for “Project William Tell, 1962,” the Air Force’s
Tactical Fighter Weapons Meet held late last September
at the remote Indian Springs testing range 65 miles from
Las Vegas, Nevada.
Taking these instructions as literally as they were meant,

FILMING

motion picture, still and television cameramen of the Air
Photographic and Charting Service (APCS) swung into
action, pre{)aring to photograph and televise a rugged test
of combat proficiency approaching, as nearly as possible,
actual battlefield conditions. The 17 competing pilots and
photo reconnaissance teams represented the cream of the
Air Force, and had been selected from air wings stationed

PROJECT

all over the world. They were scheduled to shoot at real
targets, replicas of those which might be encountered on
wartime tactical strike missions—tanks and jeeps reclaimed
from salvage, command posts, gun emplacements, enemy
missile launchers and silo sites. The terrain in which these
targets were located added to the realism. One target range
was almost identical in topography to a Korean valley, the

By

736

HERB

A .

L I G H T M A N

other closely resembled areas which might be encountered
in Europe or North Africa. The weapons used included
simulated nuclear bombs (smoke charges), live napalm,
high explosive ammunition and a wide variety of ground-
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to-air, air-to-air and air-to-ground
rocket missiles.
To provide the most comprehensive
fdm and live television coverage of this
dramatic spectacle, camera crews were
assigned from two of APCS s most
widely separated detachments: the
1365th Photo Squadron at Orlando Air
f orce Base, Plorida, and the 1352nd
Photo Squadron at Lookout Mountain
Air Force Station in Hollywood.
Late in August an eight-man camera
crew under the direction of Capt. Cailton F. Wel)er, Chief of the Documenta¬
ry Division, APCS Headquarters at

way of hand-holding the Am icon cam¬
era without picking up the violent
vibration characteristic of helicopters.

bottle, commonly used for a popular
brand of bleach. This was cut down
and lined with sound-absorbent mate¬
rial, the microphone inserted into the

This was solved by mounting the cam¬
era on an Arriflex shoulder-pod so that

shield, and the assembly then strapped

the operator could more effectively ab¬

onto

sorb the more severe vibrations.
The second challenge involved find¬

manner of an oversized oxygen mask.

the commentator’s

face

in

the

The improvised device worked yceifect-

ing a way to screen out the consider¬
able noise generated by the helicopter

ly. completely eliminating the din of

rotors so that it would not obscure tbe
on-the-spot track. A soundproof shield

recording of a clear sound track.

was hastily improvised for the micro¬
phone. It consisted of an empty plastic

the rotors and permitting the airborne

Several other filmed shows utdized.
Continued on
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Orlando Air Force Base, moved into
Nellis Air Force Base near Las Vegas
and began filming subject mattei to be
telecast during the meet.
The first film project, “The Nelhs
Story,” was to be an hour-long docu¬
mentary produced in the style of a live
television show so that the finished
product would have the immediacy of
an actual tour of the base. V itb this
aim in mind, it had been decided to
use two Auricon Super-1200 single¬
system cameras operating simultane¬
ously (one for master shots, the other
for eloseups), each utilizing its sepa¬
rate amplifier but sharing a single
microphone input. In theory this should
have produced identical sound tracks
on the films from both cameras, allow¬
ing for quick and simple inter-cutting
of the two. In actual practice, however,
it was discovered that due to a mis¬
match in impedence one track had a
great deal more sibilance than the
other. The
sending the
to the Air
laboratory

problem was solved by
footage from both cameras
Force’s Lookout Mountain
in Hollywood where new

battery of field television cameras a.sa
HiOnnce away,
details to Air Force personnel, judges and military °
^ housing instead
Camera is a Dage Model RGS-10, features sports fype finder on top of
of electronic one.

composite prints were made, using only
the best track printed alongside both
picture strips to insure consistent sound
quality.
In filming “The Nellis Story,” It was
decided that the most effective estab¬
lishing shot of the base could be made
from a belicopter with the commenta¬
tor actually riding in the plane and
simultaneously descrilfing on the sound
track the various buildings and areas
being ])hotographed by the camera.
The first problem involved devising a

VIDEO

PROGRAM director, sitting before

battery of

portable

TV

monitors set up at intermediate relay point, mixes

of

several

and

field

strafing

cameras

area

during

covering

action

Project William

in

nearby

mpu s

bombing

Tell.
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PRODUCT

REPORT

WHAT S NEW IN TAPE RECORDERS
Introducing two new compact, portable, transistorized, bat¬
tery-driven recorders that promise to simplify if not revolu¬
tionize sound recording for 16mm and 35mm film production.

By

W/”ERE I RECORDING

the

SOlUld

foi

‘The Ten Commandments’ to¬
day,” said Loren Ryder as he showed
me a compact, quarter-inch magnetic
tape recorder the size of a cigar box,
“I would do it all with this little tran¬
sistorized unit instead of the cumber¬
some equipment we used for that pic¬
ture.” *

The recorder

Ryder

was

talking

about was the recently-introduced Stellavox SM-5, product of Swiss sound
engineers which his subsidiary com¬
pany, Magnetic Sales Corporation, is
distributing in the U.S. It can be used
with any 16mm or 35mm motion pic¬
ture camera.
The Stellavox is one of two new
Swiss-made

portable,

transistorized,

battery-driven magnetic tape recorders
recently introduced in America. The
other is the Kudelski Nagra 111. Both

738

JOSEPH

HENRY

have been engineered for top quality
professional recording.
Each of these recorders is designed
to operate and record lip-sync sound
with any motion picture camera driven
by a synchronous motor (or by a
constant-speed DC motor) equipped
with a sync signal generator. The syn¬
chronizing signal generated by the
sync generator is usually 60 cycles and
is recorded on the picture sound tape
by means of direct wire hookup be¬
tween the sync generator and the re¬
corder. This provides what might be
termed “electronic sprocket holes” in
the sound tape that ultimately synchro¬
nize the tape with the sprocket-driven
picture film in the resolving operation.
Both of these recorders provide an
index that shows when the sync signal
is being recorded. In the case of the
Stellavox, one presses a button on the
recorder and reads the sync signal per¬

formance on the VU meter. With the
Nagra III, an indicator is provided on
the instrument especially for this pur¬
pose.
A comparison of the several features
of these two recorders will be of inter¬
est. The ' “cigar box” reference noted
above is a valid one; the Stellavox
measures just 10" x 51/4" x 21/0" and

*IT IS significant that Loren Ryder, with
years of major studio experience in sound
engineering, principally with Paramount
Studios, is today perhaps the leading pro¬
ponent of miniaturized hattery-driven tape
recorders for recording sound for motion
pictures. Among the hrst to champion the
Perfectone recorder and the Ranger sync
system, he subsequently developed his own
sync generator system with the Echelon
head that made it possible to use quarterinch tape recorders with any motion pic¬
ture camera to produce lip-sync sound
tracks.
More recently he has developed
the Ryder Wireless Sync, w'hich links
camera and recorder by short-wave radio.—
EDITOR.
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weighs less than six pounds. The Nagra
III weighs 14 pounds and is 14" x

9" X 41/^" in size. Both recorders may
he operated in any position and are
usually carried in a leather case hy
shoulder-strap.
On the technical side, both recorders
have extremely good frequency re¬
sponse, flutter and speed regulation.
The Stellavox, which has but a single
tape speed—IVo inches per second—is
flat within plus or minus Idh from 60
cycles to 10.000 cycles and flat within
plus or minus 2 dl) from 20 to 12,000
cycles.
minus

LIFTING
the

THE

Sfellavox

most

DECK

of

reveals

a

orderly

ment of

arrange¬

electronic com¬

ponents and wiring.

Flutter and wow is plus or
.2% peak-to-peak. Signal to

noise is 55 db or better.
The

Nagra

III

offers

three

tape

speeds: 15, 71/2 and 3% inches per
second. Operating at 15 ips, it has a
flat frequency characteristic within plus
or minus 1.5 db for 30 to 16,000 cycles,
a flutter and wow below .01%, and a
signal to noise ratio of 58 db.
The Nagra’s tape transport motor is
controlled by a closed-loop transistor¬
ized Servo system, which also lends it¬
self to full Servo resolving with the
Nagra sound transfer system. The Stel¬
lavox tape is driven by a DC motor
under the control of a jeweled Lee
governor and two transistors. The Stel¬
lavox can also be used for resolving.
In this operation, the synchronizing

the Stellavo-X are but two of its out¬
standing features. Lifting the deck re¬
veals one of the most orderly arrange¬
ments of electronic components and

Previously, synchronized quarter-inch
tape as a sound medium for film pro¬
duction was slow to develop because of
the marginal operation which ultimate¬
ly was alleviated by high-frequency-

wiring that is to be seen in recorders
anywhere. It is typical of the watch¬
maker precision and elliciency that

bias. The use of HP bias is essential to
high-quality, distortion-free sound re¬
cording, just as it is important to re¬
cording of the sync signal. This has
not been generally recognized because
the synchronizing signal is not heard

marks most Swiss products.
All controls are logically arranged
on the front panel, with functions
clearly labeled. There are two input

and is not seen.

jacks—.5 volt. 30 ohms—which can be

Watchmaker Precision

connected to headphones, line, ampli-

The diminutive size and weight of

Continued on
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signal is picked up from the sync
head, amplified through a pre-ampli¬
fier and power amplifier that drives a
sync motor on the sprocket-driven re¬
corder.
The Stellavox is available with either
the Ranger. Pilote or Echelon system
of synchronization. With each system,
the synchronizing signal is recorded
with high-frequency bias that produces
a well-formed sine wave sync signal.
The Stellavox, incidentally, is the only
recorder presently available with a
high-frequency biased Ranger synchro¬
nizing signal.
The Nagra III is equipped with the
Neo-Pilote sync system, which is com¬
patible with both the Ranger and
Pilotone methods. It also employs highfrequency bias in the sync signal re¬
cording.
The Stellavox, Nagra and the Perfectone are said to be the only portable
magnetic recorders to use high-fre¬
quency bias synchronization. It is in¬
teresting to note that introduction of
high- frequency bias was the thing that
ultimately made quarter-inch tape a
successful medium for audio recording.
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NOW ENJOY ALL THE
ADVANTAGES OF REFLEX
SHOOTING WITH AN EYEMO,
MITCHELL OR
BELL & HOWELL STANDARD CAMERA
of any subject is sure and certain, as every
cameraman knows. Because you see the actual image formed by the
taking lens itself, there’s no doubt about focus, depth of field or
freedom from parallax error; and no need to rack-over the camera.
Today, after years of intensive research, development and testing,
CECO has perfected a unique Optical System* worthy of these
fine cameras. Many CECO-converted units have already been tried
and proven in major film productions.
REFLEX SHOOTING

ALL CECO CONVERSIONS include a full (silent) film gate aperture
and ground glass, and a removable academy (sound) matte in the
finder system. A TV frame with center cross is etched on the
ground glass. The image viewed is magnified about ten times in
the Eyemo — ten and twenty times in the Mitchells and Bell &
Howell Model 2709. Under most shooting conditions, no exposure
compensation is necessary — yet the image you view is clear and
bright even when the lens is stopped down substantially.
For full details on this great new advancement, stop in and see us,
if possible — we’ll be delighted to discuss it personally. Otherwise,
please write us for data, literature, and prices.
In Rentals, Repairs, Manufacturing, Sales & Service

*PATENT PENDING

CECO

EYEMO.
If you own this excellent
instrument, in its standard
100-ft. capacity, spring-wound form,
we can convert it to full reflex operation at reason¬
able cost. Or we can supply the entire camera,
complete with CECO conversion. We can also supply
it equipped for external magazines and motor, as
well as the reflex conversion.

MITCHELL 35mm.

Standard, Standard Hi Speed,
or NC, with either single lens without turret, or
with 4-lens turret, are all equally adaptable to
CECO conversion — the ultimate refinement of
superb professional equipment!

BELL & HOWELL
35mm.
MODEL 2709 can be
equipped with
the CECO
reflex
conversion.

Reflex conversions can also be made
to many other cameras.

The Industry’s Largest "ASSISTANT-To-The-Producer”

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
SUBSIDIARY OF CECO INDUSTRIES, INC.

NEW YORK, N. Y.
.315 West 43rd St. • JUdson 6-1420

740

HIALEAH, FLORIDA
51 East 10th Ave. • TUxedo 8-4604

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
6510 Santa Monica Blvd. • Hollywood 9-8321
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F

ilm makers have

investigated more

fields of human endeavor than have
workers in any other medium. They’ve
done so for entertainment, industry,
crime prevention, for science and re¬
search, and for the furtherance of hu¬
man understanding. None has been
more important, however, than in the
held of education and never has there
been greater demand for skillful mak¬
ers of teacbing hlms.
Although the use of motion pictures
as a teaching tool is growing at a
steady pace there is, in many areas,
slow progress being made chiefly be¬
cause meager budgets do not provide
for purchase of teaching hlms or for
engaging local professional him mak¬
ers to produce such hlms. This has re¬
sulted in a tendency for some educa¬
tors to make their own hlms, often
with results dubious enough for them
to abandon him as too limited for their
purposes. But this fallacy, more often
than not, was due to their inability to
differentiate between their own lack of
experience and the limitations of the
medium. In the last few years though,
authorities at Federal, State and local
levels have shown a far greater aware¬
ness of the potentialities of audio-visual
instruction and are becoming increas¬

PETER DE KARWIN, cinematographer for the Toronto (Canada) Board of Education Film Unit, photo¬
graphing scenes for educational film series with Auricon Pro-16 camera and Pan Cinor zoom lens.
In this field, the cameraman is often both director and photographer.

SOME ASPECTS OF

ingly generous with funds. This is
opening up a promising market for
small as well as the big professional
teaching him producer.
There’s a big difference, however,
between shooting a dramatized docu¬
mentary for showing to a relatively
informed adult audience, and attempt¬
ing to impart what often turns out to
be essentially the same information to
audiences which may vary all the way
from grade 4 to college or even uni¬
versity level. Surprisingly, the latter is
often much harder to do. Why is this
so?
First is the necessity of realizing
that an educational him may, at some
stage, be shown to a large audience
or class in a properlv equipped audi¬
torium, to a group of thirty or forty
in a classroom (under adverse lighting
conditions), over a clo.sed-circuit tele¬
vision chain to groups of no more than
a dozen persons seated before indi¬
vidual monitors (often in full day¬
light), or liroadcast over an education¬
al TV station to home viewers. These
are very conhicting demands, particu¬
larly from a technical standpoint since
the hrst two demand good contrast
and, because of the hnal image sizes,
can accommodate hue detail; and the
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EDUCATIONAL
FILM PRODUCTION
Broadening use of teaching films, both in classes
and in educational TV, spell “opportunity” for
qualified independent film producers.
By

latter two, which must be low contrast
(because of the limited contrast scale
of the TV system) must contain an
acceptable minimum of detail in order
to be of practical use with what is
frequently poorly aligned equipment.
Fortunately, this problem can be re¬
solved largely in terms of lighting.
Consistently high-key lighting through¬
out the full length of the him residts
in a finished print that is within TV’’
limitations and more likely of interest
of viewers under all conditions men¬
tioned without causing distracting

JOHN

W.

BE R RIDGE

dramatic effects.
Second, it’s important to bear in
mind what the him is supposed to
achieve. It is not intended to rejilace
the lecturer except under special cir¬
cumstances, but to relieve him of the
chore of making up or assembling
demonstration material as he goes,
thus leaving him free for more per¬
sonal contact with his pupils. In the
proce.ss it can also perform other func¬
tions normally difhcult or impossible
in the classroom (or home), such as
Continued on Next Page
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EDUCATIONAL FILM
Continued from

Preceding

Page

showing physically small objects, or
experiments to a large group, or things
or processes which couldn’t he brought
into the classroom anyway. This ofteri
means shooting close, and one char¬
acteristic of educational films is the
tight shots and frequent use of extreme
closeups often of moving subjects such
as small animals or insects. For such

It takes something even more
complex than a mechanical
monster to give you the finest
quality prints. It takes the
subtle thought and creative
imagination of the human
brain!
The master craftsmen at
Motion Picture Laboratories
have the keen minds, the im¬
agination, the know-how, and
the personal integrity to give
you prints of matchless excel¬
lence.
That’s why fastidious pro¬
ducers —who respect their work
—send their films to MPL.
They know from experience
that, like themselves, we re¬
spect their work by giving it
our closest personal attention.
The final proof of the quality
of our work is the fact that
our clients have remained
steadfastly with us through the
years.
In addition to these advan¬
tages, MPL gives you 24 hour
delivery service anywhere in
the United States.
Try us. You’ll be glad you
did.
Send us your new film—
by AIR—today.
SOUND-EDITORIAL
COMPLETE LABORATORY SERVICES

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES,Inc.
781 S. Main Street
•
Memphis, Tennessee
Phone—Memphis WH 8 0456

The Master Craftsmanship
Your Film Deserves
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dialog and shooting, can help im¬
measurably, particularly with younger
pupils. Following one or two central
characters through a definite sequence
of actions can implant information far
more thoroughly and readily than a
mere visual relation of the facts. Here,
good screen-writing comes into force,
and it’s as important for the writer
(who often is the director as well)
to be aware of what he can not do in
terms of the end product, as it is for

educational film production it is neces¬
sary to use a camera which is adapt¬

him to be able to utilize a great many
of the more common story-telling tech¬
niques.

able to extreme close shooting. The
microscope, incidentally, is finding in¬
creasing use in photographing sub¬
jects of this kind. The camera must

Furthermore, since the same film
may be used for a wide variation in
age levels, it becomes vital to appeal

also be capable of accepting ’scope
attachments and this raises a further

to younger pupils without the risk of
losing the interest of teen-agers or
adults by insulting their intelligence.

problem. Ordinary viewfinders become
useless for a fair proportion of educa¬
tional filming and serious cinsider-

This takes skillful research and writ¬
ing, and while the necessary close

ation must be given to use of reflex
cameras or finders, preferably with
interchangeable graticules. Since a
fair amount of cropping occurs during
TV reception, it’s an advantage to
have the limits of the final TV receiver
or monitor visilile in the viewfinder
of the camera used for photographing
films that are likely to be televised.
Third is the question of getting into
and out of closeup or demonstration
shots. The cut-away is the accepted
technique, but while this may be quite
effective for more sophisticated view¬
ers, it must be used with judgment in
films designed for lower-grade pupils.
This shouldn’t be construed to mean
that such pupils are incapable of un¬
derstanding such techniques (mass TV
has seen to

that!),

it

is only that

such dramatic effects may distract
from the picture content. The zoom
shot may often be accused of lacking
artistic integrity, but if it’s not over¬
done it does solve the problem of
introducing the closeup, particularly
if backed up by suitable references in
the dialog. It has the attendant ad¬
vantages of being much cheaper to
execute than a trucking shot or cut¬
away, and of saving considerably on
editing time. Here again the camera
must be caapble of accepting zoom
lenses if necessary, though this is rare¬
ly a problem.
Mention of dramatic effect brings
up the point that a certain amount of
drama can often do wonders for what
may otherwise be a somewhat dull
script. A good story line, both in

insight into the actual intelligence
levels of the various age groups is
often available through
close co¬
operation with educators themselves,
it’s still the writer/director who must
translate this into screen terms.
Again,

the nature

of

the subject

itself may dictate the method of pre¬
sentation of the story. For the more
tangible subjects, such as physics,
engineering, etc., having a competent
demonstrator answering questions put
by one or two children is a most
effective technique. This has proved
successful with TV’s “Mr. Wizard.'’
a series which could be produced
equally well (though differently) by
film methods. This demands a demon¬
strator with a good knowledge of edu¬
cational showmanship as well as one
who understands the potentialities of
film as a teaching medium. And for
best results,
tioners must
performance
lecturer can

both he and his ques¬
be good actors. A strained
delivered by even a top
ruin the best production,

simply because of his noticeable selfconsciousness. In educational filming,
the subject matter must always be the
star.
For more intangible subjects, puppet
characters can be used to great ad¬
vantage; completely abstract matter is
often best handled by animation.
Mathematics is a subject almost im¬
possible to handle any other way.
Walt Disney’s “Donald in Mathemagic
Land,” which is an excellent example,
has rapidly become something of a
classic because of its universal appeal.
Other subjects may demand other
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ONE
PACKAGE
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/ JACK A. FROST /
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.. saves you TIME and
money on PRODUCTION
RENTAL needs!....
jfoO'

COBO HALL OFFICE: 401 Vlfashington Blvd.
Rtn. 3143, WO 2-1255, Detroit 26, Michigan

MAIN OFFICE; 234 Piquette
TR 3-8030,Detroit 2,Michigan

CANADIAN OFFICE: 6 Shawbridge,
BEImont 2-1145, Toronto, Conodo
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SEE HOLLYWOOD CAMERA CO.
FOR FINE USED

EQUIPMENT

WALL 35MM camera, four lenses, two lOOO'
mags,
motor,
finder,
mattebox,
cables,
cases, tripod .$1795.00

recording level. During rewind, the
VU meter shows battery voltage thus
providing an immedate built-in check

utilizing that technique—he it live
action, puppets, animation, stop mo¬

165.00

tion, .slow motion, etc.—for the most
effective result.

15" F5.6 TELE for Arriflex.$ 375.00
17'A-70 PAN CINO'R, brand new....$ 220.00

There are, of course, jrossihle mar¬
kets for educational films outside of

ZEISS 16MM MOVIKON, three Sonnar lenses,
case, dissolving shutters.$ 225.00

this continent. Today, more and more
nations are basing their educational
methods on those now practised in
the New World, usually with great

BOLEX H-16 with Octameter, thru-lens-focus,
25mm Lytar, like new.$ 225.00
MITCHELL 110-V Hi-Speed Motor
w/tach .$ 325.00
D Printer.$

the weather could use live footage,
stop-motion and animation shots in

technique best suits the subject, then

AURICON CINE VOICE with cables, case,
amplifier, head-set, mike, galvo. Plus 400
Magazine .$ 785.00

BS<H 35MM Model

and playback for acurate control of the

nearly equal proportions. One of the
keys to successful educational film pro¬
duction is knowing which production

ACME 35MM Animation Camera, stop motion
motor, Unit 1 shuttle.$1900.00

AURICON EIF-20 FINDER, like new....$

tecliniques, and a (/rade 10 film about

32.50

DE VRY 16MM Arc Projector.$ 895.00
B&H 70-S 16MM High-Speed Camera with
hi-speed motor, 128 EPS.$ 395.00
BOLEX REX, 400' magazine, synch, motor,
1" Switar lens, base, footage counter,
like new .
$ 675.00
35MM EYEMO, modified for single frame,
with 2" lens and case.$ 249.50

impedance of 50 to 200 ohms permits
use of mike cables of almost unlimited
length. One of the pins in this connec¬
tor supplies power for the optional MV

NEUMADE AF-1
Micarta stripping flanges.
$15.00 list, only .$
9.00
22.00
9.95

1 6MM X 400' Magazine. Brand new—
B&H.$129.00 Mitche'l.$ 104.00

5 microphone preamplifier or for a
transistorized condenser microphone.

w/400' mag., 115-V
Brand new....$ 695.00

There is no dearth of visual indica¬
tors.
The
“Empty/Full”
indicator

1 6MM X 200' Mag. for Cine Special..$ 375.00

shows at a glance the amount of un¬
used tape. A precision VU meter in¬
dicates the level of modulation in
numerical values during l)oth recording

16MM X 1 OO' ,Mag. for Cine Special.
Brand
new. Now only .$ 295.00
35MM X 2000' Mitchell Mag.$ 225.00
35MM X 400' Mitchell Bi-pack Mag...$ 220.00
1 6MM X 400’Ma'jrer Mag.$

739

output impedance eliminates most
problems of electrical adaptation.
The three-pin micro socket has a
bayonet lock which prevents accidental
disconnect of the mike cable. The input

Hot Splicer.$ 275.00

B&H FILMO 70 HR.,
motor, 1" FI 9 lens.

Page

fier, or to any other recorder. The low

MOVIOLA four gang 35mm synchronizer with
counter. Excellent .$ 135.00

New .$

Here the Stellavox needs no compli¬

even eliminates the need to ride gain,
further simplifying use of the machine
hv the one-man film maker.

NEW ACE 35MM Viewer with counter. A big
discount .$ 21 0.00

HOLLYCAM Clapboard.

man-film-producer, for example, who

cated lash-up to go to work. Plug in
the microphone and you are in busi¬
ness. It’s that simple. And a built-in
compressor limiter of advanced design

Continued from

DEPUE Light Change Board, Model 112. Fits
most printers .$ 550.00

NATIONAL Cine Clapboard. New---$

switch.
The simplification of all these con¬
trols is a factor beneficial to the non¬
technical operator—the lone camera¬

markets are getting more demanding
in their standards. Education is tru!\
a big market for film-makers.
a

TAPE RECORDERS

MODEL D MOVIOLA with take-up and sunply
spindles, foot switch, case.$ 1 89.50

16/35

tion function selector is logicallv arranged to avoid errors and accidental
erasures. The capstan contact idler is
mechanically linked to the function

works in the field unaided and desires
svnchronized sound for his films hav¬
ing the utmost professional quality.

BURCHELL 35MM Printer .$ 235.00

B&H

can he easily adjusted with one finger,
even with gloved hands. The six-posi¬

assistance from L .S. educators. Thus
the chances of a single educational
film achie\'ing world-wide distribution
are increasing by the day, and these

HERRNFELD 35MM Printer with fader and filter
changer .$1475.00
ARRI 35MM Step Printer with punch tape
light changer .$1350.00

on battery power reserve. The volume
control is calibrated in decibels and

95.00

The recorder batteries may be reeharged very simply by connecting the
charger—an accessory item—to the
monitor socket and the A.C. cord to
any 50/60 cycle llO-to-180 volts power
supply, or to a 12-volt D.C. source. A
car or plane battery, even ordinary dry
cells, will recharge the Stellavox bat¬
teries completely in 7 hours, and the
recharging operation requires no atten¬
tion ; the charge is shut off automatic¬
ally when charging is completed.
A set of four sealed storage batteries,
rated at 2 volts, 1 ampere hour each,
will operate the Stellavox for 5 to 7
hours per charge. When replacement is
necessary, a set of new batteries may
he installed in the recorder in just a
few seconds
Cont’d on Page 746

AKELEY GYRO Tripod with boot. Brand new.
List $1 100.00, only.$ 795.00
CINE SPECIAL Tripod .$

29.50

$1200 UHLER 16MM Printer.$ 695.00
B&H TRIPOD wifh gear-head.$ 225.00
CINE SPECIAL 110-V sync, motor.$

90.00

B&H 2709 High-Speed molor.$

195.00

BLIMP for Cine Special.$275.00

j

1 6MM 2-gang Synchronizer.$

1

94.00

NEW MITCHELL 35mm Mattebox.$ 225.00

NAGRA
nizer.

SLP

This

Synchro¬
equipment

enables the Nagra to re¬

MEYER-HANCOCK Finder .$

95.00

solve its own recordings

CAMART TV Mike Boom.$

1 99.50

—makes it drive at the

CUNNINGHAM 35MM Pilot Pin Registration
Movements, only .$ 395.00
BELL & HOWELL Unit I Movements....$ 575.00

HOLLYWOOD

CAMERA

right speed to match that
of

sprocket-driven

corders, and

holds

re¬
that

speed constant.

COMPANY

6838 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Phone: HO 6-1318
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Which twin is the duplicate?
If there’s any difference between the original and the Anscochrome® “547” dupe
shown above, odds are that the Anscochrome dupe is an improvement. “547” gives
excellent sharpness and contrast values. This high-speed duplicating material gives

Ansco
Binghamton. N

Y

both large and small volume duping operations high quality with a minimum invest¬
ment in equipment (you process in regular Anscochrome chemicals). Ask your Ansco
Man for complete information about “547”.

ANSCO —America's first manufacturer of photographic materials —since 1842
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, DECEMBER, 1962

Anscochrome
51,7

j
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ard y^^-inch tape reels up to 3%" in

1,
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The recorder will accomodate stand¬

U

i- ;

For three pins
I’d buy a Tri-Down!

diameter. These hold 460 feet of tape
that provide 12 minute of recording
time.
The Nagra III uses a low-speed elec¬
trodynamic motor, the speed of which
is stabilized by a servo-arnplifier con¬
trolled by a device measuring the cap¬
stan speed directly and accurately. The
capstan forms part of the motor spin¬

Camera people have spent millions improving cameras but nobody

dle, hence there is no transmission to
wear and affect tape travel in the

cared about improving the triangles you use with them, until

course of time.

Birns & Sawyer developed the Tri-Down*. We changed so

LOOK af

these fast, FAST
Hold-down clamps

much on this triangle that we even changed the name.

As you know, the ordinary triangle soon develops a
sort of coming-apart-at-the-seams condition. The

Tri-Down clamps have no slow, time
consuming threads on the holding pins.

hinges sag and the whole thing looks like it ought

They drop in place, fast. Lock with a twist
to be in splints.

of the set screw. One, two, three ... and
all three legs are secured. Fast. Three, two,
one ... and all three legs are released. Saves
time and temper. No more tedious turn, turn,

for playback, enabling the instrument
to he used for simultaneous recording
and reproduction, i.e., the signal just
recorded

can

he

monitored

through

earphones.
Lip-sync sound for short sequences
of less than one minute can be success¬
fully recorded with the Nagra III with¬

turn of "valve handles." No more bent hold¬

out need for anv syncing device if the

ing pins. You’ll love them. Tri-Down clamps

camera used is sufficiently stable in
speed (having a sync motor or motor
with electronic speed stabilization).

are optional. A set can be added at any time.
But the Tri-Down ... there’s a piece of equip¬

Where no such camera is available,
then a synchronizing device such as the

ment built to last a lifetime — if you don’t live too
long. Instead of wobbly hinges it has a sturdy pin and

three previously
used.

clevis construction that works precisely, efficiently and
laughs at the years. Folds compactly. The Tri-Down is built

mentioned

must

he

Unlike the Stellavox which is limited

by craftsmen with that something extra which makes Birns &

to 3%" reels of tape, the Nagra III

Sawyer a cherished label. Order one today in plain aluminum

accommodates reels up to 5" in dia¬
meter with the instrument closed, and

or live it up with our shiny, black anodized aluminum model.
Catalog 2110 — Aluminum Triangle with Tri-Oown clamps.$36.00

Holding pins drop into

Catalog 2111 — Aluminum Triangle without Tri-Down clamps.$26.00
Catalog 2111A— Set of three Tri-Down clamps with pins
for adding to 2111.$10.00

place, fast. Twist of
the set screw locks.

Catalog 2112 — Shiny black anodized aluminum triangle
with Tri-Down clamps.$39.00

'Trademark applied for

See your local franchised dealer, or write.

BIRNS & SAWYER Cine Equipment
6424 SANTA MONICA BLVD. • HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF. • HO 4-5166 • CABLE: BIRNSAW

Filming in Europe?
PRODUCTION FACILITIES,
CAMERA EQUIPMENT HIRE,
SOUND RECORDING,
TECHNICIANS, TRANSPORT,
16 OR 35MM, ANYWHERE.

SAMUilSON
FILM SERVICE
LIMITED

Just Cable “SAMCINE, London”
746

The Nagra III has three heads: one
for erase, one for recording and one

1" reels with the instrument open. This
affords recording times of up to 15
minutes for the 5" reels, and up to 30
minutes for the 7" reels for synchron¬
ized sound.
Other notable features include pro¬
vision of a level check by a meter hav¬
ing a 10 msc integration time; a warn¬
ing device which injects a whistle into
the phone output when battery voltage
is too low to insure speed stability; a
modulometer which acts as a battery
check meter when the main selector is
switched to loudspeaker-playback; on
“Hi-Fi” playback, the microphone in¬
put is also connected into circuit so
that commentaries can be added to the
retransmission of the recording or the
instrument can be used as a reporting
amplifier.
In a future article we shall go into
the procedures of using these recorders
in actual film production, explain the
function of the sync generator, and de¬
scribe the three mentioned in this ar¬
ticle along with the Ryder Wireless
Sync System.
■
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Inspect every foot before it leaves your plant with theHFC High Speed Heavy
Duty Inspection Projectors ■■ IBmin & 35nini models now available.

NUOVO

NEW

Quest! proiettori sono Simplex transformati, otturatore al fronte, meccanismo di
scatto di due punte. La velocita di proiezione in 16 o 35/32mm e di 144 piedi
per minuto, e in 35mm, di 165 piedi per
minuto.

The projector is a converted front shutter
Simplex with a two pin intermittent. 16mm
or 35/32 film runs at a speed of 144 ft.
per minute while 35mm film runs at a
speed of 165 ft. per minute.

1. Controllo manuale della luminosita della
lampada.

1. A variac controls the light intensity.
A 500 watt lamp is used for 16mm and
a 1,000 watt for 35mm (a blower is
used to cool the lamphouse).

2. Lampada di 500 watt per 16mm e di
1000 watt per 35mm.

3. A 21/2 inch projection lens is furnished
with each unit.

4. Maniglia per controllo di motore e lam¬
pada di proiezione.

2

3. Obbiettivo di proiezione di

4. A start-stop lever controls the power to
the lamp and motor.

5. La cassetta porta pellicola puo contenere 3000 piedi.

5. The magazine and take up core takes
up to 3,000 ft. of film.

6. I rulli superior! di guida sono construiti
per operare con film provenente di ambi
lati della bobina svolgitrice.

6. Upper guide rollers are made to handle
the film from either direction of the
feed reel.
7. A free wheeling take off flange is pro¬
vided in the magazine.

7. Disco con montatura sporgente nel
magazzino.
8. Una lampadina illumina la bobina avvolgitrice, permettendo I’ispezione man¬
uale del film prima che si avvolga nel
proiettore.

8. A lamp near the takeup reel permits
hand inspection of the film prior to
takeup.

NUEVO

NOUVEAU

Esta maquina es un proyector simplex convertido, obturador al frente y movimiento
intermitente a doble grifa. Para 16mrn o
35/32mm, la velocidad fija de proyeccion
es de 144 pies por minuto, para 35mm es
de 165 pies por minuto.

Le projecteur contient un obturateur Sim¬
plex anterieur transforme avec deux clavettes intermittent. Les films de 16mm ou
35/32 tournent avec une vitesse de 144
pieds a la minute, tandis que les films
de 35mm tournent avec une vitesse de 165
pieds a la minute.
1. Le regulateur de voltage d’intensite
d’eclairage.
2. La lampe de 500 watt est necessaire
pour les films de 16mm, et de 1000
watt, pour les films de 35mm (un ventilateur est mise pour rafraichir la
chambre de la lampe).
3. L’objectif de

21/2

1. Un reostato controla la intensidad de la
lampara de proyeccion.
2. Para 16mm se usa una lampara de
500 watt, y una de 1000 watt para
35mm (un chorro de aire ventila las
lamparas en ambos casos).

est instale.

3. Cada unidad esta provista de un lente
de proyeccion de 2 pulgadas y media.

4. La manette de mise en marche et d’arret
controle en meme temps la lampe et le
moteur.

4. Una palanca de control opera el motor
y la lampara simultaneamente.

5. La boite de films avec noyau peut contenir 3000 pieds du films.

5. Capacidad de proyeccion: rollos de
hasta 3000'.

6. La roue superieure est construite de
maniere de recevoir le film dans les
deux directions, nourrie par la bobine
centrale.

6. Los rodillos de guia superiores operan
con la pelicula en ambas direcciones.
7. La tapa de la
desenroscable.

7. Une roue est instalee pour liberer
rapidement le film de la boite.

bobina

de carga es

8. Una lampara ubicada junto a la bobina
de toma permite la inspeccion manual
de la pelicula antes que se rebobine en
la bobina superior del proyector.

8. La lampe se trouve pres de la bobine
recepteuse, et donne toute facilite pour
inspecter le film a main dans le
projecteur.
HOLLYWOOD

REELS
956 N. Seward, Hollywood 38, Calif., HO 2-3284

/2".

21

•

/

FILM

CANS

COMPANY

'

CASES

122 W. Kinzie, Chicago 10, 111., 644-1940

•

524 W. 43rd St.. N.Y. 36. N.Y., LO 3-1546
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SHOESTRING MOVIE MAKERS

SAVE MONEY
When Filming In Europe
By Renting Your
Camera Equipment From

CHEVEREAU
PARIS, FRANCE

We Service The Entire Continent

CAMERAS, including the
Mitchell BFC 65mm
CRANES
DOLLIES

Continued from Page 733

keep the film in styrofoam cases in
the sliade and iisnally where the light
ocean hreeze would cool it. Mike Hinn,
operator of the Quartz Hill Airport in
Palmdale, (ialifornia. Hew down each

MOST
VERSATILE
LIGHTING
: SYSTEM MADE

weekend to pick up the exposed film
and to deliver a print of the previous
week’s work from Consolidated’s labo¬
ratory in Hollywood. This afforded the
Brookes the luxury of viewing their
“dailies” while on location.
The climax of the production was
the launching of the boat, which Ralph
and Bri had built themselves in Holly¬
wood and Inonght to San felipe by
trailer and Jeep. Ral})h makes no pre¬
tentions of being a hoatwright and he
had no faith in the boat as a boat, or
whether it would stay in one piece, or,
for that matter, float. The entire se¬
quence of the tide and the boat be¬
came, therefore, a crisis and both Bri
and Ralph were grimly aware that it
would have to be a one-shot go. To
add to their general consternation and

20 RUE DE LA CHINE
PARIS 20, FRANCE
Tels: MEN 9472, PYR 5104
Cable: Cameraloc Paris

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-16mm-35mm-70mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor-driven, portable
Uniform Density Assured
400 Ft. Tank Available

FILM DRYER
* Motor driven—Heated
* Speedy drying
* Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
* Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
* Easily assembled without
tools
* Compact, Portable
Guaranteed. Write for Free Literature

Micro Record (orp.

South Ava.

PATHE PRESENTS:
THE WEBO-M
16 MM REFLEX
PATHE
PRODUCTS, INC.
9 Pleasant Street,
Providence 6, Rhode Island
Sole U.S.A. Agents for Pathe Societe
Commerciale et Industrielle.
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feeling of doubt, the townspeople, most
of whom are thoroughlv familiar with
boats and the sea, made their judge¬
ment quite clear: that the boat would
neither hold together nor float, and
that only disaster would result. It was
with grave misgivings that a local
fisherman with a skiff and outboard
motor finally agreed to tow the mon¬
strosity out into the choppy waters.
However, as with all good stories, by
accident of fate and faith the boat did
float and the sequence of action was
recorded in one shot.
Bri edited the film at Consolidated
Film Industries’ laboratory and the
liquid gate blow-up by Adrian Mosser
at Cineservice has not to date been
detected as a blow-up by anyone view¬
ing it cold.
Bri and Ralph now found themselves
with a half-hour film which was con¬
sidered too long for a short and too
short for a feature. Not willing to
compromise with the story by adding
or cutting, and on the premise that if
they had a quality picture the length
would not interfere with its value,
they decided to hook it independently
into Art theaters to gauge reaction.
“The Magic Tide” played at the Four
Star Theater in Los Angeles where it
received nothing Imt the highest praise
from both critics and reviewers. It was
further tested in several other theaters

MOBILITE'
SYSTEM
Powerful quartz lamp in scientifically
designed reflector throws brilliant wideangle beam ... no hot spots. Maintains
original brightness, correct color tem¬
perature throughout long life. Snap-on
Mobilite Diffuser softens light for closeups . .. ideal for children. Full 90° bounce
adjustment. Self-contained
head detaches in seconds,
mounts on still camera with
special shoe ‘supplied.

mUVV!
For pro and
advanced amateur
MOBILITE

CLAMP-ON UNIT
Identical head as described above,
on double-ball jointed spring
clamp. Mounts anywhere for fill-in,
side, back and bounce lighting.
Less than

$23.00

with Mobilite Diffuser

PRODUCT OF

FLEX ELECTRIC
PRODUCTS, INC.
ELECTRIC

39-08 24th Street
Long Island Cityl, N.Y.
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in the Southern California area
was equally-well

received.

It

and

became

one of the first motion pictures to re¬
ceive commendation from the newlyformed Youth Film Foundation.
With this proof of the validity of
their convictions, the Brookes turned
the picture over to Crown International
for distribution and it has been teamed
with such quality films as “King of
Kings,” “Spartacus” and “Moon Pilot,
not as a short, but exclusively as a

Can YOU tell value?

featurette.
This enterprising husband-wife team

Which splicer is the better buy?

is presently producing another

color

film which they will offer as a fifteenminute short, after which they plan to

They both look similar. It’s not surprising.

make another. Ralph and Bri Murphy

We copied the design from a fellow in

GETS YOU RIGHT HERE
Then take the pegs. In the Birns & Sawyer

Brooke are now firmly convinced that

New York who copied it from a fellow in
splicer they are brass, individually turned,

in essence, having a story to tell and

Los Angeles. But there are several reasons
accurately

being able to tell the story well is still

jig spaced.

There

is

typical

why the Birns & Sawyer splicer is better,

a pretty good formula for a successful

Birns & Sawyer attention to detail that
although it costs no more.

motion picture.

warms the cockles of your heart. It’s qual¬
ity throughout. Quality isn’t always easy

SOME CAST

to see. But there is an easy, sure way to

CINEMICROANALYSIS

get it. Look for the Birns & Sawyer label.
Other splicers are cast. Castings vary in
Best place to find a Birns & Sawyer label

Continued from Page 729

size, accuracy. We tool ours from one piece
is on Birns & Sawyer equipment.

by Lefeber.

of solid bar stock.

He has been developing

It’s stronger.

Won’t

the techniques under the guidance of

break if you drop it. And the paint won t

Dr. Charles Pomerat, research director

chip off because there isn’t any paint to

at the Pasadena Founadtion for Medi¬

chip. The Birns & Sawyer splicer is anod¬

Buy a Birns & Sawyer Instant Splicer to

cal Research and one of the authori¬

ized in a beautiful, permanent, eye resting,

keep by each projector. If film breaks it

ties and pioneers in the field of cellu¬

spring green. You can see in the above un¬

can be mylar-spliced instantly, returned to

lar biology.

retouched

competitor’s

service in seconds. Birns & Sawyer Instant

painted splicer) how, after a little use^ it

Splicers are available for 16mm or 35mm

begins to look like an unmade bed. And

film, both sound and picture. Buy a bagful.

who wants to splice film in an unmade bed?

(They come packaged one to a bag.)

Dr.

Pomerat,

has

been

using motion picture time-lapse studies
for 15 years.
The filmed

sequences

of

cellular

activities produced at the Foundation

photo

(of

the

are used throughout the world in lec¬
tures and classes given by Dr. Pomerat

Catalog 2668—16mm Splicing Block.$ 9.50

HERE’S A TIP

Catalog 2669—35mm Splicing Block.$12.50

to scientific and medical groups. By
expanding the

system

these

the

films

at

for

producing

Foundation,

even

greater use of movies showing living
cell cultures in action has been facili¬
tated.
Since

his

first

affiliation

with

Dr.

Pomerat, C. George Lefeber has photo¬
graphed hundreds of motion pictures
of

living

and

cells

time-lapse

niques.

by

photomicrography

At 36, he is one of the few

cinematography

and

is

a

recog¬

nized authority in his own right.

Many professional cameramen focus
invariably

use

a

cameras possess highly magnified and
accurate

Professional

LIP-SYNC TAPE RECORDER

measuring

tape regardless of the fact that their
very

KUDELSKI NAGRA

■

by eye, but Hollywood production cam¬
eramen

Sales and Service

cinematographic tech¬

men in the world qualified in biologi¬
cal

WEST COAST MOTION PICTURE

ground-glass

MAGNETIC SALES CORP.
1147 North Vine Street

Hollywood 38, California

focusing

finders. Eyes vary, lenses do not.
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AIR FORCE FILMING PROJECT
I

Continued from Page 737

Association convention in Las Vegas,
held concurrently with Project William

I
I

wherever possible, the informal “per¬

Tell, received television coverage of the

son-to-person” live television technique
of shooting with multiple cameras.

meet and was also ^he subject of TV
programming over the special network.

“The William Tell

Story” recounted

the

Tactical

history

Weapons

of

Meet,

the

analyzed

Fighter

its signifi¬

to he telecast on subsequent days.
“The Pilot” presented an intimate view

contract to the Air Force. Dage engi¬

of a typical day in the life of a fighter

prior to the meet installing the tons of

pilot, and emphasized the tremendous

cameras, controls, generators, power
plants, mobile consoles, broadcast trans¬

flight tactics to those involved in flying
present-day high-speed aircraft. A spe¬

of airmen from the Air Transport
Command’s educational television

cial documentary film paid tribute to

branch. Studio broadcast facilities and
the master TV control center were
located at Nellis Air Force Base. At

ated by APCS cameramen and elec¬

Indian Springs, more than 40 miles

planes in the air. Another filmed docu¬

away, a range TV control center was

mentary gave a comprehensive view of
the complex range of weapons used in
“William Tell ’62.”

set up to handle remote control of
desert cameras placed in the heart of

letters “WMTL,” the primary function
of this television facility was to afford
an opportunity for competitors who
were not flying at the time to observe
the tactics, maneuvers and events on
the ranges where live ordnance was
being fired, and also to provide the
judges and other interested military
observers with a capability for follow¬
ing those portions of the meet taking
place in remote areas.
Thus operating what is believed to
have been the largest non-commercial
television system ever installed, the Air

750

neers worked for more than two months

tronic technicians, assisted by a group

located to the Air Force for the dura¬
tion of the meet. Designated as Chan¬
nel 5 and operating under the call

Force began on September 15 to tele¬
vise Tactical Air Command missions
over an area of nearly 1,000 square
miles, shooting from altitudes as high
as 30,000 feet. The intricate installa¬
tion required 20 television cameras,
five microwave links, and 125 miles of
cable. One hundred television receivers
especially set up for military personnel,
plus most of the home sets in the Las
Vegas area received live video cover¬
age of the strafing, bombing and
!

under

Live in Fame” detailed the combat ex¬

television viewers in the Las Vegas
area, a special VHF TV hand was al¬

OPTICAL COMPANY, INC.

Wooldridge

periences of four World War II and
Korean War aces, comparing their

In order to relay the drama of the
competition to an estimated 250,000

303 Child St., Rochester 11, N. Y.

Ramo

mitters and other required mechanisms.
The television equipment was oper¬

the unsung heroes of the Air Force
ground crews—the mechanics and elec¬
tronic technicians who help keep the

Elgeet offers Vidicon television cameras
and 16mm cameras the first Zoom Navitar, a manually-controlled 4:1 zoom with
a 20mm to 80mm range—f: 1.8! This new
lens achievement is optically compen¬
sated to hold focus through the entire
zoom action. Fourteen elements—covers
Vidicon format—resolves 600 lines—linear
zoom action by ring—list price: $400. For
information, write for Catalog 2080-CZ18.

the television system were installed and
maintained by the Dage Division of
Thompson

essfully complete each mission. “They

NAVITAR

The complex technical facilities of

cance and included a preview of events

amount of planning needed to suc-

ZOOM

top TAC units.
In addition, the annual Air Force

guided missile firing missions by the

the bombing and strafing target areas.
The television cameras used on the
range had been specially built to with¬
stand tremendous shock, hot sun, freez¬
ing temperatures, rain and dust. They
were the same model as the cameras
furnished by Dage for all operational
Atlas missile bases throughout the
country. Designated RGS-lO’s, these
all-transistorized cameras deliver 700lines resolution under the most extreme
environmental conditions, yet are less
than 7 inches high and only 16 inches
long. They are completely compatible
with conventional standards.
Spectacular aerial coverage of the
events was made possible through the
use of miniaturized Model 333 Dage
TV cameras that weighed but 4^^ lbs.
and about the size of a cigar box.
Hand-held by operators seated directly
behind the pilots of F-lOO jet “chase”
aircraft, these midget video cameras
were used to track air-to-air and air-toground missiles directly to their targets.
Signals from these airborne cameras
were beamed to microwave links on the
desert floor by means of transmitters
located in the noses of the aircraft,
utilizing small triangular antennae. To
insure the maximum signal from these
transmitters, technicians on the ground
“locked on” to the aircraft with microwave dishes and tracked them across
the sky.
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SYNCHRONOUS SOUND FOR MOTION PICTURES

iwidS f^reciAlon
recidion

l/^ecordi
t^ecoraer

★ HI QUALITY
40-1200 cps

±2

db

★ LIGHT WEIGHT
Less than 6

lbs.

★ SELF-CONTAINED POWER
New Dryfit rechargeable storage cells

★ AUTOMATIC or MANUAL VOLUME CONTROL
New a.v.c.

SYNCHRONIZATION
With

hi-frequency bias by Ranger, Pilote or Echelon

$610.00

Method

ACCESSORIES

Plus Accessories

Remote Control by Wire or Wireless, Eveready Case, Automatic Charger, Pane! Light

NEW UNITED STATES EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR

MAGIMETIC SALES CORP.

HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA

1147 NORTH VINE STREET

On the ground, by means of a
unique “Tele-Tran” system, roving
television cameramen with 12-pouncl,
24-hour battery-operated transmitters
on their hacks brought the television
audience on-the-spot interviews with
pilots, aircraft loading technicians and
other flight line personnel. Other TV
camera positions spotted throughout

rewinders

sound readers

synchronizers

the base assured dramatic viewing of
take-offs, landing, special aerial events
and up-to-the-minute scoreboard re¬
sults of the competition.
On the base a former storehouse was
converted into a compact but complete
studio for handling live shows. It was
equipped with studio broadcast cam¬

picture and
sound editors

From the time motion pictures “learned
to talk” Moviola has earned acceptance
as the word for professional film
editing equipment. Moviola is keeping
pace with the changing needs of the
Motion Picture Industry with new
devices such as:
• Crab Dolly for improved Motion
Picture and TV Camera mobility
• 70 mm Viewer for the Photo
ln<striimentation field

eras carrying zoom lenses and large
viewfinder systems. Sets were created
and a staff of 50 Air Force specialists
including cameramen, producers, writ¬
ers and directors (many of them topranking network professionals called
back into uniform as reservists especial¬
ly for the project) were employed in
the production of both live and filmed

movTola

shows for telecast from the studio.
Master Control, also located in the
same building, monitored video cam¬
eras scattered throughout the base,
cameras at the ranges, local airborne
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IN EDITING
EQUIPMENT

video tape

manufacturing co.

5539 RIVERTON AVENUE

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF

PHONE: TRIANGLE 7-2173
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ioOK Ma, No STaNDS!

cameras, as well as two cameras set up

featuring

at the Las Vegas Convention Hall and
joined to the system by an additional
microwave link. Transmission from

were made up for telecast by their
local hometown stations. A production

Nellis was made possible by a special
antenna located on the water tower of
the base. Included in the facilities
were video-tape and kinescope record¬
ers which provided a capability for
pre-recording live shows for later trans¬
That's right. Lowel-Lights attach virtually
everywhere, without stands. Shooting in cramped
quarters? Flying to location with- minimum
equipment? Lowel-Lights will save the day. They
tape up on walls with non-marring Gaffer-Tape,
clamp onto pipes, furniture, moldings, nail onto
objects, balance on level surfaces. Work great
on stands, too! Units fit in your pocket, so do
the folding Barn-doors which attach instantly
— without tools — to all R40 reflector bulbs.
Lowel-Light system saves so much set-up time,
it pays for itself the first day of location
shooting. Fastest, most versatile, most compact
incandescent lighting equipment ever designed!

Fibre case 9" x 12" x 4" with 5
Lowel-Lights, Gaffer-Tape, space for
5 Barndoors $34.50

mission, as well as recording immedi¬
ate events that would have a trainingaid value for Air Force personnel long
after the conclusion of the meet.
A crack team of twenty cameramen
from the 1352nd Photo Squadron at
Lookout Mountain Air Force Station

Single Lowel-Light with porcelain
socket, neoprene cord, Gaffer-Tape
$6.95
Lowel-Light R40 Barndoor $5.75
Gaffer-Tape 12 yds. $1.95/ 30 yds. $3.95
LOWEL-LIGHT PHOTO ENGNR., 429 W. 54th ST., N. Y.

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
for

MOTION PICTURE, STIL!
and

TELEVISION STUDIOS

Write for A Copy of Oor
Catalog J on Your Letterhead

937

NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD 38,

752

CALIF.

crew set up ColorTran lights in the
base theater to film the opening of the
meet and addresses by high-ranking
officers. Another crew wrestled into
position three 10,000-watt lights, five
5,000-watt lights, two cone lights plus
900 feet of cable to illuminate an area
of the vast Convention Hall for filming
the unveiling of the revolutionary X-20
“Dyna-Soar” space aircraft.
The combined film and television
coverage of “Project William Tell
1962” represented the most ambitious
undertaking of its kind ever attempted
by crews of the Air Photographic and
Charting Service. To record the im¬

covered the meet in stills and 35mm
motion pictures, both color and black

mense scope and variety of concurrent

and white.
the East and West desert ranges, cam¬
eramen used two converted M-45
machine gun mounts, each of which
carried a television camera secured to
its top shelf as well as a Hulcher in¬
strumentation camera shooting 2^ x
21/4 sec{uential stills on a continuous
roll of 70mm film at speeds ranging
from 5 to 20 frames per second. In
addition, each mount supported a bank
of

Specialized

pilot-competitors

in Hollywood, headed by Director of
Photography George D. “Doug” Wood,

In tracking the spectacular action on
Vulcanized fibre case
14"x22" X 6" with G
Lowel-Lights, 6 Barndoors, 2 P.I.C.
stands,3-25' extensions, Gaffer-Tape,
holders for 6 R40 bulbs $124.50

individual

three

35mm

Mitchell

ranging from 12-inches to 48-inches in
focal length. With all cameras zeroed
in to coincide with the Ci'oss-hairs of
binocular viewfinders, the tracking
kept

the

aircraft

complete success of this complex opera¬
tion is a striking tribute to the skill
and dedication of APCS personnel.
Jn a follow-up article, the author will de¬
scribe methods and techniques utilized by
APCS motion picture cameramen in shoot¬
ing a wide range of subject matter under
varying conditions all over the world.
■

ELECTRONIC FILM EDITING

cameras

equipped with super telephoto lenses

operators

action required months of meticulous
planning and the most precise co¬
ordination of activities on the spot. The

centered

through a wide range of intricate
maneuvers, rocket drops, rocket firings,
bomb drops and nuclear weapon
delivery.

Continued from

Page 730

Designed primarily for editing twocamera coverage of news events or
other filmed material for television, it
permits intercutting of selected shots
or takes from each camera footage and
electronically cues each cut so that on
playback only the selected takes are
shown, and for the time interval de¬
sired

as

determined

by

the

editor.

Four airborne motion picture cam¬
eramen flew almost continuously to get
air-to-air and air-to-ground film cover¬

Viewing of the footage is by means of
TV monitor screens, which are part of

age of the various events, while on the

Besides incorporating a maze of me¬
chanical and electronic gadgetry, the

desert floor, remote cameras set close
to the targets were triggered by sole¬
noid relays wired to control boxes situ¬
ated five miles away. During the meet
a number of cameramen were deployed
on the flight-line at Nellis to film the
loading of weapons of various types
onto all types of aircraft. The takeoff
of each aircraft was filmed as part of
the overall documentation of the meet.
Meanwhile, several cameramen and
an editor were kept busy shooting and
cutting film clips of the various events
for immediate TV release through Los
Angeles network outlets. Other clips

the Teleduo system. (See photos).

Teleduo has two primary monitors that
show the picture images of each film
as it unwinds and travels before the
editor on the Teleduo console. A third
or principal monitor shows the selected
cuts. It is on this screen that the edited
version of the production appears in
continuity and accompanied by sound
in sync.
The equipment, as pictured here,
operates as follows: the perforated
(sprocketed) magnetic tape and the
two reels of 16mm film are mounted on
the flat table of the Teleduo console and
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are transported in unison, as the editor
sets the equipment in motion by means
of foot pedals, which enable him to
move the film forward or in reverse
and at various speeds. All three reels
can be positioned to run in sync, yet
each reel can be moved individually
by hand in the cutting procedure as re¬
quired.
By means of a prism, images from
each film are projected to two Vidicon
closed-circuit cameras, which relay
them to the two primary monitors for
study. By means of a pusli button, the
editor directs the image of any selected
scene from either film to the third
monitor. The scenes that are seen here
comprise the edited selection and ulti¬
mately the fully edited picture in the
preview state. Because the sound for
the two-camera production has been
recorded on a single, perforated mag¬
netic tape, this tape provides the audio
for both camera films as they are cut
and viewed on the Teleduo. It also pro¬
vides the cueing medium for scene or
cut selection, as we shall presently see.
After a production has been elec¬
tronically edited by this method, the
reels of tape and film are rewound to
starting position and run again. On
this run, the production—as seen on
the third monitor—appears full edited.

Acmade Foot-Operated Splicer
with Tungsten

The Answer to Zoom & Telephoto Lens Tripod Problems!

Silicone Dampened

HVDROFLUID

LEVELING

Pan & Tilthead Tripod
AN N-C-E ORIGINAL IN TRIPOD
STYLING AND PERFORMANCE

Larger Silicone Dampening Area than
any Tripod in its class and price range
► Designed for professional cameramen.
► Velvety smooth, jerk-proof pan and tilt
utilizing the dampening effect of silicone.
► Sturdy aluminum construction; weight 21

lbs.

► Silicone loaded—temperature range 130 -T 500F.

► Pan 360°—Tilt 80°. For all cameras 40 lbs. or less.
► First tripod of its kind with ball-type leveling at
bottom of base with positive lock at NO EXTRA
CHARGE.
► Tripod base of seasoned V-type maple-wood
with self-aligning leg locks.

legs

TV Vidicon—16 Mitchell—Maurer—Comerette—Arriflex 16/35—Aoricon (Cine-Voice600-1200) Cine Special—Eyemo—Filtno—
Cineflex

PRICE WITH BASE
BABY TRIPOD ..J89.50
HIGH HAT .„.$32.50
CASE .
$25.50
BOOT & POINT COVER.$15.00

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, Inc.
209 WEST 48TH STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y. — Circle 6-0348
West Coast Sales: GORDON ENTERPRISES, No. Hollywood, Calif.—POpolar 6-3725
Conodion RcprQSQntotivc! ALEX CLAR K, L T D.^
I s I i n 9 t o n, O n t o r 1 o

Another Fine Product From ACMADE

ACMADE MARK II

AUTOMATIC BUTT SPLICER

EDITING TABLE

Cuts, Splices, Applies
Magic Mylar Automatically!
Now, with no
fuss, mess or
waste, it is
possible to
splice, repair,
butt-splice, or
strengthen
splices on all
types of film—
positive, negative, magnetic — even duPont Cronar or
other bases.

Combination
16mm-35mm
Model

$1495
f.o.b. New York
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Positive quick-finger camera lock -— vari¬
able tension adjustment pan and tilt locks
—spirit level—telescopic pan handle with
variable angle adjustment—right or left
hand position.

"HYDROFLUID” TRIPOD FOR

► Precision ball-bearings. Mounted on pan and tilt
shaft for smooth action and alignment.

Tipped Blades

This splicer is constructed, as is usual
with ACMADE products, of the finest mate¬
rials and workmanship. All castings are of
the best quality and the top body and
cutter arms are seasoned to prevent dis¬
tortion after machining. The machining is
carried out to limits of± .0005" in order
that the cutter blades shall close in a dead
parallel manner. The cutter blades are
made from stainless steel with Tungsten
Carbide inserts, and afterwards ground
lapped and polished to a limit of ± .0002"
thickness and the cutting edges relieved by
1”. The Tungsten Carbide inserts will have
indefinite iife and will not require sharp¬
ening as with other types. A heater unit
is installed in the top body of the machine.
The top light in a well glass fitting is at¬
tached to the body of the machine and also
an inspection light in the waste bin to¬
gether with cement bottle and brush. A
scraper block is supplied and also a
scraper block setting jib and support shelf
rubber-covered. The whole machine is fin¬
ished in first quality grey hammer and all
metal parts other than cutter blades are
hard flash chromed.

action,

The cutting arm,
shown in opera¬
ting position, is
used by press¬
ing the chrome
button for cut¬
ting both sides,
of the film si¬
multaneously.‘
The film, has been registered on pins in the
horizontal channel. The cutting blade is eas¬
ily replaced.

Makes Editing Easy!
Operation of this simple, efficient editing
machine can be mastered in minutes. Con¬
tinuous movement provides absolute safety
for your film. Instant controls and de¬
clutching allows up to 50% increase speed
and efficiency in editing. Any combination of
2 or 3, 16mm or 35mm channels, plus mag¬
netic and optical sound available.
WRITE FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

Serving the World’s Finest Film Makers

Florhan & Babb

c.

68 West 45th Street New York 36, N. Y.
MU 2-2928

The splicing
tape is regis¬
tered on pre¬
cision pins and
held in place
until automati¬
cally applied to
the film by
swinging the
arm over and pressing the chrome button,
cutting the adhesive and applying it — in
perfect register to the film.
Model 35 for 35mm. Model 16 for 16nim—*295
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If this edited version is approved, ac¬
tual cutting of the film can then I)e
done. In emergencies, the negative can

as those just described, the storyboard
was invaluable. Employing only a skel¬

!

be electronically “cut” in this manner

I

and the

ney and Biroc were able to plot every
camera movement in advance and then

1
!

put on the air immediately simply by
electronically reversing the image to

!
I

positive in the video system.
The key to the Teleduo system of

1

electronic cutting is this: as the editor

SMOOOOOOOTH
That's the word for Miller Fluid Action Tripod
Heads. It’s because Miller Heads are true fluid
Heads— the load rides on the fluid and all ten¬
sion adjustments lake
place within the flu¬
id
chambers
giving
a
velvety
smooth¬
ness unmatched by
any
other
tripod
head ■— there is
no
slack,
no
bounce, no back¬
lash, no judder.
Miller Fluid Ac¬
tion
Tripods,
Heads
of®
ovailable
in
two sizes ■—
The
Profes¬
sional
for
cameras of
25-35 lbs.

j

resulting

edited version

he

views his films and selects the cuts he
desires, operating the pnhhutton that

I

directs the images to the third moni¬
tor screen simultaneously causes a cue¬
ing signal to he recorded on the mag¬

Miller
Model
"D” Fluid Head
with Ball Level¬
ing
Top
Miller
Grooved leg Tripod.
"D" Head $150.00
fl/L Tripod
139.50
Totol
$289.50

netic sound tape. These signals are in
two rows on the sound tape—one for
each film. As the taj)e moves through
the Teleduo in concert with playback
of the two films, the previously record¬
ed cues automatically trigger the scene

Miller
Professional
Model
Fluid
Head
with Ball Level¬
ing Top, Miller
Grooved Leg Tri¬
pod.

selector that directs the cued image or
scene to the third monitor. Length of

Ball
Leveling
Pro Head $299 50
Tripod
154.50
Total $454.00

the cut is determined by this automatic
cueing device; in the editing proce¬
dure, depressing the sene selector but¬

For the finest possible combination, get the new
Miller Grooved
Leg Tripod with
Ball
Leveling
Top. These are the easiest and fastest leveling
tops available coupled with the finest ond most
rigid tripods in the Junior class.

At your dialer or order directly
MILLER
1619 No.
Hollywood

PROFESSIONAL

ton also cuts ofT the scene “on stage”
on the third monitor screen and cuts in
the one that is to succeed it.
Any changes or revisions can be
made instandy. For the final cutting

from

EQUIPMENT

Cherokee
28, Calif.

Phone
HO 7-8189

step, the Teleduo provides an auto¬
matic stop at each cue signal, so that
marking film and tape for actual cut¬
ting can be done quickly.

26 YEARS OF
QUALITY

Obviously, this method is best suited

REVERSAL
PROCESSING

speed

or

standard reversal processing
• Security clearance

• Films returned same day
• Customer extra service: Special
prices on

Eastman

& du

Pont

Reversal Film

NATIONAL CINE LABORATORIES
WASHINGTON 17, D. C.
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the stills gave a graphic preview of the
lighting jiroblems, especially on the ex¬
teriors when the sun could be expected
to shift its position as shooting pro¬
gressed.
One of the important applications of
the storyboard was made for a trick
sequence in which Dick Van Dyke
sings a song called “Happy Face” to a
decidedly unhappy Janet Leigh. In an
attempt to cheer her up he first draws
imaginary figures in the air (aided
by animation) and when they crumble
he pulls out of her figure another, hap¬
pier Janet Leigh. Then he and the two
Miss Leighs proceed to do a dance
number together. This number was
first photographed in stills, with the
two principals dancing. Referring to
the storyboard, Biroc shot the sequence
using locked-down camera set-ups.
Various reference points had been
marked on the floor, using small metal
pegs. The set was then draped with
black cloth and the “happy” Janet

ing the blacked out version of the
dance, Sidney was able to determine

camera. Checking the two storyboards,
one against the other, prior to shoot¬

if the action patterns were coinciding
properly.

Page 726

teenagers pound through what is pro¬
bably the most frantic dance routine
ever seen on the screen. To photograph
this mass frenzy the camera swoops
and zooms over a wide area. Takes,
many three minutes in length and in¬

• Free Vacuumating

take full advantage of the backgrounds.
Of equal importance was the fact that

variety of camera angles and therefore
varietv in the cuts.
■

I

high

mechanics of it. The storyboard pho¬
tographs often indicated that the chore¬
ographic pattern had to be altered to

Leigh went into her dance for the still

Continued from

in

run through the action to check the

to editing shows and events photo¬
graphed with two cameras shooting at
different set-up positions to provide a

STORYBOARDS

• Specialists

eton crew of dancers in rehearsal, Sid¬

volving numerous camera moves, are
interspersed with staccato cuts only 23
frames in length. At the end of the se¬
quence a zoom lens racks the scene
back suddenly to show the understand¬
ably exhausted jjarticipants passed out
on the ground. The camera, mounted
on a boom, continues to dolly back
another 200 feet, then soars ujiward
35 feet for the fade-out.
For the production of sequences such

Besides

taking the

guesswork

out

of how things are going to look on
film before they are shot. George Sid¬
ney’s photographic storyboard tech¬
nique permits complete freedom in
shooting complicated musical numbers
out of continuity, resulting in a tre¬
mendous saving in time and budget.
Actors, singers, dancers and techni¬
cians can pick up at anv point in a
number and, simply by referring to the
storyboard, match action perfectly be¬
cause they can see exactly what they
are supposed to be doing at that point.
Various cuts of the music playback
are cued-in accordingly by number.
Another advantage is that individual
scenes can be grouped for greater
economy in shooting. All scenes to be
photographed from the same direction
can be filmed in a block. Then the
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camera can be reversed while ‘‘wild '
walls are torn out and others put In
place for the next block of scenes.
Sidney points out that a similar use
of sequenced photographs was made by
the French impressionist painter Edgar
Degas, famous for his studies of the
human figure and animals in move¬
ment. Critics have commented on the
fact that he used “displaced figure
grouping and unorthodox cutting and
perspective rather in the manner of a
cameraman.” What is not generally
known is that Degas was, indeed, a
cameraman and that he made thou¬
sands of photographs of ballerinas re¬
hearsing and horses running at Longchamps racecourse which he used for
reference in his paintings.
Commenting on his new photograpliic storyboard technique, Sidney ob¬
serves: “Besides being dramatically
creative artisans, screen directors must
also be technicians—and we sometimes
let the technical aspects of film-making

Newest light in the recently announced

Quartz-King

line, the

1000 produces more than 860 foot-candles of smooth even light
at

10

feet!

Utilizing

the

Sylvania

“DXN"

1000-watt

3400°K

run away with us. The main value of
the photographic storyboard is that it

quartz-iodine lamp, in a reflector of a brilliant new design, the

locks down all of the mechanical ele¬
ments in advance and leaves the direc¬

smooth, without hot spots, without banding, and without filament

tor free to concentrate on the purely
creative dramatic aspects of the scene
during actual shooting. A storyboard

Quartz-King

1000 produces a round pattern of light, perfectly

pattern. Never before has so much usable light been available
in a housing as compact and as light as the 1000!
The Quartz-King 1000 operates directly from standard 110/120

is, in a sense, ‘paper film.’ Going from
one shot to the other you can get a
feel for the visual balance of a se¬
quence—actually see in advance where
it might drop and where it lifts again.

volt outlets. Intensity is maintained because the quartz-lamp will

Then, too, it’s a good way to make sure
that everyl)ody on your team knows

The Quartz-King 1000 is available in two basic models; Universal

what you’re trying to do.”

wide flood reflectors.

not discolor or dim during its entire life, and the reflector will
never tarnish.

Yoke and Integral Mogul Screw Base, with either medium or

While the photographic storyboard
is especially applicable to the pre-pro¬
duction planning of musical numbers,
Sidney also feels that it can be of
great value in staging complicated ac¬
tion sequences that include extensive
movement or the rigging of intricate
mechanical elements. He intends to
make effective use of it in his forth¬
coming production, “Moon Walk,”
which includes a highly complicated
chase sequence involving fifteen pages
of script.

Change Of Address: To insure receiv¬
ing
American
Cinematographer
promptly each month after you move,
send your new address in advance to;
Circulation
Department.
American
Cinematographer, Box 2230, Hollywood
28, Calif. Send old address with new,
enclosing if possible the address label
from last magazine wrapper. Post of¬
fices will not forward this magazine
unless you provide extra postage.
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WITH UNIVERSAL YOKE
LQK/IOMY
LQK/IOWY

Medium Flood
Wide Flood

Specially designed yoke permits mounting on %"
dia. light stands, horizontal or vertical bars. V4-20
thread for tripod mounting. 240° vertical tilt. Adjust¬
able for horizontal or vertical lamp orientation. Sup¬
plied with 10 ft. 3-wire heavy duty safety-grounded
cable with in-the-line switch and 3-to-2 prong adapter.

WITH INTEGRAL MOGUL SCREW BASE
LQK/IOMM
LQK/IOWM

Medium Flood
Wide Flood

■
Allows use of QUARTZ-KING in any lamp or housing
designed for mogul base lamps. Supplied with
adapter for medium screw base sockets.
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INDUSTRY NEWS

QUALITY AND SERVICE

Continued from Page 708

tape recorders and related equipment.
Award is a gold-replica statuette—a
whimsical figure dubbed “Maggie.” To
qualify for one of the trophies, you
must be an owner-user of Magnasync
equipment or an operator of such
equipment in the employ of a film pro¬
ducer. All “Maggie” awardees will

MM

ducK&mm
REVERSAL NEGATIVE
POSITIVE PRINTING
AND PROCESSING

subsequently receive periodic mailings
from Magnasync of its service bulle¬
tins describing equipment modifica¬
tions and latest innovations.

Academy Considers 16
For Technical Awards
Sixteen technical achievements of
the past year have been selected for
35th Annual Academy Awards con¬
sideration. Gordon E. Sawyer, Chair¬
man of the Academy Scientific or
Technical Awards Committee, has an¬
nounced that meetings to evaluate these
technical advances have been held and
demonstrations of the achievements
have been scheduled for November
29th and December 4th. A final meet¬
ing will be held in December to deter¬
mine which of the achievements the
committee will recommend to the Board

COLOR Proc«ssing-

Addresses Of Equipment’ Rental Sources

COLOR PRINTIi

Listed on Pages 734 and 735 of This Issue

Work prints—Timed Prints
Color to Color prints—A & B roll prints
Color to B & W prints—Fodes-Dissolves
Dupe Negative—AAultiple f>rints
Raw stock—Fastex service
Loop printing
Write for complete information

FILM
LABORATORIES
350 W. 50th ST. • NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
JUdson 6-7196

I

EAST
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.,
315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N.Y.
51 E. 10th Avenue, Hialeah, Fla.

asc
Formerly head of RKO Studios Effects Dept.

CREATIVE
SPECIAL EFFECTS
Complete Advisory and Technical Services
From Story Ideas to Theater Screen.
LIQUID GATE PRINTING
FOR 16-35-65-70 MM BLOW-UPS
Specialized Laboratory Services
“Over 30 Years of
Major Studio Experience”

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood
1153 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Phone: HO 9-5808

Cable: FILMFX

Masterlite Cine Rentals, Inc.,
7277 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollyd., Calif.

Camera Service Center, Inc.,
333 West 52nd St., New York, N.Y.

Mole-Richardson Company,
937 No. Sycamore Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.

Florman & Babb, Inc.,
68 West 45th St., New York 36, N.Y.

Producers Equipment Center, Inc.,
5428 Satsuma, No. Hollywood, Calif.

National Cine Equipment, Inc.,
209 W. 48th St., New York 36, N.Y.

Producers Service Company,
1145 No. McCadden PI., Hollyd. 38, Calif.

Charles Ross, Inc.,
333 W. 52nd St., New York 19, N.Y.

Tech-Comera Rentals, Inc.,
6450 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollyd. 38, Calif.

SOS Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.,
602 W. 52nd St., New York 19, N.Y.

SOS Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.,
6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Colif.

Gordon Enterprises,
5362 No. Cahuenga Blvd., No. Hollyd., Calif.

Burke & James, Inc.,
321 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 4, 111.

Film Producers Service,
687 McAlister St., San Francisco, Calif.

Studio Lighting Company,
2212 N. Hoisted St., Chicago 14, III.

Traid Corporation,
17136 Ventura Blvd., Encino, Calif.

Jack A. Frost,
234 Piquette, Detroit 2, Mich.

Motion Picture Service Center,
2424 Kalakaua, Honolulu, Hawaii.

Victor Duncan & Co.,
234 Piquette, Detroit 2, Mich.

MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS
at
UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.
15762 Wyoming Avenue, Detroit 38, Mich.
Phone: UNiversity 1-4663 • Cable: UHLCIAAA
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FOREIGN

Western Cine Service, Inc.,
321 So. Pearl St., Denver 9, Colo.

Toronto Camera Exchange, Ltd.,
293 Church St., Toronto 2, Ont., Canada.

Masterlite Rentals of Arizona,
834 N. Seventh St., Phoenix, Ariz.

Jack A. Frost,
6 Shawbridge, Toronto, Canada.

Capital Motion Picture Studios,
328 North 11th Way, Phoenix 6, Ariz.

Mole-Richardson,
Chase Road, London, N.W. 10, England.

Producer Services, Inc.,
2519 Maple Avenue, Dallas, Tex.

Samuelson Film Service, Ltd.,
27 The Burroughs, Hendon Central,
N.W. 10, England.

Mark Armistead, Inc.,
1041 N. Formosa., Hollywood 46, Calif.

for

Chapman Studio Equipment Co.,
12950 Raymer St., No. Hollywood, Calif.

Behrend's Rental Corp.,
161 E. Grand Ave., Chicago 1, III.

WEST COAST & HAWAII

IJ. C. IM.

Ryder Sound Services, Inc.,
1161 Vine St., Hollywood 38, Calif.

The Camera Mart, Inc.,
1 845 Broadway, New York 23, N.Y.

MID-WEST

LINWOOD DUNN,

Hollywood Scene Dock,
5428 Satsuma, No. Hollywood, Calif.

Birns & Sawyer Cine Equip., Co.,
6424 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollyd. 38, Calif.
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.,
6510 Santo Monica Blvd., Hollyd. 38, Calif.
Consolidated Film Industries,
959 Seward St., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Hollywood Camera Co.,
6838 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Hollywood Camera Exchange, Ltd.,
1607 Cosmo St., Hollywood 28, Calif.

London,

Don Long,
33 Baker St., W. 1, London, England.
Motion Picture Hire Facilities, Ltd.,
5 3 Kensington Gardens Sq., London W2.
Dudley Plummer,
Phone: Potters Bar 56858, London, England.
Mole-Richardson,
28-28 bis Rue Marcelin-Berthelot, Paris.
Chevereau,
20 Rue de la Chine, Paris 20.
Mole-Richardson,
Via del Velodromo 68-74, Rome.

Hollywood Film Company,
956 Seward St., Hollywood 38, Calif.

Mole-Richardson,
Hofangerstrabe 78, 8 Munchen, Germany.

Lloyd's Camera Exchange
1612 No. Cahuenga, Hollywood 28, Calif.

Mole-Richardson,
Alcala 32, Madrid 14, Spain.

J. G. McAlister, Inc.,
5420 Sierra Vista, Hollywood 38, Calif.

William Moraski,
Film Center Bldg., San Juan, Puerto Rico.

I
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PRECISION* FILM EDITING & LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
MOVISCOP 16mm
Viewer with Model
600 RL Optical
sound reader and
base. Model 800
RL optical-mag¬
netic sound read¬
er can also be
used with this
system.

16mm
OPTICAL
SOUND
READER
MODEL
650RL
Net Price

$169.50

Net Price
Both viewers are inter¬
locked for perfect lipsync matching of picture
to track.

Model 600 RL

$195.00

$39.50

$21.50

film slitter

Power film slitter
16mm to double 8mm
Look for this
trademark

Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment for the Motion Picture and TV Industries

For information and prices write:

DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
BROOKLYN 3. N. Y.

928-930 EAST 51st STREET
of Governors for awards recognition.
Pursuant to committee policy, the
following list is being publicized to
permit those with claims of prior art or
with devices similar to those under
consideration to call them to the Acad¬
emy’s attention:
Instant-Sync, Myer P. Beck; Panazoom Lens, Panavision, Incorporated;
Chapman Camera Cranes, Chapman
Studio Equipment; Core-Lite Projec¬
tion Arc Lamp, C. S. Ashcraft Manu¬
facturing Co., Inc.; Bell & Howell
Model C Additive Color Printer, Bell &
Howell Company; Norelco Universal
70/35 Projector, North American Phil¬
ips Company, Inc.; Ryder Inverter,
Ryder and Albin; Panavision Panatron, Panavision, Incorporated; Cardilene Microphones — Models 642 and
643, Electro-Voice Incorporated; RCA
MI-10006A Varidirectional Micro¬
phone, Radio Corporation of America;
Reversible Rerecording System, War¬
ner Bros.; Panaflex 65, Panavision,
Incorporated; Mitchell Reflex Mark 11
Camera, Mitchell Camera Corporation;
Selective Program Repeater, MacKenzie Electronics, Inc.; Preparation of
Magnetic Oxide Coatings, Warner
Bros., and Plug-In Bus Duct, Para¬
mount Pictures and Westinghouse Cor¬
poration.

“

CLEAII
LICUT
AND

(IN WEIGHT)

16mm MAGNASYNC
RECORDER
•vAodel X-400 Type 15 is especially designed for servicing "On-the-Go" producers who prefer every! mg
n one case—playback power amplifier, monitor loudspeaker, recorder, footage counter, rewind,
torque motors—an ALL-IN-ONE magnaphonic sound system (S.M.P.T.E. standard performance) comolefe in a single easy-to-carry case. Will accommodate standard 1200
Write for illustrated brochure.

(tnoi;

PRICED ONLY $1385

Model X-400 for extra lightweight portability, from $985
S.O.S. carries the complete line of Magnasync recording systems.

I.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTIO, Inc.
-^SEE

OFFERING

OF

EXTRA-SPECIAL

VALUES

602

West

52nd

St.,

VYestern Branch: 6331
ON

PAGES

716,

New

York

19—PLaia

7-0-140

Hollywood Blvd., Holly’d, Cai.f.

718.

720

AND
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FROM YOUR 12 VOLT
CAR BATTERY
CLAMP-ON
DELIVERS 250
WATTS of
smooth, even
light—

$4950
PORTABLE MOVIE LIGHT
Fits any camera. No tools
needed, no holes to drill.
Long life nickel-cadmium
battery with built-in charg¬
er weighs only 7 lbs.
Guaranteed one year.

^

/9P. 50

COMPLETE WITH BATTERY
■

Write for Pull Informoticn

PHOTOMART
228 So. Fronklin St. - Tempo 2, Florido
Telephone 229-1166

DUAL
POWER
VIEWER
for
BOLEX
REFLEX
From an original 6X to an 8X full field and
16X
critical
focus
LARGER
IMAGES—BETTER
SHARPNESS
CONTROL
WITH
ANY
LENS
Easy to Operate—Guaranteed for Life—More
Informotion Available—When Viewer only is
sent $54.00—^When sent with Camera $60.00.

PELLEGRINI-PIEK
7

MOVIE CAMERA ACCESSORIES
COLEMAN PLACE. MENLO PARK, CALIF.

Makers of Variable Shutter Units for all
Bolex H Cameras.

L & F PORTABLE CINE PROCESSOR
• Folly Automatic

• Daylight Operating

$675.00

(f.o.b.

I

Columbia Studio sound stage, shooting a scene for “Dirigible,” which had

|

I

its world premiere at Grauman’s Chinese Theatre in Hollywood.

|

I

Director Frank Capra is standing on the “homemade” camera dolly—a

|

I

wooden platform supported by four wheels from a Model T Ford. Actor

|

I

Jack Holt (extreme left) is dancing with Fay Wray. Ralph Graves is just

|

I

to the right of Capra. Sam Nelson, assistant direetor fin shirt sleeves) is

|

I

in front and at right of camera.

|

I

The camera blimp is an interesting item. “When sound productions

i

I

started at Columbia,” W alker relates, “the sound department insisted on a

|

I

metal blimp having one and sometimes two panels of glass in front of the

|

I

lens. 1 refused to shoot through glass and besides the metal blimps were

|

I

far from sound proof. Harry Cohn, then head of the studio, placed a

i

I

earpenter at my disposal and overnight we built the blimp shown in the

|

I

picture.

|

“It was deeply padded on the inside and the camera rested on a metal

Requires no plumbing

•

Process 200 Ft. B&W
Film in Less Than 1
Hour

camera but was part of the blimp and was adjustable to accommodate lenses

•

Reversal

of different focal length.

e

Less
Than
1
Gallon
of Solutioit Needed

Processing

55

lbs!

9

Chicago

10,

Illinois

plate embedded in sponge rubber. The matte box was not attached to the

“This construction worked so well that at no time at Columbia did I
ever shoot through a glass port except once wdien we had to photograph
and record the sound of a baby breathing while asleep.
“I ultimately developed a follow-focus device geared to the lenses. The
controls extended from the side of the blimp—later improved with exten¬
sions at both sides and at the rear of the blimp.

NEW IMPROVED PROCESS
LAMINATED

SOUND

STRIPING

“I still have this follow-focus device, because I paid for having it built.
“Later, Teddy Tetzlaff, ASC, improved on the blimp by having the

THE

8MM—16MM
2V2(t per ft.

liack cut at an angle, enabling the cameraman to get his eye closer to the

380 Ft. Minimum Order — Quaiity Guaranteed
Send for Free Brochure
736V2 SO. ATLANTIC BLVO., LOS ANGELES 22, CAL.
riiiniiiiiMtiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiMiiiiiinitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnnMiliiiMi
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16mm or 8/8mm

•

SUPERIOR BULK FILM CO.
Wells

i

•

Write For Descriptive
Literature

N.

1930—J oseph W alker, ASC, is behind the big, hlimped camera on a

Chicago)

• 32"x9"x24"!

446-48

I
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urn 400 ft. CONVERSIOI

BEHIND THE CAMERAS
Continued from Page 718

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

CONVERT YOUR BOLEX TO A 400-FT. CAPACITY
CAMERA FOR SPORTS OR NEWS

W. Wallace Kelly, ASC, “The Nutty Pro¬
fessor” (Jerry Lewis Prod.; color) with
Jerry Lewis and Stella Stevens. Jerry Lewis,
director.

Boris Kaufman, ASC, “All the Way Home”

• No loss of original Bolex
design.

(David Susskind Prod.; shooting in Ten¬
nessee) with Jean Simmons and Robert
Preston. Alex Segal, director.

William Daniels, ASC, “Come Blow Your

• Includes choice of wild or
sync motor.

Horn” (E-T Prod.; P’Vision & Color) with
Frank Sinatra and Tony Bill. Bud Yorkin,
director.

Includes 400-ft. Maga¬
zine (Mitchell-type).

Haskell Boggs, ASC, William Whitley,
ASC, “Bonanza”*.
PARAMOUNT STUDIOS—N.Y.

Jack Horton, “Sport Shorts”*.

All For

PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”*

$34950

PATHE STUDIOS—N.Y.

Gayne Rescher, ASC, “The Nurses”*.
Installation $29.50 additional
PRODUCERS STUDIO, INC.

if desired.

Emmet Bergholz, “Death Valley Days”*.

Write for Data Sheet

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

Howard

Schwartz,

“The

Lloyd

Bridges

“Dick

Powell

Show”*.

George

Diskant,

ASC,

Show”*.

Charles Burke, “McKeever and the Colo¬
nel”*.

LLOYD’S CAMERA EXCHANGE
1612 North Cahuenga Boulevard
HOLLYWOOD’S

16MM

•

Hollywood 28, California

EQUIPMENT

HEADQUARTERS

Continued on Next Page

new! FIUMLINE S-60
16/35MM NEG/POS

MAJOR
IN SPRAY DEVELOPING
• DEVELOPS NEGATIVE FILM AT 35 FPM
• DEVELOPS POSITIVE FILM AT 60 FPM
The S-60 is Filmline’s newest Spray Processor.
It is a friction drive processor, guaranteed not
to break or scratch film. Filmline’s exclusive
overdrive film transport system is so accurate
it makes this guarantee possible. What’s more
film can be stalled 100% in spray chambers
without altering footage. Absolute control of
footage in each chamber insures sensitometric
quality control and consistent development.
And Filmline processors (unlike competitive
makes) have lower film assemblies that are
adjustable and remain captive in the position
placed. Position of lower assemblies can be
easily monitored and adjusted by indicator
rods at the top of each chamber.
The S-60 is the specific answer to every labo¬
ratories need for a Spray Processor — because
it outperforms machines costing twice as
much. Look into the Filmline S-60 — It Will
Pay You.
For the full story on the S-60 write today to;

Recent Filmline Installations;
• N. A. S. A. Huntsville, Ala.
• Reeves Sound, N. Y. C.
• Thiokol Chemical Co.
• WHYN-TV, KNDO-TV, WFMY-TV
• Moral Rearmament

More Filmline Features:
. Film chamber doors are completely removable for easy access to
entire chamber (Not found in competitive models of similar class)
. Processing section is stainless steel • Impingement dry box •
Precision temperature controls with indicating pilot lights for cool¬
ing & heating . 316 Stainless steel pumps for developing & hypo
solution . Water temperature regulator . Dual air squegee * Feed in
take up elevators for continuous operation • Replenishment flow
meters • Manual & automatic brake for film supply • Automatic
electrical torque motor take-up . Variable drive with film speed
tachometer . Precision Thermometer & footage counter.

Dept. AD-62
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BEHIND THE CAMERAS

This is the latest IMPROVED

Continued from Preceding Page

CINEKAD JUNIOR DOLLY

REPUBLIC STUDIOS, Cont’d.
Wilfrid

Used Nationally by
Discriminating Cameramen
This 3-Wheei Collapsible Dolly Is
especially designed to meet the demand for con¬
venient mobility of cameras on location or in
the studio.

The new model insteod of the

Ray

wheels.

and

Sin¬

Lang,

.John Russell, ASC, William Margulies,
ASC, John Warren, ASC, “Alfred Hitch¬
cock Presents”*.

World”*.

swivel

“Saints

ASC, “Charade” (Stanley
Donen Prod.; T’color; shooting in Paris)
with Cary Grant and Audrey Hepburn. Stan¬
ley Donen, producer-director.

heavy

rubber-tired

ASC,

REVUE STUDIOS
Charles

4" wheels is constructed with 5"
duty

Cline,

ners”*.

Flin,

John

Neal

Beckner,

“It’s a

Man’s

Russell, ASC, Neal Beckner, “The

Best Years”*.
Fred Mandl, ASC, “Going My Way”*.

Write for more details and prices.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.

Warren, ASC,
“Alcoa Theatre”*.

763 10th Ave., N.Y., N.Y., PLaza 7-3511

Ray Rennahan, ASC, “Laramie”*.

John

Ben

Kline,

ASC,

Neal Beckner, “McHale’s Navy”*.

CARTER

CARPAC

For The Commercial Photographer
A Necessity when you need an elevated platform.
Over 22 sq. ft. non-slip deck area. The safe, easy,
sure way to get the elevation you need for better
pictures.
CarPac Platforms on three mobile units prove a
big help to Lens-Art Photographers, Detroit, who
say: "We have used your CarPac carriers a good
many years and can truthfully state that they are
a handsome workhorse of a fine cameraman’s
deck. Our specialty is architectural and illustrative
photography and we use them almost every day."
Write for folder. Models from $165-$225, plus
tax. Advise year & model of car.

Designed witli iimpie load ean-ying capacity
securely fastened but readily removable.

.

.

.

CARTER

MANUFACTURING

1227 S.E. Division

CO.

Portland, Oregon

Benjamin Kline, ASC, “The Virginian”*.
Jack MacKenzie, ASC, “Leave It to Beav¬

er”*.
Nick Musuraca, ASC, “Jack Benny Show”*.
Walter Strenge, ASC, “Wide Country”*.
Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Wagon Train”*.
Harry Waxman, “Lancelot and Guinevere”

(Emblem Films Prod.; P’Vision & Color;
shooting in Yugoslavia) with Cornel Wilde
and Jean Wallace. Cornel Wilde, director.
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
“House of the Damned”
(API Prod.) with Ronald Foster and Merry
Anders. Maury Dexter, producer-director.

Jack Nickolaus,

WARNER BROS.
Robert Surtees, ASC, “PT 109” (P-Vision;

color;
shooting in
Florida)
with
Cliff
Robertson and Ty Hardin. Lewis Milestone,
director.
Wexler,
“America, America”
(Athena Ents. Corp. Prod.; shooting in
Athens) with Stathis Giallelis, Elia Kazan,
producer-director.
Haskell

FOR THE ANSWER to your photographic problems, refer with confidence to the new
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL
More than 400 pages of concise, practical and informative data and charts invaluable to
every motion picture cameraman.$7.50
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL, P.O. Box 2230, Hollywood 28 ,California.

H-vrold Lipstein, ASC, “Rampage” (Seven
Arts Prod.; Technicolor) with Robert Mitchum and Elsa Martinelli. Phil Karlson, di¬
rector.

Used World-Wide By Discriminating Cameramen

Harold Stine, ASC, Carl Guthrie, ASC,
“77 Sunset Strip”*.

CINEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE- For 16iiim Projectors

Ralph Woolsey, ASC, Carl Guthrie, ASC,

BUT

Guarantee!

Immediate

Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Jan, Ampro,
Kodak, RCA, and Victor 16mm
projectors at synchronous speed.

Delivery!

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,
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Robert Hoffman, “Hawaiian Eye”*.
Burt Glennon, “The Dakotas”*.
Carl Guthrie, ASC, “True”*.

timing

One-year

“Cheyenne”*.
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Projector can be instantly attached to
Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬
tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An outstanding feature is the flexible
shaft which connects motor with projector
and permits smooth, quiet and steady
operation.
No special technical knowl¬
edge required for installation and mount¬
ing. Write for more details and prices.
lOth

Ave.,

N.Y.,

N.Y.,

PLaza

7-3511

Jack Marquette, “Gallant Men”*.
Mark Davis, ASC, “PT 109” Second Unit.

ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS
Monroe Askins, Curt Fetters, “Ripcord”*.

“Around The World In Eighty
Days,” photographed in Todd A-0
widescreen, ran for three years on
Broadway at the Rivoli theatre. One
print made the record run through the
Norelco 70/35mm projectors 786
times.
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UY, SELL, SWA
Largest Most Productive Classified Ad Section Of An/ Publication Serving Makers Of Motion Pictures
STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

EQUIPMENT WANTED

MAURER 05 with 15mm Ektar, 25mm Ektar,
40mm Ektar, 63mm Ektar, 115-volt
A.C. sync motor, 12-volt D.C. motor,
2 400-ft. magazines, Richardson fol¬
low-focus, Richardson blimp, cases.
Complete $4000.00
MAURER 05 with 13mm Elgeet, 15mm Ektar,
25mm Ektar, 40mm Ektar, 63mm
Ektar, 2 400-ft. magazines, 115-volt
A.C. sync motor, 1 2-volt D.C. motor,
accessories. Complete $2500.00
MAURER 05 with 13mm Elgeet, 15mm Ektar,
25mm Ektar, 40mm Ektar, 63mm
Ektar, 3 400-ft. magazines & case,
115-volt A.C. sync motor, 12-volt
D.C. motor, accessories. Complete
$2550.00
MAURER STOP MOTION MOTOR, $200.00
MAURER
115-volt
variable
speed
motor,
$200.00
2 ARRIFLEX 16mm Cameras, each with 13mm,
16mm,
25mm,
50mm
Schnieder
lenses, case, matte box, 3 400-ft.
magazines, case, etc. Complete, each
outfit $ 1 500.00
MOVIOLA PREVIEW MODEL, 16mm picture
head, 2 35mm optical and magnetic
sound heads. $1000.00
ANIMATION CRANE equipped with
16mm
Maurer camera rotating on optical
axis, pneumatic platen, air com¬
pressor, Acme peg system. Complete
$6000.00
or
best offer,
priced
to sell
All of the above equipment in excellent
condition.

Auricon tripod head, $125.00. B&H Eyemo
35mm, type A-3 spider turret—less lenses,
$120.00.
Printer,
16mm,
Hollywood
Jr.,
$47.50. Lenses: 35mm 10" T4.9 General Sci¬
entific, $79.50. 4" F2.3 Baltar, Eyemo mount,
$70.00. 4" F2.3
Baltar, Mitchell
mount,
$85.00 FOB Tampa. JACK WALTON, P.O.
Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.

INSTANT CASH
HIGHEST PRICES PAID

R. G. WOLFF STUDIOS
1714 North Wilton Place, Hollywood 28, Calif.
Phone HO 7-6126
WALL 35mm camera- movements, $250.00;
B&H 35mm 400' magazines, $35.00; B&H
35mm 1000' magazines, $95.00; Mitchell
35mm 400' magazines as NEW, $60.00; Mit¬
chell 1000' Standard magazine, $95.00; Kinevox Automatic Slater, $450.00; Fastex HiSpeed 35mm half frame camera, $750.00;
B&H Super Hi-Speed motor for 200 frames
sec., $375.00; RCA 400 16mm Arc projector,
sound & rectifier, $750.00; 16mm Strong Suprex 30 amp Hi-Intensity arcs with rectifiers
and interconnecting cables,
BRAND NEW,
$295.00; 35mm Background projector, blimped
on dolly, B&H movement, Selsyn distributor,
interlock camera motor, 225 amp Hi-Intensity
arc, complete, $7,950.00;
Bodde
15'x20'
background screen, $300.00. J. BURGI CONTNER, ASC, Blue Seal Sound Devices. P.O. Box
472, New Canaan, Conn.
FOR SALE: Professional portable mag. re¬
corders: two 16mm Magna-Tech, plus ch.
mixers; per $2,200.00. One 35mm Reeves,
plus 2 ch. mixer; $2,000.00. One 16mm
Reeves plus 2 ch. mixer; $400.00. One 16mm
Magna-Synch plus 4 ch. mixer; $300.00. One
1 6mm Reeves rack mounted plus 2 ch. mixer,
$500.00. Two 35mm Altec 3-track dubber in
racks, per $300.00. All in excellent condition.
LARRY MEZEY, 210 West 65 St., New York.
Tel. TR 3-7000.
35MM ROTOSCOPE stop-motion projector with
Acme lamohouse. $650.00. Phone HO 9-5808.

12V variable speed CECO Cine Special motor
w/tach, excellent, $60.00. Two 400' 35mm
Mitchell magazines, one new, one very good,
both $50.00. One 35mm Griswold splicer,
$5.00. Mole-Richardson SolarSpot w/stand,
excellent, $65.00. Want 3 or 4 gang 16mm
synchronizer. MISSILE FILMS, Box 65, Cocoa
Beach, Fla.
CAMERA motors, Eyemo (will also fit Filmo)
Bodine 4-6 volt DC with cable & switch.
New condition, $38.50 ea. postpaid. View¬
finder, BH Sports or Tracking finder, fits Eye¬
mo Q and other models. (Can also be used
on Filmo). Complete with door, new condition,
$55.50 ea. postpaid. Cash with order please.
JACK WALTON, P.O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.
MITCHELL 35mm std. (H.S.) camera, with two
1,000' magazines, Mitchell viewfinder with
floating mattes, matte box and sunshade as¬
sembly, upright 12v DC motor, cables, Akeley
gyro tripod—less lenses, $2850.00 FOB Tam¬
pa. JACK WALTON, P.O. Box 1457, Tampa,
Fla.
CINE SPECIAL 11 with 15mm, 25mm, 152mm,
Ektar lenses, elec, mtr., extra 100' & 200'
chambers, reflex finder, filters, holders, carry
case. All like new, $1,500.00 (45% of cost).
FRAN McGinnis words & pictures, 3802
Crestlake, Birmingham, Mich.
AURICON Super, 1200 camera with variable
shutter, two 1200' magazines, auto-parallex
viewfinder, recording galvanometer, NR ampli¬
fier, microphone, headset, cables, carrying
cases—less lenses, $3250.00 FOB Tampa.
JACK WALTON, P.O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.
MAGNACORD ’A" studio tape recorder and
tape transport, models PT6-AH and PT 6-J.
In storage for some time, appears very good.
Sell as is, $175.00 FOB Tampa. JACK WAL¬
TON, P.O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.
CINE SPECIAL, 4 lens, lap dissolve, carrying
case, tripod, miscellaneous filters and attach¬
ments. Privately owned, $850.00. P.O. Box
333, Van Nuys, Calif.
AMPEX 351 with RANGERTONE SYNC PULSE
in
like-new condition. Make offer.
PAUL
MAGISTRETTI, 298 Skyline Dr., Daly City,
Calif. PL 5-1543.
TRADES TAKEN
S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC.
Phone: PL 7-0440
Cable: SoSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
CAMERA MART 16mm dual sound reader and
Craig viewer, $125.00. M. V. ORESKOVIC,
1525 Abbott Rd., Lackawanna 18, N.Y.

RATES: Ads set in liohtface type, I5e per word. Minimum ad, $2.00. Text set in
liphtface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser’s name) 20c per word.
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case)
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for your used 16mm and 35mm
professional equipment of any kind
URGENTLY NEED
ARRIS, AURICONS, MITCHELLS,
Zoom lenses; lab, editing
lighting & recording equipment
for our Rental Program
CONSIGNMENTS WELCOME
NEW—USED
RENT, BUY TRADE, REPAIR
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA COMPANY
6838 SUNSET BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 28 CALIF.
FOR THIRTY-SIX YEARS WE'VE
TRADED AND SOLD
Equipment new and equipment old.
To serve our customers is our desire.
Let us help you find a buyer.
CONSIGNMENTS TAKEN—SET YOUR PRICE
Ship it in—OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
Wire us—Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, Inc.
Cable: SOSOUND
Dept, fc, 602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone 467-2124
TRY F4B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or
new equipment? Let us know what you hove
and what you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway PL 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.
GOOD, USED 16mm Mitchell Blimp, 300 to
750 AMP generator (M-R preferred), 16mm
Arriflex with blimp, Mitchell 35mm NC or
BNC. Needed immediately, cash waiting. Box
1458, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
WANTED to buy all types of projection bulbs,
spotlight bulbs. ADVANCED SPOTLIGHT SERV¬
ICE, Box 206, Passaic, N.J.

LABORATORY & SOUND
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed.
Complete studio and laboratory services. Color
printing and lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION
PICTURE SERVICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Ave¬
nue,
Cleveland
3,
Ohio.
Phone ENdicott
1 -2707.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
FILM ASSIGNMENTS wanted. Pacific Coast and
Midwest Area, for stock shots, process plates,
etc. Top Hollywood cinematographers and
equipment available. WORLD WIDE FILMS,
INC., 108 So. LaJolla Ave., Hollywood 48,
Calif. Phones: WE 9-8308 and OL 3-5072.
Continued on Next Page

$1.50 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial Ottice.
American Cinematoorapher, 1782 No. Orange Drive. Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms
close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
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Classified Ads

INDEX TO AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER-1962

Continued from Preceding Page

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
WE NEED HELP in producing some of the
nation's finest television commercials and in¬
dustrial films. If you are a talented camera¬
man and/or editor, send resume to: KEITZ
and
HERNDON,
INC,
3601
Oak Grove,
Dallas, Texas.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
AFRICA
Full 16mm equipment, Arri, Magnasync, etc.
Experienced cameraman. Complete safaris ar¬
ranged for tourists or professional
units.
TRANS-AFRICA GUIDES, Box 9538, Nairobi,
Kenya.
CANADIAN
assignments wanted.
Complete
16mm facilities. Experienced sound crew. Box
1460, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
MOTION PICTURE CAMERAMAN NOW EM¬
PLOYED photographing news and commercials
seeks relocation, 10 years' experience. C.
ROLOFF, 3260 Orange Street, Boynton Beach,
Florida.
BRAZILIAN English speaking production unit
available for assignments in Brazil,
Uru¬
guay, etc. 1 1 years' experience, color B&W.
HELICONFILM, Ave. Ipiranga 1248, Sao Paulo.
ALASKA . . 16mm film assignments specializ¬
ing in Wildlife and big game photography.
Stock of wildlife footage available. RON
HAYES, Box 1711, Anchorage, Alaska.
JAPANESE English speaking director-cinematog¬
rapher for features, TV, etc. HARRY MIMURA,
2-1303 Setagaya, Tokyo, Japan.
Credits;
'Around the World in 80 Days" (Far East
locations), American TV films (See American
Cinematographer, March, 1961).
EUROPEAN
equipment.
MacMahon,
Hollywood
In Canada:

assignments. 16mm top American
THOMAS d'HOSTE, 31
Avenue
Paris 17, France. In U.S.A.: 7617
Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
3261 Forest-Hill, Montreal, P. Q.

TITLES & OPTICALS for low budget produc¬
tions. 8/16/35mm service. Samples and price
list from ASSOCIATED CINETITLE SERVICES,
13204 Shaver, Baldwin Park, California.
16mm FILM assignments—Chicago, Zoographic,
Scenic, Industrial. ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRO¬
DUCTIONS, 1657 Grace St., Chicago 13, Illi¬
nois. Bl 8-8612.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS, New York, Boston area,
scenic, stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS,
168 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.
CAMERAMAN available for assignments in¬
cluding UNDERWATER. ROY CHEVERTON, 2625
N. Ocean Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS
Effective with the January, 1963, issue,
rates for classified advertising will be
20(‘ per word, minimum ad $2.00. Ads
set in modified display format or set in
all capitals, $2.00 per line regardless of
number of words. Closing date for copy
is 15th of month preceding date of issue.
Send ad copy plus remittance to cover
payment to American Cinematographer,
P.O. Box 2230, Hollywood 28, Calif.

-J
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Volume 43 Nos. 1 to 12 incl.
INDEX BY TITLE OR SUBJECT
A
A-Wind, B-Wind—What Do They Mean? Nov.
666.
Academy Award Nominees for 1961, Apr.
225.
"Advise & Consent," Photography of, Aug.
478.
Air Force Filming Project. Dec. 736.
Alekan-Gerard Process of Composite Photog¬
raphy, Jul. 428.
Animation, Automation In, Mar. 172.
ARCS Cameramen—Eyes of The Air Force,
Nov. 676.
ASC's Research & Educational Committee, Jan.
32; Mar. 171; Apr. 212; Nov. 650.
A.S.C. Recommendation No. 17, Mar. 171.
A.S.C. Recommendation No. 10, Nov. 650.
Automatic Exposure Control with Light Pilot,
Feb 104.
Automation in Animation, Mar. 172.
B
Background Plates, the Photography of, Feb.
98.
"Birdman of Alcatraz," Photography of, Jun.
354.
Books, Sept. 548.
C
Cameras At The Capitol, Aug. 478.
Chapman Camera Cranes, Nov. 674.
Cinematography in The Atomic Age, Feb. 94.
Cinematography In Legal Evidence, May 294.
Cinemicroanalysis, Dec. 728.
Cinerama Goes Dramatic, Jan. 28.
Circarama, Circling Italy, With, Mar. 162.
Circling Italy with Circarama, Mar. 162.
Color Films, New Eastman, Jun. 362.

G
G-E Introduces New Portable
Oct. 608.
Gas Pipe Dolly, Mar. 164.

E
Effects: The Scotchlite Process, Apr. 228; Se¬
attle World's Fair Film, Jul. 416; AlekanGerard Process of Composite Photography,
Jul. 428; Traveling Matte Systems, Sept.
538.
8mm For TV News Reporting, Dec. 722.
"El Cid"—The Photography of, Jan. 30.
Electronic Film Editing, Dec. 730.
"Elodia," Photography of. Sept. 540.
Equipment Rental Directory, Dec. 734.
"Experiment In Terror," Photography of. May,
288.
F
Fighting Fire With Film, Oct. 602.
Film Music, Apr. 236.
Filming The Dobie Gillis Show, Oct. 600.
Filming The First Cinerama Feature, Sept. 536.
Fireball Reflector, Apr. 232.
"First Person" Camera Technique, Mar. 170.
Flashback To Yesteryear: 1925, P. Tannura,
Sept. 514; 1914—Arthur Edeson, Oct. 618;
1930—Joseph Walker, Dec. 758.
From "Caligari" to "Caligari", Jul. 420.

Light,

H
"Hemingway's Adventures of a Young Man,"
The Photography Of, Oct. 604.
Hong Kong Filming Venture, Jan. 40.
I
Illusion of Reality, The, Apr. 230.
Is 16mm Color Negative The Answer? Sept.
544.
L
Light Pilot, Feb. 104.
Logistic of a Global Filming Project, May 298.
M
"Magic Sword (The)”, Photography of. Mar.
158.
Making A Marketable Movie, Aug. 477.
"Moon Pilot," The Photography of, Feb. 90.
Movie Magic For "The Magic Sword,” Mar.
158.
Moving Camera Shots on Skis, Feb. 92.
Multicam Technique In College Film Produc¬
tion, Jun. 369.
Multi-screen Motion Pictures, Apr. 234.
Music For Films, Apr. 236.
N
New Eastman Color Negative and Color Print
Films, Jun. 362.
New Look In Film Titles, Jun. 356.
'New Look' In Reflectors, Apr. 232.
Newman-Sinclair Motor-driven 35mm Camera,
Jan. 38.
New Ventures In Cinematography, Sept. 546.

O

D
Dobie Gillis TV Show, Photography of, Oct.
600.
"Do-It-Yourself" Lens and Camera Accuracy
Test, Feb. 1 02.
Doubling In Brass, Sept. 540.
Dual Camera Photography, Aug. 484.
Dubbing of Sound, Mar. 168.
Dubbing Spanish Voices for TV Films, Jun.
360.
Duplicating Kodachrome II, Oct. 610.

Cinema

"Oh, Yes—The Titles!", Sept. 547.
'Oscar' Nominees for Best Cinematography,
Mar. 167.
P
Photographing a 16mm Lecture Film In Japan,
Oct. 615.
Photographing "Elodia," Sept. 540.
Photographing "Moon Pilot," Feb. 90.
Photographing The Films of Ingmar Bergman,
Oct. 613.
Photography of "Advise and Consent," Aug.
478.
Photography of Background Plates, Feb. 98.
Photography of "Birdman of Alcatraz," Jun.
354.
Photography of "El Cid" In Technirama 70,
Jan. 30.
Photography of "Experiment in Terror," May
288.
Photography of "Hemingway’s Adventures of
a Young Man," Oct. 604.
Photography of "Ride The High Country,”
Jul. 410.
Photography of "The Cabinet of Caligari,”
Jul. 420.
Photography of The Dobie Gillis Show, Oct.
600.
Photography of "The Four Horsemen," Apr.

222.
Pictorial Composition—Key Element in Cine¬
matography, Aug. 487.
Pixillation—New Technique With Commercial
Possibilities, Jul. 412.
Plotting Camera Angles With Storyboards,
Dec. 724.
Production Procedures for Animated Com¬
mercials, Jul. 415.
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Bousek, John R. Jr.
—Multicam
Technique
In
College
Production, Jun. 369.
Drun, Jo.;cp i, ASC
—Doubling In Brass, Sept. 540.

ANNUAL INDEX
Continued from Preceding Page

Pros and Cons of 1 6mm Color Negative, May
300.
R
Read Any Good Books Lately? Sept. 548.
Reel and Can Storage Rack, Aug. 480.
Reflectors, New Look in (Fireball), Apr. 232.
"Ride The High Country," Photography of, Jul.
41 0.
Role of Cinematography at Cape Canaveral,
Nov. 668.
S
Scotchlite Process (The), Apr. 228.
Semi-automatic Zoom Lens Diaphragm Con¬
trol, Aug. 474.
Shoestring Movie Makers, Dec. 732.
Shooting 100 Documentaries in 50 Weeks,
Aug. 482.
"Shyaka"—Japan's First Epic Production in
70mm, Jan. 42.
16mm Workprint Editing, Nov. 664.
Slow Motion In Television, Aug. 472.
Small Lights For Big Jobs, Nov. 672.
Some Aspects of Educational Film Production,
Dec. 741.
Sound: Mar. 1 68.
Streamlining Production Methods, Jan. 36.
Sun Gun Photo Light, May 292.
Superior Maneuverability in Boom Shot Pho¬
tography, Nov. 674.
T
"The

Face

of Jesus,"

Photography

of,

Apr.

230.
"The Four Horsemen," The Photography of,
Apr. 222.
Time-lapse Photography of the Sky, Feb. 100.
Titles for "Walk on the Wild Side," Jun. 356.
Traveling Matte Systems, Sept. 538.
Tricky Filming For A Tricky Picture, Jul. 41 6.
TV Safe Action Limits For Wide Screen Films,
Jun. 366.
Two-Continent Assignment, Oct. 604.
U
Ultra-Wide Screen Systems, Jul. 424.

C
Carter, Jim
—Cinemicroanalysis, Dec. 728.
Carey, Paddy, CSC
—Time-Lapse Photography Of The Sky, Feb.

ROLL FILM
DRYER
BUILT TO MILITARY SPECIFI¬
CATIONS for use with 70mm or
35mm roll film—adapable to
16mm.

• Stainless Steel
Construction

Daniels, William, ASC
—Cinerama Goes Dramatic, Jan. 28.

• Completely Auto¬
matic

E

• Capacity 1000 ft.
per hr. (neg.)

Everett, Brian R.
—The Newman-Sinclair Motor-driven 35mm
camera, Jan. 38.

• Portable, Compact

F
Fielding, Raymond
—The Scotchlight Process, Apr. 228.
Foster, Frederick
—The Photography of Background

^^/VlsAol/lfiaMs/xA
5599 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

Plates,

Feb. 98.
—"New Look" In Reflectors, Apr. 232.
—The Sun Gun Photo Light, May 292.
—New Look In Film Titles, Jun. 356.
—Dual Camera Photography, Aug. 484.
—Filming The Dobie Gillis Show, Oct. 600.
H

400- and 1200-foot Conversions
FINEST
on

K

conversion

the

day.

Harrington, Clifford V.
—-"Shyaka"—Japan's First Epic Production
In 70mm, Jan. 42.
—Making a Marketable Movie, Aug. 477.
—Photographing a 1 6mm Lecture Film In
Japan, Oct. 61 5.
Henry, Joseph
—Multi-Screen Motion Pictures, Apr. 234.
—Wildlife Photography, Jun. 365.
—Slow Motion In Television, Aug. 472.
—Superior Maneuverability In Boom Shot
Photography, Nov. 674.
—What's New In Tape Recorders, Dec. 738.
Herzfeld, Richard P.
—Reel and Can Storage Rack, Aug. 480.

Koebner, Hans
—Light Pilot Automatic Exposure
Feb. 104.
—Electronic Film Editing, Dec. 730.

• Write for free
Literature

market

Convert

Auricon
or

to¬
your

Cine-Voice

Pro

to

camera

a

fine

that

will

handle full 400 feet
of film

with

jam-free,
operation.

Includes

Veeder-Root
counter,

perfect

wow-free

footage

filter

and

holders,

jack

in

slot
phone

camera

complete

and

refinishing.

Quick Service . • • Finest Workmanship . .
Mitchell or Bell & Howell Magazines.
Write for Pictures and Complete Details
GORDON YODER

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS
Control,

2222 N. Prairie Ave., Dallas 4, Texas
Phone LAkeside 1-2672

L

W
What's New In Tape Recorders, Dec. 738.
Why Prints For TV Are Different, Aug. 470.
Wide Screen Production Systems, May 296.
Wildlife Photography, Jun. 365.
William Daniels Re-elected President of ASC,
May 268.
■ '■'■'n'e'l'’ I World of the Brothers Grimm,"
Photography of. Sept. 5 36.

INDEX BY AUTHORS
B
Berridge, John W.
—Some Aspects of Educational
tion, Dec. 741.
Beyer, Walter
—Progress Report on ASC's
Educational Committee, Jan.
—A.S.C. Recommendation No.
—A.S.C. Research Committee

Film

Film Produc¬

Research &
32.
7, Mar. 171.
Reports, Apr.

212.
—A.S.C. Recommendation No. 4, May 272.
—Wide Screen Production Systems, May
296.
—TV Safe Action Limits for Wide Screen
Films, Jun. 366.
—A.S.C. Recommendation No. 10, Nov.
650.
Bodger, Lowell A.
—Ultra-Wide Screen Systems, Jul. 424.

Landrum, Bill
—"First Person" Camera Technique, Mar.
170.
Lightman, Herb A.
—The Photography of "El Cid" in Technirama-70, Jan. 30.
—Photography of "Moon Pilot ", Feb. 90.
—Circling Italy with Circarama, Mar. 162.
—Photographing
"The Four
Horsemen,"
Apr. 222.
—Photographing "Birdman of Alcatraz,"
Jun. 354.
—From "Caligari" to "Caligari", Jul. 420.
—Cameras At The Capitol, Aug. 478.
—Filming The First Cinerama Feature, Sept.
536.
—Two Continent Assignment, Oct. 604.
—APCS Cameramen—Eyes of the Air Force,
Nov. 676.
—Air Force Filming Project, Dec. 736.
Charles Loring
—Hong Kong Filming Venture, Jan. 40.
—Pictorial Composition—Key Element in
Cinematography, Aug. 487.
M
Metzler, Paul
—Logistics of a Global Filming Project,
May 298.
Murphy, Mike
—Moving-Camera Shots On Skis, Feb. 92.

f)LW COWPANV
424 LI PO CHUN BUILDING
HONG KONG
COMPLETE 16/MM & 35/MM
PRODUCTION FACILITIES

WORK PRINTS
16mm
B-&-W
35mm
Low Cost Immediate Service
Available 24 hours a day
16mm .04c per ft. 35mm .05c per ft.
1 6mm Color
Reversal Work Prints
.05c per ft.
Academy Leaders

ASSOCIATED TELEPHOTO LABORATORY
2705 West Olive, Burbank, Calif.
TH 6-7779
EM 6-1036

Continued on Next Page
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BOLEX ACCESSORIES

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
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By STEVENS
SYNCHRONOUS CAMERA DRIVE
115-volt Bodine Motor 24-Frame Lip-Sync
Speed. Complete with Safety Clutch,
Camera Mounting Base, Forward-Reverse
Contrels, Condenser, 10-Ft. Cable.

Murray, Don
—Shoestring Movie Makers, Dec. 732.
Musgrave, Peter
—The Dubbing of Sound, Mar. 168.
Me

Special $150

McGill, Snuffy
—Semi-automatic Zoom
Control, Aug. 474.

Write for our Bolex Accessory Catalog

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.

Diaphragm

N

Dept. “A”, 340 N. Newport Blvd.
Newport Beach, Calif.

J

RESEARCH COUNCIL CRANE
with MOTION PICTURE TABLE
NEW,

Lens

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Neff, James B.
—Gas Pipe Dolly, Mar. 164.
Nykvist, Sven
—Photographing
The
Films
Bergman, Oct. 613.

of

Ingmar

O
Ozols, Leo
—Shooting 100 Documentaries in 50 Weeks,
Aug. 482.
P

WRITE FOR PRICE

Pickens, Tom
—Automation In Animation, Mar. 172.

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 W. 48th St., New York 36, N.Y.—Circle 6-0348

R
Rider, L. F.
—The Alekon-Gerord Process of Composite
Photography, Jul. 428.
S
Sanders, Mark
—-Streamlining Production Methods, Jon.
36.
Scot, Darrin
—Cinematography
In The Atomic Age,
Feb. 94.
—Movie Magic for "The Magic Sword,"
Mar. 158.
—The Illusion of Reality, Apr. 230.
—Pros and Cons of 1 6mm Color Negative,
May 300.
—Spanish Voices For Hollywood TV Films,
Jun. 360.
—Photography of "Ride The High Country,”
Jul. 410.
—New Ventures In Cinematography, Sept.
546.
—Fighting Fire With Film, Oct. 602.
—Role of Cinematography at Cope Canav¬
eral, Nov. 668.
—Plotting Camera Angles With Storyboards,
Dec. 724.
Simmons, Dr. Norwood L.
—The New Eastman Color Negative and
Color Print Films, Jun. 362.

FOR THE ANSWERS . . .
with

to your photographic
conOdence to the new

problems,

refer

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER
MANUAL

W
Witherell, William R. Jr.
—Pixillotion—New Technique With Com¬
mercial Possibilities, Jul. 412.
Woolery, Adrian
-—Production Procedures for Animated Com¬
mercials, Jul. 415.

Most
comprehensive
compilation
of
cinema¬
tographic
data
ever
assembled
between
the
covers of a single book. Contains more than 400
pages of concise, practical and informative data
and charts invaluable to every cinematographer.
There’s something to help you on every page
of this valuable fact-packed booki
Order your
copy today!

Z
Zeper, Roy
—A "Do-It-Yourself" Lens and Camera
Accuracy Test, Feb. 1 02.
—Tricky Filming For A Tricky Picture, Jul.
416.

$7.50
. . .

Post Paid

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL
P.O. Box 2230, Hollywood 28, Calif.
Please send

me.copies of the AMERICAN

CINEMATOGRAPHER
.

MANUAL.

Please

ship

i
I

j

Payment enclosed

I

C.O.O...

j

Name.

|

Street & No.

|

City. Zone.

|

State.

I

*For orders mailed within California, please
add 4% sales lax.

|
i
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the coveted 1963

award...

6/6/

will be bestowed upon
alt MAGNASYNC owners or users!
This solid gold'" statuette, encased in a clear plastic con¬
tainer, is an original Wilkinson © design . . . made for
Magnasync by Bernad Creations, makers of the famous
“Nebbish" characters.
'•(Anyway

...

it

looks

like

gold!)

n order for you to qualify for this distinguished honour
it is absolutely necessary that you
1

be an owner-user of any Magnasync equipment,
or . . .
be an operator of Magnasync equipment, with a
producer, an industrial, educational or governmen¬
tal organization,
and . . .
make formal application to the “Maggie Awards
Committee’’ by providing all information requested
on application below. (One application per organi¬
zation, please.)

mncnflsvoc
■■■■

Send application immediately
for your “Maggie”

la

[

A dynamic new customer service
program is under way at Magnasync. A
service laboratory on wheels equipped
with the latest test instrumentation,
spare parts and new equipment for
demonstration is on a continual
cross-country tour.

“MAGGIE” APPLICATION
MAGGIE AWARDS COMMITTEE
Magnasync Corporation, 5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood, Calif.
On behalf of myself and my eampany I hereby submit my applieatio)i far a 1963 "Maggie'' aieard statuette.
Title

Name:

In addition, all “Maggie” Award
applicants will receive periodic mailings
of valuable service bulletins describing
equipment modifications and latest
product and engineering developments.
There is no obligation for this service.

SOUND SYSTEM

Organization_
street Address _ Phone City _ State _

/ o?r/i or operate the folUnring Magnasync eguipment:
Model

Serial No.

Approx, purchase date

Present condition

editorial services
music
sound recording
screening
color developing
hkick-dnd-white

... surprised ?
to find everything you need
to complete your film
in one convenient location,
under one roof?
That includes Byron’s famed
WESTREX SOUND FACILITIES
... there is no better sound!

color printing
hlack-cmd-white
printing
edge-numbering
print cleaning
magnetic striping

see for
yourself...
or write, phone or wire
for information and
quotations on any and
all producer services.

byron /motion pictures
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C., FEderal 3-4000
Affiliated with MECCA FILM LABORATORIES CORP., 630 Ninth Avenue, New York 36, N.Y.
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